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The purpose of this catalog is to provide prospective students with a general
description of Clemson University and give detailed information regarding the
various colleges and departments within the University and curricula offered
by the University. Inasmuch as the educational process necessitates change,
the information and educational requirements in this catalog represent a flexi-
ble program which may be altered where such alterations are thought to be
in the mutual interest of the University and its students.
All colleges and departments establish certain academic requirements which
must be met before a degree is granted. Advisers, department heads, and
deans are available to help the student understand and arrange to meet these
requirements, but the student is responsible for fulfilling them. At the end of
a student's course of study, if requirements for graduation have not been
satisfied the degree will not be granted. For this reason, it is important for
each student to acquaint himself or herself with all academic requirements
for the desired degree, to remain currently informed of such requirements
throughout his or her college career, and to be responsible for completing all
such requirements in timely manner.
The provisions of this catalog do not constitute any offer for a contract
which may be accepted by students through registration and enrollment in the
University. The University reserves the right to change without notice any
fee, provision, offering, or requirement in this catalog and to determine whether
a student has satisfactorily met its requirements for admission or graduation.
The University further reserves the right to require a student to withdraw from
the University for cause at any time.
The requirements for each curriculum shall be the catalog requirements in
effect on the date of enrollment in that curriculum. If a student withdraws
from the University and subsequently returns, the catalog requirements in
effect at the time of return will control.
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UNIVERSITY CALENDAR
First Summer Session 1978
May 22 Registration
May 23
June 28-29
Classes begin
Examinations
Second Summer Session 1978
July 5 Orientation, new students
July 6 Registration
July 7 Classes begin
July 8 Classes meet
August 5 Classes meet
August 9-10 Examinations
August 12 Graduation
Fall Semester 1978
August 21-22
August 23
August 24
August 25
August 31
September 14
September 21
October 16
November 1
November 7
November 13-17
November 22
November 27
December 11
December 21
Spring Semester
January 8
January 9
Jalliumj 10
January 11
Januanj 17
January 31
February 7
March 5
Orientation, new students
Registration, all students
Late registration
Classes begin regular schedule; late registration
fee applies
Last day for registration; last day to add a subject
Last day to order diploma for midyear graduation
Last day to drop a subject without record
Preliminary reports due
Last day to drop a subject or withdraw from the
University without receiving final grades
Election Day; classes suspended
Preregistration
Thanksgiving holidays begin after last class
Classes resume
Examinations begin
Midyear graduation
1979
Orientation, new students
Registration, all students
Late registration
Classes begin regular schedule; late registration
fee applies
Last day for registration; last day to add a suliject
Last day to order diploma for May graduation
Last day to drop a subject without record
Preliminary reports due
March 16
March 26
April 11
April 16-20
April 30
May 11
Last day to drop a subject or withdraw from the
University without receiving final grades; spring
holidays begin after last class
Classes resume
Honors and Awards Day; classes suspended at
12 noon
Preregistration
Examinations begin
Commencement
First Summer Session 1979
May 21 Registration
May 22 Classes begin
June 27-28 Examinations
Second Summer Session 1979
July 5
July 6
July 7
July 21
August 4
August 8-9
August 11
Fall Semester
August 20-21
August 22
August 23
August 24
August 30
September 13
September 20
October 15
October 31
November 12-16
November 21
November 26
December 10
December 20
Orientation, new students
Registration
Classes begin
Classes meet
Classes meet
Examinations
Graduation
1979
Orientation, new students
Registration, all students
Late registration
Classes begin regular schedule; late registration
fee applies
Last day for registration; last day to add a subject
Last day to order diploma for midyear graduation
Last day to drop a subject without record
Preliminary reports due
Last day to drop a subject or withdraw from the
University without receiving final grades
Preregistration
Thanksgiving holidays begin after last class
Classes resume
Examinations begin
Midyear graduation
Spring Semester 1980
January 7 Orientation, new students
January 8 Registration, all students
January 9 Late registration
January 10
January 16
January 30
Februray 6
March 3
March 14
March 24
April 9
April 14-18
April 28
May 9
Classes begin regular schedule; late registration
fee applies
Last day for registration; last day to add a subject
Last day to order diploma for May graduation
Last day to drop a subject without record
Preliminary reports due
Last day to drop a subject or withdraw from the
University without receiving final grades; spring
holidays begin after last class
Classes resume
Honors and Awards Day; classes suspended at
12 noon
Preregistration
Examinations begin
Commencement
First Summer Session 1980
May 19 Registration
May 20
June 25-26
Classes begin
Examinations
Second Summer Session 1980
June 30 Orientation, new students
July 1 Registration
July 2 Classes begin
July 4 Classes suspended
July 12 Classes meet
July 26 Classes meet
August 6-7 Examinations
August 9 Graduation
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Dean of the University
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University Counsel
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University Extension
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Colleges
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES
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Experiment Station
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Extension Service
JINfMY BRYANT COPELAND, Ph.D., Associate Director, Cooperative
Extension Service
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national Programs; Coordinator, Special Instructional Programs
JESSE EDWIN FARIS, Ph.D., Head, Department of Agricultural Economics
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EARL THOMAS CARPENTER, Ed.D., Head, Department of Agricultural
Education "
BYRON KENNETH WEBB, Ph.D., P.E., Head, Department of Agricultural
Engineering f
GARNET ROY CRADDOCK, Pli.D., Head, Department of Agronomy and
Soils
RICHARD FERMAN WHEELER, Ph.D.. Head, Dcpartmi^it of Animal
Scieticc
JAMES HAROLD MARTIN, Ph.D.. Head, Dcjiartmcnt of Dairy Science
SIDNEY BHOOKS HAYS, Ph.D., Head, Department of Entomology and
Economic Zoology
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WOODIE PRENTISS WILLIAMS, JR., Ph.D., Head, Department of Food
Science
TAZE LEONARD SENN, Ph.D., Head, Department of Horticulture
OTTIE JOSEPH DICKERSON, Ph.D., Head, Department of Plant Pathology
and Physiology
BOBBY DALE BARNETT, Ph.D., Head, Department of Poultry Science
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE
HARLAN EWART McCLURE, M.Arch., F.A.I.A., Dean
JAMES EDWARD DALTON, M.Arch., Assistant to the Dean
GAYLAND BROOKS WITHERSPOON, M.S.Arch., Head, Department of
Architectural Studies
RALPH EDWARD KNOWLAND, M.B.A., Head, Department of Building
Science
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EDWIN FRANCIS RUMSEY, M.P.S., Col., USAF, Head, Department of
Aerospace Studies
EARL THOMAS CARPENTER, Ed.D., Head, Department of Agricultural
Education *
ERNEST JOSEPH KOZMA, Ed.D., Head, Department of Elementary and
Secondary Education
ALFRED FRANKLIN NEWTON, Ed.D., Head, Department of Industrial
Education
ROY HOWARD HERRON, M.A., Lt. Col., USA, Head, Department of
Military Science
DOVE HENRY PATE, JR., Ed.D., Director, Office of Educational Services
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* Agricultural Education curriculum is jointly administered by the College of Agricultural
Sciences and the College of Education.
t Agricultural Engineering curriculum is jointly administered by the College of Agricul-
tural Sciences and ^e College of Engineering.
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General Information
Clemson is a land-grant, state-supported university, fully accredited
by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools. Curricula are
accredited by Engineers' Council for Professional Development,
American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business, National
Architectural Accrediting Board, National League for Nursing, and
Society of American Foresters.
The seventy-six undergraduate curricula and fifty-four graduate
degree programs under the colleges of Agricultural Sciences, Ar-
chitecture, Education, Engineering, Forest and Recreation Re-
sources, Industrial Management and Textile Science, Liberal Arts,
Nursing, Sciences, and the Graduate School form a background of
training for the hundreds of occupations and professions in which
Clemson graduates engage. The University is organized on a basis
whereby it retains a clear entity through the interrelationships of
colleges and departments providing a well-balanced fundamental
and general educational program.
The enrollment of Clemson has grown from 446 students at the
opening of the University in 1893 to 11,478 for the first semester,
1978-79. Since the opening of the University, through the first se-
mester, 1978-79, 84,878 students have attended Clemson, and of
this number, 33,303 have been awarded the bachelor's degree. Dur-
ing this same period 314 associate degrees, 6,220 master's degrees,
516 Doctor of Philosophy degrees, and 58 Education Specialist
degrees have been awarded.
ADMINISTRATIVE ORGANIZATION
The government of the University is vested in a Board of thirteen
members, including six elected by the Legislature and seven life
and self-perpetuating members, in accord with the Clemson will.
The President of the University is the chief executive and admin-
istrative officer elected by the Board of Trustees; and under the
President there are five areas of administration, each headed by
a chief administrative officer responsible to the President. The
organizational units under each of these officers are outlined as
follows:
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14 General Information
I. Vice President for Academic Affairs and Dean of the University
A. Undergraduate Studies
1. Summer Sessions
2. University Library
B. Graduate Studies and University Research
1. Computer Center
2. Division of Administrative Programming Services
3. Division of Information Systems Development
4. Graduate School
5. Office of University Research
C. University Extension
D. Colleges
1. Agricultural Sciences
2. Architecture
3. Education
4. Engineering
5. Forest and Recreation Resources
6. Industrial Management and Textile Science
7. Liberal Arts
8. Nursing
9. Sciences
E. Institutes
1. The Belle W. Baruch Forest Science Institute
2. Housing Institute
3. Water Resources Research Institute
XL Vice President for Business and Finance
A. Budgets and Systems
B. Facilitating Services
C. Financial Management
D. Internal Audit
E. Physical Plant
F. Special Projects and Planning Coordination
III. Vice President for Development
A. Alumni Relations
B. Campus Master Plan
C. Communications Center
D. Deferred Ciifts and Estate Planning
E. Planning and Corporate Relations
F. University Relations
IV. Vice President for Executive Affairs and Secretary of the Board
of Trustees
A. University Counsel
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V. Vice President for Student AflFairs and Dean of Students
A. Athletic Department
B. Career Services (Placement and Cooperative Education)
C. Counseling Center
D. Fraternity Affairs
E. Housing Office
F. Littlejohn Coliseum
G. Music Activities
H. Office of Admissions, Registration and Financial Aid
I. Offices of the Associate Deans of Students
J. Student Health Service
K. University Bookstore
L. University Canteens
M. University Union
REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION
Beginning Freshmen. To receive consideration for admission to
Clemson the applicant must present a transcript of his high school
record and have an official copy of his Scholastic Aptitude Test
scores sent directly from the College Entrance Examination Board
Office in Princeton, New Jersey. The examination scores along with
the student's academic preparation, rank in class, and the recom-
mendation of the high school counselor will be weighed carefully
in the admissions decision process. The applicant's acceptance will
be confirmed upon presentation of a final high school transcript
indicating a continuation of progress and graduation.
In addition, students who have not graduated and will not
graduate from high school may qualify for entrance by:
1. Achieving satisfactory scores on the College Board examina-
tions and by presenting a high school certificate (awarded by
certificate examination) from the state in which they reside. This
provision applies only to candidates 19-or-more years of age.
2. Demonstrating unusual academic ability as an applicant who
does not intend to graduate from high school. In special cases con-
sideration may be given to younger candidates who possess superior
high school records and whose College Board scores are above
average for the freshman class. The typical student admitted under
this provision ranks in the upper tenth of his class and has SAT
scores which total 1100 or more.
Transfer Candidates. Entrance examinations are required of
many transfer students, but a number may omit this step. Details
regarding these requirements are outlined in the subsection dealing
with entrance examinations.
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All transfer applicants must have an original transcript of their
records sent to Clemson directly from each college or university
attended. Also, unless so stated on the transcript, the candidate
will need to present statements of honorable dismissal and of
eligibility to return to the institution last attended.
Apphcants meeting the requirements outlined above will be
considered carefully with regard to the quality of their credentials.
If accepted, work completed at other institutions with a grade of
C or higher may be evaluated for transfer in terms of equivalent
courses in the Clemson curriculum of one's choice. Those who de-
sire an admissions decision prior to completing a year of full-time
study at an accredited college must also submit a high school
transcript.
Nursing Applicants. The award of advanced standing for ac-
cepted transfer students is a joint decision by personnel in the
Registrar's Office and faculty members in the colleges concerned.
The College of Nursing requires that all students complete the
courses as identified in the first two years of the curriculum as
found in the College of Nursing section of this catalog. These are
foundational for junior-year nursing courses. Students who wish
to enroll in the courses in nursing off^ered during the second
semester of the sophomore year must have completed all courses
indicated prior to that semester. Adjustments may be made through
summer session study, and the faculty adviser will assist in that
programming. In most cases, it is possible for the student to delay
these courses until the first summer session, thereby allowing more
time to make up the needed prerequisites. In no case, however,
will the student be allowed to enter the junior year without the
above nursing courses and all of the courses identified for freshman
and sophomore years. Applicants should submit transcripts, includ-
ing courses to be completed, in order for the College of Nursing
to evaluate the applicant's status. In this way, if the applicant does
not meet the above requirements and additional sessions of study
are required, the applicant would have an opportunity to determine
a course of action before having to make a nonrefundable deposit.
Evaluation personnel in the Registrar's Office are notified at the
time a transfer student is accepted for the College of Nursing, and
initial coordination begins at that point. Different advisers in the
College of Nursing are assigned to those who are transferring from
other bachelor degree programs and those who have completed a
two- or three-year program in technical nursing. Therefore, when
communicating with the College of Nursing, one should clearly
point out his/her previous preparation in nursing.
All Applicants. Various nonintellective factors will Ix^ considered
in a few cases where it is impossible to make a ix)sitive decision
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on the strength of aptitude and previous academic performance
alone.
Application Forms and Dates. Forms to be used in applying for
admission to the University may be obtained by writing to the
Office of Admissions, Clemson University, Clemson, South Caro-
lina 29631.
Applications for entrance in 1980 may be submitted beginning
September 1979. There is no fixed or cutoff date for submitting or
completing an application, but no action will take place until the
application is complete. In addition to submitting the application
form together with the fee and transcript of academic record, a
transcript of Scholastic Aptitude Test scores sent by the College
Board directly to Clemson is necessary to complete an appHcation
for freshmen admission. The time of application does not spe-
cifically control the time one receives a decision, however, the
majority of admissions decisions are reached during December,
January, and February.
There is no fixed closing date for submitting applications; how-
ever, in recent years virtually all admission has been closed by mid-
spring. Moreover, experience indicates that a sufficient number of
dormitory candidates will apply considerably earlier. The latter,
therefore, should apply at an early date following distribution of
application forms in September.
Application Fee. Applicants for admission must submit a non-
refundable fee of $15 with their applications. This fee is not ap-
plicable toward tuition and/ or other University fees. Details con-
cerning the fee are contained in the letter of instructions sent
with the application form.
Entrance Examinations. All freshman candidates and many
transfer students must submit scores for the College Entrance
Examination Board Scholastic Aptitude Test. A student transfer-
ring from an accredited college usually need not submit SAT
scores if he has earned thirty semester hours with at least a C+
average (based on a system using four passing grades). Those
enrolled in technical programs (noncollege parallel) at technical
and community colleges usually will be required to submit SAT
scores. For August enrollment, one must complete the SAT no
later than the preceding November if dormitory accommodations
are desired.
Candidates who have completed the required tests previously
may have their scores reported to Clemson by directing a request
to the College Entrance Examination Board together with a fee of
$3. Others may secure a College Board Student Bulletin and
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an application tor the tests from their local high school or from
the Board's Office, P. O. Box 592, Princeton, New Jersey 08541.
Copies of student reports and those submitted by third parties,
such as high schools and colleges, are not acceptable.
Although almost all freshmen must take at least one College
Board Achievement Test, as explained in the next section, those
attending high schools which do not compute class rank definitely
should take three tests (English, Mathematics II, and one other
test of their choice). These students must take them by January
of their senior year as the scores will be used in reaching an ad-
missions decision in such cases.
Achievement Tests. Almost all freshmen wiU find that one or
more of the College Board Achievement Tests are required or at
least highly desirable for placement purposes. Since a candidate
can take one, two, or three tests at the same administration with-
out an increase in the test fee, all are encouraged to sit for three
tests. The information provided by these results becomes an extra
credential that may enhance the chance for acceptance, especially
if one has made marked academic improvement in the last year
or two of high school or if in the lower portion of a selective class.
Specific requirements or recommendations are as follows:
Mathematics. Candidates whose majors include Mathematics
101, 102, or 106 in the first semester freshman curriculum should
take the College Board Achievement Test in Mathematics, Level II
unless automatic placement in a review course is desired.
Foreign Language. Applicants who will have completed tvvo
or more years of high school French, German, Latin, Russian, or
Spanish and who will enroll in a curriculum which includes a
foreign language should take the appropriate language achieve-
ment test. These candidates may qualify for advanced placement
with credit on the basis of a satisfactory score on this test.
English. Test results in English might provide one with an
alternate means of gaining advanced placement, as explained be-
low, or serve as an extra credential for the candidate with mar-
ginal credentials.
Other Tests. Students taking only tvvo of the tests noted above
are encouraged to take another one in a subject of their choice.
Advanced Placement by Examination. In addition to earning
credit by the usual method involving classroom attendance, stu-
dents may receive credit toward their degrees by completing a
course successfully by examination only. The following examination
programs are currently recognized:
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College Board Advanced Placement (AP). High school students
interested in exempting some of the elementary courses are en-
couraged to participate in the Advanced Placement programs and
have examination results sent to Clemson. Generally, credit for the
full year's course is awarded to those who earn a score of 3, 4, or 5
on the College Board AP examination(s).
English Departmental Examination. The English Department
offers a locally administered writing sample to students with scores
of 600 and above on the verbal section of the Scholastic Aptitude
Test or 650 and above on the College Board English Achievement
Test. Students qualifying will receive written invitations to take
the writing sample at one of the orientation sessions during the
summer. Generally, credit for the first semester freshman composi-
tion course is awarded in recognition of demonstrated proficiency.
College Board College-Level Examination Program (CLEP). A
few departments accept credit for CLEP subject-matter examina-
tions. Credit is awarded for introductory-level courses according to
criteria established by the following departments: Chemistry, Eco-
nomics, English (composition only). Psychology, and Mathemati-
cal Sciences (algebra and trigonometry only—applicable princi-
pally in agricultural curricula requiring Mathematics 105). Through
CLEP, the typically mature student has an opportunity to obtain
credit by examination for on-the-job experience, adult or corre-
spondence schoolwork, or other nontraditional study.
Further information regarding specific tests offered, registration
procedures, and costs can be obtained from the University Counsel-
ing Center.
Campus Visits. Prospective students are welcome to visit the
Clemson campus and talk with the staff, faculty, and students of
the University. All are anxious to help candidates gain a clear
understanding of what Clemson can offer the prospective student.
Visits can be made to the Admissions OflBce without an appoint-
ment during regular oflBce hours Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m.
to noon and from 1:00 to 4:30 p.m. It is best, however, to avoid
visiting the campus during the last two weeks of August and the
first week of January as these are class registration periods, and
the staff and faculty cannot always assist visitors at these times.
Candidates for the College of Architecture are particularly en-
couraged to come for an interview. Prospective students will have
an opportunity to discuss the programs offered with a faculty mem-
ber and tour the facilities. Appointments made in advance are
requested.
Interviews are not required in considering candidates, nor will
the results of interviews affect admissions decisions; rather, the
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purpose is to provide candidates the opportunity to learn more
about the University, the programs, and the admissions procedures.
Orientation Program. The University has scheduled a series of
two-day orientation programs during the summer months for en-
tering freshmen, transfer students, and their parents. All accepted
students are expected to attend one of these sessions.
During orientation students w^ill have an opportunity to discuss
their educational objectives with an adviser, to preregister for the
fall semester, and to learn about student life. Transfer students have
their transcripts evaluated and select appropriate courses for their
first semester at Clemson. Those transferring may find it diflBcult
to schedule the appropriate courses if they fail to attend one of
the first six orientation periods. The dates for orientation in 1979
are as follows:
June 11, 12 July 5, 6
June 14, 15 July 9, 10
June 18, 19 July 12, 13
June 21, 22 August 20,* 21 •
Students from other Countries. A limited number of well-quali-
fied students from other countries are accepted. The first step is
to file a preliminary application and take the Scholastic Aptitude
Test (SAT) of the College Entrance Examination Board. After one's
scores are reported to Clemson, admissions personnel will make a
preliminary evaluation and, if appropriate, send a formal applica-
tion to the candidate. The student should enclose transcripts of his
secondary school and college-level records when returning the
application.
ADMISSION OF POST-BACCALAUREATE STUDENTS
A student may be accepted by the Graduate School as a post-
baccalaurcatc student if he or she applies to a specific graduate
degree program but does not have the appropriate academic back-
ground. Such a student must be recommended b\' the appropriate
department or program chairperson and must fully meet all other
requirements for admission to the particular degree program with
respect to grade-point ratio and standardized test scores. A student
in this category who is denied admission because of failure to meet
the minimum requirements has access to the same apjxal pro-
cedures as does any other student applying to the Graduate School.
Applicants will be classified as ix)st-baccalaureate students if
they are not (lualified to take at least one graduate course per
• The proKrnin on thi-v <lnlrs i* an iiuoinplrtr onr. and it i» r%prt iailv inapproprUte foT
tranifrr ittidrntv. Only foreign itudmt* and American itudrnts living great distances from
th« Univrriily thould defer orientation until thij time.
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semester which can be included in the minimum hours required for
the graduate degree. Additionally, any student required to com-
plete more than eighteen semester hours of undergraduate credits
will be classified as post-baccalaureate. Until such time that the
required number of undergraduate credit hours is less than or equal
to eighteen and the student is qualified to take, each semester, a
graduate course which can be included in the minimum hours re-
quired for the graduate degree, he or she will remain classified as
post-baccalaureate. A department or a student may request post-
baccalaureate status even though the above criteria are satisfied.
At the time a post-baccalaureate student becomes eligible for
classification as a graduate student, the decision as to eventual
admission status (full or provisional) will be made according to
criteria utilized by the department and Graduate School for all
other applicants to the particular degree program. The post-
baccalaureate student is expected to maintain a B average and
receive no grade lower than C in order to qualify for admission to a
graduate program.
Post-baccalaureate students may enroll in the same number of
credits per semester as any undergraduate student but shall not
enroll in graduate courses or receive a graduate assistantship. No
degree or certificate shall be awarded to students in a post-
baccalaureate status and such students who subsequently desire to
obtain an additional baccalaureate degree must apply through the
Office of Admissions and Registration. The applicability of credits
earned toward the undergraduate degree will be determined by
the policy pertaining to transfer students. Tuition and fees for post-
baccalaureate students shall be those applicable to undergraduates
with the exception of the application fee and admissions deposit.
A student possessing an undergraduate degree or a graduate
degree and who wishes to enroll in specific undergraduate courses
for reasons other than future admission to the Graduate School
shall not be classified as post-baccalaureate and shall be governed
by policies established by the Office of Admissions and Registration.
GRADUATE STUDY
Programs leading to graduate degrees from Clemson University
are available in nine colleges—Agricultural Sciences, Architecture,
Education, Engineering, Forest and Recreation Resources, Indus-
trial Management and Textile Science, Liberal Arts, Nursing, and
Sciences.
For information concerning advanced degrees see The Graduate
School Announcements which may be obtained from the Office of
the Dean of Graduate Studies and University Research.
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EXPENSES
Establishment of University Fees. The annual State Appropriation
Act imposes the general requirement that student fees be fixed by
the University Board of Trustees. The Act imposes two specific
requirements on the Board: (1) in fixing fees applicable to academic
and general maintenance and operation costs, the Board must
maintain a minimum student fee not less than the fee charged the
previous year; (2) in fixing fees applicable to dormitory rental, din-
ing halls, laundry, infirmary, and all other personal subsistence
expenses, the Board must charge students an amount sufiicient to
fully cover the cost of providing such facilities and services.
Settlement of University Fees. The Schedule of Semester Charges
for all undergraduate students—full- or part-time, and auditing
—
is shown on the pages which follow. Satisfactory settlement of all
expenses is a requirement for completing each semester's class
registration, and no student is officially enrolled until all past
due accounts and all current semester expenses have been satis-
fied. In special cases the University will accept, at the begin-
ning of a semester, a noninterest bearing promissory note for a
portion of the semester residence-hall rent and semester-plan board
fee. Amounts up to $130 for room rent and $140 for board fee
may be included in the note. In such cases, a note for the first
semester charges will be due October 1, and a note for the second
semester charges will be due March 1.
A $75 advance payment of room rent is required for a room
reservation for the fall semester. Currently enrolled students who
expect to continue enrollment are given an opportunity to make
room reservations and pay the $75 during the spring semester at a
time designated by the Housing Office. New students who desire
residence hall accommodations are to pay the $75 advance pay-
ment of room rent and the $80 admissions deposit when they
accept the University's offer of admission. The $75 advance pay-
ment of room rent is deducted from the amount otherwise due for
the first semester's expenses.
All checks and money orders should be made payable to Clemson
University. A personal check given in payment of University ex-
penses which is returned unpaid by the bank immediately creates
an indebtedness to the University.
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SCHEDULE OF SEMESTER CHARGES 1979-1980
Actual charges are not known when the catalog is printed; con-
sequently these tentative estimates are subject to change as condi-
tions warrant.
FuU-Time FuU-Time
S. C. Resident Nonresident
Tuition $ 75.00 $200.00
Matriculation Fee (nonrefundable) 5.00 5.00
University Fee 290.00 640.00
Medical Fee 55.00 55.00
Semester Total
(Excluding Room and Board) $425.00 $900.00
Residence Halls
Johnstone (Sections A, B, C, D, E, F) $265.00
Benet, Bowen, Bradley, Cope, Donaldson, Geer, John-
stone (Annexes A, F), Norris, Sanders, Wannamaker,
Young $275.00
Bamett, Byrnes, Lever, Manning, Mauldin, Smith $290.00
Clemson House
Room (two occupants) $290.00
Apartment with kitchenette (three or four occupants) $310.00
Board
Five-Day Plan ( Monday through Friday) $300.00
Seven-Day Plan $355.00
Part-time Student. Undergraduate and graduate students taking
less than 12 semester credit hours will be charged each semester
according to the following schedule. These fees do not provide for
admission to athletic events, concert series, and other such activities.
S. C. Resident Nonresident
Matriculation Fee (nonrefundable) $ 5.00 $ 5.00
Tuition (per semester hour) $ 6.00 $16.00
University Fee (per semester hour) $22.00 $48.00
Auditing. Charges for auditing are made each semester accord-
ing to the following schedule:
Tuition (per semester hour) $ 3.00 $ 8.00
University Fee (per semester hour) $11.00 $24.00
Past Due Student Accounts. Any indebtedness to the University
which becomes past due immediately jeopardizes the student's en-
rollment, and no such student will be permitted to re-enroll for an
ensuing semester or summer school term. Further, any student who
Note: For assessing fees. Math 100 is the equivalent of five semester hours.
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fails to pay all indebtedness to the University may not be issued
a transcript or diploma.
Refund of Academic Fees for Students Enrolled for Less than a
Full Semester. No adjustments in charges will be made on a
semester's tuition and fees after five weeks from the date classes
begin for the semester. Charges for periods of attendance of five
weeks or less during a semester shall be made on the following
basis:
Two weeks or less 20%
More than 2 but not more than 3 weeks 40%
More than 3 but not more than 4 weeks 60%
More than 4 but not more than 5 weeks 80%
More than 5 weeks 100%
Refund of Dining Hall and Residence Hall Fees. Specific infor-
mation relating to living-expense refunds is given in the sections
on Housing and Student Food Service.
Late Registration Service Charge. Registration for classes is
scheduled for specific days, and certain definite procedures are
outlined to prevent or reduce the problems incident to late regis-
tration. A student has not completed registration until all required
steps have been taken, the final being the return of the registration
form, and if not preregistered for classes the properly signed class
registration card to the Office of Admissions and Registration. Any
student failing to complete registration on the specified class regis-
tration days will incur a service charge of $10.
Books and Supplies. The cost of books is not included in the
Schedule of Semester Charges. Books and siippHes at the begin-
ning of the semester will be approximately $120, except for
students enrolling in Architecture the cost will be approximately
$145.
Optional Expenses. It is not possible to give an estimate of a
student's expenditures for such amusements as dancing, motion
pictures, and others. This depends largely upon the disposition of
the student. The University endeavors to reduce to a minimum the
temptation to spend money needlessly, hut the authoritit^s c.uinot
be responsible for a student's private expenditures. This must l)e
a matter between the student and his parents.
Transcripts. Requests for transcripts should be directed to the
Office of Admissions and Registration. The initial transcript is
issued gratis. Thereafter, a mininuim fee of $3 is charged for a
single copy. A charge of 50 cents will be made for each additional
copy on the same order.
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Student Depository. For the convenience of students, the Uni-
versity operates a depository in the Bursar's Office where money
can be deposited and withdrawn as the occasion may demand.
This service is purely local. Students are urged to deposit their
money and not to keep it in their rooms.
RESIDENT TUITION AND FEES
Entitlement. Eligibility or payment of instate tuition and fees
shall be determined under the provisions of Section 59-101-70, South
Carolina Code of Laws, 1976, as amended (Act No. 466). This law
is set forth in its entirety as follows ( subject to further amendment
by the General Assembly).
Definitions
Section 1. As used in this act:
A. The words "State Institution" shall mean those post-secondary
educational institutions under the jurisdiction of
—
(1) the Board of Trustees, Clemson University;
(2) the Board of Trustees, Medical University of South
Carolina;
(3) the Board of Trustees, South Carolina State College;
(4) the State College Board of Trustees;
(5) the Board of Visitors, The Citadel;
(6) the Board of Trustees, the University of South Carolina;
(7) the Board of Trustees, Winthrop College;
(8) the State Board of Technical and Comprehensive
Education.
B. The word "student" shall mean any person enrolled for studies
in any State Institution.
C. The word "residence" or "reside" shall mean continuous and
permanent physical presence within this State, provided, that tem-
porary absences for short periods of time shall not aflFect the estab-
lishment of a residence.
D. The word "domicile" shall mean a person's true, fixed, princi-
pal residence and place of habitation; it shall indicate the place
where such person intends to remain, and to which such person ex-
pects to return upon leaving without establishing a new domicile
in another state. For purposes of this section one may have only one
legal domicile; one is presumed to abandon automatically an old
domicile upon establishing a new one. Housing provided on an
academic session basis for students at State Institutions shall be
presumed not to be a place of principal residence, as residency in
such housing is by nature temporary.
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E. The words "in-state rates" shall mean charges for tuition and
fees established by State Institutions for persons who are domiciled
in South Carolina in accordance with this act; the words "out-of-
state rates" shall mean charges for tuition and fees established by
State Institutions for persons who are not domiciled in South Caro-
lina in accordance with this act.
F. The words "independent person" shall mean a person in his
majority, or an emancipated minor, whose predominant source of
income is his own earnings or income from employment, invest-
ments, or payments from trusts, grants, scholarships, loans, or pay-
ments of alimony or separate maintenance made pursuant to court
order.
G. The words "dependent" or "dependent person" shall mean
one whose financial support is provided not through his own earn-
ings or entitlements, but whose predominant source of income or
support is payments from a parent, spouse, or guardian and who
qualifies as a dependent on the federal tax return of the parent,
spouse or guardian; provided, however, that the words "dependent"
or "dependent person" shall not include a person who is the re-
cipient of alimony or separate maintenance payments made pur-
suant to court order.
H. The word "minor" shall mean a person who has not attained
the age of eighteen years; and the words "emancipated minor" shall
mean a minor whose parents have entirely surrendered the right to
the care, custody and earnings of such minor and are no longer
under any legal obligation to support or maintain such minor.
I. The word "parent" shall mean a person's natural or adoptive
father or mother; or if one parent has custody of the child, the
parent having custody; or if there is a guardian or other legal cus-
todian of such person, then such guardian or legal custodian; pro-
vided, however, that where circumstances indicate that such
guardianship or custodianship was created primarily for the pur-
pose of conferring South ('arolina domicile for tuition and fee pur-
poses on such child or dependent person, it shall not be given such
effect.
J. The word "spouse" shall mean the husband or w ifc of a mar-
ried person.
Tuition and Fees for Residents of State
Section 2. South Carolina domicile for tuition and fee purposes
.shall be established as follows in determinations of rates of tuition
and fees to be paid by students entering or attending State In-
stitutions:
A. Indejiendent persons who reside in and have been domiciled
in South Carolina for a period of no less than twelve months with
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an intention of making a permanent home therein, and their de-
pendents, may be considered eligible for in-state rates.
B. Independent persons who reside in and have been domiciled
in South Carolina for fewer than twelve months but who have
full-time employment in the State, and their dependents, may be
considered eligible for in-state rates for as long as such independent
person is employed on a full-time basis in the State.
C. Where an independent person meeting the provisions of Sec-
tion 2 B above, is living apart from his spouse, or where such per-
son and his spouse are separated or divorced, the spouse and de-
pendents of such independent person shall have domiciliary status
for tuition and fee purposes only under the following circum-
stances :
(1) if the spouse requesting domiciliary status for tuition and
fee purposes remains domiciled in South Carolina although living
apart or separated from his or her employed spouse;
(2) if the dependent requesting domiciliary status for tuition
and fee purposes is under the legal custody or guardianship, as
defined in Section 1 I above, of an independent person who is
domiciled in this State; or if such dependent is claimed as an in-
come tax exemption by the parent not having legal custody but
paying child-support, so long as either parent remains domiciled in
South Carolina.
D. The residence and domicile of a dependent minor shall be
presumed to be that of the parent of such dependent minor.
Further—When Residency Changes
Section 3. When the domicile of a student or of the person upon
whom a student is financially dependent changes after enrollment
at a State Institution, tuition charges shall be adjusted as follows:
A. Except as provided in Section 2 B above, when domicile is
taken in South Carolina, a student shall not become eligible for in-
state rates until the beginning of the next academic session after
expiration of twelve months from date of domicile in this State.
B. When South Carolina domicile is lost, eligibility for in-state
rates shall end on the last day of the academic session in which the
loss occurs, however, application of this subsection shall be at the
discretion of the institution involved.
Further—Effect of Marriage
Section 4. Except as provided in Section 2 above, marriage shall
affect determinations of domicile for tuition and fee purposes only
insofar as it operates to evince an intention by the parties to make
a permanent home in South Carolina.
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Further—Military Personnel and Their Dependents
Section 5. Notwithstanding other provisions of this act, during the
period of their assignment to duty in South Carolina members of
the armed services of the United States stationed in South Carolina
and their dependents may be considered eligible for in-state rates.
When such armed service personnel are ordered away from the
State, their dependents may continue for an additional twelve
months to have this eligibility at the State Institutions where they
are enrolled at the time such assignment ends. Such persons and
their dependents may be considered eligible for in-state rates for
a period of twelve months after their discharge from the armed
services even though they were not enrolled at a State Institution
at the time of their discharge, if they have evinced an intent to
establish domicile in South Carolina and if they have resided in
South Carolina for a period of at least twelve months immediately
preceding their discharge.
Exceptions
Section 6. Full-time faculty and administrative employees of State
Institutions, and the spouses and children of such persons, shall be
excluded from the provisions of this act.
Rates May Be Abated for Nonresidents on Scholarship
Section 7. Notwithstanding other provisions of this act, the gov-
erning boards listed in Section 1 A above, are authorized to adopt
policies for the abatement of any part or all of the out-of-state rates
for students who are recipients of scholarship aid.
Administration of Act—Duties of Students
Section 8. Each State Institution shall designate an official to
administer the provisions of this act. StudcMits making application
to pay tuition and fees at in-state rates shall have the burden of
proving to the satisfaction of the aforesaid officials of State Institu-
tions that they have fulfilled the re(|uiremcnts of this act before
they shall be permitted to pay tuition and fees at such rate.
Penalties for Willful Misrepresentations
Section 9. Where it appears to the satisfaction of officials charged
with administration of these provisions that a person has gained
domiciliary status improperly by making or presenting willful
misrepresentations of fact, such persons shall be charged tuition
and fees past due and unpaid at the out-of-state rate, plus interest
at a rate of eight percent per annum, plus a penalty amounting to
twenty-five percent of the out-of-state rate for one semester; and
until these charges have l)een paid no such student shall be allowed
to receive transcripts or graduate from any State Institution.
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Regulations
Section 10.* The Commission on Higher Education may pre-
scribe uniform regulations for application of the provisions of this
act and may provide for annual review of such regulations.
Repeal
Section 11. Sections 59-101-60 and 59-101-70 of the 1976 Code are
repealed.
Proof. Any student or prospective student in doubt concerning
entitlement to payment of resident tuition and fees has the re-
sponsibility of securing a ruling by providing to the Dean of Ad-
missions and Registration, on special forms provided for that
purpose, all relevant information.
HOUSING
University residence halls will accommodate 5,354 students, two
residents being assigned to a room. All residence halls are fully
air-conditioned, and each bedroom is furnished in a manner that
provides maximum comfort. The Clemson House which is located
on the campus accommodates an additional 320 students.
Students who are assigned a room in University residence halls
will be required to sign a residence hall contract relating to terms
and conditions of occupancy for the full academic year. All students,
regardless of whether they live in residence halls or off campus,
must complete a locator card as part of the registration process
and report all changes of address to the Student Locator Office.
Complete information to include application forms, description
of residence halls, and contract will be forwarded by the Housing
Office to all new students who have been accepted for enrollment.
Former students should write directly to the Housing Office for
information concerning housing. A $75 advance payment must
accompany the residence hall application. This amount is credited
to the fall semester's room rent and is refundable only under the
conditions outlined in the contract.
MARRIED STUDENT HOUSING
Clemson provides comfortable and economical housing for its
married students. There are three housing areas consisting of 99
single Prefab units, 100 East Campus apartments contained in 50
duplex buildings, and 50 LittleJohn apartments in eleven buildings.
All married student housing units have two bedrooms, living
room, kitchen, and bath. East Campus apartments are the newest
and are equipped with range and refrigerator. The Littlejohn apart-
ments and Prefabs are not equipped with ranges and refrigerators.
* Regulations may be obtained from the Office of Admissions and Registration.
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Brochures describing married students' housing, and rental-rate
listings may be obtained by writing to the Housing OflBce, Mell
Hall, Clemson University, Clemson, South Carolina 29631.
STUDENT FOOD SERVICE
The University dining halls provide food service plans for students
as follows:
1. Five-Day Board Plan (15 meals), Monday through Friday
—
holidays excluded. The fee for this plan is $600 per year and may
be paid in two installments—one-half at the beginning of the first
semester and the remainder at the beginning of the second semester.
2. Seven-Day Board Plan (21 meals), Monday through Sunday
holidays excluded. The fee for this plan is $710 per year and may
be paid in two installments—one-half at the beginning of the first
semester and the remainder at the beginning of the second semester.
Both the Five- and Seven-Day Board Plans will begin imme-
diately after the student obtains a meal ticket and will terminate
on the day scheduled for graduation.
3. Individual Meals. Students who are not on a board plan
may purchase individual meals at prevailing prices.
All students who enter the University for the first time from high
school or preparatory school and who live in University residence
halls are required to subscribe to either the Five- or Seven-Day
Board Plan for the full academic year (fall and spring semesters).
Upperclassmen and graduate students have the option at the
time of their enrollment of electing either the Five- or Seven-Day
Board Plan provided they agree to pay a board-plan fee for the
period of their enrollment during the academic year.
Students may change from the Five- to the Seven-Day Board
Plan at any time during the academic year by paying the added
cost. Those desiring to change from the Seven- to the Five-Day
Board Plan may do so at the semester-payment period. Refunds,
when authorized, will be made on a pro rata basis.
A student having selected a board plan for the academic year
may not discontinue the plan as long as he remains enrolled, except
in the case of marriage or circumstances which are determined by
the University to be beyond his control.
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LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANING
A plant with modem equipment is conveniently located on campus
to service the laundry and dry-cleaning requirements of the student.
Reasonable prices are charged for individual items on a cash-and-
carry basis.
The University will not be liable for lost or damaged items un-
less reported within two days after the delivery date, and then for
not more than the actual depreciated value of such articles as have
been lost or damaged.
Coin-operated washing machines and dryers are available in the
laundry building and several of the dormitories.
A student linen-rental service is also available. Information re-
garding this service will be forwarded to students who are accepted
for enrollment in the University.
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE
Student Health Service: Cost per Semester $55. Payment of the
Student Health Service fee is required of all students living in
University residence halls and all full-time students even though
they do not reside in University housing.
The Student Health Service is housed in the Redfern Health
Center and is complete with outpatient department and a 34-bed
hospital. A full-time staff consists of four physicians, including the
director, two psychiatrists (also part-time psychologists), thirteen
registered nurses, one registered X-ray technician, two registered
laboratory technicians, and a registered pharmacist. In addition, a
sufficient number of nurses' aides, secretarial workers, orderlies and
maids for 24-hour-a-day operation are employed. The best of mod-
em equipment is available for student use. Regular office hours are
maintained, plus the services of the nursing staff for minor ailments
after hours. One physician is on call at night for emergencies when-
ever the school is open. The Health Service is closed between
semesters.
The Student Health Service at Clemson University has several
important functions. All of these are aimed at keeping the student
in good health so that he may effectively pursue his school work.
There is, of course, the basic function of medical care for the ill
and injured. This is a vital part of its work. In addition to this, the
Student Health Service attempts to put strong emphasis on health
rather than illness. This begins with the entrance medical form.
In laying out this form an attempt is made to get information,
examinations, and preventive medical procedures carried out to
better equip the staff in protecting the student from illness and to
serve as a guide for the care of preexisting medical problems.
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As the student progresses through his academic experiences,
other procedures may be required or highly recommended. These
are primarily an effort to teach the individual self-responsibility for
maintenance of his own health, protection of the health of those
around him, and location of possible hidden diseases. The Health
Service also has the position as the source of medical information
as well as responsibility for indicated medical action: diagnostic,
therapeutic, and preventive.
The medical fee paid by each student covers the services of the
University physicians, the Health Service staflF, and equipment for
most illnesses and injuries occurring on or around the campus.
This coverage is given under conditions similar to that of one's
own physician.
The fee does not cover routine physical examinations for employ-
ment or transfer to another school, fees for outside physicians
when called in for consultation, medical or surgical services per-
formed away from the University, or for accidents occurring off
the campus.
A complete pharmacy is maintained and dispenses medication
to students as prescribed by the staff physicians.
Clemson University maintains a licensed emergency medical ser-
vice which includes a modern modular ambulance and sufficient
certified emergency medical technicians for 24-hour-a-day service.
All medical emergencies on campus will be handled by the unit.
In addition, transportation for serious illnesses or emergencies re-
quiring special care will be provided by the unit at no cost. Ex-
penses for nonemergency transportation, however, are to be paid
for by the student.
MEDICAL QUESTIONNAIRE
Completion of a medical history questionnaire is required of all
new students entering Clemson University for the first time. This
is to bo completed by the student and mailed directly to Rcdfem
Health Center, Clemson University, Clemson, South Carolina 29631.
Some help may be needed from parents or family physician con-
cerning necessary details about early childhood illnesses and im-
munizations.
It is highly recommended that students have a current tetanus
toxoid series or booster within ten years and immunization against
poliomyelitis, diptheria, measles, and mumps.
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ACCIDENT AND SICKNESS INSURANCE
An accident and sickness insurance plan is available to all full- and
part-time students and their dependents. Information concerning
the insurance program is sent to students and parents with the
fall semester prepayment material. Additional information may be
obtained from the OflBce of Student AfiFairs. This insurance is de-
signed to cover major medical expenses not covered by the Health
Service.
GUIDANCE SERVICE
Guidance has an important role at all levels of education and par-
ticularly so during times of transition and articulation. To assist
students in this period of emotional and academic adjustment, an
orientation and counseling program has been established.
At the beginning of his university career, each student is assigned
to a faculty adviser selected from his academic college. The faculty
advisers provide information on courses of study, approve class
schedules, interpret academic regulations, make requests, and sug-
gest adjustments in making satisfactory progress toward graduation.
The residence hall program is organized to cope with personal
problems and questions regarding procedures and policies of col-
lege life. Residence hall counselors and supervisors are primarily
concerned with maintaining an environment compatible to serious
study and with the educational potential of group hving.
COUNSELING SERVICES
The University Counseling Center has a basic goal of aiding stu-
dents in their personal development and academic success. Pro-
fessional counselors ofiFer services to all students and their spouses
on a free, voluntary, and confidential basis so that they may attain
their own goals as well as to make more meaningful contributions
as members of our society. Assistance is offered on a one-to-one
basis with personal, social, academic, and vocational concerns. In
addition, students may participate in small groups designed to help
in various areas including Study Habits, Personal Growth, Weight
Control, Assertive Training, and Male-Female Relations. Testing is
also available for helping students in vocational, personal, and social
areas. Files and books on career information are available at the
Counseling Center.
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CAREER SERVICES
Career planning and development opportunities are available to
students who desire information and assistance concerning their
involvement with the world of work. These services are provided
by the OflBce of Cooperative Education and the Office of Place-
ment, located on the eighth level of the Edgar A. Brown University
Union.
Cooperative Education Program. The Cooperative Education
Program is a planned program in which students at the University
combine alternate periods of academic study and periods of related
work with a participating business, industry, agency, or organiza-
tion. The work periods normally take place during the sophomore
and junior years (including summers), while the freshman and
senior years are spent in full-time study.
Students qualify for participation in the Cooperative Education
Program by satisfactory completion of thirty semester hours of
academic work. Transfer students may qualify in one semester.
Three, four, or five co-op work periods are projected and included
in each student referral. Usually two students from the same
academic area are paired to fill a full-time work position with
a participating employer. A University registration fee of $15 is
assessed cooperative education students for each work period, en-
abling them to maintain regular student status. While one student
is at work, the other is enrolled in classroom study at the University.
All co-op student referrals are made by the Office of Cooperative
Education to participating employers. Each cooperative education
student who has fulfilled the academic requirements for graduation
and has successfully completed a minimum of three work periods
will be awarded a Cooperative Education certificate.
The Cooperative Education Program is offered to students en-
rolled in academic departments or programs in the Colleges of
Agricultural Sciences, Architecture, Education, Engineering, Forest
and Recreation Resources, Industrial Management and Textile Sci-
ence, Liberal Arts, and Sciences.
Placement Service. The University Placement Office provides as-
sistance to students who seek permanent employment or summer
work. The Office does not place candidates but assists them by
providing counseling and seminars on career planning, job search,
resume preparation, and interview technicjues. Students are also
encouraged to utilize the Placement Library consisting of reference
books and literature provided by companies and agencies.
The Placement Office coordinates and plans campus interview
visits witli representatives from business, industr)', and government
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agencies. These interviews are scheduled in the fall and spring
semesters for qualified seniors or graduate students who are reg-
istered with the Placement Office.
Alumni seeking employment are encouraged to utilize the ser-
vices of the Placement Office for counseling and guidance in their
job search. They can be added to the mailing list and receive the
Placement Bulletin which lists career opportunities and/or be re-
ferred to prospective employers.
UNDERGRADUATE FINANCIAL AID
The Office of Student Financial Aid, operating in conjunction with
the University Scholarships and Awards Committee, is responsible
for coordinating all types of financial assistance administered by the
University. Currently available financial aids consist of scholar-
ships, student loans, grants, and part-time employment. Sufficient
aid is programmed to meet the requirements of all students meeting
the criteria of financial need as determined by College Scholarship
Service and academic ability/ potential as evidenced by achieve-
ment at Clemson or, for entering students, high school records and
College Entrance Examination Board Scholastic Aptitude Test
scores.
Cutoff dates for Receipt of Applications are February 1 for Grants
and Scholarships and June 1 for Loans.
A brochure describing financial aid programs and procedures
for making application may be obtained by writing to the Office
of Student Financial Aid, Clemson University, Clemson, South
Carolina 29631.
EDUCATIONAL BENEFITS FOR VETERANS AND
WAR ORPHANS
The Veterans Administration provides educational assistance for
veterans and children of deceased or totally disabled veterans who
meet requirements of applicable laws and regulations. Any veteran
or child of a deceased or totally disabled veteran should communi-
cate with the nearest Veterans Administration Office to determine
whether or not he is entitled to any educational benefits.
THE J. E. SIRRINE TEXTILE FOUNDATION
Funds in this foundation were contributed by the members of the
textile industry in South Carolina. Income from this fund is ad-
ministered by the trustees of the J. E. Sirrine Textile Foundation.
They have used the income to benefit teaching and research at
Clemson University within the College of Industrial Management
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and Textile Science. Under the present system it is used to (1)
supplement University travel funds for faculty members; (2) spon-
sor the college library; (3) provide supplement to the salaries for
two major professors; (4) provide eight undergraduate scholarships
and five graduate fellowships annually, one of which may be held
by a faculty member; (5) sponsor annual seminars for South Caro-
lina high school counselors; (6) support special research projects;
(7) support economic education for public school teachers; and
(8) sponsor the Clemson University Review of Industrial Manage-
ment and Textile Science—a professional journal.
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION
The Clemson University Foundation, comprised of twenty-one di-
rectors, is an incorporated tax-exempt foundation organized ex-
clusively to help support the educational programs of Clemson Uni-
versity. Presently there are seven committees composed of alumni
and nonalumni to procure contributions to advance the educational
mission of Clemson University. The committees are as follows: In-
vestment Committee, Alumni Liaison Committee, Deferred Gifts
Committee, Business and Corporate Committee, Agriculture Com-
mittee, Committee on Foundations, and Forest and Recreation Re-
sources Committee. As of December 1977, the total assets of the
Clemson University Foundation, including permanent endowment,
exceeded $3,436,075. Information concerning the operation of the
Clemson University Foundation may be obtained by contacting the
Office for Development.
HONORS AND AWARDS
The University offers a number of awards for outstanding achieve-
ment in specific fields and endeavors. Recipients are chosen by
selection committees and are announced at the annual Honors and
Awards Day program or other appropriate ccrcinonios. Detailed
information rchiting to such awards is avaihible in the offices of
the academic deans and department heads.
ALUMNI RELATIONS
The Office of Alumni Relations coordinates all functions and serv-
ices of the Alumni Association. The director of alumni relations is
secretary of tlie Clemson Alunmi Association and the Clemson
Foundation through election by the governing boards of these two
organizations.
Accurate records of addresses and information concerning alumni
are compiled by this office which also pnblishes a magazine and
newspaper for distribution to the alumni and friends.
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The purpose of the Alumni Association is to serve the University,
its students, and its alumni. The Association holds its regular an-
nual meeting at the University each June. Additional meetings are
in January and at Homecoming in the fall. Active membership is
made up of former Clemson students and parents of students who
participate in the Clemson Alumni Loyalty Fund for the purpose of
providing supplementary financial aid to the educational programs
of the University.
RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS (ROTC)
The Departments of the Army and the Air Force both maintain
ROTC units at Clemson University. The mission of the ROTC is
to produce officers having leadership qualities and attributes es-
sential to their progress and continued development as com-
missioned oflBcers in either the Army or the Air Force of the United
States. A four-year program, consisting of the basic course for
freshmen and sophomores and the advanced course for juniors and
seniors, is offered by both services.
Qualifications for basic ROTC enrollment are good moral char-
acter, physical qualification, and signing of an oath. EHgibility for
Advanced ROTC is determined by a written Officer Qualification
Test administered during the basic course.
Advanced course students receive $100 per month during each
academic year. For the summer four-week field training course
received by Air Force cadets and the six-week advanced camp re-
ceived by Army cadets, pay is at the rate of one-half the base pay
for a Second Lieutenant. A $25 refundable uniform deposit is
required for basic students.
Basic course credit can be awarded students having one or more
years of active military service or two or more years of Junior
ROTC. These students should contact the Professor of Military
Science (PMS) or Aerospace Studies (PAS) concerning accreditation.
A two-year program is also available for those students unable to
take the basic course.
Scholarships are available to selected ROTC students who are
strongly motivated toward a career in the military. Each scholarship
pays for tuition, books, and laboratory expenses, in addition to $100
per month during the school year for the duration of the award.
For selected Air Force students in the advanced course, flight
training at Government expense is available during the senior
year.
Ample opportunity for graduate study exists in both services.
Those who prefer to attend graduate school immediately upon
graduation may do so with approval of their military department.
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Officer Commissions. Cadets who complete the Professional
Officer Course are appointed Second Lieutenants in the U.S. Army
or Air Force. As reserve officers they incur an obligated active duty
as follows:
Army—Three years.
Air Force—Six years for pilots and five years for navigators after
completion of flying training. Nonflying careers require four years.
HISTORY
It was the fall of the year and likely one of those blustery days
as the horsedrawn carriage slowly rolled to a stop on a Pendleton
road in 1886.
The driver, a tall, distinguished-looking man in his late 70's
peered from the carriage as if looking for someone he knew. Soon,
another aged man approached the carriage, exchanged greetings
with the first, and the two men—Thomas Green Clemson and
Senator Benjamin Ryan Tillman—drove away together toward his-
toric Fort Hill, a plantation some four miles away and the former
homestead of John C. Calhoun, Clemson's late father-in-law.
Mr. Clemson had invited Senator Tillman to his home to discuss
their mutual conviction that South Carolina needed a separate
college devoted to industrial and scientific education. At Fort Hill,
they met with Colonels D. K. Norris and R. W. Simpson. There
the four "spent nearly the whole day in talking over the new
project which Mr. Clemson had in mind and which he unfolded
to us," Tillman later wrote.
Perhaps the most significant result of this conference was Mr.
Clemson's decision to change a will he had made three years earlier
and to execute a new will so as to serve better the great purpose
which he had had in mind for many years.
Althougli his will of 1883 sought to provide for establishment of
a scientific institution upon the Fort Hill place, Mr. Clemson later
decided that his intention and purpose as stated in that will might
be misunderstood.
In his new will, executed November 6, 1886, Mr. Clemson wrote
that he desired to make his purpose plain and to make some other
changes in the disposition of his property. He clearly explained
the nature and purpose of his proposed institution, the establish-
ment of which "is now the one great desire of my life."
"It should afford thorough instruction in agriculture and the
natural sciences connected therewith; it should combine, if prac-
ticable, physical and intellectual education, and should be a high
seminary of learning in which the graduate of the common schools
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can commence, pursue and finish the course of studies terminating
in thorough, theoretic and practical instruction . . ."
The first item of the new will concerned disposition of the 814
acres of the Fort Hill place and was largely taken from the 1883
will.
The will gave to the State all that part of the Fort Hill Estate
inherited by Mrs. Clemson (the former Anna Maria Calhoun who
died in 1875, thirteen years before her husband) from her mother
and the bulk of Mr. Clemson's other real and personal property.
The latter amounted to a sum which, considering the purchasing
power at the time, probably has been only a few times exceeded
in a public benefaction in South Carolina.
Mr. Clemson's will also provided for a seven-member Board of
Trustees that would govern and manage the new institution. Named
were Colonels Simpson and Norris, M. L. Donaldson, R. E. Bowen,
B. R. Tillman, J. E. Wannamaker, and J. E. Bradley who with
those chosen by the General Assembly would constitute a govern-
ing board if the State accepted the bequest; but, who, in the event
the State declined the bequest, would alone constitute a governing
board for a private institution.
These seven trustees, along with other friends of the movement
and the agricultural groups in the State, developed and organized
a public opinion favorable to the plan.
In November 1889, the South Carolina General Assembly ac-
cepted the terms of Mr. Clemson's will and following the decision
of the U.S. Supreme Court to uphold the will, the State of South
Carolina and the full Board of Trustees proceeded to convert the
dream of Thomas G. Clemson into the reality of Clemson College.
The institution formally opened in July 1893, with an enrollment
of 446 students. The first graduating exercises were held in De-
cember 1896, with a graduating class of 37—15 in the agricultural
courses and 22 in engineering courses.
The college was also established under the Morrill Land-Grant
Act passed by the National Congress in 1862. Clemson University,
therefore, is a member of the national system of Land-Grant Col-
leges and Universities.
In 1964, in recognition of expanded offerings of the institution
not only in the areas of agricultural and mechanical arts but also
in the sciences and arts, the name of the institution was changed
to Clemson University. This change by the legislature, effective
July 1, 1964, followed a recommendation to that body by the Board
of Trustees.
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LOCATION
The University is located on the Fort Hill homestead of John C.
Calhoun, in the foothills of the Blue Ridge Mountains. It has an
elevation of 800 feet above sea level and commands an excellent
view of the mountains to the north and west, some of which attain
an altitude of over 5000 feet.
The University is located at Clemson, South Carolina, on the
main line of the Southern Railway. U.S. Highways numbers 76
and 123 pass through Clemson, and daily bus service at regular
intervals is available.
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS
Campus architecture is a pleasing blend of the old and new com-
plemented by a beautiful landscape of abundant trees, grassy ex-
panses, and flowering plants and shurbs.
The campus proper consists of 600 acres. The academic buildings,
student housing, service facilities and equipment are valued at $139
million. Basically the campus is the site of Thomas Green Clemson's
plantation, willed to South Carolina in 1888 for the establishment
of the University. Fort Hill, former home of both Mr. Clemson and
his father-in-law, John C. Calhoun, has been preserved at the center
of the campus as a national shrine.
Challenges of the present—developing alternate energy sources
and better conservation technology, improving agricultural produc-
tion along with technology transfer, and improved health-care de-
livery—are symbolized by such buildings as the new multipuqoose
center for the College of Nursing. Clemson's long, rich tradition of
education, scientific research, and public service is brought to mind
by historic sj^ictures like Tillman Hall and its clock tower, focal
point of the campus, whose cornerstone was laid in 1891.
Beyond the main campus, stretching into Oconee, Pickens, and
Anderson counties are another 24,0(X) acres of fann and agricul-
tural and forestry research lands. Throughout the State are 8,300
more acres devoted to Agricultural Experiment Station research
and 4-H Club activities.
One of the central features of campus development is the Robert
Muldrow C:o()per Librar)^ with its large reflection p(K)l. This beauti-
ful stnicture houses some 729,757 volumes, 31,504 microcards, 17,418
reels of microfilm, and 302,795 units of microfiche. It is the
permanent home of papers and souvenirs of State Senator Fdgar
A. Brown, as well as valuable collections of papers and letters of
John C. Calhoun, James F. Byrnes, and other famous South Carolina
statesmen.
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Facilities completed during the latter IQeCXs and early seventies
include three high-rise residence halls which house 1,296 students,
a low-rise dormitory, a 34-bed hospital and outpatient clinic, an
East Campus cafeteria, an arts and sciences classroom building and
10-story faculty oflBce tower, and the multipurpose J. C. Littlejohn
CoHseum, which seats 10,500 people for basketball games and
12,000 for speaking engagements, concerts and other functions.
Teaching and laboratory facilities of the College of Agricultural
Sciences are housed in the R. F. Poole Agricultural Center complex.
Another grouping serves the College of Engineering, including Olin
Hall for ceramic engineering and Earle Hall for chemical en-
gineering. These two buildings and their excellent equipment rep-
resent gifts from the Olin Foundation totaling nearly $2 million.
The first phase of a major renovation of Sirrine Hall, home of the
College of Industrial Management and Textile Science, was com-
pleted in the fall of 1978. A second phase of construction is cur-
rently under way.
The College of Architecture is located in the modern, well-
equipped Lee Hall. Other groupings of classrooms and laboratories
serve the College of Education, College of Liberal Arts, and College
of Sciences.
Recent major additions to the campus include Jordan Hall for
biological sciences and a multipurpose center for the College of
Nursing. Complete renovation and expansion of McAdams Hall
agricultural engineering building was completed in 1976.
A complex for the College of Forest and Recreation Resources
and College of Agricultural Sciences administration was completed
in 1975.
Other facilities include Jervey Athletic Center, and expansion
of Lee Hall which houses the College of Architecture, Edgar Allan
Brown University Union and related facilities, and additions and
renovations at Fike Recreation Center, including a natatorium with
a standard Amateur Athletic Union size swimming pool with tartan
deck and a diving tank.
The University's 17 residence halls for men and women accom-
modate 5,354 students. An additional 320 coeds are housed at the
Clemson House, a multipurpose facility. Living accommodations
for married students are provided in 250 individual units and
apartments. A new housing complex consisting of two-story, apart-
ment-type units will accommodate 500 students and will be ready
for occupancy in the fall of 1980.
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Scholastic Regulations
Academic Standards. Proper discharge of all duties is required
at Clemson University, and a student's first duty is his scholastic
work. All students should be thoroughly acquainted with and
cognizant of these basic requirements.
The Credit System. The semester hour is the basis of all credits.
Generally, one recitation hour or three laboratory or shop hours a
week for a semester constitute a semester hour. Thus, in Engl 101,
English Composition, 3 cr. (3,0), as you will find this subject listed
in the Degrees and Curricula, the student takes three semester
hours. When he completes this course satisfactorily, he is granted
three semester credit hours on his record. The notation "3 cr. (3,0)"
means that the course carries three credits, has three clock hours
of theory or recitation per week, and no laboratory hours. Ch 101,
General Chemistry, 4 cr. (3,3), carries four semester hours, has
three hours of theory, and a three-hour laboratory period.
Semester Grades. The standing of a student in his work at the
end of a semester is based upon daily classwork, tests or other
work, and the final examinations. Faculty members may excuse
from the final examinations all students having the grade of A on
the work of the course prior to the final examination, but for all
other students written examinations are required in all subjects at
the end of each semester, except in certain laboratory or practical
courses in which final examinations are not deemed necessary by
the department faculty.
Scholastic reports are mailed to students four times each year,
including a preliminary statement of progress near the middle of
each semester and a final report at the end of each semester.
The Grading System. The grading system is as follows:
A
—
Excellent. Indicates that the student is doing work of a very
high character. The highest grade given.
B Good. Indicates work that is definitely above average, though
not of the highest quality.
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C
—
Fair. Indicates work of average or medium character.
D Pass. Indicates work below average and unsatisfactory. The
lowest passing grade.
F Failed. Indicates that a student knows so little of the subject
that it must be repeated in order that credit may be received.
I
—
Incomplete Work. Indicates that a relatively small part of
the semester's work remains undone. Grade I is not given a student
who has made a grade F on his daily work. Students are allowed
thirty days after the beginning of the next semester in which the
student is enrolled to remove the incomplete grades unless (1) an
extension of time is approved by the instructor concerned, or (2)
within one year of residence after receiving such a grade, a stu-
dent repeats the conditional course satisfactorily at Clemson, in
which case no credit hours taken shall be recorded for the grade
of I. A student who elects to repeat an incomplete course is re-
sponsible for notifying the Office of Admissions and Registration
of his election during the semester in which the course is taken.
This election applies only to the first time that a course is repeated.
In order to make up incomplete work, the student should re-
quest the Office of Admissions and Registration to send a makeup
card to the instructor concerned for reporting makeup grades.
W Withdrew. This grade indicates that the student withdrew
from the course. No credit hours taken are recorded for the grade
of W provided that the course is dropped prior to the last five
weeks of classes in the semester. A student enrolled during any
part of the last five weeks of classes shall have final grades recorded.
Pass-Fail Option. Juniors or seniors enrolled in a four-year cur-
riculum may take four courses (maximum of 15 credit hours), with
not more than two courses in a given semester on a pass-fail basis.
Transfer and five-year program students may take pass-fail courses
on a pro rata basis.
Required courses or courses that are needed to fulfill depart-
mental re(|uireinents may not be taken pass-fail.*
Ix»tter-graded courses which have been failed may not be re-
peated pass-fail.
Honors Program may exercise an option as to acceptance of pass-
fail grading for Honors courses.
Registration in pass-fail courses will be handled in tl)(» same
manner as for regular enrollment. DepartnuMital approval must be
obtained via approval form and returned to the Office of Admissions
* Escvptkm: RPA 206. 207, and 405 are offrrrd on a Paia-Fail baiis only.
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and Registration in accordance with the University Calendar for
adding courses.
Instructors will submit letter grades to the Office of Admissions
and Registration. These grades will then be converted as follows:
A, B, C to P (pass); D, F to F (fail). Only P (minimum letter grade
of C) or F will be shown on a student's permanent record and will
not affect the grade-point ratio.
If a student changes to a major which requires a previously
passed course, and this course has been taken pass-fail, he may
request either to take the course on a letter-graded basis, the P
be changed to C, or substitution of another course.
In the event limited enrollment in a class is necessary, priority
will be given as follows: majors, letter-graded students, pass-fail
students, and auditors.
Dropping Classwork. A subject dropped after the first four weeks
of classwork and prior to the last five weeks is recorded as W
—
Withdrew.
Removal of Failures. A student who has failed (made a grade
F) in a subject cannot receive credit for that subject until it has
been satisfactorily repeated hour for hour in class, except that in
the case of correlated laboratory work, the number of hours to be
taken shall be determined by the instructor. Where separate grades
for class and laboratory work are given, that part of the subject
shall be repeated in which the failure occurs.
Rescheduling Courses Failed. A student who wishes to resched- i
ule a course he has failed must do so within his next year of resi- Ik
dence, or if the course is not offered during this year of residence,
he must reschedule the course the first time it is offered thereafter
during his attendance at Clemson.
Rescheduling Courses Passed. A student may repeat a course he v
has passed with a grade lower than B provided he does so within
three semesters of residence after the completion of his original i
enrollment in the course.
Scheduling Remedial Mathematics. Any student who has passed t
a course in freshman mathematics is ineligible to enroll in Mathe-
matics 100.
Advanced Placement and Credit by Examination. In addition to I
earning credit by the usual method involving classroom attendance,
a student may receive credit toward his degree by completing a
course successfully by examination only. Freshmen interested in
exempting some of the elementary courses in this manner should
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participate in the College Board Advanced Placement Examination
program and have the results of these tests sent to Clemson.
Certain departments will also grant credit for successful comple-
tion of College-Level-Examination Programs (CLEP) subject exami-
nations which are administered by the College Board.
Credit may be earned by enrolled students by means of a special
examination without the necessity of class attendance subject to
the following requirements:
1. The applicant must present evidence which would indicate
that he has received training or taken work which is approximately
equivalent to that given in the course at Clemson for which an
examination is requested and that an examination is warranted.
2. The applicant must not have previously failed or audited the
course at Clemson.
3. The applicant must apply in writing for the examination and
the request must be approved by the instructor, head of the de-
partment in which the course is taught, dean of the college in
which the course is taught, and the Dean of Admissions and Reg-
istration. Application forms are available in the OflBce of Admis-
sions and Registration.
4. Credit (CR) will be awarded for acceptable work in lieu of
letter grades in recognition of college-level achievement as deter-
mined by College Board Advanced Placement Examinations, Col-
lege-Level-Examination Program subject examinations, institutional
special examinations, and similar instruments.
Work Taken at Another Institution. Clemson students may re-
ceive credit for work taken at another institution; however approval
of the work should be obtained by the student prior to scheduling
the work. Information and forms relative to this approval may be
obtained in the Office of Admissions and Registration. By obtaining
advance approval, the student is assured of receiving proper credit
at Clemson provided he passes the work with a grade of C or
higher.
Classification. All new students are classified as freshmen unless
they have attended another college prior to entrance. Students who
have completed college work elsewhere will be classified on the
basis of semester hours accepted at Clemson rather than the amount
of work presented. In order to be classified as a member of any
cla.ss other than freshman, students mu.st meet the credit-hour re-
quirements indicated below:
Sophomore—30 credit hours
Junior—60 credit hoiirs
Senior—95 credit hours
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Regular Advancement in Classification. All students are urged
to meet the requirements for sophomore classification by the begin-
ning of the second year, for junior classification by the beginning
of the third year, and for senior classification by the beginning of
the fourth year.
Credit Load. Except for an entering freshman who is restricted
to the curriculum requirements of his major course, the credit load
for an undergraduate must be approved by his class adviser. The
class adviser will approve a credit load deemed in the best interest
of the student based on such factors as course requirements, grade-
point ratio, participation in other activities, and expected date of
graduation.
Since grades are an important factor in determining credit loads,
the student should be guided by the following table in presenting
his schedule to his class adviser for approval:
Grade-Point Ratio Recommended Maximum
(Semester or Cumulative, Number of Semester Hours
Whichever Is Higher) to Be Scheduled
0.00 to 0.99 15 to 16
1.00 to 1.99 16 to 18
2.00 to 2.99 18 to 20
3.00 to 4.00 20 to 22
ROTC Credit. Ten hours of aerospace studies or military science
may be counted toward the baccalaureate degree in any curriculum.
Grade Points. Four grade points are assigned for each credit
hour on which the student receives the grade of A, 3 grade points
for each credit hour of grade B, 2 grade points for each credit hour
of grade C, and 1 grade point for each credit hour of grade D. No
grade points are assigned for grades F, I, or W.
Grade-Point Ratio. In calculating a student's grade-point ratio,
the total number of grade points accumulated by the student is
divided by the total number of credit hours taken at Clemson dur-
ing the semester, session, or other period for which the grade-
point ratio is calculated.
Minimum Requirements for Continuing Enrollment. At the end
of the academic year in May, all student records are inspected for
quality. At that time in order to be able to continue enrollment
after the following summer session, a student is required to achieve
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a cumulative average on the designated total hours attempted at
Clemson as follows:
Hours Attempted Required Minimum
at Clemson Cumulative Average
12-59 1.4
60-89 1.6
90 or more 1.8
A student completing a regular session has the privilege of con-
tinuing his enrollment through the immediately following summer
session at Clemson in an effort to meet the above requirements.
A student who has taken fewer than 90 credit hours at Clemson
and who fails to meet the required grade-point ratio, as indicated
in the table above, may apply for readmission after a minimum of
one semester has elapsed. A student who has taken 90-or-more
credit hours and fails to meet the required grade-point ratio is
permanently ineligible for readmission. Any exceptions to these
minimum requirements for continuing enrollment and readmission
must be approved by the Committee on Admissions and Continuing
Enrollment.
Withdrawal from the University. A student may withdraw from
the University any time before the last five weeks of classes in the
semester without having grades recorded. A student enrolled dur-
ing any part of the last five weeks of classes shall have final se-
mester grades recorded.
After the first withdrawal from the University the student is
eligible to continue his enrollment the following semester, provided
he meets other applicable regulations. For each succeeding with-
drawal, however, the student shall be ineligible to continue his
enrollment the following semester unless there are extenuating cir-
cumstances approved by the Committee on Admissions and Con-
tinuing Enrollment. Ineligibility to continue the following semester
also includes any intervening summer school.
A student who has be(^n credited with 90-or-more credit hours
of work taken at Clemson shall be permanently ineligible for re-
admission (regular or summer sessions), if at the time of with-
drawal his cumulative grade-point ratio is below the recjnin^ment
for continuing enrollment.
C'lass Attendance. Regular and punctual attendance at all class
and laboratory sessions is the responsibility of each studiMit. College
work proceeds at such a pace that regular attendance is necessary
in order for each student to obtain maximum benefits from instnic-
tion. All absences are matters to be resolved between the in-
structor and the student. In the event that a student finds it
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necessary to be absent from a class, it is the student's responsibility
to make up resulting deficiencies.
In an early class the instructor shall inform the students of the
attendance policy for that class. (Departments may establish uni-
form attendance policies for multiple section courses.) A student
who incurs excessive absences may be dropped from a course by
the instructor.
Students desiring to withdraw from a class must secure a drop
card from the Registrar's Oflfice prior to terminating attendance.
A student enrolled in the last five weeks of classes shall have final
grades recorded.
Course Prerequisites. Prerequisites for individual courses are
enumerated under the course listings in the Description of Courses.
In addition to these requirements, colleges and departments may
also establish other standards as conditions for enrollment. In the
College of Engineering a grade-point ratio of 1.8 or higher is re-
quired for registration in all engineering and engineering tech-
nology courses numbered 300 or higher. In the College of Nursing,
a grade-point ratio of 2.0 or higher is required for registration in
all nursing courses numbered 300 or higher. The College of Edu-
cation requires a cumulative grade-point ratio of 1.6 or higher to
enroll in 300-level education courses and a cumulative grade-point
ratio of 1.8 for 400-level education courses. Directed teaching and
teaching methods courses require a minimum cumulative grade-
point ratio of 2.0. Effective with the fall 1977-78 class of freshmen,
students must have a cumulative grade-point average of 1.8 or
higher to enroll in 300-level education courses and a cumulative
grade-point average of 2.0 or higher for all 400-level education
courses.
Auditing Policies. Qualified students may audit courses upon the
written approval of the professor, head of the department, and
the dean of the college concerned, and must register with the
Dean of Admissions and Registration. Auditors are under no ob-
ligation of regular attendance, preparation, recitation, or examina-
tion and receive no credit. Participation in classroom discussion
and laboratory exercises by auditors is at the discretion of the in-
structor. A student who has previously audited a course is ineligible
for credit by examination.
A full-time undergraduate student, with approval, may audit
courses at no additional charge as long as the student's credit load,
including the course audited, is approved by his class adviser.
A graduate student regularly enrolled for a minimum of six
semester hours may, with approval, audit one additional course
without charge.
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Members of the University teaching staff and the professional
staff in research and agricultural extension may, with approval,
audit courses without charge. Other full-time University employees
may audit without charge with the additional approval of the
employee's immediate supervisor and the Comptroller.
Honors and Awards Day. Each spring an Honors and Awards
Day is held for students who qualify for special awards.
Honors Program. The Honors Program at Clemson University
provides for the fuller development of our most able students. They
meet with outstanding professors and explore the subject matter of
a course in greater depth than other students. To remain in the
Honors Program a student must maintain a cumulative grade-point
ratio of 3.0.
Admission to Honors work for incoming freshmen is by invitation.
All other students are automatically eligible to take Honors classes
if they have a grade-point ratio of 3.0 or better.
Planning and supervision of the Honors Program is done by an
Honors Council composed of faculty members from each college.
The Honors Program Student Handbook is available in the Honors
Program Office, 416 Strode Tower, or from the Dean of Under-
graduate Studies.
Students who graduate in the Honors Program will have this
fact indicated on their diplomas.
Dean's List. At the end of the fall and spring semesters of each
academic year, a Dean's List shall be compiled of all undergraduate
students who have achieved a grade-point ratio of 3.5 or higher on
a minimum of twelve semester credit hours of courses taken during
the preceding semester. Courses taken on a Pass-Fail basis are
excluded from this minimum requirement.
Honor Graduates. Graduates who meet the recjuired (jualifica-
tions are designated as having graduated with honor. A grade-point
ratio of 3.(X) to 3.49 is re(|uired for graduation with honor, 3.50 to
3.79 for high honor, and 3.80 or above for graduation with highest
honor.
Effective with the spring graduation of 1980, to Ix^ graduated
with honors a student must have a minimum cumulative grade-
point ratio as follows: 3.40 for cum laudc, 3.70 for magna cum
laude, 3.90 for summa cum laude.
Undergraduate Candidate. A candidate for an undergraduate
degree is a student who has turned in a completed diploma ap-
plication by the deadline prescribed in the University Calendar
for a particular graduation date.
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Residence Requirement for Graduation. In order to qualify for
an undergraduate degree, a student must spend at least the last
year of residence at Clemson and complete at Clemson a minimum
of 30 of the last 36 credits presented for the degree.
Examination on F Received in Last Semester. A candidate for
a degree who, in the semester immediately prior to graduation, fails
to graduate because of an F on one course taken in that semester
may stand a special examination on the course provided:
1. That the candidate can furnish evidence of having done satis-
factory study for the examination.
2. That the examination is not given until after the regular
degree date.
3. That the candidate has fulfilled, prior to the due date for
candidates' grades, all other requirements for his degree except
those which can be fulfilled by passing the examination.
4. That the candidate by removing the F by examination will
finish all requirements for his degree which will be awarded on
the next regular date for award of degrees.
The privileges of this provision will be extended to the candi-
date who meets the stated requirements above, but fails to gradu-
ate because of an F on one course taken the last time the course
was offered, and for which no acceptable substitute has been
offered since the course was failed as attested to by the candi-
date's major department head and the head of the department in
which the failed course was offered. In no way will this exception
be interpreted to permit more than one special reexamination on
an F.
Make-up of Ts Received in Last Semester. A candidate for a
degree who in the semester immediately prior to graduation re-
ceives one or more grades of I shall have an opportunity of remov-
ing the unsatisfactory grades provided the final grades are received
in the Office of Admissions and Registration by the time grades for
candidates for graduation are due.
A candidate who qualifies for graduation under this regulation
will be awarded his degree on the regular date for the award of
degrees.
Special Graduation Requirements. A cumulative grade-point
ratio of 2.0 is required for graduation. Candidates for degrees
are required to apply for their diplomas within three weeks follow-
ing the opening of the final semester or the opening of the summer
session prior to the date the degrees are to be awarded. These
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applications should be filled out in the Office of Admissions and
Registration on the regular blanks provided.
All work for a degree must be completed, all financial settlements
made, and all government property and library books returned by
5 p.m. on the Tuesday preceding graduation.
A student in line for graduation at the end of this semester who
fails to graduate because of an F on one course taken this semester
may stand a special examination under certain conditions on the
course after the regular degree date. A senior who qualifies for
graduation under this provision will be awarded his degree on the
next regular date for the award of degrees. For further information
see paragraph Examination on F Received in Last Semester.
A student in line for graduation at the end of a semester or
summer term who meets all requirements for graduation except for
a deficiency in his grade-point ratio resulting from a deficiency of
not more than six grade points shall have the privilege of making
up his deficiency by standing special reexaminations under certain
conditions.
The examinations shall be taken after the regular degree date and
in courses totaling not more than six semester credit hours which
were passed during the last year of residence, and only one such
examination may be taken on an individual course. When such
examinations are taken under the above provision, the credit hours
of the course or courses will not be counted as additional credit
hours taken. Only the grade points over and above the grade
points previously earned in the course may count toward raising
the grade-point ratio.
A student who qualifies for graduation under this provision will
be awarded his degree on the next regular date for the award of
degrees.
If all work toward a degree is not completed within five years
after entrance, the student may be required to take additional
courses.
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UNDERGRADUATE CURRICULA AND
DEGREES OFFERED
Undergraduate curricula are oflFered under the colleges of Agricul-
tural Sciences, Architecture, Education, Engineering, Forest and
Recreation Resources, Industrial Management and Textile Science,
Liberal Arts, Nursing, and Sciences.
The University grants the following degrees upon satisfactory
completion of the requirements prescribed by the colleges listed:
Curriculnm Degree Curriculum Degree
College of Agricultural Sciences Science Teaching B.S.
Agricultural Economics B.S. Biological Sciences
Agricultural Education ^ B.S. Chemistry
Agricultural Engineering 2 B.S. Earth Science
Agricultural Mechanization and Mathematical Sciences
Business B.S. Physical Sciences
Animal Industries B.S. Secondary Education B.A.
Animal Science Economics
Dairy Science English
Poultry Science History
Community and Rural Mathematical Sciences
Development B.S. Modem Languages
Economic Biology B.S. Natural Sciences
Economic Zoology Political Science
Entomology Psychology
Plant Pathology Sociology
Food Science B.S.
Plant Sciences B.S. College of Engineering
Agronomy—Crops and Soils Agricultural Engineering
2 B.S.
Horticulture—Fruit and Ceramic Engineering B.S.
Vegetable Chemical Engineering B.S.
Horticulture—Ornamental Civil Engineering B.S.
Horticulture—Turfgrass Electrical Engineering B.S.
Engineering Analysis B.S.
College of Architecture Engineering Technology B.S.
Architecture B.Arch. Mechanical Engineering B.S.
Design B.A.
,
B.S.
Building Science B.S. College of Forest and
Recreation Resources
College of Education Forest Management B.S.
Agricultural Education i B.S. Recreation and Park
Early Childhood Education B.A. Administration B.S.
Elementary Education B.A. Wood Utilization B.S.
Industrial Education B.S.
1 Jointly administered by the College of Education and the College of Agricultural
Sciences.
2 Jointly administered by the College of Agricultural Sciences and the College of Engi-
neering.
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Curriculum Degree Curriculum Degree
College of Industrial Management College of Nursing
and TextUe Science Nursing A.A., B.S.
Accounting B.S.
Administrative Management B.S. College of Sciences
Economics B.A., B.S. Biochemistry B.S.
Financial Management B.S. Botany B.S.
Industrial Management B.S. Chemistry B.A., B.S.
Textile Chemistry B.S. Geology B.A., B.S.
Textile Science B.S. Mathematical Sciences B.A., B.S.
Textile Technology B.T.T. Medical Technology B.S.
Microbiology B.S.
College of Liberal Arts Physics B.A., B.S.
English B.A. Prepharmacy Nondegree
History B.A. Prephysical Therapy Nondegree
Modem Languages B.A. Zoology B.S.
Political Science B.A.
Psychology B.A.
Sociology B.A.
For detailed information concerning the programs of study and
requirements in the colleges, the section describing each college
should be consulted.
BACHELOR OF ARTS AND BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN PREPROFESSIONAL STUDIES
Clemson University will award the degree of Bachelor of Arts or
Bachelor of Science in Preprofessional Studies to a student who
has satisfactorily completed three years of undergraduate work in
an appropriate curriculum and the first year of work in an accred-
ited medical, dental, veterinary, law, or other accredited, profes-
sional, postgraduate school provided the student fulfills the re-
quirements for the three-year program as follows and the other
specified conditions are met.
1. At least two of the three years of preprofessional work, includ-
ing the third year, must be taken in residence at this University.
2. A minimum of three years of undergraduate work (i.e., pre-
professional school credit) must be presented.
3. Normal progress must have been made toward fulfilling the
degree re(|uirements of the curriculum in which the student is en-
rolled at Clemson.
4. The student applying for the Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor
of Science in Preprofessional Studies nnist hv recommended by the
college at Clemson in which the curriculum that he is majoring as
a Clemson student is located or by the college in which three years
of normal progress toward a degree can be identified.
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5. If the combination of preprofessional work taken and the
work in the first year of professional school is equivalent to that
which is required in some other bachelor s degree program at Clem-
son, the college concerned may recommend the other bachelor's
degree.
The above requirements and conditions became effective July 1,
1974, and will apply to all students who satisfy these requirements
and conditions after that date.
A Clemson student having left the University before receiving
the bachelor's degree (prior to July 1, 1974), and having enrolled
immediately in an accredited, professional, postgraduate school
may apply for a bachelor's degree from Clemson and have his
application considered on an individual basis. The college or col-
leges at Clemson considering his application are authorized to ex-
amine the student's entire record in both preprofessional and pro-
fessional studies and exercise their own judgment concerning the
three-year requirement for preprofessional studies.
GRADUATE DEGREES
The degrees of Doctor of Philosophy, Education Specialist, Master
of Arts, Master of Science, Master of Agricultural Education,
Master of Agriculture, Master of Architecture, Master of City and
Regional Planning, Master of Education, Master of Engineering,
Master of Fine Arts, Master of Forestry, Master of Industrial
Education, Master of Nutritional Sciences, and Master of Recre-
ation and Park Administration are awarded to those students who
satisfactorily complete prescribed graduate programs. The Master
of Business Administration degree is available through a joint
program with Furman University.
For further information concerning advanced degrees see The
Graduate School Announcements, which may be obtained from the
OflBce of the Dean of Graduate Studies and University Research.
COURSE NUMBERS
In the curricula which follow are given the official titles and
number of the courses, the descriptive titles, the number of semester
hours credit, and in parentheses, the number of hours per week in
class and laboratory, respectively.
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES
Modem agriculture involves the science, business, and art of pro-
ducing, processing, and distributing plant and animal products and
includes economics and human relations associated with these ac-
tivities. Agriculture is a unique educational area because of the
economic and human welfare implications in the application of the
basic sciences to biological problems and materials.
Thousands of agricultural graduates are needed annually to serve
this basic industry. Our land-grant colleges and universities are
graduating less than the number demanded to fill careers with a
future, with a challenge, and careers that indeed serve humankind.
Today's agriculture includes much more than farm production.
Agriculture is a complex profession. About 6 million people pro-
vide supphes and services for farmers, and 10 million process and
distribute farm products. These two segments, together with farm
production which employs 5 million workers, provide careers some-
where in agriculture for 21 milHon Americans—approximately one-
third of all jobs.
The College of Agricultural Sciences offers nine Bachelor of
Science majors, two of which are jointly administered with other
colleges: Agricultural Education with the College of Education
and Agricultural Engineering with the College of Engineering.
Within these nine degree majors, a student may select one of 16
curricula as follows: Agricultural Economics; Agricultural Educa-
tion; Agricultural Engineering; Agricultural Mechanization and
Business; Animal Industries with curricula in Animal Science, Dairy
Science, and Poultry Science; Community and Rural Development;
Economic Biology with curricula in Economic Zoology (emphasis
on wildhfe biology), Entomology, and Plant Pathology; Food Sci-
ence; and Plant Sciences with a curriculum in Agronomy and three
curricula in Horticulture—Emit and Vegetable, Ornamental, and
Turfgrass.
MINOR CONCENTRATIONS
The curricula in agriculture are designed to provide a solid founda-
tion of principles on which to solve problems and to do this in a
practical setting of real-world situations. A minor is recjuired in all
curricula except Agricultural Engineering, Agricultural Meclianiza-
tion and Business, and all curricula in the Economic Biology major.
Six formal minors have been established ;ls follows:
Business. This minor einpliasizcs prineipU's and practices of
business management as applied to businesses and industries asso-
ciated with agriculture. It is designed for students who plan
to work with one of the many l)usinesses and industries that pro-
vide supplies and services for the fanner antl process and distribute
famn products.
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Environmental Science. This minor emphasizes an understand-
ing of the environment, including cause-and-effect relationships. It
is designed for students who wish to supplement their under-
graduate majors with knowledge and skills uniquely applicable
to the environment in relation to agriculture.
International Agriculture. This minor emphasizes the interna-
tional aspects of agriculture and applies basic scientific principles
and agricultural practices to worldwide agriculture. It is designed
for students who contemplate work in international agricultural
positions either in the United States or abroad.
Production. This minor emphasizes the application of scientific
principles to agricultural production. It is designed for students
whose anticipated work requires broad general training in scientific
and practical agriculture.
Science. This minor emphasizes the basic sciences that prepare
students to contribute to the advancement of knowledge in their
respective fields. It is designed for students whose anticipated
work requires considerable scientific training, usually including
graduate studies.
Second Department. This minor emphasizes special training
in an area of study other than the major. A Second Department
minor may be selected either within or outside of the College
of Agricultural sciences. It is designed for students who wish
additional specialized training outside their major area of study.
GRADUATE STUDY
The College of Agricultural Sciences also offers programs leading
to the Master of Agriculture, Master of Agricultural Education,^
Master of Nutritional Sciences, Master of Science, and Doctor of
Philosophy degrees.
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS
The major in Agricultural Economics places emphasis on a strong
background in economics with applications to agricultural and
agriculturally related businesses. Also included are courses in
basic agricultural and biological sciences, liberal arts, and business.
Students with a major in Agricultural Economics now have the
opportunity to further specialize by selecting a minor in Business,
International Agriculture, Science, or a Second Department.
Employment opportunities open to graduates with degrees in
Agricultural Economics are many. They include research and teach-
ing in institutions of higher learning; sales and promotional work
1 Jointly administered by the College of Agricultural Sciences and the College of Edu-
cation.
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for a variety of businesses; management positions in the farm loan
departments of private banks or with cooperative farm credit
agencies; public relations activities for various firms; market man-
agers and directors; county agents; representatives of government
agencies serving agriculture; and operators of numerous enterprises.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester
AGRIC 103 Intro, to Animal Ind. 3 (2,3)
AGRIC 104 Intro, to Plant Sci. . . 3 (2,3)
BIOL 103 General Biology I 3 (3,0)
BIOL 105 General Biology Lab. I 1 (0,3)
CH 101 General Chemistry 4 (3,3)
ENGL 101 English Composition . 3 (3,0)
17
Second Semester
BIOL 104 General Biology II . . 3 (3,0)
BIOL 106 General Biology Lab. II 1 (0,3)
CH 102 or 112 General Chemistry 4 (3,3)
ENGL 102 English ComposiUon . 3 (3,0)
MATH 105 Algebra and Trigo-
nometry 2 5 (5,0)
16
SOPHOMORE YEAR
ACCT 201 Principles of Accounting 3 (3,0) ACCT 202 Principles of Accounting 3 (3,0)
AGRON 202 Soils 3 (2,2) AG EC 202 Agric. Economics . . 3 (3,0)
ECON 201 Prin. of Economics . . 3 (3,0) COMP SC 205 Elem. Comp. Prog. 3 (3,0)
MATH 106 Cal. of One Var. I . . 4 (4,0) ENGL 231 Intro, to JoumaUsm 3 (3,0)
Literature Requirement i 3 (3,0) or ENGL 301 Pub. Speaking . . 3 (3,0)
— or ENGL 304 Adv. Comp. . . 3 (3,0)
16 HIST 102 History of the U.S. ... 3 (3.0)
Minor 3 3
18
JUNIOR YEAR
AG EC 302 Management of Agri- AG EC 352 Public Finance 3 (3,0)
cultural Enterprises 3 (2,3) AG EC 460 Agricultural Finance. 3 (3,0)
AG EC 309 Economics of Agri- EX ST 462 Stat. Applied to Econ. 3 (3.0)
cultural Marketing 3 (3,0) LAW 312 Commercial Law 3 (3,0)
ECON 302 Money and Banking
. 3 (3,0) RS 301 Rural Sociology 3 (3,0)
or PHIL 202 Intro, to Logic . 3 (3,0) Elective 3
ECON 314 Inter. Econ. Theory 3 (3,0) —
EX ST 301 Introductory Statistics 3 (2,2) 18
Minor 3 ... 3
18
SENIOR YEAR
AG EC 402 Econ. of Agric. Prod. 3
AG EC 452 Agricultural Policy . 3
GEN 302 Gcmtics 4
or HS 401 Human Ecology ... 3
Minor 3 3
Elective 2-3
15
(3.0)
(3.0)
(3.3)
(3,0)
AG KC: 406 Seminar
A(; EC 456 Prices
Minor .'<
Klrttive
134 Total Snnesler Hours
1 (1.0)
3 (3.0)
16
1 To bo scire t.«l from the folh.wing: KngI 202. 203. 204. 205. 206. 207. 208. 209.
2 Stiidmts who make n .'lalisfat tory score on the Mnthrmatics Test. I..evel II (Standard)
niuy schedule other rnathftnatus coursers or ele(tivr<> in liru of Math 105
3 See adviser f<ir nvuilablo minors and cotirso requirements.
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AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
The Agricultural Education major is designed for students who
wish to prepare for positions in vocational agriculture, agricul-
tural occupations, and other teaching positions in the secondary
schools; engage in other forms of educational work such as agri-
cultural missionary, public relations, and agricultural extension;
farming, soil conservation, and other governmental work; business
and industry.
The curriculum provides for a broad education in general and
professional education including student teaching. In addition to
required courses giving a thorough background in the agricultural
and biological sciences, a student may minor in Business, Inter-
national Agriculture, or a Second Department. Students in other
departments in the College of Agricultural Sciences may minor in
Agricultural Education and be certified to teach if they meet all
requirements.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
AGRIC 104 Intro, to Plant Sci. . . 3 (2,3) AG ED 100 Orient, and Field
BIOL 103 General Biology I 3 (3,0) Exp 1 (0,2)
BIOL 105 General Biology Lab. II (0,3) AGRIC 103 Intro, to Animal Ind. 3 (2,3)
CH 101 General Chemistry 4 (3,3) BIOL 104 General Biology II ... 3 (3,0)
ENGL 101 English Composition . 3 (3,0) BIOL 106 General Biology Lab. II 1 (0,3)
MATH 102 Intro, to Math. Anal.2 3 (3,0) CH 102 or 112 General Chemistry 4 (3,3)
— ENGL 102 English Composition . 3 (3,0)
17 Elective 1
16
SOPHOMORE YEAR
AG EC 202 Agric. Economics . . 3 (3,0) AGM 206 Agric. Mechanization . 3 (2,3)
AG ED 201 Intro, to Agric. Ed. 3 (2,3) AGRON 202 Soils 3 (2,2)
AGM 205 Principles of Farm Shop 3 (2,3) ENGL 231 Intro, to JoumaUsm . . 3 (3,0)
PHYS 207 General Physics I 4 (3,2) or ENGL 301 Pub. Speaking 3 (3,0)
Literature Requirement! 3 (3,0) or ENGL 304 Adv. Comp. ... 3 (3,0)
— FOR 305 Elements of Forestry . . 2 (2,0)
16 FOR 307 Elem. of Forestry Lab . 1 (0,3)
Social Science Elective 3 3
Elective 1
16
JUNIOR YEAR
AGM 301 Soil and Water AG EC 302 Management of Agri-
Conserva 3 (2,3) cultural Enterprises 3 (2,3)
ENT 301 General Entomology . . 3 (2,3) or AG EC 402 Econ. of
Approved Agric. Econ. Elective . . 3 Agric. Prod 3 (3,0)
Approved Agriculture Elective ... 3 AGRON 452 Soil Fert. and Mgt. 2 (2,0)
Minor 4 6 AGRON 453 Soil Fert. Lab .... 1 (0,3)
— AN SC 301 Feeds and Feeding . . 3 (3,0)
18 Minor 4 6
Elective 3
18
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SENIOR YEAR
HORT 407 Landscape Design 3 (2,3) AG ED 300 Supv. Field Exp. II . . 1 (0,3)
PL PA 401 Plant Pathology 3 (2,3) AG ED 401 Meth. in Agric. Ed. . . 3 (2,3)
Minor 4 3 AG ED 406 Directed Teaching. . 6(0,18)
Elective 7 AG ED 423 Curriculum 2 (2,0)
— AG ED 425 Teach. Agric, Mech. 2 (1,3)
16 ED 302 Educational Psychology.. 3 (3,0)
17
134 Total Semester Hours
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2 Students who make a satisfactory score on the Mathematics Test, Level II (Standard)
may schedule other mathematics courses or electives in lieu of Math 102. Students in-
ehgible for Math 102 will take Math 105.
3 To be selected from the following: Hist 101, 102, 172, 173, Phil 201, 325, Pol So
101, Psych 201, RS 301, 401, Soc 201.
4 See adviser for available minors and course requirements.
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING
The graduate in agricultural engineering, with broad training in
mathematics, physics, chemistry, and the biological sciences as
well as comprehensive coverage of the engineering sciences, is well
equipped to apply engineering to many functions affecting the
well-being of mankind. The agricultural engineer is sought by
industry and public service organizations primarily for his ability
to apply engineering know-how to agricultural production and
processing and to the management of land and water resources.
Specific areas of interest include power and machinery, soil and
water resources engineering, electric power and processing, struc-
tures and environment, and food engineering.
The curriculum includes such engineering sciences as mechanics,
fluids, thermodynamics, electrical theory, computing devices and
systems analyses. The basic agricultural sciences of soils, plants, and
animals are included to provide a foundation for agricultural en-
gineering analysis and design. Also included arc the important
facets of energy conversion, engineering properties of biological
materials, research methods, and use of economy and integrity in
design.
Graduate programs lead to the Master of Science, Master of
Engineering, and the Doctor of Philosophy degrees.
Opportunities for employment of agricuUural engineering gradu-
ates include design engineers, research engineers, production en-
gineers, or as sales engineers with industry; as teachers, research,
extension, or field engineers with state and federal agencies; en-
gineers in the private sector; and others.
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FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
CH 101 General Chemistry 4 (3,3)
ENGL 101 English Composition. . 3 (3,0)
ENGR 180 Engineering Concepts. 3 (2,2)
or Humanistic—Social Elective. . 3
MATH 106 Cal. of One Var. I . . 4 (4,0)
Elective 2
16
ENGL 102 English Composition,. 3 (3,0)
MATH 108 Cal. of One Var. II . 4 (4,0)
PHYS 122 Phys. with Cal. I ... 3 (2,2)
Basic Science 2 4 ( 3,3
)
Humanistic-Social Elective 2 .... 3
or ENGR 180 Engr. Concepts . 3 (2,2)
Elective 1
SOPHOMORE YEAR
18
AGE 221 Soil and Water
Resources Engineering I 3 (2,3)
EG 109 Engr. Graphics 2 (1,3)
EM 201 Engr. Mech. (Statics) .. 3 (3,0)
MATH 206 Calculus of Sev. Var. 4 (4,0)
PHYS 221 Phys. with Cal. II ... 3 (2,2)
Literature Requirement l 3 (3,0)
Elective 1
19
AGE 212 Fund, of Mechanization 3 (2,3)
EM 202 Engr. Mech. (Dynamics) 3 (3,0)
MATH 208 Engineering Math. I. . 4 (4,0)
PHYS 222 Phys. with Cal. Ill ... 3 (2,2)
Plant Science Elective 2 3
Elective 1
17
JUNIOR YEAR
AGE 353 Computational Systems. 2 (1,3)
AGE 355 Engr. Anal, and Great. 2 (1,3)
E&CE 307 Basic Elec. Engr 2 (2,0)
E&CE 309 Elec. Engr. Lab. I 1 (0,2)
EM 304 Mechanics of Materials. 3 (3,0)
ME 311 Engineering Thermo. I . . 3 (3,0)
Animal Science Elective 2 3
16
AGE 362 Energy Conv. in Ag. Sys. 3
AGE 364 Ag. Waste-Mgt. Sys. . . 2
AGE 433 Design Criteria for Plant
and Animal Environment 2
AGE 465 Engr. Prop, of Biol. Mat. 2
AGRON 202 Soils 3
EM 320 Fluid Mechanics 3
Humanistic-Social Elective 2 3
SENIOR YEAR
18
AGE 431 Agric. Structures Design 3 (2,3)
AGE 471 Research I 1 (0,3)
ECON 200 Economic Concepts . . 3 (3,0)
or ECON 201Prin. of Economics 3 (3,0)
Engineering Science Elective 2 ... 3
Mathematics Elective 2 3 (3,0)
Elective 3
16
AGE 416 Agric. Machinery Design 3
AGE 422 Soil and Water
Resources Engineering II 3
AGE 442 Agric. Process Engr. . . 3
AGE 472 Research II 1
Engineering Science Elective 2 ... 3
Humanistic-Social Elective 2 3
Elective 2
(2,3)
(2,0)
(2,0)
(1,3)
(2,2)
(3,0)
(2,3)
(2,3)
(2,3)
(0,3)
138 Total Semester Hours
18
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2 Electives to be selected in consultation with adviser.
Note: Agricultural Engineering curriculum is jointly administered by the College of Agri-
cultural Sciences and the College of Engineering.
AGRICULTURAL MECHANIZATION AND BUSINESS
The major in Agricultural Mechanization and Business is designed
to provide an educational program for undergraduate students
who desire training in areas which are relevant to a dynamic agri-
cultural enterprise. It is organized with strength both in the busi-
ness management area and in nonengineering type support of tech-
nical agriculture and agribusiness concepts. In order to produce an
individual who is well rounded and capable of communicating, the
curriculum includes courses in the humanities, social sciences, Eng-
lish composition, and public speaking.
The graduate in agriculture with a major in Agricultural Mech-
anization and Business should be able to find meaningful and
remunerative employment in a variety of situations directly and
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indirectly related to agricultural production, processing, marketing,
and the many services connected therewith.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester
BIOL 103 General Biology I 3 (3,0)
BIOL 105 General Biology Lab. I 1 (0,3)
CH 101 General Chemistry 4 (3,3)
ENGL 101 English Composition . 3 (3,0)
MATH 105 Algebra and Trigo-
nometry 2 5 ( 5,0
)
16
Second Semester
AGRIC 103 Intro, to Animal Ind. 3
AGRIC 104 Intro, to Plant Sci. . 3
BIOL 104 General Biology II . 3
BIOL 106 General Biology Lab. II 1
CH 102 or 112 General Chemistry 4 (3,3)
ENGL 102 English Composition . 3 (3,0)
17
(2,3)
(2,3)
(3,0)
(0,3)
SOPHOMORE YEAR
AG EC 202 Agric. Economics ... 3 (3,0)
AGM 205 Principles of Farm Shop 3 (2,3)
EG 109 Engineering Graphics .... 2 (1,3)
PHYS 207 General Physics I ... 4 (3,2)
Literature Requirement i 3 (3,0)
Elective 3
18
AG EC 302 Management of Agri-
cultural Enterprises 3
AGM 206 Agric. Mechanization . . 3
ENGL 231 Intro, to Journalism . 3
or ENGL 304 Advanced Comp. 3
PHYS 208 General Physics II . . 4
Social Science Elective 3 3
16
JUNIOR YEAR
ACCT 201 Principles of Accounting 3 (3,0)
AGM 303 Cal. for Mech. Agric. . 2 (2,0)
AGM 406 Mech. and Hydrauhc
Systems 3 (2,3)
AGRON 202 Soils 3 (2,2)
Social Science Elective 8 3
Elective 3
17
AG EC 351 Advertising and
Merchandising 3
AG EC 456 Prices 3
AGM 301 Soil and Water Conserva. 3
ENGL 301 Public Speaking 3
Agriculture Elective 4 3
Elective 3
18
SENIOR YEAR
AG EC 309 Economics of
Agricultural Marketing 3 (3,0)
or AG EC 402 Economics of
Agricultural Production 3 (3,0)
AGM 452 Farm Power 3 (2,3)
AGM 460 Farm and Home UtiUties 3 ( 2,3
)
Economics Elective 4 3
Elective 4
16
AGM 404 Farm Structures 3
AGM 408 Equip. Sales and Ser. . 3
AGM 472 Seminar 1
Agriculture Elective 4 3
Economics Elective 4 3
Elective 3
16
[34 Total Semester Hours
(2.3)
(2.3)
(3,0)
(3,0)
(3.2)
(3,0)
(3.0)
(2.3)
(3,0)
(2.3)
(3.0)
(1.0)
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202. 203. 204. 205. 206, 207. 208, 209.
2 Eligible .students may enroll in Math 106 in lieu of Math 105.
8 To be selected from the following: Ed 302, Hist 101. 102, 172, 173, Phil 201, 325
Pol Sc 101, Psych 201, RS 301, 401. Soc 201.
4 See adviser for list of approved courses.
ANIMAL INDUSTRIES
The Animal Industries major inchides three curricula—Animal
Science, Dairy Science, and Poultry Science.
ANIMAL SCIENCE MAJOR
The Animal Science Department empha.si/es .subject matter dealing
with the application of scientific principles to livestock production
and processing.
Students will minor in Business, Environmental Seienee, Inter-
ruitiotuil Agriculture, Production, Science, or a Secorul Department
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Occupations for Animal Science graduates include livestock farm-
ing; cattle, swine and sheep breeding; extension livestock specialists;
feed specialists; county agents; teaching and research in animal in-
dustry; positions with meat packing companies; feed dealers; freezer
locker operators; livestock dealers; and livestock commission brokers.
First Semester
BIOL 103 General Biology I .
BIOL 105 General Biology Lab.
FRESHMAN YEAR
. 3
I 1
(3,0)
(0,3)
CH 101 General Chemistry 4 (3,3)
ENGL 101 English Composition . 3 (3,0)
MATH 105 Algebra and Trigo-
nometry 2 5 ( 5,0
)
Second Semester
AGRIC 103 Intro, to Ani. Ind. . . 3 (2,3)
AGRIC 104 Intro, to Plant Sci. . 3 (2,3)
BIOL 104 General Biology II ... 3 (3,0)
BIOL 106 General Biology Lab. II 1 (0,3)
CH 102 or 112 General Chemistry 4 (3,3)
ENGL 102 English Composition . 3 (3,0)
16 17
SOPHOMORE YEAR
AN SC 202 Intro, to Animal Sci. 3 (2,3) AG EC 202 Agric. Economics .. 3 (3,0)
CH 223 Organic Chemistry 3 (3,0) AN PH 301 Physiology and
and CH 227 Org. Chem. Lab. . 1 (0,3) Anatomy of Domestic Animals . 3 (2,3)
or BIOCH 210 Elem. Biochem. 4 (3,3) or ZOOL 301 Comp. Vert. Anat. 4 (3,3)
or CH 201 General Chemistry . 4 (3,3) ENGL 231 Intro, to Journalism. . 3 (3,0)
Literature Requirement! 3 (3,0) or ENGL 301 Pub. Speaking . . 3 (3,0)
Minor 3 3 or ENGL 304 Adv. Comp. ... 3 (3,0)
Social Science Elective 4 3 PHYS 122 Phys. with Cal. I . . 3 (2,2)
Elective 1 or PHYS 207 Gen. Phys. I ! . . 4 (3,2)
— Minor 3 3
17 Elective 1
17
JUNIOR YEAR
AN SC 301 Feeds and Feeding. . 3
AN SC 303 Livestock Evaluation 2
AN SC 351 Meat Ident. and Util. 1
or AN SC 355 Meats Lab. ... 1
AN SC 353 Meats 2
GEN 302 Genetics 4
Elective 4
16
(3,0)
(1,3)
(0,3)
(0,3)
(2,0)
(3,3)
AN SC 306 Livestock Selection
and Judging 2
MICRO 305 General Microbiology 4
Minor 3 3
Social Science Elective 4 3
Elective 5
17
(1.3)
(3,3)
SENIOR YEAR
AN SC 401 Beef Production 3 (3,0) AN SC 406 Seminar 2 (2,0)
AN SC 403 Beef Production Lab. 1 (0,3) AN SC 408 Pork Production ... 3 (3,0)
DY SC 453 Animal Reproduction. 3 (3,0) AN SC 410 Pork Production Lab. 1 (0,3)
NUTR 401 Fund, of Nutrition . . 3 (3,0) AN SC 452 Animal Breeding ... 3 (3,0)
Minor 3 3 Minor 3 3
Elective 4 Elective 5
17 17
134 Total Semester Hours
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2 Students who make a satisfactory score on the Mathematics Test, Level II ( Standard
)
may schedule other mathematics courses or electives in lieu of Math 105. Math 102 or
106 can substitute for Math 105.
3 See adviser for available minors and course requirements.
4 To be selected from the following: Ed 302, Hist 101, 102, 172, 173, Phil 201, 325,
Pol Sc 101, Psych 201, RS 301, 401, Soc 201.
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DAIRY SCIENCE MAJOR
The curriculum in Dairy Science is designed to provide the student
with an understanding of scientific principles and the application
of these principles in the scientific, technical, and business phases
of the dairy industry. Completion of required studies in the sci-
ences and humanities and selected courses by the student in areas
of personal interest prepares the graduate for a successful chosen
profession. A career in the dairy industry is a rewarding one, not
only monetarily, but in rendering a service in providing a whole-
some, nutritious food for mankind.
Opportunities for dairy science graduates are many. They include
the management of production and processing facilities, quality
control work for processing units and production organizations, in-
dustrial promotion and public relations work in both production
and processing fields, dairy and food products engineering, special
services, public health service, teaching and research. Special serv-
ice opportunities are available in state and national breed associ-
ation work, breeding organizations, industrial supplies, production
and processing equipment and supphes. Opportunities in educa-
tional activities include positions with industrial associations, state
and federal services and federal programs with foreign assignments.
Students majoring in Dairy Science may choose a minor in Busi-
ness, Environmental Science, International Agriculture, Production,
Science, or a Second Department.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester
BIOL 103 General Biolojfy I 3 (3,0)
BIOL 105 General Biology Lab. I 1 (0,3)
CH 101 General Chemistry 4 (3.3)
ENGL 101 English Composition , 3 (3,0)
MATH 105 Algebra and Trigo-
nometry 2 5 (5,0)
16
Second Semester
AGRIC 103 Intro, to Ani. Ind. 3 (2,3)
AGRIC 104 Intro, to Plant Sci. . 3 (2,3)
BIOL 104 General Biology 11 . 3 (3.0)
BIOL 106 General Biology Lab. II 1 (0.3)
CH 102 or 112 General C:hemLstry 4 (3.3)
ENGL 102 English Composition . 3 (3,0)
17
SOPHOMORE YEAR
AG EC 202 Agric. Economics 3 (3,0) ENGL 231 Intro, to Journalism 3
AGRON 202 .Soils 3 (2,2) or ENGL 301 Pub. Speaking 3
or ACCT 201 Prin. of Acct. 3 (3.0) or ENGL 304 Adv. Comp. .3
CH 223 Organic Chemistry .3 (3.0) PHYS 122 Phys. with Cal. I . . 3
and CH 227 Org. Chcm. Lab. 1 (0,3) or PHYS 207 Gen. Phys. 1.4
or BIOCH 210 El«-m. Bioch 4 (3.3) Minor 4 6
or CH 201 (;enerftl Chemistry 4 (3,3) Social Science Elective* 8
DY Sf: 101 Dairy F.M)ds 1 (1,0) Elective 1-2
or DY SC 102 Mam. Rrpro. 1 (1.0) —
Literature Re«juirenient l 3 (3,0) 17
Social Science Elective S 3
17
(3,0)
(3.0)
(3,0)
(2.2)
(3.2)
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JUNIOR YEAR
DY SC 307 Market Milk 3 (2,3) AN SC 301 Feeds and Feeding. . 3 (3,0)
DY SC 310 Dairy Cattle Sel. ... 1 (0,3) or MICRO 407 Food and Dairy
or FD SC 424 Qual. Assur. and Micro 4 (3,3)
Sens. Eval. Lab 1 (0,3) DY SC 306 Dairy Technology . . 3 (2,3)
FD SC 305 Dairy and Food Engr. 3 (2,3) GEN 302 Genetics 4 (3,3)
MICRO 305 General Microbiology 4 (3,3) Minor 4 3
Minor 4 6 Elective 2-3
17 16
SENIOR YEAR
DY SC 401 Special Problems . .1-2(0,3-6) AN SC 452 Animal Breeding ... 3 (3,0)
or DY SC 455 Repro. Mgt. ... 1 ( 0,3
)
or DY SC 404 Plant Mgt 3 ( 2,3
)
DY SC 402 Dairy Manufactures. . 3 (2,3) DY SC 410 Dairy Sci. Seminar. . 1 (1,0)
or DY SC 453 Animal Repro. . . 3 ( 3,0 DY SC 452 Dairy Cattle Feeding
DY SC 409 Dairy Sci. Seminar. . 2 (2,0) and Management 3 (2,3)
DY SC 461 Physiol, of Lacation 2 (2,0) Elective 10
NUTR 401 Fund, of Nutrition ... 3 (3,0) —
Elective 5-6 17
17 134 Total Semester Hours
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2 Students who make a satisfactory score on the Mathematics Test, Level II (Standard)
may schedule other mathematics courses or electives in lieu of Math 105.
3 To be selected from the foUowing: Ed 302, Hist 101, 102, 172, 173, Phil 201, Pol Sc
101, Psych 201, RS 301, 401, Soc 201.
4 See adviser for available minors and course requirements.
POULTRY SCIENCE MAJOR
This curriculum provides the student with a broad education in sci-
ence and the humanities and specialized knowledge of the biology of
the avian species and of the poultry industry. Avian science courses
emphasize the nutrition, physiology, genetics, and pathology of
domesticated and semidomesticated birds. The environmental re-
quirements for propagating the various species and for handling
eggs and meat are covered.
Minors in Business, Environmental Science, International Agri-
culture, Production, Science, or a Second Department provide for
the specialized interests of the student.
Job opportunities include supervisory positions with producers
of eggs, broilers, turkeys, or game birds; technical representatives
for feed manufacturers, vitamin and mineral suppliers, pharmaceu-
tical and biological houses; extension specialists; teachers or re-
searchers with a college, in government or industry; salesmen or
marketing speciahsts; quality control and poultry products tech-
nologists; government graders, inspectors or sanitarians.
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FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester
(2.3)AGRIC 103 Intro, to Animal Ind. 3
and AGRIC 104 Intro, to Plant
Sci 3 (2,3)
or MATH 105 Alg. and Trig.2 5 (5,0)
BIOL 103 General Biology I ... 3
BIOL 105 General Biology Lab. I 1
(3,0)
(0.3)
CH 101 General Chemistry 4 (3,3)
ENGL 101 English Composition . 3 (3,0)
16-17
Second Semester
AGRIC 104 Intro, to Plant Sci. . 3 (2,3)
and AGRIC 103 Intro, to Ani.
Ind 3 (2.3)
or MATH 105 Alg. and Trig.2 5 (5.0)
BIOL 104 General Biology U . 3 (3,0)
BIOL 106 General Biology Lab. II 1 (0,3)
CH 102 or 112 General Chemistry 4 (3.3)
ENGL 102 English Composition . 3 (3.0)
16-17
SOPHOMORE YEAR
AG EC 202 Agric. Economics .. 3 (3,0) CH 223 Organic Chemistry 3 .... 3 (3,0)
GEN 302 Genetics 4 (3,3) and CH 227 Org. Chem. Lab. . 1 (0.3)
PHYS 207 General Physics I ... 4 (3,2) or BIOCH 210 Elem. Bioch. . 4 (3,3)
PS 202 Avian Science 3 (2,3) or CH 201 General Chemistry . 4 (3.3)
Literature Requirement l 3 (3,0) ENGL 231 Intro, to Journalism . . 3 (3.0)
— or ENGL 304 Advanced Comp. 3 (3,0)
17 MICRO 305 General Microbiology 4 (3,3)
PS 322 Poultry Breeding and Gen. 3 (2,3)
Social Science Elective 4 3
17
JUNIOR YEAR
AN SC 301 Feeds and Feeding. . 3
ENGL 301 Public Speaking 3
PS 321 Incubation and Hatchery
Management 2
PS 355 Poultry Products Grading
and Technology 3
PS 451 Poultry Nutrition 2
Minor 5 3
16
(3.0)
(3,0)
(1.3)
(2.3)
(2.0)
AN PH 301 Physiology and Ana-
tomy of Domestic Animals ... 3 (2.3)
PS 359 Management of Egg, Broiler
and Turkey Enterprises 3
Minor 5 6
Elective 6
18
(2,3)
PS 401 Animal Environ. Tech.
PS 403 Ani. Environ. Tech. Lab. 1 (0.3)
PS 458 Avian Micro, and Parasit. 4 (3.3)
Minor .•* 3
Social Science Elective 4 3
Elective 4
SENIOR YEAR
2 (2.0) PS 454 Least Cost Feed Form . 2 (1,2)
PS 460 Seminar 1 ( 1,0)
Minor Ti 3
Elective 10
16
17 34 Total Semester Hours
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202. 203. 204. 205. 206. 207. 208. 209.
2 Students who make a satisfactory score on the Mathematics Test. Level II (Standard)
may schedule other mathematics courses or electives in lieii of Math 105.
3 Science minors should schedule Ch 223, 227; Business minors may sul»stitute Acct 201.
4 To he selected from the following: Ed 302. Geog 101. 301. 302. Hist 101. 102. 172,
173, Phil 201. 325. Pol Sc 101. Psych 201. R.S 301. 401. Soc 201.
fl See adviser for available miiiors and course re<n>iremruts.
COMMUNITY AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT
Thr piir]M)sc of ;i major in Community and Rural DrvclopmcMit is
to provide functional academic training for .studcnt.s interested in
commimity and niral development proj^rams. The curriculum pro-
vides an interdi.sciplinary e<lucation with emphasis on working with
people and l)usiness and governmental groups. Employment opix>r-
hmities in community and rural development are evidenced by new
educational programs in cooiK-rative extension .services, expansion
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of credit for development by private and public-service programs
of government agencies, and professional needs in multicounty
councils of government. These and other activities have resulted in
a strong demand for graduates trained in the basic concepts, prin-
ciples, and practice of community and rural development. The
Community and Rural Development curriculum also provides an
excellent background for graduate study in several disciplines.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
AGRIC 103 Intro, to Animal Ind. 3 (2,3) BIOL 104 General Biology II . . 3 (3,0)
AGRIC 104 Intro, to Plant Sci. . . 3 (2,3) BIOL 106 General Biology Lab. II 1 (0,3)
BIOL 103 General Biology I .... 3 (3,0) CH 102 or 112 General Chemistry 4 (3,3)
BIOL 105 General Biology Lab. I 1 (0,3) ENGL 102 English Composition . . 3 (3,0)
CH 101 General Chemistry 4 (3,3) MATH 105 Algebra and
ENGL 101 English Composition
. . 3 (3,0) Trigonometry 2 5 (5,0)
17 16
SOPHOMORE YEAR
ACCT201 Principles of Accounting 3 (3,0) AG EC 202 Agric. Economics .. 3 (3,0)
ECON 201 Principles of Economics 3 (3,0) CRD 357 Natural Res. Econ. ... 3 (3,0)
ENGL 231 Intro, to Journalism . . 3 (3,0) ENGL 301 Public Speaking .... 3 (3,0)
or ENGL 304 Advanced Comp. 3 (3,0) POL SC 302 State and Local
HIST 102 History of the U.S. . . 3 (3,0) Government 3 (3,0)
RS 301 Rural Sociology 3 (3,0) History Requirements 3 (3,0)
Literature Requirement i 3 ( 3,0 ) Minor 4 2
18 17
JUNIOR YEAR
AGRON 404 Soils and Land Use 2 (1,3) AG EC 352 Public Finance 3 (3,0)
ECON 314 Inter. Economic Theory 3 (3,0) ECON 407 National Income and
EX ST 301 Intro. Statistics 3 (2,2) Employment Analysis 3 (3,0)
RS 359 The Community 3 (3,0) EX ST 462 Stat. Applied to Econ. 3 (3,0)
Minor 4 3 POL SC 321 Gen. Public Admin. 3 (3,0)
Elective 3 Minor 4 4
17 16
SENIOR YEAR
CRD 411 Regional Impact Anal. 3 (2,3) AG EC 403 Land Economics ... 3 (3,0)
RS 401 Human Ecology 3 (3,0) CA PL 472 Implementation of the
RS 471 Demography 3 (3,0) Local Planning Process 3 (3,0)
Minor 4 3 CRD 412 Reg. Econ. Dev. Pol.. . 3 (3,0)
Elective 4 Minor 4 3
— Elective 5
16
17
134 Total Semester Hours
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2 Students w^ho make a satisfactory score on the Mathematics Test, Level II (Standard)
may schedule other mathematics courses or electives in lieu of Math 105.
3 To be selected from Hist 304, 305, 306.
4 See adviser for available minors and course requirements.
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ECONOMIC BIOLOGY
The Economic Biology major includes areas of concentration in
Economic Zoology, Entomology, and Plant Pathology.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
BIOL 110 Prin. of Biology I 5 (4,3) BIOL 111 Prin. of Biology II . . . 5 (4,3)
CH 101 General Chemistry 4 (3,3) CH 112 General Chemistry 4 (3,3)
ENGL 101 English Composition . 3 (3,0) ENGL 102 English Composition . 3 (3,0)
MATH 105 Algebra and Trigo- MATH 106 Cal. of One Var. I . . 4 (4,0)
nometry 2 5 (5,0) or MATH 102 Intro, to Math.
Anal 3 (3,0)
17 Elective
17-16
SOPHOMORE YEAR
AGRON 202 Soils 3 (2,2) AG EC 202 Agric. Economics ... 3 (3,0)
CH 223 Organic Chemistry .... 3 (3,0) CH 224 Organic Chemistry 3 3 (3,0)
CH 227 Organic Chemistry Lab. . 1 (0,3) GEN 302 Genetics 4 (3,3)
ENT 301 General Entomology . . 3 (2,3) PHYS 122 Phys. with Cal. I 3 (2,2)
English Requirement! 3 (3,0) or PHYS 207 Gen. Phys. I ... 4 (3,2)
Elective 3 English Requirement l 3 (3,0)
16 16-17
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2k)ology and Entomology majors are required to take Engl 304 during the second semester.
2 Students who make a satisfactory score on the Mathematics Test, Level II ( Standard
)
may schedule other mathematics courses or electives in lieu of Math 105.
3 Ch 228 is suggested as an elective.
ECONOMIC ZOOLOGY CONCENTRATION
This curriculum is designed for the student interested in careers
in appHed animal biology. With increased interest and concern for
conservation of natural resources and the environment, this area
is becoming increasingly technical and will require large numbers
of highly trained animal biologists. It is possible for the student
in this concentration to elect courses to fit sjx^cific needs or interests.
Greatest demands for graduates are in the following areas:
research, survey and regulatory positions with state and federal
environmental protection, fish, wildlife, and public health agencies;
in public relations and sales positions with commercial companies;
industrial research and (juality control laboratories; consersational,
recreational and other public service agencies; and private enter-
prises.
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See page 68 for Freshman and Sophomore Years.
JUNIOR YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
ENGL 301 PubUc Speaking 3 (3,0) BIOCH 301 Molecular Biology .. 3 (3,0)
EX ST 301 Intro. Statistics .... 3 (2,2) MICRO 305 General Microbiology 4 (3,3)
PHYS 208 General Physics II ... 4 (3,2) ZOOL 202 Vertebrate Zoology . . 4 (3,3)
or PHYS 221 Phys. with Cal. II 3 (2,2) or ZOOL 201 Invert. Zoology . . 4 (3,3)
and PHYS 223 Physics Lab. I 1 (0,3) Wildlife Biology Elective 2 3
ZOOL 201 Invertebrate Zoology . . 4 (3,3) Elective i 3
or ZOOL 202 Vertebrate Zoology 4 (3,3) —
Elective i 3 17
17
SENIOR YEAR
ENT 468 Intro, to Research 2 (1,3) ZOOL 411 Animal Ecology 4 (3,3)
ZOOL 340 Cell Biology 3 ( 3,0 ) Social Science Elective 3 3
ZOOL 456 Parasitology 4 (3,3) Wildlife Biology Elective 2 3
Social Science Elective 3 3 Elective i 7
Elective 1 5 —
17
17
134 Total Semester Hours
1 Electives shall be determined by each individual student in consultation with his
adviser to complement and reinforce the student's planned area of study.
2 To be selected from any wUdlife biology courses except WB 306.
3 To be selected from the following: Ed 302, Hist 101, 102, 172, 173, Phil 201, Pol Sc
101, Psych 201, RS 301, 401, Soc 201.
ENTOMOLOGY CONCENTRATION
Entomology is a unique scientific discipline which has its basic
roots in biology. It is the study of insects, their biology and control.
Insects form the largest and most widely distributed class of animals
in the world. They affect the lives of everyone and are man's
greatest competitors. However, not everything about insects is bad.
Some, such as bees, are essential for polHnation while others serve
as parasites and predators in natural control of pest species.
There are exciting opportunities for professional entomologists
in basic and applied areas of work such as (1) development of
new and more selective methods of insect control involving both
chemical and biological agents; (2) pest management practice and
consulting; (3) perform services as quarantine and regulatory
officials; (4) carry information to the public as extension entomol-
ogists; (5) apply knowledge in teaching programs; (6) insect control
in the pest control industry; and (7) entomologists in the armed
forces.
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See page 68 for Freshman and Sophomore Years.
JUNIOR YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
ENGL 301 Public Speaking 3 (3,0) ACCT 201 Principles of Accounting 3 (3,0)
ENT 405 Insect Morphology 4 (3,3) or EX ST 301 Intro. Statistics. . 3 (2,2)
ENT 468 Intro, to Research 2 (1,3) ENT 410 Insect Taxonomy 3 (1,6)
PHYS 208 General Physics II ... 4 (3,2) MICRO 305 General Microbiology 4 (3,3)
or PHYS 221 Phys. with Gal. II 3 (2,2) Entomology Elective i 3
and PHYS 223 Physics Lab. I . 1 (0,3) Elective 4
ZOOL 201 Invertebrate Zoology.. 4 (3.3)
17
17
SENIOR YEAR
ENT 461 Special Problems in ENT 420 Toxicology of
Entomology and Econ. Zool. . . 1 (1,0) Insecticides 3 (2,3)
PL PA 401 Plant Pathology 3 (2,3) ENT 462 Seminar 1 (1,0)
ZOOL 411 Animal Ecology 4 (3,3) ENT 470 Insect Physiology 3 (2,3)
Entomology Elective i 3 Entomology Elective i 3
Social Science Elective 2 3 Social Science Elective 2 3
Elective 3 Elective 4
17 17
134 Total Semester Hours
1 At least 6 credits must be selected from the following: Ent 401, 402, 403, 404. 455.
2 To be selected from the foUowing: Ed 302, Hist 101, 102, 172, 173, Phil 201, Pol So
101, Psych 201, RS 301, 401, Soc 201.
PLANT PATHOLOGY CONCENTRATION
Plant pathology is that branch of science that deals with the nature
and control of the diseases of plants. Since man began to cultivate
plants for food and fiber production, plant diseases have been a
constant threat to the health and productivity of these plants.
They have caused severe famines and mass migrations of people
from one area to another since the dawn of recorded history. The
current annual economic loss to plants from diseases in the United
States has been estimated to be in excess of three billion dollars.
In 1970 one disease alone on com caused a loss of approximately
one billion dollars in the eastern half of the United States.
Opportunities for graduates in Plant Pathology are dependent
upon the level of training, experience, and interest of the graduate.
These job opportunities include research with federal, state, indus-
trial, or private agencies; inspection, quarantine, and other regula-
tory work with federal and state agencies; sales and technical
service work with industry, especially those industries involved
with agricultural pesticides; agricultural extension work, both in
the United States and in foreign countries; and teaching at the
college or university level.
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See page 68 for Freshman and Sophomore Years.
JUNIOR YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
MICRO 305 General Microbiology 4 (3,3) EOT 331 Intro. Plant Taxonomy . 3 (2,3)
PHYS 208 General Physics II ... 4 (3,2) EOT 421 Plant Physiology 4 (3,3)
or PHYS 221 Phys. with Gal. II 3 (2,2) ENGL 301 PubUc Speaking 3 (3,0)
and PHYS 223 Physics Lab. I . 1 ( 0,3
)
Plant Pathology Elective 3 3
PL PA 401 Plant Pathology .... 3 (2,3) Elective 4
or FOR 407 Forest Pathology . . 3 (2,3) —
Group A Elective i 3 17
Social Science Elective 2 3
17
SENIOR YEAR
EX ST 301 Introductory Statistics 3 (2,2) Group A Elective i 3
Group A Elective i 3 Plant Pathology Elective 3 3
Plant Pathology Elective 3 3 Social Science Elective 2 3
Elective 4 8 Elective 4 8
17 17
134 Total Semester Hours
1 Group A Electives. At least 9 credits must be selected from the following: Agron 405,
407, 452, Bioch 301, 423, 424, 425, 426, Eot 411, 441, 451, 461, Ch 313, 317, Ent 401,
402, 403, For 407, Micro 416, PI Pa 401, 451, 456, 458.
2 To be selected from the following: Ed 302, Hist 101, 102, 172, 173, Phil 201, 325,
Pol Sc 101, Psych 201, RS 301, 401, Soc 201.
3 At least 9 credits must be selected from Eot 411, Micro 416, PI Pa 451, 456, 458.
4 Electives shall be determined by each individual student in consultation with his
adviser to complement and reinforce the student's planned area of study.
FOOD SCIENCE
The Food Science major is designed to prepare students for the
many career opportunities in technical and management areas
of the food industry. The food industry, being the nation's largest
industry, is becoming increasingly technical and requires large
numbers of professional food scientists. World food supplies, par-
ticularly those rich in protein, are becoming increasingly critical
in many parts of the globe. This situation is expected to accelerate
the demand for food scientists.
Opportunities for graduates in Food Science include research
positions in government organizations and state experiment sta-
tions; supervisory, administrative, research, and quality control po-
sitions in food processing industries; inspection and grading work
with state and federal agencies; consulting, teaching and extension
activities with universities and colleges. Students graduating in
Food Science are well prepared to pursue postgraduate training
in areas such as microbiology, biochemistry, and nutrition, as well
as in food science.
The student majoring in Food Science will select a minor in
Business, Environmental Science, International Agriculture, Science,
or a Second Department which will emphasize training in an area
other than food science and which is designed to supplement the
major course of study.
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FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester
BIOL 103 General Biology I 3
BIOL 105 General Biology Lab. I 1
CH 101 General Chemistry 4
ENGL 101 English Composition . 3
FD SC 101 Man's Struggle for
Food 1
MATH 105 Algebra and Trig.2 . . 5
17
(3.0)
(0,3)
(3,3)
(3,0)
(1,0)
(5,0)
Second Semester
BIOL 104 General Biology II ... 3 (3,0)
BIOL 106 General Biology Lab. II 1 (0,3)
CH 102 or 112 General Chemistry 4 (3,3)
ENGL 102 English Composition . 3 (3,0)
MATH 106 Cal. of One Var. I . . 4 (4,0)
Elective 2
17
SOPHOMORE YEAR
AG EC 202 Agric. Economics . . 3
CH 223 Organic Chemistry 3
and CH 227 Organic Chem. Lab. 1
or CH 201 General Chemistry . 4
PHYS 122 Phys. with Cal. I ... 3
or PHYS 207 Gen. Phys. I ... 4
Literature Requirement 1 3
Social Science Elective 3 3
16-17
(3,0) BIOCH 210 Elem. Biochemistry .. 4 (3,3)
(3,0) ENGL 231 Intro, to JoumaUsm 3 (3,0)
(0,3) or ENGL 304 Adv. Comp. ... 3 (3,0)
(3,3) FD SC 212 Man's Food Resources 2 (2,0)
(2,2) PHYS 208 General Physics I ... 4 (3,2)
(3,2) or PHYS 221 Phys. with Cal. II 3 (2,2)
(3,0) and PHYS 223 Physics Lab. I 1 (0,3)
Social Science Elective 3 3
16
JUNIOR YEAR
EX ST 301 Introductory Statistics 3 (2,2) ENGL 301 Public Speaking 3 (3,0)
FD SC 305 Dairy and Food Engr. 3 ( 2,3
)
FD SC 422 Quahty Assurance and
MICRO 305 General Microbiology 4 (3,3) Sensory Evaluation 2 (2,0)
NUTR 451 Human Nutrition 3 (3,0) FD SC 424 Quality Assurance and
Minor 4 3 Sensory Evaluation Lab 1 (0,3)
Elective 1 MICRO 407 Food and Dairy
— Microbiology 4 (3,3)
17 Minor 4 3
Elective 4—3
17-16
SENIOR YEAR
FD SC 401 Food Chemistry I . . 4 (3,3) FD SC: 402 Food Chcmistrv II . 4 (3,3)
FD SC 403 Food Preservation FD SC 404 Food Pri'scr\ation
and Processing I 3 (3,0) and Processing II 3 (3,0)
FD SC 405 Food Preservation FD SC 406 Food Preservation
and Processing Lab. I 1 (0,3) and Processing Lab. II I (0,3)
FD SC 417 Seminar 1 ( 1,0) FD SC 418 Seminar 1 ( 1,0)
Minor 4 6 Minor 4 3
Elective .2 Elective 5
17
134 Total Semester Hours
17
1 To he selected from the following: Engl 202. 203. 204. 205. 206. 207. 208. 209.
2 Students who make a satisfactor>' score on the Mathematics Test. Level II (Standard)
may .%chedulr other inathcinatit s courses or electives in lieu of Math 105.
3 To 1)«- Ml.-<Jed from the following: Ed 302. Hut 101, 102, 172, 173. Phil 201. 325,
Pol Sc 101, Psych 201. RS 301, 401, Soc 201.
4 Sco adviser l«jr available minors and ctnirse re<iuirements.
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PLANT SCIENCES
The Plant Sciences major includes four curricula—Agronomy
(Crops and Soils), Horticulture (Fruit and Vegetable), Horticul-
ture (Ornamental), and Horticulture (Turfgrass).
AGRONOMY (CROPS AND SOILS) MAJOR
Agronomy is the science that deals with crops and soils. Crop sci-
ence includes plant breeding and genetics as related to crop im-
provement and variety introductions. Soil science is concerned with
land use, soil physics, chemistry, microbiology, management, and
fertility. Emphasis is placed on the science of weed control and
management for field forage, and pasture crops.
The science of agronomy is basic to all agriculture, and the grad-
uate may find employment opportunities available with federal,
state, and private agencies. Agronomists are employed with agri-
chemical, seed, and other industries in technical, supervisory, and
sales positions, while some agronomists return to the farm either
as manager or owner-manager.
Students majoring in Agronomy ( Crops and Soils ) will declare a
minor in Business, International Agriculture, Production, Science,
or a Second Department.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
AGRIC 103 Intro, to Animal Ind. 3 (2,3) AG EC 202 Agric. Economics .. 3 (3,0)
or AGRIC 104 Intro, to Plant Sci. 3 (2,3) AGRIC 104 Intro, to Plant Sci. .. 3 (2,3)
CH 101 General Chemistry 4 (3,3) or AGRIC 103 Intro, to Animal
ENGL 101 English Composition . 3 (3,0) Ind 3 (2,3)
MATH 105 Algebra and Trig. 2 5 (5,0) CH 102 or 112 General Chemistry 4 (3,3)
— ENGL 102 EngUsh Composition . 3 (3,0)
15 Social Science Elective 4 3
16
SOPHOMORE YEAR
BIOL 103 General Biology I ... 3 (3,0) AGRON 202 Soils 3 (2,2)
BIOL 105 General Biology Lab. I 1 (0,3) BIOL 104 General Biology II ... 3 (3,0)
CH 223 Organic Chemistry 3 (3,0) BIOL 106 General Biology Lab. II 1 (0,3)
and CH 227 Organic Chem. Lab 1 (0,3) ENGL 231 Intro, to Journalism . . 3 (3,0)
or BIOCH 210 Elem. Biochem. 4 (3,3) or ENGL 301 Pub. Speaking . . 3 (3,0)
or CH 201 General Chemistry . 4 (3,3) or ENGL 304 Adv. Comp. ... 3 (3,0)
PHYS 122 Phys. with Cal. I 3 (2,2 ) Minor 3 6
or PHYS 207 General Phys. I 4 ( 3,2 ) Elective 2
Literature Requirement! 3 (3,0) —
Elective 3-4 18
18
JUNIOR YEAR
AGRON 301 FerHUzersS 3 (3,0) AGRON 422 Field Crops
—
AGRON 421 Field Crops—Mono- Dicots 5 3 (3,0)
cots and Specialty Crops 5 .... 3 ( 3,0
)
AGRON 423 Field Crops
BOT 421 Plant Physiology 4 (3,3) Forages 5 3 (3,0)
GEN 302 Genetics 4 ( 3,3 AGRON 424 Adv. Field Crops
MICRO 305 General Microbiology 4 (3,3) Lab.5 1 (0,2)
or PL PA 401 Plant Pathology 3 (2,3) AGRON 475 Soil Phys. and Ch.5 3 (2,3)
Minor 3 3
18-17 Social Science Elective 4 3
16
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SENIOR YEAR
AGRON 403 Soil Genesis and AGRON 405 Plant Breedings .. 3 (2,2)
Classifications 2 (1,3) or MICRO 410 SoU Micro. ... 3 (2,3)
AGRON 407 Prin. of Weed AGRON 425 Seed Sci. and Tech.5 3 (2,2)
Control 5 3 (2,2) AGRON 452 Soil Fert. and Mgt.5 2 (2,0)
AGRON 455 Seminar 1 (1,0) AGRON 453 Soil Fert. Lab 1 (0,3)
AGRON 490 Soil Organisms in AGRON 456 Seminar 1 (1,0)
Crop Production 5 3 ( 2,3 ) Minor 3 2
Minor 3 4 Elective 5
Elective 3-4 —
16-17
17
134 Total Semester Hours
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2 Students who make a satisfactory score on the Mathematics Test, Level II (Standard)
may schedule other mathematics courses or mathematics-related courses in lieu of Math
105. (See adviser for electives.)
3 See adviser for available minors and course requirements.
4 To be selected from the following: Ed 302, Geog 101, 301, 302, Hist 101, 102, 172,
173, Phil 201, 325, Pol Sc 102, Psych 201, RS 301, 401, Soc 201.
5 Science minors select 13 credits from these courses. Students other than Science minors
select 6 courses from the following: Agron 301, 403, 405, 407, 423, 424, 425, 452, 475, 490.
HORTICULTURE (FRUIT AND VEGETABLE) MAJOR
This curriculum provides the student with a basic education in sci-
ence and the humanities, and the application of both in the scientific,
technical, and business phases of the fruit and vegetable industry.
Opportunities in this field of study include vegetable and fmit
farm management; inspection of fresh fruit, vegetable and other
food products as well as nursery stock. There are many other
opportunities as in plant breeding, agricultural extension service
work, horticultural research, horticultural teaching and wTiting, and
fruit and vegetable processing. Other occupations include sales and
fieldwork with seedsmen and nurserymen, and manufacturers of
food, fertilizer, and pesticide products.
Students majoring in the fruit and vegetable phase of Horticul-
ture may choose a minor in Business, Environmental Science, Inter-
national Agriculture, Production, Science, or a Secoml Department.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
AGRIC: 103 Intro, to Animal Ind. 3 (2.3) BIOL 104 r.rnrral Biology II 3 (3.0)
AGHK; 104 Intro, to Plant St i. 3 (2.3) BIOL 106 Crnrral Biology Lab. II 1 (0.3)
BIOL 103 (Miii-ral Biology I 3 (3.0) CM 102 or 112 Oinrral (:hrmistr>' 4 (3.3)
BIOL 105 Crnrral Biology Lab. I 1 (0.3) KN(;L 102 Kngli>h (:omi>«)sition 3 (3.0)
C;M 101 C.iiu-Tu] Cb.mistry 4 (3.3) MATH 105 Algrbra and Trig.J 5 (5,0)
ENGL 101 Engliih Com|xijition 3 (3,0) —
— 16
17
SOPHOMORE YEAR
AC. fa: 202 Agrlc. Economic* . 3 (3.0) ENGL 231 Intro, to JotimnH^m 3 (3.0)
AGHOV 202 SoiU 3 (2.2) or KNGL 301 I'nb. .SiM-aking 3 (3.0)
CII 223 Organic Chcmiilrv 3 (3.0) or ENCIL 304 Adv. Comp. . 3 (3,0)
and CII 227 Organic Ghcm. ENT 301 Grnrral Entomology . 3 (2,3)
Lab. 1 (0.3) PHYS 207 General I'hysKS I 4 (3,2)
or HOCH 210 Elrm. BUxhem. 4 (3.3) Stxlal Science Elective* 3
or CM 201 (;rnprnl Chrmiotry 4 (3.3) Elective 3
HORT 201 (;mrr«l Hurtiinilture 3 (2.2) —
Literature Hequiremrnt i 3 (3.0) 16
16
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JUNIOR YEAR
HORT 302 Prin. of Veg. Prod. . 3
HORT 305 Plant Propagation ... 3
HORT 352 Commercial Pomology 3
HORT 455 Small Fruit and Nut
Crops 4
Minor 4 3
Social Science Elective 3 3
19
(2,3) EOT 421 Plant Physiology 4
(2,3) GEN 302 Genetics 4
(2,3) Horticulture Elective 5 3
Minor 4 3
(3,3) Elective 2
16
(3,3)
(3,3)
SENIOR YEAR
HORT 409 Seminar 1
HORT 464 Postharvest Hort. ... 3
PL PA 401 Plant Pathology 3
Minor 4 6
Elective 4
17
(1.0)
(2,2)
(2,3)
HORT 410 Seminar 1
HORT 456 Vegetable Crops .... 3
Horticulture Elective 5 6
Minor 4 3
Elective 4
(1.0)
(3.0)
134 Total Semester Ho\irs
17
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2 Students who make a satisfactory score on the Mathematics Test, Level II (Standard)
may schedule other mathematics courses or electives in lieu of Math 105.
3 To be selected from the following: Ed 302, Geog 101, 301, 302, Hist 101, 102, 172,
173, Phil 201, 325, Pol Sc 101, Psych 201, RS 301, 401, Soc 201.
4 See adviser for available minors and course requirements.
5 To be selected from the following: Hort 303, 304, 308, 310, 406, 407, 412, 413,
414, 416, 454, 461, 470, 471.
HORTICULTURE (ORNAMENTAL) MAJOR
This curriculum is designed to give students a scientific background
and technical facilities in the field of ornamental horticulture. Sub-
ject matter covers plant materials culture, uses, and planning of
ground spaces.
Graduates find careers in nursery work, floriculture, landscape
designing, landscape contracting, and park supervision. Other occu-
pations are research personnel, teachers, extension workers, and
representatives of fertilizer, machinery, and chemical companies.
Students desiring to major in Ornamental Horticulture may
choose a minor in Business, International Agriculture, Production,
Science, or a Second Department.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester
BIOL 103 General Biology I ... 3 (3,0)
BIOL 105 General Biology Lab. I 1 (0,3)
CH 101 General Chemistry 4 (3,3)
ENGL 101 EngUsh Composition . 3 (3,0)
MATH 105 Algebra and Trigo-
nometry 2 5 ( 5,0
)
16
Second Semester
AGRIC 104 Intro, to Plant Sci. . . 3
BIOL 104 General Biology II . . . 3
BIOL 106 General Biology Lab. II 1
CH 102 General Chemistry 4
ENGL 102 English Composition . 3
Elective 1
15
(2,3)
(3,0)
(0,3)
(3,3)
(3,0)
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SOPHOMORE YEAR
AGM 301 SoU and Water Cons. . . 3 (2,3) AG EC 202 Agric. Economics .. 3 (3,0)
CH 223 Organic Chemistry 3 (3,0) AGRON 202 Soils 3 (2,2)
and CH 227 Organic Chem. Lab. 1 (0,3) ENGL 231 Intro, to Journalism . . 3 (3,0)
or BIOCH 210 Elem. Biochem. 4 (3,3) or ENGL 301 Pub. Speaking . . 3 (3,0)
or CH 201 General Chemistry 4 (3,3) or ENGL 304 Adv. Comp. ... 3 (3,0)
HORT 201 General Horticulture . 3 (2,2) ENT 301 General Entomology .. 3 (2,3)
HORT 303 Plant Materials I ... 3 (2,3) HORT 304 Plant Materials II ... 3 (2,3)
Literature Requirement! 3 (3,0) PHYS 207 General Physics I ... 4 (3,2)
16 19
JUNIOR YEAR
EOT 421 Plant Physiology 4 (3,3) GEN 302 Genetics 4 (3,3)
HORT 305 Plant Propagation ... 3 (2,3) HORT 310 Floriculture 3 (2,3)
HORT 308 Landscape Design . . 3 (2,3) Horticulture Elective 3 3
Horticulture Elective 3 . . 3 Minor 5 3
Social Science Elective 4 3 Social Science Elective 4 3
Elective 2 Elective 2
18 18
SENIOR YEAR
HORT 409 Seminar 1 (1,0) HORT 406 Nursery Technology . 3 (2,3)
HORT 412 Turfgrass Management 3 (2,3) HORT 410 Seminar 1 (1,0)
Horticulture Elective 3 3 PL PA 401 Plant Pathology 3 (2,3)
Minor 5 6 Minor 5 6
Elective 3 Elective 3
16 16
134 Total Semester Hours
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208. 209.
2 Students who make a satisfactory score on the Mathematics Test, Level II (Standard)
may schedule other mathematics courses or electives in lieu of Math 105.
3 To be selected from the following: Hort 302, 352, 413, 414, 416, 454, 455, 456,
461, 462, 470, 471.
4 To be selected from the following: Ed 302, Geog 101, 301. 302, Hist 101, 102. 172,
173, Phil 201. 325, Pol Sc 101. Psych 201, RS 301. 401. Soc 201.
5 See adviser for available minors and course requirements.
HORTICULTURE (TURFGRASS) MAJOR
The Turfgrass curriculum is designed to prepare the student for a
career in the turfgrass industry. The major cxnirsr of study is sup-
ported by a complement of courses to provide tlie student with a
Strong background in phint and soil sciences and broad training in
the basic sciences and humanities.
Employment opportunities include positions in tlie design, es-
tablishment, and maintenance of fine turf areas for functional,
recreational, and ornamental u.ses. Turfgrass graduates also find
rewarding careers as teachers, extension agents, and research tech-
nicians. Other opportunities are available in the servicing and sale
of specialized turfgrass equipment, fertilizers, chemicals, seed, and
sod.
Students majoring in Turfgrass may choose a minor in Business,
Environmental Srirncr, International Af^riciilture, Production, Sci-
ence, or a Second Department.
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FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester
BIOL 103 General Biology I ... 3 (3,0)
BIOL 105 General Biology Lab. I 1 (0,3)
CH 101 General Chemistry 4 (3,3)
ENGL 101 English Composition . 3 (3,0)
MATH 105 Algebra and Trigo-
nometry 2 5 ( 5,0
)
16
Second Semester
AGRIC 104 Intro, to Plant Sci. . . 3
BIOL 104 General Biology II ... 3
BIOL 106 General Biology Lab. II 1
CH 102 or 112 General Chemistry 4
ENGL 102 English Composition . 3
Elective 1
15
(2,3)
(3,0)
(0,3)
(3,3)
(3,0)
SOPHOMORE YEAR
AGM 205 Principles of Farm Shop 3 (2,3)
CH 223 Organic Chemistry 3 (3,0)
and CH 227 Org. Chem. Lab. . 1 (0,3)
or BIOCH 210 Elem. Biochem. 4 (3,3)
or CH 201 General Chemistry 4 (3,3)
HORT 201 General Horticulture
. 3 (2,2)
HORT 303 Plant Materials I ... 3 (2,3)
Literatvire Reqiiirement i 3 (3,0)
16
AG EC 202 Agric. Economics
AGM 301 Soil and Water Cons,
AGRON 202 Soils
ENGL 231 Intro, to Journalism
or ENGL 301 Pub. Speaking
or ENGL 304 Adv. Comp. .
ENT 301 General Entomology
PHYS 207 General Physics I .
(3,0)
(2,3)
(2,2)
(3,0)
(3.0)
(3,0)
(2,3)
(3,2)
JUNIOR YEAR
AGRON 407 Principles of Weed
Control 3
HORT 305 Plant Propagation ... 3
HORT 412 Turfgrass Management 3
Social Science Elective 3 3
Elective 6
18
(2,2)
(2.3)
(2,3)
BOT 421 Plant Physiology 4
HORT 413 Adv. Turfgrass Culture 3
Minor 4 3
Social Science Elective 3 3
Elective 5
18
(3,3)
(3,0)
SENIOR YEAR
GEN 302 Genetics 4
HORT 409 Seminar 1
Horticulture Elective 5 6
Minor 4 6
17
(3,3) AGRON 452 SoU Fert. and Mgt. 2
(1,0) HORT 410 Seminar
PL PA 401 Plant Pathology .
Minor 4
Elective
(2.0)
1 (1,0)
3 (2,3)
134 Total Semester Hours
15
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208. 209.
2 Students who make a satisfactory score on the Mathematics Test, Level II (Standard)
may schedule other mathematics courses or electives in lieu of Math 105.
3 To be selected from the following: Ed 302, Geog 101, 301, 302, Hist 101, 102, 172,
173, Phil 201, 325, Pol Sc 101, Psych 201, RS 301, 401, Soc 201.
4 See adviser for available minors and course requirements.
5 To be selected from the following: Hort 302, 304, 308, 310, 352, 406, 407, 414,
416, 454, 455, 456, 461, 462, 470, 471.
PREVETERINARY MEDICINE
Under a regional plan, the South Carolina Preveterinary Advisory
Committee coordinates a program for all South Carolina residents
who are interested in pursuing a career in veterinary medicine.
South Carolina residents attending any college or university may
apply through the South Carolina Advisory Committee to the
University of Georgia College of Veterinary Medicine. Currently,
the University of Georgia admits thirteen students each year through
arrangements with the Southern Regional Education Board.
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Tuskegee Institute in Alabama also has an excellent program
in Veterinary Medicine. Applicants to Tuskegee Institute may
apply directly to the Institute. Tuskegee currently admits four
South Carolina students each year.
Minimum requirements for admission to a college of veterinary
medicine generally include the satisfactory completion of a mini-
mum of two years of college in a well-rounded undergraduate
degree program. Specific requirements for admission to the Uni-
versity of Georgia College of Veterinary Medicine include the
following undergraduate courses: eight semester credits each of
English and physics, twelve semester credits of biology, and
sixteen semester credits of organic and inorganic chemistry. ( Chem-
istry and physics courses must be at the premedical level. They
may not be survey courses. ) In addition, four semester credits each
of microbiology and biochemistry, including laboratories, and three
semester credits of animal nutrition are required, but this may be
satisfied after enrollment in the College of Veterinary Medicine.
In addition, the South Carolina Preveterinary Committee recom-
mends that in order to be in the best possible competitive position,
the applicant complete courses in animal agriculture, genetics,
nutrition, biochemistry, and advanced biology subjects. Considera-
tions for selection are character, scholastic achievements, person-
ality, health, experience with animals, general knowledge, and
motivation. In the past, competition has been very keen and only
those applicants who have shown exceptional ability have been
admitted. Specific considerations may include a minimal grade-
point average and completion of standardized tests such as the
Graduate Record Examination and the Veterinary Aptitude Test.
Since out-of-state students attending Clemson University are in-
eligible to apply to Georgia or Tuskegee under the South Carolina
quota, they should contact and subse(|uently satisfy the entrance
requirements of the specific college(s) of veterinary medicine to
which they plan to apply.
Veterinary schools accept students with a broad range of aca-
demic backgrounds; therefore, it is recoinnuMuled that the be-
ginning university student select any undergraduate major and
simultaneously complete the courses recjuired for veterinary school
entrance and those recpiired for coinph'tion of a H.S. or H.A.
degree. For students selecting Animal Science, Dairy Science,
Economic Zoology, or Poultry Science in the (^)llege of Agricul-
tural Sciences and Zoology in the College of Sciences at Clemson
University, the basic curricula have l>oen designed to satisfy
Georgia's entrance recjuirements. For further information, contact
the chairperson of the Preveterinary Medicine Curriculum Com-
mittee.
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE
The Clemson University College of Architecture provides coordi-
nated preprofessional and professional degree programs at under-
graduate and graduate levels in preparation for careers in Archi-
tecture, City and Regional Planning, Visual Arts, and Building
Science. These curricula are not offered elsewhere in the State.
The preprofessional offerings of the College also provide an excel-
lent basis for graduate studies in Landscape Architecture and Art
and Architectural History.
The College enjoys contracts for creative research and public
service in several areas and receives an annual support budget
from the Clemson Architectural Foundation to enrich its programs.
It is a member of the Association of Collegiate Schools of Archi-
tecture, the Associated Schools of Construction, American Planning
Association, and is accredited by the National Architectural Ac-
crediting Board and the Association of Collegiate Schools of
Planning.
The Architectural Foundation, a nonprofit corporation, was estab-
lished in January 1956 under the Laws of the State of South Caro-
lina and under the sponsorship of the South CaroHna Chapter of
the American Institute of Architects to facilitate the continuous
improvement of architectural and planning education and of the
art and technology of building in South Carolina by providing
financial and other assistance to the College of Architecture at
Clemson University. By this means students in the College of
Architecture at Clemson have been able to enjoy instruction,
facilities, and conditions of superior quality.
The advantages to the students evolving from the Clemson Archi-
tectural Foundation are many. Among these are the programs of
celebrated guest critics and lecturers, excellent exhibits of many
types
—
paintings, sculpture, architecture, construction, furniture,
ceramics, textiles and other allied arts and crafts—traveling ex-
penses for student field trips and professional activities, and student
loans and grants. Visual-aid facilities and gifts to the library are
examples of permanent assets provided through Foundation sup-
port.
The Clemson Architectural Foundation provides an Overseas
Center for Building Research and Urban Study in Genoa, Italy.
Graduate students in Architecture, City and Regional Planning,
and Visual Arts and fourth-year students in Building Science
are involved in an intensive one-semester program in the center
annually.
The College of Architecture is housed in a modem building
complex constructed for its program in 1958 with a major addition
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completed in 1974. The requisite functions are provided on four
levels and arranged around two landscaped courts. The physical
facilities reflect the teaching philosophy of the College with working
studios related to the Resource Center and the Rudolph Lee
Gallery at the building core. The Resource Center houses the
rapidly expanding art and architectural library, encompassing a
collection of approximately 85,000 slides, over 20,000 volumes, and
subscribes to 225 periodicals on art, architecture, building technol-
ogy, and planning, along with additional materials for student refer-
ence, urban and rural maps, manufacturers' samples, and videotape
equipment. The Rudolph Lee Gallery, open to the public, offers
fifteen or more exhibitions annually. These include international
shows, as well as works of faculty and students in the College of
Architecture. Studios for printmaking, sculpture, painting, photog-
raphy, and graphic design are appropriately equipped. Building
science studios are designed for the production of related studies
including construction management and the construction and dis-
play of structural models, microfilm viewing, and other graphic
aids. A large shop has excellent power tools for wood and metal,
hand tools, and benches for the construction of light architectural
design models and for heavier work related to the curriculum in
visual arts. The College has access to a pilot plant for the construc-
tion of full-scale building prototypes or their components.
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS
In the interest of both students and the conservation of University
resources and to maintain a program on the highest level, admission
to the College of Architecture must necessarily be on a selective
basis. Annual enrollment quotas are established consistent with
space available. Selection considerations include secondary school
record and performance in the College Board examination (SAT
Test).
Students washing admission are advised to make application to
the University early in the fall of their senior year in high school
and to make arrangements for a jx^rsonal interview with the Dean
of the College or department head as early as possible in the year
before admission. Tlic Admissions Committee of the College will
further interview entering students during freshman matriculation
week of each academic year.
prck;rams of study
ARCHITECTURE
The architect as a practicing professional has the creative responsi-
bility of designing the buildings which shape our physical environ-
ment. To understand the humanistic, economic and technological
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nature of environmental problems, he must have a sound general
education. His subsequent professional education must prepare
him for a life of continuing change, in which problems to be
solved will be large and small, for every sort of function, in every
type of climate and for every condition of budget.
The curriculum in Architecture is six years in length, embracing
both a four-year Bachelor of Arts in the Design program and a
four-year Bachelor of Science in the Design sequence, with a
balance of general education. All students in the college undertake
the same beginning two-year matrix. The Design sequences include
a minimum of 135 credit hours of study, and an additional 60 hours
in the graduate program for a total of 194 credits leading to the
first professional degree. Master of Architecture.
The Bachelor of Architecture program is available to a limited
number of students who have completed a first degree in Design
or its equivalent and who show professional promise. Admission
to this program will be with the approval of the College of
Architecture Admissions Committee.
BUILDING SCIENCE
The nation^s leading industry in terms of annual dollar volume
is building construction. Building contracting is a dynamic field
and although organizations vary considerably in type, size, and
complexity, those in leadership positions must invariably have capa-
bility (education) in management, construction science, relevant
technical disciplines, and the humanities. The curriculum in Build-
ing Science has been structured to provide young people with
the unique balance of studies needed to equip them for key roles
in the industry. The course is four years in length and leads to
the Bachelor of Science degree in Building Science.
CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
The city planner is a member of an essential and complex pro-
fession concerned with the programming and guiding of urban and
regional development. Our expanding society presents unusual
opportunities for Planning graduates in private firms and on public
agency staflFs. When asked what made a good planner, a leading
British professional replied, "A sensitive, creative leader who has
lived a bit." He must be able to integrate recommendations of a
wide range of speciahsts. The sociologist, economist, traflBc engi-
neer, and ecologist play significant roles in urban growth and
change, but the city planner and urban designer must bring the
city to physical form with balance and imagination.
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Students admitted as candidates for the Master of City and
Regional Planning degree must have the following qualifications:
( a ) meet the admissions requirements for the University Gradu-
ate School;
( b ) have a baccalaureate degree approved by the school in such
fields as architecture, civil engineering, economics, land-
scape architecture, law, political science, or sociology.
Candidates entering the curriculum from a nondesign discipline
will be required to take a special parallel course designed for their
needs, and accordingly may be excused from courses in which they
have achieved proficiency.
HISTORY AND VISUAL STUDIES
The Department of History and Visual Studies provides required
undergraduate courses in architectural and art history and visual
arts. The Department also offers a two-year graduate program
leading to the Master of Fine Arts degree in Ceramics, Painting,
Sculpture, Printmaking, Graphic Design, Photography, and Multi-
media. Each of these programs requires a minimum of 60 credit
hours. The graduate curricula have an emphasis in creative pro-
fessional work of high standard. Maximum flexibility is provided
in the management of these courses to foster innovative and im-
aginative solutions to fine arts problems.
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN DESIGN
FIRST YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
CA AH 115 Hist of Art and CA AH 116 Hist, of Art and
Arch. I 3 (3,0) Arch. II 3 (3,0)
CA DS 151 De.sijfn Shidiea 4 (2,6) CA DS 152 Desijjn Studies 4 (2,6)
ENGL 101 EnKlish Composition . 3 (3.0) KNGL 102 EnRlish Composition 3 (3.0)
MATH 106 Cul. of One Var. I.. 4 (4,0) MAOI 301 Stat. Theory and M.th. I 3 (3.0)
Modern Language 4 (3,1
)
Modem Language . . 4 (3,1)
18 17
SECOND YEAR
CA AH 215 HUt. of Art and CA AH 216 Hi.st. of Art und
Arch. HI 3 (3,0) Arch. IV 3 (3,0)
CA BS 201 B.iilding Science 3 (2.3) CA BS 202 Building Science ... 3 (2.3)
CA nS 251 l>«ign Studies 5(0,15) CA DS 2.52 Design Studies 5(0.15)
Modem Ijinguage 3 (3.0) Modem Languag.- 3 (3.0)
Visual Artii 3 (1,6) Visual Arts I 3 (1.6)
17 17
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THIRD YEAR
CA AR 351 Design Studies 5(0,15) CA AR 352 Design Studies 5(0,15)
Literature Requirement 2 3 (3,0) Literature Requirement 2 3 (3,0)
Major Studies 6 Major Studies 6
Elective 3 Elective 3
17 17
FOURTH YEAR
CA AR 451 Design Studies 5(0,15) CA AR 452 Design Studies 5(0,15)
Major Studies 9 Major Studies 9
Elective 3 Elective 3
17 17
137 Total Semester Hours
1 CA VA 205 207 209 211 213 215 217.
2 To be selected from the foUowing: Engl 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN DESIGN
FIRST YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
CA AH 115 Hist, of Art and CA AH 116 Hist of Art and
Arch. I 3 (3,0) Arch. II 3 (3,0)
CA DS 151 Design Studies 4 (2,6) CA DS 152 Design Studies 4 (2,6)
ENGL 101 EngUsh Composition.
. 3 (3,0) ENGL 102 English Composition. . 3 (3,0)
MATH 106 Cal. of One Var. I . . 4 (4,0) MATH 301 Stat. Theory and Meth. I 3 (3,0)
PHYS 115 Classical Physics I ... 3 (3,0) PHYS 116 Classical Physics H. . . 3 (3,0)
17 16
SECOND YEAR
CA AH 215 Hist, of Art and CA AH 216 Hist, of Art and
Arch. Ill 3 (3,0) Arch. IV 3 (3,0)
CA BS 201 Building Science 3 (2,3) CA BS 202 Building Science 3 (2,3)
CA DS 251 Design Studies 5(0,15) CA DS 252 Design Studies 5(0,15)
ECON 201 Prin. of Economics i
. 3 (3,0) ECON 202 Prin. of Economics i . 3 (3,0)
Visual Arts 2 3 (1,6) Visual Arts 2 3 (1,6)
17 17
THIRD YEAR
CA AR 351 Design Studies 5(0,15) CA AR 352 Design Studies 5(0,15)
Literature Requirement 3 3 (3,0) Literature Requirement 3 3 (3,0)
Major Studies 6 Major Studies 6
Elective 3 Elective 3
17 17
FOURTH YEAR
CA AR 451 Design Studies 5(0,15) CA AR 452 Design Studies 5(0,15)
Major Studies 9 Major Studies 9
Elective 3 Elective 3
17 17
135 Total Semester Hours
1 Econ 200 and a 300-level economics coiu-se may be substituted for Econ 201 and 202.
2CA VA 205, 207, 209, 211, 213, 215, 217.
3 To be selected from the following: Engl 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
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BACHELOR OF ARCHITECTURE
See Design curricula (Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science)
FIFTH YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
CA AH 405 Hist, of Plan, and CA AR 481 Arch. Office Practice . . 3 (3,0)
Cities 3 (3,0) CA AR 458 Arch. Design 9(3,18)
CA AR 557 Arch. Design 9(3,18) Elective i 3
Elective i 3 —
15
SIXTH YEAR
First Semester
CA AH 403 Hist, of Mod. Arch. Movement . . 3 (3,0)
CA AR 559 Terminal Project in Architecture 9(1,24)
Elective 1 3
15
15
1 Electives shall be determined by each individual student in consultation with his major
adviser to complement and reinforce the student's planned area of study.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUILDING SCIENCE
FIRST YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
CA AH 115 Hist, of Art and CA AH 116 Hist, of Art and
Arch. I 3 (3,0) Arch. II 3 (3,0)
CA DS 151 Design Studies 4 (2,6) CA DS 152 Design Studies 4 (2,6)
ENGL 101 English Composition . 3 (3,0) ENGL 102 English Composition 3 (3,0)
MATH 106 Cal. of One Var. I . . 4 (4,0) MATH 301 Stat. Theory and Meth.I 3 (3,0)
PHYS 115 Classical Physics I ... 3 (3,0) PHYS 116 Classical Physics II... 3 (3,0)
17 16
SECOND YEAR
CA AH 215 Hist, of Art and ACCT 200 Basic Accounting . . 3 (3,0)
Arch. Ill 3 (3,0) CA AH 216 Hist, of Art and
CA BS 201 Building Scit-nce . . 3 (2,3) Arch. IV 3 (3.0)
CA BS 241 Construction Mgt. I 5 (3,6) CA BS 202 Building Science 3 (2,3)
COMP SC 205 Eletn. Comp. I»rog. 3 (3,0) C:A BS 242 Construction Mgt. II . 5 (3,6)
ECON 201 Prin. of Economics i . 3 (3,0) ECON 202 Prin. of Economics i . 3 (3,0)
17 17
THIRD YEAR
CA BS 303 Building Scimcc 3 (3,0) CA BS 304 Building SHmce 3 (3,0)
CA BS 341 Construction Mgt. Ill 5 (3,6) CA BS 342 Construction Mgt. IV !i (3,6)
CE 201 Surveying 3 (2,3) LAW 312 Commercial Law 3 (3,0)
English Rcxiuirrmcnt S 3 (3,0) English Requirement 2 3 (3,0)
Elective 3 Elr( tive 3
17 17
FOURTH YEAR
CA AR 421 Arch. Seminar 3 (3.0) CA BS 432 Cocutruction Mgt. V 3 (3,0)
CA BS 404 Building Scimcr 3 (3.0) C.A BS 442 Construction Mgt. VII 5 (3,6)
CA BS 441 Ck>n»truction Mgt. VI 5 (3,6) Elective 9
Elective 6 —
_ 17
17 13.'5 Total Srmrstrr Houn
1 Econ 200 and a 300-lr\'rl rconomici cotinr may be lubstitutrd for Eton 201 and 202.
2 Si« elr< tivr crediU are required; 3 of which may be in oral expression and the
remainder frr.m Engl 202. 203. 204, 20.'J. 206. 207. 208. 209, 301.
Klrrtit r Policy:
Mainr: To fulfill the rrquirementi for a major In Building Science students must take,
in additicm to •pecifled OOUTMS, • minimum of 8 credits a)>ove the inphomore level in the
areas of Accounting, Eoooomica, Industrial Management, Building Science, or Planning
Studies.
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
The purpose of the College of Education is to prepare teachers,
special services personnel, and school leaders; to provide profes-
sional services to education in South Carolina; and to carry out
basic and applied research in education. Curricula are organ-
ized to give students the opportunities to (1) acquire a broad
general education through hberal arts and science courses; (2)
develop depth of knowledge in the teaching area; (3) gain an
understanding of the historical, philosophical and psychological
backgrounds of American education; and (4) acquire knowledge
of and skill and experience in using effective teaching techniques.
Curricula for those preparing to teach have been especially
designed by committees from each department offering a teach-
ing major and the College of Education.
ADMISSION
Admission to programs in the College of Education is accomplished
in three phases: preprofessional, professional, and directed teach-
ing.
Preprofessional. Individuals who show an interest in teaching
and related areas and who have met the general admission re-
quirements of Clemson University must complete and submit form
CED03 to be considered for admission to a preprofessional pro-
gram.
Professional. During the term in which a student is to complete
60 semester hours of work, he/she must have a minimum cumulative
grade-point average of 1.6 and apply on form CED03 for admis-
sion to a professional program in the College of Education. This
application is to be submitted to his/her department head by No-
vember 10, March 1, or at the beginning of the summer school
term in which he/she will have completed 60 semester hours. Effec-
tive with the fall of 1977-78 class of freshmen, students are required
to have a minimum cumulative grade-point average of 1.8 or higher
for admission to a professional program.
Directed Teaching. A student who is in a professional program
and who has completed at least 95 semester hours is eligible to
register for the appropriate directed teaching program. A student
should apply to the head of his/her department prior to May 1 of the
academic year preceding the school year in which directed teaching
is to be scheduled. The cumulative grade-point average necessary
for graduation is required prior to being permitted to register for
directed teaching and the related methods courses.
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CONTINUING ENROLLMENT
A student must maintain the grade-point average for admission to
the program and that required by Clemson University for con-
tinuing enrollment. Grade-point averages may be checked at the end
of a semester or summer term. A student must have a cumulative
grade-point average of 1.6 to enroll in 300-level and 1.8 to enroll in
400-level education courses, except directed teaching and the re-
lated methods course which require a minimum of 2.0. EflFectlve
with the fall of 1977-78 class of freshmen, students are required
to have a cumulative grade-point average of 1.8 or higher to enroll
in 300-level education courses and 2.0 or higher to register in all
400-level education courses.
Any student who desires to enroll in education courses must
meet the cumulative grade-point requirements established for Edu-
cation majors.
A student who is denied admission may appeal to the College
of Education Admissions Committee.
A comprehensive statement of the activities, services, and pro-
grams of the College of Education is published in the Student
Handbook which is distributed by faculty advisers to Education
majors and students interested in education.
GRADUATE STUDY
The College of Education offers programs leading to the Master of
Agricultural Education, Master of Education, Master of Industrial
Education, and the Specialist in Education degrees.
BACHELOR OF ARTS CURRICULA
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION AND ELEMENTARY
EDUCATION PROGRAMS
A total of 130 semester hours is required for the Bachelor of Arts
degree in either the Early Childhood Education or tlie Elementary
Education curriculum. The Early C^hildhood Education curriculum
prepares the student for teaching positions in kindergarten or
grades one through three. Tlie Elementary Education curriculum
prepares the student for teaching on the elementary school level.
Application to Directed Teaching (Ed 481 for Elementary Edu-
cation and Ed 484 for Early Childhood Education) should he
made in writing no later than May 1, prior to the school year
in which student teaching is to be scheduled. A student whose
cumulative grade-point ratio is lower than the re(|uirement for
graduation will not be pennittcd to register for Directed Teaching.
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EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
ED 100 Orientation 1 (1,0) ENGL 102 English Composition. . 3
ENGL 101 English Composition. . 3 (3,0) HIST 101 History of the U.S. . . 3
Foreign Language 4 (3,1) Foreign Language 4
Science/Mathematics Requirement 2 7 Science/Mathematics Requirement 2 7
Elective 1 Elective 1
(3,0)
(3.0)
(3,1)
16 18
SOPHOMORE YEAR
(3,0)
(3,0)
HIST 102 History of the U.S. ... 3
Foreign Language 3
Literature Requirement l 3 (3,0)
Science/Mathematics Requirement 2 7
Elective 1
17
(3,0)
(3,0)
(3,0)
HIST 172 Western Civilization . . 3
MUS 210 Music Appreciation ... 3
Foreign Language 3
Literature Requirement l 3 ( 3,0
)
Science/Mathematics Requirement 2 3
Elective 1
16
JUNIOR YEAR
ED 301 Prin. of American Ed. . 3
ED 302 Educational Psychology
. 3
ED 466 Curriculum for Early
Childhood Education 3 ( 2,2
)
ENGL 351 Children's Literature . 3
HIST 173 Western Civihzation . . 3
Elective 3
(3,0)
(3,0)
(3,0)
(3,0)
ED 334 Child Growth and Dev. . 3
ED 459 Fund, of Basic Reading . 3
IN ED 372 Arts and Crafts .... 3
Social Science Elective 3 3
Elective 3
15
(3,0)
(2,2)
(2,3)
18
SENIOR YEAR
CA AH 303 Evol. of Vis. Arts I . . 3 (3,0) ED 336 Behavior of the Preschool
or CA AH 304 Evol. of Vis. Child 3 (2,3)
Arts II 3 (3,0) ED 461 Teaching Reading in the
ED 458 Health EducaHon 3 (3,0) Elementary School 3 (2,3)
MUS 400 Music in the Elementary ED 483 Methods and Materials
School Classroom 3 (3,0) for Early Childhood Education 3 (2,3)
Social Science Elective 3 3 ED 484 Directed Teaching 4 .... 6(1,15)
Elective 3 —
— 15
15 130 Total Semester Hours
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209,
2 A total of 24 hours is required in mathematics and science ( and courses in both
biological and physical sciences must be taken) with a minimum of 9 hours in mathematics
and a minimum of 12 hours in science. The additional three hours may be taken in either
mathematics or science and are to be selected from the courses listed below.
Mathematics to be selected from the following: Math 115, 116, 215, 216.
Science to be selected from biological science—Biol 103, 104, 105, 106; and physical
science—astronomy, chemistry, geology, physical science, and physics.
3 Select from economics, philosophy, political science, psychology, religion, sociology.
4 Block schedule must be taken as shown in either semester of the senior year.
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
ED 100 Orientation 1 (1,0) ENGL 102 English Composition . 3
ENGL 101 English Composition . 3 (3,0) HIST 101 History of the U.S. . . 3
Foreign Language 4 (3,1 ) Foreign Language 4
Science/Mathematics Requirement 2 7 Science/Mathematics Requirement 2 7
Elective 1 —
— 17
16
(3,0)
(3,0)
(3,1)
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SOPHOMORE YEAR
HIST 102 History of the U.S. . . 3 (3,0) HIST 172 West. Civilization 3 (3,0)
Foreign Language 3 (3,0) MUS 210 Music Appreciation .... 3 (3,0)
Literature Requirement 1 3 (3,0) Foreign Language 3 (3,0)
Science/ Mathematics Requirement 2 7 Literature Requirement! 3 (3,0)
16
Science/Mathematics Requirement 2 3
Is
JUNIOR YEAR
ED 301 Prin. of American Ed. . . 3 (3,0) ED 334 Child Growth and Dev. 3 (3,0)
ED 302 Educational Psychology
. 3 (3,0) IN ED 372 Arts and Crafts .... 3 (2,3>
ENGL 351 Children's Literature . 3 (3,0) MUS 400 Music in the Elementary
HIST 173 Western Civilization . 3 (3,0) School Classroom 3 (3,0)
Interest Area 3 3 Interest Area 3 3
Elective 3 Social Science Elective 4 3
18
Elective 3
18
SENIOR YEAR
CA AH 303 Evol. of Vis. Arts I . . 3 (3,0) ED 461 Teaching Reading in the
or CA AH 304 Evol. of Vis. Elementary School 3 (2,3)
Arts II 3 (3,0) ED 481 Directed Teachings . . . 6(1,15)
ED 458 Health Education 3 (3,0) ED 485 Meth. and Cur. in Elem.
Interest Area 3 3 Mathematics and Science 3 (2,3)
Social Science Elective 4 3 ED 486 Meth. and Cur. in Elem.
Elective 3 Social Studies and Language
15
Arts 3 (2,3)
15
130 Total Semester Hours
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2 A total of 24 hours is required in mathematics and science ( and courses in both
biological and physical sciences must be taken) with a minimum of 9 hours in mathematics
and a minimum of 12 hours in science. The additional three hours may be taken in either
mathematics or science and are to be selected from the courses listed below.
Mathematics to be selected from the following: Math 115. 116, 215. 216.
Science to be selected from biological science—Biol 103, 104. 105, 106; and physical
science—astronomy, chemistry, geology, physical science, and physics.
3 Nine semester hours in one of these areas: English, fine arts, mathematics, modem
languages, natural sciences, social sciences, special education.
4 Select from economics, philosophy, pjolitical science, psychology, religion, sociology.
5 Block schedule must be taken as shown in cither semester of the senior year.
SECONDARY EDUCATION CURRICULA
Programs leading to a Bachelor of Arts degree in Secondary Edu-
cation are available to students preparing to teach economics,
English, history, mathematical sciences, French, German, Spanish,
natural sciences, political scienc^e, psychology, or sociology on the
secondary school level. The teaching field should be selected as
early as possible in order that appropriate freshman and sophomore
cx)urses may be taken.
Each curriculum recjuires a major conct*ntration in the teaching
field. Specific courses and secjucnces have been designated by
teacher education committees to meet recjuirements for those plan-
ning to teach. Students who have elective courses in the teaching
area should ct)nsult the departmental adviser prior to scheduling
these cx)urses.
The professional education courses should l)e completed in se-
quence prior to registering for the block schedule. Application to
Directed Teaching (Ed 412) should be madi' in writing no later
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than May 1 preceding the school year in which student teaching
is to be scheduled. A student whose cumulative grade-point ratio
is lower than the requirement for graduation will not be permitted
to register for Directed Teaching.
Education 412 is conducted on a full-day basis, "block schedule/'
for one-half semester. Students taking Ed 412 will register for Ed
335, 424, and 498, these three courses being taught on a five-day
basis during the first half of the semester.
TEACHING AREA: ECONOMICS
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
ED 100 Orientation 1 (1,0) ENGL 102 EngHsh Composition. . 3 (3,0)
ENGL 101 English Composition.. 3 (3,0) HIST 173 Western Civilization .. 3 (3,0)
HIST 172 Western Civilization .. 3 (3,0) MATH 102 Intro, to Math. Anal. 3 (3,0)
MATH 101 Finite Probability ... 3 (3,0) Foreign Language 4 (3,1)
Foreign Language 4 (3,1
)
Science 2 3-4
Science 2 3-4 Elective 1
Elective 1
17-18
18-19
SOPHOMORE YEAR
ECON 201 Principles of Economics 3 (3,0) ACCT 201 Principles of Accounting 3 (3,0)
MATH 203 Elem. Stat, Inference. 3 (3,0) ECON 202 Principles of Economics 3 (3,0)
Foreign Language 3 (3,0) Foreign Language 3 (3,0)
Literature Requirement 1 3 (3,0) Literature Requirement 1 3 (3,0)
Science 2 4-3 Science 2 4-3
Elective 1 Elective 1
17-16 17-16
JUNIOR YEAR
ED 301 Principles of American Ed. 3 (3,0) Teaching Major 9
ED 302 Educational Psychology . . 3 ( 3,0 ) Electives 6
Teaching Major 9 —
— 15
15
SENIOR YEAR
(Block Schedule—Either Semester)
CA AH 303 Evol. of Vis. Arts I . . 3 (3,0) ED 335 Adol. Growth and Dev. . 3 (3,0)
ED 458 Health Education 3 (3,0) ED 412 Directed Teachings 6(1,15)
MUS 210 Music Appreciation ... 3 (3,0) ED 424 Methods and Materials in
Teaching Major 6 Secondary School Instruction . . 3 (3,0)
— ED 498 Teaching Secondary
15 School Reading 3 (1,4)
15
129 Total Semester Hours
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2 Biol 103, 104, 105, 106 and a two-semester sequence in astronomy, chemistry, geology,
physical science, or physics.
3 This semester is a block schedule and must be taken as listed.
Note: The teaching major requires twenty-four semester hours of junior and senior courses
consisting of Econ 314, 407; nine semester hours from Econ 302, 403, 404, 410, 412, and
420 distributed as follows:
Group A. Econ 314, 407.
Group B. Three courses from the following: Econ 302, 403, 404, 410, 412, 420.
Group C. The remaining hours selected from Ag Ec 456, Econ 301, 302, 305, 306, 308,
309, 403, 404, 410, 412, 420, 422, Ex St 462, IM 404, 405, 406, Mgt Sc 311.
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TEACHING AREA: ENGLISH
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester
ED 100 Orientation 1
ENGL 101 English Composition.. 3
MATH 101 Finite ProbabiUty ... 3
Foreign Language 4
Science 2 4
Elective 1
16
(1.0)
(3.0)
(3.0)
(3,1)
Second Semester
ENGL 102 English Composition. . 3
HIST 172 Western Civilization . . 3
MATH 102 Intro, to Math, Anal. 3
Foreign Language 4
Science 2 4
Elective 1
18
(3.0)
(3.0)
(3,0)
(3,1)
SOPHOMORE YEAR
HIST 173 Western Civilization
Foreign Language 3
Literature Requirement 1 3
Science 2 4
Social Science Elective S 3
Elective 1
17
3 (3,0) Foreign Language 3 (3.0)
(3,0)
(3.0)
Literature Requirement l 3 (3.0)
Science 2 4
Social Science Elective 3 3
Elective 4
17
JUNIOR YEAR
ED 301 Principles of American Ed. 3 (3,0)
HIST 361 History of England... 3 (3,0)
Teaching Major 9
Elective 3
18
ED 302 Educational Psychology. . 3 (3,0)
HIST 363 History of England ... 3 (3,0)
Teaching Major 9
15
SENIOR YEAR
(Block Schedule—Either Semester)
CA AH 303 Evol. of Vis. Arts 1.3 (3.0)
ED 458 Health Education 3 ( 3.0
)
MUS 210 Music Appreciation ... 3 (3.0)
Teaching Major 6
15
ED 335 Adol. Growth and Dev. . 3 (3.0)
ED 412 Directed Teaching 4 . 6(1,15)
ED 424 Methods and Materials in
Secondary School Instruction. . . 3 (3.0)
ED 498 Teaching Secondary
School Reading 3 ( 1,4
)
131 Total Semester Hours
15
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202, 203, 204. 205. 206. 207. 208. 209.
2 Biol 103, 104, 105, 106 and a two-senu-ster scHiuence in astronomy, chemistry, geology,
physical science, or physics.
3 Ekronomics, philosophy, political science, psychology, rrligion, sociology.
4 This semester is a block schedule and must be takrn ivs listed.
Note: The teaching major requires twenty-four semester hours ot junior and senior English
courses and must include Engl 304. 352, 402. 404, 405. 422 or 423, 440. 461 or 462.
Those receiving departmental certification for Engl 304 are ri><n>ir<'d to complete Engl 403.
TEACHING AREA: HISTORY
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
ED 100 Orientation 1 (1.0) KNGL 102 English Composition 3
KNGL 101 Kngliih Compofition
. 3 (3.0) III.ST 172 Western Civilization
. 3
MATH 101 Finite ProbabiUty ... 3 (3,0) MATH 102 Intro, to Math. Anal. 3
Foreign Language 4 ( 3,1 ) Foreign Language 4
Science 2 4 Scinic-r 2 4
Elwrtive . 1 Flntivc . .1
16 18
(3.0)
(3.0)
(3.0)
(3.1
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SOPHOMORE YEAR
HIST 101 History of the U.S. ... 3 (3,0) HIST 102 History of the U.S. ... 3 (3,0)
HIST 173 Western Civilization . . 3 (3,0) Foreign Language 3 (3,0)
Foreign Language 3 (3,0) Literature Requirement 1 3 (3,0)
Literattire Requirement 1 3 (3,0) Science 2 4
Science 2 4 Social Science Elective 3 3
— Elective 1
16 —
17
JUNIOR YEAR
ED 301 Principles of American Ed. 3 (3,0) ED 302 Educational Psychology.. 3 (3,0)
Teaching Major 9 Teaching Major 9
Social Science Elective 3 3 Elective 4
Elective 3 —
18
16
SENIOR YEAR
(Block Schedule—Either Semester)
CA AH 303 Evol. of Vis. Arts I . . 3 (3,0) ED 335 Adol. Growth and Dev. . 3 (3,0)
ED 458 Health Education 3 (3,0) ED 412 Directed Teaching 4 .... 6(1,15)
MUS 210 Music Appreciation ... 3 (3,0) ED 424 Methods and Materials in
Teaching Major 6 Secondary School Instruction. . . 3 (3,0)
— ED 498 Teaching Secondary
15 School Reading 3 ( 1,4
)
15
131 Total Semester Hours
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2 Biol 103, 104, 105, 106 and a two-semester sequence in astronomy, chemistry, geology,
physical science, or physics.
3 Economics, philosophy, political science, psychology, religion, sociology.
4 This semester is a block schedule and must be taken as listed.
Note: The teaching major requires twenty-four hours of junior and senior history courses,
with the following number of courses from Groups A, B, C, and D.
Group A (2 courses): Hist 300, 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308.
Group B (1 course): Hist 313, 314, 315, 331, 332, 340, 341, 342, 351, 354, 355.
Group C (2 courses): Hist 361, 363, 370, 372, 373, 374, 375, 376, 377, 385, 386.
Group D (2 courses): Hist 400, 440, 450, 460, 470, 471, 492, 493, 494, 495, 496, 499.
TEACHING AREA: MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
'ED 100 Orientation 1 (1,0) *:NGL 102 Enghsh Composition. . 3 (3,0)
'ENGL 101 English Composition. . 3 (3,0) ^ATH 108 Cal. of One Var. U . 4 (4,0)
^^ATH 106 Cal. of One Var. I . 4 (4,0) 'Foreign Language 4 (3,1)
""'YoTeigii Language 4 (3,1 ) "Science 2 3-4
"^ience 2 3-4 wSiective 1
i/Elective 1
15-16
16-17
SOPHOMORE YEAR
"fm&T 172 Western Civilization . . 3 (3,0) CQMP SC 205 Elem. Comp. Prog. 3 (3,0)
*^^TH 206 Calculus of Sev. Var. 4 (4,0) fffST 173 Western Civihzation .. 3 (3,0)
V*^eign Language 3 (3,0) Foreign Language 3 (3,0)
^i:iterature Requirement l 3 (3,0) \irfferature Requirement l 3 (3,0)
^Science 2 4-3 ^^ence 2 4-3
Elective 1 Social Science Elective 3 3
Elective 1
18-17
20-19
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,^^
JUNIOR YEAR
.ED 301 Principles of American Ed. 3 (3,0) ^rCA,AH 303 Evol. of Vis. Arts I . . 3
MJIATH 301 Statistical Theory NeD 302 Educational Psychology. . 3
and Methods I 3 (3,0) UfATH 408 Topics in Geometry. . 3
IWATH 308 CoUege Geometry ... 3 (3,0) SMATTH 411 Linear Algebra 3
>Ji<Jcial Science Elective 3 3 Elective 3
USlective 3 —
— 15
15
(3,0)
(3,0)
(3,0)
(3,0)
SENIOR YEAR
(Block Schedule—Either Semester)
^•Kb 458 Health Education . . .
MATH 412 Intro, to Modem
^^jAlgebra 3
WUS 210 Music Appreciation ... 3
Mathematics Elective 6
3 (3,0)
(3,0)
(3,0)
15
ED 335 Adol. Growth and Dev. . 3 (3,0)
-e»-4JA-Directed Teaching 4 .... 6(1,15)
CD 4^4^-Methods and Materials in
Secondary School Instruction. . . 3 (3,0)ED 498 Teaching Secondary
School Reading 3 (1,4)
129 Total Semester Hours
15
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2 Biol 103, 104, 105, 106 and a two-semester sequence in astronomy, chemistry, geology,
physical science, or physics.
3 Economics, philosophy, political science, psychology, religion, sociology.
4 This semester is a block schedule and must be taken as listed.
Note: Suggested mathematics electives: Comp Sc 205, Math 405, 409, 452, 453, 454.
TEACHING AREA: MODERN LANGUAGES
(French, German and Spanish)
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester
ED 100 Orientation 1 (1,0)
ENGL 101 English Composition.. 3 (3,0)
MATH 101 Finite ProbabUity ... 3 (3,0)
Foreign Language 4 (3,1
)
Science 2 4
Elective 1
Second Semester
ENGL 102 English Composition. . 3 (3,0)
HIST 172 Western Civilization .. 3 (3,0)
MATH 102 Intro, to Math. Anal. 3 (3,0)
P'oreign Language 4 (3,1
)
Science 2 4
Elective 1
16 18
SOPHOMORE YEAR
HIST 173 Western Civilization .. 3 (3,0)
Foreign Language 3 (3,0)
Literature Requirement 1 3 (3,0)
Science 2 4
Social Science Elective 8 3
Elective 1
17
Foreign Language 3
Literature Requirement l 3
Science 2 4
Social Science Elective S 3
Elective 4
17
;3.o)
:3,o)
JUNIOR YEAR
ED 301 Principles of American Ed. 3 (3,0)
Teaching Major 9
Elective . 3
IS
ED 302 K<lucntionaI Psychology . 3 (3.0)
Teaching Major 9
Elective .3
15
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SENIOR YEAR
(Block Schedule—Either Semester)
CA AH 303 Evol. of Vis. Arts I . . 3 (3,0) ED 335 Adol. Growth and Dev. . 3 (3,0)
ED 458 Health Education 3 (3,0) ED 412 Directed Teaching 4 6(1,15)
MUS 210 Music Appreciation ... 3 (3,0) ED 424 Methods and Materials in
Teaching Major 6 Secondary School Instruction. . . 3 (3,0)
— ED 498 Teaching Secondary
15 School Reading 3 (1,4)
15
128 Total Semester Hours
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2 Biol 103, 104, 105, 106 and a two-semester sequence in astronomy, chemistry, geology,
physical science, or physics.
3 Economics, philosophy, pohtical science, psychology, reUgion, sociology.
4 This semester is a block schedule and must be taken as Listed.
Note: The teaching major requires 24 semester hours in either French, German, or
Spanish as listed.
French major. Must include Fr 205 and 21 hours arranged as follows:
Group I. Fifteen semester credits from Fr 301, 302, 305, 309, 409.
Group II. Six semester credits from Fr 403, 404, 405, 406, 407, 408, 498.
German major. Must include Ger 205 and 21 semester hours arranged as follows:
Group 1. Fifteen semester hours from Ger 301, 302, 305, 307, 308.
Group II. Six semester hours from Ger 407, 408, 409, 410, 498.
Spanish major. Must include Span 205 and 21 hours arranged as follows:
Group I. Six semester credits from Span 303, 304, 310, 311 (preferably in sequence).
Group II. Twelve semester credits from Span 305, 307, 308, 409.
Group III. Three semester credits from Span 401, 402, 405, 406, 422, 498.
TEACHING AREA: NATURAL SCIENCES
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
CH 101 General Chemistry 4 (3,3) CH 102 General Chemistry 4 (3,3)
ED 100 Orientation 1 (1,0) ENGL 102 EngUsh Composition. . 3 (3,0)
ENGL 101 EngUsh Composition.. 3 (3,0) HIST 172 Western CiviUzation .. 3 (3,0)
MATH 101 Finite Probabaity ... 3 (3,0) MATH 102 Intro, to Math. Anal. 3 (3,0)
Foreign Language 4 (3,1) Foreign Language 4 (3,1)
Elective 1 Elective 1
16 18
SOPHOMORE YEAR
BIOL 103 General Biology I ... 3 (3,0) BIOL 104 General Biology II ... 3 (3,0)
BIOL 105 General Biology Lab. I 1 (0,3) BIOL 106 General Biology Lab. II 1 (0,3)
HIST 173 Western CiviUzation . . 3 (3,0) Foreign Language 3 (3,0)
MATH 203 Elem. Stat. Inference 3 (3,0) Literature Requirement! 3 (3,0)
Foreign Language 3 ( 3,0
)
Social Science Elective 3 6
Literature Requirement i 3 ( 3,0 Elective 1
Elective 1 —
17
17
JUNIOR YEAR
ED 301 Principles of American Ed. 3 (3,0) ED 302 Educational Psychology.. 3 (3,0)
GEOL 101 Physical Geology 4 (3,2) GEOL 102 Historical Geology ... 4 (3,3)
PHYS 207 General Physics I ... 4 (3,2) PHYS 208 General Physics II ... 4 (3,2)
Science Elective 2 3 Science Elective 2 3
Elective 3 Elective 3
17 17
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SENIOR YEAR
(Block Schedule—Either Semester)
ASTR 102 Stellar Astronomy .... 3
CA AH 303 Evol. of Vis. Arts I . . 3
ED 458 Health Education 3
MUS 210 Music Appreciation ... 3
Science Elective 2 3
15
(3,0)
(3.0)
(3,0)
(3,0)
ED 335 Adol. Growth and Dev. . . 3 (3,0)
ED 412 Directed Teaching 4 .... 6(1,15)
ED 424 Methods and Materials in
Secondary School Instruction. . . 3 (3,0)
ED 498 Teaching Secondary
School Reading 3 (1,4)
132 Total Semester Hours
15
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2 Science electives to be taken in biological sciences, chemistry, physics, geology.
3 Economics, philosophy, political science, psychology, religion, sociology.
4 The last semester of the senior year is a block schedule and must be taken as listed.
TEACHING AREA: POLITICAL SCIENCE
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester
ED 100 Orientation 1 (1,0)
ENGL 101 English Composition.. 3 (3,0)
HIST 172 Western Civilization . . 3 (3,0)
MATH 101 Finite Probability ... 3 (3,0)
Foreign Language 4 (3,1)
Science 2 3-4
Elective 1
18-19
Second Semester
ENGL 102 English Composition.. 3 (3,0)
HIST 173 Western Civilization . . 3 (3,0)
MATH 102 Intro, to Math. Anal. 3 (3,0)
Foreign Language 4 (3,1)
Science 2 3-4
Elective 1
17-18
SOPHOMORE YEAR
HIST 101 History of the U.S. ... 3 (3,0)
POL SC 101 Amer. Nat. Govt. ... 3 (3,0)
Foreign Language 3 (3,0)
Literature Requirement l 3 (3,0)
Science 2 4-3
Elective 1
17-16
HIST 102 History of the U.S. ... 3 (3,0)
POL SC 201 Intro, to Pol. Sci. . 3 (3,0)
Foreign Language 3 (3,0)
Literature Requirement 1 3 ( 3,0
)
Science 2 4-3
Elective 1
17-16
JUNIOR YEAR
ED 301 Principles of American Ed. 3 (3,0)
Teaching Major 9
Elective 3
15
ED 302 Educational Psychology. . 3 (3,0)
Teaching Major 9
Elective 3
15
SENIOR YEAR
(Block Schedule—Either Semester)
CA AH 303 Evol. of Vis. Arts I . 3 (3,0)
ED 458 Health Education 3 (3,0)
MUS 210 Music Appreciation .3 (3,0)
Teaching Major . . 6
15
KD 335 Adol. Growth and Dev. . 3 (3.0)
KD 412 Directed Teaching 3 6(1.15)
ED 424 Methods nnd Materials in
Secondar>' School Instr\iction. . . 3 (3,0)
ED 498 Teaching Secondary
School Reading 3 ( 1,4
)
129 Total Semester Hours
15
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202. 203. 204. 205. 206. 207. 208. 209.
2 Biol 103, 104, 105, 106 and • two-scmcstcr iciiumcc in aitronomy, chemistry, geology,
phytical science, or physics.
> This is a block schethilr nnd mtist Iw tnkrn as listed.
Notr: T1»e teaching major requires twentv-four semester hours of Junior- and senior-level
politiLttl ictence ctnines. 'ITic hours arc to be drown from four of the following fields:
AmerKHn (,<.v.rnm.iit I'ol S< :)(>2 ( r«-«|nired ). 4().J. 4().'>. 409
Cmnparulivo Covemments-Pol Sc 371, 372. 474. 475, 476
InfeniMfK.nal Helntion* I'ol Sc 3«l. 462. 463. 464. 465
PolitKal Hehavior- Pol Sc 442. 443. 454
Political Thought—Pol Sc 351. 352. 453. 482
iNihlic Admmistration— Pol Sc 321. 422. 423. 424. 425. 426. 427. 428. 429
Puhhc Law—Pol Sc 432. 433. 434. 435. 439
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TEACHING AREA: PSYCHOLOGY
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester
ED 100 Orientation 1 (1,0)
ENGL 101 English Composition.. 3 (3,0)
HIST 172 Western Civilization .. 3 (3,0)
MATH 101 Finite Probability ... 3 (3,0)
Foreign Language 4 (3,1
)
Science 2 3-4
Elective 1
18-19
Second Semester
ENGL 102 English Composition. . 3 (3,0)
HIST 173 Western Civilization . . 3 (3,0)
MATH 102 Intro, to Math. Anal. 3 (3,0)
Foreign Language 4 (3,1)
Science 2 3-4
Elective 1
17-18
SOPHOMORE YEAR
MATH 203 Elem. Stat. Inference 3 (3,0)
PSYCH 201 General Psychology.. 3 (3,0)
Foreign Language 3 (3,0)
Literature Requirement 1 3 (3,0)
Science 2 4-3
Elective 1
17-16
PSYCH 263 Intro. Exp. Psych. . . 3 (3,0)
Foreign Language 3 (3,0)
Literature Requirement 1 3 ( 3,0
)
Science 2 4-3
Social Science Elective 3 3
Elective 1
17-16
JUNIOR YEAR
ED 301 Principles of American Ed. 3 (3,0) ED 302 Educational Psychology.. 3
Teaching Major 9 Teaching Major 9
Elective 3 Social Science Elective 3 3
— Elective 3
15 —
18
(3,0)
SENIOR YEAR
(Block Schedule—Either Semester)
CA AH 303 Evol. of Vis. Arts I . . 3 (3,0)
ED 458 Health Education 3 ( 3,0
MUS 210 Music Appreciation ... 3 (3,0)
Teaching Major 6
15
ED 335 Adol. Growth and Dev. . 3 (3,0)
ED 412 Directed Teaching 4 .... 6(1,15)
ED 424 Methods and Materials in
Secondary School Instruction. . . 3 (3,0)
ED 498 Teaching Secondary
School Reading 3 (1,4)
132 Total Semester Hours
15
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2 Biol 103, 104, 105, 106 and a two-semester sequence in astronomy, chemistry, geology,
physical science, or physics.
3 Economics, philosophy, poUtical science, psychology, religion, sociology.
4 This is a block schedule and must be taken as listed.
Note: The teaching major requires 24 semester hours of jimior and senior psychology
courses.
TEACHING AREA: SOCIOLOGY
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester
ED 100 Orientation 1
ENGL 101 English Composition. . 3
HIST 172 Western Civilization . . 3
MATH 101 Finite Probability ... 3
Foreign Language 4
Science 2 3-4
Elective 1
18-19
Second Semester
(1,0) ENGL 102 EngUsh Composition.. 3 (3,0)
(3,0) HIST 173 Western Civihzation .. 3 (3,0)
(3,0) MATH 102 Intro, to Math. Anal. 3 (3,0)
(3.0) Foreign Language 4 (3,1)
( 3.1 ) Science 2 3-4
Elective 1
17-18
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SOPHOMORE YEAR
MATH 203 Elem. Stat. Inference 3 (3,0) SOC 202 Social Problems 3 (3.0)
sex: 201 Sociological Perspective . 3 (3,0) Foreign Language 3 (3,0)
Foreign Language 3 (3,0) Literature Requirement 1 3 (3,0)
Literature Requirement l 3 (3,0) Science 2 4-3
Science 2 4-3 Elective 4
Elective 1
17-lfi
17-16
JUNIOR YEAR
ED 301 Principles of American Ed. 3 (3,0) ED 302 Educational Psychology.. 3 (3,0)
Teaching Major 9 Teaching Major 9
Elective 3 6 Elective 3
18 15
SENIOR YEAR
(Block Schedule—Either Semester)
CA AH 303 Evol. of Vis. Arts I .. 3 (3,0) ED 335 Adol. Growth and Dev. . 3 (3.0)
ED 458 Health Education 3 (3,0) ED 412 Directed Teaching 4 .... 6(1,15)
MUS 210 Music Appreciation ... 3 (3.0) ED 424 Methods and Materials in
Teaching Major 6 Secondary School Instruction.
. . 3 (3,0)
Elective 3 2 ED 498 Teaching Secondary
School Reading 3 (1,4)
17
15
134 Total Semester Hours
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2 Biol 103, 104, 105, 106 and a two-semester sequence in astronomy, chemistry, geology,
physical science, or physics.
3 Electives must include Econ 201, 202, Pol Sc 101.
4 This semester is a block schedule and must be taken as listed.
Note: The teaching major consists of Soc 206, 309, 311, 321, 322, 324, 331, 341, 351,
361, 381, 391, 393, 421, 431, 433, 441, 443, 451, 481, 499.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE CURRICULA
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
The Agricultural Education curriculum is designed for students
who wish to prepare for positions in vocational agriculture, agri-
cultural occupations, and other teaching positions in the secondary
schools; engage in other forms of educational work such as agricul-
tural missionary, public relations and agricultural extension; farm-
ing, .soil conservation and other governmental work; business and
industry.
Tlie curriculum provides for a broad education in gentTal and
professional education including student teaching. In addition to
required courses giving a thorough background in the agricultural
and biological sciences, a student may minor in Businrss, Interna-
tional A^^rimlturc, or a Second Department. Students in otlier
departments in the College of Agricultural Sciences may minor
in Agricultural Education and be certified to teach if they meet all
requirements.
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FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
AGRIC 104 Intro, to Plant Sci. . . 3 (2,3)
BIOL 103 General Biology I ... 3 (3,0)
BIOL 105 General Biology Lab. I 1 (0,3)
CH 101 General Chemistry 4 (3,3)
ENGL 101 English Composition . 3 (3,0)
MATH 102 Intro, to Math. Anal.2 3 (3,0)
17
AG ED 100 Orient, and Field Exp. 1 (0,2)
AGRIC 103 Intro, to Ani. Ind. . . 3 (2,3)
BIOL 104 General Biology II . . 3 (3,0)
BIOL 106 GeneralBiologyLab.il 1 (0,3)
CH 102 or 112 General Chemistry 4 (3,3)
ENGL 102 English Composition . 3 (3,0)
Elective 1
16
SOPHOMORE YEAR
AG EC 202 Agric. Economics . . 3 (3,0)
AG ED 201 Intro, to Agric. Ed. 3 (2,3)
AGM 205 Principles of Farm Shop 3 (2,3)
PHYS 207 General Physics I ... 4 ( 3,2
)
Literature Requirement l 3 (3,0)
16
AGM 206 Agric. Mechanization . 3 (2,3)
AGRON 202 Soils 3 (2,2)
ENGL 231 Intro, to Journalism . . 3 (3,0)
or ENGL 301 Pub. Speaking . . 3 '
or ENGL 304 Adv. Comp. ... 3
FOR 305 Elements of Forestry . . 2
FOR 307 Elem. of Forestry Lab. 1
Social Science Elective 3 3
Elective 1
(3,0)
(3,0)
(2,0)
(0,3)
16
JUNIOR YEAR
AGM 301 Soil and Water Conserva. 3 (2,3) AG EC 302 Management of
ENT 301 General Entomology . . 3 (2,3) Agricultural Enterprises 3 (2,3)
Approved Agric. Econ. Elective . . 3 or AG EC 402 Economics of
Approved Agriculture Elective ... 3 Agricultural Production 3 (3,0)
Minor 4 6 AGRON 452 Soil Fert. and Mgt. 2 (2,0)
— AGRON 453 Soil Fertility Lab. . . 1 (0,3)
18 AN SC 301 Feeds and Feeding . . 3 (3,0)
Minor 4 6
Elective 3
18
SENIOR YEAR
HORT 407 Landscape Design ... 3 ( 2,3
)
PL PA 401 Plant Pathology 3 (2,3)
Minor 4 . 3
Elective 7
16
AG ED 300 Supv. Field Exp. II
AG ED 401 Meth. in Agric. Ed.
AG ED 406 Directed Teaching
AG ED 423 Curriculum 2 ( 2,0
)
AG ED 425 Teach. Agric. Mech.. 2 (1,3)
ED 302 Educational Psychology. . 3 (3,0)
1 (0,3)
3 (2,3)
6(0,18)
17
134 Total Semester Hours
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2 Students who make a satisfactory score on the Mathematics Test, Level II (Standard)
may schedule other mathematics courses or electives in lieu of Math 102. Students in-
ehgible for Math 102 will take Math 105.
3 To be selected from the following: Hist 101, 102, 172, 173, Phil 201, 325, Pol Sc
101, Psych 201, RS 301, 401, Soc 201.
4 See adviser for available minors and course requirements.
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
The curriculum in Industrial Education is designed to prepare
students for careers in the teaching of industrial subjects and in
training programs in industry. To accomplish these purposes the
curriculum is divided into three areas of specialization leading to
the degree of Bachelor of Science in Industrial Education. At the
end of his freshman year, each student will select one of three
options: Education for Industry, Industrial Arts Education, or Voca-
tional-Technical Education. Each option requires 135 semester
hours of coursework.
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EDUCATION FOR INDUSTRY OPTION
The Education for Industry option is designed to prepare students
to enter industry as training specialists. Due to the expansion of
technology and industrial development, there is a need for train-
ing specialists and training directors in industry.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester
EG 109 Engr. Graphics 2 (1,3)
ENGL 101 English Composition.. 3 (3,0)
IN ED 101 Intro, to Ind. Ed. . . . 1 (1,0)
IN ED 102 Woodworking I 2 (1,3)
MATH 104 Trigonometry 2 (2,0)
Science Elective 2 4 ( 3,3
)
Elective 1
Second Semester
ENGL 102 English Composition . 3 (3,0)
IN ED 105 Machining Practices. . 3 (1,6)
Science Elective 2 4 (3,3)
Social Science Elective 3 3
Elective 2
15
15
SOPHOMORE YEAR
IN ED 203 Basic Metal Processes 3
SOC 201 Sociological Perspective . 3
Literature Requirement l 3
Science Elective 2 4
Social Science Elective 3 3
Elective 1
17
(1,6) ECON 201 Principles of Economics 3 (3,0)
(3,0) IN ED 204 Graphic Arts 3 (1,6)
(3,0) IN ED 208 Electricity 3 (2,3)
(3,3) PSYCH 201 General Psychology . 3 (3,0)
Elective 6
18
JUNIOR YEAR
ECON 301 Economics of Labor . .
ED 302 Educational Psychology
IM 201 Intro, to Ind. Mgt
IN ED 302 Dwelling Materials
and Coristruction Methods ...
IN ED 325 Ind. Org. and People
Elective
(3,0) ENGL 301 TuhVc Speaking 3 (3,0)
(3.0) IE 303 Job Evaluation and
(3,0) Wage Incentives 3 (3.0)
IM 307 Personnel Management 3 (3,0)
(1.2) PSYCH 301 Industrial Psychology 3 (3,0)
(3,0) Approved Elective 4 6
18
17
SENIOR YEAR
IM 408 Work Simp, and Stand. 3 (3.0)
IN ED 408 Training Prog, in Ind. 3 (3.0)
IN ED 422 History and Philosophy
of Industrial and Voc. Ed 3 (3.0)
TEXT 460 Textile Processes 3 (3.0)
Elective 6
18
IN hlD 405 Coune Org. and Eval. 3 (3,0)
IN ED 496 Public Relations . . 3 (3.0)
SOC 351 Industrial Sociology . 3 (3,0)
Appmved Elective 4 8
17
135 Total Semester Hours
1 To be selected from the following: KngI 202. 203. 204. 205. 206. 207. 208. 209.
2 Select from the following: astronomy, biolog)-, chemistry, geology, physical science.
phy«K<. At l«-a%t two fields must be represented.
»S.-U-(t from thv following: eti»nomits, geography, history, philosophy, political science,
p«yt holog>-. rt-ligion. »<k lology.
4 Srr aelvj\rr f(»r li*t of l•I«•^tlVl•^.
Nutr: One summer (400 clock hours) of field experience is required of each student
folloNMiig the loiDplrtion of his sophomore scar.
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INDUSTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION OPTION
The Industrial Arts Education option is for those students who
desire to teach industrial arts in the secondary schools. Industrial
arts is the subject area in the public school system which attempts
to provide youth with an interpretation of American industry. It
is a general education subject designed to give students exploratory
experience in the classroom and laboratory. Majors in this option
are qualified for full certification as secondary school teachers of
industrial arts and prevocational education.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
ED 100 Orientation 1 (1,0) EG 110 Engr. Design Graphics . . 2
EG 109 Engr. Graphics 2 (1,3) ENGL 102 Enghsh Composition. . 3
ENGL 101 English Composition.. 3 (3,0) IN ED 103 Woodworking II ... 2
IN ED 101 Intro, to Ind. Ed 1 (1,0) IN ED 105 Machining Practices . 3
IN ED 102 Woodworking I .... 2 (1,3) Science Elective 2 4
MATH 104 Trigonometry 2 (2,0) Elective 2
Science Elective 2 4 (3,3) —
Elective 1 16
16
(1,3)
(3,0)
(1,3)
(1,6)
(3,3)
SOPHOMORE YEAR
IN ED 203 Basic Metal Processes 3
IN ED 205 Power Technology
. . 3
Literature Requirement l 3
Science Elective 2 4
Social Science Elective 3 3
Elective 1
17
(1,6)
(2,2)
(3,0)
(3,3)
IN ED 204 Graphic Arts 3
IN ED 208 Electricity 3
IN ED 313 Arts and Crafts 3
MUS 210 Music Appreciation .... 3
Social Science Elective 3 3
Elective 2
17
(1,6)
(2,3)
(1,6)
(3,0)
JUNIOR YEAR
ED 302 Educational Psychology. . 3 (3,0) ED 458 Health Education 3 (3,0)
IN ED 302 Dwelling Materials ENGL 301 Public Speaking 3 (3,0)
and Construction Methods 2 (1,2) IN ED 416 Management and
IN ED 414 Electronics for Teach. 3 (1,6) Operation of Ind. Ed. Labs. . . 3 (2,2)
TEXT 460 Textile Processes .... 3 (3,0) Social Science Elective 3 3
Social Science Elective 3 3 Elective 6
Approved Elective 4 5 —
— 18
19
SENIOR YEAR
CA AH 303 Evol. of Vis. Arts I . . 3 (3,0) ED 335 Adol. Growth and Dev. . . 3
ED 498 Teaching Secondary IN ED 402 Directed Teaching . . 6(
School Reading 3 (3,0) IN ED 405 Course Organization
IN ED 422 History and Philosophy and Evaluation 3
of Industrial and Voc. Ed 3 ( 3,0 ) IN ED 425 Teaching Ind. Subj. . 3
IN ED 441 Comp. Lab. —
Field Exper 2 (1,3) 15
Approved Elective 4 6
17 135 Total Semester Hours
(3,0)
0,18)
(3,0)
(3,0)
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2 Science electives to be selected from astronomy, biology, chemistry, geology, physical
science, physics. At least two fields must be represented, one of which must be in the
biological sciences.
3 Social Science electives to be selected from economics, geography, history, philosophy,
political science, psychology, religion, sociology. At least two fields must be represented
with six, but not more than six, hours in one field.
4 See class adviser for list of approved electives.
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VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL EDUCATION OPTION
The Vocational-Technical Education option is designed to pre-
pare teachers of vocational and technical subjects in the senior high
schools, area vocational centers, and technical education centers.
All elective courses in this option will be in an area of speciahzation
or related fields. Teachers graduating from this option will possess
the skills and knowledge required to teach the occupation or family
of occupations in their area of specialization.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
ED 100 Orientation 1
EG 109 Engr. Graphics 2
ENGL 101 English Composition. . 3
IN ED 101 Intro, to Ind. Ed. . . 1
IN ED 102 Woodworking I 2
MATH 104 Trigonometry 2
Science Elective 2 4
Elective 1
16
(1,0)
(1,3)
(3,0)
(1,0)
(1,3)
(2,0)
(3,3)
EG 110 Engr. Design Graphics . . 2
ENGL 102 English Composition. . 3
IN ED 105 Machining Practices. . 3
Science Elective 2 4
Social Science Elective 3 3
Elective 1
16
(1.3)
(3,0)
(1,6)
(4,0)
SOPHOMORE YEAR
IN ED 203 Basic Metal Processes 3 (1,6)
IN ED 205 Power Technology . . 3 ( 2,2
)
Literature Requirement 1 3 (3,0)
Science Elective 2 4 (3,3)
Social Science Elective 3 3
16
ENGL 301 Public Speaking .
IN ED 204 Graphic Arts . .
IN ED 208 Electricity
MUS 210 Music Appreciation
Elective
SUMMER
IN ED 350 Industrial Cooperative Experience. 6 (0,18)
(3,0)
(1.6)
(2.3)
(3,0)
JUNIOR YEAR
ED 302 Educational Psychology.. 3 (3,0)
IN ED 302 Dwelling Materials
and Construction Methods 2 (1,2)
Social Science Elective 3 3
Elective (Area of Spec.) 3 (3,0)
Elective 4
15
ED 458 Health Education 3 (3,0)
IN ED 416 Management and
Operation of Ind. Ed. Labs. . . 3 (2,2)
Social Science Elective 3 3
Approved Elective 4 3
Elective (Area of Spec.) 3
SUMMER
IN ED 450 Industrial Cooperative Experience. 6 (0.18)
15
SENIOR YEAR
CA AH 303 Evol. of Vis. Arts I . . 3 (3.0) ED 335 Adol. Growth and Dev.
ED 498 Traching Secondary IN ED 402 Directed Teaching .
School Heading
. 3 (1,4) IN ED 405 C^ourse Organization
IN ED 422 History and Philosophy and EvaUiation .
of Industrial and Voc. Ed 3 (3.0) IN ED 425 Teaching Ind. Subj.
IN ED 441 Comp. Lab.
Field Exprr 2 (1,3)
Elective ( Area of Spec. ) 4
15 135 Total Srmrstor Hours
3 (3.0)
6(0,18)
3
3
15
(3.0)
(3.0)
1 To be .elected from the following: Engl 202. 203. 204. 205. 206. 207. 208. 209.
2 Science electives to hv %c\viU-i\ from astronomy. liiolog>'. i hcinistry. ge«log>'. physical
•clencr, physics. At least two fields must \h> reprrsentctl. one »>f which must In* in the
biologicnl sc irncm.
•» ScK iai Sc ien< e electives to be selected from economics, geography, history, philosophy,
political scirncr. psychology, rrligicm. sex iology. At least two fields nuist be rcniresented
with six. but not more than six. hours in one field.
* See adviser for list of approvcrd elective*.
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SCIENCE TEACHING
The program leading to a Bachelor of Science degree in Science
Teaching is designed for students planning to teach biological sci-
ences, chemistry, earth science, mathematical sciences, or physical
sciences on the secondary school level. The required science elec-
tives are included to give some degree of competency in a field
other than the major area.
A student must have a minimum of 130 semester hours of credit
for graduation.
TEACHING AREA: BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
BIOL 103 General Biology I ... 3 (3,0) BIOL 104 General Biology II ... 3 (3,0)
BIOL 105 General Biology Lab. I 1 (0,3) BIOL 106 General Biology Lab. II 1 (0,3)
CH 101 General Chemistry 4 (3,3) CH 112 General Chemistry 4 (3,3)
ED 100 Orientation 1 (1,0) ENGL 102 EngUsh Composition. . 3 (3,0)
ENGL 101 English Composition. . 3 (3,0) MATH 106 Cal. of One Var. I . . 4 (4,0)
MATH 105 Algebra and Trig. . . 5 (5,0) Elective 1
Elective 1 —
— 16
18
SOPHOMORE YEAR
HIST 172 Western Civilization . . 3 (3,0) HIST 173 Western Civilization . . 3 (3,0)
PHYS 207 General Physics I 4 ( 3,2 ) PHYS 208 General Physics II . . 4 ( 3,2
)
Literature Requirement 1 3 (3,0) Literature Requirement i 3 (3,0)
Chemistry Elective 4 Chemistry Elective .... 4
Elective 3 Social Science Elective 3 3
— Elective 1
17
18
JUNIOR YEAR
BOT 202 Survey of Plant Kingdom 4 (3,3) ED 302 Educational Psychology. . 3 (3,0)
ED 301 Principles of American Ed. 3 (3,0) GEN 302 Genetics 4 (3,3)
ZOOL 202 Vertebrate Zoology ... 4 (3,3) MICRO 305 General Microbiology 4 (3,3)
Science Elective 3 MUS 210 Music Appreciation .... 3 (3,0)
Social Science Elective 3 3 Elective 3
17 17
SENIOR YEAR
(Block Schedule—Either Semester)
BOT 421 Plant Physiology 4 (3,3) ED 335 Adol. Growth and Dev. . 3 (3,0)
or ZOOL 459 Syst. Physiology 4 (3,3) ED 412 Directed Teaching 4 6(1,15)
CA AH 303 Evol. of Vis. Arts I . . 3 (3,0) ED 424 Methods and Materials in
ED 458 Health Education 3 (3,0) Secondary School Instruction. . . 3 (3,0)
Major Elective 2 5 ED 498 Teaching Secondary
— School Reading 3 (1,4)
15 —
15
133 Total Semester Hours
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2 Botany, genetics, microbiology, zoology.
3 Economics, philosophy, political science, psychology, religion, sociology.
4 Block schedule must be taken as shown.
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TEACHING AREA: CHEMISTRY
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
BIOL 103 General Biology I ... 3 (3,0) BIOL 104 General Biology II ... 3 (3,0)
BIOL 105 General Biology Lab. I 1 (0,3) BIOL 106 General Biology Lab. II 1 (0,3)
CH 101 General Chemistry 4 (3,3) CH 112 General Chemistry 4 (3,3)
ED 100 Orientation 1 (1,0) ENGL 102 English Composition. . 3 (3,0)
ENGL 101 English Composition. . 3 (3,0) MATH 108 Cal. of One Var. II . 4 (4,0)
MATH 106 Cal. of One Var. I . . 4 (4,0) Elective 1
Elective 1 —
— 16
17
SOPHOMORE YEAR
CH 223 Organic Chemistry ... 3 (3,0) CH 224 Organic Chemistry 3 (3,0)
CH 227 Organic Chemistry Lab . 1 (0,3) HIST 173 Western Civilization .. 3 (3,0)
HIST 172 Western Civilization .. 3 (3,0) Literature Requirement! 3 (3,0)
MATH 206 Calculus of Sev. Var. 4 (4,0) Social Science Elective 2 3
Literature Requirement l 3 (3,0) Elective 4
Elective 1 —
— 16
15
JUNIOR YEAR
CH 313 Quantitative Analysis ... 3 (3,0)
ED 301 Principles of American Ed. 3 (3,0)
PHYS 207 General Physics I .... 4 (3,2)
Social Science Elective 2 3
Elective 5
CH 331 Physical Chemistry 3 (3,0)
CH 339 Physical Chem. Lab. ... 1 (0,3)
ED 302 Educational Psychology . . 3 ( 3,0
)
PHYS 208 General Physics II ... 4 (3,2)
Elective 6
18 17
CA AH 303 Evol. of Vis. Arts
CH 332 Physical Chemistry
.
CH 340 Physical Chem. Lab.
CH 402 Inorganic Chemistry
ED 458 Health Education
.
MUS 210 Music Appreciation
SENIOR YEAR
(Block Schedule—Either Semester)
3 (3,0) ED 335 Adol. Growth and Dev. . 3 (3,0)
3 (3,0) ED 412 Directed Teaching 3 .. 6(1,15)
1 (0,3) ED 424 Methods and Materials in
3 (3.0) Secondary School Instniction. . . 3 (3,0)
3 (3,0) ED 498 Teaching Secondary
3 (3.0) School Reading 3 (1,4)
16
130 Total Semester Hours
15
1 To he selected from the following: Engl 202. 203, 204. 205. 206. 207. 208, 209.
2 Economics, philosophy, political scienc«', psychology, religion, sociology.
3 Block schedule must be taken as showii.
TEACHING AREA: EARTH SCIENCE
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester
BIOL 103 Gtmernl Biology I
BIOL lO", G.iu-ral Biology Lab.
CH 101 Grncral Chemistry .
ED 100 ()rientati<m
KN'f'.L 101 Knttlish Composition
MATH 101 Finite Probability 2 .
Elective
Second Semester
(3,0) BIOL 104 Ginernl Biology II . . 3 (3.0)
(0.3) BIOL 106 C;eneral Biologv Lnb. H 1 (0.3)
(3.3) CM 102 (;«neTnl (:henustr\' .4 (3,3)
(1.0) ENGL 102 English Composition 3 (3.0)
(3.0) MATH 102 Intro, to Math. Anal. 3 (3,0)
(3,0) Elective 2
16
CEOL 101 Phy»icnl C^oIogy
HIST 172 Wrnfrm Civilizotion
I'HYS 207 Ciniral I'hv*in I . ,
Litrrntnri- Mr<|nimnn»l I
Sfx-inl Sti«ni( «• Kli( tive 3 ....
Elective
SOPHOMORE YEAR
(3.2)
(3.0)
(3.2)
(3.0)
GEOL 102 Historical Geology . 4 (3.3)
HIST 173 W.xtem Civilization 3 (3.0)
PHYS 20H Grnirnl Physics H . 4 (3.2)
Litrriituff Ke<nnrenu'nt 1 3 (3,0)
KIcttivc 4
Ti
IH
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JUNIOR YEAR
ASTR 101 Solar Sys. Astr 3 (3,0)
or ASTR 102 Stellar Astr 3 (3,0)
ED 301 Principles of American Ed. 3 (3,0)
GEOL 306 Mineralogy 3 ( 2,3
)
MATH 203 Elem. Stat. Inference 3 (3,0)
Elective 4
16
ED 302 Educational Psychology . . 3 ( 3,0
)
GEOL 405 Geomorphology 4 ( 3,3
PHYS 240 Physics of the Weather 3 (3,0)
Science Elective 3
Social Science Elective 3 3
16
SENIOR YEAR
(Block Schedule—Either Semester)
CA AH 303 Evol. of Vis. Arts I . . 3 (3,0) ED 335 Adol. Growth and Dev. . 3 (3,0)
ED 458 Health Education 3 (3,0) ED 412 Directed Teaching 4 6(1,15)
MUS 210 Music Appreciation .... 3 (3,0) ED 424 Methods and Materials in
Science Elective 3 Secondary School Instruction. . . 3 (3,0)
Elective 3 ED 498 Teaching Secondary
— School Reading 3 ( 1,4
15 —
15
130 Total Semester Hours
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2 Prerequisite: Satisfactory score on the Mathematics Test, Level II or permission of
instructor.
3 Economics, philosophy, political science, psychology, religion, sociology.
4 Block schedule must be taken as shown.
TEACHING AREA: MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester
BIOL 103 General Biology I ... 3 (3,0)
BIOL 105 General Biology Lab. I 1 (0,3)
CH 101 General Chemistry
.
ED 100 Orientation
ENGL 101 English Composition.
MATH 106 Cal. of One Var. I .
Elective
17
3,3)
(1.0)
(3,0)
(4,0)
Second Semester
BIOL 104 General Biology II ... 3 (3,0)
BIOL 106 General Biology Lab. II 1 (0,3)
CH 102 or 112 General Chemistry 4 (3,3)
ENGL 102 English Composition.. 3 (3,0)
MATH 108 Cal. of One Var. II . 4 (4,0)
Elective 1
16
SOPHOMORE YEAR
HIST 172 Western Civilization . . 3
MATH 206 Calculus of Sev. Var. 4
PHYS 207 General Physics I ... 4
Literature Requirement i 3
Elective 2
16
(3,0)
(4,0)
(3,2)
(3,0)
COMP SC 205 Elem. Comp. Prog. 3 (3,0)
HIST 173 Western Civilization . . 3 (3,0)
PHYS 208 General Physics II ... 4 (3,2)
Literature Requirement i 3 (3,0)
Elective 4
17
JUNIOR YEAR
ED 301 Principles of American Ed. 3 (3,0)
MATH 301 Statistical Theory and
Methods I 3 (3,0)
MATH 308 College Geometry ... 3 (3,0)
Science Elective 3
Social Science Elective 3 3
ED 302 Educational Psychology . . 3 (3,0)
MATH 408 Topics in Geometry . . 3 (3,0)
MATH 411 Linear Algebra 3 (3,0)
Science Elective 3
Social Science Elective 3 3
Elective 2
15 17
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SENIOR YEAR
(Block Schedule—Either Semester)
CA AH 303 Evol. of Vis. Arts I .. 3 (3,0) ED 335 Adol. Growth and Dev. . 3 (3.0)ED 458 Health Education 3 (3,0) ED 412 Directed Teaching 4 6(1,15)MATH 412 Intro, to Modem ED 424 Methods and Materials in
Algebra 3 (3,0) Secondary School Instruction. . . 3 (3,0)MUS 210 Music Appreciation 3 (3,0) ED 498 Teaching Secondary
Mathematics Elective 2 6 School Reading 3 (1,4)
18 15
131 Total Semester Hours
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2 Suggested electives: Comp Sc 205, Math 405, 409, 452, 453, 454.
3 Economics, philosophy, political science, psychology, religion, sociology.
4 Block schedule must be taken as shown.
TEACHING AREA: PHYSICAL SCIENCES
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester
BIOL 103 General Biology I. . .
BIOL 105 General Biology Lab.
CH 101 General Chemistry . . . .
ED 100 Orientation
ENGL 101 English Composition.
MATH 105 Algebra and Trig.
Elective 1
18
Second Semester
(3,0) BIOL 104 General Biology II ... 3 (3,0)
(0,3) BIOL 106 General Biology Lab. II 1 (0,3)
(3,3) CH 102 or 112 General Chemistry 4 (3,3)
(1,0) ENGL 102 Enghsh Composition.. 3 (3,0)
(3,0) MATH 106 Cal. of One Var. I . . 4 (4,0)
(5,0) Elective 1
16
SOPHOMORE YEAR
HIST 172 Western Civilization . . 3 (3,0) CH 201 General Chemistry 4 (3,3)
PHYS 207 General Physics I 4 (3,2) HIST 173 Western Civilization . . 3 (3,0)
Literature Requirement! 3 (3,0) PHYS 208 General Physics II ... 4 (3,2)
Science Elective 4 Literature Requirement i 3 (3,0)
Elective 3 Elective 3
17 17
JUNIOR YEAR
ASTR 101 Solar System Astronomy 3
ED 301 Principles of American Ed. 3
GEOL 101 Physical Geology 4
Social Science Elective 2 3
Elective 3
16
(3,0) ASTR 102 Stellar Astronomy ... 3 (3.0)
(3,0) ED 302 Educational Psychology . . 3 (3,0)
(3,2) GEOL 102 Historical Geology ... 4 (3,3)
PHYS 460 Contemporary Physics
for High School Teachers 3 (3,0)
Social Science Elective 2 3
16
CA AH 303 Evol. of Vis. Arts I . 3
ED 458 Health Education 3
MUS 210 Music Appreciation .... 3
Science Elective 6
SENIOR YEAR
(Block Schedule—Either Scvxcstcr)
(3.0)
(3.0)
(3.0)
15
ED 335 Adol. Growth and Dev. . 3 (3.0)
ED 412 Dirtded Ttaching 3 6(1,15)
ED 424 Methods and Materials in
Srcondary School Instruction. . . 3 (3.0)
ED 498 Traching Secondarv-
School Reading 3 (1,4)
130 Total Semester Hours
15
1 To be «-lritrd from thr following: Engl 202. 203. 201. 2().'>. 206. 207. 208. 209.
'.' Economics, philosophy. poUtical scu-nc**. psythology. religion. .\(uii)logy.
a Blink ichcdiilc must Ik- taken a.s shown ui either .semeNter of the tenior year.
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
The College of Engineering offers professional curricular programs
and programs in both Engineering Analysis and Engineering Tech-
nology. Each of the programs offered leads to a wide range of
career opportunities and serves as preparation for further study at
the graduate level.
Professional Curricula. Six, four-year professional-oriented cur-
ricula are offered by the College of Engineering; namely, Agricul-
tural Engineering, Ceramic Engineering, Chemical Engineering,
Civil Engineering, Electrical Engineering, arid Mechanical Engi-
neering. Each of these professional curricula is accredited by the
Engineers' Council for Professional Development, the recognized
national accrediting agency for professional curricula in engineer-
ing. The curriculum in Agricultural Engineering is jointly ad-
ministered by the College of Agricultural Sciences and the College
of Engineering.
Although the College of Engineering does not offer specific
options or majors in each of these professional curricula, the in-
struction includes many phases of each respective field. Thus, a
civil engineering student is graduated in civil engineering rather
than structural engineering, highway engineering, sanitary engi-
neering, or other such options. However, a student who wishes to
study within the areas encompassed by these options will find ade-
quate courses within the Civil Engineering curriculum to prepare
himself for work in any of these areas. In the same way the other
engineering curricula include thorough education in various phases
of the field of specialization without overemphasizing one phase to
the neglect of others. The professional curricula lead to a Bachelor
of Science degree in the specific professional area.
The courses required in all professional curricula and the Engi-
neering Analysis curriculum for the freshman year are as follows:
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
CH 101 General Chemistry 4 (3,3) ENGL 102 English Composition.. 3 (3,0)
ENGL 101 English Composition. . 3 (3,0) Hiunanistic—Social Elective 3
ENGR 180 Engineering Concepts. 3 (2,2) or ENGR 180 Engr. Concepts.. 3 (2,2)
or Humanistic-Social Elective . 3 MATH 108 Gal. of One Var. H . 4 (4,0)
MATH 106 Gal. of One Var. I . . 4 (4,0) PHYS 122 Phys, with Gal. I 3 (2,2)
Elective 2 Basic Science l 3-4
— Elective 1
16
17-18
1 Agricult\iral Engineering students should consult adviser. Ceramic Engineering students
may take either Gh 102 or 112. Chemical Engineering students are required to take Gb
112. Mechanical Engineering students are required to take Gh 102.
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Engineering Analysis Curriculum: ^ This curriculum is a four-year
engineering science-oriented course of study. Its objectives are
twofold. These are (1) to prepare a student for employment in
areas of engineering activity requiring a high level of analytical
competency, and (2) to provide a flexible undergraduate prepara-
tion for the study of engineering at the graduate level.
The curriculum leads to the Bachelor of Science degree in Engi-
neering Analysis. Requirements for this degree are stated in terms
of subject matter area rather than in terms of specific courses. De-
gree requirements are as follows:
Hours Credit
Area of Concentration 12
Basic Science ( including 8 hours of physics ) 16
Engineering Science (distributed in at least
six engineering science areas) 32
Humanistic-Social Studies 32
Mathematics (including 12 hours of post-calculus mathematics) 24
Electives 22
138
The educational objectives of the program will be met by the
selection of an area of concentration which will be chosen from
several specialty areas offered within the professional engineering
curricula. The selection of specific courses, particularly in the
junior and senior years, will then depend primarily on the choice
of the area of concentration. By judicious selection of courses within
this flexible structure, a student may prepare himself for entry
into the professional schools of law and medicine.
Maximum flexibility within this program is achieved by permit-
ting a student to defer his choice of speciafization until the junior
year or later. Such deferral will then allow students from junior
and senior colleges not offering engineering to transfer into the
program with little or no loss in academic credit.
Engineering Technology Curriculum:' This curriculum is an
Engineers' Council for Professional Development accredited, four-
year, applications-and-job oriented plan of study which leads to a
Bachelor of Science degree in Engineering Technology. It pro-
vides a broad base of fundamentals and their application in the
areas of civil, electrical, mechanical, and industrial engineering tech-
nology. In addition, electives amounting to approximately two
semesters of work permit developing a program to match the stu-
dent's aptitudes and interests as related to industrial and other
employment opportunities. These opportunities are found in such
areas as plant engineering, electrical and mechanical e(|uipment
development, production supervision, industrial jilanning, produc-
1 Additinna] infomintion (»n ]M»th \hr Kixunu'vrma Aniilv>iH und tin* Kiitfiiutrtiin Tith-
DoUjv'v |)rf>^r;itii\ i« a\ .iil.i)ili> fniiii ihn OHur of tha Deaii of Kiii!ini*('rii)U.
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tion methods, technical purchasing and sales, building construction,
quality control, technical personnel management, specification, op-
eration and supervision of plant environmental and energy systems,
equipment maintenance, and technical writing and drawing.
The engineering technologist is typically a practical person in-
terested in applying engineering principles and in organizing people
for industrial production, construction or operation; or in the im-
provement of devices, processes, methods or procedures, as con-
trasted to the engineer whose more indepth, theoretical training
qualifies him more for doing original system design.
Requirements for the Bachelor of Science degree in Engineering
Technology are as follows:
Hours Credit
Basic Science and Mathematics (including statistics, computer
programming, and an elective) 25
Technical Core 35
Technical Specialty 25
Communications, Humanities, and Social Sciences (including
electives) 24
Approved Electives 11
Electives 10
130
The Engineering Technology program is designed to educate
both regular four-year students and transfer students from com-
munity colleges and technical education colleges.
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING
The graduate in Agricultural Engineering with broad training in
mathematics, physics, chemistry, and the biological sciences as
well as comprehensive coverage of the engineering sciences is well
equipped to apply engineering to many functions affecting the well-
being of mankind. The agricultural engineer is sought by industry
and public service organizations primarily for his ability to apply
engineering know-how to agricultural production and processing
and to the management of land and water resources. Specific areas
of interest include power and machinery, soil and water resources
engineering, electric power and processing, structures and environ-
ment, and food engineering.
The curriculum includes such engineering sciences as mechanics,
fluids, thermodynamics, electrical theory, computing devices, and
systems analyses. The basic agricultural sciences of soil, plants, and
animals are included to provide a foundation for agricultural en-
gineering analysis and design. Also included are the important facets
of energy conversion, engineering properties of biological materials,
research methods, and use of economy and integrity in design.
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Graduate programs lead to the Master of Science, Master of
Engineering, and the Doctor of Philosophy degrees.
Opportunities for employment of agricultural engineering gradu-
ates include design engineers, research engineers, production en-
gineers, or as sales engineers with industry; as teachers, research,
extension, or field engineers with state and federal agencies; en-
gineers in the private sectors; and others.
See page 105 for Freshman Year.
SOPHOMORE YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
AGE 221 Soil and Water AGE 212 Fund, of Mechanization 3 (2,3)
Resources Engineering I 3 (2,3) EM 202 Engr. Mech, (Dynamics) 3 (3,0)
EG 109 Engr. Graphics 2 (1,3) MATH 208 Engineering Math. 1. . 4 (4,0)
EM 201 Engr. Mech. (Statics) . . 3 (3,0) PHYS 222 Phys. with Cal. Ill ... 3 (2,2)
MATH 206 Calculus of Sev. Var. 4 U.O) Plant Science Elective 2 3
PHYS 221 Phys. with Cal. II ... 3 (2,2) Elective 1
Literatxire Requirement i 3 ( 3,0
)
—
Elective 1 17
19
AGE 353 Computational Systems.
AGE 355 Engr. Anal, and Great.
E&CE 307 Basic Elec. Engr
E&CE 309 Elec. Engr. Lab. I . . .
EM 304 Mechanics of Materials . .
ME 311 Engr. Thermo. I
JUNIOR YEAR
AGE 362 Energy Conv. in Ag. Sys. 3
Animal Science Elective 2 3
16
2 (1,3)
2 (1,3)
2 (2,0)
1 (0.2)
(3.0)
(3.0)
(2,3)
AGE 364 Agric. Waste-Management
Systems 2
AGE 433 Design Criteria for Plant
and Animal Environment 2
AGE 465 Engr. Prop, of Biol. Mat. 2
AGRON 202 Soils 3 (2,2)
EM 320 Fluid Mechanics 3 (3,0)
Humanistic—Social Elective 2 . . . . 3
(2,0)
(2,0)
(1.3)
18
SENIOR YEAR
AGE 431 Agric. Structures Design 3 (2.3)
AGE 471 Research I 1 (0.3)
ECON 201 Prin. of Economics 3 (3.0)
or ECON 200 Econ. Concepts 3 (3.0)
Engineering Science Elective 2 ... 3
Mathematics Elective 2 3 ( 3,0
Elective 3
16
AGE 416 Agric. Machinery Design 3 (2,3)
AGE 422 Soil and Water
Resources Engineering II 3 (2,3)
AGE 442 Agric. Process Engr. .. 3 (2.3)
AGE 472 Research II 1 (0.3)
Engineering Science Elective 2 ... 3
Humanistic—Social Elective 2 . . 3
Elective . 2
18
138 Total Semester Hours
a To b<' selected from the following: Engl 202. 203. 204. 205. 206, 207, 208. 209.
2 Elective* to he selected in consultation with adviser.
Note: Agricultural Engineering curriculum is iointly odministered by the College ol
Engineering and the Colk-ge of Agricultural Sciences.
CERAMIC ENGINEERING
Window glass, iinplaiitablo teeth, brick, ceramic bones, nuclear fuel,
radomcs, solid-stal<' electronic devices, and !)athrooni fixtures are
ilkistrations of the variety of products of the nuihil)ini()n-dollar
ceramic industry. Ceramic engineers are engineers to this industry,
providing professional service in research, design, technical sale,
production, and management.
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The curriculum is an engineering curriculum with 75 percent of
the course time devoted to coursework common to all engineers
and 25 percent to specialization in the field of ceramics. The core
courses are in mathematics, basic science, engineering science, hu-
manities, and social sciences. The specialized courses are in non-
metalUc minerals, high-temperature chemistry, thermal processing,
and material characterization.
The curriculum leads to the degree of Bachelor of Science in
Ceramic Engineering. Graduate courses are offered leading to ad-
vanced degrees.
See page 105 for Freshman Year.
SOPHOMORE YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
CRE 201 Intro, to Ceramic Engr. 2 (2,0) CRE 202 Ceramic Materials .... 3 (3,0)
CRE 204 Laboratory Procedures. . 1 (0,3) MATH 208 Engineering Math. I. . 4 (4,0)
MATH 206 Calculus of Sev. Var. 4 (4,0) PHYS 222 Phys. with Cal. IH . . 3 (2,2)
PHYS 221 Phys. with Cal. II ... 3 (2,2) Literature Requirement! 3 (3,0)
Literature Requirement l 3 (3,0) Planned Elective 4
Planned Elective 3 Elective 1
Elective 1 —
17
18
JUNIOR YEAR
CH 331 Physical Chemistry 3 (3,0) CRE 302 Thermo-Chemical Cer. . 3 (3,0)
CRE 304 Experiment Design ... 2 (1,3) CRE 309 Research Methods 2 (0,6)
CRE 307 Thermal Process of Cer. 3 (3,0) E&CE 308 Electronics and Electro-
E&CE 307 Basic Elec. Engr 2 (2,0) mechanics 2 (2,0)
E&CE 309 Elec. Engr. Lab. I 1 (0,2) E&CE 310 Elec. Engr. Lab. II . . . 1 (0,2)
EM 201 Engr. Mech. (Statics) . . 3 (3,0) Planned ElecHve 6
Plarmed Elective 3 Elective 3
17 17
SENIOR YEAR
CRE 402 Solid State Ceramics ... 3 (3,0) CRE 403 Glasses 3 (3,0)
EM 304 Mechanics of Materials. . 3 (3,0) ME 304 Heat Transfer 3 (3,0)
Planned Elective 9 Planned Elective 12
Elective 2 —
— 18
17
138 Total Semester Hours
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
Note: Nine credits of planned electives must be taken in humanistic—social science
courses. Nineteen credits of planned electives should be technical courses selected with the
help of class adviser.
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
The Chemical Engineering curriculum is unique in that it is based
on the three sciences of chemistry, physics, and mathematics. As
a result, the traditional chemical-process industries which produce
the industrial chemicals upon which our modem society is based
require large numbers of chemical engineers. In addition, graduates
are avidly sought by industries in many areas of specialized tech-
nology such as nuclear power, fibers and textiles, pharmaceuticals.
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pulp and paper, computers, foods, metals, ceramics, instrumenta-
tion and automatic control, and petroleum. The chemical engineer
is in the forefront of the fight against environmental pollution and
is leading the way in applying engineering technology to the
solution of medical and health-related problems.
The chemical engineering graduate, because of his broad back-
ground in three sciences is uniquely prepared for a wide variety
of careers in which he can apply his abilities and education. By
the judicious use of electives and course selection, and with the
advice and consent of his adviser, a chemical engineering student
may enhance his basic education by the selection of an option de-
signed to further a specific career objective. Such options might
be used to prepare him to enter other professional schools, such
as medicine, dentistry, or law.
See page 105 for Freshman Year.
SOPHOMORE YEAR
First Semester
CH 223 Organic Chemistry 3 (3,0)
CHE 201 Intro, to Chem. Engr. . . 3 (2,2)
EG 109 Engr. Graphics 2 (1,3)
MATH 206 Calculus of Sev. Var. 4 (4,0)
PHYS 221 Phys. with Cal. II ... 3 (2,2)
Literature Requirement l 3 (3,0)
Elective 1
19
Second Semester
CH 224 Organic Chemistry 3
CH 229 Organic Chemistry Lab. . 1
CHE 210 Process Modeling and
Numerical Methods 3
EM 201 Engr. Mech. (Statics) .. 3
MATH 208 Engineering Math. I . . 4
Literature Requirement l 3 ( 3,0
)
Elective 1
18
(3.0)
(0.3)
(3.0)
(3,0)
(4.0)
JUNIOR YEAR
CH 331 Physical Chemistry 3 (3,0)
CH 339 Physical Chemistry Lab.. 1 (0,3)
CHE 301 Unit Op. Theory I 3 (3.0)
E&<::E 307 BiLsic Elcc. Engr 2 (2,0)
E&CE 309 EIi>c. Engr. Lab. I
EM 304 Mech. of Materials . .
1 (0,2)
3 (3,0)
MATH 309 Engineering Math, II 3 (3,0)
EUc-tive .3
19
CH 332 Physical Chemistry 3 (3,0)
CH 340 Physical Chemistry Lab.. 1 (0,3)
CHE 302 Unit Op. Theory II . . 3 (3.0)
CHE 306 Unit Op. Lab. I 2 (1,3)
CHE 331 Chem. Engr. Thermo. 13 (3,0)
CHE 353 Process Dymmiics .... 3
Humimistic—Social Elective 3
18
(3,0)
SENIOR YEAR
CHE 403 Unit Op. Theory III ...
CHE 407 Unit Op. I^»b. II
('HE -121 Process Dev.. Design and
(>ptiini/.n. of Chem. Engr. Sys. I
CllK 430 f:hem. Engr. Thermo. II
C:HK IK) Sniicir Ins|H-(-tion Trip
.
(.IIK 4.'5() Chem. Engr. Kinetics . .
Humanistic—Social Elective 3
18
(3,0) CHE 401 Tnins. Phenomena
(1,6) CHE 422 Process Dev.. Design and
Optimi/.a. of Chem. Engr. Sys. II
(2.3) C:HK 119 S(i. of Engr. Materials .
(3,0) PHYS 222 Phys. with Cal. Ill ...
Iliiinanistic—Social Elective . .
(3.0) EUttive
Ill Total Semester Hours
3 (3,0)
3 (0.9)
3 (3.0)
3 (2.2)
3
3
18
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202. 203. 204. 205. 206. 207. 208. 209.
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CIVIL ENGINEERING
Civil engineering involves the planning, design, construction, main-
tenance, and use of facilities and systems to control and improve
the environment for modern civilization. Civil engineering is the
broadest of the engineering professions, being the stem from which
most other branches of engineering have developed.
The program in Civil Engineering leads to the Bachelor of Sci-
ence degree and is designed to equip the graduate with a knowl-
edge of basic science, engineering science, and engineering design.
The civil engineering graduate is prepared to work immediately
upon graduation in practically any of the areas of the profession.
These include traffic and transportation engineering, structural en-
gineering, construction, soils and foundation engineering, ocean
and coastal engineering, airphoto interpretation, hydrology, public
works engineering, and others. The engineering student is also
educated in the humanities, social sciences, and in economic issues.
A concerned society demands economy as well as realistic con-
sideration of the resulting human benefits of the engineer's en-
deavors.
Graduates are encouraged to become registered engineers and
to continue their education throughout their professional careers.
Many students find that programs in Civil Engineering provide
excellent preparation for careers in technical sales and management.
See page 105 for Freshman Year.
SOPHOMORE YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
CE 201 Surveying 3 (2,3) EG 110 Engr. Design Graphics 2 . 2 (1,3)
EM 201 Engr. Mech. (Statics) . . 3 (3,0) EM 304 Mechanics of Materials . 3 (3,0)
MATH 206 Calculus of Sev. Var. 4 (4,0) EM 305 Mech. of Materials Lab. 1 (0,3)
PHYS 221 Phys. with Gal. II ... 3 (2,2) MATH 208 Engineering Math. I. . 4 (4,0)
Literature Requirement! 3 (3,0) PHYS 222 Phys. with Gal. Ill . . 3 (2,2)
Elective 1 Literature Requirement i 3 ( 3,0
)
— Elective 1
17 —
17
JUNIOR YEAR
CE 205 Civil Engr. Comp. Ap. . . 3 (2,2) CE 302 Structural Steel Design . . 3 (2,2)
CE 301 Structural Analysis I ... 3 (2,2) CE 310 Transportation Engr. ... 4 (3,2)
CE 320 Intro, to Cons. Materials. . 3 (2,3) ECON 200 Economic Concepts . . 3 (3,0)
CRE 310 Intro, to Material Sci. . . 3 (3,0) EM 320 Fluid Mechanics 3 (3,0)
EM 202 Engr. Mech. (Dynamics) 3 (3,0) EM 322 Fluid Mechanics Lab. ... 1 (0,3)
ENGL 314 Technical Writing ... 3 (3,0) E&CE Elective 3
18 17
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SENIOR YEAR
CE 330 Soil Mechanics 3 (2,2) CE 402 Reinforced Concrete
CE 421 Hydrology 3 (3,0) Design 3 (2,2)
CE 424 Intro, to Const. Engr. ... 3 (3,0) CE 425 Engineering Relations ... 3 (3,0)
Humanistic—Social Elective 3 3 CE 499 Civil Engr. Design Proj. . . 3 (2,3)
Technical Elective 2-3 6 ESE 401 Environ. Engr 3 (3,0)
ME 311 Engineering Thermo. I . . 3 (3,0)
Technical Elective 3 3
18
138 Total Semester Hours
18
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2 Students enrolled in the ROTC program may substitute advanced ROTC courses for EG
110 and 3-credit hours of Technical Electives.
3 Each class adviser has a list of approved electives from which students may make
selection. Any exceptions to this list must have the approval of the Department Head.
Note: The first and second semesters of the senior year are interchangeable.
ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Responsibilities of the electrical and engineering profession range
from highly analytical problem solving to detailed design. The
department's name—Electrical and Computer Engineering—is in-
tended to emphasize both the close relationship of computers to
all phases of the profession and the major role that computers play
in the curriculum at Clemson.
Systems, electronic networks, and electromagnetic fields provide
the core curriculum areas. These fundamental studies in analysis
and experimentation receive further development in elective
courses. Humanistic-social electives provide the graduate with the
ability to address himself to the "why" of engineering as well as
the 'Tiow."
Students who are interested in communications study information
theory, electromagnetic theory, switching circuits, and electronics.
Technological innovations in electronics have resulted in increas-
ingly complex solid-state components—the transistor, integrated
circuit, and LSI component. The electronics emphasis includes
solid-state devices and circuits and integrated circuit technology.
The department offers courses in real-time computing, computer
language structures, theory and design of digital computers, com-
putation and simulation of physical systems, and infonnation pro-
cessing and data handling.
Energy systems analysis and energy conversion is appropriate
for students who plan to work for electric utilities, electrical cciuip-
ment manufactures, or companies which are large users of electrical
energy.
Engineering 113
See page 105 for Freshman Year.
SOPHOMORE YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
E&CE 201 Logic and Comp. Dev. 3 (1,4)
ECON 200 Economic Concepts . . 3 (3,0)
or ECON 201 Prin. of Econ. . . 3 ( 3,0
)
MATH 206 Calculus of Sev. Var. 4 (4,0)
PHYS 221 Phys. with Cal. II ... 3 (2,2)
Literature Requirement l 3 ( 3,0
)
Elective 3
19
E&CE 202 Electric Circuits I .... 3 (3,0)
E&CE 203 Electric Circuits Lab. I 1 (0,2)
E&CE 250 Principles of Digital
Computer Systems 3 (3,0)
MATH 208 Engineering Math. I . 4 (4,0)
PHYS 222 Phys. with Cal. Ill . . 3 (2,2)
PHYS 224 Physics Lab. II 1 (0,3)
Elective 3
18
JUNIOR YEAR
E&CE 301 Electric Circuits II . .
E&CE 303 Elec. Circuits Lab. II.
(2,0)
(0,2)
E&CE 320 Electronics I 2 (2,0)
E&CE 325 Electronics Lab. I . . . . 1 (0,2)
E&CE 330 Electrical Sys. Analysis 3 (3,0)
E&CE 340 Electric and Magnetic
Fields I 2 (2,0)
EM 211 Particle Mechanics:
Statics and Dynamics 3 (3,0)
Humanistic—Social Elective 2 . . . . 3
17
E&CE 302 Linear Control Sys. . . 3 (3,0)
E&CE 317 Electrical Sys. Analysis 3 (3,0)
E&CE 321 Electronics II 2 (2,0)
E&CE 326 Electronics Lab. II ... 1
E&CE 341 Electric and Magnetic
Fields II 2
E&CE 420 Power Sys. Analysis I 3
Technical Elective 3 3
17
(0,2)
(2,0)
(3.0)
SENIOR YEAR
E&CE 402 Engr. Projects 4 1 (0,2) E&CE 410 Discrete Sys. Design . 3 (3,0]
E&CE 411 Electrical Systems 1 (0,2) E&CE 451 System Design Project 2 (0,4J
E&CE 422 Electronics III 3 (3,0) Humanistic—Social Elective 2 .... 3
Humanistic—Social Elective 2 . . . . 3 Technical Elective 3 8
Technical Elective 3 9 —
— 16
17 138 Total Semester Hours
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2 These courses must be selected from the departmental list of approved humanistic-social
electives. The courses must be selected so as to satisfy the college sequence requirements.
3 A minimum of six credits of technical electives must be selected from design courses
in the Electrical and Computer Engineering Department. Six credits must be selected from
the engineering sciences.
4 Not required of students who complete the ROTC program.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Mechanical engineers are involved in the solution to mankind's
basic problems: the maintenance and development of food, sheltei,
clothing, health, transportation, and communications. These prob-
lems require that the mechanical engineer be prepared to vv^ork in
a wide variety of areas including bioengineering, energy systems,
environmental and life support systems, propulsion and transporta-
tion systems, food technology, materials processing and manufac-
turing, construction techniques, and maintenance. Their functions
may range from technical management to basic research and de-
velopment, but they all involve innovative problem-solving skills.
In preparing an individual for a 40-45 year professional career,
it is essential to develop the entire person. This involves a balanced
program encompassing the humanities, social sciences, communi-
cative skills, basic sciences, engineering sciences, and laboratory
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and design experience. The student begins with the basic sciences
and communicative skills, progresses through the engineering sci-
ences, and finally applies these principles in such areas as energy
conversion and transfer, mechanical design and system analysis. It
is in this final stage that the student experiences the relevant prob-
lem-solving aspects of engineering.
Most mechanical engineering graduates take positions in industry,
government, or business, but many others continue their formal
education in a graduate program. The Department of Mechanical
Engineering offers study leading to the Master of Engineering,
Master of Science, and Doctor of Philosophy degrees.
See page 105 for Freshman Year.
SOPHOMORE YEAR
First Semester
CRE 310 Intro, to Material Sci. . . 3 (3,0)
EM 201 Engr. Mech. (Statics). . . 3 (3,0)
MATH 206 Calculus of Sev. Var. 4 (4,0)
ME 201 Innovative Design I .... 2 (1,3)
PHYS 221 Phys. with Cal. II ... 3 (2,2)
Literature Requirement i 3 ( 3,0
)
18
Second Semester
EM 202 Engr. Mech. (Dynamics) 3 (3,0)
MATH 208 Engineering Math. I. . 4 (4,0)
ME 202 Innovative Design II ... 3 (2,3)
PHYS 222 Phys. with Cal. Ill . . 3 (2,2)
Literature Requirement i 3 (3,0)
Elective 1
17
E&CE 307 Basic Elec. Engr.
E&CE 309 Elec. Engr. Lab. I
EM 304 Mechanics of Materials
EM 320 Fluid Mechanics ....
ME 301 Engr, Systems Analysis
ME 30.5 Engr. Experimentation
ME 311 Engineering Thermo. I
Humanistic-Social Elective ....
JUNIOR YEAR
2 (2,0) E&CE 308 Electronics and
1 (0,2) Electromechanics 2 {2fi)
3 (3,0) E&CE 310 Elec. Engr. Lab. II ... 1 (0,2)
3 (3,0) ME 302 Dynamic Sys. and Cont. . 3 (3,0)
3 (3,0) ME 304 Heat Transfer 3 (3.0)
1 (0,3) ME 312 Engineering Thermo. II . 3 (3,0)
3 (3,0) ME 313 Instru. and Mea.s 3 (2.3)
3 Elective 3
19 18
SENIOR YEAR
ME 401 Design of Mechanical
System Components 3 (3,0)
ME 405 Kinematics and Dynamics
of Machinery 3 (3,0)
ME 412 Intro, to CJomp. Flow
and Tiirbomachincry 3 (3,0)
ME 413 Thermal Systems Lab. . 1 (0.3)
or ME 414 Mech. Sys. Lab. ... 1 (0,3)
Technit ill Elective
. 3
Iliiinanistic -So( ial Kh-ctive 3
16
ME 402 Innovative Design III . 3 (2.3)
ME 414 Mech. Sys. Lab 1 (0,3)
or ME 413 Thermal Sys. Lab.. 1 (0.3)
Humanistic-Social Elective 3
Technical Elective 6
Elective 3
16
138 Total Semester Hours
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202. 203. 204. 205. 206. 207. 208. 209.
Note: All electivei must be approved in advance by departmental advisers.
COLLEGE OF FOREST AND RECREATION
RESOURCES
The College of Forest and Recreation Resources is concerned with
the management, use, and stewardship of all of our forest resources
and with individual and societal well-being through wise use of
leisure. These two general areas of study offer broad opportunities
in the management of our forest and recreation resources for their
maximum service to present and future generations.
The College of Forest and Recreation Resources offers curricula
designed to prepare students for professional careers in the follow-
ing areas:
1. The Forest Management curriculum prepares graduates for
employment as managers and administrators of forest lands for
production of timber, water, wildlife, esthetic values, and recreation
use.
2. The Wood Utilization curriculum prepares graduates for ca-
reers in the forest products and allied industries in the areas of
production, utilization, and marketing of wood and allied products.
3. The Recreation and Park Administration curriculum prepares
graduates for careers as managers of leisure-service programs such
as those for counties, municipalities, institutions, industries, and
voluntary and youth-serving agencies as well as opportunities within
park systems at the local, state, or federal levels.
FOREST MANAGEMENT
The Forest Management curriculum combines a broad education in
liberal arts and the physical, mathematical, and biological sciences
with the applied forestry sciences needed in the management of the
forest and forest environment for their products and services.
Foresters of professional standing are employed in various capaci-
ties by private concerns and by federal, state, and other public
agencies.
Because of the nature of their education, foresters are quahfied
for a broad spectrum of employment possibilities. They may be
engaged as managers, administrators, or owners of forest lands or
forest-based businesses; as technical specialists in the production
of timber, useable water, wildlife, and esthetic values, and in the
recreational use of the forest; or as professionals in other areas
where the conservation of our natural resources is a matter of con-
cern. Foresters earning advanced degrees find employment in aca-
demic work and in research conducted both by public and private
agencies.
The undergraduate curriculum provides a strong program in the
basic knowledge and skills required of a professional forester. The
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curriculum is also designed to provide the necessary prerequisites
for those students that desire to continue in graduate study. The
Department of Forestry oflFers graduate programs that lead to a
Master of Science in Forestry or a Master of Forestry degree.
The Forest Management curriculum is accredited by the Society
of American Foresters.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester
BIOL 103 General Biology I ... 3 (3,0)
BIOL 105 General Biology Lab.. . 1 (0,3)
CH 101 General Chemistry 4 (3,3)
ENGL 101 English Composition.. 3 (3,0)
FOR 101 Introduction to Forestry 1 (1,0)
MATH 106 Cal. of One Var. I
Elective
(4,0)
Second Semester
BIOL 104 General Biology U ... 3 (3,0)
CH 102 General Chemistry 4 (3,3)
EG 105 Engineering Drawing ... 2 (1,3)
ENGL 102 English Composition . 3 (3,0)
FOR 102 Introduction to Forestry 1 (1,0)
MATH 108 Cal. of One Var. H 4 (4,0)
Elective 1
17 18
SOPHOMORE YEAR
AGRON 202 Soils 3 ( 2,2
)
ECON 201 Principles of Economics 3
FOR 205 Dendrology 4
PHYS 207 General Physics I 4
Literature Requirement i 3 (3,0)
Elective 1
(3.0)
(3,3)
(3,2)
CE 201 Surveying 3 (2,3)
COMP SC 205 Elem. Comp. Prog. 3 (3,0)
ENGL 301 PubUc Speaking 3 (3,0)
FOR 206 Silvics 4 (3,3)
GEOL 219 Geology for Foresters. 3 (3,0)
Elective 1
18 17
FORESTRY SUMMER CAMP
FOR 251 Forest Plants 2
FOR 252 Forest Engineering 2
FOR 253 Forest Mensuration 4
FOR 254 Forest Products 1
JUNIOR YEAR
EX ST 301 Introductory Statistics 3 (2,2) BOT 421 Plant Physiology 4 (3,3)
FOR 301 Forest Entomology .. 3 (2,3) FOR 302 Forest Mensuration ... 3 (2,3)
FOR 308 Aerial Photos in For. . 3 (2,3) FOR 304 Forest Economics 3 (3,0)WB 412 Wildlife Management . 3 (2.3) FOR 306 Wood and Wood Fiber
Social Science Elective 3 Identification 2 (1,3)
Emphasis Area 3 FOR 310 Silviculture 4 (3,3)
18 16
SENIOR YEAR
FOR 407 Forest Pathology 3
FOR 417 Forest Mgt. and Reg. . 4
FOR 420 Forest Products 2
POL SC 101 Amer. Natl. Govt.. . 3
Emphasis Area 6
(2,3)
(3.3)
(2.0)
(3,0)
FOR 401 Logging and Milling . 3
FOR 412 Fori'st Protection 2
FOR 414 Management Plans .1
FOR 416 Forest Policy and Admin. 2
FOR 418 Forest Valuation 3
Elective 6
18
17
148 Total Semester Hours
(2.3)
(2.0)
(0.3)
(2.0)
(3.0)
1 To be ielectcd from the following. Engl 202. 203. 204. 205. 206. 207. 20H. 209.
SotM: The emphasis arras are Forest Management. Forest Economics and Marketing,
Forwt Biology. Forest Wildlife Management, Forest Recreation. Forest Harvesting, Forest
iBfttMOOet. Forest Protec-tion. Forest Biometrics. Forest SoiU. Humanities, and W'ood Util-
ixatioo. The ttudrnt »rl«n t% (inr of thrsr wnd in consultation with an academic adviser
•cbedulet approved courses for that partiitilnr emphasis area.
No credit will be allowed in the Forest Managrntent curriculum for Engl 100 or Math
100 to satisfy raqolmiMOti for graduation.
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WOOD UTILIZATION
The Wood Utilization curriculum combines a broad education in
the sciences and humanities. Emphasis in the professional courses
is placed on the role of wood as a basic forest resource. Graduates
are employed by wood-using industries and their suppliers, re-
search laboratories, trade associations, and state and federal or-
ganizations.
The core curriculum allows for emphases in three areas of special-
ization: Wood Science, Wood Industries Management, and Forest
Management. Wood Science deals with the properties and process-
ing of wood, wood fiber, and products derived from wood. Wood
Industries Management prepares students for the managerial as-
pects of forest products industries, including marketing and tech-
nical services. Twelve credit hours, Usted as emphasis areas in the
core curriculum qualify a student as a participant in one of the
two areas. The area of interest could be explored in more depth
through use of the remaining elective credits.
Successful completion of the curriculum leads to a Bachelor of
Science degree in Wood Utilization. Graduate programs leading to
the Master of Science and Master of Forestry degrees with a
specialization in Wood Utilization are also oflFered.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester
BIOL 103 General Biology I ... 3
BIOL 105 General Biology Lab. . 1
CH 101 General Chemistry 4
ENGL 101 English Composition , 3
FOR 101 Introducton to Forestry 1
MATH 106 Cal. of One Var. I . 4
Elective 1
17
Second Semester
(3,0) CH 102 General Chemistry 4 (3,3)
(0,3) EG 105 Engineering Drawing ... 2 (1,3)
(3,3) ENGL 102 English Composition.. 3 (3,0)
(3,0) FOR 102 Introduction to Forestry 1 (1,0)
(1,0) MATH 108 Cal. of One Var. II 4 (4,0)
(4,0) POL SC 101 Amer. Nati. Govt. . . 3 (3,0)
Elective 1
18
SOPHOMORE YEAR
FOR 205 Dendrology 4 (3,3)
FOR 421 Wood Properties I 3 (2,3)
PHYS 207 General Physics I 4 (3,2)
Literature Requirement i 3 ( 3,0
)
Approved Elective 3
Elective 1
18
CH 201 General Chemistry 4 (3,3)
ECON 201 Principles of Economics 3 (3,0)
FOR 422 Wood Properties II 3 (2,3)
PHYS 208 General Physics II ... 4 (3,2)
Literature Requirement l 3 (3,0)
Elective 1
18
JUNIOR YEAR
COMP SC 205 Elem. Comp. Prog. 3 (3,0) FOR 302 Forest Mensuration ... 3 (2,3)
EX ST 301 Introductory Statistics 3 (2,2) FOR 304 Forest Economics 3 (3,0)
FOR 305 Elements of Forestry . . 2 (2,0) FOR 306 Wood and Wood Fiber
FOR 307 Elements of Forestry Lab 1 (0,3) Identification 2 (1,3)
FOR 427 Wood Processing I 3 (2,3) FOR 428 Wood Processing II ... 3 (2,3)
Elective 6 Emphasis Area 6
18 17
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SENIOR YEAR
FOR 419 Senior Problems 3(1-3,0) ENGL 301 Public Speaking 3 (3,0)
FOR 420 Forest Products 2 (2,0) FOR 401 Logging and Milling . . 3 (2,3)
FOR 425 Wood Chemistry 3 (2,3) FOR 411 Harvest Forestry Prod. .. 3 (2,3)
FOR 429 Wood Design 3 (2,3) IM 304 Stat. Quality Control 3 (3,0)
Emphasis Area 6 Approved Elective 5
17 17
140 Total Semester Hours
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
Notes: The emphasis areas are Wood Industries Management, Wood Science, and Forest
Management. The student selects one of these and in consultation with an academic adviser
schedules approved courses for that particular emphasis area.
No credit will be allowed in the Wood Utilization curriculum for Engl 100 or Math 100
to satisfy requirements for graduation,
RECREATION AND PARK ADMINISTRATION
The curriculum in Recreation and Park Administration prepares
students for a variety of careers in leisure-service agencies. The
undergraduate curriculum is designed to provide a broad exposure
to the social, physical and biological sciences as well as develop
the basic knowledge and skills required to manage and administer
leisure-service resources.
Flexibility within the curriculum is achieved by permitting the
student to select coursework from among several emphasis areas
that include Community Leisure Services, Recreation Resource
Management, and Therapeutic Recreation. The latitude in selection
permits maximum accommodation of the individual student's in-
terests and professional career objectives.
Graduate study leading to a Master of Recreation and Park
Administration degree is also offered by the Department.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
BIOL 103 General Biology I . . 3 (3,0) BIOL 104 General Biology II ... 3 (3.0)
ENGL 101 English Composition . 3 (3,0) ENGL 102 English Composition 3 (3.0)
HIST 102 History of the U.S. .3 (3,0) MATH 101 Finitt- Probability .3 (3.0)
POL SC 101 Amer. Natl. Govt. . . 3 (3,0) Rl'A 102 Issues in Leisure Ser. . 3 (3,0)
RPA 101 Intro, to Leisure Ser. . . 3 (3,0) RPA 205 Leisure Programs I ... 3 (2,3)
Elective 1 Elective 1
16 16
SOPHOMORE YEAR
PSYCH 201 Gc-nrral Psychology 3 (3.0) KCON 200 Economic Concepts 3 (3.0)
RPA 203 IVrsonal and Omi. Health 3 (3.0) HUM 201 or 202 Intro, to Hum. 3 (3.0)
RPA 20fl lA'imiTv Programs II . 1 (0,3) RPA 207 L.-isuro Pr.)gram.s HI 1 (0.3)
Literature R«|uirement 1 3 (3,0) SOC: 201 Sociological Penpective. 3 (3,0)
Science Elective 2 4 Science Requirement 2 4
Elective 3 Elective 2
17 le
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JUNIOR YEAR
ENGL 301 Public Speaking .... 3 (3,0) RPA 321 Recreation Admin. ... 3 (3,0)
RPA 308 Leadership and Group RPA 330 Intro, to Environmental
Processes in Recreation 3 (3,0) Interpretation 3 (3,0)
RPA 311 Therapeutic Recreation 3 (3,0) Emphasis Area 3 6
Emphasis Area 3 6 Elective 4
15 16
SUMMER
RPA 405 Field Training in Recreation 8 ( 0,24
)
SENIOR YEAR
RPA 403 Elements of Recreation RPA 410 Meth. of Rec. Research II 3 (3,0)
and Park Plaiming 3 ( 2,3
)
Emphasis Area 3 10
RPA 409 Meth. of Rec. Research I 3 (3,0) Elective 2
Emphasis Area 3 8 —
Elective 2 15
16 135 Total Semester Hours
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2 Two-semester sequences in astronomy, chemistry, geology, physical science, physics,
or Zool 220. 221.
3 The emphasis areas in the Department of Recreation and Park Administration include
Conununity Leisure Services, Recreation Resource Management, and Therapeutic Recreation.
The student selects one of these areas and in consultation with an academic adviser schedules
the required and approved courses for that particular emphasis area.
COLLEGE OF INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT
AND TEXTILE SCIENCE
The programs of the College of Industrial Management and Tex-
tile Science embrace three major areas: teaching, research, and
public service. The College is responsible for seven graduate pro-
grams (two in cooperation with other administrative units), nine
undergraduate programs, and a series of professional development
courses for business and industry. The undergraduate curricula
are in the areas of Accounting, Administrative Management, Eco-
nomics, Financial Management, Industrial Management, Textile
Chemistry, Textile Science, and Textile Technology. These cur-
ricula are designed to prepare the students for a variety of careers,
as well as to furnish an education on which to build for a lifetime.
The curricula recognize the need for an understanding of the basic
principles of science and appreciation for the nature of human
beings, and the comprehension of the economic, political, and so-
cial environment. Flexibility in course selection and choice of areas
for emphasis is made possible by secondary concentrations and
minors as indicated.
ACCOUNTING
This curriculum leads to the Bachelor of Science degree in Account-
ing. The degree program is accredited by the American Assembly
of Collegiate Schools of Business and is designed to prepare
students for professional careers in accounting and management.
The major study of accounting is well supported by sequential
courses in English, mathematics, management, economics, and
sociology.
The graduate in Accounting is well prepared for entrance in
law school, graduate school, or the practice of accountancy, either
public, private, or governmental. The study of accounting in
preparation for a career in other areas of management will pro-
vide mastery over an essential tool which reinforces experience
and judgment in the decision-making process.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
ECON 201 Principlpsof E(onomics 3 (3.0) KCON 202 Prim ipU-s of Kccmomics 3 (3.0)
ENGL 101 EnRlish Composition .. 3 (3,0) ENGL 102 English Composition 3 (3.0)
MATH 106 Cal. of One Var. 1.4 (4.0) MATH 108 Cal. of One Var. U . 4 (4.0)
S(K: 201 SfM ioloRical Pcni>ective . 3 (3,0) Scioiu-f Elt-ctivo 2 4 (3,3)
Scif-iur Klrctivf 2 4 (3,3) KUctivc 3
17 17
Sdtr: No ( (irricultim in the Collrjjc of Incltistrial MunaKmnnit and Tcxtilr St irncr lead-
ing to the D.A., B.S., or B.T.T. degree will allow crttlit for rithiT Enjil 100, Math 100 or
105 to be used to Mtisfy requiretnenti for graduation.
120
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SOPHOMORE YEAR
ACCT 201 Principles of Accounting 3 (3,0) ACCT 202 Principles of Accounting 3 (3,0)
MATH 231 Math, of Life Ins. ... 3 (3,0) COMP SC 205 Elem. Comp. Prog. 3 (3,0)
SOC 351 Industrial Sociology ... 3 (3,0) IM 201 Intro, to Ind. Mgt 3 (3,0)
Historv- Elective 3 (3,0) MATH 301 Stat. Theory and Meth.I 3 (3,0)
Literature Requirement 1 3 (3,0) Literature Requirement! 3 (3,0)
— Elective 1
15
16
JUNIOR YEAR
ACCT 301 Intermed. Accounting 3 (3,0) ACCT 302 Intermed. Accounting. 3 (3,0)
ECON 314 Inter. Econ. Theory . . 3 (3,0) ACCT 303 Cost Accounting 3 (3,0)
ENGL 301 Public Speaking 3 (3,0) ENGL 304 Advanced Composition 3 (3,0)
FIX 306 Corporation Finance ... 3 (3,0) LAW 313 Commercial Law .... 3 (3,0)
LAW 312 Commercial Law .... 3 (3,0) IM 308 Principles of Marketing . . 3 (3,0)
Elective 3 —
18
15
SENIOR YEAR
ACCT 305 Income Taxation .... 3 (3,0) ACCT 405 Adv. Federal Taxes . . 3 (3,0)
ACCT 410 Budgeting and ACCT 407 Accounting Research . 1 (1,0)
Executive Control 3 (3,0) IM 402 Operations Planning
ACCT 411 Advanced Accounting 3 (3,0) and Control 3 (3,0)
ACCT 415 Auditing 3 (3,0) IM 415 Business Policy 3 (3,0)
MGT SC 414 Statistical Analysis. . 3 (3,0) Approved Elective 3 3
Approved Elective 3 3 Elective 3
18 16
132 Total Semester Hours
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2 Science elective includes any natural or ph>-sical science.
3 Approved electives consist of (1) the 300- and 400-level courses (for which the
student is eligible) offered by the Department of Accounting and Finance and (2) only
such other courses as the senior class advisers or the department head may approve as
documented by a signed approval to be retained in the departmental file for the individual
student.
Sote: Students who enter the degree program in Accounting after the 1975-76 academic
year are required to earn a grade of C or higher in all prerequisite accounting courses in
order to be eligible for enrollment in the next higher-level accounting course.
Math 100 and 105 (Math 105 was formerly Math 103 and 104) credits may not be
counted in computing the minimum number of credit hours required for graduation with
a B.S. in Accounting degree.
ADMINISTKAXrV^ MANAGEMENT
The Bachelor of Science degree in Administrative Management
is designed for those students interested in careers as professional
managers in the less technical areas of management. The program
is accredited by the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of
Business. Such areas include marketing, personnel administration,
purchasing, and public administration at the local, state and
national levels. In addition, the qualified graduate of this curri-
culum will have a background suitable for pursuing graduate study
in such areas as marketing, transportation, finance, and economics,
as well as the behavioral sciences.
The program of study included in the Administrative Manage-
ment curriculum is designed to provide the student with (1) an
appreciation of the social, poHtical, and economic environments in
which business firms must operate; (2) knowledge of the functional
areas of business, their interrelationship and use of analytical meth-
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ods in solving problems; and (3) a facility in the use of mathe-
matics, statistics, and the behavioral sciences in performing man-
agerial functions.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
ENGL 101 English Composition.. 3 (3.0) ECON 201 Principles of Economics 3 (3,0)
HIST 173 Western Civilization... 3 (3,0) ENGL 102 English Composition.. 3 (3,0)
MATH 102 Intro, to Math. Anal.2 3 (3,0) IM 201 Intro, to Ind. Mgt 3 (3,0)
POL SC 101 Amer. Natl. Govt. . . 3 (3,0) MATH 101 Finite ProbabiUty 2 . . 3 (3,0)
Science Elective 3 4 Science Elective 3 4
Elective 1 Elective 1
17 17
SOPHOMORE YEAR
ACCT 201 Principles of Accounting 3 (3,0) ACCT 202 Principles of Accounting 3 (3,0)
ECON 202 Principles of Economics 3 (3,0) COMP SC 205 Elem. Comp. Prog. 3 (3,0)
MATH 203 Elem. Stat. Inference 2 3 (3,0) IM 304 Stat. QuaUty Control ... 3 (3,0)
PSYCH 201 General Psychology.
. 3 (3,0) SOC 201 Sociological Perspective . 3 (3,0)
Literature Requirement i 3 (3,0) Elective 4
Elective 1 —
16
16
JUNIOR YEAR
ACCT 303 Cost Accounting .... 3 (3,0) ACCT 410 Budgeting and
ECON 301 Economics of Labor . 3 (3,0) Executive Control 3 (3,0)
IM 308 Principles of Marketing . 3 (3,0) ENGL 304 Advanced Composition 3 (3,0)
LAW 322 Legal Environ, of Bus. 3 (3,0) FIN 306 Corporation Finance . . 3 (3.0)
MGT SC 310 Intro, to Mgt. Sci. . . 3 (3,0) IM 307 Personnel Management. . 3 (3,0)
Elective 3 Elective 4
18 16
SENIOR YEAR
ENGL 301 Public Speaking 3 (3,0) IM 407 Directed Research 1 (1,0)
IM 402 Operations Planning and or IM 410 Dir. Res. in Marketing I (1.0)
Control 3 (3,0) IM 412 Marketing Management 3 (3.0)
IM 418 Management Inform. Sys. . 3 (3,0) IM 415 Business Policy 3 (3,0)
Management Cation 4 6 IM 499 Computer Utilization II. 1 (1,0)
Approved Elective n 9
15
132 Total Semester Hours
1 To be .selected from the following: Engl 202, 203. 204. 205. 206. 207. 208. 209.
2 Credits earned in Math 106, 108, 301 may be substituted for Math 101, 102, 203 and
elective credits. (Math 100 and 105 are not counted in dt-grt-r rf<iujrenu'nts.
)
3 Any natural or physical scii-nct- course.
4 Managennent Options. In the senior year a student must complete one of two manage-
ment options. To receive credit, at least two courses in the option must l>e completed.
Regional Analysis: IM 404 and 405 or 406.
Logistics: IM 417 and Econ 419 or IM 420.
f> Approved Elective. One course froni each of the three areas listed is r<<|iuri<l for the
nine hours of ai)proved clectives.
Economics: Econ 302. 308. 309, 407, 419, 424.
Marketing: IM 401. 413. 419. 421.
Management: Any senior-level course in the Department of Industrial Management.
Note: Six hours of free electives nuist l>e iu nonbusiness areas.
ADMINLSTRATIVE MANAGEMENT—OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND
HEALTH MAJOR
Th(! Bachelor of Science dej^ree in .Adniiinstrative Management
with Occupational Safety and llcaltli major i.s ch'sipied for tho.so
studcnt-s interested in careers as professional managers. This con-
centration jirovides the sttident with an indej^th knowledge of the
field of occupational safety and health. It prep.ucs the student to
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fulfill industry's increasing need for managers and coordinators of
safety programs. While concentrated, the course of study is de-
signed to prepare students for careers in the less technical areas
of management in the following areas: personnel management,
marketing, purchasing, and public administration at the local, state,
and federal levels. In addition, the qualified graduate of this cur-
riculum will have a background suitable for pursuing graduate
study in such areas as marketing, transportation, finance, business
administration, the behavioral sciences, and economics.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
CH 101 General Chemistry .... 4
or PHY SC 101 Physical Sci. I 4
ENGL 101 English Composition . 3
MATH 102 Intro, to Math. Anal.2 3
POL SC 101 Amer. Natl. Govt.. . 3
History Elective 3 3
Elective 1
17
(3,3) CH 102 General Chemistry ..
(3,2) or PHY SC 102 Physical Sci. II
(3,0) ECON 201 Principles of Economics
(3,0) ENGL 102 English Composition.
(3,0) MATH 101 Finite Probabihty 2
(3,0) Elective
(3,3)
(3,2)
(3,0)
(3,0)
(3,0)
SOPHOMORE YEAR
ACCT 201 Principles of Accounting 3 (3,0) ACCT 202 Principles of Accounting 3 (3,0)ECON 202 Principles of Economics 3 (3,0) COMP SC 205 Elem. Comp. Prog. 3 (3,0)MATH 203 Elem. Stat. Inference 2 3 (3,0) IM 201 Intro, to Ind. Mgt 3 (3,0)
SOC 201 Sociological Perspective . 3 (3,0) PSYCH 201 General Psychology.. 3 (3,0)
Literature Requirement! 3 (3,0) SH 201 Scope of Occupational
Elective 1 Safety and Health 3 (3,0)
16 15
JUNIOR YEAR
FIN 306 Corporation Finance ... 3 (3,0) ECON 301 Economics of Labor . . 3 (3,0)
IM 307 Personnel Management . . 3 (3,0) ECON 306 Risk and Insurance . . 3 (3,0)
MGT SC 310 Intro, to Mgt. Sci.. . 3 (3,0) IM 304 Stat. Quahty Control ... 3 (3,0)
PSYCH 301 Industrial Psychology. 3 (3,0) LAW 322 Legal Environ, of Bus. 3 (3,0)
or SOC 351 Industrial Soc. ... 3 (3,0) SH 302 Industrial Accident Pre-
SH 301 Industrial Accident venHon and Loss Control II ... 3 (3,0)
Prevention and Loss Control I. . 3 (3,0) SH 303 Industrial Health Mgt. . . 3 (3,0)
15 18
SENIOR YEAR
ENGL 301 Public Speaking 3 (3,0) IM 403 Special Problems 1 (1,0)
or ENGL 304 Adv. Composition 3 (3,0) or IM 407 Directed Research . 1 (1,0)
IM 308 Principles of Marketing . 3 (3,0) or IM 410 Dir. Res. in Marketing 1 (1,0)
IM 402 Op. Plan, and Control . . 3 (3,0) IM 415 Business Policy 3 (3,0)
IM 418 Management Inform. Sys. 3 (3,0) IM 499 Computer Utilization II.. 1 (1,0)
SH 401 Fire Protection and Prev. 3 (3,0) SH 404 Industrial Safety Mgt. . . 3 (3,0)
Elective 3 Elective 9
18 17
132 Total Semester Hours
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2 Credits earned in Math 106, 108, 301 may be substituted for Math 101, 102, 203
and elective credits. ( Math 100 and 105 are not counted in degree requirements.
)
3 History elective to be selected from Hist 101, 102, 172, 173.
ECONOMICS
A bachelor's degree in Economics provides a thorough understand-
ing of the economic system and prepares the student for a broad
choice of career opportunities. By combining general education
courses, a minor or option, and a strong major in economics, stu-
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dents can prepare themselves for specialized graduate studies and
careers in business and government.
The Department of Economics offers two degree paths for the
undergraduate. The Bachelor of Arts degree is distinguished by its
emphasis on the language skills and the humanities. A broad choice
of minors is available for this program. The Bachelor of Science
program emphasizes quantitative skills and particular preparation
for careers in business and offers a structiured selection of options.
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ECONOMICS
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
ENGL 101 English Composition.. 3 (3,0) ENGL 102 English Composition.. 3 (3,0)
HIST 172 Western CiviUzation .. 3 (3,0) HIST 173 Western Civilization.. 3 (3,0)
MATH 102 Intro, to Math. Anal.2 3 (3,0) MATH 101 Finite Probability 2 3 (3,0)
Modem Language 4 (3,1) Modem Language 4 (3,1)
Natural Science 3 4 Natural Science 3 4
17 17
SOPHOMORE YEAR
ECON 201 Principles of Economics 3 (3,0) ECON 202 Principles of Economics 3 (3,0)
HIST 101 History of the U.S.4 . 3 (3,0) HIST 102 History of the U.S.4. 3 (3,0)
MATH 203 Elem. Stat. Inference 2 3 (3,0) MATH 106 Gal. of One Var. I 2 4 (4.0)
Literature Requirement 1 3 (3,0) Literature Requirement i 3 (3,0)
Modem Language 3 (3,0) Modem Language 3 (3,0)
Elective 2 Elective 2
I? 18
JUNIOR YEAR
ACCT 200 Basic Accounting .... 3 (3,0) ECON 407 National Income and
or ACCT 201 Prin. of Acct. ... 3 (3,0) Employment Analysis 3 (3,0)
ECON 314 Inter. Econ. Theory. . 3 (3,0) Humanities 5 3
Humanities 6 3 Major c 3
Major 6 3 Minor
«
... 6
Minor 6 3
15
15
SENIOR YEAR
Major 6 Major 6
Minor 6 Elective 10
Approved Elective 6 3 -—
—— 16
15
130 Total Semester Hours
1 To be felected from the following: Engl 202. 203. 204. 205, 206, 207. 208. 209.
zThr sequence Math 101. 102. 203, 106. may be replncrd by Math lOfl, 108, 301.
.1 Two rour»i~i, totaling right hours, from the same .scirnt e arm an* n-quiriul.
4 Student! minoring in i)<>litical sci<'nce, psychohigy. or sociology may substitute Pol So
101 or 201; Piych 201, 263; or Soc 201. 202 for Hist 101, 102.
B To bo selected fnrni English, humanitiiti, modem liuiguage, music, philosophy, religion,
visual studies.
n See drpartmmt nxjuirc-ments.
Notr: Those seeking teacher certification will Iks required to complete more than 130
femrstrr hours.
Twrnty-fonr srrnfntrr hours aUivp the sophomore level are rrquiw*!. including Econ 314
•nd 407. Eton 101 and 203 tlo not count toward the nuijor. Hours for U»e mujor may also
include HUt 306. IM 404, 405, 406. Mgt Sc 311. and SE 484.
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MINOR CONCENTRATIONS
A student pursuing a Bachelor of Arts degree in Economics must
select a minor concentration under one of the options as follows:
1. Secondary or minor concentrations. Accounting (to include
Acct 202, 301, 302, 303, 410), Biological Science, Chemistry, City
and Regional Planning, English, Fine Arts, Geology, History, Math-
ematical Sciences, Modem Languages, Music, Philosophy, Physics,
Political Science, Psychology, Sociology, Speech and Drama, and
Textiles).
Students who consider the Bachelor of Arts curriculum in Eco-
nomics and desire to go into secondary school teaching should elect
to take the degree in Education with a teaching area in Economics.
The courses will be those required for teaching certificates as spe-
cified by the South Carolina Department of Education as well as
those economics courses required for an Economics major.
Specific requirements for most minors may be found under the
section on the College of Liberal Arts and the College of Sciences,
Bachelor of Arts curriculum. Requirements for a major in Education
with a teaching area in Economics are shown under the College of
Education.
A minor in Economics is provided for other degree programs
consisting of 15 hours above the sophomore level which must in-
clude Econ 314 and 407.
2. "Cluster Minor.*' This minor concentration is designed to
allow students a somewhat wider choice of course materials than
is possible with the conventional subject-matter minor. The gen-
eral requirement for the "Cluster Minor" is 15 semester credits in
courses numbered higher than 300 (except where noted diflFer-
ently), chosen according to one of the plans as follows:
Group I Social Sciences ^—history, political science, psychology,
sociology.
Group II Philosophy and Religion.
Group III Administration ^—^accounting, finance, industrial man-
agement, law.
Group IV Life Sciences ^—^biochemistry, botany, genetics, micro-
biology, zoology.
Group V Physical Sciences ^—chemistry, geology, physics.
APPROVED ELECTIVES
A list of approved electives for both degree and quality require-
ments may be obtained from the departmental secretary or from
an adviser.
1 At least two courses must be taken in each subject chosen.
2 No course in the 100 series is acceptable toward the "cluster minor" and not more than
two courses in Uie 200 series. At least two courses must be taken in each subject chosen.
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ECONOMICS
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
ACCT201 Principles of Accounting 3 (3,0) ACCT 202 Principles of Accounting 3 (3,0)ENGL 101 English Composition .. 3 (3,0) ENGL 102 English Composition .. 3 (3,0)
HIST 172 Western Civilization .. 3 (3,0) HIST 173 Western Civilization .. 3 (3,0)MATH 102 Intro, to Math. Anal.3 3 (3,0) MATH 101 Finite ProbabiUty 3 . . 3 (3,0)
Natural Science 2 4 Natural Science 2 4
Elective 1 Elective 1
17 17
SOPHOMORE YEAR
ECON201 Principles of Economics 3 (3,0) ECON 202 Principles of Economics 3 (3,0)MATH 106 Cal. of One Var. I 3 . 4 (4,0) FIN 306 Corporation Finance ... 3 (3,0)
Literature Requirement 1 3 (3,0) Literature Requirement 1 3 (3,0)
Social Science Elective 4 3 Social Science Elective 4 3
Elective 4 Elective 4
17 16
JUNIOR YEAR
COMP SC 205 Elem. Comp. Prog. 3 (3,0) ECON 407 National Income and
ECON 314 Inter. Econ. Theory. . 3 (3,0) Employment Analysis 3 (3,0)
LAW 312 Commercial Law 3 (3,0) MATH 203 Elem. Stat. Inference 3 (3,0)
or LAW 322 Legal Environment or MATH 301 Stat. Theory
of Business 3 (3,0) and Meth. I 3 (3,0)
Major 5 3 Major 5 3
Option 3 Option 3
— Elective 3
15 —
15
SENIOR YEAR
Major 5 6 Major 5 6
Option 6 Option 5-3
Approved Elective 6 Approved Elective 6-8
18 17
132 Total Semester Hours
OPTIONS
Rather than having a minor or secondary concentration as in the
Bachelor of Arts program in Economics, a student in the Bachelor
of Science program selects one of several options. These options
generally consist of 15 hours of a certain core of study. It is felt
that these options might be particularly appealing to certain stu-
dents with definite vocational interests. Also, an appropriately
chosen option would greatly facilitate moving into a Master of
Business Administration program in graduate school or law school.
Students enrolling in the Bachelor of Science program in Eco-
nomics will he given the precise courses required in each of the
following options.
Accounting 7 Management Sctcncr
ACCT 301 Inter. Accoimting 3 (3.0) ACCT 303 Cost A 3 (3.0)
ACCT 302 Inter. Accounting 3 (3.0) or ACCT 30.% ! vatinn 3 (3.0)
ACCT 303 Co«t Accounting 3 (3.0) or LAW 312 < .i Law 3 (3.0)
and ACCT 30% Inromc Tax. 3 (3.0) MOT SC 311 Intro, i. i:< onometric* 3 (3.0)
or ACCT 411 Advanced Acct. 3 (3.0) MCTSC413 Management Sci. I 3 (3.0)
and ACCT 41.% Auditing .3 (3.0) Quantitative Kl«ftive n 6
LAW 313 Commercial I.«w 3 (3.0)
15
15
17
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Computer Science Mathematical Sciences—Statistics
COMP SC 308 Data Processing for ECON 430 Math. Economics 3 (3,0)
Business AppUcations 3 (3,0) or MATH 411 Linear Algebra
. 3 (3,0)MATH 208 Engineering Math. I
. 4 (4,0) MATH 108 Cal. of One Var. II . 4 (4,0)MATH 460 Introduction to MATH 206 Calculus of Sev. Var. 4 (4,0)
Numerical Analysis I 3 (3,0) MATH 405 Stat. Theory and
MATH 461 Introduction to Meth. II 3 (3,0)
Numerical Analysis II 3 (3,0) MATH 452 Linear Programming . 3 (3,'0)
MGTSC311 Intro, to Econometrics 3 (3,0)
16
Environmental Studies Public Administration 8
AG EC 403 Land Economics ... 3 (3,0) POL SC 302 State and Local Govt. 3 (3,0)
BOT 145 Environmental Dynamics 2 (2,0) POL SC 321 Gen. Public Admin.. 3 (3,0)CRD 357 Nat. Res. Economics .. 3 (3,0) POL SC 341 Pol. Sci. Meth 3 (2,1)EN SC 471 Man and His Environ. 2 (2,0) POL SC 422 Prob. of Pub. Admin. 3 (3,0)
EN SC 472 Environ. Plan, and POL SC 423 Municipal Admin. . . 3 (3,0)
Cont 2 (2,0) —
ESE 450 Water Resources Engr. 3 (3,0) 15
15
Social Science Textile Science
HIST 306 Amer. Econ. Develop. . 3 (3,0) TEXT 122 Intro, to Textiles .... 2 (1,3)
POL SC 321 Gen. PubUc Admin. 3 (3,0) TEXT 305 Basic Fibers 3 (3,0)
or POL SC 361 Inter. Politics 3 (3,0) TEXT 306 Yam Formation 3 (3,0)
SOC 351 Industrial Sociology .... 3 (3,0) TEXT 313 Fabric Formation .... 3 (3,0)
Elective 9 6 TEXT 314 Dyeing and Finishing. 3 (3,0)
15
TEXT 475 Textile Marketing .... 3 (3,0)
17
Urban Studies
CA PL 411 Intro, to Cit\' and Regional Planning . . 3 (3,0)
CA PL 421 Urban Social Structure 3 (3,0)
SOC 206 Intro, to Methods of Sociological Research 3 (3,0)
SOC 331 Urban Sociology 3 (3,0)
12
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2 Excluding Phy Sc 101, 102.
3 The sequence of Math 101, 102, 106 may be replaced by Math 106, 108, 206.
4 To be selected from the following: Geog 101, 301, 302, Hist 101, 102, 301, Pol Sc 101,
201, Psych 201, 302, Soc 201, 202. 324, 351.
5 Courses acceptable for major credit include all 300- and 400-level economics courses,
Hist 306, IM 404, 405, Mgt Sc 311, and SE 484.
6 To be selected from the following: Econ 430, IM 404, Mgt Sc 414.
" Students in this option should select Law 312 in lieu of Law 322.
s Pol Sc 101 and 201 are required; Econ 420 and 421 are to be included in the major.
9 Electives to be selected from 300- and 400-level courses in history, political science,
psycholog>-, and sociology.
Note: Twenty-four semester hours above the sophomore level are required, including
Econ 314 and 407. Econ 101 and 203 do not count toward the major. Hours for the
major may also include Hist 306, IM 404, 405, 406, Mgt Sc 311, and SE 484.
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
The degree program for the Bachelor of Science in Financial
Management is accredited by the American Assembly of Col-
legiate Schools of Business. The curriculum provides the student
with a course of study in preparation for a career in such areas
as banking, insurance, brokerage and related activities. The student
should be well prepared to serve on the financial staff of practically
any business firm for the purpose of planning, providing, and
controlling the capital of the firm. This curriculum should also
prepare the student for service in government and agencies and
programs of government. The graduate with this degree should be
adequately prepared for entrance in law or graduate school.
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The coursework consists largely of courses in English, mathe-
matics, accounting, economics, management, and the social sciences.
The special interests of the individual student may be pursued
through elective credit.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
ECON 201 Principles of Economics 3 (3,0) ECON 202 Principles of Economics 3 (3.0)
ENGL 101 English Composition.. 3 (3,0) ENGL 102 English Composition 3 (3,0)
IM 201 Intro, to Ind. Mgt 3 (3,0) MATH 102 Intro, to Math. Anal.2 3 (3,0)
MATH 101 Finite ProbabiUty 2 . . 3 (3,0) PSYCH 201 General Psychology . . 3 (3,0)
POL SC 101 Amer. Natl. Govt. . . 3 (3,0) Elective 4 4
Elective 4 1 —
— 16
16
SOPHOMORE YEAR
ACCT 201 Principles of Accounting 3 (3,0) ACCT 202 Principles of Accounting 3 (3,0)
MATH 203 Elem. Stat. Inference 2 3 (3,0) COMP SC 205 Elem. Comp. Prog. 3 (3,0)
see 201 Sociological Perspective . 3 (3,0) PSYCH 301 Industrial Psychology 3 (3,0)
Literature Requirement! 3 (3,0) or SOC 351 Industrial Socio. . 3 (3,0)
Elective 4 4 Literature Requirement l 3 (3,0)
— History Elective 3 (3,0)
16 Elective 4 3
18
JUNIOR YEAR
ACCT 301 Intermed. Accounting. 3 (3,0) ACCT 302 Intermed. Accounting 3 (3,0)
ECON 302 Money and Banking . 3 (3,0) ACCT 303 Cost Accounting . . 3 (3.0)
ECON 314 Inter. Econ. Theory . 3 (3,0) FIN 308 Fin. Inst, and Markets . . 3 (3,0)
ENGL 304 Advanced Composition 3 (3,0) IM 308 Principles of Marketing . . 3 (3,0)
FIN 306 Corporation Finance ... 3 (3,0) LAW 313 Commercial Law 3 (3,0)
LAW 312 Commercial Law .... 3 (3,0)
18
15
SENIOR YEAR
ACCT 305 Income Taxation
. . 3 (3,0) ENGL 301 Public Speaking 3 (3.0)
ACCT 410 Budgeting and FIN 404 Seminar in Finance .... 3 (3,0)
Executive Control 3 (3.0) IM 415 Business Policy 3 (3,0)
FIN 310 Prob. in Fin. Mgt 3 (3,0) Required Elective 3 6
IM 402 Oper. Plan, and Control . 3 (3,0) —
Required Elective 8 6 15
18
132 Total Semester Hours
1 To be selected from the following: Kngl 202. 203. 204. 205. 206. 207. 208. 209.
2 Credits earned in Math 106, 108, 301 may be substituted for Math 101, 102, 203,
and elective credits. (See adviser.)
t Twelve credits must be completed from the following courses: Acct 405, 415, Econ 305,
306. 412. Fin 307, 402, 408. 410, Mgt Sc 310.
4 Six elective credits must be in nonbusiness areas.
Sotr»:
1. Students who enter the degree program in Financial Management after the 1975-76
academic year are required to eani n grade of C. or hiuhfT in all pr«Te<|nisite »c(^>uti(ing
courses in order to l>e eligible for enrollment in the next higher-level anounting course.
2. Math 100 or 10.5 credits may not !><• counted in computing the mininunn lumiber of
credit hours required for graduation with a B.S. in Financial Munugenient degret?.
INDUSTIUAL MANAGEMENT
This curriculum is designed to adequately prepare students for
po.sitions of major management responsibility in the technologically
oriented industries. The program is accredited by the American
Collegiate Schools of Business. C»raduates are sought for positions
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as projects directors by various government agencies and have
successfully filled a wide variety of positions in industry and gov-
ernment research centers. Banks and financial institutions also
utilize the Industrial Management graduate in a liaison role as
between them and their technologically oriented business cus-
tomers. The degree offers an unexcelled background for those
interested in careers as technical sales representatives.
During the first year, education in the mathematical and physical
sciences is emphasized. In the second, third, and senior years, the
student's work expands into the areas of industrial engineering,
financial management, and the social sciences.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester
CH 101 General Chemistry 4 (3,3)
EG 109 Engineering Graphics
ENGL 101 English Composition
HIST 173 Western Civilization.
MATH 106 Cal. of One Var. I
2 (1.3)
3 (3,0)
3 (3,0)
4 (4,0)
16
Second Semester
CH 102 General Chemistry 4 (3,3)
ENGL 102 English Composition. . 3 (3,0)
IM 201 Intro, to Ind. Mgt 3 (3,0)
MATH 108 Cal. of One Var. II 4 (4,0)
PHYS 122 Phys. with Cal. I 3 (2,2)
17
SOPHOMORE YEAR
ACCT 201 Principles of Accounting 3 (3,0)
ECON 201 Principles of Economics 3 (3,0)
ENGR 220 Tech. in Mod. World. . 3 (3,0)
MATH 301 Stat. Theory and Meth. I 3 (3,0)
PSYCH 201 General Psychology . 3 (3,0)
15
ACCT 202 Principles of Accounting 3 ( 3,0
)
COMP SC 205 Elem. Comp. Prog. 3 (3,0)
ECON 202 Principles of Economics 3 (3,0)
TM 304 Stat. Quality Control 3 (3,0)
Literature Requirement i 3 (3,0)
15
JUNIOR YEAR
ACCT 307 Managerial Accounting 3 (3,0) ECON 407 National Income and
ECON 314 Inter. Econ. Theory 3 (3,0) Employment Analysis 3 (3,0)
ENGL 304 Advanced Composition 3 (3,0) FIN 306 Corporation Finance . . 3 (3,0)
IM 299 Computer Utilization I . . 1 (0,3) LAW 322 Legal Environ, of Bus. 3 (3,0)
IM 308 Principles of Marketing . . 3 (3,0) MGT SC 311 Intro, to Econometrics 3 (3,0)
Elective 3 Area Concentration 2 3
— or Technical Elective 2 3
16 Elective 3
18
SENIOR YEAR
ENGL 301 Public Speaking 3 (3,0)
IM 408 Work SimpHfication
and Standardization 3 ( 3,0
)
IM 418 Management Inform. Sys. 3 (3,0)
MGT SC 414 Statistical Analysis. . 3 (3,0)
Area Concentration 2 3
or Technical Elective 2 3
Elective 3
18
IM 402 Operations Planning
and Control 3
IM 407 Directed Research ... 1
or IM 410 Dir. Res. in Marketing 1
IM 415 Business Policy 3
IM 499 Computer Utilization II. . 1
MGT SC 413 Management Sci. I . 3
Area Concentration 2 3
or Technical Elective 2 3
Elective 3
17
132 Total Semester Hours
(3,0)
(1,0)
(1,0)
(3,0)
(1.0)
(3.0)
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2 The student is encouraged to select an area concentration. He may, with the approval
of his adviser, select instead nine credits from an approved technical elective list.
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AREA CONCENTRATIONS
During the junior and senior years students are encouraged to select
from one of the following areas for the purpose of emphasizing a
particular phase of the curriculum. Computer programming and
application are stressed in all upper division courses: Biological
Sciences, Ceramics, Defense Studies, Economics, Environmental
Science, Health and Hospital Administration, Human Resources,
Industrial Engineering, Industrial Statistics, Management Science,
Marketing Analysis, Regional Science, and Textiles.
TEXTILE CHEMISTRY, TEXTILE SCIENCE, AND
TEXTILE TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS
The textile student studies the polymer synthesis of fibers by man
or nature, the processes for converting these fibers into a textile
structure, the science of the addition of coloring agents and finishes
to improve the desirability, and the test methods for evaluating the
performance of textile products.
Graduates of the Textile Department hold jobs with responsi-
bilities in corporate management, sales, manufacturing manage-
ment, design, research, development, technical service, quality con-
trol, and personnel management. They create new products and
processes and solve problems. They create styles, patterns, textures,
and colors for apparel, home, and industrial use as well as special
application. They deal with computers, automation, product quality,
plant performance, environmental control, and consumer safety.
The textile industry has a continuing need for technically trained
men and women to help it meet sociologically desirable standards
such as those required by the Occupational Safety and Health Act,
the Consumer Product Safety Commission, and the Environmental
Protection Agency. In addition, there is a need to reduce costs iind
increase exports, and to develop new fibers and fabrics to satisfy
the whims of fashion.
In the textile curricuhi a broad background is stressed, with as
much as two-thirds of the courses coming from the large resources
of the University outside the department. In addition, the 31 hours
of electives permit the student to gain expertise in related fields.
The Textile Department offers three undergraduate degrees
which differ in the content of science and business courses. The
B.S. in Textile Chemistry and the B.S. in Textile Science are botli
based on the three sciences: chemistry, physics, and mathematics.
With this firm base, the graduate is able to apply scientific knowl-
edge to the solution of problems involving both chemical and
physical principles. The graduates will be concerned with the
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conception, design, construction, and management of complete
systems of labor, machinery and processes for the most efficient
production of textiles or related chemicals. These two courses
differ in that Textile Chemistry has a greater emphasis on chemis-
try, and Textile Science has a greater emphasis on yarn and fabric
formation. Both curricula prepare one for graduate study in tex-
tiles.
The Bachelor of Textile Technology program has as its core the
desirable business and humanistic courses in economics, manage-
ment, sociology, and psychology that prepare the graduate to be-
gin a career as a production manager with a textile manufacturing
firm. It is less well adapted to train one for graduate work, but
with propter choice of electives a student can prepare himself for
graduate school in certain areas.
The Textile Department also oflFers advanced degrees as follows:
Master of Science in Textile Chemistry, Master of Science in Tex-
tile Science, Doctor of Philosophy in Textile and Polymer Science,
and in cooperation with the Chemistry Department, the Doctor of
Philosophy in Chemistry with a major in Textile Chemistry.
Textile courses also may be taken as a minor area or as free
electives. Recommended groups of courses may consist of 3, 6, 12,
or 20 credits.
BASIC FRESHMAN YEAR FOR TEXTILE CHEMISTRY
AND TEXTILE SCIENCE PROGRAMS
First Semester Second Semester
CH 101 General Chemistry 4 (3,3) CH 112 General Chemistry 1 4 (3,3)
ENGL 101 English Composition.. 3 (3,0) ENGL 102 English Composition 3 (3,0)
MATH 106 Cal. of One Var. I . 4 (4,0) MATH 108 Cal. of One Var. II 4 (4,0)
TEXT 122 Introduction to Textiles 2 (1,3) PHYS 122 Phys. with Cal. I .... 3 (2,2)
History Elective 2 3 (3,0) Elective 2
Elective 1 —
— 16
17
1 Textile Science majors substitute Ch 102.
2 To be selected from the following: Hist 101, 102, 172, 173.
TEXTILE CHEMISTRY
SOPHOMORE YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
CH 223 Organic Chemistry 3 (3,0) CH 224 Organic Chemistry ... 3 (3,0)
CH 225 Organic Chemistry Lab. . 2 ( 0,6
)
CH 226 Organic Chemistry Lab. . 2 ( 0,6
)
MATH 206 Calculus of Sev. Var. 4 (4,0) MATH 208 Engineering Math. I. . 4 (4.0)
PHYS 221 Phys. with Cal. II ... 3 (2,2) PHYS 222 Phys. with Cal. Ill ... 3 (2.2)
PHYS 223 Physics Lab. I 1 (0,3) PHYS 224 Physics Lab. II 1 (0.3)
Literature Requirement 1 3 (3,0) Elective 3
Elective 1 —
— 16
17
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JUNIOR YEAR
CH 331 Physical Chemistry 3 (3,0)
ECON 200 Economic Concepts . . 3 (3,0)
TC 315 Introduction to Polymer
Science and Engineering 3 (3,0)
TC 317 Polymer and Fiber Lab.. . 1 (0,3)
Elective 6
16
CH 332 Physical Chemistry 3 (3,0)
ENGL 314 Technical Writing . . 3 (3,0)
TC 316 Chemical Preparation
of Textiles 3 ( 2,3
)
TEXT 306 Yam Formation 3 ( 3,0
Elective 2 6
18
SENIOR YEAR
TC 457 Dyeing and Finishing 1.3
TC 459 Dyeing and Fin. Lab. I. 1
TEXT 313 Fabric Formation .... 3
TEXT 321 Fiber Science 3
Elective 2 6
16
(3,0)
(0,3)
(3,0)
(2,2)
TC 458 Dyeing and Finishing II. 3 (3,0)
TC 460 Dyeing and Fin. Lab. II 1 (0,3)
TEXT 322 Properties of Textile
Structures 3 (2,2)
Elective 2 9
132 Total Semester Hours
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2 Class advisers have lists of approved electives and will suggest sequences of courses.
TEXTILE SCIENCE
See page 131 for Freshman Year.
SOPHOMORE YEAR
First Semester
MATH 206 Calculus of Sev. Var. 4
PHYS 221 Phys. with Cal. II . 3
PHYS 223 Physics Lab. I 1
TC 303 Textile Chemistry 3
TC 305 Textile Chemistry Lab. . . 1
Literature Requirement l 3
Elective 1
16
(4,0)
(2,2)
(0,3)
(3,0)
(0,3)
(3,0)
Second Semester
ECON 200 Economic Concepts . . 3
MATH 208 Engineering Math. I . . 4
PHYS 222 Phys. with Cal. Ill . . 3
PHYS 224 Physics Lab. II 1
TC 304 Textile Chemistry 3
TC 306 Textile Chemistry Lab. . . 1
Elective 1
16
(3.0)
(4.0)
(2,2)
(0,3)
(3.0)
(0.3)
JUNIOR YEAR
TEXT 301 Fiber Processing I
TEXT 311 Fabric Development
TEXT 321 Fiber Science
Elective 'i-
17
(2,2) ENGL 314 Technical Writing
(2,2) TEXT 302 Fiber Pnxessing II
(2.2) TEXT 312 Fabric Devi-lopment
TEXT 322 Properties of Textile
Structures
Elective
SENIOR YEAR
TC 315 Introduction to Polymer
Science and Engineering 3 (3,0)
TC 317 Polym.r and Fiber Lab. . I (0.3)
TEXT 403 FiImt Pn>c«-»%in« III 3 (2.2)
TEXT 411 Fabric Development III 3 (2.2)
Elective 2 6
16
TC 457 Dyeing and Finishing I
TC 459 Dyeing and Fin. Lnb. I
TEXT 414 Nonwoven and
Knitted .Stnictures
Elective 2
132 Total Semester Hours
(3.0)
(2.2)
(2.2)
(2.2)
3 (3.0)
1 (0.3)
3 (3.0)
9
16
iTo he .rictted from the following: Engl 202. 203. 201. 205. 206. 207. 208. 20A.
S Adviirr« hnvr liiit* of nppnivrd rle< tivct and will tuggrit »e<iumcr« of cour»«.
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TEXTILE TECHNOLOGY
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
ENGL 101 English Composition . 3 (3,0) ENGL 102 English Composition . 3
MATH 102 Intro, to Math. Anal. 3 (3,0) MATH 101 Finite Probability ... 3
TEXT 122 Introduction to Textiles 2 (1,3) SOC 201 Sociological Perspective . 3
Basic Science 4 ( 3,3 ) Basic Science 4
History Elective 2 3 ( 3,0 ) Elective 3
Elective 1 —
— 16
16
(3,0)
(3,0)
(3.0)
(3,3)
SOPHOMORE YEAR
ACCT 200 Basic Accounting .... 3 (3,0) ECON 200 Economic Concepts . . 3 (3,0)
MATH 203 Elem. Stat. Inference. 3 (3,0) PSYCH 201 General Psychology.. 3 (3,0)
TEXT 301 Fiber Processing I 3 (2,2) TEXT 302 Fiber Processing II , 3 (2,2)
TEXT 305 Basic Fibers 3 (3,0) TEXT 324 Textile Statistics 3 (3,0)
Literature Reqviirement l 3 (3,0) Elective 3
Elective 3 —
— 15
18
JUNIOR YEAR
ECON 301 Economics of Labor 3 (3,0)
TEXT 311 Fabric Development 13 (2,2)
TEXT 403 Fiber Processing III
. . 3 (2,2)
Elective 3 6
IM 307 Personnel Management 3 (3,0)
TEXT 312 Fabric Development II 3 (2,2)
TEXT 475 Textile Marketing . . 3 (3,0)
Elective 3 6
15 15
SENIOR YEAR
IM 402 Operations Planning
and Control 3 ( 3,0
)
TEXT 314 Dyeing and Finishing. 3 (3,0)
TEXT 321 Fiber Science 3 (2,2)
TEXT 411 Fabric Development III 3 (2,2)
Elective 3 5
LAW 312 Commercial Law 3 (3,0)
TEXT 322 Prop, of Text. Struc. . 3 (2,2)
TEXT 414 Nonwoven and
Knitted Structures 3 (3,0)
TEXT 428 Textile Research .... 3
Elective 3 4
17 16
128 Total Semester Hours
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2 To be selected from the following: Hist 101, 102, 172, 173.
3 Advisers have lists of approved electives and will suggest sequences of courses.
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
The College of Liberal Arts, in addition to its six major curricula
leading to the degree of Bachelor of Arts, makes indispensable con-
tributions to the programs of all other divisions of the University,
including nearly all the instruction in the humanities and the social
sciences.
Single or double major concentrations may be elected in Eng-
lish, History, Modem Languages, Political Science, Psychology,
and Sociology; minor concentrations are oflFered in these disci-
plines, in Communications, Dramatic Arts, Music, Philosophy, Span-
ish-American Area Studies, and Speech. In cooperation with other
colleges of the University minor concentrations are also available
in Accounting, Biology, Chemistry, Economics, Fine Arts, Geology,
Mathematical Sciences, and Physics. Supporting work is offered in
interdisciplinary humanistic studies. A student who elects a double
major concentration will not be required to complete a minor
concentration.
The College of Liberal Arts offers programs leading to graduate
degrees in English and History.
BACHELOR OF ARTS CURRICULUM
The curriculum leading to the degree of Bachelor of Arts is de-
signed to meet the needs of students who desire a broad general
education, with emphasis upon the humanities and the social sci-
ences, as a preparation for intelligent citizenship, for general com-
mercial and industrial hfe, for government service, and for teaching.
This curriculum also provides excellent background for the study
of law, journalism, or medicine.
As soon as feasible in his college career, and not later than the
end of the sophomore year, the student seeking the Bachelor of
Arts degree will select a major and a minor field of concentration
from the following areas (or a double major from the list of
possible majors):
Majors
Knj^lish
History
Modem Languages
Political Science
Psychology
Sociology
Minors
Accounting
Biological Science
C'heniistry
"Cluster Minor"
Communications
Dramatic Arts
Economics
English
Fine Arts
Ceology
History
Mathematical Sciences
134
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Minors
Modem Language Physics Sociology
Music Political Science Spanish-American Area
Philosophy Psychology Studies
Speech
To fulfill requirements for a major concentration, a student takes
24 semester hours credit from courses above the sophomore level,
including or in addition to certain courses specified by the major
department; except as specified below, the minor concentration
requires 15 credits from courses above the sophomore level, includ-
ing certain specified courses. For a double major concentration, a
student must fulfill all requirements for each major.
/ By arrangement between the Dean of the College of Liberal Arts
[ and the dean of another college offering a Bachelor of Arts curricu-
y lum, a double major across college lines may be elected.
The total number of semester credits required for the degree is
130; of these, at least 12 credits must be earned in humanities
courses numbered 300 or higher and at least 12 credits in social sci-
ence courses numbered 300 or higher. The humanities are for this
puipose considered to include art, English, languages, music, phi-
losophy, and religion as well as courses entitled humanities; the
social sciences are here considered to include economics, geography,
history, political science, psychology, and sociology.
Students in the Bachelor of Arts program who expect to teach
in the public schools may elect education courses required for
teaching certificates by the South Carolina State Department of
Education, such courses to be approved by their own departmental
advisers.
BASIC CURRICULUM
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
ENGL 101 English Composition . 3 (3,0) ENGL 102 English Composition . 3 (3,0)
HIST 172 Western Civilization . . 3 (3,0) HIST 173 Western Civilization . 3 (3,0)
MATH 101 Finite Probability ... 3 (3,0) MATH 102 Intro, to Math. Anal. 3 (3,0)
Foreign Language 4 (3,1) Foreign Language 4 (3,1)
Natural Science 2 3-4 Natural Science 2 3-4
16-17 16-17
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Foreign Language 3 (3,0) Foreign Language 3 (3,0)
Literature Requirement! 3 (3,0) Literature Requirement! 3 (3,0)
Approved Elective 12 Approved Elective 10
18 16
JUNIOR YEAR
Major and Minor Areas 9 Major and Minor Areas 12
Approved Elective 7-6 Approved Elective 3
16-15 15
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SENIOR YEAR
Major and Minor Areas 9 Major and Minor Areas 9
Approved Elective 9-8 Approved Elective 6
18-17 15
130 Total Semester Hours
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2 A two-semester sequence of the same natural science ( astronomy, biology, chemistr>',
geology, physical science, or physics) totaling at least 8 semester credits, including the
appropriate laboratory course.
MAJOR CURRICULA IN THE COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
ENGLISH
The program of study for a major concentration in English consists
of courses stipulated in the basic curriculum^ for the Bachelor of
Arts and 24 semester credits of English, arranged as follows:
Group I Engl 405.
Group II Three credits from Engl 406, 409, 410, 436, 443, 445,
446, 461.
Group III Three credits from Engl 425, 427, 431, 437, 462.
Group IV Three credits from Engl 422, 423, 424, 447.
Group V Twelve additional credits above the sophomore level,
including at least 6 credits from the 400 level.
-
Rising junior students with grade-point ratios of 3.3 or higher
may, with the advice and consent of departmental advisers and
the English Major Committee, propose different arrangements of
the 24 upper-level English credits required. Candidates are ex-
pected to demonstrate the logic and thematic unit\' of their pro-
posals. Continued approval will retjuire that an overall grade-point
ratio of 3.3 be maintained.
The Department recjiiires certification of proficiency in compo-
sition for all its majors. Proficiency may be demonstrated in any
of the following ways:
1. Hy passing Engl 101-102 with no grade lower than H; or, if
placement credit is awarded for 101 and or 102, by passing the
required sophomore literature courses with no grade lower than B.
2. By passing Engl 304. (If taken to satisfy the proficiency re-
(|iiirenH'iit, however. Mngl 304 may not be inehuled in (iroup V
above.)
3. In unusual circumstances, by special examination.
English majors must complete I list 361. .36.3, and the third year
of a foreign language or the second year of two foreign languages.
« The Dn»artnimf rrconimrnd* hut clor* nf)t iiv»i*t that English mm^on takr Engl 203
and 204 to tatitfy the »oph«»morr htrraturr rr<|uinTn«Tit.
2 In no case may c«Min«^ niiml>rrrd h>wrr than 300 hr inchidcd in r.n»up V; nor may
any courw lie u»rd toward «ati«fa(tion of l»o»h iiuoor and minor rrquirrmrni*.
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Additional approved electives are added as necessary to meet the
minimum number of 130 credits for graduation.
HISTORY
The recommended program of study consists of the required courses
in the Bachelor of Arts curriculum; completion of the third year of
a foreign language; 30 additional credits in history, including at
least two courses at the 400 level, selected with the advice and
consent of a departmental adviser and arranged to suit the aca-
demic interests of the student. Additional approved electives are
added as needed to meet the minimum of 130 semester credits re-
quired for graduation.
MODERN LANGUAGES
A student may elect a major concentration in a single language or
a concentration split between two languages; however, the depart-
ment recommends a minor concentration outside the Department
of Languages.
1. The recommended program of study for a major in Modem
Languages consists of the courses stipulated in the basic Bachelor
of Arts curriculum, plus the following courses:
French: Fr 205 and 24 semester credits arranged as follows:
Group I Twelve credits from Fr 301, 302, 303, 305, 309, 409.
Group II Twelve credits from Fr 403, 404, 405, 406, 407, 408, 498.
German: Twenty-four semester credits arranged as follows:
Group I Twelve credits from Ger 301, 302, 305 and either 307,
308 or 405.
Group II Twelve credits from Ger 407, 408, 409, 410, 498.
Spanish: Span 205 and 24 semester credits arranged as follows:
Group I Six credits from Span 303, 304, 310, 311.
Group II Six credits from Span 305, 307, 308, 409.
Group III Twelve credits from Span 401, 402, 405, 406, 407, 422,
498.
2. The recommended program for a split major in Modem
Languages consists of the courses stipulated in the basic Bachelor
of Arts curriculum, Fr 205 or Ger 205 or Span 205, plus 18 credits
in the primary language and 12 credits in the secondary language,
arranged as follows:
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Primary Language
French: Fr 301, 302, 305 and either 303, 306, 308 or 309 plus six
400-level credits.
German: Ger 301, 302, 305 and either 307, 308 or 405 plus six
400-level credits.
Spanish: Span 303, 304 or 310, 311, 305 and either 306, 307 or
308 plus six 400-level credits.
Secondary Language
Twelve semester credits from 300- and 400-level courses in lan-
guage.
3. Additional approved electives are added as needed to meet
the minimum of 130 credits required for graduation.
POLITICAL SCIENCE
For a major concentration in Political Science, the recommended
program of study consists of the required courses in the Bachelor
of Arts curriculum; Pol Sc 101, 201, 341 and 21 semester hours of
political science drawn from at least four of these fields:
1. American Government—Pol Sc 302, 403, 405, 409.
2. Comparative Governments—Pol Sc 371, 372, 474, 475, 476.
3. International Relations—Pol Sc 361, 462, 463, 464, 465.
4. Political Behavior—Pol Sc 442, 443, 454.
5. Political Thought—Pol Sc 351, 352, 4.53.
6. Public Administration—Pol Sc 321, 422, 42-3, 424, 425, 426, 427,
428, 429.
7. Public Law—Pol Sc 432, 4.3,3, 434, 435, 439.
With the department head's approval, Pol Sc 300 and 482 may
be appropriately applied to one of the seven areas. Additional
approved electives are added as needed to meet the minimum of
130 semester honrs required for graduation.
PSYCHOLOGY
The recommended program of study for a major concentration in
Psychology consists of the required courses in the Bachelor of Arts
curricuhnn, Psych 201, 263, 26,5, .363, and 20 additional credits
drawn from both 300- and UKMcvcl psychology c-ourses. Zool 470
may be included in lieu of one of the 300- or UK)-le\'el psychology
courses. One of the following must be included: Psych 332, 341
and 344, or 451. Additional approved electives are added as needed
to niet^ the niininmnj of 130 semester credits recpiired for grad-
uation.
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SOCIOLOGY
The recommended program of study for a major concentration in
Sociology consists of the required courses in the Bachelor of Arts
curriculum, Soc 204, 206, 208, and 24 credits from one of these
areas:
1. General Sociology. Soc 311 or 443, 324 or 341, 361 or 381, 391
or 393, 431 or 441, plus 9 credits selected from sociology and rural
sociology' courses numbered 300 or higher.
2. Social Services Sociology. Soc 302, 304, 495; 9 credits from
Soc 309, 343, 393, 405, 431, 433, 451, 481, 490, 492; plus 6 credits
from sociology and rural sociology courses numbered 300 or higher.
3. Criminal Justice Sociology. Soc 393, 495; 6 credits from Pol
Sc 435, Soc 305, 490; 6 credits from Soc 361, 391, 481, 492, 494;
6 credits from other sociology and rural sociology courses num-
bered 300 or higher.
MLXOR CONCENTRATIONS
Students seeking the Bachelor of Arts degree may choose one of
several minor concentrations available. The requirements for each
area are detailed below.
Accounting. A minor concentration in Accounting requires Acct
201, 202, 301, 302, and 6 additional credits in accounting courses
numbered higher than 201.
Biological Science. A minor concentration in Biological Science
requires 15 semester credits in the biological sciences numbered
higher than 200.
Chemistry. A minor concentration in Chemistry requires Ch
101, 102, and 15 additional credits in chemistry, the courses to be
selected in consultation with the Department of Chemistry-.
"Cluster Minor." This minor concentration is designed to allow
students a somewhat wider choice of course materials than is
possible with the conventional subject-matter minor. The general
requirement for the "Cluster Minor ' is 15 semester credits in courses
numbered higher than 300 (except w^here noted differently), chosen
according to one of the plans listed below. Courses within the
student's major area may not be included in the "Cluster Minor.*'
Group I Social Sciences—economics, geography, history, political
science, psycholog\% sociology.
Group II Philosophy and Religion.
Group III Administration—accounting, economics, finance, indus-
trial management, law.
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Group IV Life Sciences ^—biochemistry, botany, genetics, micro-
biology, zoology.
Group V Physical Sciences '—chemistry, geology, physics.
Communications. A minor concentration in communications re-
quires 18 credits distributed as follows:
General Communications Option. Engl 231, 304 and either 302 or
307; Phil 202; 6 approved elective credits.
Advertising Option. Ag Ec 351; Engl 231 or .304; In Ed 204; Psych
361; 6 approved elective credits.
Commerce Option. Ag Ec 351 or In Ed 496; Engl 231 or 304, 302
or 307; IM 308; 6 approved elective credits.
Politics Option. Engl 304 and either 302 or 307; Pol Sc 341, 443;
6 approved elective credits.
Elective credits are approved by the Head of the Department of
English or his representative.
Dramatic Arts. The minor concentration in Dramatic Arts re-
quires Engl 310 and 15 additional semester credits arranged as
follows:
Group I Dramatic Literature—At least 3 credits from these
courses: Engl 405, 413, 416, 446.
Group II Production—9 credits from the following, including at
least one sequence: Engl 308 and 485, 309 and 486, 320
and 487.
Group III Elective—3 additional credits from courses listed above.
Economics. A minor concentration in Economics requires Econ
314, 407, and 9 additional credits from economics courses numlnTed
300 or higher.
English. A minor concentration in English recjuires 15 semester
credits in English above the sophomore level, arranged as follows:
Group I Engl 405.
C;roup II 'Iliree credits from Engl 406, 4()f), 410, 425, 427 4^1
4.36, 4.37, 443, 445, 446, 461, 462.
Group III Three credits from Engl 422. 423, 424, 447.
Group IV Six additional credits above the sophomore level, in-
cluding at least 3 credits from the 400 level.
Department certification of proficiency in composition is re-
quired. (See di.scu.ssion under major concentration in English.)
1 No courw in Ihr 100 n^rirt U accrptahlr to\\MrcI Ihr "OiMlrr Minor"* iin«l not more
than two cour«n in thr 200 Mviet.
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Fine Arts. The minor concentration in Fine Arts requires Hum
201, 202 or CA DS 151, 152 and 15 semester credits from the fol-
lowing courses, of which at least 9 must be earned in courses num-
bered 300 or higher, and no more than 9 in any discipline selected:
Art and Architectural History (all courses); Engl 305, 308, 309, 310,
311, 333, 334, 335, 450, 451; Hum 301, 305; LS 190; Mus 151, 152,
205, 206, 210, 251, 252, 305, 306, 311, 315, 316, 362, 365, 421, 422;
Visual Arts (all courses).
Geology. A minor concentration in Geology requires 15 semester
credits from the following courses: Geol 101, 102, 306, 309, 402,
403, 404, 411, 412.
History. A minor concentration in History requires Hist 101, 102,
and 15 additional credits drawn from 300- and 400-level history
courses. At least one 400-level course must be included.
Mathematical Sciences. A minor concentration in Mathematical
Sciences requires Math 106, 108, 206, and 9 additional credits in
mathematics, including at least two of these courses: Comp Sc 205,
Math 208, 301; and one 400-level course in mathematics or com-
puter science.
Modem Languages. A minor concentration in Modern Languages
requires Fr 205 or Ger 205 or Span 205 plus 15 semester credits in
one modem language from courses on the 300- and 400-levels,
including at least one course on the 400 level.
Music. A minor concentration in Music requires Mus 151, 152,
205, 206, two credits in ensemble (Mus 361, 362, or 365), and 11
additional credits from these courses: Mus 210, 251, 252, 305, 306,
311, 315, 316, 421, 422. Two additional ensemble credits may be
included.
Philosophy. A minor concentration in Philosophy requires 6
credits from Phil 201, 202, 203, and 15 semester credits from the
following courses: Phil 303, 304, 312, 318, 322, 325, 344.
Physics. A minor concentration in Physics requires Phys 122 and
15 additional semester credits in physics, including Phys 221, 222.
Political Science. A minor concentration in Political Science re-
quires Pol Sc 101, 201, and 15 additional semester credits selected
from at least three of the fields of political science listed above
under the major curriculum for Political Science. At least one
400-level course must be included.
Psychology. A minor concentration in Psychology requires Psych
201, 263, 265, and 15 semester credits from 300- and 400-level
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psychology courses. At least one 400-level course must be included.
Sociology majors may be excused from Psych 263 and 265.
Sociology. A minor concentration in Sociology requires Soc 201
or 204 and 15 credits from sociology and rural sociology courses
numbered 300 or higher. At least one 400-level course must be in-
cluded.
Spanish-American Area Studies. A minor concentration in Span-
ish-American Area Studies requires the equivalent of Span 202, plus
15 semester credits distributed as follows: 6 credits from Hist 340,
341, 342, 440; 6 credits from Span 305, 306, 308, 310, 311; 3 credits
from Agric 301, 401, Econ 410, Pol Sc 475.
Speech. A minor concentration in Speech requires Engl 360 and
12 additional semester credits arranged as follows:
Group I Performance—3 to 6 credits from Engl 301, 303, 305.
Group II Theory—3 to 6 credits from Engl 302, 307, 313.
Group III Elective—At least 3 additional credits from Engl 232,
306, 362, 363, or any of the courses listed above not
used to fill the minor requirement.
APPROVED ELECTIVES FOR STUDENTS IN THE
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
Class advisers in the College of Liberal Arts will normally approve
the following courses as electives, but the Dean of the College of
Liberal Arts retains the prerogative of limiting the total number of
credits that may be approved in a discipline or area. Accounting
(all courses); Aerospace Studies and Military Science (combined
maximum of 10 credits); Agricultural Economics 352; Art iuid Archi-
tectural History (limit of 12 credits); Ceramic Arts 101, 102; Com-
puter Science 205, 321; Interdisciplinary Studies 251; Ka^noniics (all
courses); Education (courses re(|uired for certification in South
Carolina; other courses by special arrangement); Engineering 220;
Experimental Statistics 301, 462; Industrial Education 204, 440;
Industrial Management 201, 299, 307, 405; Law 312, 313. 322; Man-
agement Science 311, 413, 414; Hural Sociology' 301; Textile Science
333; and Visual Arts (limit of 9 credits).
All courses offered in the College of Liberal Arts and the College
of Sciences may be taken as electives except: Engl 100, HI, Math
100, 115. 116, 215, 216, Phys 460.
COLLEGE OF NURSING
The College of Nursing offers a Baccalaureate and an Associate
degree program in nursing. These programs are accredited by the
State Board of Nursing of South Carolina and the National League
for Nursing. A graduate program leading to the Master of Science
in Nursing degree was established in 1974. Application for na-
tional accreditation for this program will be made as soon as ap-
propriate. Men and women are admitted to all programs.
The program leading to the Bachelor of Science in Nursing de-
gree is designed to prepare students for the practice of professional
nursing in a variety of settings—hospitals, industry, clinics, and
public health agencies. The program offers the foundation for
graduate study in nursing and an unlimited opportunity for men
and women for sound career development in professional nursing.
The baccalaureate program is four academic years in length. The
student is enrolled in liberal arts and basic science courses during
the first two years. These courses are arranged sequentially in order
to provide the foundation for professional courses which are planned
for the junior and senior years. In addition, advanced liberal arts
courses are taken during the junior and senior years. Clinical
nursing experiences under the guidance of the College of Nursing
faculty will take place with patients in the Greenville Hospital
System, Easley Baptist Hospital, Oakmont Nursing Center, Lila
Doyle Annex— Oconee Memorial Hospital, Anderson County
Head-Start Center, Clemson Day Care Center, Appalachian Health
Department, Districts I and H, and with local public health agencies.
The program leading to the Associate in Arts in Nursing degree
is designed to prepare the student at the technical level of nursing
for direct patient-centered nursing under supervision in hospitals
and other institutional health centers. The associate degree program
may be completed in two academic years. This technical back-
ground is balanced by courses in the biological and social sciences
and the humanities. Clinical learning experiences planned as an
integral part of the program, under the guidance of the College of
Nursing faculty, take place with patients in the Anderson Memorial
Hospital. In addition, learning experiences are planned at the An-
derson County Public Health District, Anderson-Oconee-Pickens
Mental Health Center, Self Memorial Hospital, Beckman Mental
Health Center in Greenwood, and physicians' offices.
Students enrolled in the College of Nursing must meet the course
requirements in the sequence as described for each program in
order to qualify for the degree and for licensure to practice nurs-
ing. All students enrolled in the College of Nursing are required to
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achieve a grade of C in each nursing course attempted and demon-
strate satisfactory performance in the clinical laboratory to be eli-
gible for the succeeding nursing courses.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
BIOL 103 General Biology I 2 . . 3 (3,0)
BIOL 105 General Biology Lab. I2 1 (0,3)
CH 101 General Chemistry 4 (3,3)
ENGL 101 English Composition. . 3 (3,0)
MATH 102 Intro, to Math. Anal. 3 (3,0)
NURS 100 Orientation 1 (1,0)
15
BIOL 104 General Biology 112 . 3 (3,0)
BIOL 106 Gen. Biology Lab. II 2 1 (0,3)
CH 102 General Chemistry 4 (3,3)
ENGL 102 English Composition . 3 (3,0)
MATH 101 Finite ProbabiUty ... 3 (3,0)
History Elective 3 ( 3,0
)
17
SOPHOMORE YEAR
BIOCH 210 Elem. Biochemistry.. 4 (3,3)
MICRO 305 General Microbiology 4 (3,3)
PSYCH 201 General Psychology . . 3 (3,0)
ZOOL 220 Human Anatomy and
Physiology I 4 (3,3)
Literature Requirement l 3 ( 3,0
)
18
3 (3,0)MATH 203 Elem. Stat. Inference.
NURS 207 Dynamics of Human
Relations 3 ( 2,3
NURS 209 Nursing Skills Lab. .1
PSYCH 321 Develop. Psychology
SOC 201 Sociological Perspective
ZOOL 221 Human Anatomy and
Physiology II 4 (3,3)
(0,3)
3 (3,0)
3 (3.0)
JUNIOR YEAR
17
NURS 309 Human Values in Nurs. 3 (3,0)
NURS 311 Nursing During Altera-
tions in Life Patterns 5 (2,9)
NURS 313 Promotion of Health 3 (2.3)
NUTR 451 Human Nutrition 3 (3,0)
SOC 202 Social Problems 3 (3,0)
17
NURS 310 Perspectives in
Nursing Intervention 3 (3.0)
NURS 312 Nursing of Acute
and Chronically Distressed ... 5 ( 2,9
NURS 314 Nursing in the Home 3 (2,3)
SOC 311 The Family 3 3 (3,0)
Elective 4 3
17
SENIOR YEAR
NURS 413 Complex .Nursing
Intervention I 4
NURS 419 Multiproblem Family . 3
NURS 421 Hist, and Phil, of Nurs. 3
Elective 4 3
Elective » 3
16
(1.9)
(2.3)
(3.0)
NURS 414 C:oniplex Nursing
Intervention II 4
NURS 422 Cur. Research in Nurs. 3
PSYCH 302 Social Psychology ... 3
Nursing Elective « 4
Elettive R 3
17
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(2.6)
(3.0)
(3.0)
(2.6)
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202. 203. 204. 205. 206. 207. 208. 209.
2 Biol 110 and 111 may be taken in lieu of Biol 103. 104. 105. 106. (See Course
Description section.)
3 ScK- 309 may be taken in lieu of Soc 311.
4 EIrttivM to hv *rUft«-<l fnnu thr folldwiiiK: Huinanities, litenittire, music, philosophy,
religion; courset mtist be nmubrrcd 201 nnd above.
•'» Srlrct frrr elcctivrs fnnn 4<)ur»<*s nuinl><*r(*<l 201 nnd al>ov«'.
•JSrlint from the following: Nurs 426. 431. 432. 434. 435. 437. 438. 439. 440. 441.
Sotei:
1. Nurs 207 »ui<I 209 are oi>rn to students < nn)lled in the Bm culiuirrrttr pmgmni only.
Tlirsf tiMirsrs arr i>ffpr«-<l first suinmrr ^rssion for mcoming s|>cciMl >tudents with iH-nnu-
irm of thr Drari of the Collrgr of Nnnuig.
2. A iiuniintitn grade of C in each nursing course is required.
3. *I"hr physical, hiologiial. and social st ientes and mathrmatiis rcMirsrs si hr<lnlr«l for
the freshman and sophomore years are prrrr<|uisitr to nursing t onnes nnnil)rrr<i .KM) antl
nb<»ve. A gradr of (, or ulnivr is rrcpiirrcl in rath liiolMgical science course ( Bioch 210.
Muro 305, Z<xjl 220. 221) s«hrdulrtl for the sophomore year • described in thr curricu-
lum plan of thr Hat c ainurratr tlrgrrr program.
4. A minimum grade-|H>mt ratio of 2.0 is required for registration in nursing courses
niiml>err<l 3(H) and alnivr.
5. Students are allowed to repeal a nursing coune one lime only.
6. Students rnrolird in ROTC may substitute 10 semester houn of military science or
aermpacr studies f«)r 6 semester hours ol free elettivrs and 4 semester houn of nursing
eirctives.
Nursing 145
ASSOCIATE IN ARTS IN NURSING
FIRST YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
ENGL 101 English Composition.. 3 (3,0) ENGL 102 English Composition.. 3 (3,0)
NURS 103 Nursing I 6 (3,9) NURS 104 Nursing II 6 (3,9)
PSYCH 201 General Psychology . . 3 (3,0) PSYCH 321 Developmental Psych. 3 (3,0)
ZOOL 110 Integrated Science I. . 4 (3,3) ZOOL 111 Integrated Science II. . 4 (3,3)
16 16
SECOND YEAR
NURS 205 Nursing III 7(3,12) NURS 204 Trends in Nursing ... 3 (3,0)
SOC 201 Sociological Perspective. 3 (3,0) NURS 206 Nursing IV 11(6,15)
Elective i 6 SOC 433 Sociology of Aging ... 3 (3,0)
16 17
65 Total Semester Hours
1 Consult catalog or adviser for electives.
Notes:
1. A minimum grade of C is required for Nurs 103-206 for continuance in the Associate
in Arts Nursing program.
2. Students are allowed to repeat a nursing course one time only.
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES
The College of Sciences, attuned to the times and its needs, offers
nine major curricula leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science.
These are Biochemistr\% Botany, Chemistry, Geology, Mathematical
Sciences, Medical Technolog)^ Microbiology, Physics, and Zoology.
In addition, the Bachelor of Arts degree is offered with a major
emphasis in either Chemistr\^, Geology, Mathematical Sciences, or
Physics.
Not only are the departments in the College of Sciences con-
cerned wath their o\^ti programs, but they work closely with the
other academic departments in the University. This interweaving
of the physical, mathematical and biological sciences with other
disciplines, such as economics, engineering, management and others
allows a student great flexibility and responsibility in designing his
own program.
BACHELOR OF ARTS CURRICULA
The curricula leading to the Bachelor of Arts degree are designed
to meet the needs of those students who desire a broad general
education. The first two years are spent in introductory work in
various areas in order to give the student breadth of view. This
type of background enables the student to take a more intelligent
part in the selection of his major and minor fields of concentration.
The major areas in the College of Sciences are Chemistry, Geology,
Mathematical Sciences, and Physics.
There are a great number of choices in the minor area from the
different academic departments in the Universit>\ Thus, a student
has a larger degree of flexibihty and responsibility in designing his
curriculum in the Bachelor of Arts program. The minor fields are
as follows:
Accounting Mathematical Sciences
BicK*hemistry Microbiology
Botany Modem Languages
Chemistr)' Philosophy
"Cluster Minor" Physics
Economics Political Science
English Psychology
Fine Arts Sociolog>'
G<ology Zoology
History
Note: No cvrricuhaa in th« CoDefe of ScicDOCi lading to the Bachelor ol Aiti d«fi<M
win allow cndll for Eogl 100. Math 100. 104. or 105 to be uaed to satisfy rrquirrmentx
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The major concentration requires 24 semester hours, and the
minor 15 semester hours above the sophomore level unless other-
wise indicated. These fit into the basic curriculum for the three
upper-class years with minor variations depending on the specific
major or minor selected. Consequently, a student not positive of
his major or minor field has the advantage of making his decision
while in the curriculum with a minimum loss of credit.
MAJOR FIELDS OF CONCENTRATION
BASIC FRESHMAN YEAR FOR CHEMISTRY
AND GEOLOGY PROGRAMS
For the Bachelor of Arts degree, Chemistry requires 130 semester
hours, and Geology requires 128 semester hours.
First Semester
CH 101 General Chemistry 4 (3,3)
ENGL 101 English Composition.. 3 (3,0)MATH 106 Gal. of One Var. I . 4 (4,0)
Modem Language 4 (3,1)
15
Second Semester
CH 112 General Chemistry l .... 4 (3,3)
ENGL 102 English Composition 3 (3,0)
MATH 108 Gal. of One Var. H 4 (4,0)
Modem Language 4 (3,1
)
15
1 Geology majors may substitute Ch 102.
CHEMISTRY
SOPHOMORE YEAR
First Semester
GH 223 Organic Chemistry 2 ... 3
CH 227 Organic Chemistry Lab. . 1
MATH 206 Calculus of Sev. Var. 4
PHYS 122 Phys. with Gal. I 3
Literature Requirement i 3
Modem Language 3
17
(3,0)
(0,3)
(4.0)
(2,2)
(3,0)
(3,0)
Second Semester
GH 224 Organic Chemistry 2 . .
GH 228 Organic Chemistry Lab
HIST 172 Western Civilization
PHYS 221 Phys. with Gal. II . .
Literature Requirement 1
3 (3,0)
1 (0,3)
3 (3,0)
3 (2,2)
3 (3,0)
Modem Language 3 (3,0)
16
JUNIOR YEAR
HIST 173 Westem Givilization . . 3 (3,0)
Ghemistry Elective 4
Minor 3
Elective 7
17
Ghemistry
Minor . .
Elective
Elective
16
SENIOR YEAR
Chemistry Elective 4
Minor 3
Elective 10
17
Ghemistry Elective 4
Minor 3
Elective 10
130 Total Semester Hours
17
iTo be selected from the following: Engl 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2 Gh 223, 224 will count toward the 24 hours of the Ghemistry major.
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GEOLOGY
See page 147 for Freshman Year.
SOPHOMORE YEAR
First Semester
GEOL 101 Physical Geology 4 (3,2)
MATH 206 Calculus of Sev. Var. 4 (4,0)
Modem Language 3 (3,0)
Literature Requirement 1 3 (3,0)
Elective 3
Second Semester
GEOL 102 Historical Geology ... 4 (3,3)
HIST 172 Western Civilization . . 3 (3,0)
Literature Requirement 1 3 ( 3,0
)
Modem Language 3 (3,0)
Elective 4
17 17
JUNIOR YEAR
GEOL 306 Mineralogy 3 ( 2,3
)
HIST 173 Western Civilization .. 3 (3,0)
Geolog>; Elective 3
Humanities Elective 3
Minor 3
Elective 3
18
GEOL 309 Petrology 3 (2,3)
Geology Elective 3
Humanities Elective 3
Minor 3
Elective 4
16
SENIOR YEAR
GEOL 402 Structural Geology ... 3 (2,2)
Geology Elective 3
Minor 6
Social Science Elective 3
15
GEOL 404 Economic Geology ... 3 ( 3,0
)
Geology Elective 3
Minor 3
Social Science Elective 3
Elective 3
15
128 Total Semester Hours
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202. 203. 204. 205. 206. 207, 208, 209.
MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES
For a major concentration a recommended program of study is
showTi below, with 130 semester hours required for graduation.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester
COMP SC 205 Elem. Comp. Prog. 3 (3,0)
ENGL 101 English Composition 3 (3.0)
MATH 106 Cid. of One Var. I . 4 (4.0)
MATH 150 Intro, to Math. Sci 1 (1.0)
Modem Language 4 (3.1
)
15
Second Semester
E.N'GL 102 English Composition
HIST 172 Wrsttm Civilisation
MATH 108 Cal. of One Var. II
Modem Language
EIrt tive
3 (3.0)
3 (3.0)
4 (4.0)
4 (3.1)
3
17
SOPHOMORE YEAR
HIST 171 Wrstpm Civilization 3
M \ Axis of Srv. Var. 4
M l.rory and Meth. I 3
Li' -inmt 1 3
Modern Laugu^tgc 3
16
(3.0)
(4.0)
(3.0)
h.o)
(3.0)
K( ON 200 Kionomic CoocepU
MATH 20H KngiMcring Math. I
MATH 411 LinMT Alfltbffm
IJtrmttirr HrqubCBMnf 1
Elective 3
(3.0)
(4.0)
(3.0)
(3.0)
17
MATH 350 Intro, to Math. ModeU
Mioor
Natural Sctenc* ElacCiva t
todal Sckaoa Dadhrvl .
JUNIOR YEAR
3 (3.0) CA AH 303 Evol. of Vii. Arts 1 3 (3.0)
3 or MUS 210 Music Apprrtta. 3 (3.0)
4 Mathrmatic* Elective 2 . 3
3 Minor . . . . . 3
3 Natural Science Elective J . 4
Social Scinoa Elactiva a . 8
10
16
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SENIOR YEAR
MATH 412 Intro, to Mod. Algebra 3 (3,0) MATH 454 Adv. Calculus H 3 (3,0)
or MATH 419 Discrete Math. or MATH 464 Math. Analysis II 3 (3,0)
Structures I 3 ( 3,0 ) Humanities 2 3
MATH 453 Adv. Calculus I .... 3 (3,0) Mathematics Elective 2 3
or MATH 463 Math. Analysis I 3 (3,0) Minor 3
Minor 6 Elective 2 5
Elective 4 —
16
17
130 Total Semester Hours
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2 Electives must be approved by adviser.
PHYSICS
For a major concentration a recommended program of study is
shown below, with 128 semester hours required for graduation.
The B.A. in Physics program is ideal for students interested in
acquiring a broad-based liberal education that includes a strong
and solid understanding of science.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
CH 101 General Chemistry 4 (3,3) CH 112 General Chemistry 4 (3,3)
ENGL 101 English Composition. . 3 (3,0) ENGL 102 EngUsh Composition. . 3 (3,0)
HIST 172 Western Civilization . . 3 (3,0) HIST 173 Western Civilization . . 3 (3,0)
MATH 106 Cal. of One Var. I . 4 (4,0) MATH 108 Cal. of One Var. II . 4 (4,0)
PHYS 101 Current Topics in PHYS 122 Phys. with Cal. I 3 (2,2)
Modem Physics 1 ( 0,2
)
—
— 17
15
SOPHOMORE YEAR
MATH 206 Calculus of Sev. Var. 4 (4,0) MATH 208 Engineering Math. I. . 4 (4,0)
PHYS 221 Physics with Cal. II . . 3 (2,2) PHYS 222 Physics with Cal. Ill . . 3 (2,2)
PHYS 223 Physics Lab. I 1 ( 0,3 ) PHYS 224 Physics Lab. II 1 ( 0,3
)
Literature Requirement l 3 ( 3,0 ) Literature Requirement 1 3 ( 3,0
Modem Language 4 (3,1 ) Modem Language 4 (3,1
Elective 1 Elective 3
16 18
JUNIOR YEAR
PHYS 321 Mechanics I 3 (3,0) PHYS 322 Mechanics II 3 (3,0)
Humanities 3 PHYS 340 Elec. and Magnetism I 3 (3,0)
Minor 3 Humanities 3
Modem Language 3 ( 3,0 ) Minor 3
Elective 3 Modem Language 3 (3,0)
15 15
SENIOR YEAR
PHYS 455 Quantum Physics I . 3 ( 3,0 ) Minor 3
Minor 6 Physics Elective 4
Physics Elective 4 Social Science Elective 3
Social Science Elective 3 Elective 6
16 16
128 Total Semester Hours
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
Nofe; For a major or minor concentration in Physics, Phys 221 and 222 will count.
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MINOR CONCENTRATIONS
Accounting. A minor concentration in Accounting requires Acct
201, 202, 301, 302, and six additional credits in accounting courses
numbered higher than 201.
Chemistry. A minor concentration in Chemistry requires Ch 101,
112, and 15 additional credits in chemistry, the courses to be se-
lected in consultation with the Department of Chemistry.
"Cluster Minor." This minor concentration should consist of 15
semester credits in courses numbered higher than 300 (with some
exceptions). The subject area of the major should be excluded
from the grouping in the minor. The groups available in the
"Cluster Minor" are as follows:
Group I Social Sciences ^—economics, history, political science,
psychology, sociology.
Group II Philosophy and Religion.
Group III Fine Arts 2—CA AH 215, 216; CA VA 203, 205, 207,
209, 211, 213, 215, 305, 307, 309, 311, 313, 315, 405,
407, 409, 411, 413, 415; Engl 305, 308, 310, 311, 333;
Mus 151, 152, 205, 206, 210, 251, 252, 305, 306, 311,
315, 316, 362, 365, 421, 422.
Group IV Administration '—accounting, finance, economics, indus-
trial management, law.
Group V Life Sciences '—biochemistry, botany, genetics, micro-
biology, zoology.
Group VI Physical Sciences *—astronomy, chemistry, geology,
mathematical sciences, physics.
Economics. The recommended program of study consists of
Econ 314, 407, and 9 additional credits from tH:onomic courses
numbered 300 or higher.
English. The recoinincndcd program of study incliuics ihc re-
quired courses for the Hachelor of Arts curricnhnn and 15 semester
hours of English, arranged as follows:
Group I Engl 405 and either 422, 423, or 424.
Group II One of these courses: Engl 402, 404, 40^). 410, 413, 416,
424, 42.5, 427. 431, 437, 438, 439, 443, 445, 446, 461, 462.
Group III Six additional semester credits from Elnglish courses
numbered higher than 400.
1 At leait two ooufMi must be taken in mch mlijrt t < hosm.
S Of the OOUnes ihOiWl, nilM crediti inti*t l>c tukm in Kmnrs nunil>rrrd 300 or higher.
I No coune in the 100 leriet it applicablr ami not morr than two cininm in the 200
rica.
4 No cfHtnr in the 100 teriei is applicable, and not morr than t^%o counrs may be taken
each subject
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Engl 304, Advanced Composition, or departmental certification
of proficiency in composition is required.
Fine Arts. The minor concentration in Fine Arts consists of
Hum 201, 202 or CA DS 151, 152 and 15 semester credits from the
following courses, of which at least 9 must be earned in courses
numbered 300 or higher, and no more than 9 in any discipline
selected: CA AH 215, 216; Engl 305, 308, 310, 311, 333: Mus 151,
152, 205, 206, 210, 251, 252, 305, 306, 311, 315, 316, 362, 365, 421,
422; Visual Arts (all courses).
Geology. A minor concentration requires 15 semester hours from
the following courses: Geol 306, 309, 310, 313, 402, 403, 404, 405,
407, 408, 411.
History. The recommended program of study consists of 15
semester hours drawn from 300- and 400-level history courses.
Mathematical Sciences. A minor concentration in Mathematical
Sciences requires Math 106, 108, 206, and 9 additional credits in
mathematics. These additional credits should include at least two
of the following courses: Comp Sc 205, Math 208, 301; and one
400-level course in mathematics.
Modem Languages. A minor concentration in Modern Languages
requires 15 semester credits in one modem language from courses
numbered higher than 300, including at least one course on the 400
level.
Philosophy. The recommended program of study consists of 15
semester hours of coursework beyond Phil 201, 202—drawn from
Phil 203, 303, 304, 312, 318, 322, 344.
Physics. A minor concentration in Physics requires Phys 122 and
15 additional semester credits in physics, including Phys 221, 222.
Political Science. The recommended program of study consists
of 15 semester hours beyond Pol Sc 101 and 201 in courses drawn
from at least three of the following fields:
1. American Government—Pol Sc 302, 403, 405, 409.
2. Comparative Governments—Pol Sc 371, 372.
3. International Relations—Pol Sc 361, 462, 463, 464.
4. Political Behavior—Pol Sc 442, 443, 454.
5. Political Thought—Pol Sc 351, 352.
6. Public Administration—Pol Sc 321.
7. Public Law—Pol Sc 432, 433.
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Psychology. A minor concentration in Psychology requires Psych
201, 263, 265, and 15 semester credits from 300- and 400-level psy-
chology courses. At least one 400-level course must be included.
Sociology. A minor concentration in Sociology requires 15 se-
mester hours beyond Soc 201, 202 to be selected from the follow-
ing courses: RS 359, 401, Soc 309, 311, 321, 322, 324, 331, 341, 343,
351, 361, 381, 391, 393, 421, 431, 433, 441, 451, 481, 490, 499.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE CURRICULA
BIOCHEMISTRY
Biochemistry is the study of the molecular basis of life. In order to
comprehend the current biochemical information and to make fu-
ture contributions to our molecular understanding of life processes,
the student must obtain a broad background in biology and a firm
foundation in chemistry, mathematics, and physics; the biochem-
istry curriculum is built upon this concept.
The program provides an excellent educational background for
professional school (e.g., medicine, dentistry, or veterinary medi-
cine) and graduate school in biochemistry or another biological
science discipline.
The graduate will find employment opportunities in the research
and service programs of universities, medical schools, hospitals,
research institutes, and industrial and government laboratories.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
BIOL 110 Prin. of Biology I .. 5 (4,3) BIOL 111 Prin. of Biolo(?y II 5 (4,3)
CH 101 (k-neral Chemistry 4 (3,3) CU 112 Gt-neral Chtmistry . 4 (3.3)
ENGL 101 Engliih Composition . 3 (3.0) KNGL 102 EnRlish (xmiiwsition 3 (3.0)
MATH 106 Cal, of One Var. I . 4 (4,0) MATH 108 Gal. of Oi»e Var. II 4 (4.0)
16 16
SOPHOMORE YEAR
CH 223 OrRftnic Chemistry 3 (3,0) BIOCH 301 Molecular Bioloify . 3 (3,0)
CH 227 OfRanic Chemistry Lab. 1 (0,3) CH 224 OtKanit Chemistry . 3 (3.0)
MATH 206 C:alculus of Sev. Var. 4 (4,0) C:H 228 OrRanic Chemistry Lab. . 1 (0.3)
PHYS 122 Phys. with Gal. I 3 (2.2) PHYS 221 Phvs. with C:al. II . 3 (2.2)
Litj-rature R«iuirement I 3 (3,0) PHYS 223 Physics Lab. I 1 (0,3)
Approved Elective 2 .3 Literature Requirement 1 3 (3,0)
— Approved Elective 2 3
17 —
17
Note: No currictihim in the College of Sciences leading to the Bachelor of Science de-
gri-e will allow cn-dit for Engl 100, Math 100. 104. or 105 to he iisetl to satisfy the
rer|iiirements for graduation.
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JUNIOR YEAR
CH 313 Quantitative Analysis ... 3 (3,0) CH 332 Physical Chemistry 3 (3,0)
CH 317 Quantitative Anal. Lab. . . 1 (0,3) CH 340 Physical Chemistry Lab. . 1 (0,3)
CH 331 Physical Chemistry 3 (3,0) MICRO 305 General Microbiology 4 (3,3)
CH 339 Physical Chemistry Lab. . 1 ( 0,3 ) Approved Elective 2 6
PHYS 222 Phys. with Cal. Ill .3 (2,2) Science Elective 3 3
Science Elective 3 3 —
Approved Elective 2 3 17
17
SENIOR YEAR
BIOCH 422 Phys. Approach to BIOCH 424 Prin. of Biochemistry 3 (3,0)
Bioch 3 (3,0) BIOCH 426 Gen. Biochemistry Lab. 1 (0,3)
BIOCH 425 Gen. Biochemistry Lab. 1 (0,3) Science Elective 3 4
BIOCH 491 Spec. Prob. in Bioch.. 3 (0,9) or BIOCH 491 Spec. Prob. in
or Science Elective 3 4 Bioch 3 (0,9)
ENGL 301 Pubhc Speaking 3 (3,0) Approved Elective 2 10
Approved Elective 2 6
16-17
18-17
134 Total Semester Hours
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2 At least 18 hours must be elected from the hvunanities and/or social sciences. A one-
year sequence from the following is strongly recommended: Ger 101, 102; Fr 101, 102;
Russ 101, 102.
3 An approved elective to be selected from botany, chemistry, computer science, genetics,
mathematics, microbiology, physics, plant pathology, or zoology. At least one semester of
Bioch 491 is required.
BOTANY
Botany is a diversified subject area that seeks to explain the many
aspects of plant life—as it is today, as it was yesterday, and as it
will be tomorrow. Areas explored by botanists range from highly
theoretical experimentation to direct utilization of knowledge in
order to solve problems such as the enhancement of food supplies,
maintenance and improvement of human health, and conservation
of nature's beauty. Studies in botany extend from consideration of
minute molecular and subcellular activities to descriptions of struc-
ture, function, and action of whole plants and to evaluations of how
plants are associated with the operation of the entire planet.
Because of the breadth of the subject, a variety of different
expectations and interests may be found among students majoring
in Botany. For this reason, the Botany curriculum consists of three
options which provide appropriate avenues for students seeking
different types of careers in plant biology. Options fall into two pro-
grams: (1) Pregraduate School program which meets the needs of
students wishing to pursue advanced degrees and (2) Prevocational
program for students planning to begin career vocations imme-
diately upon completion of the bachelor's degree.
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BOTANY— PREGRADUATE SCHOOL MOLECULAR AND
ORGANISMAL OPTIONS
The Pregraduate School program provides two options: (1) Organ-
ismal option which emphasizes the biology of plants and prepares
students for graduate study in the descriptive or empirical aspects
of botany; and (2) Molecular option which stresses experiences in
physical and mathematical sciences, in addition to a core of botani-
cal courses, and prepares students to undertake graduate study in
molecular and physiological botany.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
BIOL 110 Prin. of Biology I 5 (4.3) BIOL 111 Prin. of Biology II 5 (4,3)
CH 101 General Chemistry 4 (3,3) CH 112 General Chemistry 4 (3,3)
ENGL 101 English Composition. . 3 (3,0) ENGL 102 English Composition 3 (3,0)
MATH 106 Cal. of One Var. I . 4 (4,0) Mathematics Requirement 2 ...3-4
Elective 1 Elective 1
17 16-17
SOPHOMORE YEAR
EOT 201 Field Botany 3 (1,4) BIOCH 301 Molec. Biology 3 (3,0)
CH 223 Organic Chemistry 3 (3,0) BIOCH 302 Molec. Biol. Lab 1 (0.3)
CH 227 Organic Chemistry Lab . 1 (0,3) BOT 202 Survey of Plant Kingdom 4 (3,3)
ZOOL 201 Invertebrate Zoology 4 (3,3) CH 224 Organic Chemistry 3 (3,0)
or ZOOL 202 Vertebrate Zoology 4 (3,3) Elective 1 5
Mathematics Requirement 2 3-4 —
Elective 1 3 16
17-18
1 See Molecular or Organismal Option.
2 Mathematics Requirement. For Molecular Option Math 108 and one of the following:
Comp Sc 20.5, Math 206, 301; for Organismal Option two of the following: Conip Sc 205,
Math 108. 301, 405.
BOTANY— PREGRADUATE SCHOOL MOLECULAR OPTION
JUNIOR YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
BOT 331 Intro. Plant Taxonomy . 3 (2,3) BOT 421 Plant Physiology . . 4 (3.3)
BOT 451 Plant Anatomy 4 (3,3) MICRO 305 (U-mral Miirobiology 4 (3,3)
GEN 305 Intn.. and Molec. Gen. 4 (3,3) PHYS 221 Phvs. with Cal. II 3 (2.2)
PHYS 122 Phyv with Cal. I 3 ( 2.2
)
PHYS 223 Physics Lab. 1 1 (0.3)
Elective I 3 Elective .5
17 17
SENIOR YEAR
HKX H 12 J I'rin of HKHhrmutry . 3 (3,0) BKX^H 424 Pnn. o* Hick hcmistry 3 (3,0)
BHK.H 425 On. BKKhomiitry I^b. 1 (0,3) BI(K:H 42« On. Bicx-hemistrv Ij>b. 1 (0,3)
BOT 441 Plant K« ology . . 3 ( 2,3 li«.t«ny Elcttivc 6
PHYS 222 Phyv with Cal III 3 (2.2) EIrctivr 7
PHYS 224 Phyiici Ub. II . 1 (0.3) —
Klrclivp I 4 17
15
132-134 ToUl Semester Hours
1 El«ciiv«: A minimum of til houn from two luhfect •rr«i of •ocial uicnce* ( Rcography.
ec'irMimic*. polttiral wiener. p«ychn|ogy. sociology); a minimum «»f nine hour* from at lea^t
two <iibjr<-t atr»% .if the humanilirt (litrraturr an«i Kn«li*h. miKirm lanKuaget. humanities,
art. mu%ic. philosophy, rrliKion). a iiuniinuin of eight hour\ from ctninct related t<» the
option and approvrtl by the «tiKlmt'< adviser.
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BOTANY— PREGRADUATE SCHOOL ORGANISMAL OPTION
JUNIOR YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
BOT 331 Intro. Plant Taxonomy . 3 (2,3) BOT 421 Plant Physiology 4 (3,3)
BOT 451 Plant Anatomy 4 (3,3) MICRO 305 General Microbiology 4 (3,3)
GEN 305 Intro, and Molec. Gen. . . 4 (3,3) PHYS 208 General Physics II ... 4 (3,2)
PHYS 207 General Physics I .... 4 (3,2) Elective 4
Elective i 2 —
— 16
17
SENIOR YEAR
BOT 441 Plant Ecology 3 (2,3) Botany Elective 6
Botany Elective 3 Elective l 10
Elective l 11 —
— 16
17
132-134 Total Semester Hours
1 Electives: A minimum of nine hours from at least tw^o subject areas of the social
sciences; a minimum of twelve hours from at least two subject areas of the humanities; a
minimum of ten hours from courses related to the option and approved by the student's
adviser.
BOTANY—PREVOCATIONAL
The Prevocational program is structured to furnish some employ-
ment advantages upon graduation. The core of the program pro-
vides a foundation in botany, a soUd introduction to other sciences
and Hberal arts; and just as important, it provides a flexibihty
through free electives that allows students to develop in peripheral
areas of interest or areas necessary for specialized employment.
Among the courses appropriate for electives are those from areas of
applied plant sciences, business, recreation, forestry, environment,
and those in education required for South Carolina certification in
secondary education. Students completing the Prevocational pro-
gram should find employment opportunities as teachers, in the
many facets of research, production, and sales and services con-
nected with agriculture and other plant-oriented industries. In ad-
dition, persons knowledgeable of plants and plant biology may find
job opportunities with one of the many private or governmental
agencies associated with environmental health, monitoring and con-
trol, land management and land-use planning, or in various aspects
of conservation, beautification, and preservation of natural and
modified landscapes, or in a variety of positions related to outdoor
recreation.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
BIOL 110 Prin. of Biology I 5 (4,3) BIOL 111 Prin. of Biology II . . 5 (4,3)
CH 101 General Chemistry . . 4 (3,3) CH 102 General Chemistry 4 (3,3)
ENGL 101 English Composition. . 3 (3,0) ENGL 102 English Composition. . 3 (3,0)
MATH 101 Finite Probability ... 3 (3,0) MATH 203 Elem. Stat. Inference 3 (3,0)
Elective 1 Elective 2
16 17
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SOPHOMORE YEAR
BIOCH 210 Elem. Biochemistry . . 4 (3,3) EOT 202 Survey of Plant Kingdom 4 (3,3)
BOT 201 Field Botany 3 (1,4) PHYS 208 General Physics II ... 4 (3,2)
PHYS 207 General Physics I 4 (3,2) ZOOL 201 Invertebrate Zoology . . 4 (3,3)
Elective 6 or ZOOL 202 Vertebrate Zoology 4 (3,3
)
— Elective i 4
17 —
16
JUNIOR YEAR
BOT 331 Intro. Plant Taxonomy . 3 (2,3) BOT 421 Plant Physiology 4 (3,3)
BOT 451 Plant Anatomy 4 (3,3) MICRO 305 General Microbiology 4 (3,3)
Elective i 9 Zoology Elective 3
— Elective i 6
16 —
17
SENIOR YEAR
BOT 441 Plant Ecology 3 (2,3) Botany Elective 6
GEN 302 Genetics 4 ( 3,3 ) Elective i 10
Elective i 10 —
— 16
17
132 Total Semester Hours
1 Electives: A minimum of 12 hours from at least two subject areas of the social sci-
ences; a minimum of 12 hours from at least two subject areas of the humanities; a mini-
mum of 15 hours from courses related to anticipated vocation and subject to approval by
the student's adviser.
CHEMISTRY
Chemistry, an experimental discipline based on observation guided
by molecular theory, is of fundamental importance in much of mod-
em science and technology. Its molecular concepts form the basis
for ideas about complex material behavior. Due to the fundamen-
tal nature and extensive application of chemistry, an unusually large
variety of challenging opportunities to contribute in the science-
oriented community are open to the student whose education is
built around the principles of this discipline.
The curriculum, through the career requirement options and the
large number of electives, provides each student an opportunity to
select a coherent program of study beyond the basic courses suited
to his or her needs. Career recjuirement options are provided for
.students anticipating graduate study in chemistry or related fields;
employment following the B.vS. degree in laboratory, production,
technical sales or management positions; professional studies (e.g.,
medicine); chemical physics; geochemistry; and employment in
fields rec|niriiig extensive preparation in courses other than sciences
(e.g., patent law and technical writing). Significant features of the
curriculum are the student's extensive participation in experimental
work and the opi^)rtunity to take part in a research investigation
during the junior and senior years.
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FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
CH 101 General Chemistry 4 (3,3) CH 112 General Chemistry 4 (3,3)
ENGL 101 English Composition.. 3 (3,0) ENGL 102 English Composition.. 3 (3,0)
GER 101 Elementary German 2 . 4 (3,1) GER 102 Elementary German 2 . 4 (3,1)
MATH 106 Cal. of One Var. I . . 4 (4,0) MATH 108 Cal. of One Var. 11 . 4 (4,0)
15
PHYS 122 Phys. with Cal. I .... 3 (2,2)
18
SOPHOMORE YEAR
CH 223 Organic Chemistry 3 (3,0) CH 224 Organic Chemistry 3 (3,0)
CH 225 Organic Chemistry Lab.. 2 (0,6) CH 226 Organic Chemistry Lab.. 2 (0,6)
MATH 206 Calculus of Sev. Var. 4 (4,0) MATH 208 Engineering Math. I. . 4 (4,0)
PHYS 221 Phys. with Cal. II ... 3 (2,2) PHYS 222 Phys. with Cal. Ill . . 3 (2,2)
PHYS 223 Physios Lab. I 1 (0,3) PHYS 224 Physics Lab. II 1 (0,3)
Literature Requirement i 3 ( 3,0 ) Literature Requirement i 3 ( 3,0
)
16 16
JUNIOR YEAR
CH 313 Quantitative Analysis . . 3 (3,0) CH 332 Physical Chemistry 3 (3,0)
CH 315 Quantitative Anal. Lab.. 2 (0,6) CH 340 Physical Chemistry Lab.. 1 (0,3)
CH 331 Physical Chemistry 3 (3,0) CH 411 Instrumental Analysis ... 4 (2,6)
CH 339 Physical Chemistry Lab.
.
1 ( 0,3 ) Elective 3 9
COMP SC 205 Elem. Comp. Prog. 3 (3,0) —
Elective 3 4 17
16
SENIOR YEAR
CH 402 Inorganic Chemistry . ... 3 ( 3,0 ) Career Requirements 4 4
Career Requirements 4 6 Elective 12
Elective 3 7 —
— 16
16
130 Total Semester Hours
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2 Students planning to take biology courses register for Biol 110 and 111 in the
freshman year and delay Ger 101, 102 until the jimior year.
3 At least six hours must be in humanities and/or social sciences.
4 A minimum of ten hours to be selected from advanced science, engineering, and mathe-
matics courses. (See adviser.)
GEOLOGY
Geology is a relatively young science. The word itself is only about
200 years old. It means the science of the earth. Such a science
must be involved with the physics and chemistry of materials which
comprise the earth, but equally important it must consider the
development of life on earth. Fundamentally, the chemical, phys-
ical and biological responses to various environments on and in the
earth must be thoroughly understood so that the historical develop-
ment of the earth may be deduced, predictions of the future in-
ferred, and natural resources intelligently developed.
Industry in our modem civilization is dependent on minerals and
rocks. Metals have their origin in them as do our chief power
sources, coal, petroleum, and radioactive minerals. The power and
wealth of nations depend largely on their exploration, control and
development of mineral wealth.
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Geologists today are entering upon a new era. Widening horizons
are indicated by employment not only in mineral-producing indus-
tries but by railroads, municipalities, engineering firms, and water
authorities. For this reason, it is important that the geologist's
education rest on a broad yet rigorous base.
This curriculum provides the student with the fundamentals in
the geological sciences and excellent support in the other basic
sciences. On successful completion of the Bachelor of Science pro-
gram the student should be adequately prepared for employment
or for graduate study in any field of geology.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
CH 101 General Chemistry 4 (3,3) CH 102 or 112 General Chemistry 4 (3,3)
ENGL 101 English Composition.. 3 (3,0) ENGL 102 English Composition 3 (3,0)
MATH 106 Cal. of One Var. I . . 4 (4,0) MATH 108 Cal. of One Var. II . 4 (4,0)
Modem Language 2 4 (3,1) Modem Language 2 4 (3,1)
15 15
SOPHOMORE YEAR
GEOL 101 Physical Geology .... 4 (3,2) GEOL 102 Historical Geology ... 4 (3,3)
HIST 172 Western Civilization .. 3 (3,0) HIST 173 Western Civilization .. 3 (3,0)
MATH 206 Calculus of Sev. Var. 4 (4,0) PHYS 122 Phys. with Cal. I 3 (2,2)
Literature Requirement l 3 (3,0) Literature Requirement l 3 (3,0)
Modem Language 2 3 (3,0) Modem Language 2 3 (3,0)
17 16
JUNIOR YEAR
BIOL 103 General Biology I . . 3 (3,0) BIOL 104 General Biology II 3 (3,0)
BIOL 105 General Biology Lab. I 1 (0,3) BIOL 106 General Biology Lab. II I (0,3)
GEOL 306 Mineralogy 3 ( 2,3
)
EX ST 301 Introductory Statistics 3 (2.2)
PHYS 221 Phys. with Cal. II 3 (2,2) GEOL 309 Petrology 3 (2,3)
PHYS 223 Physics Lab. I 1 (0,3) GEOL 313 Stratigraphy and Sed. 3 (3.0)
Elective 3 4 PHYS 222 Phys. with Cal. Ill . . 3 (2.2)
— PHYS 224 Physics Lab. II 1 (0,3)
15 —
17
Summer Geology Course 4 6
SENIOR YEAR
GEOL 402 Structural Geologv 3 (2.2) GEOL 310 Optical Mineralogy 3 (1.4)
GEOL 403 Invert. Paleontology 3 (2.3) GEOL 404 Economic Geology . 3 (3.0)
GEOL 411 Research Problems 1 (0,3) Elective 10
Elective 3 10
16
17
134 Total Semester Hours
1 To U' vlrct.d from th«- following: Engl 202. 203. 204. 205. 206. 207. 208. 209.
2 (;«Tman or French is rccommendfd. Two years in the- same language are required.
3 At least 12 houn must be elected from the humanities and/or social sciences.
4 Clcmson University does not conduct a field course in geology, but attendance at a
course approved by the geology staff is rc<iuired.
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MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES
The Mathematical Sciences curriculum, carefully designed to pos-
sess a high degree of versatility, equips the student with the knowl-
edge of mathematical concepts and methods that are applicable in
the areas of physics, computer science, communication theory, data
processing, statistics, operations research, economics, or any branch
of the physical sciences in which a strong mathematical back-
ground is desired. In addition to containing the basic courses
which provide the student with the mathematical skills necessary
in the use of mathematics as it relates to other fields of knowledge,
the curriculum allows the student in his junior year to select one
of ten optional sets of courses, providing an introduction to an
area where mathematics is applied. These options are Actuarial
Science, Applied Mathematics, Biology, Chemistry, Computer Sci-
ence, Managerial Science, Operations Research, Physics, Psychology,
and Statistics.
In addition to the overall goal of preparing the student to cope
with the dynamics of any mathematical environment, the curricu-
lum seeks to provide an adequate background for the student who
plans to pursue graduate study in mathematics or to fill many in-
teresting positions in space research, computer development, busi-
ness, or government research. Those electing the Biology option
will have the necessary preparation for entering medical school.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
CH 101 General Chemistry 2 .... 4 (3,3) CH 102 General Chemistry 2.8 ... 4 (3,3)
COMP SC 205 Elem. Comp. Prog. 3 (3,0) ECON 201 Prin. of Economics ... 3 (3,0)
ENGL 101 English Composition.. 3 (3,0) ENGL 102 English Composition . 3 (3.0)
MATH 106 Gal. of One Var. I . . 4 (4,0) MATH 108 Gal. of One Var. II . 4 (4,0)
MATH 150 Intro, to Math. Sci. . . 1 (1,0) Elective 3 3
15 17
SOPHOMORE YEAR
MATH 206 Calculus of Sev. Var. 4 (4,0) HIST 172 or 173 Western Giv. . 3 (3,0)
MATH 301 Stat. Theory and Meth. I 3 (3,0) MATH 208 Engineering Math. I. 4 (4,0)
PHYS 122 Phys. with Gal. 1 .... 3 (2,2) MATH 411 Linear Algebra 3 (3,0)
Literature Requirement i 3 (3,0) Literature Requirement l 3 (3,0)
Elective 3 3 Elective 3 3
16 16
JUNIOR YEAR
MATH 350 Intro, to Math. Models 3 (3,0) MATH 402 Theory of Probability 3 (3,0)
MATH 453 Advanced Calculus I. 3 (3,0) MATH 454 Advanced Calculus II 3 (3,0)
or MATH 463 Math. Analysis I 3 (3,0) or MATH 464 Math. Analysis II 3 (3,0)
Modem Language 4 (3,1) Modem Language 4 (3,1)
Option 3 Option 3
Elective 3 4 Elective 3 4
17 17
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SENIOR YEAR
ENGL 301 PubUc Speaking 3 (3,0)
MATH 412 Intro, to Mod. Algebra 3 (3,0)
or MATH 419 Discrete Math.
Structures I 3 (3,0)
Mathematics Elective 4 3 (3,0)
Option 3
Elective 3 4
16
OPTIONS
Chemistry
CH 331 Physical Chemistry .... 3 (3,0)
CH 332 Physical Chemistry .... 3 (3,0)
CH 339 Physical Chemistry Lab.. 1 (0,3)
CH 340 Physical Chemistry Lab.. 1 (0,3)
CH 402 Inorganic Chemistry ... 3 (3,0)
CH 435 Spectroscopy and Mol.
Struc 3 (3,0)
14
Mathematics Elective 3
Option 3
Elective 10
16
130 Total Semester Hours
Statistics
MATH 404 Intro, to Stoch. Proc. 3 (3,0)
MATH 405 Statistical Theory and
Methods II 3 (3,0)
MATH 409 Statistical Theory and
Methods III 3 (3,0)
MATH 471 Applied Statistical
Decision Theory 3 (3,0)
12
Managerial Science 5
IM 402 Oper. Plan, and Control .
IM 404 Managerial Economics . .
or IM 418 Mgt. Inform. Sys. . .
MATH 404 Intro, to Stoch. Proc.
MATH 452 Linear Programming
.
3 (3,0)
3 (3,0)
3 (3,0)
3 (3,0)
3 (3,0)
12
Physics B
PHYS 321 Mechanics I 3 (3,0)
PHYS 322 Mechanics II 3 ( 3,0
)
or PHYS 441 Elec. and Mag. II 3 (3,0)
PHYS 340 Elec. and Magnetism I 3 (3,0)
9
Operations Research
IM 402 Oper. Plan, and Control 3 (3,0)
MATH 404 Intro, to Stoch. Proc. 3 (3,0)
MATH 409 Stat. Theory and
Meth. Ill 3 (3,0)
or MATH 461 Intro, to
Num. Anal. II 3 (3,0)
MATH 452 Linear Programming . 3 ( 3,0
)
MATH 460 Intro, to Num. Anal. I 3 (3,0)
Psychology 7
PSYCH 201 General Psychology
PSYCH 263 Intro. Exper. Psych.
PSYCH 305 Applied Psychology
PSYCH 363 Adv. Exper. Psych.
PSYCH 471 Psych. Test Eval.
15
(3,0)
(3.0)
(3,0)
(3.3)
(3,0)
Applied Mathematics
ApplicatiorLs Area
Three of the following courses:
MATH 309 Engr. Math. II
MATH 407 Partial Diff. Equations
MATH 435 Complex Variables
MATH 460 Intro, to Num. Anal.
(3,0)
(3.0)
(3.0)
(3,0)
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202. 203. 204. 20.'5. 206. 207. 208. 209.
2 Those qualifying for advanced placement in languages or wanting to take lnng\iagi*s
the fr««hman year may take them in place of the.se courses.
3 Electives approved by the adviser should include one of the following sequences:
Biol 103. 104. 105. 106; Econ 314. Mgt Sc 311; Phys 221, 223, 222, 224.
4 To be selected fmm Math 403. 404. 405.
BSel«tt from the followinR setpiente: Kcon 314, Mgt Sc 311.
fl Select the following si-quence: I'hys 221. 222, 223. 224.
T Select the following sequence: Biol 103. 104. 105. 106.
H Students in the Chemistry option must take Ch 112.
MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES — ACTUARIAL SCIENCE OPTION
FRESHMAN YEAR
Fir.st Semester
4 (3.3)CH 101 C;eneriil Chemistry '2
COMV SC 205 F.Uin C.mp. Prog. 3 (3.0)
KNCL 101 KiiKlish (;<imi>oiition 3 (3.0)
MATH 106 Ciil. of One Var. I
MATH 150 Infr... Ii> Math. Sci.
4 (4.0)
1 (1.0)
Second Semester
CH 102 Genrrnl Chemistry 2
F-N'CL 102 Knulish (*oinix>sition
Hl.Sr 172 nr 173 NVesteni Civ.
MATH 108 C:al. of One Var. II
MAIH 231 Math, of Life Ini.
15
4 (3.3)
3 (3.0)
3 (3.0)
4 (4.0)
3 (3,0)
17
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SOPHOMORE YEAR
ECON 201 Prin. of Economics . .
MATH 206 Calculus of Sev. Var.
MATH 301 Stat. Theory and
Meth. I
PHYS 122 Phys. with Cal. I
(3,0)
(4,0)
(3,0)
(2,2)
ECON 306 Risk and Insurance
ECON 314 Inter. Econ. Theory
(3,0)
(3,0)
MATH 208 Engineering Math. I . 4 (4,0)
MATH 232 Actuarial Sci. Sem. I 1
MATH 411 Linear Algebra 3
(1,0)
(3,0)
Literature Requirement i 3 (3,0) Literature Requirement 1 3 (3,0)
16 17
JUNIOR YEAR
ACCT 201 Principles of Accounting 3 (3,0)
MATH 430 Actuarial Finite DiflF. 3 (3,0)
MATH 453 Advanced Calculus I. 3 (3,0)
or MATH 463 Math. Anal. I . . 3 (3,0)
Modem Language 4 (3,1)
Elective 3
ACCT 301 Intermed. Accounting. 3 (3,0)
MATH 431 Theory of Interest . . 3 (3,0)
MATH 454 Advanced Calculus II 3 (3,0)
or MATH 464 Math. Anal. II . . 3 ( 3,0
)
Modem Language 4 (3,1)
Elective 3
16 16
SENIOR YEAR
ENGL 301 PubUc Speaking 3 (3,0) MATH 403 Statistical Inference 4 3 (3,0)
MATH 350 Intro, to Math. Models 3 (3,0) MATH 412 Intro, to Mod. Algebra 3 (3,0)
MATH 402 Theory of Prob.4 ... 3 (3,0) or MATH 419 Discrete Math.
MGT SC 311 Intro, to Stmctures I 3 (3,0)
Econometrics 3 (3,0) MATH 432 Actuarial Science
Elective 4 Sem. II 4 1 (1,0)
— Elective 3 10
16 —
17
130 Total Semester Hours
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2 Those qualifying for advanced placement in languages or wanting to take languages
the freshman year may take them in place of these courses.
3 Electives must be approved by adviser.
4 Math 430 and 431 will be offered in 1978/79 and altemate years thereafter. There-
fore, Math 402, 403, 432 should be scheduled by juniors or seniors during the off year.
MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES— BIOLOGY OPTION
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester
BIOL 103 General Biology I 2 ... 3 (3,0)
BIOL 105 General Biology Lab. II (0,3)
COMP SC 205 Elem. Comp. Prog. 3 (3,0)
ENGL 101 English Composition. . 3 (3,0)
MATH 106 Cal. of One Var. I . 4 (4,0)
MATH 150 Intro, to Math. Sci. . . 1 (1,0)
15
Second Semester
BIOL 104 General Biology II 2 . . 3 (3,0)
BIOL 106 General Biology Lab. II 1 (0,3)
ECON 201 Principles of Economics 3 (3,0)
ENGL 102 English Composition . 3 (3,0)
MATH 108 Cal. of One Var. II . 4 (4,0)
Elective 3
17
SOPHOMORE YEAR
CH 101 General Chemistry 4 (3,3)
MATH 206 Calculus of Sev. Var. 4 (4,0)
MATH 301 Stat. Theory and Meth. 13 (3,0)
PHYS 207 General Physics I .... 4 (3,2)
Literature Requirement l 3 (3,0)
18
CH 112 General Chemistry 4 (3,3)
MATH 208 Engineering Math. 14 (4,0)
MATH 411 Linear Algebra 3 (3,0)
PHYS 208 General Physics II ... 4 (3,2)
Literature Requirement i 3 ( 3,0
)
18
JUNIOR YEAR
CH 223 Organic Chemistry 3 (3,0)
CH 227 Organic Chemistry Lab. . 1 ( 0,3
)
MATH 350 Intro, to Math. Models 3 (3,0)
MATH 453 Advanced Calculus I. 3 (3,0)
or MATH 463 Math. Analysis 1
.
3 ( 3,0
Modem Language 4 (3,1)
Elective 2
CH 224 Organic Chemistry 3 ( 3,0
CH 228 Organic Chemistry Lab. . 1 (0,3)
MATH 402 Theory of Probability 3 (3,0)
MATH 454 Advanced Calculus II 3 (3,0)
or MATH 464 Math. Analysis II 3 (3,0)
Modem Language 4 (3,1)
Elective 2
16 16
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SENIOR YEAR
BOT 202 Survey of Plant King. . . 4 ( 3,3
)
or ZOOL 301 Comp. Vert. Anat. 4 (3,3)
MATH 412 Intro, to Mod. Algebra 3 (3,0)
or MATH 419 Discrete Math.
Structures I 3 (3,0)
Mathematics Elective 4 3 (3,0)
Elective 3 5
15
BOT 441 Plant Ecology 3 (2,3)
ENGL 301 Public Speaking 3 (3,0)
HIST 172 or 173 Western Civ. . . 3 (3,0)
Mathematics Elective 3 (3.0)
Elective 3
15
130 Total Semester Hours
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2 Those qualifying for advance placement in languages or wanting to take languages the
freshman year may take them in place of these courses.
3 Electives must be approved by adviser.
4 To be selected from Math 403, 404, or 405.
MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES—COMPUTER SCIENCE OPTION
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester
CH 101 General Chemistry 2 .
COMP SC 205 Elem. Comp. Prog. 3 (3,0)
ENGL 101 English Composition . 3 (3,0)
MATH 106 Cal. of One Var. I . . 4 (4,0)
MATH 150 Intro, to Math. Sci. . . 1 (1,0)
15
Second Semester
4 (3,3) CH 102 General Chemistry 2 4 (3,3)
COMP SC 308 Data Processing
for Business Applications 3 (3,0)
ECON 201 Prin. of Economics ... 3 (3,0)
ENGL 102 English Composition . 3 (3,0)
MATH 108 Cal. of One Var. II . 4 (4,0)
17
SOPHOMORE YEAR
COMP SC 321 Assembly Language COMP SC 422 Systems Prog. . . 3 (3,0)
Programming 3 (3,0) HIST 172 or 173 Western Civ. 3 (3,0)
MATH 206 Calculus of Sev. Var. 4 (4,0) MATH 208 Engineering Math. I . 4 (4,0)
MATH 301 Stat. Theory and MATH 411 Linear Algebra 3 (3,0)
Meth. I 3 (3,0) Literature Requirement i 3 (3,0)
Literature Requirement i 3 (3,0) —
Elective 3 16
16
JUNIOR YEAR
MATH 350 Intro, to Math. Models 3 (3,0) ENGL 301 Public Speaking 3 (3.0)
MATH 460 Intro, to Num. Anal. I 3 (3,0) MATH 402 Theory of Probability 3 (3,0)
PHYS 122 Phys. with Cal. I . . 3 (2.2) MATH 412 Intro, to Mod. Algebra 3 (3.0)
Modem Language 4 (3,1) or MATH 419 Discrete- Math.
Elective! 4 Stnicturcs I 3 (3.0)
— Modem Language 4 (3,1
)
17 Elective :i 4
17
SENIOR YEAR
MATH 453 Advanced Calculus I 3 (3,0) MATH 454 Advanced Calculus II 3 (3,0)
or MATH 463 Math. Analysis I 3 (3,0) or MATH 464 Math. Analysis II 3 (3,0)
Computrr Sci«-nce Elective S .... 3 Computer Science Elective 5 ... 3
Mathrmati* s Kl«( tive * 3 Elective :i 10
Elective 7 —
— 16
16 130 Total Semester Hours
1 To be selected from the followiniJ: Engl 202. 203. 204. 205. 206. 207. 208. 209.
2 Those qualifying for advance placement in Inngtiages or wanting to take languages the
frrihiiian year may take them in place of their c«mrM*s.
8 F^Iectives opprmetl by adviser should mclude one of the following »«*quences: Phys
221. 223. 222. 224; Biol 103. 104. 105. 106; Kion 314. Mgt Sc 311.
4 To be «elr<ted from the following: Math 403. 404. 405. 452.
.'• Sriect from 400-level computer science courses or miithemHtical sciences computing
tcHirses.
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MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
Registered (ASCP) medical technologists are professionals whose
broad knowledge gained from college science courses and clinical
laboratory training gives them the ability to perform complex
analyses used in the modern clinical laboratory. The quality of
performance coming from the medical laboratory is controlled by
the registered medical technologists. They are responsible for their
own work as well as for the work of those under their area of
supervision. In the hospital laboratory, medical technologists are
directly responsible to the pathologist. In addition to jobs in the
hospital laboratory, medical technologists are employed by private,
state, and federal health laboratories and by pharmaceutical com-
panies.
The program in Medical Technology at Clemson University
consists of three years of lectures and laboratories on the Clemson
campus and one year of clinical training at an accredited school
of medical technology. The courses required in the first three years
of the program must be completed before the student can begin
the clinical (fourth) year. The student must also have a grade-point
ratio of 2.0 or higher before entering the fourth year. Clemson
University is presently aflBliated with three schools of medical tech-
nology. They are located at Anderson Memorial Hospital, Green-
ville General Hospital, and Self Memorial Hospital at Greenwood.
Students are selected by the schools of medical technology on a
competitive basis. Applications for the schools of medical technology
should be made at the beginning of the sophomore year.
Upon satisfactory completion of the requirements of the curricu-
lum, the student will receive the Bachelor of Science degree in
Medical Technology from Clemson University.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
BIOL 110 Prin. of Biology I ... 5 (4,3) BIOL 111 Prin. of Biology II . . 5 (4,3)
CH 101 General Chemistry 4 (3,3) CH 112 General Chemistry 4 (3,3)
ENGL 101 English Composition.. 3 (3,0) ENGL 102 English Composition 3 (3,0)
MATH 106 Cal. of One Var. I . 4 (4,0) Mathematics Requirement 2 ...3-4
MED TECH 101 Introduction to Elective 3-2
Medical Technology 1 (1,0) —
— 18
17
SOPHOMORE YEAR
CH 223 Organic Chemistry 3 (3,0) CH 224 Organic Chemistry 3 (3,0)
CH 227 Organic Chemistry Lab.. 1 (0,3) CH 228 Organic Chemistry Lab, . 1 (0,3)
HIST 172 Western Civilization . 3 (3,0) GEN 302 Genetics 4 (3,3)
MICRO 305 General Microbiology 4 (3,3) Literature Requirement! 3 (3,0)
Literature Requirement i 3 ( 3,0
)
Physics Elective 3 3-4
Physics Elective 3 3-4 Elective 3
17-18 17-18
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JUNIOR YEAR
CH 313 Quantitative Analysis . 3 (3,0) Humanities Elective 3 3
CH 317 Quantitative Anal. Lab. . . 1 (0,3) Option Requirements 8
or CH 310 Elem. Chem. Instr. 4 (2,6) Social Science Elective 3 3
Humanities Elective 3 3 Elective 3
Option Requirement 3 8 —
— 17
15
SENIOR YEAR
(52 Weeks)
Clinical
Credit Lecture Seminar Practice
Hours Hours Hours Hours
MED TECH 401 Serology and Immunology 4 21 10 49
MED TECH 402 Microbiology 7 59 6 470
MED TECH 403 Hematology 5 12 32 276
MED TECH 404 Blood Bank 3 8 20 132
MED TECH 407 Urinalysis 2 10 8 102
MED TECH 408 Chemistry 10 40 50 470
MED TECH 409 Radioisotopes 1 2 7
32
133-135 Total Semester Hours
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2 To be selected from Comp Sc 205. Ex St 301, Math 108. 301.
3 To be chosen from courses required to complete an alternate degree should the student
not be accepted to a hospital school after completion of the academic requirement for the
baccalaureate degree in Medical Technology.
MICROBIOLOGY
Microbiology deals with the study of bacteria, viruses, yeasts, fila-
mentous fungi, protozoa, and unicellular algae. The microbiologist
seeks to describe these organisms in terms of their structures, func-
tions and processes of reproduction, growth and death, at both the
cellular and molecular levels. He is also concerned with their
ecology, particularly in regard to their pathological effects on man,
and with their economic importance.
The Microbiology major provides a thorough training in the basic
microbiological skills. Furthermore, the student receives instruction
in mathematics, physics, chemistry, and biochemistry, all of which
are essential to the training of a modem-day microbiologist.
Through a wide choice of electives, the program allows a student
to prepare for a variety of careers. The Microbiology curriculum
with Molecular Biology option is recommended for students plan-
ning postgraduate programs. The microbiology graduate may enter
graduate school in the fields of microbiology, biochemistr>', bio-
engineering or related disciplines; he may enter a medical or dental
school; or pursue a career in one of the many industries or pul)lic
service departments dependent uix)n microbiology. Some of these
are the fermentation and drug industries, medical and public health
microbiology, various food industries, and agriculture.
Microbiology majors planning to apply for admission to a med-
ical or dental school should infonn their advisers immediately upon
entering the Microbiology program.
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FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
BIOL 110 Prin. of Biology I ... 5 (4,3) BIOL 111 Prin. of Biology II . . 5 (4,3)
CH 101 General Chemistry 4 (3,3) CH 112 General Chemistry 4 (3,3)
ENGL 101 English Composition . 3 (3,0) ENGL 102 EngUsh Composition. . 3 (3,0)
MATH 106 Cal. of One Var. I
. . 4 (4,0) MICRO 100 Microbes and Human
— Affairs 1 (.1,0)
16 Mathematics Requirement 2
. .
3-4
16-17
SOPHOMORE YEAR
CH 223 Organic Chemistry 3 (3,0) BIOCH 301 Molecular Biology . . 3 (3,0)CH 227 Organic Chemistry Lab. . 1 ( 0,3
)
CH 224 Organic Chemistry 3 ( 3,0
)
MICRO 305 General Microbiology 4 (3,3) CH 228 Organic Chemistry Lab. . 1 (0,3)
Literature Requirement i 3 (3,0) Literatxire Requirement i 3 (3,0)
Mathematics or Sci. Elective 3 ... 3-4 Mathematics or Sci. Elective 3 .4-3
Social Science Elective 3 Microbiology Elective 4 3
17-18 17-16
JUNIOR YEAR
ENGL 301 Public Speaking 3 (3,0) GEN 305 Intro, and Molec. Gen. 4 (3,3)
MICRO 401 Adv. Bacteriology . . 4 (2,6) MICRO 412 Bacterial Physiology . 4 (3,3)
Physics Elective 5 4-3 Physics Elective 5 4
Elective 4 6-7 Social Science Elective 3
— Elective 4 3
17 —
18
SENIOR YEAR
Social Science Elective 3 MICRO 411 Path. Bacteriology . 4 (3,3)
Elective 4 14-13 Elective 4 12
17-16 16
134 Total Semester Hours
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2 Math 108 is required for the Microbiology-Molecular Biology option. Microbiology
majors may select from Comp Sc 205, Ex St 301, Math 108, 301.
3 To be selected from Ex St 301, Geol 101, Math 108, or any course at the sophomore
level or above offered by the College of Sciences, excluding microbiology.
4 A minimum of 15 credits must be selected from the following courses: Bot 411, 413,
Micro 400, 403, 407, 410, 413, 414, 415, 416, 491, PI Pa 456, PS 458, Zool 403, 456.
5 To be selected from the following course sequences: either Phys 207, 208 or 122, 221,
223.
This curriculum provides a minimum of 22 open approved electives. Military science or
aerospace studies may be elected if desired.
MICROBIOLOGY— MOLECULAR BIOLOGY OPTION
See Microbiology curriculum for Freshman Year.
SOPHOMORE YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
CH 223 Organic Chemistry 3 (3,0) BIOCH 301 Molecular Biolog>- . 3 (3,0)
CH 227 Organic Chemistry Lab.
.
1 ( 0,3 CH 224 Organic Chemistry 3 ( 3,0
MICRO 305 General Microbilogy 4 (3,3) CH 228 Organic Chemistry Lab.. 1 (0,3)
Mathematics Requirements 3 GEN 305 Intro, and Molec. Gen. . . 4 (3,3)
Literature Requirement i 3 (3,0) Literature Requirement i 3 (3,0)
Social Science Elective 3 Microbiology Elective 2 3
17 17
JUNIOR YEAR
ENGL 301 Public Speaking 3 (3,0) CH 330 Intro, to Physical Chem. 3 (3,0)
MICRO 401 Adv. Bacteriology . 4 (2,6) or PHYS 417 Intro, to Biophys. I 3 (3,0)
MICRO 414 Basic Immunology . 3 (2,3) MICRO 411 Path. Bacteriology 4 (3,3)
Physics Elective 4 4-3 MICRO 412 Bacterial Physiolog>- . 4 (3,3)
Elective 5 3-4 Physics Elective 4 4
— Elective 5 3
17 —
18
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SENIOR YEAR
BIOCH 423 Prin. of Biochemistry 3 (3,0) BIOCH 424 Prin. of Biochemistry . 3 (3,0)
MICRO 415 Microbial Genetics 4 (3,3) MICRO 491 Special Problems . . 2 (0,6)
MICRO 416 Introductory Virology 3 (3,0) Social Science Elective 3
Social Science Elective 3 Elective 5 8
Elective 5 3 —
16
16
134 Total Semester Hours
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2 To be selected from the following courses: Bot 411, 413, Micro 400, 403, 407, 410,
413, PI Pa 456, PS 458, Zool 403, 456.
3 To be selected from Comp Sc 205, Ex St 301, Math 301.
4 To be selected from the following course sequences: Either Phys 207, 208 or 122,
221, 223.
5 Should include one of the following courses: Ch 313, 317, Comp Sc 205, Ex St 301.
Note: Recommended electives in addition to those listed above are Bioch 425, 426,
BioE 401, Math 206, Phys 471, 473, Zool 459.
This option provides 17 semester hours of open approved electives. Military science or
aerospace studies may be elected if desired.
PHYSICS—PHYSICAL AND MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES
OPTIONS
Physics is the most fundamental of the natural sciences, and it
forms the basis upon which the study of other branches of science
is founded. Physics is concerned with the fundamental behavior of
matter and energy. Classical physics encompasses the fields of
mechanics, heat and thermodynamics, electricity and magnetism,
acoustics and optics. Modem physics is concerned with the study
of atoms and molecules, atomic nuclei, elementary particles, and
the properties of liquids, crystalline solids, and other materials. It
also includes the areas of relativity, cosmology, and the large-scale
structure of the universe.
The undergraduate Physics curricula are designed to provide
students with a strong background in the classical areas of physics
as well as a basic introduction into the more important aspects of
modem physics. The B.S. in Physics curriculum is directed toward
preparing students for graduate study ultimately leading to the
Ph.D. degree or toward research and development work in indus-
trial or governmental laboratories. It akso provides a good back-
ground for graduate study or industrial work in many areas of
engineering and applied science. Experimental modem physics is
strongly emphasized.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
CH 101 Gt-nmil Chi-mistry . 4 (3,3) CH 112 Cnirral Chnnistr>- 4 (3.3)
EN(;L 101 EnKlish ComiKwition 3 (3.0) KNT.I. H)2 KukUsH Composition 3 (3.0)
HIST 172 or 171 Wrst. Civilization 3 (3.0) MATH 108 Cal. of One V«r. II . 4 (4.0)
MATH 106 C:nl. of One Var. I 4 (4,0) PHYS 122 Phys. with Cal. I 3 (2.2)
I'HVS 101 Ciirrrnt Tnpiii in Klittive 4
Modtrn Phyiks 1 (0.2)
18
15
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SOPHOMORE YEAR
FR 101 Elementary French 2 .... 4 (3,1) FR 102 Elementary French 2 .... 4 (3,1)
or GER 101 Elem. German 2 . . 4 (3,1) or GER 102 Elem. German 2 . . 4 (3,1)
MATH 206 Calculus of Sev. Var, 4 (4,0) MATH 208 Engineering Math. I , 4 (4,0)
PHYS 221 Phys. with Cal. II ... 3 (2,2) PHYS 222 Phys. with Gal. Ill . . 3 (2,2)
PHYS 223 Physics Lab. I 1 (0,3) PHYS 224 Physics Lab. II 1 (0,3)
Literature Requirement i 3 (3,0) Literature Requirement i 3 (3,0)
— Elective 3
15 —
18
JUNIOR YEAR
MATH 309 Engineering Math. II 3 3 (3,0)
PHYS 321 Mechanics I 3 (3,0)
PHYS 325 Exper. Physics I 4 ( 2,6
)
Option 3
Elective 3
PHYS 322 Mechanics II 3 (3,0)
PHYS 326 Exper. Physics II 4 (2,6)
PHYS 340 Elec. and Magnetism 13 (3,0)
Option 3
Approved Elective 4 3
16 16
SENIOR YEAR
PHYS 441 Elec. and Magnetism II 3 (3,0) Physics (as approved) 3 (3,0)
PHYS 455 Quantum Physics I . . 3 ( 3,0 ) Option 3
PHYS 465 Therm, and Stat. Mech. 3 ( 3,0 ) Approved Elective 4 9
Option 3 —
Approved Elective 4 3 15
15
128 Total Semester Hours
OPTIONS
Astrophysics
ASTR 301 General Astronomy . . 3 (3,0)
ASTR 302 General Astronomy . . 3 (3,0)
Astronomy (two 400-level courses) 6
12
Geophysics
GEOL 101 Physical Geology ... 4 (3,2)
GEOL 306 Mineralogy 3 (2,3)
Any two:
GEOL 309 Petrology 3 (2,3)
GEOL 402 Struc. Geology ... 3 (2,2)
PHYS 446 Solid State Physics 3 (3,0)
Chemical Physics
CH 331 Physical Chemistry 3 (3,0)
CH 332 Physical Chemistry 3 (3,0)
CH 402 Inorganic Chemistry 3 (3,0)
or PHYS 456 Quantum Physics II 3 (3,0)
CH 435 Spec, and Molec. Struc. . 3 (3,0)
12
13
Computer Science
COMP SC 205 Elem. Comp. Prog. 3 (3,0)
COMP SC 321 Assembly
Language Programming 3 (3,0)
COMP SC 428 Structure of
Programming Languages 3 (3,0)
or MATH 429 Numerical Anal. 3 (3,0)
or PHYS 446 Solid State Phys. 3 (3,0)
MATH 460 Intro, to Num. Anal. 13 (3,0)
12
Electronics Mathematical Physics
E&CE 202 Electric Circuits I ... 3 (3,0) MATH 457 Applied Math. I . .
E&CE 301 Electric Circuits II ... 2 (2,0) MATH 458 Applied Math. II
E&CE 320 Electronics I 2 (2,0) PHYS 456 Quantum Physics II
E&CE 330 Elec. Sys. Anal 3 (3,0) Mathematics (as approved) . .
10
Physics
PHYS 446 Solid State Physics 3 (3,0)
PHYS 456 Quantum Physics II 3 ( 3,0
)
Mathematics (as approved) 6
12
3 (3,0)
3 (3,0)
3 (3,0)
3 (3,0)
12
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2 Russ 101, 102 may be substituted.
3 Math 411 may be taken in Heu of Math 309.
4 A minimum of 12 hours of electives must be chosen from course offerings in the
humanities and social sciences.
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PHYSICS— BIOPHYSICS OPTION
The Biophysics option offers an excellent preparation for medical
school or graduate work in biological science. It requires a total
of 25 credits of approved electives in chemistry, biological science,
physics, or mathematics.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester
CH 101 General Chemistry . .
ENGL 101 English Composition . 3 (3,0)
MATH 106 Cal. of One Var. I . 4 (4,0)
PHYS 101 Current Topics in
Modem Physics 1 ( 0,2
)
Biology Elective 3
15
Second Semester
4 (3,3) CH 102 General Chemistry 4 (3,3)
ENGL 102 English Composition.. 3 (3,0)
MATH 108 Cal. of One Var. II . 4 (4,0)
PHYS 122 Phys. with Cal. I 3 (2,2)
Biophysics Elective 3
17
SOPHOMORE YEAR
MATH 206 Calculus of Sev. Var. 4 (4,0)
PHYS 221 Phys. with Cal. II ... 3 (2,2)
PHYS 223 Physics Lab. I 1 ( 0,3
)
Literature Requirement i 3 ( 3,0
Biophysics Elective 4
15
MATH 208 Engineering Math. I
. 4 (4,0)
PHYS 222 Phys. with Cal. Ill . . 3 (2,2)
PHYS 224 Physics Lab. II 1 (0.3)
Literature Requirement 1 3 ( 3,0
)
Biophysics Elective 4
Elective 3
18
JUNIOR YEAR
FR 101 Elementary French 2 .... 4 (3,1)
or GER 101 Elem. German 2 . . 4 (3,1)
HIST 172 Western Civilization . . 3 (3,0)
PHYS 321 Mechanics 1 3 (3,0)
PHYS 325 Experimental Physics I 4 (2,6)
Biophysics Elective 3
17
FR 102 Elementary French 2 .... 4 (3,1)
or GER 102 Elem. German 2 . . 4 (3,1)
PHYS 322 Mechanics II 3 (3,0)
PHYS 340 Elec. and Magnetism 13 (3,0)
Biophysics Elective 3
Elective 3
16
PHYS 455 Quantum Physics I
PHYS 465 Thermodynamics and
Statistical Mechanics 3 3 (3,0)
Biophysics Elective 4
Elective 4 6
SENIOR YEAR
3 (3,0) Physics (as approved) 3 (3,0)
Biophysics Elective 4
Approved Elective 4 8
15
16
129 Total Semester Hours
1 To he selected from the following: Engl 202. 203. 204. 205. 206. 207. 208. 209.
2 Russ 101. 102 may be substituted.
8 An approved physics course may be substituted for Phys 465 if the student satisfactorily
completes Ch 331. 332.
4 A minimum of 12 hours of electives must be chosen from course offerings in the
humanilics and social sciences.
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PREPROFESSIONAL HEALTH STUDIES
The health professions, such as medicine and dentistry, need indi-
viduals with a diversity of educational backgrounds and a wide
variety of talents and interests. The philosophies of education,
the specific preprofessional course requirements, the noncognitive
qualifications for enrollment, and the systems of training vary among
the professional health schools, but all recognize the desirability of
a broad education—a good foundation in the natural sciences (bio-
logy, chemistry, mathematics, and physics), highly developed com-
munication skills, and a solid background in the humanities and
social sciences. The absolute requirements for admission to pro-
fessional health schools are purposely limited to allow latitude
for developing individualized undergraduate programs of study;
however, all schools of medicine and dentistry require sixteen se-
mester hours of chemistry, including organic chemistry, eight se-
mester hours of biological sciences, eight semester hours of physics,
and at least one course in calculus. These requirements in the
natural sciences should be balanced with courses in vocabulary
building, the humanities (literature, music, art, history, philosophy),
and social sciences (economics, political science, psychology, so-
ciology). The basic requirements in the natural sciences and as
many as possible of the courses in the humanities and the social
sciences should be completed by the third year of study so that the
student will be prepared to take the Dental Admission Test or the
Medical College Admission Test prior to making application to a
professional school.
Undergraduates may prepare also to study optometry, podiatry,
and other health professions. While the basic requirements for
these professional schools are essentially the same as those for
schools of medicine and dentistry, specific requirements for indi-
vidual schools in these professions vary somewhat; consequently,
the interested student is advised to consult with the Coordinator
for Preprofessional Health Studies.
At Clemson, rather than having a separate, organized prepro-
fessional health study program, it is felt that an undergraduate
student should be allowed to major in any curriculum, so long as
the basic entrance requirements of the chosen professional health
school are fulfilled. These schools are not so much concerned about
a student's major as they are concerned that the student does well
in whichever curriculum he chooses.
Professional health schools have neither preferences nor preju-
dices concerning any curriculum, which is evidenced by the fact
that their entering students represent a broad spectrum of curricula.
The emphasis is placed on the student doing well in the curriculum
chosen, and this becomes critical as competition increases for the
limited number of places available in professional health schools.
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PREPHYSICAL THERAPY
Physical Therapy is a transfer, baccalaureate degree program at
the Medical University of South Carolina. Students may acquire the
prerequisites for the two-year professional training by following
the suggested curriculum offered by Clemson University.
FIRST YEAR
First Semester
BIOL 103 General Biology I .... 3
BIOL 105 General Biol. Lab. 1.1
CH 101 General Chemistry i .... 4
ENGL 101 English Composition . . 3
PSYCH 201 General Psychology . . 3
Elective 3
17
(3,0)
(0,3)
(3.3)
(3,0)
(3,0)
Second Semester
BIOL 104 General Biology II . .
BIOL 106 General Biol. Lab. II
3 (3,0)
1 (0,3)
CH 102 General Chemistry 4 (3,3)
ENGL 102 English Composition. . 3
PSYCH 321 Develop. Psychology . 3
Elective 3
17
(3,0)
(3,0)
SECOND YEAR
PHYS 207 General Physics I i . . 4 (3,2) PHYS 208 General Physics I ... 4 (3,2)
ZOOL 202 Vertebrate Zoology . . 4 (3,3) Elective 12
Elective 9 —
— 16
17
67 Total Semester Hours
1 Ch 101 requires proficiency in algebra, and Phys 207 requires proficiency in trig-
onometry; therefore, entering freshmen must present a score of 550 or above on Level II
of the Mathematics Achievement Test or register in the first semester for Math 105.
PREPHARMACY
Pharmacy is a five-year program, the first two years of which can
be taken at Clemson. The student who follows the Prepharmacy
curriculum will transfer, as a rule, to the School of Pharmacy at
the Medical University of South Carolina, where the final three
years will be completed and by which institution the degree in
Pharmacy will be awarded.
FIRST YEAR
First Semester
BIOL 103 General Biology I . 3 (3,0)
BIOL 105 C;c'nrral Biology Lab. I 1 (0.3)
CH 101 General Chemistry 2
ENGL 101 Engli.sh Composition
HIST 172 Western Civilization
Elective
4 (3,3)
3 (3.0)
3 (3,0)
3
17
Second Semester
BIOL 104 General Biology II 3 (3.0)
BIOL 106 General Biolog>' Lab. II 1 (0.3)
C:H 112 General Chemistr>
ENGL 102 English Coiniwsition
HIST 173 Western Civili/ation
MATH 106 Cal. of One Var. 1
4 (3.3)
3 (3.0)
3 (3.0)
4 (4.0)
18
SECOND YEAR
CAl 223 Organic Chemistry
CII 227 Organic- Chemistry Lnb.
PHYS 207 (ienrrnl Physics I 2 .
S(K: 201 SiKiologunl I'cnpective
3 (3.0)
1 (0.3)
4 (3.2)
3 (3.0)
Litrraturr Hr«|uirrmmt i 3 (3,0)
Elective .3
17
i'.U 224 Organic Chemistry
CM 22H Ornanii Cheniistrv Ij«b.
PHYS 208 (;ener«l Physics II .
S(X: 202 Social I'rohlenis
Liternture Kef|nirrment i
Elective
fl9 Total Seniesler Hcnirs
3 (3.0)
1 (0.3)
4 (3.2)
3 (3.0)
3 (3.0)
3
17
1 To be lelef t.«l fr,),n the followina: Engl 202. 203. 204. 20.'5. 206. 207. 208, 209.
2 Ch 101 rrniiirrs profit irnt-y in RlKrhrn. and Phys 207 requires prt)fit iency in Irig-
onoinrtry, thrreforr, i-ntrrum frrshinrn niiiNt prr>rnt a score of .V'50 or alnjvr on Levpl II
of the Mathemiitics A« hifnenirnt Test or register in the first semester for Math 105.
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ZOOLOGY
Biology is the study of life. Within this broad field, there is a
variety of areas and disciplines in which one can become in-
terested. The modern descriptive, experimental, and predictive
study of animal biology is known as zoology. It is a broad area
of scientific activity, including the study of all aspects of animal
life from the structure and function of the whole organism down
to the cellular level of organization, and up through the behavior
and interactions of several organisms to the integrated existence
of life on the entire planet. Descriptive, functional, and evolutionary
questions are investigated at all possible levels.
Majors in Zoology receive broad classroom, laboratory, and field
training in classical and modern animal biology with an emphasis
on chemistry, mathematics and statistics, and physics as necessary
tools. Specialized options in the Zoology curriculum include prep-
aratory training leading to graduate school, the health professions
(medicine, dentistry, etc.), veterinary medicine, biomedical engi-
neering, biochemistry, biomathematics, and biophysics.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Semester Second Semester
BIOL 110 Prin. of Biology I 5 (4,3) BIOL 111 Prin. of Biology II . . . 5 (4,3)
CH 101 General Chemistry 4 (3,3) CH 112 General Chemistry 4 (3,3)
ENGL 101 English Composition.. 3 (3,0) ENGL 102 English Composition.. 3 (3,0)MATH 106 Cal. of One Var. I . 4 (4,0) Elective 6
16 18
SOPHOMORE YEAR
CH 223 Organic Chemistry 3 (3,0) BIOCH 301 Molecular Biology . . 3 (3,0)
CH 227 Organic Chemistry Lab.. 1 (0,3) BIOCH 302 Molecular Biol. Lab. 1 (0,3)
ZOOL 201 Invertebrate Zoology
. . 4 (3,3) CH 224 Organic Chemistry 3 (3,0)
or ZOOL 202 Vertebrate Zoology 4 (3,3) ZOOL 202 Vertebrate Zoology ... 4 (3,3)
Literature Requirement! 3 (3,0) or ZOOL 201 Invert. Zoology . . 4 (3,3)
Elective 6 Literature Requirement l 3 (3,0)
17
Elective 2
16
JUNIOR YEAR
GEN 305 Intro, and Molec. Gen. . 4 (3,3) MATH 301 Stat. Theory and Meth. I 3 (3,0)
PHYS 207 General Physics I ... 4 (3,2) PHYS 208 General Physics II ... 4 (3,2)
ZOOL 340 Cell Biology 3 (3,0) ZOOL 350 Develop. Biology 4 (3,3)
Botany Elective 3 Elective 3 6
Elective 3 3
17
17
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SENIOR YEAR
ZOOL 420 Principles of Evolution 3
ZOOL 459 Systems Physiology 2 . 4
Elective 3 10
17
(3,0)
(3,3)
ZOOL 411
Elective 3 .
Animal Ecology
135 Total Semester Hours
4 (3,3)
13
17
1 To be selected from the following: Engl 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.
2 Zool 457 or 458 may substitute for Zool 459 with the approval of the adviser.
3Electives:
(a) A minimum of 6 elective hours must be chosen from course offerings in social
sciences (geography, economics, history, political science, psychology, and sociology).
(b) A minimum of 6 elective hours must be chosen from course offerings in the humani-
ties (foreign languages, humanities, literature, philosophy, and religion).
(c) A minimum of 6 elective hours must be chosen from course offerings in the De-
partment of Zoology. An additional 6 hours may be taken either in the Department
of Zoology or in departments offering zoology-related courses approved by the stu-
dent's adviser. These 12 hours must be in courses numbered 300 or higher.
i! -
~
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Description of Courses
This list of courses includes for each course the catalog number,
title of course, credit in semester hours, class laboratory hours per
week, and the description of the course. In general, courses num-
bered 100-199 are freshman courses; 200-299, sophomore courses;
300-399, junior courses; and 400-499, senior courses. Courses num-
bered 600 or above are graduate courses and are open only to
students admitted to the Graduate School, except that seniors with
exceptional records may be enrolled with special permission.
Where courses are oflFered on a schedule, there is a designation F,
S, or SS following the title of each course, indicating whether it is
customarily oflFered in the fall, spring, or summer school.
Accounting
Professors: C. C. Davis, Head; J. A. Turner, Jr., J. M. Wannamaker
Associate Professors: T. R. Bismack, F. R. Gray, J. A. Kimbell, Jr., R. B. Mc-
Elreath, Jr., R. W. Rouse, J. D. Sheriff, A. M. Sibley
Assistant Professors: J. D. Acker, G. S. Carew, L. S. Clark, J. W. Dowie,
A. C. Drews, H. A. Hobson, C. D. Wiggins
Lecturer: N. E. Byerley
Visiting Instructors: P. A. Browm, V. D. Guide
ACCT 101 ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE ORIENTATION 1 cr.
(1 and 0)
A broad overview to the nature of accounting and finance and its role in
the business environment. If taken for credit, this course must be completed
before any other accounting course.
ACCT 200 BASIC ACCOUNTING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
This course is designed as a general survey of accounting for non-Accoimting
majors. (Course not open to Accounting and Financial Management majors.)
ACCT 201, H201 PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An introduction to accounting theory with an emphasis on basic accounting
procedures and financial statements preparation.
ACCT 202, H202 PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Continuation of Acct 201 with a survey of managerial accounting theory in
cost accounting, budgeting, and cost-volume-profit analyses. Prerequisite: Acct
201.
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ACCT 301 INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A course in the theory of accountancy designed to follow introductory theory
presented in the basic principles courses. Intermediate accounting seeks to
broaden the student's knowledge of financial accounting theory and practice.
Prerequisite: Acct 202.
ACCT 302 INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A continuation of Acct 301 with emphasis on managerial accounting. Pre-
requisite: Acct 301.
ACCT 303 COST ACCOUNTING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The application of cost analysis to manufacturing and distributing problems.
Analysis of the behavior characteristics of business costs and a study of prin-
ciples involved in standard cost systems. Lectures and problems. Prerequisite:
Acct 202.
ACCT 305 INCOME TAXATION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Interpretation of Federal Income Tax laws, regulations and court decisions
with practice in application of these laws to the returns of individuals, part-
nerships, and corporations. Prerequisite: Junior standing.
ACCT 307 MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Emphasizes internal use of accounting data by the manager in establishing
plans and objectives, in controlling operations, and in making decisions involved
with management of an enterprise. Course cannot be taken for credit by those
students required to complete Acct 303 and 410. Prerequisite: Acct 202.
ACCT 403 ACCOUNTING RESEARCH 2 cr. (2 and 0)
A directed research course for those students interested in a career in ac-
counting. Prerequisite: Acct 302.
ACCT 405, 605 ADVANCED FEDERAL TAXES 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Tax planning and research. Advanced phases of income taxation with
emphasis on special problems applicable to corporations, partnerships, estates
and trusts. Prerequisite: Acct 305.
ACCT 407 ACCOUNTING RESEARCH 1 cr. ( 1 and 0)
A directed research course for those students interested in a career in ac-
counting. Prerequisite: Acct 302.
ACCT 410, 610 BUDGETING AND EXECUTIVE CONTROL 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
The study and application of selected techniques used in tlie planning and
control functions of business organizations. Prerequisite: Acct 303.
ACCT 411. 611 ADVANCED ACCOUNTING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of accounting principles and practices emphasizing parent-subsidi-
ary accounting. Prerequisite: Acct 302.
ACCT 415. 615 AUDITING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
I^rofcssional and practical auditing tlux)ry. Review of intenwl controls, audit
prcKcdures, and development of audit programs for various types of busi-
ncssfs; consideration of auditor's professional and ethical standards. Prerequi-
site: Acct 302.
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ACCT 416, 616 AUDITING PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE 3 cr.
(3and0)
Practical application of auditing theory through case studies and preparation
of work papers in a simulated audit. Special emphasis on audit adjustments,
sampling and testing techniques, internal control and flow charting. Prerequisite-
Acct 415.
ACCT 420 CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT REVIEW 3 cr.
(3and0)
Intensive practice in analyzing and solving certified pubhc accountant level
accounting problems. Prerequisite: Acct 411 or permission of instructor.
ACCT 422 ACCOUNTING INFORMATION SYSTEMS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of computer-based accounting systems with attention to systems
design, application, internal control, auditing the system, and system security.
Prerequisite: Acct 302, Comp Sc 205, or permission of instructor.
ACCT 425 CONTEMPORARY ACCOUNTING THEORY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Contemporary accounting theory emphasizes the major challenges and
controversies within the field of accounting today. Attention is given to
theoretical and conceptual issues underlying current financial reporting as
well as pragmatic conventions. The evolution of accounting objectives and
standards, as evidenced by the pronouncements of professional organizations,
will receive special emphasis. Prerequisite: Acct 302.
ACCT 430, 630 GOVERNMENTAL AND INSTITUTIONAL ACCOUNT-
ING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Accounting and reporting principles, standards, and procedures used by the
Federal government, state and local governments, and other not-for-profit
institutions are examined and discussed. Hospital and university accounting
are reviewed. Unique aspects of the governmental auditing enviroimient are
analyzed. Prerequisite: Acct 302 or permission of instructor.
Aerospace Studies
Professor: Col. E. F. Rumsey, Head
Assistant Professors: Maj. L. J. Gregory, Jr., Maj. J. F. Griffin, Capt. B. W.
Donovan
AS 109 WORLD MILITARY SYSTEMS I 1 cr. (1 and 1) F
An introduction to factors of national power, principles and nature of war;
legislation, organization and function of the Department of Defense; history,
missions, and organization of the United States Air Force. Corps Training
includes drill fundamentals, customs and courtesies of the service.
AS 110 WORLD MILITARY SYSTEMS II 1 cr. (1 and 1) S
Surveys the history and development of U.S. strategic offensive and de-
fensive forces including their missions, functions and organization; conven-
tional and nuclear weaponry, civil defense, aircraft and missile defense, con-
cepts of present and projections of future strategic offensive requirements. Corps
Training includes drill and ceremonies and Air Force career opportunities.
AS 209 GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF AEROSPACE POWER
1 cr. (1 and 1) F
This course examines the growth and development of various concepts, doc-
trine, technology, and organization of aerospace power during the first forty-
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seven years of the twentieth century. Leadership laboratory provides experience
in guiding, directing, and controHing an Air Force unit.
AS 210 A QUARTER-CENTURY OF AEROSPACE POWER 1 cr.
(1 and 1) S
A continuation of the study of growth and development of aerospace power,
placing special emphasis on the contributions of the U.S. Air Force to the
history of aerospace power during the period from 1948 to the present. Leader-
ship laboratory provides experience in guiding, directing, and controlling an
Air Force unit.
AS 311 CONCEPTS OF AIR FORCE LEADERSHIP 3 cr. (3 and 1) F
A study of military professionalism, leadership, and discipline. Covers
leadership theory and practice. Compares leadership in the military with
private enterprise. Corps Training provides cadets experience in the guiding,
directing, and controlling of an Air Force unit.
AS 312 CONCEPTS OF AIR FORCE MANAGEMENT 3 cr. (3 and 1) S
A continuation of the study of professionalism with stress on management
principles and functions. This includes an introduction to systems, approaches
to decision-making, resource control and problem-situation exercises. The course
concludes by preparing cadets for active duty in the Air Force. Corps Training
emphasizes advanced leadership functions.
AS 411 AMERICAN DEFENSE POLICY 3 cr. (3 and 1) F
An analysis of the role and function of the professional military officer in a
democratic society and the complex relationships involved in civil-military in-
teractions. Flight instruction and ground school for pilot candidates. Corps
Training laboratory provides experience in guiding, directing, and controlling
an Air Force unit.
AS 412 CONTEMPORARY NATIONAL SECURITY POLICY 3 cr.
(3 and 1)
An examination of the environmental context in which American defense
policy is formulated. Special themes include political, economic, and social
constraints upon the national defense structure; and the impact of technological
and international developments on the defense policy-making process. Corps
Training laboratory provides experience in guiding, directing, and controlling
an Air Force unit.
Agricultural Economics
Vrofcaaors: J. E. Faris, Head; J. C. Hite, J. W. Hubbard, W. J. Lanham,*
J. S. Lytle, E. L. McLean, J. F. Pittman, G. R. von Tungeln
Associate Professors: L. L. Bauer, B. L. Dillman, M. S. Henry, C. S. Tliompson
Assistant Professors: E. H. Kaiser, S. E. Miller, J. C. O. Nyankori, D. L.
Thomas. G. J. Wells
Visitinfi Instructor: S. R. IVttigrcw
AG EC 202 AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 3 cr. (3 and 0) F. S
An analytical survey of the various subdivisions of agricultural economics,
to include farm organization, enterprise analysis, land economics, marketing,
fann pricrs, governmental farm policies, and the relation of agriculture to the
national and international econon)y.
* On l«ave.
Agricultural Ecx)nomics 179
AG EC 302 MANAGEMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ENTERPRISES
3 cr. (2 and 3) F, S
Economic principles underlying the organization and operation of agricul-
tural firms and related business enterprises. Particular emphasis is directed
to management aspects of the farm as a production unit. Prerequisite: Ag Ec
202 or Econ 202.
AG EC 305 AGRICULTURAL BUSINESS ANALYSIS 3 cr. (2 and 3)
S
The principles of financial statement analysis applied to management of
farms and other agricultural business firms. Emphasis is placed on enterprise
analysis, profitability determination, and other aspects of internal financial
operations. Prerequisite: Ag Ec 202 or Econ 202.
AG EC 309 ECONOMICS OF AGRICULTURAL MARKETING 3 cr.
(3 and 0) F, S
A general course in marketing agricultural commodities with particular
emphasis upon food products. Efficiency criteria, consumer behavior, market
organizations and institutions, and marketing functions are analyzed. Pre-
requisite: Ag Ec 202 or Econ 202.
AG EC 351 ADVERTISING AND MERCHANDISING 3 cr. (3 and 0) F
A general introduction to advertising and merchandising theories and some
practice with basic techniques. A partial list of subjects covered includes:
function of advertising, propriety in advertising, institutions, media, market
research, consumer appeals, loss leaders, mass displays, trademarks and brands,
writing copy, color, layout, agencies and integrated advertising campaigns.
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
AG EC 352 PUBLIC FINANCE 3 cr. (3 and 0) F, S
Principles of financing government, sources of public revenue, objects of
pubhc expenditures, problems of fiscal administration, and the application of
fiscal pohcies in stabilizing the national economy.
AG EC 402, 602 ECONOMICS OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
3 cr. (3 and 0) F
An economic analysis of agricultural production involving (a) the concept
of the farm as a firm, (b) principles for decision making, (c) the quantitative
nature and use of production and cost functions and their interrelations and
apphcation of these principles to resource allocation in farms and among areas.
Prerequisite: Econ 314 or permission of instructor.
AG EC 403, 603 LAND ECONOMICS 3 cr. (3 and 0) S
A study of the characteristics of land and of the physical, legal, social and
economic principles and problems relating to the control and use of land
resources. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
AG EC 405 SEMINAR 1 cr. (1 and 0) F
An examination of the relation of economics and sociology to specific prob-
lems. Prerequisite: Major in Agricultural Economics.
AG EC 406 SEMINAR 1 cr. (1 and 0) S
A continuation of Ag Ec 405.
AG EC 413, 613 RURAL PROPERTY APPRAISAL 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of the principles and procedures of appraising rural properties.
Attention will be focused on types of appraisal approaches and economic
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factors considered in appraising rural properties. Prerequisite: Acct 200 or 201,
Ag Ec 202 or Econ 202.
AG EC 451, 651 AGRICULTURAL COOPERATION 2 cr. (2 and 0) S
The principles and practices of business organization and management gov-
erning the successful operation of cooperative business enterprises. Major
emphasis is placed upon cooperative selling, processing, purchasing, and serv-
ice enterprises that serve farm people. Prerequisite: Econ 201.
AG EC 452, H452, 652 AGRICULTURAL POLICY 3 cr. (3 and 0) F
A review of public agricultural policy programs in the United States and a
critical examination of current and proposed government policies and pro-
grams affecting the agricultural sector of the economy. Included are economic
considerations as related to past and current farm price and income problems.
Prerequisite: Ag Ec 202 or Econ 202.
AG EC 456, H456, 656 PRICES 3 cr. (3 and 0) S
A review of the basic theory of price under competitive conditions and
various modifications; nature, measurement and causes of daily, seasonal and
cyclical price fluctuations; geographical price relationships; nature, function
and behavior to future markets; government price programs. Prerequisite:
Ag Ec 202 or Econ 200 or 202.
AG EC 460, 660 AGRICULTURAL FINANCE 3 cr. (3 and 0) F
The study of the principles and techniques of financing in the agricultural
sector. Topics include the capital situation in agriculture, concepts of farm
financial management, use of credit, capital markets, lending agencies, and
estate planning. Prerequisite: Acct 200 or 201, Ag Ec 202,
AG EC 701 AGRIBUSINESS MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLES
3 cr. (3 and 0)
AG EC 791 SELECTED TOPICS IN AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS
1-3 cr. (1-3 and 0)
AG EC 802 PRODUCTION ECONOMICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
AG EC 805 SEMINAR IN MARINE RESOURCES MANAGEMENT AND
POLICY 3cr. (3 and 0)
AG EC 806 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN AGRICULTURAL AREAS
3 cr. (3 and )
AG EC 807 MARKET STRUCTURE IN AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIES
3cr. (3 and 0)
AG EC 808 APPLIED QUANTIFICATIONS IN AGRICULTURAL
ECONO.MICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
AC EC 809 ADVANCED NATURAL RESOURCE ECONOMICS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
A(; EC 810 WATER AND MARINE RESOURCES MANAGEMENT AND
POLICY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
AG EC 814 CONTEMPORARY PUBLIC POLICY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
AG EC 851 SEMINAR IN RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 1 cr.
(1 and 0)
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AG EC 881 INTERNSHIP IN COMMUNITY AND RESOURCE
DEVELOPMENT 1-6 cr.
AG EC 891 MASTER'S RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
AG EC 904 SEMINAR IN RESOURCE ECONOMICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
AG EC 906 SEMINAR IN AREA ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
AG EC 907 AGRICULTURAL MARKETING PROBLEMS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
AG EC 991 DOCTORAL RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
Agricultural Education
Professors: E. T. Carpenter, Head; J. A. Hash, J. H. Rodgers
Associate Professor: L. H. Blanton
Assistant Professor: J. H. Daniels
AG ED 100 ORIENTATION AND FIELD EXPERIENCE 1 cr. (0 and 2)
Supervised observations and explanations of vocational agriculture teaching
while serving as teacher aides. One full week of field experience in repre-
sentative high schools is required.
AG ED 200 SUPERVISED FIELD EXPERIENCE I 1 cr. (0 and 3)
Actual participation in vocational agriculture teaching activities plus con-
ferences with local supervising teachers and college supervisors. One full week
of field experiences in specialized high school programs or area vocational
centers is required.
AG ED 201 INTRODUCTION TO AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
3 cr. (2 and 3) F
Principles of education, development of agricultural education, and an in-
troduction to the formulation of instructional programs for the teaching of
agricultural courses.
AG ED 300 SUPERVISED FIELD EXPERIENCE II 1 cr. (0 and 3)
Special emphasis is placed on filling gaps in existing knowledge and ex-
periences of the students. The primary focus will be on becoming acquainted
with the student teaching center well in advance of the customary eight-week
directed teaching experience.
AG ED 401, 601 METHODS IN AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION 3 cr.
(2 and 3) S
Appropriate methods of teaching vocational agriculture in high schools. The
course includes procedures for organizing teaching programs, teaching high
school students, and directing F.F.A. activities.
AG ED 406 DIRECTED TEACHING 6 cr. (0 and 18) S
Guided participation in the professional responsibilities of a teacher of
vocational agriculture including an intensive study of the problems encoun-
tered and the competencies developed. A half semester of directed teaching
in selected schools is required. Prerequisite: Ag Ed 401.
Note: Agricultural Education is jointly administered by the College of Agricultural Sci-
ences and the College of Education.
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AG ED 423, 623 CURRICULUM 2 cr. (2 and 0) S
Curriculum goals and related planning for career and continuing educa-
tion programs.
AG ED 425, 625 TEACHING AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS 2 cr.
(1 and 3) S
Organizing course content, conducting and managing an agricultural me-
chanics laboratory, shop safety, microteaching demonstrations of psychomotor
skills, and methods of teaching manipulative abilities.
AG ED 431, 631 METHODS IN ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
3 cr. (3 and 0) SS
A study of various techniques appropriate for teaching environmental edu-
cation. Instruction is applicable to elementary, high school, and adult-level
teachers. OflFered in Summer School only.
AG ED 450, 650 MODERN TOPICS AND ISSUES 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A major area of concern to teachers of agriculture and county agents will be
selected for intensive study at least one semester prior to offering the course.
Team teaching with faculty from other departments in the College of Agri-
cultural Sciences will be utilized when feasible. Prerequisite: Senior standing
or relevant experience.
AG ED 463, 663 ADVANCED CONSERVATION EDUCATION 3 cr.
(3and0)
The broader aspects of conservation education. The course includes his-
torical, geographical, and national conservation problems. Offered in Summer
School only.
AG ED 465, 665 PROGRAM AND CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
3 cr. (3 and 0) F, Even-numbered years.
Each student will determine needs and resources in a specific community
and plan a program and curriculum to meet these needs. Instruction is ap-
propriate for agricultural, extension, and vocational personnel.
AG ED 467, 667 ADULT EDUCATION IN AGRICULTURE 3 cr.
(2 and 3) S, Odd-numbered years.
Principles and practices appropriate to the solution of problems encoun-
tered in instructional programs for adult farmers,
AG ED 726 AGRICULTURAL MECHANIZATION FOR INSERVICE
TEACHERS 3 cr, (3 and 0)
AG ED 727 ACUUCULTUHAL EDUCATION SHOP MANAGEMENT
3 cr. (1 and 6)
AG ED 736 INTERNSHIP: TEACHING 3 cr. (1 and G)
AG ED 737 INTERNSHIP IN AGRIBUSINESS FIRMS 3 cr. (1 and 6)
AC ED 803 EVALUATION OF INSTRUCnONAL PROCiRAMS 3 cr.
(2 and 3)
AG ED 804 SPECIAL PROBLEMS 3 cr. (2 and 3)
AG ED 805 ADMINISTRATION AND SUPERVISION IN
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION 3 cr. (3 ami 0)
Agricultural Engineering 183
AG ED 815 TEACHING AGRICULTURAL AND POWER MECHANICS
3 cr. (2 and 3)
AG ED 820 TEACHING YOUNG FARMERS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
AG ED 825 SUPERVISION OF STUDENT TEACHING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
AG ED 869 SEMINAR 1-3 cr. (1-3 and 0)
AG ED 889 INTRODUCTION TO RESEARCH IN EDUCATION
3 cr. (3 and 0)
Agricultural Engineering
Professors: T. H. Gamer, C. E. Hood, Jr., J. R. Lambert, J. T. Ligon, B. K.
Webb, Head; T. V. Wilson
Associate Professors: W. H. Allen, J. T. Craig, R. O. Hegg, R. E. Williamson
Assistant Professors: J. A. Collier, J. B. Davis, G. E. Miles
AGE 181 AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING CONCEPTS
1 cr. (0 and 3) S
This course utilizes computers and basic engineering concepts to solve typi-
cal agricultural engineering problems. Tours, guest speakers, and films are used
to acquaint the student with problems in engineering practice. The topics
covered prepare the student to use the computer in subsequent courses. Pre-
requisite: Engr 180 or permission of instructor.
AGE 212 FUNDAMENTALS OF MECHANIZATION 3 cr. (2 and 3) S
Functional analysis of selected agricultural equipment and the economic
performance of machine systems; also, the utility and principles of applied
technology and processes essential to providing a background for engineering
design, research and development. Prerequisite: EG 109.
AGE 221 SOIL AND WATER RESOURCES ENGINEERING I 3 cr.
(2 and 3) F
Physical relationships of factors governing rainfall disposition are used as
bases for defining the hydrology of agricultural watersheds. The surveying
necessary for design and application of resource management measures and
structures is taught. Prerequisite: Math 106.
AGE 353 COMPUTATIONAL SYSTEMS 2 cr. (1 and 3)
Digital and analog techniques are used to solve agricultural engineering
problems, including simulation of biological systems. Hybrid and advanced
digital computational methods are studied. Prerequisite: Engr 180, Math 208.
AGE 355 ENGINEERING ANALYSIS AND CREATIVITY 2 cr. (1 and 3)
The creative and analytical portions of the engineering design process are
developed in a problem approach. Apphcation of physical and mathematical
principles, analytical and experimental modeling and intelligent assumption
making are stressed. Students are also introduced to the techniques of sys-
tems analysis. Prerequisite: Math 208, Phys 221.
AGE 362 ENERGY CONVERSION IN AGRICULTURAL SYSTEMS 3 cr.
(2 and 3) S
The energy requirements of agricultural systems with emphasis upon energy
conversion methods. Characteristics of various sources of energy will be con-
Note: Agricultural Engineering is jointly administered by the College of Agricultural
Sciences and the College of Engineering.
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sidered including economic aspects. The present energy conversion mecha-
nisms used in agriculture will be studied and their limitations considered.
Prerequisite: ME 311.
AGE 364 AGRICULTURE WASTE-MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 2 cr.
(2 and 0)
The course will include planning and design of waste-management systems
which employ physical, biological, and chemical processes for the treatment
and utilization of agricultural wastes. Solid, liquid, and gaseous wastes are
considered. Presentation is relevant to current agricultural practices and legal
and social restraints.
AGE 416 AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY DESIGN 3 cr. (2 and 3) S
Engineering analysis of machines and basic agricultural operations and sys-
tems requiring machine functions. Fundamentals of machine design with
apphcations to agricultural machinery. Velocity and acceleration, analyses,
dimension determination, power transmission, and vibrations in machinery are
studied. Prerequisite: EM 304,
AGE 422 SOIL AND WATER RESOURCES ENGINEERING II 3 cr.
(2 and 3) S
Basic soil-water-plant relationships are used to establish criteria for the
analysis and design of facilities and structures for conservation, water control,
drainage and irrigation. Engineering relationships involved in the design of
such facilities are emphasized. Prerequisite: AgE 221, Agron 202, EM 320, or
permission of instructor.
AGE 431, 631 AGRICULTURAL STRUCTURES DESIGN 3 cr. (2 and 3)
F
Analytic and synthetic design of building components, including fastening
devices, as determined by both hve and dead loads with emphasis on stat-
ically determinant members and their positions and utilization in frames and
trusses. Major materials considered are wood, steel, and concrete. Corequi-
site: EM 304.
AGE 433, 633 DESIGN CRITERIA FOR PLANT AND ANIMAL
ENVIRONMENT 2 cr. (2 and 0)
This course evaluates, develops, and interprets criteria for the environmental
design of selected agricultural production facilities by studying environment as
it relates to the physiology of plants and animals. Simulation of physiological
systems will be emphasized. Prerequisite: Course in animal science or plant
science or permission of instructor.
AGE 442 AGRICULTURAL PROCESS ENGINEERING 3 cr. (2 and 3)
S
Design of unit operations components used in agricultural prcK'cssing. Engi-
neering principles and instrumentation as applied to control systems, heat
tran-sfer, materials handling, storage and related subjects are emphasized.
Prerequisite: E&CK 307. KM 320. ME 311.
ACE 465 ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIALS
2 cr. (1 and 3) S
The thermal, electrical, mrcliani( al. and thcnucal characteristics of bio-
logical materials, organisms, and nwtal>olic pnxesscs arc stiulied in relation-
ship to engineering analysis and synthesis. The eff«'cts of environmental fac-
tors imposed by engineering processes arc evaluated. Prerequisite: AgE 353.
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AGE 471 RESEARCH I 1 cr. (0 and 3)
This course is designed to acquaint senior students in Agricultural Engi-
neering with the scientific method through execution of an independent re-
search project. Selection of a research topic, a thorough hterature review, and
detailed and analytical investigation will be required. Prerequisite: Senior
standing in Agricultural Engineering or other engineering curricula.
AGE 472 RESEARCH H 1 cr. (0 and 3)
Continuation of AgE 471. Students will complete their research projects
with experimental verification of the analytical model developed in previous
course. A formal report and an oral presentation of results are required. An
introduction to real-world engineering problems will be accomplished through
guest lecturers. Prerequisite: AgE 471.
AGE 473, H473 SPECIAL TOPICS IN AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING
3 cr. (3 and 0)
A comprehensive study of special topics in the field of agricultural engi-
neering not covered in other courses. Special emphasis will be placed on
independent pursuit of detailed investigations.
AGE 781 SPECIAL PROBLEMS 1-3 cr.
AGE 811 TILLAGE AND SOIL DYNAMICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
AGE 822 WATER MOVEMENT IN SOILS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
AGE 865 HEAT AND MOISTURE TRANSFER IN BIOLOGICAL
MATERIALS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
AGE 871 SELECTED TOPICS IN AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING
1-3 cr.
AGE 882 SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 3 cr. (2 and 3)
AGE 891 MASTER'S RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
AGE 991 DOCTORAL RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
Agricultural Mechanization
Professors: T. H. Gamer, C. E. Hood, Jr., J. R. Lambert, J. T. Ligon, B. K.
Webb, Head; T. V. Wilson
Associate Professors: W. H. Allen, J. T. Craig, R. O. Hegg, R. E. Williamson
Assistant Professors: J. A. Collier, J. B. Davis, G. E. Miles
ACM 205 PRINCIPLES OF FARM SHOP 3 cr. (2 and 3)
Principles, techniques, and methods in the selection, proper use and mainte-
nance of hand and power tools. Principal topics include welding, tool fitting,
metalwork, woodworking, finishing and preserving, pipe fitting, and farm
masonry.
AGM 206 AGRICULTURAL MECHANIZATION 3 cr. (2 and 3)
The agricultural student is taught to apply physical principles and sound
reasoning to the mechanization of modern agricultural production and
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processing enterprises. Planning eflBcient operational systems and wise selec-
tion of equipment, based on function and economic suitability are stressed.
Prerequisite: Math 105, Phys 207.
AGM 301 SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION 3 cr. (2 and 3)
Water management in agriculture is studied by applying principles of
elementary surveying, mathematics and fluid flow as related to soil-water-
vegetation complexes in erosion control, conservation, drainage, and irrigation.
AGM 303 CALCULATIONS FOR MECHANIZED AGRICULTURE 2 cr.
(2 and 0)
A course dealing primarily with principles and techniques for solving prob-
lems associated with mechanized farming. Topics include the use of slide
rules and nomographs, graphical presentation of results, and simple force
analyses.
AGM 404 FARM STRUCTURES 3 cr. (2 and 3)
Farmstead planning, including space and environmental needs for livestock
and poultry. Additional topics include elements of crop processing, materials
handling, and animal waste disposal.
AGM 406, 606 MECHANICAL AND HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS 3 cr.
(2 and 3)
This course deals with power transmission systems for agricultural produc-
tion with emphasis on mobile equipment. The characteristics, requirements,
and design of both V-belt drives and roller-chain drives are presented. Em-
phasis is placed on hydraulic power transmission systems, including pumps,
actuators, control devices, and hydraulic circuitry. Prerequisite: AgM 206 or
permission of instructor.
AGM 408 EQUIPMENT SALES AND SERVICE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Agricultural equipment sales and service techniques, inventory and account-
ing procedures followed by the farm machinery industry.
AGM 452, 652 FARM POWER 3 cr. (2 and 3)
A study of tractors with emphasis upon internal combustion engine prin-
ciples and the support systems necessary for its proper functioning. TTie
application of power, maintenance, adjustment, and general repair are also
considered.
AGM 460. 660 FARM AND HOME UTILITIES 3 cr. (2 and 3)
A course for undergraduate and graduate students in Agriculture and related
curricula, involving a study of electric and other utilities on the farm and in
the home. Selection, installation, and maintenance of wiring systems, lighting
systems, motors, controls, water systems, and waste disposal systems are em-
phasized. Prerequisite: Junior standing.
AGM 472 SEMINAR 1 cr. (1 and 0)
The student will be intrtnluced to the agribusiness world, professionalism,
current topics of special interest, and financial and legal implications of modem
agricultural pr(KUuti()n. Prerequisite: .S<*nior standing in Agricultural Mechani-
zation and Business or p<'rmission of instructor.
AGM 712 FARM MACHINERY MANAGEMENT 3 cr. (2 and 3)
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AGM 733 ANALYSIS OF AGRISTRUCTURES 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ACM 771 SELECTED TOPICS IN AGRICULTURAL MECHANIZATION
1-3 cr. (1-3 and 0)
AGM 781 SPECIAL PROBLEMS 1-3 cr. (1-3 and 0)
AGM 851 SIMULATION OF AGRICULTURAL SYSTEMS 3 cr.
(3and0)
Agriculture
Professors: B. D. Bamett, G. R. Craddock, O. J. Dickerson, J. E. Faris, S. B.
Hays, J. C. Hite, M. W. Jutras, J. T. Lazar, Jr., T. L. Senn, B. J. Skelton,
R. F. Wheeler, J. R. Woodruff
Associate Professor: J. C. McConnell, Jr.
Assistant Professor: D. R. Sloan
AGRIC 103 INTRODUCTION TO ANIMAL INDUSTRIES 3 cr.
(2 and 3) F, S
Fundamental and descriptive aspects of the animal industries as applied
biology and major segments of food production and distribution systems. The
subject matter will be presented by Animal Science, Dairy Science, and
Poultry Science Departments.
AGRIC 104, H104 INTRODUCTION TO PLANT SCIENCES 3 cr.
(2 and 3) F, S
A fundamental course in plant sciences, including agronomic and horti-
cultural crops of the major agricultural areas of the world and emphasizing
the crops of South Carolina. TTie laboratory exercises are self-tutorial.
AGRIC 301 INTERNATIONAL AGRICULTURE 3 cr. (3 and 0) F
This course is designed to acquaint the student with the systems of agricul-
ture of the world. The approach is evolutionary. Main emphasis is on production
as related to world climates and world population. Various geographical areas
are considered. Prerequisite: Ag Ec 202 or Econ 201.
AGRIC 401 INTERNATIONAL AGRICULTURE SEMINAR 1 cr.
(landO) S
A colloquium on current issues in world agriculture. Topics include popula-
tion growth, food policy, technology transfer, and international trade. With per-
mission of instructor, the course may be repeated for a total of two credits.
AGRIC H491 SENIOR HONORS RESEARCH 3 cr. (1 and 6)
Senior Division Honors research in an agricultural sciences curriculum. Open
to approved Honors Program students only. In consultation with and under the
direction of a professor, the student will select a research topic, conduct ex-
periments, record data, and make an oral presentation of results to the College
Honors Program Committee.
AGRIC H492 SENIOR HONORS RESEARCH 3 cr. (1 and 6)
Continuation of Agric H491. Senior Division Honors research in an agri-
cultural sciences curriculum. Upon termination of the research project, the
student will submit a formal written report and make a final oral presentation
of results to the College Honors Program Committee. Professor-student dis-
cussions of additional selected topics will be arranged.
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Agronomy—Crops and Soils
Professors: G. R. Craddock, Head; B. J. Gossett, W. D. Graham, Jr., C. M.
Jones, U. S. Jones, M. W. Jutras, K. S. LaFleur, J. A. Martini, E. A. Rupert,
J. R. Woodruff
Associate Professors: E. B. Eskew, E. F. McClain, J. D. Maxwell, V. L. Quisen-
berry, J. S. Rice, H. D. Skipper, B. R. Smith
Lecturer: P. B. Gibson
AGRON 202 SOILS 3 or. (2 and 2) F, S
An introduction to world land resources, soil formation, classification, and
mineralogy. Emphasis is placed upon the basic chemical and physical prop-
erties of soil. Soil microorganisms, plant nutrients, and fertilization are dis-
cussed. Soil properties are related to plant growth. Prerequisite: Ch 101, 102,
or a geology sequence including Geol 101, or permission of instructor.
AGRON 301, 601 FERTILIZERS 3 cr. (3 and 0) F
Production, marketing, and use of minerals and chemicals that are sources
of elements essential for plant growth. How these elements are taken by roots
from the soil and converted to plants for food, fiber, shelter, and ornamentals.
AGRON 402, 602 LAND POLLUTION CONTROL 3 cr. (3 and 0) S,
Odd-numbered years.
Application of the principles of soil science to the use of land for disposal of
pollutants and wastes from an increasing population of animals, plants, and
man. Waste utilization, waste disposal methods, and capacity of land to con-
sume wastes will be discussed. Prerequisite: Agron 202, 403, or permission of
instructor.
AGRON 403, 603 SOIL GENESIS AND CLASSIFICATION 2 cr.
(1 and 3) F
Presentation of the processes and factors involved in the genesis and mor-
phology of soils; study of soil classification; practical field problem of soil
mapping. Prerequisite: Agron 202 or permission of instructor.
AGRON 404, 604 SOILS AND LAND USE 2 cr. (1 and 3) F
Soils interpretations for nonagricultural purposes and facilities. Emphasis
upon use of modem soil surveys and properties and features of soils important
in nonfarm land uses. Not open to Agronomy majors.
AGRON 405, 605 PLANT BREEDING 3 cr. (2 and 2) S
The application of genetic principles to the development of improved crop
plants. Principal topics include the genetic and cytogenetic" basis of plant
breeding, mo<le of reproduction, techniciues in selfing and erossing, methods
of breeding, inheritance in the major crops, and bioujetrical methods.
AGRON 407, 607 PRINCIPLES OF WEED CONTROL 3 cr. (2 and 2) F
Weeds, their introduction, ecology, methods of reproduction, dissemination,
and control; chemistry and mode of action of herbicides, e<iiiipinent and
technifiues of application; a characterization of the common wec'ds of the
Southeast. Prerequisite: Agric 104, Agron 202, or jM'nni.ssion of instructor.
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AGRON 421, 621 FIELD CROPS—MONOCOTS AND SPECIALTY
CROPS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The principles involved in the production and utilization of com, wheat,
oats, barley, rye, grain sorghum, rice, and the millets, with special emphasis
on their importance in South Carolina agriculture. The role of other oil, fiber,
seed, drug, sugar, and other crops will be treated from the standpoint of
worldwide production and utilization. Prerequisite: Agric 104, Agron 202.
AGRON 422, 622 FIELD CROPS—DICOTS 3 cr. (3 and 0) S
The principles involved in the production and utilization of cotton, soybeans,
tobacco, and peanuts with special emphasis on their importance in South
Carolina agriculture. Prerequisite: Agric 104, Agron 202.
AGRON 423, 623 FIELD CROPS—FORAGES 3 cr. (3 and 0) S
The characteristics, establishment, utilization, and maintenance of crops for
hay, silage, and pasture. Crops valuable in South Carolina are emphasized.
Prerequisite: Agric 104, Agron 202, or permission of instructor.
AGRON 424, 624 ADVANCED FIELD CROPS LABORATORY 1 cr.
(0 and 2) S
Identification and management of the important forage and row crops of the
Southeast, nation, and the world. Course is self-tutorial. Prerequisite: Agric
104.
AGRON 425, 625 SEED SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 3 cr. (2 and 2)
Topics include seed development, germination, dormancy, pathology, stor-
age, and deterioration. Seed testing and commercial production of seed are
also covered. Emphasis will be placed on useful applications of current seed
science knowledge. Prerequisite: Agric 104, Biol 104.
AGRON 452, 652 SOIL FERTILITY AND MANAGEMENT 2 cr.
(2 and 0) S
Principles of crop rotations, soil fertility, soil management, and other factors
necessary for the practical utilization of soils. Prerequisite: Agron 202 or
permission of instructor.
AGRON 453, 653 SOIL FERTILITY LABORATORY 1 cr. (0 and 3) S
The evaluation and interpretation of soil fertility and plant nutrition by
laboratory diagnostic methods used in the management of soils for crop pro-
duction. Prerequisite: Agron 202 or permission of instructor.
AGRON 455 SEMINAR 1 cr. (1 and 0) F
Student presentation of current agronomic topics of special interest in crop
production appearing in recent scientific journals and other publications.
AGRON 456 SEMINAR 1 cr. (1 and 0) S
Student presentation of current topics of special interest in the field of soil
science appearing in recent scientific journals and other publications.
AGRON 475, 675 SOIL PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY 3 cr. (2 and 3) S
A study of the principles of soil physics and chemistry and their applications.
Topics include soil texture, structure, compaction, water relations, solute move-
ment, mineral composition, adsorption phenomenon, and soil acidity. Pre-
requisite: Agron 202, a course in sophomore chemistry and physics, or per-
mission of instructor.
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AGRON 490, 690 SOIL ORGANISMS IN CROP PRODUCTION 3 cr.
(2 and 3) F
Interrelationships of soil organisms, soil properties, and crop production.
Aspects of biological nitrogen fixation, mycorrhizae, and microbial-pesticide
interactions. Biochemical and nutrient transformations related to plant growth.
Prerequisite: Agron 202, Micro 305 or PI Pa 401, or permission of instructor.
AGRON 801 CROP PHYSIOLOGY AND NUTRITION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
AGRON 802 PEDOLOGY AND SOIL CLASSIFICATION 3 cr. (2 and 3)
AGRON 804 THEORY AND METHODS OF PLANT BREEDING 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
AGRON 805 SOIL FERTILITY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
AGRON 806 SPECIAL PROBLEMS 1-3 cr. (0 and 3-9)
AGRON 807 SOIL PHYSICS 4 cr. (3 and 3)
AGRON 808 SOIL CHEMISTRY 3 cr. (2 and 3)
AGRON 812 CROP ECOLOGY AND LAND USE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
AGRON 820 PESTICIDE RESIDUES IN THE ENVIRONMENT 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
AGRON 825 SEMINAR 1 cr. (1 and 0)
AGRON 891 MASTER'S RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
AGRON 991 DOCTORAL RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
Animal Physiology
(See courses listed under Animal Science, Dairy Science, Entomology, Poultry
Science, and Zoology)
Professors: T. R, Adkins, Jr., B. D. Bamett, J. F. Dickey, S. A. Gauthreaux,
Jr., S. B. Hays, C. W. Helms, D. M. Henricks, J. R. Hill, Jr., K. A. HoUe-
man, J. E. Jones, J. H. Martin, R. F. Wheeler
Associate Professors: D. L. Cross, R. L. Hays, D. R. Helms, B. L. Hughes,
B. F. Jenny, R. Noblet, C. E. Thompson, D. E. Turk
Assistant Professors: G. P. Bierenkott, Jr., T. Gimenez, J. VV. Dick, A. R.
Ellicott, L. I. Park, E. B. Pivorun, R. J. Thurston
Instructor: E, M. Richardson
AN PH 301 PHYSIOLOGY AND ANATOMY OF DOMESTIC ANIMALS
3 cr. (2 and 3)
A study of the physiology and associated anatomy of the body systems,
including nervous, skeletal and muscular, respiratory, digestive, circulatory,
urinary, reproductive, and endocrine systems. This course is designed primarily
for students in Animal Science, Dairy Science, and Poultry Science. Prereq-
uisite: Biol 103, 104, 105, 106 or 110. 111.
AN PH 801 ELECTRON NHCROSCOPY OF ANIMAL AND PLANT
TISSUES 3 cr. (1 and 6)
AN PH 802 DIGESTIVE AND EXCRETORY PHYSIOLOGY 3 cr.
(2 and 3)
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AN PH 803 CARDIOVASCULAR AND RESPIRATORY PHYSIOLOGY
4 cr. (3 and 3)
AN PH 804 MUSCLE AND NERVE PHYSIOLOGY 4 cr. (3 and 3)
AN PH 805 PHARMACOLOGY 3 cr. (2 and 3)
AN PH 806 EXPERIMENTAL ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY 3 cr. (1 and 6)
AN PH 807 SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY 1-3 cr.
AN PH 808 MAMMALIAN AND AVIAN ENDOCRINOLOGY 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
AN PH 851 ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY SEMINAR I 1 cr. (1 and 0)
AN PH 852 ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY SEMINAR H 1 cr. (1 and 0)
AN PH 991 DOCTORAL RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
Animal Science
Professors: J. R. Hill, Jr., G. C. Skelley, Jr., R. F. Wheeler, Head
Associate Professors: D. L. Cross, R. L. Edwards, D. L. Handlin, L, W.
Hudson, J. C. McConnell, Jr., C. E. Thompson
Assistant Professors: A. R. Ellicott, T. Gimenez
AN SC 202 INTRODUCTION TO ANIMAL SCIENCE 3 cr. (2 and 3)
This course deals with basic principles concerning the breeding, feeding,
management, and marketing of beef cattle, swine, and horses. The laboratory
is designed to demonstrate the basic elements of livestock breeding, feeding,
and management. Beef cattle, swine, and horses will be used. Evaluation of
slaughter animals and carcasses is included.
AN SC 205 LIGHT HORSE MANAGEMENT 2 cr. (1 and 3)
The light horse industry—development of breeds and their uses. Breeding,
feeding, and management of hght horses. Fundamental instruction in equita-
tion.
AN SC 301, H301 FEEDS AND FEEDING 3 cr. (3 and 0) F, S
Feed nutrients, digestion, metabolism of feedstuffs, feeding standards, and
the balancing of rations. Prerequisite: An Sc 202 or equivalent, and Ch 201,
or permission of instructor.
AN SC 303 LIVESTOCK EVALUATION 2 cr. (I and 3)
This course is concerned with identification and determination of body traits
that will ultimately aflFect the market grades and economic value of live
animals and their carcasses. Prerequisite: An Sc 202.
AN SC 305 MEAT GRADING AND SELECTION 2 cr. (1 and 3)
F, Even-numbered years.
Classification, grading and selection of beef, lamb and pork carcasses, and
wholesale cuts. Factors influencing quality and value. Students enrolled in
this course are ehgible to compete in Intercollegiate Meat Judging Contests.
Prerequisite: An Sc 202.
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AN SC 306 LIVESTOCK SELECTION AND JUDGING 2 cr. (1 and 3) S
Selection and breed characteristics of beef cattle, sheep, swine, and horses
will be studied. Livestock terms useful for livestock breeders will be used.
Students enrolled in this course are eligible to compete in the Southeastern
Intercollegiate Livestock Judging Contest. Prerequisite: An Sc 202, 303.
AN SC 351 MEAT IDENTIFICATION AND UTILIZATION 1 cr.
(0 and 3)
Selection of meat and identification of cuts, processing techniques, nutritive
value, meat preservation, research techniques, muscles, and bones.
AN SC 353, H353 MEATS 2 cr. (2 and 0) F
The chemical and physical composition of meat, meat hygiene, nutritive
value, curing, freezing, and meat by-products. Prerequisite: An Sc 202.
AN SC 355 MEATS LABORATORY 1 cr. (0 and 3) F
The selection and grading of meat animals and carcasses. Practical work
in slaughtering of animals and in the cutting, curing, and freezing of meats.
Emphasis is placed on the identification of wholesale and retail cuts. Pre-
requisite: An Sc 202.
AN SC 401, H401, 601 BEEF PRODUCTION 3 cr. (3 and 0) F
Breeding, feeding, management, and grading of beef cattle. Emphasis is
placed on year-round grazing. Prerequisite: An Sc 301 or permission of in-
structor.
AN SC 403, H403, 603 BEEF PRODUCTION LABORATORY 1 cr.
(0and3) F
Practical application of beef production practices. Prerequisite: An Sc 301
or permission of instructor.
AN SC 405 ADVANCED LIVESTOCK SELECTION AND EVALUATION
1 cr. (0 and 3) F, Odd-numbered years.
A continuation of An Sc 306 for students who are interested in participating
in judging contests or in receiving special training in the selection of breeding
cattle, sheep, and swine. Judging and grading of market classes are considered.
Prerequisite: An Sc 306.
AN SC 406 SEMINAR 2 cr. (2 and 0) S
Special problems in animal production. Each student is given a subject on
which he makes weekly reports before a seminar group. Prerequisite: An Sc
301 or permission of instructor.
AN SC 408. H408. 608 PORK PRODUCTION 3 cr. (3 and 0) S
Feeding, breeding, management, and marketing of hogs. Emphasis is placed
on winter and summer forages, protein supplements, mineral mixtures, and
sanitation practices. Prerequisite: An Sc 301 or pennission of instructor.
AN SC 410, H410. 610 PORK PRODUCTION LABORATORY 1 cr.
(Oand3) S
Practical application of swine production practices are demonstrated. Grad-
ing, s<'lecti{)n, feeding, management, and care of swine are given attention.
Prerequisite: An Sc 301 or pennission of instructor.
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AN SC 412, H412 HORSE SCIENCE 3 cr. (2 and 3)
Anatomy and physiology of the horse, emphasizing nutrition, reproduction,
genetics, and management. Selection, unsoundness, parasites, and diseases are
discussed. Prerequisite: An So 202 or permission of instructor.
AN SC 452, H452, 652 ANIMAL BREEDING 3 cr. (3 and 0) S
The fundamental principles relating to the breeding and improvement of
livestock including variation, heredity, selection, line-breeding, inbreeding,
crossbreeding, and other related subjects. Prerequisite: Gen 302.
AN SC 802 TOPICAL PROBLEMS 1-3 cr. (1-3 and 0)
AN SC 803 MEAT TECHNOLOGY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
AN SC 804 METHODS IN ANIMAL BREEDING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
AN SC 805 NUTRITION OF MEAT ANIMALS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
AN SC 891 MASTER'S RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
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ARCHITECTURE
Professors: J. E. Dalton, J. P. Holschneider, P. R. Lee, H. E. McClure, G. C.
Means, Jr., F. G. Roth, K. J. Russo, G. B. Witherspoon, Head; J. L. Young
Associate Professors: D. L. Colhns, R. D. Eflin, R. B. Norman, G. W. Patterson,
W. A. Phillips, G. M. Polk, Jr., J. R. Washburn
Assistant Professors: M, A. Davis, M. R. Hudson, J. D. Jacques
Instructors: H. C. Harritos, R. T. Matthew, Jr.
Visiting Professor: T. K. Doruk
CA AR 351 DESIGN STUDIES 5 cr. (0 and 15)
Studio work with adjunct demonstrations and lectures concerned with
intermediate architectural design problems. Prerequisite: CA DS 252.
CA AR 352 DESIGN STUDIES 5 cr. (0 and 15)
Continuation of CA AR 351.
CA AR 421 ARCHITECTURAL SEMINAR 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Lectures and seminars dealing with pertinent topics related to environ-
mental and technological considerations in architecture and the building
industry. Prerequisite: Senior standing or permission of instructor.
CA AR 424, 624 FURNITURE AND INDUSTRIAL PRODUCT DESIGN
3 cr. (1 and 4)
The course will cover the design of furniture, special products or a product
system for interior and exterior spaces. There will be opportunities for indepth
studies offered in ergonomics, interior design, and urban space object design.
Prerequisite: CA AR 352.
CA AR 425, 625 ENERGY CRITERIA FOR ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN
3 cr. (3 and 0)
Course will investigate current consumption trends in energy and its impact
on the design professions. Methods of energy-conscious design will be high-
lighted and the influence on regional climatic architectural and planning
solutions will be studies. Prerequisite: CA AR 352, CA BS 304.
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CA AR 451 DESIGN STUDIES 5 cr. (0 and 15)
Studio work with adjunct demonstrations and lectures concerned with ad-
vanced architectural design problems. Prerequisite: CA AR 352.
CA AR 452 DESIGN STUDIES 5 cr. (0 and 15)
Continuation of CA AR 451.
CA AR 481, 681 ARCHITECTURAL OFFICE PRACTICE 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
General consideration of architectural office procedure. Study of the pro-
fessional relationship of the architect to client and contractor, including prob-
lems of ethics, law, and business. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
CA AR 485, 685 HEALTH CARE DELIVERY SYSTEMS AND HEALTH
CARE FACILITIES SEMINAR 3 cr. (3 and 0)
This course introduces the concepts, organization, and direction of health
and health-care services within the context of health-care delivery systems.
Special emphasis is placed on mental and physical health-care facilities con-
cepts. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
CA AR 488, 688 HEALTH CARE FACILITIES PROGRAMMING TECH-
NIQUES 3 cr. (2 and 3)
Seminar on recent research and innovations in health-care facilities pro-
gramming, and original investigation of assigned programming problems.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
CA AR 490 DIRECTED STUDIES 1-5 cr.
Comprehensive studies and research of special topics not covered in other
courses. Emphasis will be placed on field studies, research activities, and
current developments in architecture. Prerequisite: Permission of department
head.
CA AR 557 ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN 9 cr. (3 and 18)
City planning design and the development of complex building solutions.
Prerequisite: Admission to the Bachelor of Architecture program.
CA AR 558 ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN 9 cr. (3 and 18)
The programming and solution of complex building design problems in-
cluding interior and site development. Prerequisite: CA AR 557.
CA AR 559 TERMINAL PROJECT IN ARCHITECTURE 9 cr.
(1 and 24)
Tin* student will select an appropriate architectural problem, coiuluct ad-
e(iuate research, prepare a c()inprelieusi\«' program, ami make a complete oral,
writter). and visual presentation of his solution. Prerequisite: CA AR 558.
CA AH 801 PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE SEMINAR 3 cr. (3 and 0)
C:A AR 853 ARCHITECTURAL DESK.N 6-9 cr. (0 and 18-27)
CA AR 854 ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN 6-9 cr. (0 and 18-27)
CA AR 857 ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN 9 cr. (0 and 27)
CA AR 8.58 PRELIMINARY THESIS OR TERMINAL PROJECT 3 cr.
( 1 and 6
)
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CA AR 859 TERMINAL PROJECT 1-12 cr. (0 and 3-36)
CA AR 886 HEALTH CARE FACILITIES COMPONENTS AND
FUNCTIONS 3 cr. (2 and 3)
CA AR 890 DIRECTED STUDIES 1-5 cr.
CA AR 891 ARCHITECTURAL THESIS 1-12 cr.
ARCHITECTURE OVERSEAS PROGRAM
At the Overseas Center for Building Research and Urban Study in Genoa,
Italy, courses are oflFered to fifth-year students in Architecture, City and Re-
gional Planning, and Visual Arts and fourth-year students in Building Science.
CA 412, 612 DIRECTED RESEARCH IN ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY
3 cr. (1 and 6)
Original investigations and research related to specific historic structures;
studies may include measured drawings, restoration, and proposals for adap-
tive use. Required course for all participants of the Overseas Program. Pre-
requisite: Postgraduate or graduate standing in the College of Architecture,
Senior standing in Building Science or acceptance in the Bachelor of Archi-
tecture program.
CA 420, 620 VISUAL STUDIO 3 cr. (0 and 9)
Field drawing and sketching and other documentation of important Euro-
pean architectural and landscape subjects. The course content will include
gallery visits and adjunct lectures. (May be substituted for one semester of
undergraduate or graduate visual arts studio.) Prerequisite: Postgraduate or
graduate standing in the College of Architecture, Senior standing in Building
Science, or acceptance in the Bachelor of Architecture program.
CA 442, 642 BUILDING SCIENCE STUDIO 1-9 cr. (0-3 and 3-18)
Comparative studies of European and American methods of building con-
struction and construction management and may include appropriate construc-
tion drawings. (May be substituted for CA BS 403 and 442. If taken during
Summer Sessions, it may be substituted for other courses as approved.)
Prerequisite: Senior standing in Building Science.
CA 550 ARCHITECTURAL STUDIO 1-9 cr. (3 and 18)
Comprehensive architectural studio programs for central city structures.
Problems will be related to other studio project areas concurrent in Overseas
Center. ( May be substituted for CA AR 557, 558. Limited to Bachelor of Archi-
tecture degree candidates or postgraduates. ) Prerequisite: Postgraduate stand-
ing in the College of Architecture or acceptance in the Bachelor of Architec-
ture program.
CA 850 ARCHITECTURAL STUDIO 1-9 cr. (0-3 and 3-18)
CA 860 PLANNING STUDIO 1-9 cr. (0-3 and 3-18)
CA 880 VISUAL ARTS STUDIO 1-9 cr. (0-3 and 3-18)
ART AND ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY
Professors: J. T. Acorn, Head; H. N. Cooledge, Jr., C. Fera, R. H. Hunter,
I. G. Regnier
Associate Professors: T. E. McPeak, E. C. Voelker, S. Wang
Assistant Professors: M. R. Hudson, J. B. Mulholland, J. A. Stockham, M. V.
Vatalaro
Adjunct Professors: R. D. England, V. S. Hodges
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CA AH 115 HISTORY OF ART AND ARCHITECTURE I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Total environment: its demands and restrictions as evidenced by the building
and planning of men from ancient times to the present.
CA AH 116 HISTORY OF ART AND ARCHITECTURE II 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Continuation of CA AH 115. Prerequisite: CA AH 115.
CA AH 215 HISTORY OF ART AND ARCHITECTURE III 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Cultural focus: its problems and expression as evidenced by selected ex-
amples of architecture and planning from ancient times to the present, con-
sidered in depth. Prerequisite: CA AH 116.
CA AH 216 HISTORY OF ART AND ARCHITECTURE IV 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Continuation of CA AH 215. Prerequisite: CA AH 215.
CA AH 303 EVOLUTION OF VISUAL ARTS I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A consideration of man's necessity for and development of the visual arts
in the Western World from ancient times to the Renaissance. Illustrated
lectures and collateral reading.
CA AH 304 EVOLUTION OF VISUAL ARTS II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Development and utilization of the visual arts in the Western World from
the Renaissance through modern times; illustrated lectures and collateral
reading.
CA AH 403, 603 HISTORY OF MODERN ARCHITECTURAL
MOVEMENT 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A seminar in the analysis and criticism of architectural and town building
works. The course sequence will include historic and contemporary examples,
literary searches, field trips, essays, and oral reports. Prerequisite: Senior
standing or permission of instructor.
CA AH 404, 604 CURRENT DIRECTIONS IN ARCHITECTURE 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
The critical analysis of the development and current directions of modern
movements in architecture. Prerequisite: Senior standing or pennission of
instructor.
CA AH 4a5. 605 HISTORY OF PLANNING AND CITIES 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
This course is intended to familiari/*' professional students in the environ-
mental design disciplines concerning the origin, development, and growth of
cities to enable them to undt-rstand the ev<'r accelerating growth of urbanism
and the increa-sing complexity of urban organiMn Prrmfut^ttr IVmiission of
instmctor or department head.
CA AH 411. 611 DIHECrrED RESEARCH IN ART AND
AHCriiri-ECTURAL HISTORY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Comprehensive studies and research of special topics not covered in other
courses. Emphasis will Im* placed on fifid studi< ikIi activities, and
current developments in art hi.story.
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CA AH 412, 612 DIRECTED RESEARCH IN ART AND
ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Continuation of CA AH 411.
CA AH 413, 613 TWENTIETH CENTURY VISUAL ARTS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
A consideration of the visual arts in the 20th century in relation to the
factors that have influenced the artist and the consequence of his/her produc-
tion to society.
CA AH 417, 617 STUDIES IN THE ART AND ARCHITECTURE OF
THE ANCIENT WORLD I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Consideration of the visual arts and architectural monuments of the Ancient
World (Egypt, the Near East, Greece, and Rome) with a study in depth of
selected examples from the period. Prerequisite: CA AH 216 or permission of
instructor.
CA AH 418, 618 STUDIES IN THE ART AND ARCHITECTURE OF
THE ANCIENT WORLD II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A consideration of the visual arts and architectural monuments of the An-
cient World (Egypt, the Near East, Greece, and Rome), with a study in depth
of selected examples from the period. Prerequisite: CA AH 417.
CA AH 419, 619 STUDIES IN THE ART AND ARCHITECTURE OF
THE EARLY MIDDLE AGES 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A consideration of the visual arts and architectural monuments of the Early
Middle Ages (Byzantium and Western Europe from the 4th through 12th
centuries), with a study in depth of selected examples from the period. Pre-
requisite: CA AH 216 or permission of instructor.
CA AH 420, 620 STUDIES IN THE ART AND ARCHITECTURE OF
THE LATE MIDDLE AGES 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A consideration of the visual arts and architectural monuments of the Late
Middle Ages (Western Europe from the 12th through the 15th centuries),
with a study in depth of selected examples from the period. Prerequisite:
CA AH 419.
CA AH 423, 623 STUDIES IN THE ART AND ARCHITECTURE OF
THE RENAISSANCE I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A consideration of the visual arts and architectural monuments of the
Renaissance (Western Europe from the 15th through the 18th centuries), with
a study in depth of selected examples from the period. Prerequsite: CA AH
216 or permission of instructor.
CA AH 424, 624 STUDIES IN THE ART AND ARCHITECTURE OF
THE RENAISSANCE II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A consideration of the visual arts and architectural monuments of the
Renaissance (Western Europe from the 15th through the 18th centuries), with
a study in depth of selected examples from the period. Prerequisite: CA AH
423.
CA AH 427, 627 EIGHTEENTH CENTURY VISUAL ARTS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
A consideration of the visual arts: sculpture, painting, graphics, and
furnishings of the 18th century in its environment, together with its precursors
and later influence (1785-1815). Prerequisite: CA AH 216.
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CA AH 428, 628 NINETEENTH CENTURY VISUAL ARTS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
A consideration of the visual arts of the 19th century: painting, sculpture,
printmaking, ceramics, and so forth, in relation to the factors that have in-
fluenced the artist and his/her consequence on society. Prerequisite: CA AH
427.
CA AH 429, 629 STUDIES IN THE ART AND ARCHITECTURE OF
INDIA AND THE FAR EAST 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A consideration of the visual arts and architectural monuments of India and
the Far East, with a study in depth of selected examples from the period.
Prerequisite: CA AH 216 or permission of instructor.
CA AH 815 ART AND ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY SEMINAR I 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
CA AH 816 ART AND ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY SEMINAR II 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
BUILDING SCIENCE
Professor: R. E. Knowland, Head
Associate Professors: C. L. Addison, N. L. Book, L. H. Brown, M. D. Egan,
C. R. Mitchell, H. W. Webb
CA BS 201 BUILDING SCIENCE 3 cr. (2 and 3)
A study of skills required for the application of building science technology
including structural concepts, methods and materials, and environmental
systems. Prerequisite: Math 106.
CA BS 202 BUILDING SCIENCE 3 cr. (2 and 3)
A study of skills required for the application of building science technology
including structural concepts, methods and materials, and environmental
systems. Prerequisite: CA BS 201.
CA BS 241 CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT I 5 cr. (3 and 6)
Introduction to construction methods and materials. Study of coiistniction
documents including working drawings, specifications, and contracts. Prepara-
tion of (luantity surveys and participation in field studies. Prerequisite: Sopho-
more standing.
CA BS 242 CON.STRUCTION MANAGEMENT H 5 cr. (3 and 6)
Critical analysis of construction ineth(Kls with specific emphasis on estimat-
ing, scheduling, and resource leveling. Prerequisite: CA BS 241.
CA BS 303 BUn.niNG SCHKNCE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Theory and design of simple determinate steel and w(mh1 staictures witli an
eniplia.sis on the conceptual understanding of stnictural systems. Prerequisite:
CA BS 202
CA BS 304 Bl ILDING SCIENCE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Theory of acoustical design and control in the built environment. Theory
of human thermal comfort and principles of heating and air conditioning
buildings. Prirequisite: Junior staiuluig.
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CA BS 341 CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT III 5 cr. (3 and 6)
Continuation of CA BS 242 with emphasis on the application of cybernetics
to the construction industry. Prerequisite: CA BS 242.
CA BS 342 CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT IV 5 cr. (3 and 6)
Study of labor and management relations in the construction industry with
emphasis on work improvement and those factors that influence productivity.
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
CA BS 403 BUILDING SCIENCE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Theory of illumination for the built environment. Basic theory of fire pro-
tection and life safety in buildings. Design concepts for building energy
conservation.
CA BS 404 BUILDING SCIENCE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Theory and design of simple reinforced concrete structures with an emphasis
on the conceptual understanding of structural systems. Prerequisite: CA BS
303.
CA BS 432, 632 CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT V 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Design and erection of formwork for reinforced concrete. Selection, financing,
and management of construction equipment. Corequisite-, CA BS 441.
Prerequisite: CA BS 202.
CA BS 441 CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT VI 5 cr. (3 and 6)
A study of construction economics with specific emphasis on capital
budgeting, decision making and investment theory. Prerequisite: Acct 200,
Econ 202, and Senior standing.
CA BS 442 CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT VII 5 cr. (3 and 6)
Preparation of detailed estimates, resource allocation, scheduling and con-
tractual documents. Comprehensive studies and research in special topics
selected by individual students. Prerequisite: CA BS 441, Law 312, or permis-
sion of instructor.
CA BS 461, 661 CONSTRUCTION ECONOMIC SEMINAR 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Studies in urban and building economics.
CA BS 471, 671 ARCHITECTURAL STRUCTURES 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The examination and evaluation of structural systems with emphasis on the
compatability and constraints exerted on architectural design goals. Pre-
requisite: CA BS 404.
CA BS 472, 672 ARCHITECTURAL STRUCTURES 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Continuation of CA BS 471. Prerequisite: CA BS 471.
CA BS 475, 675 BUILDING EQUIPMENT AND SYSTEMS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
The investigation of special topics in mechanical, electrical, illumination,
and acoustical systems for buildings. Prerequisite: CA BS 304.
CA BS 476, 676 DESIGN FOR NATURAL HAZARDS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Basic principles of design for natural hazards to the built environment.
Wind (hurricane, tornado, cyclone); water (flood, seiche, tsunami); seismic
(shaking, faulting, landslide, liquefaction); and fire (vegetation, exposing
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structures, lightning). Weather characteristics and geological conditions, site
and land-use planning, and hazard forces and hazard-resistant design funda-
mentals. Prerequisite: CA BS 403.
CA BS 490 DIRECTED STUDIES 1-5 cr.
Comprehensive studies and research of special topics not covered in other
courses. Emphasis will be placed on field studies, research activities, and
current development in building science. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
INTERDISCIPUNARY STUDIES
CA DS 151 DESIGN STUDIES 4 cr. (2 and 6)
An introduction to concepts and principles of architecture, construction, and
visual arts through lectures, demonstrations, and studio exercises.
CA DS 152 DESIGN STUDIES 4 cr. (2 and 6)
Continuation of CA DS 151. Prerequisite: CA DS 151.
CA DS 251 DESIGN STUDIES 5 cr. (0 and 15)
Studio work with adjunct demonstrations and lectures concerned with basic
architectural design problems. Prerequisite: CA DS 152 or permission of
instructor.
CA DS 252 DESIGN STUDIES 5 cr. (0 and 15)
Continuation of CA DS 251. Prerequisite: CA DS 251.
PLANNING STUDIES
Professor: E. L. Falk
Associate Professors: M. A. Clark, Head; O. Ersenkal, G. E. Varenhorst
Visiting Professor: M. Ottolenghi
CA PL 411, 611 INTRODUCTION TO CITY AND REGIONAL
PLANNING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The purpose of the course is to introduce students from a variety of dis-
ciplines to City and Regional Planning. Spatial and nonspatial areas of the
discipline will be explored through a wide ranging lecture/seminar program.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor or departn)ent head.
CA PL 421, 621 URBAN SOCIAL STRUCTURE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The social, economic, and political aspects of cxMnmunities of varying sizes
and types. Elements will include housing, education, recreation, social services,
governmental structure and related community institutions. Prerequisite: Per-
mission of instnictor or department head.
CA PL 472, 672 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE L(X:AL PLANNING
PROCESS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Ilie organization and administration of types of planning agencies and their
relationship to other govennnental and private organiz;itions. Prcrc<iuisitc:
Permission of instructor or department head.
CA PL 473. 673 GOVERNMENT AND PLANNING LAW 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Complete coverage of the laws and ordinances relating to redevelopment,
subdivi.sion control, zoning, official mapping, and other topics including inter-
pretation, philosophy, enabling legislation and nuxlel ordinantx-s. Tlie legal
basis of current and long-range planning polii y will be dis( iissed. Prerequisite:
Pennission «»f instructor or department head.
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CA PL 483, 683 SEMINAR ON PLANNING COMMUNICATION 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Informal means open for plan implementation. The organization of eflFective
public information and education programs, use of citizen advisory committees,
and application of other implementation techniques. Prerequisite: Permission
of instructor or department head.
CA PL 812 CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING THEORY 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
CA PL 821 INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS IN THE PLANNING
PROCESS 1-3 cr. (1-3 and 0)
CA PL 822 URBAN SYSTEMS AND DESIGN 3 cr. (3 and 0)
CA PL 853 COMPARATIVE STUDIES IN PLANNING METHODS AND
ANALYSIS 3 cr. (0 and 9)
CA PL 854 PLANNING AND BUILT FORM STUDIES STUDIO 3 or.
(0 and 9)
CA PL 863 URBAN AND METROPOLITAN PLANNING STUDIES
STUDIO 3-6 cr. (0 and 9-18)
CA PL 865 ADVANCED LANDUSE AND BUILT FORM STUDIES
STUDIO 3-9 cr. (0 and 9-27)
CA PL 871 SEMINAR ON PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT OF
CHANGE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
CA PL 881 QUANTITATIVE METHODS AND URBAN PLANNING AND
POLICY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
CA PL 882 SEMINAR IN MATHEMATICAL MODELING FOR URBAN
AND REGIONAL PLANNING 3 cr. (0 and 0-3)
CA PL 884 PUBLIC SERVICES AND FACILITIES PLANNING 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
CA PL 885 CITY AND REGIONAL FINANCIAL PLANNING 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
CA PL 890 DIRECTED STUDIES IN CITY AND REGIONAL
PLANNING 1-5 cr. (0 and 1-5)
CA PL 891 PLANNING THESIS 3-9 cr.
CA PL 893 CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING INTERNSHIP 6 cr.
(0 and 6)
VISUAL ARTS
Professors: J. T. Acorn, Head; H. N. Cooledge, Jr., R. H. Hunter, I. G. Regnier
Associate Professors: T. E. McPeak, E. C. Voelker, S. Wang
Assistant Professors; M. R. Hudson, J. B. MulhoUand, J. A. Stockham, M. V.
Vatalaro
CA VA 203 VISUAL ARTS STUDIO 3 cr. (1 and 6)
Studio work in visual elements and their organization, form, line, texture,
space, light, and color. Principles of design and formal organization of visual
arts.
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CA VA 205 BEGINNING DRAWING 3 cr. (1 and 6)
Studio work in drawing and related media. Prerequisite: CA DS 152 or
CA VA 203.
CA VA 207 BEGINNING PAINTING 3 cr. (1 and 6)
Studio work in painting and related media. Prerequisite: CA DS 152 or
CA VA 203.
CA VA 209 BEGINNING SCULPTURE 3 cr. (1 and 6)
Studio work in sculpture and related media. Prerequisite: CA DS 152 or
CA VA 203.
CA VA 211 BEGINNING PRINTMAKING 3 cr. (1 and 6)
Studio work in lithography, silk screen, woodcuts, and graphics and related
media. Prerequisite: CA DS 152 or CA VA 203.
CA VA 213 BEGINNING PHOTOGRAPHY 3 cr. (1 and 6)
Studio work in photography and related media. Prerequisite: CA DS 152
or CA VA 203.
CA VA 215 BEGINNING GRAPHIC DESIGN 3 cr. (1 and 6)
Study and studio work with historical, contemporary, and experimental
letter forms. Emphasis is placed on the application of letter design com-
ponents to convey visual images and ideas beyond normal word and sentence
formulation. Prerequisite: CA DS 152 or CA VA 203.
CA VA 217 BEGINNING CERAMICS 3 cr. (1 and 6)
Applied studio work in ceramic hand building and pottery; creative ex-
perience in process of forming, decorating, glazing, and firing. Prerequisite:
CA DS 152 or CA VA 203.
CA VA 305 DRAWING 3 cr. (1 and 6)
Studio work in drawing and related media. Prerequisite: CA VA 205.
CA VA 307 PAINTING 3 cr. (1 and 6)
Studio work in painting and related media. Prerequisite: CA VA 207.
CA VA 309 SCULPTURE 3 cr. (1 and 6)
Studio work in sculpture and related media. Prerequisite: CA VA 209.
CA VA 311 PRINTMAKING 3 cr. (1 and 6)
Studio work in lithography, silk screen, etching, woodcuts and related media.
Prerequisite: CA VA 211.
CA VA 313 PHOTOGRAPHY 3 cr. (1 and 6)
Studio work in still photography and related media. Prerequisite: CA VA
213.
CA VA 315 (;RAPH1C DESIGN 3 cr. (1 and 6)
Study and studio work in layout, composition, illustration, investigation of
studio skills; trrininoiogy and theories of layout and composition; emphasis
on the different graphic formats and their use in advertising art. Prerequisite:
CAVA 215.
CA VA 317 CERAMIC ARTS 3 cr. (1 and 6)
Continuation of CA VA 217. Prerequisite: CA VA 217.
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CA VA 405, 605 DRAWING 3 cr. (0 and 9)
Studio work in advanced drawing and related media. Prerequisite: CA VA
305.
CA VA 407, 607 PAINTING 3 cr. (0 and 9)
Studio work in advanced painting and related media. Prerequisite: CA VA
307.
CA VA 409, 609 SCULPTURE 3 cr. (0 and 9)
Advanced studio work in sculpture and related media. Prerequisite: CA VA
309.
CA VA 411, 611 PRINTMAKING 3 cr. (0 and 9)
Advanced studio in printmaking and related media. Prerequisite: CA VA
311.
CA VA 413, 613 PHOTOGRAPHY 3 cr. (0 and 9)
Advanced studio work in photography. Prerequisite: CA VA 313.
CA VA 415, 615 GRAPHIC DESIGN 3 cr. (0 and 9)
Utilization of graphic, scenic, and other visual design requirements for
motion picture and television. Emphasis on imagination and use of visual
design in relation to media and function: entertainment, documentary, institu-
tional, or advertising. Prerequisite: CA VA 315.
CA VA 417, 617 CERAMIC ARTS 3 cr. (0 and 9)
Advanced applied studio work in ceramic sculpture and pottery. Prerequisite:
CA VA 317.
CA VA 490, 690 DIRECTED STUDIES 1-5 cr.
Comprehensive studies and research of special topics not covered in other
courses. Emphasis will be placed on field studies, research activities, and cur-
rent developments in visual arts. Prerequisite: Permission of department head.
CA VA 850 VISUAL ARTS STUDIO 3 cr. (0 and 9)
CA VA 851 VISUAL ARTS STUDIO 3-6 cr.
CA VA 870 VISUAL ARTS STUDIO 6 cr. (1 and 15)
CA VA 871 VISUAL ARTS STUDIO 3-6 cr.
CA VA 880 VISUAL ARTS STUDIO 3-15 cr.
CA VA 891 MASTER'S RESEARCH 3-15 or.
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Astronomy
Professors: B. B. Bookmyer, J. R. Ray
Associate Professor: T. F. Collins
Assistant Professor: P. J. Flower
ASTR 101 SOLAR SYSTEM ASTRONOMY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A descriptive survey of the universe, with emphasis on basic physical con-
cepts and the objects in our solar system, is presented. Related topics of
current interest will be included. For nonscience majors. This course may not
be taken by a student who has completed Astr 301.
ASTR 102 STELLAR ASTRONOMY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A descriptive survey of the universe, with emphasis on basic physical
concepts and galatic and extragalactic objects, is presented. Related topics
of current interest will be included. For nonscience majors. This course may
not be taken by a student who has completed Astr 302.
ASTR 103 SOLAR SYSTEM ASTRONOMY LABORATORY 1 cr.
(0 and 2)
Optional laboratory to accompany Astr 101. Demonstrations, laboratory
exercises, planetarium visits, and a night laboratory, using a small telescope,
will supplement the lecture course. Corequisite: Registration in Astr 101.
ASTR 104 STELLAR ASTRONOMY LABORATORY 1 cr. (0 and 2)
Optional laboratory to accompany Astr 102. Demonstrations, laboratory
exercises, planetarium visits, and a night laboratory, using a small telescope,
will supplement the lecture course. Corequisite: Registration in Astr 102.
ASTR 208 SELECTED TOPICS IN MODERN ASTRONOMY 3 cr.
(3and0)
Discrete topics of current interest to be selected by participants and lecturers
from such areas as distance determination, pulsars, quasars, radio astronomy,
current space program, instellar communication, meteorites, nucleosynthesis,
variable stars, stellar evolution. Prerequisite: One semester of astronomy or
permission of instructor.
ASTR 301 CENERAL ASTRONOMY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Basic physical concepts necessary to an understanding of the objects in
our solar sy.stems are presented. Films, planetarium visits, and one olxserving
session with a small telescope supplement the text. For physical science,
mathematical sciences, or engineering majors. This course may not l)e taken
by a student who has completed Astr 101. Prerequisite: Math lOfi.
ASTR 302 GENERAL ASTRONOMY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Basic physical concepts neces.sary to an understanding of our stellar system
and the ohservabh' universe beyond our galaxy are discussed. Films, plane-
tarium visits, and one observing session with a small telescope stipplement
the text. For physical .science, matluMuatical sciences, or engineering nuijors.
This course may not Ix; taken by a student who has completed -\str 102.
Prerequisite: Math KKi
ASTR 307 COSMOLOGY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of th<' largr-scalr striicturc of the universe. Disciission of experi-
mental rt'sults iiuludf's optical, microwave, and radio observations. Evolu-
tionary mcKlcls which agree with current observations arc discu.ssed. Pre-
rcquUitc: Astr 102.
Biochemistry 205
ASTR 401, 601 STELLAR ATMOSPHERES 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Introduction to the theory of stellar atmospheres. Topics to be discussed
include radiation laws, theory of continuum radiation and spectral Hne forma-
tion, radiation transfer, and stellar spectra. Applications to the sun and stars
will be presented. Prerequisite: Astr 302 or permission of instructor.
ASTR 402, 602 STELLAR INTERIORS AND EVOLUTION 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Introduction to both the theoretical and observational approaches to the
study of stellar evolution. The physical laws governing the temperature,
pressure, and mass distributions in stars, including the equation of state,
opacity and nuclear energy generation, will be described. Stellar evolution
from pre-main sequence stars to post-red giant or supergiant stars will be
studied. Prerequisite: Astr 302 or permission of instructor.
ASTR 403, 603 GALACTIC STRUCTURE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Introduction to the kinematics, dynamics, and content of the Milky Way
galaxy. Topics include galactic rotation and mass determination, galactic
distance scale, stellar populations, galactic center, spiral structure, and evolu-
tion of the galaxy. Prerequisite: Astr 302 or permission of instructor.
ASTR 412, 612 PRACTICAL ASTRONOMY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Instruction in the techniques of data reduction and analysis, including dis-
cussions of instrumental and observational errors. Various methods of orbital
solution will be applied to observations of visual, spectroscopic, and eclipsing
binary systems. Prerequisite: Astr 302 or permission of instructor.
ASTR 701 SOLAR SYSTEM ASTRONOMY FOR HIGH SCHOOL
TEACHERS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ASTR 711 STELLAR ASTRONOMY FOR HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS
3cr. (3and0)
ASTR 875 SEMINAR IN CONTEMPORARY ASTRONOMY 1-3 cr.
(1-3 and 0)
Biochemistry
Professors: D. M. Henricks, J. M. Shively, Head
Associate Professors: D. R. Helms, J. J. Jen, G. L. Powell, J. K. Zimmerman
Assistant Professors: C. S. Brown, R. H. Hilderman, D. C. Speckhard
Adjunct Professor: E. E. Bailhe
BIOCH 101 MOLECULES AND MAN 1 cr. (1 and 0)
An introduction to the structure and function(s) or efFect(s) of some
biological molecules important to man. Prerequisite: Limited to freshmen or
by permission of instructor.
BIOCH 102 MOLECULES AND MAN 1 cr. (1 and 0)
Continuation of Bioch 101. Prerequisite: Limited to freshmen or by per-
mission of instructor.
BIOCH 210 ELEMENTARY BIOCHEMISTRY 4 cr. (3 and 3)
A discussion of the kinds of compounds found in living organisms, their
biochemical reactions and significance. The laboratory work parallels class-
room study. Prerequisite: Ch 102.
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BIOCH 301 MOLECULAR BIOLOGY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An introduction to the nature, production, and replication of biological
structure at the molecular level and its relation to function. Prerequisite:
Organic chemistry.
BIOCH 302 MOLECULAR BIOLOGY LABORATORY 1 cr. (0 and 3)
A laboratory to accompany Bioch 301. An introduction to fundamental
laboratory techniques in biochemistry and molecular biology and a demon-
stration of some of the fundamental principles of molecular biology discussed
in Bioch 301. Prerequisite: Organic chemistry. Corequisite: Bioch 301.
BIOCH 406, 606 PHYSIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The chemical basis of the mammalian physiological processes of muscle
contraction, nerve function, respiration, kidney function, and blood homeo-
stasis is studied. Composition of specialized tissue such as muscle, nerve,
blood and bone, and regulation of water, electrolytes and acid-base balance
is discussed. Prerequisite: Bioch 210 or organic chemistry.
BIOCH 408, 608 PHYSIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY LABORATORY 1 cr.
(0 and 3)
Experiments will be conducted that illustrate biochemical methodology. The
use of radioisotopes, chromatography, and procedures used in the clinical
biochemical laboratory will be emphasized. Prerequisite: Registration in
Bioch 406.
BIOCH 422, 622 A PHYSICAL APPROACH TO BIOCHEMISTRY 3 cr.
(3and0)
The study of chemical and physical properties of amino acids, lipids, nucleic
acids, sugars and their biopolymers. Physical and mathematical analyses will
be correlated with biological structure and function. Prerequisite: Organic
chemistry and one semester of physical chemistry.
BIOCH 423, 623 PRINCIPLES OF BIOCHEMISTRY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The study of the chemistry of amino acids, monosaccharides, fatty acids,
purines, pyrimidines and associated compounds leads to an understanding of
their properties and the relationship between structure and function that make
them important in biological processes. The use of modem techniques is stressed.
Prerequisite: Ch 224 or equivalent.
BIOCH 424. 624 PRINCIPLES OF BIOCHEMISTRY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A continuation of Bioch 423.
BIOCH 425, 625 GENERAL BIOCHEMISTRY LABORATORY 1 cr.
(0 and 3)
Experiments selected to illustrate current metJiods used in biochemical
research.
BIOCH 426. 626 GENERAL BIOCHEMISTRY LABORATORY 1 cr.
(0 and 3)
A continuation of Bioch 425.
BIOCH 491 SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN BIOCHEMISTRY 1-3 cr.
(0 and 3-9)
Orientation; i.e., rxporiinrntal planning, oxrcution. and reporting in bio-
chemical research. Prerequisite: Senior standing.
Bioengineering 207
BIOCH 810 ADVANCED BIOCHEMICAL TECHNIQUES 1-3 cr.
(0 and 3-9)
BIOCH 815 UPIDS AND BIOMEMBRANES 3 cr. (3 and 0)
BIOCH 817 CHEMISTRY AND METABOLISM OF HORMONES 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
BIOCH 819 REGULATION OF INTERMEDIARY METABOUSM 3 cr.
(3and0)
BIOCH 820 NUCLEIC ACIDS AND PROTEIN BIOSYNTHESIS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
BIOCH 821 PROTEINS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
BIOCH 822 ENZYMES 3 cr. (3 and 0)
BIOCH 824 CELLULAR REGULATION AT THE MOLECULAR LEVEL
3 cr. (3 and 0)
BIOCH 831 PHYSICAL BIOCHEMISTRY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
BIOCH 851 BIOCHEMISTRY SEMINAR 1 cr. (1 and 0)
BIOCH 871 ADVANCED TOPICS 1-3 cr. (1-3 and 0)
BIOCH 891 MASTER'S RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
PIOCH 991 DOCTORAL RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged
Bioengineering
Professors: D. W. Bradbury, W. E. Castro, F. W. Cooke, Head; A. F. von
Recum, J. S. Wolf
Associate Professors: G. H. Kenner, D. D. Moyle, J. B. Park, H. Scott, F. R.
Sias, Jr.
Assistant Professor: B. P. Keane
Visiting Instructor: E. M. O'Brien
Adjunct Professors: J. P. Boineau, J. S. Dusenberry, T. S. Hargest, E. M.
Lunceford, Jr., R. R. Moore, J. R. Pruitt, F. H. Stelling
BIOE 233 INTRODUCTION TO ENGINEERING IN SPORTS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Application of engineering concepts and methods to sports, including the
design of sports equipment (e.g., playing surfaces, helmets, pads, and shoes),
biomechanical analyses of sports injuries, and rehabilitation. Prerequisite:
Sophomore standing or permission of instructor.
BIOE 301 ENGINEERING ASPECTS OF BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE
2cr. (2and0)
The relationships of various branches of engineering to biology and medi-
cine. Structural engineering, fluid flow, and mass transfer in living systems.
Artificial organs, biomaterials, implants, instrumentation, and other engineering
challenges are discussed.
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BIOE 302 BIOMATERIALS 2 cr. (2 and 0)
Engineering testing and classification of biomaterials (stress, strain, viscos-
ity, impact resistance, ductility, corrosion resistance, wear resistance); pros-
theses; artificial organs; effect of body environment on synthetic materials;
methods for designing new materials. Prerequisite: BioE 301.
BIOE 303 ARTIFICIAL ORGANS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
This course is designed to provide engineering, and biological and physical
science students with an insight into the problems associated with replacing
parts of the human body with artificial devices. Lectures will be supplemented
with demonstrations, medical films, and field trips. Prerequisite: Junior stand-
ing or permission of instructor.
BIOE 320 INTRODUCTION TO STRUCTURAL BIOMECHANICS 2 cr.
(2 and 0)
Introduction to the analysis of the mechanical function of the human body
and the effect of external forces on the body. Includes movement of the
musculo-skeletal system (e.g., walking) and effect of vibration and impact.
Prerequisite: BioE 301.
BIOE 401, 601 COMPUTERS FOR BIOSCIENTISTS 1 cr. (1 and 0)
Analog and digital simulation of biochemical and biological processes.
Systems approaches, dynamic analysis, interactions between laboratory research
and computer models. Prerequisite: One semester of calculus or permission
of instructor.
BIOE 402, 602 MEDICAL APPLICATIONS OF ENGINEERING
3cr. (3 and 0)
A survey of the applications of physical principles to health science. Topics
included are production and detection of X-rays, diagnostic radiology and
radiation therapy, nature of radioactive emissions, relative biological effective-
ness, nuclear medicine, radiation protection, surgical uses of lasers, cryogenics,
cryobiology and cryosurgery, ultrasound, electrosurgery. Prerequisite: General
chemistry.
BIOE 415. 615 DENTAL MATERIALS 2 cr. (2 and 0)
An interdisciplinary course which reviews the l)iological and engineering
aspects of dental materials. Topics: Properties and Structure of Materials
(polymers, metals, alloys, ceramics, composites, degradation of materials in
oral environment ) and Applied Dental Materials ( cement, amalgam, im-
pression materials, gypsum compounds, waxes, gold and its alloys, base metal
alloys, polymers applied in dentistry, recent advances in dental implant
materials). Prerequisite: CH 220 or CH 223 and Phys 208.
BIOE 450. 650 SPECIAL TOPICS IN BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
1-4 cr. (0-4 and 12-0)
A comprrhensivc study of a topic of current interest in the field of bio-
medical engineering. May be taken for credit more than one time. Prerequi-
site: Permission of instructor.
BIOE 800 SEMINAR IN BIOENGINEERING 1 cr. ( 1 and 0)
BIOE 801 BIOMATERIALS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
BIOE 802 RESEARCH TECHNIQUES IN BIOMATERIALS
EVALUATION 3 cr. ( 1 and 0)
Biology 209
BIOE 803 POLYMERS AS BIOMATERIALS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
BIOE 820 STRUCTURAL BIOMECHANICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
BIOE 846 ELEMENTS OF BIOENGINEERING I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
BIOE 847 ELEMENTS OF BIOENGINEERING II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
BIOE 850 SPECIAL TOPICS IN BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING 1-4 cr.
(0-4 and 12-0)
BIOE 870 BIOINSTRUMENTATION 3 cr. (2 and 2)
BIOE 880 APPLIED HEALTH ENGINEERING LABORATORY 1 cr.
(0 and 3)
BIOE 882 EXPERIMENTAL SURGERY 3 cr. (1 and 4)
BIOE 890 INTERNSHIP 1-5 cr. (0 and 8-40)
BIOE 891 MASTER'S RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
BIOE 991 DOCTORAL RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
Biology
Associate Professor: D. R. Helms
Assistant Professors: M. M. Allan, S. B. Miller, C. K. Wagner
Instructors: R. N. Holmes, M. V. Ruppert, B. J. Speziale
BIOL 103 GENERAL BIOLOGY I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The first course in a two-semester sequence on the fundamentals of biology.
The course emphasizes the structural, molecular, and energetic basis of cellular
activities and the classical and modem investigations that illustrate animals as
functional units.
BIOL 104 GENERAL BIOLOGY II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A continuation of Biol 103 that emphasizes plants as functional units, the
principles and mechanisms of evolution, diversity of organisms, and the prin-
ciples of ecology. Prerequisite: Biol 103.
BIOL 105 GENERAL BIOLOGY LABORATORY I 1 cr. (0 and 3)
A laboratory course that illustrates through experimentation, observation,
and demonstration the structure and activities of cells and animals. The course
is strongly recommended for students taking Biol 103. Corequisite: Biol 103.
BIOL 106 GENERAL BIOLOGY LABORATORY II 1 cr. (0 and 3)
A laboratory course that illustrates through experimentation, observation,
and demonstration the structure and function of plants, some concepts of
genetics, evolution, ecology, and the diversity of microbes, plants, and animals.
The course is strongly recommended for students taking Biol 104. Corequisite:
Biol 104.
BIOL 110 PRINCIPLES OF BIOLOGY I 5 cr. (4 and 3)
An introductory course designed for students who major in biological dis-
ciplines of the College of Sciences. The course integrates lecture and labora-
tory and emphasizes a modem, quantitative and experimental approach to
Note: Credit toward a degree will be given for only one sequence of the following: Biol
110 or 103, 105 followed by Biol 111 or 104, 106 dependent on the requirements for the
major.
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explanations of the structure, composition, dynamics, interactions, and evolu-
tion of cells, organisms, populations, and communities. Corequisite: Ch 101.
BIOL 111 PRINCIPLES OF BIOLOGY II 5 cr. (4 and 3)
A continuation of Biol 110. Prerequisite: Biol 110.
Botany
Professors: R. P. Ashworth, N. D. Camper, J. B. Whitney, Jr.
Associate Professors: C. R. Dillon, Acting Head; L. A. Dyck, J. E. Fairey III,
T. M. Mclnnis, Jr.
Assistant Professors: R. E. Ballard, S. B. Miller
Instructors: R. N. Holmes, B. J. Speziale
Adjunct Professor: L. J. Tilly
BOX 145 ENVIRONMENTAL DYNAMICS 2 cr. (2 and 0)
A nontechnical ecology course designed to aid in understanding the natural
world and how it operates. Taught in the jargon of the mass media, it is de-
signed for nonbiologists though biology students may find that it helps in
assimilation of the major ecological concepts.
BOT 201 FIELD BOTANY 3 cr. (1 and 4)
An introductory study of the classification, ecology, and natural history of
plants native to South Carolina. Emphasis is on fieldwork which requires visits
to many terrestrial and aquatic environments for observation and study of plant
diversity. Prerequisite: Introductory biology.
BOT 202 SURVEY OF THE PLANT KINGDOM 4 cr. (3 and 3)
A survey of the major groups of plants, their structure, development, and
reproduction. Evolutionary relationships as exemplified by comparisons of
body organization and life cycles will be emphasized. Prerequisite: Introduc-
tory biology.
BOT 221 MEDICAL BOTANY 2 cr. (2 and 0) S
A nontechnical course dealing with plant-originated dnigs and substances
used in modern treatment of physical and mental maladies of man will be
studied along with plant products historically associated with folk medicine.
Plants producing substances which are remedial, psychoactive, poisonous,
carcinogenic, antibiotic, hallucinogenic, and others are included in this study.
Prerequisite: Biol 103, 105 or 110, 111, or permission of instructor.
BOT 254 PLANT STRUCTURE 2 cr. (2 and 0) S. Odd-numbered years.
Consideration of the structure of seed plants, including external and internal
organization of seeds, roots, stems, leaves, flowers, and fniits, Dosigne<l for
students desiring a ba.sic knowledge of plant organization; not open to Botany
majors.
BOT 33\, 631 INTRODUCTORY PLANT TAXONOMY 3 cr. (2 and 3)
The idrntificatiou, classification, distribution, and interrelationships of vas-
cular plants, with emphasis on the flora of South Carolina. Prerequisite: Intro-
ductory biology.
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BOX 411, 611 INTRODUCTORY MYCOLOGY 3 cr. (2 and 3) F, Even-
numbered years.
An introduction to all the groups of fungi and some related organisms with
considerations of the morphology, cytology, growth, reproduction, and culture
of selected forms. Prerequisite: Bot 202 or Zool 201, or permission of instructor.
BOT 413, 613 PHYCOLOGY 3 cr. (2 and 3) S, Odd-numbered years.
An introduction to the biology of algae. Consideration is given to the struc-
ture, classification, evolution, natural history, physiology, and ecology of all
algal groups. Laboratory emphasizes collection and identification of both
freshwater and marine organisms. Prerequisite: Introductory biology or per-
mission of instructor.
BOT 421, 621 PLANT PHYSIOLOGY 4 cr. (3 and 3)
The relations and processes which have to do with the maintenance, growth,
and reproduction of plants, including absorption of matter and energy, water
relations of the plant, utilization of reserve products and hberation of energy.
Prerequisite: Ch 101, 102, Phys 207 or 221 and 223.
BOT 432, 632 PLANT GEOGRAPHY 3 cr. (3 and 0) S, Odd-numbered
years.
A descriptive study of the origin, distribution, and adaptations of plants and
associations of plants as influenced by certain factors including climate, ge-
netics, and cultural developments. Emphasis will be on the major flora provinces
of North America. Prerequisite: Introductory biology or permission of in-
structor.
BOT 435, 635 PLANT BIOSYSTEMATICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Examination of species concepts and factors affecting the formation of
species. Prerequisite: Bot 331, Gen 302, or permission of instructor.
BOT 437, 637 PHYLOGENY OF ANGIOSPERMS 3 cr. (3 and 0) F,
Even-numbered years.
A study of the origin, evolution, dispersal, morphological specialization, and
geologic history of the angiosperms. Prerequisite: Bot 331, 455, or permission
of instructor.
BOT 441, 641 PLANT ECOLOGY 3 cr. (2 and 3)
Detailed study of the effect of environment on plants and plants on environ-
ment. Identification and analysis of interrelated biotic and abiotic factors
which affect the structure and distribution of plant systems and consideration
of plant systems dynamics through levels of increasing biological complexity.
Prerequisite: Introductory biology.
BOT 446, 646 BIOLOGICAL OCEANOLOGY 4 cr. (3 and 3)
A study of the biological constituents of the oceans and the chemical and
physical characteristics of salt water as related to the marine biota. Labora-
tories will provide practical experience in the analysis of biological communi-
ties and the physical-chemical factors controlling them. Prerequisite: Bot
202, Zool 201, general chemistry, or permission of instructor.
BOT 451, 651 PLANT ANATOMY 4 cr. (3 and 3)
Studies of the origin, development, and comparative structures of tissues,
systems, and organs of higher plants. Prerequisite: Introductory biology, Bot
202, or permission of instructor.
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BOT 455, 655 VASCULAR PLANT MORPHOLOGY 4 cr. (3 and 3)
Consideration of the structure, reproduction, and phylogenetic relationships
of representative vascular plants. Prerequisite: Introductory biology, Bot 202,
or permission of instructor.
BOT 456, 656 PLANT MICROTECHNIQUE 2 cr. (0 and 6) S, Even-
numbered years.
Application of the principles of microtechnique involved in the fbcing, cut-
ting, and staining of plant tissues. Prerequisite: Bot 451, 455, or permission
of instructor.
BOT 461, 661 CYTOLOGY 3 cr. (3 and 0) S, Even-numbered years.
Detailed consideration of the general and ultrastructural morphology of
plant cells, cell division, and cell differentiation. A lecture course considering
both the classical and contemporary knowledge of cell structure and develop-
ment. Prerequisite: Introductory biology.
BOT 491 SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN BOTANY 2-4 cr. (0 and 6-12)
Research problems in selected areas of botany to provide an introduction
to research planning and techniques for Botany majors. Prerequisite: Senior
standing and permission of the department head.
BOT 701 EVOLUTIONARY BOTANY FOR TEACHERS 3 cr. (2 and 3)
BOT 702 MODERN BOTANICAL CONCEPTS FOR TEACHERS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
BOT 805 SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN BOTANY. Credit to be arranged.
BOT 807 SEMINAR 1 cr. (1 and 0)
BOT 811 ADVANCED MYCOLOGY I 4 cr. (3 and 3)
BOT 812 ADVANCED MYCOLOGY II 4 cr. (3 and 3)
BOT 815 PHYCOLOGY COLLOQUIUM 3 cr. (3 and 0)
BOT 821 INORGANIC PLANT METABOLISM 4 cr. (3 and 3)
BOT 822 ORGANIC PLANT METABOLISM 3 cr. (3 and 0)
BOT 823 PLANT GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT 3 cr. (3 and 0)
BOT 824 MODE OF ACTION OF GROWTH SUBSTANCES 4 cr.
(3 and 3)
BOT 826 PHYSIOLOGY OF THE FUNGI 3 cr. (3 and 0)
BOT 831 ADVANCED PLANT TAXONOMY 3 cr. (2 and 3)
BOT 841 THE BIOLOGY OF AQUATIC VASCULAR PLANTS 3 or.
(2 and 3)
BOT 861 PLANT CELL BIOLOGY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
BOT 891 MASTER'S RESEARCH. Credit to Iw arranged.
BOT 991 DOCTORAL RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
Ceramic Engineering 213
Ceramic Arts
Professor: G. C. Robinson
Associate Professor: H. G. Lefort
CR AR 101 POTTERY MATERIALS 3 cr. (2 and 3)
The occurrence and properties of pottery raw materials. Attention is de-
voted to the occurrence of natural pottery materials in South Carolina and
the methods and equipment used in preparing these materials.
CR AR 102 POTTERY DRYING AND FIRING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The drying and firing processes used in pottery making. A discussion is
included on the design and construction of simple pottery kilns and the stu-
dent is required to build and operate a small outdoor kiln. The laboratory
work demonstrates the drying and firing behavior of pottery.
Ceramic Engineering
Professors: W. W. Coffeen, C. C. Fain, G. C. Robinson, Head; H. H. Wilson
Associate Professors: H. G. Lefort, T. D. Taylor
CRE 201 INTRODUCTION TO CERAMIC ENGINEERING 2 cr.
(2 and 0)
An introduction to ceramic engineering together with a study of ceramic
forming operation. Exercises are provided in the analysis of processing prob-
lems, the evaluation of background information and the creation of new solu-
tions to processing problems.
CRE 202 CERAMIC MATERIALS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The properties and uses of commonly used ceramic materials. Equilibrium
diagrams are used to gain an understanding of the eflFect of heat on the
materials.
CRE 204 LABORATORY PROCEDURES 1 cr. (0 and 3)
An introduction to ceramic laboratory procedures. Primary consideration
will be given to the evaluation of sources of error and significance of mea-
surement in the major ceramic test procedures.
CRE 302 THERMO-CHEMICAL CERAMICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
High-temperature equilibrium using the laws of physical chemistry as ap-
plied to ceramic systems in both solid and liquid states. An introduction to
the crystal chemistry of ceramic raw materials, and the effect of crystalline
form on their high-temperature behavior.
CRE 303 MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY IN PRODUCT SELECTION BY
CONSUMERS 2 cr. (2 and 0)
This course is intended to convey to the consumer a suflBcient understanding
of the properties of materials—metals, plastics, and ceramics—to enable the
customer to make intelligent buying decisions. Property characteristics are re-
lated to cost and performance. Specific cases involving decisions are used to
illustrate fundamental principles. Simple tests to determine material properties
are suggested for consumer use.
CRE 304 EXPERIMENT DESIGN 2 cr. (1 and 3)
An exercise in the planning and organization of experiments in the ceramic
field.
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CRE 306 FUELS COMBUSTION AND HEAT TRANSFER 1 cr. (0 and 3)
Combustion devices, the calculation of combustion problems and heat
transfer.
CRE 307 THERMAL PROCESSING OF CERAMICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The accompUshment of changes in structure and composition through the
application of thermal energy. The course includes a study of simultaneous
transfer of heat and mass, fluid flow, determinants of rates in a variety of
reactions and calculations of the energy requirements to accomplish change in
structure or composition.
CRE 309 RESEARCH METHODS 2 cr. (0 and 6)
The planning and solution of selected research problems.
CRE 310 INTRODUCTION TO MATERIAL SCIENCE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A beginning course in material science designed primarily for engineering
students. The course is a study of the relation between the electrical, mechan-
ical and thermal properties of products and the structure and composition of
these products. All levels of structure are considered from gross structures
easily visible to the eye through electronic structure of atoms.
CRE 402, 602 SOLID STATE CERAMICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The effects of the composition, form, and shape of ceramic raw materials on
the manufacturing processes and final properties of ceramic products. In-
cluded are fundamental studies of such phenomena as deflocculation, plas-
ticity, sintering and the behavior of ceramic products in electrical circuits.
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
CRE 403, 603 GLASSES 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Glass structure and composition and their relation to the properties of
glasses. Consideration is given to the processing variables which control the
properties of glasses including glass products, enamels, glazes, and vitreous
bonds.
CRE 404, 604 CERAMIC COATINGS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The raw materials, methods of manufacture, and properties of ceramic
coatings. Prerequisite: CrE 302.
CRE 406 CERAMIC PROJECT 2 cr. (0 and 6)
The completion of an original research into a ceramic problem. Prerequi-
site: CrE 302.
CRE 407 PLANT DESIGN 3 cr. (1 and 6)
The application of the fundamentals of ceramic engineering to problems in
plant design. Prerequisite: Senior standing in Ceramic Engineering.
CRE 410. 610 ANALYTICAL PROCESSES 3 cr. (2 and 3)
An introductory course on the theory and use of X-ray diffraction and
spectroscopic methods. Prerequisite: Junior standing.
CRE 412. 612 RAW MATERIAL PREPARATION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The equipment and processes used in the crushing and grinding of raw
materials, the srparntion and classification of particle sizes, and the separa-
tion and purification of minerals by mineral dressing methods.
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CRE 416, 616 ELECTRONIC CERAMICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The theory and measurement of the electronic properties of ceramic
products.
CRE 418, 618 PROCESS CONTROL 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Process control techniques and apparatus with particular emphasis on tem-
perature measurement and control systems. The application of laboratory
techniques to the control of product quality and process efficiency is included.
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
CRE 419, H419, 619 SCIENCE OF ENGINEERING MATERIALS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
This course is planned to acquaint engineers with the thermal, electrical,
and chemical characteristics of engineering materials. It emphasizes funda-
mental consideration of the structure of matter in the solid and glassy states,
solid state reactions, and the influence of particle and aggregate structure to
speed of reaction and product properties. The reasons for the properties of
materials at elevated temperatures and room temperatures are related to
these fundamentals.
CRE 420, 620 SCIENCE OF ENGINEERING MATERIALS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
A continuation of CrE 419 with emphasis on application of fundamentals
in nuclear reactors and nuclear power plants. Consideration is given to the
development of ceramics for fuel elements, moderator materials, control rods,
shielding and radioactive waste disposal.
CRE 701 SPECIAL PROBLEMS 3 cr. (1-3 and 0)
CRE 807 SPECIALIZED CERAMICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
CRE 809 HIGH-TEMPERATURE MATERIALS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
CRE 814 CERAMIC PHYSICAL PROCESSING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
CRE 815 COLLOIDAL AND SURFACE SCIENCE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
CRE 816 CONSTITUTION AND STRUCTURE OF GLASSES 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
CRE 821 ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES AND EQUIPMENT I 3 cr.
(2 and 3)
CRE 822 ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES AND EQUIPMENT II 3 cr.
(2 and 3)
CRE 824 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF CERAMIC MATERIALS
3 cr. (3 and 0)
CRE 825 MAGNETIC AND ELECTRICAL CERAMIC MATERIAL 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
CRE 826 CERAMIC COATINGS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
CRE 828 SOLID STATE CERAMIC SCIENCE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
CRE 891 MASTER'S RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
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Chemical Engineering
Professor : F. C. Alley, W. B. Barlage, Jr., Head; W. F. Beckwith, R. C.
Harshman, J. C. Mullins
Associate Profes:ors: J. N. Beard, Jr., D. D. Edie, S. S. Melsheimer
Assistant Professors: J. M. Halle, R. W. Rice, W. H. Talbott
Visiting Assistant Professor: M. A. Yazar
CHE 201 INTRODUCTION TO CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 3 cr.
(2 and 2)
An introduction to the concepts of chemical engineering and a study of
PVT relations for gases and vapors, material and energy balances, equilibria
in chemical systems, and combined material and energy balances. Prerequisite:
Ch 112, Engr 180.
CHE 202 STAGEWISE SEPARATION OPERATIONS 4 cr. (3 and 3)
Through the summer of 1980.
Introduction to the theory and design of separation operations using the
stagewise technique. Operations studied will be distillation and solvent ex-
traction. Engineering graphical communication by sketching of laboratory
separations equipment will be included. Prerequisite: ChE 201.
CHE 210 PROCESS MODELING AND NUMERICAL METHODS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
This course will introduce students to some basic concepts of chemical
process modeling and the use of numerical methods for solution of typical
chemical engineering problems. Digital computational techniques for the
numerical methods will use a specific procedure-oriented language such as
FORTRAN. Prerequisite: ChE 201, Engr 180, Math 206.
CHE 301 UNIT OPERATIONS THEORY I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The general principles of chemical engineering and a study of the following
unit operations: Fluid Flow, Fluid Transportation, Heat Transmission and
Evaporation. Special emphasis is placed on theory and its practical application
to design. Prerequisite: ChE 210, Math 208.
CHE 302 UNIT OPERATIONS THEORY II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of selected unit operations based on diffusional phenomena. Pri-
mary attention will be given to differential contact operations such as absorp-
tion, huniidification, and gas-liquid c(mtact. Prerequisite: ChE 301.
CHE 306 UNIT OPERATIONS LABORATORY 1 cr. (0 and 3)
Through the spring of 1981.
CHE 306 UNIT OPERATIONS LABORATORY I 2 cr. (1 and 3)
Lalx)ratory work in the unit operations of Huid flow, heat transfer, and
evaporation. Stress is laid on the relation between theory and experimental
re.sults and on report writing. Prerequisite: (>hE 301.
CHE a31, H331 CHEMICAL ENGINEERING THERMODYNAMICS I
3 cr. (3 and 0)
A first l)asic course in static e(iuilibria. Topics inc hide the First and Setond
Laws of Thermodynamics real and i<leal gases, thermodynamic properties of
fluids, phase changes, and heats of reaction. Prerequisite: Cli 331, ChE 210,
Math 208.
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CHE 353, 653 PROCESS DYNAMICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Basic process control and the effect of feedback in various systenxs. The
mathematical analysis of the dynamic response of process systems to step and
sinusoidal changes. Determination of the optimum settings for various com-
binations of proportional, reset and derivative control. Prerequisite: Junior or
Senior standing in engineering, physics, or chemistry, and Math 309, or per-
mission of department head.
CHE 401, H401, 601 TRANSPORT PHENOMENA 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Mathematical analysis of single and multidimensional steady-state and
transient problems in momentum, energy, and mass transfer. Both the similari-
ties and differences in these mechanisms are stressed. Prerequisite: ChE 302,
Math 309, or permission of instructor.
CHE 403 UNIT OPERATIONS THEORY III 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Study of unit operations not covered in ChE 301 and 302. Includes liquid-
liquid extraction, distillation, and other unit operations. Prerequisite: Ch 332,
ChE 302, 331.
CHE 407 UNIT OPERATIONS LABORATORY II 2 cr. (0 and 6)
Through the fall of 1981.
CHE 407 UNIT OPERATIONS LABORATORY II 3 cr. (1 and 6)
Continuation of ChE 306 with experiments primarily on the diflFusional
operations. Additional lecture material on report writing and general tech-
niques for experimental measurements and analysis of data. Prerequisite:
Ch 332, ChE 302, 306.
CHE 415, 615 INTRODUCTION TO NUCLEAR ENGINEERING 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Designed to acquaint the nonnuclear engineer with some of the engineering
aspects of nuclear science. Topics include a brief survey of particle physics;
nuclear reactions; energy transformations; nuclear reactors, their design, con-
struction and use; radiation damage to materials of construction; and special
problems in nuclear engineering peculiar to the basic engineering disciplines.
Prerequisite: Junior or Senior standing in engineering, chemistry, or physics.
CHE 421, 621 PROCESS DEVELOPMENT, DESIGN, AND
OPTIMIZATION OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING SYSTEMS I
3 cr. (2 and 3)
A study of the steps in creating a chemical process design from the original
concept to successful completion and operation of the plant. Topics include
engineering economics, systems analysis, simulation, optimization, process
equipment sizing and selection, and the application of analog and digital
computers. Prerequisite: Ch 332, ChE 302, 331.
CHE 422, 622 PROCESS DEVELOPMENT, DESIGN, AND
OPTIMIZATION OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING SYSTEMS II
3 cr. (0 and 9)
A continuation of ChE 421. The principles of process development, design,
and optimization are applied in a comprehensive problem carried from a gen-
eral statement of the problem to detailed design and economic evaluations.
Prerequisite: ChE 421, 430, 450.
CHE 424, 624 INTRODUCTION TO INDUSTRIAL POLLUTION 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
An introduction to air and water pollution problems associated with chemical
processing, transportation and power generation. Basic processes and mechan-
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isms utilized in the control of liquid and gaseous wastes are discussed from
a standpoint of equipment design and economics. Present and future trends
in pollution legislation are reviewed. Prerequisite: Senior standing or per-
mission of instructor.
CHE 430, 630 CHEMICAL ENGINEERING THERMODYNAMICS II
3 cr. (3 and 0)
A continuation of ChE 331. Subjects include heat engines, compressors,
refrigeration, phase equilibria, and chemical reaction equilibria. Prerequisite:
ChE 331.
CHE 440 SENIOR INSPECTION TRIP cr.
A three- or four-day trip is made to visit selected chemical plants. Using
lectures by plant personnel supplemented by conducted tours of chemical plant
installations, the student is introduced to current industrial practice. Pre-
requisite: Senior standing in chemical engineering.
CHE 450, 650 CHEMICAL ENGINEERING KINETICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An introduction to the kinetics of chemical reactions. Topics include homo-
geneous and heterogeneous reactions, batch and flow reaction systems, cata-
lysis, and design of industrial reactors. Prerequisite: Completion of all 200-
and 300-level courses in chemistry, chemical engineering, and mathematics.
CHE 454 PHYSIOLOGICAL CONTROL SYSTEMS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Classical control theory will be introduced to the level that frequency domain
analysis of physiological control systems can be used. Emphasis will be placed
on the study of cardiovascular and pulmonary system dynamics and the super-
imposed autoregulatory action. Prerequisite: Junior or Senior standing, physics
or chemistry and Math 208, or permission of department head.
CHE 491, H491 SPECIAL PROJECTS IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
1-3 cr. (1-3 and 0)
As a need arises, special topics requested by students or offered by the
faculty will be taught. Review of current research in an area, technological
advances and national engineering goals are possible topic areas.
CHE 802 PROCESS DYNAMICS AND CONTROL 3 cr. (3 and 0)
CHE 803 HEAT, MASS. AND MOMENTUM TRANSFER 3 cr. (3 and 0)
CHE 804 CHEMICAL ENGINEERING THERMODYNAMICS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
CHE 805 CHEMICAL ENGINEERING KINETICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
CHE 806 PROCESS SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
CHE 812 POLYMER ENGINEERING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
CHE 814 APPLIED NUMERICAL METHODS IN PROCESS
SI.MULATION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
CHE 815 POLYMER ENGINEERING LABORATORY 3 cr. (2 and 3)
CHE 818 POLYMER PROCESSING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
CHE 821 HEAT TRANSPORT 3 cr. (3 and 0)
CHE 822 MASS TRANSFER AND DIFFERENTIAL CONTACT
OPERATIONS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
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CHE 823 MASS TRANSFER AND STAGEWISE CONTACT
OPERATION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
CHE 845 SELECTED TOPICS IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
CHE 846 SELECTED TOPICS IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
CHE 891 MASTER'S RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
CHE 904 CHEMICAL ENGINEERING THERMODYNAMICS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
CHE 945 SELECTED TOPICS IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
CHE 946 SELECTED TOPICS IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
CHE 991 DOCTORAL RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
Chemistry
Professors: R. A. Abramovitch, Head; J. F. Allen, A. L. Beyerlein, F. B. Brown,
J. C. Fanning, J. H. Hobson, J. W. Huffman, F. J. Lindstrom, N. P. Marullo,
A. R. Pinder, G. B. Savitsky, H. G. Spencer
Associate Professors: R. H. Bailey, Jr., C. B. Bishop, M. B. Bishop, J. F.
Geldard, K. S. Landers, H. K. McDowell, J. R. Salley, Jr., J. L. von Rosen-
berg, Jr.
Assistant Professor: D. C. Beer
Visiting Associate Professor: J. Bhattacharyya
Visiting Assistant Professor: H. P. Benecke
Visiting Instructors: J. J. Johnson, M. D. LaPrade, A. L. Miller, A. S. Miller,
K. Seidman
CH 101 GENERAL CHEMISTRY 4 cr. (3 and 3)
Students are introduced to the elementary concepts of chemistry through
classroom and laboratory experience. The course emphasizes chemical reac-
tions and the use of symbolic representation, the mole concept and its
applications and molecular structure.
CH 102, H102 GENERAL CHEMISTRY 4 cr. (3 and 3) i
A continuation of Ch 101, treating solutions, rates of reactions, chemical
equilibrium, electrochemistry, chemistry of selected elements, and an intro-
duction to organic chemistry. For students taking one year of chemistry or
continuing in Ch 201.
CH 112 GENERAL CHEMISTRY 4 cr. (3 and 3) i
A continuation of Ch 101 which emphasizes solutions, thermodynamic
concepts, kinetics and oxidation-reduction reactions. The laboratory empha-
sizes solution chemistry and qualitative analyses. Recommended for students
continuing in Ch 223.
CH 201 GENERAL CHEMISTRY 4 cr. (3 and 3)
A continuation of Ch 102 which extends the introduction to organic chem-
istry and includes the chemistry of carbohydrates, lipids, and proteins and
1 Credit for a degree will be given for only one of the following: Ch 102 or 112.
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their role in metabolic processes. Prerequisite: Ch 102 or permission of
instructor.
CH 223 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An introductory course covering the principles of organic chemistry and the
derivation of these principles from a study of the properties, preparations, and
interrelationships of the important classes of organic compounds. Prerequisite:
Ch 112 or permission of instructor.
CH 224 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A continuation of Ch 223. Prerequisite: Ch 223.
CH 225 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY LABORATORY 2 cr. (0 and 6)
The laboratory techniques involved in the synthesis, separation and puri-
fication, and characterization of typical examples of the classes of organic
compounds. Prerequisite: Registration in Ch 223.
CH 226 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY LABORATORY 2 cr. (0 and 6)
A continuation of Ch 225. Prerequisite: Registration in Ch 224.
CH 227 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY LABORATORY 1 cr. (0 and 3)
The synthesis and properties of typical examples of the classes of organic
compounds. Prerequisite: Registration in Ch 223.
CH 228 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY LABORATORY 1 cr. (0 and 3)
A continuation of Ch 227. Prerequisite: Registration in Ch 224.
CH 229 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY LABORATORY 1 cr. (0 and 3)
A one-semester laboratory for chemical engineering students. Prerequisite:
Ch 223.
CH 310 ELEMENTARY CHEMICAL INSTRUMENTATION 4 cr.
(2 and 6)
The elementary principles of instruments and their use in chemical analysis,
especially of biological systems, will be presented. Emphasis is on the actual
use of the instruments. Prerequisite: Ch 224.
CH 313 QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The fundamental principles of volumetric, gravimetric and certain elemen-
tary instrumental chemical analyses. Prerequisite: Organic chemistry.
CH 315 QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS LABORATORY 2 cr. (0 and 6)
The laboratory tt'chniques of volumetric, gravimetric, and elen^entary instru-
mental analysis.
CH 317 QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS LABORATORY 1 cr. (0 and 3)
The standard techniques of analytical t hcmistry— i^r;i\ iimtrir volmnrfiu .
and instrumental.
CH 330 INTRODUCTION TO PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A one-semester treatment of physical chemistry which emphasizes topics that
are especially useful in the life sciences, agriculture and medicine, chemical
thenncxlynamics, eqiiililiriuni, solutions, kineties, elertrochemistry, macromole-
cules, and surface phenomena. Prerequisite: One semester of cakulus.
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CH 331, 631 PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Includes the gaseous state, thermodynamics, chemical equilibria, and atomic
and molecular structure, from both experimental and theoretical points of view.
Prerequisite: Math 206, physics.
CH 332, H332, 632 PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Continuation of Ch 331 including chemical kinetics, liquid and solid state,
phase equilibria, solutions, electrochemistry and surfaces.
CH 339, 639 PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY LABORATORY 1 cr. (0 and 3)
Experiments are selected to be of maximum value to Chemistry and Chem-
ical Engineering majors. Prerequisite: Registration in Ch 331.
CH 340, 640 PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY LABORATORY 1 cr. (0 and 3)
A continuation of Ch 339. Prerequisite: Registration in Ch 332.
CH 402, H402, 602 INORGANIC CHEMISTRY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The basic principles of inorganic chemistry are discussed with special
emphasis on atomic structure, chemical bonding, solid state, coordination
chemistry, organometallic chemistry and acid-base theories. The chemistry of
certain selected elements is treated. Prerequisite: Ch 331, 332.
CH 411, 611 INSTRUMENTAL ANALYSIS 4 cr. (2 and 6)
Demonstration and operation of modern optical and electronic precision-
measuring devices as they apply to the processes of analytical, physical and
organic chemistry. Prerequisite: Physical chemistry.
CH 421, H421, 621 ADVANCED ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
A survey of modern organic chemistry with an emphasis on synthesis and
mechanisms. Prerequisite: Ch 224, 332, or equivalent.
CH 427, 627 ORGANIC SPECTROSCOPY 3 cr. (2 and 3)
A survey of modem spectroscopic techniques used in the determination of
molecular structure. Emphasis is on interpretation of spectra: nuclear magnetic
resonance, ultraviolet, infrared, and mass spectroscopy, optical rotatory dis-
persion and circular dichroism. Prerequisite: One year each of organic chem-
istry and physical chemistry.
CH 435, H435, 635 SPECTROSCOPY AND MOLECULAR STRUCTURE
3 cr. (3 and 0)
Molecular spectroscopy and structure as elucidated by elementary quantum
mechanics. Topics covered include Planck's black-body radiation formulation
leading to the quantum concept, solution of Schroedinger's equation for simple
systems, microwave spectroscopy, infrared and Raman spectroscopy, Fourier
transformed spectra, electronic spectra and structure, and elementary statistical
thermodynamics. Prerequisite: Ch 331, 332, Math 208.
CH 441 GLASS MANIPULATION 2 cr. (0 and 6)
A course designed to teach the fundamentals of glass manipulation and its
application to the construction and repair of simple laboratory apparatus.
CH 443 RESEARCH PROBLEMS 3 cr. (0 and 9)
Original investigation of an assigned problem in a fundamental branch of
chemistry. This work must be carried out under the supervision of a member
of the staff. Prerequisite: Senior standing in chemistry or permission of in-
structor.
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CH 444 RESEARCH PROBLEMS 3 cr. (0 and 9)
A continuation of Ch 443.
CH 454, H454, 654 CHEMICAL SYNTHESIS 3 cr. (1 and 6)
This course is designed to introduce the student to modern research tech-
niques in inorganic and organic chemistry. The experiments to be carried out
involve the synthesis of various types of compounds by diverse experimental
techniques. Modern instrumental methods will be used to characterize the
products. Prerequisite: Organic chemistry.
CH 491, H491, 691 INTRODUCTION TO RADIOCHEMISTRY 3 cr.
(2 and 3)
A study of natural and synthetic isotopes, including atomic and nuclear
structures, properties of radiation, tracer techniques and applications. The
laboratory includes methods of detection and measurement of radiation, and
applications of tracer techniques. Prerequisite: Senior or graduate standing,
permission of instructor.
CH 700 PHYSICAL SCIENCE IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL—CHEM-
ISTRY 3 cr. (2 and 3)
CH 701 REVIEW OF GENERAL CHEMISTRY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
CH 702 CHEMISTRY FOR HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS 3 cr. (2 and 3)
CH 703 SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN CHEMISTRY FOR ELEMENTARY
AND SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHERS 3-6 cr. (2-6 and 6-0)
CH 805 THEORETICAL INORGANIC CHEMISTRY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
CH 807 CHEMISTRY OF THE TRANSITION ELEMENTS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
CH 808 CHEMISTRY OF THE NONMETALLIC ELEMENTS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
CH 811 ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
CH 812 CHEMICAL SPECTROSCOPIC METHODS 3 cr. (2 and 3)
CH 814 ELECTROANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY 3 cr. (2 and 3)
CH 821 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
CH 822 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
CH 824 FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF POLYMER CHEMISTRY
3 cr. (3 and 0)
CH 825 CHEMISTRY OF HETEROCYCLIC COMPOUNDS 3 cr. (3 and
0)
CH 830 FUNDAMENTALS OF PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
CH 831 CHEMICAL THERMODYNAMICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
CH 834 STATISTICAL THERMODYNAMICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
CH 835 CHEMICAL KINETICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
CH 837 QUANTUM CHEMISTRY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Civil Engineering 223
CH 840 TECHNIQUES OF EXPERIMENTAL CHEMISTRY 3 cr.
(1 and 6)
CH 851 SEMINAR 0-2 cr.
CH 861 PRINCIPLES OF BIOCHEMISTRY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
CH 891 MASTER'S RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
CH 910 SPECIAL TOPICS IN ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY 1-4 cr.
( 1-4 and 0)
CH 920 ADVANCED TOPICS IN ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 1-4 cr.
(1-4 and 0)
CH 930 ADVANCED TOPICS IN PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY 1-4 cr.
(1-4 and 0)
CH 950 MICROANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES 3 cr. (1 and 6)
CH 991 DOCTORAL RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
Civil Engineering
Professors: S. C. Anand, H. W. Busching, Head; B. L. Edge, J. C. McCormac,
A. E. Schwartz
Associate Professors: W. Baron, R. H. Brown, J. E. Clark, R. E. Filing,
J. S. Fisher, J. L. Josey, R. F. Nowack, P. F. Rad, D. B. Stafford, B. L. Sill
Assistant Professor: M. L. Morrell
CE 201 SURVEYING 3 cr. (2 and 3)
Elementary plane surveying for civil engineering and other students whose
curriculum requires a basic knowledge of surveying. Coverage includes measure-
ment of distance, angles and elevations, stadia, topography, area and volume
calculations, construction surveying. Field exercises provide practice in the use
of surveying instruments. Prerequisite: Math 106.
CE 205 CIVIL ENGINEERING COMPUTER APPLICATIONS 3 cr.
(2 and 2)
Review of basic FORTRAN programming followed by discussion of more ad-
vanced programming. Practical problems include use of plotting devices and
computer graphics. Problem-oriented languages are studied. Prerequisite:
Engr 180.
CE 206 ELEMENTARY SURVEYING 2 cr. (1 and 3)
Application of surveying and geometries to civil engineering problems in-
cluding measurements of distances, angles, and elevations. Prerequisite: Math
106.
CE 301 STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS I 3 cr. (2 and 2)
Analysis of statically determinate structural elements and systems. Influence
lines for beams and trusses. Calculation of rotations and deflections by moment
area, conjugate beam, and unit load methods. Moment distribution and intro-
duction to other methods of indeterminate analysis. Prerequisite: EM 304.
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CE 302 STRUCTURAL STEEL DESIGN 3 cr. (2 and 2)
Design of steel tension members, beams, columns, beam-columns and con-
nections by working stress method. Introduction to plastic analysis and design.
Emphasis on AISC specification. Prerequisite: CE 301.
CE 310 TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERING 4 cr. (3 and 2)
Planning, location, design, operation, and administration of highways, rail-
roads, airports and other transportation facilities, including economic con-
siderations, pavement design, and digital computer applications to geometric
and earthwork computation. Prerequisite: CE 206.
CE 320 INTRODUCTION TO CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS 3 cr.
(2 and 3)
Basic properties of portland cement and bituminous asphalt. Classification of
aggregates on the basis of strength and size distribution. Mix design pro-
cedures, field control, and adjustments. Properties of fresh mixes and hardened
concrete. Behavior of other construction materials including metals, com-
posites, and plastics. Field trips to nearby plants. Prerequisite: CrE 310,
EM 305.
CE 330 SOIL MECHANICS 3 cr. (2 and 2)
Mechanical and physical properties of soils and their relation to soil action
in problems of engineering, such as classification, permeability, shearing
strength, consolidation, stress distribution and bearing capacity of soils. Pre-
requisite: EM 304 and Junior standing.
CE 402 REINFORCED CONCRETE DESIGN 3 cr. (2 and 2)
Analysis and design of reinforced concrete beams, columns, footings, and
one-way slabs using the strength design method. Includes a brief introduction
to the analysis and design of beams with the working stress method. Pre-
requisite: CE 301.
CE 403, 603 USE OF COMPUTERS IN STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS AND
DESIGN 3cr. (2 and 2)
Analysis and design of structures such as bridges, buildings, and towers using
modem computer techniques; emphasis placed on use of available computer
programs. Prerequisite: CE 301, 302, 402, or permission of instructor.
CE 404, 604 MASONRY STRUCTURAL DESIGN 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Fundamentals of masonry materials, construction, stnictural systems. Ap-
plication of structural design principles to multistory structures. Liiteral load
resisting shear walls, loadbearing walls, columns and pilasters, connections.
Prerequisite: CE 402.
CE 410. 610 TRAFFIC ENGINEERING: OPERATIONS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Basic characteristics of motor-vehicle traffic; techniques for making traffic
engineering investigations; design and application of traffic control devices;
traffic design of parking facilities, traffic laws and ordinances; public relations.
Prerequisite: CE 310.
CE 412. 612 URBAN TRANSPORTATION PLANNING 3 cr. (3 and 0) V
Urban travel characteristics; characteristics of transportation systems; trans-
portation and land-use studies; trip distribution and trip assignment models;
city patterns and sulxlivision layout. Prerequisite: CE 310.
Civil Engineering 225
CE 417, 617 AIRPHOTO INTERPRETATION I 3 cr. (2 and 3)
A brief review of the basic geometry of aerial photographs, characteristics
of geologic and topographic features identifiable from aerial photographs, and
site characteristics related to soil profile. Laboratory work includes soil map-
ping, selection of construction sites, and location of soil deposits for engineering
purposes. Prerequisite: Junior standing.
CE 419, 619 GENERAL PHOTOGRAMMETRY 3 cr. (2 and 3) S
Fundamentals of mapping using aerial photographs; characteristics, produc-
tion and use of aerial photographs; study of the operation of popular photo-
grammetric instruments including aerial cameras, stereoscopic viewing and
plotting equipment; use of stereocomparagraph and multiplex plotting instru-
ments; scale, tilt, and coordinate calculations; construction of photomosaics.
Prerequisite: Math 108 and Junior standing.
CE 421, 621 HYDROLOGY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Introduction of elements of surface water and groundwater hydrology. Ap-
plication of hydrologic and hydraulic principles to the solution of problems
concerning water supply, flood control, water quality, and related topics in
water resources. Prerequisite: EM 320.
CE 424 INTRODUCTION TO CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
A survey of the principal methods and equipment used in the construction
industry. Critical path methods, construction equipment, and construction
management practices are included. Prerequisite: Senior standing.
CE 425 ENGINEERING RELATIONS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Business, legal, and ethical relations in engineering practice. Prerequisite:
Senior standing.
CE 431, 631 APPLIED SOIL MECHANICS 3 cr. (2 and 2)
Relationship of local geology to soil formations, groundwater, planning of
site investigation, sampling procedures, laboratory determination of design
parameter, foundation design, and settlement analysis. Prerequisite: CE 330.
CE 434, 634 CONSTRUCTION COSTS AND ESTIMATES
3 cr. (2 and 2)
Interpretation of specifications and plan reading necessary for estimating
quantities of materials and costs of engineering structures. The course is pre-
sented from the designer's and the constructor's viewpoint to prepare the young
engineer with the essential material a construction engineer should have at
his command. Prerequisite: Senior standing.
CE 435, 635 ENGINEERING PROJECT ANALYSIS 3 cr. (2 and 2)
Advanced analysis of engineering projects. Theory of economic, financial
and intangible analysis of large-scale construction projects. Practical exercises
in cost-benefit studies and construction decisions. Prerequisite: Permission of
instructor.
CE 436, 636 SUBSURFACE CONSTRUCTION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Classification and mechanical properties of hard and soft ground. Behavior
of rock masses and stability of underground openings. Near surface and deep
excavations. Fragmentation, materials handling, ground control and environ-
mental support in typical operations. Empirical design procedures and details
of field operations. Prerequisite: CE 424 or permission of instructor.
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CE 441, 641 APPLIED HYDRAUUCS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The course is intended to present advanced concepts of hydraulics within
,1 framework of relevant engineering problems. Topics included are flow in
closed conduits, flow in open channels, hydraulic structures, flow measure-
ments, fluid machinery, sediment transport, unsteady flow. Prerequisite: EM
320.
CE 453, 653 ADVANCED STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Analysis of statically indeterminate structures, including continuous beams,
trusses and frames by virtual work, Castigliano's theorems, three-moment
equation, moment distribution, and slope deflection. Influence lines for statically
indeterminate structures. Muller-Breslau principle. Approximate methods for
indeterminate frames. Introduction to computerized structural analysis. Pre-
requisite: CE 301.
CE 460, 660 PHYSICAL OCEAXOGR.\PHY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Integrated treatment of the fluid dynamic, ecologic, geologic, and resource
aspects of physical oceanography. Basic principles of the physical aspects of
the ocean are presented with techniques for the application of these funda-
mentals. Primary emphasis is on relating the oceanographic phenomena to
relevant problems in the marine environment. Prerequisite: Ch 102, Phys 222,
permission of instructor.
CE 461, 661 OCEANOGRAPHICAL ENGINEERING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An integrated coverage of various facets of coastal and ocean engineering.
Emphasis is placed on introducing the student to selected areas of ocean-
ographical engineering and indicating the basic principles and current applica-
tions in these areas. Although the course is engineering oriented, the inter-
action of the engineer and the marine environment is included where applicable.
Prerequisite: EM 320.
CE 462, 662 PORT AND HARBOR ENGINEERING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A unified treatment of the basic principles used in design, construction, and
operation of ports and harbors. Emphasis is placed on the philosophy behind
Ijort layout, optimal site and size selections, and optimal port operations. Topics
include economic factors in harbor design, requirements for harbor mainte-
nance, and design of protective structures.
CE 490, H490 SPECIAL PROJECTS 1-3 cr. (1-3 and 0)
Studies or laboratory investigations on special topics in the civil engineering
field which are of interest to individual students and staff^ members. Arranged
on a project basis with a maximum of individual student effort and a minimum
of staff guidance. Prerequisite: Senior standing.
CE 499 CIVIL ENGINEERING DESIGN PROJECT 3 cr. (2 and 3)
Class members will complete one or more engineering design projects in-
volving synthesis of several civil engineering specialty areas such as soil
mechanics, transportation structures, fluids engineering, and others. Faailty,
consulting engineers, and othrr resource persons will assist with instniction and
design development. Prerequisite: Senior standing or pennission of instructor.
CE 801 MATRIX METHODS OF STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
CE 802 PRESTRESSED CONCRETE ANALYSIS AND DESIGN 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
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CE 803 REINFORCED CONCRETE STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
CE 804 THEORY AND DESIGN OF THIN PLATES 3 cr. (3 and 0)
CE 805 PLASTIC ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF STEEL STRUCTURES
3 cr. (3 and 0)
CE 806 METAL COMPRESSION MEMBERS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
CE 807 NUMERICAL AND APPROXIMATE METHODS OF
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
CE 808 FINITE ELEMENT METHOD IN ENGINEERING 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
CE 811 HIGHWAY GEOMETRIC DESIGN 3 cr. (2 and 3)
CE 812 AIRPHOTO INTERPRETATION II 3 cr. (2 and 3)
CE 813 HIGHWAY AND AIRPORT PAVEMENT DESIGN 3 cr. (3 and 0)
CE 814 TRAFFIC FLOW THEORY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
CE 815 TRANSPORTATION SAFETY ENGINEERING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
CE 816 HIGHWAY PLANNING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
CE 817 MASS TRANSIT PLANNING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
CE 818 AIRPORT PLANNING AND DESIGN 3 cr. (3 and 0)
CE 819 TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH 2-4 cr.
CE 822 AGGREGATES AS CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS 3 cr.
(2 and 3)
CE 830 ADVANCED SOIL MECHANICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
CE 831 FOUNDATION ENGINEERING 3 cr. (2 and 3)
CE 835 CONSTRUCTION PROJECT MODELING AND CONTROL 3 or.
(2 and 3)
CE 840 CONSTRUCTION OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS 3 cr.
(2 and 3)
CE 846 FLOW IN OPEN CHANNELS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
CE 865 HYDROLOGY I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
CE 866 HYDROLOGY II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
CE 871 COASTAL HYDRODYNAMICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
CE 872 MARINE POLLUTION CONTROL 2 cr. (2 and 0)
CE 889 SPECIAL PROBLEMS I 1-3 cr.
CE 890 SPECIAL PROBLEMS II 1-3 cr.
CE 891 MASTER'S RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
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CE 901 THEORY AND DESIGN OF SHELL STRUCTURES 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
CE 902 DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURES 3 cr. (3 and 0)
CE 991 DOCTORAL RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
Coaching Education
C ED 341 COACHING AND OFFICIATING FOOTBALL AND
BASKETBALL 3 cr. ( 2 and 3
)
Designed to acquaint the student with the theoretical and practical principles,
methods, and mechanics of coaching and officiating football and basketball.
C ED 342 COACHING AND OFFICIATING BASEBALL, TRACK AND
FIELD 3 cr. (2 and 3)
Designed to prepare the student in the theoretical and practical phases of
coaching and officiating in the designated areas.
C ED 442 PRACTICUM IN COACHING 3 cr. (1 and 6)
Directed supervision in coaching.
Community and Rural Development
( See courses listed under Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology
)
Professors: J. E. Fans, Head; J. C. Hite, E. L. McLean, J. F. Pittman
Associate Professor: B. L. Dillman
CRD 357 NATURAL RESOURCE ECONOMICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The principles and problems involved in the use of soil, water, forest, and
mineral resources, with special emphasis on economic aspects of alternative
methods of resource utilization.
CRD 411, 611 REGIONAL IMPACT ANALYSIS 3 cr. (2 and 3)
An intensive course in the theory and practice of estimating the impacts of
public and private sector activities on rural communities and regions. Topics
covered include economic-base measurements, regional multipliers, benefit-
cost concepts and techniques, shift-share analysis, and input-output models.
Prerequisite: Ag Ec 202 or equivalent.
CRD 412, 612 REGIONAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT POLICY 3 cr.
(3and0)
A study of pohcy alternatives for regional economic development. Topics
include regional economic accounts, central-plat^ and growth-center theories,
multistate regional development programs, and state and local development
plaiming. Prerequisite: Ag Ec 202, Ec-on 201.
Comparative Literature
COMP LIT 401 MEDIEVAL-RENAISSANCE STUDIES 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Comparative studies in Medieval and Henaissance literature. Prerequisite:
Two years study of a foreign language anil six credits in literature.
COMP LIT 403 MODERN STUDIES 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Comparative studies in modern literature. Prerequisite: Two years study
of a foreign language and six credit«i in literature.
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Computer Science
Associate Professor: J. C. Peck
Assistarit Professors: H. C. Grossman, E. W. Leggett, Jr., A. W. Madison,
A. J. Turner, Jr., Acting Head; J. M. Westall, Jr.
Instructor: L. M. Lundberg
COMP SC 205 ELEMENTARY COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
A detailed study of an algebraic computer programming language and its
use in solving problems. FORTRAN language will be used.
COMP SC 206 ADVANCED PROGRAMMING IN FORTRAN 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
A continuing study of computer programming with the FORTRAN language.
Emphasis on subroutine computation with application to problems in science
and engineering. Prerequisite: Comp Sc 205.
COMP SC 207 ADVANCED PROGRAMMING IN PL/1 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A programming course utilizing the advanced features of the PL/1 language.
Topics include dynamic storage allocation, string manipulation, compile-time
facilities, error handling, and list processing. Prerequisite: Comp Sc 205.
COMP SC 308 DATA PROCESSING FOR BUSINESS APPLICATIONS
3 cr. (3 and 0)
An introduction to the COBOL language with application to business data
processing. Emphasis is placed on the organization and processing of data files.
Prerequisite: Comp Sc 205 or permission of instructor.
COMP SC 315 FUNDAMENTALS OF PROGRAMMING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An introduction to programming techniques and methodology. Topics in-
clude structured programming, top-down design, stepwise refinement, modular-
ization criteria, program testing, and techniques for large programs. Pre-
requisite: Comp Sc 205 or equivalent.
COMP SC 321 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
An introduction to computer organization, machine language, and assembly
language programming. The organization, machine language and assembly
language of the IBM 370 will be studied. Prerequisite: Comp Sc 205 or
equivalent.
COMP SC 422, H422, 622 SYSTEMS PROGRAMMING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A treatment of computer operating system facilities, with special attention
being given to the local system. Topics include assembly language macros,
job control language, data management, linkage editors, utilities and de-
bugging techniques. Prerequisite: Comp Sc 321.
COMP SC 423, 623 INTRODUCTION TO OPERATING SYSTEMS
3cr. (3 andO)
A detailed study of the management techniques for the control of computer
hardware resources. Topics include interrupt systems, primitive level I/o func-
tional characteristics of hardware and the management of memory, processor,
devices, and data. Specific reference is made to the IBM 370. Prerequisite:
Comp Sc 422.
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COMP SC 428, 628 STRUCTURE OF PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES
3 cr. (3 and 0)
An overview of the control and data structures of various programming
languages, including examples from existing languages. Formal grammars are
studied as models of the syntax of programming languages. Compilation and
interpretation considerations are also introduced, including parsing and run-
time environment. Prerequisite: Comp Sc 321 or equivalent.
COMP SC 429, 629 TRANSLATION OF PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES
3 cr. (3 and 0)
Techniques and considerations for compiling and interpreting programming
languages. Topics include scanning, parsing, optimization, code generation and
their theoretical foundations. The implementation of a compiler or a major
component of a compiler normally will be a term project. Prerequisite: Comp
Sc 422, 428.
COMP SC 440, 640 INTRODUCTION TO DATA STRUCTURES 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Basic concepts of data structures such as queues, stacks, and lists. This
course includes the study of algorithms for the manipulation of data struc-
tures, the implementation of these algorithms in existing programming lan-
guages, and applications such as storage allocation and garbage collection.
Prerequisite: Comp Sc 321 or equivalent.
COMP SC 450, 650 THEORY OF COMPUTATION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An introduction to models of computation and machine description languages,
including finite-state automata and regular expressions, pushdown automata
and context-free languages, and Turing machines and recursive functions.
Topics include equivalence and relative computing power of the models studies,
enumeration. Church's thesis, and undecidability problems. Prerequisite:
E&CE 352 or Math 419, or permission of instructor.
COMP SC 460, 660 PERIPHERALS AND FILE DESIGN 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of peripheral devices and data management will be used as a basis
for the design of information systems. Traditional data processing applications
will l>e presented and evaluated in terms of efficiency and eflfectiveness. Prob-
lems using classical file organization and access techniques will Im? assigned.
Prerequisite: Comp Sc 308.
COMP SC 462, 662 TELEPROCESSING AND DATA-BASE
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An intrmluction to data base/data communications conct^its as related to
design of online information systems. Problems involving stnicturing, creating,
maintaining and accessing multiple-user data bases will l>e presented and so-
lutions developed. Comparison of several cx)nimercially available teleprocessing
monitor and data-base management systems will Ix* made. Prcrrquisitr: Comp
Sc 308.
COMP SC 470. 670 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY
3 tT. (3 and 0)
Advanced topics in software development methodology. Techniques such
as chief programmer teams, stnictured design and structured walk-throughs
will \h' discussed and used in a major project. The t-mphasis of this cx)ursc
is on the application of thrse techni(|ues to large-scale software impK-menta-
tion projects. Additional topics .such as mathematical foundations of structured
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programming and verification techniques will also be included. Prerequisite:
Comp Sc 315, 440, 460.
COMP SC 480, 680 FUNDAMENTALS OF COMPUTER SCIENCE 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
A study of fundamental concepts of computers and programming, intended
primarily for Computer Science graduate students without an undergraduate
degree in Computer Science. Topics include machine organization, assembly
language programming, programming systems, and data management. May
not be taken by those who have completed Comp Sc 321. Prerequisite: Ex-
pertise in programming in a high-level language and permission of instructor.
COMP SC 481, 681 SPECIAL TOPICS IN COMPUTER SCIENCE
1-3 cr. (1-3 and 0)
Attention will be focused upon areas of computer science in which non-
standard problems arise. Innovative approaches to problem solution which
draw from a variety of support courses will be developed and implemented.
Emphasis will be placed on independent study and projects. Prerequisite:
Permission of instructor.
COMP SC 828 THEORY OF PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
COMP SC 840 DESIGN OF ALGORITHMS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
COMP SC 881 SPECIAL TOPICS 1-3 cr. (1-3 and 0)
COMP SC 891 MASTER'S RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
Dairy Science
Professors: J. F. Dickey, R. W. Henningson, V. Hurst, J. J. Janzen, J. T.
Lazar, Jr., J. H. Martin, Head; G. D. O'Dell
Associate Professor: B. F. Jenny
Assistant Professors: M. A. Barnes, A. B. Bodine II
Instructor: E. M. Richardson
DY SC 101 DAIRY FOODS 1 cr. (1 and 0)
Dairy foods such as ice cream, yogurt, and various cheeses; the use of these
foods for nutrition and pleasure. Sampling of various products will take place
throughout the course.
DY SC 102 MAMMALIAN REPRODUCTION 1 cr. (1 and 0)
Physiology and endocrinology of the reproductive processes in male and
female mammals with emphasis on farm animals. Control of reproductive
cycles, diseases, sexuality, and effects of drugs on reproduction will be dis-
cussed.
DY SC 306, H306, 606 DAIRY TECHNOLOGY 3 cr. (2 and 3) S
The nature and properties of the major and minor components of milk, the
effect of chemical and physical treatment on milk constituents, and techniques
used in the analysis of milk and water in controlling quality of dairy products.
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DY SC 307, H307, 607 MARKET MILK 3 cr. (2 and 3) F, Even-
numbered years.
Composition, procurement, processing, distribution, quality control, public
health aspects, basic chemistry and bacteriology of industrial milk supplies and
cultured products. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
DY SC 310 DAIRY CATTLE SELECTION 1 cr. (0 and 3) F, Even-
numbered years.
Emphasis is placed upon the selection of dairy cattle for profitable herd
operations. Evaluations of herd classifications, fitting, showing, and true type
are made.
DY SC 400, 600 CULTURED DAIRY PRODUCTS 3 cr. (2 and 3)
Basic principles of microbiological culture propagation, types of lactic cul-
tures, their properties and uses, as well as processing procedures, quality
control, and compositional and organoleptic characteristics of cultured dairy
products will be discussed. The laboratory phase will include inplant ex-
perience with culture propagation and product manufacture. Prerequisite:
Micro 305 or permission of instructor.
DY SC 401 SPECIAL PROBLEMS 1-2 cr. (0 and 3-6)
Problems of special interest to the senior student. The course is designed to
give experience with and independent study of selected dairy problems not
covered in depth in other courses. Prerequisite: Senior standing.
DY SC 402, 602 DAIRY MANUFACTURERS 3 cr. (2 and 3) S,
Even-numbered years.
The principles and practice of the manufacture of ice cream and related
dairy products; the principles of the manufacture of condensed and evaporated
milks and milk powders; and the physical, chemical, and biological factors
involved. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
DY SC 404, 604 PLANT MANAGEMENT 3 cr. (2 and 3) S,
Even-numbered years.
The organization and operation of dairy and food plants and the coordina-
tion of all functions into an orderly business enterprise. Emphasis will be given
to management's responsibility concerning the procurement, processing, quality
control and distribution of food products. Business and industrial techniques
are used to develop maximum efficiencies.
DY SC 409 DAIRY SCIENCE SEMINAR 2 cr. (2 and 0) F,
Odd-numbered years.
Special research problems in production and manufactures are studied. In-
dividual topics not fully covered in classwork arc assigned for special report
before class and members of Dairy Science staff.
DY SC 410 DAIRY SCIENCE SEMINAR 1 cr. (1 and 0) S.
Even-numbered years.
A continuation of Dy Sc 409 with (-niphasis on current research literature
and research methods. Prerequisite: Junior standing.
DY SC 452. 652 DAIRY CATTLE HEEDING AND MANAGEMENT
3 cr. (2 and 3) S, Odd-numlK-red years.
Ftmdaniental principles in tlic tare, feeding, and management of dairy cattle
of all ages. Topics include general consideration in selecting a breed and the
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individual cow, calf raising, growth and development of dairy heifers, care and
management of the milking herd and feeding for milk production.
DY SC 453, H453, 653 ANIMAL REPRODUCTION 3 cr. (3 and 0) F, S
Reproductive physiology and endocrinology of mammals with emphasis on
farm animals and frequent reference to reproduction in laboratory animals and
humans. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
DY SC 455, 655 REPRODUCTIVE MANAGEMENT 1 cr. (0 and 3)
Application of management techniques such as artificial insemination, preg-
nancy detection, and computer recordkeeping for achieving a high level of
reproductive eflBciency in cattle. Prerequisite: To be taken concurrently or to
follow Dy Sc 453.
DY SC 461, 661 PHYSIOLOGY OF LACTATION 2 cr. (2 and 0)
Anatomy and development of the mammary gland; physiological and bio-
chemical regulation of mammary growth and milk secretion with emphasis on
farm animals and reference to other mammals. Prerequisite: Bioch 210, Ch 223,
or permission of instructor.
DY SC 801 TOPICAL PROBLEMS 1-3 cr.
DY SC 803 PHYSIOLOGY OF REPRODUCTION AND MILK
SECRETION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
DY SC 808 INDUSTRIAL DAIRY SCIENCE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
DY SC 891 MASTER'S RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
Economics
Professors: H. H. Macaulay, Jr., R. B. McKenzie, R. D. Shannon, B. R.
Skelton, W. D. Trevillian, W. C. Whitten, Jr., T. B. Yandle, Jr.
Associate Professors: D. W. Blair, R. L. Cottle, Head; R. D. EUiott, R. H.
Mabry, H. H. Ulbrich
Assistant Professors: M. T. Maloney, J. M. Prinzinger, T. N. Schaap, W. J.
Schubert
Instructors: B. M. Hawkins, A. M. O'Brien, D. L. Placone
Visiting Assistant Professor: M. B. O'Brien
Visiting Instructor: D. V. Christie
ECON 101 ECONOMICS IN OUR TIMES 1 cr. (1 and 0)
A nontechnical introduction to economics based on an examination of cur-
rent issues and problems for students who have not taken Econ 200, 201, or
202. Does not count toward the requirements of the major or minor in
Economics.
ECON 200 ECONOMIC CONCEPTS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A comprehensive course including both micro- and macro-economic con-
cepts for the student not having theoretical course requirements beyond the
principles level or for the student expecting to take a selected group of the
300-level courses in economics.
ECON 201, H201 PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The fundamental principles of pricing, stabihzation and growth in a modern
economy. Topics include supply and demand, employment theory and fiscal
policy, the banking system and monetary policy, and the economics of growth.
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ECON 202, H202 PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Continuation of Econ 201 with an intensive study of the economics of the
firm, the pricing of resources, and international economic relations. The theory
is given relevance through the analysis of current economic problems.
ECON 203 CONSUMER ECONOMICS 2 cr. (2 and 0)
A presentation of information and material to facilitate consumer decision
making in such areas as home finance, insurance, banking, investments, taxa-
tion, budgeting, and other areas of immediate concern to the American
consumer.
ECON 301 ECONOMICS OF LABOR 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The economics of the labor market, the problems of the industrial worker,
and the methods of adjusting labor-management disputes. Prerequisite: Econ
200 or 201.
ECON 302, H302 MONEY AND BANKING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Considers the function of money and banking in both the product and
financial markets. Special emphasis is placed on monetary theory and current
problems of monetary policy. Prerequisite: Econ 200 or 201, 202, and per-
mission of instructor.
ECON 305 INVESTMENT ANALYSIS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of techniques useful in analyzing alternative investment opportuni-
ties, with emphasis on corporate securities. Investment planning and portfolio
management are considered. Prerequisite: Econ 200, 201, or permission of
instructor.
ECON 306 RISK AND INSURANCE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Studies the nature of risk and the role of insurance in risk management from
individual and business viewpoints by considering insurance carriers, contracts,
underwriting and regulation. Prerequisite: Econ 200, 201, or permission of
instructor.
ECON 308 COLLECTIVE BARGAINING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The practices, procedures, legal foundations, and legal structure associated
with collective bargaining. The form and content of the labor contract, the
grievance machinery, and the mediation and arbitration institutions will also
be studied. Prerequisite: Econ 200 or 201.
ECON 309 GOVERNMENT AND BUSINESS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
TTie relationships l)etwcen government and business, including among other
topics, governmental efforts to enforce competition, to regulate public utilities,
and to protect the special interests of laborers, farmers, and consumers. Pre-
requisite: Econ 200 or 201.
ECON 314, H314 INTERMEDIATE ECONOMIC THEORY 3 cr.
(3and0)
An analytical study of the basic concepts of value and distribution under
alternative market cx)nditions. Prerequisite: Econ 201 and 202 or 200 and
pennission of instructor.
ECON 403. 603 DEVELOPMENT OF ECONOMIC THOUGHT 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
A study of the origin and evolution of economic i(i<as with sonu* emphasis
on the historical context, the problems which inspired thest^ ideas, and the
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nature of the solutions which they provided: from ancient days to the present.
Prerequisite: Econ 200 or 201 and 202.
ECON 404, 604 COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A comparative analytical and historical study of the principal economic sys-
tems which have been important in the modern world including among others,
capitalism and socialism. Prerequisite: Econ 200 or 201 and 202.
ECON 407, H407, 607 NATIONAL INCOME AND EMPLOYMENT
ANALYSIS 3cr. (3and0)
An intensive study of selected economic theories with special emphasis on
income and employment. Part of the coiu-se is devoted to the analysis of
national income accounts and income. Prerequisite: Econ 200 or 201, 202, and
permission of instructor.
ECON 408, 608 ARBITRATION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Analysis of dispute settlement procedures with specific emphasis on medi-
ation, factfinding, and arbitration as they are used to resolve labor-management
disputes in the pubHc and private sectors. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
ECON 410, 610 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Consideration and analysis of economic and related problems of the under-
developed countries. Attention will be given to national and international pro-
grams designed to accelerate solution of these problems. Prerequisite: Econ
200 or 201, 202.
ECON 412, H412, 612 INTERNATIONAL TRADE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of economic principles particularly applicable to trade between
nations. Topics covered include the balance of payments, determination of
foreign exchange rates, price and income effects on the composition and level
of trade, and commercial policy. Prerequisite: Econ 314 and permission of
instructor.
ECON 419, 619 ECONOMICS OF DEFENSE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Examines the American defense estabhshment in terms of resources utilized,
alternative uses, and the contribution to the national economy and scientific
progress generated by resources in a defense use. Discussed are economic prob-
lems inherent in shifting resources between defense and nondefense uses and
among alternative defense uses. Prerequisite: Acct 200 or 201, Econ 200 or 201.
ECON 420, H420, 620 PUBLIC SECTOR ECONOMICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of the economic role of government in the economy. Effects of tax-
ation, expenditures, and the provision of goods and services by the public
sector will be analyzed. Contemporary public finance issues will be emphasized.
Prerequisite: Econ 314 or permission of instructor.
ECON 421, 621 URBAN ECONOMICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Economic problems associated with the concentration of population in cen-
tral places are examined. The historical development of cities and the associ-
ated economic implications for individuals, firms, and society are studied.
Legislation of economic importance to urban living is analyzed. Prerequisite:
Econ 200 or 201 and 202.
ECON 422, H422, 622 MONETARY THEORY AND POLICY 3 cr.
(3and0)
An intensive study of the role of monetary factors in economic change.
Modern monetary theories and their empirical relevance for pohcy are devel-
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oped against a background of monetary history and institutions. Prerequisite:
Econ 302 or permission of instructor.
ECON 424, H424, 624 THE ORGANIZATION OF INDUSTRIES 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Empirical, historical, and theoretical analyses of market structure and con-
centration in American industry: the effects of oligopoly, monopoly, and
cartelization upon price, output and other policies of the firm; antitrust and
other public policies and problems will be studied. Prerequisite: Econ 314 or
permission of instructor.
ECON 430 MATHEMATICAL ECONOMICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Traditional economic theories are derived using elementary mathematics.
Major emphasis is placed upon microtheoretical models. Speciahzed topics
such as cartel theory, national income analysis, price discrimination, and
optimization theory over time will be economically analyzed, using mathematical
tools. Prerequisite: Econ 314, Math 106.
ECON 499 SENIOR SEMINAR IN ECONOMICS 1-3 cr. (1-3 and 0)
Current economic issues, research, and community service activities will
provide the subject matter for the semester. Students may participate in the
analysis of issues, development of research, and other activities requiring the
use of skills acquired in their undergraduate programs.
ECON 750 ECONOMIC CONCEPTS AND CLASSROOM APPLICATIONS
FOR TEACHERS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ECON 751 CURRENT ISSUES IN ECONOMICS FOR TEACHERS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
ECON 802 ADVANCED ECONOMIC CONCEPTS AND APPLICATIONS
I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ECON 803 ADVANCED ECONOMIC CONCEPTS AND APPLICATIONS
II 3cr. (3 and 0)
ECON 806 INTERNATIONAL TRADE THEORY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ECON 808 SEMINAR IN PUBLIC EMPLOYEE LABOR RELATIONS
3 cr. (3 and 0)
ECON 811 SEMINAR IN LABOR ECONOMICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ECON 813 SEMINAR IN COMMUNITY GOODS AND
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ECON 814 WELFARE ECONOMICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ECON 821 ECONOMIC THEORY I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ECON 822 ECONOMIC THEORY II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ECON 831 SEMINAR IN URBAN DEVELOPMENT ECONOMICS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
ECON 891 MASTER'S RESEARCH. Credit to he arranged.
ECON ^XX) SEMINAR IN ADVANCED ECONOMIC THEORY 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
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Education
Professors: W. O. Corder, C. R. Freeze, E. B. Galloway, G. W. Gray, J. A.
Hash, M. A. King, E. J. Kozma, Head; H. F. Landrith, J. E. Matthews,
W. W. Pennscott
Associate Professors: L. H. Blanton, I. C. Briscoe, A. D. Brooks, S. L. Buckner,
J. V. Hamby, L. B. Hart, D. F. Keller, O. R. Lumpkin, E. F. Olive,
T. H. Parry, R. K. Peden, F. C. Raetsch, B. L. Sandberg, J. H. Walker,
M. C. Woodson, Jr.
Assistant Professors: J. H. Adair, M. S. Crosby, V. K. Laycock, B. M. Raetsch,
V. B. Stanley
Instructors: G. Y. Jones, S. W. Schalles
Visiting Associate Professor: J. C. Richardson
Visiting Assistant Professor: R. P. Green, Jr.
^ ED 100 ORIENTATION 1 cr. (1 and 0)
Lectures and discussions on teaching in addition to serving as teacher aides.
Required of all students in Early Childhood Education, Elementary Education,
Secondary Education, and Science Teaching.
^--^D 101 READING IMPROVEMENT 1 cr. (0 and 3)
Provides an individualized approach to developmental reading skills em-
phasizing comprehension, vocabulary, and rate.
>^ED 102 EFFICIENT READING 1 cr. (0 and 3)
Extends the reading skills of vocabulary, comprehension, and rate stressing
skimming, scanning, flexibility, and critical reading.
-^ED 103 STUDY TECHNIQUES 1 cr. (0 and 3)
Aims at individual study skills in the content areas and makes application
by using these techniques in college curricula. Priority given to freshmen.
*^ED 301, H301 PRINCIPLES OF AMERICAN EDUCATION 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
A study of the legal basis, historical development, characteristics, and fimc-
tions of educational institutions in the United States. Prerequisite: Junior
standing or permission of instructor.
ED 302, H302 EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The nature, capacities, equipment, growth, and development of the learner.
Prerequisite: Junior standing or permission of instructor.
^^D 334 CHILD GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of the physical and emotional growth and development of the child.
Prerequisite: Ed 302 or Psych 201.
ED 335, H335 ADOLESCENT GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
The physical and emotional growth and development of the adolescent.
Prerequisite: Ed 302 or Psych 201.
^ED 336 BEHAVIOR OF THE PRESCHOOL CHILD 3 cr. (2 and 3)
A study of behavior of the preschool child, including observation and
participation. Prerequisite: Ed 302 or Psych 201.
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ED 401, 601 THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
History and philosophy of the junior college, its functions, organization and
administration.^
—\0^
ED 4«6i 605 PRINCIPLES OF GUIDANCE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Principles, procedures, and policies of the guidance services. For all per-
sonnel workers. Prerequisite: Six semester hours in education or psychology.
ED 406, 606 HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
An analysis of the development of modem education practices and philoso-
phies with emphasis upon the historical and philosophical development in the
United States.
ED 412 DIRECTED TEACHING IN SECONDARY SCHOOL SUBJECTS
6cr. (1 and 15)
~~
"^ "^
A program of supervised observation and teaching in cooperation with
selected public schools in which opportunities are provided for prospective
teachers to obtain experiences in the subject area. Students to be sectioned
according to teaching fields: Enghsh, history, social sciences, mathematical
sciences, modem languages, science. Enrollment is limited.
ED 424 METHODS AND MATERIALS IN SECONDARY SCHOOL
INSTRUCTION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Development of instructional practices and materials appropriate for the
;> .> secondary school; famiharization with curriculum materials. Students to be
^"v<P^
sectioned according to teaching area: English, history, social science, mathe-
ial sciences, modem languages, science.
ED 429, 629 TEACHER AS MANAGER 3 cr. (3 and 01
Course designed to help teachers, principals, and other school personnel
solve school problems by identifying and applying selected management tech-
niques, and to better prepare educators for the added responsibilities demanded
of them by the movement to measurable improvement in their management
of learnim
ED 431, 631 SPECIAL INSTITUTE COURSE: EARLY CHILDHOOD
EDUCATION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Subject areas organized according to Institute needs.
ED 432, 632 SPECIAL INSTITUTE COURSE: ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
3 cr. (3 and 0)
Subject areas organized according to Institute needs.
ED 433, 633 SPECIAL INSTITUTE COURSE: SECONDARY SCHOOL
3 cr. (3 and 0)
Subjectarcas organized according to Institute needs.
ED 434, 634 SPECIAL INSTITUTE COURSE: CURRENT PROBLEMS
IN EDUCATION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
areas organized according to Institute needs^
ED 4^5, 635 SPECIAL INSTITUTE COURSE: CURRICULUM 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Subject areas organized according to Institute needs.
/ E]
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D 436, 636 SPECIAL INSTITUTE COURSE: SUPERVISION AND
/ ADMINISTRATION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
^
.
Subject areas organized according to Institute needs.
ED 458 HEALTH EDUCATION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of the information needed for eflFective cooperation with parents,
physicians and public health agencies in the promotion and improvement of
community health, including problems of personal hygiene, health records,
immunization, and control of communicable disease.
ED 459, «59 FUNDAMENTALS OF BASIC READING 3 cr. (2 and 2)
Study of reading skills in relation to the psychological bases; developmental
principles; historical and current issues in reading practices. Laboratory hours
to be arranged during the public school day.
ED 460, mi CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT IN THE ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An analysis and evaluation of newer practices in curriculum planning in the
elementary school.
ED 461,^^ TEACHING READING IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
3 cr. (2 and 3)
Study of the various phases of reading and their relation to the elementary
program. Emphasis on modem practices in the classroom teaching of reading.
Includes observation and participation in the elementary classroom. Pre-
requisite: For student teachers or permission of instructor.
ED 462; 6^2 READING DIAGNOSIS AND REMEDIATION 3 cr.
(2 and 3)
A clinical course in diagnostic and remedial procedures in the teaching of
reading. Practice in the use of diagnostic instruments, interpretation of results,
and case studies, with recommended remediation. Laboratory hours to be
arranged with each individual. Prerequisite: Three semester hours in reading
or permission of instructor.
ED 465, -665 SECONDARY SCHOOL CURRICULUM 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of the principles, techniques, and trends in secondary school cur-
riculum development and evaluation.
ED 466 CURRICULUM FOR EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 3 cr.
(2 and 2)
Overview of Early Childhood curriculum for nursery schools, kindergartens,
and primary grades. Laboratory hours to be arranged in preschool and pri-
mary grades. Laboratory hours to be arranged during the public school day
in preschool and primary grades.
ED 469, 669 CHARACTERISTICS OF CHILDREN WITH EMOTIONAL
HANDICAPS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Intensive study of the meaning and concepts associated with emotionally
handicapped. Analysis of the causes and characteristics of emotionally handi-
capped. Prerequisite: Ed 302 or Psych 201 and Ed 471, or permission of
instructor.
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ED 470, 670 CHARACTERISTICS OF CHILDREN WITH LEARNING
DISABILITIES 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The nature and extent of perceptual, motor, and conceptual impairments
are examined. Team functions, community role, and family needs are empha-
sized. Prerequisite: Ed 302 or Psych 201 and Ed 471, or permission of
instructor.
ED 471, 671 THE EXCEPTIONAL CHILD 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Survey of exceptionality including handicapped and gifted children; nature,
cause, and treatment of difficulties; educational problems.
ED 472, 672 PSYCHOLOGY OF MENTAL RETARDATION 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Psychological aspects of mental retardation; learning, motivation, and per-
sonality development.
ED 473, 673 TEACHING THE MENTALLY RETARDED 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Study, selection, and preparation of curricular materials; methods of teach-
ing retarded children within the preadolescent and adolescent range. Pre-
requisite: Ed 472 or equivalent.
ED 474, 674 EDUCATIONAL PROCEDURES FOR CHILDREN WITH
EMOTIONAL HANDICAPS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Major problems of teaching disturbed children: curriculum and instructional
modifications, program planning, facility adaptation, behavior controls, articula-
tion with mental health specialists, and procedures to develop readiness for
return to regular class. Prerequisite: Ed 302 or Psych 201 and Ed 471, or
permission of instructor.
ED 475, 675 EDUCATIONAL PROCEDURES FOR CHILDREN WITH
LEARNING DISABILITIES 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Special emphasis is given to educational evaluation and remedial procedures
designed to improve the individual's learning abilities. A multisensory approach
is emphasized geared to individual need. Prerequisite: Ed 302, Psych 201
and Ed 471, or permission of instructor.
ED 476, 676 PRACTICUM IN INSTRUCTION FOR EXCEPTIONAL
CHILDREN 3cr. (land 4)
Course designed to provide practical experience in teaching children with
learning disabilities, mentally retarded, or emotionally handicapped. Pre-
requisite: Ed 471 and a sequence of either of the following: Ed 472, 473 or
469, 474 or 470, 475.
ED 477. 677 CHARACTERISTICS OF CHILDREN WHO ARE GIFTED
3 cr. (3 and 0)
This course is designed to acquaint the student with definitions, incidences,
characteristics, identification prcK-edures, and curriculum options for the gifted.
Prerequisite: Ed 471.
ED 481 DIRECTED TEACHING IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
6 cr. (1 and 15)
' *
Supervised observation and teaching experiences in cooperation with selected
elementary schools. Enrolhnent is limited to seniors or graihiates who have
completed prere(|uisitc courses and who have the accumulated grade-point
ratio for graduation.
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ED 483 METHODS AND MATERIALS FOR EARLY CHILDHOOD
EDUCATION 3 cr. (2 and 3)
Study of methods and materials applicable to nursery schools, kindergarten,
and early elementary grades. Includes observation and participation in pre-
school and/or primary grades.
ED 484 DIRECTED TEACHING IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
6 cr. (1 and 157 ^
"^
Supervised observation and teaching experiences in cooperation with nursery,
kindergartens, and early elementary schools. Enrollment is limited to seniors
or graduates who have completed prerequisite courses and who have the
accumulated grade-point ratio for graduation.
ED 485 METHODS AND CURRICULUM IN ELEMENTARY
MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE 3 cr. (2 and 3)
Develop understandings, skills, and attitudes in the elementary mathematics
and science curricula, with emphasis on strategies, techniques, and materials
for teaching elementary mathematics and science. Includes observation and
participation in the elementary classroom.
ED 486 METHODS AND CURRICULUM IN ELEMENTARY SOCIAL
STUDIES AND LANGUAGE ARTS 3 cr. (2 and 3)
Study of the elementary program with emphasis upon social studies and
lanpriia^e^flrts mafpriak ri^rrirnlnrn^ and methodology. Includes observation
)ation in the elementarycIasS
ED 494, 694 SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY RELATIONSUlPS^ 3 cr.
(Sand 0)
study of the interdependence^fjhe-s^KJOt-aiiS^community, with emphasis
on educational miplications.
ED 497, 697 AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS IN EDUCATION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The techniques and uses of audio-visual aids in improving teaching effec-
tiveness.
ED 498, 698 TEACHING SECONDARY SCHOOL READING 3 cr.
(1 and 4)
Methods and materials of teaching basic and developmental reading skills;
programming special services in reading instruction. Demonstrations of tests
and devices. Prerequisite: For student teachers or permission of instructor.
ED 707 READING AND INDEPENDENT STUDY IN EDUCATION
3 cr. (3 and 0)
ED 720 SCHOOL PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ED 721 LEGAL PHASES OF SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIOxN 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
ED 722 FIELD EXPERIENCES IN SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION 3 cr.
(2 and 3)
EJD 741 INTRODUCTION TO PUPIL PERSONNEL SERVICES IN
HIGHER EDUCATION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ED 742 PSYCHOLOGY OF POST SECONDARY SCHOOL YOUTH 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
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ED 763 MIDDLE SCHOOL READING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ED 764 THE ROLE OF THE LIBRARY IN THE READING PROGRAM
3 cr. (3 and 0)
ED 776 COLLEGE TEACHING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ED 801 SEMINAR IN HUMAN GROWTH AND'bEVELOPMENT 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
ED 802 HUMAN DEVELOPMENT: PSYCHOLOGY OF LEARNING
3 cr. (3 and 0)
ED 803 ADVANCED METHODS OF TEACHING IN THE SECONDARY
SCHOOL 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ED 804 ADVANCED METHODS OF TEACHING IN THE
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ED 808 EDUCATIONAL TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ED 809 ANALYSIS OF THE INDIVIDUAL 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ED 810 THEORIES AND TECHNIQUES OF COUNSELING 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
ED 811 SCHOOL FINANCE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ED 813 EDUCATIONAL AND VOCATIONAL INFORMATIONAL
SERVICE AND PLACEMENT 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ED 814 FIELD EXPERIENCES IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
GUIDANCE 3 cr. (2 and 3)
ED 815 FIELD EXPERIENCES IN SECONDARY SCHOOL GUIDANCE
3 cr. (2 and 3)
ED 816 FIELD EXPERIENCES IN PERSONNEL SERVICES IN HIGHER
EDUCATION 3 cr. (2 and 3)
ED 817 pEVKLOPMKNT OF COUNSELING SKILLS 3 cr. (3 and )
ED 818 FIELD PROBLEMS IN SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION AND
SUPERVISION OF INSTRUCTION 3 cr. (2 and 3)
ED 819 PSYCHOEDUCATIONAL EVALUATION INTERNSHIP 3 cr.
(Oand 6)
ED 820 TEACHING LANGUAGE ARTS TO THE EXCEPTIONAL CHILD
3 cr. (3 and 0)
ED 821 ASSESSMENT OF THE EXCEPTIONAL CHILD 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ED 822 TEACHING MATHEMATICS TO THE EXCEPTIONAL CHILD
3 cr. (3 and 0)
ED 830 TECHNIQUES OF SUPERVISION—THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
3 cr. (3 and 0)
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ED 831 EVALUATION OF SECONDARY SCHOOL INSTRUCTION
3 cr. (3 and 0)
ED 832 EVALUATION OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL INSTRUCTION
3 cr. (3 and 0)
ED 850 PUBLIC SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ED 853 ADMINISTRATION AND SUPERVISION OF SPECIAL
EDUCATION 3 cr. ( 3 and )
ED 856 INTRODUCTION TO SCHOOL BUILDING PLANNING 3 cr.
(2 and 2J
""
ED
^
861 ORGANIZATION AND SUPERVISION OF READING
PROGRAMS 3 cr. (3 and 01
ED 862 CLINICAL RESEARCH IN READING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ED 863 PRACTICUM IN READING 3 cr. (2 and 2)
ED 864 SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN READING EDUCATION 3 cr.
(1 and 4)
"
"^ ~
ED 865 ADVANCED DL\GNOSIS AND REMEDIATION IN READING
3 cr. (2 and 3)
ED 866 THE PSYCHOLOGY OF TEACHING READING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ED 867 ADVANCED PRACTICUM IN READING 3 cr. (2 and 3)
ED 871 INTERPERSONAL AND GROUP RELATIONSHIPS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
ED 881 INDIVIDUAL TESTING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Professors: T. L. Drake, A. L. Duke, Head; D. J. Dumin, R. W. Gilchrist,
B. E. Gilliland, J. W. Lathrop, J. T. Long, J. C. Martin, J. N. Thurston,
L. C. Wilcox, M. L. WoUa
Associate Professors: W. J. Bamett, J. E. Bennett, J. K. Bryan, L. T. Fitch,
J. N. Gowdy, J. J. Komo, E. W. Page III, H. V. Poe, J. L. Prince IH,
F. R. Sias, Jr., R. W. Snelsire
Assistant Professors: B. P. Keane, C. W. Malstrom
Instructor: S. D. Gdbert
Visiting Instructor: E. M. O'Brien
E&CE 200 INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY 3 cr.
(1 and 4)
Introduction to the electrical manufacturing industry through participation
in an electrical engineering oriented project. A study of the design procedures
in electrical circuits and an introduction to construction and testing of pro-
totyi)es with application of elementary economical evaluation of a manufac-
turing process. Prerequisite: Engr 180. Corequisite: Math 106.
u
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E&CE 201 LOGIC AND COMPUTING DEVICES 3 cr. (1 and 4)
A study of logic with an introduction to Boolean algebra. Number systems
and representation of information. The use of integrated circuits to implement
combinational and sequential logic functions and computing elements. The
organization and structure of computing systems.
E&CE 202, H202 ELECTRIC CIRCUITS I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
DC resistive circuits, KirchhofiF's laws, nodal and mesh emphasis, indepen-
dent sources, Thevenin's and Norton's theorems, RC, RL, RCL circuit solutions
with initial condition using homogenous or nonhomogenous ordinary differ-
ential equations having constant coeflBcients. Develop sinusoidal steady state
solution. Corequisite: E&CE 203, Math 208. Prerequisite: Phys 221.
E&CE 203 ELECTRICAL aRCUITS LABORATORY I 1 cr. (0 and 2)
A laboratory course designed to accompany E&CE 202. Introduction to
basic electrical circuits and instrumentation. Corequisite: E&CE 202.
E&CE 250 PRINCIPLES OF DIGITAL COMPUTER SYSTEMS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Introduction to minicomputers and microcomputers. Topics include machine
organization and operation, information flow within a machine, data types
and structures, data transfers and communication with external devices, com-
puter response time, interrelation between software and hardware, memory
types, specifying cost-effective small computer systems, application examples,
introductory assembly language programming. Corequisite: E&CE 201.
E&CE 299 DIGITAL COMPUTATION 2 cr. ( 1 and 2)
A programming course emphasizing engineering applications. Familiarity
with the fundamentals of FORTRAN programming is assumed. Prerequisite:
Elementary knowledge of FORTRAN.
E&CE 301, H301 ELECTRIC CIRCUITS II 2 cr. (2 and 0)
A continuation of the study of electric circuits, including single- and three-
phase circuits with sinusoidal excitation, rms and average values, power and
reactive power, complex frequency, resonance, coupled circuits, circuit equa-
tions in state variable form. Corequisite: E&CE 303. Prerequisite: E&CE 202.
E&CE 302 LINEAR CONTROL SYSTEMS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An introduction to linear control systems. Topics include plant representation,
applications of state variables, time and frequency response, stability, system
specification, and system design. Prerequisite: E&CE 301, 330, and EM 202
or 211.
E&CE 303 ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS LABORATORY II 1 cr. (0 and 2)
A laboratory course designed to accompany E&CE 301. Characteristics of
as circuits. Corequisite: E&CE 301.
E&CE 307 BASIC ELECrTRICAL ENGINEERING 2 cr. (2 and 0)
A first course in electrical engineering to provide non-Electrical Engineering
majors with a knowledge of electric circuit theory-, lx)th dc and ac. The last
five weeks of the semester are devoted to an introduction to digital systems.
Corequisite: E&CE 309. Prerequisite: Math 206, Phys 221.
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E&CE 308 ELECTRONICS AND ELECTROMECHANICS 2 cr.
(2 and 0)
Continuation of E&CE 307. Energy conversion systems are considered, as
well as basic electronics, plus instrumentation with emphasis on digital methods.
Corequisite: E&CE 310. Prerequisite: E&CE 307.
E&CE 309 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY I 1 cr.
(0 and 2)
A laboratory designed to accompany E&CE 307. Basic electrical circuits and
instrumentation. Corequisite: E&CE 307.
E&CE 310 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY II 1 cr.
(0 and 2)
A laboratory designed to accompany E&CE 308. Basic electronics and
energy conversion. Corequisite: E&CE 308.
E&CE 317 ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS ANALYSIS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Introduction to engineering problems of a probabilistic nature. Problems
will be solved which utilize the concepts of probability space and functions
of random variables. Prerequisite: Math 206 and Junior standing.
E&CE 320 ELECTRONICS I 2 cr. (2 and 0)
Introduction to p-n junction theory and the concepts of solid-state devices.
Development of the electrical characteristics of diodes and transistors. Opera-
tional characteristics of simple digital circuits and monolithic integrated cir-
cuits. Corequisite: E&CE 325. Prerequisite: E&CE 202, Math 208, Phys 221.
E&CE 321, H321 ELECTRONICS II 2 cr. (2 and 0)
Operation of bipolar and field eflFect amplifying circuits at both high and
low frequencies. Corequisite: E&CE 326. Prerequisite: E&CE 320.
E&CE 322 ELECTRONICS FOR COMPUTER ENGINEERS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Device models, logic circuits and integrated devices with particular em-
phasis on digital applications, small signal amplifiers. Applications of digital
and linear integrated circuits. Credit not given for students who have taken
E&CE 320 and 321. Prerequsite: E&CE 202, 301 or 307, 308.
E&CE 325 ELECTRONICS LABORATORY I 1 cr. (0 and 2)
A laboratory designed to accompany E&CE 320. Characteristics and per-
formance of current electronic devices. Corequisite: E&CE 320.
E&CE 326 ELECTRONICS LABORATORY II 1 cr. (0 and 2)
A laboratory designed to accompany E&CE 321. Characteristics of different
amplifier configurations. Corequisite: E&CE 321.
E&CE 330, H330 ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS ANALYSIS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
F, S
Nonsinusoidal periodic waves. Circuit analysis using trigonometric and
exponential forms of Fourier. Extension to nonperiodic waves. Frequency
spectra. Laplace transformation and the complex-frequency variable. Analysis
using Laplace transforms. Pole-zero techniques. Introduction to 2^transforms,
flow graph. Bode plots and state variables. Prerequisite: E&CE 202.
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E&CE 340 ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELDS I 2 cr. (2 and 0)
F, S
An introduction to classical electromagnetics. Topics include vector analysis,
Coulomb's law, electric field intensity, Gauss's law, potential theory, solution
of Laplace's equation, and dc magnetic fields. Prerequisite: Math 208, Phys 221.
E&CE 341, H341 ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELDS II 2 cr.
(2 and 0) F, S
Continuation of E&CE 340 to include magnetic circuits and devices and
forces in magnetic fields, time-varying fields, Maxwell's equations, and trans-
mission lines. Prerequisite: E&CE 340.
E&CE 351 REAL-TIME APPLICATION OF DIGITAL COMPUTERS
3 cr. (2 and 2) S
Application and operation of digital computers in a real-time or time-critical
environment. Topics include interrupt facilities, analog-to-digital and digital-
to-analog signal conversion, digital computer interfaces, on-line acquisition and
reduction of data. Software concepts include multitask real-time executives,
schedulers, and dynamic resource allocation systems. Prerequisite: E&CE 250
or permission of instructor.
E&CE 352 MACHINES, LANGUAGES, AND ALGORITHMS 3 cr.
(3 and 0) S
Topics fall into three major areas: discrete structures, formal languages, and
finite state models. Emphasis is placed on relating formahsms to practical con-
siderations such as logical design of digital machines and the limitations of
machine computation. Prerequisite: Junior standing in engineering or the
physical sciences, or permission of instructor.
E&CE 353 PRINCIPLES OF SOFTWARE ENGINEERING 2 cr. (2 and 0)
An indepth study of software design and implementation as applicable to
mini- and micro-computers. Topics include assembly language program-
ming; use of editors, loaders, monitors, etc.; data structure fundamentals
and software design methodologies. Prerequisite: E&CE 250.
E&CE 402 ENGINEERING PROJECTS 1 cr. (0 and 2)
Knowledge and skills needed by electrical engineers to function as a project
leader or team meml)er in an industrial environment. Topics considered in-
clude project proposals, planning, operation, and reports. Case studies and
role-playing methods of instniction are used. Prerequisite: Senior standing
in Electrical and Computer Engineering or permission of instructor.
E&CE 403. 603 ENERGY CONVERSION 3 cr. (3 and 0) F
Various methods of energy conversion with emphasis on solar energy which
includes conversion techniques, storage, applications, systems, and future trends.
Other energy conversion methods inchuling fuel cells, magnetohydrtKlynaniics,
and nuclear are covered. Prerequisite: Math 208, Phys 222.
E&CE 404 SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Consideration of the principles of oix;ration, the external characteristics, and
the applications of some of the more iniixirtaiit semiconductor devices presently
available. Prerequisite: Intro<luctory t-ledronics cx)urse.
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E&CE 405, H405 SPECIAL PROBLEMS 1-3 cr. F, S
Electrical engineering problems assigned to the student according to his
needs and capabilities. The purpose is to give students a chance to do projects,
either theoretical or experimental, on subjects not covered in other courses.
May be repeated for a maximum of six credits. Prerequisite: Permission of
problem supervisor.
E&CE 406, 606 INTRODUCTION TO INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 3 cr.
(3 and 0) F
Integrated circuit technology, devices and applications. Discussion of fabri-
cation methods, survey of standard circuit characteristics, design and layout
principles, linear and digital circuit applications. Prerequisite: E&CE 320.
E&CE 410, H410, 610 DISCRETE SYSTEM DESIGN 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Introductory course in digital control theory with microprocessors and mini-
computer applications: z-transforms, flow graphs, state variables, stability,
system compensation using state variables. Root Locus, Nyquist's, and Routh's
criterion, optimal design. Introduction to minicomputer and microcomputer
implementation of control algorithms. Computer 1/0 techniques for control
apphcations, time-response limitations of transfer functions. Prerequisite:
E&CE 302. Corequisite: E&CE 451.
E&CE 411, 611 ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS 1 cr. (0 and 2)
Experimental investigations in the areas of mathematical modeling, transient
and steady-state responses of second and higher order systems, Bode plots,
Nyquist's plots, modulation, system identification, and Pade's rational function
approximations. Corequisite: E&CE 302, 422.
E&CE 412, 612 DIGITAL CONTROL SYSTEMS 3 cr. (3 and 0) S
Several minicomputer and microcomputer system topics are studied for the
application of these systems in industrial digital control systems. Topic areas
include logic circuits and devices, computer representation of data and text,
computer operation and organization, programming systems, analysis and design
of computer interfaces, data communication, and industrial applications. Pre-
requisite: Permission of instructor.
E&CE 414 ELECTROMECHANICS 3 cr. (2 and 2)
The principles of energy conversion are introduced with emphasis on elec-
tromagnetic and electromechanical devices. From these the mathematical and
equivalent circuit models are developed, considering nonlinear magnetic char-
acteristics and linear approximation. Inlaboratory studies are made on trans-
formers and ac and dc motors and generators. Prerequisite: E&CE 301, 341.
E&CE 415, 615 INFORMATION THEORY 3 cr. (3 and 0) S
A course designed for those interested in developing a precise definition of
information, and then applying this definition to the study of communication.
Coding and the effect of noise on the system will be discussed. In the last
part of the course upper bounds on the rate at which a process can transmit
information will be obtained. Prerequisite: E&CE 317.
E&CE 416, 616 INTRODUCTION TO MODERN CONTROL SYSTEMS
3cr. (3and0)
Introduction to modem control systems utihzing state space techniques: state
space, state vector differential equation, fundamental matrix, stabihty, analysis
of discrete-time and nonlinear systems, design and synthesis, optimum control
systems including adaptive and learning control systems. Prerequisite: E&CE
302.
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E&CE 417, 617 SOFTWARE DESIGN 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An indepth study of methodologies and techniques used throughout the
software development cycle including analysis, design, implementation, and
testing. Additional topics include software development tools and software
project management techniques. Prerequisite: Comp So 205, E&CE 299, or
Engr 180; E&CE 250.
E&CE 420, H420, 620 POWER SYSTEMS ANALYSIS I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of electric power system terminology, components, and operation.
Subjects covered include power, reactive power, and power factor; three-
phase systems; transmission lines; per unit representation; transformers; syn-
chronous machines; introduction to load flow; economic dispatch, fault
analysis, and stability. Prerequisite: E&CE 301, 340.
E&CE 421, 621 ELECTRICAL MACHINERY 3 cr. (2 and 2)
Characteristics of dc and ac machines are studied with emphasis on steady
state and nonlinear operation. The two-hour workshop offers exercises in in-
strumentation, operation, and control. Prerequisite: E&CE 301, 341.
E&CE 422, H422, 622 ELECTRONICS III 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Characteristics of oscillators and operational amplifiers. The use of electronic
circuits as building blocks in analog and digital systems. Characteristics of
semiconductor power devices and power circuits. Prerequisite: E&CE 301, 321.
E&CE 423. 623 DESIGN FOR LARGE-SCALE INTEGRATION
FUNCTIONS 3 cr. ( 3 and )
Introduction to design principles and techniques for devices and functional
elements used in large-scale integrated circuits. Emphasis on MOS digital
circuits and new types of high-packing density bipolar circuits. Survey of cur-
rent LSI apphcations. Impact of manufacturing technology on perfonnance,
cost, and reliability included. Prerequisite: E&CE 321.
E&CE 424, 624 POWER SYSTEMS ANALYSIS II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A continuation of E&CE 420. Topics introduced in E&CE 420 are covered
in more detail and depth. Subjects covered are load and flow studies, optimum
operating strategies, fault analysis, transient stability, and the control problem.
System modeling and computer solution of power system problems are in-
cluded. Prerequisite: E&CE 420.
E&CE 425, 625 MICROCOMPUTERS I 3 cr. (2 and 2)
Survey of currently available microprocessors, indepth study of the archi-
tecture of more prominent microprocessors, hardware and software design, use
of microcomputer-development system, design projects. Prerequisite: E&CE
201 and 412 or 250.
E&CE 426. 626 DIGITAL COMPUTER DESIGN 3 cr. (3 and 0) S
Design of high .speed ALU's, control and timing circuitry, memory systems,
1/0 circuitry. Microprogrammed computer design using l>it-slice microproccs-
fors. ('urrent hardware topics rflate<l to computer design. Hands-on design
experience. Use of logic analy/er for system debugging. Prcn-qui\itv: K&CE
201. 2.50.
E&CE 427, 627 OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS 2 cr. (2 and 0) S
'Hie fundamentals, design, and applications of the o|)erational amplifier.
Prerequisite: E&CE 321 or otiuivalent.
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E&CE 428, 628 COMMUNICATIONS THEORY I 3 cr. (3 and 0) F
A course in modem communications theory. Topics covered are Fourier
transforms, power spectra, correlation, signals in linear networks, amplitude
modulation, frequency modulation, sampling and pulse modulation. Prereq-
uisite: E&CE 317.
E&CE 429, 629 COMPUTER ORGANIZATION 3 cr. (3 and 0) F
A computer system is organized as a collection of subsystems. Topics include
bus structures, functional specifications of selected computer systems, memory
organization and heirarchy, memory protection, memory relocation and alloca-
tion techniques, interrupt structures, arithmetic units, input-output structures,
state generation, central processor organization, control function implementa-
tion, and data communication. Prerequisite: E&CE 250, 351, or permission of
instructor.
E&CE 430, 630 COMMUNICATIONS THEORY II 3 cr. (3 and 0) S
A continuation of E&CE 428 with emphasis on the statistical properties of
signals. Topics covered are random signals and noise, signal space and con-
tinuous channels, digital data systems, optimum detection theory. Prerequisite:
E&CE 317, 428.
E&CE 431, 631 DIGITAL ELECTRONICS 3 cr. (2 and 2)
Electronic devices and circuits of importance to digital computer operation
and to other areas of electrical engineering are considered. Active and passive
waveshaping, waveform generation, memory elements, switching, and logic
circuits are some of the topics. Experimentation with various types of circuits
is provided by laboratory projects. Pr^equisite: E&CE 321.
E&CE 432, 632 INSTRUMENTATION 3 cr. (3 and 0) F
Theory and analysis of transducers and related circuits and instrumentation.
Generalized configurations and performance characteristics of instruments will
be considered. Transducer devices for measuring physical parameters such
as motion, force, torque, pressure, flow, and temperature will be discussed.
Prerequisite: E&CE 321 or permission of department head.
E&CE 434, 634 POWER ELECTRONICS 3 cr. (3 and 0) F
A study of electronic devices and systems which are designed to control
or regulate large amounts of power. Included are SCR applications to in-
verters, motor controls, high-current power suppHes, frequency converters, etc.
Also, high-current switching systems, voltage stabilizers, and other power
applications of electronics are considered. Prerequisite: E&CE 321.
E&CE 435, 635 COMMUNICATIONS CIRCUITS 3 cr. (3 and 0) S
Communication circuits used in amplification, modulation, detection and
other signal processing in modem communication systems. Recent develop-
ments in electronic devices, such as integrated circuits, will be considered as
circuit components along with other solid state and vacuum electronic devices.
Prerequisite: E&CE 321.
E&CE 436, 636 RADIATION AND WAVE PROPAGATION 3 cr.
(3 and 0) F
A study of the theoretical and practical aspects of transmission lines, wave-
guides, plane electromagnetic waves, and antennas. Smith chart applications
and impedance matching considerations are included. Prerequisite: E&CE 341.
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E&CE 437, 637 LASER TECHNOLOGY AND APPLICATIONS 3 cr.
(3 andO) S
Design and operating principles of gas and solid-state lasers in engineering
terms. Applications of lasers to computers, communications, holography, meas-
urements and bioengineering are presented. Demonstrations and special projects
are used to supplement the theoretical presentations.
E&CE 438, 638 COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Digital data transmission techniques, modems and communications channels,
communications software and protocols, multiprocessors and distributed pro-
cessing. Concurrency and cooperation of dispersed processors. Prerequisite:
E&CE 322, 351, 429.
E&CE 441, 641 THEORY OF SEQUENTIAL MACHINES 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Introduction to the theory of computing covering the topics of sequential
machines, sequential machine decomposition, formal language theory and
Turing machines.
E&CE 450 COMPUTER SYSTEM DESIGN PROJECT 2 cr. (0 and 4)
A project-oriented course which brings together computer engineering stu-
dents into teams or project groups. Assignments are made to each group
which are designed to help develop an appreciation for individual and cre-
ative thinking as well as team effort. Prerequisite: E&CE 425, 426, or per-
mission of instructor.
E&CE 451, 651 SYSTEM DESIGN PROJECT 2 cr. (0 and 4) F, S
A project-oriented course which brings together electrical engineering stu-
dents of dissimilar training into teams or project groups. Assignments are made
to each group which are designed to help develop an appreciation for indi-
vidual and creative thinking as well as team effort. Corequisite: E&CE 410.
E&CE 452, 652 PROGRAMMING SYSTEMS 3 cr. (3 and 0) S
A second course in programming languages and systems. Topics include
assemblers, compilers and syntactical methods; string manipulation and list
processing; concepts of executive programs and operating systems; introduc-
tion to time-sharing systems. Prerequisite: E&CE 250; 352 is recommended.
E&CE 460, 660 COMPUTER-AIDED ANALYSIS AND DESIGN 3 cr.
(3and0) F
Principles and methods suited to the solution of engineering problems on
the digital computer. Topics include widely used methods for the .solution
of the systems of algebraic and/or differential eciuations which arise in the
modeling of engineering systems, data approximation and curve fitting, con-
tinuous system simulation languages, and design-oriented progranuning sys-
tems. Prerequisite: E&CE 301 or pennission of department head.
E&CE 461, 661 ANALOG/HYBRID COMPUTATION AND SIMULATION
3 cr. (2 and 2) F
Topics include nonlinear modeling, fimction generation, signal processing,
and an introduction to hybrid computing. Prerequisite: E&CK 301, 330, or
pennission of drpartment head.
E&CE 463, 6ft3 MICROCOMPUTERS II 3 cr. (2 and 2)
Single-chip tniirocomputers: hardware, softwan*. interfacing. .Systems de-
sign using currently availal)le jM'ripheral chips. Single-board computers. De-
tailed study of chip-slice micropr<Kt^sors. Present and future trends in micro-
computer hardware, software, and architecture. Prerequisite: E&CE 425, 426.
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E&CE 467, 667 INTRODUCTION TO DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING
3cr. (3and0)
Discrete time signals and systems, z-transforms, digital filter design tech-
niques, properties and computation techniques of the discrete Fourier trans-
form. Prerequisite: E&CE 302.
E&CE 470, 670 COMPUTER APPLICATIONS FOR NONENGINEERS
3 cr. (3 and 0)
Introduction to computers for nonengineering majors. History of Com-
puters; algorithms; introduction to programming in BASIC; hardware com-
ponents; simulation; applications in urban and government systems, humani-
ties, education, behavioral sciences, arts, and other areas; impact of com-
puters on society; computers and the future. Not open to engineering ma-
jors. Prerequisite: Senior standing.
E&CE 471, 671 MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN MEDICAL
INSTRUMENTATION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of state-of-the-art techniques of analysis and monitoring in chni-
cal and research environments. Electrocardiographic (EGG) and electroen-
cephalographic (EGG) analysis and monitoring will be discussed in detail.
Automation of other clinical facilities such as intensive care and the cathe-
terization laboratory will be considered. Microcomputer design considera-
tions will be emphasized. Prerequisite: E&CE 425 or equivalent microcom-
puter experience.
E&CE 491, 691 SELECTED TOPICS 1-3 cr. (1-3 and 0)
Study of current and new technical developments in electrical engineering.
Prerequisite: Permission of the department head.
E&CE 701 SPECIAL PROBLEMS 1-3 cr.
E&CE 702 ELECTRIC MOTOR CONTROL 3 cr. (3 and 0)
E&CE 801 ANALYSIS OF LINEAR SYSTEMS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
E&CE 803 LINEAR CONTROL THEORY AND DESIGN 3 cr. (3 and 0)
E&CE 804 OPTIMAL CONTROL THEORY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
E&CE 807 POWER SYSTEM ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES 3 cr. (3 and 0)
E&CE 809 SEMICONDUCTOR MATERIALS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
E&CE 812 SAMPLED DATA SYSTEMS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
E&CE 817 POWER SYSTEM TRANSIENTS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
E&CE 819 DETECTION AND ESTIMATION THEORY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
E&CE 820 THEORY OF COMMUNICATIONS I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
E&CE 821 THEORY OF COMMUNICATIONS II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
E&CE 822 INFORMATION THEORY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
E&CE 823 INTEGRATED CIRCUIT TECHNOLOGY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
E&CE 825 SOLID-STATE ELECTRONICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
E&CE 830 ELECTROMAGNETICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
E&CE 840 PHYSICS OF SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES 3 cr. (3 and 0)
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E&CE 841 DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING AND NETWORKS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
E&CE 842 ADVANCED COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
E&CE 843 COMPUTER GRAPHICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
E&CE 844 DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
E&CE 845 COMPUTER SYSTEM DESIGN AND OPERATION 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
E&CE 850 COMPUTATION AND SIMULATION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
E&CE 851 THEORY AND DESIGN OF DIGITAL-ANALOG MACHINES
3 cr. (3 and 0)
E&CE 852 DIGITAL COMPUTERS AND INFORMATION PROCESSING
3 cr. (3 and 0)
E&CE 853 COMPUTER DATA DISPLAYS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
E&CE 855 ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
E&CE 856 PATTERN RECOGNITION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
E&CE 857 CODING THEORY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
E&CE 858 AUTOMATA THEORY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
E&CE 870 BIOSYSTEMS ANALYSIS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
E&CE 890 SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER
ENGINEERING 1-3 cr. (1-3 and 0)
E&CE 891 MASTER'S RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
E&CE 893 SELECTED TOPICS IN ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER
ENGINEERING 1-3 cr. (1-3 and 0)
E&CE 991 DOCTORAL RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
Engineering
ENGR 110 ENGINEERING PROBLEMS WORKSHOP 1 cr. (0 and 2)
A workshop devoted to the analysis and solution of engineering-oriented
problems. Representative problems taken from the different fields of engineer-
ing will be used to illustrate such analytic al and pr()l)lem-solving techniques
as estimation and approximation, numerical aids to computation, and solutions
by graphical methods.
ENGR 180 ENGINEERING CONCEPTS 3 cr. (2 and 2)
An introduction to the profession of engineering. The engineering process,
from problem fonnulation to the evolution of creative design, is demonstrated
ihnMigh the practical application of engineering problems. 'Hie utiUty and
significance of computing devic es in engim»ering practice is emphasized. Com-
puter programming is intrcxluced.
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ENGR 220 TECHNOLOGY IN THE MODERN WORLD 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A course designed to give the nontechnical student a better appreciation of
the effect of technical forces on world events. Topics will include systems
analysis, energy sources and systems, automation, the computer and the inter-
action of technology and the social system. Not open to engineering majors.
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing or permission of instructor.
ENGR 250 SYSTEMS INTERNATIONALE—THE MODERN METRIC
SYSTEM 1 cr. (1 and 0)
Public Law 94-168 proclaims that the United States is converting to the
modem metric system. This course, taught for all University students, will
present the fundamentals of SI metric and will discuss the impact of con-
verting to SI on business, industry, education, and the consumer.
ENGR 330 ENGINEERING ASPECTS OF ENERGY SYSTEMS 3 cr.
(3and0)
Design of the total energy system
—
generation, transmission, and consump-
tion as influenced by the increasing demand for energy, the political and cul-
tural impact of energy systems, and the limitations to energy source siting
caused by increasing capital and fuel costs plus tightening environmental con-
straints. Not open to engineering majors. Prerequisite: Engr 220, one year of
physical science, or permission of instructor.
ENGR 455 THE ROLE OF ENGINEERING IN TECHNOLOGY
ASSESSMENT 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Introduces the mechanisms engineers use in assessing the technological-
societal impact resulting from technological change. The projected interactions
of new technology with economic, environmental, political, and social factors
are discussed. The development of technology assessment rationale and cost-
benefit results are presented. Case studies are used to present various aspects
of technology assessment. The possible paths, both good and bad, resulting
from decisions to implement a technological change are examined. Prerequisite:
Senior standing.
ENGR 491 SEMINAR 1-3 cr. (1-3 and 0)
A study of the dynamic role of engineering in relationship to man and his
environment. Topics not covered in formal courses will be presented to keep
students abreast of today's rapidly changing technology. Prerequisite: Per-
mission of instructor.
Engineering Graphics
Associate Professors: L. H. Jameson, J. R. McCravy, Jr., D. L. Ryan
EG 101 FREEHAND SKETCHING 1 cr. (0 and 3)
Principles of technical sketching, including the development of skills in
technical lettering and freehand orthographic and pictorial drawing.
EG 105 ENGINEERING DRAWING 2 cr. (1 and 3)
A course in engineering drawing using the following procedures and tech-
niques: lettering, use of instruments, plats, traverses, contour plotting and
mapping, profile sections, and chart drawing.
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EG 109 ENGINEERING GRAPHICS 2 cr. (1 and 3)
A course for the introduction of engineering graphics as a problem-solving
tool. Areas of study include theory of orthographic points, lines, planes, and
solids; sectional views; dimensioning; and design drawings.
EG 110 ENGINEERING DESIGN GRAPHICS 2 cr. (1 and 3)
Continuation of EG 109. Emphasis is placed on graphical analysis as a
means for evaluating a design. Units of study include descriptive and vector
geometry, graphical statistics, and computer graphics. Prerequisite: EG 109
or equivalent.
EG 310 COMPUTER AIDED GRAPHICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The use of automated graphic devices and systems are presented through
a computer format for successful operation, digitizing, plotting, and display
of engineering drawings. Upon completion, the student should be proficient
in preparing and storing software such as that used in conjunction with the
IBM 370 and CALCOMP digital plotter. Prerequisite: E&CE 299 or equiv-
alent and either ME 201 or EG 109 or equivalent.
EG 410 COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN GRAPHICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Continuation of EG 310 with special emphasis on sculptured surfaces. The
process involves translation from a designer's sketch, to an engineering draw-
ing, to a model, and finally to a three-dimensional computer display. The
student will learn how to apply the theory of computer-aided design (CAD)
graphics to the solution of product design problems. Prerequisite: EG 310.
Engineering Management
Professors: E. E. Burch, Jr., E. A. LaRoche, H. H. Macaulay, Jr., W. W.
Menke, C. R. Smith, B. J. Todd, G. C. Uselton, C. H. Whitehurst, Jr.,
T. W. Zimmerer
Associate Professors: E. W. Arp, Jr., C. W. Gooding, D. M. Swanson, G. L.
Waddle, G. H. Worm
Assistant Professors: J. K. Butler, Jr., J. M. McDonald, M. A. McKnew,
J. W. Patterson
EMGT 910 SEMINAR IN OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT 1-3 cr.
( 1-3 and 0)
EMGT 911 SEMINAR IN DECISION THEORY 1-3 cr. (1-3 and 0)
EMGT 912 SEMINAR IN FINANCIAL ANALYSIS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
EMGT 913 MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS ANALYSIS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
EMGT 991 DOCTORAL RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
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Engineering Mechanics
Professors: N. R. Bauld, Jr., W. E. Castro, J. G. Goree,* M. K. Richardson
Associate Professors: R. H. Brown, R. E. Elling, E. H. Law, R. F. Nowack,
B. L. Sill
EM 201, H201 ENGINEERING MECHANICS (STATICS) 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Forces and force systems and their external eflFect on bodies, principally the
condition of equilibrium. The techniques of vector mathematics are employed,
and the rigor of physical analysis is emphasized. Prerequisite: Phys 122, con-
current registration in Math 206.
EM 202, H202 ENGINEERING MECHANICS (DYNAMICS) 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
A continuation of EM 201. The principal topics are kinematics and kinetics
of particles and rigid bodies of finite size. Techniques of vector mathematics
are employed. Prerequisite: EM 201, Math 206.
EM 211 PARTICLE MECHANICS: STATICS AND DYNAMICS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Force and force systems and their eflFect on particles; the conditions of
equilibrium and the kinematics and kinetics of particle motion. The tech-
niques of vector mathematics are employed, and the rigor of physical analysis
is emphasized. Prerequisite: Phys 122, Math 206.
EM 304, H304 MECHANICS OF MATERIALS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The relationships between external loads on solid bodies or members and
the resulting internal eflFects and dimension changes, including the derivation
of rational formulas for stresses and deformations and the identification and
use of important mechanical properties of engineering materials. Prerequisite:
EM 201, Math 206.
EM 305 MECHANICS OF MATERIALS LABORATORY 1 cr. (0 and 3)
Theoretical relationships considered in EM 304 are verified. Students ob-
serve the behavior under load and the failure of engineering materials; identify
and evaluate mechanical properties of materials important to design and
manufacturing processes; and are acquainted with various testing methods,
testing machines, and instruments. Prerequisite: Must be accompanied or pre-
ceded by EM 304.
EM 320, H320 FLUID MECHANICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The behavior of fluids at rest or in motion, including the study of fluid
properties. Emphasis is placed upon a rational, analytical approach from
which are developed basic principles of broad applicabihty to all fields of
engineering. Prerequisite: EM 202 or 211.
EM 322 FLUID MECHANICS LABORATORY 1 cr. (0 and 3)
The principles developed in EM 320 are verified and demonstrated. Famil-
iarization with orderly techniques in organizing and reporting results of
experimental investigations and with the use of instruments and equipment is
afforded. Prerequisite: Must be accompanied or preceded by EM 320.
* On leave.
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EM 425, 625 ADVANCED STRENGTH OF MATERIALS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Topics in strength of materials not covered in EM 304. Three-dimensional
stress and strain transformations, theories of failure, shear center, unsymmetrical
bending, curved beams, and energy methods. Other topics such as stress con-
centrations and fatigue concepts are treated as time permits. Prerequisite: EM
304.
EM 450, 650 MECHANICAL VIBRATIONS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Mathematical analysis of physical problems in the vibration of mechanical
systems. Topics include: linear-free vibrations, forced vibrations, and damping
in single degree of freedom systems, transient vibrations, critical speeds and
whirling of rotating shafts, dynamic balancing, and multidegree of freedom
systems with lumped parameters. Prerequisite: EM 202, 304, Math 208.
EM 470, 670 EXPERIMENTAL STRESS ANALYSIS 3 cr. (2 and 3)
Experimental analysis of static and dynamic stress fields. Emphasis is on
the techniques required to obtain data and the theoretical analysis required
for proper interpretation. Methods and instrumentation associated with strain
gages (including transducer applications). Moire grids, brittle coatings, photo-
elasticity, and photoelastic coatings are studied. Prerequisite: EM 304 and
permission of instructor.
EM 829 ENERGY METHODS AND VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
EM 831 THEORY OF ELASTICITY I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
EM 832 THEORY OF ELASTICITY II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
EM 834 PRINCIPLES OF STRUCTURAL STABIUTY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
EM 845 INTERMEDIATE DYNAMICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
EM 891 MASTER'S RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
EM 991 DOCTORAL RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
Engineering Technology
Professors: J. A. Chisman, Acting Head; C. C. Fain, R. W. Gilchrist, J. T. Long,
J. N. Thurston, J. S. Wolf
Associate Professors: J. H. Couch. L. T. Fitch, C. O. Huey, Jr., D. V. Hutton,
C. R. Lindenmeyer, R. L. Perry, R. W. Snelsire
Assistant Professors: E. R. Baker IV, R. J. Kopczyk
Visiting Instructor: R. C. Grant
ET 207 SURVEY OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
3 cr. (3 and 0)
An introduction to the industrial enginrcring technologist's role in modem
industrial fntfrpris<'s. Topit s such as industriul organization, production
planning and control, personnel management, plant layout, manufacturing
systems analysis, and work standards are included.
ET 211 ELECTRICAL ORCUITS I 4 cr. (3 and 2)
A study of direct and alternating current circuit.s. Circuit theorems are intro-
duced in the direct current coverage and are reinforced during the .study of
alternating currents. Emphasis is plac<'d on steady-state conditions and power
relationships in circuits with sinusoidal excitations. CorcquisUc: ET 295.
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ET 212 ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS II 4 cr. (3 and 2)
Continuation of ET 211. A thorough coverage of polyphase circuits is in-
cluded. Prerequisite: ET 211.
ET 241 APPLIED MECHANICS 4 cr. (4 and 0)
A study of statics including force systems and friction, dynamics of particles
and rigid bodies; and kinetics including forces, mass and acceleration, work
and energy, impulse and momentum. Prerequisite: ET 295, Phys 207.
ET 242 APPLIED STRENGTH OF MATERIALS 3 cr. (2 and 2)
Mechanical properties of solids; stress analysis in solids, beams, columns,
and cylinders. Prerequisite: ET 241 or equivalent.
ET 245 KINEMATICS OF MACHINES 3 cr. (2 and 3)
A study of displacements, velocities, and accelerations encountered in the
design of machines using the graphical approach to the solution of problems.
The use of these principles apphed to the study of cams, gears, and mis-
cellaneous mechanisms. Prerequisite: EG 109, ET 295, Phys 207.
ET 295 PROBLEMS IN TECHNOLOGY 4 cr. (3 and 3)
The apphcation of basic college mathematics, including diiferential and
integral calculus, to problems found in a broad range of categories corre-
sponding to the Engineering Technology curriculum requirements. Major
categories covered include electrical, mechanical, heat power, and processes
considerations. Prerequisite: Math 106 or equivalent.
ET 301 NL\NUFACTUR1XG PROCESSES 3 cr. (2 and 3)
Study of methods of conversion of raw materials into finished products.
Includes basic terminolog>', interpretation and use of engineering plans, im-
pact of production volume, and manufacturing control. Various manufacturing
processes including material removal, casting, joining and forming of mate-
rials, and associated measurement techniques are examined. Prerequisite: EG
109 or equivalent.
ET 304 METHODS AND STANDARDS 3 cr. (2 and 3)
Fundamentals relating to work methods design and analysis. Includes study
of techniques necessary for determining eflBcient work methods. Work measure-
ment as a basis for control of costs and scheduling. Prerequisite: Junior
standing.
ET 315 MINICOMPUTERS AND MICROCOMPUTERS 4 cr. (3 and 3)
An introductor>' course in mini- and microcomputers, switching algebra,
logic design, number systems, computer organization, assembly language pro-
gramming, microprocessors, mini- and microcomputer system components and
interfacing concepts. Prerequisite: ET 321.
ET 321 ELEMENTS OF ELECTRONICS 4 cr. (3 and 2)
Theory and operation of electronic circuits and control with emphasis on
equipment for industrial application. Prerequisite: ET 211.
ET 322 ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS 4 cr. (3 and 2)
A study of the application of semiconductor diodes, transistors, integrated
circuits and other devices in circuits used in industrial equipment and con-
sumer products. Content includes power supphes, regulators, large and small
signal amplifiers, oscillators, and operational amplifiers. Corequisite: ET 212.
Prerequisite: ET 321.
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ET 325 ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS 4 cr. (3 and 3)
A study of communications circuits, receivers, and transmitters. Content
includes AM and FM modulation, amplifiers, networks and filters, antennas
and transmission lines. Prerequisite: ET 322.
ET 331 ELECTRICAL MACHINERY 4 cr. (3 and 2)
Coverage includes the theory of operation and application of dc and ac
machines and transformers. External characteristics are depicted from the
machine equivalent circuit. Prerequisite: ET 212.
ET 343 APPLIED FLUID MECHANICS 3 cr. (2 and 3)
Principles of fluid properties, fluid statics, fluid flow, dimensional analysis,
ideal flow, compressible flow, measurements and equipment. Prerequisite:
ET 241 or equivalent.
ET 351 APPLIED THERMODYNAMICS I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
First and second laws of thermodynamics, thermodynamic properties, gas
mixtures and thermodynamic processes. Prerequisite: ET 295, Phys 208.
ET 352 APPLIED THERMODYNAMICS II 4 cr. (3 and 3)
Internal combustion engines, gas turbines, air compressors, flow in nozzles,
refrigeration and steam power plant cycles, and heat transfer. Prerequisite:
ET 351.
ET 361 INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION OF STATISTICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Application of statistical principles of analysis and control to production
processes, studies of process capabihties, quality control, work sampling, reli-
ability analysis, and machine interference. Prerequisite: Math 106 or equivalent.
ET 375 MATERIALS OF INDUSTRY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The technological applications of ceramic, metallic, polymeric, and com-
posite materials to a variety of industrial environments. Cuidelines are given
for the selection of materials based upon material properties, economic con-
siderations, and typical applications as related by case histories.
ET 403 PROCESS PLANNING AND VALUE ANALYSIS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Study of the techniques of manufacturing planning and technology applied
to industrial operations. Value analysis concepts and techni(iues are intrcxhiced.
Emphasis is placed on decision-making for process and e(iuipment selection
including capital investment analysis. Particular attention is given to surveying
current literature. Prerequisite: ET 301 or permission of instructor.
ET 404 ADVANCED METHODS AND STANDARDS 3 cr. (2 and 3)
Synthesis of effective work njetliods using a predetermined basic motion-
time system. MetluKls-time measurement is covered in detail. Standard data
development and administration. Linear and nuiltiple regression analysis for
time formula development. Prerequisite: ET 304, IM 408, or pennission of
in.structor.
P:T 405 PLANT LAYOUT AND MATERIAL HANDLING 3 cr. (2 and 3)
Fundamentals underlying the planning of factory layout for new products
and increases in production volume. Layout by product and process. Scale
m(Klcl. template, and other planning techni<iiies. Materials handling analysis
and ef|uipn)ent decisions. Prerequisite: h'/V 301 and IM 108. or permission of
instructor.
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ET 431 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY LABORATORY
Icr. (0and3)
The course is intended to illustrate theory covered in previous electrical
engineering technology courses; to develop experimental techniques; to in-
terpret data and results; and to develop basic skills in technical report writing.
Prerequisite: Senior standing.
ET 435 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 3 cr. (2 and 2)
A study of the generation, transmission, and distribution of electrical energy.
Includes economic consideration of power plant operation, protective relaying,
transformers, per unit system, and symmetrical components. Prerequisite:
ET 331.
ET 451 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY LABORATORY
1 cr. (0and3)
The course is intended to illustrate theory covered in previous mechanical
engineering technology courses; to develop experimental technique; to interpret
data and results; and to develop basic skills in technical report writing. Pre-
requisite: Senior standing.
ET 452 POWER PRODUCTION AND UTILIZATION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A course designed to apply the student's background developed in the
study of thermodynamics and mechanics to the solution of problems encoun-
tered in thermal and hydraulic power systems and their industrial appli-
cations. Topics covered are energy processing, steam, internal combustion,
hydropower sources, and economics of energy application. Prerequisite: ET
241, 351, or equivalents.
ET 455 HEATING AND AIR-CONDITIONING 4 cr. (3 and 2)
Psychrometric properties and processes; heating and cooling load calcula-
tions; selection and layout of major equipment for heating systems and air-
conditioning systems, refrigeration, and automatic controls. Prerequisite: ET
351.
ET 461 MACHINE AND COMPONENT DESIGN 4 cr. (3 and 3)
Basic instruction in the design and analysis of machine and machine com-
ponents with emphasis on realistic and functional application. Kinematic and
dynamic characteristics of the mechanical system together with wear, fatigue,
structural soundness, safety, and others will be a major consideration of the
analysis. Prerequisite: EG 110, ET 242, 245.
ET 465 INSTRUMENTATION FOR PROCESS MEASUREMENT AND
CONTROL 3cr. (2 and 3)
An applied approach to industrial control theory. Electronic, pneumatic,
mechanical, and hydraulic measurement and control devices are studied.
Techniques are discussed for analyzing process control problems and selecting
proper measuring and controlling equipment in control system design. Pre-
requisite: ET 321 or equivalent.
ET 488 HUMAN FACTORS TECHNOLOGY 3 cr. (2 and 3)
A study of human characteristics and limitations as they affect the design of
operating systems. Application of the human factors data base including
anthropometric data and behavioral and physiological research to practical
design problems involving the work environment, tools and equipment, and
consumer products. Prerequisite: ET 361, Math 203, or equivalent.
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ET 490 SELECTED TOPICS IN ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 1-3 cr.
( 1-3 and 0)
A comprehensive study of any timely or special topic in engineering tech-
nology not covered in other courses. May be repeated for a maximum of six
credits. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
ET 492 TECHNICAL DESIGN PROJECT 1 or. (0 and 3)
A senior technical design project performed in consultation with one or
more faculty advisers. Collaboration with representatives of industry, govern-
ment agencies, or community institutions is encouraged. A final written tech-
nical report, with evidence of extensive development and/or laboratory per-
formance and tests, is required. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
English
Professors: R. J. Calhoun, H. M. Cox, C. B. Green, J. H. Mandel, R. W.
Moran, Head; R. B. RoUin, M. S. Steadman, Jr.
Associate Professors: R. E. Barfield, Jr., H. B. Bryant, C. O. Caskey, F. L.
Day, L. L. Henry, R. W. Hill, A. H. Holt, J. L. Idol, Jr., G. W. Koon,
J. J. McLaughlin, V. A. Rudowski, C. H. Sawyer, R. A. Underwood, M. O.
Usrey, E. P. Willey
Assistant Professors: J. Bobbitt, D. G. Bzdyl, H. E. Curtis, Jr., C. S. M.
Egan, S. K. Eisminger, B. M. Firestone, D. N. Griffin, D. E. Hickman,
R. F. Lunsford, C. L. Montgomery, Jr., R. C. Sawyer, F. W. Shilstone,
J. B. Simms, B. N. Skardon, D. C. Tillinghast, C. H. Woodell
Instructors: J. K. Curtis, L. D. Egan, M. S. Linderman, J. H. McManus,
E. K. Sparks, S. S. Titus, M. S. Van Hoy
Viutinf!, Instructors: F. K. Baldwin, L. Carrillo, D. L. Edwards, S. L. Inman,
D. G. Johnson, M. B. Mandel, J. B. Martin, E. R. Porter, N. V. Swanson
ENGL 100 ENGLISH FUNDAMENTALS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Drill in basic writing skills: mechanics, spelling, syntax, usage, dialect,
sentence clusters, and paragraphing. Required of all freshmen who do not
make a satisfactory score on the SAT verbal.
ENGL 101, HlOl ENGLISH COMPOSITION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Training in correct and effective expression, in brief expository essays; re-
view of the fundamentals of grammar and punctuation; instruction in common
expository methods.
ENGL 102, H102 ENGLISH COMPOSITION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Continued emphasis on correct and effective expression; training in the
organization and writing of the research report. Prircquisitc: Engl 101.
ENGL 111 ENGLISH FOIl FOREIGN STUDENTS 3 cr. (3 ami 2)
A special course for students learning English as a second language. In-
tensive study and drill in American English pronunciation and listening com-
prehension. Required of all foreign students who do not make a satisfac-
tory grade on screening examinations in oral English.
ENGL H200 LITERATURE AM) THK RELATED DISCIPLINES .. .i.
(3 and 0)
Studies in thr relation of literature to such disciplines as art. medicine,
science, or the military. Topics vary from scniestcr-lo-semester. Proficiency
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in composition must be demonstrated. The course may be repeated once for
credit. Prerequisite: Engl 101, 102, and approval of the Honors Council.
ENGL 202 THE MAJOR FORMS OF LITERATURE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of the basic structures and elements of fiction, poetry, and drama,
including literary and critical theory, with readings in American, British,
and world hterature. Proficiency in composition must be demonstrated. Pre-
requisite: Engl 101, 102.
ENGL 203, H203 SURVEY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE I 3 cr.
(3and0)
Chief British authors and works from Beowulf to the Romantic period.
Proficiency in composition must be demonstrated. Prerequisite: Engl 101, 102.
ENGL 204, H204 SURVEY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE II 3 cr.
(3and0)
Chief British authors and works from the Romantic period to 1945.
Proficiency in composition must be demonstrated. Prerequisite: Engl 101, 102.
ENGL 205, H205 SURVEY OF AMERICAN LITERATURE I 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
American literature to the Civil War, with emphasis on major writers. Pro-
ficiency in composition must be demonstrated. Prerequisite: Engl 101, 102.
ENGL 206, H206 SURVEY OF AMERICAN LITERATURE II 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
American hterature from the Civil War to 1945, with emphasis on major
writers. Proficiency in composition must be demonstrated. Prerequisite:
Engl 101, 102.
ENGL 207 SURVEY OF WORLD LITERATURE I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Translations of continental European literature from Homer to the Renais-
sance (together with some Asian classics), with emphasis on major authors.
Proficiency in composition must be demonstrated. Prerequisite: Engl 101, 102.
ENGL 208 SURVEY OF WORLD UTERATURE II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Translations of continental European literature from the seventeenth century
to the present (together with some Asian classics), with emphasis on major
writers. Proficiency in composition must be demonstrated. Prerequisite: Engl
101, 102.
ENGL 209 CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN AND BRITISH LITERATURE
3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of selected writers of American and British literature since 1945.
Proficiency in composition must be demonstrated. Prerequisite: Engl 101, 102.
ENGL 217 VOCABULARY BUILDING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Development of a useful discriminating vocabulary for writing, speaking,
and reading. Student notebooks and proficiency quizzes. Prerequisite: Engl
101, 102.
ENGL 231 INTRODUCTION TO JOURNALISM 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Instruction and practice in writing for mass media; editorial responsibilities.
Prerequisite: Engl 102.
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ENGL 232 INTRODUCTION TO BROADCASTING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The history and scope of radio and television broadcasting in America.
ENGL 300 JOURNALISM WORKSHOP 1 cr. (1 and 0)
Responsibihties and duties of students editing uncensored publications;
criticism of student publications. Open only to members of publication staffs.
Prerequisite: Engl 102.
ENGL 301 PUBLIC SPEAKING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Practical training in public speaking; an introduction to parliamentary pro-
cedure; practice in preparing, delivering, and evaluating short speeches. Pre-
requisite: Sophomore standing.
ENGL 302 PERSUASION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The theories and art of ethical oral persuasion. The composition and de-
hvery of speeches of a persuasive nature to convince, to stimulate, and to
actuate. Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
ENGL 303 VOICE AND DICTION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Practical training in speech, with emphasis on clarity, vocal variety, and
tone quality. Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
ENGL 304 ADVANCED COMPOSITION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Supervised writing for students of advanced standing, each student under-
taking projects according to his interest; some attention to reports, business
letters, research methods and materials. Weekly papers and some larger
exercises. Limited enrollment. Prerequisite: Sophomore English.
ENGL 305 ORAL INTERPRETATION OF LITERATURE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Analysis and oral interpretation of selected poetry and prose; training in
development of effective tone production. Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
ENGL 306 FORENSIC LABORATORY 1 cr. (0 and 3)
Organized preparation for participation in college speech activities. Inter-
collegiate, campus, and community programs.
ENGL 307 ARGUMENTATION AND DEBATE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The basic principles of argumentation with emphasis on developing prac-
tical skills in argumentative speech. The role of the advocate in contemporary
society and an analysis of selected significant debates in U.S. history. Pre-
requisite: Sophomore standing.
ENGL 308 PRINCIPLES OF ACTING 3 cr. (2 and 3)
Tlic fundamentals of acting; basic stage techniques; exercises in interpreta-
tion, improvisation, characterization; experience in super\'ised performance.
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
ENGL 309 DIRECTING FOR THE STAGE 3 cr. (2 and 3)
Directing and staging t<thiii(nns for tlie proscenium stage; exercises in
composition, movement, pietiirization; experience in direction of .scenes.
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
ENGL 310 SURVEY OF THE THEATRE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Tlie historical perspective and imderstanding of the mutual responsibilities
of phiywright. director, actor, technician, and speciator in the theatre.
Prerequisite: Sohpomore standing.
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ENGL 311 THEATRE LABORATORY 1 cr. (0 and 3)
Practical work in technical theatre on a production designed for public
presentation. Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
ENGL 313 DISCUSSION AND GROUP LEADERSHIP 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Techniques of small group comfhunication; the role of leadership in parlia-
mentary and other deliberative bodies. Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
ENGL 314 TECHNICAL WRITING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Intensive training in the fundamentals of technical writing: reports, letters,
and memoranda. Prerequisite: Sophomore English.
ENGL 320 PRICIPLES OF STAGE DESIGN 3 cr. (2 and 3)
Theory and practice of stage design and technology. Prerequisite: Sophomore
standing.
ENGL 321 REPORTING FOR THE NEWS MEDIA 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Practical experience in gathering and writing news and feature copy for
the media, concentrating on print journalism; examination of the role of the
modern journalist; laws governing the profession; journalistic ethics. Pre-
requisite: Engl 231 or permission of instructor.
ENGL 322 MYTHOLOGY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of the great myths of the world with an emphasis on their ap-
plications to literature. Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
ENGL 323 FOLKLORE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of folklore with an emphasis on such considerations as the folktale,
folk songs and ballads, folk heroes, and folk superstitions and remedies.
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
ENGL 333 THE STRUCTURE OF FICTION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An introduction to the creative writing and critical study of prose fiction.
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
ENGL 334 THE STRUCTURE OF POETRY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An introduction to the creative writing and critical study of prose fiction.
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
ENGL 335 FILM 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An examination of the film medium as an art form: its history, how films
are made, why certain types of films (westerns, horror movies, and so forth)
have become popular, and how critical theories provide standards for judging
film. Prerequisite: Sophomore standing or permission of instructor.
ENGL 336 ADVANCED STUDIES IN FILM 3 cr. (2 and 3)
Continued study of film theory and aesthetics, with application of that
knowledge to the making of a film. Prerequisite: Engl 335 and permission of
instructor.
ENGL 338 POPULAR CULTURE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An examination of the nature, functions, history, and impact upon American
society of best sellers, popular magazines, television, movies, and other like
phenomena. Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
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ENGL 339 SCIENCE FICTION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Readings in science fiction from the seventeenth century to the present,
with special emphasis on writers since Verne and Wells. Prerequisite: Sopho-
more standing.
ENGL 340 BLACK AMERICAN LITERATURE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Black American literature from its beginning to the present. A critical
examination of essays, short stories, novels, drama, and poetry produced by
the Black American. Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
ENGL 351 CHILDREN'S LITERATURE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Wide reading in prose and verse suitable for children in elementary grades.
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
ENGL 352 ADOLESCENT LITERATURE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Wide reading in prose and verse suitable for children in secondary schools.
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
ENGL 360 SPEECH COMMUNICATION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Consideration of the major areas of study in speech communication, includ-
ing argumentation, discussion, listening, mass communication, oral interpreta-
tion, persuasion, public speaking, and physiology. Prerequisite: Sophomore
standing.
ENGL 362 SPEECH IN THE ELEMENTARY CLASSROOM 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
The development of oral communication skills in children and the use of
speech improvement activities to motivate spontaneous, accurate self-expres-
sion. Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
ENGL 363 SPEECH FOR TEACHERS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A performance course in the communication needs of the professional edu-
cator: listening, group discussion, speech and drama activities, conferences,
using the media, and micro-teaching. Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
ENGL 402, 602 THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Studies in English usage and the historical development of the language.
Prerequisite: Sophomore English.
ENGL 403, 603 COMPOSITION FOR TEACHERS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Practical training in teaching composition: finding workable topics, or-
ganizing and developing observations and ideas, evaluating themes, and cre-
ative writing. Prcri'<]uisitc: Sophomore English.
ENGL 404, 604 THE STRUCTURE OF MODERN ENGLISH 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Structural linguistic analysis; principles of phonology, mori^hology, and
lyntax as related to traditional, structural, and transformational grammars.
Recommended for Enghsh teachers. Prerequisite: Sophomore English.
ENGL 405, 605 SHAKESPEARE 3 ct. (3 and 0)
A study of selccte<l tragedies, cx)medies, and history plays of Shakespeare.
Ro^niired of all English majors. Prfvrcqulsitc: Sophomore Kngli.sh,
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ENGL 406, 606 STUDIES IN SHAKESPEARE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Special topics in Shakespeare as selected by instructors. Prerequisite: Soph-
omore Enghsh.
ENGL 409, 609 CHAUCER 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Chaucer as an artist; the "Prologue" for historical and linguistic orienta-
tion; "The Canterbury Tales," "House of Fame," "Parliament of Fowls," and
"Troilus and Criseyde" as art forms. Prerequisite: Sophomore English.
ENGL 410, 610 MEDIEVAL ENGLISH LITERATURE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Selected works of Old and Middle English literature, exclusive of Chaucer.
Prerequisite: Sophomore English.
ENGL 411, 611 THE CLASSICS IN TRANSLATION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An examination of the whole of the The Iliad, The Odyssey, Hesiod's
Theogony, The Aeneid, The Metamorphoses, Apuleius's The Golden Asse.
Prerequisite: Sophomore English.
ENGL 413, 613 CLASSICAL DRAMA 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Selected readings in the dramatic literature of classical Greece and Rome.
Prerequisite: Sophomore English.
ENGL 416, 616 MODERN DRAMA 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Principles and progress of drama from Ibsen to the present; analysis of
representative plays; critical reports; discussion of trends in contemporary
drama. Prerequisite: Sophomore English.
ENGL 422, 622 AMERICAN LITERATURE I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Major American authors and movements from the Colonial period to the
Civil War. Prerequisite: Sophomore English.
ENGL 423, 623 AMERICAN UTERATURE II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Major American authors and movements from the Civil War to the early
twentieth century. Prerequisite: Sophomore English.
ENGL 424, 624 AMERICAN LITERATURE III 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Major American authors and movements of the twentieth century. Prerequi-
site: Sophomore Enghsh.
ENGL 425, 625 THE ROMANTIC PERIOD 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Readings from the poetry and critical prose of Blake, Wordsworth, Cole-
ridge, Byron, Shelley, Keats, and other representative figures. Prerequisite:
Sophomore English.
ENGL 427, 627 THE VICTORIAN PERIOD 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Readings from the poetry and nonfiction prose of selected Victorian authors,
including works of Carlyle, Tennyson, Browning, Arnold, and other repre-
sentative figures. Prerequisite: Sophomore English.
ENGL 431, 631 THE RESTORATION AND EIGHTEENTH CENTURY
3 cr. (3 and 0)
Readings in Dryden, Swift, Pope, and Dr. Johnson. Prerequisite: Sopho-
more English.
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ENGL 435, 635 SOUTHERN LITERATURE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The intellectual and literary achievement of the South from 1607 to the
present, with emphasis upon Ac writers of the nineteenth century. Prerequi-
site: Sophomore English.
ENGL 436, 636 MILTON AND HIS AGE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The development of Milton's thought and art in relation to his times and
to the writings of his contemporaries. Prerequisite: Sophomore EngHsh.
ENGL 437, 637 THE ENGLISH NOVEL 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of the English novel from its eighteenth century beginnings through
the Victorian period. Prerequisite: Sophomore English.
ENGL 438, 638 TWENTIETH CENTURY POETRY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The modem tradition in English and American poetry from Yeats to the
present; relevant critical essays. Prerequisite: Sophomore English.
ENGL 439, 639 TWENTIETH CENTURY FICTION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
American and British novelists of the twentieth century. Prerequisite:
Sophomore English.
ENGL 440, 640 APPLIED LITERARY CRITICISM 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Major critical approaches to literature. Prerequisite: Sophomore English.
ENGL 441, 641 CONTINENTAL FICTION IN TRANSLATION 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Master European fiction writers of the twentieth century, considered in
terms of both ideas and literary technique. Prerequisite: Sophomore English.
ENGL 443, 643 SEVENTEENTH CENTURY POETRY AND PROSE
3 cr. (3 and 0)
A survey of British authors of the seventeenth century other than Shake-
spear and Milton. Prerequisite: Sophomore English.
ENGL 445, 645 RENAISSANCE NONDRAMATIC LITERATURE 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Tudor and Elizabethan poetry, prose fiction, translations, essays, and criti-
cism. Prerequisite: Sophomore English.
ENGL 446. 646 TUDOR-STUART DRAMA 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Selected readings in non-Shakespearean dramatic literature of the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries. Prerequisite: Sophomore English.
ENGL 447, 647 THE AMERICAN NOVEL 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A survey of the most significant forms and themes of the .\merican novel
from its beginnings to HKK). Prerequisite: Sophomore English.
ENGL 448, 648 AMERICAN HUMOR 3 cr. (3 ami 0)
Native American humor of the nineteenth and twcntitth crnturics. Prerequi-
site: Sophomore English.
ENGL 450 FICTION WORKSHOP 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A workshop in the creative writing of prose fiction. Prerequisite: Engl 333
or iMTmission of in.structor.
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ENGL 451 POETRY WORKSHOP 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A workshop in the creative writing of poetry. Prerequisite: Engl 334 or
permission of instructor.
ENGL 452, 652 CREATIVE WRITING FOR TEACHERS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
A structured approach to the study of fiction and poetry from the writer's
perspective, this course is designed for those who plan to teach creative
writing. Students will write both fiction and poetry as well as critical papers.
Prerequisite: Engl 333, 334, or permission of instructor.
ENGL 461, 661 STUDIES IN ENGLISH LITERATURE TO 1700 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Selected readings in English literature from the beginnings to 1700, with
emphasis on social and intellectual backgrounds. Prerequisite: Sophomore
Enghsh.
ENGL 462, 662 STUDIES IN ENGLISH LITERATURE SINCE 1700
3 or. (3 and 0)
Selected readings in Enghsh literature from 1700 to the present, with em-
phasis on social and intellectual backgrounds. Prerequisite: Sophomore English.
ENGL H470 SENIOR DIVISION HONORS ENGLISH 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An intensive study of a period, topic, genre, or figure. Papers, reports,
reading list, examination. May be repeated by arrangement with the depart-
ment. Prerequisite: Sophomore English and approval of the Honors Council.
ENGL 481 DIRECTED READING 1-3 cr. (1-3 and 0)
Class and tutorial work for students with special interests or projects in
American, British, or European Hterature outside the scope of existing courses.
May be repeated by arrangement with the department. Prerequisite: Junior
standing.
ENGL 482 SPECIAL TOPICS IN UTERATURE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of special topics in English not covered in other courses. Specific
title will be announced when offered. Prerequisite: Sophomore English.
ENGL 485 ADVANCED ACTING 3 cr. (2 and 3)
The study and practice of acting styles and techniques, including those for
period plays, musicals, and nonproscenium contemporary forms. Prerequisite:
Engl 308 or permission of instructor.
ENGL 486 ADVANCED STAGE DIRECTION 3 cr. (2 and 3)
Study of production practices, problems, and techniques of style and com-
position, including those for period plays, musicals, and plays presented in
nonproscenium staging areas. Prerequisite: Engl 309 or permission of in-
structor.
ENGL 487 ADVANCED STAGE DESIGN 3 cr. (2 and 3)
Study and practice in stage design, including drafting, graphics, drawing,
rendering, scene painting, and hght plotting. Prerequisite: Engl 320 or per-
mission of instructor.
ENGL 751 CHILDREN'S LITERATURE FOR TEACHERS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
ENGL 761 ENGLISH UTERATURE FOR TEACHERS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
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ENGL 801 STUDIES IN THE TEACHING OF ENGLISH: MODERN
GRAMMAR AND RHETORIC 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ENGL 802 STUDIES IN MIDDLE ENGLISH LITERATURE 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
ENGL 803 STUDIES IN RENAISSANCE ENGLISH LITERATURE 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
ENGL 804 STUDIES IN NEOCLASSIC AND ROMANTIC LITERATURE
3 cr. (3 and 0)
ENGL 805 STUDIES IN VICTORIAN AND MODERN ENGLISH
LITERATURE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ENGL 810 STUDIES IN COLONIAL AND REVOLUTIONARY
AMERICAN LITERATURE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ENGL 811 STUDIES IN ROMANTIC AND REALISTIC AMERICAN
LITERATURE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ENGL 812 STUDIES IN MODERN AMERICAN LITERATURE 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
ENGL 820 STUDIES IN THEORETICAL AND APPLIED LITERARY
CRITICISM 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ENGL 825 STUDIES IN LITERARY GENRES 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ENGL 830 STUDIES IN LINGUISTICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ENGL 840 STUDIES IN WORLD LITERATURE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ENGL 881 DIRECTED READING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ENGL 890 INTRODUCTION TO RESEARCH 1 cr. ( 1 and 0)
ENGL 891 MASTER'S RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
Entomology
Professors: T. H. Adkins, Jr., G. R. Canier, R. C. Fox, S. B. Hays. Head;
E. W. King. T. E. Skelton
Associate I'rofrssors: J. C Morse, R. Noblet, B. M. Shepard
Assistant Professors: T. M. Brown, J. A. Jordan
ENT 200 INSECTS 2 cr. (2 and 0)
An introduction to insects; their various relationships with man, other ani-
mals and plants. The general nature of this course makes it heneficial to all
students regardless of specialty.
ENT 301 GENERAL ENTOMOLOGY 3 cr. (2 and 3)
A general intrmluction to entomology with emphasis on anatomy, meta-
morphosis, and description of the most c-onnnon insect species, Methoils of
control arc introduc^-d and current control practices are explaine<l for .some
oi the most important species.
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ENT 308 APICULTURE 3 cr. (2 and 3)
A detailed study of the honey bee and its economic importance in polH-
nation and honey production. Attention will be given to bee behavior, col-
ony management, equipment, honey plant identification, and honey production
and processing. Prerequisite: Biol 104, 106, and permission of instructor.
ENT 401, H401, 601 INSECT PESTS OF ORNAMENTAL PLANTS AND
SHADE TREES 3 cr. (2 and 3)
Recognition, biology, damage, and control of insect pests of woody and
other ornamental plants and shade trees. Prerequisite: Ent 301.
ENT 402, H402, 602 FRUIT, NUT, AND VEGETABLE INSECTS 3 cr.
(2 and 3)
Conmion insect pests of the following are studied: peaches, apples, grapes,
pecans, sweet com, cole crops, cucurbits, potatoes, sweet potatoes, peas, and
beans. Primary emphasis is placed on life histories, identification of destruc-
tive forms, recognition of damage, and current control measures. Prerequisite:
Ent 301.
ENT 403, H403, 603 FIELD CROP INSECTS 3 cr. (2 and 3)
Insect pests of the more important field crops are studied. Primary emphasis
is placed on life histories, identification of destructive stages, recognition of
damage, and current control measures. Prerequisite: Ent 301.
ENT 404, H404, 604 STRUCTURAL, INDUSTRIAL AND HOUSEHOLD
INSECTS 3cr. (2 and 3)
Recognition, biology, damage, and control of food, stored products, house-
hold, structural, and industrial pests. Prerequisite: Ent 301.
ENT 405, H405, 605 INSECT MORPHOLOGY 4 cr. (3 and 3) F
A study of insect structure in relation to fimction and of the variation of
form in insects. Prerequisite: Ent 301.
ENT 410, 610 INSECT TAXONOMY 3 cr. (1 and 6)
The identification of the principal families of the major orders of adult
insects. Laboratory work consists of intensive practice of such identification;
lecture material deals with necessary theoretical discussion of taxonomic
features observed in the laboratory. Prerequisite: Ent 405 or permission of in-
structor.
ENT 412, 612 FIELD AND MUSEUM ENTOMOLOGY 3 cr. (0 and 9)
Practical aspects of gathering, sorting, and curating insects. Students par-
ticipate in an intensive insect-collecting expedition for two weeks in the
Southeastern States. Students will become acquainted with insect habitats and
collecting methods. The remainder of the summer session will be devoted to
curatorial preparation of collected material. Limited enrollment. Prerequisite:
Ent 410 and permission of instructor.
ENT 420, 620 TOXICOLOGY OF INSECTICIDES 3 cr. (2 and 3)
Concepts of insecticide toxicology: principles of insecticide action; toxi-
cological and pharmacological effects in insects and higher animals, safety,
current regulations governing the use of insecticides. Prerequisite: Ent 301.
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ENT 455, H455, 655 MEDICAL AND VETERINARY ENTOMOLOGY
3cr. (2 and 3) S
Insects and their arthropod relatives which are of economic importance in
their eflFect on man and animals. Prerequisite: Ent 301 or permission of in-
structor.
ENT 461 SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN ENTOMOLOGY AND ECONOMIC
ZOOLOGY 1-3 cr.
Research problems in selected entomological and economic zoology areas to
provide the student with experiences in research planning, techniques of de-
velopment and presentation of research results. Prerequisite: Consultation with
and permission of the appropriate staff member.
ENT 462 SEMINAR 1 cr. ( 1 and 0) F, S
Literary search and oral presentation of current entomological topics.
ENT 468, 668 INTRODUCTION TO RESEARCH 2 cr. (1 and 3) S
Principles, developments and changes in research methods related to certain
fields of biological and agricultural research. The students obtain practice in
experimental techniques, scientific writing and the use and maintenance of
various research instruments and equipment.
ENT 469, H469, 669 AQUATIC INSECTS 3 cr. (1 and 6)
Identification, life history, habitats, and interrelationships of aquatic in-
sects; techniques of qualitative field collecting; important literature and re-
search workers. Prerequisite: Ent 301 or permission of instructor.
ENT 470, H470, 670 INSECT PHYSIOLOGY 3 cr. (2 and 3)
An introduction to the physiological systems of insects including structure
as related to function. Emphasis will be on digestion, nutrition, reproduc-
tion, respiration, excretion, and nervous and hormonal systems as they aflFect
growth and development in insects. Prerequisite: Ent 301 or permission of
instructor.
ENT 480, H480, 680 INSECT PATHOLOGY 3 cr. (2 and 3)
The study of insect diseases including those caused by viruses, rickettsiae,
bacteria, fungi, protozoa, and nematodes will be covered in this course. The
effects of diseases on insect populations and the use of pathogens in insect
control will also be considered in detail. Prerequisite: Ent 301 or pennission
of instructor.
ENT 808 TAXONOMY OF IMMATURE INSECTS 3 cr. (1 and 6)
ENT 809 RECENT ADVANCES IN ENTOMOLOGY 1 cr. (1 and 0)
ENT 812 ENTOMOLOGICAL HISTORY AND LITERATURE 1 cr.
(1 and 0)
ENT 840 INSECT ECOLOGY 3 cr. (2 and 3)
ENT 853 PRINCIPLES OF CLASSIFICATION 3 cr. (2 and 3)
ENT 856 MEDICAL ENTOMOLCXiY 3 cr. (2 and 3)
ENT 860 INSECT PEST MANAGEMENT 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ENT 861 INSECT TOXICOLOGY 3 cr. (2 and 3)
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ENT 863 SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN ENTOMOLOGY 3-6 cr.
ENT 870 ADVANCED INSECT PHYSIOLOGY 3 cr. (2 and 3)
ENT 891 MASTER'S RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
ENT 991 DOCTORAL RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
Environmental Science
Professors: A. R. Abemathy,* R. F. Borgman, W. P. Williams, Jr.
Associate Professors: R. O. Hegg, M. G. Johnson
EN SC 431, 631 PUBLIC HEALTH ADMINISTRATION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A course designed to prepare one for a career in the environmental sciences,
with positions in public health and pollution control. Topics included are
public health organizations and regulations, public relations, psychology of
public health administration, and the use of the communications media in
educating the public on health problems.
EN SC 432 INSPECTION METHODS IN WATER AND SOLID WASTE
3 cr. (2 and 3)
Methods of disposal of liquid and solid wastes will be emphasized in re-
gard to environmental quality control. Treatment plant methods will be
discussed. Inspection techniques for adequate treatment is a basic approach.
EN SC 471, 671 MAN AND HIS ENVIRONMENT 2 cr. (2 and 0)
The interaction of man with his environment will be surveyed. Factors such
as urbanization, population growth, pathogens, disease vectors, ionizing radia-
tion, sewage disposal, and noise control will be considered. The effects of
environmental contacts with air, water, food, and solid and liquid wastes will
be emphasized. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
EN SC 472, 672 ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING AND CONTROL
2 cr. (2 and 0)
Application of planning and control to e£Fective environmental quality im-
provement. Water supply and treatment, wastewater treatment and disposal,
solid waste disposal, air pollution abatement, and land use and zoning will be
considered from the standpoint of control. Not intended for graduate students
in engineering. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
Environmental Systems Engineering
Professors: A. R. Abernathy,* B. C. Dysart III, T. M. Keinath, Head; L. G.
Rich
Associate Professors: T. J. Overcamp, P. B. Zielinski
Assistant Professors: A. W. Elzerman, T. E. Pollock
ESE 401, 601 ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An introduction to the field of environmental engineering. Topics include
environmental phenomena, impact of pollutants in the aquatic environment,
solid-waste management, air-pollution control, radiological health, and simple
water-treatment systems. Prerequisite: Junior standing in engineering or per-
mission of instructor.
• On leave.
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ESE 402, 602 WATER AND WASTE-TREATMENT SYSTEMS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
A study of the fundamental principles, rational design considerations, and
operational procedures of the unit operations and processes employed in water
and waste treatment. Both physiochemical and biological treatment techniques
will be discussed. An introduction to the integration of unit operations and
processes into water and waste treatment systems. Prerequisite: EM 320
or permission of instructor.
ESE 430, 630 AIR POLLUTION ENGINEERING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An introductory course in air pollution and its control. Topics include air
pollutants and effects, sources, dispersion models, engineering controls, and
air quality legislation. Prerequisite: Senior standing in engineering or physi-
cal sciences.
ESE 443, 643 ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING CHEMISTRY I 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
A study of those fundamental principles of physical and analytical chemistry
as applied to the treatment of waters and wastewaters. Chemical thermody-
namics, chemical kinetics, acid-base equilibria, solubility equilibria, complex
equilibria, and electrochemistry are several topics that are examined with em-
phasis on graphical techniques. Prerequisite: One year of General Chemistry.
ESE 444, 644 ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING CHEMISTRY
LABORATORY I 1 cr. (0 and 3)
Demonstration of the principles discussed in ESE 443 and laboratory exer-
cises in those analytical methods used in water-quality control. EPA prescribed
wet-chemical analytical techniques are demonstrated using samples of water
or wastewater. These include residue analysis, phosphorus, chemical oxygen
demand, nitrogen forms, alkalinity, acidity, pH, hardness, dissolved oxygen,
and biochemical oxygen demand. Prerequisite: One year of General Chemistry.
ESE 470, 670 WATER RESOURCES ENGINEERING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Current important topics in water resources engineering are covered, in-
cluding a consideration of objectives and uses of water resources and how
these have evolved over time. Comprehensive and systems aspects of water
resources development are emphasized. Introduction to the use of mathematical
modeling and optimization in water resources planning and management is
provided.
ESE 491 SELECTED TOPICS IN ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
1-3 cr.
A study of the dynamic role of environmental engineering in maintaining
environmental quality. A comprehensive stiidy of any phase of environmental
engineering. Prerequisite: Permission of department head.
ESE 701 SPECIAL PROBLEMS 1-4 cr. (1-4 and 0)
ESE 802 PRINCIPLES OF WATER-TREATMENT SYSTEMS 4 cr.
(4 and 0)
ESE 803 IJVBORATORY IN PRINCIPLES OF WATER-TREATMENT
SYSTI':MS 1 cr. (0 and 3)
ESE 804 DESIGN AND OPERATION OF WATER-TREATMENT
SYSTEMS 4 cr. (4 and 0)
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ESE 805 LABORATORY IN DESIGN AND OPERATION OF WATER-
TREATMENT SYSTEMS 1 cr. (0 and 3)
ESE 806 INTEGRATED PROBLEMS IN WATER-TREATMENT
SYSTEMS 2 cr. (2 and 0)
ESE 831 AIR QUALITY MONITORING 3 cr. (2 and 3)
ESE 832 AIR POLLUTION METEOROLOGY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ESE 833 AIR POLLUTION CONTROL SYSTEMS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ESE 848 ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING CHEMISTRY II 2 cr.
(2 and 0)
ESE 849 ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING CHEMISTRY
LABORATORY II 2 cr. (0 and 6)
ESE 850 STREAM AND ESTUARINE ANALYSIS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ESE 852 ECOLOGICAL MODELS 3 cr. (2 and 3)
ESE 856 POLLUTION OF THE AQUATIC ENVIRONMENT 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
ESE 857 POLLUTION OF THE AQUATIC ENVIRONMENT
LABORATORY 1 cr. (0 and 3)
ESE 861 ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS ENGINEERING SEMINAR
0-1 cr. (1 and 0)
ESE 862 ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY CASE STUDY 1 cr. (0 and 3)
ESE 875 WATER RESOURCES PLANNING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ESE 876 WATER RESOURCES SYSTEMS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ESE 881 SPECIAL PROBLEMS 1-4 cr.
ESE 883 SELECTED TOPICS IN ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
1-4 cr.
ESE 884 SELECTED TOPICS IN ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
1-4 cr.
ESE 891 MASTER'S RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
ESE 991 DOCTORAL RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
Experimental Statistics
Professors: P. M. Burrows, W. P. Byrd, J. S. Lytle
Assistant Professor: L. W. Grimes
Instructors: J. M. Currin, H. S. Hill, Jr.
Visiting Instructor: J. E. Toler
EX ST 301 INTRODUCTORY STATISTICS 3 cr. (2 and 2) F, S, SS
Basic concepts and methods of statistical inference; organization and pre-
sentation of data, elementary probability, measures of central tendency and
variation, tests of significance, sampling, simple linear regression and corre-
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lation. The role of statistics in interpreting research, and the general appli-
cation of the methods are stressed.
EX ST 462, 662 STATISTICS APPLIED TO ECONOMICS 3 cr.
(3 and 0) S
A continuation of Ex St 301 with emphasis on statistical methods used in
the collection, analysis, presentation and interpretation of economic data.
Special attention is given to time series analysis, the construction of index
numbers and the designing of samples for surveys in the social science fields.
Prerequisite: Ex St 301.
EX ST 801 STATISTICAL METHODS 4 cr. (3 and 3)
EX ST 803 REGRESSION AND LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
EX ST 804 SAMPLING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
EX ST 805 DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Finance
Professors: C. C. Davis, Head; J. A. Turner, Jr., J. M. Wannamaker
Associate Professors: F. R. Gray, R. B. McElreath, Jr., J. D. Sheriff, A. M. Sibley
Assistar^t Professors: G. S. Carew, H. A. Hobson, C. D. Wiggins
FIN 306, H306 CORPORATION FINANCE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The organization and operation of corporations with emphasis on the nature
and influences of the various sources of funds. Prerequisite: Acct 201 or equiv-
alent with permission of instructor.
FIN 307 PRINCIPLES OF REAL ESTATE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A course to acquaint the student with the theories, practices, and principles
which govern real estate markets. Major emphasis will be placed on three
areas ( 1 ) specifics of real estate brokerage, property rights and ownership;
(2) making real estate investment decisions; and (3) financing real estate
investments. Prerequisite: Fin 306 or permission of instructor.
FIN 308 FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND MARKETS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of financial institutions and markets with emphasis upon the role
of financmg American industry. Prerequisite: Econ 302, Fin 306.
FIN 310 PROBLEMS IN FINANCIAL MANAC;EMENT 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A thorough investigation of the problems and problem-solving techniques
often encountered by financial managers. Extensive use is made of the case
method of instruction. Vrvrvquisitv: Acct 302, V'\v\ 306,
HN 402, 602 CAPITAL BUDGETING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of the cost of capital and the planning of capital expenditures with
emphasis on selecting tlie appropriate investments from the standpoint of the
firm. Prerequisite: Fin 30(i or pi'nnission of instructor.
FIN 404 SEMINAR IN FINANCE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An examination of current issues and controversies in financial management.
Lectures, student reports, selected readings, and visiting speakers. Prerequisite:
Fin 308, 310.
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FIN 408 COMMERCIAL BANK MANAGEMENT 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A detailed study of operational, theoretical, and regulatory factors affecting
the commercial banking industry and its relationship to the business and public
sectors. Prerequisite: Fin 308.
FIN 410 RESEARCH IN FINANCE 1-3 cr.
A directed research course for students interested in a career in finance.
Research topic selected by student and approved by instructor. A formal
research paper is required. Prerequisite: Fin 306 and permission of instructor.
Food Science
Professors: J. J. Janzen, J. T. Lazar, Jr., C. V. Morr, W. P. Williams, Jr., Head
Associate Professors: J. C. Acton, R. G. Bursey, J. J. Jen, M. G. Johnson
Assistant Professor: S. S. H. Rizvi
FD SC 101 EPOCHS IN MAN'S STRUGGLE FOR FOOD 1 cr. ( 1 and 0)
A study of significant developments in food preservation methods and the
impact each had on man's struggle for food.
FD SC 201 MAN AND HIS FOOD 2 cr. (2 and 0)
A study of food and food products with emphasis on nutrients, nutrient
needs, and the relationship between nutrient intake and health. Also discussed
are food additives, nutritional awareness (to include nutrition labeling),
product development, food protection, food resources, and the influence of
processing on nutritional quality of food.
FD SC 202 INTRODUCTION TO PACKAGING 2 cr. (2 and 0)
An introduction to the technological concepts involved in creating a pack-
age and its basic functions. Closure and sealing materials and methods, pack-
aging and labeling laws, ecological impacts, and future of packaging are
identified.
FD SC 212 MAN'S FOOD RESOURCES 2 cr. (2 and 0)
Food material resources with reference to quality preservation, processing,
and nutritional requirements. The role of science and technology in the mod-
ern food industry is emphasized. The need for food standards and grades is
explained, and the functions of regulatory agencies are discussed.
FD SC 305, H305 DAIRY AND FOOD ENGINEERING 3 cr. (2 and 3)
A study of the basic engineering principles and their application to the dairy
and food processing operations. The relationship between engineering prin-
ciples and fundamentals of food processing is emphasized. Topics include
material and energy balance, electricity, steam, refrigeration, heat transfer,
fluid mechanics, evaporation, water and waste treatment.
FD SC 401, H401, 601 FOOD CHEMISTRY I 4 cr. (3 and 3)
The basic composition, structure, and properties of food and the chemistry
of changes occurring during processing utilization. Prerequisite: Bioch 210 or
permission of instructor.
FD SC 402, H402, 602 FOOD CHEMISTRY II 4 cr. (3 and 3)
Application of theory and procedures for quantitative and qualitative analysis
of food ingredients and food products. Metliods for protein, moisture, lipid,
carbohydrate, ash, fiber, rancidity, color and vitamin analyses and tests for
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functional properties of ingredients are examined. Prerequisite: Bioch 210 or
permission of instructor.
FD SC 403, 603 FOOD PRESERVATION AND PROCESSING I 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Food preservation and processing by refrigerated and frozen storage,
thermal processing and pasteurization, dehydration and concentration, fer-
mentation, radiation, microwave heating and chemical preservatives. Pre-
requisite: Physics and organic chemistry or biochemistry.
FD SC 404, 604 FOOD PRESERVATION AND PROCESSING II 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Principles of food preservation applied to flow processes, ingredient func-
tions, and the importance of composition and physical characteristics of foods
related to their processing. Product recalls and product development concepts.
Prerequisite: Physics and organic chemistry or biochemistry.
FD SC 405, 605 FOOD PRESERVATION AND PROCESSING IJiBO-
RATORY I 1 cr. (0 and 3)
Laboratory exercises on preservation methods, equipment utilized, and
processes followed in food manufacture. Prerequisite: Concurrent registration
in Fd Sc 403.
FD SC 406, 606 FOOD PRESERVATION AND PROCESSING LABO-
RATORY II 1 cr. (0 and 3)
A continuation of Fd Sc 405 with greater emphasis on processes followed
in food manufacture. Prerequisite: Concurrent registration in Fd Sc 404.
FD SC 417 SEMINAR 1 cr. (1 and 0)
Literature research and oral presentation of current food science topics.
FD SC 418 SEMINAR 1 cr. (1 and 0)
Literature research and oral presentation of current food science topics.
FD SC 420, H420 SPECIAL TOPICS IN FOOD SCIENCE 1-3 cr. ( 1-3
and 0)
A comprehensive study of special topics in food science not covered in
other courses. Special emphasis will be placed on independent investigations
of contemporary developments. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
FD SC 422, 622 QUALITY ASSURANCE AND SENSORY EVALUATION
2 cr. (2 and 0)
Principles of food quality assurance programs with emphasis on the ele-
ments of sensory evaluation testing, sampling, inspections, federal and trade
standards/grades, records and EVOP procedures.
FD SC 424, 624 QUALITY ASSURANCE AND SENSORY EVALUATION
LABORATORY 1 cr. (0 and 3)
A continuation of Fd Sc 422. The mechanics of quality assurance labora-
tory meth(Kls with emphasis on sensory evaluation panel testing, scoring,
kinesthetic properties, and grade-quality measurements.
FD SC 464. 664 FOOD PACKAGING SYSTEMS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Characteristics and application of various materials and .systems used in
the packaging of f(K)ds. Engineering properties of the materials and methods
used to measure such properties are emphasized. Consideration is given to
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packaging systems for specific food applications. Prerequisite: Permission of
instructor.
FD SC 466, 666 FOOD PACKAGING SYSTEMS LABORATORY 1 cr.
(0 and 3)
Laboratory and field exercises on food packaging operations and packaging
materials. Method to evaluate the physical and chemical properties of pack-
aging materials will be emphasized. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
FD SC 801 TOPICAL PROBLEMS IN FOOD SCIENCE 1-3 cr.
(1-3 and 0)
FD SC 802 FOOD ENZYMOLOGY 2 cr. (2 and 0)
FD SC 803 FOOD FERMENTATIONS 2 cr. (2 and 0)
FD SC 804 THERMAL PROCESSING OF PACKAGED FOODS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
FD SC 805 FOOD RHEOLOGY 2 cr. (2 and 0)
FD SC 806 CHEMISTRY OF FOOD COLORS AND PIGMENTS 2 cr.
(2 and 0)
FD SC 807 FOOD COLLOIDS 2 cr. (2 and 0)
FD SC 808 FOOD FLAVORS 2 cr. (2 and 0)
FD SC 851 FOOD SCIENCE SEMINAR 1 cr. (1 and 0)
FD SC 852 FOOD SCIENCE SEMINAR 1 cr. (1 and 0)
FD SC 891 MASTER'S RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
Forestry
Professors: R. M. Allen, Head; B. H. Box, B. M. Cool, D. D. Hook, G. D.
Kessler, C. L. Lane, W. H. D. McGregor, R. E. Schoenike, D. H. Van Lear,
J. R. Warner, T. E. Wooten
Associate Professors: J. B. Cody, B. A. Dunn, P. Labosky, L. E. Nix, L. D.
Reamer, G. E. Sabin, W. A. Shain, G. W. Wood
Assistant Professors: C. A. Gresham, D. L. Ham, A. P. Marsinko, A. E. Miller,
P. J. Przestrzelski, T. M. Williams
Instructors: J. L. Haymond, J. R. Scholtens, A. T. Shearin
FOR 101 INTRODUCTION TO FORESTRY 1 cr. (1 and 0) F
An informative sketch of forestry, forests, and forestry tasks of the nation;
education and career opportunities for foresters.
FOR 102 INTRODUCTION TO FORESTRY 1 cr. (1 and 0) S
A continuation of For 101.
FOR 205 DENDROLOGY 4 cr. (3 and 3) F
Classification, nomenclature, and identification of the principal forest trees of
the United States, their geographical distribution, ecological requirements, and
economic importance. Field identification of native trees and commonly planted
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exotics in the Piedmont and surrounding areas. Frerequisite: Biol 103, 105 or
permission of instructor.
FOR 206 SILVICS 4 cr. (3 and 3) S
A study of the nature of forests and forest trees, how they grow, reproduce,
and their relationships to the physical and biological environment. Prerequi-
site: Agron 202, Biol 103 and 105, For 205 or permission of instructor.
FOR 251 FOREST PLANTS 2 cr. (Summer Camp) SS
Identification of principal native forest understory plants by vegetative
and floral characteristics; their site requirements and forest-type associations
with emphasis on successional patterns; and their value for man and wildlife.
The preparation of a field herbarium is required of all students. Prerequisite:
Biol 103 and 105, For 205 or permission of instructor.
FOR 252 FOREST ENGINEERING 2 cr. (Summer Camp) SS
Field and drafting practice in mapping, traversing boundaries, and road
location; use of surveying equipment and techniques. Prerequisite: EG 105,
CE 201 or permission of instructor.
FOR 253 FOREST MENSURATION 4 cr. (Summer Camp) SS
Practical application of field techniques including timber cruising, measur-
ing tree heights and volumes, constructing volume tables and boundary line
surveys. Prerequisite: CE 201, EG 105, For 205 or permission of instructor.
FOR 254 FOREST PRODUCTS 1 cr. (Summer Camp) SS
A tour of the forest products industry of South Carolina with an emphasis
on those products and processes of some distinction or special interest.
FOR 301 FOREST ENTOMOLOGY 3 cr. (2 and 3) F
Insects of economic importance to forests, forest products and shade trees,
and their role in the practice of good forest management as well as their
significance in the natural environment. Prerequisite: For 205, 206, or per-
mission of instructor.
FOR 302, 602 FOREST MENSURATION 3 cr. (2 and 3) S
A practical application of statistical and mensurational techniques in forest
management. Prerequisite: Ex St 301, For 253 or permission of instructor.
FOR 304, 604 FOREST ECONOMICS 3 cr. (3 and 0) S
Economic problems and principles involved in the utilization of forest land
and timber and in the distribution of forest products; cost analysis of integrated
forest operations. Prerequisite: Econ 201 or permission of instructor.
FOR 305 ELEMENTS OF FORESTRY 2 cr. (2 and 0) F, S
A compendium of forestry subjects providing a broad view of the forest
environment as it relates to ecology, management and utilization of forests,
especially those of South Can)lina. Not optm to Forest Management majors.
Prerequisite: Biol 103 and 105 or permission of instructor.
FOR 306, 606 WOOD AND WOOD FIBER IDENTIFICATION 2 cr.
(1 and 3) S
Macroscopic and microscopic identification, properties, and uses of selected
economically significant timbers. Prerequisite: Biol 103 and 105, Ch 102, or
permission of instructor.
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FOR 307 ELEMENTS OF FORESTRY LABORATORY 1 cr. (0 and 3)
F, S
Field and laboratory exercises in the fundamentals of forest land manage-
ment considered in For 305. Prerequisite: Registration in For 305.
FOR 308, 608 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS IN FORESTRY 3 cr. (2 and 3)
F
An introduction to photographic measurements, aerial photo-interpretations,
mapping, and timber estimating. Prerequisite: CE 201, Forestry Summer
Camp, or permission of instructor.
FOR 310, 610 SILVICULTURE 4 cr. (3 and 3) S
Theory and practice of establishing, maintaining, and harvesting forest
stands in accordance with ecological and economic principles. Prerequisite:
For 206, Forestry Summer Camp, or permission of instructor.
FOR 312 REPRODUCTION OF FOREST TREES 2 cr. (1 and 3) S,
Odd-numbered years.
Methods of reproduction in forest trees; seed propagation, propagation by
rooting and grafting techniques; environmental requirements for propagation,
media, and materials. The course covers theory and practical instruction,
making use of indoor and outdoor propagating beds. Limited enrollment.
Prerequisite: For 205 or permission of instructor.
FOR 315 FOREST ECOLOGY 2 cr. (2 and 0) S
A study of the forest ecosystem stressing the interrelationships between the
living and nonliving components of the forest environment. Energy flow, nu-
trient and hydrologic cycles, meteorological and soil factors will also be con-
sidered. Not open to Forestry majors.
FOR 401, 601 LOGGING AND MILLING 3 cr. (2 and 3) S
Logging and milling methods and costs with major emphasis on survey of
methods and equipment. Prerequisite: Senior standing or permission of
instructor.
FOR 403, 603 FOREST SOILS SEMINAR 1 cr. (1 and 0) S
A study of forest soil characteristics with respect to site evaluation, forest
fertilization, planting problems, watershed management, tree-soil-microorgan-
ism interactions, and traflBcability. Prerequisite: Junior standing or permission
of instructor.
FOR 405, 605 FOREST INFLUENCES 2 cr. (2 and 0) F
An examination of the effect of forests and forestry on climate, water, soil,
organisms, and humans. Reviews forest influences in relation to current environ-
mental legislation and debate. Prerequisite: For 206 or permission of instructor.
FOR 407, 607 FOREST PATHOLOGY 3 cr. (2 and 3) F
Nature and control of diseases of forest trees and their products. Will focus
upon the relation of disease control to silviculture, management, and forest
products utilization. Prerequisite: For 310 or permission of instructor.
FOR 409, 609 MULTIPLE-USE FORESTRY 3 cr. (3 and 0) F
A study of the demands placed on forests for a variety of products and uses,
and how these can and must be reconciled in planning the management of
each forest. Prerequisite: Senior standing or permission of instructor.
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FOR 411, 611 HARVESTING FOREST PRODUCTS 3 cr. (2 and 3) S
An application of engineering and cost analysis techniques to the evaluation
of the forest transport system and various harvesting situations. Prerequisite:
For 401 or permission of instructor.
FOR 412, 612 FOREST PROTECTION 2 cr. (2 and 0) S
Prevention and suppression of forest fires; their eflFect upon the environment
and people; factors affecting fire behavior; and use of fire in resource manage-
ment. Prerequisite: Senior standing or permission of instructor.
FOR 414, 614 MANAGEMENT PLANS 1 cr. (0 and 3) S
Analysis of factors entering into forest working plans of several forestry
organizations; preparation of a preliminary management plan of a sample area.
Prerequisite: For 417.
FOR 416, 616 FOREST POLICY AND ADMINISTRATION 2 cr.
(2 and 0) S
Development of public and private forest policy in the United States;
administrative and executive tasks in forestry; principles of organization, per-
sonnel management, budgeting, and decision making. Prerequisite: For 304 or
permission of instructor.
FOR 417, 617 FOREST MANAGEMENT AND REGULATION 4 cr.
(3 and 3) F
Correlation of production factors and yields of forests; regulation of cuts
and growing stock in sustained yield management. Prerequisite: Forestry
Summer Camp, For 304, 310 or permission of instructor.
FOR 418, 618 FOREST VALUATION 3 cr. (3 and 0) S
Capital investments in forestry and the returns derivable from them; valu-
ation of land, timber, and other resources associated with forestry; appraisal
of damage and stumpage values. Prerequisite: For 304 or permission of
instructor.
FOR 419 SENIOR PROBLEMS 3 cr. (1-3 and 0)
Problems chosen with faculty approval in selected areas of forestry. Pre-
requisite: Senior standing.
FOR 420, 620 FOREST PRODUCTS 2 cr. (2 and 0) F
Primary forest products other than lumber; i.e., poles and piles, railroad ties,
veneers and plywoods, wood furniture, shingles, containers, secondary wood
products; chemically derived products from wood including pulp and paper,
distillation products, wood hydrolysis; miscellaneous and minor forest products.
Prerequisite: For 205, Phys 207, Forestry Summer Camp; Senior standing or
permission of instructor.
FOR 421. 621 WOOD PROPERTIES I 3 cr. (2 and 3) F
The formation of wood in forest tre<'S. gross and nunute characteristics of
wood; defec-ts in wood; variability in wood. Prerequisite: Biol 103 and 105,
For 306 or permission of instructor.
FOR 422, 622 WOOD PHOPERTIES II 3 cr. (2 and 3) S
Wood in relation to moisture, heat, .sound, light, and electricity; mechanical
projKTties of wood; standard testing procedures for woo<l. Prerequisite: For
306 or permission of instructor.
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FOR 423, 623 LECTURES IN FORESTRY 2-4 cr. (2-4 and 0-3)
Lectures in various fields of forestry delivered by the holders of the Visiting
Professorship in Forestry.
FOR 424, 624 FOREST GENETICS AND TREE BREEDING 3 cr.
(3 and 0) S, Even-numbered years.
History of genetics and breeding in forestry and its relation to silviculture;
natural variation, hybridization and inheritance in forest trees; tree breeding
objectives and methods. Prerequisite: Gen 302 or equivalent, or permission
of instructor.
FOR 425 WOOD CHEMISTRY 3 cr. (2 and 3) F
The chemistry of the major components of wood; distribution of the cell-
wall components in wood; chemical processing of wood and cellulose-derived
products. Prerequisite: Ch 102 or permission of instructor.
FOR 427 WOOD PROCESSING I 3 cr. (2 and 3) F
Wood seasoning principles and practices; seasoning defects; wood preserva-
tion principles and practices; fire-retardant treatments. Prerequisite: For 421,
422 or permission of instructor.
FOR 428 WOOD PROCESSING II 3 cr. (2 and 3) S
Machining and preparation of wood for processing; wood adhesives; wood
finishes. Prerequisite: For 427 or permission of instructor.
FOR 429, 629 WOOD DESIGN 3 cr. (2 and 3) F
The technical mechanical properties of wood; load analysis and design cri-
teria; design of structural elements in wood. Prerequisite: For 427, 428, or
permission of instructor.
FOR 431, 631 RECREATION RESOURCE PLANNING IN FOREST
MANAGEMENT 3 cr. (3 and 0) F
Forest recreation is analyzed from two aspects: its effects on the physical
and biological forest environment and on human participation and preferences.
Various physiographic factors composing the forest site and techniques of
properly managing these factors will be examined, Man's perspective and
participation in forest recreation activities and his influence and impacts will
be surveyed. Prerequisite: Senior standing or permission of instructor.
FOR 432, 632 FOREST SITE CAPABILITY 2 cr. (2 and 0) S
Analysis of use pressures on the forest land base and their effects on tlie
capability of the forest to satisfy resource demands. Productivity and sensi-
tivity of sites will be discussed. Prerequisite: Senior standing in Forestry or
permission of instructor.
FOR 440, 640 FOREST WETLAND ECOLOGY 5 cr. (3 and 6) SS
Coastal wetland forest types and sites are analyzed by physiographic types,
soils, groundwater hydrology, flooding and species adaptabihty characteristics.
The impact of silvicultural treatments on forest productivity, site, and water
quality are evaluated for major forest types and sites. Course offered only
at the Belle W. Baruch Forest Science Institute at Georgetown, S. C. Pre-
requisite: Senior standing or permission of instructor.
FOR 707 SPECIAL PROBLEMS 1-3 cr. (1-3 and 0)
FOR 801 DATA PROCESSING IN FORESTRY PROBLEMS 3 cr.
(2 and 3) F
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FOR 802 ADVANCED MENSURATION 3 cr. (2 and 3) S, Even-num-
bered years.
FOR 803 PHOTO INTERPRETATION 3 cr. (2 and 3) S, Odd-num-
bered years.
FOR 804 ADVANCED FOREST ECONOMICS 3 cr. (2 and 3) S, Odd-
numbered years.
FOR 805 ADVANCED SILVICULTURE I—FOREST SOILS 3 cr.
(3 and 0) F, Even-numbered years.
FOR 806 ADVANCED SILVICULTURE II—FOREST TREE GROWTH
AND DEVELOPMENT 3 cr. (3 and 0) S, Odd-numbered years.
FOR 807 SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN FORESTRY. Credit to be arranged.
FOR 808 SEMINAR 1 cr. (1 and 0)
FOR 891 MASTER'S RESEARCH. Credit to be ai ranged.
French
Professor: H. E. Stewart, Head
Associate Professor: R. R. McGregor, Jr.
Assistant Professors: D. Y. Brannock, Jr., J. A. McNatt, J. B. Macy
Instructors: D. J. Calvez, R. Willingham
Visiting Assistant Professor: J. B. Romeiser
Visiting Instructor: J. C. Rouse
FR 101, HlOl ELEMENTARY FRENCH 4 cr. (3 and 1)
A course for beginners in which, through conversation, composition, and
dictation, the fundamentals of the language are taught and a foundation is
provided for further study and the eventual ability to read and speak the
language. Three hours a week of classroom instruction and one hour a week
in the language laboratory.
FR 102, H102 ELEMENTARY FRENCH 4 cr. (3 and 1)
A continuation of Fr 101; three hours a week of classroom instruction and
one hour a week in the language laboratory.
FR 151 FRENCH FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An intensive program for graduate students preparing to take the reading
examination in French. Some previous study of the language is helpful but
not essential.
FR 201, H201 INTER.MEDIATE FRENCH 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Attention to grammar, with conversation, composition and dictation con-
tinued from Fr 102, and the Ix'ginning of more serious reading of French
prose in short stories or novels.
FR 202. H202 INTERMEDIATE FRENCH 3 cr. (3 and 0)
While attention is paid to writing and sp<*aking French, more stress is Uid
on the rapid reading of more difficult French prose than in the earlier courses.
FrercquisUc: Fr 201.
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FR 205 ELEMENTARY FRENCH CONVERSATION AND COMPOSITION
3cr. (3and0)
Intensive oral and written training in French through conversation groups,
speeches, written composition, and controlled vocabulary acquisition. Required
of all French majors and minors. May be taken concurrently with Fr 202 or
301. Prerequisite: Fr 201.
FR 299 FOREIGN LANGUAGE DRAMA LABORATORY 1 cr. (0 and 3)
Participation in foreign language drama productions. No formal class meet-
ings, but an average of three hours per week in a foreign language drama work-
shop for production. May be repeated for a total of three credit hours. Pre-
requisite: Permission of instructor directing the play.
FR 301 SURVEY OF FRENCH LITERATURE I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
French hterary movements and authors of the 19th and 20th centuries.
Prerequisite: Fr 202.
FR 302 SURVEY OF FRENCH LITERATURE II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
French literary movements and authors of the 17th and 18th centuries.
Prerequisite: Fr 202.
FR 303 SURVEY OF FRENCH LITERATURE III 3 cr. (3 and 0)
French literary movements and authors of the Medieval period and the 16th
century. Prerequisite: Fr 202.
FR 305 INTERMEDIATE FRENCH CONVERSATION AND
COMPOSITION I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Practice in the spoken language, with stress on vocabulary building, pro-
nunciation, intonation, and comprehension; written work to increase accuracy.
Assignments in the language laboratory. Prerequisite: Fr 205.
FR 306 INTERMEDIATE FRENCH CONVERSATION AND
COMPOSITION II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A continuation of Fr 305, with additional emphasis on written composition.
Prerequisite: Fr 305 or permission of department head.
FR 307 FRENCH CIVILIZATION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of the significant aspects of the culture of France from its origins
to the present. Prerequisite: Fr 202 and 205 or permission of department head.
FR 308 CONTEMPORARY FRENCH CULTURE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of contemporary ideas, opinions and events through magazines,
newspapers, scholarly journals of individual interest and essays of national and
international import. Class discussions; oral and written reports. Prerequisite:
Fr 202 and 205 or permission of department head.
FR 309 INTRODUCTION TO FRENCH PHONETICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of the fundamental principles of the pronunciation of French
through the use of the International Phonetic Alphabet and recordings. Pre-
requisite: Fr 201 or equivalent.
FR 403 TWENTIETH CENTURY PROSE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The outstanding authors of the 20th century: Proust, Gide, Mauriac, Saint-
Exupery, Sartre, Camus, and others. Reading of selected works, discussions,
and reports. Prerequisite: Fr 301, 302, or 303.
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FR 404 TWENTIETH CENTURY DRAMA 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The French theater since 1900, with emphasis on the period after 1930.
Readings, discussions, and reports. Prerequisite: Fr 301, 302, or 303.
FR 405 NINETEENTH CENTURY FRENCH ROMANTICISM 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
The Romantic movement as expressed in the works of Chateaubriand, Hugo,
Merimee, Vigny, Stendhal, Sand, and others. Readings, discussions, and re-
ports. Prerequisite: Fr 301, 302, or 303.
VR 406 NINETEENTH CENTURY FRENCH REALISM 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Reahsm as expressed in the works of Balzac, Flaubert, Daudet, Maupassant,
Zola, and others. Selected works, discussions, and reports. Prerequisite: Fr
301, 302, or 303.
FR 407 EIGHTEENTH CENTURY FRENCH LITERATURE 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
The principal literary figures of the 18th century, with particular emphasis
on Voltaire and Rousseau. Selected works, discussions, and reports. Pre-
requisite: Fr 301, 302, or 303.
FR 408 SEVENTEENTH CENTURY FRENCH DRAMA 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The French classical drama, with emphasis on Corneille, Racine, and Moliere.
Selected works, discussions, and reports. Prerequisite: Fr 301, 302, or 303.
FR 409 ADVANCED GRAMMAR AND CONVERSATION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An intensive study of syntax and stylistics through composition and trans-
lations. Prerequisite: Senior standing or permission of department head.
FR 498 INDEPENDENT STUDY 1-3 cr. (1-3 and 0)
Independent indepth study of selected topics in French literature. May be
repeated for a maximum of six credits. Prerequisite: Permission of department
head.
Genetics
Professors: P. M. Burrows, G. R. Craddock, W. D. Graham. Jr., C. M. Jones.
E. A. Rupert
Associate Professors: E. F. McClain, J. D. Maxwell, J. S. Rice
Assistant Professors: R. H. Hildcrman, E. L. Kline, D. G. Yardley
Lecturer: P. B. Gibson
GEN 301 GENETICS AND HU.MAN AFFAIRS 3 cr. (3 and 0) S, SS
Ba.sic genetic principles emphasizing human heredity and the relationship
of genetics to scK-iety. Discussion of chroinosonu- abiionnalities, inboni errors
of metabolism, sex-related traits, genetic counseling, and other current genetic
topics. Course Ls designed a.s an eleciivc for students in nonbiological science
majors. Will not substitute for Gen 302.
GEN 302, H302, 602 GENETICS 4 cr. (3 and 3) F, S, SS
A basic course dealing with the fundamental principles of inheritance in
prokaryotes and eurkaryotes. Emphasi.s is given to mendelian genetics, physical
and chemical bases of heredity, inherited human alMionnalitics, population
genetics and other facets of heredity. Prerequisite: Biol 103, 104, 105. 106.
or permission of instructor.
Geography 285
GEN 305 INTRODUCTORY AND MOLECULAR GENETICS 4 cr.
(3 and 3)
A molecular approach to Mendelian genetics built upon the biochemical-
molecular principles presented in Bioch 301. Additional emphasis is placed on
prokaryote genetics and eukaryote chromosome structure and regulation. Fre-
requisite: Bioch 301.
GEN 451, 651 ADVANCED GENETICS 3 cr. (3 and 0) S
Advanced study of the principles of general genetics. Topics emphasized are
variations in chromosome number and structure, natural and induced muta-
tions, extranuclear inheritance, recombination, control of gene activity, genes
and development, genetics of behavior patterns, population genetics, systems
of mating, genetics and man. Prerequisite: Gen 302 or equivalent.
GEN 461, 661 BIOMETRICAL GENETICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Statistical methodology in the study of population genetics. Probability as
apphed to genetic systems, gene and zygotic frequencies, derivation of genetic
expectations, forces which change gene frequency, inbreeding, estimation and
testing of genetic parameters, partitioning of variance, responses to selection,
and other statistical aspects of continuous variation. Prerequisite: Ex St 301,
Gen 302, or equivalent.
GEN 701 MODERN DEVELOPMENTS IN GENETICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
GEN 801 CYTOGENETICS 3 cr. (2 and 3) S, Even-numbered years.
GEN 806 SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN GENETICS 1-3 cr. (0 and 3-9)
Geography
Associate Professor: J. L. Arbena
GEOG 101 INTRODUCTION TO GEOGRAPHY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An introduction to the tools, language, methodologies, and basic concepts
of geography as a social science.
GEOG 301 POLITICAL GEOGRAPHY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The geographic basis for and the geographic problems of the modern state;
the relevance of geographical patterns to international affairs. Prerequisite:
Geog 101.
GEOG 302 ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The geographic conditions fundamental to the world's resources (agricul-
tural, mineral, commercial, and industrial), and the conditions which aflFect
the utiHzation, marketing, consumption, and strategic significance of those
resources. Prerequisite: Geog 101.
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Geology
Professors: P. K. Birkhead, V. S. Griffin, Jr., G. M. Haselton
AssocicUe Professor: D. S. Snipes
Instructor: J. R. Wagner
Visiting Assistant Professor: C. E. Gawne
GEOL 101 PHYSICAL GEOLOGY 4 cr. (3 and 2)
A study of the minerals and rock which compose the earth's crust, their
origins and transformations. Emphasis is placed upon geological processes,
both internal and external, by which changes are produced on or in the
earth. Laboratory instruction is provided in the interpretation of geologic
processes through study of topographic maps. Field trips provide direct ob-
servation of processes and results.
GEOL 102 HISTORICAL GEOLOGY 4 cr. (3 and 3)
Evolution, both organic and inorganic, is traced from the beginning of the
record through the present. Laboratory instruction and field trips provide prac-
tice in the identification and study of plants and animals which have left their
record as fossils in the rocks of the earth's crust. Prerequisite: Geol 101.
GEOL 219 GEOLOGY FOR FORESTERS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of materials of the earth's crust, processes of their origin and
change; landforms, processes of their formation and destruction. Demonstra-
tion of materials is fully incorporated into lectures. Limited to students major-
ing in Forest Management or permission of instructor.
GEOL 306, 606 MINERALOGY 3 cr. (2 and 3)
The student gains a working knowledge of crystallography and a compre-
hensive knowledge of determinative mineralogy. Identification of the minerals
is based on their physical and chemical properties. Prerequisite: Geol 101.
GEOL 309, H309, 609 PETROLOGY 3 cr. (2 and 3)
The genesis, evolution, and classification of rocks through lectures, laboratory
exercises, and field trips. The occurrences, chemical relationships, and dis-
tribution of rock types are emphasized. Prerequisite: Gcol 306.
GEOL 310, H310, 610 OPTICAL MINERALOGY 3 cr. (1 and 4)
The purix)se of this course is to enable the student to identify minerals
under the microscope on the basis of their optical properties. Prerequisite:
Gcol 306.
GEOL 313, 613 STRATIGRAPHY AND SEDIMENTATION 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
The process by which sediments are eroded, transported, and deposited
(.si-dirnentation ). with major emphasis on relalionsliips of the area and time
distribution of stratified rocks and tluir hisforii al sii'mTu a?)( es (stratigraphy).
Prerequisite: Gcol 101.
GEOL 400, 600 ENVIRONMENTAL C;E0L0GY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A di.scussion-oricnted intro<luctory study of the relationships of man to his
physical surroundings and ihv proljleins resulting from upsetting the established
e^iuilibria of geologic systems; man's role as a geologic agent, environmental
conservation and management.
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GEOL 402, H402, 602 STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY 3 cr. (2 and 2)
The diverse geological structures of the earth, their description, origin, and
field recognition. Practical problems in interpreting geologic structures are
utilized, in addition to theoretical considerations of the mechanics and causes
of tectonism. Prerequisite: Geol 101.
GEOL 403, H403, 603 INVERTEBRATE PALEONTOLOGY 3 cr.
(2 and 3)
A study of life of past geologic ages, as shown by fossilized remains of
ancient animals, with emphasis on the invertebrates. Prerequisite: Geol 101
or permission of instructor.
GEOL 404, H404, 604 ECONOMIC GEOLOGY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
This course concerns the description and classification of ore deposits and
commercial nonmetallic mineral deposits. The origin of mineral deposits and
their occurrence is emphasized. Problem studies and field trips to nearby mines
and quarries. Prerequisite: Geol 306.
GEOL 405, 605 GEOMORPHOLOGY 4 cr. (3 and 3)
A study of the surface features of the earth—their form, nature, origin,
development, and the change they are undergoing. Prerequisite: Geol 101,
102, or permission of instructor.
GEOL 407, 607 QUATERNARY GEOLOGY 3 cr. (2 and 2)
Early concepts about glaciation. Types and distribution of glaciers today
and during their maximum extent. Glacial erosion, transportation and ice-
sculptured terrain features. Study of quaternary sediments and their chronol-
ogy. Drainage changes, sea level fluctuations and crustal deformation. De-
tailed study of specific areas as time permits. Field trips.
GEOL 408, 608 GEOHYDROLOGY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Study of the hydrologic cycle, aquifer characteristics, theory of groundwater
movement, mechanics of well flow, experimental methods, and subsurface map-
ping. Prerequisite: Geol 101, 102.
GEOL 411 RESEARCH PROBLEMS 1-3 cr. (0 and 3-9)
A field, laboratory, or library study of an approved topic in geology. The
topic would be one not normally covered in formal course off^ering, but may
be an extension of a course. Prerequisite: Senior standing in geology or ap-
proval of the department head.
GEOL 412 RESEARCH PROBLEMS 3 cr. (0 and 9)
A continuation of Geol 411.
GEOL 415, 615 GEOLOGY PRACTICED IN INDUSTRY AND
GOVERNMENT 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Geology's practical role, with a basic geology introduction for mathematics,
economics, management, agronomy, and engineering students. Multidisciplinary,
geologic-based problems are treated to enable students to apply themselves
more efi^ectively in geology-related positions in their disciplines. Prerequisite:
Senior or graduate standing, permission of instructor.
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GEOL 450 SEMINAR IN GEOLOGY 1 cr. (1 and 0) F
A survey of the current literature and ideas of geology through library
research and preparation of a seminar lecture on a topic by each individual
student. Prerequisite: Junior standing.
GEOL 451 SEMINAR IN GEOLOGY 1 cr. (1 and 0) S
A survey of the current literature and ideas of geology through library
research and preparation of a seminar lecture on a topic by each individual
student. Prerequisite: Junior standing.
GEOL 700 EARTH SCIENCE I 3 cr. (2 and 3)
GEOL 750 EARTH SCIENCE II 3 cr. (2 and 3)
German
Associate Professor: P. W. Wannamaker
Assistant Professors: J. M. Melton, M. M. Sinka
Instructor: E. P. Arnold
GER 101, HlOl ELEMENTARY GERMAN 4 cr. (3 and 1)
A course for beginners in which, through conversation, composition and
dictation, the fundamentals of the language are taught and a foundation is
provided for further study and the eventual ability to read and speak the
language. Three hours a week of classroom instruction and one hour a week
in the language laboratory.
GER 102, H102 ELEMENTARY GERMAN 4 cr. (3 and 1)
A continuation of Ger 101; three hours a week of classroom instruction and
one hour a week in the language laboratory.
GER 151 GERMAN FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An intensive program for graduate students preparing to take the reading
examination in German.
GER 201, H201 INTERMEDIATE GERMAN 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Some short review of grammar, with conversation and composition con-
tinued from Ger 102, and the beginning of more serious reading of German
prose in short stories or novels. Prerequisite: Ger 102.
GER 202, H202 INTERMEDIATE GERMAN 3 cr. (3 and 0)
While attention is paid to writing and speaking German, more stress is laid
on the rapid reading of more difficult (k'rnian prose than in the earlier courses.
Prerequisite: Ger 201.
GER 205 ELEMENTARY GERMAN CONVERSATION AND
COMPOSITION 3 cr. ( 3 and )
Intensive oral and written training in Gcnnan through conversation groups,
speeches, written compositions, and controlled vocabulary aaiuisition. Recom-
mended for all G<'nnan majors. May be taken concurrently with Ger 202, 301,
or 302. Prerequisite: Ger 201.
GER 251 SCIENTIFIC GERMAN 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An alternate course to Cier 202; rt-adings in general science and some review
of grammar and syntax. Prerequisite: Ger 201.
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GER 299 FOREIGN LANGUAGE DRAMA LABORATORY 1 cr. (0 and 3)
Participation in foreign language drama productions. No formal class meet-
ings, but an average of three hours per week in a foreign language drama
workshop for production. May be repeated for a total of three credit hours.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor directing the play.
GER 301 TWENTIETH CENTURY GERMAN DRAMA 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Selected works from major German-speaking dramatists of the 20th century,
including Hauptmann, Brecht, Diirrenmatt, and Frisch. Required of all Ger-
man majors. Prerequisite: Ger 202.
GER 302 TWENTIETH CENTURY GERMAN PROSE AND POETRY
3 cr. (3 and 0)
Selected prose and poetry from major 20th century German-speaking
authors, including Kafka, Hesse, Rilke, Boll, and Grass. Required of all Ger-
man majors. Prerequisite: Ger 202.
GER 305 INTERMEDIATE GERMAN CONVERSATION AND
COMPOSITION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Practice in the spoken language, with emphasis on vocabulary, pronunciation,
and comprehension; written exercises for accuracy. Required of German
majors. Prerequisite: Ger 202 or 205.
GER 307 GERMAN CIVILIZATION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of significant aspects of the contemporary culture of the German-
speaking peoples from their origins to the present. Prerequisite: Ger 202 or
251 or approval of department head.
GER 308 CONTEMPORARY GERMAN CULTURE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of important developments and trends of the contemporary cul-
ture of the four major German-speaking countries: the Federal Republic of
Germany, the German Democratic Repubhc, Switzerland, and Austria. Pre-
requisite: Ger 202 or 251 or approval of department head.
GER 405 ADVANCED GERMAN CONVERSATION AND
COMPOSITION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Training in the spoken and written language with emphasis on vocabulary,
syntax, and stylistics. Prerequisite: Ger 305 or permission of department head.
GER 407 EARLY GERMAN LITERATURE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The period from 800 to 1750 with particular emphasis on Hartmann, Wolf-
ram, Gottfried, and Walther. Prerequisite: Ger 301 or 302.
GER 408 GERMAN CLASSICISM 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of the great German classical period from 1749 to 1832 with major
emphasis on Goethe and Schiller. Prerequisite: Ger 301 or 302.
GER 409 THE GERMAN NOVELLE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The development of the German Novelle at the hands of German, Austrian,
and Swiss authors from Tieck to Thomas Mann. Prerequisite: Ger 301 or 302.
GER 410 GERMAN ROMANTICISM AND REALISM 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of the two major contrasting movements of German literature in the
19th century. Readings will include works from Novalis, Tieck, Heine, Hebbel,
and Grillparzer. Prerequisite: Ger 301 or 302.
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GER 498 INDEPENDENT STUDY 1-3 cr. (1-3 and 0)
Supervised study of selected topics in German literature, language, and
culture. Prerequisite: Permission of the Head of the Department of Lan-
guages.
Graduate Studies
GS 799 COMPREHENSIVE STUDIES 1-15 cr.
History
Professors: P. K. Hill, R. S. Lambert, E. M. Lander, Jr., J. V. Reel, Jr.,
A. Schaffer, Head
Associate Professors: J. L. Arbena, R. L. Saunders, Jr., W. F. Steirer, Jr.
Assistant Professors: H. D. Adams, J. W. Bamhill, E. D. Carney, R. S. Davis,
R. M. Golden, L. J. Greenspoon,* C. A. Grubb, J. W. Johnson, J. Y. Le-
Bourgeois.* R. P. Leemhuis, C. H. Lippy, R. R. Owens, J. Rogainis, N. T.
Wolfe*
Visiting Assistant Professors: J. G. Hoffman, V. H. Matthews
Visiting Instructor: L. L. Becker
HIST 101, HlOl HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The political, economic, and social development of the American people from
the period of discovery to the end of Reconstruction.
HIST 102, H102 HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The political, economic, and social development of the American people from
the end of Reconstruction to the present.
HIST 172, H172 WESTERN CIVILIZATION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The political, economic, and social movements of Western civilization from
ancient times to the seventeenth century.
HIST 173, H173 WESTERN CIVILIZATION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The political, economic, and social movements of Western civilization from
the seventeenth century to the present.
HIST 198 CURRENT HISTORY 1 cr. (1 and 0)
An examination of the major events and problem areas in the news with
emphasis on their historical context and possible lon^-range significance. May
be taken a total of three times for credit. Does not count toward the require-
ments of the major or minor in History.
HIST 300 HISTORY OF COLONIAL AMERICA 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Tlic development of American institutions and customs in the periml before
1776. Considerable emphasis is placed on the imperial relations Ix'tween Great
Britain and her colonies and upon the movement towards and the philosophy
of the American revolution.
• On Iwive.
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HIST 301 AMERICAN REVOLUTION AND THE NEW NATION 3 cr.
(3and0)
A study of the various historical explanations leading to an understanding of
the American Revolution, the estabhshment of the Nation under the Con-
stitution, and the first decade of the new nation. Special emphasis will be
placed upon developing an understanding of individual motivation and ideo-
logical development present during the last four decades of the eighteenth
century.
HIST 302 AGE OF JEFFERSON AND JACKSON 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The formation and growing pains of the new nation through the Federal
and Middle periods of its history, with emphasis on economic and political
development, the westward movement, and the conflicting forces of nationalism
and sectionalism.
HIST 303 CIVIL WAR AND RECONSTRUCTION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of the poHtical, military, and social aspects of the sectional conflict
and of the era of Reconstruction. Some emphasis will be placed on the his-
torical controversies which the period has inspired.
HIST 304 INDUSTRIAUSM AND THE PROGRESSIVE ERA 3 cr.
(3and0)
A study of American society in the period between 1880 and the 1930s, this
course emphasizes the effects of industrialization and urbanization on the
American people.
HIST 305 UNITED STATES SINCE 1933 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Particular emphasis will be given to the Great Depression, World War II,
the Cold War, and domestic developments in the 1950s and 1960s.
HIST 306 AMERICAN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The economic development of the United States from Colonial to recent
times, emphasizing the institutional development of agriculture, banking, busi-
ness and labor, and government regulation and poHcy.
HIST 307 RECENT UNITED STATES DIPLOMATIC HISTORY 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
The history of American foreign policy from the late nineteenth century to
the present, showing the rise of America's world interests and gradual involve-
ment in global affairs. Emphasis is placed on the role of public opinion in
foreign policy.
HIST 308 AMERICAN LEGAL HISTORY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A survey of the American legal system in its historical perspective, from
colonial times to the present. Emphasis will be placed on the relationship
between law and society: the way in which the practice of law changes
American society and the way in which social development affected both the
theory and practice of the law.
HIST 313 HISTORY OF SOUTH CAROLINA 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The political, economic, and social development of South Carolina from
1670 to the present.
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HIST 314 HISTORY OF THE SOUTH 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Origins and development of political, economic, and cultural institutions of
the South from the Colonial period to the present, and the role of the South
in the nation's development.
HIST 315 BLACK HISTORY IN AMERICA 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of the Afro-American experience in the United States, from the
African past, through slavery, to the present.
HIST 331 PRE-MODERN HISTORY OF EAST ASIA 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A survey of the history of China and Japan from earliest times to the arrival
of Europeans in the sixteenth century.
HIST 332 MODERNIZATION OF EAST ASIA 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A survey of the history of China and Japan from the sixteenth century to
the present, with emphasis on the impact of Western culture.
HIST 340 ANaENT AMERICANS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An introduction to the geography of the Western Hemisphere; origin of
human life in the Americas; structure and accomplishments of the major pre-
Columbian societies, with an emphasis on the rise and decline of the Classic
civilizations; the impact of the European conquest; the formation of a new
Ibero-American culture.
HIST 341 MEXICO AND MIDDLE AMERICA SINCE 1800 3 cr.
(3and0)
An introduction to the geography of the region, origins and progress of the
Independence movements and poUtical, economic and social developments after
1825; current domestic and international problems.
HIST 342 SOUTH AMERICA SINCE 1800 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An introduction to the geography of the region; origins and progress of the
Independence movements; political, economic and social developments after
1825; current domestic and international problems.
HIST 351 ANCIENT NEAR EAST 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A history of the peoples and civilizations of the Near East from the Sumer-
ians to the establishment of Roman power in this region. Geography, mythology,
rehgious and economic currents, as well as the methods and discoveries of
archaeology will be included.
HIST 354 THE CREEK WORLD 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of Greek civihzation from its beginnings until the time of the
Roman conquest, concentrating on the social institutions of the Greek city-
states.
HIST 355 THE ROMAN WORLD 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Tlie rise of Rome to world empire and the international civilization it dom-
inate<l. Concentration on the nature of the political change from Republic to
monarchy and particular tnnphasis on city life and the causes of its d<vline.
HIST 361 HISTORY OF ENGLAND TO 1603 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The history of England to 1603.
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HIST 363 HISTORY OF ENGLAND SINCE 1603 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A continuation of Hist 361.
HIST 370 MEDIEVAL HISTORY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A survey of the period from the eclipse of Rome to the advent of the
Renaissance, emphasizing human migrations, feudalism, rise of towns, and
cultural life.
HIST 372 THE RENAISSANCE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An examination of the transitional period of European civilization {ca. 1300-
1500), with emphasis on institutional, cultural, and intellectual developments.
HIST 373 AGE OF THE PROTESTANT REFORMATION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The evolution of Modem Europe {ca. 1500-1660), as affected by the Refor-
mation, wars of religion, and growth of nation-states. The study will include
intellectual advances and the beginnings of European expansion overseas.
HIST 374 EUROPE IN THE AGE OF REASON 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of the quest for order and the consolidation of the European state
system between 1660 and 1789 with emphasis on the idea of absolutism, the
question of French hegemony, and the synthesis of the eighteenth century
Enlightenment.
HIST 375 REVOLUTIONARY EUROPE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A history of Europe from the outbreak of the French Revolution through
the Revolutions of 1848, with emphasis on the conflict between the forces of
change and those of conservatism within the states and in Europe in general.
HIST 376 THE AGE OF EUROPEAN DOMINANCE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A history of Europe from the midnineteenth century to the outbreak of the
First World War, with emphasis on the social, economic, and political de-
velopment of the European states and the forces of nationalism, imperialism,
and liberalism.
HIST 377 EUROPE IN CRISIS, 1914 TO THE PRESENT 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of the political, economic, and social institutions of the European
peoples from 1914 to the present. Attention will be given to the world wars
and to the collapse of the European state-system.
HIST 385 HISTORY OF RUSSIA TO 1905 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A survey of Russian history from earliest times to 1905, emphasizing Kievan
and Appanage Russia, the rise of the Moscow state, and Imperial Russia.
HIST 386 HISTORY OF RUSSIA SINCE 1905 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Continuation of Hist 385.
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With departmental permission any 400-level course in history may be repeated
one time for credit.
HIST 400, 600 STUDIES IN UNITED STATES HISTORY 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Topics and problems in the history of the United States from the Colonial
era to the present.
HIST 440, 640 STUDIES IN LATIN AMERICAN HISTORY 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
A consideration of selected and varied topics in Latin American history
through readings, class discussions, and individual or group projects. Special
attention will be given to the use of an inquiry or problem-solving method of
historical analysis and to the cultivation of a comparative perspective.
HIST 450, 650 STUDIES IN ANCIENT HISTORY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Selected topics in the field of ancient history ranging from pre-Biblical times
to the fall of the Roman Empire.
HIST 460, 660 STUDIES IN BRITISH HISTORY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An examination of selected themes, topics, or periods in British history from
Anglo-Saxon times to the present.
HIST 470, 670 STUDIES IN EARLY EUROPEAN HISTORY 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Study of selected topics or themes in European history from the fall of the
Roman Empire to the age of industrialization.
HIST 471, 671 STUDIES IN MODERN EUROPEAN HISTORY 3 cr.
(3and0)
Study of selected topics or problems in European history from the end of
the Old Regime to the present.
HIST 492, 692 STUDIES IN DIPLOMATIC HISTORY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Selected topics and problems in international conflict and conflict resolution
among nations. Concentration will usually be in twentieth century history.
HIST 493, 693 STUDIES IN SOCIAL HISTORY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Studies in the ways people have earned their livings and lived their lives,
individually and as communities, in the confines of difl^crent societies.
HIST 494, 694 STUDIES IN COMPARATIVE HISTORY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Selected topics in comparative histor>', contrasting and comparing similar
historic developments in difl^erent nations, geographic areas, or civilizations.
HIST 495, 695 STUDIES IN THE HISTORY OF IDEAS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Selected topics and themes in the development of ideas that have had an
impact on the behavior of individuals and civilizations.
HIST 496, 696 STUDIES IN LEGAL HISTORY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Study of selected problems in the development of law and the system of
crin)inal and civil justice.
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HIST 499 INDEPENDENT STUDY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Study of selected problems in history under the direction of a faculty mem-
ber chosen by the student. The student and faculty member develop a course
of study designed for the individual student and approved by the head of the
department prior to registration.
HIST 715 HISTORY OF THE BLACK AMERICAN 3 cr. (3 and 0)
HIST 719 UNITED STATES HISTORY SINCE 1900 3 cr. (3 and 0)
HIST 732 MODERNIZATION OF EAST ASIA 3 cr. (3 and 0)
HIST 741 COMPARATIVE HISTORY OF THE AMERICAS 3 cr.
(3and0)
HIST 811 INTRODUCTION TO HISTORICAL RESEARCH 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
HIST 814 MODERN EUROPEAN HISTORIOGRAPHY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
HIST 821 STUDIES IN EIGHTEENTH CENTURY UNITED STATES
HISTORY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
HIST 822 STUDIES IN NINETEENTH CENTURY UNITED STATES
HISTORY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
HIST 823 STUDIES IN TWENTIETH CENTURY UNITED STATES
HISTORY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
HIST 824 SEMINAR IN THE AMERICAN SOUTH 3 cr. (3 and 0)
HIST 861 SEMINAR IN MEDIEVAL ENGLAND 3 cr. (3 and 0)
HIST 863 SEMINAR IN TUDOR ENGLAND 3 cr. (3 and 0)
HIST 864 SEMINAR IN STUART ENGLAND 3 cr. (3 and 0)
HIST 865 SEMINAR IN MODERN ENGLAND SINCE 1715 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
HIST 891 MASTER'S RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
Horticulture
Professors: J. R. Haun, W. L. Ogle, T. L. Senn, Head; E. T. Sims, Jr., B. J.
Skelton
Associate Professors: J. P. Fulmer, R. G. Halfacre, W. S. Jordan, A. R. Ma-
zur, A. J. Pertuit, Jr., D. F. Wagner
Assistant Professors: D. W. Bradshaw, D. C. Coston, J. R. Ice, A. R. Kingman,
B. J. Parhman, M. B. Taylor
HORT 201 GENERAL HORTICULTURE 3 cr. (2 and 2) F, S
A working knowledge of the fundamental plant processes is developed,
showing the influence of light, temperature, water and nutrients upon vegeta-
tive growth and reproduction of horticultural plants. Production practices,
harvesting, storage and marketing of the principal fruit, vegetable and orna-
mental crops are discussed with demonstrations and practice in greenhouse
and orchard. Prerequisite: Biol 103, 105 or Ch 101.
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HORT 301 HORTICULTURE AND MAN 2 cr. (2 and 0)
Study of various areas of horticulture as they affect the daily affairs of man.
Topics include the horticultural industry, factors influencing plant growth,
estabhshment and maintenance of home grounds, house plants, care of perish-
able horticultural products, and flower arranging.
HORT 302 PRINCIPLES OF VEGETABLE PRODUCTION 3 cr.
(2 and 3) F
The general principles of vegetable growing and handling. Phases receiving
special emphasis are economic importance, producing areas, management
practices, plant forcing, cultural practices, irrigation, quality factors, harvest-
ing, grading, packing, storage, market inspection, transportation, refrigeration,
exhibition and seed production. Prerequisite: Hort 201.
HORT 303 PLANT MATERIALS I 3 cr. (2 and 3) F
Woody, ornamental plants and their aesthetic and functional uses in land-
scape developments. The study covers habit of growth, ultimate size, texture
effect, period of bloom, color, and cultural requirements.
HORT 304 PLANT MATERIALS II 3 cr. (2 and 3) S
Herbaceous, ornamental plants which are commonly used as garden flowers.
This study covers habit of growth, size, period of bloom, color and cultural
requirements.
HORT 305 PLANT PROPAGATION 3 cr. (2 and 3) F
Methods of propagation; time, manner and material for making cuttings;
temperature and media for rooting cuttings or ornamental trees, shrubs and
flowering plants; propagating structures, soils and fertilizers. Practical in-
struction given in field and greenhouse. Prerequisite: Hort 201.
HORT 308 LANDSCAPE DESIGN 3 cr. (2 and 3) S
Landscape planning of residential and public properties in order to achieve
best use and most enjoyment from a given piece of ground. Prerequisite:
Hort 303.
HORT 310, 610 FLORICULTURE 3 cr. (2 and 3) S
Greenhouse production of commercial flower crops; soils; fertilizers; green-
house diseases and insects; flower crops to be grown on benches and as pot
plants; marketing and costs of production. Prerequisite: Hort 201.
HORT 352, 652 COMMERCIAL POMOLOGY 3 cr. (2 and 3) F
Fniit h\n\ formation, rest period and water relations of fniit plants, soils,
fruit setting; orchard soil management and responses of various fruits to ferti-
lizers; principles of pruning, effect of climatic differences, freezing of tissues
and means of avoiding injury; harvesting, transportation and storage. Pre-
requisite: Hort 201.
HORT 406. 606 NURSERY TECHNOLOGY 3 cr. (2 and 3) S
Principles and techniques in hantlling nursery crops. Prerequisite: Hort
303. 305.
HORT 407. W)7 LANDSCAPE DESIGN 3 cr. (2 and 3) F
Tlie first half of tliis course is a .study of trees, shnibs, vines and ground
covers used in landscape planting. Attention is given to cultural require-
ments, growth habits, pericnl of bloom, texture, and fall color. The stvond
half of the course is devoted to land.scapc planning for small residential
proj;>crties.
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HORT 409 SEMINAR 1 cr. (1 and 0) F
Recent research work on various phases of horticulture, methods of con-
ducting investigations, and preparation of report of investigations.
HORT 410 SEMINAR 1 cr. (1 and 0) S
A continuation of Hort 409.
HORT 412, 612 TURFGRASS MANAGEMENT 3 cr. (2 and 3) F
Studies of warm and cool season turfgrasses in relation to value, use, re-
gional adaptation, estabhshment, soils, and cultural practices. The influence
of environmental, cultural, and genetic factors on turf quality and service-
ability. Identification of grass and weed species and discussion of programs
for the management of lawns, parks, roadsides, and golf courses. Prerequisite:
Biol 103, 105 or equivalent.
HORT 413, 613 ADVANCED TURFGRASS CULTURE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Studies on the anatomy and morphology of turfgrasses, soil physical prop-
erties, soil amending, and turfgrass nutrition. Discussion of integrated turf-
grass pest management programs, soil microbiological activities and the turf-
grass ecosystem. Prerequisite: Hort 412 or equivalent.
HORT 414 RETAIL FLOWER BUSINESS 2 cr. (2 and 0)
Topics covered include financing, types of business ownership, planning the
shop, equipment, refrigeration, hghting, care and handling of flowers, per-
sonnel, selling, advertising and promotion, pricing the merchandise, flowers by
wire, dehvery, etc. A term problem is required. Prerequisite: Econ 201 or
equivalent.
HORT 416 FLORAL DESIGN 2 cr. (1 and 3)
Topics covered include simple arrangements (history, containers, mechanical
aids, etc.), arrangements for specific occasions, church arrangements, funeral
designs, bride's bouquets, dried arrangements and flower preservation, corsage
work, foliage arrangements, bonsai, terrarium, Christmas wreaths, and foliage
plant identification. Prerequisite: Biol 103, 105 or equivalent.
HORT 454, 654 SUBTROPICAL AND TROPICAL HORTICULTURE
3cr. (3and0)
A survey of the horticultural characteristics, culture, harvesting, and hand-
ling of subtropical and tropical fruits, vegetables, and ornamental crops of
economic significance. The history, importance, adaptation, and world use of
these crops will be studied. Prerequisite: Agric 104 or Biol 103, 105 and
Hort 201 or 301 or permission of instructor.
HORT 455, 655 SMALL FRUIT AND NUT CROPS 4 cr. (3 and 3) F
An indepth survey of taxonomical, morphological, and physiological char-
acteristics of small fruit and nut crops as they relate to the study of hor-
ticultural characteristics, culture, production, harvesting, and handling of both
commercial and home-grown grapes, blueberries, strawberries, brambles, pe-
cans, and walnuts. Prerequisite: Hort 305 or permission of instructor.
HORT 456, 656 VEGETABLE CROPS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The principles and practices employed in the commercial growing and mar-
keting of vegetable crops. Emphasis is placed on temperature requirements,
plant characteristics, varieties, soils, fertilizers, weed control, harvesting and
preparation for market.
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HORT 461, 661 PROBLEMS IN LANDSCAPE DESIGN 3 cr. (2 and 3) F
Landscape planning for larger residential properties, schools, industrial
plants, real estate developments; detailed finished plans; further study of
materials used; original problems; field study. Prerequisite: Hort 308 or 407.
HORT 462, 662 LANDSCAPE DESIGN IMPLEMENTATION 3 cr.
(2 and 3) S
Implementation of landscape plans, including interpretation of specifications,
bidding, planting methods, construction materials and installation methods, irri-
gation, lighting, and allied landscape specialties. Also studied—maintenance
contracts, equipment, methods, materials and labor management. Prerequisite:
Hort 461.
HORT 464, 664 POSTHARVEST HORTICULTURE 3 cr. (2 and 2) F
The handling of fruits, vegetables, and ornamental crops after harvesting.
Subjects include spoilage problems, hydrocooling, common and cold storage
of crops, packaging and processing procedures.
HORT 470, 670 HORTITHERAPY 2 cr. (2 and 0)
The use of horticultural appeal and methods for improvement of physical
and mental well-being will be emphasized. A number of activities will be
planned for use in horticultural therapy programs for exceptional individuals
in any type of therapeutic situation. Prerequisite: Biol 103, 105 and permis-
sion of instructor.
HORT 471, 671 INTERNSHIP 1-6 cr. (0 and 2-12)
Internship under competent supervision in an approved agency dealing with
horticultural endeavors. Internships will be designed to provide students with
on-the-job horticultural experience. The student will submit monthly reports
during the internship and will conduct a departmental seminar at its con-
clusion. Prerequisite: Junior standing and permission of instructor.
HORT 473, 673 HORTITHERAPY LABORATORY 1 cr. (0 and 2)
Activities which will be presented will enable students, in turn, to present
techniques to exceptional individuals. Emphasis will be placed on jjerforming
horticultural skills which are suitable for any therapeutic situation. Prerequisite:
For non-Horticulture majors registered in Hort 470.
HORT 801 PROBLEMS IN SMALL FRUIT PRODUCTION 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
HORT 802 RESEARCH SYSTEMS IN HORTICULTURE 3 cr. (2 and 3)
HORT 803 EXPERIMENTAL OLERICULTURE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
HORT 804 SCIENTIFIC ADVANCES IN ORNAMENTAL
HORTICULTURE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
HORT 805 PHYSIOCHEMICAL PROCEDURES FOR DETERMINING
QUALITY IN HORTICULTURAL CROPS 3 cr. (2 and 3)
HORT 806 POSTHARVEST PHYSIOLOGY AND HANDLING OF
HORTICULTURAL GROINS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
HORT 807 POMOLOGY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Hospital and Health Services Administration 299
HORT 808 SPECIAL INVESTIGATIONS IN HORTICULTURE 2 cr.
(2 and 0)
HORT 809 SEMINAR I 1 cr. (1 and 0)
HORT 810 SEMINAR II 1 cr. (1 and 0)
HORT 811 QUANTITATIVE EXPOSITION OF PLANT DEVELOPMENT
2 or. (1 and 3)
HORT 870 PRACTICUM IN HORTITHERAPY 3 cr. (1 and 4)
HORT 891 MASTER'S RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
HORT 991 DOCTORAL RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
Hospital and Health Services Administration
Assistant Professor: J. M. McDonald
Visiting Part-time Lecturers: P. L. James, R. E. Toomey
H ADM 308 HOSPITAL AND HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
3 cr. (3 and 0)
An introduction to the organization and operation of modem American
hospitals, separate clinics and public health services. Included will be legal
status, organizational pecuharities, and specific legislation aflFecting such
agencies. Prerequisite: Junior standing.
H ADM 410, 610 HOSPITAL INTERNSHIP 3 cr. (0 and 9)
The student will spend nine hours per week on a specified program of
observing, practicing and experiencing the duties of hospital administrators
in selected local hospitals. The course will be specifically outlined along
with the amount of time the student will spend in each phase or department
of the hospital. Student progress will be constantly monitored by University
faculty and hospital staflF. Prerequisite: H Adm 308.
H ADM 800 THE FUNCTION AND ORGANIZATION OF HOSPITALS
AND HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Humanities
Associate Professor: J. J. McLaughhn
HUM 201 INTRODUCTION TO THE HUMANITIES 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A general introduction to humanistic studies, stressing the interrelatedness
of various humanistic disciplines. Such fields as art, architecture, music,
literature, philosophy, and drama will be considered as they interact with,
support, and develop each other in various cultural settings. Prerequisite:
Sophomore standing.
HUM 202 INTRODUCTION TO THE HUMANITIES 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A continuation of Hum 201. Prerequisite: Sophomore standing or permis-
sion of instructor.
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HUM 301 CREATIVE GENIUS IN WESTERN CULTURE 3 cr.
(3and0)
An investigation of creativity through a study of great innovators in art,
literature, music, and ideas. Prerequisite: Junior standing or permission of
instructor.
HUM 305 IDEAS OF PROGRESS IN SCIENCE AND THE ARTS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
An investigation of the ideas of progress as they are found in Hterature,
science, the arts, music, and philosophy. Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
HUM 309 STUDIES IN HUMANITIES 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An interdisciplinary approach to the humanities. Specific subject matter
varies according to the instructor and as approved by the Dean of Liberal Arts.
May be repeated for credit one time. Prerequisite: Junior standing or per-
mission of instructor.
Industrial Education
Professors: P. C. Caley, J. P. Crouch, D. E. Maurer, H. E. Morgan, Jr., A. F.
Newton, Head; W. E. West
Associate Professors: F. A. Bosdell, D. H. Pate, Jr.
Assistant Professor: B. V. Burkett, Jr.
Instructor: B. L. Smith
Visiting Assistant Professors: G. G. Lovedahl, J. W. Lykes, M. N. Sulentic
IN ED 101 INTRODUCTION TO INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 1 cr.
(1 and 0)
An introduction to the field of industrial education in terms of the under-
lying philosophies, the aims and goals, and the specific objectives of each of
the Industrial Education options. Course activities include research and field
experiences in industrial education.
IN ED 102 WOODWORKING I 2 cr. ( 1 and 3)
A study of wood, its properties and the requisite skills necessary for un-
derstanchng the use of wood in our technological way of Hfe.
IN ED 103 WOODWORKING II 2 cr. (1 and 3)
A continuation of In Ed 102 in the study of wood, its properties, skills in
machine and tool use with wood, project design, project costs and finishing
processes necessary for teachers of industrial subjects. Prerequisite: In Ed 102.
IN ED 105 MACHINING PHACTICKS 3 cr. (1 and 6)
Basic practical shop experiences on the lathe, drill press, milling niachino
and shaper. Benchwork, measuring tools, theory and demon-strations related
lo a survey of fundamental machining practices. Prerequisite: In Ed 101.
IN ED 106 DRAINING FOR INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION I 2 cr.
(0 and 6)
A basic drafting tonrM- dciiling with sketching, orthographic projection,
isometrics, sc(tions, revolutions, dcvelopnicnts. int«rsections, exploded views,
working and detail drawings. U'ttering and drafting of geometric figures will
be .studied. /Vrrcr/iiwi/r; In Ed 101.
Industrial Education 301
IN ED 107 DRAFTING FOR INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION II 2 cr.
(0 and 6)
A continuation of In Ed 106 which deals with drafting in specific fields
such as machining, welding, electronics, topography, and architecture. Tech-
nical illustration, inking, drafting of jigs and fixtures and assemblies also are
studied. A portion of the course is devoted to organizing materials for teach-
ing drafting. Prerequisite: In Ed 106.
IN ED 203 BASIC METAL PROCESSES 3 cr. (1 and 6)
Material separating, forming and combining practices in the metals indus-
tries through the study of basic casting, welding and sheet metal techniques.
IN ED 204 GRAPHIC ARTS 3 cr. (1 and 6)
Major emphasis is placed on the basic principles underlying the graphic
arts. Major areas of study include general photography, graphic layout and
design, process photography, offset lithography, screen processing, printing,
and bindery. Modem industrial applications are stressed throughout.
IN ED 205 POWER TECHNOLOGY 3 cr. (2 and 2)
A study of power in terms of energy sources, and the generation, trans-
mission and utilization of power. Emphasis is placed on the development of
insights and understandings of the scientific and operational principles in-
volved in the production, transmission, and utilization of power. Prerequisite:
In Ed 101.
IN ED 206 ADVANCED DRAFTING AND DESIGN 2 cr. (1 and 3)
Study of the relationships of designing and engineering, the design process,
stylistic periods, design research, product development, and facility design.
Opportunity is provided by gaining depth in selected areas such as architectural
drawing and technical illustration. Prerequisite: In Ed 107.
IN ED 208 ELECTRICITY 3 cr. (2 and 3)
Theory and appHcation of dc and ac fundamentals, including instrumenta-
tion, power sources, circuit analysis, motors, construction wiring, and elec-
tronic principles and components. Prerequisite: In Ed 101.
IN ED 220 RECREATIONAL AND AVOCATIONAL CRAFTS 3 cr.
(2 and 3)
Provides exploratory experiences in the performance of a variety of arts
and crafts activities, and encourages the development of an understanding of
the purpose of arts and crafts in the comprehensive recreational program.
IN ED 302 DWELLING MATERIALS AND CONSTRUCTION
METHODS 2 cr. (1 and 2)
This course is designed as an introduction to the commonly used building
materials and the methods of combining them in present day construction.
Prerequisite: In Ed 102.
IN ED 304 PHOTOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES 3 cr. (1 and 6)
Emphasis is placed on application of black and white photography as ac-
tivities for vocation and avocation. SuflBcient laboratory experiences are pro-
vided to assure confidence in the use of photographic techniques. Problems
encountered in action, portrait, still life, and character study photography are
considered.
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IN ED 310 METHODS OF TRADE TEACHING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
This course is designed to give basic instruction to beginning teachers in
tradework. Psychological factors of learning; individual differences; methods
of teaching subjects; the special methods used in teaching skills; grading of
students and keeping of proper records and reports. Offered in Summer Sessions
only.
IN ED 312 METAL PROCESSES 3 cr. (2 and 3)
Exploration of metal removal and shaping processes. Basic and precision
measurement, inspection techniques and quality control. Layout procedures,
workholding devices, and proper set-up methods. Prerequisite: In Ed 101.
IN ED 313 ARTS AND CRAFTS 3 cr. (1 and 6)
A study of the art and craft of designing and making well-designed, useful
objects. Emphasis on the development of skill and knowledge in the industrial
crafts. Included will be laboratory activity involving work with wood, metal,
ceramic, textiles, paper, and leather materials. Prerequisite: In Ed 101.
IN ED 316 PLASTICS AND PLASTIC PROCESSES IN THE GENERAL
SHOP 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The industrial, conmiercial and personal uses of plastics are discussed and
demonstrated. In addition, the kinds of plastics, their properties, and special
uses are studied. Offered in Summer Sessions only.
IN ED 320 MACHINE WOODWORKING 2 cr. (1 and 3)
Basic characteristics of woodcutting, shaping, and finishing operations by
use of machinery and auxiliary tools. Includes project work. Prerequisite:
Junior standing.
IN ED 325 INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS AND PEOPLE 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
A study of the relationship of training and safety personnel to the kinds of
tasks they are asked to perform in industrial situations. Emphasis is on safety
knowledge development and on techniques which may be used in industrial
safety training. Prerequisite: In Ed 101 or permission of instructor.
IN ED 350 INDUSTRIAL COOPERATIVE EXPERIENCE 6 cr.
(0 and 18)
A full-time work experience program in industry. The course is offered dur-
ing the summer only. Students are requested to register with the instructor
one semester prior to the summer in which they plan to enroll. Prerequisite:
Junior standing in the Vocational-Technical Education program; pennission of
instructor.
IN ED 372 ARTS AND CRAFTS FOR THE ELEMENTARY CHILI)
3 cr. (2 and 3)
Provides the elementary school teacher with an opportunity to develop skills
and knowledge in the use of a variety of media suitable for integrating the
study of industry and industrial technology into the usual classroom pro-
cedures.
IN ED 402 DIRECTED TEACHING 6 cr. (0 and 18)
Supervised observation and teaching in cooperation with selected public
schools in which oppt)rtunities arc provided for securing experience in teach-
ing industrial subjects. Prerequisite: In Ed 416, 425, and grade-point ratio
required for graduation.
Industrial Education 303
IN ED 405, 605 COURSE ORGANIZATION AND EVALUATION 3 cr.
(3and0)
Problems, techniques and procedures in the preparation, selection and
organization of subject matter for instructional purposes. Methods, techniques
and preparation of materials used in the evaluation of student achievement
in industrial education subjects.
IN ED 408, 608 TRAINING PROGRAMS IN INDUSTRY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Basic concepts of supervision, administration, and management of training
programs. Emphasis on determining training requirements, planning, direct-
ing, and evaluating training programs. Prerequisite: In Ed 405.
IN ED 410, 610 SPECIAL INSTITUTE COURSE: TOPICS IN
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 1-3 cr. (1-3 and 0)
Subject areas organized according to institute needs. Content of the course
will be planned cooperatively by the University and the school system or
agency requesting the course. Prerequisite: Teacher or Graduate standing.
IN ED 414, 614 ELECTRONICS FOR TEACHERS 3 cr. (1 and 6)
Principles of electronics as applied in communications and automatic con-
trols involving transistors, integrated circuits, and other electronic devices and
materials for the preparation of teachers of industrial arts and vocational-tech-
nical electricity and electronics. Prerequisite: In Ed 208 or equivalent.
IN ED 415, 615 CONSTRUCTION PRACTICES 3 cr. (2 and 3)
A study of industrial practices aflFecting man, materials, and equipment em-
ployed by the construction industry. Activities are directed to developing a
working knowledge of construction technology and a framework for incorporat-
ing this industry into the industrial arts curriculum of the secondary school.
Prerequisite: In Ed 101 or Graduate standing.
IN ED 416 MANAGEMENT AND OPERATION OF INDUSTRIAL
EDUCATION LABORATORIES 3 cr. (2 and 2)
Management and operation of unit and multiple-activity laboratories, in-
cluding laboratory design, selection and procurement of tools and equipment,
budgeting management, and coordination of activities in laboratory courses.
IN ED 418, 618 TECHNOLOGICAL CONCEPTS IN MANUFACTURING
3cr. (2 and 3)
This course is designed to familiarize industrial arts students with the tech-
nological concepts of management, production, and personnel practices em-
ployed in manufacturing industries. Students also will develop materials and
utilize methods which will assist them in teaching concepts about manu-
facturing at the secondary-school level. Prerequisite: In Ed 101 or Graduate
standing.
IN ED 421 VOCATIONAL COOPERATIVE PROGRAMS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of the developments, objectives and principles of cooperative train-
ing programs. Emphasis is on the organization, promotion, and management of
programs in vocational education. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
IN ED 422, 622 HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF INDUSTRIAL AND
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of industrial and vocational education programs with the intent of
developing a sound individual philosophy of industrial and vocational edu-
cation. General topics covered: history; local, state, and federal legislation;
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types of vocational-technical programs; professional organizations; manpower
utilization, vocational guidance, and training; industry, labor, and school
relationships.
IN ED 424, 624 SCHOOL SAFETY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of the principles of school safety emphasizing safety analyses,
accident prevention, remediation of unsafe conditions, development and use
of instructional materials, and school habiUty. Prerequisite: Senior or Graduate
standing in Education.
IN ED 425, 625 TEACHING INDUSTRIAL SUBJECTS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
EflFective methods and techniques of teaching industrial subjects. Emphasis
is given to class organization, preparation of lesson outlines, and audio-visual
aids. Prerequisite: Ed 335.
IN ED 432, 632 ADVANCED WOODWORKING 2 cr. (1 and 3)
An advanced consideration of machine methods and developments, mate-
rials, quality factors, and evaluation of instructional materials. Prerequisite:
In Ed 102.
IN ED 435, 635 ADVANCED INDUSTRIAL METALWORKING
PRACTICES 3 cr. (2 and 3)
A continuation of In Ed 203, enabling advanced studies in welding, foundry,
and structural metals. A portion of the course will be devoted to studying
existing metals manufacturing industries and to developing and using curricu-
lum materials for teaching metalworking concepts. Field trips will be taken.
Prerequisite: In Ed 203.
IN ED 438, 638 ADVANCED MACHINING 3 cr. (1 and 6)
Advanced experiences in the set-up, operation and maintenance of machine
tools and equipment. Project and product design. Study and reports of re-
cent machining technological developments. Prerequisite: In Ed 105.
IN ED 440, 640 ADVANCED TECHNIQUES OF THE GRAPHIC ARTS
4 cr. (2 and 4)
Students selecting to pursue the area of graphic arts will gain experience
in the development of advanced techniques of layout and design; photo-
graphic copy preparation; cold type composition; line, halftone, duotone, and
special-effects photography, full color reproduction and advanced plateniaking;
process stripping, and color offset presswork. Prerequisite: In Ed 204.
IN ED 441 COMPREHENSIVE LABORATORY FIELD EXPERIENCE
2 cr. (1 and 3)
Field experiences in comprehensive laboratories including management and
planning of multiple-activity programs.
IN ED 442 COMPETENCY TESTING IN VOCATIONAL SUBJECTS
3 cr. (3 and 0)
This course is especially designed for trade teachers who have assisted in
making trade trsts for S. C. CtTtification program. Teachers who exiH^ct to
assist in making trade tests are also urged to enroll in this course. The ct)urse
is devoted to revising present trade tests and tloveloping tests in new fields.
Offered in Summer Seuions only.
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IN ED 444, 644 GRAPHIC ARTS PRODUCTION CONTROL 3 cr.
(2 and 3)
A study of commercial and industrial printing control. Emphasis is placed
upon consideration for decision making in the areas of process and equipment
selection and plant layout. Other topics include production flow, cost analysis,
and recent developments as they afFect production. Prerequisite: In Ed 204,
440, or permission of instructor.
IN ED 450 INDUSTRIAL COOPERATIVE EXPERIENCE 6 cr.
(0 and 18)
Continuation of In Ed 350. Summer only. Prerequisite: Senior standing,
In Ed 350, and permission of instructor.
IN ED 451 SPECIAL PROJECTS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The student is assigned a project in accordance with his needs and capa-
bihties. Projects are either experimental, theoretical or developmental and
cover subjects not thoroughly covered in other courses.
IN ED 452, 652 ADVANCED PROJECTS 1-6 cr.
The student gains depth in content by completing a project under the
supervision of an instructor in one of the following subject areas: (a) Arts
and Crafts, (b) Drawing and Design, (c) Electricity and Electronics, (d)
Graphic Arts, (e) Metalworking, (f) Occupational Education, (g) Power,
and (h) Woodworking.
IN ED 460, 660 CAREER EDUCATION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An introduction to the concepts and philosophical basis for career education
with emphasis on the applications of career education as an integrating force
\sdthin the total school curriculum. This course is designed for all students
preparing to teach or those seeking to improve their teaching competencies.
Prerequisite: Ag Ed 201, Ed 100, In Ed 101, or Graduate standing.
IN ED 464, 664 STILL PICTURE PRODUCTION 3 cr. (1 and 4)
This course includes media selection, specification of learning outcomes,
program planning, storyboarding, art creation and direction, photography,
scripting, and audio tape production and synchronization. Prerequisite: In Ed
204, 304, or permission of instructor.
IN ED 465, 665 MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION 3 cr. (1 and 4)
A study of how to produce video tape and motion picture presentations.
Prerequisite: In Ed 464 or permission of instructor.
IN ED 496, 696 PUBLIC RELATIONS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
This course emphasizes the techniques and methods of eflFective pubhc and
industrial relations which contribute to understanding and cooperation of
labor, business, professional, educational, and industrial groups.
IN ED 815 SEMINAR IN INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 1 cr. (1 and 0)
IN ED 820 RECExNT PROCESS DEVELOPMENTS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
IN ED 840 SCHOOL SHOP DESIGN 3 cr. (3 and 0)
IN ED 845 CURRICULUM PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT IN
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
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IN ED 860 CURRICULUM MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT IN
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
IN ED 861 ADMINISTRATION AND SUPERVISION OF VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
IN ED 865 AMERICAN INDUSTRIES 3 cr. (3 and 0)
IN ED 894 PROJECT RESEARCH 1-6 cr. (1-6 and 0)
IN ED 895 SPECIAL PROBLEMS I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
IN ED 896 SPECIAL PROBLEMS II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Industrial Engineering
Professor: J. A. Chisman
Associate Professors: J. H. Couch, C. R. Lindenmeyer
IE 303 JOB EVALUATION AND WAGE INCENTIVES 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Job description, specification, and classification. Systems employed for
establishing relative ranks of jobs. Basic wage and salary determination.
Wage incentive methods. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
IE 306 ADVANCED MANUFACTURING PROCESSES 3 cr. (2 and 3)
Exploration of modem material removal and shaping processes. Special
laboratory investigations. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
Industrial Management
Professors: C. V. Aucoin, E. E. Burch, Jr., E. A. LaRoche, H. H. Macaulay, Jr.,
W. W. Menke, C. R. Smith, B. J. Todd, Head; G. C. Uselton, C. H. White-
hurst, Jr., S. M. Willis, T. W. Zimmerer
Associate Professors: S. H. Brown, C. W. Gooding, J. L. Richardson, C. B.
Russell, D. M. Swanson, G. L. Waddle, G. H. Worm
Assistant Professors: J. K. Butler, Jr., C. T. Deal, W. F. Grazer, J. M. McDonald,
M. A. McKnew, J. W. Patterson, M. H. Sanders, H. Van Bulck. L. G. White
Instructors: T. B. Maertens, P. W. Uselton, J. L. Woodruff
Visiting Instructors: G. P. Fellers, H. C. Haynsworth III, P. F. Petersen
Vmtin^i Part-time Lecturers: T. R. Gulledgc, Jr., S. B. Marshall, T. M. Patrick,
Jr., R. E. Toomey
IM 201 INTRODUCTION TO INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Management's role as a factor of economic production. Functions of man-
agement, principles of organization, and behavior in organizations.
IM 299 COMPUTER UTILIZATION I 1 cr. (0 and 3)
FamiHarization in the use of modem timesharing computer tcmiinals and
minicomputers. Prerequisite: Comp Sc 205 or equivalent.
IM 304 STATISTICAL QUALI'IT CONTROL 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Basic statistical control tcchniqu(*s in all areas of industry. Sampling, statis-
tical control, and inspection problems arc studied with special rcfrrcncx! to
practical applications. Emphasis is placed on the underlying statistical thewy
Industrial Management 307
and the assumptions associated with the various procedures. Prerequisite: Math
203 or 301.
IM 307 PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Principles, concepts, and techniques concerned with effective and eflBcient
utilization of personnel. Emphasis on motivation, leadership, and human be-
havior as they relate to employer-employee relations. Topics include personnel
recruitment, classification, selection, training, development, and performance
evaluation. Prerequisite: Junior standing.
IM 308 PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Principles and concepts involved in planning, pricing, promotion, and dis-
tribution of goods and services.
IM 315 SMALL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The study of the management of the small independently owned and
operated business. Emphasis will be placed upon analyzing new business
opportunities, planning and estabUshing a going concern, and managing the
contemporary small business. Field experience in consulting with small busi-
nesses will enhance the student's understanding of the unique opportunities
and problems of small business organizations. Prerequisite: Acct 201, IM 201,
308.
IM 400 MANAGEMENT OF ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
The purpose of this course is to provide the management student with a
framework for understanding how behavior within business organizations is
managed. Particular emphasis will be placed on integrating management
theory with recent developments in the behavioral sciences with distinct
management applications. Theory, research, and business applications will
be considered. Prerequisite: IM 201, 307, or permission of instructor.
IM 401, 601 QUANTITATIVE MARKETING ANALYSIS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Quantitative techniques apphed to the investigation and solution of market-
ing problems. Emphasis is placed on the use of decision theory, game theory,
Markov chain models, sales forecasting models, sample survey design, mathe-
matical programming, simulation models, and marketing information systems.
Prerequisite: IM 308, Math 203 or 301.
IM 402, 602 OPERATIONS PLANNING AND CONTROL 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Concepts and models important to management are stressed in this course.
Emphasis is placed on elementary deterministic and stochastic inventory
models, inventory analysis and control systems, forecasting techniques, ele-
mentary queuing models, introduction to simulation, network programs, and
production planning and scheduling. Prerequisite: Math 203 or 301 and Senior
standing.
IM 403 SPECIAL PROBLEMS 1-3 cr. (1-3 and 0)
Planning, developing, and executing a research project related to the field
of management or defense studies. Prerequisite: Senior standing in Industrial
Management or Administrative Management.
IM 404, 604 MANAGERIAL ECONOMICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Use of tools of economic analysis in classifying problems, in organizing and
evaluating information, and in comparing alternative courses of action. Bridges
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the gap between economic theory and managerial practices. Prerequisite: Mgt
Sc 310 or 311, or permission of instructor.
IM 405, 605 ECONOMICS OF TRANSPORTATION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Topics covered include history and structure of transportation systems in
the United States, the nature of transportation costs and rates, transportation
systems as factors in industrial location, government policy toward transporta-
tion, and transportation and national security. Prerequisite: Senior standing and
permission of instructor.
IM 406, 606 THEORY OF INDUSTRIAL LOCATION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A theoretical study of the general factors which determine industrial location
in a market place economy. Current hterature is surveyed. A comparison of
location theory and actual location patterns is stressed. Prerequisite: Senior
standing and permission of instructor.
IM 407 DIRECTED RESEARCH 1 cr. (1 and 0)
Planning, developing, and executing a research project related to the field
of management. Prerequisite: Senior standing in Administrative Management
or Industrial Management.
IM 408, 608 WORK SIMPLIFICATION AND STANDARDIZATION
3 cr. (3 and 0)
Principles and practices of motion and time as it is apphed to industry.
Emphasis is given to its application and its influence on methods, material
handhng, plant layout, and time study procedures.
IM 410 DIRECTED RESEARCH IN MARKETING 1 cr. (1 and 0)
Directed independent research and analysis of contemporary topics in mar-
keting. Prerequisite: IM 308.
IM 412, 612 MARKETING MANAGEMENT 3 cr. (3 and 0)
AppHcation of marketing principles in the investigation and solution of
marketing problems. Managerial decision areas include products development,
pricing, advertising, personal selling, and channels of distribution. Prerequisite:
IM 308.
IM 413, 613 MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An analysis of mass and interpersonal communications in marketing. Atten-
tion is given to communications theory, advertising, sales promotion, and per-
sonal selling. Prerequisite: IM 308.
IM 415, 615 BUSINESS POLICY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
This is a capstone course for seniors. The case metho<l is used in solving
complex business problems requiring the student to integrate his knowledge
of the functional areas of business. Student participation and written and oral
communication are stressed. Prerequisite: IM 201 or 307 and Senior standing.
IM 416, 616 MANAGEMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Recent developments in the management of human resources with emphasis
on results of research into the motivation, development of potential, and full
utili7.ation of the human resources. Prerequisite: IM 307 or pennission of in-
structor.
IM 417, 617 LOC;iSTICS MANAGEMENT 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Management of physical distribution and supply systems with emphasis on
design concepts, tost detenninants and control. Prerequisite: Senior standing.
Latin 309
IM 418, 618 MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS 3 cr.
(3 andO)
The use of data processing concepts as an aid in implementing managerial
functions. Electronic data processing terminology, software, hardware, com-
puter operations and techniques, systems analysis, and the principles of man-
agement information systems design and implementation are emphasized. Pre-
requisite: Comp Sc 205 or equivalent. Corequisite: IM 499.
IM 419, 619 MARKETING INFORMATION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The planning, collection, processing, and utilization of information used in
marketing decision making. Prerequisite: IM 308.
IM 420, 620 MANAGEMENT OF DEFENSE EXPENDITURES 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Components and budget classification of the Department of Defense. Organi-
zation and management systems employed in the Department of Defense. Pre-
requisite: Econ 419 or permission of instructor.
IM 421, 621 CONSUMER BEHAVIOR 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An examination of selected behavioral science concepts and their application
to the understanding of consumer decision making. Text and cases. Prerequi-
site: IM 308.
IM 499 COMPUTER UTILIZATION II 1 cr. (1 and 0)
Components of computer systems and effective methods of selection and
utilization. Topics include review of terminology, methods of communicating
with computer personnel, languages, package programs, package systems, and
sources of current literature. Prerequisite: Comp Sc 205 or equivalent.
Italian
Instructor: L. T. Perry
Visiting Assistant Professor: J. B. Romeiser
ITAL 199 SITUATIONAL ITALIAN 4 cr. (3 and 1)
A course in conversational Italian designed to place greatest emphasis on
specific situations the student is likely to encounter in the course of travel or
business trips to Italian-speaking areas.
Latin
Associate Professor: R. R. McGregor, Jr.
LAT 101 ELEMENTARY LATIN 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A course for beginners designed principally to teach the reading of the
language.
LAT 102 ELEMENTARY LATIN 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A continuation of Lat 101 with the introduction of supplementary readings
from Classical and Medieval authors.
LAT 201 INTERMEDIATE LATIN 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A review of the fundamental principles of grammar in conjunction with
readings from the Classical period. Prerequisite: Lat 102 or equivalent.
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LAT 202 INTERMEDIATE LATIN 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A continuation of Lat 201 with the introduction of writings from the late
Latin and Medieval periods. Prerequisite: Lat 201 or equivalent.
Law
Associate Professor: S. H. Brown
Assistant Professors: C. T. Deal, E. C. Hipp, Jr., M. H. Sanders
Visiting Part-time Lecturer: T. M. Patrick, Jr.
LAW 312 COMMERCIAL LAW 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An introduction to business law with primary attention given to contracts,
agency, negotiable instruments, and sales. Prerequisite: Junior standing.
LAW 313 COMMERCIAL LAW 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Continuation of Law 312 with emphasis on business organization, personal
and real property, estates and bankruptcy, and security services. Prerequisite:
Law 312 or permission of instructor.
LAW 322 LEGAL ENVIRONMENT OF BUSINESS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The development of both state and national regulation of business. Attention
is given to the constitutional force and limitations of power, specific areas in
which governments have acted, and the regulations that have been imposed in
these areas. Prerequisite: Junior standing.
LAW 401 LABOR LAW 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Basic labor law in the National Labor Relations Act, the Taft-Hartley and
Landnim-GriflBn Acts. Legal problems raised by state and federal statutes such
as workmen's compensation, unemployment compensation, wage and hour
legislation, and equal opportunity laws. Prerequisite: Law 322, Junior standing.
Leisure Skills
LS 130 ALPINE SKUNG 1 cr. (0 and 45)
Basic downhill snow skiing instruction including equipment selection, safety,
and maintenance; parallel turns; edging; carved and linked turns; wedeling;
and safety and etiquette. There is an additional fee for this course. Taught
during Christmas recess. (Contact the Department of Recreation and Park
Administration in October.)
LS 140 FENCING 1 cr. (0 and 3)
Individual and group instruction for beginners in the basic skills and tech-
niques of foil fencing,
LS 150 BEGINNING SWIMMING 1 cr. (0 and 3)
Fundamentals of swimming and water safety.
LS 151 AQUATIC SPORTS AND DIVING 1 cr. (0 and 3)
This course is designed to ac(]uaint the student witli various forms of
aquatic sports: competitive swimming, diving, and water polo.
LS 152 SAIUNG Icr. (0and3)
Basic instruction in the nonjenclature. safrty and rescue trchniqurs, and
•kills required to skip{M:r sailing craft. Prerequisite: Basic swinuntng skills.
Leisure Skills 311
LS 153 BEGINNING CANOEING 1 cr. (0 and 3)
Basic instruction in the nomenclature, strokes, and safety techniques in
canoeing. Prerequisite: Basic swimming skills.
LS 160 BEGINNING TENNIS 1 cr. (0 and 3)
A fundamentals course stressing rules, basic strokes and strategy, with ample
opportunity for practice.
LS 162 HANDBALL 1 cr. (0 and 3)
A thorough knowledge and understanding of the rules, strategy, funda-
mental skills, and techniques of handball for the beginning player.
LS 163 RAGQUETBALL 1 cr. (0 and 3)
The basic skills, knowledge of rules, and strategy of racquetball.
LS 170 BEGINNING GOLF 1 cr. (0 and 3)
A fundamentals course stressing rules, strategy, and basic strokes.
LS 190 MODERN DANCE Icr. (Oand3)
An introduction to modem dance techniques with emphasis on developing
the style of movement and understanding the dance art form.
LS 252 ADVANCED SAILING 1 cr. (0 and 3)
A course in the fundamentals of sailboat racing. Prerequisite: LS 152 or
permission of instructor.
LS 254 ADVANCED LIFESAVING 1 cr. (Oand 3)
Course designed to enhance aquatic skills and to develop lifesaving tech-
niques. It teaches progressive techniques and practice of lifesaving and water
safety skills. Prerequisite: Pass preliminary swim test.
LS 255 WATER SAFETY INSTRUCTION 1 cr. (0 and 3)
Course teaches progressive techniques and practice of teaching swimming
and lifesaving. Prerequisite: LS 254.
LS 260 INTERMEDIATE-ADVANCED TENNIS 1 cr. (0 and 3)
The opportunity to advance and correct mistakes in basic tennis skills.
Prerequisite: Basic tennis skiUs.
Management
MGT 800 MANAGEMENT GAMING 1 cr. (0 and 3)
MGT 801 QUANTITATIVE ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MGT 802 FINANCE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MGT 803 OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MGT 804 MANAGERIAL POLICY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MGT 805 ADVANCED QUALITY CONTROL 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MGT 807 COMPARATIVE MANAGEMENT THEORY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
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MGT 810 MANAGEMENT AND THE LAW 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MOT 811 ADVANCED MARKETING ANALYSIS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MGT 812 TRANSPORTATION PLANNING AND POUCY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MGT 816 MANAGEMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MGT 891 MASTER'S RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
Management Science
Professors: C. V. Aucoin, E. E. Burch, Jr., E. A. LaRoche, W. W. Menke,
C. R. Smith, B. J. Todd, G. C. Uselton, C. H. Whitehurst, Jr., T. W.
Zimmerer
Associate Professors: E. W. Arp, Jr., S. H. Brown, C. W. Gooding, C. B.
Russell, D. M. Swanson, G. L. Waddle, G. H. Worm
Assistant Professors: J. K. Butler, Jr., M. A. McKnew, J. W. Patterson
MGT SC 310 INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT SCIENCE 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Quantitative methods of the management scientist with applications to
economic, business, and industrial problems. Topics include regression analysis,
elementary time series analysis, sampling, and decision making under uncer-
tainty, nonparametric methods, and linear programming. Prerequisite: Econ
202, Math 203.
MGT SC 311, 611 INTRODUCTION TO ECONOMETRICS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Elements of time series analysis and an introduction to the measurement,
Sf>ecification, estimation, and interpretation of functional relationships through
single equation least squares techniques. Problems of multicollinearity, dummy
variables, heteroscedasticity, autocorrelation, and lagged variables in simple
economic models are introduced. Prerequisite: Econ 314, Math 301.
MGT SC 413, 613 MANAGEMENT SCIENCE I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The role and usage of management science techniciues in decision making
in business and industry. Static and detenninistic modebj will bo eniphasi/.ed.
Topics include classical optimization, probabilistic inventory control, linear pro-
gramming, queueing, Markov chains, and simulation. Prerequisite: Pennission
of instructor.
MGT SC 414. 614 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Application of statistics in management decision making. Eniphasis is placed
on the proper design, analysis, and interjiretation of plamuxl experiments.
Topics include single factor through fractional factorial fxpfrinients, response
surface mctho<l()logy, analysis of covariancc and evolutionary operations. Pre-
requisite: Math 301 or equivalent.
MGT SC 806 REGIONAL SCIENCE METHODS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MGT SC 807 ECONOMETRIC METHODS I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MGT SC 808 ECONOMETRIC METHODS II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MGT SC 812 MANAGEMENT SCIENCE II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Materials Engineering 313
Materials Engineering
Professors: F. W. Cooke, D. J. Dumin, C. C. Fain, J. W. Lathrop, G. C.
Robinson, J. S. Wolf
Associate Professors: D. D. Moyle, J. B. Park, J. L. Prince III, P. F. Rad,
H. Scott
Assistant Professors: W. H. Talbott, R. G. Thompson
MATE 405, 605 PHYSICAL METALLURGY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A comprehensive treatment of electron theory, lattice defects, diffusion,
solutions and phase equilibria, phase transformations, creep and fracture ap-
phed to metals and simple alloys, with emphasis on structure-property rela-
tionships. Prerequisite: CrE 310.
MATE 450, 650 SPECIAL TOPICS IN MATERIALS ENGINEERING
1-4 cr. (0-4 and 12-0)
A comprehensive study of a topic of current interest in the field of mate-
rials engineering. May be taken for credit more than one time. Prerequisite:
Permission of instructor.
MATE 451, 651 CORROSION OF MATERIALS 3 cr. (2 and 3)
An introduction to the aqueous and gaseous corrosion of metals and alloys.
Topics included are ion migration in solid and liquid phases, Pourbaix dia-
grams, theory and apphcation of corrosion rate measurements, and special
corrosion processes as they apply to metal degradation and failure. Prerequi-
site: A course in thermodynamics.
MATE 461, 661 ELEMENTS OF METALLURGY 3 cr. (2 and 3)
A survey of industrial metallurgical processes including extraction of metals
from their ores, primary fabrication of metals, heat and surface treatments,
methods of secondary fabrication, and the mechanical testing of metals.
Laboratory sessions emphasize the measurement of properties of metals and
alloys as they are influenced by process variables. Prerequisite: CrE 310 or
equivalent.
MATE 462, 662 HEAT TREATMENT OF STEELS 3 cr. (2 and 3)
Industrial processing of commercially important ferrous material including
plain carbon and low alloy steels; precipitation hardenable steels; tool steels
and cast irons with special emphasis on response to heat treatment: annealing,
hardening, alloying, and atmosphere control. Laboratory determination of bulk
and surface effects of treatment on mechanical properties. Prerequisite: CrE
310 or equivalent.
MATE 463, 663 METALLURGY OF WELDING AND
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTING 3 cr. (2 and 3)
Survey of welding processes, including resistance, forge, gas, arc, thermite,
ultrasonic, electron beam and laser welding with reference to metallurgical
effects and materials applicability. Includes nondestructive test methods for
industrial weld inspection. Laboratory determination of microstructural and
stress effects induced by welding and effects on material serviceability. Pre-
requisite: CrE 310 or equivalent.
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MATE 464, 664 INDUSTRIAL CORROSION OF METALS 3 cr.
(2 and 3)
Introduction to technical aspects of corrosion as it affects various industrial
operations. Classification of types of metallic corrosion. Techniques of industrial
corrosion protection with emphasis on materials selection and case histories.
Industrial corrosion testing techniques and relation of metallic corrosion to
basic electrochemical concepts. Prerequisite: CrE 310 or equivalent.
MATE 465, 665 INTRODUCTION TO PLASTICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Basic polymer chemistry, structure, properties, and testing; manufacture and
application of industrial plastics and elastomers. Crystalline-amorphous sys-
tems, fibers, addition and condensation polymers, block- and graft-copolymers,
thermoplastics, thermosets, elastomers, catalysis, curing, plasticizers, stablizers,
fire retarders, and pigments. Prerequisite: Ch 201, CrE 310 or equivalent.
MATE 800 SEMINAR IN MATERIALS RESEARCH 1 cr. (1 and 0)
MATE 820 DEFORMATION MECHANISMS IN SOLIDS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATE 822 CHEMICAL METALLURGY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATE 824 EXTRACTIVE METALLURGY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATE 891 MASTER'S RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
Mathematics
Professors: K. Alam, C. V. Aucoin, W. R. Roland, J. V. Brawley, Jr., E. E.
Burch, Jr., F. M. Cholewinski, J. D. Fulton, Head; W. R. Hare, Jr., R. E.
Haymond, P. T. Hohnes, J. W. Kenelly, R. C. Lasker, D. R. LaTorre, R. F.
Ling, S. M. Lukawecki, T. G. Proctor, W. H. Ruckle, A. F. Sobczyk.
B. J. Todd, K. T. Wallenius
Associate Professors: A. K. Bose, A. S. Cover, P. M. Dearing, Jr., R. E. Fen-
nell, J. L. Flatt, J. C. Harden, Jr., C. E. Kirkwood, Jr., J. K. Luedeman,
M. C. Palmer, E. Park, J. A. Reneke, L. A. Rife, C. B. Russell. K. Seo,
J. R. Sullivan
Assistant Professors: C. R. Aucoin, J. P. Jarvis, J. G. LaTorre, F. VV. Morgan,
J. H. Nicholson, H. F. Senter
Instructors: L. G. Fulmer, I. B. Ibrahim, E. V. Sturgis, K. R. Watson
Visiting Associate Professor: H. B. Reiter
Visiting Instructors: A. C. Connor, E. O. Hare, E. T. Higgins, D. H. Lubbers,
B. B. Reiter
Adjunct Professor: C. T. Long
MATH I(K) PHKPARATORY MATHEMATICS 2 cr. (5 and 0)
Topics to \iv covered: Set.s and real nuinluTs; alg('l)ra of polynomials and
fractions; first-degree eciuations and inccjuaiitics in one variable; exponents,
rarlif.als, and conipI<*x mnnl>ers; (iiiadratic e<|uati(>ns and ine(|ualities: log-
arithms; functions. Prerequisite: Retiuired of freshmen re(niiring Math 101/
102 that fail to make a satisfactory .score on the Mathematics Test. Ix^vel H
(Standard). No eurriculun) in the College of Sciences will allow cretlit for
Math 100 to ))c used to satisfy the rc<iuirements for graduation.
MATH 101 FINITE PROBABILITY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Topics in(-Iud(> probability, di.screte random variables, and probability dis-
tribution. Prrmiuisite: A .satisfactory score on the Mathematics Test, Level II
(Standard) or pern)i.s.sion of in.structor.
Mathematics 315
MATH 102 INTRODUCTION TO MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
An intuitive approach to the concepts and applications of calculus. Topics
include jfunctions and graphing, difiFerentiation, and integration. Apphcations
from social, biological, and management sciences are presented. Not open to
those receiving credit for Math 106. Prerequisite: A satisfactory score on the
Mathematics Test, Level II (Standard) or permission of instructor.
MATH 104 TRIGONOMETRY 2 cr. (2 and 0)
Topics to be covered are circular functions, graphs of circular functions
and their inverses, identities and conditional equations, trigonometric functions
and complex numbers.
MATH 105 ALGEBRA AND TRIGONOMETRY 5 cr. (5 and 0)
Freshman mathematics. A unified course in algebra and trigonometry.
Properties of real numbers, algebraic expressions, equations and inequalities in
one variable, relations and functions, polynomial and rational functions, ex-
ponential and logarithmic functions, circular functions, trigonometric functions
and conditional equations, matrices and determinants, and complex numbers.
MATH 106, H106 CALCULUS OF ONE VARIABLE I 4 cr. (4 and 0)
Topics include analytic geometry, introduction to derivatives, computation
and application of derivatives, integrals, exponential and logarithm functions.
Prerequisite: Math 105, or a satisfactory score on the Mathematics Test, Level
II (Standard) or permission of instructor.
MATH 108, H108 CALCULUS OF ONE VARIABLE II 4 cr. (4 and 0)
Topics included are infinite series, limits, differentiation and techniques of
integration. Prerequisite: Math 106.
MATH 115 CONTEMPORARY MATHEMATICS FOR ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL TEACHERS I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Logic, sets, and the properties of the counting numbers, numeration sys-
tems. Open only to Elementary Education majors. Prerequisite: Permission of
instructor.
MATH 116 CONTEMPORARY MATHEMATICS FOR ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL TEACHERS II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A continuation of Math 115. Subtraction, properties of the integers, ele-
mentary number theory, rational number system, real number system. Open
only to Elementary Education majors. Prerequisite: Math 115 or permission
of instructor.
MATH 150 INTRODUCTION TO THE MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES
1 cr. (1 and 0)
Lectures and discussions on the Mathematical Sciences disciplines: Actuarial
Science, Applied Mathematics, Computing Science, Core Mathematics, Manage-
ment Science, Operations Research, and Statistics will be presented.
MATH 203 ELEMENTARY STATISTICAL INFERENCE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A survey course in fundamental statistical principles with applications. Topics
include estimation, test of hypothesis, regression and correlation, analysis of
variance, and nonparametric statistics. Prerequisite: Math 101.
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MATH 206, H206 CALCULUS OF SEVERAL VARIABLES 4 cr.
(4 and 0)
Topics include: real valued functions of several variables, multiple inte-
gration, differential calculus of functions of several variables, vector field
theory. Prerequisite: Math 108.
MATH 208, H208 ENGINEERING MATHEMATICS I 4 cr. (4 and 0)
This course presents an introduction to the study of differential equations
and their application to physical problems. The topics include exact solutions,
series solutions, numerical solutions, solutions by means of Laplace transforms,
and solutions of systems of differential equations. Prerequisite: Math 206.
MATH 210 APPLIED MATRIX ALGEBRA 3cr. (3and0)
An introduction to the basic principles of matrix algebra with applications to
the behavioral and managerial sciences. The major areas of application will
include linear programming, directed graphs, and game theory. Prerequisite:
Math 101 and 102 or 106.
MATH 215 ALGEBRA FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHERS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Linear equations and linear inequalities in one variable, functions and
graphs, systems of linear equations and linear inequalities, quadratic equa-
tions, complex number system. Finite number systems, algebraic structures.
Open only to Elementary Education majors. Prerequisite: Math 216.
MATH 216 GEOMETRY FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHERS
3 cr. (3 and 0)
An informal treatment of the basic concepts of geometry. Open only to
Elementary Education majors. Prerequisite: Math 116 or permission of in-
structor.
MATH 231 MATHEMATICS OF LIFE INSURANCE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An introduction to the basic mathematics of finance and life insurance.
Topics include compound interest, annuities certain, mortality tables, life
annuities, net premiums, net level reserves, modified reserves, nonforfeiture
values and dividends.
MATH 232 ACTUARIAL SCIENCE SEMINAR I 1 cr. (1 and 0)
A problem-solving seminar designed to prepare the student for the ScK'iety
of Actuaries Examination I (General Mathematics). Prcrciiuisitc: Math 206.
MATH 301, H301, 601 STATISTICAL THEORY AND METHODS I
3 cr. (3 and 0)
Principal tc^pics include: elementary probability theory, discrete antl con-
tinuous random variables, exj^'ctc-d values, normal distribution, chi-sciuare
distribution, t-distribution, F-distribution, test of h>iM)thesis, point and inter-
val estimation, curve fitting. Prerequisite: Math 106.
MATH 308 COLLEGE GEOMETRY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Tlieorcms and concepts more advanced than those of high school geometry.
A treatment of the various properties of the triangle, including the notable
points, lines, and circles a-ssociated with it. Prrrrquisitc: Math 106.
Mathematics 317
MATH 309, H309 ENGINEERING MATHEMATICS II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A continuation of Math 208. An introduction to Fourier Series, numerical
methods, partial difFerential equations and certain special functions is given.
Prerequisite: Math 208.
MATH 350 INTRODUCTION TO MATHEMATICAL MODELS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
A study of the modeling process which will include the translation of prac-
tical problems into mathematical models, the solution of the mathematical
models, and the interpretation of the solution back into practical problems.
Examples will be chosen from the physical, biological, social, and manage-
ment sciences. Prerequisite: Comp Sc 205, Math 208, 301.
MATH 360 INTERMEDIATE MATHEMATICAL COMPUTING 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
A continuing study of mathematical computing using the FORTRAN
language. Emphasis on subroutine computation with applications to problems
in science and engineering. Prerequisite: Comp Sc 205 or permission of in-
structor.
MATH 402, H402, 602 THEORY OF PROBABILITY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Principal topics include combinatorial theory, probability axioms, random
variables, expected values; special discrete and continuous distributions,
jointly distributed random variables, correlation, conditional expectation, law
of large numbers, central limit theorem. Prerequisite: Math 206, 301, or
permission of instructor.
MATH 403, H403, 603 STATISTICAL INFERENCE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Principal topics include: sampling distributions, point and interval estima-
tion, maximum likelihood estimators, method of moments, least squares esti-
mators, tests of hypothesis, likelihood ratio methods, regression and correla-
tion analysis, introduction to analysis of variance. Prerequisite: Math 402.
MATH 404, 604 INTRODUCTION TO STOCHASTIC PROCESSES 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Principal topics include random variables, Markov processes, limiting dis-
tributions. Examples from scientific fields will be used in the construction of
stochastic models of physical and behavioral phenomena. Applications to such
topics as queuing, inventory, reliability, and decision analysis will be treated.
Prerequisite: Math 402.
MATH 405, 605 STATISTICAL THEORY AND METHODS II 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Principal topics include simple linear regression, multiple regression and
correlation analysis, one-way analysis of variance, multiple comparison, multi-
factor analysis of variance, experimental design. Computation and interpreta-
tion of results are facilitated through use of statistical computer packages.
Prerequisite: Math 301.
MATH 407, 607 PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Partial differentiation and space geometry, origins of partial differential
equations, linear and nonlinear equations of the first order, Fourier series,
linear equations of the second and higher orders. Prerequisite: Math 208.
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MATH 408, 608 TOPICS IN GEOMETRY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An introduction to topics in special geometries which include non-Eucli-
dean space concepts, such as projective geometry, finite geometries, and in-
tuitive elementary topology. A brief introduction to vector geometry. Pre-
requisite: Math 206.
MATH 409, 609 STATISTICAL THEORY AND METHODS III 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Principal topics include the analysis of enumerative data, nonparametric
methods, sampling techniques, and time-series analysis. Prerequisite: Math
405 or permission of instructor.
MATH 411, H411, 611 LINEAR ALGEBRA 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An introduction to the algebra of matrices, vector spaces, polynomials and
linear transformations. Prerequisite: Math 206.
MATH 412, H412, 612 INTRODUCTION TO MODERN ALGEBRA
3 cr. (3 and 0)
An introduction to the concepts of algebra. Topics included are the number
system and the elementary theory of groups, rings, and fields. Prerequisite:
Math 411.
MATH 415, H415 INTRODUCTION TO TOPOLOGY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An introduction to point set topology; HausdorfF, regular and normal spaces;
metric, connected and compact spaces; continuous mappings and homeo-
morphisms. Prerequisite: Math 206.
MATH 419, H419, 619, DISCRETE MATHEMATICAL STRUCTURES I
3 cr. (3 and 0)
This course applies theoretical concepts of sets, functions, binary relations,
graphs, Boolean algebras, propositional logic, semigroups, groups, homomor-
phisms, and permutation groups to computer characterization and design,
words over a finite alphabet and concatenation, binary group codes, and other
communication or computer problems. Prerequisite: Math 411.
MATH 420, 620 DISCRETE MATHEMATICAL STRUCTURES II
3 cr. (3 and 0)
This course applies graph theory, ring and field theory, cardinality of sets,
and difference equations to Nim games and other perfect information games,
transport networks, shortest route problems, polynomial a)des, Bosc-Chand-
huri-Hoqucnghcm codes, machine computability, mathematical linguistics,
and different codes. Prerequisite: Math 412, 419, or pennission of instructor.
MATH 428, 628 NUMERICAL LINEAR ALGEBRA 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Numrrical solution of linear algebraic systems, matrix inversion, computa-
tion of eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Prerequisite: Comp Sc 205, Math 411.
MATH 429. 629 NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Sohition of nonlinear efpiations and systems, function approximation with
polynomials, numerical differentiation and quadrature, ninnrrical solution of
ordinary differential equations. Prerequisite: Comp Sc 205, Math 453 or 463.
MATH 430. a30 ACTUARIAL FINITE DIFFERENCES 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Topics include finite differences, factorial ix)lynonuals, Stirling's numlxTs,
summation, Newton's interpolation fonnula, oiKTators. collocation polynonuals.
Lagrange's interix)lation fonnula, divided differences, numerical (including
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Gaussian) integration, singular integrals, and numerical solution of linear
equations. Prerequisite: Math 206 or permission of instructor.
MATH 431, 631 THEORY OF INTEREST 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A comprehensive treatment of the theory of interest from a continuous view-
point. Topics include simple and compound interest, annuities certain, amorti-
zation schedules and sinking funds, and application of the theory to bonds
and other securities. Prerequisite: Math 430 or permission of instructor.
MATH 432 ACTUARIAL SCIENCE SEMINAR II 1 cr. ( 1 and 0)
A problem-solving seminar designed to prepare the student for the Society
of Actuaries Examination 2 (probability and statistics). Prerequisite: Math
403 may be taken concurrently or permission of instructor.
MATH 435, H435, 635 COMPLEX VARIABLES 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Elementary functions. Differentiation and integration of analytic functions.
Taylor and Laurent series. Contour integration and residue theory. Conformal
mapping. Schwartz-Christoffel transformation. Prerequisite: Math 206.
MATH 452, H452, 652 LINEAR PROGRAMMING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An introduction to linear programming, using elementary matrix algebra
and the theory of convex polygons. Applications to managerial problems,
operations research, economic behavior, the theory of games and military
strategy are considered. Prerequisite: Math 206 or permission of instructor.
MATH 453, H453, 653 ADVANCED CALCULUS I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Limits, continuity, and diflFerentiation of functions of one and several vari-
ables, the Riemann integral, and vector analysis. Prerequisite: Math 206.
MATH 454, H454, 654 ADVANCED CALCULUS II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A continuation of Math 453. Transformations, multiple integrals, line and
siuface integrals, infinite sequences and series, and improper integrals.
MATH 457, 657 APPLIED MATHEMATICS I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Determinants and matrices, review of differential equations, finite differ-
ences, Fourier series and integrals, Laplace transformations, a large selection
of applications. Prerequisite: Math 208.
MATH 458, 658 APPLIED MATHEMATICS II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A continuation of Math 457. Partial differential equations, Bessel functions
and Legendre polynomials, analytic functions of complex variables, infinite
series in a complex plane, the theory of residues, conformal mapping. Pre-
requisite: Math 457.
MATH 460, 660 INTRODUCTION TO NUMERICAL ANALYSIS I 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Introduction to the problems of numerical analysis emphasizing computa-
tional procedures and application. Topics include polynomial interpolation,
matrix methods, systems of linear equations, nonlinear equations, numerical
solution of ordinary differential equations. Prerequisite: Comp Sc 205 or E&CE
299, Math 208.
MATH 461, 661 INTRODUCTION TO NUMERICAL ANALYSIS II 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Continuation of Math 460. Ordinary differential equations, boundary value
problems, functional approximation, numerical solution of partial differential
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equations, and Monte Carlo techniques. Prerequisite: Math 460 or permission
of instructor.
MATH 463, H463, 663 MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Basic properties of the real number system, sequences and limits; continu-
ous functions, uniform continuity and convergence. Integration, differentia-
tion, functions of several real variables, implicit function theory. Prerequisite:
Math 206.
MATH 464, H464, 664 MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A continuation of Math 463.
MATH 471, 671 APPLIED STATISTICAL DECISION THEORY 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
An introduction to statistical decision theory emphasizing the Bayesian ap-
proach. Behavioral axioms, characterizing the "Rational decision maker,"
lead to the laws of probability theory and utility theory. Topics include:
axioms of subjective probability and utility, extensive and normal form analy-
sis, hkehhood principle, conjugate distributions. Prerequisite: Math 402.
MATH 473, 673 INTRODUCTION TO NONLINEAR OPTIMIZATION
3 cr. (3 and 0)
An introduction to the application and theory of nonlinear optimization
problems. The primary topics include: classical optimization based on the
calculus, approximation techniques, separable programming, quadratic pro-
gramming, gradient methods, and dynamic programming. Prerequisite: Math
452, 453.
MATH 481 SEMINAR IN MATHEMATICS 1-3 cr. (1-3 and 0)
Attention will be focused upon mathematical areas in which nonroutine prob-
lems can be posed with comparative ease. Emphasis will be upon independent
study and student use of previously acquired mathematical skills. Open to
students only by invitation for not more than three hours credit.
MATH 701 NUMBER SYSTEMS FOR THE ELEMENTARY CRADES
3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 702 NUMBER SYSTEMS FOR THE MIDDLE GRADES 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
MATH 703 MODERN MATHEMATICS FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
TEACHERS—GEOMETRY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 705 MODERN MATHKMATICS FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOl
TEACHERS—ALC;EHRA, PROH.MJILriT AND STATISnCS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
MATH 710 ELEMENTARY CALCULUS FROM AN ADVANCED
VIKWK)INT 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 712 MODERN ALGEBRAIC CONCEPTS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 721 MATRIX ALGEBRA I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 722 MATRIX ALGEBRA II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
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MATH 725 COMBINATORIAL MATHEMATICS FOR TEACHERS 3 cr.
(3and0)
MATH 730 MODERN GEOMETRY FOR TEACHERS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 731 NON-EUCLIDEAN GEOMETRY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 732 PROJECTIVE GEOMETRY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 741 INTRODUCTION TO LINEAR PROGRAMMING WITH
APPLICATIONS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 751 FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS OF CALCULUS I 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
MATH 752 FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS OF CALCULUS II 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
MATH 761 PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 771 NUMERICAL METHODS IN SECONDARY SCHOOL
MATHEMATICS I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 772 NUMERICAL METHODS IN SECONDARY SCHOOL
MATHEMATICS U 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 781 HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 783 THEORY OF NUMBERS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 791 MATHEMATICAL PROBLEMS IN THE CURRICULUM
3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 801 GENERAL LINEAR HYPOTHESIS I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 802 GENERAL LINEAR HYPOTHESIS II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 803 STOCHASTIC PROCESSES I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 804 STOCHASTIC PROCESSES II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 805 DATA ANALYSIS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 806 NONPARAMETRIC STATISTICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 807 APPLIED MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 809 TIME-SERIES ANALYSIS, FORECASTING AND CONTROL
3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 811 NONLINEAR PROGRAMMING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 812 DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 813 ADVANCED LINEAR PROGRAMMING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 814 NETWORK FLOWS AND INTEGER PROGRAMMING 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
MATH 815 DATA STRUCTURES 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 817 STOCHASTIC MODELS IN OPERATIONS RESEARCH I
3cr. (3and0)
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MATH 818 STOCHASTIC MODELS IN OPERATIONS RESEARCH II
3cr. (3and0)
MATH 821 REAL ANALYSIS I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 822 REAL ANALYSIS II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 823 COMPLEX ANALYSIS I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 824 COMPLEX ANALYSIS II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 825 ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS I 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
MATH 826 ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS II 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
MATH 831 FOURIER SERIES 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 833 OPERATIONAL MATHEMATICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 837 CALCULUS OF VARIATIONS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 839 INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 841 APPLIED MATHEMATICS I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 842 APPLIED MATHEMATICS II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 850 COMPUTATIONAL PROBLEMS IN DISCRETE
STRUCTURES 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 851 ABSTRACT ALGEBRA I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 852 ABSTRACT ALGEBRA II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 853 ADVANCED LINEAR ALGEBRA 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 854 THEORY OF GRAPHS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 855 COMBINATORUL ANALYSIS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 861 ADVANCED NUMERICAL ANALYSIS I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 862 ADVANCED NUMERICAL ANALYSIS II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 863 DIGITAL MODELS I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 864 DIGITAL MODELS II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 867 SYSTEMS AND SOFTWARE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 868 INTRODUCTION TO NUMERICAL PROCESSES 3 cr.
(3 undo)
MATH 871 GENERAL TOPOLOGY I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 872 GENERAL TOPOLOGY II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 891 MASTER'S RESEARCH. Credit to l>o arranged.
MATH 901 PROBABILITY THEORY I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
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MATH 902 PROBABILITY THEORY II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 907 MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 920 INTRODUCTION TO HARMONIC ANALYSIS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
MATH 927 FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 928 FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 956 FIELD THEORY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 981 SPECIAL TOPICS IN MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS
1-3 cr. (1-3 and 0)
MATH 982 SPECIAL TOPICS IN ANALYSIS 1-3 cr. (1-3 and 0)
MATH 984 SPECIAL TOPICS IN APPLIED MATHEMATICS 1-3 cr.
(1-3 and 0)
MATH 985 SPECIAL TOPICS IN ALGEBRA 1-3 cr. (1-3 and 0)
MATH 986 SPECIAL TOPICS IN CONVEXITY 1-3 cr. (1-3 and 0)
MATH 987 SPECIAL TOPICS IN NUMERICAL PROCESSES 1-3 cr.
(1-3 and 0)
MATH 988 SPECIAL TOPICS IN OPERATIONS RESEARCH 1-3 cr.
(1-3 and 0)
MATH 991 DOCTORAL RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
Mechanical Engineering
Professors: N. R. Bauld, Jr., E. H. Bishop, Head; D. W. Bradbury, C. A.
Brandon,* W. E. Castro, J. L. Edwards, J. L. Caddis, J. G. Goree,* T. C.
Hardin, J. C. Hester, D. W. Lyons, D. R. Pitts, M. K. Richardson, C. S.
Rudisill, T. Yang
Associate Professors: M. W. Dixon, A. C. Ehod, W. G. Hudson, J. K. Johnson,
Jr., E. H. Law, F. W. Paul, B. K. Pearce
Assistant Professor: J. A. Liburdy
Visiting Assistant Professor: L. S. Cauley
Adjunct Professor: T. S. Hargest
ME 201 INNOVATIVE DESIGN I 2 cr. (1 and 3)
Creative design; the design process; design planning; design analysis;
design documentation; engineering professional ethics; engineering graphics
as a means of conceptualization, problem solving, and communication. Pre-
requisite: Sophomore standing.
ME 202 INNOVATIVE DESIGN II 3 cr. (2 and 3)
Decision making in the selection of materials and processes for manufac-
turing products. Experience in the solution of authentic design problems.
Product design. Prerequisite: CrE 310, ME 201, Phys 221.
•On leave.
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ME 301 ENGINEERING SYSTEMS ANALYSIS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Application of undergraduate mathematics, numerical methods, and basic
engineering principles in the solution of engineering problems. Problems will
be drawn from dynamics, vibrations, kinematics, thermodynamics, heat transfer,
fluid mechanics, electrical circuits, and other engineering fields. Prerequisite:
Math 208, Junior standing in engineering.
ME 302 DYNAMIC SYSTEMS AND CONTROL 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Model formulation of engineering systems based on physical laws involving
the storage and transfer of matter and energy. Mechanical, electrical, fluid,
and thermal systems are emphasized. Time and frequency response methods
are considered. An introduction to control system characteristics of stability
and feedback. Prerequisite: EM 202, Math 208.
ME 304 HEAT TRANSFER 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Heat conduction in the steady and transient states; free and forced con-
vection; radiation; combined modes; boiling and condensation. AnaK-tical
and numerical solutions to engineering heat transfer problems are empha-
sized. Prerequisite: Junior standing, Math 208, ME 311.
ME 305 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENTATION 1 cr. (0 and 3)
Introductory course to engineering experimentation. Theory and application
of elementary instruments for static measurements of pressure, temperature,
etc. Planning, conducting, and reporting results of the exi>eriment. De%elop-
ment of experimental skills by performing experiments in the laborator\'.
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
ME 311, H311 ENGINEERING THERMODYNAMICS I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
First and second laws of thermodynamics applied to engineering systems.
Properties of the ideal and real gases and vapors. Processes and introduction
to power and refrigeration cycles. Prerequisite: Math 208, Hiys 221, Junior
standing.
ME 312 ENGINEERING THERMODYNAMICS II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Continuation of ME 311. Power and refrigeration cycles, thermodv-namic
relations, compressibility charts, combustion, and introduction to equilibrium.
ME 313 INSTRUMENTATION AND MEASUREMENTS 3 cr. (2 and 3)
Principles of measurements, instrument accuracy and performance character-
istics. Modem instrumentation for measuring both static and d>'namic pressure,
temperature, fluid, flow, speed, power, force, acceleration, etc. Uncertainty
analysis, curve fitting, and technical report writing. Analog and digital com-
puter methods for engineering experimentation. Prerequisite: E&CE 307, ME
305, 311.
ME 401. 601 DESIGN OF MECHANICAL SYSTEM COMPONENTS
3cr. (3and0)
Principles of the analysis and synthesis of machines. The application ol
engineering principles and state-of-the-art of experimental knowledge to die
selection of machine elements. Prerequisite: EM 304.
ME 402, 602 INNOVATIVE DESIGN III 3 cr. (2 and 3)
The student is given the opportunity to apply creatively his general knowl-
edge and his knowledge of mginerring in the anab'sis and design of one or
more engineering systems, machines, or devices. A substantial portion of the
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design problem will involve the theory and apphcations of engineering eco-
nomics. Corequisite: ME 401, 412.
ME 40S FLUID DYNAMICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The theory of fluids in motion. Topics include review of concepts of thermo-
dynamics as applied to fluids in motion, wave propagation in a fluid, isentropic
flow with variable area, Fanno hne, Rayleigh hne, normal and obhque shocks,
flow with friction and heat transfer, viscous flow theory, potential flow theory,
apphcations. Prerequisite: EM 320, ME 311, and permission of instructor.
ME 404, 604 COXTROL SYSTEMS DESIGxN 3 cr. (2 and 2)
The analysis and design of feedback and control systems using principles
of transient response, root locus, frequency response and state variable
analyses. Experimental and analytic evaluation of laboratory control systems.
Prerequisite: ME 302 or equivalent.
ME 405 KINEMATICS AND DYNAMICS OF MACHINERY 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Graphical, analytical, and numerical techniques are used in the dynamic
analysis and svTithesis of machines. Emphasis on the appHcation of the analysis
techniques to Linkages, cams, gears, and other mechanisms. Prerequisite: EM
202 and Senior standing.
ME 406, 606 COMPUTER CONTROL OF MACHINES AND PROCESSES
3 cr. (2 and 2)
Sampling and stability of discretized process models. Methods of Z-trans-
forms, root locus and discrete time equations are employed for mathematical
controller design and analysis. Computer requirements, transducers and signal
converters are addressed. Prerequisite: ME 404 or equivalent.
ME 407, 607 APPLIED HEAT TRANSFER 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An application oriented extension of ME 304, considering topics in transient
conduction, flow of fluids, energy exchange by radiation, and mass transfer.
Applications in heat-exchanger design with emphasis on economics and varia-
tion of operating conditions from the design point. Prerequisite: ME 304 and
permission of instructor.
ME 408, 608 NUMERICAL METHODS IN ENGINEERING ANALYSIS
3 cr. (3 and 0)
Techniques for solving engineering problems utilizing numerical techniques
and the digital computer. Polynomial interpolation formulas, numerical in-
tegration, roots of nonlinear algebraic equations, simultaneous hnear equa-
tions, ordinary and partial differential equations. Simpson's rule, Gauss-
Jordan, Gauss-Siedel, Newton-Raphson, Runge-Kutta, Milne, Hamming, and
Crank-Nicholson methods. Prerequisite: Senior standing.
ME 409, 609 DESIGN OF MACHINE ELEMENTS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A design-oriented treatment of machine elements. A rational approach to
optimal design of shafting, springs, fasteners, clutches, brakes, gears, and
other machine elements. Prerequisite: ME 401.
ME 410, 610 MECHANICAL PROCESSING OF MATERIALS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Qualitative and quantitative descriptions of mechanical processing of ma-
terials are presented. The mechanical and metallurgical analysis of forging.
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rolling, extrusion, cutting, metal finishing and other processes are presented.
Prerequisite: CrE 310, EM 304.
ME 411, 611 GAS POWER SYSTEMS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of the effects of variation in specific heat, some fundamentals of
compressible flow, the combustion process, and chemical dissociation. The
theoretical and actual processes associated with the gas turbine, the thermal
jet, the thermal rocket, and the spark ignition and compression ignition engines
are analyzed. Prerequisite: ME 312.
ME 412 INTRODUCTION TO COMPRESSIBLE FLOW AND TURBO-
MACHINERY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Introductory concepts to compressible flow. Methods of treating one-di-
mensional gas dynamics including flow in nozzles and difi^users, normal shocks,
and methods of measuring the velocity in compressible flow. Also included
are theories of energy transfer and flow compressible fluid in turbomachinery.
Prerequisite: EM 320, ME 312.
ME 413 THERMAL SYSTEMS LABORATORY 1 cr. (0 and 3)
Experimental investigations in such areas as internal combustion engines,
air-conditioning, refrigeration, steam turbines, steam condensers, etc. Pre-
requisite: ME 304, 312, 313.
ME 414 MECHANICAL SYSTEMS LABORATORY 1 cr. (0 and 3)
Investigations of natural phenomena arising within the areas of dynamics,
vibrations, and elasticity. Experiments include friction, photoelasticity, critical
speed of shafts, frequency response, and others. Prerequisite: EM 304. Co-
requisite: ME 405.
ME 415, H415 UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH 1-3 cr.
Individual research projects to be conducted under the direct supervision
and guidance of a faculty member. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
ME 416 UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH 1-3 cr.
Individual research projects to be conducted under the direct supervision
and guidance of a faculty member. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
ME 419. 619 CENTRAL-STATION ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION
3 cr. (3 and 0)
A survey of present-day techniques for generating electricity in fossil- and
nuclear-fueled power plants. This includes discussion of the arrangement, func-
tion, and design of basic plant components. Metiiods of i>erf()nning analytical
design computations are developed and applied to t>pical design problems.
PrvTcquusitc: ME 304, 312.
ME 420, 620 ALTERNATIVE ENERGY SOURCES AND THEIR
UTILIZATION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Covers the availability and use of energ>' sources such as fossil fuels,
folar (direct and indirect), vegetation, wastes and nuclear. Addresses energy
dcn.sity, constraints to use. and economics of each source; waste heat via
conMT\ation. heat pumping, and direct cascade use; and economics of waste
heat utilization. Prerequisite: ME 312.
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ME 422, 622 PRINCIPLES OF TURBOMACHINERY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The guiding principles underlying all forms of turbomachinery. A unified
treatment of turbomachinery to include pumps, fans, compressors and turbines.
Dimensional analysis as applied to turbomachinery. Euler's equation, con-
cepts of specific speed, thermodynamics of turbomachinery processes, the
matching of the flow characteristics of duct systems with those of turbo-
machines, and related topics are covered. Prerequisite: EM 320, Senior standing.
ME 425, 625 KINEMATICS: KINEMATIC DESIGN OF MACHINES
3 cr. (3 and 0)
Graphical, analytical, and numerical synthesis techniques are applied to the
design of mechanisms to meet the specified kinematic objectives of function
generation, path generation, and coupler motion. Spatial mechanisms are dis-
cussed, but emphasis is on planar motion. Prerequisite: EM 202 and permission
of instructor.
ME 429, 629 THERMAL ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL 3 cr.
(3and0)
Mechanical vapor compression refrigeration cycles, refrigerants, thermo-
electric cooling systems, cryogenics, thermodynamic properties of air, psychro-
metric charts, heating and cooling coils, solar radiation, heating and cooling
loads, insulation systems. Prerequisite: ME 312.
ME 452, 652 SAFETY ENGINEERING 3 cr. (2 and 3)
Basic principles of industrial safety, inspections for safety compliance, de-
sign codes, design of machines and industrial equipment to meet safety stand-
ard, fire protection and control, safety laws and regulations, protective equip-
ment. Prerequisite: Senior standing.
ME 701 APPLICATIONS OF ENGINEERING ANALYSIS 3 cr.
(3and0)
ME 801 FOUNDATION OF FLUID MECHANICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ME 805 HEAT AND MASS TRANSFER I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ME 806 HEAT AND MASS TRANSFER II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ME 807 MECHANICAL SYSTEMS I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ME 808 MECHANICAL SYSTEMS II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ME 810 MACROSCOPIC THERMODYNAMICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ME 811 GAS DYNAMICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ME 812 EXPERIMENTAL FLUID MECHANICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ME 814 TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ME 816 ENERGY CONVERSION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ME 820 MODERN CONTROL ENGINEERING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ME 821 ADVANCED CONTROL ENGINEERING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ME 830 CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ME 831 CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER 3 cr. (3 and 0)
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ME 832 RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ME 833 HEAT TRANSFER WITH CHANGE OF PHASE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ME 841 ADVANCED MECHANICAL ENGINEERING DESIGN I
3 cr. (3 and 0)
ME 842 ADVANCED MECHANICAL ENGINEERING DESIGN II
3 cr. (3 and 0)
ME 845 VIBRATION OF CONTINUOUS MEDIA 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ME 890 ENGINEERING PROJECT 1-3 cr. (0 and 3-9)
ME 891 MASTER'S RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
ME 893 SELECTED TOPICS IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
1-6 cr. (1-6 and 0)
ME 930 ADVANCED TOPICS IN HEAT TRANSFER 1-6 cr. (1-6 and 0)
ME 991 DOCTORAL RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
Medical Technology
Coordinator: M. B. Bishop
Anderson Memorial Hospital
Lecturers: E. E. Baillie, L. B. Ducker, A. S. HoUingsworth, Jr., G. B. HufF,
N. L. Long
Greenville General Hospital
Lecturers: H. F. Cantrell, E. C. Cox, E. A. Dreskin, D. G. Kilgore, Jr.. J. H.
McCarter, E. B. Smith, P. Thompson, W. M. Waters
Self Memorial Hospital (Greenwood)
Lecturers: J. L. Collins, R. G. Harris, E. C. Hentz, C. 11. Magruder, H. W.
May, R. E. Proctor
MED TECH 101 AN INTRODUCTION TO MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
1 cr. (1 and 0)
An introduction to the operation and practices in a medical laboratory.
This course is designed to integrate the academic year with the clinical year.
Included will be lectures on current laboratory practices, a visit to a modern
medical lal)oratory, current training of laboratory personnel and seminars on
areas of specialization.
MED TECH 401 SEROLOGY /ft4D IMMUNOLOGY 4 cr. (21,10,49)
Presents the basic principles of .serology and immunology and the tests
utilizing these principles to detect abnormalities helpful in the diagnosis of
disease.
MED TECH 402 MICROBIOLOCiY 7 cr. (59,6,470)
The principles of microbiology-bacteriology, mycology, and parasitology.
Emphasis is placed on human pathogenic organisms, using both fresh and
prepared organisms.
Ni.tr: Vint fiaurp rrprrtmU Ircture hmin. avcood flgur* ivpraMDts Mminar hour*. Mtul th«
third figure rrprncnU clinical practice boun.
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MED TECH 403 HEMATOLOGY 5 cr. (12,32,276)
Information on blood as a tissue, the theory of hematological tests, factors
that affect test rehability. Knowledge of test results and knowledge of blood
dyscrasias. Skill in the performance of hematological tests is emphasized and
the use of automation techniques is covered.
MED TECH 404 BLOOD BANK 3 cr. (8,20,132)
History and principles of blood group systems and methods of cross match-
ing. Testing for and quantitative determination of Rh antibodies with all
available techniques. Selection, pretesting and bleeding of donors and proces-
sing of blood for transfusions.
MED TECH 407 URINALYSIS 2 cr. (10,8,102)
The study of renal function together with principles of urine analysis,
pregnancy tests and anatomy of the urinary system. Emphasis is placed on
laboratory procedures and their utilization to detect abnormalities helpful in
the diagnosis of disease.
MED TECH 408 CHEMISTRY 10 cr. (40,50,470)
Introduction to the chemistry of carbohydrates, nitrogen, calcium, and
phosphorus compounds, acid-base balance, etc., with emphasis on the chemis-
try of blood and urine using both qualitative and quantitative procedures in
the laboratory.
MED TECH 409 RADIOISOTOPES 1 cr. (2,0,7)
Introduction to principles of diagnostic radioisotope procedures and the use
of the scintillation detector, the well counter, and the scaler.
Microbiology
Professors: O. W. Barnett, Jr., B. V. Bronk, M. J. B. Paynter, Head
Associate Professors: A. W. Baxter, M. G. Johnson, L. L. Larcom, J. W.
Lawson, F. J. Stutzenberger
Assistant Professors: S. S. Hayasaka, E. L. Kline
Adjunct Associate Professor: H. F. Cantrell
MICRO 100 MICROBES AND HUMAN AFFAIRS 1 cr. (1 and 0)
An explanation of the roles of microorganisms in today's world and the
significance of microbes to the future of mankind.
MICRO 305, 605 GENERAL MICROBIOLOGY 4 cr. (3 and 3)
Morphology, physiology, classification, distribution, and cultivation of
microorganisms and health. Prerequisite: Introductory biology, Ch 101, 102
or 112.
MICRO 400, 600 PUBLIC HEALTH MICROBIOLOGY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The epidemiology of transmissible diseases including pathogenic char-
acteristics of the infectious organism, modes of transmission, mechanism of
infection, diagnostic aids, effective treatments, immunizing procedures and
methods of preventing infection. Prerequisite: Micro 305.
MICRO 401, H401, 601 ADVANCED BACTERIOLOGY 4 cr. (2 and 6)
Metabolism, nutrition, growth, and death of bacteria; microbiological as-
says and industrial fermentation; emphasis on laboratory procedures for the
identification of the more conmion taxonomic groups. Prerequisite: Ch 201 or
223, 227, Micro 305.
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MICRO 403, 603 MARINE MICROBIOLOGY 3 cr. (2 and 3)
A discussion of the microbes that inhabit the marine environment, their
peculiar physiological traits, and contributions to the ecology of oceans. Pre-
requisite: Micro 305, organic chemistry.
MICRO 407, H407, 607 FOOD AND DAIRY MICROBIOLOGY
4 cr. (3 and 3)
Physical-chemical factors limiting survival and growth of microorganisms
during processing and manufacturing of food and dairy products. Standard
methods for enumerating and identifying indicator bacteria, yeasts, molds
and microbes producing food and foodbome illness. Starter cultures, fungal
toxins, microbial cell injury and standards for food and dairy products.
Prerequisite: Bioch 210 or Ch 201 or 223, Micro 305.
MICRO 410, H410, 610 SOIL MICROBIOLOGY 3 cr. (2 and 3)
The role of microorganisms in the decomposition of organic substances,
transformation of nitrogen and mineral substances in the soil; interrelation-
ships between higher plants and microorganisms; importance of microorga-
nisms in soil fertility. Prerequisite: Micro 305.
MICRO 411, H411, 611 PATHOGENIC BACTERIOLOGY 4 cr. (3 and 3)
A study of pathogenic bacteria, their morphology, cultural requirements
and classification; diagnostic tests, methods of differentiation, and the diseases
caused. Prerequisite: Micro 305.
MICRO 412, H412, 612 BACTERIAL PHYSIOLOGY 4 cr. (3 and 3)
A consideration of the cytology, physiology, metabolism, and genetics of
bacteria. Included will be studies of growth and death, reproduction and
mutation, nutrition and metabolic pathways, regulatory mechanisms, and
effects of environment. Prerequisite: Ch 224, Micro 305. one semester of bio-
chemistry, or permission of instructor.
MICRO 413, H413, 613 INDUSTRIAL MICROBIOLOGY 3 cr. (2 and 3)
Microbial aspects of large-scale processes for the production of foods, anti-
biotics, enzymes, fine chemicals, and beverages. Topics include strain selec-
tion, culture maintenance, biosynthetic pathways, continuous cultivation and
production of single cell protein. Prerequisite: Micro 305.
MICRO 414, H414, 614 BASIC IMMUNOLOGY 3 cr. (2 and 3)
A consideration of the nature, production, and function of basic immune
responses in animals. Procedures and mechanisms of antigen-antil)ody and
other immune reactions. Prerequisite: Micro 305, organic chemistr>'.
MICRO 415, H415, 615 MICROBIAL GENETICS 4 cr. (3 and 3)
The cytological basis of bacterial, fungal, and viral genetics; molecular as-
pects; mutations; niechanisms of genetic transfers; episomes and plasmids; and
population changrs. Prerequisite: Ch 224, (ien 302 or 305, Micro 305, or
permission of the department head.
MICRO 416. 11416, 616 INTRODUCIORY VIROLOGY 3 cr. (3 ami 0)
A general introduction to the field of virology, including animal, bacterial,
and plant vinises. Topics will include nomenclature and classification, bio-
chemical and biophysical characteristics, mechanisms of replication, chemo-
therapy, and techniciues for isolation, assay and purification. Prerequisite:
Micro 305.
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MICRO 491 SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN MICROBIOLOGY 1-3 cr.
(0 and 3-9)
Research problems in the various areas of microbiology designed to intro-
duce undergraduate students to the planning and execution of research ex-
perimentation, and the presentation of research findings.
MICRO 802 BACTERIOLOGICAL TECHNIC 4 cr. (2 and 6)
MICRO 803 SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN MICROBIOLOGY. Credit to be
arranged.
MICRO 804 CURRENT TOPICS IN MICROBIOLOGY 1 cr. (1 and 0)
MICRO 807 SEMINAR 1 cr. (1 and 0)
MICRO 811 BACTERIAL CYTOLOGY AND PHYSIOLOGY 4 cr.
(4 and 0)
MICRO 812 BACTERIAL METABOLISM 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MICRO 815 ADVANCED MICROBIAL GENETICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MICRO 891 MASTER'S RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
MICRO 991 DOCTORAL RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
Military Science
Professor: Lt. Col. R. H. Herron, Head
Assistant Professors: Maj. P. R. Kelley, Capt. S. E. Crouch, Capt. D. L. Smith,
Capt. M. H. Vernon
MS 101 FUNDAMENTALS (BASIC) 1 cr.
A study of the mission of the Reserve Oflficers' Training Corps and an orien-
tation to the Department of Defense. Also a study of customs and traditions
of the Service. Laboratory periods provide training in marksmanship and drill.
One-hour lecture per week; two-hour laboratory every other week or equivalent.
MS 102 GENERAL MILITARY (BASIC) 1 cr.
A study of world change and military implications. An introduction to first
aid, mass casualty treatment, and drug and alcohol abuse. Laboratory periods
provide training in care and maintenance of weapons and drill. One-hour
lecture per week; two-hour laboratory every other week or equivalent.
MS 201 FUNDAMENTALS OF SMALL UNIT OPERATIONS AND LAND
NAVIGATION 1 cr.
An introduction to small unit tactics. Introduction to military maps and
terrain association. Leadership laboratory provides the student practical experi-
ence in applying principles of land navigation, confidence building, and physi-
cal fitness testing. One-hour lecture per week; two-hour laboratory every other
week or equivalent.
MS 202 MIUTARY HISTORY (BASIC) 1 cr.
A survey of military history with emphasis on battles and factors which have
patterned our military structure today. Leadership laboratory provides prac-
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tical experience in small unit leadership and physical fitness testing. One-hour
lecture per week; two-hour laboratory every other week or equivalent.
MS 300 MILITARY SCIENCE (ADVANCED) 6 cr.
(ROTC 3, Elective 3)
Study and application of leadership, military teaching principles, small unit
tactics, and communications. Cadets will enroll in one three-hour elective
offered by other departments in the University outside the student's major
academic discipline. Students must participate in leadership laboratory training
throughout the school year.
MS 400 MILITARY SCIENCE (ADVANCED) 6 cr.
(ROTC 3, Elective 3)
A study of mihtary operations, logistics, military law, world change and
military implication, and leadership laboratory. Cadets will eiu-oll in one
three-hour elective offered by other departments in the University outside the
student's major academic discipline. Students must participate in leadership
laboratory training throughout the school year.
Music
Professor: J. H. Butler, Head
Associate Professor: B. F. Cook
Assistant Professors: E. B. Card, E. A. Freeman
Instructors: W. W. Campbell, L. U. Harder
Visiting Instructor: M. H. Hamilton
MUS 151 APPLIED MUSIC 1 cr. ( 1 and 0)
Individual study in performance medium (voice, piano, flute, oboe, clarinet,
saxophone, bassoon, cornet, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone, tuba,
percussion). One hour-long private lesson each week, for which a minimum
of four hours' practice is required. The student is guided in a continuing
advance of his technical and artistic proficiency and is required to perfonn
an appropriate solo in a student recital each semester. May be repeated for
credit with departmental approval to allow for the study of differing per-
formance media. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor, based on a qualifying
audition.
MUS 152 APPLIED MUSIC 1 cr. (1 and 0)
A continuation of Mus 151. Prerequisite: Mus 151.
MUS 205 MUSIC THEORY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The terminology and notation of traditional music are reviewed, and the
techniques of sight-singing and sight-reading are practiced. Harmonic prac-
tices are studied, relating to the principal diatonic triads in all inversions.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor, based on musical literacy.
MUS 20« MUSIC THEORY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Continuation of Mus 205 with emphasis on secondary chord stnicttire,
mo<lulation, and nondiatonic hannony. Advanced sight-singing and nteKxlic
dictation are pracliceil. Prerequisite: Mus 205.
MUS 210 MUSIC APPRECIATION: MUSIC IN THE WESTERN
WORLD 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Designed to deepen the student's appreciation of his musical heritage
through a study of the elements of the musical language and its development
in Western culture.
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MUS 251 APPLIED MUSIC 1 cr. (1 and 0)
A continuation of Mus 152. Prerequisite: Mus 152 and permission of in-
structor.
MUS 252 APPLIED MUSIC 1 cr. (1 and 0)
A continuation of Mus 251. Prerequisite: Mus 251.
MUS 305 MUSIC THEORY: ADVANCED HARMONY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of harmonic usage involving chromaticism, free dissonance and
atonality. Harmonic dictation is practiced. Prerequisite: Mus 206.
MUS 306 MUSIC THEORY: FORM AND ANALYSIS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Principles of formal construction in music of all periods are studied by the
inductive analysis of representative works. Prerequisite: Mus 206.
MUS 311 MUSIC APPRECIATION: AMERICAN MUSIC 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Music in America from 1620 to the present. Indigenous and borrowed
influences will be examined.
MUS 315 MUSIC HISTORY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The development of Western music from antiquity to 1750, emphasizing
representative literature from various styles and periods.
MUS 316 MUSIC HISTORY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Continuation of Mus 315. Music from 1750 to present. Prerequisite: Mus
315.
MUS 361 MARCHING BAND 1 cr. (0 and 3)*
Ensembles: Devoted to the musical training of ensemble members through
reading and rehearsal of appropriate music; public performances given
periodically in addition to the minimum rehearsal time; may be repeated for
credit, with a maximum of four hours of ensemble credit allowable toward
a degree. Fall semester only. Prerequisite: Permission of director.
MUS 362 CONCERT BAND 1 cr. (0 and 3)«
Ensembles: Devoted to the musical training of ensemble members through
reading and rehearsal of appropriate music; public performances given
periodically in addition to the minimum rehearsal time; may be repeated for
credit, with a maximum of four hours of ensemble credit allowable toward
a degree. Spring semester only. Prerequisite: Permission of director.
MUS 365 UNIVERSITY CHORUS 1 cr. (0 and 3)*
Ensembles: Devoted to the musical training of ensemble members through
reading and rehearsal of appropriate music; pubhc performances given
periodically in addition to the minimum rehearsal time; may be repeated for
credit, with a maximum of four hours of ensemble credit allowable toward
a degree. Prerequisite: Permission of director.
MUS 400 MUSIC IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CLASSROOM
3 cr. (3 and 0)
Designed to give the teacher in the elementary school a familiarity with
music suitable for use with children at the elementary level. Recordings of
appropriate music, preband instruments, unison and part singing will be in-
cluded. No previous training in music is required.
• No more than a total of four semester credit hours earned in this group of courses
(Mus 361, 362, 365) may be used in meeting degree requirements.
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MUS 401 METHODS AND MATERIALS IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
MUSIC 3 cr. (Sand 0)
Materials, methods and techniques in elementary school. Prerequisite:
Mus 400.
MUS 421 VOCAL ARRANGING 3 or. (3 and 0)
Techniques of arranging for voices and accompanying instruments are
studied and appropriate arrangements prepared. Prerequisite: Mus 305.
MUS 422 INSTRUMENTAL ARRANGING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Transpositions, characteristics and range of the instruments of the band
and orchestra are studied. Techniques of arranging for small instrumental
ensembles are studied and appropriate arrangements prepared. Prerequisite:
Mus 305.
Nursing
(Associate in Arts Degree Program)
Associate Professors: A. S. Prevost, L. Roswal, Director
Assistant Professors: M. J. Lilley, H. Schwartz, P. M. Sellers, H. E. Whitley*
Instructors: M. F. Barber, S. H. Ha, E. S. Rosenwald, A. S. Welch
Visiting Instructors: D. L. Hodnicki, G. E. Sturtevant
NURS 103 NURSING I 6 cr. (3 and 9)
Multiple teaching media are utilized in presenting concepts and developing
skills required for identifying needs and intervening as a nurse to assist
persons to meet their health needs.
NURS 104 NURSING II 6 cr. (3 and 9)
This course deals with the need for survival of the species by reproduction.
The bio-psycho-social factors involved in human reproduction and in ma-
ternal-infant nursing are identified throughout the course. The family-centered
approach is used, and the family unit serves as a framework for the study of
the nursing care of mothers and infants. Prerequisite: Engl 101, Nurs 103,
Psych 201, Zool 110.
NURS 204 TRENDS IN NURSING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A course planned to consider contemporary nursing, social, legal, and
ethical forces that affect the nurse, the field of nursing, and society. Discussion
will focus on socio-economic aspects, legislative, health, and nursing-care
issues. Prerequisite: Nurs 205, Soc 201.
NURS 205 NURSING III 7 cr. (3 and 12)
Tljis course is the first of two interrelated sequential courses designed to
develop a knowledge of principles which can be applied when planning
and giving nursing care to various age groups with major health problems
(acute and long-term patients). Prerequisite: Engl 102, Nurs 104, Psych 321,
Zool 111.
NURS 206 NURSING IV 11 cr. (0 and 15)
Continuation of Nurs 205. This course drals with common health problems
that interfere with ability to meet one's basic needs and presents medical
and nursing measures that support or restore the ability to achieve one's
maximum level of wellness. PrrmiuisUc: Ntirs 205, Soc 201.
•On leave.
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Nursing
(Baccalaureate Degree Program)
Professors: A. M. Duvall, G. Labecki, Acting Director
Associate Professors: J. J. Chodil, H. T. Cotter, O. S. Hipps, G. A. Tanner
Assistant Professors: C. L. Belcher, T. L. Duffee, J. H. Higgins, M. A. Kelly,
P. M. Kline, S. A. Nicholson, M. G. Robinson, G. A. Snell, R. A. Spadoni,
R. Thompson, S. W. Thompson
Instructors: R. M. Arblaster, K. E. Brock, B. F. Campbell, M. F. Davis, L. A.
Hall, G. Kiser-Brown, K. E. O'Rourke, A. B. Privette, V. F. Rempusheski,
E. D. Schultz, A. K. Taylor, L. M. Vaughan, L. W. Wickliffe
Lecturers: R. H. Burley, D. K. Freeman, Jr.
Visiting Assistant Professors: S. A. Hunter, K. R. Jeanes
Visiting Instructors: B. C. Barham, E. J. Crowe, C. J. Keller
Adjunct Associate Professors: A. K. Hood, E. H. Lee, M. E. Shilling
NURS 100 ORIENTATION 1 cr. (1 and 0)
Series of lectures and discussions on nursing and careers in nursing; personal
and professional guidance.
NURS 207 DYNAMICS OF HUMAN RELATIONS 3 cr. (2 and 3)
The nursing appraisal of theoretical and clinical approaches to the under-
standing of the dynamics of human behavior. The identification of behaviors
through observing and participating in laboratory experiences in community
agencies providing service to adults and children.
NURS 209 NURSING SKILLS LABORATORY 1 cr. (0 and 3)
An introduction to basic nursing skills utilizing a self-paced modular ap-
proach. A self-study laboratory and nursing practice laboratory will be used
in learning and practicing the skills identified in each module.
NURS 309 HUMAN VALUES IN NURSING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The values guiding nursing theory and practice, including common human
needs; the nature of man and his community.
NURS 310 PERSPECTIVES IN NURSING INTERVENTION 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Analysis of processes used in making nursing judgments. Emphasis on
planning, intervention, and evaluation. Prerequisite: Nurs 309, 311 313.
NURS 311 NURSING DURING ALTERATIONS IN LIFE PATTERNS
5 cr. (2 and 9)
Study of the ways in which people perceive and cope with changes in their
life patterns; emphasis on the synthesis of knowledge from the arts and
sciences as a basis for deliberative nursing action. Laboratory experience in
a variety of settings with all age groups.
NURS 312 NURSING OF THE ACUTELY AND CHRONICALLY
DISTRESSED 5 cr. (2 and 9)
Nursing concepts based on a broad patho-psychophysiologic approach
toward understanding changes in functions as a result of stress and/or dis-
ease. Laboratory experience in agencies providing care for the mentally and
physically distressed. Prerequisite: Nurs 309, 311, 313.
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NURS 313 THE PROMOTION OF HEALTH 3 cr. (2 and 3)
Role of the nurse in the teaching of health in the home and in agencies
concerned with the prevention of illness. Emphasis on nutrition as a positive
approach to the improvement of health throughout the life cycle. Laboratory
experience in chnics, homes, and selected community programs.
NURS 314 NURSING IN THE HOME 3 cr. (2 and 3)
The dimensions of caring for the ill in the home; includes early detection,
treatment, and the use of resources with emphasis on continuity of care.
Laboratory experience with agencies providing home care. Prerequisite: Nurs
309, 311, 313.
NURS 413 COMPLEX NURSING INTERVENTION I 4 cr. (1 and 9)
A synthesis of knowledge, attitudes, and skills related to the care of
individuals/families with health problems requiring complex nursing inter-
ventions. Emphasis on diagnosis and intervention in the care of persons pre-
senting into the health-care system with nursing problems resulting from
illness states due to serious medical and surgical conditions. Laboratory
experiences in diverse settings. Prerequisite: Nurs 310, 312, 314.
NURS 414 COMPLEX NURSING INTERVENTION II 4 cr. (2 and 6)
A continuation of Nurs 413 with emphasis on nursing diagnosis and inter-
vention in the care of individuals presenting into the health-care system
with nursing problems resulting from illness states due to multiple trauma,
conditions requiring external life support, and conditions resulting in residual
functional impairment. Laboratory experiences in diverse settings. Prerequisite:
Nurs 413, 419, 421.
NURS 419 THE MULTIPROBLEM FAMILY 3 cr. (2 and 3)
Focus on the family as a unit of care. Use of the epidemiologic approach
as a tool in understanding conditions influencing the family. Laboratory ex-
perience through community care facihties. Prerequisite: Nurs 310, 312, 314.
NURS 421 HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF NURSING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Analysis of the development of modem nursing. Emphasis will be placed
on how the nursing profession articulates with society and the role of nurses
as change agents. Consideration will be given to the legal and ethical impli-
cations in nursing practice. Prerequisite: Nurs 310, 312, 314.
NURS 422 CURRENT RESEARCH IN NURSING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of approaches to problematic situations in nursing, with emphasis
on interpretation of findings. Prerequisite: Nurs 413, 419, 421.
NURS 426 INDEPENDENT STUDY IN NURSING 4 cr. (2 and 6)
Opportunity for indepth study in an area of special interest in clinical
nursing. LalK)ratory experience arranged. Prerequisite: Nurs 413, 419, and
pemiission of instructor under whom student wishes to study.
NURS 431 CARE OF THE HOSPITALIZED CHILD WITH LONG-TERM
ILLNESS 4cr. (2 and 6)
Role of nurse in caring for the child with a long-trrni or terminal illness
with emphasis on adaptations to meeting basic child needs. Lalx)rat()ry <'xpcri-
cncc in facility providing hospitalization for children. Limited enrollment
Prerequisite: Nuis 413.
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NURS 432 NURSING CARE OF THE PERSON IN CRISIS 4 cr.
(2 and 6)
Study of the person with an emotional crisis precipitated by either a physio-
logical or psychological problem. Various theories concerning crisis situations
and the nursing interventions necessary to deal with the person in crisis are
presented. Nursing laboratory experience in a variety of settings with all age
groups. Limited enrollment. Prerequisite: Nurs 413, 419.
NURS 434 TEACHING ROLE OF NURSE PRACTITIONER 4 cr.
(2 and 6)
Study of the nurse's role in health teaching and application of principles of
health promotion, maintenance, and restoration. Student selection of a variety
of health teaching situations and development of learning resources. Laboratory
experience in a variety of settings with all age groups. Limited enrollment.
Prerequisite: Nurs 413, 419.
NURS 435 CARE OF INDIVIDUALS WITH COMPLEX AND CRITICAL
ILLNESS PROBLEMS 4 cr. (2 and 6)
Comprehensive nursing care to individuals with complex and critical illness
problems. Emphasis on care of individuals with neurological, respiratory, and
cardiac problems; implications for first aid and emergency care. Laboratory
experience in acute-care facilities. Limited enrollment. Prerequisite: Nurs 413,
419.
NURS 437 INTRODUCTION TO SCHOOL HEALTH NURSING 4 cr.
(2 and 6)
Role of nurse in school health programs with emphasis on the health care
of the school age child in his usual envirormient, the home and school. Labora-
tory experience through schools and community care facilities. Prerequisite:
tory experience through schools and community care faciUties. Limited enroll-
ment. Prerequisite: Nurs 413, 419.
NURS 438 COORDINATION IN NURSING CARE 4 cr. (2 and 6)
This course is designed to reinforce and expand the knowledge and skills
needed in the coordination of nursing care. Guided activities in planning,
implementing, and evaluating skilled nursing in clinical laboratory in health-
care agencies. Participation in and evaluation of activities relating to the de-
Hvery of nursing-care services is emphasized. Limited enrollment. Prerequisite:
Nurs 413, 419.
NURS 439 NURSING OF THE AGED 4 cr. (2 and 6)
This course is designed to assist the senior student in bridging and synthe-
sizing concepts extracted from a variety of disciplines and applying them to
the nursing process in assessing, diagnosing, planning, implementing, and
evaluating the care of the aged individual residing in the community. Limited
enrolhnent. PrerequisUe: Nurs 413, 419, Psych 321, Soc 309 or 311.
NURS 440 NURSING CARE OF THE HIGH-RISK MATERNITY CLIENT
AND HER INFANT 4 cr. (2 and 6)
An indepth study of the high-risk maternity client, her family, and the
high-risk infant. Laboratory in a variety of clinical settings. Limited enrollment.
Prerequisite: Nurs 413, 419, 421.
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NURS 441 NURSING PROBLEMS RELATED TO CLIENTS COPING
WITH CANCER 4 cr. ( 2 and 6
)
Designed for increasing awareness and knowledge of the multidisciplinary
approaches in oncology and the role of the oncology nurse specialist and to
form a basis for viewing cancer problems within a framework for nursing re-
search. Clinical focus is on the assistance indicated for individuals with cancer
and their families. Limited enrollment. Prerequisite: Nurs 413, 419, 421.
NURS 801 FAMILY HEALTH NURSING 3 cr. (1 and 6)
NURS 805 AFFILIATIVE EXPRESSIONS OF BEHAVIOR IN RELA-
TION TO HEALTH CARE 2 cr. (2 and 0)
NURS 807 SEMINAR 1-3 cr.
NURS 812 THE DYNAMICS OF COMMUNITY HEALTH 3 cr.
(3and0)
NURS 815 THE PROMOTION AND MAINTENANCE OF HEALTH
3 cr. (1 and 6)
NURS 827 FOUNDATIONS OF NURSING EDUCATION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
NURS 828 THE COLLEGE TEACHER OF NURSING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
NURS 831 ADULT NURSING I 6 cr. (3 and 9)
NURS 832 ADULT NURSING II 6 cr. (3 and 9)
NURS 833 REHABILITATIVE NURSING I 6 cr. (3 and 9)
NURS 834 REHABILITATIVE NURSING II 6 cr. (3 and 9)
NURS 835 CHILD HEALTH NURSING I 6 cr. (3 and 9)
NURS 836 CHILD HEALTH NURSING II 6 cr. (3 and 9)
NURS 837 MATERNAL-INFANT NURSING I 6 cr. (3 and 9)
NURS 838 MATERNAL-INFANT NURSING II 6 cr. (3 and 9)
NURS 840 GERONTOLOGICAL NURSING I 6 cr. (3 and 9)
NURS 841 GERONTOLOGICAL NURSING II 6 cr. (3 and 9)
NURS 891 MASTER'S RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
Nutrition
(Sec courses listed under Animal Science, Biochemistry, Dairy Science, Food
Science, and Poultry Science)
Professors: B. D. Bamett, R. F. Borgman, D. M. Henricks, J. E. Jones. G. D.
O'Dell. F. E. Parduc. G. C. Skelley, Jr., R. F. Wheeler, J. N. WiHiams II,
W. P. Williams, Jr.
Associate Professors: J. C. Acton, R. G. Bursey, D. L. Cross, R. L. Edwards,
D. L. Handlin, L. W. Hudson, J. J. Jen, B. F. Jenny, J. C. Mc<>>nneU, Jr..
D. E. Turk
Assistant Professor: D. R. Sloan
Visiting Instructors: C. N. Dunn, C. W. Tergliafera
Nutrition 339
NUTR 201 IXTRODUCnOX TO NUTRITION 3 cr. (3 and 0) S
Principles of the nutrition of domestic animals and man includes: sources,
digestion, absorption, utilization and functions of nutrients; effects of dietary
deficiencies; and nutrients required for maintenance, growth, reproduction,
lactation, work, and egg-shell qualit>'. Prerequisite: Bioch 210, Ch 223, or
permission of instructor.
NUTR 401, H401, 601 FUXD.^MENTALS OF NUTRITION 3 cr.
(3and0) F
Biochemical and physiological fundamentals of nutrition applicable to do-
mestic animals and man. Considered are digestive processes, and absorption
and metabolism of carbohydrates, lipids, proteins, water, minerals and vita-
mins. Energ>- metaboHsm and comparative anatomy and physiolog>' of diges-
tive systems are discussed. Frerequisite: Bioch 210, Ch 223, or permission of
instructor.
NUTR 425, H425, 625 NTTTRITION .\ND DIETETICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Study of the nutritional value of foodstuffs, the influence of food preparation
techniques upon these \-alues, and the development of diets to meet human
nutritional requirements. Current concepts in the formulation of therapeutic
diets for the treatment of the ill will be emphasized. Prerequisite: Nutr 451 or
equivalent
NUTR 451, H451, 651 HUMAN NUTRITION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Essentials of nutrition and principle nutritional deficiency conditions. Fac-
tors affecting adequacy of dietar>' intake, methods of determining nutritional
status, the development of nutrition standards, and recent advances in human
nutrition. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
NUTR 452, H452, 652 CUNICAL NUTRITION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of diseases of nutritional etiology' and their treatment. The patho-
genesis, symptoms, diagnosis, and principles of nutrition therapy of each of
the malnutriti\e disease conditions vriR be discussed. Prerequisite: Nutr 451 or
equivalent.
NUTR 701 THERAPEUTIC NUTRITION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
NUTR 702 PUBLIC HEALTH NUTRITION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
NUTR 703 NUTRITION EDUCATION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
NUTR 704 FOOD SERVICE SYSTEMS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
NUTR 705 NUTRITION PK\CTICUM 1-6 cr. (0 and 1-6)
NUTR 801 TOPICAL PROBLEMS IN NLTRITION 1-3 cr.
NUTR 808 MONOGASTRIC NLTRITION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
NUTR 809 POLYGASTRIC NUTRITION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
NUTR 812 NUTRITION OF C\RBOinT)IL\TES AND LIPIDS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
NUTR 813 NUTRITION TECHNIQUES WITH LARGE ANIMALS 2 cr.
(1 and 3)
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NUTR 814 NUTRITION TECHNIQUES WITH LABORATORY ANIMALS
2 cr. (1 and 3)
NUTR 816 AMINO ACIDS AND PROTEIN NUTRITION 2 cr. (2 and 0)
NUTR 818 VITAMINS AND MINERALS 4 cr. (3 and 3)
NUTR 851 NUTRITION SEMINAR I 1 cr. (1 and 0)
NUTR 852 NUTRITION SEMINAR II 1 cr. (1 and 0)
NUTR 891 MASTER'S RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
NUTR 991 DOCTORAL RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
Philosophy
Assistant Professors: J. L. McCollough, D. F. White, Jr.
PHIL 201 INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHIC PROBLEMS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
A discussion of representative philosophical questions which arise from
human thought and action. Characteristic topics are as follows: The Conditions
of Knowledge; The Nature of Man; The Individual and Society.
PHIL 202 INTRODUCTION TO LOGIC 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An introduction to methods of evaluating arguments. Simple valid argument
forms are given which can be joined together to produce the logical form
of virtually any argument. Informal fallacies may also be considered.
PHIL 203 PHILOSOPHY AND CURRENT ISSUES 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An introduction to philosophic reflection as found in writers from many
fields analyzing today's cultural predicaments. This social criticism is dis-
cussed in a search for the philosophical basis of some familiar conflicts over
the value system implicit in our way of life.
PHIL 303 PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A critical consideration of the meaning and justification of religious be-
liefs. Representative topics are as follows: The Nature and Existence of God;
Religious Knowledge; Religious Language; The Problem of Evil.
PHIL 304 MORAL PHILOSOPHY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of moral problems, their origin in conflicts between duty and de-
sire, and alternative solutions proposed by classical and contemporary writers.
PHIL 312 MODERN PHILOSOPHY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The development of the modern outlo{)k as seen in the major Western
philosophers of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The tliought of
Descartes, Spinoza, Leibniz, Locke, Berkeley, Hume, Kant, and Hegel is
considered, illustrating the development of rationalism, empiricism, and
idealism.
PHIL 318 CONTEMPORARY PHILOSOPHY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of the dominant movements in Western philosophy today, partic-
ularly existentialism and analytical philosophy. The objeet is to acquire
stiflicicnt background for reading current philosophical or philosophically
influenced literature.
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PHIL 322 SYMBOLIC LOGIC 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The fundamentals of modern symbohc logic. Leading topics are as follows:
Translation from Ordinary Language to Logical Form; Rules of Inference for
the Logic of Sentences and the Logic of Predicates; Tests of Validity. Pre-
requisite: Phil 202, or Math 108, or a computer programming course.
PHIL 325 PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of the logic of the sciences: laws, theories, scientific methods; and
of the relevance of science to other human interests.
PHIL 344 CURRENT ETHICAL THEORY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An intensive study of a currently prominent moral problem. Readings are
selected from recent work at the frontiers of ethical thought.
Physical Science
(Jointly administered by the Chemistry Department and the Department of
Physics and Astronomy)
PHY SC 101 PHYSICAL SCIENCE I 4 cr. (3 and 2)
An introduction to the physical sciences. Selected topics will be discussed
to illustrate the structure and meaning of the physical sciences.
PHY SC 102 PHYSICAL SCIENCE II 4 cr. (3 and 2)
A continuation of Phy Sc 101. Course cannot be taken for credit by stu-
dents who have completed one year of a course in the physical science area.
May not be substituted for any other science course. Prerequisite: Phys Sc 101.
Physics
Professors: B. B. Bookmyer, B. V. Bronk, P. B. Burt, R. L. Chaplin, Jr.,
W. E. Gettys, H. W. Graben, F. J. Keller, A. L. Laskar, J. P. McKelvey,
Head; D. P. Miller, M. G. Miller, J. R. Ray, M. D. Sherrill, M. J. Skove,
E. P. Stillwell, Jr., C. W. Ulbrlch, H. E. Vogel
Associate Professors: T. F. Colhns, J. A. Gilreath, J. L. Ging, L. L. Larcom,
J. R. Manson,* P. A. Steiner, R. C Turner
Assistant Professor: P. J. Flower
Visiting Instructor: T. O. Walker III
Adjunct Professors: R. C. Gentry, T. J, Roper
PHYS 101 CURRENT TOPICS IN MODERN PHYSICS 1 cr. (0 and 2)
Demonstrations and lectures serving as an introduction to different areas
of physics and astronomy will be presented by various members of the staff.
These areas may include such topics as astrophysics, energy, relativity, and
weather, as well as visits to the planetarium and electron microscope lab-
oratory.
PHYS 115 CLASSICAL PHYSICS I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An introductory calculus-based physics course. This course covers such
topics as vectors, statics and dynamics of particles, work and energy,
elasticity, harmonic motion, hydrostatics and hydrodynamics. Corequisite:
A course in calculus.
•On leave.
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PHYS 116 CLASSICAL PHYSICS II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Continuation of Phys 115. This course covers such topics as temperature,
heat flow, first and second laws of thermodynamics and their apphcations,
solar position and energy flow, waves, acoustics, electricity, magnetism, and
electric circuits. Prerequisite: Phys 115 or permission of instructor.
PHYS 122, H122 PHYSICS WITH CALCULUS I 3 cr. (2 and 2)
The first of three courses in a calculus-based physics sequence. Topics in-
clude vectors, laws of motion, conservation principles, rotational motion,
oscillations, and gravitation. Corequisite: Registration in Math 108.
PHYS 207 GENERAL PHYSICS I 4 cr. (3 and 2)
An introductory course for students who are not majoring in a pure science
or engineering. Includes mechanics, light, and astronomy. Corequisite: A
course that includes trigonometry.
PHYS 208 GENERAL PHYSICS II 4 cr. (3 and 2)
Continuation of Phys 207. Includes electricity, magnetism, thermal phe-
nomena, and quantum theory. Prerequisite: Phys 207.
PHYS 221, H221 PHYSICS WITH CALCULUS II 3 cr. (2 and 2)
Continuation of Phys 122. Topics include thermodynamics, kinetic theory
of gases, electric and magnetic fields, electric currents and circuits, and
motions of charged particles in fields. Prerequisite: Phys 122.
PHYS 222, H222 PHYSICS WITH CALCULUS III 3 cr. (2 and 2)
Continuation of Phys 221. Topics include wave motion, electromagnetic
waves, interference and diffraction, relativity, atomic particles, and atomic
and nuclear structure. Prerequisite: Phys 221.
PHYS 223 PHYSICS LABORATORY I 1 cr. (0 and 3)
An introduction to physical experimentation on mechanical and electrical
systems. Oscillatory motion and resonance are emphasized. Calculators and
computers are used in statistical treatment of data. Corequisite: Registration
in Phys 221.
PHYS 224 PHYSICS LABORATORY II 1 cr. (0 and 3)
Continuation of Phys 223, Experiments involve atomic, molecular and
nuclear systems. The wave-particle dualism of light and matter is emphasized.
Corequisite: Registration in Phys 222.
PHYS 240 PHYSICS OF THE WEATHER 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A descriptive introduction to nu'tex)rol()gy. Includes atniospheric thcnnody-
nainics, solar radiation, heat l)udg(!t, atmospheric circulation, force laws gov-
erning air motion, fronts, precipitation, synoptic prediction. Special topics of
ctirrent interest such as the effect of environmental pollution on weather, and
the effect of wcatlicr on healtli arc included.
PHYS 245 ENERGY SOURCES FOR THE FUTURE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of possible sources of energy including fossil fuels, solar energy,
nuclear energy, and their uses. The basic physical concents, the economic
feasibility, and the environmental impact of the use of these source's of energy
are discussed. Prerequisite: One semester of a physical science.
Physics 343
PHYS 262 PHYSICS OF MUSIC 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An elementary, nontechnical study of the relationship between the laws of
physics and the production of music for the music student or layman who
wishes to understand the physical principles of the art. Topics include me-
chanical and acoustical laws, harmonic analysis, musical scales, sound produc-
tion in instruments, physiology of hearing, etc.
PHYS 321, H321, 621 MECHANICS I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Statics; motions of particles and rigid bodies; vibratory motion; gravitation;
properties of matter, flow of fluids. Prerequisite: Phys 221.
PHYS 322, H322, 622 MECHANICS II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Dynamics of particles and of rigid bodies, Lagrangian and Hamiltonian
formulations, vibrations of strings, wave propagation. Prerequisite: Phys 321
or permission of instructor.
PHYS 325, H325, 625 EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS I 4 cr. (2 and 6)
Introduction to experimental modem physics, measurement of fundamental
constants, repetition of crucial experiments of modem physics ( Stem-Gerlach,
Zeeman effect, photoelectric effect, etc.). Corequisite: Phys 321 or permission
of instructor.
PHYS 326, H326, 626 EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS II 4 cr. (2 and 6)
Continuation of Phys 325.
PHYS 340, H340, 640 ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM I 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Electric potential and electrostatic fields; solutions of Laplace's and Pois-
son's equations; properties of dielectrics and of capacitors; electrostatic
energy; current and treatment of circuit problems. Vector analysis is used
throughout after introduction. Prerequisite: Phys 221.
PHYS 401 SENIOR THESIS I 1-3 cr.
A semioriginal project performed under the direction of a physics staff mem-
ber. Theoretical fields available include relativity, solid state, statistical me-
chanics, nuclear physics, and astrophysics. Experimental work may be done in
various areas of solid-state physics, astronomy, biophysics, and atmospheric
physics. Prerequisite: Three physics courses beyond General Physics.
PHYS 402 SENIOR THESIS II 1-3 or.
A continuation of Phys 401.
PHYS 417, H417, 617 INTRODUCTION TO BIOPHYSICS I 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
An introduction to the appHcation of physics to biological problems. Topics
include a review of elementary chemical and biological principles, physics of
biological molecules, and fimdamentals of radiation biophysics. Prerequisite:
Math 206, Phys 221, or permission of instructor.
PHYS 418, H418, 618 INTRODUCTION TO BIOPHYSICS II 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Continuation of Phys 417. Further work in radiation biophysics, cell popula-
tion kinetics, and selected special topics such as membrane biophysics, control
theory and molecular biophysics, muscle studies, irreversible thermodynamics
in biophysics, enzyme physics, etc. Prerequisite: Math 206, Phys 221, or
permission of instructor.
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PHYS 420, 620 ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of the physical processes governing atmospheric phenomena. Topics
include thermodynamics of dry and moist air, solar and terrestrial radiative
processes, convection and cloud physics, precipitation processes, hydrodynamic
equations of motion and large-scale motion of the atmosphere, numerical
weather prediction, atmospheric electricity. Prerequisite: Phys 221 or 208 and
Math 108.
PHYS 432, H432, 632 OPTICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
This course covers a selection of topics, depending on the interest of the
student. Topics covered may include the formation of images by lenses and
mirrors, design of optical instruments, electromagnetic wave propagation,
interference, diflFraction, optical activity, lasers, and holography. Prerequisite:
Phys 221.
PHYS 441, H441, 641 ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM II 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
A continuation of Phys 340. Magnetic fields and energy; magnetic prop-
erties of materials; electromagnetic induction; ac circuit problems with vector
methods and complex numbers; Maxwell's field equations with apphcations.
Prerequisite: Phys 340 or equivalent.
PHYS 446, H446, 646 SOLID STATE PHYSICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An introductory treatment of the crystal structiu-e of solids and the prop-
erties of solids which depend on crystal structure; free electron model of
metals; band theory of sohds; Brillouin zones, crystalline defects and diflFusion.
Prerequisite: Phys 222 or permission of instructor.
PHYS 452, H452, 652 NUCLEAR AND PARTICLE PHYSICS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
A study of our present knowledge concerning subatomic matter. The experi-
mental results are stressed. Topics discussed include particle spectra, detection
techniques, Regge pole analysis, quark models, proton structure, nuclear struc-
ture, scattering and reactions.
PHYS 455, H455, 655 QUANTUM PHYSICS I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Discussion of solution of the Schroedinger equation for free particles, the
hydrogen atom and the harmonic oscillator. Prerequisite: Phys 322, 340, or
permission of instructor.
PHYS 456, H456, 656 QUANTUM PHYSICS H 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Continuation of Phys 455. Application of principles of quantum mechanics
as developed in Phys 455 to atomic, molecular, solid state and nuclear sys-
tems. Prerequisite: Phys 455.
PHYS 457, H457, 657 BASIC HEALTH AND RADIOLOGICAL
PHYSICS I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Topics discussed in this course include a survey of nuclear physics, inter-
action of radiation with matter, biological rffrcts of high and low energy
radiation, and u.scs of radiation for thrrapy and diagnosis. Prvrvquisitc: Phys
321, 340, or prnnission of instructor.
PHYS 458, H458, 658 BASIC HEALTH AND H.\DI()LOGICAL
PHYSICS II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
0)ntinuati(m of Phys 457. Topics covered will include dosimetry and
radiation protection, ultraviolet radiation effects, shielding calculations, thennal
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effects, tracer use and kinetics, and ultrasonics. Prerequisite: Phys 457 or
equivalent.
PHYS 460, H460, 660 CONTEMPORARY PHYSICS FOR HIGH SCHOOL
TEACHERS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of later developments including the measurements of atomic par-
ticles. The formulation of new laws and the modifications of old ideas needed
to describe the interactions of these particles.
PHYS 465, H465, 665 THERMODYNAMICS AND STATISTICAL
MECHANICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of temperatmre, development of the laws of thermodynamics and
their application to thermodynamic systems. An introduction to low tempera-
ture physics is given. Prerequisite: Six hours of physics beyond Phys 222 or
permission of instructor.
PHYS 471, H471, 671 ELECTRON MICROSCOPY 3 cr. (2 and 3)
This course presents an introduction to the theory, operation, and use of
scanning and transmission electron microscopes. It includes a survey of speci-
men preparation techniques and instruction in the interpretation of micro-
graphs. AppHcations in both the physical and biological sciences are dis-
cussed. Prerequisite: One year of General Physics, Math 106, and permission
of instructor.
PHYS 473, H473, 673 X-RAY CRYSTALLOGRAPHY 3 cr. (2 and 3)
Study of crystal symmetry, elementary group theory. X-ray diffraction by
crystals. Experimental methods of goniometry, powder and single crystal dif-
fraction are used to determine structures and electron density distribution.
Application of X-ray diffraction to chemical, physical, and metallurgical
problems.
PHYS 700 PHYSICAL SCIENCE IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS-
PHYSICS 3cr. (3 and 0)
PHYS 701 PHYSICS FOR HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS I 4 cr. (3 and 3)
PHYS 702 PHYSICS FOR HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS II 4 cr. (3 and 3)
PHYS 703 MODERN PHYSICS FOR HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
PHYS 711 ORIGINS OF PHYSICAL SCIENCE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
PHYS 716 EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS FOR HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS
4 cr. (2 and 4)
PHYS 723 WEATHER SCIENCE FOR SaENCE TEACHERS 3 cr.
(3and0)
PHYS 811 METHODS OF THEORETICAL PHYSICS I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
PHYS 812 METHODS OF THEORETICAL PHYSICS II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
PHYS 813 ADVANCED THERMODYNAMICS AND STATISTICAL
MECHANICS I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
PHYS 814 ADVANCED THERMODYNAMICS AND STATISTICAL
MECHANICS II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
PHYS 821 CLASSICAL MECHANICS I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
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PHYS 822 CLASSICAL MECHANICS II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
PHYS 841 ELECTRODYNAMICS I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
PHYS 842 ELECTRODYNAMICS II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
PHYS 845 SOLID STATE PHYSICS I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
PHYS 846 SOUD STATE PHYSICS II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
PHYS 853 NUCLEAR PHYSICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
PHYS 875 SEMINAR IN CONTEMPORARY PHYSICS 1-3 cr. ( 1-3 and 0)
PHYS 890 DIRECTED ACTIVITIES IN APPUED PHYSICS 1-6 cr.
PHYS 891 MASTER'S RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
PHYS 951 QUANTUM MECHANICS I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
PHYS 952 QUANTUM MECHANICS II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
PHYS 966 RELATIVITY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
PHYS 971 ADVANCED QUANTUM THEORY I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
PHYS 972 ADVANCED QUANTUM THEORY II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
PHYS 991 DOCTORAL RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
Plant Pathology
Professors: O. W. Bamett, Jr., L. W. Baxter, N. D. Camper, O. J. Dickerson,
Head; F. H. Smith, W. Witcher, E. I. Zehr
Associate Professors: G. E. Carter, Jr., G. C. Kingsland, S. A. Lewis, R. W.
Miller, Jr.
Visiting Assistant Professor: M. R. McLaughlin
PL PA 401, H401, 601 PLANT PATHOLOGY 3 cr. (2 and 3) F, S
The principles of the interrelationships between plant pathogens, their hosts,
and the environment. Economically important plant diseases are used to
illustrate these principles and tlie application of those principles to disease
control. Prerequisite: Biol 103 and 105 or 110.
PL PA 451. 651 BACTERIAL PLANT PATHOGENS 3 cr. (2 and 3) S.
Odd-numlx;rcd years.
The nature, development, and control of plant disea.ses caused by bacteria.
Taxonomic considerations, host-parasite relations and techniques used in iso-
bting, identifying, and preserving bacterial plant pathogens. Prerequisite:
PI Pa 401 or 405, Micro 305, or permission of instructor.
PL PA 456, H456, 656 PLANT VIROLOGY 3 cr. (3 and 0) F, Even-
numl)cred years.
Plant viruses with enijihasis on their morphology, bi<K'hemistry, purification
and transmission; symptoms resulting from virus infection; virus-vector rela-
tionships; and serological i>i()< rdures. The importance and control of plant
virus diseases will be tiis^ussnl. Prerequisite: Biol 103 and 105 or 110.
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PL PA 458, H458, 658 PLANT PARASITIC NEMATODES 3 cr.
(2 and 3) F, Odd-numbered years.
Morphology and taxonomy of stylet bearing nematodes and their relation-
ship with plant diseases. Prerequisite: Biol 103, 104, 105, 106 or 110, 111.
PL PA 800 ADVANCED PLANT PATHOLOGY I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
PL PA 801 ADVANCED PLANT PATHOLOGY II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
PL PA 803 FUNGAL PLANT PATHOGENS 4 cr. (3 and 3)
PL PA 804 PHYSIOLOGICAL PLANT PATHOLOGY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
PL PA 805 SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN PLANT PATHOLOGY. Credit to be
arranged.
PL PA 807 SEMINAR 1 cr. (1 and 0)
PL PA 808 TECHNIQUES AND METHODS IN PLANT PATHOLOGY I
1 cr. (0 and 3)
PL PA 809 TECHNIQUES AND METHODS IN PLANT PATHOLOGY II
1 cr. (0 and 3)
PL PA 811 PLANT DISEASE DIAGNOSIS I 1 cr. (0 and 3)
PL PA 812 PLANT DISEASE DIAGNOSIS H 1 cr. (0 and 3)
PL PA 891 MASTER'S RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
PL PA 991 DOCTORAL RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
Political Science
Professors: H. E. Albert, C. W. Dunn, Head
Associate Professors: E. M. Coulter, H. W. Fleming, Jr., W. H. Owens, Jr.,
M. W. Slann
Assistant Professors: M. A. Morris, S. H. Wainscott
Instructor: M. R. Pilo
Visiting Instructor: M. R. Cline
POL SC 101 AMERICAN NATIONAL GOVERNMENT 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An introduction to American National Government and politics with an
emphasis on the functions of governmental organizations, the behavior of po-
htical parties and personalities, and the role of pubHc opinion.
POL SC 201 INTRODUCTION TO POLITICAL SCIENCE 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
A basic introduction to the study, analysis, scope, and sources of govern-
ment. Emphasis is given to the comparative institutions of government, the
international relations of government, the theoretical conceptions man has
entertained about government, and analysis of the ways in which man has
behaved in response to government. Prerequisite: Pol Sc 101 or permission
of instructor.
POL SC 300 SPECIAL ACTIVITIES 1-3 cr. (0 and 1-3)
This course encompasses special projects, approved by the department
head, which involve students in research, simulation, internships, or other
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actions requiring the study and application of political principles, and which
are engaged in for at least one semester or its equivalent.
POL SC 302 STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The structural features, functions, and legislative, executive and judicial
processes of American state and local government.
POL SC 321 GENERAL PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An introduction to public administration including the elements of organi-
zation, personnel and financial management, and administrative law, and
administrative responsibility. Prerequisite: Pol Sc 101, 201.
POL SC 341 POLITICAL SCIENCE METHODOLOGY 3 cr. (2 and 1)
An introduction to political science methodology. Examination of the different
research settings and various techniques for collecting political data. A critical
review of the contemporary literature of political science. Laboratory training
and fieldwork in interviewing. Includes exercises in computer use for ele-
mentary quantitative analysis of political data. Prerequisite: Math 101 and
Pol Sc 101 or the equivalent or permission of instructor.
POL SC 351 CLASSICAL POLITICAL THOUGHT 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Political philosophy from the pre-Socratic period to Machiavelli. Prerequi-
site: Pol Sc 101, 201.
POL SC 352 MODERN POLITICAL THOUGHT 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The early theories of the nation state in the sixteenth century and the
major political thinkers, problems and movements through the twentieth cen-
tury. Prerequisite: Pol Sc 101, 201.
POL SC 361 INTERNATIONAL POLITICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An introduction to foreign policy, international law, and international or-
ganizations. Prerequisite: Pol Sc 101, 201.
POL SC 371 COMPARATIVE EUROPEAN POLITICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Major emphasis on the United Kingdom, France, Germany, and the
U.S.S.R., with brief attention given to Italy and Switzerland. Current meth-
ods of comparison will be studied and applied to the formal and informal
functioning of these governments. Prerequisite: Pol Sc 101, 201.
POL SC 372 TOTALITARIAN POLITICAL SYSTEMS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A continuation of Pol Sc 371. This course will deal specifically with the
Soviet Union as an example of totalitarian political systems, with references
made to Nazi Germany and the present Eastern European political systems.
Prerequisite: Pol Sc 101, 201.
POL SC 403 THE AMERICAN CONGRESS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An examination of the behavior and processes of decision making in the
American Congress together with an analysis of the interaction Ix'tween Con-
gress and the executive and judicial brandies of the national government.
POL SC 405 THE AMERICAN PRESIDENCY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An examination of the organizational patterns, administrative behavior, and
political forces in the Presidency witli considerable enipliasis on relations
between the Presidency and ('ongress. the courts, and administrative-regu-
latory agencies. Prerequisite: Pol Sc 101, 201, or iK'nnis.sion of instructor.
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POL SC 409, 609 DIRECTED STUDY IN AMERICAN INSTITUTIONS
3 cr. (3 and 0)
Supervised reading and/or research in selected areas of American govern-
ment. Prerequisite: Eighteen semester hours in pohtical science and permission
of instructor.
POL SC 422, 622 PROBLEMS OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Selected views of public administration and the problems involved. Pre-
requisite: Pol Sc 101 or permission of instructor.
POL SC 423, 623 MUNICIPAL ADMINISTRATION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Interaction of political, technical, and administrative processes in urban
America. Prerequisite: Pol Sc 101 or permission of instructor.
POL SC 424, 624 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Examination of the legal principles governing procedures and policy making
processes of administrative agencies with emphasis upon delegation of powers,
elements of fair administrative procedure, and judicial review and control of
administrative determinations.
POL SC 425, 625 GOVERNMENTAL BUDGETARY PROCESS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Examination of the budgetary structures and processes at the national, state,
and local levels of government. Special emphasis is devoted to the OflBce of
Management and Budget in the national government and to the political ele-
ments of the budgetary process at all levels of government.
POL SC 426, 626 GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATION THEORY 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
A study of the political-economic approach to the analysis of organization,
management, and policy administration. Emphasis will be placed on organi-
zational design, structure, and operation; participation and leadership; and
evaluation of organizational eflFectiveness. Prerequisite: Pol Sc 321.
POL SC 427, 627 GOVERNMENT PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION
3 cr. (3 and 0)
Government personnel systems; current trends and problems; essentials of
recruitment, classification, compensation, motivation, evaluation, training, and
disciphne.
POL SC 428, 628 AMERICAN DEFENSE POLICY ANALYSIS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
A study of the possibilites and problems in formulating policies of national
defense. Examination of alternatives, consequences and eflFectiveness of cur-
rent techniques in nuclear weaponry, guerrilla and conventional warfare. Pre-
requisite: Pol Sc 101, 201, or permission of instructor.
POL SC 429, 629 AMERICAN POLITICS AND EDUCATION 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
A consideration of the political context for the making of public policy for
education and for educational administration in the United States. Selected
educational issues will be analyzed in the framework of modern political sci-
ence. Prerequisite: Ed 301 or Pol Sc 101, 201.
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POL SC 432 AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A brief introduction to the judicial process followed by a detailed exami-
nation of leading cases pertaining to the judiciary, the Congress, the Presi-
dency, and the federal system. Prerequisite: Pol Sc 101, 201.
POL SC 433, 633 AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW II 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
An examination of the relationship of the individual to his government;
focusing on the safeguards of liberty and property including freedoms of
speech, press and rehgion, and criminal procedures. Prerequisite: Pol Sc 101,
201.
POL SC 434 THE JUDICIAL PROCESS AND JURISPRUDENCE 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Courts as pohtical subsystems; judicial decision making; the development
of public policy through the judicial process; theories of law and jurispru-
dence. Prerequisite: Pol Sc 101, 201.
POL SC 435 ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Examination of selected issues and questions adjudicated in the nation's
courts with emphasis upon the manners in which the courts and related law
enforcement agencies deal with problems of deviance under the criminal
law; an evaluation from a social science perspective of the courts and these
related agencies as arbiters in the resolution of conflicts under the law. Pre-
requisite: Pol Sc 101, 201.
POL SC 439 PUBLIC LAW AND AMERICAN EDUCATION 3 cr.
(3and0)
A consideration and analysis of the constitutional standards for pubHc edu-
cation. Special emphasis will be placed on the areas of church-state relations,
academic freedom, educational finance, and race relations. Prerequisite: Pol Sc
101.
POL SC 442, 642 POLITICAL PARTIES AND POLITICS 3 cr.
(3and0)
A study of the historical development of political parties, and the role they
play in the organization and functions of our national government, and the
influence of politics in policymaking. Prerequisite: Pol Sc 101, 201.
POL SC 443 PUBLIC OPINION AND PROPAGANDA 3 cr. (3 and 0)
This course examines the nature of public opinion, its social and political
context, the social-psychological processes basic to it, the dynamics of its
formation and change and its measurement. Prerequisite: Pol Sc 341, IM 410,
or permission of instructor.
POL SC 453 AMERICAN POLITICAL THOUGHT 3 cr. (3 and 0)
American pohtical philosophy from the seventeenth century to the present
with an emphasis on political and social developments since the 1770s. Pre-
rcauisite: Pol Sc lOI. 201.
POL SC 454 SOUTHERN POLITICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Southern politics since 1950 with emphasis upon the characteristics of sec-
tional ix)litiis, decline of the ont'-ix»rty system, impact of desegregation and
civil rights activism, political resurgence of the South in the 197()s and its
impact on national ix^litics. Prerequisite: Pol Sc 101.
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POL SC 462 INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Emphasis on international organizations. Analysis of current problems and
proposed solutions. Prerequisite: Pol Sc 101, 201.
POL SC 463 UNITED STATES FOREIGN POLICY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Focus on foreign policy in its historical perspective, examining the deci-
sion-making process in foreign policy; evaluates contemporary American
capabilities, and analyzes specific issues. Prerequisite: Pol Sc 101, 201.
POL SC 464 INTERNATIONAL LAW 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An examination of cases and other legal materials on the nature of inter-
national law, recognition of states, succession, the territory of states, and
nationality. Prerequisite: Pol Sc 101, 201.
POL SC 465 FOREIGN POLiaES OF THE MAJOR POWERS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
A study in the foreign policies of the leading world powers with special
reference to the geographic, economic, historical and political determinants
of each. A general introduction to the field of foreign policy. United States
foreign policy is not emphasized. Prerequisite: Pol Sc 361.
POL SC 474 COMPARATIVE ASIAN GOVERNMENTS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Major emphasis on China, India, and Japan. A study of the adaptation of
three classic Asian cultures to the Western nation state system, and the par-
ticular solutions sought or found by each to the problems of modern govern-
ment. Each country's foreign policy will also be examined. Prerequisite: Pol
Sc 101, 201, or permission of instructor.
POL SC 475 POLITICAL SYSTEMS OF LATIN AMERICA 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
An examination of political processes in Latin America from both institu-
tional and national perspectives. Prerequisite: Pol Sc 101, 201, or permission
of instructor.
POL SC 476 POLITICAL SYSTEMS OF THE MIDDLE EAST 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
A comparative examination of the political processes of the Middle East,
emphasizing a socio-cultural approach to the problems of* political develop-
ment. The overview of the course concentrates upon the Arab and non-Arab
states of Jordan, Lebanon, Syria, the United Arab Republic, Iran, Israel, and
Turkey. Prerequisite: Pol Sc 101, 201, or permission of instructor.
POL SC 482 THE POLITICAL NOVEL AND THE CINEMA 3 cr.
(3andl)
A consideration of how political science is treated in pohtical novels and
cinema, and how political opinions are shaped by these media. Prerequisite:
Pol Sc 101, 201, or permission of instructor.
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Poultry Science
Professors: B, D. Bamett, Head; K. A. Holleman, J. E. Jones
Associate Professors: K. K. Hale, Jr., B. L. Hughes
Assistant Professors: G. P. Bierenkott, Jr., J. W. Dick, D. R. Sloan, R. J.
Thurston
PS 202 AVIAN SCIENCE 3 cr. (2 and 3)
A study of the basic principles of poultry production and marketing and a
fundamental study of the anatomy and physiology of the fowl. Prerequisite:
Agric 103 or permission of instructor.
PS 321 INCUBATION AND HATCHERY MANAGEMENT 2 cr.
(1 and 3) F, Even-numbered years.
The course deals with the basic principles of incubation and provides funda-
mental instruction on the operation and maintenance of a hatchery. Prerequi-
site: PS 202 or permission of instructor.
PS 322 POULTRY BREEDING AND GENETICS 3 cr. (2 and 3)
Principles of genetics and breeding of commercial fowl will be studied. This
includes physiology of reproduction, mechanism of inheritance, selection
methods, recordkeeping, and artificial insemination. Prerequisite: Gen 302 and
PS 202 or permission of instructor.
PS 323 POULTRY AND POULTRY PRODUCTS EVALUATION 2 cr.
(0 and 4)
Selection of layers, broilers, and turkeys will be studied. Grading of poultry
products according to USDA grade standards will also be studied. Students
enrolled in this course are eligible to compete in Intercollegiate Poultry Judg-
ing Contests. Prerequisite: PS 202 or permission of instructor.
PS 355, 655 POULTRY PRODUCTS GRADING AND TECHNOLOGY
3 cr. (2 and 3) F, Even-numbered years.
Factors important in the quality of poultry products wiU be considered.
The effects of production, handling, packaging and storage on consumer
acceptability will be discussed. Quality evaluation will be considered from
the standpoint of tenderness, flavor, microbiology, and USDA grades.
PS 359, 659 MANAGEMENT OF EGG, BROILER AND TURKEY
ENTERPRISES 3 cr. (2 and 3) S, Odd-numl)ered years.
The application of technology to the production of commercial eggs,
broilers and market turkeys. The application of labor and equipment to
animal requirements in such a way as to result in efficient production of
wholesome meat and eggs.
PS 363 PROPAGATION OF GAME AND EXOTIC BIRDS 3 cr.
(2 and 3) F
Study of the techniques of production in confinement of game and exotic
birds for use in recreation and for ornamental purj^oses. Discussion of the
use of various avian species for nonfood puri><)ses in the home, parks, zoos,
and in hunting preserves.
PS 400. 600 AVIAN PHYSIOLOGY 4 cr. (3 and 3)
Detailed study of the structure and function of organ systems of avian
species with emphasis on digestion and reproduction. Students will be given
an opix)rtunity to study organ system(s) of their choice using (luanlitativc
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MATH 725 COMBINATORIAL MATHEMATICS FOR TEACHERS 3 cr.
(3and0)
MATH 730 MODERN GEOMETRY FOR TEACHERS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 731 NON-EUCLIDEAN GEOMETRY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 732 PROJECTIVE GEOMETRY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 741 INTRODUCTION TO LINEAR PROGRAMMING WITH
APPLICATIONS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 751 FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS OF CALCULUS I 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
MATH 752 FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS OF CALCULUS II 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
MATH 761 PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 771 NUMERICAL METHODS IN SECONDARY SCHOOL
MATHEMATICS I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 772 NUMERICAL METHODS IN SECONDARY SCHOOL
MATHEMATICS II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 781 HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 783 THEORY OF NUMBERS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 791 MATHEMATICAL PROBLEMS IN THE CURRICULUM
3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 801 GENERAL LINEAR HYPOTHESIS I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 802 GENERAL LINEAR HYPOTHESIS II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 803 STOCHASTIC PROCESSES I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 804 STOCHASTIC PROCESSES II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 805 DATA ANALYSIS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 806 NONPARAMETRIC STATISTICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 807 APPLIED MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 809 TIME-SERIES ANALYSIS, FORECASTING AND CONTROL
3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 811 NONLINEAR PROGRAMMING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 812 DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 813 ADVANCED LINEAR PROGRAMMING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 814 NETWORK FLOWS AND INTEGER PROGRAMMING 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
MATH 815 DATA STRUCTURES 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 817 STOCHASTIC MODELS IN OPERATIONS RESEARCH I
3cr. (3and0)
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MATH 818 STOCHASTIC MODELS IN OPERATIONS RESEARCH II
3cr. (3and0)
MATH 821 REAL ANALYSIS I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 822 REAL ANALYSIS II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 823 COMPLEX ANALYSIS I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 824 COMPLEX ANALYSIS II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 825 ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS I 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
MATH 826 ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS II 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
MATH 831 FOURIER SERIES 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 833 OPERATIONAL MATHEMATICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 837 CALCULUS OF VARIATIONS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 839 INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 841 APPLIED MATHEMATICS I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 842 APPLIED MATHEMATICS II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 850 COMPUTATIONAL PROBLEMS IN DISCRETE
STRUCTURES 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 851 ABSTRACT ALGEBRA I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 852 ABSTRACT ALGEBRA II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 853 ADVANCED LINEAR ALGEBRA 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 854 THEORY OF GRAPHS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 855 COMBINATORIAL ANALYSIS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 861 ADVANCED NUMERICAL ANALYSIS I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 862 ADVANCED NUMERICAL ANALYSIS II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 863 DIGITAL MODELS I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 864 DIGITAL MODELS II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 867 SYSTEMS AND SOFTWARE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 868 INTRODUCTION TO NUMERICAL PROCESSES 3 cr.
(3and0)
MATH 871 GENERAL TOPOLOGY I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 872 GENERAL TOPOLOGY II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 891 MASTER'S RESEARCH. Credit to In- arranged.
MATH 901 PROBABILITY THEORY I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
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MATH 902 PROBABILITY THEORY II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 907 MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 920 INTRODUCTION TO HARMONIC ANALYSIS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
MATH 927 FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 928 FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 956 FIELD THEORY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MATH 981 SPECIAL TOPICS IN MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS
1-3 cr. (1-3 and 0)
MATH 982 SPECIAL TOPICS IN ANALYSIS 1-3 cr. (1-3 and 0)
MATH 984 SPECIAL TOPICS IN APPLIED MATHEMATICS 1-3 cr.
(1-3 and 0)
MATH 985 SPECIAL TOPICS IN ALGEBRA 1-3 cr. (1-3 and 0)
MATH 986 SPECIAL TOPICS IN CONVEXITY 1-3 cr. (1-3 and 0)
MATH 987 SPECIAL TOPICS IN NUMERICAL PROCESSES 1-3 cr.
(1-3 and 0)
MATH 988 SPECIAL TOPICS IN OPERATIONS RESEARCH 1-3 cr.
(1-3 and 0)
MATH 991 DOCTORAL RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
Mechanical Engineering
Professors: N. R. Bauld, Jr., E. H. Bishop, Head; D. W. Bradbury, C. A.
Brandon,* W. E. Castro, J. L. Edwards, J. L. Caddis, J. G. Goree,* T. C.
Hardin, J. C. Hester, D. W. Lyons, D. R. Pitts, M. K. Richardson, C. S.
Rudisill, T. Yang
Associate Professors: M. W. Dixon, A. C. Elrod, W. G. Hudson, J. K. Johnson,
Jr., E. H. Law, F. W. Paul, B. K. Pearce
Assistant Professor: J. A. Liburdy
Visiting Assistant Professor: L. S. Cauley
Adjunct Professor: T. S. Hargest
ME 201 INNOVATIVE DESIGN I 2 cr. (1 and 3)
Creative design; the design process; design planning; design analysis;
design documentation; engineering professional ethics; engineering graphics
as a means of conceptualization, problem solving, and communication. Pre-
requisite: Sophomore standing.
ME 202 INNOVATIVE DESIGN II 3 cr. (2 and 3)
Decision making in the selection of materials and processes for manufac-
turing products. Experience in the solution of authentic design problems.
Product design. Prerequisite: CrE 310, ME 201, Phys 221.
•On Jeave.
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ME 301 ENGINEERING SYSTEMS ANALYSIS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Application of undergraduate mathematics, numerical methods, and basic
engineering principles in the solution of engineering problems. Problems will
be drawn from dynamics, vibrations, kinematics, thermodynamics, heat transfer,
fluid mechanics, electrical circuits, and other engineering fields. Prerequisite:
Math 208, Junior standing in engineering.
ME 302 DYNAMIC SYSTEMS AND CONTROL 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Model formulation of engineering systems based on physical laws involving
the storage and transfer of matter and energy. Mechanical, electrical, fluid,
and thermal systems are emphasized. Time and frequency response methods
are considered. An introduction to control system characteristics of stability
and feedback. Prerequisite: EM 202, Math 208.
ME 304 HEAT TRANSFER 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Heat conduction in the steady and transient states; free and forced con-
vection; radiation; combined modes; boiling and condensation. Analytical
and numerical solutions to engineering heat transfer problems are empha-
sized. Prerequisite: Junior standing, Math 208, ME 311.
ME 305 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENTATION 1 cr. (0 and 3)
Introductory course to engineering experimentation. Theory and application
of elementary instruments for static measurements of pressure, temperature,
etc. Planning, conducting, and reporting results of the experiment. Develop-
ment of experimental skills by performing experiments in the laboratory.
Prerequisite: Junior standing.
ME 311, H311 ENGINEERING THERMODYNAMICS I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
First and second laws of thermodynamics applied to engineering systems.
Properties of the ideal and real gases and vapors. Processes and introduction
to power and refrigeration cycles. Prerequisite: Math 208, Phys 221, Junior
standing.
ME 312 ENGINEERING THERMODYNAMICS II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Continuation of ME 311. Power and refrigeration cycles, thennodynamic
relations, compressibility charts, combustion, and introduction to equilibrium.
ME 313 INSTRUMENTATION AND MEASUREMENTS 3 cr. (2 and 3)
Principles of measurements, instnnnent accuracy and performance character-
istics. Modem instrumentation for measuring both static and dynamic pressure,
temperature, fluid, flow, speed, power, force, acceleration, etc. Uncertainty
analysis, curve fitting, and technical report writing. Analog and digital com-
puter methods for engineering experimentation. Prerequisite: E&CE 307, ME
305, 311.
ME 401. 001 DESIGN OF MECHANICAL SYSTEM COMTONENTS
3 or. (3 and 0)
Principles of the analysis and synthesis of machines. The application of
engineering principles and state-of-the-art of experimental knowlrdge to the
selection of machine elements. Prerequisite: EM 304.
ME 402. 602 INNOVATIVE DESIGN III 3 cr. (2 and 3)
The sttident is given the opportunity to apply creatively his general knowl-
edge and his knowledge of cnginefring in the analysis and design of one or
more engiiurring systeujs, niacliines, or devices. A substantial portion of the
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design problem will involve the theory and apphcations of engineering eco-
nomics. Corequisite: ME 401, 412.
ME 403 FLUID DYNAMICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The theory of fluids in motion. Topics include review of concepts of thermo-
dynamics as applied to fluids in motion, wave propagation in a fluid, isentropic
flow with variable area, Fanno line, Rayleigh line, normal and oblique shocks,
flow with friction and heat transfer, viscous flow theory, potential flow theory,
applications. Prerequisite: EM 320, ME 311, and permission of instructor.
ME 404, 604 CONTROL SYSTEMS DESIGN 3 cr. (2 and 2)
The analysis and design of feedback and control systems using principles
of transient response, root locus, frequency response and state variable
analyses. Experimental and analytic evaluation of laboratory control systems.
Prerequisite: ME 302 or equivalent.
ME 405 KINEMATICS AND DYNAMICS OF MACHINERY 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Graphical, analytical, and numerical techniques are used in the dynamic
analysis and synthesis of machines. Emphasis on the application of the analysis
techniques to linkages, cams, gears, and other mechanisms. Prerequisite: EM
202 and Senior standing.
ME 406, 606 COMPUTER CONTROL OF MACHINES AND PROCESSES
3 cr. (2 and 2)
Sampling and stability of discretized process models. Methods of Z-trans-
forms, root locus and discrete time equations are employed for mathematical
controller design and analysis. Computer requirements, transducers and signal
converters are addressed. Prerequisite: ME 404 or equivalent.
ME 407, 607 APPLIED HEAT TRANSFER 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An application oriented extension of ME 304, considering topics in transient
conduction, flow of fluids, energy exchange by radiation, and mass transfer.
Applications in heat-exchanger design with emphasis on economics and varia-
tion of operating conditions from the design point. Prerequisite: ME 304 and
permission of instructor.
ME 408, 608 NUMERICAL METHODS IN ENGINEERING ANALYSIS
3 cr. (3 and 0)
Techniques for solving engineering problems utihzing numerical techniques
and the digital computer. Polynomial interpolation formulas, numerical in-
tegration, roots of nonlinear algebraic equations, simultaneous linear equa-
tions, ordinary and partial differential equations. Simpson's rule, Gauss-
Jordan, Gauss-Siedel, Newton-Raphson, Runge-Kutta, Milne, Hamming, and
Crank-Nicholson methods. Prerequisite: Senior standing.
ME 409, 609 DESIGN OF MACHINE ELEMENTS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A design-oriented treatment of machine elements. A rational approach to
optimal design of shafting, springs, fasteners, clutches, brakes, gears, and
other machine elements. Prerequisite: ME 401.
ME 410, 610 MECHANICAL PROCESSING OF MATERIALS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Qualitative and quantitative descriptions of mechanical processing of ma-
terials are presented. The mechanical and metallurgical analysis of forging.
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rolling, extrusion, cutting, metal finishing and other processes are presented.
Prerequisite: CrE 310, EM 304.
ME 411, 611 GAS POWER SYSTEMS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of the effects of variation in specific heat, some fundamentals of
compressible flow, the combustion process, and chemical dissociation. The
theoretical and actual processes associated with the gas turbine, the thermal
jet, the thermal rocket, and the spark ignition and compression ignition engines
are analyzed. Prerequisite: ME 312.
ME 412 INTRODUCTION TO COMPRESSIBLE FLOW AND TURBO-
MACHINERY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Introductory concepts to compressible flow. Methods of treating one-di-
mensional gas dynamics including flow in nozzles and diffusers, normal shocks,
and methods of measuring the velocity in compressible flow. Also included
are theories of energy transfer and flow compressible fluid in turbomachinery.
Prerequisite: EM 320, ME 312.
ME 413 THERMAL SYSTEMS LABORATORY 1 cr. (0 and 3)
Experimental investigations in such areas as internal combustion engines,
air-conditioning, refrigeration, steam turbines, steam condensers, etc. Pre-
requisite: ME 304, 312, 313.
ME 414 MECHANICAL SYSTEMS LABORATORY 1 cr. (0 and 3)
Investigations of natural phenomena arising within the areas of dynamics,
vibrations, and elasticity. Experiments include friction, photoelasticity, critical
speed of shafts, frequency response, and others. Prerequisite: EM 304. Co-
requisite: ME 405.
ME 415, H415 UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH 1-3 cr.
Individual research projects to be conducted under the direct supervision
and guidance of a faculty member. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
ME 416 UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH 1-3 cr.
Individual research projects to be conducted under the direct supervision
and guidance of a faculty member. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
ME 419. 619 CENTRAL-STATION ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION
3 cr. (3 and 0)
A survey of present-day techniques for generating electricity in fossil- and
nuclear-fueled power plants. This includes discussion of the arrangciiunt, func-
tion, and design of basic plant components. Methods of iM-rfonning analytical
design computations are developed and applied to t>pical design problems.
Prerequisite: ME 304, 312.
ME 420, 620 ALTERNATIVE ENERGY SOURCES AND THEIR
UTILIZATION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Covers the availability and n.se of energ>' sources such as fossil fuels.
solar (direct and indirect), vegetation, wastes and nticlear. Addresses energy
density, constraints to use, and economics of each source; waste heat via
cxinMTvation. Iieat pumping, and direct cascade use; and economics of waste
heat utilization. Prerequisite: ME 312.
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ME 422, 622 PRINCIPLES OF TURBOMACHINERY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The guiding principles underlying all forms of turbomachinery. A unified
treatment of turbomachinery to include pumps, fans, compressors and turbines.
Dimensional analysis as applied to turbomachinery. Euler's equation, con-
cepts of specific speed, thermodynamics of turbomachinery processes, the
matching of the flow characteristics of duct systems with those of turbo-
machines, and related topics are covered. Prerequisite: EM 320, Senior standing.
ME 425, 625 KINEMATICS: KINEMATIC DESIGN OF MACHINES
3 cr. (3 and 0)
Graphical, analytical, and numerical synthesis techniques are applied to the
design of mechanisms to meet the specified kinematic objectives of function
generation, path generation, and coupler motion. Spatial mechanisms are dis-
cussed, but emphasis is on planar motion. Prerequisite: EM 202 and permission
of instructor.
ME 429, 629 THERMAL ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL 3 cr.
(3and0)
Mechanical vapor compression refrigeration cycles, refrigerants, thermo-
electric cooling systems, cryogenics, thermodynamic properties of air, psychro-
metric charts, heating and cooling coils, solar radiation, heating and cooling
loads, insulation systems. Prerequisite: ME 312.
ME 452, 652 SAFETY ENGINEERING 3 cr. (2 and 3)
Basic principles of industrial safety, inspections for safety comphance, de-
sign codes, design of machines and industrial equipment to meet safety stand-
ard, fire protection and control, safety laws and regulations, protective equip-
ment. Prerequisite: Senior standing.
ME 701 APPLICATIONS OF ENGINEERING ANALYSIS 3 cr.
(3and0)
ME 801 FOUNDATION OF FLUID MECHANICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ME 805 HEAT AND MASS TRANSFER I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ME 806 HEAT AND MASS TRANSFER II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ME 807 MECHANICAL SYSTEMS I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ME 808 MECHANICAL SYSTEMS II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ME 810 MACROSCOPIC THERMODYNAMICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ME 811 GAS DYNAMICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ME 812 EXPERIMENTAL FLUID MECHANICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ME 814 TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ME 816 ENERGY CONVERSION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ME 820 MODERN CONTROL ENGINEERING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ME 821 ADVANCED CONTROL ENGINEERING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ME 830 CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ME 831 CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER 3 cr. (3 and 0)
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ME 832 RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ME 833 HEAT TRANSFER WITH CHANGE OF PHASE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ME 841 ADVANCED MECHANICAL ENGINEERING DESIGN I
3 cr. (3 and 0)
ME 842 ADVANCED MECHANICAL ENGINEERING DESIGN II
3 cr. (3 and 0)
ME 845 VIBRATION OF CONTINUOUS MEDIA 3 cr. (3 and 0)
ME 890 ENGINEERING PROJECT 1-3 cr. (0 and 3-9)
ME 891 MASTER'S RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
ME 893 SELECTED TOPICS IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
1-6 cr. (1-6 and 0)
ME 930 ADVANCED TOPICS IN HEAT TRANSFER 1-6 cr. (1-6 and 0)
ME 991 DOCTORAL RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
Medical Technology
Coordinator: M. B. Bishop
Anderson Memorial Hospital
Lecturers: E. E. Baillie, L. B. Ducker, A. S. Hollingsworth, Jr., G. B. HufF,
N. L. Long
Greenville General Hospital
Lecturers: H. F. Cantrell, E. C. Cox, E. A. Dreskin, D. G. Kilgort-, Jr.. J. H.
McCarter, E. B. Smith, P. Thompson, W. M. Waters
Self Memorial Hospital (Greenwood)
Lecturers: J. L. Collins, R. G. Harris, E. C. Hentz, C. H. Magruder, H. W.
May, R. E. Proctor
MED TECH 101 AN INTRODUCTION TO MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
1 cr. (1 and 0)
An introduction to the operation and practices in a medical laboratory.
This course is designed to integrate the academic year witli the clinical year.
Included will be lectures on current laboratory practices, a visit to a modem
medical laboratory, current training of laboratory personnel and seminars on
areas of specialization.
MED TECH 401 SEROLOGY /ffJD IMMUNOLOGY 4 cr. (21.10,49)
Presents the basic principles of .serology and immunology and the tests
utilizing these principles to detect abnormalities helpful in the diagnosis of
disease.
MED TECH 402 MICROBIOLOGY 7 cr. (59,6,470)
The principles of microbiology-bacteriology, mycology, and parasitology.
Emphasis is placed on human pathogenic organisms, using both fresh and
prepared organisms.
Niitr: Fir»t fignrp rrprrtmti Icchirr hntin, icctrnd flKiirr rrprcscnti icminar hotin. «iul the
third figure represents clinical practice hours.
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MED TECH 403 HEMATOLOGY 5 cr. (12,32,276)
Information on blood as a tissue, the theory of hematological tests, factors
that affect test reliabihty. Knowledge of test results and knowledge of blood
dyscrasias. Skill in the performance of hematological tests is emphasized and
the use of automation techniques is covered.
MED TECH 404 BLOOD BANK 3 cr. (8,20,132)
History and principles of blood group systems and methods of cross match-
ing. Testing for and quantitative determination of Rh antibodies with all
available techniques. Selection, pretesting and bleeding of donors and proces-
sing of blood for transfusions.
MED TECH 407 UIUNALYSIS 2 cr. (10,8,102)
The study of renal function together with principles of urine analysis,
pregnancy tests and anatomy of the urinary system. Emphasis is placed on
laboratory procedures and their utilization to detect abnormalities helpful in
the diagnosis of disease.
MED TECH 408 CHEMISTRY 10 cr. (40,50,470)
Introduction to the chemistry of carbohydrates, nitrogen, calcium, and
phosphorus compounds, acid-base balance, etc., with emphasis on the chemis-
try of blood and urine using both qualitative and quantitative procedures in
the laboratory.
MED TECH 409 RADIOISOTOPES 1 cr. (2,0,7)
Introduction to principles of diagnostic radioisotope procedures and the use
of the scintillation detector, the well counter, and the scaler.
Microbiology
Professors: O. W. Barnett, Jr., B. V. Bronk, M. J. B. Paynter, Head
Associate Professors: A. W. Baxter, M. G. Johnson, L. L. Larcom, J. W.
Lawson, F. J. Stutzenberger
Assistant Professors: S. S. Hayasaka, E. L. Kline
Adjunct Associate Professor: H. F. Cantrell
MICRO 100 MICROBES AND HUMAN AFFAIRS 1 cr. (1 and 0)
An explanation of the roles of microorganisms in today's world and the
significance of microbes to the future of mankind.
MICRO 305, 605 GENERAL MICROBIOLOGY 4 cr. (3 and 3)
Morphology, physiology, classification, distribution, and cultivation of
microorganisms and health. Prerequisite: Introductory biology, Ch 101, 102
or 112.
MICRO 400, 600 PUBLIC HEALTH MICROBIOLOGY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The epidemiology of transmissible diseases including pathogenic char-
acteristics of the infectious organism, modes of transmission, mechanism of
infection, diagnostic aids, effective treatments, immunizing procedures and
methods of preventing infection. Prerequisite: Micro 305.
MICRO 401, H401, 601 ADVANCED BACTERIOLOGY 4 cr. (2 and 6)
Metabolism, nutrition, growth, and death of bacteria; microbiological as-
says and industrial fermentation; emphasis on laboratory procedures for the
identification of the more common taxonomic groups. Prerequisite: Ch 201 or
223, 227, Micro 305.
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MICRO 403, 603 MARINE MICROBIOLOGY 3 cr. (2 and 3)
A discussion of the microbes that inhabit the marine environment, their
peculiar physiological traits, and contributions to the ecology of oceans. Fre-
requisite: Micro 305, organic chemistry.
MICRO 407, H407, 607 FOOD AND DAIRY MICROBIOLOGY
4 cr. (3 and 3)
Physical-chemical factors limiting survival and growth of microorganisms
during processing and manufacturing of food and dairy products. Standard
methods for enumerating and identifying indicator bacteria, yeasts, molds
and microbes producing food and foodbome illness. Starter cultures, fungal
toxins, microbial cell injury and standards for food and dairy products.
Prerequisite: Bioch 210 or Ch 201 or 223, Micro 305.
MICRO 410, H410, 610 SOIL MICROBIOLOGY 3 cr. (2 and 3)
The role of microorganisms in the decomposition of organic substances,
transformation of nitrogen and mineral substances in the soil; interrelation-
ships between higher plants and microorganisms; importance of microorga-
nisms in soil fertility. Prerequisite: Micro 305.
MICRO 411, H411, 611 PATHOGENIC BACTERIOLOGY 4 cr. (3 and 3)
A study of pathogenic bacteria, their morphology, cultural requirements
and classification; diagnostic tests, methods of differentiation, and the diseases
caused. Prerequisite: Micro 305.
MICRO 412, H412, 612 BACTERIAL PHYSIOLOGY 4 cr. (3 and 3)
A consideration of the cytology, physiology, metabolism, and genetics of
bacteria. Included will be studies of growth and death, reproduction and
mutation, nutrition and metabolic pathways, regulatory mechanisms, and
effects of environment. Prerequisite: Ch 224, Micro 305. one semester of bio-
chemistry, or permission of instructor.
MICRO 413, H413, 613 INDUSTRIAL MICROBIOLOGY 3 cr. (2 and 3)
Microbial aspects of large-scale processes for the production of foods, anti-
biotics, enzymes, fine chemicals, and beverages. Topics include strain selec-
tion, culture maintenance, biosynthetic pathways, continuous cultivation and
production of single cell protein. Prerequisite: Micro 305.
MICRO 414, H414, 614 BASIC IMMUNOLOGY 3 cr. (2 and 3)
A consideration of the nature, production, and function of basic immune
responses in animals. Procedures and mechanisms of antigen-antibody and
other immune reactions. Prerequisite: Micro 305, organic chemistry.
MICRO 415, H415. 615 MICROBIAL GENETICS 4 cr. (3 and 3)
The cytological basis of bacterial, fungal, and viral genetics; molecular as-
pect.s; mutations; mechanisms of genetic transfers; episomes and plasmids; and
population changes. Prvrciiuisitv: Ch 221. Cicn 302 or 305, Micro 305, or
permission of the department head.
MICRO 410, n416. 616 INTRODUCTORY VIROLOGY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A general introduction to the field of virology, including animal, bacterial,
and plant viruses. Topics will include noinenclattire and classification, bio-
chemical and biophysical characti-ristics, mechanisms of replication, chemo-
therapy, and techni(iues for isolation, assay and purification. Prerequisite:
Micro 305.
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MICRO 491 SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN MICROBIOLOGY 1-3 cr.
(0 and 3-9)
Research problems in the various areas of microbiology designed to intro-
duce undergraduate students to the planning and execution of research ex-
perimentation, and the presentation of research findings.
MICRO 802 BACTERIOLOGICAL TECHNIC 4 cr. (2 and 6)
MICRO 803 SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN MICROBIOLOGY. Credit to be
arranged.
MICRO 804 CURRENT TOPICS IN MICROBIOLOGY 1 cr. (1 and 0)
MICRO 807 SEMINAR 1 cr. (1 and 0)
MICRO 811 BACTERIAL CYTOLOGY AND PHYSIOLOGY 4 cr.
(4 and 0)
MICRO 812 BACTERIAL METABOLISM 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MICRO 815 ADVANCED MICROBIAL GENETICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
MICRO 891 MASTER'S RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
MICRO 991 DOCTORAL RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
Military Science
Professor: Lt. Col. R. H. Herron, Head
Assistant Professors: Maj. P. R. Kelley, Capt. S.
Capt. M. H. Vernon
E. Crouch, Capt. D. L. Smith,
MS 101 FUNDAMENTALS (BASIC) 1 cr.
A study of the mission of the Reserve Officers' Training Corps and an orien-
tation to the Department of Defense. Also a study of customs and traditions
of the Service. Laboratory periods provide training in marksmanship and drill.
One-hour lecture per week; two-hour laboratory every other week or equivalent.
MS 102 GENERAL MILITARY (BASIC) 1 cr.
A study of world change and military implications. An introduction to first
aid, mass casualty treatment, and drug and alcohol abuse. Laboratory periods
provide training in care and maintenance of weapons and drill. One-hour
lecture per week; two-hour laboratory every other week or equivalent.
MS 201 FUNDAMENTALS OF SMALL UNIT OPERATIONS AND LAND
NAVIGATION 1 cr.
An introduction to small unit tactics. Introduction to military maps and
terrain association. Leadership laboratory provides the student practical experi-
ence in applying principles of land navigation, confidence building, and physi-
cal fitness testing. One-hour lecture per week; two-hour laboratory every other
week or equivalent.
MS 202 MIUTARY HISTORY (BASIC) 1 cr.
A survey of mihtary history with emphasis on battles and factors which have
patterned our military structure today. Leadership laboratory provides prac-
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tical experience in small unit leadership and physical fitness testing. One-hour
lecture per week; two-hour laboratory every other week or equivalent.
MS 300 MILITARY SCIENCE (ADVANCED) 6 or.
(ROTC 3, Elective 3)
Study and application of leadership, military teaching principles, small unit
tactics, and communications. Cadets will enroll in one three-hour elective
offered by other departments in the University outside the student's major
academic discipline. Students must participate in leadership laboratory training
throughout the school year.
MS 400 MILITARY SCIENCE (ADVANCED) 6 cr.
(ROTC 3, Elective 3)
A study of military operations, logistics, military law, world change and
military implication, and leadership laboratory. Cadets will enroll in one
three-hour elective offered by other departments in the University outside the
student's major academic discipline. Students must participate in leadership
laboratory training throughout the school year.
Music
Professor: J. H. Butler, Head
Associate Professor: B. F. Cook
Assistant Professors: E. B. Card, E. A. Freeman
Instructors: W. W. Campbell, L. U. Harder
Visiting Instructor: M. H. Hamilton
MUS 151 APPLIED MUSIC 1 cr. (1 and 0)
Individual study in performance medium (voice, piano, flute, oboe, clarinet,
saxophone, bassoon, cornet, trumpet, French horn, trombone, baritone, tuba,
percussion). One hour-long private lesson each week, for which a minimum
of four hours' practice is required. The student is guided in a continuing
advance of his technical and artistic proficiency and is required to perfonn
an appropriate solo in a student recital each semester. May be repeated for
credit with departmental approval to allow for the study of differing per-
formance media. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor, based on a quahfying
audition.
MUS 152 APPLIED MUSIC 1 cr. (1 and 0)
A continuation of Mus 151. Prerequisite: Mus 151.
MUS 205 MUSIC THEORY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The terminology and notation of traditional music arc reviewed, and the
techniques of sight-singing and sight-reading are practiced. Harmonic prac-
tices are studied, relating to the principal diatonic triads in all inversions.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor, based on musical literacy.
MUS 206 MUSIC THEORY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Continuation of Mus 205 with emphasis on secondary chord structure,
modulation, and nondiatonic hannony. Advanced sight-singing and melodic
dictation are practiced. Prerequisite: Mus 205.
MUS 210 MUSIC AI'PRECIATION: MUSIC IN THE WESTERN
WORLD 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Designed to dtepon the .student's appreciation of his musical heritage
through a study of the elements of the musical language and its development
in Western culture.
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MUS 251 APPLIED MUSIC 1 cr. (1 and 0)
A continuation of Mus 152. Prerequisite: Mus 152 and permission of in-
structor.
MUS 252 APPLIED MUSIC 1 cr. (1 and 0)
A continuation of Mus 251. Prerequisite: Mus 251.
MUS 305 MUSIC THEORY: ADVANCED HARMONY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of harmonic usage involving chromaticism, free dissonance and
atonality. Harmonic dictation is practiced. Prerequisite: Mus 206.
MUS 306 MUSIC THEORY: FORM AND ANALYSIS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Principles of formal construction in music of all periods are studied by the
inductive analysis of representative works. Prerequisite: Mus 206.
MUS 311 MUSIC APPRECIATION: AMERICAN MUSIC 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Music in America from 1620 to the present. Indigenous and borrowed
influences will be examined.
MUS 315 MUSIC HISTORY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The development of Western music from antiquity to 1750, emphasizing
representative literature from various styles and periods.
MUS 316 MUSIC HISTORY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Continuation of Mus 315. Music from 1750 to present. Prerequisite: Mus
315.
MUS 361 MARCHING BAND 1 cr. (0 and 3)»
Ensembles: Devoted to the musical training of ensemble members through
reading and rehearsal of appropriate music; public performances given
periodically in addition to the minimum rehearsal time; may be repeated for
credit, with a maximum of four hours of ensemble credit allowable toward
a degree. Fall semester only. Prerequisite: Permission of director.
MUS 362 CONCERT BAND 1 cr. (0 and 3)«
Ensembles: Devoted to the musical training of ensemble members through
reading and rehearsal of appropriate music; public performances given
periodically in addition to the minimum rehearsal time; may be repeated for
credit, with a maximum of four hours of ensemble credit allowable toward
a degree. Spring semester only. Prerequisite: Permission of director.
MUS 365 UNIVERSITY CHORUS 1 cr. (0 and 3)»
Ensembles: Devoted to the musical training of ensemble members through
reading and rehearsal of appropriate music; pubhc performances given
periodically in addition to the minimum rehearsal time; may be repeated for
credit, with a maximum of four hours of ensemble credit allowable toward
a degree. Prerequisite: Permission of director.
MUS 400 MUSIC IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CLASSROOM
3 cr. (3 and 0)
Designed to give the teacher in the elementary school a familiarity with
music suitable for use with children at the elementary level. Recordings of
appropriate music, preband instruments, unison and part singing will be in-
cluded. No previous training in music is required.
• No more than a total of four semester credit hours earned in this group of courses
(Mus 361, 362, 365) may be used in meeting degree requirements.
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MUS 401 METHODS AND MATERIALS IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
MUSIC 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Materials, methods and techniques in elementary school. Prerequisite:
Mus 400.
MUS 421 VOCAL ARRANGING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Techniques of arranging for voices and accompanying instruments are
studied and appropriate arrangements prepared. Prerequisite: Mus 305.
MUS 422 INSTRUMENTAL ARRANGING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Transpositions, characteristics and range of the instruments of the band
and orchestra are studied. Techniques of arranging for small instrumental
ensembles are studied and appropriate arrangements prepared. Prerequisite:
Mus 305.
Nursing
(Associate in Arts Degree Program)
Associate Professors: A. S. Prevost, L. Roswal, Director
Assistant Professors: M. J. Lilley, H. Schwartz, P. M. Sellers, H. E. Whitley*
Instructors: M. F. Barber, S. H. Ha, E. S. Rosenwald, A. S. Welch
Visiting Instructors: D. L. Hodnicki, G. E. Sturtevant
NURS 103 NURSING I 6 cr. (3 and 9)
Multiple teaching media are utilized in presenting concepts and developing
skills required for identifying needs and intervening as a nurse to assist
persons to meet their health needs.
NURS 104 NURSING II 6 cr. (3 and 9)
This course deals with the need for survival of the species by reproduction.
The bio-psycho-social factors involved in human reproduction and in ma-
ternal-infant nursing are identified throughout the course. The family-centered
approach is used, and the family unit serves as a framework for the study of
the nursing care of mothers and infants. Prerequisite: Engl 101, Nurs 103,
Psych 201, Zool 110.
NURS 204 TRENDS IN NURSING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A course planned to consider contemporary nursing, social, legal, and
ethical forces that affect the nurse, the field of nursing, and society. Discussion
will focus on socio-ecx)noniic aspects, legislative, health, and nursing-care
issues. Prerequisite: Nurs 205, Soc 201.
NURS 205 NURSING III 7 cr. (3 and 12)
Tliis course is the first of two interrelated sequential a)ur.ses designed to
develop a knowledge of principles which can be applied when planning
and giving nursing care to various age groups with major health prol)lems
(acute and long-term patients). Prerequisite: Engl 102, Nurs 104, Psych 321,
Zool 111.
NURS 206 NURSING IV 11 cr. (6 and 15)
Continuation of Nurs 205. This course deals with common health problems
that interfere with al)ility to meet one's basic needs and presents medical
and nursing measures that support or restore the ability to achieve one's
maximum level of wellness. PrrmiuisUc: Nurs 205. Soc 201.
• On leave.
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Nursing
(Baccalaureate Degree Program)
Professors: A. M. Duvall, G. Labecki, Acting Director
Associate Professors: J. J. Chodil, H. T. Cotter, O. S. Hipps, G. A. Tanner
Assistant Professors: C. L. Belcher, T. L. Duffee, J. H. Higgins, M. A. Kelly,
P. M. Kline, S. A. Nicholson, M. G. Robinson, G. A. Snell, R. A. Spadoni,
R. Thompson, S. W. Thompson
Instructors: R. M. Arblaster, K. E. Brock, B. F. Campbell, M. F. Davis, L. A.
Hall, G. Kiser-Brown, K. E. O'Rourke, A. B. Privette, V. F. Rempusheski,
E. D. Schultz, A. K. Taylor, L. M. Vaughan, L. W. Wickliffe
Lecturers: R. H. Burley, D. K. Freeman, Jr.
Visiting Assistant Professors: S. A. Hunter, K. R. Jeanes
Visiting Instructors: B. C. Barham, E. J. Crowe, C. J. Keller
Adjunct Associate Professors: A. K. Hood, E. H. Lee, M. E. Shilling
NURS 100 ORIENTATION 1 cr. (1 and 0)
Series of lectures and discussions on nursing and careers in nursing; personal
and professional guidance.
NURS 207 DYNAMICS OF HUMAN RELATIONS 3 cr. (2 and 3)
The musing appraisal of theoretical and clinical approaches to the under-
standing of the dynamics of human behavior. The identification of behaviors
through observing and participating in laboratory experiences in community
agencies providing service to adults and children.
NURS 209 NURSING SKILLS LABORATORY 1 cr. (0 and 3)
An introduction to basic nursing skills utilizing a self-paced modular ap-
proach. A self-study laboratory and nursing practice laboratory will be used
in learning and practicing the skills identified in each module.
NURS 309 HUMAN VALUES IN NURSING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The values guiding nursing theory and practice, including common human
needs; the nature of man and his community.
NURS 310 PERSPECTIVES IN NURSING INTERVENTION 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Analysis of processes used in making nursing judgments. Emphasis on
planning, intervention, and evaluation. Prerequisite: Nurs 309, 311 313.
NURS 311 NURSING DURING ALTERATIONS IN LIFE PATTERNS
5 cr. (2 and 9)
Study of the ways in which people perceive and cope with changes in their
life patterns; emphasis on the synthesis of knowledge from the arts and
sciences as a basis for deliberative nursing action. Laboratory experience in
a variety of settings with all age groups.
NURS 312 NURSING OF THE ACUTELY AND CHRONICALLY
DISTRESSED 5 cr. (2 and 9)
Nursing concepts based on a broad patho-psychophysiologic approach
toward understanding changes in functions as a result of stress and/or dis-
ease. Laboratory experience in agencies providing care for the mentally and
physically distressed. Prerequisite: Nurs 309, 311, 313.
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NURS 313 THE PROMOTION OF HEALTH 3 cr. (2 and 3)
Role of the nurse in the teaching of health in the home and in agencies
concerned with the prevention of illness. Emphasis on nutrition as a positive
approach to the improvement of health throughout the life cycle. Laboratory
experience in clinics, homes, and selected community programs.
NURS 314 NURSING IN THE HOME 3 cr. (2 and 3)
The dimensions of caring for the ill in the home; includes early detection,
treatment, and the use of resources with emphasis on continuity of care.
Laboratory experience with agencies providing home care. Prerequisite: Nurs
309, 311, 313.
NURS 413 COMPLEX NURSING INTERVENTION I 4 cr. (1 and 9)
A synthesis of knowledge, attitudes, and skills related to the care of
individuals/families with health problems requiring complex nursing inter-
ventions. Emphasis on diagnosis and intervention in the care of persons pre-
senting into the health-care system with nursing problems resulting from
illness states due to serious medical and surgical conditions. Laboratory
experiences in diverse settings. Prerequisite: Nurs 310, 312, 314.
NURS 414 COMPLEX NURSING INTERVENTION II 4 cr. (2 and 6)
A continuation of Nurs 413 with emphasis on nursing diagnosis and inter-
vention in the care of individuals presenting into the health-care system
with nursing problems resulting from illness states due to multiple trauma,
conditions requiring external life support, and conditions resulting in residual
functional impairment. Laboratory experiences in diverse settings. Prerequisite:
Nurs 413, 419, 421.
NURS 419 THE MULTIPROBLEM FAMILY 3 cr. (2 and 3)
Focus on the family as a unit of care. Use of the epidemiologic approach
as a tool in understanding conditions influencing the family. Laboratory ex-
perience through community care facihties. Prerequisite: Nurs 310, 312, 314.
NURS 421 HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF NURSING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Analysis of the development of modem nursing. Emphasis will be placed
on how the nursing profession articulates with society and the role of nurses
as change agents. Consideration will be given to the legal and ethical impli-
cations in niu-sing practice. Prerequisite: Nurs 310, 312, 314.
NURS 422 CURRENT RESEARCH IN NURSING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of approaches to problematic situations in nursing, with emphasis
on interpretation of findings. Prerequisite: Nurs 413, 419, 421.
NURS 426 INDEPENDENT STUDY IN NURSING 4 cr. (2 and 6)
Opportunity for indepth study in an area of special interest in clinical
nursiDg. LalM)ratory exix'rienci' arranged. Prerequisite: Nurs 413, 419, and
permission of instructor under whom student wishes to study.
NURS 431 CARE OF THE HOSPITALIZED CHILD WITH LONG-TERM
ILLNESS 4cr. (2 and 6)
Role of nurse in caring for the child with a long-term or terminal illness
with emphasis on adaptations to meeting basic child needs. Laboratory experi-
ence in facility providing hospitalization for children. Limited enrollment
Prerequisite: Nurs 413.
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NURS 432 NURSING CARE OF THE PERSON IN CRISIS 4 cr.
(2 and 6)
Study of the person with an emotional crisis precipitated by either a physio-
logical or psychological problem. Various theories concerning crisis situations
and the nursing interventions necessary to deal with the person in crisis are
presented. Nursing laboratory experience in a variety of settings with all age
groups. Limited enrollment. Prerequisite: Nurs 413, 419.
NURS 434 TEACHING ROLE OF NURSE PRACTITIONER 4 cr.
(2 and 6)
Study of the nurse's role in health teaching and application of principles of
health promotion, maintenance, and restoration. Student selection of a variety
of health teaching situations and development of learning resources. Laboratory
experience in a variety of settings with all age groups. Limited enrollment.
Prerequisite: Nurs 413, 419.
NURS 435 CARE OF INDIVIDUALS WITH COMPLEX AND CRITICAL
ILLNESS PROBLEMS 4 cr. (2 and 6)
Comprehensive nursing care to individuals with complex and critical illness
problems. Emphasis on care of individuals with neurological, respiratory, and
cardiac problems; implications for first aid and emergency care. Laboratory
experience in acute-care facilities. Limited enrollment. Prerequisite: Nurs 413,
419.
NURS 437 INTRODUCTION TO SCHOOL HEALTH NURSING 4 cr.
(2 and 6)
Role of nurse in school health programs with emphasis on the health care
of the school age child in his usual environment, the home and school. Labora-
tory experience through schools and community care facilities. Prerequisite:
tory experience through schools and community care facilities. Limited enroll-
ment. Prerequisite: Nurs 413, 419.
NURS 438 COORDINATION IN NURSING CARE 4 cr. (2 and 6)
This course is designed to reinforce and expand the knowledge and skills
needed in the coordination of nursing care. Guided activities in planning,
implementing, and evaluating skilled nursing in clinical laboratory in health-
care agencies. Participation in and evaluation of activities relating to the de-
livery of nursing-care services is emphasized. Limited enrollment. Prerequisite:
Nurs 413, 419.
NURS 439 NURSING OF THE AGED 4 cr. (2 and 6)
This course is designed to assist the senior student in bridging and synthe-
sizing concepts extracted from a variety of disciplines and applying them to
the nursing process in assessing, diagnosing, planning, implementing, and
evaluating the care of the aged individual residing in the community. Limited
enrollment. PrerequisUe: Nurs 413, 419, Psych 321, Soc 309 or 311.
NURS 440 NURSING CARE OF THE HIGH-RISK MATERNITY CLIENT
AND HER INFANT 4 cr. (2 and 6)
An indepth study of the high-risk maternity client, her family, and the
high-risk infant. Laboratory in a variety of clinical settings. Limited enrollment.
Prerequisite: Nurs 413, 419, 421.
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NURS 441 NURSING PROBLEMS RELATED TO CLIENTS COPING
WITH CANCER 4 cr. ( 2 and 6
)
Designed for increasing awareness and knowledge of the multidisciplinary
approaches in oncology and the role of the oncology nurse specialist and to
form a basis for viewing cancer problems within a framework for nm^ing re-
search. Clinical focus is on the assistance indicated for individuals with cancer
and their families. Limited enrollment. Prerequisite: Nurs 413, 419, 421.
NURS 801 FAMILY HEALTH NURSING 3 cr. (1 and 6)
NURS 805 AFFILIATIVE EXPRESSIONS OF BEHAVIOR IN RELA-
TION TO HEALTH CARE 2 cr. (2 and 0)
NURS 807 SEMINAR 1-3 cr.
NURS 812 THE DYNAMICS OF COMMUNITY HEALTH 3 cr.
(3and0)
NURS 815 THE PROMOTION AND MAINTENANCE OF HEALTH
3 cr. (1 and 6)
NURS 827 FOUNDATIONS OF NURSING EDUCATION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
NURS 828 THE COLLEGE TEACHER OF NURSING 3 cr. (3 and 0)
NURS 831 ADULT NURSING I 6 cr. (3 and 9)
NURS 832 ADULT NURSING II 6 cr. (3 and 9)
NURS 833 REHABILITATIVE NURSING I 6 cr. (3 and 9)
NURS 834 REHABILITATIVE NURSING II 6 cr. (3 and 9)
NURS 835 CHILD HEALTH NURSING I 6 cr. (3 and 9)
NURS 836 CHILD HEALTH NURSING II 6 cr. (3 and 9)
NURS 837 MATERNAL-INFANT NURSING I 6 cr. (3 and 9)
NURS 838 MATERNAL-INFANT NURSING II 6 cr. (3 and 9)
NURS 840 GERONTOLOGICAL NURSING I 6 cr. (3 and 9)
NURS 841 GERONTOLOGICAL NURSING II 6 cr. (3 and 9)
NURS 891 MASTER'S RESEARCH. Credit to Ih« arranged.
Nutrition
(Sec courses listed under Animal Science, Biochemistry, Dairy Science, Food
Science, and Poultry Science)
Professors: B. D. Bamett, R. F. Borgman, D. M. Henricks. J. E. Jones. G. D.
O'Dell. F. E. Pardue. G. C. Skelley, Jr., R. F. Wheeler, J. N. Williams II.
W. P. Williams. Jr.
Associate Professors: J. C. Acton, R. G. Bursey, D. L. Cmss. R. L. Edwards,
D. L. Handlin, L. W. Hudson, J. J. Jen, B. F. Jenny, J. C. McConneU, Jr..
D. E. Turk
AstisUint Professor: D. R. Sloan
ViMiHng Imtrtictort: C. N. Dunn, G. W. Tcrgliafcra
Nutrition 339
NUTR 201 INTRODUCTION TO NUTRITION 3 cr. (3 and 0) S
Principles of the nutrition of domestic animals and man includes: sources,
digestion, absorption, utilization and functions of nutrients; effects of dietary
deficiencies; and nutrients required for maintenance, growth, reproduction,
lactation, work, and egg-shell quality. Prerequisite: Bioch 210, Ch 223, or
permission of instructor.
NUTR 401, H401, 601 FUNDAMENTALS OF NUTRITION 3 cr.
(3and0) F
Biochemical and physiological fundamentals of nutrition applicable to do-
mestic animals and man. Considered are digestive processes, and absorption
and metabolism of carbohydrates, lipids, proteins, water, minerals and vita-
mins. Energy metabolism and comparative anatomy and physiology of diges-
tive systems are discussed. Prerequisite: Bioch 210, Ch 223, or permission of
instructor.
NUTR 425, H425, 625 NUTRITION AND DIETETICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Study of the nutritional value of foodstuffs, the influence of food preparation
techniques upon these values, and the development of diets to meet human
nutritional requirements. Current concepts in the formulation of therapeutic
diets for the treatment of the ill will be emphasized. Prerequisite: Nutr 451 or
equivalent.
NUTR 451, H451, 651 HUMAN NUTRITION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Essentials of nutrition and principle nutritional deficiency conditions. Fac-
tors affecting adequacy of dietary intake, methods of determining nutritional
status, the development of nutrition standards, and recent advances in human
nutrition. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
NUTR 452, H452, 652 CLINICAL NUTRITION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of diseases of nutritional etiology and their treatment. The patho-
genesis, symptoms, diagnosis, and principles of nutrition therapy of each of
the malnutritive disease conditions will be discussed. Prerequisite: Nutr 451 or
equivalent.
NUTR 701 THERAPEUTIC NUTRITION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
NUTR 702 PUBLIC HEALTH NUTRITION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
NUTR 703 NUTRITION EDUCATION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
NUTR 704 FOOD SERVICE SYSTEMS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
NUTR 705 NUTRITION PRACTICUM 1-6 cr. (0 and 1-6)
NUTR 801 TOPICAL PROBLEMS IN NUTRITION 1-3 cr.
NUTR 808 MONOGASTRIC NUTRITION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
NUTR 809 POLYGASTRIC NUTRITION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
NUTR 812 NUTRITION OF CARBOHYDRATES AND LIPIDS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
NUTR 813 NUTRITION TECHNIQUES WITH LARGE ANIMALS 2 cr.
(1 and 3)
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NUTR 814 NUTRITION TECHNIQUES WITH LABORATORY ANIMALS
2 cr. (1 and 3)
NUTR 816 AMINO ACIDS AND PROTEIN NUTRITION 2 cr. (2 and 0)
NUTR 818 VITAMINS AND MINERALS 4 cr. (3 and 3)
NUTR 851 NUTRITION SEMINAR I 1 cr. (1 and 0)
NUTR 852 NUTRITION SEMINAR II 1 cr. (1 and 0)
NUTR 891 MASTER'S RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
NUTR 991 DOCTORAL RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
Philosophy
Assistant Professors: J. L. McCollough, D. F. White, Jr.
PHIL 201 INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHIC PROBLEMS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
A discussion of representative philosophical questions which arise from
human thought and action. Characteristic topics are as follows: The Conditions
of Knowledge; The Nature of Man; The Individual and Society.
PHIL 202 INTRODUCTION TO LOGIC 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An introduction to methods of evaluating arguments. Simple valid argument
forms are given which can be joined together to produce the logical form
of virtually any argument. Informal fallacies may also be considered.
PHIL 203 PHILOSOPHY AND CURRENT ISSUES 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An introduction to philosophic reflection as found in writers from many
fields analyzing today's cultural predicaments. This social criticism is dis-
cussed in a search for the philosophical basis of some familiar conflicts over
the value system implicit in our way of life.
PHIL 303 PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A critical consideration of the meaning and justification of religious be-
liefs. Representative topics are as follows: The Nature and Existence of God;
Religious Knowledge; Religious Language; The Problem of Evil.
PHIL 304 MORAL PHILOSOPHY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of moral problems, their origin in conflicts between duty and de-
sire, and alternative solutions proposed by classical and contemporary writers.
PHIL 312 MODERN PHILOSOPHY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Tlie development of the modern outlook as seen in the major Western
philosophers of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The thought of
Descartes, Spinoza, Leibniz, Locke, Berkeley, Hume, Kant, and Hegel is
considered, illustrating the development of rationalism, empiricism, and
idealism.
PHIL 318 CONTEMPORARY PHILOSOPHY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A stutly of the dominant movenients in Western philosophy today, partic-
ularly existentialism and analytical philosophy. The object is to atquirc
suflicicnt background for reading current philosophical or philosophically
influenced literature.
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PHIL 322 SYMBOLIC LOGIC 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The fundamentals of modern symbolic logic. Leading topics are as follows:
Translation from Ordinary Language to Logical Form; Rules of Inference for
the Logic of Sentences and the Logic of Predicates; Tests of Validity. Pre-
requisite: Phil 202, or Math 108, or a computer programming course.
PHIL 325 PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of the logic of the sciences: laws, theories, scientific methods; and
of the relevance of science to other human interests.
PHIL 344 CURRENT ETHICAL THEORY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An intensive study of a currently prominent moral problem. Readings are
selected from recent work at the frontiers of ethical thought.
Physical Science
(Jointly administered by the Chemistry Department and the Department of
Physics and Astronomy)
PHY SC 101 PHYSICAL SCIENCE I 4 cr. (3 and 2)
An introduction to the physical sciences. Selected topics will be discussed
to illustrate the structure and meaning of the physical sciences.
PHY SC 102 PHYSICAL SCIENCE II 4 cr. (3 and 2)
A continuation of Phy Sc 101. Course cannot be taken for credit by stu-
dents who have completed one year of a course in the physical science area.
May not be substituted for any other science course. Prerequisite: Phys Sc 101.
Physics
Professors: B. B. Bookmyer, B. V. Bronk, P. B. Burt, R. L. Chaplin. Jr.,
W. E. Gettys, H. W. Graben, F. J. KeUer, A. L. Laskar, J. P. McKelvey,
Head; D. P. Miller, M. G. Miller, J. R. Ray, M. D. Sherrill, M. J. Skove,
E. P. Stillwell, Jr., C. W. Ulbrich, H. E. Vogel
Associate Professors: T. F. ColUns, J. A. Gilreath, J. L. Ging, L. L. Larcom,
J. R. Manson,* P. A. Steiner, R. C Turner
Assistant Professor: P. J. Flower
Visiting Instructor: T. O. Walker HI
Adjunct Professors: R. C. Gentry', T. J. Roper
PHYS 101 CURRENT TOPICS IN MODERN PHYSICS 1 cr. (0 and 2)
Demonstrations and lectures serving as an introduction to different areas
of physics and astronomy will be presented by various members of the staff.
These areas may include such topics as astrophysics, energy, relativity, and
weather, as well as visits to the planetarium and electron microscope lab-
oratory.
PHYS 115 CLASSICAL PHYSICS I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An introductory- calculus-based physics course. This course covers such
topics as vectors, statics and dynamics of particles, work and energy,
elasticity, harmonic motion, hydrostatics and hydrodynamics. Corequisite:
A course in calculus.
•On leave.
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PHYS 116 CLASSICAL PHYSICS II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Continuation of Ph\-s 115. This course covers such topics as temperature,
heat flow, first and second laws of thermod>Tiamics and their applications,
solar position and energy flow, waves, acoustics, electricit>', magnetism, and
electric circuits. Prerequisite: Phys 115 or i>ermission of instructor.
PHYS 122, H122 PHYSICS WITH CALCULUS I 3 cr. (2 and 2)
The first of three courses in a calculus-based physics sequence. Topics in-
clude vectors, laws of motion, conservation principles, rotational motion,
oscillations, and gravitation. Corequisite: Registration in Math 108.
PHYS 207 GENERAL PHYSICS I 4 cr. (3 and 2)
An introductory course for students who are not majoring in a pure science
or engineering. Includes mechanics, hght, and astronomy. Corequisite: A
course that includes trigonometry.
PHYS 208 GENERAL PHYSICS II 4 cr. (3 and 2)
Continuation of Phys 207. Includes electricity, magnetism, thermal phe-
nomena, and quantuim theory. Prerequisite: Phys 207.
PHYS 221, H221 PHYSICS WITH CALCULUS II 3 cr. (2 and 2)
Continuation of Phys 122. Topics include thermod>-namics, kinetic theory
of gases, electric and magnetic fields, electric currents and circuits, and
motions of charged particles in fields. Prerequisite: Phys 122.
PHYS 222, H222 PHYSICS WITH CALCULUS IH 3 cr. (2 and 2)
Continuation of Phys 221. Topics include wave motion, electromagnetic
waves, interference and diffraction, relativit>', atomic particles, and atomic
and nuclear structure. Prerequisite: Phys 221.
PHYS 223 PHYSICS L.\BOR\TORY I 1 cr. (0 and 3)
An introduction to physical experimentation on mechanical and electrical
systems. Oscillatory motion and resonance are emphasized. Calculators and
computers are used in statistical treatment of data. Corcqumtc: Registration
in Phys 221.
PHYS 224 PHYSICS LABOR.\TORY II 1 cr. (0 and 3)
Continuation of Phys 223. Experiments involve atomic, molecular and
nuclear systems. The wave-particle duaUsm of light and matter is emphasized.
Corequisite: Registration in Phys 222.
PHYS 240 PHYSICS OF THE WEATHER 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A descriptive introduction to meteorology. Includes atnwspheric therroody-
namics, solar radiation, heat budget, atmospheric cirtmlation, force laws gov-
erning air motion, fronts, precipitation, synoptic pre<liction. Special topics of
current interest such as the effeci of ens ironnu^ntal pollution on weather, and
the effect of weather on health arc included.
PHYS 245 ENERGY SOURCES FOR THE FUTURE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of possible sources of energy including fossil fuels, soUr energy,
nuclear energy, and their uses. The basic ph>'sical concrots, the ectMWinic
feasibility, and the environmrntal impact of the use of these sources o£
•re discussed. Prerequisite: One smK»ter of a ph>-sical science.
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PHYS 262 PHYSICS OF MUSIC 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An elementary, nontechnical study of the relationship between the laws of
physics and the production of music for the music student or layman who
wishes to understand the physical principles of the art. Topics include me-
chanical and acoustical laws, harmonic analysis, musical scales, sound produc-
tion in instruments, physiology of hearing, etc.
PHYS 321, H321, 621 MECHANICS I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Statics; motions of particles and rigid bodies; vibratory motion; gravitation;
properties of matter, flow of fluids. Prerequisite: Phys 221.
PHYS 322, H322, 622 MECHANICS II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Dynamics of particles and of rigid bodies, Lagrangian and Hamiltonian
formulations, vibrations of strings, wave propagation. Prerequisite: Phys 321
or permission of instructor.
PHYS 325, H325, 625 EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS I 4 cr. (2 and 6)
Introduction to experimental modem physics, measurement of fundamental
constants, repetition of crucial experiments of modem physics ( Stem-Gerlach,
Zeeman effect, photoelectric effect, etc.). Corequisite: Phys 321 or permission
of instructor.
PHYS 326, H326, 626 EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS II 4 cr. (2 and 6)
Continuation of Phys 325.
PHYS 340, H340, 640 ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM I 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Electric potential and electrostatic fields; solutions of Laplace's and Pois-
son's equations; properties of dielectrics and of capacitors; electrostatic
energy; current and treatment of circuit problems. Vector analysis is used
throughout after introduction. Prerequisite: Phys 221.
PHYS 401 SENIOR THESIS I 1-3 cr.
A semioriginal project performed under the direction of a physics staff mem-
ber. Theoretical fields available include relativity, solid state, statistical me-
chanics, nuclear physics, and astrophysics. Experimental work may be done in
various areas of solid-state physics, astronomy, biophysics, and atmospheric
physics. Prerequisite: Three physics courses beyond General Physics.
PHYS 402 SENIOR THESIS U 1-3 or.
A continuation of Phys 401.
PHYS 417, H417, 617 INTRODUCTION TO BIOPHYSICS I 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
An introduction to the application of physics to biological problems. Topics
include a review of elementary chemical and biological principles, physics of
biological molecules, and fundamentals of radiation biophysics. Prerequisite:
Math 206, Phys 221, or permission of instmctor.
PHYS 418, H418, 618 INTRODUCTION TO BIOPHYSICS II 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Continuation of Phys 417. Further work in radiation biophysics, cell popula-
tion kinetics, and selected special topics such as membrane biophysics, control
theory and molecular biophysics, muscle studies, irreversible thermodynamics
in biophysics, enzyme physics, etc. Prerequisite: Math 206, Phys 221, or
permission of instructor.
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PHYS 420, 620 ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of the physical processes governing atmospheric phenomena. Topics
include thermodynamics of dry and moist air, solar and terrestrial radiative
processes, convection and cloud physics, precipitation processes, hydrodynamic
equations of motion and large-scale motion of the atmosphere, numerical
weather prediction, atmospheric electricity. Prerequisite: Phys 221 or 208 and
Math 108.
PHYS 432, H432, 632 OPTICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
This course covers a selection of topics, depending on the interest of the
student. Topics covered may include the formation of images by lenses and
mirrors, design of optical instruments, electromagnetic wave propagation,
interference, diffraction, optical activity, lasers, and holography. Prerequisite:
Phys 221.
PHYS 441, H441, 641 ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM H 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
A continuation of Phys 340. Magnetic fields and energy; magnetic prop-
erties of materials; electromagnetic induction; ac circuit problems with vector
methods and complex numbers; Maxwell's field equations with apphcations.
Prerequisite: Phys 340 or equivalent.
PHYS 446, H446, 646 SOUD STATE PHYSICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An introductory treatment of the crystal structure of solids and the prop-
erties of solids which depend on crystal structure; free electron model of
metals; band theory of sohds; Brillouin zones, crystalline defects and diffusion.
Prerequisite: Phys 222 or permission of instructor.
PHYS 452, H452, 652 NUCLEAR AND PARTICLE PHYSICS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
A study of our present knowledge concerning subatomic matter. The experi-
mental results are stressed. Topics discussed include particle spectra, detection
techniques, Regge pole analysis, quark models, proton structure, nuclear struc-
ture, scattering and reactions.
PHYS 455, H455, 655 QUANTUM PHYSICS I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Discussion of solution of the Schroedinger equation for free particles, the
hydrogen atom and the harmonic oscillator. Prerequisite: Phys 322, 340, or
permission of instructor.
PHYS 456, H456, 656 QUANTUM PHYSICS II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Continuation of Phys 455. Application of principles of quantum mechanics
as developed in Phys 455 to atomic, molecular, solid state and nuclear sys-
tems. Prerequisite: Phys 455.
PHYS 457, H457, 657 BASIC HEALTH AND RADIOLOGICAL
PHYSICS I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Topics discussed in this course include a survey of nuclear physics, inter-
action of radiation with matter, biological effects of high and low energy
radiation, and uses of radiation for therapy and diagnosis. Prerequisite: Phys
321, 340, or permission of instructor.
PHYS 458, H458, 658 BASIC HEALTH AND RADIOLOGICAL
PHYSICS II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Continuation of Phys 457. Topics covered will include dosimetry and
radiation protection, ultraviolet radiation effects, shielding calculations, thermal
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effects, tracer use and kinetics, and ultrasonics. Prerequisite: Phys 457 or
equivalent.
PHYS 460, H460, 660 CONTEMPORARY PHYSICS FOR HIGH SCHOOL
TEACHERS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of later developments including the measurements of atomic par-
ticles. The formulation of new laws and the modifications of old ideas needed
to describe the interactions of these particles.
PHYS 465, H465, 665 THERMODYNAMICS AND STATISTICAL
MECHANICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A study of temperature, development of the laws of thermodynamics and
their application to thermodynamic systems. An introduction to low tempera-
ture physics is given. Prerequisite: Six hours of physics beyond Phys 222 or
permission of instructor.
PHYS 471, H471, 671 ELECTRON MICROSCOPY 3 cr. (2 and 3)
This course presents an introduction to the theory, operation, and use of
scanning and transmission electron microscopes. It includes a survey of speci-
men preparation techniques and instruction in the interpretation of micro-
graphs. Applications in both the physical and biological sciences are dis-
cussed. Prerequisite: One year of General Physics, Math 106, and permission
of instructor.
PHYS 473, H473, 673 X-RAY CRYSTALLOGRAPHY 3 cr. (2 and 3)
Study of crystal symmetry, elementary group theory. X-ray diffraction by
crystals. Experimental methods of goniometry, powder and single crystal dif-
fraction are used to determine structures and electron density distribution.
Application of X-ray diffraction to chemical, physical, and metallurgical
problems.
PHYS 700 PHYSICAL SCIENCE IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS-
PHYSICS 3cr. (3 and 0)
PHYS 701 PHYSICS FOR HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS I 4 cr. (3 and 3)
PHYS 702 PHYSICS FOR HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS II 4 cr. (3 and 3)
PHYS 703 MODERN PHYSICS FOR HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
PHYS 711 ORIGINS OF PHYSICAL SCIENCE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
PHYS 716 EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS FOR HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS
4 cr. (2 and 4)
PHYS 723 WEATHER SCIENCE FOR SaENCE TEACHERS 3 cr.
(3and0)
PHYS 811 METHODS OF THEORETICAL PHYSICS I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
PHYS 812 METHODS OF THEORETICAL PHYSICS II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
PHYS 813 ADVANCED THERMODYNAMICS AND STATISTICAL
MECHANICS I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
PHYS 814 ADVANCED THERMODYNAMICS AND STATISTICAL
MECHANICS n 3 cr. (3 and 0)
PHYS 821 CLASSICAL MECHANICS I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
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PHYS 822 CLASSICAL MECHANICS II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
PHYS 841 ELECTRODYNAMICS I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
PHYS 842 ELECTRODYNAMICS II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
PHYS 845 SOLID STATE PHYSICS I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
PHYS 846 SOLID STATE PHYSICS II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
PHYS 853 NUCLEAR PHYSICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
PHYS 875 SEMINAR IN CONTEMPORARY PHYSICS 1-3 cr. ( 1-3 and 0)
PHYS 890 DIRECTED ACTIVITIES IN APPUED PHYSICS 1-6 cr.
PHYS 891 MASTER'S RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
PHYS 951 QUANTUM MECHANICS I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
PHYS 952 QUANTUM MECHANICS II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
PHYS 966 RELATIVITY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
PHYS 971 ADVANCED QUANTUM THEORY I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
PHYS 972 ADVANCED QUANTUM THEORY H 3 cr. (3 and 0)
PHYS 991 DOCTORAL RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
Plant Pathology
Professors: O. W. Barnett, Jr., L. W. Baxter, N. D. Camper, O. J. Dickerson,
Head; F. H. Smith, W. Witcher, E. I. Zehr
Associate Professors: G. E. Carter, Jr., G. C. Kingsland, S. A. Lewis, R. W.
Miller, Jr.
Visiting Assistant Professor: M. R. McLaughlin
PL PA 401, H401, 601 PLANT PATHOLOGY 3 cr. (2 and 3) F, S
The principles of the interrelationships between plant pathogens, their hosts,
and the environment. Economically important plant diseases are used to
illustrate these principles and the application of these principles to disease
control. Prerequisite: Biol 103 and 105 or 110.
PL PA 451, 651 BACTERIAL PLANT PATHOGENS 3 cr. (2 and 3) S.
Odd-numbered years.
The nature, development, and control of plant diseases caused by bacteria.
Taxonomic considerations, host-parasite relations and techniques used in iso-
lating, identifying, and preserving bacterial plant pathogens. Prerequisite:
PI Pa 401 or 405, Micro 305, or permission of instructor.
PL PA 456, H456, 656 PLANT VIROLOGY 3 cr. (3 and 0) F, Even-
nunil)crcd years.
Plant viruses with emphasis on tlu'ir morphology, biochemistry, purification
and transmission; syniptoms resulting from virus infection; virus-vector rela-
tionships; and serological procedures. The importance and control of plant
virus diseases will be discussed. Prerequisite: Biol 103 and 105 or 110.
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PL PA 458, H458, 658 PLANT PARASITIC NEMATODES 3 cr.
(2 and 3) F, Odd-numbered years.
Morphology and taxonomy of stylet bearing nematodes and their relation-
ship with plant diseases. Prerequisite: Biol 103, 104, 105, 106 or 110, 111.
PL PA 800 ADVANCED PLANT PATHOLOGY I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
PL PA 801 ADVANCED PLANT PATHOLOGY II 3 cr. (3 and 0)
PL PA 803 FUNGAL PLANT PATHOGENS 4 cr. (3 and 3)
PL PA 804 PHYSIOLOGICAL PLANT PATHOLOGY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
PL PA 805 SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN PLANT PATHOLOGY. Credit to be
arranged.
PL PA 807 SEMINAR 1 cr. (1 and 0)
PL PA 808 TECHNIQUES AND METHODS IN PLANT PATHOLOGY I
1 cr. (0 and 3)
PL PA 809 TECHNIQUES AND METHODS IN PLANT PATHOLOGY II
1 cr. (0 and 3)
PL PA 811 PLANT DISEASE DIAGNOSIS I 1 cr. (0 and 3)
PL PA 812 PLANT DISEASE DIAGNOSIS II 1 cr. (0 and 3)
PL PA 891 MASTER'S RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
PL PA 991 DOCTORAL RESEARCH. Credit to be arranged.
Political Science
Professors: H. E. Albert, C. W. Dunn, Head
Associate Professors: E. M. Coulter, H. W. Fleming, Jr., W. H. Owens, Jr.,
M. W. Slann
Assistant Professors: M. A. Morris, S. H. Wainscott
Instructor: M. R. Pilo
Visiting Instructor: M. R. Cline
POL SC 101 AMERICAN NATIONAL GOVERNMENT 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An introduction to American National Government and politics with an
emphasis on the functions of governmental organizations, the behavior of po-
htical parties and personahties, and the role of public opinion.
POL SC 201 INTRODUCTION TO POLITICAL SCIENCE 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
A basic introduction to the study, analysis, scope, and sources of govern-
ment. Emphasis is given to the comparative institutions of government, the
international relations of government, the theoretical conceptions man has
entertained about government, and analysis of the ways in which man has
behaved in response to government. Prerequisite: Pol Sc 101 or permission
of instructor.
?OL SC 300 SPECIAL ACTIVITIES 1-3 cr. (0 and 1-3)
This course encompasses special projects, approved by the department
head, which involve students in research, simulation, internships, or other
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actions requiring the study and application of political principles, and which
are engaged in for at least one semester or its equivalent.
POL SC 302 STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The structural features, functions, and legislative, executive and judicial
processes of American state and local government.
POL SC 321 GENERAL PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An introduction to public administration including the elements of organi-
zation, personnel and financial management, and administrative law, and
administrative responsibility. Prerequisite: Pol Sc 101, 201.
POL SC 341 POLITICAL SCIENCE METHODOLOGY 3 cr. (2 and 1)
An introduction to political science methodology. Examination of the diflFerent
research settings and various techniques for collecting political data. A critical
review of the contemporary literature of political science. Laboratory training
and fieldwork in interviewing. Includes exercises in computer use for ele-
mentary quantitative analysis of political data. Prerequisite: Math 101 and
Pol Sc 101 or the equivalent or permission of instructor.
POL SC 351 CLASSICAL POLITICAL THOUGHT 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Political philosophy from the pre-Socratic period to Machiavelh. Prerequi-
site: Pol Sc 101, 201.
POL SC 352 MODERN POLITICAL THOUGHT 3 cr. (3 and 0)
The early theories of the nation state in the sixteenth century and the
major political thinkers, problems and movements through the twentieth cen-
tury. Prerequisite: Pol Sc 101, 201.
POL SC 361 INTERNATIONAL POLITICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An introduction to foreign policy, international law, and international or-
ganizations. Prerequisite: Pol Sc 101, 201.
POL SC 371 COMPARATIVE EUROPEAN POLITICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Major emphasis on the United Kingdom, France, Germany, and the
U.S.S.H., with brief attention given to Italy and Switzerland. Current meth-
ods of comparison will be studied and applied to the formal and informal
functioning of these governments. Prerequisite: Pol Sc 101, 201.
POL SC 372 TOTALITARIAN POLITICAL SYSTEMS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A continuation of Pol Sc 371. This course will deal specifically with the
Soviet Union as an example of totalitarian political systems, with references
made to Nazi Germany and the present Eastern European political systems.
Prerequisite: Pol Sc 101, 201.
POL SC 403 THE AMERICAN CONGRESS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An examination of the behavior and processes of decision making in the
American Congress together with an analysis of the interaction In'tween Con-
gress and the executive and judicial branches of the national government.
POL SC 405 THE AMERICAN PRESIDENCY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An examination of the organizational patterns, administrative liehavior, and
political forcfs in the Presidency witli considerable cnipliasis on relations
between the Presidency and C'ongress, the courts, and adniinistrative-regu-
latory agencies. Prerequisite: Pol Sc 101. 201, or jjennission of instructor.
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POL SC 409, 609 DIRECTED STUDY IN AMERICAN INSTITUTIONS
3 cr. (3 and 0)
Supervised reading and/or research in selected areas of American govern-
ment. Prerequisite: Eighteen semester hours in political science and permission
of instructor.
POL SC 422, 622 PROBLEMS OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Selected views of pubhc administration and the problems involved. PrC'
requisite: Pol Sc 101 or permission of instructor.
POL SC 423, 623 MUNICIPAL ADMINISTRATION 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Interaction of political, technical, and administrative processes in urban
America. Prerequisite: Pol Sc 101 or permission of instructor.
POL SC 424, 624 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Examination of the legal principles governing procedures and policy making
processes of administrative agencies with emphasis upon delegation of powers,
elements of fair administrative procedure, and judicial review and control of
administrative determinations.
POL SC 425, 625 GOVERNMENTAL BUDGETARY PROCESS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Examination of the budgetary structures and processes at the national, state,
and local levels of government. Special emphasis is devoted to the Office of
Management and Budget in the national government and to the political ele-
ments of the budgetary process at all levels of government.
POL SC 426, 626 GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATION THEORY 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
A study of the political-economic approach to the analysis of organization,
management, and policy administration. Emphasis will be placed on organi-
zational design, structure, and operation; participation and leadership; and
evaluation of organizational eflFectiveness. Prerequisite: Pol Sc 321.
POL SC 427, 627 GOVERNMENT PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION
3 cr. (3 and 0)
Government personnel systems; current trends and problems; essentials of
recruitment, classification, compensation, motivation, evaluation, training, and
disciphne.
POL SC 428, 628 AMERICAN DEFENSE POLICY ANALYSIS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
A study of the possibilites and problems in formulating policies of national
defense. Examination of alternatives, consequences and effectiveness of cur-
rent techniques in nuclear weaponry, guerrilla and conventional warfare. Pre-
requisite: Pol Sc 101, 201, or permission of instructor.
POL SC 429, 629 AMERICAN POLITICS AND EDUCATION 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
A consideration of the political context for the making of public policy for
education and for educational administration in the United States. Selected
educational issues will be analyzed in the framework of modem political sci-
ence. Prerequisite: Ed 301 or Pol Sc 101, 201.
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POL SC 432 AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW I 3 cr. (3 and 0)
A brief introduction to the judicial process followed by a detailed exami-
nation of leading cases pertaining to the judiciary, the Congress, the Presi-
dency, and the federal system. Prerequisite: Pol Sc 101, 201.
POL SC 433, 633 AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW II 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
An examination of the relationship of the individual to his government;
focusing on the safeguards of liberty and property including freedoms of
speech, press and religion, and criminal procedures. Prerequisite: Pol Sc 101,
201.
POL SC 434 THE JUDICIAL PROCESS AND JURISPRUDENCE 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
Courts as political subsystems; judicial decision making; the development
of public policy through the judicial process; theories of law and jurispru-
dence. Prerequisite: Pol Sc 101, 201.
POL SC 435 ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Examination of selected issues and questions adjudicated in the nation's
courts with emphasis upon the manners in which the courts and related law
enforcement agencies deal with problems of deviance under the criminal
law; an evaluation from a social science perspective of the courts and these
related agencies as arbiters in the resolution of conflicts under the law. Pre-
requisite: Pol Sc 101, 201.
POL SC 439 PUBLIC LAW AND AMERICAN EDUCATION 3 cr.
(3and0)
A consideration and analysis of the constitutional standards for pubHc edu-
cation. Special emphasis will be placed on the areas of church-state relations,
academic freedom, educational finance, and race relations. Prerequisite: Pol Sc
101.
POL SC 442, 642 POLITICAL PARTIES AND POLITICS 3 cr.
(3and0)
A study of the historical development of political parties, and the role they
play in the organization and functions of our national government, and the
influence of politics in policymaking. Prerequisite: Pol Sc 101, 201.
POL SC 443 PUBLIC OPINION AND PROPAGANDA 3 cr. (3 and 0)
This course examines the nature of public opinion, its social and political
context, the social-psychological processes basic to it, the dynamics of its
formation and change and its measurement. Prerequisite: Pol Sc 341, IM 410,
or permission of instructor.
POL SC 453 AMERICAN POLITICAL THOUGHT 3 cr. (3 and 0)
American pohtical philosophy from the seventeenth century to the present
with an emphasis on political and s(Kial developments since the 1770s. Pre-
rcuuisitc: Pol Sc 101. 201.
POL SC 454 SOUTHERN POLITICS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Southern politics sinc<« 1950 with <Mnphasis upon the characteristics of sec-
tional iK)litics, <letlino of thr onc-ivirty system, impart of desegregation and
civil rights activism, political resnrgenee of the South in the 197()s and its
impact on national iwlitics. Prerequisite: Pol Sc 101.
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POL SC 462 INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Emphasis on international organizations. Analysis of current problems and
proposed solutions. Prerequisite: Pol Sc 101, 201.
POL SC 463 UNITED STATES FOREIGN POLICY 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Focus on foreign policy in its historical perspective, examining the deci-
sion-making process in foreign policy; evaluates contemporary American
capabilities, and analyzes specific issues. Prerequisite: Pol Sc 101, 201.
POL SC 464 INTERNATIONAL LAW 3 cr. (3 and 0)
An examination of cases and other legal materials on the nature of inter-
national law, recognition of states, succession, the territory of states, and
nationality. Prerequisite: Pol Sc 101, 201.
POL SC 465 FOREIGN POLiaES OF THE MAJOR POWERS 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
A study in the foreign policies of the leading world powers with special
reference to the geographic, economic, historical and political determinants
of each. A general introduction to the field of foreign policy. United States
foreign policy is not emphasized. Prerequisite: Pol Sc 361.
POL SC 474 COMPARATIVE ASIAN GOVERNMENTS 3 cr. (3 and 0)
Major emphasis on China, India, and Japan. A study of the adaptation of
three classic Asian cultures to the Western nation state system, and the par-
ticular solutions sought or found by each to the problems of modern govern-
ment. Each country's foreign policy will also be examined. Prerequisite: Pol
Sc 101, 201, or permission of instructor.
POL SC 475 POLITICAL SYSTEMS OF LATIN AMERICA 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
An examination of political processes in Latin America from both institu-
tional and national perspectives. Prerequisite: Pol Sc 101, 201, or permission
of instructor.
POL SC 476 POLITICAL SYSTEMS OF THE MIDDLE EAST 3 cr.
(3 and 0)
A comparative examination of the political processes of the Middle East,
emphasizing a socio-cultural approach to the problems of* political develop-
ment. The overview of the course concentrates upon the Arab and non-Arab
states of Jordan, Lebanon, Syria, the United Arab Republic, Iran, Israel, and
Turkey. Prerequisite: Pol Sc 101, 201, or permission of instructor.
POL SC 482 THE POLITICAL NOVEL AND THE aNEMA 3 cr.
(3andl)
A consideration of how political science is treated in political novels and
cinema, and how political opinions are shaped by these media. Prerequisite:
Pol Sc 101, 201, or permission of instructor.
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Poultry Science
Professors: B. D. Bamett, Head; K. A. Holleman, J. E. Jones
Associate Professors: K. K. Hale, Jr., B. L. Hughes
Assistant Professors: G. P. Bierenkott, Jr., J. W. Dick, D. R. Sloan, R. J.
Thurston
PS 202 AVIAN SCIENCE 3 cr. (2 and 3)
A study of the basic principles of poultry production and marketing and a
fundamental study of the anatomy and physiology of the fowl. Prerequisite:
Agric 103 or permission of instructor.
PS 321 INCUBATION AND HATCHERY MANAGEMENT 2 cr.
( 1 and 3 ) F, Even-numbered years.
The course deals with the basic principles of incubation and provides funda-
mental instruction on the operation and maintenance of a hatchery. Prerequi-
site: PS 202 or permission of instructor.
PS 322 POULTRY BREEDING AND GENETICS 3 cr. (2 and 3)
Principles of genetics and breeding of commercial fowl will be studied. This
includes physiology of reproduction, mechanism of inheritance, selection
methods, recordkeeping, and artificial insemination. Prerequisite: Gen 302 and
PS 202 or permission of instructor.
PS 323 POULTRY AND POULTRY PRODUCTS EVALUATION 2 cr.
(0 and 4)
Selection of layers, broilers, and turkeys will be studied. Grading of poultry
products according to USDA grade standards will also be studied. Students
enrolled in this course are eligible to compete in Intercollegiate Poultry Judg-
ing Contests. Prerequisite: PS 202 or permission of instructor.
PS 355, 655 POULTRY PRODUCTS GRADING AND TECHNOLOGY
3 cr. (2 and 3) F, Even-numbered years.
Factors important in the quality of poultry products will be considered.
The effects of production, handhng, packaging and storage on consumer
acceptability will be discussed. Quality evaluation will be considered from
the standpoint of tenderness, flavor, microbiology, and USDA grades.
PS 359, 659 MANAGEMENT OF EGG, BROILER AND TURKEY
ENTERPRISES 3 cr. (2 and 3) S, Odd-numbered years.
The application of technology to the production of commercial eggs,
broilers and market turkeys. The application of labor and equipment to
animal requirements in such a way as to result in efficient production of
wholesome meat and eggs.
PS 363 PROPAGATION OF GAME AND EXOTIC BIRDS 3 cr.
(2 and 3) F
Study of the techniques of production in confinement of game and exotic
birds for use in recreation and for ornamental purposes. Discussion of ihc
use of various avian species for nonfood puri^oses in the home, parks, zoos,
and in hunting preserves.
PS 400, 600 AVIAN PHYSIOLCX^Y 4 cr. (3 and 3)
Detailed study of the structure and function of organ systems of avian
fpoci<'s with emphasis on digestion and reproduction. Students will be given
an opportunity to study organ systcm(s) of their choice using quantitative
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BARBER, MARY FRANCES, Instructor in Nursing, Associate Degree Program
B.S.X., 1973, M.S.N., 1976, Hunter College
BARFIELD, KWFORD ELLIOTT, JR., Associate Professor of English
A.B., LaGrange College, 1961; M.A., University of Georgia, 1963; Ph.D., University
of Tennessee, 1969
BARHAM, BARBARA CHICVARA, Visiting Instructor in Nursing,
Baccalaureate Degree Program
B.S.X., Barry College. 1970; M.S., Rutgers University, 1977
BARKER, ROBERT HENRY, /. E. Sirrine Professor of Textile Chemistry
B.S., Clemson University, 1959; Ph.D., University of North Carolina, 1963
BARLAGE, WILLIAM BERDELL, JR., Head of Chemical Engineering
Department; Professor of Chemical Engineering
B.S., Lehigh University, 1954; M.Ch.E., University of Virginia, 1955; Ph.D., North
Carolina State University, 1960
BARNES, MICHAEL ALLEN, Assistant Professor of Dairy Science
B.S., 1966, M.S., 1970, Ph.D., 1976, University of Connecticut
BARxNETT, BOBBY DALE, Head of Poultry Science Department; Professor
of Poultry Science
B.S., 1950, M.S., 1954, University of Arkansas; Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1957
BARNETT, ORTUS WEBB, JR., Professor of Microbiology, Plant Pathology
and Physiology
B.S.A., 1961, M.S., 1965, University of Arkansas; Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1968;
Post Doctorate, Scottish Horticultural Institute, 1968-69
BARNETT, WILLIAM JACKSON, Associate Professor of Electrical and Com-
puter Engineering
B.S., Clemson University, 1963; M.S., Rutgers University, 1965; Ph.D., Clemson Uni-
versity, 1972
BARNHILL, JAMES WALLACE, Assistant Professor of History
B.A., Presbyterian College, 1947; M.A., Northwestern University, 1949
BARON. WILLIAM, Associate Professor of Civil Engineering
B.S.C.E., City College of New York, 1960; M.S.C.E., 1963, Ph.D., 1966, Purdue Uni-
versitv-; P.E.
BARTH. CLYDE LEWIS, Professor of Agricultural Engineering
B.S., University of Illinois, 1955; M.S., 1961, Ph.D., 1971, University of Wisconsin
BAUER, LARRY LEE, Associate Professor of Agricultural Economics and
Rural Sociology
B.S., University of Illinois, 1961; M.S., Purdue University, 1963; Ph.D., North Carolina
State University, 1968
BAULD, NELSON ROBERT, JR., Professor of Mechanical Engineering and
Engineering Mechanics
B.S.M.E., 1958, M.S., 1960, West Virginia University; Ph.D., University of Illinois,
1963; P.E.
BAUMGARDNER, REGINALD ANDREW, Associate Professor of Horticulture
B.S., Clemson University, 1957; M.S., 1960, Ph.D., 1962, University of Maryland
BAXTER, ANN WEBSTER. Associate Professor of Microbiology
B.A., Rockford College, 1938; M.A.T., 1964, Ph.D.. 1967, University of North Carolina
BAXTER, LUTHER WILLIS, Professor of Plant Pathology and Physiology
B.S., Eastern Kentucky State College, 1950; M.S., 1952, Ph.D., 1954, Louisiana State
University
BEARD. JOHN NELSON. JR., Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering
B.S., University of South Carolina, 1958; M.S., 1970, Ph.D., 1971, Louisiana State
University
BECKER, LAURA LEFF, Visiting Instructor in History
B.A., 1971, M.A., 1972, Brown University
BECKWITH, WILLIAM FREDERICK, Professor of Chemical Engineering
B.S., 1957, M.S., 1961, Ph.D., 1963, Iowa State University
BEER, DONALD CHARLES, Assistant Professor of Chemistry
B.S., Bluffton College, 1964; Ph.D., Indiana University, 1972
BEHERY, HASSAN MOHAMED. Associate Professor of Textiles
B.S., 1950, M.S., 1955, Alexandria University; Ph.D., Manchester College of Science and
Technology. 1959
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BELCHER, CYNTHIA LEAHY, Assistant Professor of Nursing, Baccalaureate
Degree Program
B.S.N., University of Miami, 1969; M.S.N., Emory University, 1971
BENECKE, HERMAN PAUL, Visiting Assistant Professor of Chemistry
B.S., University of Florida, 1963; Ph.D., University of Cincinnati, 1969
BENNETT, JOHN EVERETT, Associate Professor of Electrical and Computer
Engineering
B.S.E.E., 1958. M.S.E.E., 1968, Ph.D., 1970, University of Tennessee
BENSON, ROBERT TIDD, Professor of Vocational Education
B.S., 1960, M.S., 1963, Cornell University; Ed.D., Pennsylvania State University, 1968
BERGER, LEONARD, Associate Professor of Psychology
A.B., 1968, M.A., 1969, Ph.D., 1972, Temple University
BERRY, ELIZABETH BRUNSON, Associate District Leader; Associate
Professor of Home Economics
B.S., Winthrop College, 1944
BERRY. ERNEST BEZOLD, Associate Professor of Textiles
B.S., Clemson University, 1951
BEYERLEIN, ADOLPH LOUIS, Professor of Chemistry
B.S., Fort Hays Kansas State College, 1960; Ph.D., University of Kansas, 1966
BHATTACHARYYA, JNANABRATA, Visiting Associate Professor of Chemistry
B.S., Presidency College (India), 1955; M.S., 1958, Ph.D., 1964, Calcutta University
BIERENKOTT, GLENN PETER, JR., Assistant Professor of Poultry Science
B.S., 1973, M.S., 1975, Ph.D., 1978, University of Wisconsin
BIRD, NEALE ELDRIDGE, Assistant Professor of Agricultural Engineering,
South Carolina Marine Resources Center
B.S.. United States Naval Academy, 1953; M.S., North Carolina State University, 1975
BIRKHEAD, PAUL KENNETH, Professor of Geology
A.B., 1951, A.M., 1960, University of Missouri; Ph.D., University of North Carolina,
1965
BISHOP, CARL BARNES, Associate Professor of Chemistry
B.S., Clemson University, 1954; Ph.D., Michigan State Univesrity, 1959
BISHOP, EUGENE HARLAN, Head of Mechanical Engineering Department;
Professor of Mechanical Engineering
B.S., Mississippi State University, 1955; Ph.D., University of Texas, 1964
BISHOP, MURIEL BOYD, Associate Professor of Chemistry; Coordinator of
Medical Technology Program
B.A., Huntingdon College, 1952; M.S., Emory University, 1955; Ph.D., Michigan State
University, 1958; Post Doctorate, Yale University, 1958-59
BISMACK, THADDEUS ROBERT, Associate Professor of Accounting and
Finance
B.S., Central Michigan University, 1959; M.B.A., University of Michigiui, 1960
BLACK, JOHN OLAR, JR., Head of Seed Certification; Lecturer in Agronomy
and Soils
B.S., 1957, M.S., 1961, Clemson University
BLACKMON, CYRIL WELLS, Associate Professor of Plant Pathology and
Physiology, Edisto Experiment Station
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 1949; M.S., Trinity University, 1953; Ph.D., Texas
A&M University, 1961
BLAIH, DUDLEY WAYNE, Associate Professor of Economics
B.S., 1970. Ph.D., 1975. Texas A&M University
BLANTOX, LLOYD HOUSTON. Associate Professor of Agricultural Education
B.S., 1961. M.Ag.Ed.. 1968, Clemson Univeniit>'; Ph.D., Ohio State Univcr5it>', 1970
BOBHirr. JOAN, Assistant Professor of English
B.A.. NicholU State University, 1968; M.A., Louisiana State Univenlty, 1970; Ph.D.,
University of Texas, 1975
BODINE. ASHBY Bl^GESS II, Assistant Professor of Dairy Science
B.A.. 1969. M.S.. 1975. I'h.I).. 1978. CIctivion Univt-nify
BOE'ITNEH. GEORGE ROBERT, Assistant Professor of Recreation and Park
Administration
B.S.. 1965. M.Ed.. 1966. Eait Carolina Univenit>
BOINEAU. JOHN POPE. Adjunct Professor of hiorngtnrrring
B.S., Univcnity of South Carolina. 1955; M.D.. Duke University School of Medicine,
1959
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BOLAND, WILLARD ROBERT, Professor of Mathematical Sciences
B.S., Davidson College, 1959; M.A., College of William and Mary, 1963; Ph.D., Uni-
versity of Colorado, 1968
BOND, THEODORE EUGENE, Adjunct Professor of Agricultural Engineering
B.S., University of California (Davis), 1948; M.S., Iowa State University, 1951; Ph.D.,
University of California, 1965
BOOK, NORMAN LOYD, Associate Professor of Building Science
B.A.E., 1955, M.Engr., 1967, Ph.D., 1973, Pennsylvania State University
BOOKMEYER, BEVERLY BRANDON, Professor of Physics and Astronomy
A.B., Chestnut Hill College, 1946; M.S., 1961, Ph.D., 1964, University of Pennsylvania
BORGMAN, ROBERT FREDERIC, Professor of Food Science
D.V.M., 1947, M.S., 1949, Michigan State University; Ph.D., Kansas State University,
1959
BOSDELL, FRANCIS ALVIN, Associate Professor of Industrial Education
B.S., 1949, M.In.Ed., 1966, Clemson University
BOSE, ANIL KUMAR, Associate Professor of Mathematical Sciences
B.S., 1948, M.S., 1956, Calcutta University; Ph.D., University of North Carolina, 1964
BOX, BENTON HOLCOMB, Dean, College of Forest and Recreation Re-
sources; Professor of Forestry
B.S., 1957, M.F., 1959, Louisiana State University; D.F., Duke University, 1967
BRADBURY, DOUGLAS WILSON, Alumni Professor of Mechanical
Engineering
B.M.E., Clemson University, 1940; M.S.E., University of Michigan, 1959; P.E.
BRADSHAW, DAVID WINSTEAD, Assistant Professor of Horticulture
B.S., 1968, M.S., 1973, North Carolina State University; Ph.D., Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University, 1977
BRAGG, CHARLES KENNETH, Adjunct Professor of Textiles
B.S., Wofford College, 1961; M.S., Institute of Textile Technology (Virginia), 1963
BRAINERD, EDWIN GRENIER, JR., Assistant Professor of Psychology
B.A., Washington College, 1968; M.A., 1971, Ph.D., 1974, West Virginia University
BRANDON, CRAIG ARNOLD,* Professor of Mechanical Engineering
B.S.M.E., Duke University, 1959; M.S., Stanford University, 1960; Ph.D., University of
Tennessee, 1968; P.E.
BRANNOCK, DURANT YORK, JR., Assistant Professor of French
A.B., Elon College, 1954; M.A., Duke University, 1956
BRANTLEY, HERBERT, Associate Dean, College of Forest and Recreation
Resources; Head of Recreation and Park Administration Department; Pro-
fessor of Recreation and Park Administration
A.B., 1956, M.A., 1958, Ph.D., 1966, University of North Carolina
BRAWLEY, JOEL VINCENT, JR., Professor of Mathematical Sciences
B.S., 1960, M.S., 1962, Ph.D., 1964, North Carolina State University
BRISBIN, I LEHR, JR., Adjunct Associate Professor of Entomology and
Economic Zoology
B.A., Wesleyan Unversity, 1962; M.S., 1965, Ph.D., 1967, University of Georgia
BRISCOE, IDA CAROLYN, Aisociate Professor of Education
A.B., LaGrange College, 1957; M.Ed., 1961, S.Ed., 1967, Ed.D., 1970, University of
Georgia
BRITTAIN, JERE ALONZO, Associate Professor of Horticulture, Sandhill
Experiment Station
B.S., Clemson University, 1961; Ph.D., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State Uni-
versity, 1967
BROCK, KATHRYN ELIZABETH, Instructor in Nursing, Baccalaureate Degree
Program
B.S.N., Medical University of South Carolina, 1973; M.S.N., Vanderbilt University, 1977
BRONK, BURT VICTOR, Professor of Physics and Microbiology
B.S., Pennsylvania State University, 1956; Ph.D., Princeton University, 1965
BROOKS, AFTON DeWAYNE, Associate Professor of Education
B.A., Carson-Newman College, 1963; M.Ed., Middle Tennessee State University, 1967;
Ed.D., University of Georgia, 1972
BROWN, CAROLYN SCURRY, Assistant Professor of Biochemistry
B.A., Winthrop College, 1964; Ph.D., Vanderbilt University, 1970
• On leave.
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BROWN, FARRELL BLENN, Associate Dean, Graduate Studies; Professor of
Chemistry
B.S., Lenoir-Rhyne College, 1957; M.S., 1960, Ph.D., 1962, University of Tennessee;
Post Doctorate, Texas A&M University, 1962-63
BROWN, LAMAR HAMILTON, Associate Professor of Building Science
B.Arch., Auburn University, 1948
BROWN, PATRICIA ANTOINETTE, Visiting Instructor in Accounting and
Finance
B.A., Guilford College, 1971; B.S., 1975, M.B.A., 1977, University of North Carolina
BROWN, RUSSELL HENRY, Associate Professor of Civil Engineering and
Engineering Mechanics
B.S., University of Houston, 1966; Ph.D., Rice University, 1970
BROWN, SUSAN HENRIETTA, Associate Professor of Industrial Management
B.A., 1947, J.D., 1950, University of Georgia; LL.M., University of Pennsylvania, 1972
BROWN, SUSAN STUART, Assistant Professor of Sociology
B.A., University of Richmond, 1973; M.A., 1975, Ph.D., 1978, University of Tennessee
BROWN, THOMAS MILLER, Assistant Professor of Entomology and Eco-
nomic Zoology
B.S., Adrian College, 1970; M.S., 1971, Ph.D., 1973, Michigan State University
BROWN, WILLIAM GLYNN, JR., Assistant Professor of Animal Science,
Sandhill Experiment Station
B.S., University of Tennessee, 1953; M.S., Oklahoma State University, 1958; Ph.D.,
University of Arkansas, 1973
BRYAN, JOSEPH KENT, Associate Professor of Electrical and Computer
Engineering
B.S.E.E., 1966. M.S.E.E., 1968, Ph.D., 1971, University of Missouri (Columbia)
BRYANT, HALLMAN BELL, Associate Professor of English
B.A., Emory University, 1959; M.A., University of North Carolina, 1962; Ph.D., Van-
derbilt University, 1967
BUCKNER, SAM LEVI, Associate Professor of Education
B.S., East Tennessee State University, 1960; M.A., Appalachian State University, 1966;
Ed.D., Auburn University, 1970
BURCH, ELMER EARL, JR., Professor of Industrial Management and Mathe-
matical Sciences
B.S., 1966, M.S., 1968, Ph.D., 1970, Clemson University
BURCH, THOMAS AUGUSTUS, Assistant Professor of Agricultural Economics
and Rural Sociology
B.S., 1954, M.S., 1955, University of Georgia
BURKE, THOMAS EDWARD, Associate Professor of Engineering
B.S., Michigan State University, 1953; M.S., Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
1955; Ph.D., University of Texas, 1969
BURKE'IT, BYRON VERNER, JR., Assistant Professor of Industrial Education
B.S., 1964, M.In.Ed., 1965, Clemson University; Ph.D., University of South Carolina.
1976
BURLEY, ROBERT HANNA, Clinical Director of Physical Medicine; Lecturer
in Nursing
B.A., Vandcrbilt University, 1948; M.D., Medical University of South Carolina. 1952
BURROWS. PETER MICHAEL. Professor of Experimental Statistics
B.Sc. University of Manchester (England), 1960; Ph.D.. North Carolina State Uni-
venity, 1971
BURSEY. ROBERT GRAHAM. Associate Professor of Food Srietwe
B.S., North Crorgin CoIU gr. 1966; M.S.. Medical Cx>llcgc of Gwrgia. 1967; Ph.D..
Clemion Univcnity. 1972
BUHT. PHILIP BAHNKS. Professor of Physics
A.B.. 1056. M.S., 195H, Ph.D., 1961. Univcniity of Tennessee
BURTNER, FRANK ALAN. Professor of Sociology
B.A., M.A., Univcnity of Trxai. 1938; Ph.D., University of North Carolina. 1958
BUSCHING. HKRBKHI WILLIAM. Head of Civil Engineering Dcj)artmcnt;
Professor of Civil Engitwvring
B.A., B.S.C.E.. ValparaUo Univenlty. 1958; M.S.C.E.. 1963. Ph D.. 1967. Purdue
Univenity
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BUTLER, JOHN HARRISON, Head of Music Department; Director of Bands;
Professor of Music
B.M.E., West Texas State University, 1955; M.F.A., 1960, Ed.D., 1968, University of
Georgia
BUTLER, JOHN KENDRICK, JR., Assistant Professor of Industrial Manage-
ment
B.S., Brown University, 1963; M.B.A., Michigan State University, 1970; D.B.A., Florida
State University, 1977
BYERLEY, NEIL ELMORE, Lecturer in Accounting and Finance
B.S.B.A., University of Tennessee, 1958; M.A., University of Florida, 1971; C.P.A.
BYRD, WILBERT PRESTON, Experiment Station Statistician; Professor of
Experimental Statistics; Chairman, Experimental Statistics and Statistical
Services
B.S., 1949, M.S., 1952, North Carolina State University; Ph.D., Iowa State University,
1955; Post Doctorate, Oregon State University, 1971
BZDYL, DONALD GREGORY, Assistant Professor of English
B.A., University of Miami, 1970; M.A., 1971, Ph.D., 1977, University of Illinois
CALEY, PAUL COCHRAN, Professor of Industrial Education
B.S., 1963, M.A., 1964, Ph.D., 1969, Ohio State University
CALHOUN, RICHARD JAMES, Alumni Professor of English
B.A., George Peabody CoUege, 1948; M.A., Johns Hopkins University, 1950; Ph.D.,
University of North Carolina, 1959; Post Doctorate, Duke University, 1964-65
CALVEZ, DANIEL JEAN, Instructor in French
License es Lettres, Angers University, 1965
CAMPBELL, BECKY FIELDS, Instructor in Nursing, Baccalaureate Degree
Program
B.S., 1974, M.S.N., 1977, Clemson University
CAMPBELL, WILLIAM WARREN, Instructor in Music; Director of Choral
Activities
B.M., Texas Wesleyan College, 1966; M.M., Southern Methodist University, 1970
CAMPER, NYAL DWIGHT, Professor of Plant Pathology and Physiology and
of Botany
B.S., 1962, Ph.D., 1966, North Carolina State University
CANTRELL, HARLEY FURMAN, Adjunct Associate Professor of Micro-
biology; Lecturer in Medical Technology, School of Medical Technology,
Greenville General Hospital; Clinical Microbiologist
B.S., Furman University, 1961; M.S., University of North Carolina, 1965; Ph.D., Clemson
University, 1968; Post Doctorate, 1968-69; M.T. (ASCP); Mi (ASCP)
CARD, EDITH BRYSON, Assistant Professor of Music
A.B.. Furman University, 1944; M.M.E., 1957, Ph.D., 1975, Florida State University
CAREW, GLENN STRATTON, Assistant Professor of Accounting and Finance
B.S., Piedmont College, 1968; M.Acct., University of Georgia, 1970; C.P.A.
CARMACK, VERONICA DELORIA, Associate Professor of Home Economics
B.S., University of Kentucky, 1965; M.S., University of Tennessee, 1969
GARNER, GERALD ROY, Professor of Entomology and Economic Zoology
B.A., Asbury College, 1964; M.S., 1966, Ph.D., 1969, Auburn University
CARNEY, ELIZABETH DONNELLY, Assistant Professor of History
B.A., Smith College, 1969; M.A., 1973, Ph.D., 1975, Duke University
CARPENTER, EARL THOMAS, Head of Agricultural Education Department;
Professor of Agricultural Education
B.S., 1948, M.Ed., 1954, Ed.D., 1960, University of Missouri
CARRILLO, LORETTA, Visiting Instructor in English
B.A., St. Mary's University (Texas), 1972; M.A., Michigan State University, 1974
CARTER, GEORGE EMITT, JR., Associate Professor of Plant Pathology and
Physiology
B.S., 1968, M.S., 1970, Wake Forest University; Ph.D.. Clemson Universit>-. 1973
CASKEY, CLAIRE OMAR, Associate Professor of English
B.S., Appalachian State University, 1947; M.A., Duke University, 1948
CASTRO, WALTER ERNEST, Professor of Mechanical Engineering and
Engineering Mechanics
B.S., Indiana Institute of Technology, 1959; M.S., Clemson Universit^•, 1962: Ph.D..
University of West Virginia, 1965; P.E.
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CAULEY, LANIER STEWART, Visiting Assistant Professor of Mechanical
Engineering
B.S., 1961, M.S., 1968, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University; Ph.D.,
Clemson University, 1975
CELY, MARVIN SINGLETON, JR., District Extension Leader; Associate
Professor of Horticulture
B.S., 1957, M.S., 1970, Clemson University
CHAPLIN, ROBERT LEE, JR., Professor of Physics
B.S., Clemson University, 1948; M.S., 1953, Ph.D., 1962, North Carolina State University
CHAPMAN, STEPHEN RICHARD, Associate Dean, Director of Instruction,
College of Agricultural Sciences; Professor of Agronomy and Soils
B.S., 1959, M.S., 1963, Ph.D., 1966, University of California (Davis)
CHISMAN, JAMES ALLEN, Acting Head of Engineering Technology De-
partment; Professor of Engineering Technology and Systems Engineering
B.S., University of Akron, 1958; M.S., 1960, Ph.D., 1963, University of Iowa; P.E.
CHODIL, JUDITH JOYCE, Director of Continuing Education in Nursing;
Associate Professor of Nursing, Continuing Education in Nursing Program
B.S.N., University of Illinois, 1968; M.A., 1972, Ph.D., 1978, New York University
CHOLEWINSKI, FRANK MICHAEL, Professor of Mathematical Sciences
E.P., 1958, M.S., 1959, Auburn University; Ph.D., Washington University, 1964
CHRISTENBURY, GERALD DAVIS, Assistant Professor of Agricultural
Engineering, Pee Dee Experiment Station
B.S., North Carolina State University, 1964; M.S., Clemson University, 1966; Ph.D.,
Iowa State University, 1975
CHRISTIE, DEIDRA VAN LANINGHAM, Visiting Instructor in Economics
B.A., Huntingdon College, 1966; M.A., Ball State University, 1972
CLARK, HELEN MARIE, Assistant Professor of Sociology
B.S., 1951, M.S., 1955, University of Utah; Ph.D., Emor>- University, 1973
CLARK, JAMES EDWIN, Associate Professor of Civil Engineering
B.S.C.E., 1957, M.E., 1964, University of South CaroUna; Ph.D., North Carolina State
University, 1967; P.E.
CLARK, LAWRENCE STANLEY, Assistant Professor of Accounting and
Finance
B.B.A., Augusta College, 1968; M.A., University of Georgia, 1970
CLARK, MATTHEW AITKEN, Head of Planning Studies Department;
Associate Professor of Planning Studies
Arch., D.RIBA, University of Leicester (England), 1967; M.C.P., Architectural Associ-
ation (London), 1970; A.I.P.
CLINE, MICKEY RAY, Visiting Instructor in Political Science
B.A., 1961, M.A., 1966, University of South Carolina
CLINKSCALES, WILLIAM CHERRY, State 4-H and Youth Development
Coordinator; Assistant Professor of Agricultural Education
B.S., South Carolina State College, 1965; M.S., Clemson Universit>-, 1974
CLUGSTON, JAMES PAUL, Adjunct Associate Professor of Entomology and
Economic Zoology
B.S., 1958, M.S., 1959, Pennsylvania State University; Ph.D., University of Gmrgia,
1973
CODY, JACK BENJAMIN, Associate Professor of Forestry
B.S.. 1954, M.F.. 1963. University of Michigan
COFFEEN. WILLIAM WEBER. Professor of Ceramic Engineering
B.S., 1935, M.S.. 1937, University of Illinoi.<; Ph.D., Rutgers University. 1969
COLACINO, JAMES MICHAEL. Assistant Professor of Y.oology
B.A., St. John Fisher Collrge, 1968; M.A.. 1970, Ph.D., 1973, State Univcnity of
New York (Buffalo)
COLE, SPUR(;E()N NOTHERN. Associate Professor of Psychology
A.B., 1960, M.S.. 1965. Ph.D.. 1960. University of Crorgin
COLLIER, JOHN ANTON. Assistant Professor of Agricultural Engineering
B.A.. C.vaiuui Institute of Trchmilogy. 1970; M.S.. Univrnity of GrtirKiM. 1972; Wi.D.,
CIrmton UiiiviMity. 1978; P.K.
COLLINS. DONALD LYNN. Associate Professor of Arrhiterture
B.L.A., North Carohna State University, 1»«H; ML. A.. Harvard University, 1969; A.S.L.A.
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COLLINS, JACKIE LEE, Lecturer in Medical Technology, Self MemoHal
Hospital
B.S., Marshall Universit>', 1964; M.D., West Virginia University School of Medicine,
1967
COLLIN'S, THOMAS FRANK, Associate Professor of Physics and Astronomy
A.B., Mercer University, 1956; M.S., Clemson University, 1958
CONNOR, ANTHONY COOPER, Visiting Instructor in Mathematical Sciences
B.S., 1957, M.A., 1964, Temple University
CONOVER, RICHARD ALLAN. JR., Assistant Professor of Recreation and
Park Administration
B.A., University of Michigan, 1953; M.A., University of Wisconsin, 1968; Ph.D., Colo-
rado State University, 1974
COOK, BRUCE FARRELL, Assistant Director of Bands; Associate Professor
of Music
B.M.E., 1954, M.A., 1965, West Texas State University-; D.M.A., University of Texas,
1975
COOK. WILTON PIERCE, Assistant Professor of Horticulture
B.S., Clemson University, 1962; M.S., University of Florida, 1964
COOKE, FRANCIS WALTER, Head of Division of Interdisciplinary Studies;
Professor of Bioengineering and Materials Engineering
B.S., Notre Dame University, 1957; Ph.D., Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. 1966
COOL, BINGHAM MERCUR, Professor of Forestry
B.S., Louisiana State University-, 1940; M.S., Iowa State University-, 1941; Ph.D.,
Michigan State University, 1957
COOLEDGE, HAROLD NORMAN, JR., Alumni Professor of Architectural
History
B.S., 1944, B.Arch., 1950, Harvard University; M.A., 1957, Ph.D., 1964, University
of Pennsylvania
COPELAND, JIMMY BRYANT, Associate Director of Cooperative Extension
Service; Professor of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology
B.S.A., University of Georgia, 1948; M.S., Clemson University, 1958; Ph.D., University
of Wisconsin, 1966
CORDELL, HAROLD KENNETH, Adjunct Associate Professor of Forest and
Recreation Resources
B.S.F., 1966, M.F., 1967, Ph.D., 1975, North Carolina State University
CORDER, WILLIAM OWENS, Professor of Education
B.A., Universitv' of South Carohna, 1947; M.S., Clemson University-, 1957; Ed.S., Pea-
body College, 1965; Ed.D., University of Virginia, 1969
COSTON, DONALD CLAUDE, Assistant Professor of Horticulture
B.S., North Carolina State University. 1972; M.S., 1974, Ph.D., 1976, Michigan State
University
COTTER, HELEN THERESA, Associate Professor of Nursing, Baccalaureate
Program
B.S.. Carroll College, 1953; M.S., 1961, Ph.D., 1968, Catholic University of America
COTTLE, REX LEE, Head of Economics Department; Associate Professor of
Economics
B.S., Weber State College, 1970; Ph.D.. Texas A&M University. 1974
COUCH, JAMES HOUSTON, Associate Professor of Engineering Technology
B.S., 1941, M.S., 1954, Clemson University-
COULTER, EDWIN MARTIN, Associate Professor of Political Science
B.A., Furman University, 1962; Ph.D., University of Virginia, 1965
COVER, ALAN SEYMOUR, Associate Professor of Mathematical Sciences
B.S., Indiana State University, 1954; M.A., 1960, Ph.D., 1964, Pennsylvania State
University
COX, EUGENE GARY, Lecturer in Medical Technology; Co-director, School
of Medical Technology, Greenville General Hospital
B.S., Furman University, 1954; M.D., Medical University- of South Carolina, 1958
COX, HEADLEY MORRIS. Dean, College of Liberal Arts; Professor of English
A.B., 1937, M.A., 1939, Duke University; Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania, 1958
CRADDOCK, GARNET ROY, Head of Agronomy and Soils Department;
Professor of Agronomy and Soils
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 1952; Ph.D., University- of Wisconsin, 1955
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GRADER, KELLY WAYNE, Associate Professor of Sociology
B.S., M.S., 1968, Illinois State University; Ph.D., Emory University, 1971
CRAIG, JAMES TELFORD, Associate Professor of Agricultural Engineering
B.S., Clemson University, 1951; M.S., University of Georgia, 1960
GROSBY, MARGAREE SEAWRIGHT, Assistant Professor of Education
B.S., South Carolina State College, 1963; M.Ed., Clemson University, 1973; Ed.D.,
University of Massachusetts, 1976
GROSS, DEE LEWIS, Associate Professor of Animal Science
B.S., Austin Peay State University, 1968; M.S., 1971, Ph.D., 1973, University of
Kentucky
GROUGH, JAMES PAGE, Professor of Industrial Education
A.B., 1964, M.A., 1966, San Diego State College; Ed.D., University of Missouri, 1968
GROUGH, SAMMY EARL, Assistant Professor of Military Science
Captain, United States Army; B.S., Clemson University, 1968; M.B.A., Clemson-Furman
Universities, 1977
GROWE, EDYTHE JOYGE, Visiting Instructor in Nursing, Baccalaureate
Program
B.S.N., Medical College of Georgia, 1971; M.N., Emory University, 1972
GUNNINGHAM, BENNIE LEE, State Leader, Extension Special Programs;
Associate Professor of Agricidtural Education
B.S., 1948, M.S., 1957, South Carolina State College
GURRIN, JEANNIE MAGEE, Instructor in Experimental Statistics
B.S., Clemson University, 1974
GURRIN, ROBERT EUGENE III, Associate Professor of Agronomy and Soils,
Pee Dee Experiment Station
B.S., North Carolina State University, 1949; M.S., Clemson University, 1964
GURTIS. HARRY EDWARD. JR., Assistant Professor of English
B.A., West Virginia Wesleyan College, 1966; M.A., Marshall University, 1968; Ph.D.,
Pennsylvania State University, 1976
GURTIS, JUDY KAY, Instructor in Speech
B.A., 1965, M.A., 1966, Marshall University
DAFLER, RIGHARD JOSEPH, Instructor in Food Science
B.S., 1970, M.S., 1972, Ohio State University
DALTON, JAMES EDWARD, Assistant to the Dean, College of Architecture;
Professor of Architecture
B.Arch., Miami University, 1964; M.Arch., University of Minnesota, 1965; A. I.A.
DANIELS, JAMES HOWARD, Assistant Professor of Agricultural Education
and Agricultural Engineering
B.S.E., University of Arkansas, 1970; M.Ed., 1974, Ed.D., 1975, University of Illinois
DAVENPORT, JOHN DOUGLAS, Acting Head of Psychology Dej)artment;
Associate Professor of Psychology
B.S., Clemson University, 1943; M.A., Furman Universit>-, 1958; Ph.D., Univcrsit>' of
Maryland, 1967
DAVENPORT, RIGHARD GHARLES, Assistant Professor of Vocational
Education
B.S., Iowa State University, 1963; M.S., Southern Illinois Universit>'. 1968
DAVIS, GEGIL G(X)K, Head of Accounting and Finance Department;
Professor of Accottnting and Fiiwnrc
B.B.A.. 1947. M.B.A.. 1919. Univt-rsity of Gt-orgia; C.P.A.
DAVIS, JKRRY BRANTLEY, Assistant Professor of Agricultural Engineering
B.S., 1971. M.S., 1972. University of Georyiu; Ph.D.. Clrms.m University, 1977
DAVIS. MARTIN ALAN. Assistant Professor of Architecture
B.Arch., Univenity of Oklahoma, 1971; M.Phil.. University of Edinburgh (Scotland),
1973
DAVIS. MAUREEN FLYNN. Instructor in Nursing, Baccalaureate Degree
Program
H.S.N. . Cr.iKhton Univrrsity. 196.^; M.S.N.. University of Nebraska. 1976
DAVIS. HOSE JONES. Assoriate Professor of Home Economics
B.S.. 1»«2, M.S., 1904, Winthrop Collige
DAVIS. RUBY SELLERS. Assistant Professor of Histonj
A.B.. 1946. M.A., 1947, University of (^rorgia
DAWES. AWFRY STEPHEN. Visiting AssistaiU Professor (i Psychology
B.A., CU-mton Univcreity, 1969; M.S., 1971, Ph.D.. 1974. University of Get.rgia
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DAY, FRANK LOUIS, Associate Professor of English
B.S., Gorham State College, 1954; M.A., University of Tennessee, 1959: M.A., University
of Rochester, 1967
DEAL, CHARLES THOMAS, Assistant Professor of Industrial Management
B.S., Florida State University, 1970; J.D„ University of South Carolina, 1976
DEARING, PERINO MARCELLIN, JR., Associate Professor of Mathematical
Sciences
B.S., 1963, M.A., 1965, University of North Carolina; M.E., 1971, Ph.D., 1972, Uni-
versity of Florida
DICK, JOHN WALTER, Assistant Professor of Poultry Science
B.A., Tabor College, 1965; M.S., 1968, Ph.D., 1971, Kansas State University
DICKERSON, OTTIE JOSEPH, Head of Plant Pathology and Physiology De-
partment; Professor of Plant Pathology and Physiology; State Plant Pathologist
B.S., 1955, M.S., 1956, University of Arkansas; Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1961
DICKEY, JOSEPH FREEMAN, Professor of Dairy Science
B.S., 1956, M.S., 1962, North Carolina State University; Ph.D., Pennsylvania State
University, 1965
DILLMAN, BUDDY LEROY, Associate Professor of Agricultural Economics
and Rural Sociology
B.S., 1959, M.S., 1961, University of Arkansas; Ph.D., North Carolina State University,
1967
DILLON, CHARLES RONALD, Acting Head of Botany Department; Asso-
ciate Professor of Botany
A.B., 1965, M.A., 1968, Ph.D., 1971, University of North Carolina
DIXON, MARVIN WARREN, Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering
B.S., 1964, M.S., 1965, Louisiana State University; Ph.D., Northwestern University, 1971
DODD, ROY BRYON, Instructor in Agricultural Engineering
B.S., 1968, M.S., 1977, University of Georgia
DONOVAN, BRIAN WILLIAM, Assistant Professor of Aerospace Studies
Captain, United States Air Force; B.A., St. Francis Xavier University (Canada), 1967;
M.A., Fordham University, 1968
DORUK, TEOMAN KAYA, Visiting Professor of Architecture
Dipl. of Architecture, 1958, Doctorate, 1966, Technical University of Istanbul
DOUGLASS, HEYWARD BELSER, Visiting Instructor in Entomology an±
Economic Zoology
B.S., 1969, M.S., 1971, Clemson University
DOWIE, JON WILLIAM, Assistant Professor of Accounting and Finance
B.S., 1969, M.B.A., 1973, Murray State University
DOWNING, ROBERT LEE, Adjunct Associate Professor of Forest and Recrea-
tion Resources
B.S., Texas A&M University, 1974; M.S., Oklahoma A&M University, 1957
DRAKE, THOMAS LYNN, Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering
B.S., Tri-State College, 1958; M.S., 1959, Ph.D., 1964, Michigan State University
DRESKIN, ERVIN ARTHUR, Lecturer in Medical Technology; Director,
School of Medical Technology, Greenville General Hospital
B.S., 1940, M.D., 1943, Tulane University
DREWS, ALISON CLAIRE, Assistant Professor of Accounting and Finance
B.B.A., University of Wisconsin, 1967; M.S., Clemson University, 1973; C.P.A.
DREWS, NHCHAEL JAMES. Assistant Professor of Textiles
B.S., University of Wisconsin, 1967; Ph.D., North Texas State University, 1971
DRYE, CHARLES EDWIN, Assistant Professor of Plant Pathology and Physi-
ology, Edisto Experiment Station
B.S., Lenoir Rhyne College, 1969; M.A., Appalachian State University-. 1972; Ph.D.,
Clemson University, 1976
DUCKER, LINDA BURNS, Lecturer in Medical Technology, Anderson Memo-
rial Hospital
B.S., University of Kentucky, 1965
DUFFEE, THELMA LONG, Assistant Professor of Nursing, Baccalaureate
Program
B.S.N., 1947, M.S.N., 1964, Ohio State University
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DUKE, ALBERT LINK, Head of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Department; Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering
B.S., Tennessee Polytechnic Institute, 1948; M.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 1955;
Ph.D., Michigan State University, 1963
DUMIN, DAVID JOSEPH, Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering
B.S., Johns Hopkins University, 1957; M.S., Purdue University, 1961; Ph.D., Stanford
University, 1964
DUNN, BENJAMIN ALLEN, Associate Professor of Forestry
B.S.F., 1965, M.F., 1968, Ph.D., 1971, University of Georgia
DUNN, CAROL NELSON, Visiting Instructor in Food Science
B.S., Florida State University, 1964; M.S., University of Tennessee, 1966
DUNN, CHARLES WYTHE, Head of Political Science Department; Professor
of Political Science
B.S., Illinois State University, 1962; M.S., 1963, Ph.D., 1965, Florida State University
DuRANT, JOHN ALEXANDER III, Associate Professor of Entomology and
Economic Zoology, Pee Dee Experiment Station
B.S., 1961, M.S., 1963, Clemson University; Ph.D., Auburn University, 1966
DURHAM, BILL GRAVELY, Assistant Professor of Spanish
A.B., Wofford CoUege, 1949; M.Ed., Furman University, 1960
DUSENBERRY, JAMES S., Adjunct Professor of Bioengineering
B.S., Erskine College, 1960; M.D., Medical University of South Carolina, 1968
DUVALL, ARLINE MARIE, Professor of Nursing, Baccalaureate Degree
Program
B.S.P.H.N., University of North Carolina, 1956; M.P.H., University of Michigan, 1959;
Ed.D., Columbia University, 1972
DYCK, LAWRENCE ALAN, Associate Professor of Botany
A.B., University of California (Los Angeles), 1965; Ph.D., Washington University, 1970
DYSART, BENJAMIN CLAY III, Professor of Environmental Systems
Engineering
B.E., 1961, M.S., 1964, Vanderbilt University; Ph.D., Georgia Institute of Technology,
1969
EDGE, BILLY LEE, Professor of Civil Engineering
B.S.C.E., 1964, M.S.C.E., 1965, Virginia Polytechnic Institute; Ph.D., Georgia Institute
of Technology, 1968; P.E.
EDIE, DANNY DALE, Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering
B.S., Ohio University, 1965; M.S.E.S., The University of Toledo, 1969; Ph.D., University
of Virginia, 1972
EDWARDS, DONALD LYNDON, Visiting Instructor in English
B.A.. Lc-noir Rhyne College. 1975; M.A., University of Tennessee. 1977
EDWARDS, JAMES LEON, Assistant to tJie Dean, College of Engineering;
Professor of Mechanical Engineering
B.M.E., Clemson University, 1941; M.S., Pennsylvania State University, 1951; P.E.
EDWARDS, ROBERT LEE, Associate Professor of Animal Science
B.S., Beroa College, 1946; M.S., 1954, Ph.D., 1958, North Carolina State University
EFLAND, THOMAS DANIEL. Associate Dean, College of Industrial Manage-
ment and Textile Science; Director of Besearrh; Professor of Textiles
B.S., North Carolina State University, 1949; M.S., Georgia Institute of Trchnolog>, 1956
EFLIN, ROBERT DEAN, Campus Master Planner; Associate Professor of
Architecture
B.Arch., University of Minnesota. 1954; M.Arch., Rice Univcrsit>', 1972
EC;A\, CLIFTON SCOTT .MILLER. A.v.vi.s7^/nf Professor of Drama
B.A., Hanover College. 1973; M.K.A., Northwestern University, 1976
EGAN. LINDA DIANE. Imtructor in Speech
B.A.. Hanover Collenc, 1972; M.A.. Northwestern University. 1975
EGAN, MARTIN DA\'ID. Associate Professor of Building Science
B.S., Lafayette College, 1962; M.S., Mossathusetts Instittite of Teihnoiog>-, 1966
EISIMINC;ER. sterling KENWOOD. Assistant Professor of English
B.S.. 1967. M.A., 196H. Aiihum University; Ph.D.. University of South Carolina. 1974
ELLKBHROCK. MICHAEL JOSEPH, Instructor in Recreation and Park
Administration
B.S., Trial A&M Univmty. 1974; M.R.P.A.. Clemion University, 1975
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ELLICOTT, ALLEN RAY, Assistant Professor of Animal Science
B.S., Colorado State University, 1965; M.S., University of Nebraska, 1967; Ph.D.,
University of Illinois, 1971
ELLING, RUDOLF ERNEST, Associate Professor of Civil Engineering and
Engineering Mechanics
B.S., Michigan State University, 1950; M.S., University of Illinois, 1952; Ph.D., Stanford
University, 1967; P.E.
ELLIOTT, RALPH DELANO, Director of Professional Development, College
of Industrial Management and Textile Science; Associate Professor of
Economics
B.S., 1967, M.S., 1968, Ph.D., 1972, North Carolina State University
ELROD. ALVON CREIGHTON, Associate Professor of Mechanical
Engineering
B.M.E., 1949, M.M.E., 1951, Clemson University; Ph.D., Purdue University, 1959; P.E.
ELZERMAN, ALAN WILLIAM, Assistant Professor of Environmental Systems
Engineering
B.A., Williams College, 1971; Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1976
ENGLAND, ROBERT DURANT, Adjunct Professor of Art and Architectural
History
B.A., University of Virginia, 1928; M.A., Oglethorpe College, 1934
ERSENKAL, OLGUN, Associate Professor of Planning Studies
Dipl.Eng., Black Sea Technical University, 1969; M.U.P., New York University, 1974
ESKEW, ELIAS BENTON, Associate Professor of Agronomy and Soils
B.S., Clemson University, 1943; M.S., Ohio State University, 1951
EVANS, JOHN STEPHEN, Head of Department of Farms; Lecturer in
Agricultural Engineering
B.S., Clemson University, 1948
EVERHART, WILLIAM CURTIS, Visiting Alumni Professor of Recreation
and Park Administration
B.A., Gettysburg College, 1943; M.A., Columbia University, 1947; M.A., Pennsylvania
State University, 1949
EVERSOLE, ARNOLD GEORGE, Associate Professor of Entomology and
Economic Zoology
B.S., Pennsylvania State University, 1963; M.S., 1969, Ph.D., 1974, Syracuse University
EZELL, DANNY ODELL, Associate Professor of Horticulture
B.S., 1962, M.S., 1964, Clemson University; Ph.D., University of Florida, 1968
FAIN, CHARLES CLIFFORD, Professor of Ceramic Engineering
B.Cer.E., 1954, M.S., 1957, Clemson University; Ph.D., Ohio State University, 1967
FAIREY, JOHN EDWARD III, Associate Professor of Botany
B.S., University of South Carolina, 1962; M.S., 1964, Ph.D., 1972, University of West
Virginia
FALK, EDWARD LOCKWOOD, Professor of Planning Studies
B.A., 1950, M.A., 1951, University of Minnesota; M.R.P., University of North Carolina,
1961; A.I.P.
FANNING, JAMES COLLIER, Professor of Chemistry
B.S., The Citadel, 1953; M.S., 1956, Ph.D., I960, Georgia Institute of Technology;
Post Doctorate, Tulane University, 1960-61
FARIS, JESSE EDWIN, Head of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology
Department; Professor of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology
B.S., 1948, M.A., 1951, Washington State University; Ph.D., North Carolina State
University, 1955
FELLERS, GARY PIERCE, Visiting Instructor in Industrial Management
B.S., Clemson University, 1972; M.S., University of Virginia, 1974; M.B.A., Florida
Institute of Technology, 1976
FENDLEY, TIMOTHY THOMAS, Assistant Professor of Entomology and
Economic Zoology
B.S.F., 1965, M.S.F., 1968, University of Georgia; Ph.D., Utah State University, 1978
FENNELL, ROBERT EMMETT. Associate Professor of Mathematical Sciences
B.A., Bradley University, 1964; M.S., 1966, Ph.D., 1969, University of Iowa
FERA, CESARE, Professor of Architecture
Ph.D.Arch., University of Rome (Italy), 1966; Post Doctorate, University of Palermo
(Italy), 1970
FERNANDEZ, ELENA GONZALES, Lecturer in Spanish
A.B., Instituto de la Habana, 1942
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FERNANDEZ, GASTON JUAN, Professor of Spanish
B.L.S., Institute de Segunda Ensenanza de Remedios; LL.D., University of Havana,
1942; M.A., University of North Carolina, 1967; Ph.D., University of Kentucky, 1971
FIRESTONE, BRUCE MICHAEL, Assistant Professor of English
B.A., Colgate University, 1968; M.A., 1970, Ph.D., 1975, University of North Carolina
FISHER, JOHN STANLEY, Associate Professor of Civil Engineering
B.S., University of Florida, 1966; M.S., University of Miami, 1968; Ph.D., Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, 1972
FITCH, LEWIS THOMAS, Associate Professor of Electrical and Computer
Engineering and Engineering Technology
B.S.E.E., Duke University, 1954; M.S., North Carolina State University, 1960; Ph.D.,
Ohio State University, 1969
FLATT, JAMES LEVERN, Associate Professor of Mathematical Sciences
B.S., Bethel College, 1949; M.A., 1950, Ph.D., 1965, George Peabody College
FLEMING, HORACE WELDON, JR., Associate Professor of Political Science
B.A., 1965, M.A., 1966, University of Georgia; Ph.D., Vanderbilt University, 1973
FLOWER, PHILLIP JOHN, Assistant Professor of Physics and Astronomy
B.S., University of Toledo, 1970; Ph.D., University of Washington, 1976
FOLTZ, JEFFREY WAYNE, Assistant Professor of Entomology and Economic
Zoology
B.S., Ohio State University, 1972; M.S., University of Wisconsin, 1974; Ph.D., University
of Colorado, 1978
FORTNUM, BRUCE ALLAN, Assistant Professor of Plant Pathology and
Physiology, Pee Dee Experiment Station
B.A., LaSalle College, 1973; M.S., University of Delaware, 1975; Ph.D., Clemson
University, 1978
FOX, RICHARD CHARLES. Professor of Entomology and Economic Zoology
B.S., 1948, M.For., 1949, Ph.D., 1958, Michigan State University
FREEMAN, DONALD KENNETH, JR., Director, Students' Mental Health
Program; Lecturer in Nursing
B.A., Brown University, 1956; M.D., University- of Rochester, 1961
FREEMAN, EDWIN ARMISTEAD, Assistant Professor of Music
B.S., Clemson University, 1949; B.Mus., Louisiana State University-. 1954; M.A.,
Columbia University, 1968; D.M.A., Louisiana State University-, 1976
FREEZE, CHESTER RICHARD, Professor of EducatUm
B.S., Marion College, 1953; M.Ed., University of South Dakota, 1954; Ed.D., University
of Alabama, 1963
FREY, JERRY DEAN, Assistant Professor of Psychology
B.A., Goshen College, 1969; M.A., 1972, Ph.D., 1974, University of Virginia
FRYE, REVIS MILLER, Associate Professor of Recreation and Park
Administration
B.S., Western Carolina University, 1942; M.A., Columbia University-, 1947
FULMER, JOHN PATRICK, Associate Professor of Horticulture
B.S., 1953, M.S., 1955, Clemson University
FULMER, LOULSE (.RAY, Instructor in Mathematical Sciences
A.B., Winthrop CroIIegc. 1937
FULTON, JOHN DAVH), Head of Mathematical Sciences Department; Pro-
fessor of Mathematical Sciences
B.S., 1960, M.S., 1963. Ph.D.. 1965. North Carolina State University
FUNCHESS. WILLIAM HERBERT, Distrirt Kxtrusion Leader; Associate
Professor of Agrontmiy ami Soils
B.S., 1948. M.S., 1960. Clemson University
FURRY. CAROL, A.v.vi.vfanf Professor of Psychology
B.A., Washington CoIIckc, 1969; M.A.. 1971. Ph.D.. 1973. West Virginia Univenlty
CADDIS. JOSEPH LEO, Professor of Mechanical Eugitwcring
B.S.. 1961. M.S., 1963. New Mexico State UnivrrMtv. Ph.D.. t'nivenkity of Texas
(Austin), 1969
CAHAN. LAWRENCE WILLARD. Professor of Recreation and Park
Adtniuistration
B.S.. 19«(). M.S.. 1964. Ph.D.. 1970. University of llHnoi«
CM f f>""- M T'MM ril BOYCE, Professor of Education
I
.
M.A.. Funmin University, 1963; Ed.D.. University of
»
.
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GAMBRELL, CARL EDWIN, JR., Associate Professor of Horticulture,
Sandhill Experiment Station
B.S., 1948, M.S., 1960, Clemson University
GARNER, THOMAS HAROLD, Professor of Agricultural Engineering
B.S., 1952, M.S., 1956, Ph.D., 1964, North Carolina State University; P.E.
GARRETT, THOMAS ROY, Instructor in Agricultural Engineering
B.S., 1970, M.S., 1974, Clemson University
GAUTHREAUX, SIDNEY ANTHONY, JR., Professor of Zoology
B.S., 1963, M.S., 1965, Ph.D., 1968, Louisiana State University; Post Doctorate, Uni-
versity of Georgia, 1968-70
GAWNE, CONSTANCE ELAINE, Visiting Assistant Professor of Geology
B.S., University of Illinois, 1966; Ph.D., Columbia University, 1973
GELDARD, JOHN FRANCIS, Associate Professor of Chemistry
B.S., 1958, M.S., 1959, Ph.D., 1964, University of Sydney; Post Doctorate, University
of Illinois, 1963-65
GENTRY, ROBERT CECIL, Adjunct Professor of Physics
B.S., Murray State University, 1937; Ph.D., Florida State University, 1963
GETTYS, WILLIAM EDWARD, Professor of Physics
B.S., 1960, M.S., 1961, Clemson University; Ph.D., Ohio University, 1964
GIBSON, PRYCE BYRD, Lecturer in Agronomy and Soils
B.S., 1938, M.S., 1942, Auburn University; Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1950
GILBERT, SILVIA DARLENE, Instructor in Electrical and Computer
Engineering
B.S., 1975, M.S., 1976, Clemson University
GILCHRIST, RALPH WAYNE, Professor of Electrical and Computer
Engineering and Engineering Technology
B.S., Tri-State College, 1947; M.S., University of Michigan, 1951; Ph.D., Michigan
State University, 1960; P.E.
GILLILAND, BOBBY EUGENE, Assistant to the Dean, College of
Engineering; Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering
B.S., Louisiana Polytechnic Institute, 1958; M.S., 1964, Ph.D., 1967, University of
Arkansas; P.E.
GILREATH, JOHN ATKINS, Associate Professor of Physics
B.S., 1958, M.S., 1960, Clemson University
GILREATH, MARY ELIZABETH, Visiting Instructor in Entomology and
Economic Zoology
B.S., 1975, M.S., 1977, Clemson University
GIMENEZ, TOMAS, Assistant Professor of Animal Science
D.V.M., Institut fur Physiologic Technische Universitat Munchen (Germany), 1975
GING, JOHN LEONARD, Associate Professor of Physics
B.A., Alfred University, 1953; M.S., Carnegie Institute of Technology, 1955; Ph.D.,
University of North Carolina, 1960
GODLEY, WILLIE CECIL, Associate Dean, College of Agrictdtural Sciences;
Director of Agricultural Experiment Station; Professor of Animal Science
B.S., Clemson University, 1943; M.S., 1949, Ph.D., 1955, North Carolina State University
GOLDEN, JIMMY K, Superintendent of Sandhill Experiment Station; Assistant
Professor of Plant Pathology and Physiology
B.S., 1965, M.S., 1967, University of Georgia; Ph.D., University of California (River-
side), 1972
GOLDEN, RICHARD MARTIN, Assistant Professor of History
B.A., Vanderbilt University, 1969; M.A., 1972, Ph.D., 1975, Johns Hopkins University
GOODING, CARL WHITNEY, Associate Professor of Industrial Management
B.S., University of North Carolina, 1965; M.B.A,, 1972, Ph.D., 1976, University of
Georgia
GOREE, JAMES GLEASON," Professor of Mechanical Engineering and
Engineering Mechanics
B.S., University of Florida, 1960; M.S., University of Washington, 1962; Ph.D., Uni-
versity of Alabama, 1966
GORSUCH, CLYDE STUART, Assistant Professor of Entomology and Eco-
nomic Zoology
B.S., 1971, M.S., 1974, Ph.D., 1978, University of Wisconsin
• On leave.
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GOSSETT, BILLY JOE, Professor of Agronomy and Soils
B.S., University of Tennessee, 1957; M.S., 1959, Ph.D., 1962, University of Illinois
GOWDY, JOHN NORMAN, Associate Professor of Electrical and Computer
Engineering
B.S., Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1967; M.S., 1968, Ph.D., 1971, University
of Missouri (Columbia)
GRABEN, HENRY WILLINGHAM, Professor of Physics
B.S., Birmingham-Southern College, 1957; M.S., 1961, Ph.D., 1962, University of
Tennessee
GRAHAM, WILLIAM DOYCE, JR., Professor of Agronomy and Soils
B.S., Texas Technology College, 1962; M.S., 1965, Ph.D., 1967, Purdue University
GRAMLING, GEORGE ELMER, Associate Professor of Dairy Science
B.S., 1957, M.S., 1967, Ph.D., 1970, University of Wisconsin
GRANBERRY, DARBIE MERWIN, Assistant Professor of Horticulture, Edisto
Experiment Station
B.S., 1968, M.Ed., 1969, Ph.D., 1975, Auburn University
GRANT, ROBERT CARL, Visiting Instructor in Engineering Technology
B.S., Clemson University, 1955; M.S., Southern Methodist University, 1964
GRAY, FURMAN RAY, Associate Professor of Accounting and Finance
B.A., Furman University, 1951; M.S., University of Georgia, 1967; C.P.A.
GRAY, GORDON WALTER, Professor of Education
B.S., 1958, M.A., 1964, East Tennessee State University; Ed.D., University of Tennessee,
1967
GRAZER, WILLIAM FREDERICK, Assistant Professor of Industrial Manage-
ment
B.A., St. Bernard College, 1964; M.B.A., University of Maryland, 1971
GREEN, CLAUD BETHUNE, Dean, Undergraduate Studies; Professor of
English
B.A., 1935, M.A., 1938, University of Georgia; Ph.D., Duke University, 1953
GREEN, ROBERT PHILLIP, JR., Visiting Assistant Professor of Education
B.A., University of the South, 1970; M.A., 1972, Ed.D., 1977, University of Virginia
GREENE, VIRGINIA SANDERS, State Leader, Extension Home Economics
Programs; Associate Professor of Home Economics
B.S., 1964, M.S., 1969, Ph.D., 1975. Auburn University
GREENSPOON, LEONARD JAY,* Assistant Professor of History
B.A., 1967, M.A., 1970, University of Richmond; Ph.D., Harvard University, 1977
GREGORY, LEROY JACKSON, JR., Assistant Professor of Aerospace Studies
Major, United States Air Force; A.B., University of North Carolina, 1964; M.A.,
University of Florida, 1974
GRESHAM, CHARLES ARTHUR, Assistant Professor of Forestry, Belle W.
Baruch Forest Science Institute
B.S., University of Georgia, 1970; M.S., 1972, Ph.D., 1975. Duke University
GRIFFIN, BARBARA JEAN, Assistant Professor of Agricultural Mechanization
B.A., Winthrop College, 1954; M.A., Syracuse University. 1956
GRIFFIN, DEUEL NORTON. Assistant Professor of English
A.B., Erskine College, 1956; M.A.T., Duke University. 1960
GRIFFIN. JOHN FARRELL, Assistant Professor of Aerosjyace Studies
Major, United States Air Force; B.A., Unive^^ity of South Carolina, 1964; M.A., Ball
State University, 1972; M.Ed., Wayne State University. 1975
GRIFFIN, RANDALL PARRISH, histrurtor in Entomology and Economic
Zoology
B.S., 1971, M.S., 1973, CIcmson University
GRIFFIN, VILLARD STUART. JR.. Professor of Oology
B.A.. 1959, M.S.. 1961, University of Virginia; Ph.D.. Miehigan State University. 1965
GRIFFITH, DEAN EVERETT, Visiting Alumni Professor of Engifieering
B.S.. 1953. M.S.. 1957. Iowa State University
CRIMES, LAWRENCE WADE, Assistant Professor irf Expcrinwntal Statistics
B.S.. 1972. M.S.. 1974. Univemity of Gi-orRia; I'h.D.. Ohio State University, I97H
GROSSMAN, HAROLD CHARLES, Assistant Professor of Computer Science
B.S.. Unlvrrtlty of Cincinnati, 1968; M.S.. New Mexico State Umver»ily, 1971; lli.D..
Michigan Statr University. 1978
• On leave.
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GROVE, HAROLD JESSE, Associate Professor of Recreation and Park
Administration
B.S., 1961, M.Ed., 1963, Pennsylvania State University
GRUBB, CHARLES ALAN, Assistant Professor of History
B.A., Washington and Lee University, 1963; M.A., 1964, Ph.D., 1969, Columbia
University
GUIDE, VINCENT DANIEL RICHARD, Visiting Instructor in Accounting
and Finance
B.A., University of Kentucky, 1960; M.S., Clemson University, 1970
GULLEDGE, THOMAS RAYFIELD, JR., Visiting Part-time Lecturer in In-
dustrial Management
B.S., University of South Carolina, 1975; M.A., Clemson University, 1977
HA, SUNG HI, Instructor in Nursing, Associate Degree Program
B.S.N., 1977, M.S.N., 1978, Medical College of Georgia
HAILE, JAMES MITCHELL, Assistant Professor of Chemical Engineering
B.S., VanderbUt University, 1968; M.E., 1974, Ph.D., 1976, University of Florida
HALE, KIRK KERMIT, JR., Associate Professor of Poultry Science
B.S.A., 1963, M.S., 1967, University of Arkansas; Ph.D., Purdue University, 1970
HALFACRE, ROBERT GORDON, Associate Professor of Horticulture
B.S., 1963, M.S., 1965, Clemson University; Ph.D., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and
State University, 1968; M.L.A., North Carolina State University, 1973
HALL, BASIL EDWIN, Instructor in Building Science
B.A., Furman University, 1969
HALL, LYNNE ANDERSON, Instructor in Nursing, Baccalaureate Degree
Program
B.S.N., 1974, M.S.N., 1977, Clemson University
HAM, DONALD LEE, Assistant Professor of Forestry
B.A., William JeweU College, 1965; M.F., 1967, Ph.D., 1971, Duke University
HAMBY, JOHN VERNON, Associate Professor of Education
B.A., Presbyterian College, 1958; M.Ed., Furman University, 1964; Ph.D., University of
Florida, 1973
HAMILTON, MARTHA HOLADAY, Visiting Instructor in Music
B.A., University of North Carolina, 1960
HAMILTON, MAX GREENE, Associate Professor of Horticulture, Edisto
Experiment Station
B.S., North CaroHna State University, 1949; Ph.D., Cornell University, 1953
HANDLIN, DALE LEE, Associate Professor of Animal Science
B.S., Kansas State University, 1951; M.S., Texas A&M University, 1954
HARDEN, JOHN CHARLES, JR., Assistant to the Head, Mathematical
Sciences Department; Associate Professor of Mathematical Sciences
B.S., Mississippi College, 1947; M.A., University of Tennessee, 1949
HARDER, LILLIAN UTSEY, Instructor in Music
B.A., Coker College, 1965; M.M., Converse College, 1967
HARDIN, THURMAN CRAIG, Professor of Mechanical Engineering
B.S.M.E., University of Tennessee, 1946; M.S.M.E., Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 1949;
Ph.D., Georgia Institute of Technology, 1965
HARE, ELEANOR O'MEARA, Visiting Instructor in Mathematical Sciences
B.A., HolUns College, 1958; M.S., Clemson University, 1973
HARE, WILLIAM RAY, JR., Professor of Mathematical Sciences
B.S., Henderson State Teachers College, 1957; M.S., 1959, Ph.D., 1961, University of
Florida
HARGEST, THOMAS S., Adjunct Professor of Mechanical Engineering and
Bioengineering
B.A., Lafayette College, 1950
HARLOW, RICHARD FESSENDEN, Adjunct Associate Professor of Forest
and Recreation Resources
B.S., University of Maine, 1947; M.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State Univer-
sity, 1971
HARNETT, ROBERT MICHAEL, Associate Professor of Systems Engineering
B.S., Louisiana Tech University, 1968; M.S.O.R., 1972, Ph.D., 1974, University of
Alabama (Huntsville)
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HARRIS, HAROLD MONROE, Professor of Agricultural Economics and Rural
Sociology
B.S., 1961, M.S., 1965, Auburn University; Ph.D., Purdue University, 1971
HARRIS, ROBERT GRAHAM, Lecturer in Medical Technology, School of
Medical Technology, Self Memorial Hospital
B.S., University of South Carolina, 1950
HARRITOS, HARRY CHARLES, Instructor in Architecture
B.Arch., Clemson University, 1969
HARSHMAN, RICHARD CALVERT, Professor of Chemical Engineering
B.A., Ohio Wesleyan University, 1947; M.S., 1949, Ph.D., 1951, Ohio State University
HART, LILLIAN BLAKE, Associate Professor of Education
B.S., Agnes Scott College, 1960; M.Ed., University of North Carolina, 1962; Ph.D.,
University of South Carolina, 1973
HARVEY, LAWRENCE HARMON, Professor of Agronomy and Soils
B.S.A., 1952, M.S., 1959, Ph.D., 1969, University of Georgia
HARWELL, RICHARD LYNN, State Leader, Extension Agricultural Program;
Associate Professor of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology
B.B.A., University of Texas, 1951; M.S., Texas A&M University, 1970; Ph.D., Oklahoma
State University, 1975
HASELTON, GEORGE MONTGOMERY, Professor of Geology
B.A., Colby College, 1951; M.A., Boston University, 1958; Ph.D., Ohio State University,
1967
HASH, JOHN ALEX, Professor of Agricultural Education
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 1956; M.S., 1964, Ed.D., 1969, Cornell University
HATCHER, JOHN DOUGLAS, Assistant Professor of Textiles
B.S., University of Kentucky, 1963; M.S., Georgia Institute of Technology, 1965; Ph.D.,
North Carolina State University, 1970
HAUN, JOSEPH RHODES, Professor of Hortictdture
A.B., Berea College, 1946; M.S., 1950, Ph.D., 1951, University of Maryland
HAWKINS, BENJAMIN MERRITT, Instructor in Economics
B.A., Furman University, 1970; M.A., University of Kentucky, 1975
HAYASAKA, STEVEN SHIN, Assistant Professor of Microbiology
B.S., Pennsylvania State University, 1969; M.S., 1972, Ph.D., 1975, Oregon State
University
HAYMOND, JACQUELINE LANDIS, Instructor in Forestry
B.S., Enikine College, 1971; M.S., Clemson University, 1978
HAYMOND, ROBERT EDWARD. Professor of Mathematical Sciences
B.S., University of South Carolina, 1954; M.S., California Institute of Technology, 1956;
Ph.D., University of Oregon, 1959
HAYNSWORTH, HUGH CHARLES III, Visiting Instructor in Industrial
Management
B.A., University of North Carolina, 1955; M.S., United States Naval Postgraduate
School, 1963
HAYS, RUTH LANIER, Associate Professor of Zoology
B.A., Berea College, 1962; Ph.D., Auburn University, 1966
HAYS, SIDNEY BROOKS. Head of Entomology and Economic Zoology
Department; Professor of Entomology and Economic Zoology
B.S., 1953. M.S., 1958, Auburn University; Ph.D.. Clemson University'. 1962
HEDDEN. FRANK HOWARD. Associate Professor of Agricultural Knginciring
B.S., Clemson University, 1942; M.S., University of Gforgia. 19.50
HEGG, RICH.'XRD OLAF. Associate Professor of Agricultural Engineering
B.S., South Dakota State University, 1967; M.S., Universit>' of Missouri. 1968. Ph.D..
University of Minnesota. 1974
HELMRKIC:H, DENNIS peter, Visiting Instr^utor in Agricultural Economics
and Rural Sociology
B.S.. 1972. M.S.. 1977. Univrnity of Georgiu
HELMS, CARL WILBERT. Head of Zoology nrjmrtvirnt: Professor of Zoology
B.A.. University of Colorado. \95S, M.A.. 19.'S0. Ph.D.. 1960. Harxanl Univrnity
HELMS. IX)RIS RErriNGKR. Coordinator of Freshman Biology Program;
Asaociate Professor of Biorhetnistry
B.S.. Bm knell Univrnity. 1967. Ph.D.. Univewity of Georgia. 1973
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HENNINGSON, ROBERT WALTER, Associate Dean, University Research;
Professor of Dairy Science
B.S., 1950, M.S., 1952, Ph.D., 1956, Cornell University
HENRICKS, DONALD MAURICE, Professor of Food Science and of
Biochemistry
B.S., University of Missouri, 1957; M.S., Purdue University, 1961; Ph.D., University of
Missouri, 1965
HENRY, LOUIS LEE, Associate Professor of English
B.S., Clemson University, 1953; M.A., 1958, Ph.D., 1965, Florida State University
HENRY, MARK SCOTT, Associate Professor of Agricultural Economics and
Rural Sociology
B.A., Baker University, 1968; Ph.D., Kansas State University, 1973
HENTZ, EDWIN CALDWELL, Lecturer in Medical Technology, Self
Memorial Hospital
M.D., Medical University of South CaroUna College of Medicine, 1965
HERRON, ROY HOWARD, Head of Military Science Department; Professor
of Military Science
Lieutenant Colonel, United States Army; B.S., Clemson University, 1958; M.A., Uni-
versity of Alabama, 1971
HESTER, JARRETT CHARLES, Professor of Mechanical Engineering
B.S., Arlington State College, 1962; M.S., 1964, Ph.D., 1966, Oklahoma State University
HICKMAN, DIXIE ELISE, Assistant Professor of English
B.A., University of Mississippi, 1966; M.A., Duke University, 1967; Ph.D., University
of Iowa, 1977
HIGGINS, ELIZABETH TATE, Visiting Instructor in Mathematical Sciences
B.S., University of North Carolina (Charlotte), 1975; M.S., Clemson University, 1978
HIGGINS, JULIA HILL, Assistant Professor of Nursing, Baccalaureate
Program
B.S.N., 1957, M.N., 1971, Emory University
HILDERMAN, RICHARD HAROLD, Assistant Professor of Biochemistry
B.S., Jamestown College, 1966; Ph.D., University of Missouri, 1972; Post Doctorate,
University of Connecticut, 1972-73
HILL, HOKE SMITH, JR., Instructor in Experimental Statistics; Statistician,
Computer Center
B.S., The Citadel, 1971; M.S., Clemson University, 1974
HILL, JAMES RILEY, JR., Professor of Animal Science
B.S., 1956, M.S., 1958, Clemson University; Ph.D., North Carolina State University,
1965
HILL, PATRICIA KNEAS, Professor of History
A.B., Vassar College, 1935; A.M., University of Pennsylvania, 1938; Ph.D., University
of Georgia, 1969
HILL, ROBERT WHITE, Associate Professor of English
B.A., 1963, M.A., 1964, University of North Carolina; Ph.D., University of Illinois, 1972
HIPP, EARL CLAY, JR., Assistant Professor of Industrial Management
B.A., Wofford College, 1968; M.B.A., 1972, J.D., 1975, University of South Carolina
HIPPS, OPAL SHEPARD, Associate Professor of Nursing, Baccalaureate
Degree Program
B.S.N. , I960, M.S.N., 1964, University of North Carolina; Ed.D., University of South
Carolina, 1976
HITE, JAMES CLEVELAND, Professor of Agricultural Economics and Rural
Sociology
B.S., Clemson University, 1963; M.A., Emory University, 1964; Ph.D., Clemson Uni-
versity, 1966
HOBSON, HUGH ALVIN, Assistant Professor of Accounting and Finance
B.S., West Georgia CoUege, 1969; M.B.A., 1971, Ph.D., 1976, University of Georgia
HOBSON, JAMES HARVEY. Alumni Professor of Chemistry
B.S., University of South Carolina, 1939; M.A., 1947, Ph.D., 1953, Emory University
HODGES, VERNON SEYMOUR, Adjunct Professor of Architecture
S.B., Harvard CoUege, 1934; M.Arch., Harvard University, 1939
HODNICKI, DONNA LIEDEL, Visiting Instructor in Nursing, Associate
Degree Program
B.S.N., Medical College of Georgia, 1978
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HOFFMAN, JOHN GREGORY, Visiting Assistant Professor of History
B.A., 1969, M.A., 1971, University of California; Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1977
HOLAHAN, URSULA ANN, Associate Professor of Home Economics
B.S., Cornell University, 1947; M.S., University of Minnesota, 1962
HOLLEMAN, KENDRICK ALFRED, Professor of Poultry Science
B.S., Texas A&M University, 1958; M.S., University of Nebraska, 1962; Ph.D., Uni-
versity of Missouri, 1971
HOLLINGSWORTH, ALBERT STEPHENS, JR., Lecturer in Medical Tech-
nology, School of Medical Technology, Anderson Memorial Hospital
B.A., Emory University, 1964; M.D., Medical College of Georgia, 1968
HOLMES, PAUL THAYER, Professor of Mathematical Sciences
B.A., 1957, M.A., 1959, Washington State University; Ph.D., Stanford University, 1966
HOLMES, RUSSELL NORMAN, Instructor in Botany
B.S., 1974, M.S, 1977, East Carolina University
HOLSCHNEIDER, JOHANNES PHILIPP, Professor of Architecture
Dipl.lng., Technische Hochschule Karlsruhe, 1959; M.Arch., Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, 1960; Dr.Ing., Technische Hochschule Aachen (Germany), 1969
HOLT, ALBERT HAMILTON, Associate Professor of English
A.B., 1939, M.A., 1947, University of North Carolina; Ph.D., Vanderbilt University,
1958
HOOD, ANN KENNEDY, Adjunct Associate Professor of Nursing, Baccalau-
reate Degree Program
B.S.N., Cornell University, 1955; M.N., Emory University, 1966
HOOD, CLARENCE ELAM, JR., Professor of Agricultural Engineering
B.S., 1959, M.S., 1961, Ph.D., 1964, North Carolina State University; P.E.
HOOK, DONAL DELOSE, Director, Belle W. Baruch Forest Science Institute;
Professor of Forestry
B.S., 1961, M.S., 1962, Utah State University; Ph.D., University of Georgia, 1968
HOOPER, ROBERT GUY HI, Adjunct Associate Professor of Forest and
Recreation Resources
B.S., Lynchburg College, 1965; M.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University,
1967
HOPE, CHRISTINE ANN, Assistant Professor of Sociology
B.A., New College, 1970; M.Phil, 1972, Ph.D., 1977. Yale University
HORTON, PAUL MACKEY, Instructor in Entomology and Economic Zoology
B.S., 1969, M.S., 1973, Clemson University
HOWARD, GORDON EDWARD, Professor of Recreation and Park Ad-
ministration
B.A., 1963, M.A., 1964, University of North Carolina; Ph.D., University of Michigan.
1968
HOWELL, NELDA KAY, Associate District Extension Leader; Associate
Professor of Home Economics
B.S., East Carolina University, 1959; M.Ed., North Carolina State University, 1970
HUBBARD, JOHN WILLIAM, Professor of Agricultural Economics and Rural
Sociology
B.S., Bcrca College, 1944; M.S., 1958, Ph.D., 1962, University of Kentucky
HUBBARD. JULIUS CLIFFORD, JR.. Professor of TextiU-s
B.S., Clemson University, 1942; M.S., Georgia Institute of Tcihnolog>', 1950
HUDSON. LARRY WILSON, Associate Professor of Animal Science
B.S., Berca (:.)IIcKr. 1964; M.S., 1965; Ph.D.. 1967. University (.f Kentucky
HUDSON. MARK RICHARDS. Assistant Professor of Visual Arts
B.A., 1971, M F.A., 1974. Clemson University
HUDSON. WILLIAM CiARRAUX. Associate Professor of Mechanical
Engineering
B M.E.. 1946, M.S., 1957, Clemson Unlvenity; M.S., University of Michigan, 1965;
P.E.
HUKY. C:KCIL OATKS. jr.. Associate Professor of Engineering Technology
B.S., 1965, M.S.ME. , 1968, Ph.D., 1973. armion University
HUFF, GEORGIA BANNISTER. Lecturer in Medical Technology: Educa-
tional Coordinator, School of Medical Technology, Anderson Memorial
Hospital
B.S.. 1967, M.Ed.. 1973. Clrmaon Univmity
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HUFFMAN, JOHN WILLIAM, Professor of Chemistry
B.S., Northwestern University, 1954; A.M., 1956, Ph.D., 1957, Harvard University
HUGHES, BUDDY LEE. Associate Professor of Poultry Science
B.S., Clemson University, 1968; M.S., 1970, Ph.D., 1971, Oregon State University
HUNTER, ROBERT HOWARD, Professor of Visual Arts
B.S., 1951, M.F.A., 1953, University of Oregon
HUNTER, SHERYL ANN, Visiting Assistant Professor of Nursing,
Baccalaureate Degree Program
B.S.X., Wayne State University, 1972; M.S.N., University of Alabama (Birmingham),
1974
HUST, CARL MARLOWE, Adjunct Associate Professor of Recreation and
Park Administration
B.S., Furman University, 1959
HUTTON, DAVID VERNON, Associate Professor of Engineering Technology
B.I.E., Georgia Institute of Technology, 1967; M.S., 1972, Ph.D., 1974, Virginia
Polvtechnic Institute and State University; P.E.
IBR.\HIM, IRIS BRANN, Instructor in Mathematical Sciences
B.S., Southeastern Louisiana College, 1964; M.S., Clemson University, 1966
ICE, JAMES RICHARD, Assistant Professor of Horticulture
B.S., Ohio University, 1965; M.S., Ohio State University, 1975; Ph.D., North Carolina
State University, 1978
IDOL, JOHN LANE, JR., Associate Professor of English
B.S., Appalachian State University, 1958; M.A., 1961, Ph.D., 1965, University of
Arkansas
INMAN, SUE LILE, Visiting Instructor in English
B.A., Agnes Scott College, 1958; M.A., Clemson University, 1978
JACKSON, HERMAN BROWN. JR., Head of Plant Pest Regulatory Service;
Lecturer in Entomology and Economic Zoology
B.S., Clemson University, 1964; M.S., Auburn University, 1966; Ph.D., Oklahoma State
University, 1971
JACQUES, JOHN DAVID, Assistant Professor of Architecture
B.Arch., Clemson University, 1970; M.Phil., University of Edinburgh (Scotland), 1975;
A.I.A.
JAMES, ANN ELIZABETH, Assistant Professor of Recreation and Park
Administration
B.S., Bowling Green State University, 1964; M.S., University of North CaroUna, 1971;
Ph.D., University of New Mexico, 1978
JAMES, GRACIE MAE,* Instructor in Sociology
B.A., University of Arkansas, 1973; M.A., Ohio State University, 1974
JAMES, PEGGY LEE, Visiting Part-time Lecturer in Industrial Management
B.S., Clemson University, 1977
JAMESON, LAKE HUGH, Associate Professor of Engineering Graphics
B.S., Clemson University, 1942; M.S., North Carolina State University, 1952
JANZEN, JACOB JOHN, Professor of Dairy Science
B.S.A., University of Manitoba, 1944; M.S., 1947, Ph.D., 1952, Post Doctorate, 1952-53,
University of Wisconsin
JAQUES. WASHINGTON FREDERICK III, Visiting Instructor in Agricul-
tural Engineering
B.S., Clemson University, 1975
JARVIS, CHRISTINE WOODRUFF, Assistant Professor of Textiles
B.S., University of North Carolina, 1971; Ph.D., Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
1975
JARVIS, JAMES PATRICK, Assistant Professor of Mathematical Sciences
B.S., University of North Carolina, 1971; M.S., 1973, Ph.D., 1975, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology
JEANES, KATHRYN RACHEL, Visiting Assistant Professor of Nursing, Bac-
calaureate Degree Program
B.S.N., Emor>' University, 1969; M.S., Boston University, 1970
JEN, JOSEPH JWU-SHAN, Associate Professor of Food Science and of
Biochemistry
B.S., National Taiwan University, 1960; M.S., Washington State University, 1964;
Ph.D., University of California, 1969
• On leave.
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JENKINS, JOYCE HRVOL, Assistant Professor of Home Economics
B.S., Winthrop College, 1962; M.Ed., University of North Carolina, 1970
JENNY, BRUCE FREDERIC, Associate Professor of Dairy Science
B.S., Delaware Valley College, 1968; M.S., 1971, Ph.D., 1974, Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University
JENSEN, ARTHUR KENNETH, Director of Vocational Education Media
Center; Professor of Education
B.S., 1951, M.S., 1956, Ph.D., 1961, University of Wisconsin
JOHNSON, ALBERT WAYNE, Associate Professor of Entomology and Eco-
nomic Zoology, Pee Dee Experiment Station
B.S., 1966, M.S., 1968, Clemson University; Ph.D., Auburn University, 1971
JOHNSON, DEBORAH GARLAND, Visiting Instructor in English
B.A., St. Olaf College, 1968; M.A., University of Minnesota, 1969
JOHNSON, DONALD RAY, Assistant Professor of Entomology and Economic
Zoology
B.S., 1969, M.S., 1971, University of Arkansas; Ph.D., North Carolina State University,
1976
JOHNSON, JANE JUNG-CHEN, Visiting Instructor in Chemistry
B.S., Tunghai University (Taiwan), 1971; Ph.D., Clemson University, 1978
JOHNSON, JAMES KARL, JR., Director of Continuing Engineering
Education; Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering
B.M.E., 1950, M.S., 1958, Clemson University; M.S., Georgia Institute of Technology,
1966; P.E.
JOHNSON, JOHN WILLIAM, Assistant Professor of History
B.A., Saint Olaf College, 1968; M.A., 1970, Ph.D., 1974, University of Minnesota
JOHNSON, MICHAEL GRAHAM, Associate Professor of Food Science and
of Microbiology
B.S., 1964, M.S., 1966, University of Illinois; Ph.D., University of California (Davis),
1970
JONES, CHAMP McMILLIAN, Professor of Agronomy and Soils
B.S., Clemson University, 1939; M.S., Cornell University, 1940; Ph.D., Michigan State
University, 1952
JONES. EMORY VALENTINE, Assistant Professor of HorticuUure
B.S., 1963, M.S., 1967, Clemson University
JONES, GRACE YVONNE, Instructor in Education
B.A., Lander College, 1973; M.Ed., Clemson University, 1974
JONES. JACK EDENFIELD. Professor of Poultry Science
B.S., 1951, M.S., 1964, Ph.D.. 1968, University of Florida
JONES. ULYSSES SIMPSON, Professor of Agronomy and Soils
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 1939; M.S., Purdue University, 1942; Ph.D., Uni-
versity of Wisconsin, 1947
JORDAN, JEWEL ASKEW, Assistant Professor of Entomology and Economic
Zoology
B.S., Georgia State College for Women, 1953; M.S., 1971, Ph.D.. 1975, Clemson Uni-
versity
JORDAN, JOHNNY WAYNE, Assistant Professor of Agricultural Economics
and Rural Sociology
B.S.. 1969. M.S.. 1971. Auburn University; Ph.D.. Clemson University, 1978
JORDAN, WRIGHT SINQUEFIELD. Associate Professor of Horticulture
B.S.A., 1959, M.S., 1961, University of Georgia; Ph.D., Pennsylvania Stutc University,
1965
JOSEY, JAMES LARRY. Associate Professor of Civil Engineering
B.S., Mississippi State University. 1956; M.S., LouUiana State University, 1958; Ph.D.,
Mississippi State University, 1971
JUTRAS. MICHAEL WILFRID. Professor of Agronomy and Soils
B.S.. University of Mnssnt husctts, 1958; M.S., Univcnity of Connecticut, 1961; Ph.D.,
Iowa Stutr University. 1964
KAISKH. EDDIE HOWARD. Assistant Professor of Agricultural Economics
and Rural Sociology
B.S.. University of Illinois. 1972; Ph.D.. Iowa State University. 1977
KASPRZYK. TI.Mai'HY JOSEPH. Visiting Assistant Professor of Vocational
Education
B.S.. State Uolvenity at Buffalo. 1972; M.Ed.. Univeraity of South Carolina. 1976
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KEANE, BARRY PATRICK, Assistant Professor of Electrical and Computer
Engineering
B.S., 1971, M.E.E.E., 1972, Ph.D., 1975, University of Florida
KEINATH, THOMAS MICHAEL, Head of Environmental Systems Engineer-
ing Department; Professor of Environmental Systems Engineering
B.S.E., 1963, M.S.E., 1964, Ph.D., 1968, University of Michigan
KELLER, CAROLYN JOAN, Visiting Instructor in Nursing, Baccalaureate
Degree Program
B.S.N., University of Alabama, 1968; M.S.N., Catholic University of America, 1970
KELLER, DON FREDERICK, Associate Professor of Education
B.S., 1962, M.A., 1968, Southeast Missouri State College; Ed.D., Indiana University,
1973
KELLER, FREDERICK JACOB, Professor of Physics
B.S., Marshall University, 1960; M.S., 1962, Ph.D., 1965, University of Tennessee
KELLEY, PHILIP RAYMOND, Assistant Professor of Military Science
Major, United States Army; B.A., LaSalle College, 1966
KELLY, MARY ANN, Assistant Professor of Nursing, Baccalaureate Program
A.B., San Francisco State College, 1962; M.S., University of California (San Francisco),
1966
KENELLY, JOHN WILLIS, Professor of Mathematical Sciences
B.S., Southeastern Louisiana College, 1957; M.S., University of Mississippi, 1957; Ph.D.,
University of Florida, 1961; Post Doctorate, Stanford University, 1973-74
KENNER, GERRY HARVEY, Associate Professor of Bioengineering
B.S., 1962, M.S., 1965, Ph.D., 1970, University of Utah
KESSLER, GEORGE DONALD, Professor of Forestry
B.S., 1965, M.S., 1967, Ph.D., 1971, University of Georgia
KILGORE, DONALD GIBSON, JR., Lecturer in Medical Technology; Co-
director, School of Medical Technology, and Pathologist, Greenville General
Hospital
M.D., Southvi'estem Medical College of the University of Texas, 1949
KIMBELL, JAMES ALBERT, JR., Associate Professor of Accounting and
Finance
B.S., East Central State College (Oklahoma), 1957; M.S., Oklahoma State University,
1960; D.B.A., Louisiana Tech University, 1978
KING, EDWIN WALLACE. Professor of Entomology and Economic Zoology
B.S., University of Massachusetts, 1941; M.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 1947;
Ph.D., University of Illinois, 1951; Post Doctorate, North Carolina State University,
1967-68
KING, GRADY ANSEL, Assistant Professor of Agricultural Economics and
Rural Sociology
B.S., 1966, M.S., 1970, Clemson University; Ph.D., University of Georgia, 1974
KING, JOHN CALVIN, Instructor in Dairy Science
B.S., Clemson University, 1937
KING, MARY KENNERTY, Visiting Instructor in Recreation and Park
Administration
B.S., 1973, M.Ed., 1975, Clemson University
KING, MORRIS AUDREY, Professor of Education
B.S., Universit>' of Georgia, 1939; M.A., 1946, Ed.D., 1952, Columbia University
KING, SAMUEL CARL. Assistant Professor of Spanish
B.A., 1966, M.A., 1969, Ph.D., 1971, Louisiana State University
KING, THOMAS GILBERT, Instructor in Agricultural Engineering
B.S., Edinburgh University (Scotland), 1969; M.S., Clemson University, 1972
KINGMAN, ALTA RANDALL, Assistant Professor of Horticulture
B.A., Winthrop College, 1950; M.S., 1970, Ph.D., 1975, Clemson University
KINGSLAND. GRAYDON CHAPMAN, Associate Professor of Plant Pathology
and Physiology
B.S., University of Vermont, 1952; M.S., University of New Hampshire, 1955; Ph.D.,
Pennsylvania State University-, 1958
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KINKAID, DONALD EUGENE, Adjunct Professor of Textiles
B.S., 1959, M.S., 1965, Ph.D., 1969, Clemson University
KIRKWOOD, CHARLES EDWARD, JR., Associate Professor of Mathematical
Sciences
A.B., Lynchburg College, 1935; M.S., University of Georgia, 1937
KISER-BROWN, GAIL, Instructor in Nursing
B.S.N., 1973, M.S.N., 1976, University of North Carolina
KISSAM, JOHN BENJAMIN, Professor of Entomology and Economic Zoology
B.S., 1958, M.S., 1961, Ph.D., 1966, Clemson University
KITTRELL, BENJAMIN UPCHURCH, Associate Professor of Agronomy and
Soils
B.S., 1960, M.Ed., 1969, Ph.D., 1975, North Carolina State University
KLINE, ELLIS LEE, Assistant Professor of Microbiology
B.S., Greenville College (Illinois), 1964; M.S., North Illinois Universtiy, 1968; Ph.D.,
University of California, 1972
KLINE, JUDITH SPIERS, Assistant Professor of Home Economics
B.S., Winthrop College, 1967; M.S., University of Tennessee, 1971
KLINE, PRISCILLA MACKENZIE, Assistant Professor of Nursing, Bacca-
laureate Degree Program
B.S.N., University of Illinois, 1965; M.S.N., University of Illinois Medical Center, 1969
KNAPP, RONALD JAMES, Associate Professor of Sociology
B.A., Albion College, 1960; M.A., Bowling Green State University, 1963; Ph.D., Ohio
State University, 1971
KNOWLAND, RALPH EDWARD, Head of Building Science Department;
Professor of Building Science
B.Arch., University of Manitoba, 1944; M.B.A., University of Western Ontario, 1966;
R.A.I.C; A.I.A.
KOMO, JOHN JOSEPH, Associate Professor of Electrical and Computer
Engineering
B.S.E.E., 1962, M.S.E.E., 1963, Ph.D., 1966, University of Missouri (Rolla)
KOON, GEORGE WILLIAM, Associate Professor of English
A.B., Newberry College, 1964; M.A., Auburn Universit>', 1966; Ph.D., University of
Georgia, 1973
KOPCZYK, RONALD JAMES, Assistant Professor of Engineering and
Engineering Technology
B.S., University of Illinois, 1966; M.S.E.E., Clemson Universit>-, 1973
KOZMA, ERNEST JOSEPH, Head of Elementary and Secondary Education
Dcpartmcut; Professor of Education
B.A., Baldwin-Wallace College. 1950; M.Ed., Kent State University, 1958; Ed.D., Case
Western Reserve University, 1966
KRAUSZ, JOSEPH PHILIP, Assistant Professor of Plant Pathology and Physi-
ology, Pee Dee Exjicrimcnt Station
B.A.. State University of New York (New Paltz). 1971; M.S., 1973. Ph.D., 1976,
Cornell University
KRIESE. CHARLES PAUL. Instructor in Recreation and Park AdministratUm
B.S., 1972, M.A., 1975. Tennessee Ttvhnological Universits-
LABECKI. GERALDINE. Dean, College of Nursing; Acting Director of
Baccalaureate and Graduate Programs in Nursing; Professor of Nursing
B.S.. 1944, M.A.. 1948. Teachen Crollege, Cxilumbio University; Ed.D.. Ck-orgc Pcubody
College for Tra( hers, 1967
LABOSKY. pi: ri:R. Associate Professor of Forestry
B.S., Rutgin University, 1963; M.S., 1967, Ph.D., 1971, Virginia Polyteihnic Instittite
and State Univfr%ity
LaFLEUH. KEH.MIT STILLMAN. Professor of Agronomy and Soils
B.A., 1937. M.S., 1964, Colby Collcgr; Ph.D.. Clcm«on Univrr»it>. 19«fl
LAKE. KENNETH WILLIAM. Visiting Assistant Professor of Vocational
V.ducation
B.S.. 1970. M.In.Ed., 1973, Clrmson Unlveralty
LAMBKHT. JKHHY HOY. Professor of Agricultural Engineering
B.A.E
.
n*.'58. M S.E., 1962, Univrnity of Florida; Ph.D.. North Carolina State Uni-
vmity. 19«4. P.K.
LAMBEirr. HOBEHT STANSBURY. Professor of History
A.B.. 1942. M.A.. 1948. Ph.D.. 1951. University of North Caroliiui
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LANDER, ERNEST McPHERSON, JR., Alumni Professor of History
A.B., WofFord College, 1937; M.A., 1939, Ph.D., 1950, University of North Carolina
LANDERS, KNOX SCHAFFER, Associate Professor of Chemistry
B.S., 1951, M.S., 1955, University of Alabama
LANDRITH, HAROLD FOCHONE, Dean, College of Education; Professor
of Education
B.S., Clemson University, 1948; M.A., Vanderbilt University, 1949; Ed.D., University
of Houston, 1960
LANE, CARL LEATON, Professor of Forestry
B.S., 1952, M.S., 1961, North Carolina State University; Ph.D., Purdue University, 1968
LANGLEY, LEON HORACE, JR., Instructor in Agricultural Economics and
Rural Sociology
B.S., Clemson University, 1969; M.S., University of Georgia, 1972
LANHAM, WILLIAM JOSEPH,* Professor of Agricultural Economics and
Rural Sociology
B.S., 1943, M.S., 1959, Clemson University; Ph.D., North Carolina State University, 1963
LAPRADE, MARIE DOUGLAS, Visiting Instructor in Chemistry
B.S., University of Michigan, 1964; M.S., University of Vermont, 1967; Ph.D., Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology, 1970
LARCOM, LYNDON LYLE, Associate Professor of Microbiology and Physics
B.S., Carnegie-Mellon University, 1962; M.S., 1965, Ph.D., 1968, University of Pittsburgh
LaROCHE. EVANS ALLEN, Professor of Industrial Management
B.S., Clemson University, 1942; M.S., Georgia Institute of Technology, 1951; Ph.D.,
University of South Carolina, 1971
LARSON, RICHARD FRANCIS, Head of Sociology Department; Professor of
Sociology
B.A., Seattle University, 1957; M.A., University of Washington, 1958; Ph.D., University
of Notre Dame, 1961
LASKAR, AMULYA LAL, Professor of Physics
B.S., Surendra Naph College, 1950; M.S., Calcutta University, 1952; Ph.D., University
of Illinois, 1960
LASKAR, RENU CHAKRAVARTI, Professor gf Mathematical Sciences
B.A., Patna University, 1950; M.A., Bilar UniversityT 1955; Ph.D., University of Illinois,
1962
LATHROP. JAY WALLACE, Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering
B.S., 1948, M.S., 1949, Ph.D., 1952, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
LaTORRE, DONALD RUTLEDGE, Professor of Mathematical Sciences
B.A., WoflFord College, 1960; M.A., 1962, Ph.D., 1964, University of Tennessee
LaTORRE, JEUEL GILLAM, Assistant Professor of Mathematical Sciences
A.B., Coker College, 1959; M.A., University of Tennessee, 1964
LAW, ERNEST HARRY, Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering and
Engineering Mechanics
B.Aero.E., Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, 1962; M.S.E., Princeton University, 1965;
Ph.D., University of Connecticut, 1971
LAWSON, JOHN WALTER, Associate Professor of Microbiology
B.S., Seton Hall University, 1960; M.S., 1964, Ph.D., 1969, University of North Carolina
LAYCOCK, VIRGINIA KLEMKOWSKI, Assistant Professor of Education
B.A., College of William and Mary, 1971; M.A., George Peabody College for Teachers,
1972; Ed.D., Memphis State University, 1977
L.\ZAR, JAMES TARLTON, JR., Professor of Dairy Science
B.S., Clemson University, 1943; M.S., Cornell University, 1949; Ph.D., North Carolina
State University, 1955
LeBOURGEOIS, JOHN YOUNG,* Assistant Professor of History
B.A., Yale University, 1960; M.A., 1968, Ph.D., 1971, Tulane University
LEE, EILEEN HYDE, Adjunct Associate Professor of Nursing, Baccalaureate
Degree Program
B.S.N., Boston University, 1967; M.S.N., University of North Carolina, 1969
LEE, PETER ROALD. Professor of Architecture
B.Arch., University of Minnesota, 1958; M.Arch., Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
1967; A.I.A.
LEEMHUIS, ROGER PHILLIP, Assistant Professor of History
A.B., Villanova University, 1959; M.A., University of Massachusetts, 1961; Ph.D., Uni-
versity of Wisconsin, 1970
• On leave.
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LEFORT, HENRY GERARD, Associate Professor of Ceramic Engineering
B.Cer.E., Clemson University, 1952; M.S.Cer.E., 1957, Ph.D., 1960, University of
Illinois
LEGGETT, ERNEST WILLIAM, JR., Assistant Professor of Computer Science
B.S., Ohio State University, 1970; M.S., University of Illinois, 1971; Ph.D., Ohio State
University, 1977
LEWIS, STEPHEN ALBERT, Associate Professor of Plant Pathology and
Physiology
B.S., Pennsylvania State University, 1964; M.S., Rutgers University, 1969; Ph.D.,
University of Arizona, 1973
LIBURDY, JAMES ANTHONY, Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering
B.S., Cornell University, 1971; M.S., Stanford University, 1972; Ph.D., Pennsylvania
State University, 1976; P.E.
LIEBENROOD, GEORGE HAROLD, District Extension Leader; Associate
Professor of Animal Science
B.S., Clemson University, 1951; M.Ed., Colorado State University, 1957
LIGON, JAMES TEDDIE, Professor of Agricultural Engineering
B.S., Clemson University, 1957; M.S., 1959, Ph.D., 1961, Iowa State University; P.E.
LILLEY, MARGARET JOY, Assistant Professor of Nursing, Associate Degree
Program
B.S., \Vheaton College, 1956; M.S.N., Northern Illinois University, 1971
LILLEY, STEPHEN CHARLES, Visiting Assistant Professor of Agricultural
Economics and Rural Sociology
B.A., Louisiana Tech University, 1971; M.A., University of Georgia, 1973
LINDENMEYER, CARL RAY, Associate Professor of Engineering Technology
B.S., Northwestern University, 1960; M.S., Western Michigan University, 1970
LINDERMAN, MARY SUSAN, Instructor in Speech
B.A., 1976, M.A., 1977, University of North Carolina
LINDSTROM, FREDERICK JOHN, Professor of Chemistry
B.S., 1951, M.S., 1953, University of Wisconsin; Ph.D., Iowa State Universit>', 1959
LING, ROBERT FRANCIS, Professor of Mathematical Sciences
B.A., Berea College, 1961; M.A., University of Tennessee, 1963; M.Phil., 1968, Ph.D.,
1971, Yale University
LIPPY, CHARLES HOWARD. Assistant Professor of Religion
B.A., Dickinson College, 1965; M.Div., Union Theological Seminary, 1968; M.A., 1970,
Ph.D., 1972, Princeton University
LONG, CALVIN THOMAS, Adjunct Professor of Mathematical Sciences
B.S., University of Idaho, 1950; M.S., 1952, Ph.D., 1955. University of Orrgon
LONG, JIM THOMAS, Professor of Electrical and Comjmtcr Engineering and
Engineering Technology
B.E.E., Clemson University, 1943; M.S.E.E., 1949, Ph.D., 1964, Georgia Institute of
Technology
LONG, NEEDHAM L., Lecturer in Medical Technology, Co-director, School
of Medical Technology, and Pathologist, Anderson Memorial Hospital
B.S.. University of Alaboma, 1952; M.D.. Medical College of Alabama. 1956
LOOMIS, EDWARD LORIN, Assistant Professor of Horticulture
B.A.. 1970. M.S., 1975, Ph.D.. 1978, Wa.shington Statr Univrrsity
LOVEDAHL, GERALD GREY, Visiting Assistant Professor of Industrial
Education
B.S.. Berra C:(>llrge. 1969; M.Ed., Trenton State College. 1972; Ph.D.. Ohio State
University. 1977
LOWE. ROSEMARY HAYS. Assistant Professor of Psychology
B.A., Loulsiona State University, 1965; M.A.. 1967. Ph.D.. 1969. University of Illinois
LOYD. MAX IRA. Professor of Agricultur<d Economics and Rural Sociology
B.S., 19.56, M.S.. 1963, Ph.D.. 1970. North Carolina State I'nivrrMty
LUBBERS, DAVID HII^RY, Visiting Itistnutor in Mathematical Sciences
B.S.. NichoIU State Univrniity. 1074; M.S.. CIcmmm rnivrnity. 197H
LUEDEMAN. JOHN KEITH. Associate Professor of Mathematical ScU^nces
B.A., Valparaiso Univrniity. 1963; M.A.. Smithrm llUnois University. 1965; Ph.D., SUte
University of New York (Buffalo). UmSi
LUKAWECKI, STANLEY MICHAEL. Professor of Mathrmatical Sciences
B.S.. Soutbeajtera Louisiana College, 1953; M.S.. 1957. Ph.D.. 1961. Auburn Univeraity
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LUMPKIN, OLIVER REESE, Associate Professor of Education
B.S., Fort Valley State College, 1948; M.Ed., Tuskegee Institute, 1953; Ph.D., Ohio
State University, 1971
LUNCEFORD, EMMETT MARVIN, JR., Adjunct Professor of Bioengineering
B.S., Memphis State University, 1950; M.D., University of Tennessee Medical School,
1953
LUNDBERG, LOIS MARIE, Instructor in Computer Science
B.S., University of Southwestern Louisiana, 1972; M.S., Clemson University, 1974
LUNSFORD, RONALD FRANKLIN, Assistant Professor of English
B.A., 1970, M.A., 1971, University of North Carolina; Ph.D., Florida State University,
1976
LYKES, JOHN WILLIAM, Visiting Assistant Professor of Industrial Education
B.S.. South Carolina State College, 1958; M.S., North Carolina A&T State University,
1971
LYONS, DONALD WILLIAM, Professor of Textile Science and Mechanical
Engineering
B.M.E., 1961, Ph.D., 1966, Georgia Institute of Technology; P.E.
LYSON, THOMAS ANTHONY, Assistant Professor of Agricultural Economics
and Rural Sociology
B.A., 1970, M.A., 1972, West Virginia University; Ph.D., Michigan State University,
1976
LYTLE, JOHN STEVENS, Professor of Agricultural Economics and Rural
Sociology
B.S., 1962, M.S., 1963, Ph.D., 1966, Ohio State University
MABRY, RODNEY HUGH, Associate Professor of Economics
B.S., University of Kentucky, 1969; Ph.D., University of North Carolina, 1975
MACAULAY, HUGH HOLLEMAN, JR., Alumni Professor of Economics and
Industrial Management
B.S., 1947, M.S., 1948, University of Alabama; Ph.D., Columbia University, 1957
McCARTER, JACKSON HOWARD, Lecturer in Medical Technology; Co-
director, School of Medical Technology, Greenville General Hospital
M.D., University of Pittsburgh, 1963
McCLAIN, EUGENE FREDERICK, Associate Professor of Agronomy and
Soils
B.S., University of Idaho, 1954; M.S., University of California, 1956; Ph.D., University
of Georgia, 1973
McCLURE, HARLAN EWART, Dean, College of Architecture; Professor of
Architecture
A.B., B.Arch., George Washington University, 1937; ARK, KKH, Royal Swedish Academy,
1938; M.Arch., Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1941; A.I.A.; F.A.I.A.
McCOLLOUGH, JOE LAWRENCE, Assistant Professor of Philosophy
B.A., Wake Forest University, 1957; M.A., 1961, Ph.D., 1970, Emory University
McCONNELL, JAMES CALVIN, JR., Associate Professor of Animal Science
B.S., 1965, Ph.D., 1970, University of Tennessee
McCORMAC, JACK CLARK, Professor of Civil Engineering
B.S., The Citadel, 1948; M.S., Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1949; P.E.
McCRAVY, JOHN ROBINSON, JR., Associate Professor of Engineering
Graphics
B.S.. U.S. Naval Academy, 1956; M.E., University of South Carolina, 1977; P.E.
McDonald, JAMES MICHAEL, Assistant Professor of Industrial
Management
B.S., Georgia Institute of Technology, 1971; M.Ed., 1973, Ph.D., 1976, University of
Georgia
McDowell, H.\RDING KEITH, Associate Professor of Chemistry
B.S., Wake Forest Universit>-, 1966; Ph.D., Har%'ard University, 1972
McELREATH, ROBERT BRANNON, JR., Associate Professor of Accounting
and Finance
B.S., Georgia Institute of Technology, 1962; M.B.A., 1968, Ph.D., 1976, Georgia State
University
McGregor, rob ROY, jr.. Associate Professor of French
B.A., Erskine College, 1952; B.D., Columbia Theological Seminary, 1957; M.A., Uni-
versity of South Carolina, 1965; Ph.D., University of Georgia, 1969
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McGregor, WILLIAM henry davis. Professor of Forestry
B.S., Clemson University, 1951; B.S.F., M.F., University of Michigan, 1953; Ph.D.,
Duke University, 1958
McINNIS, THOMAS McLEOD, JR., Associate Professor of Botany
B.S., 1966, Ph.D., 1971, University of North Carolina
McKELVEY, JOHN PHILIP, Head of Physics and Astronomy Department;
Professor of Physics
B.S., 1949, M.S., 1950, Pennsylvania State University; Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh,
1957
McKENZIE, RICHARD BUNN, Professor of Economics
B.S., PfeifFer College, 1964; M.A., University of Maryland, 1967; Ph.D., Virginia Poly-
technic Institute and State University, 1972
McKNEW, MARK ALFRED, Assistant Professor of Industrial Management
B.S., 1971, M.A., 1975, University of California (Los Angeles), 1975; Ph.D., Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology, 1978
McLaughlin, JOHN JOSEPH, Associate Professor of English
B.S., Temple University, 1950; M.A., 1963, Ph.D., 1966, University of Cahfomia
McLaughlin, MICHAEL ray, visiting Assistant Professor of Plant Path-
ology and Physiology
B.S., 1971, M.S., 1974, Iowa State University; Ph.D., University of Illinois, 1978
McLean, EDWARD lee, Professor of Agricultural Economics and Rural
Sociology
B.S., 1961, M.S., 1964, University of Wisconsin; Ph.D., Iowa State University, 1968
McLELLAN, ROBERT WESLEY, Professor of Recreation and Park
Administration
B.A., University of Saskatchewan, 1965; M.S., Florida State University, 1967; Ph.D.,
University of Minnesota, 1971
McMANUS, JOHN HERBERT, Instructor in English
B.A., Holy Cross College, 1970; M.A., University of Michigan, 1974
McNATT, JO ANN, Assistant Professor of French
B.A., Furman University, 1956; M.A., Emory University, 1959
McPEAK, THOMAS EPHREM, Associate Professor of Visual Arts
B.F.A., Washburn University of Topeka, 1957; M.F.A., University of Kansas, 1965
McREE, JANICE ROWLAND, Assistant Professor of Home Economics
B.S., University of Tennessee, 1963; M.S., Florida State University, 1974
MACY, JACQUES BERR. Assistant Professor of French
A.B., 1962, M.A.T., 1963, University of North Carolina
MADISON, ALAN WAYNE, Assistant Professor of Computer Science
B.S., College of William and Mary. 1969; Ph.D., University of Virginia, 1977
MAERTENS, THOMAS BROCK, Instructor in Industrial Management
B.S., United States Military Academy, 1945; M.S., University of Alabama, 1962
MACRUDER. CHRISTOPHER HERBERT, Lecturer in Medical Technology,
School of Medical Technology, Self Memorial Hospital
M.D., Tulane University School of Medicine, 1958
MALONEY, MICHAEL THOMAS. Assistant Professor of Economics
B.A., Lewis University, 1970; M.A., Western Illinois University, 1971
MALS TROM, CARL WAYNE, Assistant Professor of Electrical and Computer
Engineering
B.S., University of Tennessee (Chattanooga), 1960; M.S.S.K.. Clemson Universit>', 1973
.\IA\DEL, JEROME HERBKIVr, Professor of English
B.A.. Obcrlin Collrge. H).*!?); M.A.. 1961. I'h.I).. 1966. Ohio State University
MANDEL, MIRIAM BAUER. Visiting Instructor in English
B.A.. N<-w York Univ.rsity. 1903; M.A.. Ohio Stati- Univenity. iy«fl
MANLEY, DONALD GENE, Assistant Professor of Entomology and Economic
Zoology
B.A.. Univrnlty of Cullfomin (Ixn Anaehii). 1973; M.A.. Califonuu State Univcnity
(LonK Beoch), 197-%; Dj.D.. Univrnity «»f Ari/onu. 1978
MANSON, JOSEPH RICHARD.* Associate Professor of Physics
B.S., Unlvenity of Hiihmond. 19«.'5; I'h.D.. University «)f Virginia, 1969
• On leave.
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MANWILLER, ALFRED, Professor of Agronomy and Soih, Pee Dee Experi-
ment Station
B.S., 1938, M.S., 1939, Iowa State University; Ph.D., Pennsylvania State University,
1944
MARSHALL, STANMORE BROOKS, Visiting Part-time Lecturer in Industrial
Management
B.A., Furman University, 1971; M.B.A., University of Oregon, 1975
MARSINKO, ALLAN PAUL CARL, Assistant Professor of Forestry
B.S., 1968, M.S., 1969, Purdue University; Ph.D., State University of New York, 1979
MARTIN, JAMES HAROLD, Head of Dairy Science Department; Professor of
Dairy Science
B.S., University of Tennessee, 1957; M.S., 1958, Ph.D., 1963, Ohio State University
MARTIN, JANE BOWERS, Visiting Instructor in English
B.A., 1972, M.A., 1978, Clemson University
MARTIN, JOHN CAMPBELL, Professor of Electrical and Computer
Engineering
B.E.E., Clemson University, 1948; M.S., Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1953;
Ph.D., North Carolina State University, 1962
MARTINI, JOSEPH ALBERT, Professor of Agronomy and Soils
B.S.A., 1957, M.S., 1958, University of Arkansas; Ph.D., Cornell University, 1966
MARULLO, NICASIO PHILIP, Professor of Chemistry
B.S., Queens College, 1952; Ph.D., Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn, 1961; Post Doc-
torate, California Institute of Technology, 1960-61; Senior NSF Fellow, Princeton Uni-
versity, 1969, University of Strasbourg, 1970
MARVIN, JOHN HENRY. JR., Associate Professor of Textiles
B.S., Clemson University, 1941; M.S., Georgia Institute of Technology, 1960
MATTHEW, ROBERT THEODORE, JR., Instructor in Architecture
B.Arch., Clemson University, 1970
MATTHEWS, JAMES EDWARD, Professor of Education
B.S., 1949, M.Ed., 1950, Ed.D., 1970, University of Florida
MATTHEWS, VICTOR HAROLD, Visiting Assistant Professor of History
B.A., Southwest Missouri State University, 1972; M.A., 1973, Ph.D., 1977, Brandeis
University
MATTOX, RONALD DARIUS, Instructor in Vocational Education, Media
Center
B.S., Georgia Southern College, 1969
MAURER, DONALD EDWIN, Professor of Industrial Education
B.S., 1957, M.S., 1957, Stout State University; Ed.D., University of Missouri, 1966
MAXWELL, JAMES DONALD, Associate Professor of Agronomy and Soils
B.S., Mississippi State University, 1962; M.S., Cornell University, 1965; Ph.D., North
Carolina State University, 1968
MAY, HUNTER WILLYARD, Lecturer in Medical Technology; Director,
School of Medical Technology, Self Memorial Hospital
M.D., Louisiana State University School of Medicine, 1945
MAZUR, ANTHONY ROBERT, Associate Professor of Horticulture
B.S., 1963, M.S., 1968, University of Rhode Island; Ph.D., University of Illinois, 1973
MEANS, GEORGE CALVIN, JR., Professor of Architecture
B.Arch., Western Reserve University, 1947; M.Arch., Georgia Institute of Technology,
1955; A.I.A.
MELSHEIMER, STEPHEN SAMUEL, Associate Professor of Chemical
Engineering
B.S., Louisiana State University, 1965; Ph.D., Tulane University, 1969
MELTON, JUDITH MARY, Assistant Professor of German
B.A., 1963, M.A., 1966, Ph.D., 1972, Louisiana State University
MENKE WARREN WELLS, Professor of Industrial Management
B.S., Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1942; M.S.E.E., 1949, Ph.D., 1953, Purdue
University
MERCER, ROBERT JACKSON, Professor of Vocational Education
B.S., 1951, M.S., 1959, North CaroUna State University; Ed.D., Pennsylvania State
University, ' 1969
MILES, GAINES EDWIN, Assistant Professor of Agricultural Engineering
B.S., 1968, M.S., 1972, Mississippi State University; Ph.D., Purdue University, 1975
MILLER, ADRIAN LOUIS, Visiting Instructor in Chemistry
B.S. 1970, M.S., 1972, Murray State University; Ph.D., University of Mississippi, 1976
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MILLER, ANSEL ELDON. Assistant Professor of Forestry
B.S., Mississippi State Universit>-, 1964; M.S., Clemson University, 1969; Ph.D., Univer-
sity of Georgia, 1973
xMILLER, ATHENA SMITH, Visiting Instructor in Chemistry
B.A., University of Mississippi, 1976
MILLER. DONALD PIGUET, Professor of Physics
B.S., Texas A&M Universit>', 1948; M.S., Tulane University, 1952; Ph.D., Polytechnic
Institute of Brookl>'n, 1962
MILLER, LANDON CARL, Associate Professor of Horticulture
B.S., Clemson University, 1961; M.S., V^irginia Polytechnic Institute, 1964; Ph.D., Au-
burn University, 1971
MILLER, MAX GARDNER. Professor of Physics
B.S., 1953, Ph.D., 1961, University of North Carolina
MILLER, ROBERT W.\LKER, JR., Associate Professor of Plant Pathology
and Physiology
B.S., Universit>' of Delaware, 1964; M.S., University of Arizona, 1970; Ph.D., Uni-
versit>' of Delaware, 1971
MILLER, SHARON BROWN, Assistant Professor of Botany
B.A., Winthrop College, 1967; M.S., Clemson University, 1969; Ph.D., University of
Georgia, 1974
MILLER, STEPHEN ERNEST, Assistant Professor of Agricultural Economics
and Rural Sociology
B.S., North Carolina State Universit>', 1972; Ph.D., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and
State Universit>', 1977
MITCHELL, CHARLIE ROBERTSON, Associate Professor of Building Science
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 1956; M.S.C.E., West Virginia Universit>-. 1962;
P.E.
MIXON, ROBERT FLOYD, Assistant Professor of Spanish
B.S., Clemson Universit>-, 1954; M.A., Universit\' of North Carolina, 1961
MONTANUCCI, RICHARD ROMAN, Assistant Professor of Zoology
B.S., University of California, 1967; M.A.. 1969, Ph.D.. 1972, Universit>- of Kansas
MONTGOMERY, CHARLES LEDFORD, JR., Assistant Professor of Speech
B.A., 1968. M.A., 1969. Ball State Universit>-; Ph.D.. University of Florida, 1977
MOORE. RONALD RALPH, Adjunct Professor of Bioengineering
B.S., Clemson Universit>', 1964; D.M.D., Universit>' of Kentuclo,-, 1970
MOORE. SAMUEL LACY, Associate Professor of Animal Pathology
D.V.M., University of Georgia, 1953
MORAN. RONALD WESSON, Head of English Department; Professor of
English
B.A., Colby College. 1958; M.A., 1962, Ph.D., 1966; Louisiana State Universit>'
MORGAN, FREDERICK WILLIAM, Assistant Professor of Mathi^iatical
Sciences
B.S.. Louisiana Tech University, 1969; M.S., 1971, Ph.D., 1975, Southern Methodist
University
MORGAN, HARVEY EUGENE, JR., Professor of IndtLstrial Education
B.S.. 1951. M.S.. 1956. Clemson University; Ed.D.. North Can.Iina State University. 1977
MORR, CHARLES VERNON. Stcnder Professor of Food Science
B.S.. 1952. M.S.. 1955, Ph.D.. 1959, Ohio Slate University
MORRELL, MICHAEL LEE. Assistant Professor of Civd Engineering
B.S.. 1967. M.S.C.E., 1970. Ph.D., 1972. State University of N»-w York (Buffalo)
MORRIS. MICHAEL ALAN, Asvi.vtanf Professor of Political Science
B.A. Southern Illin.m University, 1962; M.A., Middlrbury Cxjllege. 1963; MA.. 1965.
Ph.D.. 1971. Johni Hopkins Univenity
MORSE, JOHN CHAPMAN. Associate Professor of Entomology and Economic
7.ooU)gy
B.S., David»on College. 1968; M.S., Clemsoa Univenity. 1970; Ph.D.. Univenity ol
Georgia. 1974
MOUNTER, CLYDE THOMPSON, Assistant to the Leader. Extension Home
Economics Programs; Assistant Professor of Home Economics
B.A., Cmtral MethodUt College. 1958. M.S.. Univenity of Missouri. 1973
MOYLE, DAVID D0UC;LAS. Associate Professor of Materials Engineering
and Bioiiigint'vring
B.S.. Wilke. College, 1964; Ph.D.. 1969. Post Doctorate. 1969-71. RensseUrr Poly-
technic Institute
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MULHOLLAND, JANET BEVERLEY, Assistant Professor of Art History
B.A., 1971, M.A., 1974, Michigan State University
MULLINS, JOSEPH CHESTER, Professor of Chemical Engineering
B.S., 1955, M.S., 1960, Ph.D., 1965, Georgia Institute of Technology
MURDOCK, EDWARD CHARLES, Instructor in Agronomy and Soils
B.S., 1971, M.S., 1978, Clemson University
MUSEN, HAROLD LOUIS, Professor of Agronomy and Soils, Edisto
Experiment Station
B.S., Tennessee Polytechnic Institute, 1949; M.S., Auburn University, 1951; Ph.D.,
Rutgers University, 1955
NEWTON, ALFRED FRANKLIN, Head of Industrial Education Department;
Professor of Industrial Education
B.S., 1952, M.S., 1958, Clemson University; Ed.D., University of Tennessee, 1961
NICHOLSON, JAMES HARVEY, Assistant Professor of Mathematical Sciences
B.A., Southern Methodist University, 1950; M.A., University of Texas, 1957
NICHOLSON, SUSAN ANDREWS, Assistant Professor of Nursing, Bacca-
laureate Degree Program
B.S.X., University of Alabama, 1970; M.S.N., Medical College of Georgia, 1974
NIX, LAWRENCE EDWARD, Associate Professor of Forestry
B.S., 1968, M.S., 1970, Mississippi State University; Ph.D., University of Georgia, 1974
NOBLET, GAYLE PITTMAN, Assistant Professor of Zoology
B.S., Oklahoma Panhandle State College, 1968; Ph.D., Rice University, 1972
NOBLET, RAYMOND, Associate Professor of Entomology and Economic
Zoology
B.S.A., 1965, M.S., 1967, Ph.D., 1970, University of Georgia
NOLAN, CLIFFORD NEWELL, Professor of Agronomy and Soils
B.S., University of Florida, 1951; M.S., University of Georgia, 1957; Ph.D., University
of Florida, 1960
NORMAN, RICHARD BULLIS, Associate Professor of Architecture
B.S., Lawrence University, 1955; B.Arch., University of Illinois, 1959; M.Arch., Uni-
versity of Michigan, 1961; A. I. A.
NORTHERN, WILLIAM LAURUS, Professor of Dairy Science
B.S., North Carolina State University, 1950; M.Ag., West Virginia University, 1956;
Ph.D., University of Minnesota, 1970
NOWACK, ROBERT FRANCIS, Associate Professor of Civil Engineering
B.S., Carnegie-Mellon University, 1948; M.S., University of Pittsburgh, 1952
NOWACZYK, RONALD HENRY, Assistant Professor of Psychology
B.A., Northwestern University, 1973; M.A., 1975, Ph.D., 1977, Miami University
NYANKORI, JAMES CYPRIAN OKUK, Assistant Professor of Agricultural
Economics and Rural Sociology
B.S., Makerere University (Uganda), 1968; M.S., Ohio State University, 1970; Ph.D.,
University of Illinois, 1977
O'BRIEN, AGNES MAUREEN, Instructor in Economics
B.S., Auburn University, 1971; M.A., Oklahoma State University, 1973
O'BRIEN, EDWARD MICHAEL, Visiting Instructor in Bioengineering and
Electrical and Computer Engineering
B.S., Colorado State University, 1971; M.S., 1974, Ph.D., 1977, Iowa State University
O'BRIEN, MICHAEL BARRY, Visiting Assistant Professor of Economics
B.S., Pembroke State University, 1975
O'DELL, GLEN DEWITT, Professor of Dairy Science
B.S., 1953, M.S., 1955, Clemson University; Ph.D., University of Georgia, 1970
O'DELL, WAYNE TALMADGE, Associate Dean, College of Agricultural
Sciences; Director of Cooperative Extension Service; Professor of Dairy
Science
B.S., 1948, M.S., 1951, Clemson University; Ph.D., Pennsylvania State University, 1958
OGLE, WAYNE LeROY, Professor of Horticulture
B.S., University of Tennessee, 1948; M.S., University of Delaware, 1950; Ph.D., Uni-
versity of Maryland, 1952
OLIVE. EDWARD FLEMING, Associate Professor of Education
B.A., Louisiana Tech University, 1949; M.Ed., Louisiana State University, 1954; Ed.D.,
Auburn University, 1971
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OLIVO, THOMAS PETER, Visiting Assistant Professor of Vocational
Education
B.S„ State University of New York (Oswego), 1963; M.Ed., Wayne State University,
1968
OLSON, EDWARD STURE, Professor of Textile Chemistry
B.S., 1938, M.S., 1960, Clemson University
O'ROURKE, KATHLEEN ELLEN, Instructor in Nursing, Baccalaureate
Degree Program
B.S.N., 1974, M.S., 1977, Russell Sage College
OTTOLENGHI, MARINELLA, Visiting Alumni Professor of City and Regional
Planning
D.Arch., University of Rome (Italy), 1950; M.Arch., University of Pennsylvania, 1951
OVERCAMP, THOMAS JOSEPH, Associate Professor of Environmental
Systems Engineering
B.S., Michigan State University, 1968; S.M., 1970, Ph.D., 1973, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology; P.E.
OWENS, DALLAS DAVID, JR., Assistant Professor of Sociology
B.A., University of North Carolina, 1972; M.S., Utah State University, 1973; Ph.D.,
University of Tennessee, 1977
OWENS, RAMETH RICHARD, Assistant Professor of History
B.A., Agnes Scott College, 1956; M.A., Florida State University, 1961
OWENS, WALTON HARRISON, JR., Associate Professor of Political Science
A.B., Emory University, 1958; M.A., 1961, Ph.D., 1967, Florida State University
PADGETT, ADRIAN LEWIS, Assistant Professor of Agricultural Economics
and Rural Sociology
B.S., 1958, M.S., 1959, Clemson University
PAGE, EDWARD WALKER III, Associate Professor of Electrical and
Computer Engineering
B.S., Clemson University, 1965; M.S., University of Alabama, 1968; Ph.D., Duke
University, 1973
PAGE, NORWOOD RUFUS, Head of Agricultural Chemical Services Depart-
ment; Professor of Agronomy and Soils
B.S., Clemson University, 1939; M.S., North Carolina State University, 1941; Ph.D.,
University of Georgia, 1959
PALMER, JAMES HOWELL, Associate Professor of Agronomy and Soils
B.S., Clemson University, 1964; M.S., University of Georgia, 1966; Ph.D., Clemson
University, 1969
PALMER, MERRILL CRAIG, Associate Professor of Mathematical Sciences
B.S., University of Chattanooga, 1947; M.A., Vanderbilt Universit>', 1948
PARDUE, FRED EUGENE, Professor of Dairy Science
B.S., Berea College, 1960; M.S., University of Kentucky, 1962; Ph.D., University of
Georgia, 1973
PARK, EUGENE, Associate Professor of Mathematical Sciences
A.B., University of Georgia, 1939; M.A., Lehigh University, 1941
PARK, JOON BU, Associate Professor of Materials Engineering and
Biocnginccring
B.S., Boston University. 1967; M.S., Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1969; Ph.D.,
University of Utah, 1971
PARK. LAUHE'rrA IRENE, Assistant Professor of Psychologu
B.A., Muskingum Colli-ge, 1969; M.S., 1971, Ph.D., 1972. Florida State University
PARKS, CLYDE LEONARD, Professor of Agronomy and Soils
B.S.. Tenncsxfi? Technological University, 1950; M.S., Auburn Univrrsity, 1956; Ph.D.,
Texas A&M University, 1963
PARLI.MAN, BRUCE JAMES, Assistant Professor of Horticulture
B.S., University of New Hampshire, 1970; M.S.. 1973. Ph.D.. 1976. University of
Minnesota
PAHHADO. PEDRO FRANCISCO. Assistant Professor of Spanish
LL.D.. Univrnity of II 'Ml; M.A.. Unlvrnity of Miami. 1970
PARRY. THOMAS 111 . Associate Professor of Education
B.A.. University of Florui .. i > .... M.Ed.. 1958. Ed.D.. 1967. Univrrsit>- of Virginia
PATE. DOVE HENRY. JR., Director of Educational Services; Associate
Professor of Industrial V.ducation
B S.. 1965. M.In.Ed., 1967. Clrmion University; Ed.D., North Carolina State Univenity,
1970
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PATRICK, THOMAS MOORE, JR., Visiting Part-time Lecturer in Industrial
Management
B.A., Davidson College, 1962; LL.B,, University of Virginia, 1965
PATTEN, FRANK CANNON, Instructor in Agricultural Engineering, Fee Dee
Experiment Station
B.S., Clemson University, 1964
PATTERSON, GORDON WHITFIELD, Associate Professor of Architecture
B.A., B.Arch., University of Arkansas, 1965; M.Arch., Clemson University, 1974
PATTERSON, JAMES WAYNE, Assistant Professor of Industrial Management
B.S., 1970, M.A., 1971, University of Alabama; Ph.D., University of Arkansas, 1977
PAUL, FRANK WATERS, Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering
B.S., I960, M.S., 1964, Pennsylvania State University; Ph.D., Lehigh University, 1968
PAYNTER, MALCOLM JAMES BENJAMIN, Head of Microbiology
Department; Professor of Microbiology
B.Sc, 1959, M.Sc, 1962, Ph.D., 1964, Sheffield University (England)
PEARCE, BRITT KENDALL, Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering
B.S., Clemson University, 1965; M.S., 1967, Ph.D., 1969, Georgia Institute of Technology
PECK, JOHN CHARLES, Director, Division of Information Systems
Development; Associate Professor of Computer Science
B.S., 1966, M.S., 1968, Ph.D., 1971, University of Southwestern Louisiana
PEDEN, RALPH KENNETH, Associate Professor of Education
B.S., Presbyterian College, 1956; M.A., Middle Tennessee State University, 1965; Ed.D.,
University of Mississippi, 1972
PENNSCOTT, WILLIAM WALTER, Professor of Education
B.S., Northern Illinois Univer^, 1950; M.A., University of Illinois, 1952; Ed.S., 1965,
Ed.D., 19fl7, Indiana University
PEPPERS, LARRY GENE, Assistant Professor of Sociology
B.S., 1969, M.A., 1971, Memphis State University; Ph.D., Oklahoma State University,
1973
PERRY, LEONARD THOMAS, Instructor in Spanish
Certificado de Aptitud, Escuela Central de Idiomas de Madrid, 1960; B.A., John Carroll
University, 1964; M.A., University of Termessee, 1969
PERRY, ROBERT LINDSAY, Associate Professor of Engineering Technology
B.M.E., 1947, M.M.E., 1953, Clemson University; P.E.
PERTUIT, ALTON JOSEPH, JR., Associate Professor of Horticulture
B.S., 1962, M.S., 1964, Louisiana State University; Ph.D., University of Maryland, 1970
PETERSEN, PAUL FREDERICK, Visiting Instructor in Industrial
Management
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University, 1963; M.B.A., Clemson-Furman Universities, 1974
PETROWSKY, MARC LEE, Visiting Assistant Professor of Sociology
B.A., Southwestern Oklahoma State University, 1970; M.A., 1971, Ph.D., 1975, University
of Florida
PETTIGREW, STEPHEN ROBERT, Visiting Instructor in Agricultural Eco-
nomics and Rural Sociology
B.S., 1973, M.S., 1975, Clemson University
PHILLIPS, WILLIAM ARNOLD, Associate Professor of Architecture
B.S., Georgia Institute of Technology, 1958; B.L.A., Louisiana State University, 1960;
M.L.A., Harvard University, 1962; A.S.L.A.
PILO, MARVIN ROBERT, Instructor in Political Science
B.A., 1966, M.A., 1969, Columbia University
PINDER, ALBERT REGINALD, Fred Harvey Hall Calhoun Professor of
Chemistry
B.Sc, 1941, Ph.D., 1948, D.Sc, 1963, University of Sheffield; D.Phil., University of
Oxford, 1950
PITNER, JOHN BRUCE, Superintendent of Pee Dee Experiment Station;
Professor of Agronomy and Soils
B.S., 1938, M.S., 1939, Mississippi State University; Ph.D., University of Wisconsin,
1944
PITTMAN, JEROLD FRANKLIN, Professor of Agricultural Economics and
Rural Sociology
B.S., 1951, M.S., 1956, Clemson University; Ph.D., North Carolina State University,
1969
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PITTS, DONALD ROSS, Professor of Mechanical Engineering
B.M.E., Auburn University, 1951; M.S.M.E., 1960, Ph.D., 1968, Georgia Institute of
Technology
PIVORUN, EDWARD BRONI, Assistant Professor of Zoology
B.S., Tufts University, 1968; Ph.D., University of Minnesota, 1973
PLACONE, DENNIS LAWRENCE, Instructor in Economics
B.A., 1970, M.A., 1972, University of Pittsburgh
POE, HERBERT VERNON, Associate Professor of Electrical and Computer
Engineering and Engineering Technology
B.S., North Carolina State University, 1944; M.S., Texas A&M University, 1950; P.E.
POLK, GEORGE MERRITT, JR., Associate Professor of Architecture
B.S.Arch., University of Kansas, 1949; M.Arch., University of Oklahoma, 1954
POLLOCK, THOMAS EDWARD, Assistant Professor of Environmental
Systems Engineering
B.Engr., 1967, M.Engr., 1969, Ph.D., 1976, McMaster University (Canada)
POMEROY, ROBERT STEPHEN, Visiting Instructor in Agricultural
Economics and Rural Sociology
B.A., Johnson State College, 1976; M.C.R.P., Clemson Unive/sity, 1978
POPE, JAMES RUSSELL, JR., Lecturer in Recreation and Park
Administration
B.S., Georgia Southern College, 1973; M.R.P.A., Clemson University, 1975
PORTER, ELIZABETH REED, Visiting Instructor in English
B.A., University of Arkansas, 1975; M.A., Clemson University, 1977
PORTER, JOHN JEFFERSON, Professor of Textile Chemistry
B.S. in Ch.E., 1956, Ph.D., 1960, Georgia Institute of Technology; P.E.
POTEAT, CHARLES EDWARD, Instructor in Recreation and Park
Administration
B.A., 1972, M.A., 1974, University of North Carolina
POWELL, GARY LEE, Associate Professor of Biochemistry
B.S., University of Cahfomia (Los Angeles), 1962; Ph.D., Purdue University, 1967;
Post Doctorate, Washington University, 1967-69
PREVOST, AILEEN SAIN, Associate Professor of Nursing, Associate Degree
Program
B.S.N., Queens College (North Carolina), 1947; M.N., Emory University, 1957
PRINCE, JOHN LUTHER III, Associate Professor of Electrical and Computer
Engineering
B.S., Southern Methodist University, 1965; M.E.E., 1968, Ph.D., 1969, North Carolina
State University
PRINZINGER, JOSEPH MORRIS, Assistant Professor of Economics
B.S., Rider College, 1969; Ph.D., GcorKJa State University, 1974
PRIVETTE, ARLENE BAUKNIGHT, Instructor in Nursing, Baccalaureate
Degree Program
B.S.N., University of South Carolina. 1969, M.S.N.. Clemson University. 1978
PRIVETTE, CHARLES VICTOR, Associate Professor of Agricultural
Engineering
B.S., 1963, M.S., 1968, Clemson University
PRO<:r()R. ROSA ELLEN. Lecturer in Medical Trchtwlogy; Educational
Coordinator, School of Medical Technology, Self Memorial Hospital
B.S.. Ijindrr Collfgr. 1957
PR(X:T0H. rilOMAS GILMER. Professor of Mathematical Sciences
B.N.E., 1956, M.S.. 1962. Ph.D.. 1964. North CnroUna State Univrnit>'
PHUITT, JAMES HOHKirr. Adjunct Professor of Rioengineering
B.S., The C:itndcl. 19.'>«; M.I)., Mcdiial Univrr.ity of South Ciirolinii. 1960
PRZESTRZKLSKI. PHILLIP JOHN. Assistant Professor of Forestry
B.S., Stwtr University of New York (Syracuse), 1969; M.S., North Carolina State
Univenity, 1972
PYLE. DAVID DALE, State Leader of 4-H and Youth Development Programs;
Associate Professor of Animal Scierwc
B.S.. I^lrdur Univrr»ity. 1963. M.A.. 1971. Ed.D.. 1975. Ball Slate Univenity
QUISENBERRY, VIRGIL LEE. Associate Professor of Agronomy and Soils
B.S.. 1969. M.S., 1971, Ph.D., 1974, Univenity of Kentucky
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RAD, PARVIZ FOROOTAN, Associate Professor of Civil Engineering
B.S., Teheran University (Iran), 1964; M.S., Ohio State University, 1966; C.E., 1968,
Ph.D., 1970, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
RAETSCH, BARBARA MORRIS, Assistant Professor of Education
B.S., Winthrop College, 1968; M.Ed., 1971, Ed.D., 1973, University of Georgia
RAETSCH, FREDERICK CARL, Associate Professor of Education
B.A., Western Michigan University, 1965; M.A., Appalachian State University, 1970;
Ph.D., University of Georgia, 1972
RAY, JOHN ROBERT, Professor of Physics and Astronomy
B.S., Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology, 1961; Ph.D., Ohio University, 1964
REAMER, LARRY DONALD, Associate Professor of Forestry
B.S., 1961, M.S., 1966, Clemson University
REEL, JEROME VINCENT, JR., Professor of History
B.S., 1960, M.A., 1961, University of Southern Mississippi; Ph.D., Emory University,
1967
REEVES, CALVIN BRIGHT, Associate Professor of Dairy Science
B.S., Oklahoma A&M College, 1942; M.S., Ohio State University, 1947
REGNIER, IRELAND GEORGE, Professor of Visual Arts
B.F.A., 1950, M.F.A., 1951, Kansas City Art Institute
REITER, BETTY BAKER, Visiting Instructor in Mathematical Sciences
B.A., University of North Carolina (Greensboro), 1964; M.S., Clemson University, 1966;
M.S., University of Hawaii, 1970
REITER, HAROLD BRAUN, Visiting Associate Professor of Mathematical
Sciences
B.S., Louisiana State University, 1964; M.S., 1965, Ph.D., 1969, Clemson University
REMPUSHESKI, VERONICA FRANCES, Instructor in Nursing, Baccalaureate
Degree Program
B.S.N., Seton Hall University, 1975; M.S.N., University of Colorado, 1976
RENEKE, JAMES ALLEN, Associate Professor of Mathematical Sciences
B.A., 1958, M.A., 1960, University of Florida; Ph.D., University of North Carolina, 1964
RHODES, BILLY BERYL, Assistant Professor of Horticulture
B.A., Arkansas College, 1964; M.S., University of Arkansas, 1966; Ph.D., Kansas State
University, 1973
RICE, JAMES SHELBY, Associate Professor of Agronomy and Soils
B.S., 1966, M.S., 1968, University of Tennessee; Ph.D., University of Illinois, 1971
RICE, RICHARD WAYNE, Assistant Professor of Chemical Engineering
B.S., Clemson University, 1968; M.Ph., 1970, M.S., Ph.D., 1972, Yale University
RICH, LINVIL GENE, Professor of Environmental Systems Engineering
B.S., 1947, M.S., 1948, Ph.D., 1951, Virginia Polytechnic Institute; P.E.
RICHARDSON, ELAINE MARY, Instructor in Dairy Science
B.S., Memphis State University, 1970; M.S., Clemson University, 1976
RICHARDSON, ELEANOR JOYCE, State 4-H and Youth Development
Coordinator; Assistant Professor of Home Economics
B.S., 1962, M.S., 1966, Auburn University
RICHARDSON. JOEL LANDRUM, Associate Professor of Textiles
B.S., Clemson University, 1942; M.S., North Carolina State University, 1960; P.E.
RICHARDSON, JOHN COAKLEY, Visiting Associate Professor of Education
B.S., 1958, M.A., 1962, Western Kentucky University; Ed.D., University of Kentucky,
1971
RICHARDSON, MELVIN KENDRICK, Professor of Mechanical Engineering
and Engineering Mechanics
B.S.M.E., Clemson University, 1957; M.S., North Carolina State University, 1962; M.A.,
Ph.D., 1965, University of Alabama
RIDLEY, JOHN DAVID. Assistant Professor of Horticulture
B.S., 1965, M.S., 1967, Clemson University
RIFE, LAWRENCE ALBERT, Associate Professor of Mathematical Sciences
B.S., North Dakota State University, 1940; M.A., University of Nebraska, 1947
RISHER, CHARLES FRANKLIN, Associate Professor of Poultry Science
B.S., Clemson Universit>', 1953
RIZVI, SYED SHAUKAT HUSAIN, Assistant Professor of Food Science
B.S., 1968, M.S., 1970, Panjab University (India); Ph.D., Ohio State University, 1976
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ROBBINS, MARION LeRON, Associate Professor of Horticulture, Truck
Experiment Station
B.S., Clemson University, 1964; M.S., Louisiana State University, 1966; Ph.D., University
of Maryland, 1968
ROBERSON, GEORGIA TAYLOR, State 4-H and Youth Development
Coordinator; Associate Professor of Home Economics
B.S., Winthrop College, 1945; M.Ed., University of Maryland, 1958
ROBERTS, CARLETON WHITMAN, Professor of Textile Chemistry
B.A., New York University, 1943; M.S., 1947, Ph.D., 1950, Polytechnic Institute of
Brooklyn
ROBERTS, DARRELL LYNN, Associate Professor of Agricultural Engineering
B.S., University of Florida, 1962; M.S., 1964, Ph.D., 1970, North Carolina State
University
ROBERTS, WILLIAM RUSSELL, State 4-H and Youth Development
Coordinator; Assistant Professor of Agricultural Education
B.S., 1959, M.S., 1974, Clemson University
ROBINETTE, DAVID LAMAR, Associate Professor of Entomology and
Economic Zoology
B.S., 1966, M.S., 1968, Ph.D., 1973, Auburn University
ROBINSON, BOBBY HUGH, Professor of Agricultural Economics and Rural
Sociology
B.S., Berea College, 1964; M.S., North Carolina State University, 1967; Ph.D., Clemson
University, 1968
ROBINSON, GILBERT CHASE, Head of Ceramic Engineering Department;
Professor of Ceramic Engineering
B.Cer.E., North Carolina State University, 1940; Sc.D., Alfred University, 1970; P.E.
ROBINSON, MARY GERALDINE, Assistant Professor of Nursing, Baccalau-
reate Degree Program
B.E., New York State University College (Brockport), 1943; M.N., Yale University, 1946
RODGERS. JOHN HASFORD, Professor of Agricultural Education
B.S., 1952, M.S., 1953, Clemson University; Ph.D., Ohio State University, 1961
ROGAINIS, JANIS, Assistant Professor of History
B.A., Western Washington State College, 1966; M.A., 1969, Ph.D., 1975, Indiana
University
ROGERS, HILTON VERNARD, Head of Fertilizer Inspection and Aiudysis
Department; Lecturer in Agronomy and Soils
B.S., Clemson University, 1948; M.S., University of Wisconsin, 1959
ROLLIN, ROGER BEST, Lemon Professor of Literature
B.A., Washington and Jefferson College, 1952; M.A., 1957. Ph.D., 1960, Yale University
ROMEISER, JOHN BEALS, Visiting Assistant Professor of French and Italian
B.A., Colnatf University. 1970; M.A.. 1972. Ph.D.. 1975. Vaiul.rhilt Univt-rsity
ROPEH. TED JONES. Adjunct Professor of Health Physics
B.S.. Wofford College, 1955; M.D., Medical Univirsity of Sciuth Carolina. 1959
ROSENW ALD. ELEANOR SUE, Instructor in Nursing, Associate Degree
Program
B.A.. University of MnMnchusetts. 1975; M.S.N.. Medical College of Georgia, 1977
HOSWAL. LEO.N, Director of Associate Degree Program in Nursing; Associate
Professor of Nursing
B.S.. Adrlphi College. 1951; M.S.. Teachera CoUeg«. CohimbU Univrnity. 1954
ROrn. KHEI)KRIC:K GEORGK. Pnrfessor of Architecture
B.A., Cathttge (:<.llrgr. 1934; B.Arch.. Univrnity .)f Minncs.)ta, 1940; M.Arch.. Massa-
<hii«rltt Inntitiite of Trt hnnlogy. 1942, A. I. A.. K.A.I. A.
ROUSE. JANE CHANDLER. \'ivirif»^' Instructor in French
B.A.. Converge College. H)e9. M.Kd.. Tlir Citadel. 1977
ROUSE, ROHERT WH.SON. Associate Professor of Accounting and Finance
B.A.. nWfi. MB. A.. IWflH. Kiirrnun rnivcnity; Ph.D.. Univrnity of South Canilma. 1974
RUCKLE. WH^LIAM HENRY, Professor of Mathematical Sciences
A.B.. Limoln Univenit>', 19flO; M.S.. 19«2. Ph.D.. I9fi3. Florula State Unlvrnity
RUDISn.L. CARL Sn)NEY. Professor of Mechanical Engineering
BS.M.K.. 19.54. M.S.M.K
.
I9fll. Ph.D.. 19«8. North Carolina State University
RUDOWSKI, VICrOR ANTHONY. Associate Professor of English
B.A., Union CoUrge. 1955; Ph.D.. Harvard University. 1964
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RUMSEY, EDWIN FRANCIS, Head of Aerospace Studies Department;
Professor of Aerospace Studies
Colonel, U.S. Air Force; B.S., U.S. Military Academy, 1955; M.P.S., Auburn University,
1971
RUPERT, EARLENE ATCHISON, Professor of Agronomy and Soils
B.A., Huntingdon College, 1941; M.S., University of Alabama, 1943; Ph.D., University
of Virginia, 1946
RUPPERT, EDWARD ERNST, Assistant Professor of Zoology
B.A., Hartwick College, 1966; Ph.D., University of North Carolina, 1975
RUPPERT, MARIETTE VOGEL, Instructor in Zoology
B.S., 1962, M.S., 1971, Tufts University
RUSSELL, CHARLES BRADLEY, Associate Professor of Mathematical
Sciences and Industrial Management
B.A., University of the South, 1962; M.S., 1963, Ph.D., 1967, Florida State University
RUSSO, KENNETH JOHN, Professor of Architecture
B.Arch., Oklahoma State University, 1957; M.Arch., Clemson University, 1965; A.I.A.
RUTLEDGE, JOHN ANDREW, JR., Visiting Instructor in Agricultural
Economics and Rural Sociology
B.S., 1971, M.Ed., 1976, North Carolina State University
RYAN, DANIEL LEO, Associate Professor of Engineering Graphics
B.S., Iowa State University, 1963; M.S., University of Northern Iowa, 1968
SARIN, GUY EDWARD, Associate Professor of Forestry
B.S., Clemson University, 1959; M.F., Yale University, 1963
SALLEY, JAMES RAWORTH, JR., Associate Professor of Chemistry
B.S., College of Charleston, 1937; M.S., Clemson University, 1953
SANDBERG, BRUCE LeROY, Associate Professor of Education
B.A., Gustavus Adolphus CoUege, 1951; M.A., Northwestern University, 1955; Ph.D.,
University of Illinois, 1966
SANDERS, MICHAEL HOWARD, Assistant Professor of Industrial
Management
B.S., 1970, J.D., 1975, University of South Carolina
SAUNDERS, PAUL RICHARD, Visiting Instructor in Recreation and Park
Administration
B.S., M.S., Purdue University, 1972
SAUNDERS, RICHARD LEROY, JR., Associate Professor of History
B.A., Northwestern University, 1962; M.A., 1964, Ph.D., 1971, University of Illinois
SAVITSKY, GEORGE BORIS, Professor of Chemistry
B.S., Aurora University, 1947; Ph.D., University of Florida, 1959; Post Doctorate,
Princeton University, 1959-61
SAVITSKY, LUDMILA ALEXANDER, Lecturer in Russian
B.A., Clemson University, 1971
SAWYER, CORINNE HOLT, Associate Professor of English
B.A., 1945, M.A., 1948, University of Mirmesota; Ph.D., University of Birmingham, 1954
SAWYER, RAYMOND CONNELL, Assistant Professor of Drama
B.S., Shippensburg State College, 1965; M.A., University of Washington, 1971; Ph.D.,
University of Illinois, 1975
SCHAAP, THOMAS NEIL, Assistant Professor of Economics
B.S., 1971, M.A., 1973, Central Michigan University
SCHAFFER, ALAN, Head of History Department; Professor of History
B.A., New York University, 1958; M.A., 1959, Ph.D., 1962, University of Virginia
SCHALLES, STEPHEN WADE, Instructor in Education; Head Wrestling
Coach
B.S., Clarion State College, 1974; M.S., University of South Dakota, 1977
SCHINDLER, JAMES EDWARD, Associate Professor of Zoology
B.S., North Dakota State University, 1966; D.Phil., Oxford University (England) 1969
SCHOENIKE, ROLAND ERNST, Professor of Forestry
B.S., 1951, M.S., 1953, Ph.D., 1962, University of Minnesota
SCHOLTENS, JOHN RICHARD, Instructor in Forestry, Belle W. Baruch
Forest Science Institute
B.S., University of Kentucky, 1973; M.S., Clemson University, 1975
SCHUBERT, WALTER JOSEPH, Assistant Professor of Economics
B.A., 1972, M.A., 1975, Rutgers University
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SCHULTZ, ELLEN DIANE, Instructor in Nursing, Baccalaureate Degree
Program
B.A., College of St. ScholasUca, 1970; M.S., University of Minnesota, 1975
SCHULTZ, NORMAN RUDOLF, JR., Assistant Professor of Psychology
B.A., 1967, M.A., 1974, Ph.D., 1976, Syracuse University
SCHWARTZ, ARNOLD EDWARD, Dean, Graduate Studies and University
Research; Professor of Civil Engineering
B.S.C.E., 1958, M.S.C.E., 1960, University of Notre Dame; Ph.D., Georgia Institute of
Technology, 1963; P.E.
SCHWARZ, HERMANN, Assistant Professor of Nursing, Associate Degree
Program
B.A., Brooklyn College, 1955; M.A., New York University, 1973
SCOTT, HARVEY, Associate Professor of Bioengineering and Materials
Engineering
B.A., Lafayette College, 1951; M.S., 1953, Ph.D., 1956, University of Delaware
SEAMON, LEON EDWARD, Assistant Professor of French and Spanish
B.S., Georgia Institute of Technology, 1962; M.A., 1964, Ph.D., 1972, University of
Georgia
SEIDMAN, KURT, Visiting Instructor in Chemistry
B.S., Washington and Lee University, 1970; M.S., University of South Carolina, 1973;
Ph.D., Colorado State University, 1976
SELLERS, PATRICIA MARGARET, Assistant Professor of Nursing, Associate
Degree Program
B.S.N., College of Saint Scholastica, 1953; M.N., University of South Carolina, 1974
SENN, DAVID JAMES, Associate Professor of Psychology
B.A., North Central College, 1962; M.A., Northern Illinois University, 1964; Ph.D.,
University of Massachusetts, 1967
SENN, LOUIE HAMPTON. JR., Director of Division of Regulatory and
Public Service Programs; Lecturer in Entomology and Economic Zoology
B.S., 1947, M.S., 1953, Clemson University; Ph.D., University of Georgia, 1969
SENN, TAZE LEONARD, Head of Horticulture Department; Professor of
Horticulture
B.S., Clemson University, 1939; M.S., 1950, Ph.D., 1958, University of Maryland
SENTER, HERMAN FRANK, Assistant Professor of Mathematical Sciences
B.S., North Carolina State University. 1965; M.S., University of Virginia. 1967; Ph.D.,
North Carolina State University, 1973
SEO, KENZO. Associate Professor of Mathematical Sciences
B.S., Tokyo University of Education. 1953; M.S.. 1958. Ph.D., 1962, Purdue University
SHAIN, WILLIAM ARTHUR, Associate Professor of Forestry
B.S.F., 1953, M.F., 1957, University of Georgia; Ph.D., Michigan State Universit>. 1963
SHANNON, RUSSELL DELBERT. Professor of Economics
B.A., Duke University, 1960; M.A.. 1962. Ph.D.. 1966. Tnlane University-
SHEARLW ARTHUR TOWNSEND. Instructor in Forestry
B.S., 1959, M.S.. 1969, Clemson University
SHEPARD. BUFORD MERLE, Associate Professor of Entomology and
Ecimomic /.oology
B.S., Middle Te-nnessff State University. 1966; M.S.. University of Georgia. 1968;
Ph.D., Tvxa% A&M University, 1971
SHF^RIFF. JIMMY DON. Associate Professor of Accounting and Finance
B.A.. Central VVeslcyan College. 1964; M.B.A.. 1970. Ph.D.. 1976. UnivrrNity of Georgia
SHERRILL. MAX DOUCJLAS. Professor of Physics
B.S.. 19.'52. Ph.D.. 1961. University of North Carolina
SHILLINC;. MAHY E.MILY, Adjunct Associate Professor of Sursing,
Baccalaureate Degree Program
B.S.N. . Univernity «»f Virginia. 1966. M.S.N.. University of Pennsylvnni«, 1968
SHILSTONE. FREDERICK WILLIAM. Assistant Professor of English
B.A.. Vanderhilt Univcnity, 1970. M.A.. 1972. Ph.D., 1974. Indmnn I'nivmity
SHIVELY, jESSUP MacLEAN, Head of Biochemistry Departmetit; Professor
of Bioch4tnistry
B.S.. 1U.'57. M.S.. 1959. Ph.D.. 1962, Purdue Univcnity
SIAS. FHKDEHICK RALPH. JR., Associate Professor of Electrical and
Computer Etiginerring
B.S.. 1954. M.S.. 1959. Univenity of Florida; Ph.D.. Unlvenity of Missiuippi. 1970
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SIBLEY, ALBIN MICHAEL, Associate Professor of Accounting and Finance
B.S., 1966, M.A., 1968, Appalachian State University; Ph.D., University of South
Carolina, 1972
SIEVERDES, CHRISTOPHER MICHAEL, Assistant Professor of Sociology
B.A., University of Richmond, 1966; M.S., Virginia Commonwealth University, 1972;
Ph.D., Mississippi State University, 1973
SILL, BENJAMIN LEE, Associate Professor of Civil Engineering and
Engineering Mechanics
B.S., 1967, M.S., 1969, North Carolina State University; Ph.D., Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University, 1974
SIMMONS, NANCY CAROL, Instructor in Psychology
B.S., 1969, M.A., 1971, University of South Carolina
SIMMS, JOHN BARBER, Assistant Professor of English
B.S., Spring Hill College, 1950; M.A., University of Kentucky, 1961
SIMON. FREDERICK TYLER, /. E. Sirrine Professor of Textile Science
B.S., Morris Harvey College, 1955; M.S., Marshall University, 1958
SIMPSON, CLAUDE SHERARD, JR., Instructor in Industrial Management
B.S., 1953, M.Ed., 1972, Clemson University
SIMS, ERNEST THEODORE, JR.. Professor of Horticulture
B.S.A., University of Georgia, 1954; M.Sc, 1959, Ph.D., 1962, Ohio State University
SINKA, MARGIT MONICA, Assistant Professor of German and Spanish
B.A., Baldwin-Wallace College, 1964; M.A., Middlebury College, 1965; Ph.D., University
of North Carohna, 1974
SITTERLY, WAYNE ROBERT, Superintendent of Truck Experiment Station;
Professor of Plant Pathology and Physiology
B.S,, Iowa State University, 1953; M.S., 1955, Ph.D., 1957, Purdue University
SKARDON, BEVERLY NORTON, Assistant Professor of English
B.S., Clemson University, 1938; M.A., University of Georgia, 1964
SKELLEY, GEORGE CALVIN, JR., Professor of Animal Science
B.S., Oklahoma Panhandle State College, 1958; M.S., 1960, Ph.D., 1963, University of
Kentucky
SKELTON, BILLY RAY, Professor of Economics
B.S., 1956, M.S., 1958, Clemson University; Ph.D., Duke University, 1964
SKELTON, BOBBY JOE, Professor of Horticulture
B.S., 1957, M.S., 1960, Clemson University; Ph.D., Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 1966
SKELTON, THOMAS EUGENE, Professor of Entomology and Economic
Zoology
B.S., 1953, M.S., 1956, Clemson University; Ph.D., University of Georgia, 1969
SKIPPER, HORACE DEAN. Associate Professor of Agronomy and Soils
B.S., North Carolina State University, 1964; M.S., 1967, Ph.D., 1969, Oregon State
University
SKOVE, MALCOLM JOHN, Alumni Professor of Physics
B.S., Clemson University, 1956; Ph.D., University of Virginia, 1960
SLANN, MARTIN WAYNE. Associate Professor of Political Science
A.B., University of Miami, 1964; M.A., University of Connecticut, 1966; Ph.D., Uni-
versity of Georgia, 1970
SLOAN, DON REX, Assistant Professor of Poultry Science
B.S.A., Universit>' of Arkansas, 1967; Ph.D., University of Florida, 1976
SMITH, BENJAMIN LANDIS, Instructor in Industrial Education
B.S., Florida State University, 1966; M.In.Ed., Clemson Universit>-, 1972
SMITH, BILL ROSS, Associate Professor of Agronomy and Soib
B.S., Texas Tech Universit>', 1964; M.S., University of Arizona, 1966; Ph.D., North
Carolina State Universit>-, 1970
SxMITH, CHESTER ROLAND. Professor of Industrial Management
B.S., University of Alabama, 1941; M.A., 1947, Ph.D., 1950, Universit>' of Virginia
SMITH, DANIEL BRUCE, Associate Professor of Agricultural Economics and
Rural Sociology
B.S., Auburn Universit>-, 1963; M.S., University of Tennessee, 1965; Ph.D., University
of Kentucky, 1973
SMITH, DAVID CANNON. Instructor in Entomology and Economic Zooloeu
B.S., 1971, M.S., 1974, Clemson University
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SMITH, DONALD LAMAR, Assistant Professor of Military Science
Captain, United States Anny; B.S., University of South Carolina, 1971; M.A., Webster
CoUege, 1974
SMITH, EARL BRUCE, Lecturer in Medical Technology, Greenville Memorial
Hospital
B.S., 1965, Ph.D., 1972, University of Georgia
SMITH, FRED HARRISON, Professor of Plant Pathology and Physiology
B.S.A., 1951, M.S.A., 1952, Ph.D., 1970, University of Georgia
SMITH, IVIE LEE, Adjunct Professor of Textiles
B.S., Georgia College, 1943; M.S., Purdue University, 1946; Ph.D., Western Reserve
University, 1952
SMOAK, JUNE LANGLEY, Associate Professor of Home Economics
B.S., Winthrop College, 1954
SNELL, ABSALOM WEST, Associate Director of Agricultural Experiment
Station; Professor of Agricultural Engineering
B.S., Clemson University, 1949; M.S., Iowa State University, 1952; Ph.D., North Caro-
lina State University, 1964; P.E.
SNELL, GEORGIA ANN, Assistant Professor of Nursing, Baccalaureate
Degree Program
B.S.N.Ed., University of Georgia, 1951; M.S.N. , Catholic University of America, 1954
SNELSIRE, ROBERT WILLIAM, Associate Professor of Electrical and
Computer Engineering and Engineering Technology
B.A., Bethany College, 1956; B.S., 1956, M.S., 1958, Ph.D., 1964, Carnegie Institute
of Technology
SNIPES, DAVID STRANGE, Associate Professor of Geology
B.S., Wake Forest University, 1950; Ph.D., University of North Carolina, 1965
SOBCZYK, ANDREW FLORIAN, Samuel Mancr Martin Professor of
Mathematical Sciences
B.A., 1935, M.A., 1936, University of Minnesota; Ph.D., Princeton University, 1939
SPADONI, ROSEMARY ANN, Assistant Professor of Nursing, Baccalaureate
Program
B.S.N., 1956, M.S.N., 1970. Russell Sage College
SPARKS, ELISA KAY, Instructor in English
B.A.. Bryn Mawr College, 1973
SPECKHARD, DAVID CARL, Assistant Professor of Biochemistry
B.A., DcPauw University, 1970; Ph.D., Ohio State Univcrsit>-. 1975
SPENCER, HAROLD GARTH, Professor of Chcmistnj
B.S.E., 1952, M.S., 1958. Ph.D., 1959, University of Florida
SPEZIALE, BARBARA JEAN, Instructor in Botany
B.A., State University of New York ( Binghnmton ), 1974; M.S., University of Minnesota,
1977
SPRAY, RICHARD ALLMAN, Associate Professor of Agricultural Engineering
B.S., 1966, M.S.. 1967. West Virginia University; Ph.D.. University of Missouri. 1972
STAFFORD, DONALD BENNFIT. Associate Professor of Civil Eugimcring
B.S.. 1961, M.S., 1963. Ph.D.. 196H. North Carolina Stat« University; P.E.
STANLEY. VIRGINIA BFI f'HFR Assistant Professor of Education
B.S., Winthrop College, H)f " Clemson University, 1971
STA\T().\, LYN.N AKTIH i . \ istant Professor of Agricultural Economics
and Bural Sociology
B.S., 1959. M.S., 1961, Cornell Univenity; Ph.D., Louisiana State University, 1970
S1KADMAN, MARK SIDNEY. JR.. Professor of English
A.B.. Emory University. 19.'S1; M.A., 1956, Ph.D., 1963, Florida State University
STEINER, PINCKNKY ALSTON. Associate Professor of Physics
B.S., University of Georgia. 1».'S9; Ph.D., Duke University. 1965; Post Doctorate, Uni-
versity of C<i|>enhaBrn. 19fl4-6W
STKIRKH. WILLIAM FRANK. JR.. Associate Professor of lUstom
B.A.. (;etty»hurg College. 19.'$9, M.A.. 1962. Ph.D.. 1972. I'niversity of Pennsylvanlo
STELLINC;. FRANK H.. Adjunct Professor of Jiioengineering
B.S.. Augusta College, 1934. M.D., Medical College of Georgia. 193H
STEPHENS. HOHFRT LOHIN Assistant Professor of Agronomy and Soils
B.S.. 1958. M.S.. 1968. Clctnion Unlvrnity
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STEVENSON, JOHN LOVETT, Professor of Recreation and Park
Administration
B.S., Davidson College, 1952; B.D., 1955, Th.M., 1957, Union Theological Seminary;
Ph.D., Indiana University, 1968
STEWART, HARRY EUGENE, Head of Languages Department; Professor of
French
B.A., DePauw University, 1953; M.A., 1956, Ph.D., 1961, Indiana University
STILLWELL, EPHRAIM POSEY, JR., Professor of Physics
B.S., Wake Forest University, 1956; M.S., 1958, Ph.D., 1960, University of Virginia
STOCKHAM, JAMES ALLEN, Assistant Professor of Visual Arts
B.F.A., 1970, M.F.A., 1973, Wayne State University
STONE, MARY McCALL, State 4-H and Youth Development Coordinator;
Assistant Professor of Home Economics
B.S., Erskine College, 1966; M.S., Winthrop College, 1968
STOVER, RONALD GRADY, Assistant Professor of Sociology
B.A., 1970, M.A., 1973, Ph.D., 1975, University of Georgia
STRUNK, ROBERT IRELAND, Visiting Lecturer in Recreation and Park
Administration
B.A., Carson-Newman College, 1975; M.S., Eastern Kentucky University, 1976
STURGIS, EUGENIE VENTRE, Instructor in Mathematical Sciences
B.S., 1945, M.S., 1949, Louisiana State University
STURTEVANT, GAIL ELIZABETH, Visiting Instructor in Nursing, Associate
Degree Program
B.S.N., University of South Carolina, 1971
STUTZENBERGER, FRED JOHN, Associate Professor of Microbiology
B.S., Bellarmine-Ursuline College, 1962; M.S., University of Houston, 1964; Ph.D.,
Michigan State University, 1967
SULENTIC, MILO NORMAN, Visiting Assistant Professor of Industrial
Education
B.A., 1957, M.A., 1959, University of Northern Iowa; Ph.D., University of Minnesota.
1973
SULLIVAN, JOHN RUSSELL, Associate Professor of Mathematical Sciences
A.B., 1939, M.A., 1949, Georgetown University
SULLIVAN, MICHAEL JACK, Associate Professor of Entomology and
Economic Zoology, Edisto Experiment Station
B.S., Texas Tech University, 1967; M.S., 1971, Ph.D., 1973, North Carolina State
University
SUMAN, REYNOLD FOY, Associate Professor of Agronomy and Soib, Edisto
Experiment Station
B.S., 1950, M.S., 1952, North Carolina State University
SUTTON, RUSSELL WAYNE, Associate Professor of AgricuUural Economics
and Rural Sociology
B.S., 1963, M.S., 1967, Ph.D., 1974, University of Kentucky
SWANSON, DAVID MITCHELL, Associate Professor of Industrial
Management
B.S., University of North Carolina, 1966; M.A., University of Chicago, 1969; Ph.D.,
University of North Carolina, 1972
SWANSON, NANCY VAN ARNAM, Visiting Instructor in English
B.A., University of North Carolina, 1970; M.A., Clemson University, 1977
SWEENEY, JOHN ROBERT, Assistant Professor of Entomology and Economic
Zoology
B.S., 1967, M.S., 1971, University of Georgia; Ph.D., Colorado State University, 1975
TALBOTT, WILLIAM HAESELER, Assistant Professor of Chemical
Engineering
B.S., University of Cincinnati, 1965; M.S., University of Michigan, 1972
TANNER, GLORIA ANN, Assistant to the Dean for Research Development;
Associate Professor of Nursing, Baccalaureate Degree Program
B.S.N., Mount Saint Agnes College, 1956; M.S.N., University of Maryland, 1964; Ed.D.,
Columbia University Teachers College, 1974
TAYLOR, ANITA KUEHL, Instructor in Nursing, Baccalaureate Degree
Program
B.S., Skidmore College, 1972; M.S., University of Florida, 1977
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TAYLOR, JULIA BASKIN, Professor of Home Economics
B.S., Winthrop College, 1936; M.S., University of Tennessee, 1951
TAYLOR, MARY BEVERLEY, Assistant Professor of Horticulture
B.A., Sweet Briar College, 1973; M.L.A., North Carolina State University, 1978
TAYLOR, ROBERT JOE, Associate Professor of Zoology
B.A., Stanford University, 1967; M.A., 1970, Ph.D., 1972, University of California
( Santa Barbara)
TAYLOR, THEODORE DAVID, Associate Professor of Ceramic Engineering
B.S., Alfred University, 1963; M.S., 1966, Ph.D., 1971, Pennsylvania State University
TERGLIAFERA, GLORIA WILLIAMSON, Visiting Instructor in Food Science
B.S., Northeast Louisiana University, 1974; M.S., Louisiana Tech University, 1976
THACHER, JOHN EDMUND, Visiting Instructor in Animal Science
B.A., 1971, M.S., 1974, University of Wisconsin
THAMES, BRENDA JUMPER, Lecturer in Home Economics
B.S., Mississippi State University, 1976
THOMAS, DENNIS LEE, Assistant Professor of Agricultural Economics and
Rural Sociology
B.S., 1970, M.S., 1971, Ph.D., 1976, Iowa State University
THOMAS, EVERETT LANE, JR., Associate Professor of Systems Engineering;
Director of Systems Engineering Program
B.S., 1961, M.S., 1968, Ph.D., 1972, Oklahoma State University
THOMPSON, CARL EUGENE, Associate Professor of Animal Science
B.S., 1963, M.S., 1968, Pennsylvania State University; Ph.D., Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University, 1971
THOMPSON, CARL STASSEN, Associate Professor of Agricultural Economics
and Rural Sociology
B.S., M.S., 1968, Murray State University-; Ph.D., University of Kentucky', 1973
THOMPSON, PATRICIA, Lecturer in Medical Technology; Educational
Coordinator, School of Medical Technology, Greenville General Hospital
B.S., Furman University, 1951; Medical Technology (ASCP), 1952
THOMPSON, RAYMOND GEORGE, Assistant Professor of Materials
Engineering
B.S.E., 1974. M.S.E., 1975, University of Alabama
THOMPSON, REGINA, Assistant Professor of Nursing, Baccalaureate Program
B.S., Bluefield State College, 1951; M.A., Teachers College, Columbia University, 1958
THOMPSON, SHARON WOLFF, Assistant Professor of Nursing, Baccalaureate
Degree Program
B.S.N., Murray State University, 1968; M.S.N., University of Kentucky, 1972
THURSTON, JAMES NORTON, Alumni Professor of Electrical and Computer
Engineering and Engineering Technology
B.E.E., Ohio State University, 1936; S.M., 1943, Sc.D.. 1950. Massachusetts Institute
of Technology; P.E.
THURSTON, RONALD JAMES, Assistant Professor of Poidtry Science
B.A., 1966, M.S., 1969. University of Arkansas; Ph.D.. University of Missouri. 1976
TILLLNGHAST. DAVID CHARLES, Assistant Professor of English
B.A., Louisiana Tech University. 1961; M.A., University of Wisconsin, 1963; Ph.D.,
University of Sotith C^nrolina, 1974
TILLY, LAURENCE JOHN, Adjunct Professor of Botany
B.S., Elmhur^t College, 1952; M.S.. University of Illinois. 1953; Ph.D.. Iowa State
Univentty, 1965
TINSLEY. WILLIAM ALLAN. Professor of Agricultural Economics and
Rural Sixiology
B.S
.
1956. M.S., 1960. Univenity of lUinoU; Ph.D., University of Minnc»c»ta. 1903
TITUS. SYLVIA SMITH. Instructor in English
B.A., Southwrttrni State Collcuc. I9«H; M.A.. Okliihoma State Univenity. 1970
TITUS, TEHHY CHARLES. Associate Professor of Food Science
B.S.. W««hington Stair University. 1063; M.S.. 1969. Ph.D.. 1970. Okhihoma State
Univenity
TODD, BOYD JOSEPH. Hnid of Industrial Managrmrnt Ihpartment:
Professor of Industrial Management and Mathematical Sciences
B.S.. 1946, M.S., 1948, Clemaon Univenity; Ph.D.. North Carolina State Univenity,
1969
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TOLER JOE ERNEST, Visiting Instructor in Experimental
Statistics
BS 1966. M.S.A., 1968, University' of Georgia t J * • 7
TOOMEY, ROBERT EDWARD, Visiting Part-time Lecturer m
Industrial
^S:Thd^niversit>., 1940; M.Ed.. Boston University. 1941; M.S..
Columbia Uni-
TORREXCe! .\LAN KENDRICK, Lecturer in Food Science and
Assistant
Bs!' Davidson College. 1965; Ph.D., Clemson University.
IQ'^
TRENT BUFORD EARL, Director of University Union and YMCA;
Assocuae
Professor of Recreation and Park Admiriistration
B.A.. WoflFord College. 1954; M.Ed.. Springfield
College 1961
TRE\TLLIAN WALLACE DABNEY, Dean, College of Industrial Manage-
Ts'^'Zi K^^^S).!'^:^ieJ;S'^'vSinia
™B^' go?3^'t^^S^1?5^7^ ct^e^l^l^^^^^^ ^uTili^^"of Wisconsin. 1960
TURNER ALBERT JOSEPH, JR., Acting Head of Computer Science
Depart-
ment; Assistant Professor of Computer fcience
B.S.. 1961. M.S.. 1966, Georgia Institute of
Technology; M.S.. la/-, i^n.u., i^^ ,
University of Maryland , i7;^^„^«
TURNER IWIES ALEXANDER, JR., Professor of Accounting and tinance
BSUnivi^ity of North Carolina. 'l961; J.D.. University of South
Carolina, 1966.
C P A
TURNER R\Y\IOND CLYDE, Associate Professor of Physics
^
BS Ca'meSe Imtitute of Technology-, I960; Ph.D.. University of
Pittsburgh. 1966
TURNIPSEED, SAMUEL GUY. Professor of Entomology and Economic
Zoology, Edisto Experiment Station
B.A., University of North Carolina. 1956; M.S., Clemson
University, 1958; Ph.D., North
Carolina State University, 1961
ULBRICH CARLTON WILBUR, Professor of Physics
B S 1960, M.S., 1962, Ph.D., 1965, University of
Connecticut
ULBRICH, HOLLEY HEWITT. Associate Professor of Economics
B.A.. 1963. M.A.. 1964. Ph.D.. 1968, University of
Connecticut
UNDERWOOD, RICHARD ALLAN, Associate Professor of English
B A 1955, M.A.. 1967. Ph.D.. 1970. University of Michigan
USELTOn' gene CARLTON. Professor of Industrial Management
BA Soudiem Methodist University. 1955; Ph.D.. University of Texas. 19.0
USELTON PEGGY WILLIAMS, Instructor in Industrial Management
B A. University of Texas. 1970; M.S.. Texas Tech
University. 1974
USREY MALCOLM ORTHELL, Associate Professor of English
B^. Abikne Christian College. 1951; M.A.. 1956. Ph.D., 1963.
Texas Technological
VAN BULCK HENDRIKUS, Assistant Professor of Industrial Management
N I B NIB-Nijenrode (Holland). 1972; M.B.A., University of Georgia,
1974
VAN HOY, MILTON SPANGLER, Instructor in English
B A . Duke University, 1965; M.A.. University of North
Carolma, 1969
VAN LEAR, DAVID HYDE, Professor of Forestry
B S 1963. M.S.. 1965. Virginia Polytechnic Institute;
Ph.D., University of Idaho, 1969.
Post' Docto'rate. University of Florida. 1968-69
VARENHORST, GLENN ELMER. Associate Professor of ^^X''"'^ \i'S
B A 1949 M PA., 1952, University of Kansas; M.S., University
of Wisconsui, 1965;
VAT\LARO MICHAEL VINCENT. Assistant Professor of Visual Arts
^
b/^A UniUSJy of Akron, 1972; M.F.A., Alfred University. 1976
VAUGHAN, LORRAINE MARIE, Instructor in Nursing, Baccalaureate
bTn? University of Bridgeport. 1966; M.A.Ed.. University of South Florida. 1975
VAUGHN, EDWARD ALLEN, Head of Textile Department; Associate Pro-
^BX^LlIbuli^'college. 1962; M^.. Ir^titute of Textile Technology. 1964;
Ph.D..
Victoria University of Manchester (England). 1969
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VERNON, MICHAEL HOWARD, Assistant Professor of Military Science
Captain, U.S. Army; B.A., Florida Southern College, 1969; M.S., Clemson University,
1978
VOELKER, EVELYN CECILIA, Associate Professor of Architectural History
B.A., Marymount College, 1958; M.A., Catholic University, 1960; Ph.D., Syracuse
University, 1977
VOGEL, HENRY ELLIOTT, Dean, College of Sciences; Professor of Physics
B.S., Furman University, 1948; M.S., 1950, Ph.D., 1962, University of North Carolina
VON RECUM, ANDREAS FREIHERR, Professor of Bioengineering
B.S., University of Giessen (Germany), 1965; D.V.M., Free University of Berlin, 1969;
Ph.D., Colorado State University, 1974
VON ROSENBERG, JOSEPH LESLIE, JR., Associate Professor of Chemistry
B.A., 1954, Ph.D., 1963, University of Texas
VON TUNGELN, GEORGE ROBERT, Assistant to the Dean—International
Programs; Coordinator of Special Instructional Programs, College of Agri-
cultural Sciences; Professor of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology
B.S., 1951, M.S., 1956, Southern Illinois University; Ph.D., University of Georgia, 1974
WADDLE, GERALD LEE, Associate Professor of Industrial Management
B.A., Baldwin-Wallace College, 1965; M.B.A., Kent State University, 1968; Ph.D.,
University of South Carolina, 1973
WAGNER, CHARLES KENYON, Assistant Professor of Zoology
B.A., Emory University, 1965; M.S., 1968, Ph.D., 1973, University of Georgia
WAGNER, DONALD FINCH, Associate Professor of Horticulture
B.S., 1963, M.S., 1965, Ph.D., 1968, Iowa State University
WAGNER, JOHN ROBERT, Instructor in Geology
B.S., Muhlenberg College, 1970; M.Ed., 1972, M.A., 1976, Temple University
WAIDE, JACK BOID, Assistant Professor of Zoology
B.A., University of Texas, 1970
WALNSCOTT, STEPHEN HENRY, Assistant Professor of Political Science
B.A., St. Andrews Presbyterian College, 1967; M.A., 1972, Ph.D., 1976, Miami University
WALKER, JOHN HENRY, Associate Professor of Education
B.S., Southwest Missouri State College, 1959; M.R.E., 1962, D.R.E., 1966, Southwestern
Baptist Theological Seminary; M.A., Furman Universit>', 1969; Ph.D., University of
Texas, 1973
WALKER, THERON OTIS III, Visiting Instructor in Physics and Astronomy
B.S.. Furman University, 1972; M.S.. Clemson University, 1975
WALKER, WALTER SAXON, Associate Professor of Poultry Science
B.S., Clemson University, 1951; M.Ed., University of South Carolina, 1957
WALLENIUS, KENNETH TED, Professor of Mathematical Sciences
A.B., 1954, M.A., 1955, University of Southern California; Ph.D., Stanford l'niversit>',
1963
WALLENIUS, MARCIA RAE, Lecturer in Recrcatiim and Park Administration
B.A.. San Jose Stat<- University, 1962; M.H.P.A.. Clemson University, 1978
WANG, SAMUEL, Associate Professor of Vis^ual Arts
B.A., Augustana College, 1964; M.F.A., University of Iowa. 1966
WANNA.MAKKH, JOHN MURRAY, Professor of Accounting and Finance
B.S., 1950, M.S., 1960, University of South Carolina; Ph.D., I^niisiana Slate University,
1966; C.P.A., CM. A.
WANNAMAKKH, PA TRICIA WALKER. Associate Professor of Crrman
A.B.. 1950, M.A., 1958, University of South Carolina; Ph.D.. Louisiana St it- riuvrrsit>',
1964
WAHNEH, JOHN ROBINSON. Professor of Forestry
B.S., 1946. M.F.. 1949. D.F.. 1953. Dukr University
WASHBURN, JAMES RUSSKL, Associate Professor of Architecture
B.Arch., North Corolina Slate Univcnity. 1957; M.Arch., Harvard University. 1959;
A. I. A.
WATERS. WASHINGTON MARION. Lecturer in Medical Technologu; Co-
dint tor, S()kk>1 of M(-di<al rt< hnologt/, Cniuiille iUnrr(d Uospttn)
B.S.. Funnan University, 1U4H, MD.. Mediial University of South Carohnn. 1952
WATKINS. BETIT PALMER. Associate Professor of Vocational Education
B.S., Winthrop Collrgr, 19.'51; M.S.. Univcnity of Trnnr<»rr. 1962
WATSON. KATIIEHINE RAMSEY. Instructor in Mathematical Sciences
B.A.. William and Mary Cxillrgr. 1938; M.Malh.. Univrrtily of South Carolina. 1965
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WEBB, BYRON KENNETH, Head of Agricultural Engineering Department;
Professor of Agricultural Engineering
B.S., 1955, M.S., 1962, Clemson University; Ph.D., North Carolina State University,
1966; P.E.
WEBB, HUGH WEYMAN, Associate Professor of Building Science
B.C.E., Clemson University, 1941; M.S., Stanford University, 1957; A.S.C.E.; N.S.P.E.
WEBB, LLOYD GEORGE, Associate Professor of Entomology and Economic
Zoology
B.S., University of Georgia, 1938; M.S., Auburn University, 1941; Ph.D., Ohio State
University, 1949
WELCH, ANNIE STOKES, Instructor in Nursing, Associate Degree Program
B.S.N., University of South Carolina, 1968; M.S.N., Clemson University, 1978
WELLS, GARY JAMES, Assistant Professor of Agricultural Economics and
Rural Sociology
B.A., University of North Carolina (Asheville), 1973; M.E., 1974, Ph.D., 1977, North
Carolina State University
WELLS, JON DOUGLAS, Instructor in Sociology
B.A., Western Washington State College, 1967; M.A., University of Missouri, 1969
WELTER. JOHN FINLAY, Associate Professor of Poultry Science
B.S., 1951, M.S., 1964, Clemson University
WEST, WILLIAM ELMER, Professor of Industrial Education
B.S., Ohio University, 1958; M.A., 1964, Ph.D., 1969, Ohio State University
WESTALL, JAMES MASON, JR., Assistant Professor of Computer Science
B.S., Davidson College, 1968; Ph.D., University of North Carolina, 1973
WHEELER, ALFRED FORTIUS, Assistant Professor of Zoology
B.S., Butler University, 1969; Ph.D., Duke University, 1975
WHEELER, RICHARD FERMAN, Head of Animal Science Department;
Professor of Animal Science
B.S., 1941, B.S., 1947, Clemson University; M.S., Mississippi State University, 1949;
Ph.D., University of Illinois, 1954
WHITE. CHARLIE RAYMOND, JR., Associate Professor of Recreation and
Park Administration
B.S., North Carolina State University, 1966; M.S., Indiana University, 1967
WHITE, DAVID FRANKLIN, JR., Assistant Professor of Philosophy
B.A., University of Richmond, 1950; M.Div., Southern Baptist Theological Seminary,
1955; M.A., The Johns Hopkins University, 1969
WHITE, LUTHER GLENN, Assistant Professor of Industrial Management
B.S., University of North Carolina, 1967; M.B.A., East Carolina University, 1969
WHITEHURST, CLINTON HOWARD, JR., Professor of Industrial
Management
B.S., 1957, M.A., 1958, Florida State University; Ph.D., University of Virginia, 1962;
Post Doctorate, Edinburgh University, 1970
WHITLEY, HARRIETT ELLIOTT,* Assistant Professor of Nursing, Associate
Degree Program
B.S., Queens College (North Carolina), 1962; M.N., Emory University, 1969
WHITMAN, ALAN REIS, Instructor in Industrial Management
B.S., University of Tennessee, 1969
WHITMIRE, JERRY MORRIS, Assistant Professor of Spanish
B.A., University of North Carolina, 1963; M.A., University of Alabama, 1966
WHITNEY, JOHN BARRY, JR.. Professor of Botany
B.S., University of Georgia, 1935; M.S., North Carolina State University, 1938; Ph.D.,
Ohio State University, 1941
WHITTEN. WILLIAM CLYDE, JR., Professor of Economics
B.S., Clemson University, 1947; M.S., Georgia Institute of Technology, 1950; Ph.D.,
University of Alabama, 1964
WICKLIFFE, LOUISE WALDROP, Instructor in Nursing, Baccalaureate
Degree Program
B.S.N. , University of South Carolina, 1975; M.S.N., Medical College of Georgia, 1978
WIGGINS, CHARLES DONALD, Assistant Professor of Accounting and
Finance
B.B.A., 1972, M.B.A., 1973, Georgia Southern College; D.B.A., Louisiana Tech Uni-
versity, 1976
• On leave.
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WIGGINS, EMILY SUTHERLAND, Assistant Professor of Home Economics
B.S., 1959, M.A.T., 1969, Winthrop College
WILCOX, LYLE CHESTER, Dean, College of Engineering; Professor of
Electrical and Computer Engineering
B.S.E.E., Tri-State College, 1954; M.S.E.E., 1958, Ph.D.E.E., 1963, Michigan State
University
WILLEY, EDWARD PARKER, Associate Professor of English
A.B., 1955, M.A., 1957, Ph.D., 1968, University of North Carolina
WILLIAMS, JOHN NEWTON II, Professor of Animal Science
B.S., Alabama Polytechnic Institute, 1950; M.S., Mississippi State University, 1961;
Ph.D., University of Tennessee, 1965
WILLIAMS, THOMAS MICHAEL, Assistant Professor of Forestry, Belle W.
Bartich Forest Science Institute
B.S., 1969, M.S., 1971, Ph.D., 1976, University of Minnesota
WILLIAMS, WOODIE PRENTISS, JR., Head of Food Science Department;
Professor of Food Science
B.S., 1953, M.S., 1957, Mississippi State University; Ph.D., Texas A&M University, 1960
WILLIAMSON, ROBERT DOUGLAS, Adjunct Associate Professor of Forest
and Recreation Resources
B.S., 1971, M.S., 1973, Howard University; Ph.D., University of Massachusetts, 1978
WILLIAMSON, ROBERT ELMORE, Associate Professor of Agricultural
Engineering
B.S., 1959, M.S., 1964, Clemson University; Ph.D., Mississippi State University, 1972;
P.E.
WILLINGHAM, RUSSELL, Instructor in French
B.A., Clark College, 1963; M.A., Atlanta University, 1967
WILLIS, NAOMI HONEYCUTT, Instructor in Home Economics
B.S.. Mars Hill College, 1964
WILLIS, SAMUEL MARSH, Dean, University Extension; Professor of
Industrial Management
B.S., Clemson University, 1950; M.S., Georgia Institiite of Technolog>', 1955; Ph.D.,
University of Alabama, 1962
WILSON, HUGH HAYNES, Professor of Ceramic Engineering
B.S., 1948, M.S., 1949, North Carolina State University; Ph.D., Ohio State University,
1954; P.E.
WILSON, PATRICIA ANN, Visiting Assistant Professor of Vocational
Education
B.A., 1974, M.S., 1976, Illinois State University
WILSON, THOMAS VIRGIL, Alumni Professor of Agricultural Engineering
B.S., Clemson University. 1942; M.S., Purdue University, 1949; Ph.D., North Carolina
State University, 1972; P.E.
WISE, JOHN FREDERICK. Associate Professor of Auivial Science
B.S., 1949, M.S., 1965. Clemson University
WISE, MICHAEL LOUIS, Assistant Professor of Agricultural Economics and
Rural Sociology
B.S.. Mississippi Statr Univrrsity. 1969; Ph.D.. Washinjfton State- University. 1977
WITCHER, WESLEY. Professor of Plant Pathology and Physiology
B.S., 1949, M.S., 1958, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Ph.D.. North Carolina State
University, 1960
WITHEHSPOON, GAYLAND BROOKS, Head of Architectural Studies
Department; Professor of Architecture
B.Arth.. University of Arkansas. 1956; M.S. Arch.. University of Illinois. 1962; A.I.A.
WOLF. JAMES STEVEN. Professor of Matrri<d.s Engineering
B.S., 1954, M.S., 1960. Case Institute of TechnoIog> , Ph.D.. University of Florida. 1965.
P.E.
WOLFE, NANCY TRAVIS." Assistant Professor of History
B.A.. 1962. M.A., 1965. Ph.D.. 1974, University of Delaware
WOLLA, MAURICE Lt-ROY, Professor of Electrical and Computer
Engitteeriug
B.S.. North Dakota State University. \{)^0; Ph.D.. Michigan State University. I960
WOOD, (;i:NE WAYNE. Associate Professor of Forestry, RelJe \V. Baruch
Forest Science Institute
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Intliliitc and State Unlvenily, 1963; M.S., 1900, Ph D.. 1971,
Pennsylvania Sintr Unlvrrslty
• On leave.
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WOODELL, CHARLES HAROLD, Assistant Professor of English
B.A., 1963, M.A., 1964, Wake Forest University; Ph.D., University of North Carolina,
1974
WOODRUFF, JAMES RAYMOND, Professor of Agronomy and Soils
B.S. 1958, M.S., 1964, North Carolina State University; Ph.D., Clemson University,
1967
WOODRUFF, JEAN LEIGH, Instructor in Industrial Management
B.A., University of North Carolina, 1972; M.B.A., Emory University, 1974
WOODSON, MARVIN CLARENCE, JR., Associate Professor of Education
B.S., Furman University, 1961; M.A.T., Converse College, 1964; Ph.D., University of
South Carolina, 1976
WOOTEN, THOMAS ERNEST, Alumni Professor of Forestry
B.A., Catawba College, 1962; M.F., Duke University, 1965; Ph.D., North Carolina
State University, 1967
WORM, GEORGE HENRY, Associate Professor of Industrial Management
B.S., Louisiana Tech University, 1966; M.S., Florida State University, 1967; Ph.D.,
University of Tennessee, 1970
WOURMS, JOHN BARTON, Associate Professor of Zoology
B.S., 1958, M.S., 1960, Fordham University; Ph.D., Stanford University, 1966
WRIGHT, ROBERT EUGENE. Associate Professor of Animal Pathology
D.V.M., University of Georgia, 1956
WYNN, EDDIE DOWELL, Associate Professor of Agricultural Economics
and Rural Sociology
B.S., Howard University. 1971; M.C.R.P., Clemson University, 1974
WYNN, MABLE HILL, Assistant Professor of Recreation and Park
Administration
B.S., Hampton Institute, 1964; M.S., Springfield College, 1971
YANDLE, THOMAS BRUCE, JR., Professor of Economics
A.B., Mercer University, 1955; M.B.A., 1968, Ph.D., 1970, Georgia State University
YANG, TAH-TEH, Professor of Mechanical Engineering
B.S., Shanghai Institute of Technology, 1948; M.S., Oklahoma State University, 1957;
Ph.D., Cornell University, 1961
YARDLEY, DARRELL GENE, Assistant Professor of Zoology
B.A., 1971, M.A., 1972, University of Texas; Ph.D., University of Georgia, 1975
YAZAR, MAZHAR AHMET, Visiting Assistant Professor of Chemical
Engineering
B.S., Robert College (Turkey), 1970; M.S., 1973, Ph.D., 1976, Clemson University
YOUNG, JOSEPH LAURIE, Professor of Architecture
B.Arch., University of Texas, 1950; M.Arch., Georgia Institute of Technolog>', 1955;
A.I.A.
ZEHR, ELDRON IRVIN, Professor of Plant Pathology and Physiology
B.A., Goshen College, 1960; M.S., 1965, Ph.D., 1969, Cornell University
ZIELINSKI, PAUL BERNARD, Chairman of Directorate of Water Resources
Research Institute; Associate Professor of Environmental Systems Engineering
B.S.C.E., Marquette University, 1956; M.S., 1961, Ph.D., 1965, University of Wisconsin;
P.E.
ZIMMERER, THOMAS WILLIAM, Professor of Industrial Management
B.A., B.S., American University, 1963; M.S., Louisiana State University, 1964; Ph.D.,
University of Arkansas, 1971
ZIMMERMAN, JAMES KENNETH, Associate Professor of Biochemistry
B.S., University of Nebraska, 1965; Ph.D., Northwestern Universit>, 1969
EMERITI FACULTY
ALBERT, WILLARD BENJAMIN, B.S., M.S., Ph.D., Associate Professor
Emeritus of Botany and Bacteriology
ANDERSON, GRANT WILLIAM, B.S., M.S., D.V.M., Associate Professor
Emeritus of Zoology
ARMSTRONG, GEORGE MILLER, B.S., M.A., Ph.D., Head Emeritus of
Botany and Bacteriology Department; Professor Emeritus of Botany and
Bacteriology; Plant Pathologist Emeritus
ARNDT, CHARLES HOMER, A.B., M.S., Ph.D., Plant Pathologist Emeritus
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AULL, GEORGE HUBERT, B.S., M.S., Ph.D., Head Emeritus of Agricultural
Economics and Rural Sociology Department; Professor Emeritus of Agri-
cultural Economics and Rural Sociology; Agricultural Economist Emeritus
BAKER, GEORGE HOMER, B.S., State Coordinator Emeritus of 4-H and
Youth Development Programs; Assistant Professor Emeritus of Agronomy
and Soils
BANISTER, ROBERT ALLEN, B.S., M.S., Director Emeritus of Cooperative
Education; Associate Professor Emeritus of Engineering Graphics
BARKER, WILLIAM JEFFERSON, B.S., Associate Professor Emeritus of
Forestry
BAUKNIGHT, LEHMAN M., JR., B.S., M.S., Professor Emeritus of Agricul-
tural Economics and Rural Sociology
BENTON, DON ALWIN, B.S., Associate Professor Emeritus of Agronomy and
Soils
BIERER, BERT W., V.M.D., Professor Emeritus of Poultry Science
BOLEN, CLAUDE WALDRON, A.B., M.A., Ph.D., Professor Emeritus of
History
BOONE, MERRITT ANDERSON, B.S., M.S., Ph.D., Professor Emeritus of
Poultry Science
BOWEN. WILLIAM CLAYTON, B.S., M.S., Associate Professor Emeritus of
Agricultural Education
BRANDT, GRAYDON WILLIAM, B.S., M.S., Ph.D., Associate Professor
Emeritus of Dairy Science
BRANNON, CARROLL CLEVELAND, B.S., Associate Professor Emeritus of
Dairy Science
BROCK, DEWEY CLIFTON. B.S., M.A., Associate Professor Emeritus uf
Industrial Education
BROWN, HUGH MONROE, B.A., M.A., Ph.D., Dean Emeritus, School of
Textiles
BRUNER, MARLIN HARNER, B.S., M.F., A'isociate Professor EmerUus of
Forestry; Forest Manager Emeritus, The Clemson Forest
CAMPBELL, THOMAS ALEXANDER. JR.. B.S., M.E., Head Emeritus of
Textile Department; Professor Emeritus of Textiles
CARTER, CLIFTON WALKER. B.S., Assistant Professor Emeritus of Engi-
neering Graphics
CATO, LEWIS FELTON, B.S., M.S., Associate Professor Emeritus of Animal
Science
COKER, EDWARD CALEB, JR., B.S.. M.A., Associate Professor Emeritus of
Mathematical Sciences
COOrKH. MKHBERT PRESS, B.S.. M.S.. Ph.D.. Dean Emeritus, School of
Agriculture: Director Emeritus of South Carolina Agricultural ExjH^rimcnt
Statiim: Professor Emeritus of Agronomy; Agronomist Emeritus
COOPER. JAMES BRONAUGH. B.S.. M.S., Associate Professor EmerUus of
Pottltry Science
CRAVEN. RUBY MAE, B.S.. M.S., Ph.D.. State Uadrr Emerita of Extension
Home Economics Programs; Professor Emerita of Home Economics
DEAN. JORDAN ARTHUR. B.A., M.A., Associate Professor Emeritus of
Modem iMnguages
DUNKLE. BERNARD EDWARD. B.S., M.S.. Associate Professor Emeritus
of Engineering Graphics
EPPS. WILLIAM MONROE. B.S.. Ph.D.. State Pathologist EmerUus; Head
Emeritus of Plant Pathology and Physiology Department; Professor Emeritus
of Plant Pathology and Physiology
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FEAR, ARTHUR J, B.A., M.A., Ph.D., Professor Emeritus of Speech
FELDER, HERMAN McDONALD, JR., A.B., M.A., Associate Professor
Emeritus of English
FERREE, ROY JAMES, B.S., M.S., Associate Professor Emeritus of Horti-
culture
FOSTER, HAROLD HOMER, A.B., M.A., Ph.D., Associate Professor Emeritus
of Botany and Bacteriology
GAGE, GASTON, B.S., M.Ed., Dean Emeritus of the School of Industrial
Management and Textile Science; Head Emeritus of Yarn Manufacturing
Department; Professor Emeritus of Carding and Spinning
GARRISON, OLEN BRANFORD, B.S., M.S., Ph.D., Director Emeritus of
Agricultural Experiment Station; Director Emeritus of Research in Agri-
culture; Professor Emeritus of Horticulture
GOEBEL, NORBERT BERNARD, B.S., M.F., Associate Professor Emeritus
of Forestry
GOODIN, CURTIS PAUL, B.S., M.S., Associate Professor Emeritus of Elec-
trical and Computer Engineering
GREEN, JOSEPH COLEMAN, B.A., M.A., Ph.D., Professor Emeritus of
English
HAMMOND, ALEXANDER FRANCIS, B.E.E., M.S., Associate Professor
Emeritus of Engineering Technology
HIND, ALFRED THOMAS, JR., B.A., M.A., Ph.D., Professor Emeritus of
Mathematical Sciences
HINDMAN, MARIE SMITH, B.S., M.S., Professor Emerita of Home
Economics
HODGES, BAXTER HOWARD, B.S., Assistant Professor Emeritus of Chem-
istry
HODGES, VERNON SEYMOUR, B.S., M.Arch., Professor Emeritus of
Architecture
HOLMAN, HARRIET RACHEL, B.A., M.A., Ph.D., Professor Emerita
of English
HUFF, LORENZ DITMAR, A.B., M.S., Ph.D., Head Emeritus of Physics
Department; Professor Emeritus of Physics
HUGHES, MORRIS BURDETTE, B.S., Ph.D., Professor Emeritus of Horti-
culture, Edisto Experiment Station
JONES, JESS WILLARD, B.S., M.S., Ph.D., Associate Dean Emeritus, College
of Agricultural Sciences; Professor Emeritus of Agronomy and Soils
JONES, JOE KENNETH, B.S., State Leader Emeritus of 4-H and Youth
Develo)^ment Programs; Associate Professor Emeritus of Animal Science
KELLY, JAMES WELBORN, B.S., M.S., Associate Professor Emeritus of
Dairy Science
KING, WILLIS ALONZO, B.S., M.S., Ph.D., Head Emeritus of Dairy Science
Department; Professor Emeritus of Dairy Science
KIRKLEY, FRANCIS EDWARD, B.S., M.S., Associate Professor Emeritus of
Agricultural Education
KNOX, SARAH STEWART, B.S., Associate District Extension Leader Emerita;
Associate Professor Emerita of Home Economics
LaGRONE, JOHN WALLACE, B.S., M.A., Associate Professor Emeritus of
Mathematical Sciences
LAITALA, EVERETT, B.S.M.E., M.S., M.E., P.E., Head Emeritus of Engi-
neering Services Department; Professor Emeritus of Industrial Engineering
LEWIS, ALEXANDER DODGE, B.S., M.M.E., Professor Emeritus of
Mechanical Engirwering
LINDSAY, JOSEPH, JR., A.B., M.S., Head Emeritus of Textile Chemistry and
Dyeing Department; Professor Emeritus of Textile Chemistry and Dyeing
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UNDSEY, TATE JEFFERSON, B.A., Ph.D., Professor Emeritus of Physics
LLOYD, OLLIE WELDON, B.S., M.S., Instructor Emeritus in Agricultural
Economics and Rural Sociology
McCUTCHEN, ALAN JOHNSTONE, B.S., C.E., Associate Professor Emeritus
of Civil Engineering
McGEE, CHARLES McKAY, JR., B.A., M.A., Associate Professor Emeritus
of English
McHUGH, CARL MANNING, B.S., Associate Professor Emeritus of Engineering
Graphics
McKENNA, ARTHUR ERNEST, B.S., M.S., Senior Professor Emeritus of
Textiles
McKENZIE, MARTIN CHAPIN, B.S., Associate Professor Emeritus of Agri-
cultural Engineering
MALPHRUS, LEWIS DANIEL, B.S., M.S., Ph.D., Associate Professor
Emeritus of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology
MARBUT, SAMUEL ALEXANDER, B.S., Assistant Professor Emeritus of
Forestry
MATHEWS, ANDREW CLARK, A.B., M.A., Ph.D., Professor Emeritus of
Botany
MILES, JAMES FRANKLIN, A.B., M.A., Ph.D., Associate Professor Emeritus
of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology
MITCHELL, JACK HARRIS, JR., B.S., Ph.D., Professor Emeritus of Food
Science
NETTLES, WILLIAM CARL, B.S., M.S., Associate Professor Emeritus of
Entomology and Economic Zoology
OWINGS, MARVIN ALPHEUS, B.A., M.A., Ph.D., Head Emeritus of English
Department; Professor Emeritus of English
PACKER, MYRTON ALFRED, B.A., B.D., M.Ed., Ed.D., Professor Emeritus
of Education
PEELE, THOMAS CHRISTOPHER, B.S., Ph.D., Professor Emeritus of
Agronomy and Soils
POLK, HENRY TASKER, B.S., M.S., Ph.D., Professor Emeritus of Chemistry
RAUSCH, KARL WILLIAM, B.S., M.E., Professor EtJieritus of Mechanical
Engineering
REED, ALBERT RAYMOND, A.B., M.S., Associate Professor Emeritus of
Physics
REED. CHARLES ALBERT, A.B., M.S., Ph.D., Professor Emeritus of Physics
RHODES, WILLIAM HANCEL, B.S., Superintendent Emeritus of Sandhill
Experiment Station; Lecturer Emeritus in Horticulture
RHYNE. ORESTES PEARL, A.B., A.M.. Ph.D., Head Emeritus of Modern
Language Department; Professor Emeritus of Modern Languages
RITCHIE, ROBERT RUSSELL, B.S., M.S.. Professor Emeritus of Animal
S( irtice
IUK:nKSTER. .MORGAN CUHhSTOPMEH. B.S.. M.S.. Ph.D.. Professor
Kmrritus of Agricultural Ecotiotnics and Rural Sociology
ROGERS. ERNEST BRASINC.TON, JR., B.S.. M.S., Associate Professor
Emeritus of Agricultural Engini'cring
R0(;KHS. WILLIAM BRYAN, B.S.. Superintendent Emeritus of Edusto Ex-
j>eriment Station
ROSENKRANS, DUANE BENJAMIN. AH. M.A.. Professor Emeritus of
Botany
ROSIRON, JOSEPH PRUGH, B.S.. M.C.E.. Professor Emeritus of Civil
Engineering
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RUTLEDGE, RAY WATSON, B.S., M.A., Ph.D., Professor Emeritus of Botany
SEFICK. HAROLD JOHN, B.S., M.S., Associate Professor Emeritus of
Horticulture
SHACKELFORD, MacFARLAND, B.S., Assistant Professor Emeritus of Physics
SHELDON, DAWSON CLEMENT, B.S., M.A., Ph.D., Head Emeritus of
Mathematics Department; Professor Emeritus of Mathematics
SIEDSCHLAG, EVERETT WILLIAM, B.A., Instructor Emeritus in Agri-
cultural Economics
SPARKS, LeGRAND McIVER, B.S., M.S., Associate Professor Emeritus of
Entomology and Economic Zoology
SPURLOCK, HOOPER CLYDE, B.S., M.S., Ph.D., Associate Professor Emeri-
tus of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology
STANLEY, EDWARD LEMUEL, B.S., M.S., Associate Professor Emeritus of
Mathematical Sciences
STEPP, JAMES MARVIN, B.A., M.A., Ph.D., Alumni Professor Emeritus of
Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology
STRIBLING, BRUCE HODGSON, B.S., M.S., Associate Professor Emeritus
of Agricultural Education
STUART, CHARLES MORGAN, A.B., M.A., Associate Professor Emeritus of
Mathematics
SUTHERLAND, MILFORD HUNT, B.S., M.S., Assistant Professor Emeritus
of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology
TARRANT, WILLIAM EDWARD, SR.. B.S.. M.Ed., Associate Professor
Emeritus of Textiles
THODE, FREDERICK WILBUR, B.S., M.S., Associate Professor Emeritus of
Horticulture
TRIVELY. ILO ALLELY, B.S., M.S., P.E., Professor Emeritus of Civil
Engineering
TUTTLE, JACK EDWIN, B.A., M.A., Associate Professor Emeritus of Political
Science
VAN BLARICOM, LESTER OSCAR, B.S., M.S., Professor Emeritus of Horti-
culture
WAITE, EDWIN EMERSON, JR., B.S., M.A., Associate Professor Emeritus
of Sociology and Psychology
WALTERS, JOHN VERNON, B.S., M.S., Professor Emeritus of Textiles
WARE, ROBERT EDWARD, B.S., Associate Professor Emeritus of Zoology
WASHINGTON. WILLIAM HAROLD. B.S., M.S., Dean Emeritus, School of
Education; Professor Emeritus of Vocational Education
WATSON, CHARLES HUGH, A.B., A.M., Associate Professor Emeritus of
English
WATSON, SAMUEL McIVER, JR., B.A., B.S., M.S., Professor Emeritus of
Mechanical Engineering
WHITE, THOMAS ARLLNGTON, B.S., M.S.. Ph.D., Professor Emeritus of
Agricultural Education
WILEY, WILLIAM HENRY, B.S., M.S., Ph.D., Dean Emeritus, College of
Agrictdtural Sciences; Professor Emeritus of Poultry Science
WILLIAMON, PAUL SILAS, B.S.. M.S.. Associate Professor Emeritus of
Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology
WILLIAMS. JOHN BOYCE, B.S.. State 4-H and Youth Development Co-
ordinator Emeritus; Assistant Professor Emeritus of Agricultural Education
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WILLIFORD, CYNTHIA WILLIAMS, B.S., M.S., Assistant to State Leader
Emerita of Extension Home Economics Program; Assistant Professor Emerita
of Home Economics
WILSON, MILNER BRADLEY, JR., A.B., A.M., Associate Professor EmerUus
of English
WINTER, JAMES PAUL, A.B., M.A., Associate Professor Emeritus of English
WOOD, KENNETH LEE, B.S., M.S., Associate Professor Emeritus of Physics
ZINK, WILLIAM TALBOTT, JR., B.S., M.S.E.E., Associate Professor Emeritus
of Electrical and Computer Engineering
LIBRARY STAFF
JOHN WALLACE GORDON GOURLAY, A.M.L.S., Director of the Library
MYRA ANN ARMISTEAD, M.Ln., Documents Librarian
MARY EMERSON BRAGG, B.L.S., Cataloger
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PLANNING COUNCIL
C. L. Lane, Chairjierson; C. A. Aas, N. R. Bauld, Jr., D. L. Colhns, R. D.
Eflin, Ex Officio; R. G. Halfacre, A. D. Hickman, M. A. Kelly, M. A. King,
T. T. Lankford, R. H. Mabry, M. M. Ozbum, W. F. Steirer, Jr., J. L.
von Rosenberg, Jr., P. W, Wannamaker
UNDERGRADUATE COUNCIL
C. B. Green, Chairperson, Ex Officio; W. Baron, L. H. Brown, R. A.
Conover, Jr., K. E. Darr, A. M. Duvall, D. M. Harris, O. S. Hipps, J. M.
Melton, G. L. Powell, J. H. Rodgers, J. D. Sheriff, D. R. Sloan, K. N.
Vickery, Ex Officio
ALTERNATES
A. D. Brooks, H. T. Cotter, F. L. Day, H. W. Fleming, Jr., R. G. Halfacre,
G. E. Howard, R. H. Mabry, H. F. Senter, B. L. Sill, J. L. Young
UNIVERSITY RESEARCH COUNCIL
A. E. Schwartz, CJiairperson; J. C. Acton, R. H. Barker, B. V. Burkett, Jr.,
R. E. Fennell, J. F. Geldard, C. S. Heriot, O. S. Hipps, P. Labosky, A. L.
McLellan, G. C. Means, Jr., J. L. Prince III, J. V. Reel, Jr.
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS COORDINATING BOARD
R. C. Edwards, Chairjjerson; G. D. Alexander, M. E. Bamette, C. J. Ducken-
field, J. C. Peck, A. E. Schwartz, J. L. Strom, K. N. Vickery
UNIVERSITY UNION BOARD
M. B. Boloyan, C. L. Bryan, R. D. Covell, B. K. Crenshaw, M. A. Dukes,
W. K. Durham, R. L. Fogarty, L. D. Gamble, A. B. Hartzog, A. B. Hennegar,
D. A. Lorick, Jr., W. Mandicott, B. J. Pinder, S. I. Prince, S. C. Sackett,
K. M. Teeter, L. K. VanDoren, D. L. Westfall, J. L. Young
FACULTY SENATE
W. F. Steirer, Jr., President; J. F. Dickey, Vice President; T. R. Adkins,
Secretary; C. L. Addison, W. Baron, H. B. Bryant, P. B. Burt, E. M. Coulter,
D. D. Edie, R. E. Fennell, D. A. Fiste, H. W. Fleming, Jr., C. A. Grubb,
J. C. Hester. O. S. Hipps, C. E. Hood, Jr., G. E. Howard, J. J. Komo,
R. S. Lambert, H. K. McDowell, A. R. Mazur, J. L. Prince III, L. D. Reamer,
J. E. Schindler, H. F. Senter, B. R. Smith, D. B. Smith, D. S. Snipes, C. S.
Thompson, S. G. Tumipseed, J. H. Walker, W. E. West, W. C. Whitten, Jr.,
G. H. Worm, J. L. Young
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Administration of Business and Financial Affairs
MELVIN E. BARNETTE, M.S., Vice President for Business and Finance
THOMAS A. HARBIN, M.Acc, C.P.A., Internal Auditor
BUDGETS AND SYSTEMS
A. DARRELL HICKMAN, B.A., Assistant Vice President, Budgets and Systems
J. MARVIN BENNETT, Director, Business Systems Development
WILLIAM F. GEER, JR., B.S., Business and Financial Analyst
ALDEN L. McCRACKEN, B.S., Director, Grants and Contracts Administration
JAMES T. ROBERTS, B.S., Budget Director
FACILITATING SERVICES
JACK N. WILSON, B.A., Assistant Vice President, Facilitating Services
JAMES M. BOLEMAN, JR., B.S., Director, Purchasing
ROY ALLISON DALTON, M.S., Resident Manager, Clemson House
JOHN C. NEWTON, M.A., Director, Auxiliary Services
RAY L. THOMPSON, B.S., Director, Personnel
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
TRESCOTT N. HINTON, B.A., Assistant Vice President, Financial
Management
VIVIAN R. HARRELL, Financial Operations Coordinator
RONALD T. HERRIN, Director, Payroll/Employee Benefit Programs
COY H. HOWARD, Supervisor, Accounts Payable
RALPH M. KESLER, Bursar
GARY M. McCOMBS, B.S., Director, Financial Information and Reporting
WILLIAM A. THOMPSON, B.S., Controller
PHYSICAL PLANT
WALTER D. STONE, JR., M.S., Director, Physical Plant
DANIEL J. BOYER, M.Arch., Superintendent, Planning and Engineering
HORACE O. GIBSON, Administrative Assistant
JAMES M. HANNA, B.S., Phnt Engineer
DAN C. HERR, B.Arch., Facilities Designer
WALTER A. MOORE, B.S., Assistant Plant Engineer
JULIAN L. MURPH, B.S., P.E., Assistant Superintendent, Planning and
Engineering
CHARLES GARY PRINGLE, B.S., Superintendent, Buildings
JAMES A. STANLEY. JR.. B.S., Energy Conservation Officer
JACK W. WEEDEN, Chief of Public Safety
KILLOUGH H. WHITE III, B.Arch., Supcrvusor, Work Order Planning
Administration of Development Activities
STANLEY (;. NICHOLAS. H.S.. Vice rrrsidrnt for DcvclopmctU
ALUMNI RELATIONS
GEORGE M. MOOHK. B.S., Director, Alumni Relations
JEFFREY P. McNeill, M.S., Associate Director, Alumni Relations
JOHN C. MANN, B.A., Editor. Alumni Publications
MENDAL A. BOUKNIGHT. JR., B.S., Field Representative, Alumni
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CAMPUS MASTER PLAN
ROBERT D. EFLIN, M.Arch., Campus Master Planner
MARK A. WRIGHT, M.Arch., Assistant Campus Master Planner
DEFERRED GIFTS AND ESTATE PLANNING
HORACE D. HARBY, B.S., Director, Deferred Gifts
PLANNING AND CORPORATE RELATIONS
JAMES L. STROM, Ph.D., Director, Planning and Corporate Relations
UNIVERSITY RELATIONS
MELVIN C. LONG, B.S., Director, University Relations
JOHN L. ALLEN, B.A,, Associate Director, University Relations
WALLY M. BOWEN, M.A., Editor, University News
BEULAH R. CHENEY, B.A., Editor, University Publications
J. ROSS CORNWELL, M.A., Assistant Director, University Information
DEBORAH G. DUNNING, B.A., Associate Editor, University Publications
EVELYN R. GIBSON, B.A., Graphic Artist
J. DUNCAN HITE, B.A., Editor, Pee Dee Extension
DANNY R. McNEILL, B.A., Editor, Extension
JAN L. MORRIS, B.A., Associate Editor, University Publications
SHIRLEY G. OWENS, M.A., Graphics Manager
MARGARET C. PRIDGEN, B.A., Editor, Science Publications
JAMES H. ROGERS, B.A., Assistant Director, Public Service Information
DORIS A. TIMMERMAN, M.S., Assistant Director, Extension Publications
MARY C. WHITTLE, B.A., Associate Editor, Experiment Station
DOROTHY S. YANDLE, B.A., Editor, Experiment Station
UNIVERSITY COMMUNICATIONS CENTER
WILLIAM H. DURHAM, M.A., Director, University Communications Center
JAMES P. BURNS, Associate Director, University Communications Center
EARL T. COSENS, Chief Engineer
WILLIAM B. EARLE, JR., Artist
CAROL F. GABLE, B.A., Editor, Radio-Television
LILY R. HALL, B.S., Producer, Radio
CHARLES W. HARALSON, Supervisor, Photographic Services
ALBERT C. LITTLEJOHN, JR., M.A., Associate Editor, Radio-Television
THOMAS H. SHOCKLEY, Assistant Director, Photographic Service
ROBERT T. TOWNSEND, Editor, Radio-Television
1978 CLEMSON ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Officers
DAVIS T. MOORHEAD, *54, Arlington, Virginia, President
BILLY G. ROGERS, '49, Dillon, South Carolina, Vice President
GEORGE M. MOORE, '58, Clemson, South Carolina, Secretary
TRESCOTT N. HINTON, Clemson, South Carolina, Treasurer
National Council
ROBERT C. EDWARDS, '33, Clemson, South Carolina, Ex Officio
TRESCOTT N. HINTON, Clemson, South Carolina, Ex Officio
GEORGE M. MOORE, '58, Clemson, South Carolina, Ex Officio
STANLEY G. NICHOLAS, Clemson, South Carolina, Ex Officio
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JOSEPH J. TURNER, 71, Clemson, South Carolina, Ex Officio
LUCIUS C. HAMILTON, '50, Clemson, South Carolina, District 1
I. L. DONKLE, JR., '49, Greenville, South Carolina, District 2
J. STUART LAND, '40, Abbeville, South Carolina, District 3
WELLINGTON M. MANNING, JR., '58, Spartanburg, South Carolina,
District 4
GOODWIN G. THOMAS, '42, Rock Hill, South Carolina. District 5
VIRGIL F. LINDER, JR., '69, Columbia, South Carolina, District 6
THOMAS C. MOSS, '43, Cameron, South Carohna, District 7
T. JAMES BELL, JR., '65, Hartsville, South Carolina, District 8
BILLY G. ROGERS, '49, Dillon, South Carolina, District 9
J. RYAN WHITE, '42, Walterboro, South Carolina. District 10
DANIEL S. LESESNE, '38, Mt. Pleasant, South Carolina, District 11
J. GARNER BAGNAL, '34, Statesville, North CaroUna, District 12
LEONARD C. BUTLER, '53, Burlington, North Carolina, District 13
FRANK L. JOHNSON, '66, Atlanta, Georgia, District 14
WILLIAM R. O'DELL, '56, Madison, Georgia, District 15
THOMAS C. BREAZEALE, '42, Knoxville, Tennessee, District 16
TERENCE R. KINARD, '63, Tarentum, Pennsylvania, District 17
DAVIS T. MOORHEAD, '54, Arlington, Virginia, District 18
JOE H. HUGHES, JR., '63, Stillwater, Oklahoma, District 19
J. GARNER BAGNAL, '34, Statesville, North Carolina, Past President
MICHAEL M. OZBURN, '79, Clemson, South Carolina, Student Rejiresentative
DOUGLAS W. BRADBURY, '40, Clemson, South Ciu-oUna, Faculty Repre-
sentative
T. KENNETH CRIBB, '43, Spartanburg, South Carolina, Foundation Repre-
sentative
F. REEVES GRESSETTE, JR., '54, Orangeburg, South Carolina, IPTAY
Representative
GEORGE G. POOLE, JR., '46, Mullins, South Carolina, IPTAY Representative
1978 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION
Officers
GEORGE H. AULL, JR., Columbia, South Carolina, President
WILSON C. WEARN, Greenville, Soutli Carolina. Vice President
GEORGE M. MCX)RE, Clemson, South Carolina, Secretary
TRESCOTT N. HINTON, Clemson. South Carolina. Treasurer
Directors
ROBERT C. EDWARDS. Clem.son, South Carolina, Ex Officio
STANLEY G. NICHOLAS. Clemson. South Carolina. Ex Officio
CE0R(;E H. AULL. jr., Columl)ia, South Oirolina
J. CiARNKH BAC;NAL. Statesville, North CaroUna
THOMAS C. BREAZEALE. Knoxvillr. Tennessee
WOFFOHD B. CAMP. Bak.rsfirUl. California
T. KENNETH CRIBB. Spartanburg. South Carolina
WILLIAM W. DUKES, Orangeburg. South Carolina
WILLIAM II. CRIER. Roek Hill. .South Carolina
CHARLES E. HAMMOND. Branson. Missouri
LUCIUS H. HARVIN. Henderson. North C^irolinn
JAMES S. KONDUROS. Columbia. South Carolina
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DAVIS T. MOORHEAD, Alexandria, Virginia
EARLE E. MORRIS, JR., Columbia, South Carolina
J. WILSON NEWMAN, New York, New York
PAUL QUATTLEBAUM, JR, Charleston, South Carolina
HAROLD B. RISHER, Spartanburg, South Carolina
MURRAY M. STOKELY, Greenville, South Carolina
WILSON C. WEARN, SR., Greenville, South Carolina
ROBERT H. YEARGIN, Greenville, South Carolina
Administration of Student Affairs
WALTER T. COX, B.S., Vice President for Student Affairs and Dean of
Students
KENNETH N. VICKERY, B.S., Assistant Vice President for Student Affairs
and Dean of Admissions and Registration
FRANK A. BURTNER, Ph.D., Director, Fraternity Affairs
GEORGE E. COAKLEY, B.S., Associate Dean of Students
SUSAN G. DELONY, M.S., Associate Dean of Students
JOHN W. PACE, M.Ed., Assistant Dean of Students
JOY S. SMITH, M.Ed., Assistant Dean of Students
OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS, REGISTRATION, AND FINANCIAL AID
KENNETH N. VICKERY, B.S., Assistant Vice President for Student Affairs
and Dean of Admissions and Registration
ALICE H. ALLEN, B.A., Editor
JOHN R. ANDERSON, M.S., Counselor
REGINALD J. BERRY, B.S., Registrar
FRANCES H. BLAIR, B.S., Recorder
MARVIN G. CARMICHAEL, M.Ed., Director, Financial Aid
SANDRA S. CLIPP, M.L.S., Acting Assistant Director, Admissions
DAVID B. FLEMING, B.S., Schedule Coordinator
T. FRANK GENTRY, B.S., Assistant Director, Financial Aid
JERRY A. JORDAN, Manager, Data Processing
ALBERT B. MARX, M.S., Associate Director, Admissions and Registration
W. RICHARD MATTOX, M.S., Director, Admissions
WALTER A. MAYFIELD, M.Ed., Assistant Director, Admissions
OTIS D. NELSON, M.A., Director, International Services Office
STANLEY B. SMITH, JR., M.A., Assisiant Registrar
GALEN H. STEELE, Ph.D., Director, Counseling Center
WILLIAM H. WELLS, Ph.D., Counseling Psychologist
ATHLETIC STAFF
HENSLEE C. McLELLAN, M.S., Director, Athletics
GEORGE U. BENNETT, B.S., Executive Secretary, IPTAY
JAMES B. McFADDEN, B.S., Director, Intramural Activities
ROBERT C. BRADLEY, B.S., Director, Sjwrts Information
BILLY H. WILHELM, B.A., Head Coach, Baseball
WILLIAM C. FOSTER, B.S., Head Coach, Basketball
ANNIE S. TRIBBLE, M.Ed., Head Coach, Women's Basketball; Associate
Director, Intramurals
SAM L. COLSON, M.Ed., Head Coach, Men's and Women's Cross Country
and Track
CHARLES E. POTEAT, M.A., Head Coach, Fencing
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DANNY L. FORD, M.A., Head Coach, Football
B. JOANNE BAINES, B.S., Head Coach, Women's Field Hockey
ROBERT W. ROBINSON, B.S., Head Coach, Golf; Comptroller
IBRAHIM M. IBRAHIM, Ph.D., Head Coach, Soccer
GEORGE R. BOETTNER, M.S., Head Coach, Men's and Women's Swimming
CHARLES P. KRIESE, B.S., Head Coach, Tennis
MARY K. KING, M.Ed., Head Coach, Women's Tennis
DENNIS J. McNELIS, B.S., Head Coach, Women's Volleyball
S. WADE SCHALLES, M.S., Head Coach, Wrestling
CAREER SERVICES
ALFRED MATHIASEN, JR., M.S., Director, Career Services
JOHN A. SELTER, Ed.S., Director, Cooperative Education
HOUSING OFFICE
MANNING N. LOxMAX, B.S., Director, Housing
CYNTHIA M. COOLEY, B.S., Administrative Assistant
WILLIAM L. KINCAID, M.S., Manager, Housing Services
CANTLEY M. RICHARDSON, B.S., Program Coordinator
S. ALMEDA ROGERS, xM.Ed., Associate Director, Housing
JOHN W. YOUNG, JR., B.S., Associate Director, Housing
LITTLEJOHN COLISEUM
GEORGE L. JONES, Manager, Littlejohn Coliseum; Croundskeeping
Supervisor
MUSIC ACTIVITIES
JOHN H. BUTLER, Ed.D., Director, Concert Band and Manager of Concert
Series
WILLIAM W. CAMPBELL, M.A., Director, Choral Activities
BRUCE F. COOK, D.M.A., Director, Tiger Band
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE
JUDSON E. HAIR, M.D., Director, Student Health Service
EDWIN B. BLANTON, M.D., Psychiatrist
ROBERT H. BURLEY, M.D., Clinical Director, Physical Medicine
DONALD K. FREEMAN, M.D., Psychiatrist
BYRON B. HARDER, M.D., Physician
SANDRA C. SMITH, R.N., Director, Nurses
JA.MES S. ULMER, M.D., Physician
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
JOHN C. CURETON, Manager
UNIVERSITY CANTEENS
FRED D. MILLER, Manager
UNIVERSITY UNION
BUFORD E. TRENT. M.E.. Director, University Union
INA B. DURHAM, B.S.. Director, Information Center
NASH N. C;RAY, B.S., Associate Director for Operations, University Union
ANDREW B. HARRIS, B.S., Recreation Coordinator
ARTHUR B. HAH'r/OC. M.S.. Program Director, University Union
WILLIAM MANDICO'TT. M.Ed.. Assistant Program Director, University Union
WALTER K. WILCO.X. JR.. B.S., Night Supervisor, University Union
Public Service Activity
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Office of Educational Services
D. Henry Pate, Jr., Ed.D., Director
Joseph H. Adair, M.Ed.
Howard H. Arnold, M.Ed.
Clayton V. Aucoin, Ph.D.
Willie L. Bell, Ed.D.
Lloyd H. Blanton, Ph.D.
Willard R. Boland, Ph.D.
Francis A. Bosdell, M.In.Ed.
Joel V. Brawley, Jr., Ph.D.
DeWayne D. Brooks, Ed.D.
Sam L. Buckner, Ed.D.
B. Vemer Burkett, Ph.D.
Paul C. Caley, Ph.D.
Fulton V. Clinkscales, Jr., Ph.D.
William O. Corder, Ed.D.
Margaree S. Crosby, Ed.D.
J. Page Crouch, Ed.D.
James H. Daniels, Ed.D,
James L. Flatt, Ph.D.
John D. Fulton, Ph.D.
Elizabeth B. Galloway, Ed.D.
Gordon W. Gray, Ed.D.
Deuel N. Griffin, M.A.T.
George Hallman, Ph.D.
John V. Hamby, Ph.D.
Lillian B. Hart, Ed.D.
J. Alex Hash, Ed.D.
Robert E. Haymond, Ph.D.
Robert A. Hill. Ed.D.
Don F. Keller, Ed.D.
John W. Kenelly, Ph.D.
Morris A. King, Ed.D.
Jones C. Koonts, Ph.D.
Donald R. Latorre, Ph.D.
Virginia K. Laycock, Ed.D.
Gerald G. Lovedahl, Ph.D.
John K. Luedeman, Ph.D.
Stanley M. Lukawecki, Ph.D.
Oliver R. Lumpkin, Ph.D.
Rodney H. Mabry, Ph.D.
James E. Matthews, Ed.D.
Sara L. Mott, Ph.D.
Sandra R. Nelson, Ph.D.
Alfred F. Newton, Ed.D.
Edward F. Olive, Ed.D.
Moody M. Oswald, Ed.D.
Myrton A. Packer, Ed.D.
Eugene Park, M.A.
Thomas H. Parry, Ed.D.
Ralph K. Peden, Ed.D.
WiUiam W. Pennscott, Ed.D.
Joseph M. Prinzinger, Ph.D.
Barbara M. Raetsch, Ed.D.
Frederick T. Raetsch, Ph.D.
William D. Rentz, Ed.S.
John C. Richardson, Ed.D.
John H. Rodgers, Ph.D.
Bruce L. Sandberg, Ph.D.
Virginia B. Stanley, M.Ed.
Rachel W. Stewart, Ph.D.
Milo N. Sulentic, Ph.D.
Rebecca G. Swanson, Ph.D.
Foard H. Tarbert. Ph.D.
Frank C. Townsend, Ed.D.
John H. Walker, Ph.D.
Lucille E. Wassman, Ed.D.
William E. West, Ph.D.
Marvin C. Woodson, Ph.D.
The College of Education offered off-campus courses through
the Office of Educational Services for school districts and other
agencies in South Carolina. The following is an official record of
the courses offered from the spring semester through the falJ
semester 1978.
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ANDERSON
Fall Ed 434, 634
BEAUFORT
Fall In Ed 410, 610
BELTON
Spring Ed
Fall Ed
435,
Ed
435,
635
801
635
CAMDEN
Spring In Ed 410, 610
CHARLESTON
Summer In Ed 410, 610
CHESTER
Fall In Ed 410, 610
CUNTON
Summer Econ 750
COLUMBIA
Spring Ag Ed 736
In Ed 410, 610
In Ed 410, 610
Summer Ag Ed 450, 650
In Ed 610
DILLON
Fall In Ed 410, 610
DORCHESTER
Spring In Ed 496, 696
EDGEFIELD
Fall In Ed 410, 610
GREENVILLE
Spring
Summer
Fall
Ed 405, 605
Ed 434, 634
Ed 459, 659
Ed 471, 671
Ed 801
Ed 802
Ed 804
Ed 808
Ed 830
In Ed 410, 610
Math 701
Math 703
Math 751
Econ 750
Ag Ed 650
Econ 751
Ed 405, 605
Ed 435. 635
Ed 435. 635
Ed 470. 670
Ed 4^>4, 6S)4
Ed 763
Ed 801
Ed 802
Ed 808
Ed 817
Ed 832
In Ed 410. 610
Math 701
Math 703
Math 710
Psychology of the Disadvantaged*
Introduction to Competency Based Education*
Curriculum Revision and Evaluation
Seminar in Human Growth and Development
Middle School Organization and Curriculum
Synopsis of Vocational Education*
Arts and Crafts for Teachers*
Metrics for Teachers*
Economic Concepts and Classroom Applications for
Teachers
Internship: Teaching
Management Skills in Vocational Education*
Preparati(m of Instructional Materials*
Modem Topics and Issues
Vocational Teacher Education*
Metrics for Teachers*
Public Relations
Shop Organization and Management*
Principles of Guidance
Methods of Affective Education*
Fundamentals of Basic Reading
The Exceptional Child
Seminar in Human Growth and Development
Human Development; Psychology of Learning
Advanced Methods of Teaching in the Elementary School
Educational Tests and Meiusurenunits
Tfchniques of Supervision in the Public Schools
Methods of Individualized Instruction*
Modem Mathematics for Elementary
Number Systems 1
Modem Mathematics for Elementary
Geometry
Fimdamental Concepts of Calculus 1
Economic C^mcepts and Classroom Applications fo
Teachers
Modem Topics and Issues
Chirrent Issues in Economics for Teachers
Principles of Guidance
Methods of Affective Education*
Middle SchiMil Organization and (^irriculum*
Characteristics of Children with Li-aming Disabilities
School and Conununitv RelatitiMshijWi
Middle School Krading
Scnunar in Human Growth and Development
Human Drvrlopnu-nt: Psychology of I^>aming
Kducatiiuial Tests and Measurements
Development of (iounseling Skills
Kvaluation of Klenirntary School Instruction
Individuiilj/ed Instruction for S|>rciiil Nertis*
Motlem Mathenuitics for Elementary School
Number Systems I
MfKirm Mathematics for Elementary School
(^••onielry
Klrmrnlnry Calculus fnmi an Advuncetl Viewj^oint
School Teachers
—
School Teachers
TMchen
* Special Institute coune with subjects organized according to Institute needs.
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GREENWOOD
Spring Ed 405,
Ed 435,
Ed 460,
Ed 461,
Ed 494,
605
635
660
661
694
Summer
Ed 722
Ed 801
Ed 802
Ed 808
Ed 810
Ed 830
Math 703
Math 722
Econ 750
Ed 605
Ed 635
Ed 659
Ed 660
Ed 662
Ed 694
Ed 801
Ed 802
Ed 804
Ed 808
Ed 817
Engl 751
GS 799
Math 701
Math 703
Math 783
Ed 405, 605
Ed 471, 671
Ed 494, 694
Ed 763
Ed 801
Ed 802
Ed 808
Ed 811
Ed 813
GS 799
Math 701
Math 761
HARTSVILLE
Spring In Ed 410, 610
LANCASTER
Summer In Ed 410, 610
LAURENS
Spring Math 702
FaU
LEXINGTON
Fall
In
In Ed
Ed 410,
310
610
PENDLETON
Spring
Fall In
Ed
Ed
434,
410,
634
610
PICKENS
Fall Ed 435,
Ed
635
763
SENECA
Spring
Fall
Ed
Ed
Ed
Ed
431,
434,
436,
435,
631
634
636
635
Teachers
—
for
Principles of Guidance
Curriculum Revision and Evaluation*
Curriculum Development in the Elementary School
Teaching Reading in the Elementary School
School and Community Relationships
Field Experiences in School Administration
Seminar in Human Growth and Development
Human Development: Psychology of Learning
Educational Tests and Measurements
Theories and Techniques of Counseling
Techniques of Supervision in the Public Schools
Modem Mathematics for Elementary School
Geometry
Matrix Algebra II
Economic Concepts and Classroom Applications
Teachers
Principles of Guidance
Middle School Organization and Curriculum*
Fundamentals of Basic Reading
Curriculum Development in the Elementary School
Reading Diagnosis and Remediation
School and Community Relationships
Seminar in Human Growth and Development
Human Development: Psychology of Learning
Advanced Methods of Teaching in the Elementary School
Educational Tests and Measurements
Development of Counseling Skills
Children's Literature for Teachers
Comprehensive Studies
Modem Mathematics for Elementary School Teachers
Number Systems I
Modem Mathematics for Elementary School Teachers
Geometry
Theory of Numbers
Principles of Guidance
The Exceptional Child
School and Commjyiity Relationships
Middle School Reading
Seminar in Human Growth and Development
Human Development: Psychology of Learning
Educational Tests and Measurements
School Finance
Educational Vocational Informational Service and Place>-
ment
Comprehensive Studies
Modem Mathematics for Elementary School Teachers
Number Systems I
Probability and Statistics
Problems in Teaching Vocational Education*
Test Construction and Evaluation*
Modem Mathematics for Elementary School Teachers-
Number Systems II
Methods of Trade Teaching
Shop Organization and Management*
Teaching Reading in Content Areas*
Technical and Vocational Counseling*
Middle School Organization and Curriculum*
Middle School Reading
Curriculum Strategies in Early Childhood*
Characteristics of the Gifted*
School Finance for Principals*
Middle School Organization and Curriculum*
• Special Institute course with subjects organized according to Institute needs.
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SPARTANBURG
Spring In Ed 310
In Ed 410. 610
WALTERBORO
Fall Ag Ed 815
WINNSBORO
Fall In Ed 410, 610
YORK
Spring In Ed 410, 610
COLUMBIA COLLEGE
Spring
Summer
Fall
Ed 662
Ed 669
Engl 661
Ed 661
Ed 662
Ed 669
Engl 635
Ed 661
ERSKINE COLLEGE
Summer Ed 606
NEWBERRY COLLEGE
Summer Ed 662
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE
Summer Ed 671
Ed 673
Engl 603
Methods of Trade Teaching
Guidance in Vocational Education"
Teaching Agricultural and Power Mechanics
Administrative Aspects of Teaching*
Preparation of Instructional Materials*
Reading Diagnosis and Remediation
Characteristics of Children with Emotional
Handicaps
Studies in English Literature to 1700
Teaching Reading in the Elementary School
Reading Diagnosis and Remediation
Characteristics of Children with Emotional Handicaps
Southern Literature
Teaching Reading in the Elementary School
History and Philosophy of Education
Reading Diagnosis and Remediation
The Exceptional Child
Teaching the Mentally Retarded
Composition for Teachers
* Special Institute course with subjects organized according to Institute needs.
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ASSOCIATE AND BACHELORS' DEGREES CONFERRED MAY 12, 1978
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES
LUTHER PERDEE ANDERSON, Dean
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Agricultural Economics
Charles Francis Carmichael II Latta James F. Johnston III Jacksonville, Fla.
Angela Estelle Cams Columbia James Alvin Tate Anderson
'Charles Harrill Johnson Alcolu 'Marc Randolph White Fairfax, Va.
Agricultural Mechanization and Business
••Donald Keith Allen Latta
•Thomas Elliott Betsill Orangeburg
Birdie Raymond Crosby, Jr. Brunson
•Francis Guy Darby, Jr. Chester
••James Franklin Muggins, Jr. Muiiins
•Robert Benjamin Jordan Bishopville
Joseph Caulder Oswald III Allendale
Cleland Blain Player III Bishopville
Raymond Edwin Wells III Manning
Animal Industries
Barry Lee Addison Sumter
William Alan Appleby Beaufort
Curtis Richard Ballard Greenville
Cariin Thomas Creel Hemingway
Denise Taylor Cucinella Long Valley, N. J.
Gwendolyn Leslie Cummings Newberry
•Charles Van Brunt Cushman III Camden
Edward Henry Easterling Hartsville
t^Steven Eugene Glenn Laurens
Henry Grady Johnson III Mt. Pleasant
Walter Kemmery Lunn III Darlington
James Otho McDaniel York
•Lorinda Ann Northey Boca Raton, Fla.
Ellen Corbett Orr _ Springfield
Renate Anneliese Schran Mt. Pleasant
•Ralph Baxter Simmons III Anderson
f^Warren Lewis Skinner Woodruff
Vanessa Anita Wells Darlington
fLila Caroline Wright ._- Aiken
Economic Biology
•Charles Timothy Assey Georgetown
Betsy Eleanor Becht Columbia
Katherine Anne Blair Columbia
•Kimberly Ann DeGrove _ ._. Boca Raton, Fla.
t'Cynthia Anne Freeman Summervllle
•Gayle Inabinet Holman . Isle of Palms
•Patricia Magdalen Molitoris — _ Boonton, N. J.
Catherine Sue Mullis BIythewood
David Wayne Parler Lexingjon
Food Science
'Vera Robin Brown Powdersville *Jodee Lynn Meisenhelder Charleston
'Lucy Cynthia Hamilton Clemson Barbara Lee Vaughn Canfield. Ohio
Plant
••Mary Suzanne Barker Oakway
•Cynthia Hope Beales Summervilie
Fredrick Samuel Biggers Decatur, Ga.
John Andrew Cicala Selden, N. Y.
Barrett Lincoln Cosgrove
. - Hendersonville, N. C.
•Warren Michael Cousint Newberry
Alan Gilchrist Dodd Anderson
Harry James Doswell Jacksonville. Fla.
Kenneth Strom Fields __ Clemson
David Ford Gamble _ Lane
Adrians Alice Gorena Oklahoma City, Okla.
Dennis Gllmore Haigler, Jr. ._ Cameron
William Harold Hanvey, Jr ._. McCormick
•Mary Beth Harrington ... Taliahassoo. Fla
Hilliard Gregory Harvey _> Aiken
"Stephen Clme Herlocktr Lancaster
•Diane Sheryl Holland . ...... Columbia
•Frederick Mark Kapp Greenville
Rhonda Kay LeathermM LIncolnton. N. C.
•Rausa Ellen Lee W.Columbia
Randall Alan Long ......^ Qreenville
•Rebecca Sara Looney . ....... Athens. Qa
Sciences
Jackson Alan Marchette - Florence
•Melanie Elaine McClimon Greer
Leonard Craig McDowell Chesnee
William Winfieid Moore Qreenville
•David Neale Myers . Clemson
•Claudia Faye Newton Charleston
•Kathryn Lynn Gates Oatet
William John Park. Jr. Greenwood
•••Sharon Lee Parker Georgetown
•Roger Allen Peilrey Westminster
Fred Maxwell Ouattlebaum Saluda
•Thomas Meehan Randall
•Patricia Jane Smith
Ronald William Smith
Alice Elizabeth Tate
Esther Marie Trammel
Bruce Arthur Voipe .
Teresa Jane Wallen
Kendall Whitfiold Wannamakar
Oradeil. N.J.
Clemson
Hebron
Rome. Ga.
Duncan
Tinton Falls. N. J.
Hones Path
._. St. Matthewa
•Rosalind Gardner Waters Florence
Cynthia Anne Wilson Charleston
•Charlotte Mott Woodward North Augusta
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'Janice Lee Mabry Kauric
Pre-Professional Studies
Columbia **PauI Sherwood Laney Pageland
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE
HARLAN EWART McCLURE, Dean
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Pre-Architecture
•Michael Scott Beates North East, Pa.
•Clyde Hammett Blair, Jr. Clemson
Linda Gayle Brown Sullivans Island
••John David Calhoun Hilton Head Island
•Richard McFadden Clanton Darlington
Harry Paul Demosthenes SurTiter
Henry Wilson Dowell III Owings, Md.
•John Walter Gaulden Rock Hill
David Joseph Hosang Aiken
•Philip Lance Kianka Hopewell, N. J.
Brian Wayne Kittle Summerville
•William Randall Mayor Annapolis, Md.
•Todd i^itchey McGraw Middletown, Ohio
Ronald Dean Reagan Fort Pierce, Fla.
Carlos Mariano Serrano Orlando, Fla.
Sylvia Beth Webb Atlanta, Ga.
••George James Wilds iV Hartsville
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Building Construction
John Crawford Anderson, Jr. Spartanburg
Joel Edmond Baker Charleston
Joseph John Barna Bound Brook, N.J.
Robert Scott Halliday Ocean City, N.J.
•John Morrison Holcombe Mt. Pleasant
James Walker Holliday, Jr. Pendleton
Julian Thomas Hcllis, Jr. Spartanburg
•Thomas Edward Justice Westminster
•••Jorge Quintero Greenville
William Allen Richardson Georgetown
John Arisen Stehmeyer Charleston
•James Lockwood Tupper, Jr. Columbia
Carl Bradford Vanvick Greenville
•Glenn William Ward Brick Town, N. J.
Pre-Architecture
•Jeffrey Gene Angstadt Columbia
Eugene Shipman Armstrong, Jr. Greenville
LeII Ezelle Barnes III North Caldwell, N.J.
••Brian Walter Boone Round O
•Charles Frederick Brooks, Jr. Rock Hill
Gordon Budd Brown, Jr. Ramsey, N.J.
Mark Gesen Carroll Glastonbury, Conn.
Stephen Peter Csepio Cincinnati, Ohio
Byron Malet Edwards III Columbia
Mark Riely Fitzsimmons Little Silver, N.J.
•Damon Lee Fowler Clover
Robert Edwin Gable Columbia
Gary Brian Gallagher Charleston
Dan Ruff Haselden Columbia
•Stephen Scott Heyl Aiken
Derek Lee Hodge Matthews, N. C.
Richard Edward Japko, Jr. Whippany, N. J.
Thomas Anthony Kiser Bowman
•Mark Thomas Ksiazewski Philadelphia, Pa.
•Robert McNair Louden Pennington, N.J.
••William Garrison McCuen, Jr. Greenville
Walter James Montgomery Lancaster
Fred William Moore Columbia
Michael Lee Nation Chester
Joseph Daniel Nuzzaco Schenectady, N. Y.
•Michael Charles O'Brien Charleston
••Mary Elizabeth Permar Aiken
•Galen George Plourde Caribou, Maine
Michael Joseph Remesi Somerville, N. J.
William Gaillard Robins Charleston
••Leslie McCall Saunders Montreat, N. C.
John James Schlank III Alexandria, Va.
••Bryan Thomas Smith Ware Place
Charles Goodrich Snow Mooresville, N. C.
•James Robert Steverson Hanahan
John Richard Stockfisch Oakhurst, N. J.
John Wall Clemson
Robert Bruce Walsh Vineland, N.J.
•Steven Eric Walther Greenville
Jerry Lee Wessinger Summerville
Robert Allen Yannazzo Metuchen, N. J.
•John Edward YonushewskI
Newfoundland, N. J.
BACHELOR OF ARCHITECTURE
•Rebecca Monat Blanton Seneca
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COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
HAROLD FOCHONE LANDRITH, Dean
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Early Childhood Education
*Rebecca Ackerman Columbia
*Anne Bankston Aichele Mt. Pleasant
Carol Jean Boykin North Augusta
*Debra Lynn Burns York
Mary Evelyn Cason Abbeville
*Julia Jane Davis Irmo
Mary Ellen Fedak Carteret, N. J.
*Mitzi Carol Fleming Belton
Karen Land Ford Ninety Six
**Gloria Sue Goodman Clemson
***Emraa A. Cole Graham Seneca
*MeIanie Lane Hannah Greenville
*Janet Ruth Harshman Clemson
**Katherine Ledbetter Holley North Augusta
Elizabeth Anne Johnson Spartanburg
Rebecca Dean Jordan Effingham
Elizabeth Lee Kemon Chevy Chase, Md.
*Marian Victor Langston Rock Hill
*Susan Yates Lark Anderson
Nancy Anne Lind Abbeville
Debra Lynn Lockaby Hendersonville, N. C.
*Dorcas Jane Mann Clemson
Mary Victoria Marshall Graniteville
Elizabeth Ann McEachern Greenville
Georgianne Moody Cayce
**Georgia Westbrook Ormand Easley
*Kathy Grant Parker Anderson
Marjorie Lynne Patterson Columbia
Genevieve Hooper Skardon Walterboro
Laura Rae Smith Woodbridge, Va.
Elizabeth Jill Stroupe Stanley, N. C.
**Jeryl Gay Wittenberg Anderson
***EIizabeth Brown Wylie Lancaster
Elementary
Jacqueline Kim Andrews Easley
**Patricia Lea Bailey Laurens
*Faith Colette Bannister Iva
•Helen Elizabeth Barnett Columbia
•Deborah Lynn Brown Plymouth, N. C.
•Grace Kimmons Brown Sumter
•Deborah Ann Bruce Lugoff
•Deborah Gail Bryant Anderson
•Ann Truesdale Carwile Union
•Jan Claire Carwile Abbeville
Deborah Sue Caskey Aiken
Cynthia Ann Clarke Mauldin
Ruth Alberta Coggins Spartanburg
•••Karen Boyd Cook Laurens
Debbie Ann Cooper Greenville
Aline Ayer Crews Hampton
Nancy Lynn Martin Croft Sandy Springs
•Terri Lynn Crosby Travelers Rest
•Susan Joyce Curry Greenville
•••Kathryn Sue Danko Columbia
Pamela Jeanne Davis Seneca
•Wendy Jeanne Draeger Greenwood
•Zee Ellen Epton Inman
John Willard Faulkner, Jr. W. Columbia
Janet Fellers Columbia
•Mona Guy Fleming Pendleton
Olivia Ann Fogle Orangeburg
••Wende McEwen Forrest
Southern Pines, N. C.
•Deborah Jean Freeman Greenville
•Peggy Jane Gillespie Newport, N. C.
•••Clarence Elwell Gilstrap, Jr. Sunset
••Rhonda Renae Gravley _. Easley
•Lee Ann Grimshaw Columbia
Education
•Lisa Lucille Gunn Silver Spring, Md.
•Martha Lynch Hanwell Timmonsville
•Lynn Hine«? Herndon Aiken
••Pamela Denise Heyward Piedmont
•Eleanor Hightower Bamberg
•••Kathy Akers Hirsch Myrtle Beach
••Devilla Brewer Hughes Seneca
••Sheryl Ann Huitt Anderson
Lois Miller Jones Pinewood
••Wanda Gail Jordan Scranton
Mary Lucile Kinard Greenwood
Georgia Diane Latham Anderson
Martha Caroline Leeke Simpsonville
•Carolanne Long Florence
••Deborah Kay McCormick __ Lewisburg, W. Va.
Lillie June McElveen Lake City
Cynthia Jon McKissick Summerville
Deborah Ann Nave Greenwood
Patricia Jo O'Neill New Canaan, Conn.
Mary Kirk Oxendine Greenville
•Nancy Lorene Padgett Walterboro
••Chris Leigh Peters New Orleans, La.
Cathy Diane Pool Gainesville, Ga.
•••Carolyn Johnson Ritchie Orangeburg
•Barbara Winn Sanford Duncan
•Pauline Elizabeth Simmons Walterboro
Ann Sweeney Varnville
Mary Elizabeth Thomas Greer
Rosalyn Ann Tyson Orangeburg
Katherine Erin West Greenville
•Patricia Louise Whitaker Aiken
Dorothy Gail Williams Seneca
••Carol Anne Wilson Charleston
•Nancy Elaine Yarid Seneca
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Secondary Education
*Sandra Kay Broome Heath Springs
•Wayne Cecil Cain Westminster
Helen Noemi Canine Newberry
Steven Todd Cline Hagerstown, Md.
*Darryi Allen Cook Greenville
Layne Brian Davis Hemingway
Patricia Lynn Durgin Columbia
•Margaret Joanna Harper Seneca
Kevin Irmiter Clemson
*Linda Lea Jones Bishopville
*Lillian Jean Jordan Effingham
Vicky Burton Lee Westminster
*Jerry Edward Lyies Westminster
***Charles William Pruitt Anderson
Barbara Ann Roberts Cayce
**Linda Karen Simmons Pickens
James Alexander Stoddard Sumter
Jane Louise Westbury Columbia
Willie Bill Wingo III Union
Benny Ray Yeargin Liberty
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Agricultural Education
(Agricultural Education is jointly administered by the College of
Agricultural Sciences and the College of Education.)
Barry Lee Able Saluda *Benjamin Thomas Granger Timmonsville
Glen Robert Carson Greenville Randy Pierce Leaphart Lancaster
Charles Russell Duncan Longs
Industrial Education
Keith Martin Bouknight Clinton
*Mary Elizebeth Carter Clemson
••Virginia Ann Catalano Columbia
Louin Daniel Chinnes Charleston
•Alan Lee Clayton Florence
Laurence Asbury DeLoach, Jr. Clemson
••Christopher Nolan Dunbar Easley
•Clayton Lamar Haltiwanger Chapin
•Carl Henry Markert, Jr. Baltimore, Md.
Greg Ritner McDowell Miami, Fla.
Nancy Lynn Poe Greenville
•Bobby Joe Randolph Greenville
Barrie Joseph Sergio Massapequa, N. Y.
Michael Todd Slaughter York
Tommy Ramey Smith Anderson
Terry Glenn Tarasevich Groton, Conn.
•••Kenneth Mearlin Vinson Piedmont
•Thomas Howard Williams Lowin, Ohio
Science Teaching
•Susan Allston Horton Rock Hill •Virginia Grace Payne Spartanburg
John Lewis Lawhon Hartsville Sandra Marlene Ruff Pomaria
Gatsie Ann Paulling St. Matthews **Barbara Ellen Watson Camden
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
LYLE CHESTER WILCOX, Dean
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Agricultural Engineering
(Agricultural Engineering is jointly administered by the College of
Agricultural Sciences and the College of Engineering.)
•Richard Hugo Clark Vance
Joe Simpson Paris, Jr. Catawba
•Calvin Christopher Harmon Lexington
Robert Edwards Harrison Hartsville
•Gary Marshall Harter Ehrhardt
Floyd Knight Hill, Jr. Burton
•Charles Edgar Martin Anderson
Richard Van McLeod Camden
Nathan Darrell Miller Saluda
•••Richard Howard Rentz, Jr. Branchville
•••Christine Grewcock Reynolds Columbia
Rocky Lane Sease Gilbert
Ceramic Engineering
Robert Charles Akin North Augusta •••Douglas Ralph Hippler Eustis, Fla.
William Berry Carr III Laurens Willoughby Burley Shedd, Jr. Union
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Chemical Engineering
John Herbert Conrad Greenville
***John Edward Dickenson Belvedere
Timmie Lane Dickerson Florence
William Samuel Eleazer Columbia
William Reid Eubanks Leesville
***Stephen Quinn Ferguson Clover
•John Price Harley, Jr. Trenton
*Hunter Sells Harris III Union
*James Henry Keen, Jr. Columbia
*William Michael Lankford Inman
Paul Llewellyn McDaniel North Charleston
Richard Alan Meter Charleston
John Daniel Nichols Columbia
Assaf M. Simon Rahbe-Akkar, Lebanon
Barry Lee Stone Greenville
Richard Burton Taylor Charleston
*Timothy Keith Wallace Saluda
Civil
Gary Lawrence Alexander Seneca
Charles William Askins Hartsville
Theodore Florenz Balk Elko
Bruce Edward Boyer Milton, Pa.
Stephen Michael Caston Chester
*Scott Smith Chinery Allentown, Pa.
•Robert Clay Dickinson Florence
Gordon Wayne Eckley Bishopville
Kirkland Madison Edmonds Florence
Albert W. Ford III Georgetown
*Francis Manning Freeland Greenville
***CaroI Gaye Garrison Anderson
Kenneth Lenaire Geddings Summerville
**George Elmore Gratzick, Jr. Charleston
*Thomas Talmadge Grigg, Jr. Gaffney
Michael Ronald Hanseter Neenah, Wis.
•Albert Harold Hough Camden
Engineering
•Stephen Michael Jansen Margate, Fla.
•Kenneth Wayne Knight Charleston
•Michael Francis Langel Anderson
•Kenneth Clayton Looper Dacusville
••James Rhett McGregor Hopkins
James Floyd Pearman III Donalds
Darrell Wayne Pyeatt Greenville
•Victoria Kay Richardson Belton
•Peter Barton Rizzo Greenville
•Daniel Edwin Seymour Sumter
••Larry Clark Smith Chesterfield
Bradley Howard Stroud W. Columbia
Brian Franklin Waldrep Greenwood
•Robert Joseph Waldrop Hanahan
•••Laura Humphreys Watson Martin, Ga.
•••Stuart Douglas Whiteside Columbia
John Lee Wood, Jr. Edgefield
Electrical
•Andrew Paul Abercrombie Easley
Jeffrey Bentley Ashe Lockhart
Kenneth Alan Barnes Anderson
William Robert Brock Columbia
Charles Lowell Brown, Jr. Darlington
Charles Dennis Gregory Laurens
•Paul Meredith Harmon Newberry
William Steven Hartshorn North Augusta
Kevin Amaker Hawkins Greenwood
•'Philip Lee Hendricks Easley
James League Hendrix Simpsonville
Philip Bryan Hickman Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Roy Clifton Jones III Greenville
Michael Thomas Kutch, Jr. Charleston
•Khaled Ezzat Labib Cairo, Egypt
Gary Jerrelle Love Anderson
•Gary Alan Mack Greenville
Frank Lafayette Maxwell III Greer
•John Hampton McAlhaney, Jr. Reevesville
Engineering
•James Robert McClendon Spartanburg
Sharon Rose McMahan Greenville
•••George Wyatt Moore Gaffney
Louis Glenn Parker Hanahan
Martin Oree Parrish Easley
t**Thomas Eugene Pitts Greenville
Daltrum Holmes Poston, Jr. Due West
Ronald Douglas Rackley Greenville
Richard Homer Reynolds Greenwood
t*^*William Robert Reynolds Greenwood
Eugene Shuart Riley Frostproof, Fla.
t^^^James David Rochester Greenville
••Andrew Martin Smith Newberry
David William Smith Hartsville
Keith Cromer Stevenson Seneca
Sheron Anne Still Chapin
•James William Strawhorn, Jr. Honea Path
•Richard Miller Weatherly, Jr. Charleston
Clara Adelia White Pickens
Engineering Analysis
Jonathan Michael Brick Pensacola, Fla. Bruce Wesley Rogers Clemson
Michael Glenn Morris Forest City, N. C. James Arthur Willis Clemson
Engineering Technology
•Edwin Wilbur Allen Clio
Frank Louis Aparo Fairport, N. Y,
Merley Columbus Belk, Jr. Travelers Rest
Roy James Bowers Lancaster
James Earl Grain, Jr. Montgomery, Ala.
•John Leonard Gardiner Sumter
•Russell Eugene Gardo Greenville
Franklin Earl Harmon III Clinton
•James Marshall Hatley, Jr. Ft. Mill
Mark Baird Hendrix Batesburg
Gary Wayne Holley North Augusta
Arthur Karl Jensen Cleveland, Ohio
James Frederick LaRue, Jr. Barrington, III.
Robert Darrell Morgan Pelzer
Daniel Gervin Percy Hammondsport, N. Y.
Bondi Nicholas Powell Johnsonville
Michael Brian Rollins Charleston
Dennis Jule Sommers Norris
Ronald Lee Taylor Anderson
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Mechanical
Robert Lamar Adams, Jr. Chapin
Michael Harold Ayers Tampa, Fla.
***Donald Erwin Beasley Charleston
*Harold Jeffrey Boger Garden City Beach
Arthur Clarence Bruining, Jr. Wyckoff, N. J.
Wayne Keith Bucholz Hanahan
*Nan Aline Byars Morgantown, W. Va.
Randall Joseph Christ Six Mile
David Monroe Cornmesser Greenville
•Robert Vernon Duck Greenville
Arthur Lee Esclavon North Charleston
Carl Neil Forte Egsley
***Terry Keith Gettys Darlington
**James David Huggins Hartsville
Engineering
*Daniel Alan Jernigan Camden
**Walter Fleming Jones Anderson
George Quigley Langstaff II Kingsport, Tenn.
Howard Lee Lindler Chapin
*Robert Ivan Robertson Liberty
Michael Alexander Servadio Cos Cob, Conn.
***Jan Terry Stover Greenville
Michael Hayden Tuller Columbia
Larry Del Watson Bradley
***Suzanne Ellen Weaver __ Morgantown, W. Va.
Thomas Harvey Weir, Jr. Winnsboro
*Reuben Howell Williams III Georgetown
*Kirk Alfred Wilson Easley
COLLEGE OF FOREST AND RECREATION RESOURCES
WILLIAM HENRY DAVIS McGREGOR, Dean
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Forest Management
Michael George Horm Anderson
David Fleming King North Augusta
Alton Turner Moody, Jr. Nanuet, N. Y.
Nancy Poe Norris Clemson
Frank Turner Prince, Jr. Spartanburg
John Lawrence Reynolds, Jr. Columbia
•Stephen Lawrence Sloan Charleston
•Thomas Allan Waldrop Hanahan
•William Wideman Wardlaw St. Matthews
George Blaine Wood, Jr. Martinsville, Va.
Guy Jason Woodward Aiken
••Jeffery Alan Wright Preenville
Joseph Paul Badalucco West Islip, N. Y.
Daniel Gilbert Barker Conway
Michael Boiter Brooks Greenville
Frederick Allan Busch III Clementon, N.J.
Charles Wesley Carroll, Jr. Toledo, Ohio
•Joseph Calvin Clark, Jr. Rock Hill
Steven Wilson Cobb Columbia
Kathryn Ann Cunningham Decatur, Ga.
Darrell Keith Davies Charleston
Malcolm McMurtry Erwin III Charleston
Michael Anthony Gorski
New Providence, N. J.
•Michael Monroe Grooms Greenville
Recreation and
•••Michael Douglas Abercrombie Greenville
Jackie Elizabeth Adkins York
James Eldon Anderson Summerville
•James Mark Anderson Clemson
Harold Wright Bagwell III Greenville
Charlie Joseph Baker, Jr. Rembert
John Glenn Bell Hanahan
Georgia Manning Bethea Springfield
Allen Neely Blackmon Greenwood
•Nina Wilson Bond Indianapolis, Ind.
Rebecca Ann Bray Charleston
•Ellen Elizabeth Bush Columbia
Edward Rose Campbell Marion
Maxie Michael Collins Ridgeway
Janet Susan Copeland Orangeburg
John William Culbreth Columbia
Mel Louis Dias Anderson
•Jean Henninger Dominguez Potomac, Md.
Steven James Doyle Cherry Hill, N. J.
Mark Robert Eisengrein Gambrius, Md.
•Larry Allan Elza Long Beach, Cal.
••Jackie Diane Finley -___ Belton
•Larry Michael Ford Williamston
Robert Leonard Geiger Lugoff
•David Nelson Haigh Beaufort
•Scott Parker Harmon Anderson
Park Administration
•Nancy Ann Hepfinger Vienna, Va.
•James Barrington Hynds Columbia
Nancy Weldon Jackson Columbia
•Donald Wayne Kinard Ehrhardt
•William Sherwood Kodama Moncks Corner
Marie Holliday Lucius Dillon
Regina Mattox Eufaula, Ala.
William Holden Mays Fair Play
•John Patrick McEldowney
__ Huntington, W. Va.
••Brian Hance Melton Lancaster
Michael Charles Morrill Clover
•Susan Marie Morris Rock Hill
Daniel Virgil Page Spartanburg
James DeForrest Payne, Jr. Buford, Ga.
Gerard Bertrand Perry Greenville
•Todd Douglas Pratt Kissimmee, Fla.
•Gregory Alan Reed Greenville
Connie Delores Rhode Holly Hill
Allen Rhodes Riddick Aiken
•••Linda Ann Singleton Charleston
•Carol Diane Sink Charlotte, N. C.
•Arthur Monroe Taylor III Columbia
Deborah Regina Tillotson Seneca
•Douglas Randolph Waters Hephzibah, Ga.
Catherine Lynn Yost Greenville
Wood Utilization
Frank Turner Prince, Jr. Spartanburg
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COLLEGE OF INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT AND TEXTILE SCIENCE
WALLACE DABNEY TREVILLIAN, Dean
t**Pamela Schulte DuBose
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Economics
***Jorge Quintero Greenville
Poughlteepsie, N. Y.
BACHELOR OF
Account!
••Judy Patten Alexander Greenville
Audrey Leigh Allison Atlanta, Ga.
Vivian Cantrell Anthony Pickens
Michael Berquist Stoneham, Mass.
•James Martin Bridges Columbia
••Suzanne Elaine Brockman Camden
Michael Lloyd Broyles Simpsonville
•Charles Joseph Coate Clarksville, Md.
•Cornelia Jean Coleman Hopkins
•Steven Arthur Colson Summit, N.J.
Emily Anne Compton Anderson
•Georgia Blanche Cottingham Dillon
Steven Robert Delmar Omaha, Neb.
••Catherine Lynn Edmunds Hartwell, Ga.
•Donald Ray Estep Beech Island
Mark David Estes Columbia
•Carolyn Grace Ferguson Great Falls
Charles Albert Finley, Jr. Pickens
Lyman Franklin Robertson, Jr. Atlanta, Ga.
SCIENCE
ng
•••Pamela Wade Green Greenville
•John David Hamilton Rock Hill
•'Carol Margaret Hogue Clemson
Bruce Wayne Hughes, Jr. Liberty
Houghton Arthur Lohn Pendleton
Edward Arthur Markners Bay Shore, N. Y.
Donald Peter McEwan II Charleston
•Michael Gene Putnam Greenville
Benjamin Lawrence Scott Charleston
••'Steven Theodore Spires Bristol, Va.
••Elizabeth Anne Stroup Atlanta, Ga.
George Fred Taylor, Jr. Anderson
•Gill Dunovant Timpson Clemson
••Harrison Frederick Trammell Greer
Douglas Blane Warner Columbia
Thcmas Corey Wright Wellesley, Mass.
Pamela Kay Wyatt Walhalla
Administrative
•Amelia Townsend Alexander -_ Aiken
Debra Anne Alton Greenville
Jeffery Scott Andrew Houston. Texas
John Alvin Bickley Barnwell
Lauri Jayne Bishop Clemson
Jetfery Terry Bowers Spartanburg
•Curtis Byron Brock Seneca
•Wallace Harrell Cabler, Jr. Spartanburg
Harold Dewitle Cain Columbus, Ga.
Martha Mane Campbell Florence
•Debra Lee Cantrell ^ Seneca
Ronald Gary Charping Anderson
•Orinda Byrd Christoph Society Hill
Thomas Chase Clark Greenwood
Michael Neal Cornell Delaware. Ohio
•Patricia Mary Danfy _ Spartanburg
Malcolm Wayne Davenport, Jr. Qreenvllle
Murray Lamar Davis, Jr.
Malcolm Rhott Donaldson II
John Oiednch Doscher III
'•Samuel Claude Dunn, Jr.
••William James Faublon
John Patrick Ford .
Larry Dowaine Fowler .
Robert Michael Gaddis .
Phil Hunter Gibson
James Wesley Graham
Jefferson Hunt Graydon .
John Orrin Orlffln
'Olertda Teresa Orooms .
'Donna Hubler Quay _
Jeffrey Scoll Hahn
Ellen Loutse Hair
Daniol Ward Hancock, Jr
•••Oi«i« Ivnn Harnaon
. Spartanburg
Mt. Pleasant
Charleston
Pickens
Greenville
Charleston
Liberty
Taylors
Pendleton
ArnJorson
W. Columbia
Portage. Wis
Lebanon
Arlington. TeMas
Medford Lakes. N J
Easloy
Eesley
tasley
Management
Ann Christina Hartnett Greenville
Marie Eileen Hartnett Columbia
•David Jonathan Haun Clemson
Mark Eric Heniford Loris
William Don Henry Timonium. Md.
Suzanne Hofford Charleston
Alan Lloyd Hoover Matthews. N. C.
George Haywood Howe Raleigh, N. C.
Richard Young Howie Hartsville
John William Jones Elloree
Karen Elizabeth Jones Greenville
Herman Frederick Jutzeler, Jr. Charleston
Carolyn Margaret Kuize Greenville
William Sloven Leslie Piedmont
Steven Coggins Levy McLean. Va.
Kenneth Neal Lott . Blackville
Thomas Louis Madden Anderson
Duff Sloan Mohon . Laurens
James Lancys Maness Union
•Hugh Howell Mann Aiken
William Sibloy Marabie. Jr. Spartanburg
Dean Gerard Matthews Lakewood. N.J.
Houston Cagle Matthews Timmonsvillo
John Earl McClary Orangeburg
•Alexander Moretz McDowell
- Kershaw
Susan McLaurin irmo
Earl Joseph Mines Hartsville
Gregg Franklin Morton
_ Aiken
Jamas Kevin Nichols ^ Union
•Jack Byron Nixon. Jr. Myrtle Beach
James Gilbert Owen Summit. N.J.
Victoria Joan Pasco Washington. Qa.
•Cynthia Ann Patten
. Easloy
AndersonGary Randall Patterson
Leah Helen Ouarl(>t Florence
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Administrative IVIanagement (continued)
***James Bruce Ragan Rock Hill
Raymond Michael Reese Travelers Rest
Hewer Cleveland Richardson, Jr. — Greenville
**Norman Milton Scarborough Moncks Corner
Charles Edward Schneider Clearwater, Fla.
Edward Joseph Seibolt Kensington, Md.
Alton Owen Smith, Jr. Sumter
Charles Hunter Smith Delaware, Ohio
Robert Stroder Snipes Belton
Laurette Stegall Fort Mill
•Kenneth Lee Still Greer
*Earl Matthew Stillinger, Jr. Orangeburg
Edgar Stoy Streetman, Jr. Greer
Thama Amanda league Columbia
Mary Ruth Vissage Greenville
Douglas Hewes Webster Greenville
Gregory Steven Whitt Anderson
Robert Bennett Willard Orangeburg
Jerome Wilson III Chester
*John Leonard Wilson Spartanburg
William Lewis Wood Pickens
William Gordon Wright Orinda, Cal.
Economics
Thomas Cleveland Alexander Walhalla
t*William Samford Baker III Greenville
Susan R. Bishop Union
**Patricia Ann Buckley Hanahan
*David Layton Dickert Newberry
Ramon Angel Fernandez-Rubio Greenville
*David Edward Gregory Greenville
Sylvia Paris Harrison Greenville
Lori Lyn Holt Greenville
Edward Charles Johnson Greenville
James Marion Russell III Holly Hill
*Marc Alfred Zagara Pittsford, N. Y.
Financial
Russell York Berry Hickory, N. C.
*Dianne Gail Bostick Georgetown
'Cynthia Kay Crawford Chesterfield
*Kathy Jean Crawford Aiken
Dennis Lynn Dukes Branchville
*Margaret Taggart Edwards Clemson
Thomas Daryll Evans Tampa, Fla.
Ramon Angel Fernandez-Rubio Greenville
*Jasper Bruce Gaston Easley
Wynn Katheryn Glotfelty Coral Gables, Fla.
Penelope Steen Goebel Lancaster
*Alvin Scott Hendrix Travelers Rest
Joel Earl Hudson III Greer
Kurt Richard Irmiter Clemson
Melissa Ann King Rock Hill
**Pamela Lynn Mahaffey Easley
William Milne Martin Framingham, Mass.
*Thcmas David McCreery Rock Hill
Management
**Kathleen Bethea Monroe Marion
Thcmas Banks Myers Camden
*Marty Pierce Ouzts Greenwood
*David Michael Phelps Dover, Del.
*Kenneth Warren Poston Greenville
William Timothy Raines Greenville
Mary Jewel Roberts Greenwood
*Eric Marshall Rothell Seneca
***Christine Marie Sharkey Paramus, N. J.
Robert Ivan Sharpe Lexington
H. William Sickling II Shaker Heights, Ohio
William Alan Sox W. Columbia
**Trina Beth Stoudenmire Pendleton
Carolyne Virginia Triplett Cordova
Charles Fairey Varn Mt. Pleasant
*Edwin Pierce Williams, Jr. Greer
**Gregory Eugene Williamson Anderson
Industrial Management
Hawkins Miller Cook, Jr. Greer
Welborne Faxon Davis, Jr. Orangeburg
David Larry Derrick, Jr. Columbia
Jeffrey Howard Dunlap Upper St. Clair, Pa.
•Joseph Koger Fairey III St. Matthews
•Robert Charles Kinross Pawleys Island
Steven Alan LaDelfa East Rochester, N. Y.
Everett Larry Landrum, Jr. Clemson
Forrest Warner Page Clemson
Jeffery Lee Payne Goose Creek
*Kirk William Pounds Pontiac, Mich.
GIsn Patrick Smith BIythewood
•Julia Elizabeth Stephens Greenville
George Travers Webb III Burlington, N. C.
Robert Harold Weir Newberry
•James Evans White Aiken
Textile Chemistry
•••Dale Lee Handlin, Jr. Clemson ••William Carson Stuckey
'Frank Jeffery Moore Clemson
Easley
BACHELOR OF TEXTILE TECHNOLOGY
Mary Carol Acker Greenville
Debra Ann Arnett Greenville
Russell Clyde Bransford III __ Orange Park, Fla.
Frank Edwin Coleman III York
James Edward Grant Thomson, Ga.
•Mary Frances Hyland Goose Creek
Robert Earl Johnson Abbeville
William Charner Linderman Heath Springs
•Brenda Louise Padlan Goose Creek
Susan Kathleen Payne Greenville
Robert Lee Pickens Charlotte, N. C.
Daryl Butler Printz Norristown, Pa.
Forrest Lee Snipes Clemson
Daniel Harding Stowe Belmont, N. C.
•Beverly Lynn Wise Asheville, N. C.
David Milton Yates Greenville
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COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
HEADLEY MORRIS COX, Dean
BACHELOR OF ARTS
English
Sharon Rene Baxley Charleston
Harry McBrayer Bayne Anderson
Karen Denise Brown Iva
•'Mark Jay Charney Williamston
Louis Huggins Fields Chester
•••Verna Gwen Gardner Goose Creek
•••Maria Corinne Gordon Greenville
Newell Franklin Gravely, Jr. Walterboro
John Leslie Griffin, Jr. Honea Path
•*Lynn Rene McGuirt Indian Land
Michael Patrick McLaughlin Charleston
•James Andrew Omundson Anderson
•••Marilu Putman Lancaster
••Edith Laurie Rogers Piedmont
Cynthia Ann Sams Alexandria, Va.
Mary Jane Senn Laurens
Sandra Jean Stowe Belmont, N. C.
Jesse Howard Tate Easley
•Clifford James Wheeler, Jr. __ Allendale, N. J.
History
Jerry Prue Vester Brown Clemson
Edna Margaret Eagerton Summerton
Ginny Lynne Gregg Florence
Virginia Earle Hammond Greenville
••Michael Joseph Harden Sumter
•Randy Wade Hartsoe Greer
•Sharon Geraidine Marshall Anderson
George Terrence McNeill Spartanburg
William Riley Owens Greer
Naureen Mildred Perri Yonkers, N. Y.
Walton Curtis Robinson Spartanburg
David Lee Ryan Chester
•Gary Trenton Stone Williamston
•Glenda Lee Tuck Greer
•Frank V/ayne Vaughn Greenville
Modern Languages
Julia Danni Driskell Atlanta, Ga.
•'Bruce William Gourlay Clemson
•David Ridgely Hanson Randailstown, Md.
Beverly Earle Harrison Abbeville
•Carolyn Irene Helena Charleston
••Gabriele Kopp Johnson Westminster
•Elizabeth Martha Judge
W. Springfield. Mass.
John Staige Kern, Jr. Portsmouth. R. I.
••'Norma Jean Malmgren Seneca
•Dobra Lynette McAlister Union
William Eaddy Mercer, Jr. Mt. Pleasant
Margaret Alison Stanley Potomac, Md.
•Sharon Lee Weir Hanahan
Political
William Barnea Adams Jacksonville. Fla.
•John Michael Baxley Hartaville
Gilbert Ernest Bell III . Florham Park. N.J.
••Gary Lynn Compton Spartanburg
•Steven Howard Crump . Anderson
*
'Gerard Pierre Cummings
Bitburg, West Germany
Michael Gerald Dempsey Taylors
•Francis Douglas Plnckney Evans . Greenville
•Charles Ingram Gandy
Billy James Gilsirap, Jr.
Jeffrey Scoll Goodman
Victoria Sue Harley
William Steven Hill .
Waring Simons Howe. Jr
"•Elaine Morris Huff
Douglas Jennings. Jr
Hartsvlllo
Pickens
Plantation. Fla.
Trenton
Greenwood
Mt. Pleasant
Rock Hill
Oonnoltsville
Science
Karl Bruce Kelly Greenville
Lois Anno Kubarewicz Toms River. N.J.
•Robyn Jayne Lee _ . Spartanburg
Stephen Francis Molyneaux ._ Ho-Ho-Kus. N.J.
'Wallace Aiken Mullinax, Jr. _
. Greenville
'Sharon Phillips Park .... Clemson
"•Janet Ellen PisanoschI Baltimore. Md.
Stephen Calhoun Poole
Shori Inez Richardson .
Robert Noil Shopard
"Thomas Alan Shiels
•Thomas Calvin Taylor
Edward Poat Thomas
•Larry Jay Thompson
•••Jane Warren .
•Alan Perrin Wilkes .
Waller Lee Williams .
Greenville
... Pomsria
Charleston
Kingston. N. Y.
Stone Mountain. Ga.
Columbia
North Augusta
Pendleton
Bethel Park. Pa.
. Greenvllls
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Psychology
luth Gail Alexander Clemson
liam Hamilton Armstrong IV __ Trenton, N. J.
y Jeaneane Attaway Anderson
ces Roberta Ballentine Elloree
ion Leigh Bennett Mt. Pleasant
Jra Kim Burton Greenville
itricia Jane Grim Greer
in Camille Davis Awendaw
ithia Sharon Easier Spartanburg
•auiine Dianne Ell<ins Columbia
esa Faye Ellison Wyoming, Del.
ilie Elizabeth Flint Rock Hill
Dert Lewis Goldsmith Greenville
Catherine Lynne Gunnell Spartanburg
Michelle Lynn Herod Beaufort
**Carla Dawne Kimbrell Campobello
Claire Elizabeth McMillan Bamberg
***Dante Charles Mercuric ___ Bloomfield, N. J.
John Thomas Morris Chester
•Frances Patricia Mullen Greenville
George Paul Robelot Greenville
•Deborah Ann Rowell Greenwood
Fred Garlington Stone II Pendleton
Sharon Lynn Thomas Greenwood
•John Christian Zona Clemson
Sociology
ces Leigh Abbott Westminster
ard Lucas Baird, Jr. Darlington
)lyn Denise Bishop Charleston
3 Frances Corbett Columbia
Elizabeth Danner Florence
Drah Nell Elliott Florence
ary Frances Hinkle Pickens
oy Elizabeth Hurst Chesterfield
Sarah Elizabeth Jackson Greenville
John Wardlaw Latham Abbeville
••Melody Jo Magee Aiken
Kathryn Laura Millar Florence
Betty Rose Pettigrew Beaufort
•Haynes Watson Pryor, Jr. Rock Hill
Naomi Jean Rauton Ridge Spring
Sandra Lee Smith Simpsonville
COLLEGE OF NURSING
GERALDINE LABECKI. Dean
ASSOCIATE IN ARTS
Nursing
; Mathis Brown Clemson
na Joyce Burris Anderson
Juzanne Hodgson Burton Anderson
3ette Niemeyer Chu Clemson
ecca Nunnery Clark Camden
la Ann Duncan Clemson
m Ann Long Edwards Columbia
la LaRue Fisher Asheboro, N. C.
a Jane Gaines Murphy, N. C.
ia Orr Gardner Seneca
J Elizabeth Glotfelty Coral Gables, Fla.
Laura Glotfelty Coral Gables, Fla.
ihany Rush Grace Anderson
jn Allen Hester Greenville
i Nandel Hiott Anderson
uel Hammond Huff III Anderson
•iette Lynne ller Hendersonville, N. C.
quelyn Charisse Jones Barnwell
iam Holcombe Keith Beaufort
inor Diane Livingston Florence
lael Ray Lother Anderson
Lila Sherard Masters Anderson
Teresa Holt Matthew Clemson
•**Lana Bell Mattison Anderson
Elizabeth Harris McCurley Hartwell, Ga.
Martha M. McKenzie Clemson
•••Susan Mitchell McKinster Clemson
•Kathryn Jennifer Moss Walhalla
Laurie Susan Neighbors Columbia
•Jane Noonan Pensacola, Fla.
Sandra Faye Patterson Clemson
Rebecca Rogers Quattlebaum Clemson
Marcia Lee Richardson Walhalla
•Esther Sullivan Sheriff Westminster
Elizabeth McCullough Stuck Pendleton
Nancy Carol Taylor Greenville
Joanne Marie Trewhella Columbia
•••Cynthia Ann Ward Atlanta, Ga.
••Deborah Dyke Wessinger Summerville
Johnnie Grant Whitfield Pendleton
Brenda Jean Worthy Greenville
zabeth Reid Anderson Spartanburg
iry Linda Barnett Greenville
ice Leigh Bedenbaugh Prosperity
;y Annelle Benton Greenwood
ice Elaine Black Saluda
ra Diane Blodgett Walhalla
icia Gail Botts Abbeville
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Nursing
Lycia Amanda Boyles Central
•Sandra Holstein Brown Clemson
Rhonda Lee Calcutt Pamplico
***Kim Elaine Christy Charleston
Dawn Michele Crutchfield Greensboro, N. C.
••Pennie Lynn Davidson Greenville
Nancy Kay Dendy Clinton
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Nursing
Martha Yarbrough Dukes Orangeburg
**Cindy Lynn Lewis Durham Liberty
Carol Jean Elliott Seneca
Deborah Michelle Faison Columbia
Karen Elizabeth Farnham Pittsburgh, Pa.
Margaret Elaine Gaddis Taylors
Kathy Galloway Easley
Laurelyn Kay Click Ft. Collins, Col.
Nancy Kathryn Griswold Maryville, Tenn.
Karin Westerman Guy Atlanta, Ga.
Nancy Ethel Hammond Edgefield
Sharron Lynn Hentz Avon, Conn.
Mary Anne Hermelink Charlotte, N. C.
•Elizabeth Joan Heywood Cincinnati, Ohio
Pamela Gail Horst Miami, Fla.
Kathleen N. Jacobs Potomac, Md.
Leslie Diane Johnson Greenville
Elva Wactor Judy Orangeburg
Donna Gibson Kelley Easley
Marsha Ann King Columbia
Karen Lynn Kowalczyk
__ Hamilton Square, N. J.
Karen Joan Lagerberg Keene, N. H.
Sara Marie Langstaff Kingsport, Tenn.
Betty Cannon Lindsey Pickens
•Karen Loveless Atlanta, Ga.
•Robin Ann Lynn Rockville, Md.
June Elizabeth Marshall Hartsville
Mary Lide McArthur Columbia
Cynthia Ann McCain Dunwoody, Ga.
Karen Jean McCullough Fort Mill
•Jeanne Elise McKay Columbia
Jackie Elizabeth Miller Greenville
Janet Ellen Mixon Estill
(continued)
Teresa Diane Mixon Estill
Lisa Gaye Moore Lake City
Patricia Ann Morrison Westminster
•Georgia LeRoy Mouchet Lavonia, Ga.
•Terry Schuster Nash Florence
Judy Anne Neves Columbia
•Vicki Lynn Niemeyer Clemson
•Carol Ann Odom Anderson
Patricia McRae Perry ___ West Palm Beach, Fla.
•Rebecca Ann Phillips Greer
Lina Sue Prince Anderson
•Paulette Rice Anderson
Teresa Jane Robinson Greenwood
Susan Elizabeth Rouse Luray
Robert Alan Sattazahn Hershey, Pa.
Mary Patricia Sellers Pendleton
Cathy Anne Stapleton Hilton Head Island
Kathryn Saville Stultz Atlanta, Ga.
Sharon Lynn Talley Easley
Cynthia Cooke Taylor Clemson
•Tina Crisp Taylor Mt. Laurel, N. J.
Susan Blair Telfer Hillsboro, III.
••Kimberly Ann Thompson Spartanburg
Betty Celeste Tiller Hopkins
Julia Elizabeth Vaughn Greenville
Susan Kelly Veronee Westminster
Susan Rebekah Wardlaw Anderson
Vicki Jean Waters Florence
Carol Anne Whitten Clemson
Katherine Marie Willis Clemson
Anne Kay Windus Tocca Falls. Ga.
Kathryn Teresa Young Columbia
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES
HENRY ELLIOTT VOGEL, Dean
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Chemistry
••'Dale Conway Buchanan Greenville *Ruth Schirmer DeHaven Charleston
Geology
Steven Herbert Poe Clemson
Mathematical Science*
'••Diane Elizabeth Boyies _ Blacksburg. Va 'Carolyn Elizabeth Jones
"George Washington Howard Sumtur Marvm Donald Mauldin
Beaufort
.. Aiken
Physics
'Belinda Rayelen Rowoll Hampton
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Biochemistry
Alam Clemson
'Katharine Bell Harris
•H*^nry Atfrod floytor. Jr.
Botany
Spartanburg "Martha Gibbons Roberson . Sullivans Island
Chemistry
Spartanburg ••William Woslcy McWhortor, Jr. Spartanburg
itr.imli'tt
Geology
Duncan •Slophon Craig Godfrey .... Greenville
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Mathematical Sciences
Vivien Ruth Batson Greenville
t***Robert Emile Beaudoin Anderson
*Lorrie Lynn Boots Lithonia, Ga.
**Debra Neel Calhoun Topeka, Kan.
•Elizabeth Davis Greenville
Alynder Patrick Doggett
Lookout Mountain, Tenn.
***Jim Dillard Fisher Lenoir, N. C.
*Margaret Ann Haigler Kingstree
••Joseph David Ledford Fountain Inn
•Philip Alan McCharen Aiken
Sandra Kay McMahan Clemson
•Tina Lynn Nance Columbia
•Dennis Lee Price Ninety Six
••Debra Lynn Raney Atlanta, Ga.
Celeste Constance Resch Mt. Pleasant
••Kirk Fredrick Rydland Bethesda, Md.
Donald James Thimsen __ Newport Beach, Cal.
Vernon David Wade, Jr. Greenville
Medical Technology
Ginger Dianne Chisholm Spartanburg *PameIa Faye Meadors Clinton
•Sandra Rose Driggs Columbia 'Christine Mary Turner Anderson
•Kenneth Lee Gall Twin Bridges, Mont. Miriam Joanne Wallace Winnsboro
•John Anderson Gill, Jr. Rock Hill
Microbiology
•Herbert Richard Allen, Jr. Sumter
•Arnold Lavaughan Batchelor, Jr. __ Blacksburg
Rebecca Ann Beach Allendale, N. J.
••Douglas Middleton Bull Holly Hill
Donald Edward Chinnis Charleston Heights
••Barbara Lynne Cobb Union
••David Andrew Cohen Darlington
••Thomas William Conway Silver Spring, Md.
•Robert Edwin Deane Easley
Linda Glenn Dieckmann Cincinnati, Ohio
Charles Henry Dunn, Jr. Donalds
••Duward Thornton Fulmer Simpsonville
Vivian Elaine Gable Abbeville
•William O'Shay Garrison Georgetown
•Ronald Page Godwin Lake City
David Albert Griffith Trenton, N.J.
Ruth Ann Hoyson Pittsburgh, Pa.
•Melody Ann Johnson Darlington
•Martha Jeanne Mappus Charleston
•Gary Steven Mathews Greenville
•••James Coan McAlpine, Jr. Bennettsville
•Thomas Clifton McCall Walhalla
••Debra Lynn McGiboney Covington, Ga.
••Margaret Lynn Messura Bartlesville, Okla.
•Michael Eric Newman Houston, Texas
•John Joseph Palmer Spartanburg
•Keith Andrew Rice North Augusta
•Robert Kent Ritchey Lakeland, Fla.
•Pamela Jean Robinson Lancaster
•Christopher Robnett Columbia
Physics
'Stanley Earnest Lintner Bennettsville Michael Thomas Spaar Simpsonville
Pre-Professional Studies
•Jesse Thomas Cox, Jr. Greenwood **John Phillip Highsmith Spartanburg
•Corey Knox Grain Anderson ***ThGmas Edward Jarrett Anderson
'••Ralph Lackey Hardin III Anderson
Zoology
Joel Anderson Berly III Florence
•James Britt Blackwell Rock Hill
Jeffrey Cameron Burne Hamden, Conn.
•Jay Carlisle Chandler, Jr. Hemingway
•Karen Ann Deily Aiken
•George Patrick Doyle III Mt. Laurel, N.J.
••Michael Keith Drakeford Sumter
••Richard Allen Fenters, Jr. Hemingway
•Elizabeth Wells Harrison Mt. Pleasant
Melissa Lu Jamieson Macon, Ga.
•Jennifer Paula McCormick Clemson
••John Frank McLeod 111 Chesterfield
•Richard Siddall Pennebaker Spartanburg
Gary William Priester Bethesda, Md.
••James Ronald Smith Florence
•Kerney Dale Smoak Bamberg
•Timothy Andrew Stich Seneca
•James Berry Tankersley Marietta
Hoyt Keith Thackston Fountain Inn
Suzanne Uimer Morristown, N. J.
•Cleveland Lavance Watford, Jr. Lamar
••James Duncan Wells III Greenville
•Lillian Ann Whitley Bennettsville
•••John Winkle Wilson Conway
••Alfred Burley Woodhead III __ Baltimore, Md.
•Charlie Wray Wooten Elgin
• With honor
•* With high honor
'•• With highest honor
t Senior division honors
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MASTERS' DEGREES CONFERRED MAY 12, 1978
ARNOLD EDWARD SCHWARTZ, Dean, Graduate School
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES
MASTER OF AGRICULTURE
Oscar Virgil Able, Jr. Saluda Kenneth Andrew Peeples
Ludia Hobeika Huddleston Dillon
Clemson
MASTER OF SCIENCE
Agronomy
Thomas Jeffrey Kennedy Dillon Edward Charles Murdock Central
Animal and Food Industries
Patricia McKinney Comerford Greenville
Animal Science
Sarah Frances Newsome Aiken
Dairy Science
William Mims Graves Columbia
Entomology
David Dwight Herlong Huntsville, Ala. Dan Lyon Norton Clemson
Nutrition
Michelle Puette Robinson Jackson
Eric Clifford Aichele
Louis Pinckney Batson III
John Thomas Blake
Jorge Eduardo Caput!
. Medellin,
Michael Alan Diamond .
Richard Raymond Earl
Mark Steven EggI .
Thomas James Hund
Stephen Andrew McCall .
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE
MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE
Charleston Newman Carlisle McGarity Spartanburg
Greenville William Richards Muth Bethesda, Md.
._ _ Greenwood Frank Joseph Powell Bethesda. Md.
Basil Paul Pushkar. Jr. Columbia
Colombia, S. A. Joseph David Schmidt Charleston
Wantagh. N. Y. Robert Larochie Smith Newton. N. C.
Newton. N. J. John Wesley Stokes, Jr. Columbia
Cando, N. D. Isaac Earl Swisher Houston. Texas
Canton. Ohio John Michael Taylor Greenville
Charlotte. N. C. Donal Dwayne Vernon Greenwood
0«org« Eric Ballard
BlriMy Frank Blind
Karl Dennis Brendio
Kim Austin Doggelt
Jamie Pack Elliott .
John Workmsn Evans III .
MASTER OF CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
. Pageland Bruce Alan Garrott
. Allendale
Palmyra. Pa.
Ballimoro. Md.
Beckley. W. Va.
North Charleston
Laura Jean Lilienthal
Robert Stephen Pomeroy
Michael Edward Rowe .
Marvin W. Thomasson
^ Clemson
Charleston
West Yarmouth. Mass.
Charleston
Bryson City. N. C
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COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
MASTER OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
(Agricultural Education is jointly administered by the College of
Agricultural Sciences and the College of Education.)
Talula Ray Weathers Adams Clemson Fred Littleton Raines Abbeville
MASTER OF EDUCATION
Administration and Supervision
Patricia Harden Abercrombie Pickens
Lucy Ann Chiles Greenville
James Harvey Cleveland III Greenville
Kay McFarlin Craig Pickens
Debra Tilson Gill Atlanta, Ga.
Timothy Wood Haynes Greenville
Janice Blackwelder Irvin Fort Mill
Bettye Farmer Maxwell Clemson
Bobbie Thrasher McCuen Piedmont
Wade Thomas Oxendine Dalzell
Sarah Johnsey Smeal Taylors
Thomas Charles Trainor Abbeville
Joe Hudson Venable, Jr. Easley
James Arthur Wilson Greenwood
Elementary Education
Cheryl Ann Arnold Agnew Greenwood
Charlotte Irby Barmore Greenwood
Karen Lynne Burke Houston, Texas
Barbara Burnham Cary Bennettsville
Helen Abrams Chasteen Greenwood
Nina Gary Crawford Spartanburg
Marcia Bachand Crowther Briston, Conn.
Betty Jane Dodgens Easley
Judith HaKacre Epps Prosperity
Mary Dian Tripp Ford Williamston
Barbara Jo Frost Hawley, Pa.
Debra Shirley Garner Donalds
Elizabeth Alexander Gibson Taylors
Elvira Guyton Greenville
Sandra Hughes Hall Greenwood
Charlene Levey Holler Clemson
Nancy A. Fischer Maloney Bensenville, III.
Anita Crump McElheny Easley
Lucille Holden McLane Easley
Trudy Todd Morehead Newberry
Elizabeth Higgins Gates Easley
Ann Skidmore Osborne Piedmont
Sarah Barker Owen Seneca
Bernice Miller Perkins Greenwood
Julie Catherine Prater Joanna
Kathryn Howard Sfeir Greenville
Belinda Bickley Snow Newberry
Archa Rae Turner Greenville
Hsueh-an Wang Hou Li, Taiwan
Elizabeth Jane Bolt Whitfield Anderson
Sarah Gaye Winn Edgefield
Personnel Services
Willie Anderson Mayesville
Desta Fickling Bonner Greenville
Mary Wilson Cavedo Anderson
Joyce Wilson demons Anderson
Joyce Louise Watkins Cook Greenwood
Jane Coyle Cooper Greenville
Frances Ray Cutler Ambler, Pa.
Janey Dean Davis Seneca
Caroline Lee DeLoach Clemson
Martha Crocker Edwards Greenville
Rebecca Brown Gleaton Clemson
Connie Marvin Grant, Jr. Rock Hill
Richard E. Hane Easley
Nancy Louise Snow Harper Greenville
Linda Robuck Hoffman Warner Robins, Ga.
Kathy Hood Jones Greenville
Margaret McAdams Clemson
Mariene Thompson McClain Anderson
Deborah Brown McCown Anderson
Elma Elizabeth McKinney Greenville
Nicholas Ridgaway Perkins Greenville
Joeanne Elizabeth Perry Greenville
Dorothy Ann Rice Anderson
Flora Martin Riley Oakway
James Isaac Roberts Elberton, Ga.
Gladys Barbee Robertson Anderson
Queenie Kershaw Scott Greenville
Mary Beth Turpin Pelzer
James Randolph Walker McCormick
Reading
Henry Clarence Alphonso, Jr.
New Amsterdam, Berbice, Guyana
Judith Sarratt Brown Easley
Ann McAllister Cade Greenwood
Linda Murphy Collins Anderson
Aienda Vandyke Jones Knightdale, N. C.
Linda Vincent Kirkland Taylors
Charlotte Anderson Ross Greenwood
Mary Joyce Williams Leesville
Secondary Education
Fred Kenneth Baldwin Taylors Bettye Ellison Jones Williamston
Elizabeth Anne Brown Chesnee Marilyn Fae Jones Iva
Beverly Kay Hembree Greenville Barbara Geressy Lentz Mauldin
Thomas Chapman Hill Fountain Inn Dennis Ronald Metz Sumter
MASTER OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
Charles Andrew Gordon Charlotte, N. C. Susanna Dumas Watson Westminster
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COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
MASTER OF ENGINEERING
Environmental Systems Engineering
Zollie Cecil Green Turbeville
MASTER OF SCIENCE
Bioengineering
George Basil Cipolletti Totowa, N. J. Steven Oramel Young Greenville
Jeffrey Lynn Stocks New Bern, N. C.
Ceramic Engineering
John Clifton Wells Bennettsville
Chemical Engineering
Vincent Angelo Costello New Orleans, La. Lawton Edward Kizer III Coral Gables. Fla.
Randy Lee Gross Clemson Marcia Jean Manning Delmont, Pa.
Civil Engineering
Joseph Onitsha Arumala David Alan Rhodes Knoxville, Tenn.
Umolo, Bendel State, Nigeria Lon-Li David Shen Clemson
Electrical Engineering
Yen-Ping Chang Taipei, Taiwan Kenneth Ross Infinger Charleston
James Waiter Dismukes Savannah, Ga.
Environmental Systems Engineering
Daniel Paul Thoman Atlanta, Ga.
Mechanical Engineering
Jui-Teh Che Taoyuan, Taiwan Po-Hsiang Chen Taipei, Taiwan
Ching-Shan Chen Taipei, Taiwan
Systems Engineering
Jeffrey Leo Ringuest Tivertown. Md.
COLLEGE OF FOREST AND RECREATION RESOURCES
WiM Henry Batten
MASTER OF FORESTRY
... Estill Robert Lynn Kerbo Lakewood, Cal.
MASTER OF RECREATION AND PARK ADMINISTRATION
Robert DuVall Paulus Ridgcwood. N. J.
Oeorge Robert Askew
MASTER OF SCIENCE
Forestry
Lindonwold. N. J. Jacqueline Landis Haymond Clemson
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COLLEGE OF INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT AND TEXTILE SCIENCE
MASTER OF ARTS
Economics
Wilbur Nelson Baumann Cambridge, Md. William Jordan Yarborough __ Wilmington, N. C.
Michael Dennis Walsh Potomac, Md.
MASTER OF SCIENCE
Management
Philip Bennett DuBose Sumter Steven Howard Streblow Oshkosh, Wis.
Kathy Edwards Fitzpatrick Belmont, N. C. Daryl Frank Threadgill Cheraw
William Walden Foster Anderson Michael Howard Vernon Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Neal Carson Jetton Charlotte, N. C.
Textile Chemistry
Blaine demons Childress Scottsboro, Ala. Robert Martin Weaver, Jr. Roslyn, Pa.
David Webb Hughston Charlotte, N. C.
Textile Science
Debra Ann Ball Ball Ground, Ga. Edward Steven Homonoff Irvine, Cal.
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
MASTER OF ARTS
English
Brenda Cromer Bost Salisbury, N. C. Aase Nilssen McTamney __ McGuire A.F.B., N. J.
Mary Martin Bowen Oakway Joyce Elaine Pilkington Lexington
Wallace Morning Bowen, Jr. Vienna, Ga. Virginia Willis Young Clemson
Sarah Stallings Hale Salem, Va.
COLLEGE OF NURSING
MASTER OF SCIENCE
Nursing
Betty Griffeth Davis Greenville Ann Stokes Welch Easley
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES
MASTER OF SCIENCE
Botany
William Charles Zattau Milledgeville, Ga.
Mathematical Sciences
Robert William Aldred Statesboro, Ga. James Russell Rieck Preston, Md.
Gerald David Ammons Clemson James Alden Terrell Dover, Okla.
David Alan Clawson Edgewood, Md. Alan Rhoades Trefzger Marietta, Ga.
Elizabeth Tate Higgins Charlotte, N. C. Judy Lynn Walden Augusta, Ga.
Patricia Ann Hutchison Glenview, III. Elizabeth Legare Winey Summerville
Microbiology
James Rowley Morrow, Jr. Greenville
Physics
Arnold Marcus Able Mt. Pleasant David Leon Vassy, Jr. Greenville
Zoology
Gregory Scott Deshefy Uncasville, Conn. Walter Barry Piekos West Yarmouth, Mass.
Rosanne Ethel Gutkin Tampa, Fla.
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DOCTORS' DEGREES CONFERRED MAY 12, 1978
ARNOLD EDWARD SCHWARTZ, Dean, Graduate School
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
Applied Economics
Johnny Wayne Jordan Mellow Valley, Ala.
B.S., M.S., Auburn University
Dissertation: Tlie Effect of Tobacco Harvest Technology on Resource Allocation and Product-Product
Adjustments
Nutrition
Robert Lawton Stewart Greenville "
B. S., Clemson University
Dissertation: Effects of 2, 2, 2 - Trichloroacetamide, Amicloral and Monensin on Parameters of In Vitro
Rumen Fermentation
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
Engineering
Kyoo Yung Song Seoul, Korea
B.E., Han-Yang University; M.S., University of New Mexico
Dissertation: A Thermodynamic Study of Polymer-Solvent and Polymer-Polymer Interactions Using Gas-
Liquid Partition Chromatography (Field of Specialization: Chemical Engineering)
Robert Earl Stephenson Aurora, Ind.
B.S.. Indiana Institute of Technology; M.S., Brigham Young University
Dissertation: Modeling Fixed Bed Catalytic Reactors Containing Severe Temperature and Concentration
Gradients (Field of Specialization: Chemical Engineering)
COLLEGE OF INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT AND TEXTILE SCIENCE
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
Management Science
Jayprakash Gopinath Patankar Bombay, India
B. Textiles. University of Bombay; M. S., Clemson University
Dissertation: Reserves and Cash Flows Associated with Different Warranty Policies
Tvxtil* and Polymer Scicnc*
Roger Lee Barker Clemson
B.S., M.S., University of Tennessee
Dissertation: Measurement of Fiber Size and Shape
Terry Edwin Lawler Piedmont, Ala.
B.S., Auburn University
Dissertation: The Thermal and Hydrolytic Decomposition of N-(Dimethylphosphonomethyl) Amids
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
Chemiilry
Frederick Steven Mandei Brooklyn, NY.
B.A.. Hunter College; M.S.. University of Georgia
Dissertation: Tho meio-Niiromothylalion of Iron (III) Porphyrins-Mechanism of Reaction and
Characteristics of Nitrite Iron (III) Homins
Oeorge Thomas Mstzko Wostmont. N. J.
B S , Bob Jones University
Dissertation: The Determination of Several Drugs of Abuse In Urine by HPLC with Amporometric
Detection
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CLEMSON-FURMAN UNIVERSITIES
MASTERS' DEGREES CONFERRED APRIL 30, 1978
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Angela McAlister Berry Greenville, S.C.
Paul Patrick Carapellotti Steubenville, Ohio
John Thompson Douglas, Jr Greenville, S.C.
Stanley Leon Edge Taylors, S.C.
Nathan Lee Gibson Inman, S.C.
Danny James Goodwin Greenville, S.C.
Robert Griffin Goodwin LaGrange, Ga.
Richard Lee Grounsell Greer, S.C.
Sujan Chand Gulati (M.S.) Taylors, S.C.
Warren Cecil Hill Greenwood, S.C.
Ronald Dean Hughey Taylors, S.C.
Dalton Lynn Ingram Mauldin, S.C.
John Kenneth Luke Greenville, S.C.
Robert Marx Columbus, Ga.
Stanley Eugene Mileski (M.S.) Greenville, S.C.
''Thomas Graham Pogue Toledo, Ohio
Robert Curtis Porter Pickens, S.C.
Joyce Stewart Reed Anderson, S.C.
William Wiley Roberts Greenville, S.C.
John Calvin Rose Greenville, S.C.
Larry Wayman Sheppard Columbus, Ga.
Larry Dennis Sole Simpsonville, S.C.
David Michael Stroud (M.A.) Piedmont, S.C.
Milton Allen Toole Taylors, S.C.
William Lee Weathers Clemson, S.C.
James Stewart Wingo Anderson, S.C.
*In absentia
( ) Highest graduate degree obtained other than the MBA
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BACHELORS' DEGREES CONFERRED AUGUST 12, 1978
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES
LUTHER PERDEE ANDERSON, Dean
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Agricultural Mechanization and Business
David Derrick Bauknight Irmo David Bruce Baxley Aynor
Animal Industries
t**William Harry Amspacher, Jr. Pickens Lev^^is Glosson Sheffield Lynchburg
Raymond Lee Fowler, Jr. Bennettsville Violet Maryann Swygert Lexington
James Monroe Nee! IV Aubrey, Ga.
Economic Biology
Osborn Earl Baker III Columbia George Thomas Heard Greenville
Margaret Danette Begemann Rock Hill Brian Leslee Sutton Clarkesville, Ga.
Plant Sciences
Alan David Arant Fort Motte John Travis Elmore Laurens
•Rosemary Ryder Brown Greenville Cecil Irby Hazel, Jr. Mauldin
Carol Ann Carson Gaffney 'Marianne Eugenie Myrick Greenville
Rena Bee Elliott Aiken Joanne Smith Greenwood
Pre-Professional Studies
•David Lawrence Brown, Jr. Lake City "David Michael Pinson Aiken
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE
HARLAN EWART McCLURE, Dean
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Pre-Architecture
Theresa Joan Bowen Ocean City, N.J. "Ruth Eiias New York. N. Y.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Building Construction
Chrittian Thomas Fitzgerald ^^ Cranford, N.J.
Pre-Architecture
'David John Allison Norristown, Pa. John Lee Watkins Miami. Fla.
William Edward Burroughs Elmira, N. Y. Claude Edward Watt, Jr. Spartanburg
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
HAROLD FOCHONE LANDRITH, Dean
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Early Childhood Education
Deborah Bishop Boyden Arlington. Va. •Sandra Poolo Kerns Greenville
Margaret Suzanne Burch Cheslertiold
Elementary Education
Kathy Owens Anthony ....^ Oreenvllle Patricia Jean McLellan Darlington
Tamara Ann Baahor Conway "•Qinger Back Parker Ozark. Ala.
Mary Ann Fant Brown« Anderaon "Susan Taylor Reamer Greenville
Brian Eugene Kier H«ln«t City. Fla. 'Carol Jo Werner Honea Path
"Nancy Johnson Laaater _ Anderaon
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Secondary Education
Randy Morgan Barnes Chester *Donna Louise Holcombe Easley
Rebecca Jane Bradham Conway Jennie Rhodes Simnfions Greenwood
•Sandra Periene Davis Spartanburg *Susan Gail Thomas : Seneca
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Agricultural Education
(Agricultural Education is jointly administered by the College of
Agricultural Sciences and the College of Education.)
Henry Stewart Glenn, Jr. Anderson
Industrial Education
Malcolm Fletcher Anderson, Jr. Camden Leonard Allen Williams Anderson
Clarence Ralph Garrett, Jr. Laurens
Science Teaching
•Carrie Lockaby Burgess Travelers Rest Thomas Andrew Young Anderson
Richard Scott Clark Chesterfield
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
LYLE CHESTER WILCOX, Dean
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Agricultural Engineering
(Agricultural Engineering is jointly administered by the College of
Agricultural Sciences and the College of Engineering.)
Guy Adair Tumblin, Jr. Clinton
Ceramic Engineering
Robert Nathan Anderson Clemson
Chemical Engineering
William Steven Armstrong Gray Court Mutasim Abid Khayri Ramallah, Israel
Craig Dean Campbell Orangeburg ***McKinley Weaver Koth North Augusta
Civil Engineering
John Burdine Cooper Greenville James Dudley Patrick, Jr. St. George
Donald Bruce Fore Georgetown Mavis Xaiver Polk Fairfax, Va.
Harry William Hughes Argyle, Ga. Donald Dunbar Smith New Ellenton
Electrical Engineering
James Edwin Broyles Charleston Kambiz Shahnazi Tehran, Iran
•Edward Albert Rapp Seneca Richard Jay Silverman Huntington, N. Y.
Henry Thomas Sessions, Jr. Frank Willis Stiff Salem, Va.
Ronceverte, W. Va. Joseph Shepard Sublette, Jr. Sumter
Engineering Analysis
Robert Adger Bowen III Macon, Ga. Ralph Griffin Macdonald, Jr. Sumter
Samuel Worthy Gough, Jr. Edisto Beach Joe Marion Timmons, Jr. Travelers Rest
Engineering Technology
Gary Brendan Christman Sea-Cliff, N. Y. Timothy Alan Pennekamp Charleston
Waiter Marion Parnell, Jr. Greenwood ***Reamer David Todd, Jr. Greenville
Mechanical Engineering
*Sue Williams Baldwin Clemson Gary Monroe Moore Anderson
Ronald Vinson Brooks Anderson Willard Hugh Odom Salters
Donald Odell Carpenter Columbia Lewis Philemon Pierce Moncks Corner
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COLLEGE OF FOREST AND RECREATION RESOURCES
BENTON HOLCOMB BOX, Dean
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Forest Management
Walter Carl Credle III Matthews, N. C. 'William Clifford Hargrove III
James Shadrach Grant, Jr. Andrews -_. Waynesboro, Ga.
•John Robert Helms, Jr. Orangeburg
Recreation and
Michael David Ausherman York, Pa.
Jane Crosby Bridges Heath Springs
David Donald Brown York, Pa.
•Allie Sue Edwards Griffin, Ga.
Susan Elaine Epting Columbia
*Leo Dale Gunter Columbia
••Donna Lynn Harris Atlanta, Ga.
Leslie Kyle Haskett Ocean City, N. J.
Paul Michael Havice Pickens
Karen Hoefer Heaton Seneca
James Gary Hood Rock Hill
William Beaty Jackson Greenville
•Robert Mark Jerdan Summerville
Kathleen Joyce Kuna Columbia
Park Administration
Constance Marie Leighton Pottstown. Pa.
Edward Keith Mills Belton
Robin Ann Petkos North Haledon, N. J.
Robin Jay Ploof Greenville
•Patrick Neal Pohl Goose Creek
Jerry Lee Reynolds Greenwood
Douglas Bennett Scott Kensington, Md.
Kenneth Boyd Senn Newberry
•Catherine Theresa Skinner Greenville
Sarah Joyce Smith Rome, Ga.
•Donna Louise St. John Georgetown
•Gary Benjamin Tucker Columbia
••Mary Beth Hodge Wright Danville, Va.
COLLEGE OF INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT AND TEXTILE SCIENCE
WALLACE DABNEY TREVILLIAN, Dean
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Economics
Edward George Schroff Milltown, N. J.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Accounting
••Gayle Borden Barthelman Canton. Ohio Malcolm Everette Heaton Anderson
•Claude Eldon Harris, Jr. Anderson Donald Wilton Saverance Lamar
Laura Elizabeth Haynes Anderson
Admlnittrativ*
•Sheila Maxine Armstrong Georgetown
••Wade Franklin Beard, Jr. Southport, N. C.
James Gregory Burgess Walhalla
Carroll Richard Couch Easley
Querry Ronald Cox Greenville
Steven Van Davis Townville
Simmons Penegar Ooster Qastonia, N. C.
Thomas Edmund Dukes Columbia
Robert Semmos Gilmore, Jr. Spartanburg
Stephen Murray Godfrey Greenville
Billy Joe Greene. Jr. Travelers Rest
James Morgan Isom, Jr. . .... Spartanburg
•Mark Ryan Knebusch Qreenville
Benjamin Rhett Leonard, Jr. Qreenville
Murph Roper Mahaffey, Jr Duncan
Russell Joseph Maruollllo, Jr.
Serverna Perk. Md.
Management
George Robert McRae, Jr. Cheraw
John Mathias Moorer, Jr. North Charleston
Carolyn Sue Murray Summerville
Charles Randall Myers Hagerstown. Md.
Ward Sinclair Naylor Berkeley Heights. N. J.
Pricilla Pickering Tampa. Fla.
Susan McMillan Roddey
______». Rock Hill
Cheryl Ann Samisch Fairfax. Va.
Thomas Bray Seigler Greenwood
•Earl Calvin Smith. Jr. St. Matthews
Michael Clark Teasley Anderson
Charles Richard Walters Lancaster
•James Leggett Weeks, Jr.
_ Rocky Mount, N C.
John Stone Whilaker Conway
Barbara Ellen Whit* Qreenville
Kim Patricia Holmqulst
Economics
Qreenville Judith Adelf Parnell Hilton Head Island
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Financial IVIanagement
Samuel David Dalhouse Spartanburg t**Steven Gale Nilsson DeQueen, Ark.
Daniel Howard Hoffer Camden Richard Allan Wheatley Spartanburg
Keith Stephen Leonard Valley Forge, Pa.
Industrial Management
Charles Marion Ballard, Jr. Lancaster Carol Sue Yarborough Fort Mill
*Kathleen Elizabeth Hayward
Brussels, Belgium
BACHELOR OF TEXTILE TECHNOLOGY
Roy Lynn Bull Abbeville Joseph Bernard Johnson Sylvania, Ga.
Alan Kent Griggs Hartsville David Dwain Wilson Toccoa, Ga.
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
HEADLEY MORRIS COX, Dean
BACHELOR OF ARTS
English
Julia Margarette Benton Florence Thomas Nicholas Hallman Greenville
***Wiliiam Neil Duniap Anderson **Vera Delia Singleton Westminster
William Wade Facey Central David Clyburn Young Cassatt
*Jerry Edward Griggs Cheraw
History
Teresa Lynn Cartee Anderson Warren Howard Devanny Columbia
Janet Amanda Chipman Clemson
Modern Languages
***Elvira Quintero Greenville
Political Science
James Ryan Bradley Lugoff Steven Newton Ellis Clemson
Herbert Eugene Carson, Jr. Seneca Richard Louis Morten Florence
Psychology
Laura Everette Brooks Greenwood Roger Allen McCrary Greenville
•Carmen Cecilia deDiego deMaduro Mary Lynn McGuire Greenville
Panama City, Panama **Phoebe Cook Winter Greenville
Sociology
Glenn Richard Bates Clemson *Hara Neal Tarleton Greenville
"Betty Harrill Kellam New Britain, Conn. Richard Gaston Weddington _._ Charlotte, N. C.
Marianna Dixon McCaskill Clemson *Carrie Jean West Clemson
Virginia Lee Mullinax Central Cora Johnson Williams Anderson
Margaret Eagles Paylor Greenville Nancy Louise Wilson Williamston
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COLLEGE OF SCIENCES
HENRY ELLIOTT VOGEL, Dean
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Geology
Donna Whitfield Emory Anderson
Mathematical Sciences
Jerry Cox Ausband Shelby, N. C.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Chemistry
Patricia Hudson Boyter Greenville Roy David Simmons Harrington Park, N. J.
Walter Edward Martin Whe&ton, Md.
Geology
Stephen Richard King Anderson Steven Alan Sinacore Babylon, N. Y.
Baylus Kenneth Morgan Seneca
Mathematical Sciences
Ransome Alexander Coleman St. Matthews
Medical Technology
•Jeannie Adele McCoiium Florence *Susan Anne Sibert Columbia
Microbiology
Robert Michael Gandy Chesterfield *Thomas Anderson Weir Newberry
Pre-Professional Studies
••'Charles Tyner McElmurray Aiken
Zoology
John Gary Cooiey Pelzer Robert Lee Keasler, Jr. Clemson
Ann Wilburn Huneycutt Columbia Douglas Roy Rinaca ._ Cross Keys
• With honor
••With high honor
'••With highest honor
tSenior division honors
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MASTERS' AND EDUCATION SPECIALIST DEGREES CONFERRED AUGUST 12, 1978
ARNOLD EDWARD SCHWARTZ, Dean, Graduate School
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES
MASTER OF AGRICULTURE
Patrick Erwin Ballington Gilbert Sahr Adimoenje Josiah-Faeduwor
Thomas Clay Chappell Leesville Sierra Leone, W. Africa
Samuel Augustus Cheatham Orangeburg Victor Gregg Marturano Camden
Daniel Michael Howard Greenville Frank Maurice Terlizzi Columbia
Susan Jeanette Johnson Mullins
MASTER OF NUTRITIONAL SCIENCE
Sandra Kay Browder Easley Thomas Michael Jones Lockhart
MASTER OF SCIENCE
Agricultural Economics
David Claire Morris Chase City, Va.
Animal and Food Industries
Edward Tai-Sen Chow Taipei, Taiwan
Animal Science
John Wesley Comerford York Carl William Otto Wicomico Creek, Md.
Joe Edwin Gotti Tescott, Kansas
Entomology
David Malcolm Hunt Cranbury, N. J. Darrel Ervin Menking Marion, Texas
Horticulture
William Paul Clark Flowery Branch, Ga. Stephen Cothran Myers Clemson
Donald Alan Ferguson Seneca Susan Jane Noyes Amherst, Mass.
Nutrition
James Michael Gubas Sapulpa, Okla. Calvin Milton Snipes Baiters
Susan Van Dusen Malcolm Clemson
Plant Pathology
Bradford Beverly Reddick Portsmouth, Va.
Wildlife Biology
Jimmy James Sevic Seneca Jack Moorer Whetstone St. Matthews
Stephen Ellis Summer Columbia
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COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
EDUCATION SPECIALIST
Educational Administration
Robert Marina, Jr. Anderson
MASTER OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
(Agricultural Education is jointly administered by the College of
Agricultural Sciences and the College of Education.)
Wayne Scott Crosby Aiken William Edward McNeill, Jr.
April Petra Mazzucco Freehold, N. J. Stevie Aaron Wilson
Inman
. Blair
MASTER OF EDUCATION
Administration and Supervision
Carroll Dale Adair Greenwood
Cynthia Caudle Alvarez McCormick
Henry Thurston Bagnal, Jr. Sumter
Sarah Katheryn Bates Columbia
Horace Dalton Chastain Pendleton
Larry Victor Clark Starr
Jean McCrickard Creswell Greenwood
Jessie Ray Curtis Vevay, Ind.
Carol Dyar Dillard Seneca
Maxie Wright Duke Walhalla
Jeannette Lee Dukes Easley
Kenneth Earl Ellison Easley
Mary Lou Swartz Hightower Spartanburg
Larry Eugene Hooks Central
Larry Franklin Lecroy : Walhalla
Carroll Murray Long Mauldin
Charles Alexander Martin Clemson
Miachel Omer Nelms Clemson
Charles Robert O'Rear Laurens
Maudianna Wigington Pruitt Anderson
Annie Carol Robbs Gaffney
Kenneth Robert Rushlow Atlanta, Ga.
Philip James Temple Greenville
Elementary
Lynn Pridgeon Ballard Greenville
Frances Southern Banks Honea Path
Mary Harris Barnette Seneca
Gloria Duncan Barnhill Shelby, N. C.
Rosemary Heath Bomar Greer
Johnnie Mae Booker Greenwood
Edith Howard Bostic Greenville
Lora Harrison Bridges Greenville
Patricia McClain Childress Anderson
Barbara Phillips Clark Greenwood
Yvonne Bcdenbaugh Cockerill Taylors
Mary Anne Sutton Compton Fort Mill
Carmen Hethcote Couch Jacksonville. Fla.
Diane Tollefson Crouch Seneca
Jane Clarke Davenport Greenville
Cathy Denise Denny Greenville
Virginia Smith Dumont Greenwood
Marian Angela Estes Belton
Evie Boswell Evans Saluda
Rita Joyce Fink Hartsville
Gwendolyn Danby Goodwin Greenville
Lisa Trammel! Graham Clemson
Shornll Knobel Hall Anderson
Rhonda Patterson Hawkins Belton
Ann Michels Hill Hickory Tavern
Elizabeth Isaac Holcombt Easley
Janice Vaughn Holland Laurens
Vicki Lee Hyder Seneca
Suzanne Watkins Jatkin Greenville
Bettie Hale Jones .
Yvonne Creamer Jones
Mary Sadda Joseph
Lynn Pepper Lanford .
Dorothy Ann Mast
Kathryn Lipscomb McEarchern
Birmingham, Ala.
Pelzer
Greeleyvllle
Walhalla
. Cenlerport, Pa.
. . . Pickens
Sharon Frisbee McManwnay Tamassee
Karen Griffin Mill Greenville
Education
Julia Gossett Mize Williamston
Georgia Frances Montgomery Greenville
Dianne Crawford Mostertz Seneca
Mary Schwob Mulligan Central
Marian Sowell Nodine Lancaster
Vickie Lynn Kirkland Ouzts Greenwood
Vicky Harmon Parnell Greenwood
Edith Louisa Philpot Greenville
Joseph Ingram Pitts Westminster
Toni Jean Farry Ponder Dacusville
Donna Julian Poston Seneca
Marvin Lewis Putnam Statesville. N. C.
Frances Elaine Raftakis Anderson
Betty Weaver Reeves Greenville
Karen Edith Schirmer Greenville
Patricia Jeanette Segars Laurens
Elizabeth Grant Simmont Marietta
Martha Corkill Skala Greenville
Evelyn Ellis Smith Greenville
Patricia Haynie Spencer Greenville
Mary Elizabeth Harper Stroman - Greenwood
Batsie Freeman Styles - Greenville
Anne Arant Sullivan Anderson
Kathy Stallings Thomson Belton
Cheryl Youmans Topping Laurens
Martha Elizabeth Tribble Laurens
Charlotte Hunt Tucker Piedmont
Margaret Uldrick Turner . ... Chesnee
Rebecca Strahley Vinson Greenville
Debora Kirkland Wallace North Charleston
Linda Willis Wsllace -,_ Clinton
Sally Thomas Wallace Greenville
Deborah Vornon White Travelers Rest
Esther Channell Willlamton Mauldin
Rhonda Alycm Willis — Iva
Monica Vynolle Winocoff .... .. Cheraw
Linda Garrett Young . ..... Mauldin
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Personnel
Gail Davis Auld Greenville
Linda Lothery Baird Greenville
Harriet Elizabeth Bandy McCormick
Susan Miller Bellinger Greenville
A. Doris Weaver Coleman Anderson
Mary Ann Barnett Dula Ninety Six
Linda Craig Durham Spartanburg
Lynne Day Fuller Anderson
Betts Hunter Gatewood Aiken
George Charles Getty Silver Spring, Md.
Jane Knight Hopkins Simpsonville
Janette Fuhrman Jackson Easley
Annie Gates Johnson Greer
Robert Frank Kolb II Liberty
Georgia Ann Landon Plantation, Fla.
Services
Kenneth Lane Lindsey Townville
Christopher E. Longwill Greenville
Marion Roberts May Taylors
Dianne Morgera McLawhorn Greenville
Vicki Farris Miesbauer Clemson
Edward Gray Payne Charlotte, N. C.
Kathy Dianne Pollard Greenville
Jane Faith Price Clemson
Barbara Drummond Richardson Greenville
Mary Joyce Robinson Anderson
Walter Edward Sayers, Jr. Greenville
Patricia Kearney Schwarz Clemson
Martha Mann Suman Clemson
Deborah Duncan Towe Six Mile
Cynthia Staples Wilson Greenville
Reading
Sandra Lynn Cassell Pickens
Phyllis Balentine Culbertson Ware Shoals
Dorothy Baldwin Edwards Clemson
Mary Frances Watkins Gambrell Greenwood
Alice Page Henderson Greenville
Donna Mills Henderson Simpsonville
Maude Wilson Latham Abbeville
Brenda Tincher Ledford Fayetteville, N. C.
Lynn Carol Markovich St. Helena Island
James Edward Matthews, Jr. Clemson
Ann Martin Miller Cornelia, Ga.
Alice Barbare Moon Travelers Rest
Dorothy Lynn Hammond Owen Williamston
Judith Parrish Price Pelzer
Kathy Robbins Stallings High Point, N. C.
Elizabeth Wheeler Staples Greenwood
Mary Elizabeth Thurston Easley
Sandra Weathers Welling Greenville
Secondary Education
Deborah Charping Alexander Anderson
Alice Pearl Brewington Sanford, N. C.
Phyllis Hammonds Carpenter
Lincolnton, N. C.
Robert Stephen Crapps Greenville
Kathy Carter Deese Mauldin
Mark Joseph DiBois Toccoa, Ga.
Emma Duke Doughty Anderson
Rebecca Gayle Barker Edwards Anderson
Thomas Eugene Edwards, Jr. Greenville
Linda Lee Frasher Greenville
Dana Volkhardt Ingalls Fountain Inn
Clista Huff LeGrand Greenville
Annette Roe Lyons Anderson
Keith Allen McCaskill Bethune
Sandra Knox Mitchell Seneca
John Alexander Mitsopoulos
^- --- Bound Brook, N. J.
Betty Gleaton Moore Greenville
Beverly Bailey Nabors Pelzer
Roger Ezra Newton Andrews
Susan Adair Okey Rock Hill
MASTER OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
Stephen Robert Collins Moore Barry S. McCaskill Columbia
Angela Michael Craig Greenville David Jefferson Rogers Columbia
James Robert Henderson, Jr. Simpsonville Charlie Wilson Summerville
Jerry Gale Lamme Atlanta, Ga.
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
MASTER OF ENGINEERING
Electrical Engineering
Calvin Beecher Bradley Clemson
Environmental Systems Engineering
David Craig Tillwick Lake Pine, N. J.
Mechanical Engineering
Ralston Horace Moore Spanish Town, Jamaica, W. I.
MASTER OF SCIENCE
Agricultural Engineering
(Agricultural Engineering is jointly administered by the College of
Agricultural Sciences and the College of Engineering.)
Ronald Eugene Yoder Richfield, Pa.
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Bioengineering
James Blake Bigelow Summerville Steve Gus Hondros Florence
Ceramic Engineering
Temple Onyekpuruibeya John Ananaba Alvin Lamar Campbell Anderson
Aba, Nigeria
Electrical Engineering
Joseph Edward Guy Greenville Leonard Darrell Reynolds Darlington
Environmental Systems Engineering
Karen Lynn McDowell Chattanooga, Tenn. David Gene Page Spartanburg
Systems Engineering
Emil William Heikkila Sumter Wade Harrison Shaw, Jr. Simpsonville
Barry Joseph Hudson Seneca Casper Eldredge Wiggins, Jr. Greenwood
COLLEGE OF FOREST AND RECREATION RESOURCES
MASTER OF RECREATION AND PARK ADMINISTRATION
Daniel Michael Hood Charleston Donald Michael Murphy Merrick, N. Y.
John Daly McEachern Greenville Renee Frances Murphy Merrick, N. Y.
Terry Leon Mullis Greenville Marcia Rae Wallenius Glendale, Cal.
MASTER OF SCIENCE
Forestry
Stephen Kent Nodine Clemson Thcmas James Tworkoski Bayonne, N.J.
COLLEGE OF INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT AND TEXTILE SCIENCE
MASTER OF ARTS
Economics
Imre Karafiath Huntington. N. Y. Wendell Gene Wilson _ Mill Spring. N. C.
MASTER OF SCIENCE
Management
Clyde Rashleigh Browne Georgetown, Guyana Richard Early Reeves Georgetown
Mehmet Mustafa Esat Kadaster Darnel Howard Sides _. .- Abbeville
Istanbul, Turkey Keith Omar Snelgrove . West Columbia
Textilt Chtmlstry
Denny Emile Black . Charleston
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
Suo Lil« Inman
Jsn« Bowers Martin
Rachal Andra Patars
MASTER OF ARTS
English
Oronnvillo Daniel Greene Porter Seneca
Clemson Rose-Maria Eltzroth Williams Abbeville
Columbia
History
Hilary Susan Nelson Crawley. Sussex. U. K.
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Kathleen Davis Hatley
COLLEGE OF NURSING
MASTER OF SCIENCE
Nursing
_ Columbia Arlene Bauknight Privette Central
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES
MASTER OF SCIENCE
Mathematical Sciences
Diane Alberga Round Top, N. Y. Steven Todd Kramm Belleville, Pa.
Pamela Joy Clark Alexandria, Va. Jeanne Cunningham Mitchell Tupelo, Miss.
Ann Link Hart Williamsburg, Va. William Harrington Richardson, Jr., Seneca
Fidelis M. Ikem __ Onicha-Ugbo, Bendel, Nigeria
Microbiology
Alexander Hyman Cohen Darlington John Michael Henson Greer
Julius Gilbert Freeman, Jr. Columbia Wade Louis Pepper, Jr. Williamston
Margie Kathleen Gaffney Joanna
Physics
Kai-Ning Chang Taipei, Taiwan
Zoology
Jimmy Meal Williams Lexington, Tenn.
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DOCTORS' DEGREES CONFERRED AUGUST 12, 1978
ARNOLD EDWARD SCHWARTZ, Dean, Graduate School
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
Applied Economics
Everette Brent Sigmon Pendleton
B.S.. North Carolina State; M.S.. Clemson University
Dissertation: Migration Patterns and Revealed Values of Environmental Quality: An Empirical Extension
of the Tiebout Hypothesis
Entomology
Joseph Harry Patti Hinesville, Ga.
B.S., Georgia Southern; M.S., Clemson University
Dissertation: Field Studies of Cinara spp. (Homoptera: Aphididae) on Loblolly Pine, PInus taeda L., in
Northw/estern South Carolina
Leroy Morris Sutton Clemson
B.S., Clemson University
Dissertation: Immunological and Pathological Studies with the Fungal Pathogen Nomuraea Rileyi in
Noctuid Hosts
Nutrition
Ashby Burgess Bodine II Seneca
B.A., M.S., Clemson University
Dissertation: Investigations of In Vitro Liver Metabolism of AFB by the Young Dairy Calf
Ching Hsong Chang Erh-Shui, Taiwan
M.S.. Kansas State University
Dissertation: Effects of Exogenous Hormones and Lactation on Postpartum Anestrus and Metabolic
Status in Young Beef Cows
Plant Physiology
William Michael Gray Pensacola, Fla.
B.S.. Bob Jones University: M.S., Clemson University
Dissertation: Microbial Interactions in Defined Continuous Culture Systems Effecting Anaerobic Cellulose
Degradation
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
Engineering
Walter Timmons Cardwell. Jr. , _.__ Anderson
B S , Clemson University
Dissenailon: A Modified Junction Field — Effect Transistor (Field of Specialization: Electrical Engi-
neering)
Jofin Anton Collier
_....._. . .. . Damascus, Ga
B A E
.
Georgia Inttltute of Tectinology: M.S.. Unlveralty of Qtorgia
Dissertation: A Fluorescent Photography Technique for Evaluating the Incorporation of Soil-Applied
Chemicals (Field of Speclaliiation: Agricultural Engineering)
nichard Alt>«n Schmalz. Jr Sudbury, Mass.
B 8 , M S . Clemson University
Oiseertation: Numerical Solution of the Transport Equation In an Eetuary Utilizing a Link-Node Dis-
cretization (Field of Specialization: Systems Engineering)
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COLLEGE OF INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT AND TEXTILE SCIENCE
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
Management Science
James Stith Hawkes III Wilsons, Va'.
B.S., University of Richmond; M.B.A., New York University
Dissertation: A Discussion of Ridge Regression Analysis and Its Application
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
Chemistry
Donald Andrew Castillo, Jr. Clover
B.S., Belmont Abbey College; M.A., Winthrop College; f^.S., University of South Carolina
Dissertation: An Investigation of Gloxyal Bis(2-Hydroxy-1-Naphthanil-4-Sulfonic Acid) as a Coiorimeric
Reagent for Calcium in an Aqueous Medium
Ping-Sun Ralph Cheung Hong Kong
B.S., North Carolina State University; M.S., Clemson University
Dissertation: Photodegradation and Energy Transfer in Poly (Ethylene Terephthalate-Co-2,6-Naphtha!ene-
dicarboylate)
Jung-chen Chou Johnson Taipei, Taiwan
B.S., Tunghai University
Dissertation: Thermal Diffusion Theory for Liquid Mixtures with Association Reactions. Temperature
Dependence of the Thermal Diffusion Factor for Methanol-Benzene Mixtures
Mathematical Sciences
William George Frye Perry, Fla.
B.S., Valdosta State College; M.S., Clemson University
Dissertation: On Path-Factorization of Some Digraphs
Physics
William Joseph Mealing, Jr. North Augusta
B.S., Augusta College
Dissertation: Ionic Defects — Their Transport and Interaction in AgBr, RbN and KN
Barney Edsel Taylor Elizabethton, Tenn.
B.S., East Tennessee State University
Dissertation: Electrical Transport Studies of NH CI and NH Br
Beverley Ann Price Taylor Johnson City, Tenn.
B.S., East Tennessee State University
Dissertation: Solitary Waves in Relativistically Invariant Field Theories and Their Application to the
Electromagnetic Interactions of Hadrons
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BACHELORS' DEGREES CONFERRED DECEMBER 21, 1978
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES
LUTHER PERDEE ANDERSON, Dean
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Agricultural Economics
Joel Ephrome Bonds, Jr. Anderson **Kathy Ann Stukes _
Mark David Harkins Spartanburg
Hartsviile
Agricultural Mechanization and Business
Patrick Franklin Gilmore Ft. Motte James Fleming McMaster III Winnsboro
Stephen Hugh Mann Winnsboro Barry Shane Willoughby Nichols
Larry Marion McKenzie Dillon
Animal Industries
•William Edward Blackston Columbia Jerry Kibler Slice Newberry
•Jimmy Charles Nash Columbia David Stone Travis, Jr. Allendale
"Nancee Lee Knight
Community and Rural Development
Belton Gregory Lee Mixon Clemson
Economic Biology
•Ward Byron Gainey Hartsviile Joanne Marie Shaw Livingston, N. J.
William Albert James Greenville Kathleen Frances Sullivan Columbia
Catherine Lynn McLeod McBee James Calvin Treme Columbia
Food Science
Floyd Randall Harris Greenville
Plant
Patricia Louise Aulbach Atlanta. Ga.
Amanda Victoria Beeson Mullins
Robert Stokes Bell. Jr. Great Falls
•'Charles William Davidson Asheville
•Kathryn Dreea Donahoo Greenville
David Wilmer Floyd. Jr. Lake City
•••Ray Michael Geddens Clemson
James Delos Gentry Walterboro
••Christina Lynn Hayes Greenville
Frederick Horn, Jr. Chevy Chase. Md.
Robert Michael Humphries Andrews
Sciences
Daniel Evans Hutton Richmond, Ky.
Raymond Leo Jacobs, Jr. Columbus. Ohio
Franklin Sanders Jones Anderson
Thomas William Leavitt, Jr. Atlanta. Ga.
Jesse Benson Overton Columbia
Catherine Townsend Pearson Charleston
William Warren Pruitl. Jr. Greenville
•Phyllis Hughes Reuss Gallon, Ohio
Thomas Robert Shirley Clemson
•Jon Dayton Wooge Arlington. Va.
James Hyrom Wright Camden
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE
HARLAN EWART McCLURE, Dean
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Pr«-Archltectur«
Ward Otis Lorring Ayres III Surfside Beach •Patricia Anne Kuna _.- Columbia
•Jerry Michael Ballinger Sumter Robert Steven Lide Greenville
Gary Lee FitiGerald Annandalo, Va.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Building Contlruclion
•R. Scott Boulton Columbus. Ohio Thomas Samuel Henderson Clemson
Ronald Lee Burckhalter North Augusta David Proctor Hill ._ Charleston
Steven Wayne Burgess Columbis 'Eric Charles Holmberg Jacksonville, Fla.
Paul Francis deVos Hilton Head Islsnd Charles Arthur Pulcino, Jr. . Travelers Rest
Pr«-Archlt«clur«
Joy Holland Jones Seattle, Wash. Paul Bernard Schmitt Highlands, N. C.
Lswrencs Eugsns Kogut Hamburg. N. Y. 'Douglas Edward Seller - Bryn Mawr, Pa.
BACHELOR OF ARCHITECTURE
Cynlhis Elizabeth Metz . Columbia Richard Bradley Van Name South Hill. Va.
Humberto Gustavo Roy San Juan, Puerto Rico
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COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
HAROLD FOCHONE LANDRITH, Dean
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Early Childhood Education
**Susan Thompson Baughman Simpsonville *Teresa Marie Harrison Taylors
•Linda Ruth Beci<nnann Charleston **Carol Elizabeth Hightower Greenville
•**Karen Johnson Burns Seneca **Susan Gail Hopkins Townville
'Claudia Lee Teaster Cordray Summerville *Deborah Anne McAbee Greenville
Martha Susan Crenshaw Abbeville *Teresa Phyllis Thomas Mt. Pleasant
•Dettie Jolene Harp Greenville Sandra Lee Troitino Asheville, N. C.
Elementary Education
Mary Louise Bull Darlington *Helen Elizabeth Moore Summerville
•Ellen Diane Burnett Greenville ••Nancy McBride Philyaw Anderson
Renee Cecile Cole Warrenville ••Janice Lee Pitts Westminster
••Evelyn Faye Cromer Columbia Vickie Renee Roberts Lavonia, Ga.
Nathaniel Erwin EIrod Easley Elizabeth Jane Skinner Clemson
Elizabeth Vaughan Eskew Greenville Michael Gene Taylor Inman
Martha McConnell Houston Anderson •Cheryle Lynne Willis Clemson
•Stephanie lla Lusk Walhalla
Secondary Education
Sara Lynn Acton Aiken Debbie Elaine Mull Liberty
••Nancy Jane Anderson Spartanburg Steven Kent Owens Greenville
•Mary Jane Antonakos Anderson •••Laura Lawton Perry College Park, Ga.
•Melinda Lee Balch Easley •••Barbara Jeanne Ramirez Seneca
•Donna Lynn Forester Carnesville, Ga. •Mary Cecelia Stulb North Augusta
•William Robert Hollingsworth, Jr. __ Greenwood Troyce Leona Phillips Tollison Anderson
•Jimmie Dianne Inman Lexington •••June Chastain Tuck Greenville
•Susan Denise McCollum Easley •Joseph Earl Whitmire Greenville
Gary Lewis Monts Seneca
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Agricultural Education
(Agricultural Education is jointly administered by the College of
Agricultural Sciences and the College of Education.)
•Walter Patrick Earle McBee Kenneth DeVore Parkman Saluda
••Cheryl Lynn Ivester Anderson Harry Campbell Wells Clover
Industrial Education
•James Warner Alford, Jr. Columbia Luther Donald Newton, Jr. Clemson
Gregory John Barton Greenville Marian Audrey Rodgers Clemson
Margaret Katherine Braswell Chesterfield Lynn Charlotte Strong __ Craftsbury Common, Vt.
•Maxie Alvin McBride Iva Russell Finley Westbury St. George
Science Teaching
Margaret Pauline Cox Belton Kathleen Ann Martin Monroeville, N. J.
Van Warren Hewett Orangeburg Ginger Louise Robertson Columbia
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
LYLE CHESTER WILCOX, Dean
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Agricultural Engineering
(Agricultural Engineering is jointly administered by the College of
Agricultural Sciences and the College of Engineering.)
Dennis Melvin Cameron Saluda Tony Wayne Johnson Perry
••Frederick Newman Hanna Gifford •Charles Lind Wallace Mt. Pleasant
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Ceramic Engineering
Kenneth Dale Bishop Six Mile Mark Rentz Lamar Ninety Six
Frank Woodson Brooking, Jr. __ Clearwater, Fla. Timothy Maxwell Robinson Clemson
Chemical Engineering
David Paul Baird Greenville Rebecca Marcia Presley
Walter Audie DuPuis Charleston
Greenville
Civil Engineering
Stanley Clarence Allison Marietta
Perry Scott Bowden Greenville
David Truman Boyles Central
•Bryan Dewaine Charlesworth Antrevilie
Thomas Edford Cousins Columbia
***Anne Barker Crawley Greenville
•Lauren Hilary Dickson Camden
Felder Zimmerman Evans Orangeburg
James Tommy Hendricks Pickens
Steven Scott Korwan Chappaqua, N. Y.
•Brian Paul Kuhnle Beaufort
•••Philip Samuel Mauney Summerville
Robert Nelson McLeod West Columbia
Boniface Chidi Okoro
- _ Umudike-Umuahia, Imo State, Nigeria
••Joel Poinsett Porcher, Jr. Charleston
•••Brian Alfred Robinson Greenville
Lewis Evelyn Seabrook Mt. Pleasant
Marion Frank Shedd, Jr. Barnwell
Daniel Brinton Sheffer II Sante Fe, N. M.
Wade Harris Watson Cheraw
Electrical Engineering
Clarence Edward Addis Seneca
David Thomas Cartledge Columbia
•John Fury Christ Spartanburg
Sleiman Chafic El-Hallal Kanat, Lebanon
William Charles Farley Pawley's Island
••Thomas David Folk North Augusta
Alvin Foster Haney Spartanburg
Paul Wayne Hurley Spartanburg
Randall Allen Keller Charleston Heights
John Robert Longo Greenville
John William Pinto, Jr. Charleston
Robert Earl Poston Hemingway
Gary Raymond Scott Charleston
Timothy James Williams Laurens
Engineering Analysis
George Eric Williams Lancaster
Engineering Technology
Melvin Glen Ashley, Jr. Honea Path
Steven Douglas Bichel Greenville
Delbert Leroy Davison, Jr. Gray Court
Phihp Anthony Hawkins Travelers Rest
John Michael Henderson Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Wallace Murray Knecht, Jr. _ Greenville
David Russell Langley Greenville
•Eric Evan Lindsay Spartanburg
John Ervin Mickler, Jr. Greenville
Ernest Arthur Robins, Jr. Charleston
George David Snipes Lancaster
William Randall Templeton _ Rock Hill
Mechanical Engineering
Stephen Kenneth Barnett Clemson
••Anne Wong Beyerlein Seneca
Jeffrey Brian Braziel Travelers Rest
Ronald Earl Bryson North Augusta
Thomas Gregory Haynei Athens. Ga.
Don Ansel Lovinggood Mauldin
Laurence John Michel
. Charleston
Richard Scott Myers . . Clemson
William Joel Perry II Florence
•William Allen Rogers. Jr. Bennettsville
Dennis Gordon Shealy Chapin
•John Randall Van Surdam Wilmington. N. C.
Nelson Delmar Willoughby Scranton
COLLEGE OF FOREST AND RECREATION RESOURCES
BENTON HOLCOMB BOX, Dean
Sidney Beryl Able
Mark Kevtn Augspurger
James William Cerny
Richard Lang Hotslon
Charles Sims McClaskey
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Forvtl Management
Saluda David Rippetoe Norton
Frankfort. Ky. Joseph Edwin Pettigrow
Columbia 'Catherine Ann Pillia
Ridge Spring John Spencer Waddell
Greenville
Pendleton
Columbia
Fairfax. Va.
Beaufort
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Recreation and
Robert Leslie Allen III Rock Hill
William Gordon Armes Greenville
Craig Deaton Brantley Charlotte, N. C.
Michael Lee Broom Fort Mill
(Degree awarded posthumously)
**Marian Lydia Christopher Landrum
Andrew Scott Dodd West Orange, N. J.
Michael Oliver Dowling Orlando, Fla.
Deborah Diane Foster Anderson
Lauren Grace Frey Charlotte, N. C.
**Aiiison Wheeler Hancock Pendleton
Daniel Roger Jaynes Charlotte, N. C.
Diane Marie Lee Cayce
Park Administration
Susan Ruth McCall Nashville, Tenn.
Rebecca Lorine Richardson West Columbia
Diane Roper Newport News, Va.
Bobbie Jo Ruff Greenville
Edward Kent Segars Hartsville
Nicholas Nicholas Triveias Charleston
•Joseph Ross Vickery Clemson
Deborah Ann Watson Lancaster
*Jon Alan Wiggins Clemson
*Donna Faye Willis Charleston
Douglas Dyke Wood Greenville
Dusty Wilson Young Iva
Wood Utilization
Elam Cariton Carr III Dillon James Duncan Townsend, Jr. Dillon
Robert Watson Long Columbia Mark Donald Wilson Goose Creek
COLLEGE OF INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT AND TEXTILE SCIENCE
WALLACE DABNEY TREVILLIAN, Dean
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Economics
Donald Gregory Caulkins Macedon, N. Y.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Accounting
*William Edgar Baker III New Zion
**John Louis Biediger Greenville
James Robert Burch, Jr. Walterboro
Frank Adiie Douglass III Lake City
*Faye Marie Freeman Laurens
Penney Marie Gombola Greenville
Mitzi Lynn Helton Spartanburg
Craig Leiand Hiserman Waynesboro, Va.
Robert Jason Holmes, Jr. Rock Hill
John Patrick McCormack Spartanburg
**Mary Ann Mason Prater Westminster
•Laura Jo Roberson Brunswick, Ga.
•Laura Elizabeth Wyse Inman
Administrative
Pamela Lee Bell Greenville
Bernard Christie Blide Allendale, N. J.
Jeffery Dean Boese Charleston
•John William Campbell, Jr. Starr
Frank William Ceva Greenwich, Conn.
Kurt Michael Chapman Seattle, Wash.
Kevin Scott Davis Greenville
•Stephen Edward Dennis Greenville
Dwight Welborn Frierson Orangeburg
•William Frederick Fuller Timonium, Md.
James Wallace Hafner Liberty
•Ellen Palmer Harding Cherry Hill, N.J.
James Davison Heriot, Jr. Columbia
William Alfred Heustess Hartsville
William Carter Huiet, Jr. Bamberg
Kenneth Roy Jeffcoat Anderson
George Robert Jenkins, Jr. Seneca
Stephen Faucette Kenney Raleigh, N. C.
Cynthia Joan Kirkham Muttontown, N. Y.
Donald Wayne Marsik Audubon, N. J.
Management
Barbara Elaine Maxwell Greenville
Robert Raymond McCarthy, Jr.
Silver Spring, Md.
Jeffery Sutton Mills Greenville
Marianna Nash Fountain Inn
Milton Eugene Pate, Jr. Atlanta, Ga.
Derrol Andre Poole Greenville
Michael Waymon Powell Six Mile
Rhonda Kay Price Seneca
Doyle Kirk Reid Walhalla
Kenneth Callard Rowland Camden
Timothy McKeiver Rozier Lake View
Joe Preston Simpson Lancaster
William Anthony Sinclair Spartanburg
Charles Edward Smith Columbia
David Hammond Still Blackville
Tamara Sue Suther Taylors
Homer Hilton Voyles, Jr. Greenville
Robert Lewis Wallace Anderson
•William Andrew Wallace Hickory Tavern
Economics
•Thomas Hill Lamar Beech Island Francis Everett Mendenhall III _.
Hubert Eugene Long, Jr. Leesville
Mt. Pleasant
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Financial Management
•James Arthur Atkinson Clemson
'Susan King Boatwright Ridge Spring
Paul James Ezell ^ Spartanburg
•*Mary Ramey Gillespie Abbeville
Charles Emmett Halliday Spartanburg
Elzie Lee Hegwood. Jr. Rock Hill
Beverly Yvonne McLellan Spartanburg
Carol Edwin Morris, Jr. Sumter
Gene Howard Smith Lyman
Tony Keith Stewart Easley
Janet Lanell Sullivan Walhalla
Karen Lynne Ward Rockviile, Md.
Ronald William Weldon Mobile, Ala.
Industrial Management
Eddie Lee Cartee Easley "Robert Paul Duff Charlotte, N. C.
James Leon Collins, Jr. Greenville *Anthony Edgar King Orangeburg
James Terril Cook Charleston Thomas Scott Stockslager Atlanta, Ga.
Michael Anthony Del Campo __ Livingston, N. J. James Patrick Walters Caldwell, N. J.
BACHELOR OF TEXTILE TECHNOLOGY
George William Brackett Clover Archie Kim Neal Lancaster
James Hayden Igleheart III Greenwood Thomas David Wilburn, Jr. Union
***Morrie Katz Miami, Fla.
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
HEADLEY MORRIS COX, Dean
BACHELOR OF ARTS
English
•Tim Elliot Belshaw Johnsonville Shirley Lou McAlister _
•Jon Gregory Carroll Abbeville Elizabeth Colvin Mueller
Raymond Davis Farmer Anderson *Susan Leslie Worsham
Margaret Mary Johanningmeier Atlanta, Ga.
_^ Anderson
Summerville
Charleston
History
David Wheeler Hughes Lancaster **Clayton Dewitt Steadman
•Cynthia Annette Sheriff Seneca
Clemson
Modern Languages
Bonnie Louise Ard Latla "Kathleen Ann Templeman Washington. D. C.
Pamela Lorrainne Hoover Florence "Jessica Collette Williams _ - Inman
•Qeorrj*! :jt<-'pnpn Cram
Timothy Dale Fry
•Eleanor Wren Ivester .
•Charlet Sherod Jacobs
Political Science
Anderson Stanley Benjamin Johnson
Greenville "Deborah Claire Kellogg
Belton Gail Ellen Roth
Mt. Pleasant Patricia Sparks .
Easley
Fairfield. Conn.
Silver Spring. Md.
Mounlvillo
Psychology
•••Henry Erskine Bonner
Eleanor Mildred Carr
Francis Marion Crowder
Randall Keilh Faulkner
•Chsriotle Krislen James
Moncks Corner
Fripp Island
Anderson
Greenwood
. Potomsc. Md.
•Frank Marion MorritI
Russell Alan Powell
•John Benson Sloan
Gregg Alan Smith
Harry Ross Workman
Easley
Easley
Columbia
Toccoa, Ga.
McCormick
Otis Bradford Ballard
Lucia Borrell Cissell
Frances Donald Josish-Faeduwor
Nancy Ellaura Shulls
Sociology
Pagoland Malaney Lynn West
Qroonville Elsie Mae Williams
Anderson Nanette Lynne Yarid
Edison. N. J. Suxette Karen Yarld
Charlotte. N. 0.
Anderson
Seneca
Seneca
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COLLEGE OF SCIENCES
HENRY ELLIOTT VOGEL, Dean
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Chemistry
•Jeffrey Peter Donlan Brookside, N. J.
Geology
Pamela Elliott Godfrey Charlotte, N. C.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Biochemistry
Charles Ronald Dillon, Jr. Clemson
Botany
Charles Vardell Gage, Jr. Gastonia, N. C. Stewart Bradley Tedford Milford, Conn.
Chemistry
William Alonzo Adams, Jr. Greenville Simon Manwel Kurzum Haifa, Israel
*Peter August Cook, Jr. Hickory, N. C.
Geology
John Gregory Bryan Spartanburg
Mathematical Sciences
**Mark DuPree Foster Easley Michael Richard Savageau Seneca
*Dorothy Ann Newhouse Greenville
Microbiology
*Cindy Anne Bohan Atlanta, Ga. Cheryl Denise Parks Columbia
Susan Kaye Byars Rock Hill Kurt Elliott Sitterly Charleston
Jones Thomason Campbell, Jr. Anderson *Thomas Rhett Spencer, Jr. Sumter
**Frances Rebecca Crosby Sullivan's Island Nancy Lee Sprow Atlanta, Ga.
•William Edward Hannah Olanta Memminger Edward Wiggins Myrtle Beach
Jack Hamilton Jeter, Jr. Rock Hill *Paul Alan Wolff Anderson
Adele McAuiey Kay Greenville Herbert Stephen Wright Johnston
Physics
Michael Keith Dacus Greenville
Pre-Professional Studies
*Barney Clary Austin Lexington **Gregory Marvin Jones Graniteville
**William Henry Ballinger, Jr. Clemson ***John Clarke Mcintosh Anderson
George Peter Hoffmann III Greenville
Zoology
Tracey Ann Beyer Elizabethtown, Pa. Laurie James Ridge Charleston
**Stephen Martin Dillard Greenville Thomas Edward Stone Edgefield
**Kathleen Joy Kay Simpsonville
*With honor
•*With high honor
***With highest honor
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MASTERS' AND EDUCATION SPECIALIST DEGREES CONFERRED DECEMBER 21, 1978
ARNOLD EDWARD SCHWARTZ, Dean, Graduate School
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES
MASTER OF AGRICULTURE
Eleanor Mary Pascalides James Stephen Revis Saluda, N. 0.
East Providence, R.I. David Lee Stanley Colfax, N. C.
MASTER OF NUTRITIONAL SCIENCE
John Erwin Livingstone Springfield, Mass.
MASTER OF SCIENCE
Agronomy
John Stephen Hale Indianapolis, Ind. Katharine Wylie Richards Lancaster
Lisa Lepofsky Westport, Conn.
Animal and Food Industries
Donna Jane McCrea Cedar Swamp
Animal Science
Michael W. Stuck Clemson
Entomology
George Thomas Gale, Jr. Clemson Gloria Jean Sanders Denmark
Plant Pathology
Rebecca Sun Ting Taipei, Taiwan
Poultry Science
Sidney Allan Fallaw Batesburg David Paul Froman Decatur, III.
Wildlife Biology
Richard Wallace Christie _ __- Kensington, Md. Harry Augustus Lee Stribling. Jr. Greenville
James Alvin Sorrow, Jr. Fort Mill
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE
MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE
John Allyn Butch Belleville, N.J. Dontham Walker McKay
Randy Lane Guy Trenton. Mo. Walter Heriot Sims . ._
Samuel Douglas Justice Walhalla Jackson Major Zorn ...
Columbia
Columbia
Bamberg
MASTER OF FINE ARTS
James William Coates. Jr. Waterloo
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
EDUCATION SPECIALIST
Educational Admlnltlrallon
Kenneth Wayne Alexander Laurens Douglas Eugono Limbaugh Easloy
Ferrell McDade Bndwell, Jr. Moore Jamas Macarthur Morris Taylors
Stanley 6 Creel Ware Shoals John Wade . Central
Joanne Graham Jumper . Pacolot Mills
MASTER OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
(Agricultural Educniton is jomily adminisierod by the College of
Agricultural Sciences and the College of Education )
Stephen Odom. Jr.
. Aiken
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MASTER OF EDUCATION
Administration and Supervision
June Godbold Banton Pendleton
Charles Michael Bobo Inman
Angela Blackston Hamilton Seneca
Sally Jordan Killough Seneca
Ann Scruggs Miller Walhalla
James Saxon Ouzts Greenwood
Michael Allan Ruthsatz Ft. Wayne, Ind.
Patricia Stapleton Snider Easley
Susan Lollis Stegall Easley
Jacob Eugene Stockman Clinton
Edna Seay Wright Travelers Rest
Elementary
Carole Sorrells Alexander Seneca
Kathy Jean Alexander Seneca
Angelyn Nunnally Byers Pickens
Betty Kincaid Cummings Newberry
Karen Frances Dean Laurens
Ann Hasty Drummond Greenwood
Cheryl Jean Drummond Greenville
Deborah Graham Flurkey Loudon, Tenn.
Yvonne Edmond Gannon Clayton, Ga.
Mary J. Geanes Greenwood
Cynthia Koester Green Clayton, Ga.
Kathryn Susan Grice Greenwood
Jessie Anderson Grubbs Clemson
Betsy Jane Hanks Anderson
Elizabeth Wessels Herron Starr
Kathleen Adams Keller Clayton, Ga.
Donna Riser Kennedy Greenville
Deborah Lay Kesack Seneca
Education
Dell deLoach Kirkpatrick Anderson
Victoria Elizabeth Klein Greenville
Quainette Thompson Latimer Belton
Polly Crisp Lovin Westminster
Luanne Harmon Mayer Walhalla
Janet Dodson Miller Donalds
Betty Riley Padgett Clemson
Carol Todd Parker Anderson
Rebecca Ann Poe Greenville
Phyllis Teresa Posley Greenville
Margaret Warren Riebe Newberry
Janice Hill Salerni Cayce
Melanie Jeanette Salman Syracuse, N. Y.
Frances Halford Sanders Greenwood
Pamela Pusemp Sinacore Sayville, N. Y.
Karen Pelfrey Smith Greenville
Janice Masters Stewart Pickens
Catherine Curtis Verch Johnston
Personnel
Betty McLeskey Baskin Williamston
Gregory Lynn Belk Charlotte, N. C.
Helen Walker McKay Clarkson Greenville
Ann Jones Crocker Union
Ronald Stanley Crooks Seneca
Linda Baker Darby Clinton
Walker Ernest Duncan, Jr. Greer
Gwendolyn Keith Ford Taylors
Martha Galloway Franklin Clinton
Nannette Harrison Goode Seneca
Bonita Small Gossett Greenville
Susan Jelinda Guthrie Gaffney
Gayle Matthews Hall Charleston
Marsha Miller Harper Greenville
Robert Raymond Heath Clemson
Services
Marian Jacqueline Henderson Greenville
Barbara Latimer Hodges Belton
Robert Ward Holland Fountain Inn
Harold Elliott Holloway Belton
Steven Andrew McMeekin Greenville
Cynthia Parker Murray Greenville
Gerald James Redmond Greenwood
Janie Jacquetta Williams Sabb Charleston
Shelley Banks Scarborough __ Cherry Hill, N.J.
Deborah Lamb Sears Denmark
Teresa Schrimpf Skinner Greenville
James Anderson Street Greenwood
Thomas McDonald Sturtevant Columbia
John Parkerson Woodside Clinton
Reading
Hester Grant Barker Easley
Marilyn Martinez Brown Greenville
Gwendolyn Perrine Galphin Ellison
Greenwood
Penelope Page Hayes Kinston, N. C.
Mary Elizabeth Looper Seneca
Patricia Stephens McCorkle Enterprise, Ala.
Susan Beth McMeekin Greenville
Ellen Maultsby Moore Greenville
Kathryn Hancock Pringle Greenville
Tari Bardenwerper Watson Laurens
Secondary Education
Kenneth Harold Dover Liberty Jacqueline Anderson Nowell Seneca
Dorothy Florence Lake Hicksville, N. Y. John Lewis Soukey Clemson
Thomas Eldredge Littlejohn, Jr. Greenville Stephen Leigh Welsh Walhalla
MASTER OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
Shirley Johnson Crook Lancaster Michael Shay Mauney
Richard Marshall Husty Anderson
Gary, N. C.
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COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
MASTER OF ENGINEERING
Civil Engineering
Stephen Edward Hooper Silver Spring, Md.
Electrical Engineering
John Estelle Tarpiey, Jr. Marietta, Ga. Julian Alexander Wilson, Jr. Smyrna, Ga.
Environmental Systems Engineering
Wallace G. Carpenter, Jr. Greenwood, Miss Charles Earl Thomas Florence
David Lynn Gregory Sardinia, Ohio Jeffry Paul Wassilak Webster Grove, Mo.
Cordes Prioleau Palmer, Jr. Sumter
Mechanical Engineering
Edgar Gray Munday Statesville, N. C.
MASTER OF SCIENCE
Bioengineering
Jack Lamar Linder, Jr. Clemson
Ceramic Engineering
Michael Frederick Grether Laurens Rodney Mark Snell Clemson
Chemical Engineering
Earl Bynum Munday Statesville, N. C. Morgan Murray Stokely Irmo
Electrical Engineering
Wayne Walker Brown Easley Eleas Frank Lawandales, Jr. Charleston
Dana Howard Dalton Springfield, Va. Garland William Queen Gastonia. N. C.
John Walter Jerrim Clemson
Mechanical Engineering
Larry Brandt Culbertson Greenville John Arthur Hodan North Augusta
Systems Engineering
Constance Susan Hall Taylors Roger Wayne Melin Joplin, Mo.
Karen Susan Kelly Clemson
COLLEGE OF FOREST AND RECREATION RESOURCES
MASTER OF FORESTRY
Mark Steven Marriner Hilton Head Island Benjamin Taylor Smith _
Leon Wilbur Rhodes _. _ ^ Oxon Hill. Md.
Anderson
MASTER OF RECREATION AND PARK ADMINISTRATION
Michaol Gerard Duquette . . Charlotte. N. C. Bonnie Westbury Stevens St. Matthews
Jerome Vincent Poynton Chicago. III. John Herbert Stevens. Jr. Sarasota, Fla.
Ev«r«tl Eugene Johnson
MASTER OF SCIENCE
Forestry
Georgetown Richard William Millor Lebanon. Pa.
COLLEGE OF INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT AND TEXTILE SCIENCE
Mtchael Edward Bagweli
Peggy Lee James
MASTER OF SCIENCE
Man«g*m*nt
Groonvillo H. lur.ih J Panson
Easley
Anderson
Teillle Chemistry
Mary Elizabeth Barker Bockham Johnston
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COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
MASTER OF ARTS
English
Douglas Lee Davison Douglasville, Ga. John Frank Szewczyk Colonial Heights, Va.
Janice Crocker Prewitt Bellflower, Cal.
COLLEGE OF NURSING
MASTER OF SCIENCE
Nursing
Dianne Jones Pooser Florence Constance Swails Thibodeau Andrews
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES
MASTER OF SCIENCE
Biochemistry
Thomas Spotswood Giazebrook Columbia
Chemistry
Angelo Sciulli, Jr. Clemson
Mathematical Sciences
Cebie Kathryn Schnibben Florence
Zoology
Scott Herman Emery Selkirk, N. Y. Lawrence Allen Wilson Atlanta, Ga.
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DOCTORS' DEGREES CONFERRED DECEMBER 21, 1978
ARNOLD EDWARD SCHWARTZ, Dean, Graduate School
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
Applied Economics
Clarence Dean Rogers Clemson
B.S.. M.S.. North Carolina State University
Dissertation: An Economic Evaluation of Cotton Consumption Related to Quality Characteristics
Animal Physiology
John Edmund Thacher Madison. Wis.
B.A.. M.S., University of Wisconsin. Madison
Dissertation: The Normal Karyotypic Characteristics of the Domestic Horse (Equus caballus)
Entomology
Jay Willard Chapin Berwick, Pa.
B.S., Dickinson College; M.A.. East Carolina University
Dissertation: Systematics of the Nearctic Micrasema (Trichoptera: Brachycentridae)
David Bruce Montross Clemson
B.S., Mars Hill; M.A., Appalachian State
Dissertation: The Epizootiology of Nomuraea rileyi Disease of Platypena scabra and Anticarsia gem-
mataiis in Soybeans in the Upper Plain of South Carolina
Nutrition
Patricia Anderson Bellew Clemson
B.S.. Lander College; M.Ed., Clemson University
Dissertation: Blood Hematocrit and Plasma Electrolyte Profile of Lactating Dairy Cows
Plant Pathology
Bruce Allan Fortnum - Cornwell Heights. Pa.
B.A.. LaSalle College; M.S., University of Delaware
Dissertation: Nematode — Fungus Interactions Factors Affecting Nematode Reproduction and Soybean
Preconditioning to Cylindrocladium Crotalariae
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
Engineering
Wayne Michael Kachel _ Amherst. Ohio
B.S., Waynesburg College; M.S.. Clemson University
Dissertation: Simulation and Control of Advanced Wastewater Treatment Systems (Field of Specializa-
tion: Environmental Systems Engineering)
Eric Heinman Snider Anderson
B.S.. M.S.. Clemson University
Dissertation: A Kinetic Study of the Reactions of Biphenyl and Chlorine in Water to Form Chlorobl-
phenyls (Field of Specialization: Chemical Engineering)
COLLEGE OF INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT AND TEXTILE SCIENCE
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
Engineering Management
Evelyn Ann Thcmchick Virginia Beach, Va.
B S., Pennsylvania Slate University; M.S.. Clemson University
Dissertation: Long Term Effects of Airline Deregulation on tha Oomeatic Route Systems
Joseph Brady Williamson Greonvillc
8 S., University of New Hampshlra; M.B.A., Clamaon University - Furman University
Dissertation: The Effects of Different Accounting Systems on Selected Aggregate Production Plnnnmg
Models
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COLLEGE OF SCIENCES
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
Mathematical Sciences
David Hilary Lubbers Springfield, Ohio
B.S., Nichoils State University; M.S., Clemson University
Dissertation: The Hanltel Autocorrelation
Physics
Manjul Bhushan Pilani, India
B.S., Biria Institute of Technology and Science; M.S., University of Rajasthan
Dissertation: Cylindrical Josephson Tunneling
Theron Otis Walker III Greer
B.S., Furman University; M.S., Clemson University
Dissertation: Low Temperature Properties of Bismuth Films in Large Electric and Magnetic Fields
Zoology
Frank Robert Moore Clemson
B.A., Ohio Wesleyan University; M.S., Northern Illinois University
Dissertation: The Relative Importance of Daytime and Nighttime Cues in the Orientation Behavior of a
Nocturnal Passerine Migrant
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DEGREES AWARDED BY MAJOR COURSES, 1977-78
Major Course
<
£8
CQ 1 CD a
9 3
15
16
5
42 2
5
3
2
1
19
6 4
5
4
5 3
6
1
1
69
6
6
College of Agricultural Sciences
Agricultural Economics
Agricultural Mechanization and Business
Agricultiu-e ,
Agronomy
Animal Industries
Animal Physiology
Animal Science
Applied Economics
Community and Rural Development . . . .
Dairy Science
Economic Biology
Entomology
Food Science
Horticulture
Nutrition
Nutritional Science
Plant Pathology
Plant Physiology
Plant Sciences
Poultry Science
Preprofessional Studies
Wildlife Biology
Total 167 60 11
College of Architecture
Architecture
Building Construction
City and Regional Planning
Fine Arts
Prearchitecture
2 31
22
16
2
72
Total 96 49
College of Education
Administration and Supervision
Agricultural Education
Early Childhood Education . . .
Education
Elt-mentary Education
Industrial Education
Personnel Services
Hciuiing
Science Teaching
Secondary Education
53
8 8
46
3
105 141
28 11
80
41
12
37 33
Total 236 367
C'.iAli'Kf "f Engineering
Agricultural Engineering
HioffmintM-ring
( ( i.imic Engineering
( li. MiK III Engineering
(ivil Knginecring
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Kni'infrrtng
I ' Analyxi.i
I Mechanics
I ' T«-< hnnlogy
Eitviioiiiiu-ntnl Systems Engineering .
MiitrriiiU Engineering
Methanical Engineering
Syttrrni Engineering
13 o 2
6 1
6 3
oo 4 2
61 5
66 9 1
13
i)
.).}
5
u 45 10
6 1
Total 255 63
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Major Course
s ;;r Q
College of Forest and Recreation Resources
Forest Management 40
Forestry- 8
Recreation and Park Administration 106 11
Wood Utilization 5
Total 151 19
College of Industrial Management and Textile Science
Accounting 46
Administrative Management 172
Business Administration
Economics 24
Engineering Management
Financial Management 54
Industrial Management 24
Management
Management Science
Textile Chemistr%' 3
Textile and Pob-mer Science
Textile Science
Textile Technology 25
Total 348 58
College of Liberal Arts
Endish 36
Histno- 22
Modem Languages 18
Political Science 42
Psychology 36
Sociology- 31
26
6
19
3
4
4
3
15
3
Total 185 18
College of Nursing
Nursing 42 120 5
Total 42 120 5
College of Sciences
Biochemistry 1
Botany 3
Chemistry 7
Geology- 9
Mathematical Sciences 31
Medical Technology 9
Microbiology 44
Physics 3
Premedicine 1
Preprofessional Studies 12
Zoology 37
3
2
3 6
17 1
7
4 3
5
Total 157 41 10
Total Degrees Awarded 1977-78 . 42 1,715 680 3 35
Grand Total Degrees Awarded 1977-78—2,475
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TOTAL DEGREES AWARDED BY MAJOR COURSES, 1896-1978
Major Course
ASSOCIATE
Nursing . . . .
BACHELORS'
Accounting
Administrative Management
Agricultural Chemistry
Agricultural Economics
Agricultural Education
Agricultural Engineering
Agricultural Mechanization and
Business
Agriculture
Agriculture and Animal Industry , .
Agriculture and Chemistry
Agronomy
Animal Industries
Animal Science
Applied Mathematics
Architectural Engineering
Architecture
Arts and Sciences
Bachelor of Science
Biochemistry
Biology
Botany
Building Construction
Ceramic Engineering
Chemical Engineering
Chemistry
Chemistry Engineering
Chemistry and Geology
Civil Engineering
Community and Rural Development
Dairy Science
Early Childhood Education
Economic Biology
Economics
Education
Electrical Engineering
Elementary Education
Engineering Analysis
Engineering Industrial Education . .
Engineering Technology
English
Entomology
Financial Management
F«)od Science
Forest Management
Forestry
Cieneral Science
Geology
History
Hortic»iIture
Industrial Education
Industrial Engineering
Industrial Management
Industrial Physics
Mathematical Sciences
Mattirniaticii
Mithanical and Electrical
Engineering
Mfdianical Engineering
Medic al TiHrhnoIrjgy
MHallurgical Engineering
Mi< rohinlogy
Modrm Lainguagcs
Nursing
I'hysicf
Plant Science!
Political Science
Poultry Science
Prearchitrcture
Premedicine
314
191
780
102
460
593
519
33
244
80
69
828
105
913
34
118
709
2,542
3
7
301
38
298
322
655
481
43
11
1,864
2
427
272
44
71
242
2,244
806
47
70
161
129
169
249
58
172
288
359
62
69
563
727
138
1,543
56
106
229
489
1,871
78
20
250
52
346
1-U
151
183
59
398
756
Preprofessi(mal Studies 139
Psychology 240
Recreation and Park Administration . 838
Science Teaching 179
Secondary Education 730
Sociology 98
Soils 9
Textile Chemistry 361
Textile Engineering 1,060
Textile Industrial Education 85
Textile Management 306
Textile Manufacturing 1,045
Textile Science 67
Textile Technology 64
Textiles 35
Veterinary Science 16
Vocational Agricultural Education . . 729
Weaving and Design 42
Wood Utilization 12
Zoology 297
Double Majors
Agricultural Chemistry and
Arts and Sciences 1
Agricultural Chemistry and
General Science 1
Agricultural Economics and
Animal Husbandry 1
Agricultural Economics and
Vocational Agricultural Education . 1
Agricultiiral Engineering and
Civil Engineering 2
Agricultural Engineering and
Electrical Engineering 1
Agricultural Engineering and
Mechanical Engineering 1
Agronomy and Agricultural Education 1
Agronomy and Vocational
Agricultural Education 4
Animal Hushandr>' and
Agricultural Education 3
Animal Husbandry and
Ceramic Engineering 1
Animal Husbandry and Dairy 2
Animal Husbandry and
Industrial Management 1
Animal Husbandry and
Vocational Agricultural Education. 5
Architectural Engineering and
Architecture, five-year 1
Architecture and Architectural
Engineering ........... 11
Architect\ire and C^ivil Engineering . 1
Architecture, four-year, and
Arihitecture, five-year 18
Architecture, four-year, and
Mechanical Engineering . 1
Arts and Sciences and Agricultural
Economics . . . . 1
Chemical Engineering and Chemistry
and (;hnni.str>-Engineering 3
C^heniical Engineering and
C'hemistr>-EngintHTing 1
Chemistry luul Agriiultural Chemistry 1
Chen>istr>' and Cheniiial Engineering 1
("heniistrs anil (;h«-mi.str>-Engineering 1
(rhemistrs' and (M*neral Sc ience . . 1
Chemistry and Industrial Physics 1
Civil F.nginitTing .uid Arihitecture 1
C'ivil Engineering anil
Chemislr>' and (H'olog>' 2
C^ivil Engineering and
Elei triial Engines-ring ... 1
Civil Engineering and
Industrial Physics ...... 1
Civil Engineering and
Mechunical Engineering I
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Electrical Engineering and
Applied Mathematics 1
Electrical Engineering and
Industrial Physics 1
Electrical Engineering and
Mechanical Engineering 17
Electrical Engineering and
Textile Engineering 1
Entomology and Architecture,
five-year 1
Entomology and Premedicine 1
General Science and Ceramic
Engineering 1
General Science and Education 1
General Science and Electrical
Engineering 1
Horticulture and Agronomy 1
Horticulture and Architectural
Engineering 1
Horticulture and Civil Engineering . . 1
Industrial Education and Architecture 1
Industrial Education and
Electrical Engineering 1
Industrial Education and Forestry . . 1
Industrial Engineering and
Mechanical Engineering 1
Mechanical Engineering and
Textile Engineering 4
Poultry and Vocational Agricultural
Education 1
Premedicine and Arts and Sciences. . 1
Premedicine and Textile Chemistry. . 2
Textile Chemistry and
Civil Engineering 1
Textile Chemistry and
Textile Manufacturing 1
Textile Engineering and
Civil Engineering 1
Textile Engineering and Mechanical
and Electrical Engineering 1
Textile Engineering and
Textile Industrial Education 1
Textile Engineering and
Textile Manufacturing 1
Textile Engineering and
Weaving and Designing 1
Textile Manufacturing and
Mechanical Engineering 1
MASTERS'
Agricultural Economics 104
Agricultural Education 172
Agricultural Engineering 48
Agriculture 89
Agronomy 45
Animal and Food Industries 2
Animal Science 47
Architecture 126
Bacteriology 6
Biochemistry 15
Bioengineering 45
Botany 16
Business Administration 184
Ceramic Engineering 87
Chemical Engineering 79
Chemistry "118
City and Regional Planning 71
Civil Engineering 101
Dairy Science 24
Economics 35
Education 1,325
Administration and Supervision 184
Elementary Education 554
Personnel Services 330
Reading 190
Secondary Education 123
Education Specialist 51
Electrical Engineering 99
Engineering 92
Engineering Mechanics 15
English 110
Entomology 97
Environmental Systems Engineering . 95
Fine Arts 14
Forestry 42
History 22
Horticulture 93
Industrial Education 156
Industrial Management 36
Management 94
Materials Engineering 8
Mathematical Sciences 66
Mathematics 170
Mechanical Engineering 112
Microbiology 55
Nuclear Science 3
Nursing 8
Nutrition 22
Nutritional Science 23
Physics 88
Plant Pathology 24
Plant Physiology 2
Poultry Science 24
Recreation and Park Administration . 53
Systems Engineering 22
Textile Chemistry 65
Textile Industrial Education 1
Textile Science 38
Textiles 1
Water Resources Engineering 50
Wildlife Biology 30
Zoology 102
DOCTORS'
Agricultural Economics 17
Agricultural Engineering 7
Agronomy 15
Animal Physiology 18
Applied Economics 6
Bioengineering 10
Chemical Engineering 29
Chemical Physics 3
Chemistry 87
Civil Engineering 7
Electrical Engineering 21
Engineering Management 22
Engineering Mechanics 8
Entomology 42
Environmental Systems Engineering . 16
Management Science 6
Materials Engineering 3
Mathematical Sciences 7
Mathematics 36
Mechanical Engineering 12
Nutrition 11
Physics 61
Plant Pathology 10
Plant Physiology 15
Systems Engineering 6
Textile and Polymer Science 9
Water Resources Engineering 1
Zoology 17
Total Degrees Awarded 39,832
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ENROLLMENT BY COURSES AND
ACADEMIC CLASSIFICATION
Fall Semester, 1978-79
Major Course
College of Agricultural Sciences
Nondegree
Agricultural Economics 9
Agricultural Engineering 27
Agricultural Mechanization and Business 13
Agriculture 9
Agronomy 12
Animal and Food Industries
Animal Industries 3
Animal Physiology
Animal Science 42
Community and Rural Development .... 4
Dairy Science 8
Economic Biology 9
Economic Zoology 18
Entomology
Food Science 4
Horticulture 40
Nutrition
Plant Pathology
Plant Physiology
Plant Sciences 1
Poultry Science 5
Preveterinary 7
Wildlife Biology
Total 211
College of Architecture
Nondegree 1
Architecture
Building Science 12
City and Regional Planning
Design (B.A.) 18
Design (B.S.) 79
Visual Studies 1
Total Ill
College of Education
Nf)ndegree 1
Administration and Supervision
Agricultural Education 7
Early CJhildhood Education 40
Education 1
Elementary Education 115
Industrial Education 12
Education for Industry 3
Industrial Arts 6
Vocational-Technical 4
Pcrvinnrl Services
Reading
Science Teaching 2
Biologicnl Sciences
Chemistry 1
Earth Science 1
Mnthemiitical Sciences
Physical Science*
Secondary Education 16
Economic*
EngtUb . 11
9
12
15
29
2
4
1
4
38
1
4
5
19
20
19
1
30
1
21
5
5
6
18
4
3
66
1
4
3
17
14
21
1
12
30
6
5
1
26
6
10
74
7
11
12
4
8
18
14
7
5
18
27
7
1
8
20
9
4
5
11
23 12
11
74
78
73
13
92
14
4
11
129
15
23
18
68
46
21
237
31
16
11
3
28
15
20
132 226 230 5 183 64 1,051
3 4
2 3 6 51 62
8 21 27 1 69
26 26
8 20 30 o 1 79
17 31 37 4 188
11 12
53 74 97 13 91 440
3 131 135
62 () 62
13 13 13 1 8 ( ) 55
32 47 50 ( ) 169
1 1 1 ( ) 4
60 88 95 132 ( ) 490
11 16 23 2 23 ( ) 87
4 6 4 ( ) 17
6 8 5 ( ) I) 25
4 3 1 ( 1 12
119 ( ) 119
•15 ( ) 45
1
o
( ) 5
3 3 5 ( ) 17
( ) 1
3 o ( ) 6
3 5 o ( ) 16
t T ( ) 5
1 H 10 1 ( ) 39
( )
11 10 7 1 7 I> 47
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Major Course
>—> en
Q -y
History 4 8 10 14 5 41
Mathematical Sciences 13 6 4 9 7 39
French 2 2 4
German 1 1
Spanish 3 3
Natural Sciences 2 1 2 7 15 27
PoUtical Science 2 2
Psychology 2 3 2 4 11
Sociolog> 2 1 3
Total 255 174 236 259 9 554 1,487
College of Engineering
Xondegree 9 9
Bioengineering 19 2 21
Ceramic Engineering 19 13 22 16 4 74
Chemical Engineering 114 76 78 61 10 6 345
Civil Engineering 127 84 92 70 2 24 4 403
Electrical and Computer Engineering . . 175 103 99 78 6 31 7 499
Engineering 29 12 4 45
Engineering Analysis 10 4 8 11 33
Engineering Mechanics 4 4
Engineering Technology 95 43 51 46 4 239
Environmental Systems Engineering ....0 3411 45
Materials Engineering 1 1
Mechanical Engineering 152 112 72 68 8 30 3 445
Systems Engineering 10 4 14
Water Resovuces Engineering 4 4
Total 721 447 426 350 20 180 37 2,181
College of Forest and Recreation Resovirces
Nondegree 2 2
Forest Management 45 32 36 68 3 19 203
Recreation and Park Administration .... 104 64 107 88 26 389
Wood Utilization 5 7 4 6 22
Total 154 103 147 162 3 47 616
College of Industrial Management and
Textile Science
Nondegree 11 11
Accounting 104 72 51 63 3 293
Administrative Management 239 198 219 206 862
Economics (B.A.) 36 8 11 7 1 63
Economics (B.S.) 17 30 31 24 12 114
Engineering Management 15 15
Financial Maangement 156 78 70 52 356
Industrial Management 55 30 43 34 1 163
Management 28 28
Management Science 9 9
Textile Chemistry 10 7 3 4 7 31
Textile and Polymer Science 8 8
Textile Science 6 3 4 13
Textile Technology 13 16 16 18 63
Total 636 439 447 408 3 64 32 2,029
College of Liberal Arts
Nondegree 1 5 6
EngUsh 42 34 45 39 40 1 201
French 4 6 7 8 25
German 1 1
History 28 15 10 22 8 83
Liberal Arts 30 12 3 1 1 47
PoUtical Science 60 34 50 39 1 184
Psychology 76 37 46 50 2 211
Sociology 19 21 24 31 1 1 97
Spanish 4 6 7 6 23
Total 265 165 192 l96 3 53 4 878
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Major Course
j= .a .sace
O 3 4>
(/5 i-» CAl
College of Nursing
Nondegree 2 2
Nursing (A.A.) 45 33 12 5 1 96
Nursing (B.S.) 114 76 96 77 4 17 384
Total 159 109 108 82 4 19 1 482
College of Sciences
Nondegree 12 12
Biochemistry 31 17 13 9 1 13 5 89
Botany 7 4 4 5 12 32
Chemistry (B.A.) 2 1 2 5
Chemistry (B.S.) 19 6 10 11 15 14 75
Geology (B.A.) 1 2 3 3 9
Geology (B.S.) 6 9 4 1 1 2l
Mathematical Sciences (B.A.) 13 3 6 8 30
Mathematical Sciences (B.S.) 85 53 36 34 1 52 13 274
Medical Technology 24 13 15 1 53
Microbiology 43 31 40 52 20 1 187
Physics (B.A.)
Physics (B.S.) 14 8 12 6 1 11 15 1 68
Predentistry 8 4 1 13
Premedicine Core 92 11 4 2 109
Prepharmacy 24 9 1 1 35
Prephysical Therapy 28 10 5 1 44
Zoology 50 28 32 37 19 21 187
Total 445 210 187 172 4 154 68 3 1,243
Nondegree 11 20 33 64
Total 11 20 33 64
Graduate—Master's Level 1,345
Graduate—Doctor's Level 201
Postgraduate 84
Nondegree 42
Total 1,672
Campus Total 10,471
Clemson-Furman M.B.A 151
Institutes 856
Grand Total 11,478
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ENROLLMENT BY COUNTY AND STATE
Fall Semester, 1978-79
County
Abbeville 59
Aiken 288
Allendale 14
Anderson 816
Bamberg 25
Barnwell 31
Beaufort 69
Berkeley 103
Calhoun 20
Charleston 469
Cherokee 68
Chester 49
Chesterfield 72
Clarendon 27
Colleton 36
Darlington 110
Dillon 47
Dorchester 114
Edgefield 47
Fairfield 32
Florence 184
Georgetown 35
Greenville 1,332
Greenwood 194
Hampton 34
Horry 113
Jasper 14
Kershaw 130
Lancaster 69
Laurens 150
Lee 32
Lexington 313
Marion 34
Marlboro 32
McCormick 14
Newberry 68
Oconee 447
Orangeburg 185
Pickens 878
Richland 405
Saluda 47
Spartanburg 434
Sumter 109
Union 52
Williamsburg 42
York 204
S. C. Total 8,047
State or Country
Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
= .
.
Barbados
Bolivia
California
Canada
China
Colombia
Colorado
Connecticut
Cuba
Delaware
District of Columbia
Dominican Republic .
Ecuador
Egypt
Florida
France
Georgia
Germany (West) . . .
Ghana
Greece
Guyana
Hawaii
Hong Kong
Iowa
Illinois
India
Indiana
Indonesia
Iran
Israel
Jamaica
Japan
Jordan
Kansas
Kentucky
Kenya
Lebanon
Louisiana
Maine
Malaysia
27 Maryland 134
1 Massachusetts 29
2 Michigan 17
3 Minnesota 2
1 Mississippi 8
1 Missouri '. . 7
12 Nebraska 4
6 Netherlands 1
1 Netherlands Antilles
. 1
3 New Hampshire 3
6 New Jersey 250
52 New Mexico 3
1 New York 46
28 Nigeria 19
4 Niue 1
1 North Carolina 383
1 Ohio 74
1 Oklahoma 1
288 Oregon 3
2 Pakistan 4
328 Pennsylvania 124
2 Peru 1
1 Poland 1
3 Puerto Rico 7
4 Rhode Island 3
5 South Carolina 8,047
5 Switzerland 3
3 Syria 1
22 Taiwan 15
14 Tanzania 1
17 Tennessee 64
1 Texas 11
14 Thailand 2
1 Turkey 2
2 United Kingdom 5
4 Vermont 3
2 Virgin Islands 1
5 Virginia 145
23 Washington 2
1 West Virginia 17
5 Wisconsin 5
11 Wyoming 1
3
3 Grand Total 10.471
Index
Academic Administration, 7
Accounting, 120, 175
Accreditation, 13
Actuarial Science, 160
Administrative Officers, 7
Administrative Organization, 13
Administrative Management, 121
Admission, Post-Baccalaureate, 20
Admission, Undergraduate, 15
Advanced Placement Examinations, 18, 45
Aerospace Studies, 177
Agricultural Economics, 57, 178
Agricultural Education, 59, 96, 181
Agricultural Engineering, 60, 107, 183
Agricultural Mechanization, 185
Agricultural Mechanization and Business, 61
Agricultural Sciences, College of, 8, 56
Agriculture, 187
Agronomy—Crops and Soils, 73, 188
Alumni Relations, 36
Animal Industries, 62
Animal Physiology, 190
Animal Science, 62, 191
Application, Adinission, 17
Architectural Studies, 193
Architecture, 84, 193
Architecture, College of, 9, 79
Art and Architectural History, 195
Astronomy, 204
Auditing, 23, 49
Bachelor of Arts Curriculum, 134
Bequest, Clemson, 38
Biochemistry, 152, 205
Bioengineering, 207
Biological Sciences, 101
Biology, 209
Biolrigy, Economic, 68
Board and Room Rates, 23
Books and Supplies, Cost, 24
Botany, 153, 210
Building Science, 84, 198
Buildings and Grounds, 40
Calendar, 4
Calhoun Mansion, 38
Ceramic Arts, 213
Ceramic Engineering, 108, 213
Chemical Engineering, 109, 216
Chemistry. 102, 147, 156, 219
Civil Engineering, 111,223
Class Attendance, 48
Cliusification of Students, 46
Clirmson, Ttioniai Creen, 38
Couching Education, 228
Colleges, 8
Community and Rural Drvelopment, 66, 228
Comparuttvr) literature, 228
Computer Scic-ncr, 162, 229
(>>ntinuing Enrollinrnt Rr(|uircmcnts, 47
Co<ipcriitive Education, 34
Counarling Srrvlcei, 33
Coune Docriptions, ITS
Course Prerequisites, 49
Courses, Rescheduling, 45
Credit by Examination, 45
Credit Load, 47
Credit System, 43
Credit, Transfer of, 46
Curricula, 53
Dairy Science, 64, 231
Deans, 8
Dean's List, 50
Degrees Offered, 53
Depository, Student, 25
Design, 82
Diplomas, 51
Dormitories, 23, 29
Dramatic Arts, 140
Dropping Classwork, 45
Early Childhood Education, 86
Earth Science, 102
Economics, 89, 123, 233
Education, 237
Education, College of, 9, 85
Educatitm for Industry, 98
Electrical and Computer Engineering, 112,
243
Elementary Education, 86
Engineering, 252
Engineering Analysis, 106
Engineering, College of, 9, 105
Engineering Graphics, 253
Engineering Management, 254
Engineering Mechanics, 255
Engineering Technology, 106, 256
English, 90, 136, 260
Entomology, 69, 268
Entrance Examinations, 17
Entrance Requirements, 15
Environmental Science, 271
Environmental Systems Engineering, 271
Executive Officers, 7
Expenses, 22
Experimental Statistics, 273
Finance, 274
Financial Aid, 35
Financial Management, 127
Food Science, 71, 275
Food Service, 30
Foreign Language, 92, 137, 282, 288, 309,
363. 368
Foreign Students, Admission, 20
Forest Maniigenient, 115
Forest and Recreation Resources, College of,
10. 115
Forest r>'. 277
Foundatitms. 35, 36
French. <)2. 137, 282
Freshman Orientation, 20
Genetics. 284
Grogruphy, 285
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Index 499
Geology, 148, 157, 286
German, 92, 137, 288
Grade-Point Average, 47
Grading System, 43
Graduate Studies, 8, 290
Graduate Study, 21
Graduation Requirements, 50
Guidance Service, 33
Health Center, Redfem, 31
Health Insurance, 33
Health Service, 31
History, 90, 137, 290
History of the Universty, 38
Honor Graduates, 50
Honors and Awards, 36
Horticulture, 74, 295
Hospital and Health Services Administration,
299
Housing, 29
Humanities, 299
Incomplete Work, 44, 51
Industrial Arts Education, 99
Industrial Education, 97, 300
Industrial Engineering, 306
Industrial Management, 128, 306
Industrial Management and Textile Science,
College of, 10, 120
Information, General 13
Interdisciplinary Studies, 200
ItaUan, 309
Latin, 309
Laundry, 31
Law, 310
Leisure Skills, 310
Liberal Arts, College of, 10, 134
Library, 40
EoCanon o? TThiversity , 40
Management, 311
Management Science, 312
Materials Engineering, 313
Mathematical Sciences, 91, 103, 148, 159
Mathematics, 314
Mechanical Engineering, 113, 323
Medical Questionnaire, 32
Medical Technology, 163, 328
Microbiology, 164, 329
Military Science, 331
Modem Languages, 92, 137
Music, 332
Natural Sciences, 93
Nursing, 144, 334
Nursing, College of, 10, 143
Nutrition, 338
Occupational Safety and Health, 122
Operation Research, 160
Pass-Fail Option, 44
Philosophy, 340
Physical Science, 341
Physical Sciences, 104
Physics, 149, 166, 341
Placement Service, 34
Planning Studies, 200
Plant Pathology, 70, 346
Plant Sciences, 73
Political Science, 94, 138, 347
Poultry Science, 65, 352
Premedicine and Predentistry (See Prepro-
fessional Health Studies)
Prepharmacy, 170
Prephysical Therapy, 170
Preprofessional Health Studies, 169
Preprofessional Studies, 54
President, University, 7
Preveterinary Medicine, 77
Psychology, 95, 138, 354
Recreation and Park Administration, 118,
358
Refimd of Fees, 24
Religion, 362
Reports, Scholastic, 43
Rescheduling Coiurses, 45
Research, University, 8
Reserve Officers' Training Corps, 37
Residence, Graduation Requirements, 51
Residence, Rules Governing Fees, 25
Rural Sociology, 363
Russian, 363
Safety and Health, 364
Schedule of Charges, 23
Scholarships (See Financial Aid)
Scholastic Aptitude Test, 17
Scholastic Regulations, 43
Science Teaching, 101
Sciences, College of, 11, 146
Secondary Education, 88
Sociology, 95, 139, 365
Spanish, 92, 137, 368
Spanish-American Area Studies, 142
Speech, 142
Systems Engineering, 371
Textile Chemistry, 130, 372
Textile Science, 130
Textile Science and Textile Technology, 374
Textile Technology, 130
Transcripts, 24
Trustees, University, 7
Tuition, 23
Undergraduate Studies, 8
35Veterans, Educational Benefits,
Visitors, Board of, 11
Visual Arts, 201
Vocational-Technical Education, 100
Wildlife Biology, 377
Withdrawals, 48
Wood Utilization, 117
Zoology, 171, 378
CODE FOR STUDENT ROSTER
The first column of numbers indicates student status as follows: 1—new high school
student, 2—new transfer student, 3— former student returning—undergraduate, 4—con-
tinuing student—undergraduate, 5—new graduate student, 6—continuing graduate student,
7
— former student returning
—
graduate.
Asterisk preceding student's classification represents part-time status.
Abbreviations refer to the student's major as follows:
ACCT Accounting IN ED V Vocational-Technical Education
AD MGT Administrative Management LA ND Liberal Arts (Nondegree)
ADM SPV Administration and Supervision LIB ART Liberal Arts
AG E Agricultural Engineering MAT E Materials Engineering
AG EC Agricultural Economics MATH BA Mathematical Sciences (B.A.)
AG ED Agricultural Education MATH BS Mathematical Sciences (B.S.)
AG MECH Agricultural Mechanization ME Mechanical Engineering
and Business MED T Medical Technology
AG ND Agriculture (Nondegree) MGT Management
AGRIC Agriculture MGT SC Management Science
AGRON Agronomy MICRO Microbiology
AN IND Animal Industries NON DEG Nondegree
AN PH Animal Physiology NURS AA Nursing (A. A.)
AN SC Animal Science NURS BS Nursing (B.S.)
ARCH Architecture NURS ND Nursing (Nondegree)
ARCH ND Architecture (Nondegree) NUTR Nutrition
BLD SC Building Science P DENT Predentistry
BIO CH Biochemistry PER S Personnel Services
BIOENGR Bioengineering PM CORE Premedicine Core
BOT Botany P MED Premedicine
CE Civil Engineering P PHARM Prepharmacy
CH BA Chemistry (B.A.) PHYS BA Physics (B.A.)
CH BS Chemistry (B.S.) PHYS BS Physics (B.S.)
CHE Chemical Engineering P PHY T Prephysical Therapy
CRD Community and Rural Development PL PATH Plant Pathology
CKE Ceramic Engineering PL PH Plant Physiology
CRP City and Regional Planning PL SC Plant Sciences
DSN BA Design (B.A.) PO SC Political Science
DSN BS Design (B.S.) PS Poultry Science
DY SC Dairy Science PSYCH Psychology
EA Engineering Analysis P VET Preveterinary Medicine
E CH ED Early Childhood Education READING Reading
ECON BA Economics (B.A.) RPA Recreation and Park Administration
ECON BS Economics (B.S.) SCS ND Sciences (Nondegree)
EC BIOL Economic Biology SC T Science Teaching
EC ZOOL Economic Zoology SC T BS Biological Sciences
EE Electrical Engineering SC T CH Chemistry
EDUC Education SC T ES Earth Science
EDUC ND Education (Nondegree) SC T MA Mathematical Sciences
EL ED Elementary Education SC T PH Physical Sciences
E M Engineering Mechanics S ED Secondary Education
E MGT Engineering Management S ED EC Economics
ENGL English S ED EN English
ENCR Engineering S ED FR French
ENGR ND Engineering (Nondegree) S ED GE German
Drr Entomology S ED HI History
BSE Environmental Systems Engineering S ED MA Mathematical Sciences
ET Engineering Technology S ED NS Natural Sciences
FD SC Food Science S ED PO Political Science
PIN MGT Financial Hanagenent S ED PS Psychology
FOR Forest Management S ED SO Sociology
PR French S ED SP Spanish
FfcRR ND Poreat and Recreation Resources SOC Sociology
(Nondegree) SPAN Spanish
(XOL BA Geology (B.A.) SYS ENG Systems Engineering
CEOL BS CMlogy (B.S.) TC Textile Chemistry
GBR G«nun TEXT Textile Technology
HIST History TPS Textile and Polymer Science
HORT Hortlculturs TS Textile Science
IM Industrial Management VIS ST Visual Studies
IKTS WD Industrial ManagstMnt and WB Wildlife Biology
Tsxtlls Sclencs (Nondsgrss) WD UTIL Wood Utilization
IN ED Industrial Education WR£ Water Resources Engineering
IM ED A Industrial Arts ZOOL Zoology
IM ED I Education for Industry
Digits following abbreviations refer to the student's class as follows:
01 First Seaester Freshman
02 Second SesMster Freshmen
03 flret Seaester Sophomore
M Second Seaeeter Sophomort
05 Flret Seaester Junior
06 Second Seaeeter Junior
07 First S«aeeter Senior
06 Second Semester Senior
09 First Seaester Fifth Yeer
10 Second Semester Fifth Year
11 Craduete Student—Meeter's
1? Postgreduate
1 ) Nondegree
U Creduate Student--Doctor 'sM Post-Beccalaureete
STUDENTS ENROLLED MAIN CAMPUS, FIRST SUMMER SESSION, 1978
NAMt - STATUS -
AAS CHKISTUPHER A
ABLE Q^HHX LEE
RYl
COl
ABLE SIDNEY 6
ABLES EQWARt) L
ABOHIJLIH YOUSEF
ABRAHAM COLON M
A8RAM0VITCH DOROTA M
ABRAMS JAMES WM
A8RAMS MARVIN E III
ACKERMAN JOHN P
ACKERMAN THOMAS N JR
AOAIR CARROLL DALE
COURSE
ADAIR
ADAMS
ADAMS
ADAMS
ADAMS
WILLIAM GRADY
THLEEN ANNEKA NI
MICHAEL GARY
fc«lLLlAM KELLY
toM ALONZO JR
ALDINGTON PHILLIP M
ADDIS NANCY CAROL
ADDIS KONALD PAUL
ADDISON JEROME F
ADDISON RANDALL F
AGNEW BETTY JEAN
AGNEM WILLIAM BARRY
AIKEN HARRIET J
AIKEN MARGARET C
AJA NNENNA C
AKHYARI MEHOI
ALAM ANWAR
ALAM SAFDAR
ALBERGA UlANE
ALBERT JO ANNE
ALOEN JUDSON ARNOLD
ALEwINt JAMES DAVID
ALEmInE SUSAN M
ALEXANUEK ALTON J
ALEXANDEK CAROLE S
ALEXANDER DEBORAH C
ALEXANDEH GEOFFREY D
ALEXANDER GLENDA FAY
ALEXANDER KATHLEEN G
ALEXANDER MABLE S
MARK MAJOK
RICHARD K
RUTH G
STEPHEN
ALEXANDER
ALEXANDEH
ALEXANDER
ALEXANDER
ALEXANDER WILLIAM C
ALFORD JAMES W JR
ALHUSSEINI SAWSAN A
ALLAN HUBERT BOYD
ALLEN CHARLES A
ALLEN DONALD RAY
ALLEN JARVIS
ALLEN MAHY GRETCHEN
ALLEN MICHAEL ROGER
ALLEN ROBERT L III
ALLEN THAODEUS
ALLEN VIVIAN RACHEL
ALLISON DAVID JOHN
ALLISON GUY CARLTON
ALMAULA HAREN
ALMODOVAR ROBERT T
ALPHONSO BONNY A
ALTENHOFEN SHARON L
ALTER APRYL HOLLY
ALTMAN IZETTA A
AMSPACHER W H JR
ANANABA TEMPLE J
ANDERSON CORLISS S
ANDERSON DEBORAH SUE
ANDERSON DONALD W
ANDERSON GAIL E
ANDERSON JOHN ESROM
ANDERSON JOSEPH A
ANDERSON MALCOLM F
ANDERSON MARY D
ANDERSON MICHAEL S
ANDERSON NANCY LOLA
ANDERSON RICHARD G
ANDERSON ROBERT N
ANTHONY KATHY
ANTINOZZI PATRICIA J
ARANT ALAN DAVID
ARBER ALISON LOUISE
ARO BONNIE LOUISE
ARIAIL JANICE MARIE
ARIDGIDES ATHANASIOS
ARIRI OBED CHUKWUMA
ARLEDGE JOHN KEVIN
ARMES WM GORDON
ARMSTRONG DAVID H
ARMSTRONG JOHNNY K
ARMSTRONG SHEILA M
ARNOLD CHRISTIAN W
ARNOLD THADDEUS P
ARTHUR JOSEPH E
CLASS
{{
II
NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
^6 MECH
FOR
EDUC-ND*!
R P A 08
CH BS 14
EDUC«NO«li
C E 11ME 06
ECON 06
ADM SPV»U
iL^o .?!
»HYS BS la
CH BS
FOR
tL ED
EDUC-ND
CH BS
CR E
N0N-DEG»i2
R-ARCH 06
S ED
R P A
P-PHARM
07
06
Ob
"ICH E
BIO CM
MATH BS
IN ED
FOR
ADM M6T
NON-DEG
AN SC
LL ED
S ED-MA*
CH BS
tL ED
£l ED
EL ED
CR E
EDUC-ND U
PSYCH •08
I M 06
ZOOL I^
IN ED 08
BIOENGR 11
MATH BS
£ E
o;
03
hi
07
05
hi
'ii
II
•II
S EO-HI
IN ED
I ED-PS
SC T«MA
R P A
ADM MGT
NURS BS
P-ARCH
ARCH«ND^li
E E 14
P-ARCH
C E
NURS BS
EDUC*ND
AN SC
CR E
EDUC*ND^il
PL PATH Ii
SOC
BIOENGR
I M
In ED
tDUC*NO
SYS ENG
MATH BS
CH E
CR E
LL ED
MICRO
AGRON
P-PHARM
SPAN
gURS BS
I M
CH E
H P A
EDUC-ND
fc E
ADM MGT
P-ARCH
FOR
R S
II
06
08
07
08
08
04
08
02
07
06
ht
3i
II
08
08
01
04
07
ARUMALA JOSEPH
ASHCRAFT JANE MARIE.
ASKEW GEORGE R JR
ASKEW JEAN L
ASTRIAB TIMOTHY
ATCHISON DEBORAH L
NS AVA CHARLENE
NSON GERALD E
NSON JAMES A
NSON OLEDA GLENN
NSON STEVEN D
KINSON LANOA
" R '
ANN
WILL JAMES JR
AULBACM PATRICIA L
AULD NORMA GAIL D
AUSHERMAN MICHAEL D
AUSTIN MILLEOGE G
AVAKIAN ALAN PARKER
AYERS DEBRA L¥NN
AYERS WILLIAM S
BABe JAMEr
BAGNAL HENRY TJR
BAGNAL SANDRA B
BAGWELL BELINDA FAYE
BAGWELL FURMAN LEE
BAGWELL JOHN WALTER
BAGWELL JONES ALAN
BAGWELL LEWIS B
BAGWELL MICHAEL E
BAILEY HARRY A
BAILIE CHARLES R
JB S ALLEN
)ER RICHARD J
BAlNES BETTY JOANNE
CE
BAIRD LINDA L
BA
BAl
AO DAVI
RD JOY
PAUL
ANNE
BAKER
BAKER
BAKER
BAKER
BAKER
BAKER
BAKER
BAKER
HAROLYN
STEPHEN
B
CARL
GORDON H
MARY ELIZABETH
MELANIE JOAN
OSbORN E III
SARAH D L
AMES
STANLEY
BAKER WALTER W.
BALDWIN GARY J MI
BALDWIN SUE WILLIAMS
BALL MARCIA BETH
BALLARD LYNN P
BALLARD BRADFORD
BALLENGER TONY WAYNE
BALLINGTON PATRICK E
BANDY HARRIET E
BANKS BIX LEE
BARBER BRADFORD LYNN
BARDELMEIER WILLIAM
BARDOLF CHRISTINE M
dARHAM ANNE TARTT
BARKER L KATRINKA
BARKER MARION ANNE
BARKER MARY E
BARKER TERESA FOWLER
BARKSDALE MARY ALICE
BARLOW CHARLES V
8ARNA JOSEPH JOHN
BARNES JOHN MARION
BARNES JUDITH JESSUP
BARNES MICHAEL £
BARNES RANDY MORGAN
BARNETT JAMES WM
BARNETT SHARRON H
BARNETT STEPHEN K
BARNETTE MARY HARRIS
BARNETTE SUSAN E
BARNHILL MARY L
BARNMILL THOMAS M JR
BARR HARVEY STEVEN
BARRETO ROBERT JOHN
BARTHELMAN GAYLE B
BASHOR TAMARA A
BASILICO PAUL ALTON
BASS JOHN ALEX
BASS TERESA JULIAN
BATCHELOH D CHRIS
BATES GLENN RICHARD
BATES SARAH K
8ATS0N DAN LINDSAY
BATTEN LINDA P
BAUKNIGHT DAVID D
BAUMANN JEFFREY LEE
BAUR MICHAEL L
UAUSMAN BARBARA D
BAXLEY DAVID BRUCE
BAYLOR THEOLA WHITE
BEACH HELEN BERNIECE
BEACH ROBERT ANTHONY
ADM SPV»11
ECON 07
RSYCH 06
WIST 07
ADM MGT 05
E E 02ME 08
MGT 11
N0N-DE6 13
ACCT 01
R P A 11
CH E 08
PSYCH 04
«ER S U
PO SC OS
HIST 08
FOR 05
CH £ 04
E CH ED 06
£C ZOOL 08
01
AN SC 11
ECON 06
CH E 07ME 08
R P A ^06
Ibc^" ii
IN ED 03
AGRON 11
RER S II
R P A 05
FOR 06
WD UTIL 06
FOR 06
NURS BS 04
R-PHY T 01
NURS BS 05
T C 11
£L ED 'U
KEADING«11
CH £ 11
B C 08
AN SC 07
EL ED 11
EDUC-NO^U
S ED«HI 08
0"
AG-NO •!ME
EL ED •U
LIB ART 03
ENGL 07
ADM MGT»07
Engl 06
ECON 05
ACCT 08
EL ED 08
RHYS BS 11
ENT •14
LIB ART 05
Ch E 07
SOC 08
ADM SPV^U
ENGL 07
EL ED •U
AG MECH -
FOR
CH E
NURS BS
AG MECH
L A «ND
FIN H
E E
GT
08
0|
07
03
08
Ji
02
NAMfc - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS NAMt - STATUS - COUHSE - CLASS
bEACHAM JEFFERY L
BEaChAH m CHANDLER
BEACOM wM F
BgAL FRANCIS EOwARD
BEARQ .oVf 58'
BEARD WILLIAM EDWARD
BtARDEN P ELAINE
BEATTIE BILLY D JR
BEAVER ANITA JO
BECMT BETSY ELEANOR
BECMT CAROL LYNN
BECK CAROL S
BECKER GRETCHEN ANN
BECKMAM HAYMOND 8
BECKMAN EUGENE G
8EDEN8AUGH RALPH K
BEE8E LOYO BRYSON
BEGEMANN MAHGARET
BELCHER ANTHONY W
BALDING BRUCE gM
*
_
~ lELA
-"^
BClL ROBERT S JR
BELL PAME LEg
BELLEW PATRICIA A
BELLINGER SUSAN M
BBlSER CARROLL GALE
BELSHAw TIM Elliot
BENNETT MARY ANNA
BENNETT PAMELA L
BENSON EVA RUTH
jNTLEY earl KENNETH
:ntley jack w jr
:nTLEY PATSY F
;nTL£Y TERESA
Bl
Bl
BEnTlEy fiE JEAN
BENTON JULIA M
BBNZ STEPHEN L
BERGER DANIEL EDMOND
BERKLAND SUSAN E
BERNHARDT JOHNNY LEO
BERRY Thomas STEVEN
BETHANY PETER M
BHUSHAN MANJUL
' - STEVEN DCHEL . _ _
CKLEY MELONV ANN
EDIGER DANIEL F
GBEE CLYDE jR
GELOw JAMES BLAKE
GGER JAMES WM
JLANI MANOHAR G
B NGER SHEILA R
RD WILLIAM EDWARD
B|RlNGtR KATHY
ti
B
B
ANN
SCHOF GLENN EDWARD
SE JEFFEhy ALAN
SHOP CARL ARTHUR
b SHOP gregury dale
B SHUP KENNETH DALE
SHOP MARY 6raMlTng
B SHOP WILLIAM A III
bLACK DENNY EMILE
BLACK DOYLE L
bLACK JAMES A III
bLACK LANE MCLEnOON
BLACK PAUL BRYAN
BLACK WOBEHT DavID
BLACKMON JUANITA H
BLACKwELUEh darrell
BLACKwtLL AMY LOU
BLACKWELL JOAN P
bLACKwELL LARRY W
bLACKwELL LISA ROSE
bLACK«ELL ROBERT S
bLANKENbMlH LAMAR T
bLANTON JULIE ANN
bUANTON MELBA SARVlb
bLANtoN TERESA ANN
bLAbCJAK ANUREW JOHN
bLOOGETT LOIS JEAN
BLUE MARY ANN
BOBU CHAKLES MICHAEL
BOUINE AbHOY b
BOEbE JEFFERY DEAN
bOGAN SubAN £
bOGOb bNENUA
bOGGb JAHEb ALAN
BOGGb JAMEb mTchaEL
bOLDlNG MARCUS LEE
BOLINO ALAN KlM
ttOMAR ALLAN bAoCE
dOMAR RObtMARY hEATm
BONO DtBUHAri AuTh
tfONDb JOEL t ji5
BONOb JOt ELlZAMETM
bQnnew MtNWT frskIne
bOOKtH JOMNNlE MAE
bOOKEK mubEmT NEELY
bOON JOANNA LINDA
^OOL 06
R P A 02ME 07
MATH BS II
AOM MGT OB
H c •08
ENGL 05
R P A
CH E
EC BIOL
MORS BS
EOUC«NO
07
0^
08
02
hi
ADM MGT»06
I M 05
I M 05
AOM MGT 07
EC ZOOL 08
EDUC-NO
P-ARCH <
AOM MGT
AGRON
RE>^ S
ZnSl
ADM
FIN
08
''II
BS
ED
MGT
. - MGT
NURS BS
EDUC-ND
AG MECH
HORT
NURS AA
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JOE EARL
.VIN
40A
B E KEi
BOWDEN BREND W
BOwDEN PETER L
BOwDEN RUSSELL >^M
BOWEN EDwARD NEIL
BOwEN Paul tyner
BOwEN Phillip d
BOWEN ROBERT A III
BOwEN Theresa j
BOWERS MELVIN LEVI
BOWIE CAROL LEE
BOwIE RONALD LEE
BOWLAN RONALD E
BOWMAN JOHN NICHOLAS
BOWMAN JOHN VANCE
BOWMAN ShARRON K
BOYD W FRANKLIN
BQYDEN DEBORAH B
BOYER KIMBERLY ANN
boykin celeste d
boyles David truman
boyleston lynn crews
boyter henry a
BOYTER PATRICIA H
BRAUHAM REBECCA JANE
BRADLEY JAMES RYAN
bRADSHAw E FLEETWOOD
BRAGG JOHN DENNIS JR
BRAMLETTE GEORGE
BRANCH JAMES R
BRANHAM BOBBY EUGENE
WM MCELREATH
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GARY DEAN
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kakEN mol
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MAKlE
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BROWN RODNEY HOrtARO
BROWN ROSEMARY RYDER
BROWN STANLEY FRANK
BROWN TIMOTHY
BROWN WAYNE WALKER
BROWNE CLYDE R
BROWNE MARY ANN
BROWNLEE EVELYN K
_ )WNLEE KENNETH <
BROYLES JAMES EDWIN
§.
BRUCE DEBORAH ANN
BRUCE JEFF PARKER
BRUMFIELD JOHN P
BRUSHWOOD DONALD E
BRYAN JULIETTE S
BRYAN KATHY BARRIOZ
BRYANT CLENTICE L
BRYANT CURTIS W JR
BRYANT DEBORAH GAIL
BRYANT VIRGINIA B
8RYS0N JUDITH H
BRYSON KATHLEEN
BRYSON PATRICIA K
buChanan JANA
BUCHANAN M CARROLL
BUCK PHILIP L
BUDDIN GLENN DAVID
BUFFINGTON DAVID M
BUFFKIN CATHY ANN
BUFORD DEBORAH LEIGH
BUIE DAVID EDWARD
BUKO PATRICIA LEE
BULL MARY LOUISE
BULL ROY LYNN
BULL SANDRA SMITH
BURCH P RATLIFF
BURCKHALTER RONALD L
BURDEN DENA MARIE
8URESH ROBERT EDWARD
BURGESS CARRIE L
BURGESS CURTIS LANE
BURGESS JAS GREGORY
BURGESS STEVEN WAYNE
BURKE REGINA R
BURKETT LINDA S
BURKHART CAROLE B
BURNETT ELLEN DIANE
BURNETT LISA K
8URN1ST0N HARVEY JR
BURNS CLAUDE GARRETT
BURNS COLEY SHERMAN
BURNS GARY LEE
BURNS IMOGENE HORNE
BURNS RITA PARRIS
BURNS TEASLEY MARK
BURRELL JOANN CAPPS
BURRIS JOHN WM
BURROUGHS J BENJAMIN
BURROUGHS WM EDWARD
BURROW WM HENDERSON
BURTON THOMAS GARY
BUSBY NANCY AMES
BUSH CLARENCE WATHAL
BUSSEY CHARLES A
BUTLER JACK LYNN
BUTLER JERRY ODELL
BUTTON RUSSELL SCOTT
BYERLEY MARK F
BYERS MARY NUNNALLY
BYRD ALAN KIMBERLY
BYRD KATHERINE W
BYRD MICHAEL N
BYRD MICHAEL R
BYRD TED AARON
CABLE LEONARD C JR
CABLE MICHAEL B
CABRAL SUSAN MARIE
CAFFREY SYLVIA L
CAGGIANO ANTHONY V
CAIN BRENT LAMAR
CAIN WANDA J
CAIN WAYNE CECIL
CALDwELL KENNETH M
CALDwELL WARNER J
CALHOUN H06T STEPHEN
CALLAHAN PATRICIA L
CALLIHAM RITA ALISON
CALVERT GLEnDA GREEK
CALVERT HERBERT RAY
CAMBRON CYNTHIA LOU
CAMPBELL DONALD B
CAMPBELL GEORGE H
CAMPBELL J HAROLD
CAMPBELL JOANNE C
CAMPBELL JOHN ThOMAS
CAMPBELL JOHN W JR
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CAMPBELL W DEWITT
CAN NGO HUY
CANINCIA MELINDA C
CANNADY STEVEN JAY
CANNON CAROLE LAW
CANNON ROBERT E JR
CANTRELL CAROL ANNE
CANTRELL RANDALL R
CAPPELMANN J RICHARD
CAPPS MARJORIE T
CARDEGNA PETER A
CARDWELL WALTER T JR
CARLL FRA" ' ""
CARLSON PAUL
CARLTON LISA KAY
CARPENTER DONALD
CARPENTER w G JR
CARR DONNA SUZANNE
CARR ELAM CARLTON
CARR ELEANOR MILDRED
CARROLL KAREN LYNN
CARROLL RUSSELL DEAN
CARSON CAROL ANN
CARSON HERBERT E
CARSON WILLIAM H
CARTEE NANCY GIBSON
CARTER HELEN R
^NK GILBERT
HENRY
CARTER NANCY CAMP
---iTLr---
CARWILE
CAR- .EDGE DAVID T
" JAN CLAIRE
CARWILE PATTI LYNNE
CARwiLE STEVEN W
CASHION BRYAN SCOTT
CASSADY M DENISE
CASSELL SANDRA LYNNE
CASTILLO DONALD A
CASWELL EMIL M
CATHEY W EDWARD
CATO MYRA FERGUSON
CATO STEVEN HAYDEN
CAUBLE MICHAEL R
CAUSEY MICHAEL A
CAYCE RICHARD RIVES
CELY JOHN EMMETT
CELY JOSEPH EUGENE
CERNY JAMES WM
CHAMBLEE BRIAN A
CHAMBLEE TIMOTHY D
CHANDLER DONNA L
CHANDLER TIMOTHY R
CHANG CHING HSONG
CHANG JANE TU
CHANG KAI NING
CHANG Patricia y
CHAPIN JAY WILLARD
CHAPLIN WILLIAM P
CHAPMAN EVERETT W
CHAPMAN KURT MICHAEL
CHAPPELL THOMAS CLAY
CHARETTE DONNA MARIE
CHARLESwORTH BRYAN D
CWASTAiN HORACE D
CHASTEEN MARK WAYNE
CHATHAM DAVID WALTER
CHEATHAM SAMUEL A
CHEEK MARY LEWIS
CHEN MEI MEI
CHEUNG PING-SUN R
CH LDRESS LUANNE
CH LDRESS Patricia
CH LDRESS SANDI R
CHILDS NATHAN WEST
CHILDS PEGGY ELAINE
CH LDS STANLEY DALE
CH NERY SCOTT SMITH
CH PMAN JANET AMANDA
CHOLEWINSKI C C
CHOW EDWARD T
CHRISMAN KENNETH LEE
CHRISS GEORGE S JR
CHRIST JOHN FURY
CHRISTOPHER MARIAN L
CHUNG SI YIN
CISSELL LUCIA B
CISSELL VIRGINIA C
CLAMP HARRIETT H
CLARK BARBARA P
CLARK LARRY VICTOR
CLARK PAMELA JOY
CLARK RICHARD SCOTT
CLARK ROBERT T JR
CLARK WILLIAM PAUL
CLARKE DANA R
CLARKE LISA ANN
CLARKSON HELEN MCKAY
CLAYTON CYNTHIA G
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CLAYTON JOHN T III
CLELANO JAMES HORACE
;LEVELANU ELIZABETH
'
- STEVEN C
EB^^L
CLEVELAND
CLINKSCALES
CLINKSCALES VANCE A
COAKLE.Y PAUL BROOKS
COATES GERALD LEE JR
COATS MITCHEL £
COBB tyrus Raymond
COCHRAN ALICE
COCHRAN JAMES JOSEPH
COCHRANE LEONARD J
COCKFIELU PATRICIA H
COEN ROBERT L
COFFEY LINUA DIANE
COFFEY RICHARD ALAN
COFFEY ROBERT C
COGSWELL STEVEN C
COHEN ALEXANDER H
COKER ROBERT NED
COLE KM CHARLES
COLEMAN A DORIS W
COLEMAN bEjH
COLEMAN GREGORY L
COLEMAN JOHN 5TEVEN
COLEMAN MICHAEL LEE
COLEMAN RANSOME A
COLEMAN RICHARD ALAN
COLES GREGORY WARREN
COLEY JACUUELYN L
COLGROVE DIANA LYNN
;OLL EK JOHN A
N6S THOMAS
Nb RONALD T
NS 4ELLA ALLEN
COLL _
CQLLlNS ANITA E
^QLL
COLLI , __ . __
COLTER VtRNA DEAN
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COMPTON MARY SUTTON
CONLEY GLENDA COWARD
CONNELL JOHN ALLEN
CONNELLY DAPHNE H
CONNOLLEY DONALD J
CONNOR BARRY WAYNE
CONRAD KEVIN P
COOK COLwELL ANN
COOK DEBRA KAY
COOK FREDERICK R
COOK JAMES LEE
COOK PAULA KATHRYN
COOK PETER AUGUST JR
COOLEY BRUCE WAYNE
COOLLY JAMES W JR
COOLEY JOHN GARY
COOLEY SANDRA M
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CRAWFORD STEPHEN S
CRAWLEY ANNE BARKER
CRAWLEY STUART W
CRAYTON MAXWELL S
CREAMER ANITA KROGER
CRENSHAW BEVERLY K
CRENSHAW JERRY ALLEN
CRENSHAW LINDA MERCK
CRIMMINGER SUSAN M
CRlSLIP STEPhENIE L
CROCKER ANN JONES
CROCKETT MARY L
CROMER Gary boyce
:R0MER WILLIAM SCOTT
"
.EY J;R00K SHlRLt
CROOKS RONALD S
CROOKS WANDA HONEA
CROSBY WAYNE S
CROSS TIMOTHY G
CROUCH DIANE T
CROW LULA GRACE
CROwDER FRANCIS M
CROWE ROGER D
CROWN KEVIN MARSHALL
CRUM HENRY HAYNE Hi
CULBRETh CRAIG ERViN
CULP CATHERINE BETTS
CULPEPPER BENETA M
CUMMlNGS W MICHAEL
CUNNINGHAM BENNIE L
CUNNINGHAM WM CLARKE
CURRIN THOMAS ARNOLD
CURRY PAUL JAMES
CURRY SHARON V
CYPHERS SHELLEY A
OAILEY ANN M
DAILEY DAVID WAYNE
DALHOUSE SAMUEL D
DALTON DANA HOWARD
DALTON KAREN LEE
UALTON MARY ELEANOR
DALY GLENN ROBERT
DANIEL BILLY THOMAS
DANIEL CATHEKINE L
DANIEL MELISSA JAYNE
DANIELS wiNFRED C
UANTZLER JOAN RAPP
DARBY MARGRETHE H
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NAN KEvIn JOHN
DLGROOT MlLDA ELAiNt
DbKONlNO KATmRYN L
LANEV VINCENT P
LLlNGtR JACK A
LlIngEK HENEt E
LUACM LAURENCE A
LOACm POLLY M
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QELOACME LOUIS B <
UEMMINK HEHMAN JR ^
OBMPSEY BHIAN C ^
UENUINOEH ROGER EARL 6
OENOY BARBARA BOWEN 6
OENNIS MICHAEL SCOTT 6
OENNY CATMY DENISE 6
OEPUJO ANNE 4
DERRICK JOHN M 7
UERRISU THOMAS E '*
OESAI VIMALKUMAR H 6
UEVANNY WARREN H 4
OEVITA FRANCIS A h
OIBOIS MARK J 6
DICKERSON DONALD R 4
UICKSON WILLIAM D 2
DIETRICH ROSS CARTER
UIFAR MOHAMEO A 4
OILLARU CAROL DYAR 6
OILLARU JIMMY WAYNE 6
uIlLON CHARLES R JR 4
UILLON KATHY CLEMENT 4
UJSHER SCOTT B ^
UIXON UONNA LEISA 4
DOBBINS HAROLD W 4
DOBBINS KRIS ANNESE 5
DOBBS AUBREY ETHAN 4
UOOD MILDRED SHIRLEY 5
DOELLEK JEANNETTE E 6
DOLCE CHRISTOPHER C 4
DOLES DEbORAH ANN 4
DOMINOUEZ JEAN H 4
DONALD LEE PENNSCOTT
DONALOIO BRENDA ANN 6
DONELSON OARLENE J **
DONLAN JEFFREY P 4
DONNAN BARBARA S H 5
DONNELLY BRIAN L 4
DOOLEY JANET LOUISE h
UORSCH MARION JEANNE h
DORSEY VIVIAN GARRIS 6
DOSS DONALD RAYMOND 4
DOSTER SIMMONS P ^
DOUGHTY EMMA DUKE 6
DOUGLAS AMY SUE **
DOWLInG MICHAEL 4
DRAPER RICHARD L JR 4
DREHER MARGARET EDNA 4
DREW NAN HADDOCK 6
DRIGGERS SUSAN H 5
DROTOR M ELIZABETH 4
DRUMHELLER DAVID A 6
DRUMMOND CHERYL JEAN 7
DRYDEN LINDA S ^
DUBOSE ANNE MARIE 4
UU80SE JAMES TIMOTHY 6
DUCOM JOHN EDWAKD 4
DUFF RObERT PAUL 4
DUGGAN PATRICIA C 7
DUGOSH GEORGE EDWARD 2
DUKE MAKSHA 4
DUKE MAAIE W 6
DUKES JEANNETTE J 6
DUKES MELINDA ANN h
DUKES THOMAS E 4
DUMIN MARIEL FERRE 5
DUNCAN CYNThiA LYLES 6
DUNCAN DAVID WILSON 4
DUNCAN DONNA F 4
DUNCAN MARTHA M 7
DUNCAN SHAKON GAYLE 4
DUNCAN WALKER E JR 7
DUNDON STEVEN SCOTT 4
DUNLAP MARGARET L 5
UUNLAP WILLIAM NEIL 4
DUNN MIRIAM ASHLEY b
DUNN SHEILA SIMMONS 4
DUPRE JOHN YOUNG 4
DUQUETTE MICHAEL G 6
DURHAM CHARLES MARK 4
DURHAM KATHY LYNN 4
DURHAM LAGENiA 4
DURHAM LINDA C 6
DURHAM STEVE ALLEN 4
DURRIN MARC ALAN 4
DUSING DANIEL DENTON 6
DUVALL MARY SUE 6
DWYER TERRY MICHAEL 4
DWYER VIRGINIA 8 4
DYER THERESA LYNN 4
DYKES DOUGLAS C 4
DYKES MARK GREGORY 6
EAKER JESSIE DEAN 4
EARL CAROL ANN 2
EARLE DENNIS PAUL 4
EARLE JOHN EDWARDS
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05
li
07
Ik
06
07
08
wo
;«ii
> U
) 07
06
l\
08
11
05
06
E S i
iOOL
CH BA
EDUC-ND
ECON
ADM MGT
CH E
PER S
PSYCH
ADM MGT
R P A 08
ECON 03
SOC 06
S ED-HI'
EDUC»NO
E CH ED
in. .11|C ^OOL 06
E E
Flix MGT
1 M
EDUC-ND
E T
E CH ED
ADM SPV»11
ADM SPV»11
EL ED 05
ADM MGT 08
EDUC-NU 11
EL ED •U
R P A 08
b ED«MA 07
EDUC-ND 11
EL ED
gER S
FOR
EDUC-ND
ENGL
EL ED
EL ED
M E
R P A
E £
NON-DEG
EL ED
RER S *
R P A 01
FOR 07
IN ED •ll
S E0*EN»11
E E 05
MATH BA 08
I M 06
Cm E 06
NURS BS 05
AG MECH 04
01
06
li
ll
ll
?!
04
12
04
^1
EASTERLING EDWARD H
?Lr ' .
"
kTON MELVll
DGE STUART
EASTERLING JOHN
".A" " '
\ L
iLLE LORD
NEAL
ROBERT
RUTH AYERS
ALLIE SUE
BARBARA HALE
DOROTHY B
DOUGLAS RAY
FRITZ K
GAYLE BARKER
JAN H
LILLIE RUTH
THOMAS B
ELIAS NANCY ANN
ELLENBURG JOY B
ELLENBURG PAMELA K
ELLERBt DONALD L
ELLER8R0CK MICHAEL J
ELLERS KATHRYN LUMAN
ELLIOTT CLAUD F
ELL
ELLiOTT
ELL
OTT JENNY HONEA
,
RENA BEE
,
S GINGER CYNTHIA
ELLIS PEGGY ANN
ELLIS STEVEN NEWTON
ELLISON KENNETH EARL
ELLISON LISA KAYE
ELL SON VICTORIA L
ELLISOR KAREN JEAN
ELMORE JOHN TRAVIS
ELROD KENDRA LANE
ELROD N ERWIN
EMERY SCOTT H
EMERY STEPHEN E
EMERY WILLIAM GEORGE
EMORY MARNIE M
ENGLAND PMlLlP DEW
ENGLISH DAVID 6
ENGLISH TOMMY C
ENTREKIN RICHARD T
EPSTEIN DAVID BRUCE
EPSTEIN STEPHEN IRA
EPTING SUSAN ELAINE
ERNST CHARLES T JR
ERWIN JOSEPH ARNOLD
ESCUE KATHLEEN L
ESKEW E VAUGHAN
ESTELLE RUSSELL L
ESTES MARIAN ANGELA
ESTES RAY CHARLES
ETHEREUGE HOWARD JAY
EVANS CHARLES FRIES
EVANS DAVID RAY
EVANS ELIZABETH JOAN
EVANS ERVIN DAVE
EVANS EVA BOSWELL
EVANS FEEDER Z
EVANS FRANCIS WITTE
EVANS GREGORY GARY
EVANS LAWRENCE E II
EVANS PHILLIP TEFFT
EVANS ROBERT CHARLES
EVANS ROGER DALE
EVATT JAMES G JR
EVERS BRUCE CURTIS
EVERS MARK STEVEN
EWING ROGER SCOTT
EX LOLA JOYCE
EZELL PAUL JAMES
FABER WILLIAM EMIL
FACEY WM WADE
FAIRES MARTHA J
FALKENSTEIN CLARK WM
FALLAW SIDNEY ALLAN
FALLS DAVID B JR
FANT GEORGE COCHRAN
FANT JULIAN E JR
FARIS JILL MARIE
FARLEY JO ANN
FARMER HELEN H
FARMER RAYMOND DAVIS
FARRINGTON KIMBERLY
FARROW CHARLES RAY
FARRY JEAN H
FARTHING TOMMY LEE
FASHANU PAUL UDOFE
FAUCETT RITA PEARL
FAULKNER DANNY REED
FEAGLE MARY ELAINE
FEIL SUSAN WAOESON
FELLERS GARY PIERCE
FELLERS JOAN C
FENNELL EDwiN KINARD
ARCH 11
AG EC 11
ADM MGT 04
SYS ENG«14
AG ED 01
S ED«NS 11
HORT 08
R P A 08
EDUC-ND 11
READING»11
E E 06
R P A 08
5 ED«EN»11
ENGL 06
EDUC-ND 11
MGT SC
EL ED
READING 11
J^
R P A
R P A
AG EC
PL PATH 14
PHYS BS 14
EDUC-N0»11
HORT 08
ZOOL 11
MICRO Mi
ADM SPV«ll
BIO CM 02
EDUC-ND 11
ADM MGT 05
AGRON
FIN MGT
EL ED
ZOOL
Ch BS
CH E
R P A
C R P
AGRON
08
02
07
'11
05
07
KM CORE 02
CH E
l\
R P A
FOR
ECON
bOT
EL ED
B C
L A
EL ED
HORT
EL ED
C E
R P A
FOR
CH E
AGRON
NON-DEG
07
06
05
08
05
05
?1
06
04
ND 11
08
ADM MGT 06
TEXT
CR E
E E
FIN MGT
ECON
ENGL
ENGL *
NON-DEG*
R S
E E
CCT
CON
H E
NGL *
0^H03
08
04
08
03
08
'?
02
A 03
E 03
03
l\
ENGL 08
SC T-PH 04
ADM MGT
EDUC-ND
ADM MGT
I M
LH E
PHYS BS
MATH BS
FIN MGT
E MGT
R P A
M E
08U
04
04
04
I)
02
14
03
03
NAMt - STATUS - COUKSE - CLASS NAME. - STATUS - COUHSE - CLASS
FENNELL MM LAYNE
FEROUSON CHERYL ANN
FERGUSON UIANE PACE
FERGUSON LARRY GENE
FgRGUSON WM BUTLER
RN MARLENA HOPE
FEwELL EOtKARD MILES
FIEULEk JOHN F
F ELDS WM CRAIG
NK RITA JOYCE
NLEY ALTON LLOYD
NLEY HELEN MANN
NLEY SHEILA ANN
NLEY STATES RIGHTS
SChEK MAHVA LOU
SCHEK STACEY L
SHER JAMES D JR
F SHtR MARY GOSNELL
FiSKEAUA CHARL""IE
TRICKTZPATRICK Pa
FLAKE NANCY M
FLAKE RICHARD L JR
FLANOEWS PATRICIA D
FLATT JANICE MARIE
FLSMtNG MJTZI CAROL
FLEMING MONA GUY
FLEMING ROBERT GRUBB
FLETCHER JOANNE M
FLOYD DEbRA ALLEN
FLUDO LINDA JEAN
FLURKEY WILLIAM H
FOGLE GLENN MAURICE
FOGLE ROBERT FOSTER
FOLK FREDA AMANDA
FORBES DONALD WM
FORD BRIAN F
FORE CHARLES W JR
FORE DONALD BRUCE
FORINASH KYLE III
FORTNEK RICHARD H JK
FORTNUM BRUCE ALLAN
FOSTER DAVID JON
FOSTER DEBORAH DIANL
FOSTER ELIZABETH C
--'
-
' JANE S
KATHY MYERS
MARK DUPWEE
RICHARD C
WM RANDALL
TERRIE LYNN
FOWLER DALE HEATH
FOwLER DAVID ARTHUR
FOWLER HOMtR E JR
FOwLER JIMMY EUGENE
FOWLER MARIE SNIPES
FOWLER PAMELA GAYE
FOwLER RAYMOND LEE
FOWLER TERESA ANN
FOX KATHERINE K
FRAEDRiCH BRUCE R
FRALEY MARY SUE
FRANCIS SHEILA MARIE
FRANKE CYNTmIa JO
FRANKLIN FRtDERICK E
FRANKOVICH JOSEPH R
FRASHER LINDA LEE
FREUEKiCK C DENISE
FREDERICK GARY BRY
FREE UAvIU EUGENE
'
"EDMAN MARSHALL
FOSTER
FOSTER
FOSTER
FOSTER
FOSTER
FOULKES
FRE__
FREEMAN
FwEEMAN
FREEMAN
FREEMAN
FREEMAN
FREEMAN
FREEZE
L
CLARENCE HAL
JULIUS G JR
NED David
PATRICIA b
VANCE LAMONT
WM LESTER
TAMtA LEYH
FROHLICH ERICH H
FROMAN BLTm LI AINE
FROMAN UAVlU PAUL
FROST tLTON Taylor
FRY TIM l>ALE
FRYt UEbORAM MINE
FnyE DENNIS MICHAEL
FRYL EMMALYN AEwWIER
fRYE ORAMAM mTicFH
FRYE WILLIAM GtORGE
Fuller lynnl day
.R STEPM|;N WAYFULLU
_
<ER JUY utL
FULMtR PATTTe MARIE
FULME .LAf
FULTON STEPHEN
Funk
FUHR
H D
CE MANT
NE LANdahlE
ROBERT A
JAMtS EDWARU
AVlU
REEL
£
ENGL
t CH ED
E CH ED
CH E
AG EC
BIO CH
ECON
A5CT
»0 SC
EL ED
06
06
06
0^
07
II
OB
C R P li
GEOL BA«05
HORT 07
tCON 06
EL ED *\l
MGT SC \t*
R P A
ADM MGT
C E
CH BS
MATH BA
EL ED
EL ED
B C
MATH BS
EOUC-ND
EL ED
BIO CH
EL ED
BIO CH
0<»
02
05
07
n
02
It
03
}i
04ME Ob
C E U
PHYS BS U
MICRO •U
RL PATH 14
MIST 07
R P A Od
EDUC-ND U
ADM MUT 07
RER S •11
MATH BS 07
E A OJ
ADM MGT 02
NURS BS 05
EL ED U
N0N-QEG»12
EDUC-ND U
W R Ik
EDUC»ND
Jl
Ob
03
03
1-
AN SC
NURS BS
feNGL
PL PATH
OB
Ob
D»MA«U
04
06
05
14
04
ii
S ED«MA»11
RSYCH 07
EDUC-ND 11
i M 02
NURS AA^OJ
W S
Ob
6 RE
2 t,C
RO SC
MATH BS
^ ED»NS
tCON
WO SC
MATm B
R S
ST
ZOULLRU
AO MECH
ADM MOT
ADM M0T«
T-R-b \H
OtUL BA 06
II
05
IS»I'«
'\i
fuzy robert leonard
gaffney margie k
gage elizabeth m
gainey^phTlip C
gale george t jr
gallant elisabeth c
gallman leonora g
galloway emily ann
gamble laurie diane
gamble palmer jean
gandy robert michael
gangemi john ronald
ganguly pradeep
6antt ronald earnest
garlington l allen
garner jan renee
garner karen marie
garren jeanie ruth
garrett barbara jane
garrett c ralph jr
garrett edward t
garrett john keith
garrison bert f jr
garrison dorothy h
garrison martha a
garr son pamela lynn
garr son ruth nealy
GARvIn ROBERTA LONG
GASPER MAUREEN
GAUGHF JOSEPH PAUL
GEDDENS RAY MICHAEL
GEDDIE JAMES E
GEDDINGS DEBRA KLUGh
GEILFUSS MARY GEMMA
GEMBOLA CAROL GOOBEY
GEORGE JAMES H JR
GEORGE JEANETTE M
GEORGINA DIANNA MARY
GEST ELLEN SCHULTZ
GETSINGER JOE wM
GETSINGER KURT U
GWOSH AMITAVA
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
AMMATTEO PAUL A
BBONS THOMAS G JR
BBS STEVE
BSON BARRY LEE
BSON HELEN MARIE
IBSON JOY ANITA
BSON MARUIE A
BSUN MARIANNE
JOSEPH H
ANDREW S
CHEREE
JACKIE S
LAURIE M
MARY RAMEY
G LCHRIST
G LLESPIE
![
LLESP
LLESP
LLESPU
LLESPIE
GJLLIAM HERBERT W
- LMORE ROBERT S
LREATH BRIAN D
LSTRAP RANDY S
LSTRAP TOMMY RAY
NN DAVID R JR
TTLEMAN DIANE E
TTLEMAN LOUIS T
GLASSCOCK M TARA
GLAZEBROOK THOMAS S
GLEAbUN BRENDA D
GLEATON BARRY
GLENN ANN SHIRLEY
GLENN MARK DOUGLAS
GLlNSKl KAYMANT L JR
GLUVtR LAURA SUSAN
godkhey pamela e
godfkey stephen m
godfmey steven j
godnIn nonald page
GODWIN WILLIAM H Hi
GOFF WM OOUOLAS
GUFORTH KENNETH M
GOGOlNS MAROLO M
GOLSON BRYAN MILD
GOMEZ EUOARUO
GONIck KENNETH WM
GOODRICH LISA M
GORDON UARLEAN J
OORDON LEROY ROLLlNb
GORE TriOMAb ClINTON
GOTTl PAMELA SOE
OUUOM bAMUEL W JR
OOYAK KAREN JOAN
ORMCE ANUY MAYWOOD
ORAMAM EMMA ANNETTE
OKAHAM JOHN bMUH
ORAHAM LISA TrAMMELL
ORAMAM MARION THOMAS
GRAHAM NELSON EUDIE
FIN MGT 05
MICRO U
EDUC«ND»ii
BIO CM
ENT
CH BS
RSYCH
NURS BS 04
EL ED 11
MICRO OB
ADM MGT 06
AG EC 14
AG M6CH»11
R P A 07
MATH BS 1
EL ED
S ED«NS
E CH ED
^N ED
S EO«HI
eiCRO
Tn ED
EL ED
MORT
TEXT
EDUC-ND
S ED«MA«11
NURS BS 06
ADM MGT 07
HORT Ob
CH BS 14
EL ED 'II
R P A 07
S ED-HI 11
EDUC-ND 11
HER S 11
01
NURS BS»01
ADM MGT 7
PL PH
CH E
ZOOL
07
07
Oi
Ob
07
07
06
06
Ob
04
11
E S E
R P A
ADM MGT
R P A
MICRO
EDOC-ND
ED4 EL l
4 HIST
2 BOT
HIST *
SCS-ND
FD SC
FIN MGT
C E
AG MECH
ACCT
E E
ECON
t E
F IN MOT
HORT
BIO CH *
« RSYCH
6
4
6
1
06
06
05
Ob
11
04
06
01
41
11
04
Ob
02
Ob
07
OiQl
06
05
04
07
M01
06
EDUC«ND«11
jI
Ob
Ob
01
2
ADM MOT
BIO CH
FOR
OEOL BA
ADM MOT
M E
M E
L W P
PL PATH
In Ed
ADM MOT
SPAN
M E
AO MECH
ZOOL
E CH ED 06
MIST 11
ZOOL 11
LIB ART-01LA \iii
R P A 06
t T 07
tL EO
RHYS BS
EL ED •!!
ADM MOT 0*
In ed-a 04
NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
GRAHAM ROBIN J
GRAHAM RONALD BURTON
GRAMLING JOHN S
GRANGER ELEANOR V
GRANT
GRANT
GRANT
GRANT
GRANT
GRANT
GRANT
BARBARA A
BETTIE KATHRYN
JAMES S JR
KEVIN C
MARJORIE M
PHYLLIS JEANNE
MILLIAM EDMARD
GRAY PEGGY HERRON
GRAY WILLIAM MICHAEL
GREEN CYNTHIA K
GREEN JUDITH F
GREEN JULIUS GARRY
GREENE BILLY JOE JR
CAROL J B
DAVID CHERISH
DORIS P
MYRTHA H
4 MATH BS 07
4 C E 06
3 CH E 08
mS BS 06
)yc*ND»il
Ob
06
01
06
^07
02
14
J wn
4 'or
4 FOR
4 B C
4 R
H6 KL
GREENE
GREENE
GREENE
GREENE
GREENE ROBERT NATHAN
GREENWAY LARRY DEAN
GREENWAY PHILIP M
GREER DREMA SUE
GREER LAURA BLUE
GREGORY DAVID LYNN
GREGORY JAMES EMMETT
GRETHER MICHAEL F
GR FF
CE KATHRYN SUSAN
FFIN ELIZABETH A
FFIN JAMES
N MARK GORDON
FFITH PATRICIA L
FFITH PHILLIP A
FFITH SHARON E
FF TH SUSAN
GGS ALAN KENT
GGS JAMES MICHAEL
GGS JERRY EDWARD
MSBY HERMIE RAST
SSOM RAMONA C
SWOLD GERALD J
GROCE DIANE HOLMES
GROFF JUDITH ANN
GROGAN KAREN ANN
GROOVER ROBERT B
GROSS MARIA NESMITH
GROSS ROBERT STEVEN
GROTHUSEN JOHN R
GROVE GERALDINE A
GRUBB LARRY DOUGLAS
GRUBB SHERRY LAWSON
GRUB6S JESSIE A
GUAY DONNA HUBLER
GUBAS JAMES MICHAEL
GUDZAN NICHOLAS B
GULLEDGE JO MARIE L
GULLEDGE THOMAS R JR
GUNNiN CYNTHIA HYMAN
GUNTER LEO UALE
GUNTER SUSAN KING
GUPTA PEVENDRA KUMAR
GUTHRIE ANNA C
GUTHRIE SUSAN J
GUY JOSEPH EDWARD
GUYTON EVELYN K
HAGEN LINDA MACGAW
MAINS JOHN J
HAIR ELIZABETH M
HAIR JAMES CREIGHTON
HAIR RICHARD BARRY
HALE JOHN STEPHEN
HALFACWE CAROLYN F
HALKER GARY W
HALL BEATY ANDREW JR
CONSTANCE SUSAN
CYNTHIA LEE
HALL
MALL
HALL
HALL
HALL
DAVID FOGG JR
GAYLE MATTHEWS
HATTIE PEARL
HALL JOHN PHILIP
HALL NANCY JANE
HALL SHEILA HUNTLEY
HALL SHERRILL KNOBEL
HALL SUSAN CAROL
HALL THERMON EUGENE
HALLIDAY CHAS EMMETT
HALLMAN TOM N
HALMAN ROBERT DEAN
HAM KENNETH MATTHEW
HAMBURGER DONALD J
HAMILTON ANGELA B
HAMILTON CHRISTOPHER
HAMILTON LUCY C
HAMILTON NANCY E
P A
C '
CH ED
_
PH ^
EL ED •!!
tL ED 11
EL ED a
ADM MGT 06
£L ED •11
CH E 07
L A «ND
IN ED
a
04
07
07
'hi
A\
03
04
07
0^
03
0^
02
06
0408
08
04
01
•ii
06
II
1
1
1
.1
07
06
il
Ob
14
01
•11
i''dOT 11
EL ED •11
ADM MGT 04
ADM MGT
AGRON
ACCT
B C
ARCH
SYS ENG
R P A
ADM SPV
RER S
MATH BS
FR
SC T«<MA
ACCT
EL ED
ACCT
AN SC
ADM MGT
NURS BS
FIN MGT
ENGL
CH E
ACCT
EL ED
ENGL
PSYCH
» S
A&F iND
E M
BIO CH
EOUC«ND
ZOOL
ENGL
tL ED
MGT
WUTR
ADM MGT
R-ARCH
E MGT
toyc«ND
R P A
EL ED
AG E
«EKS
tC ZOOL
£DUC«ND«
lO
ENGL
AG EC
FIN MGT
ENGL
UY SC
MATH BS
AG E
ADM SPV*
M E
AG-ND
MATH BS
HAMLETT WiLLlAM C JR
HAMLIN MAURICE PIKE
HAMM WILLODEAN 8
HAMMETT BREGGER F
HAMMOND ELIZABETH A
HAMMOND H THOMAS JR
HAMMOND NED LECONTE
HAMPTON THOMAS E
HANAHAN GWlN HUNTER
HANCKEL F STUART IV
HANCOCK ALLISON W
HANCOCK JOSEPH S
HANCOCK THOMAS J
HANKS BETSY JANE
HANKS RICHARD CARL
HANKS ROBIN ANGELA
HANSEL BRUCE CLAYTON
HANSEN A PAUL
HANSEN CAROL SARAH
HANSEN RICHARD A
HANSFORD OGDEN JR
HARBIN DORIS POOLE
HARBOUR EDWARD EARL
HARDEN MICHAEL J
HARDIN BARBARA REID
HARFIELD ROBERT J
HARGROVE W CLIFFORD
HARKINS MARK 6
HARKNESS GEORGE S JR
HARMON CORINNE C
HARMON THOMAS EARL
HARPE WM CHRISTOPHER
HARPER LARRY STEVEN
HARPER MARSHA MILLER
HARPER SCOTT A
HARPER WALTER JAMES
HARR
HARR
HARR
HARR
HARR
LL JAMES BRYANT
NGTON JOHN J
NGTON LESLIE D
S BRET JOSEPH
JRCLAUDE E
HARRIS FLOYD RANDALL
HARRIS GEORGE H
HARR S MARGARET N
HARRIS ROGER PEACE
HARRIS SHERRY LEE
HARRIS STEPHEN WORTH
HARRISON ANN HUGHEY
HARRISON GEOFFEREY K
HARRISON SA8RINA ANN
HARRISON TERESA M
HARROD WM JOSEPH
HART ANN LINK
HART ELIZABETH ANN
HART JAMES GLENN
HART MONTE A
HART SHERYL JEAN
HART STEPHEN EDwiN
HARTEL DUDLEY RAY
HARTER GARY M
MARVIN C RICHARD JR
HASELDEN LAWRENCE C
HASHAM SALIM S
HASKETT LESLIE KYLE
HASKIN ANNA ESTES
HASLAM DAVID RUSSELL
HASSELL MICHAEL K
HATCHER RICHARD LEE
HATCHER THOMAS M
HATLEY KATHLEEN D
HAUN DAVID J
HAUN STEVEN ARTHUR
HAWKES JAMES S III
HAWKINS DEATER C
HAWKINS JOHN EDWARD
HAWKINS MELISSA F
HAWKINS RHONDA P
HAWKINS SUSAN DIANE
HAYES DEBORAH ANN
HAYES PENELOPE PAGE
HAYES STEVE RANDY
HAYES WILLARD EUGENE
HAYNES JAMES H JR
HAYNES THOMAS G
HAYTHORNE DOUGLAS K
HAYWARD KATHLEEN E
HAZEL CECIL IRBY JR
HEAD AUDREY ELLEN
HEAD RAYMOND J JR
HEADLEY MAAwELL I
HEARD GEORGE THOMAS
HEARN LOUIS C
HEATH ROBERT RAYMOND
HEATLEY WM ROBERT JR
HEATON DEBORAH ANN
HEATON KAREN HOEFER
ZOOL 14
CH E ( 15
£DUC»ND
EDUC«ND
L A wND
C E ( i'
)
IN ED ( \p
EDUC-ND
Ni
EDUC»ND
ADM MGT (
R P A ( >6
ADM MGT ( >2
M E ()6
EDUC*ND^ 1
Wt 'ii?
BIO CH U
E E ()3
R P A )6
W B .1
IN ED ()7
S ED«MA 11
E E 03
HIST 08
()2
?o^°-"* ii
§\"
i
)7
6
NURS BS 1
AG. ED 7
2
4
RER S 1
ADM MGT (}6
RSYCH
NON-DEG
)7
IfAG EC
FIN MGT ()4
ACCT {
ACCT (
FD SC (
)3
)8
)8
HORT )6
BIOENGR^
1
3
1
CH E S
b ED-NS 1
PSYCH
4
7
E CH ED )7
MATH BS
MATH BS
EC ZOOL (
.1
,1
)7
C E •( 15
In ED (
P-PHY T (
IN ED
FOR
)6
33
>>
AG E
FIN MGT ( i4
CH BS •(38
S^P r^ ,\i
SC T-BS (Yd
CH E ( '5
ADM MGT ()7
^
A.ND
,1;
NURS BS^
C R P
HORT
MGT SC • 4
& E <)8
E A ()5
it% . )5
)NURS BS
ACCT ( g
READING
,1IN ED (
W B • 1
E T (ME •( f
M E 12
I M (}8
HORT •()8
EL ED ( 17
M E ()8
E A ()8
EC ZOOL ()6
ENT 11
PER S 1
t S E 4
()1
R P A ()8
NAMiL STATUS - COUHSE - CLASS NAMt - STATUS - COUKbE - CLASS
HEODEN DAVID E
HEIKKILA EMIL WM
MEINHICH WM KENNETH
MELLEN(»A KIM L
MELLEH HAINEH
HELLlNtiEH CAROL W
HELMS JOHN H JR
HENDERSON ALICE PAGE
HENDERSON
HENDERSON
HENDERSON
HENDERSON
HENDERSON
HENDRICKS
HENDRICKS
Suzanne
JAMES R
MARIAN J
NORMAN A
THOMAS S
ttRENDA LEE
KIM RENE
HENSEL ELIZABETH B
HENSON JOHN MICHAEL
HERBERT DEBRA R
HERLONG CAROLINE K
HERNDON DANIEL J
HERRON ANN A
HERRON ELIZABETH M
mERRON joe NEWTON
HESKLTH wlLLlAM JOHN
hevtssy laura irene
hEweTt van warren
hewitt linda elaine
hewlett mary coker
heyson karen jean
HlCKS J B JR
H GOlNBOTHAM SANDRA
H GGINS HENRY S III
H GHSMITH CAROL ANN
H GHTOwER MARY S
HILDERBRAND TERRY N
H LDRETH BAHBARA A
H LDRETH DAVID DELOS
HILL DAVID PROCTOR
H LL DIANNE SUSAN
H LL GARY STEPHEN
H LL HOKE SMITH JR
H LL JAMIE LOU
H LL JOAN ROBIN
H LL PKISCILLA JUNE
H LL WILLIAM DAVID
H LLENbRAND GARY F
H LT ANNA MARIE
M NES *M ALBERT
H NSON JAMES H JR
M NTUN MICHAEL JAMES
H OTT ALFRED L
M OTT GARY WESTON
H PR BEVERLY J
H RSCH KAThy AKERS
H TE PETER EDMONDS
H TOPUULOS MARRY G
HlX STANLEY HARRISON
HOBSON JUANITA ANN
mODAN JOMN ARTHUR
HODOE JEANNE ADDISON
HODGES BARBARA L
HUDOES ULNNIS RANTIN
HOFFEW DANIEL HOWARD
HOFFER JLHUME M III
HOFFMANN BRYAN R
HOFFMANN SCOTT C
HOFFMANN WILLIAM A
hOFFuRD SUZANNE
hOfmeyek Carol m
hogarth vicki adams
HOLLOMdE DUNNA L
HULCUMbE ELIZABETH I
HULUEN bLNJAMIN T
huluEk amanua I
HOLutW bAWbANA C
HULUEH OE0K(,L THOMAb
hOlIF lELU HlLEY C JK
HOLLAND DANNY I EE
HOLLAND K WAYNE
HOLLAND KUbEHT WARD
HOLLEY NOHIMAN F
hOLLIdAY ANN TINSLEY
hOLlIDAt JAMES * JR
HOLLiS JObtPH MARCUb
HOLLUBAr HAKUl E
HOLMtS DLLlt T JR
hOLMuuISI RiM M
HOLWOYU PHltlP J
HOLSTtAD CAH(
HOLSTON MILHARU
holT CAhU
OL
RhA L
L ANNETTE
HUNDMUb SIEVE GUS
HOOD DAnIEL HlfHAEL
HOOU HLbECCA MCoEt
MOOK ANNA SCOTT
MUOKS LANRY Eugene
01
6 SYS SNG^ll
7 EDUC-NO "
6 MKRO
lOC
OR oa
6 REAOiNG»Ii
t* EL ED 06
6 IN ED •\l
6 PER S U
4 R P A 06
4 B C 07
< ACCT 03
h WURS BS 02
^ IN ED-I 07
6 MICRO II
7 EL ED n
4 E CH ED 05
J CH E 04
4 EL ED 03
6 EL ED •!!
6 CH BS 14
4 i M 06
4 TEXT 06
4 SC t«ES 07
6 RER S II
7 EDUC-NO 11
4 SOC 07
4 ECON 03
4 ADM MGT 05
4 FOR 05
4 HORT 06
6 ADM SPV»ll
5 &YS ENG 11
7 EL ED U
7 MGT 11
4 B c oa
4 EL ED 06
4 ADM MGT 06
6 MGT SC •14
01
4 ADM MGT 04
4 CH E 03
4 E E 03
6 CH BS 14
4 M E 02
7 ADM SPV*11
4 R P A 07
6 W B 11
4 RSYCH 04
7 tDUC«NO
7 ADM SPV
6 EL ED
4 ECON 06
4 ADM MoT Qd
3 M E 05
01
6 M E 11
4 K P A 07
6 PER S •U
6 CH BS •li
4 FIN MGT oa
4 ENOL 04
4 FIN MGT 05
3 /^Om MGT 03
4 ECON 07
4 T C •04
4 S ED«MA Ob
2 IV" 'IS
b tOUC-ND 11
6 EL ED •11
U^ li
7 IN ED 11
4 ADM MOT 06
6 MEW S •!!
« t T 6>
4 EL ED 07
4 b V Ob
4 C E
6 RER S
4 ADM MO]
4 tCON Ob
** Po SC Ob
4 FOH Ob
4 M H A Ob
6 blOENOW*,
6 K P A
1 WtADiNO»li
5 L A «ND II
6 ADM bPV'II
11
WO
HOOPER STEPHEN E
HOOVER CATHERINE ANN
HOOVER LEE A
HOOVER PAMELA L
HOPKINS HUGH AGNEW
HOPKINS JANE KNIGHT
HOPKINS JOHN DAVID
HORNER PATRICK JAMES
MORnIck RljA DIANNE
MORSFALL BENJAMIN L
MORTON GARY CAMERON
MORTON JOHN MANNING
HOUK DANIEL JAMES
HOUSLEY BRENDA A
HOVANEC THOMAS P
HOWARD CLARENCE E
DANIEL M
JEFFREY D
LARRY ALAN
MELBA DORi;
ROBERT
JR 4
6
4
4
6
6
4
7
4
4
4
-__
. JAMES
HOWE FRANK ALEXANDER
HOwELL ARNOLD MARVIN
HOWELL BRUCE TUCKER
HOWELL COLUMBUS LEO
HOWELL JAMES ONEAL
HOWELL ORRIS E JR
HOWIE KATHLEEN D
HOwLE DAVID SAMUEL
HOWLETT LINDA MOODY
HSU JlNG SHING
HUBBARD JACK L
HUDSON BARRY JOSEPH
HUDSON DOUGLAS M
HUDSON JOS STEPHEN
HUDSON MAY C
HUEY G LOUISE BERO
HUFFSTETLER C LOUISE
HUGGINS DONALD RAY
HUGHES HARRY W
HUGHES JOHN T
HUGHES
HUGHES ROBBIE B
HUGHES SHARON ANNE
HUGHES WARDEN w
HUIET WM CARTER JR
HULL PAUL DANIEL JR
HUME KATMRYN ANN
HUNSUCKER MARTIN R
HUNT DAVID MALCOLM
HUNT JULIE ROSELAND
HUNTER JAMES MADISON
JOHN M
JOSEPH DOW
MICHAEL DAVID
WM JOSEPH
PAUL W
DANIEL JAY
LYNN NABORS
t "
HUTCHENS I
HUTCHISON
nU)<F\)H\) H/
HUNTER
HUNTER
HUNTER
HUNTER
HURLEY
HURST I
HUSTy RICHAHD M
^ ' ' DAVID H
PATRICIA A
ARRY R JR
HYDER VlCKI LEE
igleheart maRjORIE o
IkEM FIDELIS M
ILOUIGWE KENNETH
INGALLS DANA V
NMAN SUE LILE
RBY SUSAN FRANCES
rmiter kurt richard
sbell handy ONEIL
som james m jh
SON tLlZABETH G
SSAC HAY EBRAHlM
VESTER ELEANOR WREN
VEY HAKHIET A
JACKbUN
JACKbON
JAC^SON
JAC^SON
JACKbON
JACKSON
JACKbON
JACKbON
DANIEL R
hahrTet G
IRENE ELAINE
JAMES w JR
JANETTE F
JOHN L JR
^ENNETH G
MAHIAN STARW
JACKbON MlLbRA ANN
JACKbON wM bEATY
JACObb MARCUS KENNEY
JACObbUHN OUY
JACUuEb LUU GEANIAjA^Eb ^ATHRyN ANGELA
JAMEb DEbRA ANN
JAMES PLOGY LEE
JAMLbUN bENJAMlN L
JAY HARThA UYON
JAY NANCY SfEwART
JAVNtS OANlEL ROGER
C E
ORT
NGL
PAN
ADM MGT
PER S
ENT
CR E
ADM MGT
C
OOL
READING
CM E
S ED»HI
AN SC
ADM MGT
M E
ENGL
EDUC-ND
R-ARCH
LDUC-ND
ENT
N0N-DEG«13
SC T«ES 08
01
L A -ND 11
AGRON 11
»ER S •11
BOT 11
5 ED«HI oa
11
05
06
S?
li
06
06
03
li
?
07
02
11
06
02
II
04
'S ENG
^?^
'W
OR 05
«EADiNG^r
EDUC*ND<
R P A
IN ED •oa
c E oa
ACCT 06
EDUC-ND 11
NURS BS^Il
ADM MGT 05
C E 'U
ADM MGT oa
IN ED
R P A
04
07
01
11
12
04
01
06
05
04
oa
-1
ED •ll
tNT
NON-DtG
HIST
ADM MOT
ADM MGT
MATH BS
MATH BS
CH E 04
•11EL ED
LL ED
MATH bS
i M
S ED«NS<
ENOL
CM E
FIN MOT Ob
FOR
ADM MOTCRD
C E
PO SC
li
05
11
03
Ob
Ql
07
EDUC«ND
EL ED «
tUUC-ND
ECON
PER S •!!
AGRON •0'
C E •!!
xuRS bS Ob
Ai)M MOT 0/
K P A
FOR
&CS-ND
ADM MOT
T-P-b
READINO*]
M0[
H P A
AORON
M * A
Ob
Ob
ii
o7
02
ua
NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
JEFFOWPS R DAVID
JENKINS CLYDE DAVID
JENKINS GEORGE R JR
' NS MARY EDITH
NS HOeERT L III
NS WALTER LEROY
NS MILLIE R
NGS EUGENE E
NGS GREGORY L
NGS JASPER N JR
JENK
JENK
JENK
JENK
JENN
:NN]
JENNINGS ROBERT S
JENSEN DAVID EARL
JERDAN ROBERT MARK
JERNIGAN DANIEL A
JERRIM JOHN WALTER
JETER JACK H JR
JEWELL VIVIAN CLARK
JOERGER WM VERITY
JOHNSON ANNIE CATES
JOHNSON QIANNE PAYNE
JOHNSON EVERETT E
JOHNSON GEORGE W
JOHNSON J STANLEY
JOHNSON JEAN C
JOHNSON JOHN WiLLARD
JOHNSON JOSEPH B
JOHNSON JUNG CHEN C
JOHNSON JUYNE M
JOHNSON MALCOLM K JR
JOHNSON PATSY DEANS
JOHNSON SALLIE ANN
JOHNSON STANLEY B
JOHNSON SUSAN DALE
JOHNSON THOMAS L JR
JOHNSON WAYNE E
JOHNSTON GALEN ANNE
JOHNSTON JENNIFER JO
JOHNSTON MARGIE R
JOLLAY DAVID EARL
JOLLIE CLIFF CHESTERjolly michael grossjones barbara j
" ~ bettie l hale
Earline D
frank k hijames carey jrjames emoryjames harold
kathryn sue
melania c
Phillip w
ROBERT Earl
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
ROGER ALLEN
SUSAN COUCH
THOMAS MICHAEL
TIMOTHY M
WALKER A
(ALTER FLEMING
WILLIAM JACK
JONES YVONNE C
JORDAN RUTH JENNINGS
JORDAN WM FRANKLIN
JOSEPH MARY SADDA
JOSIAH-FAEDUWOR FRAN
JOSIAH-FAEDUWOR SAHR
JUDGE KATHLEEN E
JUDY HENHY I JR
JULIAN DONNA E
JUNE RICHARD NORMAN
KADASTER MUSTAFA E
KAHLER KRISTI RUTH
KAISER SANDRA BETH
KALTZ MARK BARRY
KAMARUDDIN MARWAN
KAMINSKA KATHY M
KANEKO HIDEAKI
KARAFIATH IMRE
KASPER ROBERT ERIC
KAY KATHLEEN J
KEASLER SUSAN L
KEENAN LINNEA S
KEIL BAKBARA LOUISE
KEITH JANIS KAREN
KELKER PAUL RICHARD
KELLAM BETTY HARRILL
KELLER RANDALL ALLEN
KELLEY DAVID LYNN
KELLEY JAMES STEVEN
KELLEY PHILIP R
KELLEY wM HARRIS III
KELLY BRIAN JOHN
KELLY UEBRA WOODS
KELLY JOHN CARSON
KELLY KAREN SUSAN
KELLY MARY PATRICIA
KELLY NAOMI LOIS
E E
FIN MGT
ADM MGT
NUTR
ADM SPV
FOR
GEpL gS^04
ADM
P S
MICRO
NURS
06U
04
08
08U
08
03
03
S 'U
M MGT
AA
06
AO
FOR
L A aND
CH E
EDUC«NO
EDUC»ND
TEXT
CH BS 14
ADM SPV 11
MICRO -ll
EDUC-ND U
R P A 07
PO SC 08
01
S ED^HI 11
M E O^
R P A 08
EOUC-ND
EL ED
FOR 08
E E •O?
EDUC-ND 11
C R P
EL ED
In ED
ADM MGT 05
ADM MGT 06
HER S •ll
IMTS-NO 11
LIB ART
"
IN ED
IMTS«ND
AGRON
EL ED
NUTR
CH E
ENT
E M
RL PH
EL ED
{i
11
Si
esjcM
*ll
it
It
06
»ER S •U
EL ED •U
SOC 07
AG MECH 11
FIN MGT Of
PSYCH Oi
S EO-»NS
MGT
PL PATH*li
R P A 03
ADM MGT
M E
KER S
MATH BS
ECON
CCT
OOL
OR
4 FIN MGT
4 ADM MGT
3 CH E
4 M E
4 SOC
t E
MGT
LIB ART
1MTS«
HORT
4 A(
4 |(
4 F(
o;
07
?t
it
08
08
o^
04
06
07
07
08
08
11
06
.NDMl
BIOENGR 11
S EO«EN»0b
C E 02
SYS ENG 11
EL ED 01
HORT 03
KENNEDY CHARLES C
KENNEDY DONNA RISER
KEOWN ANGELA SYLVENE
KEOWN SANDRA LEE
KERNS OTIS SAMUEL
KESACK DEBORAH LAY
KESLER BELENDA SUSAN
KEY WALTER JR
KHAN MOHAMMAD SAEEO
;YLVIA WEI LING
ER BRIAN EUGENE
LLINGSWORTH SONYA
LLOUGH SALLY J
NARD C DOUGLAS II]
NARD DONALD WAYNE
NG ANTHONY
BETTY C
CARRIS MCLANE
ELLEN STEWART
KATHERINE POPE
SHEILA TAYLOR
TED WYMAN
THEODORE F
. THOMAS GILBERT
RKHAM CYNTHIA J
RKPATRICK DELL D
RVEN DAVID L
TCHEN MALCOLM E
~IN VICTORIA GOHN
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
KLE, ... ..
KUOSTERMAN BARBARA
KNEBUSCH MARK RYAN
KNECHT WALLACE M JR
KNIGHT NANCEE LEE
KNIGHT PHILIP A
KN06EL0CH CHARLES F
KNORR RONALD MARLIN
KNOX C HERBERT III
KOENIG LOUISE ANN
KQGUT LAWRENCE E
KOGUT MARIA JULIA
KOGUT PAUL G
K0L8 ROBERT FRANK II
KOLODY JAMES ANTHONY
KQNOVER HAIA
KORKOTSIDES A
KOWSHIK VIKRAM
KOZMA TERRY ALAN
KRAMM STEVEN T
KRAUS HELMUTH
KRIEGER DAVID ALAN
KRONBERG JAMES WM
KROPP PAMELA S
KU TSUN CHIa
KULZE ELIZABETH M
KULZE JOHN CHARLES
KUNA KATHLEEN JOYCE
KUNA PATRICIA ANNE
KUNKEL CHRISTOPHER M
KUO WEN SHEnG
KURZUM SIMON E
KUYKENDALL SHERRY L
LABIB KHALED E 8
LACEY KIM ANITA
LACKEY GLORIA LAMB
LAGARES JOHN GEORGE
LAKE DOROTHY F
LAMAR ROSSIE ANN
LAMB DEBORAH
LAMONS JOHN WALLACE
LAND EMILY CROMER
LAND NANCY T
LANDON GEORGIA ANN
LANDRUM MICHAEL K
LANE KIMbERLEY
LANE ROBIN TRACY
LANFORU LYNN PEPPER
LANG WILLIAM STEVE
LANGDON CHAS H III
LANGLEY DAVID R
LANGSTON CHARLES L
LANHAM WM JOSEPH JR
LANIER WAYNE DONALD
LANKFORD THOMAS TODD
LAOTHAMATAS ANAN
LASATER NANCY J
LASELVA JOHN JOSEPH
LASKEY HENRY ADRIAN
LASKEY RACHEL COX
LATHAM DON LOFTIS
LATHAN WM WALTER
LATHEM RICHARDSON L
LATIMER UUAINETTE T
LATTIMOKE RONALD D
LATTO SAM ELIAS
LAUGHRlDGE RICHARD A
LAVANCE MARK F
wo
>»11
^•11
> 07
EL ED 08
ENGL 06
AOM SPV«11
R-ARCH 04
R P A 08
N ED-I OS
N SC 08
EAOING*
"
S ED«MA<
S ED*NS
FIN MGT 05
E CH ED 05
AG E •14
ADM MGT 07
RSYCH
ADM MGT
E TCRD
CH E
C E
FIN MGT
C E
SC T«BS
P-ARCH
£ S E
MGT
s •:
MGT
P
SC
li
08
08
O'd
07
08
11
4
k
11
11
it
J!
ll
08
08
08
•11Ob
6-E
•'
PSYCH *
EDUC'ND
S ED»MA^11
AG E 07
RER S
PM CORE
IMTS-ND
EDUC-ND
gEKS
CH BS
ACCT
lU ED *RER S
E S E
E T
HORT
^IN MGT
EDUC-'ND
ECON
EL ED
CH BS
IMTS-ND
MICRO
ADM MGT
EOUC-ND 11
EL^ED -ll
C E 08
ACCT 05
IN ED 11
HIST 02
ADM
PER
ADM SPV
MATH BS
»L PATH
BIO CH
R P A
P-ARCHCRD
CH BS
CH BS
FIN MGT
I)
ti
•14
08
§?
U
05
08
04
08
li
08
NAMfe - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS NAMt - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
LAWANOALES E FRANK
LAWMORN PEGGY L
LAWHORNE LARRY M
LAWLESS UE88IE LYNN
LAWLESS GREGORY G
LAWRENCE CYNThIa
LAWRENCE ERNEST GREY
LAWRENCE JANE E
LAWRENCE jENNIFEf
LAWSON ANNACLAIR
LAWSON THOMAS NELSON
LAY CAMILLIUS CAIN
LAY JOHN EDwARO
LEACH ANITA JEAN
LEACH OONNA VICTORIA
LEACH JOAN ELIZABETH
LbAKE SAMUEL M
LEAR ROBERT SHELDON
LECROY LARRY F
LEOFORU 8REN0A T
LbOGERwOOO JERI J
L6E AARON KIRK
LEB BRYAN HAYES
LEE CATHERINE M
OIAnE marie
GLENN TAYLOR
LOIS ANITA
PRlNCELl
LEE
LEE I LLA A
LEE RONALD DALE
LEEMANN CHRISTIAN H
LEGGETT BETTY R
LEGGETT KAREN LEIGH
L^GRANO HARRY E JR
LEHR REBECCA LEE
LEIBNER JAMES EDWARD
LEIGH ARMISTEAO C
LtlGHTUN CONSTANCE M
LENNART2 MICHAEL R
LEONE DONNA MARIE
LEOPARD JAMES THOMAS
LEPOFSKY LISA
LESESNE EMILIE K
LESLEY ALTA MARIE
LESLEY DOUGLAS KENT
LESLIE HARRIET JEAN
'NE DANIEL SERGE
S CLARENCE R
FkEDERICK E
JAMES A JR
JEROMfc. LUTHER
LISA MAN*
'
LOUISE
LYNN ELI<
MARK STEPHEN
SIMON S JR
MiLLlAM DONALD
GON JEAN HARRIS
MBAUGH DOUGLAS E
NUEK JACK LAMAR JR
NDER STEPHEN F
NDNEH GARY MICHAEL
NDSAY ELIZABETH H
NDSAY ERIC EVAN
NDSAY ROBERT J
SET ELIZABETH D
SFIELD
iE MEBANE
ZABETH
FIN MGT
R P A
PSYCH
HORT
ADM MGT
PHYS BS
AOM
HEAD
EDU'
MIC
AG MECH 02
)ING«1
>N0 I
iO
R P A
ENT
MATH BS
NURS BS
EOUC«NO«
ECON
b P A
in
RHYS BS
tiDUC-NO*ll
it
01
II
II
ATH
AGRON
READING
El ED
P-PHY T
B •u
nd;
PINCOTT BARBARA L
SEY ELEANOR FAYE
Y
PCSEl RICHARD E
PPARU GEUHGE
P i
P
StUN LVELYN F
TTERAL LEkIS ANDY
ttleFillu Pat i
TTLEJUhN THOMAS E
VERETT DEJHDHE A
ViNGStuN C ELAINE
NGSTONE J'
EOyC»ND 11
E E O'*
MATH BS 1<»
dICRO Ott
MATH BS«lii
Ch BS 11
ADM MGT 06
EDUC.NO 1 ,
IN ED ,
ADM SPV«
BIOENGR
MICRO 06
AN PH U
EL ED 1
07
04
'i!
ECON
3 C
k M 06
LIVI OHN t
LOBAN NULL HORATIO
LUCKLAlH FWtD E
LOFTTs BlLLlAM
II
LONG CAhhOLL
LONO ROBERT •
LONOO JOHN
MORRAY
IMOThY
LONOwlLL ChHIJTOPhEw
(ON GEl-- ' - •
LOOPI
LONO WALD EUGENE
KER DONALD R
LOOMEK SOSAN MAWIE
LUOMt^f TmOMaS M JW
LOi'KZ MAUwicf K
L . U , M A " ! "- A " ' ' t
, K
.
A G
,-^A»<D
)H ANSEL
' 'i HAROLD
LOBL NASCr CAROL
2 WURS BS 0<»
< EL EO OJ
<* AGRON 7
6 MATH BS U
6 EL ED •11
6 S ED«NS«Il
< HORT 06
6 EL ED
6 NUTR
** IN ED
< E E OS
6 EUOC-ND*;
6 AOM bPV»[
<* L E Ob
6 Per s
b m H t
<* AOM HOI
< LH t OJ
< RO SC •Od
6 EUOC«N0*U
<« AOH HoT 06
J In to -o^
6 HtAO]NG»li
J MO sd o)
<* ZOOL OJ
<• M t oain. r,
Al
LOWE ROBERT V
LOWERY HENRY K jR
LUBBERS DAVID HILARY
LU60W JAY ALAN
LUCAS JUDITH B
LUCK CAROL ANN
LUISA PETER
LUMPKIN JE
LUNNEY PmI
_, ,
LUNSFORD OOuGLAS E
LUP(
JERRY A
pU
)SEY DAVIS.IND
LUSZCZ LEON JOHN JR
LYERLY KEITH HUDGENS
LYLE LAFAYETTE S III
LYLES ROBERT OOOD
LYMAN ELIZABETH E
LYNCH MYRA JANE
LYONS ANNETTE ROE
MA NING YUAN RICHARD
MABRY HENRY F JR
MACARTHY MAUREEN C
MACCALLUM ROBERT WM
MACCARTNEY ELIZABETH
MACDONALD ELIZABETH
MACDONALD RALPH G JR
MACHNIK STEPHEN J
MACKIE MELISSA ROwE
MACLAREN LINDA GAIL
MADDEN HENRY HOWARD
MADDEN KENNETH WAYNE
MAOOOX WM CLARENCE
kOlAj?0 LF'
:: :~ DO a
MAERTENS ALICE NELLE
MADI ZO EE M
MAOURO RICAROC
MAHAFFEY CANDACE M
MAHAFFEY JANE E
MAHAFFEY JUNE CAGLE
MAHAFFEY MURPHY R JR
MAHONEY MARK JOSEPH
MALCOLM SUSAN
..._«, pAfRlCl/
MALSTROM CARLA SUE
MALMGREN P I l fi,
MANGRUM THOMAS KEITH
MANGUM JOHN C JR
MANJI KARIM Y
MANNELLA MAKK ROBERT
MANYAK KAREN E
MARETT STEPHEN JOHN
MARION VIOLA
MARKOFF OOUGLAS NElL
MARKOVlCH LYNN CAROL
MARKOVlCH THOMAS E
MARRA JEROME FRANCIS
MARRINER MARK STEVEN
MARSH HAKRY ray JR
MARSHALL MAHY ALICE
MARSHALL SALLIE R
MARTELlI JAMES L
MARTIN CHARLES A
MARTIN CHARLES C 111
MART N CHARLES EDGAR
MARTIN OAN GLENN
MART N DARRELL RAY
MART N GIL B
MART N GREGORY K
MART N JAMES ALVIN
MAWT N JAMES ROBEHT
MART N JANE BOWERS
MART N KATHi EEN ANN
MART N LOUISA FARMER
MART N SARA JANE
MART N STANLEY KEITH
MART N WALTER EDWARO
MART N WILLIE C
MARYNOwSKi LAUREN A
MASAO NAITO
MASON CHARLES T
MASON GAHY lee JR
MASON Thomas OALE
MASON Thomas wadforo
MASSEY HONALD JAMES
MASSEr wANUA LYNN
MAST OOrtOTHY ANN
MATHtSON RI
MATONA^ CHK
MATThE* WOBI
MATTHEWS BONNIE S
MATTHt*b CAWWilLA M
,wb UlANNE
Kb FWLD JAMES
,wS JAMES t JR
IS NANCY T
^ ROttEHT
lERT T
matthI
MATTh
maTThI
MATTH
maTIhEwS R S
MATTHEwb RONAIO OEAN
MATTISON BONNEVA G
MATTOA SALLY
R P A
MICRO
MATH BS
»-ARCH
*CCT
EL ED
AG EC
Ch BS
M E
«ICRO
AN PH •!<»
I M 06
AGRON 06
ADM MGT 07
S ED»NS«11
SC T«PH 05
S E0*MA«11
Ch bS 1<»
FOR 05
MORS BS 05
EDUC-ND "
"
ENGL
ADM MGT
E A
MATH BS
EL ED
RSYCH
EOUC*ND
FOR
PHYS BS
L A wNO
CR E
ADM MGT
E T 04
^i- to •11
E CM ED 08
ADM MGT Ob
06
U
"4
7
2
06
1
4
hi
02
Ob
?f
06
4
CH E
WUTR
R P A
BOT
MGT
«?0T
READING
M E
CH E
FOR
M E
NORS BS
RER S
For
AOM SPV
ARCH
AG E
PSYCH
S ED
FIN MGT
AGRON
04
04
§?
04
II
11
n
Ob
03
1!
01
Ob
hi
05
•?t
IG 11
T 05
ENOL
HEADING
tUUC«ND
IN MO
CH BS •Ob
REAOlNG^ll
ZOOL ^04
Ul
AL)M HOT
S ED
AOM HOT
ADM SPV
EDUC-NO
8?
06
li
LL EO
FOH
AHCM
ENOL
EUUC^NO
EL ED
OH H^
E E 03
N0N-UEG^i2
NON-OEO 13
[NG«
NAMt - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
MAUNEY MICHAEL SHAY
MAUNEY PHILIP SAMUEL
MAXWELL B ELAINE
MAY MARION ROBERTS
MAYER LUANNE HARMON
MAYS PATRICK CALHOUN
MAZZUCCO APRIL PETRA
MCABEE DEBBIE ANN
MCALISTER BARBARA L
~ CLYDE B
GARY DEAN
STER
STER
STER
STER
STER
STER
STER
EY J
;al
MCAL
MCAL
MCAL
MCAL
MCAL
MCAL
MCAL
MeAU__. _
MCBRIOE UOHNIA
MCBRIOE MAXIE ALVIN
MQBRIOE MICHAEL H
KAREN
KARON
KELON RANDALL
SHARON KAY
H NELLE
MARION K
MARY T
ROBERT M
TRACY A
ADELE
LANE
RAE
__
SUSAN RUTH
MCCALL TERESA ANN
MCCALLA CATHERINE
MCCALLISTER CHRIS
MCCALLISTER JANE B
MC<
Hfi;
~ /
UM STAN
M
MCCARTER JOHN N
MCCARTHY JOANNE
:ALLi
MCCANTS PHILIP S
' f
MCCARTHY ROBERT R
T
S
ANN
LL KEITH A
LL MARIANNA
MCCART
MCCASK
MICHAEL
LL BARRY
MCCASKILL CLARA
MCCASK
MCCASK
;CLAIN ANGELA PARIS
MCCLANAHAN GREGORY A
MCCOLLUM SUSAN
MCCOLLUM WM NORMAN
MCCONNELL MARTHA ANN
MGCORKLE PATRICIA S
MCCORMICK SANDY P
MCCOrtN ANDREW NUNN
MCCOWN MARGARET NAN
MCCOY ANN LOUISE
MCCOY F STEPHENIE
MCCRACKEN LYNN
MCCRARY ERNE
ANN
T FANT
MCCRARY ROGER ALLEN
MCCRAW SHIRLEY PETTY
MCCREA DONNA JANE
MCCREA EMMETT BOYD
MCCULLOCH MARGARET G
MCDAnTEL MARY EPTING
MCDEVITT EUGENA ROSE
MCDEVITT JOSEPH B JR
MCDONALD ELIZABETH J
MCDONALD HELEN B
MCDONALD MARY C
MCDOWELL GREG RITNER
MCDOWELL KAREN LYNN
MCEARCHEHN KATHRYN L
MCELHANNON DENNIS E
MCFAODtN DAVIS L
mcfadden Dawn bee
mcgeachie Barbara s
mcgill miriam ruth
mcgill raymond k
mcginnis j carson
mcgowens gwendolyn d
mcgrath michael f
mcgregor mary monica
mcgrew sherman robt
mcguffee michael g
mcguire mary lynn
mcinnis donald l
mcintyre deborah e
mclver andrew wyche
mckee kay hamilton
mckee shirley ann t
MCKENNA ANNA GIBSON
MCKENNA JACK F
MGKINNEY ANNE GARNER
MCKINNEY VICKIE R
MCKINSTER JERRY LEE
MCLAUGHLIN JOSEPH W
MCLAURIN GRACE L
MCLEAN ROBERT M
MCLELLAN BEVERLY Y
MCLELLAN KATHRYN SUE
MCLELLAN PATRICIA J
MCLEOD SUSAN RAE
IN ED U
C E 08
ADM M6T
RER S
EL ED
P-ARCH
AG EO
E CH ED
MURS
ECON
C E
NURS
S E0«
AG E
HORT
AA
AA
07
01
§f
EN«ll
05
07
IN ED 'OB
ADM MGT 0^
AG EC 07
ADM MGT 05
M E •oa
ADM MGT 05
R P A
MURS AA
PSYCH
R-AR5H
ENGL
IICRO
£DUC*ND<
06
§^
12
04
RO SC
ADM MGT
AGRON
ADM MGT
ENT
In ED
AN SC
E0«NS«11
\l
soc
MATH BS
MATH BS
S EO-HI
READING*
MATH BS
iOOL
EL ED
SPAN
E CH ED
El EU
S ED.EC|SYCH
A^f
FOR 0^
HORT 07
fcOUC*NO»ll
MURS BS 03
ADM MGT 07
AN SC 02
£DUC«ND«11
CH E 05
i\^t i
OB
11
J?11
05
03
07
04
06
03
03
08
)UC«ND»11
.F IND 11
EL ED <
ADM MGT
EDUC-ND
NURS BS 07
NURS BS 04
RER S •ll
R-ARCH 04
MATH BS 01
EDUC*N0«11
AN PH
RSYCH
PSYCH
IMTS-NO
RER S
CR E
hi
03
08
08
li
EDUC«ND»ll
E CH ED 05
RER S 11
CH BS 11
ADM MGT 04
EL ED •li
EL EO 07
R-ARCH 08
FIN MGT
K P A
FIN MGT
.L El
<ORT
04
07
07
01
08
07
MCMANUS LONNIE GLEN
MCMANUS NORMA FAYE
MCMEEKIN STEVEN A
MCMEEKIN SUSAN T
MCMILLAN PRESTON S
MCNULTY AMANDA C
MCRAE George Robert
MCRAE LYMUEL
MCSPADDEN FELTON E
MCTEER WILLIAM SENN
MCWHITE JUDY ANN
MCWHORTER SARAH E
HEADERS JAMES MORGAN
MEADORS MARSHALL L
MEALING WILLIAM J JR
MELIN ROGER WAYNE
MELTER RONALD R JR
MENDENHALL FRANCIS E
MERCK SHARON E
MERRITT FRANK MARION
MERRITT JOHN WALKER
MG80 TONY IFBANYI
MICHAEL ROBERT D
CHEL LAURENCE J
CKEL CHARLES CLARK
ESBAUER ViCK
Ml Trit,'^'"
LHOUS ROBERT E
LL KAREN GRIFFIN
LLER ANN MARTIN
LLER ANN S
LLER ATHENA LYNN
LLER CATHERINE E
LLER DONALD E
LLER EDWIN E III
LLER KRISTI S
LLER RICHARD W
LLER SHARON B
LLER SUSAN DENISE
LLER SUSAN LYNNE
MILLER THOMAS N
MILLIKEN STEVEN L
MILLS ALAN DOUGLAS
MILLS EDWARD KEITH
LLS JAMES SCOTT
LLS MOZELLE AMY
MMS WILLIAM DAVID
NICK GERALD ROGERS
M
M
M
M _
_
M NTON ROLAND B
M SENHEIMER DARRELL
M TCHELL SANDRA K
M TSOPOULOS JOHN A
MIZE JAMES DALE
MIZE JULIA GOSSETT
MOBLEY EDWARD C JR
MOOTCA MARK ANTHONY
MOEDE CHARLES ROBERT
MOMEIER LINDA JEAN
MONGELLI BARBARA ANN
MONSON JOYCE ALENE
MONTGOMERY CARTER E
MONTGOMERY GEORGIA F
MOODY MICHAEL DAVID
MOODY W RICHARD JR
MOON ALICE BARBARE
MOON NANCY JONES E
MOON PAMELA VAUGHN
MOORE BETTY GLEATON
MOORE BILLY TILLMAN
MOORE CLYDE B
MOORE EDGAR RAY JR
MOORE EDkARO CLAYTON
MOORE ELIZABETH A
MOORE FRANKLIN GREGG
MOORE GARY MONROE
MOORE JANET KAYE
MOORE JOHN PHI
MOORE KAREN MARGARET
MOORE LARRY WAYNE
MOORE LEWIS J JR
MOORE MARY ELIZABETH
MOORE NANCY E
MOORE Ralston horace
MOORER JOHN M JR
MOORHEAD EVELYN KAY
MORAN HARRIET JANE
MORGAN ERNEST JAMES
MORGAN ROBERT MAHON
MORRIS CORSETTA F
MORRIS DAVID C
MORRIS EDWARD DIXON
MORRIS JAMES B
MORRISON RAYMOND A
MORROW GAYLE WATSON
MORTEN HICHARD L
05
=1!
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FOR
RER S
RER S
HORT
AOM MGT 08
E E 14
ADM SPV«11
MATH BS 05
BIO CH 05
VIS-ST
RHYS BS
SYS ENG
S-DENT
ECON
ENGL
PSYCH 08
AGRON •11
AOM MGT^OS
FOR 05ME 08
I M 07
RER S •ll
FOR 04
EDUC-ND 11
FIN MGT 07
EL ED •U
READING*
ADM SPV*
FOR
EDUC-ND
ADM MGT
HORT
FOR
RER S
05
MED T
C E
A&F IND
CH E
R P A
HIST
EL ED *
1 M
FOR 11
MATH BS 11
K P A 04
S ED«NS^li
tDUC»ND 11
fjATH BS 07
EL ED «-•
EDUC-ND
0.
04
11
hi
07
41
02
•11
SYS ENG
R P A
EDUC-ND
T S
NUTR
EL EO
FIN MGT
ECON
READING'U
EL ED
EL El
S ED-
11
II
06
:d u
:d u
)«EN«lI
M E
ENT
AC^T
AGRON
ADM MGT
M E
ACCT
NON-DEG*
READING^II
MED T
ADM MGT
EL ED
R P A
M E
ADM MGT
EL ED
SPAN
ECON
EDUC-ND
AG EC
AG MECH
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND^ll
EL ED •U
RO SC 08
\\
NAMt STATUS - C0UR6E - CLASS NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
MORTON CLAYTON S
MOSS GARY DEAN
MOSS JOSEPH M SH
MOXLEY RICMARO
MOYD DAVID KANOl
ALAN
MOYD JACKSON T IJ
MOYLE STEPHANIE ILA
MOYLE THOMAS MICHAEL
)Ci - : ^ -
~
JL.
MULKEY BONNIE
MU KENFUSS CARL E
MUCKENFUSS
MULL DEBblE E
COLE
MULLIGAN MARY SCMWOb
MULLIKIN SUSAN LE/
MULLlKlN VlROINlA
.EAH
MULlINAX CURTIS C JR
MULLINAX VIRGINIA L
MULLInNIX JOHN G
MUNDAY EARL BYNUM
MUNDELL DEBORAH A
MUNRU IKALTER MARTIN
MUNT CHARLES P
MUNT LINDA S
MURDOCH MICHAEL EARL
MURPHHEE JOE EDWARD
MURPHY DONALD M
MURPHY RENEE KASDORF
MURPHY RICHARD F II
MURPHY TIMOTHY R
MURRAY MARIE CAROL
MUSCHICK OFFIE J
MYERLY BARBARA ANN
MYERS BETTY JEAN
MYERS Charles r
MYERS JAMES TALMADGt
MYEkS MARY CLAIRE
MYERS R SCOTT
MYRICK HOWAWD ROSCOE
MYRICK MARIANNE E
NABORS BEVERLY J B
NANCE JOHN RICHARD
NANCE JOSEPH DAVID
NANCE LARRY DONELL
NANCE MARVIN WAYNE
NASH HARIANNA
NAULTY SHERBURNE F
NAYLOR WARD SINCLAIR
NEAl ARCmIE KIM
NEAL JOEY LESLIE
nEaLE GEORGE DOUGLAS
NEEL JAMES M IV
NEELY SAKAH BETH
NEELY WM HOWARD
NEILSON UAVID S
NELMb MIACHEL OMER
NELSON bRADLLY HAYES
NELSON ELIZABETH ANN
NtLSON MiLAHY SUSAN
NELSON JOHN CHAWLES
N|LSON KlCHARD
LSON HOSt FLORY
.LSON SAMUEL EDGER
NELSON SARAH H
NtSlLEw JOHN M
m'
CKUES MAKiON C JR
LbbON STtvEN GALE
XON J bYHON JK
»L PATH
CH E
tL ED
C
M CORE
EOUC-NO
I £0«HI
EL ED
EL ED
& ED«EN
07
SOC 08
ff-PHARM»0
CM E
NUTR
6 EDUC<
7 IN El
7 IMTS«
K P
C E
R P A
R P A
FIN MGT
AGRON
PSYCH
EDUC»ND
NURS BS
i ED«NS<
•NO
.NO U
w
u
Ob
11
0^
11
ADM MGT Ob
AG ED •11
R P A 06ME 08
IN ED 03
MORT 08
S ED*EN»11
5 S 06
CH BS
In ED
For
ADM MGT
HORT
ADM MGT
TEXT
M E
MAT I
DY SC
b EO«NS
CH E
tDUC«ND
ADM SPV
CR E
ENGR
H.ST
MGT
6 RER S
<» R P A
WSYCH
Be
5
08
It
Ji
08
05
11
.?!
03
•1<»
NEaHALL MAWOARET ANN
NtwHUUbt DOROTHY ANN
nE«man mamIun G
NEwTON ROGER E
nEwton vICKI jean
NG lysander
NGuYtf^ THANH ViNH
CKEL PtOGY LEE
S Eb-Ef
01
.N OS
5 ED 08
MATH BS 07
EDUC»ND«
6 EO«NS
RER S
BS
NNAbUAKu I^EZud G
NOUINE HAKlAN SOwELL
NODINE STLPhLN KENT
NOLAN TImuTmY A
nQRMIS DONALD EDwARU
NORwIS FKANCis M
NOHTUN ALBLMT L JR
NQWTUN FAWLtY M
NOYLS SUSAN J
NUNN LLONAWu C
NVCZtPlW ANUWE* P
N2t«I MLmCY N&OZI
UeRIt'. F-LN-.tiTH JAMESQHHTA . THOMAb
OCON'. _ t»
OC'-'''"' f*AUL
0'- - - • jNr
MATH
M E
EL ED
t E
FIN MOT
ADM MOT
CM t
tL ED •
FOR
AGRON
FOR
ADM bPV*
OW
N H A
MUKT
FIn M(jT
ML PATH
SCS-ND
<. In ED
<* ADM MOT
6 HOkT
6 »ER S
H « P A
ii
t)i6
!
Ob
06
OGLE DIANE M
OKORO BONIFACE C
OLIVE FREIDA SQUYRES
OLIVER STEVEN w
OLSON THOMAS ALLEN
ONEAL GEORGE C JR
ONEAL SANTANA WANDA
ONEILL KEVIN JOHN
ORANOtR LESLEY JEAN
DREAR CHARLES ROBERT
ORNITZ BARRY LOUIS
ORR RUBY GENETT
ORR RUTH BOYKIN
OSBORNE PHILLIP I
OSBOHNE RONALD H
OSMENT RICHARD DALE
OSTEEN M MICHAEL
OSWALD CAROL ANNE
OSWALD STEPHEN G
OUTEN DONALD EOwARD
OUTEN VIRGINIA ELLEN
OUZTS JAMES SAXON
OVERTON JESSE BENSON
OWEN BOBBY WAYNE
OWEN DAVID LELAND
OWEN DOROTHY
OWEN JUDITH FORD
^.N MICHAEL
ANNE TAYLOR
OWEr
OWENS
OWENS
OWENS
OWENS
OWENf
OWENl
OWENS
OWENS
[CH JAMES
CAROLYN ANN
JAMES LEE
LEROY FRANCIS
ROBERT TIMOTHY
ROXANN
TERRELL FRED
THRESA ANN
;BURN MICHAEL M
lER RONALD W
PACE CHARLES B
PACE JOHN RICHARD
PACE RICHARD M III
PADGETT BETTY R
PADGETT ROXANE L
PADGETT WAYDE HAROLD
PAGE BRYAN CADETTE
PAGE DANIEL VIRGIL
PAGE DAVID GENE
PAGE THOMAS HOWARD
PAGE WADE DEAN
PALMER ERIC FORD
PALMER GtORGE T
PALMER JUNE MARIE
PALMER THEODORE H
PAN JIANN HUEI
PANDIT ASHOK
PANSON DEBORAH J
PARFITT STEVEN PERRY
PARIS CHRISTINE A
PARK BUM SOON
PARK LlLA PINCKNEY
PARKER Carol todd
PARKER JOHNNIE CLEO
PARKER MARY CECIL
PAHKER WONALO B
PARKMAN JAMES P
PARKMAN JULIAN W III
PARKS CHERYL OENlSt
PARKS MARY M
PARLER CHARLES DAVID
PARNELL ELIZABETH £
PARNELL JOHN BOLT
PAHNELL JUDITH ADELL
PARNELL WALTER M jR
PARhTS ^ENT HAYNES
PAkRlSH EMMETT A
PARSON GwENOOl YN J
PAHTlN AMY Gail
PASCALIDES ELEANOR
PATE NOKMAN MATHIS
PATE TIMOTHY EAW
PATEhEK JAMES HOflERT
PATERNO CHAWLES
PATRICK OEUHGE CAHEY
PATRICK MICHAEL DEAN
PATTERSON AHTHUH G
PATTERSON WANCES G
PATTl JOSEPH MAWRY
PATTON JOE DAI E
HAYLOR MAHOAHEJ E
PAYNE CHARLES P
PAYNE DANIEL L
PAYNE UEbOWAH pENlSE
P4YNE EDWAWU GRAY
PEAWCE ANN b
MtAHMAN SUZANNE P
HEAWbON FHANKLIN M
UEA0ING<
C E
fcDUC-ND
FOR
CH
6 EO*MA
ECON
ADM SPV»11
CH E •l^
^ AN SC 03
6 ZOOL 'U
6 AN PH 14
MGT 06FIN
ARClCH
IN ED-I
ADM MGT
NURS BS
ADM SPV
MORT
ACCT
AN SChi
M E
AG EC
IN ED
EL ED
R-ARCH
EOUC«ND»
IN ED
FOR
EL ED
NURS BS
E E
G ED
P A
S i
FOR
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bIST
EL ED
AOM MGT
FOR
C E
gST
ZOOL
NUTR
AGRON
EL ED •ll
READING^U
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E T 04
EnT •U
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ADM MOT
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ECON 08
t T 08
FOR OS
E E •Ob
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w
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05
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EQOC-ND a
II
-
-
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L 3 CH E ^07
H BE 6 SCS-nD •U
J F H ADM MOT 07
06
•it
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FOR
E S E
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EL ED •!
ENT
RmyS bS
lb AHT** Li k*
* CH E
4 In ED
4 A p A
6 RER S
6 RL PATH 1
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NAME. - STATUS - C0U«5E - CLASS NAMt - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
PEARSON JOYCE M
PEARSON wILTON P
PECORAWO ROGER P
PEOEN 6REETA G
PEEBLES WALLACE B
PEEPLES MARGARET C
PEITZMAN CHARLES E
PELMAM MM MEYWARD
PELL ELECTA A
PEnA CANDIDA OEJESUS
PENA SUAKEZ NELSON
PENDRYS JOHN PATRICK
PENNEKAMP TIMOTmY A
PEPPER wAOE LOUIS JR
PEPPERS ANTHONY C
PEPPERS KAREN JONES
PEREZ MARTA IRAETA
PERKINS HENRY H
PICCIRILLO CIRO ROY
PJCCIRILLO ELIZABETH
PERLITZ MYRON KEITH
PERRY PATRICIA KAY
PERRY ROBERT DANIEL
PERRY SHELBY LAVON
PERRY TRACY
PETERS DAVID LESLIE
PETERS JO ANN wMS
PtTERSUN JOSEPH MOSS
PETKOS KUBIN ANN
PETTIGREW DANIEL R
PETTIGREw MICHAEL P
PETTIT CAROL LAVlNlA
PHILLIPS ANDREA COBB
PHILLIPS DAN HENRY
PHILLIPS KOnTINA G
PH LLIPS ROBERT G
PIAZZA DOUGLAS
PJAZZA SANDRA JANE
~
PiCKtNS ELIZAB
PlCKtRlNG PRICILLA
PIERCE LEWIS P
PIGG THOMAS GREGORY
PINNER JONATHAN M
P NTO DEBORAH CAiN
P SANO MARK CHARLES
P TTMAN ALWIN GLENN
P TTMAN wM ALVIN
P TTS JANICE LEE
P TTS JOSEPH INGRAM
PITTS KOBERT LANE
PLATT ANN DOVALL
PLEMMONS ROBERT S
PLETTA ELEANOR M
PLEXICO HARRY A JR
PLOOF Robin jay
PLOWDEN CLAIRE E
PLUMLEY DOUGLAS R
PLYLER GARY THOMAS
PODMORE WALTER E
POE HEbECCA ANN
POFFENBARGER J I
POHL PATRICK NEAL
POITIER HAKOLD S
POLK MAVIS XAVIER
POLLARD JACK MICHAEL
POLLARU KATHY DIANNE
POLLARD LEVI A
PONG YUEN YEE
POOL CATHY DIANE
p*iOL£ David nathan
POOlE ERVIN BRADLEY
POGSER DIANNE JONES
POPE STEVEN VERNON
POPnAM KIM LEYBORNE
PORTER DANIEL G
PORTER ERROL LYLE
PORTER JAMES LUMART
PORTER KAPPE MANUEL
PORTER POLLY ANITA
POSEY DEBORAH
POSLEY PHYLLIS T
~~-jTON HOBEr- -POST K RT EARL
POTTER Li' --
POTTS JO^
ESLIE M
:: _ OYCE M
POwELL MICHAEL DAVID
POWELL MICHAEL
POwELL NANCY K
POwELL PAULETTE B
POwELL ROBERT EaRLE
POmELL kOBT SEABORN
POwERS JEFF ALLAN
POYNTON JEROME V
PRATT STEVEN W
PRE-ITT jANiCE C
PRICE BAKBAHA n
PRICE DAVID CAPERS
EOUC*NO U
L A aNO U
ENGL U
ADM SPV
In ED
In ed-v
ENGL II
ARCH II
tDUC»ND U
SCS-ND •!!
CH BS
PhYS BS
WICRO
AG EC
E CH ED
ENGL
PRICE JUDITH PARRISH
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EO*^
tj P A
R P A
NURS BS
RER S
ADM M6T
WURS BS
S E0«nS»U
FIN MGT Ott
MATH BS«08
ADM MGT 07
SOC
R P A
ADM MGT
M E
HORT
IN ED-V
SCS-ND
RSYCH
IN ED
IN ED
EL ED
EL ED
IN ED
R P A
M E
ADM SPV*
« IK P A
ADM MGT
MATH BS
ECON
AGRON
El ED
AN PH
R P A
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08
05
Ob
•aU
03
07
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04
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07
06
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4 C E
4
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M E
' R P
ED
P A
IN ED-V
NURS BS
PSYCH
E E
ENGL
B C
CH E
FIN MGT
A&F iND
FOR
EOUC-ND*!!
ADM MGT Ob
S ED 04
" Eo-Ns n
il
06
04U
02
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03
07
06
06
Ik
FOR
R P A
M E
ENGL
L A •
AG E
NO
06
06
DGEN ROBERT W JR
NCE ANGELA FOWLER
NGL^ KATHRYN H
NGLE SUSAN LEE
TCHARD THOMAS C
VETTE ESTHER B
PRUETT CHARLES J III
PRUITT DEBBIE JEAN
PRuITT DOROTHY V
pruItt MAUDIANNA
PRUITT WM WARREN JR
PRYBYLOwSKI SHARON A
PRZYBYSZ RICHARD K
PURCELL KATHE A
PURCELL MARK STEVEN
PUTNAM MARVIN LEWlS
UUATTLEBAUM C EUGENE
UUATTLEBAUM EDWIN C
UUATTLEBAUM TAMMY J
UUEEN GARLAND W
UUEEN JUDY V
UUINTERO ELVIRA
HAB8 RENEE CHaRMIEN
RAFTAKIS FRANCES E
RAGSDALE MICHAEL D
RAINEY BRENDA FULMER
RAINEY ROBERT M
RAMIREZ BARBARA J
RAMPEY CONNIE ANN
RAMSEUR EDWARD L
RAMSEY BARNWELL S
RAND ANDREW ALAN
RANKIN GEORGE DAVID
RANKIN LOUISE KLUGH
RANKIN WILMA J
RAPP EDWARD ALBERT
RASH KATHY LAlNE
RASH RONALD VINCENT
RATCHFORD WARREN L
RATHBUN CHARLES A JR
RAY TIMOTHY PATRICK
REA CAROL DIANE
REAMES wM BYRON
REAVES DAVID THOMAS
RECINOS ADRIAN III
REDDICK ALICE THOMAS
REDDICK BRADFORD B
REDWOOD WILLIAM M
REED ANITA WALKER
REED GREGORY ALAN
KSED JEFFRY SCOTT
REESE LILLIAN L
REESE WM JAMES
REEVES BETTY WEAVER
REEVES BOBBY RAY
REEVES JOHN HENRY JR
REEVES KRISTINE ANN
REEVES RICHARD EARLY
REGISTER SUSAN D
REIChERT CHARLES LEE
REID DIANA LYNN
REID DON ANTHONY
REID DOYLE KIRK
RE D GEORGE LEE
RE D MICHAEL EUGENE
RE Q RONALD M
RENFRO JOSEPH
RENTZ MARY KEY
RESSEQUIE WM DAVID
REuss Phyllis hughes
REVIS JAMES STEPHEN
REYNOLDS JERRY LEE
JOHN HARLAN
JOSEPH E JR
JULIE ANN
LEONARD
SUSAN NEAL
RHODES LEON WILBUR
RHODES WALTON THOMAS
RHOE REGINALD M
RHOE WILHELMINA R
RHOTON BETH ANN 8
RHYMES SAMUEL A
RICE AME ELAINE
RICE WILLIAM DONALD
RICE WILLIAM THOS JR
KICHARDS KATHARINE W
RICHARDS ROBIN
RICHARDSON BARBARA D
RICHARDSON CATHERINE
RICHARDSON EDNA ROSE
RICHARDSON WILLIAM H
RICHARDSON YVETTE
RICHEY KATHY JANE
RlCHTEk JANICE M
REYNOLOS
REYNOLDS
REYNOLDS
REYNOLDS
REYNOLDS
READING*!!
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ADM MGT
EL ED
HICRO
ADM SF
OOL 06
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WORT
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SOC
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ENT
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ADM MGT 07
EL ED •!!
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EL ED
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S ED-EN
ADM MGT
AGRON
BIOENGR
ZOOL
tDUC*ND
£DUC«ND
^NED
CR E
Engl
ADM MGT
FOR
IN ED
ADM MGT
ADM SPV
B C Ob
SCS-ND •!!
EDUC !2
»L PATH !i
BIO CH 05
EDUC«ND*!1
R P A 08
ACCT 04
RO SC 05
EDUC-ND 1!
EL EO •!!
E T 0!
E E 1!
EOUC-ND II
MGT 1!
EL ED -OS
S ED-NS«11
EL ED -ll
EOUC-ND
6 E E
11
05
05
fi
1
a
08
04
06
u
ADM
E E
EDUC
MGT
•ND
EDUC-ND
RSYCH
A&F IND
AGRIC
AG MECH
R P A
AG EC
»M CORE
J^SYCM
E E
b P A
FOR
E S £
EOUC«ND»
" ED-
02
•il
S
NURS
IN ED-A
MATH BS
M E
CH E
AGRON
RSYCH
HER S
EL ED
bOT
MATH BS
C R P
EL ED
NURS BS
II
Ob
11
Ob
02
06
06
11
Ob
NS»1
,
BS 1
03
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li
06
•11
hi
04
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NAMt - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
WICKER SAMUEL F
RIDDLE JAMES EGBERT
RIDDLE JOHN DOUGLAS
DOLE SANNA RUTH
NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
GGlNS WALTER B
GSBY KENNETH M
WILLIAM
REES
il i
,,i _
_
LEY UAVIU
LEY EDWARD
LEY ERNEST M
MA DONALD L II
InaCA DOUGLAS ROY
INEHAWT MELANIE
' "^ JEFFREY L
KATHLEEN H
Inguest
ITCHIE
ROBBA MARK C
ROBBiNS DON KEITH
~3BS ANNIE CAR
ROBERTS CHARLES
R0B _ OL
ROBERTS DOUGLAS A
ROBERTSON JAMES T
ROB '
ROB
ROB
ROB
ROB
ROB
HOB
ROB
ROB
ROB
ROB
ON Philip e
ON REECf A
NETTt RUSSELL C
NSON BARBARA A
CHANDLER C
CONSTANCE F
GEORGl"
JANICE ANN
JANICE D
NSON
NSON
NSON
NSON
NSON
NSON KAR«!
ROBINSON MARY JOYCE
NSON TIMOTHY
ROCHESTER JUNE M
.TER L
'
iTEH M
JER R
JER S
ROCHESTER ARY ETHEL
ROCHEST ICHARD E
ROCHEST HARON R
RODDEY SUSAN M
ROOELSPtRGER EDWARD
RODGERS MARIAN A
ROE PAMELA ANN
ROGERS BRUCE LAYTON
ROGERS JANE ANDERSON
ROLLINS JOHNNY R
ROLLINS WAYNE MONTE
ROME STANFORD B
KOMEO MARY EDNA
RONE JANICE DALBY
ROPER CYNTHIA LEE
ROPER UIANE
ROSE JEANNINE C
WOSOCHACKI MARY ANN
ROSS CAROLYN TUTEN
ROSS CYNTHIA
ROSS FRED ALLEN
hOSS ROSEMARY M
ross susanna m
kosser joe SANFORD
rossmaier john
rowan caroline
ROWAN MARK w
ROWE CARROLL
KOWE CLAUDE B
ROWLANU CAROL
,WOWLANpS MICHA^
rOyCE gouwIn
ROyCE KENNETH
RuCkER ERICK
RUCKER JASON EDWARD
RUDE NAUINE JO
RUFF BOttBlE JO
RUFF PAMtLA MARIA
RUNUE EYLEEN MIRIAM
KUNION JAMtS BENNETT
KUPPENT CATHERINE A
RUSHLUW KENNETH R
HUSMTUN UUObLAS E
RUSHtON JANET E
HUSS OAVIU WAYNE
HUSZENAb ADA LOUISE
WUTHENf'UHU MATT J
kutleuge jacuuElIne
HYAN HYHA ANN
HYAN STEVEN CRAlG
sauleh mahion f jr
salTm momammao
SALlbBUHr AWlEY D
SALMAN MtLANlE J
SALMAN NASEW NUR
SAMii,(,M C«E«YL ANN
JOHN MARTIN
JUSEPM MARK
ANGtLlA KAYE
ANNETTA FAYE
FHANCeS H
MAWOARET L
EDUC-ND
ADM MGT
R P A
ADM MGT
WORT
AN PH
NURS BS
R P A
ADM MGT
HORT|DUC«ND
ACCT
El ED •U
CH E 05
EDUC^ND U
PHYS BS 11
rt P A 07
E E OS
CH BS I^
FOR OS
EL ED
ENT
ADM MCjT Ob
iOOL 7
ACCT Oi
EDUC-ND
&0C
R P A
C E
PO SC
C E
IN EU
ADM SPV
R P A
AN SC
MGT
HORT
C E
<J
0
0^
07
0**
IJU
11
ii
HOHT
K P A
n*
dIU CH
[oEngr
)M MOT
»U UflL
EL EU *
FIN MOT
AOf
SANDERS MICHAEL H
SANDERS PATRICIA T
SANDERS WM CHARLES
SANDS WM HEYWIARD
SANIn ALFONSO E
SARTAIN DAVID EDWIN
SATTERwHlTE STEVEN R
SATYAMURTHY KAlLASAM
SAUNDERS ALLEN B
SAUNDERS CHARLES V
SAVOLD NANCY ANN
SAXON DONNIE RAY
SAYERS WALTER E JR
SCADDEN RICHARD ALAN
SCANLON JOSEPH E
SCARBOROUGH NORMAN M
SCARBOROUGH SHELLEY
SCARBOROUGH THOMAS A
SCHAEFER EDWARD H
SCHAFER MARK ALAN
SCHARNdERG VIRGINIA
SCHIRMER KAKEN EDITH
SCHISSEL LAWRENCE A
SCHLISSLER PATRICIA
SCHMALZ RICHARD A
SCHMID LONNY RAY
SCHNlBdEN
"iCHRE
;Bd CEBIE K
:INER STEPHEN P
SCHRUFF EDWARD G
SCHUETTE ROBERT L
SCHULT2 JOHN R
SCHWAR2 PATRICIA K
SCIULLI ANGELO JR
SCOGGINS ERNEST LEE
SCONZO THOMAS JAMES
SCOTT DOUGLAS
SCOTT DOUGLAS
SCOTT
SCOTT
SCOTT
SCOTT
SCOTT
SCOTT
SCOTT
SHAHAZZ DORIS B
bHAFFER FLOYD S
SHARMA VENKATESH V
SHARPE MICHAEL G
bHAW WAUE H JR
SHEA DAHLEnE ANN
SHEALY OARY NICHOLS
bHFEMAN UEdORAH L
SHErFULD JENELLE F
SHEFFltLU L GLOSSUN
SHELL vTrGInIa
bHELTON WALTER
bHEN LUNLI DAVID
bHEPHERU MICHAEL WM
SHEPPS LAWKENCE ART
bHERIFF CINDY A
bMFRLUCK VICTOH A
bHEWKlLL UAVID S
bHEHHJLL LAvETTA
,LL STE
HUNO
bHiHtS DERHELL ALVLK
bHlPP MILTUN WILLIAM
bHiHLEY ALICE E
M
momEh
bHERR
SHIM
.PHEN B
ADM SPV
RER S
E E
IN ED-V
EDGAR LEONARD
HARRY THOMAS
JOHN HANDOLPH
JOHN HISER JR
KAREN LYNNE
ROdERT M
SARAH A
SCREWS JULIA CARTER
SCRUGGS HARRY L
SCURRY RALPH RAYMOND
SEALY CHERYL ANN
SEARS BENJAMIN STEVE
SEARS EDGAR ALLEN
SEARS ROY BLACKBURN
SEAY LINDA SUE
SEAY MIHIAM MOSLEY
SEBRIS CARL MAYNARD
SEFFER MAUD ANN S
SEIGLER MORRIS V
SEIGLER THOMAS BRAY
SEITHEL GARY BRIAN
SELLERS CHAS ALLISON
SELLERS JAMES ANDREW
SENN KENNETH BOYD ^
SENN MARY JANE 6
SENTELL SUSAN R <
SEO KAOHV <
SEO SUMIO 1
SESSIONS HENRY T JR ^
SEVIC JIMMY JAMES 6
SEWARU PETER NEwCOMd ^
SEXTON CARROLL L JR 6
SEXTON UAVlD MICHAEl <*
SEXTUN JUHN w <
SEXTON KUBERT MARION <
•11
•u07
l\
07
1^
Ob
06
07
H E
E M
R P A
R P A
ENGL
'N ED
d c
MGT
RER S
ENT
ADM MGT
MATH BS
FIN MGT
EL ED
"OOL
NGL 06
YS ENG«1<»
CH BS
ACCT
loot
R P A
ACCT
ADM MGT
FOR
ADM SPV
FOR
E S Ik
MATH dS
EDUC»ND
EL ED
AG E
HORT
ADM MGT
AG EC
R-ARCH
ADM MGT
•11
Ji
OS
11
OS
0^
01
06
01
DUC«ND«11
ADM MOT Ob
MGT
S ED
EC
^ M E
1
'
'
7
6
U
6
ADM MGT
FOR
H P A
ENOL
R-r
ii
11
OJ
O'*
01
Ob
PHY T
R-AHCH
II
R P A 01
AUM SPV 11
EC ZOOL Ob
ADM MOT 06
In ED 06
REK S
K P A
MO^
SYS feNG
NuRS dS
FOR
C E
•M
11
0**
ii
07
EDUC-NO«ii
AN SC Ob
ENOL
R P A
HORT
Sl^T
RO SC
RMYS dS
L A •tHU
t'V '
w b *
W-AWCM
tUUC-'ND*
06
0**
Jb
11
Ob
06
07
11
OJ
u
NAME - STATUS - C0UH6E - CLASS NAMt - STATUS - COUR&E - CLASS
iHIRLEY
iMlKLEY
iMOOK B(
SHIRLEY CAROLYN M
SHIRLEY JANICE E
SH THOMAS R08T
WILLIAM M JR
OBBI LANE
SHORT KEVIN MICHAEL
SHOIbALTER GEORGE B
SHULER MICHAEL BRENT
SHULTS NANCY ELLAURA
SHULTZABERGER THOMAS
CKLES MARK DAVID
ERRA ELISA MARIA
GMON EVERETTE B
LVERMAN RICHARD J
_
MMONS BEVERLY A J
SImmONS DAVID ALLEN
S MMONS JENNIE R
- MMONS KRISTI JEAN
MMONS LAURA SPEED
MMONS MARTHA GRANT
_
MMONS NANCY C
SIMMONS ROY DAVID
S MMONS YONGE a
SIMMS BARRON ROBERT
SIMPSON BRAD M
S MPSON CAROLYN G
SIMPSON EMILY JANE
SIMPSON JOE PRESTON
SIMPSON ROY EDWIN
"'ms OAVE darrell
ms james monroe
ms marvin
MS MARY BETH
MS STEPHEN H
MS THERESA ANN
NGh GURBIR
NGLEJARY MICHAI
-^^ . AEL Q
ngleton vera DELLA
nnamon carol b
PPEL LAWRENCE G
TES DIANE PERRY
SITTON SARAH E
SITTON SUSAN VALERIE
SKALA MARTHA CORKILL
SKELTON DONALD LEE
SKINNER ANNE MARIE
SKJNNEK CATHERINE T
SKINNER ELIZABETH J
SKINNER SANDRA DEE
SLICE JAMES MICHAEL
SLICE JERRY KIBLER
SLOAN MARGARET E
SLOAN ROBERT A
SLOGER EVELYN IRENE
SMALL JAMES D JR
SMALL OSCAR JOHNSON
EDUC«ND
(JATH BS
bORT
S EO»HI|nGl
FIN MGT
FOR
t E
SOC
hi
FOR
06
07
07
08
03
05
ED 03
oa
E CH
dG EC
t E|DUC»NO
I E 02
S ED«EN 08
5 ED*MA 03
tDUC»ND 11
gL ED 11
RER S 11
CH BS 08
ADM MGT»05
EDUC-NO 11
MICRO
»ER S
ADM MGT
ADM MGT
ACCT
LIB ART
CH E
IN EU
LIB ART
^OOL
NURS BS
I M
ENGL
iND
JOE
ILEY SUSAN JOAN
TH BENJAMIN T
SMATmERS KEvIN
smiley john f jr
sm' - -
-
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SMITH
SMITH
SMITH
SMI
SM
SM
SM
SM
BRIAN COLEMAN
in CHARLES KEEN
Th DANIEL BEACHAM
TH DAVID KEVIN
TH DEAN HOWARD
TH DEYVONNE F
TH DONALD DUNBAR
TH Earl c jr
TH Evelyn ellis
TH Franklin j
SMITH GARRIET WADE
GREGG ALAN
HORACE P II
HOWARD EUGENE
SMITH JAMES DIXON
TH JAY ROgERT
"H KAREN P
SM TH KATHY MARIE
SM Th
laverne
LOTTIE LEE
MARK w
MARY JEAN
SMITH
ADGER
CRAIG
LYNN
0^
'"
SM TH
SM TH
TH
CHAEL
CHAEL
CHAEL
^CHAEL OmSTED
CHAEL S
Raymond theo
rhett hopper
RICHARD CLYDE
ROBERT M
RONALD G
SANDRA JANE
?!
04
08
06
01
05
03
hh
08
.-
o\
EL ED -U
01
04
FOR
E0UC«ND»11
EL ED •11
ADM MGT
EL ED
,OUC«
:o
R P A
EL ED
P-PHARM
S ED-MA
BOT
In ED
RSYCH
CH E
ADM MGT
ADM MGT
ADM MGT
ADM MGT
FOR
FOR
t E
EC ZOOL
MATH BS
FIN MGT
C E
ADM MGT
EL^E.
»L PH •l^
PSYCH
EC ZOOL
DY SC
ADM SPV
BIOENGR
EL ED
08
08
03
05
08
Ji
07
04
06
06
06
06
li
04
08
07
03
06
08
08
'U07
ADM SPV
EL ED
M E
EL ED
PSYCH
E E
E A
C E
BS
SC
MATH BS
R P A
CH E
CH BA
P-AR^H
CH
Fd
SMITH SARAH JOYCE 4 R P A
08
05
11
11
11
i\
11
05
04
01
06
01
hi
07
05
06
•08
08
01
08
SMITH SHERI ANN
SM
SM
IS
SM^
SN£
SNE
TH SIBBALO M
TH SUSAN JO
TH WILLIAM C JR
TH WM ROTHEL JR
THWiCK JONATHAN A
ARY EUGENE C
LGROVE KEITH OMAR
SNELL RODNEY MARK
SNIDER ERIC M
SNIPES CALVIN MILTON
SNIPES STEPHEN P
SOLOMON PAUL HAMPTON
SONIAT OU FOSSAT E
SONS PEGGY T
SOOWAL LEE ANN
SORROW JAMES A JR
SORROW JOYCE ANN
SOUKEY JOHN L
SOUTHERLIN ALICE T
SOX JOYCE THERESA
SOX LAURIE HOLLACE
SPANN HENRY SMITH
SPARKS PATRICIA
SPEAR BRADFORD JAMES
SPERLING PAMELA A
SPILLER PAUL CRAIG
SPOFFORD STEPHEN R
SPRAGUE CRAIG JOEL
SPROW NANCY LEE
SPRUILL RODMAN T JR
ST JOHN DONNA LOUISE
ST PETER ROGER LEE
STACHOVIAK WM V
STACY WM HENRY
STAEDELI JOAN CAROLE
STAHLSMITH ANNE
STALLINGS KATHY R
STALLWORTH LAURA
STAMPS JACKY RAY
^TANCIL C MICHAEL
•lANFORD JOYCE C
DAVID LEE
JETK
~
STANLEY
STANLEY KENNE H R JR
STANLEY MONON A
STAPLES ELIZABETH W
STARLING T LOUISE
STARR TEKl ELIZABETH
STEAOMAN CLAYTON D
STEEN RANDY WILSON
STEGALL SUSAN LOUIS
STEIFLE GEORGE G
SIElN WILLIAM L
STEINBERG MARIS P
STEPHENS JOAN MARIE
STEVENS ELAINE C
STEVENS J HERBERT JR
STEVENS RODNEY
STEVENSON BARRY J
STEVENSON SAMUEL W
TEWART BENJAMIN D
E SHERLIENE
FRANCES S
JANICE M
MARGARET E
ROBERT M
THOMAS E
WANDA JANE
S
STEWART
STEWART
STEWART
STEWART
STEWART
STEWART
STEWART
STIKELEaTHE
WURS BS
E T
ACCT
R P A
PER S
ADM MGT
EDUC«ND
tr
CH E
NUTR
EDUC-NO
PSYCH
M E
IL ED
ENGL
w B
NURS BS
hi
05
03
05
•4
08
05
08
n
07
11
«ICRO -11
tL ED 11
NURS BS 03
RSYCH 05
S ED-EN^U
go SC 07
PHYS BS 03
C E 14
Rm core
EDUC-NO
MICRO
ADM MGT
H P A
PhyS BS
R P A
E E
SCS-NU
P-ARCH 06
READING^II
MATH BS 07
IMTS-ND 11
ACCT 05
EDUC-ND 11
ENT 11
AG E 06
AG MECH 03
READING*11
NURS BS 02
ADM MGT 01
HIST 07
E T 06
£L ED •U
CH E 11
ADM MGT 07
PER S •U
EL ED 05
EOyC-ND 11
R P A
"
PSYCH
AG E
J cE A
EL ED
EDUC-ND 11|L ED •U
EDUC-ND i;
ACCT
•11
06
01
'li
05
MICHAEL 4 ACCT
STILL ChARLENE A
STIPE THOMAS NORWOOD
STOCKSLAGER THOMAS S
STODDARD LInDA J
STODDARD LOUISE H B
STODDARD MARK S
STOKES DAVID K III
STOKES MICHAEL L
STONE DAVID RIVERS
STONE JAMES A JR
STONE LINDA KAREN
StONER RICHARD DAVID
STOUT DAVID HAROLD
STOUT JEFFERY WM
STOUTE TREVOR OwEN
STOWERS JAMES RAY
STRAIN ROBERT WM
STRANGE DAVID EUGENE
STRAWHOHN JAMES WM
STRIBLING HARRY L JR
STRICKLAND ERNEST E
STRICKLAND HARRIET N
STROM ROBERT RYAN
STRONG CHERYL LYNN
STROTHER ROBEr"
STROUD DAVID
STROUD HERBERT OEwEY
:RT ALAN
WALKER
R P A
A '^PSYCH
RO SC
HORT
M E
ADM MOT
ADM MGT
I M
C R P
FOR
R P A
CH E
ACCT
CH BS
M E
ADM MGT
E E
w B *
AG MECH
MATH BS
ECON
A&F IND
EDUC-ND
MICRO
ADM MGT
04
•08
01
04
01
06
08
03
07
06
03
06
07
07
I)
07
06
02
14
04
07
li
11
06
03
i{
J)
NAME. - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS NAMt - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
LOIS CLIFFORU
MARK LAYTON
STEVEN J
. ELIZABETH J
. RANDOLPH P
: JAMES EDWARD
UAVID DERRICK
fUCKEY WILLIAM C
rUKES TLkT LYNN
ruRTEVANT THOMAS M
ruTZENBEROER ANNA A
STYLES BATSIE F
STYLES SmEILA DUNNE
SUAREZ ERNESTO
SUAREZ JOSE LUIS
SOBER JOHN FRANCIS
SOBER WILLIAM
SUBLETTE JOSEPH S JR
SUGGS FOREST DEwITT
SUGGS JAMES W JR
SUGGS REBECCA ANN
SUGGS RONNIE JiMMIE
SUIT CURTIS DUANE
SUITS DAVIU FRANKLIN
SUJARIT CHUMPON
SULLIVAN THERESA J
SUMAN MAKTHA M
SUMMER STEPHEN ELLIS
SUMMEY JAMES HAMPTON
SUMMEY JIMMY RAY
SUTKER LIBBY RUTH
SUTTERLiN RODRICK M
suttles S caroll JR
SUTTON BRIAN LESLEE
SUTTON LtROY MORRIS
SUTTON THOMAS DAVID
SwAlN TERRY LEE
SwAiN TIMOTHY C
SWAIN WM E jR
SWARTZ PHILIP RAY
S*AYNGHAM BESSIE WMS
SWEARINGEN GEORGE S
SWEAT LLAINE W
SWEENEY PATRICIA ANN
SwlNDOLL JOHNI
SWINDOLL ROBEf
SWINT LINDA DRIVER
SwORUS STEPHEN E
SWYGERT VIOLET M
StKES HUSSELL J JR
SZYMANSKI MARK T
TABOR JOHN HOWARD
TALBEWT UAVIO M
TALBLHT EMMA WEST
TALBERT WM HOY
TALLEY WONALD N
TANKERSLtY BECKY E
TANKEKSLEY ELMER JOL
TARLETUN HARA NEAL
TARPlEY JOHN E
TATUM MAHY ELIZABETH
TAYLOR BARNEY E
BEVERLEY A
CYNTHIA K
UAVID WAYNE
JOEL KAISER
JUMN UAVID
TAYLOK JUHN UAViS
TAYLOR JUUSUN HtED
TAYLOW LISA LYNN
PATKICIA H
HICMARO C JR
ShEWYL ANN
STEPHEN P
SUSAN E
ZACMAWY LEE
JENNIFER LYNN
_
Chh'
UAVlu T jR
cut
Li
EDUC-ND
M
E
^- £0
EC ZOOL
AGRON
R P A
T C
MORS BS
RER S
SCS-ND
EL ED
H P A
M E
»-ARCH
MICRO
C £
CH E
R P A
PHYS BS
" ED-V
A '
T-P-S
U
07
02
J*
w
I
i\
6 RER S
7 ?DUC
li
ii
04
06
•?I
06
oa
!*
01
;ci i
a£ G
:rt d
TAYLOR
"AYLOR
AYLOR
AYLOR
TAYLUK
AYLOR
TAYLOR
^AYLUR
AYLOR
AYLOW
AYLUW
DFoWu STEWART
ETEK KtNNETM M
lAW
ilFFH I t
iIstinE L
HPlE
"^MHl t
^LylN M
., ^
PmIlIP JAMtS
EnnEy JOHN BAKER
;WKY LAWOLYN J
EwkESBUWY ELIZABETH
HALHtW jOnN fOMUND
ThaCKSToN ANN? KYSE
IhaCksTon huyT keTTh
THldoUEAo CunstanCE
JhOmaS BETiY BEALE
THOMAS cmarlls earl
Thomas ChLhT janE
THOMAS JANET VEVA
THOMAS JOANNE M
triOMAS JOHN A
ND*
adm'mgt oa
FD SC 06
M E •07
AG E 7
EC ZOOL 08
ENT
FOR
EOUC«ND
Ch BS
R P A
IN ED
R-PH¥ T
01
}i
03
01
01
0<»
02
OB
05
OS
EL EO
ACCT
IN ED
CH E
EDUC'ND
FOR
ARCH
»L PH
NURS BS
01
ADM SPV»U
WURS AA«06
llf"'° ii
.
-it
Rhys bs 14
Rhys bs
Engl
MICRO
Ch E
RL PH
W P A
ADM MGT
NOKS BS
I M
BIOENGR
UY SC
RSYCH
EL EU
M t
BOT
gOHT
ADM MOT
AUM spv»n
P-ARCH OB
IN EtI 01
E CH ED 02
AN PH i<*
FIN MOT Ob
^OOL Ob
NOH| BS«U
HOHT 06
M* iiE CM ED pS
AUM ;^Pv
i«07
07
06
06
IS
MiCH
THOMAS JOHN A
THOMAS JUDI LYN
THOMAS MARY ESTHER
"HOMAS MARYLAND
HOMAS PAUL EDWARD
HOMAS PHYLLIS L
THOMAS RONNIE LEWIS
HOMAS SUSAN ANGELA
HOMAS SUSAN BRYANT
HOMASON DONNA M
THOMASON GEORGE H
^HOMASON JOHN SELF
THOMPSON FRANK A "
thompson gary dhompson gene B
HOMPSON GENEylEVE R
THOMPSON GEORGE W
HOMPSON JAMES C JR
HOMPSON JEAN E
HOMPSON LEE E
HOMPSON NENA R
HOMPSON WM MARSHALL
HOMSON CHERI LYNN
THRAILKILL ELIZABETH
-
-" BOBBY RAY
THRIFT LIN£)A G
«REATT ^
4 HORT
3 LL EO
6 RL PH
4 NURS BS
iN ED-A
,OUC*ND
PH
4 SOC
4 MON-DEG
4 I
THRIFT MARCIA LYNN
'HURStON MARY NORRIS
"ICE DORIS FRANCES
JLLMAN wM RAINES
ILLwICK DAVID CRAIG
"IMANUS CYNTHIA A
'IMMONS JOE M JR
"IMMONS PATRICIA KAY
-JMPSON GILL D
IMS H COLEMAN III
ODD ANN DUPRE
ODD REAMER D JR
TOLLISON STEVEN B
TOMPKINS PAT P JR
8OLE WENDY JOANRNOW ALBERT F JR
TQUCHBERRY J CLEVE
towE DEBORAH DUNCAN
tOwE THOMAS KEVIN
TRAVIS UAVio S JR
TREHERNE BONNIE ROSE
TREME JAMES CALVIN
TRIMMIER LOIS S
TRIPP JUDY EVELYN
TRIVELAS NICHOLAS
TROITINO SANDRA LEE
TRULUCK JOHN FELKEL
TSAI ANOELA YUN-YUN
TSIVITSE MAHYANNE
TUCCI KOBEKT LOUIS
TUCK ROBERT KERMIT
TUCKER CHARLOTTE H
TUCKER DEBRA ANN
TUCKER GARY BENJAMIN
TUCKER TERRY LYNN
TUMBLIN OUY ADAIR
TURBEVILLE J CELESTE
TURMON PATRICIA H
TURNER BARBARA F
TURNER BtVERLY SUSAN
TURNER GARY MICHAEL
TURNER JUOY Mil LER
TURNER MARGARET U
tURPlN MARY BETH
TUTTLE LOUISA N
TWORKOSKl THOMAS
OLMER MICHAEL REED
OMBERHANUT SANDRA K
ONOERWOOU UEBORAH M
OPChoRCH joe ERVIN
U?LEY JOSEPH R JR
VALENTINE WILLIAM L
VAN UE MtRwE WiLLEM
VAN UlJK HOWARD J
VAN (jIESON MICHAEL P
VAN SUMOAM jOMN R
VANBOLCK MARGARET W
vanuoren lucIan kirk
VARGAb MAHIa D C
VARN OLBOHAH
VARNAOOt
VAUOHAN
VAUOHAN
VAOOHN JAMtS THOMAS
lOH SHARON
.
patrTcia L
oEohgC E
STOART W
lAM
VAOOHN RiCKLY DALE
VEHORN bLENN mTchAEL
VERCH LaThEwINE C
VERnON SUSAN S
VtRONEE M KENNETH
vICKtRY JOSEPH ROSS
HORT
ACCT 06
ADM MGT 06
ADM SPV 11
EDUC-ND II
ADM MGT»07
EDUC»N0«11
ACCT
EDUC-ND "
Ch BS
ADM MGT
EL ED
R P A
ENGL
It
07
05
nREADING*;EL ED
R P A 05
HORT J?
£ A Ob
NURS BS 06
•12
06
•ii
11
Ob
07
06
•OB
11
06
Ob
03
OB
ii
Ob
Ob
ii
11
04
02
l^^CRO|NOL
ICRO
N^ED
P A
ENGR
IN ED
ADM SPV
FIN MGT
AN SC
ACCT
EC ZOOL
EDUC-ND
EL ED
R P A
E CH ED
E E
WURS BS
MICRO
IT
EL ED •11
NURS BS^Ob
M P A OB
01
AG E 06
El ED 06
tOuC-ND U
SEADING^II
NoRS AA Oi
WD UflL Ob
RER S
SCS-NO
In EO
FOR
M P A
Rhys bs
I«*UTR
ADM MOT
M t
NON-DEG
P-ARCH
MATH BS
ME.0 f
WURS BS
C E
ADM MGT
t r
HIST
N P A
•11
ii
•ii
06
14
*l07
3
b
i
07
06
Ob
07
01
Ob
U
NAMt - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS NAME - STATUS - COUK&E - CLASS
VINSON KEBECCA S
VIRGO RABUN STEVEN
WAGGONER JEFFERY
WAINSCOTT SUSAN LEE
WALU RICHARD K
WALOEN SHERRY ELAINE
WALOREP MARGARET E
rtALORON MARCUS C
WALKER CARMEN M
WALKER CAROL WERNER
WALKER OEBRA J
WALKER GtORGE L
WALKER JAMES R
WALKER JEFFREY NEAL
WALKER L OEREE
WALKER SALLY SIMS
WALKER THERON OTIS
WALKER WALTER OSWALD
WALKER WM ALLEN III
WALKUP RICHARD
WALL HERBERT C JR
WALL JOHN
WALLACE DEBORA K
WALLACE GLENN A
WALLACE LINDA WiLLlS
WALLACE M GARY III
WALLACE NELSON LYNN
WALPOLE PHILIP P
WALSH DALE ALLAN
WALTER CHARLOTTE
WALTERS CHARLES R
WALTERS JAMES P
WARD ELAINE DICKSON
WARD LYNDA PATRICIA
WARE LISA KAY
WARNER RICHARD C
WARNOCK ALICE LANE
WARREN BARBOUR SCOTT
WARREN SARA E
WASHINGTON ELIZABETH
WASHINGTON WILMA D
WATERS DOUGLAS R
WATERS WALTER PAUL
WATFORD ALLEN HARVEY
WATKINS HAROLD A
WATKINS JAMES M
wATKINS JOHN L III
WATSON CATHERINE V
WATSON DEBORAH ANN
WATSON DONALD WAYNE
WATSON JAMES CHESLEY
WATSON JILL ANNE V
WATSON MARY BAZEMORE
WATSON MARY LISA
(ATT CLAUDE E JR
WATTERSON THOMAS F
FRANK
.- ATHY ALI
wEATHERFORD RONALD M
WATTS B JR
«Y FWATTS K ^ REDA
wEATHERLY KURT
WEATHEKLY MICHAEL E
WEATHERS RONALD A
xEAVER CHARLES R JfJ
wEBB BARBARA A
wEBB DEAN ROBERTSON
WEBB GARY COLEMAN
WEBB PHILLIP L JR
WEDOINGTON RICHARD
WEEKS GEORGE C
WEEKS JAMES L JR
WEEKS KATHRyN M
WEEKS SCOTT WHITLOCK
•kEIR THOMAS ANDERSON
wELBORN DEBRA CLARKE
wELBOKN ROSEMARY
WELLING SANDRA W
WELLS CRAIG ALLEN
wELLS JACQUELINE P
WELLS JAMES P
wELLS JOHN KEITH
WELLS MARGARET B
WELSH CATHERINE FORD
WELSH STEPHEN LEIGH
WENTINK BETH E
WENTINK JAMES MARTIN
wEssiNGER c Paul
WESSINGER KAREN E
WEST CARRIE JEAN
WEST GEORGE E
WEST LOIS CECILLE
WEST RONALD EuGENE
WESTBURY ALICE D
WESTBURY BONNIE K
WESTBURY RUSSELL F
WHEATLEY RICHARD A
wHEELER MATHEW ROY
EL ED
«-ARCH
PSYCH
EDUC«»ND
EL ED
C R P
CH £
EL ED
EL ED
EDUC«ND»U
C E
NURS BS
HHYS BS
MATH BS
FOR
M E
FOR
C R P
EL ED •
RL PM
EL ED
ADM MGT
IN ED-A
CH E
MATH BS»
WURS AA
ADM MGT
I M
EL ED
MATH BS
FIN MGT
ZOOL
RSYCH
EDUC»ND
R P A
R P A
ADM MGT
^ EDGEOL BS
P-ARCH
ED
06
02
04
01
ii
02
05
IIU
II
Od
02
08
Ob
05
11
02
14
§?
U
u
Ob
07
05
08
04
Ob
hi
E0«HI»11
E CH
R P /
-P-S
T-P-S
NURS BS
MICRO
P-ARCH
ACCT
WSYCm
ACCT
CH E
ADM MGT
C E
B C
E T
iOOL *
ADM MGT
ADM MOT
SOC
FOR
ADM MGT
EL ED
R P A
MICRO
PER S *
C E
READING*!!
CR E 04
EL ED 11
S ED-SO 05
AGRON •!!
EDUC«»ND 11
EDUC-ND 11
§ ED«MA«11
t S E 11
EDUC»ND 11
IN ED-I
SOC
ADM SPV
4 IN ED-A
6 R P A
4 IN ED
4 FIN MGT
4 E T
04
01
08
M
06
?i
08
Ob
04
whetstone jack m jr
whitaker john stone
white anita ashley
white barbara ellen
white cathy dunne
Charles b
" h
VERNON
.STHER
white „. _
WHITE CHARLOTTE
T£ DEBORAH
TE Er
WHj
WH
WH
WH
WH
WH]
WH]
WH
WH
whI
WHITE WILLIAM C JR
JUDITH FLOWERS
E JULIE OSBORNE
E LINDA WMS
E ROBERT L
E SAMMY CHARLES
E SAMUEL BOYD
E TINA RENEE
E TONY LEROY
WHITFIELD DONNA RUTH
WHITFiELD EDDIE W
WHITLEY RAY BRYAN
WHITLOCk ALLAN RHETT
TMIRE JOSEPH EARL
TMIRE SUSAN D
TTEN TIMOTHY M
TTLE JERRY N
KER LOUISE
_LANU SONDRA K
6TERS JOHN R JR
GGERS ERNIE P
IGGINS CASPER E JR
GGINS JON ALAN
GINGTON BETSY F
LBURN THOMAS DAViD
LHELMSEN DONALD 8
LKERSON MARK W
LKES ELEANOR SMITH
LKIE JOEL DANIEL
LLE JANE MARIE
W LLIAMS
*'
' AMSW LL
WILL
WILL
wiLL AMS
WILL AMS
WJLL
LL
Wl
LL
AMS
AMS
AMS
AMS
AMS
AMS
AMS
AMS
AMS
AMS
AMS
JR
AMS
AMS
BILL B
CORA J
IRA TONEY
LLIAMS JAY AUSTIN
JEROME BROY
JESSICA C
JIMMY N
KATHRYN
KEVIN D
LEONARD A
LISA GRAHAM
MARY H
NORVELLE D
PAMELA D
PAMELA JEAN
RENEE RAE
LLIAMS RHONDA P
W BILLY
WILLIAM S
WM A III
WOODIE III
WOODWARD W
__
AMSON BRADLEY N
LLIAMSON JOSEPH B
LLIAMSON JUDITH L
LLIAMSON LOUIS E
LLIAMSON WM DERRIC
LLIMON FRANCES H
LLIS DONNA FAYE
LLIS RHONDA A
WILLIS RUSSELL S
LROY ROBERT D JR
LSON BARBARA MARIE
W LSON DAVID OWAIN
W LSON GREGORY ALAN
WILSON KEITH ALAN
LINDA SUE
LYNN L
MARC HENRY
MICHAEL OWEN
NANCY LOUISE
PETER M
AMS
AMS
LLIAMS
LL
LSON
LSON
wiLSON
LSON
LSON
WILSON
LSON
LSON
LSON
LSON
W LSON
w "
RICHARD DEAN
STEVE AARON
TERESA ANN
WENDELL GENE
WM EARLE
NBURN ROBIN LEAH
NCHESTER JEANETTE
NE JAMES CLAYTON
NECOFF MONICA V
NN DONALD EUGENE
RTHLIN LISA MARIE
THERS G STEPHEN
THERSPOON ANN K
THERSPOON BARRY R
TKO ANDREW FABIAN
6 w B 11
4 ADM MGT 08
7 EL ED •!!
4 ADM MGT 08
4 EL ED 07
6 HORT
5 EOUC-NO
6 EL ED •11
4 HORT *05
7 READING*!
"
6 EL ED
4 DY SC 08
6 E S E 14
6 AG ED 11
4 FOR 05
4 GEOL BA 08
4 ACCT 05
4 R-ARCH 05
4 C E 05
4 5 ED»FR 08
03
4 IN ED 05
4 ENGL 07
6 A&F IND 11
4 NON-gEG 12
4 E E •05
6 W B •ll
6 SYS 6NG 14
4 R P A 08
6 C R P 11
4 TEXT 08
4 CH E 05
4 ADM MGT 06
5 EDUC«ND 11
6 EDUC«NO 11
6 S ED-EN^ll
4 HIST 05
4 SOC 08
4 In ED-I
'ii
ht
06
02
01
08
11
'SYCH 07
4 ADM MGT 05
3 IN ED 08
4 § ED*EN 06
4 CH E
4 FR
6 ZOOL
4 Pr
7 IMTS-NO 11
7 £DUC«ND«ll
4 CR £ 02
4 FIN MGT 03
6 SCS-ND •11
tl^°E
4 t T §^
01
4 H-ARCH 06
6 MICRO •!!
6 E MGT 14
5 ENGL 11
4 ADM MGT 05
4 ADM MGT 07
6 PER S U
4 R P A 08
6 EL ED •!!
4 AG ED 04
4 CH E 04
4 NURS BS 05
4 TEXT •OB
FOR "^i
6 RER S 11
7 ADM SPV«lI
4 AGRON 05
4 R P A 08
4 SOC 08
6 E S £ 14
4 TEXT 06
6 AG ED •!!
4 NON-DEG^JJ
6 ECON 11
6 MATH BS 14
4 EL ED 07
6 ADM SPV*11
4 R-ARCH 06
6 EL ED •!!
4 C £ 05
4 P-PHY T 04
4 R P A 05
4 ENGL 05
4 LIB ART 02
6 ADM SPV»11
NAMt - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
WlTTENbtWO MINOY R
KLUDYKA PETER S III
WOFFORL) SAMUEL H III
wOLLA David m
WOOD CYNTHIA LYNN
WOOD GEORGE NEIL
KOOU STEVEN ALAN
MOOD MM EDmARO
mOODMAM BETTY MATKIN
mOODRUFF DEBRA TIMMS
mOODRUFF PADEN E JR
moodruff MARREN e
MOODS JAMES RANDALL
MOODS SHERRIE LYNN
mOODmARD BRIAN L
mOOTEN HOLAND F III
mOrkman marry ROSS
mortminoton Patricia
morthy fred lee
GMT CAROLYN LEE
GHT EDNA SEAY
GMT MERBERT S
GMT JAMES H
GHT MARY HODGE
GHT STEPHEN LU
GHT Thomas b jr
GHTEN WILLIAM
mYATT carol ANN
MYATT DEAN AUSTIN
MYATT MILLIAM WADE
MYNN SHARON LEIGHER
mYSOCKI mALTER D
YAKSlCH THEODORE G
YANACEK JAMES ALLEN
YARBOROUGH CAROL
:s
SUE
YARBOROUGH JAMES G
YARBOROUGH MARK ALAN
YARID NANETTE LYNNE
YARID SUZETTE KAREN
YATES MITCHELL A
YATES VANN LEE
YEH ROSE CHEN
YODER RONALD EUGENE
YOOSNUMS JOHN M
YONGE DAVID RALPH
YOST MARK EDWIN
YOUNG DAVID CLYBURN
YOUNG DAVID THOMAS
YOUNG DUSTY WILSON
YOUNG GREG FINLEY
YOUNG HENRY VANCE
YOUNG J EDmARD III
YOUNG JEAN MARIE
YOUNG JUDITM STUBBS
YOUNG KATHERINE M
YUUNG KENNETH DORN
YOUNG LINDA GARRETT
YOUNG TERRY WILLIS
YOUNG TMOMAS ANDREM
ZaCkER ROBERT S
ZAKARIAI MANOuChERHH
2ANDI A MOSSEIN
/ATTAU WILLIAM C
ZELLMAN BONITA lee
ZERlNGUt CLARENCE J
ZTelINSM DANIEL P
ZImmERLR ANN M
zo
C R P
MGT SC
CR E
M E
CH E
E E
ADM MGT
HICRO
NUTR
NURS BS
WER S •11
/^DM MGT 0^
E E 03
NURS BS 06
U
05
06
i{
04
rtORT
HIST
WSYCH
EL ED
BIO CH
05
8?
03
li
07
08
06
06
•H07
EDUC«ND
blCRO
HORT
M P A
FOR
EOUC«ND
flGT *
ADM MGT 0"
tCON Od
MURS BS 03
HIST li
ADM MGT»07
CH E OB
I M oa
ADM MGT*Oa
<00L 07
soc oa
50C 08
EDUC-ND U
R P A
EDUC*ND
AG E
MATH BS*
S E
M E
ENGL
C E
R P A
0<»
11
.i4
1-
04
oa
11
oa
01
)RN JACKSON MAJOR
11
04
06
11
04
IT
t CH ED
EL ED
AG E
EL ED
R P A
SC T«MA*Oa
Ch E 04
R-ARCH 01
C E -OS
HL PH 14
MICRO Ob
MATM BS 11
MICRO 0^
N0n-DEG«U
ARCH 11
STUDENTS ENROLLED MAIN CAMPUS, SECOND SUMMER SESSION, 1978
NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS NAME - STATUS - COURSE
AAS CHRISTOPHER A
,ABOUS-SALAAM ZENORiA
ABLE BARRY LEE
ABLES JERRY WAYNE
ABOHIJLIH YOUSEF
ABRAHAM COLON M
ABRAMOVITCH DOROTA M
ABRAMS JAMES WM
ABRAMS MARVIN E III
ABRAMS SANDRA JONES
ABREU EOMARO LELANO
ADAMS KM ALONZO
ADOINGTON PHILLIP
-
'101
ALHUSSEINI
ALLAN ftOBE>
ALLEN CHARl
AgKERMAN JOHN P
ADAIR WILLIAM GRADY
ADAMS JAMES L JR
ADAMS JANA LEE
ADAMS KATHLEEN ANNE
ADAMS MICHAEL CARY
ADAMS WILLIAM_KELLY
~ M
NANCY Car"
ON ANN LANGSTON
SON RANDALL f
AGNEW WILLIAM BARRY
AJKEN HARRIET J
aIkEN MARGARET C
AJA NNENNA C
ALAH ANWAR
ALAM SAFDAR
ALBERGA DIANE
ALBERT JO ANNE
AUOEBOL CLAY S
AbEXANDEH ALTON J
ALEXANDER CAROLE S
ALEXANDER DEBORAH C
ALEXANDER GEOFFREY D
ALEXANDER GLENDA FAY
ALEXANDER KATHLEEN G
ALEXANDER MARK MAJOR
ALEXANDER MARY L
ALEXANDER RICHARD K
ALEXANDER STEPHEN
ALEXANDER WILLIAM C
ALFORD JAMES W JR
SAWSAN A
.RT BOYD
JLES A
ALLEN CYNTHIA LOU
ALLEN DONALD RAY
ALLEN JARVis
ALLEN MICHAEL ROGER
ALLEN ROBERT L III
ALLEN THADDEUS
ALLGOOD JOHN FRANK
ALLISON DAVID JOHN
ALLISON GUY CARLTON
ALMAULA HAREN
ALMUDOVAR ROBERT T
ALPHONSO BONNY A
ALPHONSO MARK A
ALTENHOFEN SHARON L
ALTER APRYL HOLLY
ALTMAN I2ETTA A
AMMONS PATRICIA JUNE
AMSPACHER W H JR
ANANABA TEMPLE J
ANDERSON CORLISS S
ANDERSON DEBORAH SUE
ANDERSON DONALD W
ANDERSON JANE BOLT
ANDERSON JANET E
ANDERSON JOHN ESROM
ANDERSON JOSEPH A
ANDERSON MALCOLM F
ANDERSON MICHAEL S
ANDERSON RICHARD J
ANDREWS WM CLIFTON
ANGLIN WILLIAM BRADY
ANTHONY KATHY
ANTHONY MICHAEL EARL
ANTINOZZI PATRICIA J
APPLEBY wEHME C
ARD BONNIE LOUISE
ARIRI UBED CHUKWUMA
ARLEDGE JOHN KEVIN
ARMES WM GORDON
ARMITAGE JAMES A
ARMITAGE JANE TALTON
ARMSTRONG JOHNNY K
ARMSTRONG SHEILA M
ARNOLD THADDEUS P
ASHMORE DAVID MACK
ASKEW GEORGE R JR
ASKEW JEAN L
ASPINWALL LANE ALLEN
ASTRIAB TIMOTHY D
AN SC
EL ED
6
5
6
2
6
6
6
^
4
4
6
6
h
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
6
4
3
3
6
6
4
7
6
4
4
7 EOUC^ND 11
4 I M 07
6
~
4
6
6
4
4
6
4
4
4
4
4
6
6
2
6
3
2
7
6
4
6
6
6
6
4
6
4
4
7
4
6
4
4
4
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
1
6
6
3
6
EDUC^ND
AG MECH
PSYCH *
E E 03
R P A 08
CH BS 14
EOUC«NO»U
EL ED
ADM MGT 03ME 07
C E 06
E MGT •14
EL ED 'li
PH|S BS 12
CH BS 08
FOR 05
EL ED 08
L A •ND 11
CR E 06
R-ARCH 07
S ED 07
R P A 06
P-PHARM 05
CH E 05
tilO CH 03
MATH BS 11
IN ED 03
E E •06
03
_ •U
ED'MA^U
CH BS 08
EL ED
EhP •;
E CH ED 03
IN^ED 08
blOENGR 11
gATM BS
Jl
•01
S ED-HI 08
In ED
SC T«MA
R P A
ADM MGT
PO SC
P-ARCH
E E
P-ARCH
C E
B C
NURS BS
li
08
Ob
08
ARCH^ND«11
14
St
05
02
01
EDUC-ND 11
ADM SPV 11
AN SC 08
CR E 11
PER S •U
PL PATH 11
E S g II
NURS BS 04
01
blOENGR 11
I M 02
IN ED 08
SYS ENG 11
C E 03
CR E •UME 05
tL ED 08
MATH BS 07
tflCRO
HIST
SPAN
I M
CH E
R P A
ADM MGT
NURS BS
E E
ADM MGT
FOR
C E
AGRON
FOR
R P A
FOR
ATKINS AVA CHARLENE
ATKINS LOU ANN
AfKlNSON GERALD E
AtKlNSON JAMES A
AIKINSON YOLANOA ANN
ATWILL JAMES R jR
AULBACH PATRICIA L
AUSHERMAN MICHAEL D
AUSTIN MILLEOGE G
AVAKIAN ALAN PARKER
BABB SHERYL COWART
8ADER RICHARD J
8AGNAL HENRY T JR
BAGWELL JOHN WALTER
BAGWELL MICHAEL E
BAIDEN SUSAN JEAN
BAILEY HARRY A
BA LIE CHARLES R
BA RO DAVID PAUL
BAIRD JOYCE ANNE
BAKER B HAROLYN
BAKER Eugene wise
BAKER GORDON H
BAKER MARY ELIZABETH
BAKER MELANIE JOAN
BAKER MICHAEL A
BAKER SARAH L
BAKER STANLEY C III
BALDWIN GARY JAMES
BALDWIN SUE WILLIAMS
BALL MARCIA BETH
BALLARD LYNN P
BALLENGER TONY WAYNE
BALLINGTON AUDREY V
BANE NANCY BOW
BARBER BRADFORD LYNN
BARCO FRANK EDWARD
BARDOLF CHRISTINE M
8ARHAM ANNE TaRTT
BARKER HESTER GRANT
BARKER MARY SUZANNE
BARKER TERESA FOWLER
BARNES JOHN MARION
BARNES KENNETH RAY
BARNETT JAMES WM
BARNETT SHARRON H
BARNETT STEPHEN K
BARNETTE MARY HARRIS
BARNHILL ELIZABETH M
BARNHILL GLORIA D
BARNHILL MARY L
BARNHILL THOMAS W JR
BARROW LENEVE BLAIR
BARTHELMAN GAYLE B
BASILICO PAUL ALTON
BASKIN BETTY M
BASS JOHN
BAJCHELOR
ALEX
D CHRIS
BATES SARAH K
BATSON DAN LINDSAY
BAUGHMAN JERRY
BAUMAN CHARLES F
84UMANN JEFFREY LEE
BAUMANN SCOTT ANDREW
BAUMGARNER DARWiN L
BAUMGARNER RICHARD D
BAUR MICHAEL L
BAYNES SUE FRANCES
BEACH HELEN BERNIECE
BEACHAM JEFFERY L
8EAL FRANCIS EDWARD
BEARD JOHN ROBERT
BEARD WILLIAM EDWARD
BEATTIE BILLY JR
BEAVER ANITA JO
BECHT CAROL LYNN
BECKER GRETCneN ANN
BECKNELL TIMOTHY WM
BEDENBAUGH RALPH K
BEEBE LOYD BRYSON
8EEBE LYNN JEAN
8EECHER MICHAEL WADE
BEEKS ALAN KEITH
BEESON w GLENN
BEGEMANN MARGARET D
BELANGEK GEORGE
SEEDING BRUCE WM
BELK GREGORY LYNN
BELL CHARLOTTE DEANN
BELL GEORGE F JR
BELL PAMELA LEE
BELLEW PATRICIA A
BELLINGER SUSAN M
BELSER CARROLL GALE
BENNETT MARK EDWiN
BENNETT MARY ANNA
CLASS
06CH E
AGRON 14
HORT 08
« P A •OS
AG MECH 03
EC ZOOL 07
EL ED 05
R P A 04
ADM SPV^ll
ADM MGT 05
n.
WON-DEG
ACCT
CH E
gSYCH
go^sc
FOR
^"c^ to
P-ARCH
AN SC
R P A <
EL ED
IN ED
For
•ND
OR
EDUC
FOR
E E
FOR
NURS BS .
REAOING^IIjORT 11
EDEL •1
AN SC 07
EDUC-ND 11
AG-ND
M E
EL ED
EL ED
tNGL
ADM MGT»08
FOR 01
ACCT 08
PHYS BS 11
RER S
ENT
CH E
ADM SPV»11
ENGL 07
7 EDUC-ND
4 IN ED-A
4 FOR
CH E
CH E
<
J{
05
02
0?
01
CH E 07
HORT •07
FIN MGT 04
iOOL 06
MATH BS 11
NURS BS«08
b c •oe
R P A 07
CH E 05
NURS BS 02
ZOOL 03
fiEADlNG»ll
i M 06
ADM MGT 07
ACCT 01
ADM MGT
C E
EC ZOOL
AGRON
P-ARCH <
PER S
06
u
08
05
'?[
01
L t •U
ADM MGT 08
NUTR ^14
PER S
w B
M E
ADM MGT 07
^
w
NAME - STATUS - C0UH5E - CLASS NAME - STATUS - COURSE CLASS
BENSON EVA RUTM
86NTLEY EA«L KENNETH
8ENTLEY PATSY F
BENZ STEPMtN L
BERGER LINDA RENEE
BERNMAKOT johnny LEO
BbRRY THOMAS STEVEN
BETHANY PETER M
8ETHEA FREU WILLIAMS
BtViLL JAMES H
BHUSHAN MANJUL
~ CHEL STEVEN D
CKLEY MELONY ANN
GA THOMAS MICHAEL
GBEE CLYDE JR
GELOw JAMES BLAKE
JLANi MANOHAR G
B N-YAHYA ISMAlL
NGER SHEILA R
RINGEH KATHY ANN
SCHOP GLENN EDWARD
SE JEFFERY ALAN
SHOP CARL ARTHUR
GREGORY DALE
JAY RUSSELL^
KENNETH DALE
MARY GRAMlTnG
SHOP
SHOP
SHOP
SHOP
SHOP
BLACK
BLACK
BLACK
BLACK
BLACK
BLACK
BLACK
kMLIN
A IIIWILLIAM
DAVID CHARLES
DENNY EMILE
DOYLE L
JAMES A III
LANE MCLENDON
ROBERT ISaVIO
WILLIAM DANIEL
LACKMUN JUANITA H
-*-
- '
''fi DARRELL
R DEBERRY
JLACKWELD
BLACKWELD
BLACKWELL
blackwEll
BLACKWELL
BLACKwELL
BLACKWELL
AMY LOU
LARRY W
MERLE LEE
ROBERT S
TERRY KAY
BLAIR MARILYN DIANA
BLAKELY LORETTA J
BLALOCK DOUGLAS PAUL
BliANKENSHiP LAMAR T
BLANTON JULIE ANN
BLANTON LANE C
BLANTON TERESA ANN
BLASCIAK ANDREW JOHN
BLOMGREN NANCY MARIE
BLOUNT BARBARA ANNE
BOBO CHARLES MICHAEL
BODInE ASHBY B
BOESE JthFERY DEAN
BOGAN SUSAN E
BOGGS BETTY HARRIS
BOGGS JAMES ALAN
BOGGS WILLIAM L III
bOITLH KE8A DIANN^
BOlInG ALAN KlM
BOMAR ALLAN BRuCE
BOND DEBORAH RUTH
BONNER MLNKY ERSKINE
BONThRUN DOKIS M
BOOKER ROBERT NEELY
BOONE SILVIA COLEY
BORGMAN ALBERT F
BOSE AkUP KUMAR
BOSTIC JEFFREY LYNN
BOSTIC JOE EARL JR
BOULTON SUSAN HElGEb
BOUNDS DAVID A
BOUTELLt KEviN M
BOWBEER JOSEPH A
BOWDEN PETER L
BOWDEN WoSSELL XM
bOwLN UnIGHT LEON
BOhLN
BOwEN
BUWEN
BOWIE
bOwIl
EuwAHU NEIL
PAUL TYNEI
PMlLLlP
cakOl lee
RUNALU LEE
BOwLAN HUNALU I
BOWMAN JUHN NICMOLAb
BOWMAN JUHN VANCE
bOyu fHANCtS M
BOYD HATIIE DENISE
BOYU N ^NAN^LIN
bOYUEN UEBUMAH H
BOYLEb DAVID TRUMAN
BOYLESTUN LYNN CREWS
BOVTEN -^
OOYTEH
brAbham
HENRY A
KATHICIA
JOHN J
ADM SPV«]
PHYS "'
EDE CH
HORT
IN ED
BIOENGR
SYS ENG
AG ED
RER S '
Engl
BIOENGR
ADM MGT
R P A
IN ED
NUTR *
Cfi E
EL ED
S ED-PS
CI:oN
E
li
06
Si
02
1
I
03
4 NU^
k In
AG ED
IN ED
RS AA
M MGT
CRO
. ED
I EC ZOOL
HORT
PER S
M E
AN PH
WURS BS
ADM MGT
E E
CH E
ADM SPV
NUTR
ADM MGT
MATH BA
L A vND
Fin MGT
P
07
0"
11
ht
§^
Ob
s?
\i
07
OB
II
06
PSYCH
4 PSY
^ R
I "in MGT
P A
ED
< LIB ART
< R P A
6 R S
I R P A
b L A wNO
I
6
•oa
07
Ob
010'
PO sc
BIUENGR
AN SC
t E
II
06
ADM
t E
;iiMGl
US
Ob
tuug
LH t
E CH ED
C E Ob
EDUC«ND»II
CH BS II
Ch BS Ob
ol
BRACKEN J MICHAEL
BRADDOCK PHILLIP L
BRADHAM REBECCA JANE
BRADLEY JAMES RYAN
BRAOSHAW E FLEETWOOD
BRADY SUSAN MARIE
BRAGG JOHN DENNIS JR
BRAKE STEPHANIE E
BRAMLETTE GEORGE
BRANCH JAMES R
BRANDENBURG CARL M
BRANDON KIMBERLY J
BRANHAM SONYA RAINES
BRANHAM WM MCELREATH
BRANNON GARY DEAN
BRANNON ROBERT C
BRANNON SEL8Y MERCER
~ CRAIG D
JOHN
lICHARD
BRANTLEY
BRANTLEY
BRANYON RICH A
BRASWELL MARGARET K
BRAY CAROL WILLIAMS
BREEDEN KAREN V
BREEN LAWRENCE ALAN
BREWER DEBORAH LEE
BREWER R RICKY
BREWTON JAMES w III
BRIDGES DALE E W
BRIDGES JANE CROSBY
BRIDGES MARION C
BRIGGS S ELIZABETH
BRITTS WILLIAM C II
BROADWATER LINDA KAY
BRQADWELL MYRON L
BROCK MARGARET G
BROCK MYRIaL MELISSA
brock nanette hepler
brock robert p
brodie wade martin
brooks amy ruth
brooks jonathan
brooks laura e
brooks lessia ann
brooks sharon b
broom michael lee
broome connie
broome jean marie
brosnan walter h
brown bobby lee
bryant carlton
David donalo
grace marsha
JAMES E
JEFFREY ALAN
JEFFREY SCOTT
JOHN BAXTER
KAREN HOLT
KENNETH LEwIS
LEONARD ALVIN
MARIE
marilyn m
marlon edward
Phillip burns
\ftr
-
BROWN
BROWN
BROWN
BROWN
BROWN
BROWN
BROWN
BROWN
BROWN
BROWN
BROWN
BROWN
BROWN
BROWN
BROWN
BROWN
BROWN
BROWN
BROWN
BROWN
BROWN
BROWN
BROWN
B
HYDER 4
RICHA
ROSEMARY
STANLEY FRANK
STEVEN CLIFTON
SUSAN MILDRED
TIMOTHY
WAYNE WALKER
BROWNLEE EVELYN K
BROwNLEt KENNETH S
BRUCE DEBORAH ANN
BRWMFIELD JOHN P
BRUSHWOOD DONALD E
BRYAN JULIETTE S
BRYAN KATHY BARRIOZ
BRYANT CLENTICE L
BRYANT CURTIS w JR
BRYANT DEBURAM GAIL
BRYSON JUDITH H
•ATRliBRYSUN P/
BULMANAN JOSEPH W
,K CAKL EDWARD
m
:K PHILIP I
.ENN
JRBU(
BU(
BUDDIN ULE OAvID
BUFFKJN CATHY ANN
bUFORD UEBOWAH L&l^^
BUKU PATWIHA
BULL MAW^
BULL SANUf
BULL TtWENCE PAWK
BURCKHALTEW honald
BURDEN DENA MARIE
lEBOH |
HlU Lll
;y LuyiSE
IDRA SMlTf
ADM MGT
FIN MGT
S EO«NS
RO SC
R P A
»0 SC
FOR
R P A
M P A
CH BS
BS
02
08
06
hi
08
.11
l\
U
MGT 01
:d-a 07
:d u
FO SC
NURS
f-P-S
R P
ADM
E E
PSYCH 04
C E 05
Educ«nd»iI
ADM MGT 05
AG MECH 02
iOOL 07
R P A Ob
£ E 02
EL ED OkME 03
EDUCND.JJ
S ED«EN 03
MICRO
iOM MGT
4 RS
07
06
Ob
0,
I M
AGRON
TH BS
M
YCH
EDUC«ND»j
01
MATH BS 04
GEOL BA 06
IS-ST 11
P A •08PA 08
RO SC 06
C E 03
rj^INO
MGT
REAOir
FOR
|NG»Ii
05
CH BS U
HORT 08
ADM MGT 03
E E 04
ADM MGT 02
t E -^
EDUC-ND*
Ent
EL ED 11ME 02
Ch E •06
ADM
AfcF
WON*
READING
PER S •II
BIO CH
R P A ^02
01
^0H 06
toyc-NO
NUTW
ADM Mul
SOC
EL ED
EL to
M E
B C
ECON
c -wo
1 SPV^ll
iND 11EG^13
07
II
08
03
NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
BURESM ROBERT EDWARD
BURGESS CARRIE L
BURKE REGINA R
BURNETT ELLEN DIANE
BURNETt LISA K
BURNISTON HARVEY JR
BURNS COLEY SHERMAN
BURNS GARY^LEE „ ^BURNS ImOGENE HORNE
BURNS RITA PARRIT
M
/
BURNS TEASLEY MARK
BURRELL JOANN CAPPS
BURRIS JOHN WM
BURROUGHS J BENJAMIN
BURROUGHS KKM EDWARD
BURROW WM HENDERSON
BURTON HUBERT C JR
BURTON THOMAS GARY
BUSH CLARENCE WATHAL
BUSTLE RICKEY NORMAN
BUTTON RUSSELL SCOTT
BUTTS MARTHA ANN
8YERLEY MARK F
BYRD ALAN KIMBERLY
BYRD MICHAEL N
BYRU MICHAEL R
BYRD TED AARON
CABLE LEONARD C JR
CABLE MICHAEL B
CAGGIANO ANTHONY V
CAIN BRENT LAMAR
CAIN SCOTTY BRION
CAIN WANDA J
CAIN WAYNE CECIL
CALDWELL JOHN MARK
CALDWELL WARNER J
CALHOUN ROBERT G
ALVIN L
DAVID H JR
J HAROLD
JEFFREY L
JOHN W JR
MARK DEAN
W DEWITT
^ WANDA J
CAN N60 HUY
CANNUN HENRY G JR
CANNON JAMES L JR
CANNON ROBERT E JR
CANTRELL MARION V JR
CANTRELL RANDALL R
CANTRELL SARA C L
CAPPELMANN J RICHARD
CAPPS HUBERT DONALD
CARDEGNA PETER A
CARDWELL WALTER T JR
CARLL FRANK GILBERT
CARLOCK RUTH M
CARLSON PAUL HENRY
CARLTON LISA KAY
CARPENTER PHYLLIS H
CARPENTER W G JR
CARR DONNA SUZANNE
CARR ELAM CaRLTON
CARROLL ARNETT B III
CARROLL RUSSELL DEAN
CARSON HERBERT E
CARTEE GREGORY DEAN
CARTEE TERESA LYNN
CARVER DAVID F
CARWILE STEVEN W
CASH W CHRISTOPHER
CASHION BRYAN SCOTT
CASKEY PATRICIA L
CASON NOHMAN MCSWAiN
CASSELL SANDRA LYNNE
CASTILLO DONALD A
CATHCART CATHY F
CATHEY W EDWARD
CATO MYHA FERGUSON
CATO STEVEN HAYDEN
CAUBLE MICHAEL R
CAUSEY MICHAEL A
CAVENY KEGINA SMITS
CAYCE RICHARD RIVES
CELY JOHN EMMETT
CELY JOSEPH Eugene
CERNY JAMES WM
CHAMBLEE BRIAN A
CHAMBLEE TIMOTHY D
CHANDLER DONNA L
CHANDLER TIMOTHY R
CHAPIN JAY WILLARD
CHAPMAN EVERETT W
CHAPMAN KURT MICHAEL
CHAPPELL THOMAS CLAY
R S
EL ED
P85
""
S ED-HI
AN SC
IN ED
EOUC^ND*
ACCT
EDUC«ND
ADM MGT
R-ARCH
BIO CH
ttlCRO
In ed-v
Ch E
PERS
il
'I
03
07
07
0^
02
07
BIO CH 14
BIO CH •II
E T •06
6 WUR
M
S BS
S ED»HI
RO SC
NUTR
ADM MGT
CR E
GEOL BS
ADM MGT
M E
EDUC-ND
KL PA^
MGT
TH
C E
ADM
RER S
AG ED
EL ED
L A •ND
RHYS BS
E E
A&F IND
EDUC-ND
ENT
S Eb«EN»
fe S EP-PHARM
WD UTIL
CH E
RO SC
HIST
pm core
AG MECH
EDUC»ND^
READING
PSYCH
ACCT
Engl
HORT
ACCT
ADM MGT
MATH BS
ADM MGT
W B
AN PH
FOR
ADM MGT
IN ED
ADM SPV
|n{
In ED
ADM MGT
AN SC
?1
08
01
•u
04
06
if
«!
02
06
M
4
.5
07
§?
hi
W
•14
Ott
03
07
h
OB
11
CHARETTE DONNA MARIE
CHARLESWORTH BRYAN D
CHASTAIN HORACE D
CHAStEEN MARK WAYNE
CHAVOUS FRANCES F
CHEN MEI MEI
CHEUNG PING-SUN R
CHIARIELLO DIANE
CHILDERS WILLIAM F
CHILDRESS LUANNE
CHILDRESS Patricia m
;hildrcss sanoi
hIlOS NATHAN
It
JR
fLAYTON
.LEVELAND
CLAYTON CYNTHIA G
";LAYtON JOHN T III
MARY ANN
;>TEVEN C
CLEVENGER PEGGY S
CLINKSCALES HAROLD S
CLINKSCALES VANCE A
COAKLEY PAUL BROOKS
COATES GERALD LEE JR
COATS MITCHEL E
COBB HENRY ROGERS JR
COBB TYRUS RAYMOND
COBLE VIRGINIA E
COCHRAN ALICE D
COCHRAN JAMES JOSEPH
COCKERILL YVONNE B
COEN ROBERT L
COFFEEN DOUGLAS F
COFFEY LINDA DIANE
COFFEY ROBERT C
COGSWELL STEVEN C
COHEN ALEXANDER H
COKER ELVERTTA F
COKER RAVONDA S
COLE WM CHARLES
'^ IREG M
iREGORY L
H VICTOR JR
JOHN STEVEN
MICHAEL LEE
RICHARD ALAN
GREGORY WARREN
JACUUELYN L
COLGROVE DIANA LYNN
COLL JEAN MARIE
COLLIER JOHN A
COLLIER MARTHA N
COLLINGS THOMAS A JR
COLLINS JAMES L JR
COLTER VERNA DEAN
COMBS LINDA HINSON
COMERFORD
COMERFORD
JOHN W
Patricia m
CONNELL WILLIAM CARL
CONNOLLEY DONALD J
CONNOR BARRY WAYNE
CONNOR MADGE MALCAN
CONRAD KEVIN P
COOK COLWELL ANN
COOK DEBRA KAY
COOK FREDERICK R
COOK PETER AUGUST JR
COOLEY JAMES W jR
COOLEY SANDRA M
COOPER JOHN BURDINE
COOPER LYNN C
COOPER ROBERT CALViN
COPE EPHRIAM G JR
CORBETT CAROL JULIAN
CORBETT JOSEPH S
CORDRAY CLAUDIA T
CORDRAY MICHAEL K
bICRO
C E
11
06
WEST
;hILDS RUSSELL PAUL
CHILDS SUSAN MILFORD
CHINERT SCOTT SMITH
CHOW EDWARD T
CHREITZBERG LISA J
CHRISS GEORGE S JR
CWRISTMAN GARY B
CidRISTOPHER MARIAN L
CHUNG SI YIN
CiSSELL LUCIA B
SSELL VIRGIN
CISSON WM EDWA
CLAMP HARRIETT H
BARBARA T
BIRDIE SUZANNE
JOHN CHAPPELL
LES HENRY
MARY KATHLYN
PAMELA JOY
ROBERT T '
DANA R
^OM SPV^ll
NURS BS
MATH BS
C R P
BIOENGR
R-ARCH
EL ED
ADM MGT
EDUC»ND^il
EDUC*ND
"
EDUC-ND
R P A
NON-DEG 13
adm^Sgt 02
I M 07
EDUC-ND^
HORT
aoT
EL ED
ADM MGT
D
II
'!!
08
I
MICRO
L A -ND
MED T
FOR
AG ED
ADM MGT
EL ED
CH E
EL ED
ADM MGT
EL ED
M E
RSYCH
AG E <
u
E
M
ARCH
L A •NO
A&F IND
A&F IND
ADM MGT
Ch E
C E
EDUC»ND^;
ADM MGT 06
OOL 07
NURS BS
CH BS
R P A
11°
EDUC-ND
EL ED
MATH BS
E CH ED
AN SC
II
ht
V
0.
06
08
Vi
l\
08
07
NAMfc - STATUS - C0UK5E - CLASS
CORLEY NANCY C
COSTA SHERI LEIGH
COSTANZO GARY RALPH
COSTELLO BARBARA A^
COTMRAN JAMES ROBERT
COTTINGMAM WH S
OTTY RICHARD ALLEN
OUCH CARMEN H
OUCH Carroll r
OUN" -")unt ^aviu joe
Iurtney Russell /
iwAN OAVIU E JR
OONNA RENE
GUERRY RONALD
"')LPH IIJAMES RUDOI
JOHN WILLIAM
M PAULINE
SUSAN LYNN
COXE ISAdELLE MCIVER
;raft ju5y THOMAS
ANGELA
SAMUEL.L BARBER
CRAIN GEORGE STEPHEN
CRAlNE MARION L
CRAPPS ROBERT S
CRATER J BRUCE III
CRAVEN THOMAS HAROLD
CRAWFORD CHRISTOPHER
CRAWFORD LINDA JEAN
CRAWFORD STEPHEN S
CRAWLEY STUART w
CRAYTON MAXWELL S
CREAMER ANITA KROGER
CREOLE WALTER C III
CRENSHAW BEVERLY KjRENSHAw JERRY ALLEN
CRENSHAW LiNOA MERCK
CROCKER ANN JONES
CROCKETT MARY L
CROMER CARL ALAN
CROMER GARY 80YCE
CROMER JULIE
;R0MER WILLIAM SCOTT
:rook shIrley j
rooks ronald s
;rooks wanoa honea
;R0SBY WAYNE S
;ross timothy g
jROW LULA GRACE
CRO«DtR FRANCIS M
CROwE ALICE LUSK
CROWN KEVIN MARSHALL
CROwSON RICHARD H
CRUM HENRY HAYNE III
CULP CATHERINE BETTS
CULPfcPPtR BENETA M
CUMMlNb DEBORAH L
CUNnIn**mAM wM CLARKt
CUPPIA JAMtS C
CURRlN THOMAS ARNOLD
,gRRY PAUL JAMES
;URRY SHARON
!S MARILYN ANNE
^Rb ShELLEY a
UAILEY DAVlU WAYNE
UALTON DANA HOWARD
DALTON KAREN LEE
BALY GLENN ROBEHT
ALY JENNIFER JONES
curry sharon v
Curtis euna diann
curtis ma> '
CYPHE>
,tL BILLY THOMA
EL MELISSA JAY
,ELb RICHARD M
!tLS wlNFRED C
S
Nt
8C T«BS
EL ED
w B
OY SC
E £
M E
EL ED
ADM MGT
AOM MG" .
IN EO-l 01
ADM MGT»OB
CH E OB
CH BS U
SC T*PH 07
gOUC'ND
:L ED
11
U
I 07
07
8!
07
S ED
ADM SPV^ll
EL ED 06
5er S
FOR
HORT
ENGR
M E
IN ED
ftER S
PER S
AG ED
3 S ED
4 In ED
< PSYCH
5 EL EU
6 C R P
" 9 ^6 CH BS
4 R P A
4 BOT
4 MICRO
^ b T
1 FOR
'* I t
** EL ED
U
•OB
Q^
07
SI
03
•li
06
•02
6 EDUC«ND U
3 SOC 06
DAME JENNET
DANIE an
dan]
^DANTZLEh JOAN RAPP
DARBY MAWGHtTHE H
DARLEY ALFkED ARNOLD
UA«M KLNNETm E
DAUCjmLhTY JAMES T
uAvfc,NPukT Charles f
DAVtNPUWT JANE C
DAvEnPuhT JOHN D
UAV
UAV
UAV
UAV
DAV
UAV
DAV
UAV
UAV
UAV
UAV
UAV
DAV
BHOOKSETTA
CtCELlA A
THOMAS E
USUN
USUN
UbUN
b BETTY R
S BEvERly M
b BHAULEY C
b LLCUIA HAHEE
WM JMb LMAWLtb
b UAViU U
b JAMtb UIX
JONATHAN?m1
ION
H
KEVIN SCOTT
MARGAMET G
h ADM MGT 0/
« EL EU 0^
J AO MECH 06
<. AN SC Ob
t I] •??
** ADM MOT QO
7 iMTS«NU»Il
NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
DAVIS ROGER DALE
DAVIS SHERYL L
DAVIS STEVEN VAN
DAV S THOMAS A
, ^.
, _,GNAN KEVIN JOHN
I ^i- IR *\\ dSkoning kathRyn l
«> Jn„ED II dBlANEY DENNIS P
^ FOR 05 oellinGer jack a
" ILLINGER RENEE E
.LOACH LAURENCE A
DAV S TRACY ALLAN
DAV SON 0EL8ERT L JR
DAVISON DOUGLAS LEE
DAWKINS JANICE G
DAY NANCY CHRTsTY
DAY RICHARD DEAN
DAYHOOD DIANA RUTH
OS VOS PAUL FRANCIS
OBAN BETTY RALYNN
DEAN KAREN FRANCES
DEAN WM DUESENBERRY
DEANE ROBERT EDWIN
"
-
D
D
D
D
D
D
8
DEMPSEY BRIAN
DENDINGER ROGE
ES WILLIAM HUNTER
ESE KATHY CARTER
iLOACHE LOUIS B
,MMINK HERMAN JR
EARL
DENDY BARBARA BOWEN
DENNIS MICHAEL SCOTT
DENNY CATHY DENISE
DENTON MARY E
DBRRISU THOMAS E
DESAI VIMALKUMAR H
DEVITA FRANCIS A
DEVLIN WILLIAM P
DIBOIS MARK J
DICKERbON MARViN
DICKEY CARL BLAND
DICKSON WILLIAM D
DIETRICH ROSS CARTER
DIFAR MOHAMtD A
DjGGS JOSEPH JR
DJLLARD JIMMY WAYNE
DILLON KATHY CLEMENT
dIshER SCOTT B
DIXON DONNA LEISA
DOBBINS HAROLD W ^
l)OBBiNS KRIS ANNESE
DOBbS AUBREY ETHAN
DOELLER JEANNETTE E
DOLES DEBORAH ANN
DONALD LEE PENNSCOTT
DONALOIO BRENQA ANN
DONELSON DARLENE J
DONNELLY BARBARA W
DONNELLY BRIAN L
DORSEY JAMES H
DORSEY VIVIAN GARRIS
DORSEY WALTER JAMES
DOSS DONALD RAYMOND
DOSTER SIMMONS P
DOWLING MICHAEL
DRAKE DONNA MARIE
DRAPER RICHARD L JR
drawdy wIlliam A
DREHER MARGARET EDNA
DREW NAN HADDOLK
DROTOR CALVIN NOEL
DROTOR M ELIZABETH
URUMHELLER DAVID A
URUMMOND CHARLES M
DRYDEN LlNOA §
DUBOSE ANNE MARIE
DUCOM JOHN EDwaRD
DUFFY SHARON OORWARD
DUGOSH OEOWGE EDWARD
DUKE MAHSHA
DUKE MAXIE w
DUKES THOMAS E
UULA MANY ANN B
DUNCAN CYNTHiA LYLEb
DUNCAN UAVID WiLSON
DUNCAN SHARON OAYLE
DUNCAN WALKER E jR
DUNCAN WM EDWARD JR
UUNUON STEVEN SCOTT
DUNLAR wILLlAM NEIL
DUNN bHtlLA SIMMONS
DUPWL JOHN YOUNO
DUUUtTTt MiCMAEL G
DURHAM CMAWLES MARK
DURHAM ^ATHY LYNN
DURHAM bTEVE ALLEN
DUVALL JEFFKEy LANE
UWYEH TERRY MICHAEL
li
A
B C
S EO-PS
EDUC-ND
EDUC»ND
MICRO
S ED^MA^H
ADM MGT 08
AGRON
T-P-S
AOM MGT
IN ED •11
P-ARCH •07
ESE
500L
ENGL
bCON
PER S
IMTS-ND
PSYCH
ADM MGT
R P A
EL ED
ECON
AG E
SOC
S ED«HI^
CH BS
E CH ED
^OOL
M E
EC ZOOL
EL ED
FIN MOT
EDUC^ND
E ih ED 07
ADM SPV^li
IM MOT OB
H s •!!
EL ED •II
R P A Ob
•07
It
u
Ob
OB
u
01
06
II
ii
07
'I
Apr
PD
<» FTn MGT Oi
t* FOR OB
ENGL
LL ED
R t A
E E
NON-UEO
K P A
M E
E E
NAME - STATUS - COUHSE - CLASS NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
OWYEK VIRGINIA B
OYER THERESA LYNN
OYKES OOUGLAS C
DYKES MARK GREGORY
EARL CAROL ANN
EARLE DENNIS PAUL
EARLE JOHN R
EASON DOUGLAS BRUCE
EASTERLING EDWARD M
EATDn MELVILLE LORD
EAVES RANDALL LEWIS
EDENS MARY L W ^
EDWARDS ALLIE SUE
EDWARDS DOUGLAS RAY
EDWARDS FRANK B III
EDWARDS FRITZ K
EDWARDS GEORGE B
EDWARDS JAN H
EDWARDS THOMAS B
EDWARDS THOMAS E JR
EL KOUSSA SALEM I
ELLENBURG JANET E
ELLENBURG JOY B
ELLENBURG PAMELA K
EbLERBE DONALD L
ELLERBROCK MICHAEL J
ELLERS KATHRYN LUMAN
ELLIOTT CLAUD F
ELLIOTI LINDA MONTEZ
ELLIS GINGER CYNTHIA
ELLIS PEGGY ANN
ELLISON KENNETH EARL
ELLISON LISA KAYE
ELLISON VICTORIA L
ELLISOH KAREN JEAN
ELROD N ERWIN
EMERY STEPHEN E
EMERY WILLIAM GEORGE
EMORY MARNlE M
ENGELHARDT REINALD
ENGLAND PHILIP DEl
ENGLISH DAVir B
_
i :
ENTREKIN RICHARD T
EPSTEIN DAVID BF
EPPS BERNARD OUINTON
IRUCE
EPTInG SUSAN ELAINE
ERNST CHARLES T JR
ERSENKAL CARYL R
ERwiN JOSEPH ARNOLD
ES£UE KATHLEEN L
ESKEW £ VAUGHAN
ESTES MARIAN ANGELA
ETCHBERGER JOHN MARK
ETHEREDGE HOWARD JAY
EVANS David ray
EVANS FELDER Z
EVANS FRANCIS WiTTE
EVANS GREGORY GARY
EVANS PHILLIP TEFFT
EVANS ROBERT CHARLES
EVANS ROGER DALE
EVERS BRUCE CURTIS
EVERS MARK STEVEN
EWING ROGER SCOTT
EX LOLA JOYCE
FAIRES MARTHA J
FALKENSTEIN CLARK WM
FALLAW SIDNEY ALLAN
FAMILAR MAGLIGTAS V
FANT ELIZABETH F
FANT GEORGE COCHRAN
FANT JULIAN E JR
FARLEY JO ANN
FARMER RAYMOND DAVIS
FARRINGTON KIMBERLY
FARROW CHARLES RAY
FARTHING TOMMY LEE
FASHANU PAUL UDOFE
FAULKNER DANNY REED
FEAGLE MARY ELAINE
FELCH STEVE M
FELLERS GARY PIERCE
FELLERS JOAN C
FENNELL EDwIN KINARD
FENNELL KiM LAYNE
FERGUSON CHERYL ANN
FERGUSON DIANE PACE
FERGUSON DONALD ALAN
FERGUSON MICHAEL C
FERN MARLENA HOPE
FICKLING THOMAS TROY
F ELDS DAVID EDGELL
F ELDS WM CRAIG
F NLEY SHEILA ANN
F SCHER STACEY L
FISHER JAMES JR
ARCH
AG
4 MATH
4 I M
4 CH E
tms
4 AG ME
2
6
6
7
3
7
4
4
5
4
6
6
4
BA
SYS KNG
HIST
EDyC*ND
CR E
R P A
EOUC^NO
ENGL
MGT
S EO
ADM
08
U
04
.1
• 04
06
02
08
li
SC ^14
MGT 05
II
READING
R P A
R P A
AG EC
PL PATH
RHYS 8S
NURS AA<»
ZOOL
MICRO ll
ADM SPV
C E
R P
FOR
AGRON
ADM
E E
CR E
03
04
08
04
i
E E
ENGL
NON-OEG
R S
EDUC-iND
L A -ND
ACCT 03
C E 03
ENGL *il
ENGL 0~
SC T»PH
ADM MGT
ADM MGT
I M
RHYS BS
HATH BS
18
04
08
04
04
u
E MGT
R P A
&NGL
E CH ED
E CH ED
HO«T
blO CH
ADM MGT
MATH BS
RO SC
S EO«EN
HORT
ECON
SHER MARY GOSNELL
SKEAUX CHARLIE D
TZGE
F TZPATR
TZP
RALO
atrTck
ATRICK
CH ISTIAN
JOSEPH F
ICK
JR
PATI
FLAKE NANCY M
FLAKE RICHARD L
FLEMING BARBARA ANN
FLEMING MITZI CAROL
FLETCHER JEAN A
FLETCHER JOANNE M
FLOYD CONNIE MACK
FLOYD DEBRA ALLEN
FLOYD ROBERT DOUGLAS
FLURKEY DEBORAH G
FLURKEY WILLIAM H
FOGLE GLENN MAURICE
FORBES DONALD WM
FORD BRIAN f
FORD Gwendolyn keith
FORD KERRY JANE
FORD LANDON carter
FORE DONALD BRUCE
FORREST HENRY C
FORSBREY MARTHA W
FORTNUM BRUCE ALLAN
"" lER DEBORAH dIaNE
""" ELIZABETH C
JANE S
MARK DyPREE
RICHARD C
ROBERT PAUL
SUZANNE
WM RANDALL
DALE HEATH
DAVID ARTHUR
JIMMY EUGENE
PAMELA GAYE
RAYMOND LEE
FOX KATHERINE K
FOX LINDA WALKER
FOX ROBERT W JR
FRAEDRICH BRUCE R
FRALEY MARY SUE
FRANCIS SHEILA MARIE
FRANKLIN FREDERICK E
FRANKOVICH JOSEPH R
FRASHER LINDA LEE
FRAZZA JANINE
FREDERICK GARY BRYAN
FREE DAVID EUGENE
FREEDMAN MARSHALL L
FREEMAN CLARENCE HAL
FREEMAN JULIUS G jR
FREEMAN MELVIN TODD
FREEMAN PATRICIA S
FREEMAN VANCE LAMONT
FREEMAN wM LESTER
FREEZE TAMEA LEYH
FREY LAUREN GRACE
FRIAR BENNY RAY JR
FRIDDLE FRANKLIN E
FRIERSON DwIGHT W
FROHLICH ERICH 8
FROMAN BETH ELAINE
FROMAN DAVID PAUL
FROST ELTON TAYLOR
FRYE DEBORAH HINE
FRYE DENNIS MJCHAEL
FRYE GRAHAM m'
"
FRYE WILLIAM
FULLER LYNNE DAY
FULLER STEPHEN RAY
FULTON STEPHEN DAVID
FULTS BRUCE MANTRELL
FULWOOD HARRY LEE
FUNK ARLENE LANCE
FUNK ROBERT A
FUROUERON BENJAMIN R
FURR JAMES EDWARD
FUZY ROBERT LEONARD
GABLE RUTHANNE L
GAFFNEY MARGIE K
GAINEY PHILIP C
GALE GEORGE T JR
GALLAGHER TERRY L
GALLOWAY CHARLES WM
GAMBLE DOROTHY H
GAMBLE LAURIE DIANE
GAMBLE PALMER JEAN
GAMBRELL BERNADETTE
GAMBRELL DEIADRA E
GAMBRELL GlNA ANN
GAMBRELL JE><OME TED
GAMBRELL KAPEN JANE
GAMBRELL LESLIE B
;ller
GEORGE
EL ED •
MGT SC
R-ARCH
R P A
ADM MGT
C E
IL ED
EL ED
EDUC^NO
MATH BS
ARCH«NO»
tDUC«ND
IN EO
EL ED •!
BIO CH 1
;h
L PATH 14
^ICRO 08
wri
05
w
02
•J*
ND II
AG EC
RSYCH
MICRO
ADM MGT
S ED«MA
R P A
C E
AGRON
ADM MGT
I M
NURS
R S
'A
li
08
03
AA*04
li
MATH BS 14
S ED-NS 11
RO SC 05
MATH BS«14
RER S •11
HIST 06
AG MECH 07
ADM MGT 06
IN ED-A 08
ADM MGT»01
T-P-
R P A
GEOL BA
FIN MGT
EOUC^ND
MICRO
BIO CH
ent *
R P A
L A •ND
EDyC«ND
URS BS
ED
T
II"
MED
E T
NURS BS
EL ED '
1
0^4
li
ol
08
01
41
NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS NAME - STATUS - COUHSE - CLASS
6AMBKELL SANA CAROL
GANGULY PRAOEEP
GANGULY SUSMMA S
GARDNER JAMES M
GARLINGTON L ALLEN
GARNER BWENOA R
GARNER JAN RENEE
GARREN JEANIE RUTH
GARREN KATMIE YVONNE
GARRETT CANUACt E
GARRETT UEdORAM L A
GARRETT JOHN KEITH
GARWISUN BEHNEICE L
BERT F JR
DOROTHY M
J BARTLETT
MARTHA A
PAMELA LYNN
GARRISON
GARRISON
GARR
GARR
GARR
GARV
11188
SON
Ion
n roberta
E JAMES E
NVjS debra
Vh,NG
^ . _ KLUGH
GEE Phyllis tripp
GEILFUSS MARY GEMMA
GEMBOLA CAROL GODBEY
GEORGt JAMES H JR
GEOHGlNA DiANNA MARY
GERALD CHRISTIE ANN
GERMERSHAUbtN CARIN
.TSINGER KURT D
TTY GEORGE -G
GHOSH
G
AMITAVA
AMMATTEO PAUL A
BBONS THOMAS G JR
BBS STEVE
BSON BARRY LEE
BSON HELEN MARIE
BSON JOY ANITA
LLESPIE ANDREW S
- ~ t CHEREE
t UEBRA R
LAURIE M
MARY RAMEY
HUBERT S
LhEATh BRIAN D
LSTRAP P JEFFREY
LSTRAP RANDY S
MM! RUSSELL MARK
NN DAVID R JR
GLEASON BRENDA D
GLENN MAHK UOUGLAS
GLENN NEIL MATThEwS
GLlNbKi KAYMANT L JR
GLOyEK LAURA SUSAN
GOCFKEY ALAN MAKION
GOOFmEY PAMtLA E
GODFWEY STEPHEN M
OOOmIN DAVID ALAN
OOFF KM DOUGLAS
OOFuwTh KENNETH M
GOOGlNb HAHULD M
GOLUENSTAR TERRY A
GOLbUN aHYAN MILD
GOMtZ tUUARuO
GQnICk klnnETh *M
OQOUt NANNETTE H
GQOUMAN ANNETTA S
OOOURlCn USA M
GOOuhIn OKLNDOLYN D
GORUYNSKI MICHAEL A
GORDON UAHi LAN j
GORDUN PAMELA J
VjOWE THOMAS CLINTON
GOSNELt, LAHWY DALE
GySSt'l bONITA SMALL
CLARA L
I JR
A A
lYAK KAWLN JOAN
ijMAMAH LMMA ANNETTE
JUHN SMITH
LISA TRAMMtLL
HAWlUN TMOMAb
•4tLbUN tUUlt
-unalU huwtvn
— - • a Jut
'LTH A
Ihatt matrTc'
yHArlAMjMAMAM
vjWAHAH
^MAMAM
U
1^
AG-NO 11
mO UTIL 02
R P A 07
EL ED •li
MATH BS li
S EO»NS 07
&^«^^ 'i
MATH BS Ol
MICRO
NURS BS
N EO
L to
PM CORE (
m} \
S ED'MA»]
L A -ND 1
R P A 07
S ED
EDUC
-M:
FIN MGT
RL PH
RER S *
Ch E
loOL
Ui
ADM MGT
R P A
MICRO
ttOT
HIST
hl8
FIN MGT
AOm MGT
ACCT
CH E
IN ED
tCON
ADM MGT
M E
g^Sl ba
ADM MGT
PL PATH
IN ED
ADM MG1
HORT 06
SPAN ObME 0^
ME 0*
lOOL
ED
"1'
J 0<»
,*haM uC] IIl HATHWYN
OMAN? FiOMtNCt SCOTT
OMANT »^r*lN C
vjHANT ^- H
ORANt . J«ANU
OMATZj. t
(/MAT CA''VI. l
GHAT At(>OT ntHMON
GRAY WILLIAM MICHAEL
green evelyn marie
frederick 8 ii
Patricia lynn
brenda f r
CAROL J 8
MYRTHA H
ROBERT NATHAN
STEPHEN BRIAN
SYBIL HELENA
PHILIP
GREER BRENT
GREER DREMA
GREER LAURA BLUE
GREGORY DAVID LYNN
GREGORY JAMES E ~
GRETME8
GR
MMETT
MICHAEL F
ce kathryn susan
ffin elizabeth a
ffin james eugene
ffin jeanne m
n mark gordon
Th pajricia L
E
GR ff
GR
""
GR Ff
GR
"
GR
GR
GR
GRISSOM RAMONA
MSBY
SWOLD GERALD
GROFF JUDITH ANN
GROGAN KAREN ANN
GROGAN THOMAS ALAN
GROOVER ROBERT B
GROSS MARIA N^SMITH
GROTHUSEN JOHN R
GROVE 6ERALDINE A
GRUBB SHERRY LAWSON
GRUBBS JESSIE A
GUAY DONNA HUBLER
GUBAS JAMES MICHAEL
GUDZAN NiCHOLAb B
GUIDE CHHISTINE M
GUIDE VINCENT R JR
GULLEDGE JO MARIE L
GULLEDGE THOMAS R JR
GUNN LAURIE LOUISE
UUNTER LtO DALE
GUNTER WENDY SMITH
GUPTA DEvENDRA KUMAR
GUTHRIE ANNA C
GUY JOSEPH EDWARD
GUYTON EVELYN K
HACK RICHARD JAY
HAlNS JOHN J
HAIR RICHARD BARRY
HALDEMAN JANICE H
HALE JOHN STEPHEN
HALKER GARY W
HALL CONSTANCE SUSAN
HALL CYNTHIA LEE
HALL HATTIE PEARL
HALL SHEILA HUNTLEY
HALL SHERfiiLL KNOBEl
HALL SUSAN CAROL
HALL THERMON EUGENE
HALLIDAY CHAS FMMETT
HALMAN ROBERT DEAN
HALPIN BARBARA E
HALPIn MARGARET I
HAM KENNETH MATTHEW
MAMdURGER C DAviO
HAMBURGER DONALD J
HAMHY BERNARD LAVERN
MAM " '
HAM
HAM
LTON ANGELA B
LTUN CHRISTOPHER
LTON DAVID L
HAM LTUN DAVID P
HAMii Tun Elaine
hamlETT wIliJam
HAMLIN MAURI
WiLLUUL
TT JAMtMAMM^
HAMMONU
HAMMONU
HAMPTON
HANCKtL
hanCuCk
HANCOCK
HANKb tttT
^t 8
AM C Jf
,E pIkE
^N t
ES R
Thomas jR
NED LECONTE
THOMAS E
F STUART IV
ALLISON W
THOMAS J
r,
JANE
HANbBE»^otR EWNtbT S
HANbtL bHUCt CLAYTON
HANSEN A Paul
HANSEN CAROL SARAH
6 RL PH <
^ AOM MGT
6 E E
4 SOC
niii .
<» IN ED
6 NUTR
4 AOM MGT
4 E T
HI
NURS BS
M'
'
CR E
EL ED *
iOOL
EL ED
ACCT
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AOM MGT
4 TEXT
4 ENGL
4 PO SC
CM E
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PSYCH
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BIO CH
EOUC«ND
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• Od
07
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08
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MGT
4 R P A
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FIN MGT
b ADM SPV»11
« M E 06
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1 P-PMARM oi
7 EDUC-NO II
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J C E 06
«» IN ED 02
b EDUC^NO IT
<* ADM MGT QJ
A Ob
07
H M
M E
tDUC*NO<
BIO CH
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P A 06
NAME - STATUS - COUKSE - CLASS
HANSEN RICHARD A 6*8 U
HANSFORD OGDEN JR 4 IN^EO 07
HARBOUR EDWARD EARL ^ E E^ ^ 03
HARDING MARGARET P 7 EDUC-ND U
HARDISTER CHARLES D 4 E E 12
HARG£TI STEVEN MARK ^ ADM_MGT 07
HARKINS MARK D
NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
HARMON CORINNE C
HARMON THOMAS EARL
HARPER LARRY STEVEN
HARPER RICHARD A
HARPER WALTER JAMES
KAREN
~
HARR LL
HARRELL W RANDALL
HARRILL JAMES BRYANT
HARRINGTON JOHN J
HARRINGTON LESLIE D
HARR S BRET JOSEPH
HARRIS FLOYD RANDALL
HARRIS GEORGE H
HARR S JAMES GREGORY
HARR S STEPHEN WORTH
HARR SON ELIZABETH W
HARRISON GtOFFEREY K
HARRISON IDA T
HARRISON MA8LE E
HARRISON ROBERT E
HARR SON SUSAN PITTS
HARR SON TERESA M
HARRITOS HARRY C
HARROD WM JOSEPH
HARRY ELIZABETH ANN
HART ELIZABETH ANN
HART MONTE A
HART STEPHEN EDWiN
HARTEL DUDLEY RAY
HARTER GARY M
HARTSELL NANCY CAROL
HARVEY CHARLENE DAWN
HARVEY MARTHA ANDREA
^»ELOEN LAWF
HASELL BARRY
HASt .AWRENCE ^
' TOOMEP
HASHAM SALIM S
HASKETT LESLIE KYLE
HASKIn ANNA ESTES
HASLAM DAVID RUSSELL
HASSELL MICHAEL K
HASTINGS KENNETH D
HATCH DONALD F
HAUL8R00K LESTER RAY
HAUN DAVID J
HAWKES JAMES S III
HAWKINS DEXTER C
HAWKINS JANIS FAY
HAWKINS JOHN EDWARD
HAWKINS RHONDA P
HAWTHORNE BESSIE H
HAWTHORNE EMILY S
HAYDEN MARVIN LEE
HAYES PENELOPE PAGE
HAYES STEVE RANDY
HAYES WiLLARD EUGENE
HAYNES JAMES H JR
HAYNES LAURA E
HAYNES THOMAS G
HAYNIE ANN ^INSTEAD
HAYNSWORTH HUGH C
HAYWARO KATHLEEN E
HEAULEY MAXWELL I
HEAPE BARBARA M
HEARD GEORGE THOMAS
HEARN LOUIS C
HEATH ROBERT RAYMOND
HEATLEY *M ROBERT JR
HEATON DEBORAH ANN
HEATON KAREN HOEFER
HEATON MALCOLM E
HEIKKILA EMIL WM
HEITMAN MICHAEL S
HELLENGA KiM L
HELLER ELAINE G
heller rainer
helms john r jr
helton mitzi lynn
hembree nancy Gail
hembree tracy gail
henderson g suzanne
henderson james r
henderson marian j
henderson norman a
henderson thomas s
hendricks kim rene
hensel elizabeth b
henson john michael
henson richard scott
HERAZO MARLENE MEYER
FOR
AG EC
FIN MGT
HORT
ED
4 EC ZOOL
ED
ED
R
•ND
C R P
MGT SC •!<
E E 08
NURs as 05
E A 05
It ED
*"
EDUC*ND
EDUC«NO
E T 06
?? 'hi
11
EDUC*ND
MGT SC
4 I M
4 E A
4 RO
E S
SC
ZOOL
H P A
ACCT
SYS 6NG
M E
MICRO|duc*nd
For
ACCT
NURS BS
EL ED
IN ED
PER S
R P A
NURS. _ BS
IN ED-I
MICRO
£ E
RER S
S
04
06
01
08
•08
•U
01
il
08
05
I)
•il
06
08
%02U
HERBERT OEBRA R
HERNDON DANIEL J
HERRQN ANN A
HERRON JOE NEWT
HERRON ROY HOWA
HESTER N KIMBERLY
"5TER REBE
'
HEVE
S8
HEWE
HICK
Hi
h;
h:
h:
H
Hi
h:
h:
m;
H,
H,
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
h;
al:
y LAURA IRENE
VAN WARREN
JOAN W
CKMAN SALLY JEAN,
GGINS HENRY S III
GHTOWER CAROL E
GHTOWER ELEANOR
GHTOWER LOYAL G
GHTOWER MARY S
LDERBRAND TERRY N
LL DAVID PROCTOR
LL HOk£ SMITH JR
LL JAMIE LOU
LL MARY ELIZABETH
LL PHISCILLA JUNE
ENBRAND GARY F
ANNA MARIE
S WM ALBERT
NSON JAMES H JR
NTON MICHAEL JAMES
TRESCOTT
4'
NEi
NTON
PP 8EVE
X ST
N JR
-.- LY J
ANLEY HARRISON
HOBSON JUANITA ANN
HODAN JOHN ARTHUR
JEANNE """ADDISON
L
HODGE t
.
HODGES BARBARA
HODGES RUTH D
HODGES HUTHIA ANN
HOEFER JUDITH ANN
HOEY CATHERINE L
HOFFER DANIEL HOWARD
HOFFER JEROME M III
HOFFMANN BRYAN R
HOFFMANN SCOTT C
HOFFMANN WILLIAM A
HOFFORD SUZANNE
HOFMEYER CAROL M
HOGAN MATTHEW SEAN
HOGARTH VICKI ADAMS
HOLCOMBE DONNA L
HOLDEN BENJAMIN T
HOLIFIELD RILEY C JR
HOLLAND DANNY LEE
HOLLAND R WAYNE
HOLLAND ROBERT WARD
HOLLEMAN NATHAN W
HOLLEY NORMAN F
HOLLEY WANDA LEE ^
HOLLIDAY ANN TINSLEY
HOLLIDAY JAMES W JR
MOLLIS JOSEPH MARCUS
HQLLOWAY HAROLD E
HOLROYD PHILIP J
HOLSTEAD CHARLES
HOLSTON RICHARD L
HOLZBERGER BRIAN K
HONOROS STEVE GUS
HOOD DANIEL MICHAEL
HOOD REBECCA MCGEE
HOOPER STEPHEN E
HOOVER LEE A
HOOVER PAMELA
HOPK
'
HOPKINS
NS HUGH AGNEW
JANE KNIGHT
HOPKINS JOHN DAVID
HOPK NS SUSAN GAIL
HORNER JAMES HUGH
HORNER PATRICK JAMES
HORNICK RITA OIANNE
HORNICK TERESA DIANE
HORSEMAN CAROLYN B
HORSEMAN THOMAS OTIS
HORSFALL BENJAMIN L
HQRTON JOHN MANNING
HOSTETLER LINDA J
HOUK DANIEL JAMES
HOUSLEY BRENDa A
HOVANEC THOMAS P
HOWARD CLARENCE E
HOWARD DANIEL M
'
- JEFFREY
LARRY ALAN
JR
HOWARD
HOWARD
HOWARD
HOWARD
HOWARD
MELBA D
ROBERT
THOMAS
JAMES
IR\
'
;ne
howe frank alexander
howell bruce tucker
EL ED
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EL ED
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NURS BS
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SYS ENG
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M E
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MGT
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READING*
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IN ED
ADM MGT
RER S
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tL ED
C £ 07
RER S •11
ADM MGT 07
PO SC 08
EDUC-ND 11
FOR 08
ADM MGT 07
BIOENGR^U
« P A
READING^
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NAME - STATUS - C0UH6E - CLASS
hOMELL OEBRA DEWEY
HOmLE UAVIU SAMUEL
MOWLE JOSEPH 1
MSU JING SMING
MUBBAHO J
NAME STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
HUDSON BARRY JOSEPH
HUDSON DEBBIE FORD
HUDSON JOS STEPHEN
-- N PETER GEORGiHUDSO 5
JOSON phIlli
HUDSON ROBLRT
HUDSON WM
S
O M COPELANQ
HUFFSTLTLE(5 C LQUlSt
HUGGInS DONALD RAY
huggIns gilbert F JH
hughes a stephen
hughes james michael
hughes john t
hughes katherine a
hughes linda wms
HUIET WM CARTER JR
HULL NORA Elizabeth
HUME kathryn Ann
hunEycutt Ann w
hunt DAviD MALCOLM
HUNT KtlfH wAYMON
HUNTER BRYAN KENNETH
HUNTER JAMES MADISON
HUNTER MICHAEL OAVlU
HUNTER W WYATT
HUNTER WILSON
HUNTER *M JOSEPH
HUNTLEY LOUIS WARD
HURLEY KiMttERLY S
HURST DANIEL JAY
HUSTY RICHARD M
HufCHENb DAVID H
HUTCHINSON Susan d
HYDEH VICKI LEE
HYKES AMOS
ANNARELlI TINA D
LODIGiE KENNETH
NABINET BENJAMIN C
NGALLb DANA V
NMAN buE LILE
RBY HtLEN SCOTT
RBY SUSAN FRANCES
SOM JAMES M JR
SSAC HAY EBRAHIM
VKSTER UAylD BRUCE
VEY HARRIET A
JACKSON CLtyELAND
JACKSON GREGORYjACKSUNjACKbON
JACKSON
HILBR/
PRESTC
>GY
JAMESON HENJAM
<tTT FmanCEjAHWett HHETTAJAMH
HA L
JAYStS DANIEL ROGER
/ . LLIZaBETH
OAvIU
^LOROf H JH
AMY EDITHjENfvUS NUbEWT L III
JENKINS ALTER LEROy
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T S
I LYNN
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TEH
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ADM MGT 01
5 ED-NS*]
ENGL
Per s
CH E
ADM MGT OB
C E 04
ALAN
JANETTE F
JOHN L JR
"
~TH J
A ANN
STON CORY
•M bEATY
MARCUS KENNEY
GARY ALAN
LOU GEANIA
KATHHYN ANGELA
CHARLOTTE K
UEbHA ANN
PEGG LEE
b lN L
WAN S LYNN
MANTM YON
fER S
AGRON
MED T
ADM MGT
CH E
R P A
FOR
I M
AOM MGT
T-P-S
reaSing«
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ADM MGT
P b
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H A A
K P A
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AUM MGT
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h
a
I
b
•NO
AA
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NuHb
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»«URb AA 0**
PfH S •ii
ADM MGr Qb
ADH MOT OS
JOHNSON JAMES ROBERT
JOHNSON JOHN DAVID
JOHNSON JOSEPH B
JOHNSON JUNG CHEN C
JOHNSON JUYNE M
JOHNSON MALCOLM K JR
JOHNSON PATSY DEANS
JOHNSON ROBERT M
JOHNSON RUBY H
JOHNSON SALLIE ANN
JOHNSON STANLEY B
JOHNSON SUSAN DALE
JOHNSTON ANDREW W
JOHNSTON GALEN ANNE
^ON MARGir "JOHNS T-
. ^JOLLAY DAVID EARL
JOLLIE CLIFF CHESTER
JOLLY
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
JORDAN RUTH
JOSEPH MARY
IE
?^^
TRACY S
BARBARA J
EARLINE 5
FRANK K III
GEORGE P jR
KATHRYN SUE
MELANIA C
ROBERT EARL
ROGER ALLEN
THOMAS MICHAEL
TIMOTHY M
WALKER A
WALTER FLEMING
WILLIAM JACK
YVONNE C
JENNINGS
SADDA
7 |DyC.NO
JJ
K||||
6 PE •!! KEIL
JOSEY JON RENE
JOSIAH-FAEDUWOR SAHK
JOY PETER JOSEPH
JUDY AUBREY ELLISON
JULIAN DONNA E
JUMPER JOANNE GRAHAM
JUNE RICHARD NORMAN
JUSTICE CHARLOTTE H
KADASTEK MUSTAFA E
KAHLER KRISTI RUTH
KAMARUDDIN MARWAN
KANEKO hIdEAKI
KARAFIATH IMHE
KASPER ROBERT ERIC
KAY ADELE MCAULEY
KEARSE CHESTER M JR
KEASLER SUSAN L
EESE CAHOLYN ANN
KEESE JAMES LAWRENCE
Tl BAHBARA LOUISE
KEITH GERTRUDE B
KEITH JANib KAREN
KELKER PAUL RICHARD
KELLAM BETTY HARRILL
KELLAM KATHRYN D
KELLER RANI
KELLEY JAMI
KELLEY WM HARRIS
KELLOGG DEBORAH C
KELLY BRIAN JOHN
KELLY DEBRA wOOOS
KELLY JOHN CARSON
KELLY KAHEN SUSAN
KELLY MANY PATRICIA
KELLY NAOMI lOlS
KENDALL KObERT WM
KENNEDY ANGIE GEAN
KENNEDY SHARON G T
KENNEDY wiLMA JEAN
KESACK uebOhah lay
KESLER BLLENDA SUSAN
KHAN MUHAMMAD SAEEU
K
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LLlNGbwOHTH SANDRA
llIngsworth SONYA
LLOUGH SALLY J
NAHU JOHN T
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG ThEuUORE F
INIA A
ANTMONY
BENNlE CLYDE
BETTY C
ELLEN STFwART
kaTherTne pope
h1c^ey howace
STEPHEN
NGMAN ViRG
NGbMUHL SAMli
HKpATKiCK DE
KIHSCH MARGUI
KUINE UOHO'
RICHAHU
l
^L N
K LL D
guehTte a
Thy e
M E
ADM MGT
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NAM£ - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
KbOSTERMAN BARBARA
KNEBUSCH MARK RYAN
KNECHI WALLACE M_JR
KN NANC .EE
^^^gsr^^'"^^'
'
\rKNORR RONALD MAKNOX C HERBERT I
KQGUT LAWRENCE E
KOGUT MARIA JULIA
KONOVER HAIA
KORKOTSIOES A
KOSTER SAMUEL WM
KOWSHIK VIKRAM
KOZMA TERRY ALAN
KRAMM STEVEN T
KRAUS UAVIO WM
KRAUS HELMUTH
KR0NBER6 JAMES WM
KROPP PAMELA S
KU TSUN CHIA
KUKELKORN MARK E
KULZE ELIZABETH M
KULZE JOHN CHARLES
KUNA KATHLEEN JOYCE
KUNA PATRICIA ANNE
KUO WEN SHEnG
KURZUM SIMON E
LABlB KHALEO E B
LACEY KIM ANITA
LAF0R6E RICHARD W
LAKE DOROTHY F
LAMAR ROSSIE ANN
LAMB DEBORAH
LAMBERT WILLIAM ROY
LANDRUM MICHAEL K
LANE KIMBERLEY
LANE ROBIN TRACY
LANFORO DARREL WAYNE
LANGDON CHAS H III
LANGFORD CHARLES A
LANGSTON CHARLES L
LANGStON MARCIA M
LANGSTON STEPHEN M
LANHAM WM JOSEPH JR
LAOTHAMATAS ANAN
LASELVA JOHN JOSEPH
LASKEY HENRY ADRIAN
m'
HAM DON LOFTIS
HAM MAUDE WILSON
HEM RICHARDSON L
IMER QUAINETTE T
"MORE RONALD D
^AM ELIAS
LAVANCE MARK F
LAWANDALES E FRANK
LAWHORN PEGGY L
LAWHORNE LARRY W
LAWRENCE CYNTHIA
LAWRENCE ERNEST GREY
LAWRENCE JANE E
LAWRENCE MICHAEL JOS
LAWRIMORE CHARLES W
LAWSON ANN T
LAZOR MARY SUZANNE
LEACH DONNA VICTORIA
LEAPHART MERRIANNE
LEAR ROBERT SHELDON
LECROY LARRY F
LECROY ROGER A
LEDGERWOOD JERI J
LEE AARON KIRK
'ATHERINE M
YNTHIA ANN
_IANE MARIE
GLENN TAYLOR
PRINCELLA A
RONALD DALE
TIMOTHY ROBINSON
LEEKE CECIL MOLLIS
LEEMANN CHRISTIAN H
LEGRANO CHARLOTTE B
LEGRANU CUSTA HUFF
LEGRAND HARRY E JR
LEHR REBECCA LEE
LEIBNER JAMES EDWARD
LEIGH ARmTsTEAD C
LEIGHER TERRY B
LEIGHTON CONSTANCE M
LEMERE SHARON L
LENNARTZ MICHAEL R
LENNOX BRUCE D
LENNY NANCY MUTTEN
LEONE DONNA MARIE
LEOPARD JAMES THOMAS
LEPOFSKY LISA
LESLEY ALTA MARIE
RSYCM
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TEXT
CH BS 1^
ECON 11
8 E 02
NURS BS 05
^OOL "l^
DM MGT 02
L ED
L PATH
MBAUJm
NOER
NOER
LESLEY JERRY BENNETT
i GAYLE GOODMAN
i DENNIS ALLEN
) JEROME Lyi^^E**
> LISA MANSFIELD
i LOUISE MEBANE
i LYNN ELIZABETH
J PATRICK H
i WILLIAM DONALD
ROBERT STEVEN
"~T GREGORY ALAN
»H DOUGLAS t
:h tangjack lamar jr
JAMES B
STEPHEN F
NONER GARY MICHAEL
LJNDSAY DAVIS DUPRE
ERIC EVAN
ROBERT J
RICHARD E
GEORGE A
LIPPINCOTT BARBARA L
L STON EVELYN F
NDSAY
^ NDSAY
LlPeSEl
L PPARt
L TTERAL ANDY
[MOTHY
[RETT OEIRDRE A
iNGSTON C ELAINE
_lyiNGStONE JOHN E
LOCKE RONALD WILLIAM
LOCKLAIR FRED £
LOCKLAIR RANDY LEWIS
LOCKWOOD CATHRYN SUE
LOFTIS WILLIAM D
LOMBAROI JULIAN
LONG PMYLLIS E
LONG ROBERT Til
LONGO JOHN R
LONGSHORE M PATRICK
LONON GERALD EUGENE
LQOPER DONALD R
LOOPER MARK ANTHONY
LOOPER MARY E
LOOPER THOMAS M JR
LORD MARiSA KAYE
LORD ROBERT JOHN F
LOVE SALLY
LOVE SARAH ELIZABETH
LOVEJOY JACK EDWARD
LOVELACE OSCAR F jR
LOVINGGOOD RAY D
LOWDER STEVEN HAROLD
LOWE RObERT V
LOWERY HENRY K JR
LOWRY JAMES W
LUBBERS DAVID HILARY
LUBOW JAY ALAN
LUCAS JUDITH B
LUCK CAROL ANN
LUlSA PETE"
-
LUNN
l-WNS
, ^ ^LUPO LiNDSEY DAVIS
LUSZCZ LEON JOHN JR
LYdRAND KAREN E
LYLE JOHN DAVID JR
LYLE LAFAYETTE S III
LYLES ROBERT DODD
LYLES WAYNE CREWS
LYMAN ELIZABETH E
LYMAN SElIna G
LYNCH MYRA JANE
LYNCH JERRI DENISE
LYNN KENNETH OLLIE
LYONS ANNETTE ROE
MA NING YUAN RICHARD
MABRY HENRY F JR
MACARTHY MAUREEN C
MACCALLUM ROBERT WM
MACDONALD RALPH G JR
MACHNIK STEPHEN J
MACK JAMES H
MACKIE MELISSA ROWE
MACLAREN LINDA GAIL
MADDEN DEBRA LYNNE
MADDOX WM CLARENCE
MAHAFFEY JANE E
MAHAFFEY JUNE CAGLE
MAHAFFEY MURPHY R JR
MAHONEY MARK JOSEPH
MALCOLM SUSAN V
MALMGREN PATRICIA D
MALONE DANIEL M JR
MALONE JOE HAL
MALSTROM CARLA SUE
MALSTROM GARRELL W
MANCINO JULIA
'
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name: STATUS - COURSE - CLASS NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
MANGRUM THOMAS KEITM
MANGUM JOHN C JR
MANJI KAHIM Y
MANN OEBORA LANGLEY
MANNING MICHAEL F
MANYAK KAREn E
MARCENGILL MELINOA
MARETT STEPHEN JOHN
MARION VIOLA
MARKOFF DOUGLAS NEIL
MARKOVICH LYNN CAROL
MARKOVlCH THOMAS E
MARRA JLNOME FRANCIS
MARKINER MAMK STEVEN
MARSH MAHRY Ray JR
MARSHALL MARY ALICE
OONALt) WAYNEMARS
MART
MAR
MAR
MAR
MAR
MARTI
MART
MART
MART
MARTIN
mart''
J NALp Yr
CARL EDWARD
CHARLES EDGAH
CLAUDIA ANN
GREGORY K
JANE BOWERS
JERRI LYNN
KATHLEEN ANN
KENNETH A
LOUISA FARMER
MARY C
SARA JANE
MARTURANO VICTOR G
MASON CHARLES T
MASON GAHY LEE JR
MASSEY RONALD JAMES
MASSEY WANDA LYNN
MAST UOHOTHY ANN
MASTROMICHALIS G S
MATHIS TIMOTHY GLENN
MATTHEW HOdERT T
MATTHEWS BONNIE S
MATTHEWS OlANNE
FRED JAMES
JAMES E JR
MARILYN 8
NANCY T
ROBERT S
RONALD DEAN
VERNELL M
MATTOA WM RICHARD JR
MAUNEY MICHAEL SHAY
LUANNE
MAYES OLIVER SCOTT
MAYFiELO DANIEL C
MAYER HARMON
MAYS PATRICK CALHOUN
" APHIL Pf~'
MCABEE DEBBIE
MAZZUCCO »ETRA
ANN
C JAYNE
GARY DEAN
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XAHTHY JOANNE IXAHTHY HUBERT R
CAWTY MICHAEL ICASK LL AMY MaRIAN
;CASK LL BARPY S
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;aSK LL KEITH A
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MCDONALD ELIZABETH J
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OOWELL GREG RITNER
DOWELL KAREN LYNN
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E BARBARA S
GEACHIE MICHAEL
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,GEE SARA LOUISE
;GILL MIRIAM RUTH
MCGINNI!
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GILL RAYMOND K
'S J CARSON
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NS GWENDOLYN D
MCGRATM MICHAEL F
MCGREGOK MAHY MONICA
GUFFEE MICHAEL G
GUIRE MARY LYNN
INTY8E DEBORAH E
kenna jack F
KENZIE CAROL L
KINNEY ANNE GARNER
KINSTER JERRY LEE
MCLAUGHLIN JOSEPH W
MCLEAN ROBERT M
MCLEAN ROBERT S
MCLELLAN BEVERLY Y
MCMAHON LESLIE ANNE
MCMANUS LQNNIE GLEN
MCMANUS NORMA FAYE
MCMEEKIN SUSAN T
MCMICHAEL WILSON
MCMILLAN C MICHELLE
MCMILLAN PRESTON S
MCNAHARA JAMES P
MCNEILL ANDREW B
MCNEILL WM E JR
MCNULTY AMANDA C
MCRAE LYMUEL
MCTEER WILLIAM SENN
MCWHITE JUDY ANN
MEADERS JAMES MORGAN
MEaDORS MARSHALL L
MEADOWS TOMMY C
MEALING WILLIAM J JR
MEANS WILLIAM E
MELIN ROGER WAYNE
MELTER RONALD R JR
MELTON SUSAN P
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CHARLES GERALU
CLYDE B
MOQKE pEdORAH R
MOORE EDGAR RAY JR^
MOORE EDWARD CLAYTON
ELIZABETH A
ELLEN M
EMILY 8R0»<N
FRANK ROBERT
FRANKLIN GREGG
JANET KAYE
KAREN MARGARET
LEWIS J JR ,
MARY ELIZABETH
NANCY E
)ORE TERRELL LANE
MOORER JOHN M JR
MOORHEAD CHERYL A
MOORHEAD EVELYN KAY
MORAN HARRIET JANE^
MORRIS DONALD WAYNE
MORRIS ELAINE LATHAM
MORRIS RANDOLPH R
MORTEN RICHARD L
MORTON CLAYTON S
MOSS GARY DEAN
MOSS JOSEPH w SR
MOORE
MOORE
MOORE
MOORE
MOORE
MOORE
MOORE
MOORE
MOORE
MOORE
MOORE
MOORE
M0(
mOsterTz diannE C
MOUSSATOS VASILIANA
MOXLEY RICHARD ALAN
"YLE S"*- -- -
CKENF
CKENF
MO
MO '
MU
MU
MULL
TEPHANIE ILA
HOMAS MICHAEL
USS CARL E
_US§ JULIE
DtbeiE ^
MULLER BOYCE LEE
MULLIGAN MARY SCHWOB
MULLIGAN WILLIAM C
MULLIKIN SUSAN LEAH
MULLIKIN VIRGINIA S
MULL NAX CURTIS C JR
MULL NAX VIRGINIA L
MULLIS TERRY LEON
MONDAY EARL BYNUM
MUNDELL DEBORAH A
MUNRO WALTER MARTIN
MURPHY DONALD M
RENEE KASDORFMURPHY
MURPHY
MURPHY
MURPHY
MURRAY
MURRAY
MURRAY
MURRAY
RICHARD
TIMOTHY R
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WM RADCLIFFE
CYNTHIA P
JOHN PHII
MICHAEL
REBECCA B
LIP
PAUL
MUSCHICK OFFIE J
MYERLY BARBARA ANN
MYERS BETTY JEAN
MYERS RHETT
MYERS STEPHEN C
MYRICK MARIANNE E
NABORS BEVERLY J B
NANCE ALMARETTA
NANCE JOHN KICHARD
NANCE JOSEPH DAVID
NANCE MARVIN WAYNE
NAULTY SHERBURNE F
N^AL JOEY^LESLIE
NEAL JR
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RUSSELL
NEALE ALMA TERESA
NEALE GEORGE DOUGLAS
NEELY SARAH BETH
NEELY WM HOWARD
NELSON HILARY SUSAN
NELSON JANET MARIE
NELSON JOHN CHARLES
NELSON RICHARD
NELSON SAMUEL EDGER
NESBITT LAWRENCE P
NESTLER JOHN M
NEWHOUSE DOROTHY ANN
NEWTON ROGER E
NEwTON WESLEY HAROLD
NG LYSANDER
"CHOLS RUBY MYERS
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RHODES LEON WILBUR
RHODES LYNNE AUSTIN
RHODES WALTON THOMAS
CE AME ELAINE
CE WILLIAM DONALD
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DWIGHT A
GEORGE R
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MARY JOYCE
TIMOTHY M
ROCHESTER JUNE M
ROCHESIER LLOYD R
ROCHEStER MELBA LYNN
ROCHESTER RICHARD E
RODDEY SUSAN M
ROESEL HELEN ANNE
ROGERS BELINDA H
ROGERS CLARENCE DEAN
ROGERS DAVID J SR
ROLLIN BRUCE G
ROLLINS WAYNE MONTE
ROMANSKY BEvERLY L
ROME
RONE
STANFORD
JANICE DALE
ROPER CYNTHIA LIE
ROPER David '^'^-
ROPER DIANE
ROSE CHARl
ROSE CHRir
ROSE JEANNJ
ROSOCHACKI MARY ANN
ROSS ANNA ELIZABETH
ROSS CYNTHIA
ROSS DAVID CHARLES
ROSS FREU ALLEN
ROSS SUSANNA M
ROSSMAIER JOHN F
ROWAN CAROLINE M
ROWAN MARK W
ROWE CARROLL D JR
ROWE CLAUDE Bill
ROWLANDS MICHAEL L
ROYCE GODWIN
ROYCE KENNETH WM
RUFF BOBBIE JO
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JOHN MARTIN
SANDERS JOEL RUSSEL
SANDERS MARGARET L
SANDERS MILES M
SANDERS WM CHARLES
SAPP DEBORAH LYNN
sarracIno GERALDINE
SATTERFIELD GWYNNE P
SATTERFIELD RANDOLPH
SATTERWHITE STEVEN R
SATYAMURTHY KAlLASAM
SAUNDERS ALLEN B
SAUNDERS CHARLES V
SAVERANCE DONALD W
SAVOLD nancy ANN
sawyer jane s
saxe thomas king
saxQn donnIe ray
saxton teresa renea
sakers walter e jr
saylors mary burgess
SCADDEN RICHARD ALAN
SCANLON JOSEPH E
SCARBOROUGH SHELLEY
SCARBOROUGH THOMAS A
SfiHAFER MARK ALAN
SCHARNBERG VIRGINIA
SGHEER PATRICIA ANNE
SCHIMPF TOMMY LEE
SCHIRMER KAREN EDITH
SCHISSEL LAWRENCE A
SCHMALZ RICHARD A
SCHMID LONNY RAY
schnIbben CEBIE K
SCHREInER STEPHEN P
SCHROFF EDWARD G
SCHUETTE ROBERT L
SCHULTZ JOHN R
SCHUMPERT GEORGE III
SCHWARZ PATRICIA K
SCIULLI AN6EL0 JR
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SHELTON WALTER HOMER
1
li
01
06
,
{
'
I
I
.
,
06
01
w 8 •lI
ADM SPV U
EC ZOOL 08
ADM MGT 06
IN ED 07
MGT
SYS ENG
pjjgS BS
AN SC 08
R P A 04
•ND*
NAMfc - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
SHEN LONLI UAVIU
SHEPHERD MICHAEL WM
SHEPPASD CONNIE M
SMEPPARO TQM PICKENS
SHEPPS LAWRENCE ART
SHERMAN DEBORAH S
SHERRILL DAVID S
SHIPES OERRELL ALVER
SHlPMAN CHRISTOPHER
SHIRLEY JOHN S JR
^SHIRLEY THOMAS ROBT
SHOCKLEY MARIA B
SHOOK BOBBI LANE
SHORT KEvlN MICHAEL
SHOwALTEH GEORGE B
SHULT^ABERGER THOMAS
CKLtS MARK DAVID
FFORD GREGG PAUL
FPORU TERESA ANN
GMON EVERETTE B
S LLAY JAMES MICHAEL
S LVERMAN RICHARD J
S MMONS BEVERLY A J
S MMONS CLYDE B JR
MMONS LAURA SPEED
MMONS NANCY C
MMONS ROY DAVID
NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
MPSON BRAD M
MPSON JOE PRESTON
MPSON CAROLYN G
MS JAMES MONROE
MS MARY BETH
MS SHtRRiLL
MS STEPHEN H
MS THERESA ANN
NGH GURBIR
InGLETaRY MICHAEL D
NGLETON JOAN
NNAMON WALTER B
PPEL LAWRENCE G
TES DIANE PFRWY
TTON SARAH E
TTON SUSAN VALERIE
SKELTON BOBBY JOE JR
}InE T
JETH J
NNER caTher:
NNER ELIZAB^
NNER ESTON W JR
NNER SANDRA DEE
NNER TERESA S
CE JERRY KIBLER
SLOAN MARGARET E
SLOAN HOBERT A
SMALL JAMES JR
SMALL MAX POOLE JR
SMALL OSCAR JOHNSON
SHaThERS KEvlN JOE
H ULAN ^
M pEYVUr
H E law;
TH CAMILLA ANNE
TH UAVID KEVIN
HOWARD
UNNE F
SON
TH EahL C JR
Tm FkANKLiN J
th gahhiet wade
TH GEORGE NEwTON
tm gketa lee
Tm MOKACE P II
Tm HOWARD EUGENE
'H JAY MOBERT
H jettie nelson
H JOANNE
M KaThy marie
Th lamah M
Th uAVERNE
Tm LlNUA PEOEN
Th LOTTIE LEE
TH LULIUS HOGH
Th MlCHAtL AUGEM
Th hIchAEL CKaTg
M E
FOR
R-ARCH
«ED I
iG EC •!<»
lOM MGT 06
08U
I
ipoc.
E
)UC«NO
DUC-ND
puc.NO
Ml
ADM MGT
CH E
LIB ART
ADM SPV
200L
gOHS
i M
NURS
ii
BS
05
0^
i»
02
•03
MGT Q**
BS<
iOOL
FOR
EL ED
ADM
R P A
EL ED
RSYCH
llfs
BOT
In ED
CH E
E E
ADM MGT
ADM MG
ADM MG
EL ED
READING
Educ»nd»
For
iOOL
MATH BS
i ^FIN MGT
NURS BS
ADM MGT
PL PH
"n MGT
t8?
0,
0"
03
§s
Ob
B
I
Th hIChael LYNN
Th MUhaEl OmsTEL)
TH OlIN mRay
TH ORLANDO FirE
Tm OHvlLLA JEAN
Th PaFRTCIa C
Th Paul oRyan
Th waymono ThEO
Th mheTT hopper
Th micmahd Clyde
Tm MObEHT M
SMITH RUSSELL LAMAR
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SARAH JOYCE
SHERI ANN
SIBBALD M
STEVEN GIBSON
SUSAN JO
WILLIAM C
M ROTHE
HWiCK JONATHAN A
JR
JR
RODNEY MARK
:r eric H
;S CALVIN MILTON
SNELGROVE KEITH OMAR
SNE
SN
SN __ ..
SOL SUSAN THOMAS
SONS PEGGY T
SORENSEN MICHAEL W C
SORROW JAMES A JR
SORROW JOYCE ANN
SOSEBEE MICHAEL T
SOUKEY JOHN L
SOX LAURIE HOLLACE
SPANN HENRY SMITH
SPARKS PATRICIA
SPEAR BRADFORD JAMES
SPEARMAN ANDREA LYNN
SPERLING PAMELA A
SPILLER PAUL CRAIG
SPONAU^LE DANNY l,EE
SPRENG DwIGHT S III
SPRAGUE CRAIG JOl
lAMEb
NANCY
MICRO
R P A
NURS BS
FIN MGT
ACCT
R P A
PER S •
ADM MGT
6 NUTR
3 bNGL
4 EL Et
SPRUILL RODMAN T JR
ST JOHN DONNA LOUISE
ST PETER ROGER LEE
STACHOVIAK WM V
STACY WM HENRY
S'AGG JAMES NATHAN
STAHLSMITH ANNE D
STALEY WALTER LAIRD
STALLWORTH LAURA
S ANCIL ANITA SUE
S ANCIL C MICHAEL
STANLEY DAVID LEE
STANLEY KENNETH R JR
S ANLEY MONON A
STANSELL LINDA H
STANSELL MAHTHA N
STARR TERI ELIZABETH
STATHAKIS JOHN JAMES
STEADMAN CLAYTON D
STEADMAN JERRY DEAN
STEELE ANN MARIE
STEELE DAVID ALLAN
STEEN RANDY WILSON
STEGALL SUSAN LOLLlS
SIEIFLE GEORGE G
S EPHENS JOAN MARIE
S EVENS ELAINE C
S EVENS J HERBERT JR
S EVENS HODNEY
S EVENSON EDWARD A
S 'EWART BENJAMIN D
STEWART FRANCES S
STEWART MARGARET E
STEWARt ROBERT M
S EWART THOMAS E
S lEPEL ANGELA B
S IFF FkANK WILLIS
S ILL HUGH ROGERS
I IWk s/AMES EVON JRStiPE Thomas norwOou
stockman jacob e
stodoahu mahk s
stoduaru thomas b
s okes mark reynolds
stokes michael l
S' SSnE DAVlO^R'rv^Ri
S ONE LINDA KAREN
S ONER RICHARD DAVID
S OUT WAVlU HAROLD
S OUT JEFFEHY WM
S OUTt TREVOR QwEN
S OwERS JAMES RAY
b RAIN HOBEHT WM
S RATTON MARY MURRAY
S RAOSS SAM E JR
S RAWHORN JAMES WM
SlRtEI j^ S A
NURS BS 03
W B •11
NURS BS 03
C E 06
eiCRO •lI
RSYCH 65
S EO«EN^U
RO SC
PHYS BS
P-PHt T
rm core
iT
t E •!!
FIN MGT 05
R P A
RHYS BS
R-ARCH
R-ARCH
M E
MATH BS
EL ED
ACCT
ENT
AG E
\0 MECH
•ER S
EDUC^NO
ADM MGT
li
Oti
A
06
ORE 01
t A 05
EDUC-NO 11
EOUC»ND
ACCT *
E E
W B
R P A
ADM SPv
HORT
ADM MGT
AGRIC
ADM MOT
C R P
FOR
R P A
CH E
ACCT
CH BS
M E
11
O'*
06
01
OB
u
06
ii
05
0^
06
Qii
OB
i>
03
>ER
NO HARRY L VH
AND ERNEST E
ROM ROBERT RYAN
WONG CHERYL LYNN
ROUD DAVID WALKER
STROOD HERBERT UEwEY
STROOPE ELUABETH J
6 AG MECH
ECON
j:
6 AkF
6 MICRO
kOM
NO
A(
EL
MOT
EU
NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS NAME STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
STRUBLE JAMES EDWARD
STUBBS DAVID DERRICK
STUCKEY WILLIAM C
stuKES KATHY ANN
StUKES TERI LYNN
STUTZENBERGER ANNA A
SUAREZ ERNESTO
SUBER DIANNE HUTTO
SUBER JOHN FRANCIS
SUBLETTE JOSEPH S JR
SUGGS JAMES W JR
SUGGS REBECCA ANN
SUGGS RONNIE JIMMIE
SUIT CURTIS OUANE
SUITS DAVID FRANKLIN
SULLIVAN ANNE ARANT
SUMEREL GARY WM
SUMMEY JIMMY RAY
SUTHER TAMARA SUE
SUTKER LI8BY RUTH
SUTTERLIN RODRICK M
SUTTLES S CAROLL JR
SUTTON LEROY MORRIS
SUTTON THOMAS DAVID
SWAIN WM E JR
SWARTZ PHILIP RAY
SWAYNGHAM BESSIE WMS
SWAYNGMAM BETH ANN
SWEARINGEN GEORGE S
SWEAT ELAINE M
SWINDOLL JOHNIE G
SWINDOLL ROBERT D
SWORDS STEPHEN E
SYKES RUSSELL J JR
SZEWCZYK JOHN FRANK
SZYMANSKI MARK T
"ABOR ALICE DIB
ALBERT DAVID M
ALBERT wM ROY
ALLEY RONALD N
ANNER STEPHEN M
ANT CYNTHIA DIANE
ARPLEY JOHN E
ATE JAN LINN
AYLOR BARNEY E
AYLOR BEVERLEY A
AYLOR CYNTHIA K
AYLOR DAVID WAYNE
"AYLOR FRANCES L
AYLOR JAMES JR
TAYLOR JOEL KAISER
"AYLOR JOHN DAVID
AYLOR JOHN DAVIS
AYLOR PATRICIA H
TAYLOR RICHARD C JR
"AYLOR ROBERT ANDREW
AYLOR ROBERT E JR
"AYLOR STEPHEN P
AYLOR ZACHARY LEE
"EDpER JENNIFER LYNN
EDESCU CHRISTINE L
EDFORD STEWART B
"EMPEL DAVID T JR
TEMPLE KEVIN M
ENNEY JOHN BAKER
ERRY CAROLYN J
THACHER JOHN EDMUND
"HACKSTON ANNE WYSE
HACKSTON HOYT KEITH
THOMAS BETSY BEALE
CHARLES EARL
JANET VEVA
JOANNE M
JOHN A
THOMAS
THOMAS
HOMAS
HOMAS
HOMAS
THOMAS
HOMAS
JUDI LYN
MARY ESTHER
MARYLAND
HOMAS PAUL EDWARD
THOMAS SCOTT KEITH
THOMAS SUSAN ANGELA
"HOMAS SUSAN BRYANT
HOMAS SUSAN V
THOMASON C DEBRA
"HOMASON M KAREN
• HOMPSON DEBORAH SUE
" HOMPSON FRANK A II
HOMPSON GARY D
THOMPSON GENE B
THOMPSON GENEVIEVE K
THOMPSON GEORGE M
THOMPSON JAMES C JR
THOMPSON TERRY DALE
THOMPSON WM MARSHALL
THOMSON KATHY S
THORNTON MARK JOEL
THRAILKILL BYRON L
6 AGRON 14
4 R P A 07
4 AG EC 08
4 NURS BS 05
6 SCS-NO 11
5 RER S 11
4 CH E 06
4 R P A •07
6 RHYS BS 11
4 IN ED-V 06
4 E A •OB
6 gL ED •U
4 E T 07
4 ADM MGT 03
4 ADM MGT Ob
4 FD SC OS
4 M E •07
4 AG E 07
6 ENT 14
6 FOR 11
6 CH BS 14
4 R P A 04
4 IN ED 02
4 R P A 03
4 R-PHY T 12
4 EL EO 05
4 IN ED 02
3 CH E 07
4 E T 06
4 CH E 06
6 ENGL 'U
4 FOR 05
3 EL ED 07
6 RL PH ^14
01
6 ADM SPV»11
5 R P A 11
4 NURS AA^04
6 E E •U
4 S ED«SP 07
6 RHYS BS 14
6 RHYS BS 14
6 ENGL 11
4 (^ICRO 05
4 E T 04
01
3 CH E 05
6 RL PH 14
4 W P A 07
4 I M 06
6 BIOENGR 11
6 SYS SNG 14
4 IN EO 12
3 PSYCH 06
3 M E 07
4 BOT Ob
4 E E 07
4 AOM MGT 06
4 R-ARCH Ob
1 IN ED 01
6 AN PH 14
4 FIN MGT 06
4 ^OOL Ob
4 WORT 06
6 E S E 11
4 E CH ED 05
7 ADM SPV 11
4 HORT 06
3 tL ED 03
6 PL PH 14
4 NURS BS 02
4 IN ED-A 07ICE 01
4 SOC 06
4 NON-DEG 12
4 ACCT 05
4 EL ED •05
1 tL ED 01
1 ZOOL 01
4 ADM MGT 07
7 C E 11
7 EL ED 11
6 ADM SPV 11
7 EDUC«ND 11
4 AOM MGT^Ob
6 ZOOL 11
6 Ch BS 14
6 EL ED •11
4 C E 06
01
nKLLIM^LU OAKbAr
HRIFT MARCIA L^
HROwER LARRY L
ICE DORIS FRaN(
thrailkill elizabeth
threatt bobby ray
hrelkeld bar ara r
JR
ANCES
BRNO PHILIP CRAIG
LLEY CALLIE
LLEY PATRICIA ANN
LLMAN PATRICIA G
LLMAN wM RAINES
LLWICK DAVID CRAIG
MS H COLEMAN III
NG REBECCA SUN
NSLEY JACQUELINE D
TODD ANN DUPRE
"ODD JOSEPH M
OLLISON STEVEN B
RIPP ,
RIVEL/
TROITir
nTURMON
TURNER
TURNER
TURNER
TURNER
TURNER
-
"^IN
TOLLISON TROYCE L
"OMPKINS PAT P JR
DOLE WENDY JOAN
ORNOW ALBERT F JR
OTH MARIAN NANCY
TOUCHbERRY J CLEVE
OWE THOMAS KEVIN
RAVIS DAVID S JR
REME JAMES CALVIN
JUDY EVELYN
AS NICHOLAS
NO SANDRA LEE
TROUSDELL TODD W
RULUCK JOHN FELKEL
SAl ANGELA YUN-YUN
SIVITSE MARYANNE
UCCI ROBERT LOUIS
^UCKER GARY BENJAMIN
tUMBLiN RICHARD A
"URBEVILLE J CELESTE
PATRICIA H
ARTHUR MASON
BEVERLY SUSAN
ROBERT MILTON
SUSAN V
. _ _ VALERIE ARDEN
TURP MARY BETH
TUTEN RICHARD H
TWORKOSKI THOMAS
ULMER MICHAEL REED
UNDERWOOD DEBORAH M
UNDERWOOD WILLIE JR
UNSER ROBERT F
upChorch joe ERVIN
UTLEY JOSEPH R JR
VALENTINE WILLIAM L
VAN DE MERWE WILLEM
VAN DIJK HOWARD J
VAN gIESON MICHAEL P
VAN SUKDAM JOHN R
VANDOREN LUCIAN KIRK
VARGAS MARIA C
VARN DEBORAH SHARON
VARN REX ENRIGHT
VAUGHAN STUART R
VAUGHN PATRICIA C
VAUGHN RICHARD ALLEN
VEHORN GLENN MICHAEL
VERCH CATHERINE C
VERONEE M KENNETH
VICKERY JOSEPH ROSS
VIRGO RABUN STEVEN
VOGEL HENRY L II
wADDY JOANN GARRISON
wADE JOHN L
WADE MICHAEL SCOTT
WAINSCOTT SUSAN LEE
WALCZYK ANN LOUISE
WALCZYK THOMAS DAVID
wALD RONALD DEDRICK
WALDEN SHERRY ELAINE
WALDREP MARGARET E
WALDRON MARCUS C
WALKER CARMEN M
WALKER GEORGE L
WALKER JAMES R
WALKER JEFFREY NEAL
WALKER KEITH BERNARD
WALKER L DEREE
WALKER LEE POPE
WALKER NANCY LOUISE
WALKER PATRICK T
WALKER THERON OTIS
WALKER WALTER OSWALD
WALKER WM ALLEN III
WALL HERBERT C JR
WALLACE ERNEST WAYNE
WALLACE GLENN A
4 EL ED 07
4 R P A 07
01
i UTo l\
2 03
6 EL ED
•a4 EL ED
5 feNT
4 R P A it
6 E S E
4 MICRO
6 RL PATH
J)
11
4 IN ED 06
6 ENGL
4 1 M a
6 MICRO
4 S £D«EN
11
• Ob
4 IN ED 08
4 R P A 07
4 ENGR
4 FIN MGT
T 1
•08
07
4 AN SC
4 EC ZOOL
08
08
2 EL ED 06
4 R P A 08
4 E CH ED 08
4 S £D*HI 08
3 t E 12
054 NURS BS
6 MICRO 11
4 ADM MGT 04
4 R P A 08
4 M E o;:
5 EDUC»ND 11
5 U A .NO
Jt2 WURS AA
4 HIST 03
4 NURS BS 05
t hx'i :i
4 R P A 6
6 FOR
\
3 M E
4 LIB ART
4 M E 07
6 IN ED
4 FOR 'li
4 R P A 06
6 RHYS BS 14
6 NUTR
4 ADM MGT
14
07
4 M E 08
4 P-ARCH 1)8
6 MATH BS
4 MED T
4 I M
3 SOC
04
05
6 EL ED •11
12 ADM MGT
4 R P A 118
6 EL ED
4 E E i7
084 R P A
4 P-ARCH 06
4 MATH BS 05
5 EDUC«ND
.116 ADM SPV
2 PSYCH 01
5 EDUC-ND
4 EL ED
045^1 •06
6 EL ED 11
6 C R P 11
6 ZOOL
4 CH E
14
03
6 EDyC*ND •II
0/
4
2 ADM MGT 01
4 NURS BS 05
6 |L^EU
•J
6 w B •11
6 RHYS BS 4
46 MATH BS
4 FOR 08
4 FOR 05
4 E T 05
6 PL PH 14
NAME. - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS NAME - STATUS - COUH&E - CLASS
WALLACE M GARY III
WALLACE NELSON LYNN
WALLACE ROBERT LEWIS
WALLACE STANLEY E
walSm Dale allan
WALTER CHARLOTTE
WALTERS JAMES P
WALTERS MARY S
WALTERS SUSAN E
~Z FHtOOJE
. ELAINE DICKSON
WARQELL THERESA JOAN
It
waRu
iOE
WARE LISA KAY
WARNER RICHARD C
WARNQCK ALICE LANE
WARREN BARBOUR SCOTT
WARREN MARY J
SARA £
J&TON
.AK JE
WAT
WATFORD ALLEN HA
WATKINS HAROLD A
WATKINS JAMES M
WATSON BILLY DANIEL
WATSON BRUCE RICHARU:e ict-
lERINE
mm I jvii 1
WATT CL/
wATTERSC
WATTS fi-
WATSON CATHER V
WATSON DEBORAH ANN
WATSON DONALD WAYNE
WATSON JAMES CHESLEY
WATSON JILL ANNE V
WATSON TARI B
WATSON WADE HARRIS
(A AUDE E JR
)0N THOMAS F
"RANK B JR
WATTS KATHY ALFREDA
wEAThERLY KURT F
wEaThERS RONALD A
WEAVER CHARLES R JR
wEBb bAKUARA A
wEBB DEAN ROBERTSON
wEBB EVELYN JEAN
wEBB PHILLIP L JR
WEDUINOTON RICHARD
WEEKS 0E0R6E C
WEEKS KATHRYN M
wEIR THOMAS ANDERSON
wELBORN DEBRA CLARKE
mElDON HONALD WM
W^LLS CRAIO ALLEN
-LLS OERALDINE RUDD
,LLS JACUUELINE P
.S JOHNNY DOUGLAS
NK BETH E
NK JAMES MARTIN
NGER c Paul
I NGER KAREN E
^_ CAHKIE JEAN
WEST GtOwGE E
WEST wunalu Eugene
wtSTBUMY BONNIE K
wESTBUWY RUSSELL F
wH^LEN WILLIAM P
wHEATlEY RICHARD A
.EH MATHEW ROY
iTONE JACK M jR
,
ANN THWEAUGILL
,
cathy dunne
,
Charles b
Claka aqelia
,
JUUITh flowers
,
^lM MOUSE
M ELIZABETH
' AWLES
ADM MGT 06
IN EU-A 08
ADM MGT 08
MATH 8S»;
NURS AA
I M 08
RE DI C
LENA_ROBERTSON
CARLA M
TE SAMMY TH
TE TINA kEnEE
TE TONY lEROY
TE wiLLlAM C JR
TritLU DONNA RUTH
UltLU EDDIE M
TlEY KAY BPyaN
TLUL^ ALii^N WMtTT
tMlwE JOSEPH EANL
IT HONALU KEITm
TTEN MAWSMALL L
TtuL jtHwr N
lOOlNi
GGlNb
LBOMN
iLBUHN
JH
• JW
JON ALAN
mLmmiRqeh t
LAHOL F
ThUMAS DAVlD
Oi
i|
07
07
E §;
'SYCH 0<Si IIPA 07
ADM MGT 05
S ED 08
GEOL SS 04
I M 05
fcJICRO •08
E CH ED II
M P A 08
S ED«HI«II
T-P-S 14
T-P-S 14
EL ED •n
C E 08
R-ARCH 08
ADM MGT
RSYCH
ACCT
ADM MGT
06
06
06
06
05
08
04
•0*
NURS AA«02
ADM MGT 06
SOC 08
FOR 05
EL ED 06
08
^- •H
FIN MGT 08
CR E 04
ADM SPV»U
ZOOL
wicRO
RER S
EL ED
AG MECH
E S E
tDUC»ND
IN ED-I
SOC
ADM SPV
IN ED-A
R P A
4 IN EU
4 In ED-
< FIN M(
6?
i{
04
u
II
06
l-A
GT
T
W B
EDUC'ND
EL EU
HORT 11
L E Ott
HQKT •06
S ED-MA
HORT
t S E
LNT
FOR
OR
GEOL bA
ACCT
W-ARCM
S ED*fR
LIB AMT
*1S-ST
IJ
05
05
08
05
06
18
\ 'At.tV l\< ENGL 7
6 AiF iNU U
4 t E «
6 f b «
6 SYS kNG
<» K H X Ott
<• MICRO 08
<* nuhs aa oj
** TEat 00
ILCOX FLOYD LEWIS
LCOX RICHARD ALLEN
LD BRUCE ROGER
LKERSON MARK w
E JOEL DANIEL
AMS ANN R
AMS BILL B JR
LL AMS CORA J
' *"- FRANK L
ILLIAMS IRA TONEY
: JAY AUSTiN
LLlAMS JEROME BROY
JESSICA C
JIMMY N
KATHRYN
KEVIN D
AMS LAURA JANE
AMS LEONARD A
LOIS MARTIN
MARY H
RONNIE A
WILLIAM S
wM A III
LL
LL
LL
LL
LL
LL
LL
LL
LL
LL
LL
LL
LL
LL
LL
LL
LL
LL
LL
LL
IL
tk
AMS
AMS
AMS
AMS
S
ON
LSON
LSON
LSON
LSON
LSON
LSON
LSON
AMS
AMS
AMS
AMS
AMS
AMSON BRADLEY N
AMSON JOSEPH
AMSON ' "
AMSON
AMSON
AMSON
AMSON
S
s
JOSEPH w
LOUIS E
RICHARD R
ROBERT B
wM DERRIC
DONNA FAYE
RUSSELL S
WM LAWRENCE
ALAN RAY
BARBARA MARIE
CHARLES
CYNTHIA S
DAVID DWAIN
GLORIA H
KEITH ALAN
LAWRENCE A
LSON LINDA SUE
LSON LYNN L
LSON MARC HENRY
LSON MICHAEL OWEN
LSON NANCY LOUISE
LSON PETER M
LSON RICHARD DEAN
LSON ROBERT B
LSON TERESA ANN
LSON VICKI LYNN
LSON WENDELL GENE
NDHAM KENEE V
NECOFF MONICA V
NN KARL STEPHEN
~ER PHOEBE C
HLIN LISA MARIE
FKANK EDWARD
THERSPOON ANN K
THEHSPOUN BARRY R
THERSPOON SAMUEL M
TTENbERG MINDY R
WLUDYKA PETER S III
LFE CURTIS WARREN
wOLFF LINDA L
wOLLA DAVID M
CYNTHIA LYNN
DOUGLAS DYKE
GEORGE NEIL
STEVEN ALAN
VIRGINIA ELOISt
WM EDWARD
WOODHAM BETTY wATKiN
WOODRUFF PADEN E JR
wOOURUFF WAHWEN E
WOODS JAMES RANDALL
WOODS ShERHIE LYNN
WOODWARD BRIAN L
WOOTEN KOLAND F 111
WORLEY HARKY § JR
wORThIngTON GEORGE H
wRAY ROBEWTa R
L/
WOOD
WOOD
WOOD
WOOD
WOOD
WOOD
5 EDUC-ND 11
4 MATH BA 04
4 RL SC 06
4 ADM MGT 07
6 EDUC«ND 11
7 L A -ND II
4 aiST 05
4 SOC 08
4 MIST 02
4 IN ED-I 06
4 CM E 03
GHT
GmT
GhT
GHT
GmT
GHT
GHT
EDNA SEAY
HERBERT S
JAMES H
JOHN S
MARY HODGE
STEPHEN LEE
Thomas b jR
GHTEN wlLLlAM
WUNCH KOblN LOUlSE
WYATT C hIlhARD
•YAtt Carol ann
YATt HOWACE N
WYLIE CLIFFORD A
WfMAN JAMES HURST
FRmSYCH 07
ADM MGT 05
R-ARCM 01
IN ED 08
L A -ND 11
In ED 06|DyC«ND^lI
E T 07
MICRO •U
e MGT 14
HORT 12
ADM MGT 05
EC ZOOL
EC ZOO
iDM 'AD MG
R P A
TEXT
NURS BS
01
08
04
0^
07
05
•ii
•08
11
1!
ADM SPV^U
6 IN ED
7 RER S
TEXT
ENGL
FOR
<00L
RER S
AGRON
R P A
SOC
E S E
TEXT
CH BS
NON-DEG<
NURS
ECON
tL^tO
PSYCH
R-phy T
C R P
ENGL
LIB AHT
MICRO
C R P
MGT
NUl
EDyC
CH E
R P A
E E
ADM MGT
ADM MGT
MICRO
WUTR
RER S
ADM MG
BS 05
ii
08
05
11
06
02
ti
iT SC 14
JTR II
)U «ND^II
05
08
05
08
05
,•11
bS
E E
NURS
HORT
HIST
EDUC-NU
R-ARCH
^OUL
EUUC-ND
mTcro
HORT
<00L
R P A
i
^
FOR
EDUC*NU
MOT *
ADM MGT
CH tML
NAME - STATUS - COUHSE - CLASS
WYNN SHARON LEIGHER
WYSOCM WALTER D
YAKSICH THEODORE G
YANACEK JAMES ALLEN
YARBOROUGH JAMES G
YARBOROUGH MARK ALAN
YATES MITCHELL A
YAUN LEONARD KENNEDY
YAVORSKY JAYE ANN
YEOMANS KENNETH A
YODER RONALD EUGENE
YQNGE DAVID RALPH
YOST MARK EDWIN
YOUNG BENJAMIN THOS
YOUNG DAVID CLY8URN
YOUNG David thomas
YOUNG DUSTY WILSON
HENRYYOUNG
YOUNG
YOUNG
YOUNG
YOUNG
YOUNG
YOUNG
YOUNG
VANCE
J EDWARD III
'
"LINE B
JEAN^MARIE
STUBBS
JACUUEl
JUDITH
KENNETH DORN
LINDA GARRETT
TERRY WILLIS
ZACKER ROBERT S
ZAKARIAI MANOyCHERHR
ZANDI A HOSSEIN
ZATTAU WILLIAM C
ZERINGUE CLARENCE J
ZETWICK JAMES
ZIMMERER ANN H
ZINK JUDITH M
ZORN JACKSON MAJOR
NURS BS 03
WIST a
ADM MGT*08
CH E 08
m^° if
CH
AG E 05
EL ED U
R P A 07
CH E OS
P-ARCH 12
C E •05
RL PH 14
MATH BS 11
E E 01
N0N-DEG»12
MED T 05
ARCH 11
STUDENTS ENROLLED MAIN CAMPUS. FALL SEMESTER, 1978
NAMt - STATUS
AAS CMKISTOPHEH A
AASEN STUART CHHIS
ABbOTT PAUL DEAN JR
ABEL SALLY HUTM
ABELL CARMEN Ll
ABELL MARY KATHLEEN
ABERCROMBit BENJAMIN
ABERCRUMbJE KATHRYN
ABERCHUMdIt LUCy E
ABERNATmy ROGER WARD
ABLE BARRY LEE
ABLE RONALD THOMAS
ABLE SIDNEY BERYL
ABLES ARTHUR R
ABLES EDWARD COLIE
ABLES JERRY WAYNE
ABLES JOHN EARLE
ABLES MYRA ANN
" JEY Charles
COURSE •6MB class
ABNE
ABNEY JOHN DAV;
[DNEY
ABOHIJLIH YOUSEF
ABRAMOVITCH OOROTA M
ABRAMS LAWRENCE L
ABRAMS MARVIN E III
ABRAMS SANURA JONES
ABREU EDWARD LELAND
ACEBO OABRIEL
aChey David lee
ackerman henry dukes
ackerman john p
ackerman laura lyn
ackerman leslie joan
ackerman mary audrey
ackerman mary k
ACKLEY CARA LEE
AC0i5N MARGARET DEE
ACTON SARA LYNN
ABAIR IRENE MOLLIS
ADAMS BARBARA E
ADAMS CmERYL LYNN
ADAMS DENNIS RAY
ADAMS bARY D
A6AMS JAMES L JR
ADAMS JUNE M
ADAMS KATHLEEN ANNE
ADAMS LINDA MARIE
ADAMS MARK STEVEN
ADAMS MICHAEL CARY
ADAMS MICHAEL LAWSON
ADAMS NANCY ROSE
ADAMS NATALIE JANE
ADAMS RUbERT REID
ADAMS SCOTT BICKHAM
ADAMS wlLLlAM KELLY
ADAMS wlLLlAM w
ADAMS WM ALONZO JR
ADD
ADD
ADD
ADD
ADD
")0AD
ADD
ADD I
^DDY
NGTUN JOE
NbtON PMiLL
ALLEN
s Clarence e
S HAROLD E III
S NANCY CAROL
IN CLAYTON TSON
SON JEROME F
SON RANDALL F
A SUSAN KAY
ADESAMrA BAUAFEMI A
ADkInS n GARY JR
agaruy jeffery Z
AGNtw JAMtS HUGH
AGNEm MObEWT PARKER
AGNEw Sara Caroline
AONEw WlLLlAM BARRY
AGU PAOL
AGUN ^MAHON K
CmLLE LAUWA T
KLN CARMIn E
KEN Charles mm jr
KEN CINDY LEE
KLN MARRitT J
KEN JAMIE LYNN
KEN MAKOAHLT C
KLN RaNUALL ERNEST
MAW AMLLlL SAMS
AKtL ^RLDUIl i
ALAM ALi
ALAM ANaAR
A -, ANDREW b
A. :. KATmWYN a
A^
. > STEPHEN T
AUbL'" jLAUYS H
ALbL^T JU ANNE
ALbfcwTSUN JOHNNY H
ALDtdOL CLAY S
ALDLN JoDSON
ALDtN Mositi.
NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
C E
WORT
R P A
RSYCH
R P A
ADM MGT
E CH ED
RSYCH
HATH BS
AG MECH
AN SC
FOR
ADM MGT
EDUC-ND*li
PSYCH •Ob
E E 05
ADM SPV»II
ADM MGT 05
06
07
Ch bs
EDUC *
EL ED
ADM MGT
MATH BS
(?M CORE
M E
ENGL
ADM MGT
MED T
P-PHARM
ENGR
F«
-
01
03
2
0^
01
03
H
Ob
&RR«ND
S ED«SO
5eR S •!!
AGRON •11
ACCT 01
TEXT Ob
EDUC«ND^11
I MGT •!<
J M 03
EL ED <
EL ED
FIN MGT
*?HYS bS
ACCT
NURS bS
MATH bA
PO SC
ADM MGT
TEXT
CH BS
In ED
FOR
E E
1 M
ADM MGT
CH E
S ED«HI
Lib ART
AG E
?0 SC
R-ARCh
NON-UEG*
RSYCH
AG EC
ADM HOT
S ED
MaTh bA
K P A
t E
5i
05
J^
03
Oi
0?
0^
03
03
Ob
03
06
Ob
03
Ob
Si
07
Ob
j:
06
03
05
It
01
06
03
07
05
07
Ul
ARNOLD
KENNtT»
E CM ED Ob
C E 05
AG MLCM«ii
CM E 06
blO CM 03
CM E 01
NURS bS 05ME 01
w P A •O**
In ED 03
AOM MGT 0<*
t e ^07
Tor
FOR
ALEWINE JAMES DAVID
AbEWlNE SUSAN M
ALEXANDER AL^
4pER
4DER
ALEXANL
alexan£
alexander
alexander
ALEXANDER
ALEXANDER
ALEXANDER
ALEXANDER
ALEXANDER
ALEXANDER
ALEXANDER
ALEXANDER
^Df
.TON J
URLSA C
fID J
'ID K
JEST D
ALEXAN ER
ALEXANDER
ALEXANDER
ALEXANDER
ALEXANDER
ALEXANDER
ALEXANDER
ALEXANDER
ALEXANDER
ALEXANDER STEPHEN
ALEXANDER STEVEN A
ALEXANDER THOMAS E
ALEXANDER THOMAS H
ALEXANDER VICKIE J
ALEXANDER WiLLlAM C
ALFORD JAMES W JR
ALHUSSEINI SAWSAN
ROBERT
AMI
CAl
CHAR
DAV"
DAV
ERNL
GEOFFREY D
GEORGE B
GLENDA FAY
JANE P
JULIE ANN
KATHLEEN G
KATHY JEAN
KENNETH M
MABLE S
MARK MAJOR
MARY L
N KIRBY
P BPUCE
REBECCA L
ROSEMARY E
ALLAN
ALLEN
ALLEN
ALLEN
ALLEN
ALLEN
ALLEN
ALLEN
ALLEN
ALLEN
ALLEN
ALLEN
ALLEN
ALLEN
ALLEN
ALLEN
ALLEN
ALLEN MARY
ALLEN MARY
ALLEN
ALLEN
ALLEN
ALLEN
ALLEN
ALLEN
ALLEN
ALLEN
ALLEN
ALLEN
ALLEN
ALLEN
ALLEN
ALLEN
ALLEN
ALLEN
ALLEN
ALLEN
ALLEN
ALLEY
ALLEY
BOYD
ALBERT C JR
ALICE H
BARBARA JEAN
CARL VANCE
CHARLES A
CHARLES EDMOND
DONALD RAY
DOUGLAS ROY
ELEANOR JANE
ELIZABETH S
JAMES ROSS III
JULIE ANNETTE
KIMBERLEE ANNE
LAURIE WYCHE
LEE ANN
MARK HARPER
GRETCHEN
LYNN
MERRI VANCE
MICHAEL ROGER
MICHAEL WADE
PATRICIA ANN
R TRENT
KAY KENNETH JR
ROBERT DONALD
ROBERT EARL JR
ROBERT L III
RObERT S
SUSAN ELAINE
SUSAN PATRICIA
TAMARA LINN
:us
05
•U
04
i\
03
;? T*J{
JCh 02
ADM MGT
SCS-ND
Sn SC
MGT
EL ED
R P A
S ED-HI
ADM MGT
RER S
CH BS
CH E
l^-^ED
P-PH
R-ARCH
EL ED •ll
EL ED
ADM SPV
EL ED
CR
E
?"
NURS bS
EL ED
it
R P A
HIST^CRD
iooL •l^
In ED •Ob
blOENGR 11
MATH bS 14
THADDEL_
VIVIAN RACHEL
WILLIAM S JR
WILLIAM SCOTT
WM KAYE JR
WM LEGARE
GEURGL ROBIN
MARTma EILEEN
ALLEYNE CAKOL ANN
ALLGOOD JOMN FRANK
ALLISON MARK MAJOR
ALLISON HOGER JOEL
ALLISON STANLEY C
ALLMAN bRYAN L
ALLSLP LARRY MICHAEL
ALLSEH flMOTHY VAN
ALMAULA MAKEN
ALMOUOVAR RObERT T
ALPmUNSO bONNY A
ALPmUNSO KAREN E
ALSMEYtH DARTlIN R
ALT jlffrey Charles
ALTENMGFEN UEAN E
ALTLNHOFLN >HARON L
ALTEH KLNT RALPm
ALTMANS KlMbERLY S
ALTMAN WILLIAM DAVlO
ALTUN LOKNA M
ALTON SUSAN MARY
ALVAH WAYNE STEPHEN
AMIC^ ALICE L
AMMONS KlMbERLEY L
M
RER
E E
FIN MGT
5 ED-HI
tNT
E E
FIN MGT
ENGL
NURS bS
FIN MGT
AG EC
Micro
EL ED
EL ED
SC T»MA
RM CORE
SC TCH
AOM MGT
hORT
AGRON
R P A
R P A
ADM MGT
NURS AA
RSYCH
ADM MGT
ADM MGT
NURS bS
FIN MGT
ECON
ADM MGT
HORT
In ED-A
NURS bS
RO SC
tl
MIST
In ed-v
P-ARCH
C t
LNGL
AG EC
IN ED-A
MICRO
NURS bS
M t
MATH bS
ADM MGT
C E
ACCT
EL EU
06
•11
05
05
05
01
Ob
07
Oi
OZ
07
01
05
01
07
04
Ob
07
03
Ol
O'*
07
03
01
Ob
05
01
01
04
Ob
07
Ob
06
03
05
Ob
03
07
Ob
u
Ob
?^
03
06
NAME - STATUS - COUKSE - CLASS NAME - STATUS - COUH&E - CLASS
AMMONS LISA ANN
AMSPACMEH W H JR
AMSTUTZ BAHBARA JEAN
ANDERS AMY TERESA
ANDERS SUSAN DIANE
ANDERSUN BARBARA
ANDERSON CAROLYN B
ANDERSON CMARLtS E
ANDERSON CYNTHIA L
ANDERSON DEBORAH SUE
ANDERSON DONALD LEE
ANDERSON DONALD M
ANDERSON EDDIE LEE
ANDERSON EVELYN RUTH
ANDERSON GAIL E
ANDERSON GAIL YOUNG
ANDERSON GEORGE ROSS
ANDERSON GREGG UUINN
ANDERSON JAMES FRANK
ANDERSON JANE BOLT
ANDERSON JEAN MARIE
ANDERSON JEFFREY M
ANDERSON JEFFREY S
ANDERSON JOHN ESROM
ANDERSON JOHN T
ANDERSON JOSEPH A
ANDERSON KIERAN OrtEN
ANDERSON KIMBERLY A
ANDERSON LAUREN KAYE
ANDERSON LEE MARION
ANDERSON MARVIN LYNN
ANDERSON MARY E
ANDERSON MARY R
ANDERSON MICHAEL S
ANDERSON NANCY JANE
ANDERSON NANCY LOLA
ANDERSON RICHARD A
ANDERSON RICHARD G
ANDERSON RICHARD J
ANDERSON RICHARD W
ANDERSON ROBERT E
ANDERSON ROBERT J
ANDERSON S CATHERINE
ANDERSON SUSAN M
ANDERSON TOD W
ANDERSON WILLIAM A
ANDERSON WILLIAM R
ANDREWS JEANNE C
ANDREWS JUDITH C
ANDREWS RICHARD E
ANGLIN WILLIAM BRADY
ANIDiObl LEO
ANSLEY MARK WALLACE
ANSLLY TERRENCE S
ANTHUNY GARRY WAYNE
ANTHONY JANICE G
ANTHUNY KAREN ANNE
ANTHONY MICHAEL EARL
ANTiNOZzi Patricia j
ANTONAKOS MARY JANE
APPELDOORN LESLIE JO
APPELUUtST ANDREW J
APPLEBY wEHME C
APPS WILLIAM PATRICK
APTER RICHARD CHAS
ARBER ALISON LOUISE
ARCHAMbAULT JUDY ANN
ARCHER D CHRISTOPHER
ARCHIBALD FRANCIS X
ARCHIE JEREMIAH
ARD BONNIE LOUISE
ARDAMAN ANDREW ASIM
ARDILL JAMES EDWARD
AREY JANET
AIL ANNE BRIGHT
AIL JANICE MARIE
ARIAIL LISA KAY
AR DGIDES ATHANASIOS
ARIRI OBED CHUKWUMA
ARLEUGE JOHN CLAUDE
ARLEDGE JOHN KEVIN
ARLEUGL LAURA A
ARMES WM GORDON
ARMITAGE JAMES A
ARMlTAGE JANE TALTON
ARMOUR ALAN IRVINE
ARMSTRONG BRETT J
ARMSTRONG
ARMSTRONG
ARMSTRONG
ARMSTRONG
ARMSTRONG
AKMSTKUNO
OENISE ANN
F ASHLEY
JOHNNY K
RICHARD
ROBERT P
MARK
C E 03
AG EC U
EL ED 'li
.
SPAN
k \^0 SC
i MATH BA
I EL ED
1 ADM MGT
i ECON
PL PATH
u
§1
Si
Ik
•Ji
iOOL
SOC
£L ED
PO SC
I M
B C
WURS BS 05
*5i
07
05
SC
1 P-DENT
05
01
dIOENGR U
ADM MGT 05
FIN MGT
PER S <
02
li
LNGL
MATH BS 03
C E 06
ZOOL 05
MICRO 03
FIN MGT 05
SYS ENG 11
S ED-SP Ob
MATH BS 03
02
07
'I07
05
Ch f
M E
P-ARCH
MIST
FIN MGT 07
S ED«MA 03
For
ACCT
P-ARCH
WSYCH
NURS BS
B C
07
02
M E
CR E
CH E
ADM MGT
o;
03
05
06
FOR
HORT
t CH ED
MATH BS
MICRO
i ED
EC ZOOL 05
l^HYS BS 1^
PO SC
M E
HORT
FD SC
S ED-EN
ECON
HIST
I M
SPAN
M E
AN SC
ACCT
03
01
05
03
01
01
01
05
OB
01
02
01
05
NURS BS 06
01
1^
06
.CON
1 M
FIN MGT
^ CH E
^ MICRO
* R P A
< ADM MGT
^ NURS BS
1 ACCT
^ PO SC
* tt P A
< R P A
^ E E
1 AG E
AN SC
arndt jerry
arnett william e iii
arnold christian w
1 PO SC
AG E
t T
P-ARCH
04
•03
05
OU
05
03
01
01
03
02
Od
01
0^
01
03
01
01
ARNOLD JANIS DIANNE
ARNOLD THADDEUS P
ARRINGTON ANNE H
ARRINGTON JAMES T
ARRINGTON PAMELA D
ARSENAULT PETER M
ARTHUR JOSEPH E
ARTHUR MARK ALAN
ARTHUR THOMAS LEE
ARUMALA JOSEPH
ARY TERESA ANN
ASBILL ALISON DENSON
ASHCRAFT jane MARIE
ASHE CHARLES BRADLEY
ASHLEY JANICE M
ASHLEY LYNN DEAN
ASHLEY MELVIN G JR
ASHLEY PHILLIP SAXON
ASHMORE ANDREA
ASHMORE DAVID MACK
ASHMORE JAMES VERNON
ASHMORE JOHN HEYWARD
ASHTIJOU MUHAMMAD
ASKEW GEORGE R JR
ASKEW JEAN L
ASKINS L JUDITH
ASPINWALL LANE ALLEN
ASTON WILLIAM H
ASTRIAB TIMOTHY D
ATCHESON RUTH COX
ATKINS AVA CHARLENE
ATK NS DAPHNE L
ATK NS LOU ANN
ATK NS PATRICK E
ATK NS SAMUEL EDWARD
ATKINSON GERALD E
ATKINSON HOPE ANN
ATKINSON JAMES A
LEE ALBERT
MARK LUTHER
NSON ROBERT J
ROBERT P JR
YOLANDA ANN
ATWILL JAMES R JR
ATWOOD
ATKINSON
ATKINSON
ATK
ATKINSON
ATKINSON
JOHN MILLER
AUCOIN RALPH CLAYTON
AUGHTRY MARGARET ANN
AUGSPURGER MARK K
AULBACH PATRICIA L
AULL CRAIG BRYAN
AULL RHONDA LAVERN
AUSTIN CLIFFORD JR
AUSTIN JEFFREY ALAN
AUSTIN MILLEDGE G
AVAKIAN ALAN PARKER
AVANT C ANNETTE
AVANTS ARTHUR GARY
AVENT MARK SLADE
AVERA WILLIAM SANDER
AVILA RAMON ENRIQUE
AYCOCK JOAN DIANE
AYERS LEE
AYERS RONNIE WM
AYERS WILLIAM S
AYRES WARD III
AZELKAS JANET LYNN
BAB8 BRUCE MICHAEL
BABB CHARLES CALVIN
BABB JAMES ALLEN
BABB JAMES HAROLD
BABB KENNETH PERRIN
BABB KENNETH SCOTT
BABB MARY KATE
BABB SHERYL COWART
BABINSKI JOHN DAVID
BADER RICHARD J
BAEZ ORESTES
BAGGOTT wILLlAM G
BAGNAL SANDRA B
BAGWELL BELINDA FAYE
BAGWELL FURMAN LEE
BAGWELL HENRY wAYNE
BAGWELL JOHN WALTER
BAGWELL JOSEPH DEAN
BAGwELL KAREN NANCY
BAGWELL LEWIS B
BAGWELL MICHAEL E
BAHRAM BEHROOZ
BA DEN SUSAN JEAN
BA LEY CHARLES E
BAILEY CINDY LEE
BAILEY CYNTHIA IRVIN
BAILEY DARRELL £
BAILEY LARKY NEIL
BAILEY LAYNE E
BAILEY PATRICIA LEA
li
2 PSYCH 05
^ FOR 04
6 PER S -U
7 ARCH 11
4 NURS AA 03
<» AG E 05
4 P S 07
4 FIN MGT 05
4 AG MECH 07
6 C E !<
1 FIN MGT 01
4 S ED-HI 05
H ADM MGT 03
t* FOR OB
5 EL ED •11
4 PHYS BS 03
4 E T OB
5 EDUC-ND^ll
3 R P A 02ICE 01
1 EC BIOL 01
4 C E 05
4 E E 03
6 AGRON i**
6 FOR 11
4 R P A 02
4 W P A 05
4 AG E 06
6 FOR
6 EL ED
4 CH E 0(
1 AN SC 02
1 ACCT Oi
4 RHYS BS 05
4 TEXT 03
4 4 P A 07
4 E CH ED 03
< FIN MGT*08
4 PHYS BS 05
<* ADM MGT 03
4 M E 04
4 FIN MGT 05
4 SOC 07
6 AGRON 14
4 1 M 07
1 ECON 01
1 PSYCH 01
4 FOR OB
4 HORT 08
3 ADM MGT 05
4 MATH BS 05
1 ADM MGT 01
4 R P A 05
4 AG MECH 03
4 EC ZOOL 07
4 ECON 04
1 IN ED-A 01
4 IN ED 05
4 ADM MGT 05
3 SOC 13
4 PO SC 07
1 E E 01
3 HORT 05
4 E E 03
t* P-ARCH OB
4 CL ED 04
1 CH E 01
2 ZOOL 04
4 I M 07
5 AG EC 11
4 R P A 03
2 ZOOL 04
4 FIN MGT 03
4 EL ED 05
4 I M 03
< R P A 04
1 f- IN MGT 01
4 CH E 05
4 ECON 07
4 SOC 06
4 HIST 07
4 E T 05
4 ADM MGT^06
4 ADM MGT 03
1 K-PHY T 01
4 M E 08
6 MGT 11
2 CH E 04
4 R P A 02
I LIB ART 01
4 ADM MGT 07
4 NURS BS 03
4 CH E 06
4 MATH BS 05
4 SOC 03
6 EL ED 'U
NAME - STATUS - COUR&E - CLASS NAME - STATUS - COURbE - CLASS
bailey kalph david
bailie charles r
baine§ betty joanne
.lizabeth anne
uaviu michael
uaviu pauljoyce anne
robert nathan
Carol anne
ANN BIbSELL
b hakolyn
bobby jay
donald wayne
Eugene coy
Eugene wise
GORDON H
JOHN LINLEY
KATRINA ANN
MARK CLINTON
BA R
BA RD
BA RO
BAIRD
BA MO
BAITY
;er
4 Cf
BAK
BAKER
BAKER
BAKER
BAKER
BAKER
BAKER
BAKER
BAKER
BAKER
BAKER
BAKER
BAKER
BAKER
BAKER
BAKER
BAKER
BAKER
BAKER
BAKER
6ALAZS
MARK LINORIC
ELIZABETH
MLLANIE JOAN
MARY
MICHAEL A
ROBERT S JR
RUSSELL KEN
SARAH LUMPKIN
WILLIAM SCOTT
WM EDGAR
JOE
ic6t^
III
BALCH MELINDA LEE
BALDRIUGE JULIE ANNE
BALDWIN BEVERLY ANN
BALDWIN DOUGLAS E
BALDWIN GARY JAMES
BALDWIN SHERYL RUTH
BALES GHADY MARVIN
BALL JOHN BRIAN
BALL MAHCIA BETH
BALLAKD BETSY JO
BALLARD CHERYL ANNiS
BALLARD DEBORAH L
BALLARD HARRY D
BALLAKD IRIb CECIL
BALLARD JOE GLENN
bALLARU BKAOFORD
BALLENGER TUNY *AYNE
BALLENTINE PEGGY L
BALLINGLR JERRY M
bALLlNGTON AUDREY V
BANACH STEVE JOHN
BANE DIANA JOYCE
BANE JUUlTH ANN
BANES LISA CATHERINE
BANISH JEFFERY R
BANISH KUBEHT JAMES
BANKAITIS VYTAUTAS A
BANKMEAL* T SCOTT
BANKS blA LEE
BANKS DAVIU M
BANKS HAROLD G JR
BANKS JULIE ANNA
BANKS LINDA CAROLE
BANKSTUN JANE ANN
BANNEK KANDALL A
BANNISTEH UANNE S
BANTUN DALE ALLEN
BANTUN JUNt GODBOLD
BARAMONA GEORGE £
BARB iLhElLM
BARBER bRAuFORD LYNN
BARbtR ThiAUDtyS DILL
BARBIEKI STaCEY L
BAWbkEY jIll RENEE
BAHCu PhANK EDkARD
BARDELMtiEH wiLLlAM
BARDEN JUDITH LYNN
BARUOLF LHKISTINE M
BARFIELD DOUGLAS A
BAR^IeLU PATWTCIA V
BARGELT SCOTT ALAN
BARUERON KATmHYN C
BARhah ANNt TaRTT
BAHMrTE MAHK JAMES
ttAMrvAS PETtR I
OAKY MlrMAEL
OhEOO STEPHEN
HESTER OWANT
JOHN VICTOR
L KATRInkA
LYNUA ANN
MARIUN ANNE
MAWY SUZANNE
TERESA rOWLEK
bARr^LH
BAWr^E^
bAMKEH
bAR^E^
BANKER
BARKEM
BARKER
BAHKLH
BAMKEW
1!
4 1 M 03
2 R-ARCH 01
6 R P A
lOM MGT
E
:h e OB
2 PSYCH 06
3 t E 05
4 ADM MGT 07
1 R P A Oi
4 RO SC 05
4 TEXT 07
4 C E 06
4 ADM MGT 02
4 M E 05
4 FOR 05
4 C E 08
4 AN SC 05
4 M E 05
4 C E 03
4 CH E 05
4 E CH ED 07
4 R-ARCH 07
3 ECON 05
1 S ED»HI 01
2 AN SC 06
6 AN SC •!!
I R-ARCH 01
4 ACCT •OB
4 MATH BS 06
4 5 ED-MA Ob
I ADM MGT 01
4 ADM MGT 06
4 AG ED 07
4 CH E 08
3 R P A 06
1 FIN MGT 01
4 ADM MGT 03
4 R P A •06
1 FIN MGT 01
4 NURS BS 07
1 P-PHARM 01
4 P-ARCH 03
1 ADM MGT 01ICE 01
4 bOC •OB
4 In ED 04
I FIN MGT 01
4 R-ARCH 08
4 RSYCH 03
4 EL ED 02
4 ADM MGT 03
4 BIO CH 03
4 PSYCH 07
4 ACCT 07
1 ADM MGT 01
5 MICRO 11ICE 01
4 R P A 06
4 LIB ART 03
4 ACCT 03
1 K P A 01
4 NURS BS 05
ini
ttARKSuALt MAMY ALICE
4 E CH ED 07
1 M E 01
4 HORT 07
4 H P A 02
6 ADM SPV«j
5 PER S <
OENGR 11
IR 06
4 H f* A 04
4 FIN MOT Ott
1 R-ARCH 01
1 ADM MUT 01
2 E E 02
4 MD UHL 06
4 EL ED 0?
< fOR 0^
« ADM MOT 03
1 PSYCH 01
4 RSYCH 03
2 MATH BS^U
4 NUHS BS 05
4 RSYCh 03
4 ADM MOT U4
< CH bS 03
< oEOL bS O'*
6 NtADlNG«ii
** EC ZOOL OJ
1 Sr: ' n
4 NUKS bS 05
6 HORT II
6 meauIng*!!
BARNETT
8ARNETT
BARNETT
BARNETT
.11
8ARNA JOSEPH JOHN
BARNES JAMES M JR
BARNES JOHN MARION
BARNES LELL E ill
BARNES MARY MARTHA
BARNES TIMOTHY J
BARNETT BRUCE C
BARNETT DAVID GIBBS
MICHAEL C
PAUL DEAN
RANDALL J
SHARRQN H
BARNETT STEPHEN K
BARNETTE L VIRGINIA
BARNEY KATHY ANN
BARNFIELD DAVID G
BARNHILL JOHN CLEVE
BARNHILL MARY L
BARNHILL THOMAS W JR
BARNHILL VINCENT K
BARR CHERYL ANN
BARR DAVID BRIAN
BARR HARVEY STEVEN
BARRETO ROBERT JOHN
BARRETT MARK STEVEN
BARRETT MICHAEL DEAN
BARRETT PATRICIA A
BARrInGER RUSSELL N
BARRIOZ wlLLlAM E
BARRON ARCHIE INGRAM
BARROW LENEVE BLAIR
BARROW REBECCA ANNA
BARROWS SCOTT BRYAN
BARTH KEVIN MITCHELL
BARTLEY LiNDA SUE
BARTLEY VINCENT KARL
BARTO KARIN MICHELLE
BARTON CHARLES P JR
DAVID THOMAS
DOUGLAS T
GREGORY JOHN
TERRY EVANS
wM THOMAS
RICHARD ALAN
MELANIE ANN
BASILICO PAUL ALTON
BASKIE BEVERLEY KIM
BASKIN BETTY M
BASKIN ERIC LOwDER
baskIn mark David
BARTON
barton
BARTON
BARTON
BARTON
BASiCH
BASIL
ALEX
SUSAN PRICE
BASS JOHN
BASS
BASSO SUSAN E
BASTIAN DENISE M
BASWELL IMOGENE L
BATCHELOR BARBARA
BATCHELOR D CHRIS
BATCHLER BOBBY WAYNE
BATES CAREY ONEAL
" CARL HUGH
CHARLES H
D KADFORD JR
DENNIS MORGAN
FWANKIE C
GLENN RICHARD
MARGARET HlLLS
WM LAWRENCE
BATES
BATES
BATES
BATES
BATES
BATES
BATES
BATES
BATSON
BATSON
BATSON
BATSON
BATSON
BATSON
BATTEN
BAUDER
_
BAUER BRET
BAUGH JOHN
ANN DAVIS
B MITCHELL JR
DAN LINDSAY
DON ELLIOTT
KAREN LYNN
WILLIAM R
lInda P
BETTy H
MORGAN
K
BAUGH JOYCE ANN
BAWGHMAN SUSAN T
bAUM JtFhREY BRYANT
bAUMAN CHARLES F
bAUMANN JEFFREY LEE
bAUMANN SCOTT ANDREW
bAUMOARNER DARwIN L
bAUR EUGENE JAMES JR
bAuK mIchall L
BAUSMAN bARBARA D
BAXLEY DANIEL C JR
8AXLEY DAvId ERIC
BAXLEY EDMOND R JR
bAXLEY J tUwARD JR
bAXLEY JOHN OREtN
bAXLEY HACHEL R
bAXLEY KOBEWT EDWARU
BAXLEY STEPHEN M
BAXLEY TERRY RANDALL
t E
MICRO
AN SC
ARCH
ADM MGT
AG MECH
CH E
ADM MGT
i M
•SYCH
MATH BS 04
LNT
RO SC
ENGL
ECON
ADM MGT
ENGL
ADM MGT
PSYCH
ADM MGT
CH E
ECON
FOF
ENGL 06
ADM MGT 05
EL ED ^04
ADM MGT 04
I M 0"
02
01
04
05
06
05
07
05
05
01
IR
ADM MOT
FOR
CH E
RO SC
RO SC
R P A
S ED-EN
1 M
M E
MATH BS
IN ED
CH E
S ED'HI
ADM MGT
MATH BS
RHYS BS
FO SC
RER S
C E
C E
EnT 14
E CH ED^06
AN SC 03
CH E 01
BIOENGR
SC T-MA
Ch E
E E
FIN MGT
C E
n
04
07
04
04
11
05
sf
07ol07
01
02
ADM SPV»il
ADM MOT 03
ADM MGT 04
ARCH 12
C R P 11
ADM MOT^03
06
§i
07
07
C E
ADM MGT
ADM MOT
ENOL
AN SC
SC T-BS 03
C E 04
EL ED •11
NURS AA 02
M E 0,
^ IN MOT Oj
RO SC 0,
E CH ED 08
f IN MOT 01
In ED-A 02
f OW 06
CH E
CH E
ADM MOT
Ch E
NuRS BS 03
E E 04
FIN MOT 01
ADM MOT 02
ZOOL 05
I M 07
NUKS BS 7
F In MOT 01
AG MECH 04
AN SC 03
03
07
BAXTER JOHN RALPH
BAYNE HARRY MCBRAYER
BAYNE JIMMY LAMONT
BAYNE JOHN SOWARD
BEACH HELEN BERNIECE
BEACH ROBERT MARK ^
BEACH TIMOTHY LAMAR
BEACHAM HOLLIS LEE
BEACHAM JEFFERY L
BfcACHAM THOMAS WM
BEACHAM M CHANDLER
BEACOM WM F
BEAL FRANCIS EOMARD
BEAM GEORGE BROOKS
BEAM JANE ELIZABETH
BEARD JOHN ROBERT
BEARD WILLIAM EDWARD
BEARDEN JACK VANCE
BEARDEN JANET OKEEFE
BEARDEN P ELAINE
B5ASLEY OEBRA G
BEASLEY DONALD ERWiN
BEATTIE BILLY D JR
BEATTY BRENT DOUGLAS
BEATTY KATHRYN LEIGH
BEATY DONNA LOUISE
B6ATY FRANK EWING
BEAUDOIN RONALD
BEAVER ANITA JO
BEAVER JOHN MATTISON
BEAVER WILLIAM WAYNE
BEAZLEY HARLEY D
BEAZLEY JO ANNE
BECHTLER ANN C
BECK LOUIS REGINALD
B6CKER 6RETCHEN ANN
BECKHAM MARY BARKER
BECKMAN EUGENE G
BECKMAN ROBIN E
BECKMANN LINDA RUTH
BECKNELL TIMOTHY WM
BECKWITH STEVE PAUL
BEDEN RICHARD EARL
BBDEnBAUGH 80yd W
BEDENBAUGH GERALD R
BEDENBAUGH HANNAH P
BEDENBAUGH LISA ANN
BEDENBAUGH R KENT
BEDENBAUGH THOMAS D
BEEBE DEVON LOUISE
BEEBE LOYD BRySON
BEEBE LYNN JEAN
BEEBE MARK DOUGLAS
BEECHER MICHAEL WADE
B5EKS ALAN KEITH
BEESON AMANDA V
BEESON CYNTHIA KAY
B6ESQN JOSEPH A C
BEESON MICHAEL A
BEESON MICHAEL G
BEESON W GLENN
BBGGS ROBIN F
BEHRINGER KEVIN
BEHRMAN STEVEN JOE
BELANGER GEORGE
B6LCHER JULIA
BELDING BRUCE WM
BELGE ARTHUR L
BELK GREGORY LYNN
BELK JULIA BURNS
BELK SHERI COSTA
BELL CONNIE M JR
BELL DEBORAH LYNN
BELL EDGAR ARCHIE
BELL FRANCES E
BELL GEORGE F JR
BELL KIMBERLY ANNE
BELL PAMELA LEE
BELL ROBERT S JR
BELL SUSAN LYNNE
BELL WILLIAM PAUL
BELL WILLIAM T JR
BELLAMY CYNTHIA M
BELLEW PATRICIA A
BELOTE UAVID CRaIG
BELSER CARROLL GALE
BELSER ROY EDwiN
BELSHA* TIM ELLIOT
BELTON UENNIS JEROME
BELUE RONALD ONEAL
BENEDICT JOEL F
BENENATI MARGARET A
BENENHALEY CYNTHIA
8BNNER BARBARA ANN
BENNETT CRAIG ALAN
BENNETT JAMES E III
^ C E
6 ENGL
1 M E
4 MATH 8S
4 FIN MGT
4 WORT
NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
05
ii
05
07
03
07PA 05
HORT 02
M E •OB
MATH BS U
ENGR«ND*li
EC ZOOL 05
NURS BS 08
b C •Ob
NURS AA 01
NURS AA 01
ENGL 05
N0N-DEG«J2
NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
^OQL
M E
R P A
CH E
FD SC
NURS BS
M E
A ^Ch e
E E
E E
MATH BS
RSYCH
MATH BS
MATH "
OOL4 Z
6 T C
4 I M
BS
I
08
06
03
01
06
u
03
03
03
01
04
•II
05
;CON 05
t CH ED 08
WEADING»r
CH E
ACCT
AG E
S ED-HI
NURS BS
RSYCH
I M
E E
NURS BS
ADM MGT
ADM MGT
C E
HORT
R P A
C E
E T
C E
C E
MATH BS
ADM MGT
MGT
AGRON
R-PHARM
P-ARCH
EL ED
EL ED
MATH BS
EL ED
t E
LIB ART
E E
NUTH
ADM MGT*08
AGRON 08
•12
•11
01
03
b ED
Ch E
•11R P A I
EC ZOOL 05
NUTR ^14
ADM MGT 02
W B
WD UTIL
ENGL
FIN MGT
HORT
ACCT
NURS BS
EL ED
NON-DEG
ADM MGT
R P A
BENNETT
BENNETT
BENNETT
BENNElt
JAMES F JR
JEFFREY G
JOANNE J
JOHN THOMAS
MARK EDWIN
MARY ANNA
MELISSA ANNBENNETT
BENNETT PAMELA L
BENSON ELIZABETH N
BENSON EVA RUTH
BENSON FREDERICK
BENSTEAD CYNTHIA D
BENTLEY JACK W JR
BENTLEY PATSY F
B6NTLEY TERESA JEAN
BENTON EDWARD LAWTON
TNTON JIMMIE ERIC
BENION RANDALL.
.R
_
.
_ ^_ JAMES
BENTON WALTER E
BENZ STEPHEN L
BERCIK MARY LYNNE
BERGER DANIEL EDMOND
8ERKLAND SUSAN E
BERLIN DONALD ROBERT
BERLY JULIE ANNE
BERNHARDT JOHNNY LEO
BERNINGER MICHAEL D
BgRRY CARTER LEIGH
" CHARLES C
DEBBIE ANN
GARY ALLEN
; jiA JEAN
ROBERT W JR
PATRIC
~
'
STEPHEN GEORGE
SUSAN GOURLIE
THOMAS STEVEN
VICKIE LYNN
WILLIAM ORANE
BERRYHILL ANTHONY S
BERTRAM THOMAS G
BERTZ MARK CHARLES
BERTZ RICHAKD F
BERTZ STEVEN LEE
BESSENT BARBARA H
T IIIBESSON WILLIAM
BETHANY PETER M
BETHEA EDWARD EVANS
BETHEA ELIZABETH M
BETHEA LtSA
BETHEA WILLIAM F
BETHEL CHARLES GLENN
BETHUNE WM HUNTER
BEVILL JAMES H
BEYER DONALD JEFFERY
BEYER TRACEY ANN
BEYERLEIN ANNE wONG
BWUSHAN MANJUL
B
B
B
B
BB JERRY DANNY
BEAU GUY ROBERT
BLE ANITA LAVERNE
CHEL STEVEN D
BlCKLEY MELONY ANN
CKLEY ROBIN ANN
8 EDIGER DANIEL F
B EDIGER JOHN LOUIS
B ERLEY SARAH T
8 GA THOMAS MICHAEL
8 GALKE LU L
8 GGER JAMES WM
8 JLANi MANOHAR G
8 LTON DONNA LYNN
8 N-YAHYA ISMAIL
8 NGER JAMES ALLEN
BINGER SHEILA R
B NGHAM PATRICK J
8 RCH C ELLIS
8 RChENUUGH MARY ANN
RD CARULYN LEIGH
RD WILLIAM EDWARD
8 RINGER KATHY ANN
RT CYNTHIA LOUISE
SCHOF GLENN EDWARD
SE JEFFERY ALAN
8 SER PATRICIA ANN
SHOP
SHOP
SHOP
8 SHOP
6 SHOP
SHOP
SHOP
CARL ARTHUR
CAROLYN G
DAVID LEE
GREGG HARLEY
GREGORY DAL
JAY RUSSELL
_ _ _
KENNETH DALE
BISHOP LISA RAY
8 SHOP MARK JEFFREY
BISHOP MARTHA DUNCAN
BISHOP MARY GRAMLING
BISHOP NORMA JEAN
04
li
01
05
12
Oi
07
C E
I M
gATH BS
M I
ADM MGT
DY SC
FIN MGT
CH E
NURS BS
PO SC
AG MECH
HORT
NURS AA
C E
AG MECH 04
ADM MGT 04
HORT 08
MATH BS 14
P-ARCH OS
E T 03
EL ED •U
04
^- ._ 01
ENT ^14
P-ARCH 01
CH ED^OB
05
01
07
06
03
06
tDUC-ND^U
ADM MGT
ACCT
AN SC
FIN MGT
TEXT
ADM MGT
M E
NURS BS
RM CORE
ECON
ADM MGT
HORT
HORT
HORT
P-ARCH
ARCH
ADM SPV*
SC T-8S
ZOOL 08ME
RHYS BS
RO SC
PM CORE|C T«MA
E CH ED
E T
I M
ACCT
AG-ND
HORT
PER S
ii
•11
FIN MGT 05
SYS ENG 14
R P A
AG ED
ARCH
PER S
PO SC
MICRO
MATH BS
C E
C E
IT
BIOENGR
ADM MGT 0"
ACCT 03
R P A 03
EL ED •U
ARCH 12
EC ZOOL 02
IN ED 05
NUTR
CR E
MICRO
P-ARCH
ACCT
EL ED
E CH ED
01
04
•ii
03
06
03
03
03
U
05
05
04
08
01
NAMt - STATUS - COUHbE - CLASS NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
dlSMOP USCAK R III
BISMOP RAYMOND E
dlSHOR RICKY DEAN
utSHOP ROBIN LELAND
BISHOP STEVEN SCOTT
BISHOP SUSAN R
bIsSEY BARBARA MARIE
BLACK ABIGAIL
BLACK ANN GELZER
BLACK BARBARA FaRIS
BLACK BRYAN F
BLACK UAVIO CHARLEr
E T
AN SC
E E
AG EC
I EL ED 01
4 MURS BS OJ
4 ADM MGT 0^
BLA^K ELIZABETH. MAf
BLACK lane" MCL6.N00N
BLACK JAMES A II
BLACK LEANNE
BLACK ROBERT OAVIO
BLACK STEPHEN B
BLACK TONY LEMEAO
BLACK wlLLlAM DANIEL
BLACKBURN BRIAN 6
BLACKMAN M KAREN
BLACKMON KATHRYN L
BLACKMORE LINDA S
BLACKbTON LINDA FaYE
BLACKSTUN wM ED*ARD
BLACKSTONE VICKY LEE
BLACKwEluEh Oarrell
BLACKkELUER oeberry
BLACKwtLL AMY LOU
BLACKwELL clete R
BLACKmELL J BENNIE
BLACKkELL JOAN P
BLACKwELL
bLACKwELL
JOHN H
LISA ROSE
BLACK*ELL MICHAEL E
dLACKnELL PAMALA J
dLACKwELL ROBERT LEE
bLACKwELL TERRY KAY
bLACK*ELL TONY LYNN
bLACKMOOU bARBARA A
bLAlK CAKLA G
BLaIk UtLWiN BLANCHE
dLAiR MARILYN DIANA
BLAIR NANCY LOUISE
BLAKELY UALE MILTON
bUAKELY UAVIU EDkARU
bUAKELY LOKETTA J
bLAKENEY UENISE K
BLA^ENEY UlANE G
BLAKtNEY wlLLlAM WOY
bLALOCK DOUGLAS PAUL
BLALOCK MENkY V
bLANCHARD GKEGORY A
bLANU JULIAN P
bLANUFOHU JOSEPH b
bLANEY TlU ALLEN
bLANr HAhCIA E
bLANKENbMlP LAMAR T
bLANTON BUFORT C JR
bLANtUN JULIE ANN
bLANTON LANE C
bLANTON MELdA SARVIS
bLANTON HACmEL ALICE
BLANTON TEKLbA ANN
bLAbClAK ANUWEw JOHN
bLEbblNO JAY A
bLESbiNO bAKAM LEE
bLEVlNb V CLAIRE
bUTCKLE CANUACE MARY
BLlUE bERNAKD CbLlGMToN RICHARD D
bLlSS LAHOLlNF b
BLOUOETT BOttHlE L
bLOUOETT LOlb JEAN
bUOHOMEN NANCY MARIE
BLpbbEH JAY MICHAEL
bLObbEH NANCY ANN
ttLOUNT bTEPHEN T
Oi i.r «Am r ANN
A ANN
^ANUY LEE
• LMlLt P
..
-J
4
07
Ob
I**
'U
07
03
Ob
02
oa
FIN MOT
< S ED^PSSEE
6 READING
4 SOC
< ECON
5 MATH BS
4 ADM MGT
<» M E
4 iOOL
<» ENGL
4 CH E
4 ENGL
4 NURS AA
AN SC
AN SC
AG ED 11
IN ED •II
NURS AA OS
M E
(JICRO
EL ED
FIN MGT
TEXT
ADM MGT
EC ZOOL
ADM MGT
EL ED
ENGL
MURS BS
HORT
ADM MGT
CH E
Per s
RSYCH
ADM MOT
IN EU-A
M E
ADM MGT
iOOL
FiN MOT
M E
01
Si
U
Si03
01
M
03
03
if
01
03
OS
OS
Ob
03
01
Ob
01
AN PH •14
R P A QJ
MORS BS Ob
ADM MGT 01
S ED«NS^l
NURS BS
C E
E E
L E
AN bC
p-pmy
RSYCH
ADM MOT
EDUC»NU^]
ACCT
MuRf
BICRO
FIN MOT
iOftAft ^USAN t
BOGGS JAMES ALAN
BOGGS JAMES MICHAEL
BOGGS MARY D
BOGGS MELINDA C
BOHAN CINDY AMNE
BOINEAU JOHN YOUMANS
BOLAND ANN P
BOLAND BARBARA HAZEL
BOLChOZ CHARLES B
BOLCHOZ R JOSEPH JR
BOLDING MARCUS LEE
BOLEMAN PATRICIA L
BOLES ALBERT NELSON
BOlIn CATHY ANNE
BOLING ALAN KIM
BOLLINGER Charles r
BOLOYAN MYRON BUTCH
BOLT GLORIA M
BOLT JAMES LARRY
BOLT W DOUGLAS II
BOLTNIEW MARK A
BOLTNlEw VICTOR G
BOMAR ALLAN BRUCE
BOND
BOND
BOND
BOND
BOND
BOND
BONDS
ALLEN STEVEN
CHARLES HOUSTON
DEBORAH RUTH
HUPE MARIE
KAKEN RUTH
MILLIAM MICHAEL
JOEL E JR
BONDS JOY ELIZABETH
BONHAM BRIAN STANLEY
)NHAM
BQNITZ
bONNER
BONNET
BONNOJ
JUDITH LYNN
NANCY KAREN
HENRY ERSKINE
[E ROBERT A
T MICHAEL T
BOST
dOST
BOST
BOTK
BOTTOMS
C JEFFREY LYNN
C JOE EARL JR
C WILLIAM MARK
N bRADLEY WM
H CHRIS
:n
BOTTS wM HAROLD JR
bOuCHlLLON JULIAN T
BOUCHlLLON SALLY ~
BOUDET GEORGE ALLI
BOUKNJGHT NANCY C
bOUKNlOHT ROBT KEITH
BOULTOn H SCOTT
BOULTON SUSAN HEIGES
dOULwARE HARRIET L
BQULMARE MARIANNE A
bOULWARE TAJUM M JR
bOUNUS DAVID A
bOuRNt. FKANCIS RUFUb
BOURNE KlMBERLY GRAY
BOURNE MARGARET C
BOgTELLE KEviN H
BOkUEN LYNN ALLISON
BOWDEN
bQmden
bOMOEN
bOWDEN
bOarUEN
bO«EN
MICHAEL
PtRRY 'SCOTT
HETEW L
HoSSELL xM
SUSAN E
bARRY Carlton
dOwEN BHUCE KENNETH
bQkEN DwIOHT LEON
bOwEN LUWARD NEIL
PAUL TYNER
Phillip
bOMEN HEbECCA ANNE
bOwtN RICHAHD DEREK
bOwEN STEVEN RAY
bOwEWb CLARENCE M JH
bOnEHb LlbA RENEE
BORERS vlRi
dOK
tiOm
bO«
bOM
FIN MGT 06
MURS BS 12
EDUC«ND»r
FIN MGT
MICRO
ADM MGT 07
M0N-DEG«13
ECON 05
Ch E 03
iT It
BS
boockfor fhedric r
booker robert neely
boon joanna linda
boone silvia coley
BOOTH JONAThON EDGAR
BOOTH STEVEN CRAlG
BORBAS JILL ELAINE
BOREnSTEIn AMY JILL
BORENSTEIN DAVID JAS
BOROELT JOHN ARNOLD
borgman albert F
borick james j
borrelli paul f
borthmlck anne marie
borum beth anne
bose arup kumar
2|07
F
MURS
t E
E T
HO SC
readIng'UME
ADM MGT
R P A
FIN MGT
R P A
ACCT
PSYCH
ENGL
El ED
MATH BS
AG EC
LIB ART
AGRIC
4 ADM MOT Ob
1 ffJ^T SI
LIB ART
R P A
(?-ARCH
ECON
elORT
R P A
R P A
FIN MOT
MORT
NURS BS
CH E
P-ARCH
04
Ob
06
02
03
u
§1
01
06
08
u
S:
0,
HibT 03
S ED«EN^11
6 W b
SC T»BS
FIN M
-
1 GT 01
I R P A 1
•ME 07
M
K
M E
LNOL
ADM MG1
ROVi 04OB
OB
OlNlA M 1 i
CK jAMt
E ttONN]
E CAROL LEE
E LINDA JULIAN
PO bC
dIOENGR
SOC
HURT
AN SC
AN bC
E EEst
L E
EL ED
ADM MOT
E b t
ACCT
ADM MOT 0.
llOC
NOL
D StME Ob
L A aND*!!
<J 02
.T 3
It
NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
BOWLAN RONALD E 4 M E 12 BRAY KEVIN ROBERT 4 £ T 02
BOWLEY MICHAEL H 4 CH E 05 BRAY L CLIFTON JR 4 ADM MGT 05
BOMLINO SUSAN 8 5 RER S
1 '3
*05
8RAZELL CYNTHIA A
BRAZIEL J£FF BRIAN
BREAKFIELD D KEITH
BREAZEALE HAROLD D
1 RO SC 01
BOmMaN JOHN NICHOLAS 4 ADM MGT 4 tl ObBOWMAN JOHN VANCE 4
1 Ih ED
4 07
BOWMAN KELLY ANN h 1 15 6 EDUC-ND•u
BOWMAN MARIE WATTS
i
NURS AA 8REAZEALE SUSAN V
^
4 NURS BS •Ob
BOYCE JEROME R
BOYD ELIZABETH L
BOtD HATTIE DENlSE
&81i?-"°
*1 BRECHT ROBERT WALTER 4 S ED-'MA 02
^ BRECKENRIDGE SARAH L 4 'l ED 03
6 EOUC*ND
'I
BREEDEN LAURA ANN 4 'SYCH 05
BOYD KATHRYN H 2 ENGL 8REEN LAWRENCE ALAN
BREEN NAPIER FULTON
BREHM MARY JO
4
FIN MGT
8?BOYD MARION C JR 6 M E
R-PMARM
0-
4
BOYD MICHAEL CHARLES I 4 02
BOYD RONALD KEITH 4 ACCT BRELAND TERRY L 4
RHYS BS
06
BOYD RUSSELL I P-ARCH
'U
BRELO SAMUEL LEE 5 1^
BOYD W FRANKLIN 4 CH E BRENDEL MICHAEL 4 M £ 03
BOYD W HARDEN t* AGRON 07 BRENNAN MARY SHEEHAN 2 £L ED
FIN MGT
06
BOYER JERRY FRANKLIN 4 R P A 03 BRENNEN FRED JAMES 4 03
BOYER KIMBERLY ANN
BOYETT JEFFERY KEITH
BOYKIN CELESTE D
H RO SC 05 BRENNER ROBERT W 6 ARCH 11
3 CH E
§^
BREVARD LAWRENCE C
BREVARD NATALIE V
BREwER R RICKY
4 R-ARCH 05
< HORT 1 NURS BS 01
BOYKIN RONALD EDWARD 1 I M
§i
4 ADM MGT 06
BOYLE DIANE E h GER BREWER WILLIAM J 1 C £
yBOYLE JOHN V 3 R P A 06 8R{:wINGTON MICHAELIwTON JAMES W III 4 ECONBOYLES FREDERICK H
80YLES PHILIP ROGER
5 W P A^ BRI 4 AG MECH
4 SC T»ES BRI.ZEALE DALE B 4 8 C 05
BOYLES STANLEY MARK 4 C E
EL ED
02 BR CCOTTO ROBERT J 4 8 C nBOYLESTON LYNN CREWS
BOYLESTON^R OARRELL
BOYNTON CECILE
6
't
BR CE CAROLYN ANN 4 SC T»PH
R-ARCH
: iOQL BR CK JAMES WHITEWAY 4 07
CH £ BR CKER THOMAS G
CKLE ARTHUR BOYD
1 FIN MGT 01
BOYS JOANNE WOODWARD ;i GEOL BA , BR 4 E E 03
BOYTER HENRY A 6 CH BS
St
^^ DGEMAN TONI ANNE
DOES BRENDA FAYE
1 EL ED
8iBOZARD BARBARA LYNN I RSYCH BR 4 MATH BA
BRABHAM CARL GREG U MN MGT
ADM MGT
03 BR DOES DALE E W 4 ZOOL 07
BRABHAM JAMES D i* •07 BR DGES DORA KATHYRN 4 MATH BS 03
BRACKEN J MICHAEL <* ADM MGT 03 BR DGES GWYNN DEE
i kii's .?}BRACKETT GEORGE WM U TEXT OB BR DGES LINDA TAYLOR
BRACKETT N CRaIG 1 RM CORE 01 BR DGES MARION C 4 E E 02
BRADBERRY MARK JAY 1 E E 01 BR DGES STEPHEN HILL 2 M £ 02
bradberry p dianne 2 ADM MGT 05 BR GGS S ELIZABETH 4
^^n^Sgt
05
BRADBURY HELEN ANNE I ENGL
CH E
01 BR GMAN A THEODORE
NKLtY JOEL DAVID
4 03
BRADBY TANYA MARIE 1 01 BR 4 E £ 05
BRADDOCK PHILLIP L
BRADLEY DAVID EARL
BRADLEY JAMES C
4
f{S SSI
02 BR STOL LAURA K 4 R P A 02
4 03 BR TT TIMOTHY M
TT TONYA L
4 ACCT UI
i'-.it'A^ SJ
BR 4
?[!iSBRADLEY ROBERT D JR 4 BR TTON ELIZABETH L 1 01
BRADLEY T LEONARD JR 2 R P A 04 tik TTON ROY MALCOLM 4 M £ 03
bRADLEY wiLLlAM LEE 4 C E 07 BR TTS WILLIAM C II 4 M E 04
BRADSHAW E^FLEETWOOU
BRADSHAW JERRY E
6 R P A »11 BROADBENT ANDREW WM 4 EC ZOOL 07
4 AGRON 05 BROADUS BRIAN C
BROADWELL MYRON L
4 R-ARCH 05
BRADSHAW SHERYL L 2 C E 04 4 hi 07BRADSHAW SUSAN ANN
»
ADM MGT
?1
BROCIOUS GARY F 4 Ob
BRADY SIDNEY A IN ED
RO SC
BROCK GREGORY LAVON
BROCK JOHN ROBERT JR
4 ADM MGT
PER SBRADY SUSAN MARIE 4 07 6
BRAGG JOHN DENNIS JR <* FOR oa BROCK KIMBERLY E
BROCK MARGARET G
4 S ED-EN 02
BRAINOVICH JOSEPH F 4 CH E 05 4 S ED«EN o.i
BRAKE STEPHANIE E 4 R P A 05 BROCK MELViN M JR 1 GEOL 8S
MICROBRAKMANN KATHRYN K 1 M P A 01 BROCK MYRIAL MELISSA
BROCK NANETTE HEPLER
6 »1
8RAMLETTE GEORGE 4 R P A 07 4 ADM MGT 03
bRANCH JAMES R 4 CH BS •05 BROCK ROBERT LEONARD
BROCK ROBERT P
4 HORT 06
BRANDEL MATTHEW PAUL 1 ADM MGT 01 2 I M 0^
BRANDEN RUTH GALE 4 RSYCH 05 BROCK ROGER DORLAND 4 AGRON 03
BRANDENBURG CARL M I t E 01 BROCK WM MARSHALL 4 HIST 06
BRANDON KIMBERLY J 4 FD SC 07 BROCKMAN BOBBY C
BROCKMAN ROBERT £ JR
7 VIS-ST 11
BRANDON KiCHARO L 4 BIO CH 05 I M £ 01
1 bRANDON THOMAS L 4 C E 03 BRODERICK KATHY ANNE
BRODERIck KEITH V
4 NURS AA »04
bRANDT ANNE FRANCES 4 EL ED 05 4 C £ 05
, BRANDT AUDREY JENENE
f BRANDT MELANIE ANNE
BRANHAM BOBBY EuGENt
ENGL 0| 8R0DIE waBe^MARTIN
bRODSKY AMY MICHELE
BROKAW ROBERT ERIC
4 HORT Ob
ADM MUT ot 4 AGRON *»03
<> MATH BS 03 1 RM CORE 01
BRANMAM ELIZABETH R
BRANHAM JODY MCLAiN
BRANHAM LtSTER P III
1 pm core 01
03
4 ACCT 05
4 E E BROOKING FRANK W JR 4 CR £ Ob
1 PO SC 01 BROOKS AMY RUTH 4 MATH BS 07
BRANHAM MICHAEL S 4 E E 03 BROOKS ANGELA SUSAN 5 ZOOL 14
BRANMAM REBECCA G 4 NURS AA 04 BROOKS ANNETTE
BROOKS C ELISE
ADM MGT
8BRANHAM bONYA RAINES 4 NURS BS
EDUC-ND
M E
07 EL ED
BRANHAM WYRIAN ALANA 6
ii
BROOKS GINA L NURS BS
BRANNON GARY DEAN 4 BROOKS JAMES REED (. A&F IND I
BRANNON ROBERT C 6 T-P-S 14 BROOKS JONATHAN 4 I M 06
.
BRANNON SELBY MERCER 6 r S 11 BROOKS LISA GAYLE
BROOKS LISA MARIE
BROOKS MICHAEL B
4 PSYCH 06
BRANTLEY CRAIG D 4 R P A Ob 4 MATH BA
FOR
07
bRANTLEY GARY DUDLEY 4 C E 05 6 11
BRANTLEY JOHN 8
BRANTLEY STEPHEN D
I ADM MGT 01 BROOKS PAMELA E 4 NURS BS Ob
4 CR E BROOKS PATRICIA ANN
BROOKS RICHARD ARLEN
BROOKSHIRE ELIZABETH
5
?h'sr aBRANYON GREGORY K 2 £ T 05 4
BRANYON JOHN MARK 1 AN SC 01 4 HORT 02
BRANYON RICHARD A 4 B C
if
BROOME JEAN MARIE 4 MATH BS»05
1
BRASINUTON WILSON L 4 PHYS BS BROOME ROBiN LYNNE 1 MATH BS 01
1 BRASSARU YVONNE L
: BRASwELL AMY SOwELL
1 SOC U BROOME SAMUEL ASHLEYBROOME TERESA JEUEL 4 ADM MGT 044 NURS BS 1 MICRO 01
BRASwELL JOHN K 1 RM CORE 01 BROSNAMAN ROBERT E 5 BIOENGR 11braswell margaret k
bratcher kathy marie
4 iN ED-A
El ED
SPAN
R-ARCH
Ob BROSNAN WALTER H 4 GEOL BA 06
4 02 BROWN ADGER EuGENE 4 8 C 04
BRATHwAiTE GORDON W 1 01 BROWN ALFREU V JR 4 RO SC 07
BRAX ROBERT H I 01 BROWN ALLEN C 4 FOR Ob
BRAY CAROL WILLIAMS 6 EL ED •11 BR()WN BARBARA A 1 ADM MGT 01
NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS NAMt - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
bROwN BOBBY LEE
bromn BOYDEN L JR
BROWN BRIAN OAVID
BROWN BRYANT CARLTON
BROWN CAROL ANN
BROWN Carolyn yvette
BROWN CHARLES RODNEY
BROl
BROi
BROl
BROWN OEBORam E
BROWN UWAYNE MICHAEL
BROWN EHIC JAMES
BROWN FHANKLIN B jR
BROwN OARY ANTHONY
BROWN HAHRY BOLANO
BROwN J CHRISTOPHER
BROWN J LOCKWOOQ III
BROwN JANICE E
BROWN JEFFREY
BROwN JEFFREY ALAN
BROwN JEFFREY SCOTT
BROWN JEFFHEY SCOTT
BROWN JOEL WALTER
BROwN JOHN wATSON JH
BROWN JOSEPH N
BROWN JULIA NELL
BROWN KAREN HOLT
BROWN KAREN MlTuER
BROWN KENNETH FREO
BROWN KENNETH LEWIS
BROWN LEUNARU ALVIN
BROwN LESTER L JR
BROwN LLUYU B
BROWN LYNNE RENEE
BROWN MARIE
BROwN MARILYN M
BROWN MAKLON EOwARO
BROwN MAHSHALL lee
VIS-ST U
AUM SPV •u
E E 06
R P A •OB
E T
olFIN MC»T
IN EO-i
ADM MOT
06
i6
' il
13
«SI8
mo 0301
ADM MGT 04
B C o^
R-ARCH 01
S ED-MA 01
B C
EC 20UL
»SYCH
E E
NURS BS
t T
FOR
l\
Ok
06
01
03
03
01
06
ADM SPV«ll
In EO-A 03
MATH BA 07
HIST 07
EL EO 07
BROwN M
BROwN M
BROdN M
CHAEL ASHLEY
^HAEL
;ha tm
RENUA
ATRICIA A
BH<0«N M CHAEL K
dROwN M CHAEL LEE
BHOwN M '
BROwN Pi
BROWN Patricia a /
BROWN PaTSY ANNE 6
BROWN PERRY w JR 4
BROwN RICHARD B 6
BROwN SANDRA E 1
BROwN STANLEY FRANK <
BROwN Susan milurEU 4
BROWN TmuMAS CAWLTON <
bROwN TIMOTHY <
BROwN vAYNE WALKER 6
BROwNE JAME^ WAUE 1
BROwNE KtNNETH J <*
dROwNlNO KATHY J 5
dWOwNlNO LESTER D 2
Bt^O-f-INO LYNNF T
- .^o RAT DAVID 7
L KENNETH S <
.oO CrNjMlA C Ij"WT,.Lj OHtOOWY F <*
OHuCL utbORAM ANN 6
,L LuwAKu DEAN k
Elaine Carol <
jeff parker <
LORl b i
bTEVEN LEE <
•AN ANNE E <
-•« "ILLIAM R <•jUMN EDWARD L *»
(j"vi.4'»« ARTHUR C JH <
OHUH^ ILLU JOHN R <
dHUNEH STEPHEN M <*
dRUNSON ELIZABETH J k
dRUNSON SAMUEL MAR^ i
BRUNiON AHARON <•
d*^U'.'i'JN stlrhen R 1
- i STEPHEN I
^NALD E h
.^ A 1
r.- I- .
-L * J . ttuTLER «»
OMTAN VHAHCtS L *
dRfAN tHlLT SuSaN 6
ORYAN JA'^ . A iw I
tfRVAN ^ -T JK 4»
ttRYAN r .- lijl ti
HWTA', . ,r^l 1
- J^ 6
>AlL 6W mt I Jt'^ ' "t T u 1
0HtAr«f JUPiM UROiiNlNO <•
CH
iNU
BRYANT RICHARD F JR
BRYANT RICKY LEE
BRYANT SANDRA RENEE
BRYANT JERRY LEE
BRYSON DAVID AGNEW
BRYSON JUDITH H
BRYSON KATHLEEN
BRYSON MARC ERNEST
BRYSON NANCY JACKSON
BRYSON PATRICIA K
BRYSON RONALD EARL
BUCHANAN ANTHONY C
BUCHANAN ELIZABETH A
BUCHANAN JANA D
BUCHANAN JENNY A
BUCHANAN JOSEPH W
BUCHANAN M CARROLL
BUCK JOANNE M
BUCK LAURA ELIZABETH
BUCK PHILIP L
BUCKINGHAM DONNA E
bUODlN D MICHELLE
BUECHLER DAVID B
BUECHLER MARK ALAN
BUFFAMOYER DAVID S
BUFFINGTON DAVID M
BUFFKIN CATHY ANN
BUFFKIN G TIMOTHY
BUFORD DEBORAH LEIGH
BUGG MARCIA YVONNE
BUIE DAVID EDWARD
BUIE DAVID WILLIAM
BUKO PATRICIA LEE
BULL MARY LOUISE
BULL SANDRA SMITH
BULL TERENCE PARK
BULLARD DAVID B
BULLARD LAUREL JEAN
BULLOCK SHERRILL K
BULTMAN SUSAN L
BULTZ GARL ALAN
BUMGaRDNER CHARLES G
BUMGARNER UEAN A
BUMSTEAD JOHN G JR
BUNNING V KELIY
BUNTING KERRIE SUE
BUNTON PRISCILLA ANN
BUNTON RAYMOND A JR
BURBACH DAVID GEORGE
BURCH BYRN BOOTH
BURCH CARMEN I
BURCH JAMES ROBERT
BURCH MARIAN NIVEN
BURCH P RAfLlFF
BURCHFIELD MARVIN S
BURCKHALTER JULIE R
BURCkhALTER RONALD L
BURDEN UENA MARIE
BURDEN NANCY LYNNE
BURDETT wM MCSWAIN
BURUETTE G FRANCES B
BURDETTE PEgGy JANE
BURESH KATHY C
BURESH ROBERT EDWARU
BURGEN NANCY BARBARA
BURGER RANUAL MONTIE
BURGESS CURTIS LANE
bURGESS NED ROBERT
BURGESS RICKEY GENE
bURGESS ROBERT F
BUROESS STEVEN WAYNL
BURGHARDT CRAIG S
bURK PATRICK LLOYD
bURKART SUSAN M
BUR^E GEORGE E JR
BUR^E JAMES K
BURKE MARK L
BURKL REGINA R
BURKE ROBERT w
bURKETT blLLY JOE
BURKtTT bRLNDA DEAN
BURKETT GLENN ARTHUR
f IN MGT 06
ADM MGT 04
R-PHARM 05
1 M 02
E E 01
PER S -11
NURS BS 03
R-ARCH OB
EL ED •U
BIO CH 14ME OB
MATH BA 07
ADM MGT
VIS-ST 11
w B •U
MATH BS 11
SOC 07
EL ED
EL ED
21
NURS BS
FIN MGT
AG E
M E
R P A
MICRO
Psych
E E
M E
S ED-MA
•C ZOOL
4 ECON
4 RO S(
06
BURKETT LlNOA S
BURKHART CAROLE B
BUR^b buF OKU LEE
BURKS JAMES DAVID
bURNAM LURTIS fIElU
bURNE JEFFREY C
bURNER BWUCE ELLIS
bURNETT ELLEN DIANE
BURNETT LEAH ELLEN
BURNETT LISA K
bURNETT MARILYN RuTh
bURNETTE JAMES P
bURNETTE MARY M
bURNHAM ELIZABETH E
OB
41
06
ht
01
o|
01
01
04
Ob
07
01
01
03
03
§i
OB
03
07
03
OB
03
07
06
fO C
M E
EL ED
b C
ECON
ADM MGT
AG MECH
EDyC-ND»ll
NuRS AA«06
R P A 01
P S ^Ob
ADn'MiiT 01
C t 04
MATH bS OB
M t
tCON
B C
M t
C E
EL ED
t E
R-ARCH
AUM MGT
R S
L E
OB
•03
'\
07
03
02
OB
>07
LIB AKT'Ol
S ED-MA Ob
AUM SRV 11
AUM MGT 07
PER S •!!
ENOL 11
1 1 M
« HURT
t ENT
b NUTR
« EL EO
** ZOOL 03
H AUM MGT 06
i MAIH BS
7 C E
RSYCH
F IN MG
S 01
*i
T 02
NAMfc - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS NAMt - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
BURNISTON HARVEY JR
BURNISTON MAUREEN G
BURNS CHRISIOPHER D
BURNS
BURNS
BURNS
BURNS
BURNS
BURNS
BURNS
BURNS
BURNS
BURNS
BURNS
BURR
BURR
JAMES MUNROE
JEFFREY W
" LOUISE
JEFFREY
XAUUE GARRETT
COLEY SHERMAN
OavIU ROBERT
GARY LEE
"
KAREN
SCOTT :
TEASLEY MARK
WARD RUSSELL
IDE ALLEN B
THOMAS E JR
THOMAS LEE
BURRELL JOANN CAPPS
BURRELL LOLA A
BURRISS GREGORY D
BURRISS REIO AGNOR
BURROUGHS J BENJAMIN
BURROM SANDRA CLARK
BURROW WM HENDERSON
BURT KONNl NICOLE
BURTON HUBERT C JR
BURTON STEPHEN M
BURTON THOMAS GARY
BURTTRAM JODY WADE
BUSBY MILES TRENT
aUSCH GINGER E
BUSH CLARENCE WATHAL
BUSHING NANCY JEAN
BUSKIRK KAREN A
8USSEY CARL EDWARD
BUSSEY CHARLES A
8USSEY LAURIE K
BUSSEY PAMELA JOYCE
BUSTLE RICKEY NORMAN
BUTCH JOHN ALLYN
BUTCHER BRIAN LEEITC f
ITLE«
ITLER
BU
BU1_
BUTLER
BUTLER
CHRISTINE T
JERRY ODELL
BUTLER
BUTLER
LISA ANNE
MICHAEL GENE
THOMAS LEE
TORRIE M
BUTLER VALERIE JEAN
BUTTERWORTH MARK
BUTTON GARY DOUGLAS
BUTTON RUSSELL SCOTT
BUTTS KARL MICHAEL
BUTTS MARTHA ANN
BUTTS Tammy yvonne
BUZHaRUT JAS RANDALL
BUZHARDT ROBERT LYNN
6UZHARDT STEVEN C
BYARS ALISA SHAWN
BYARS GUY FORD
BYARS JERRY L
BYARS KENNETH CHAS
BYARS LORI LEIGH
BYARS SUSAN KAYE
BYERLEY MARK F
BYERLY MARTIN COLE
BYNUM F JACKSON JR
BYRO ALAN KIMBERLY
BYRD CHRISTOPHER D
BYRD KATHERINE W
BYRO MICHAEL N
BYRO MICHAEL R
BYRO SANDRA LORRAINE
BYRO TED AARON
BYRO WILLARO DEAN
BYRDIC CYNTHIA
BYRNE NANCY JEAN
BYRON OAVIO WM
CABINESS LESLIE ALAN
CABLE LEONARD C JR
CABLE MICHAEL B
CABRAL STEVEN M
CABRAL SUSAN MARIE
CADARET VIRGINIA MAE
CAFFREY SYLVIA L
CAGGIANO ANTHONY V
CAGLE JOHN N III
CAGLE PATRICK MARTIN
CAHALY JANE SPOONER
CAIN ANNE
CAIN BRENT LAMAR
CAIN JOHN ROBERT
CA N RACHEL E
RICHARD DOUGLAS
SCOTTY Bf
WANOA J
WAYNE CECIL
CAIN
CAIN
CAIN
CAIN
CA
BS"
HI
FOR
NURS
FOR
HORT
S ED.
FOR
AN SC <
RHYS BS
1 AG £0
<» fc CH ED
i FIN MGT 01
- £O^C.NDM
ON Ob
07
»06
08
01
'U0"
ON
NES PATRICIA M
EC
R-ARCH 0]
MATH BS O:
ACCT •Oi
MATH BS»03
HORT 05
R P A Ob
ADM MGT 07
EDUC-ND^ii
I:BIO CH
ENGL
MICRO
AG E
IN ED-V
AN SC
IN ED-I
ACCT
CH E
FIN MGT
CH E
AGRON
ADM MGT
05
01
03
oA
03
03
I
I
ARCH
ADM MGT
READING»1
R P A 06
ECON
TEXT
ADM MGT
NURS BS
R-ARCH
ADM MGT
RSYCH
¥l
LIB ART
AG EC
HOKT
R-ARCH
FOR
E CH ED
MICRO
CH E
PO SC
GEOL BS
C E
FIN MGT
gO«T
ACCT
ADM MGT
R P A
o;
03
0^
05
05
01
OB
01
08
03
01
05
07
Oi
07
07
07
01
03
07
01
06
01
03
07
1^
03
06
•0^
01
IN ED
P-ARCH
R P A
IS r^
E T
BIO CH
PHYS BS
EL ED
RSYCH
BIO CH •11
ioOL 07
C E 02
ADM SPV«I1
ADM MGT 03
AN SC
E CH ED
M E
NURS BS
PER S
P-PHARM
CALCUTT ANGELA MARIA
CALCUTT CAROL H JR
CALDWELL BAREY MELL
CALDWELL DAVID GLENN
CALDWELL DELANE M
CALDWELL JOHN MARK
CALDWELL KAREN LYNN
CALDWELL LAURIE ANN
CALDWELL WARNER J
CALHOUN DEBORAH L
CALHOUN HENRY N
CALHOUN JAMES NEEL
CALHOUN JOHN ROBERT
CALHOUN ROBERT G
CALHOUN ROBT STEPHEN
CALHOUN WRENZIE LEE
CALIFF SARAH C
CALLAGHAN MICHAEL T
CALLAHAM CYNTHIA G
CALLAHAM MARGARET A
CALLAHAN PATRICIA L
CALLAHAN ROBERT A
CALLAWAY CATHERINE P
CALLIHAM RJTA ALISON
CALVERT CHARLOTTE A
CALLISON SCOT-.I
'E
•EL
CALVERT CRAIG ALAN
CALVERT ELLEN LYNN
CALVERT GLENDA GREER
CALVERT HERBERT RAY
CAMBRON CYNTHIA LOU
CAMERON DENNIS M
CAMERON JOHN D
CAMERON RICHARD A
CAMERON WM ENNIS
CAMPBELL CHARLES M
R
JR
CAMPBELL CHARLES
CAMPBELL DAVID H
CAMPBELL DAVID R
CAMPBELL DEBORAH L
CAMPBELL OIANNE L
CAMPBELL DONALD B
CAMPBELL GARY
CAMPBELL GEORGE WM
CAMPBELL GLENN T
J HAROLDCAMPBELL
CAMPBELL JERRY M JR
CAMPBELL JOHN THOMAS
CAMPBELL JOHN W JR
CAMPBELL JONES T JR
CAMPBELL LAURIE E
CAMPBELL LINDA LEE
CAMPBELL MARGARET S
CAMPBELL MARK DEAN
CAMPBELL MARY L
CAMPBELL MICHAEL A
CAMPBELL MICHAEL D
CAMPBELL P DOUGLAS
CAMPBELL RICHARD E
CAMPBELL ROBERT E
CAMPBELL ROBIN RENEE
CAMPBELL SANDRA JEAN
CAMPBELL SHERRY L
CAMPBELL SUSAN
CAMPBELL SUSAN R
CAMPBELL TAMARA DEE
CAMPBELL TIMOTHY R
CAMPBELL WM RALPH JR
CAMPSEN TERRYE S
CAN NGO HUY
CANNADA W BRENTLY
CANNADY STEVEN JAY
CANNIFF GREGORY WM
CANNON DEBRA ANN
CANNON LYNNE WESLEY
CANNON MICHAEL ALAN
CANNON PATRICIA E
CANNON ROBERT E JR
CANNON RODNEY DALE
CANNON VIRGINIA A
CANTERBURY RALPH WM
CANTERBURY SHARON A
CANTEY B WHITFIELD
CANTEY MARIA LYNN
CANTOR RICHARD BLAKE
CANTRELL CAROL ANNE
CANTRELL EUwiN V
CANTRELL GARY THOMAS
CANTRELL MARION V JR
CANTRELL RANDALL R
CANTRELL WILLIAM R
CANTWELL CYNTHIA C
CAPORASO JERYL A
CAPPELMANN J RICHARD
CAPPS DOYLE EDWARD
CAPPS MARJORIE T
PM CORE 01
ADM MGT
C E 0.
ADM MGT '
EL ED 'l
RO SC
EL EO
EL EO
NUTR
NURS BS
CR E|I0 CH
ADM MGT
ENGL
E E
SOC
RSYCH
FIN MGT
READING
SOC
FIN MGT 03
CR E 05
NURS BS 03
E T 04
EL ED 05
READING*11
ADM MGT 08
01
01
01
07
U
07
05
03
03
id
04
'U
07
ECON
AG E
RO SC
05
08
01
•07
01
03
01
GEOL BS»04
IN ED 03
E CH ED»05
FIN MGT ~
CH E
CH BS ^
CRO
MGT
4 MICR(
4 FIn I
4 TEXT
07
07
01
8§
06
tl
08
08
03
o>
05
01
01
01
05
g^
02
0?
01
^ 11
PSYCH 05
FIN MGT 01
P-ARCH 05
M E •U
ADM MGT '~
Rl path
ADM MGT
E T
CH E
IN ED
ADM MGT
MICRO
PO SC
EL ED
E CH ED
P-PHY T
MATH BS
MATH BS
CH E
CH E
ARCH-ND
ADM MGT
EL EO
E CH ED
ACCT
EL ED «
^
BS
C E
MATH
HORT
HORT
HORT
M E
R P A
E CH ED
FIN MGT
ADM MGT
ADM MGT
HORT
ADM MGT
NURS BS
CH E
R P A
RER S
AG ED
CH E
NON-OEG
MATH BS
AN SC
HORT
SOC
07
1^
01
06
01
07
01
04
03
07
06
05
05
03
05
03
05
01
01
•11
•11
01
12
07
Ob
05
•08
NAMt - STATUS - C0UH6E - CLASS NAMt - STATUS - COUKSE - CLASS
CARLSON
CARLTON
CAHLTON
CARLTON
CARNtLL
CARNtS
CARN£S
CAPPS MICKY EDMARO
CARAbO TtRRI LYNN
CAROtGNA PETER A
GARDEN KEVIN JOSEPH
CARpONt ELLEN M
CAREY KEVIN UAVIO
CAREY LYNDON MICMAEL
CARIENb MICMAEL LEE
CARLETON ANDRE* G
CARLISLE C MICMAEL
CARLISLE DEBORAH ANN
CARLISLE NANCY MASON
CARLISLE TERRY SUE
CARLL FRANK GILBERT
CARLSON PAUL HENRY
ROBERT CHAS
JAMES EUGENE
LISA KAY
SAMUEL CAIL
ELIZABETH S
EMILY SUSAN
GtORGE H JR
CARNES PETER JOSEPH
CARNEY BASIL W JR
CAROLAN JOSEPH OTTO
CARPENTER CATHY J
CARPENTER LOYDE M JR
CARPENTER • G JR
CARR DONNA SUZANNE
CARR ELAM CARLTON
CARR ElEANuR MILDRED
CARR MARY CATHLEEN
CARRE CATHERINE L
CARRINGTON STEVEN C
CARRULL DEBORAH E
CARROLL HELEN RAMEY
CARROLL JEFFREY B
CARROLL JON GREGORY
CARROLL KAREN LYNN
CARRULL LESLEY C
CARROLL MARK GESEN
CARROLL MARY LEOERLE
CARkULL REA ALLEN
CARRULL RUSSELL DEAN
CARROLL bAYNE DAVID
CARSON MAURICE A
SmANNON
EDDIE LEE
chrUtopmer J
CmurChill a
D ANDRE*
DOUG MARK
EDmARD DELHAR
EuGEnE C II
UAlNES P
JUEL M
JOMN R
JOHN SMELTON
JOSEPM M
KIRK TOOSEN
I
.9w
!TER
iTER
IK
LOUISE
nanCy
c
CAMP
TEH ioSAN KOJWT
TER TtRESS
ARTEK mESLEY
A R
EDOE DAVID T
R DAVID F
H LULA SMITH
K kIChaWD T
Lt JAN CLAIRE
lE pattI l^nne
LL STL^EN «
' i -A jENISE
• MARRIFT
UN
[on
iXAlN
,aJJTi5t HOtttRT h
-ASTft^i
-TllIam r
,A AMD
YNNE
'4\Mk
f
NNAt«tt AONtS LT
Atitr ilLVlA 6
A nCr tUaAWU
U tttvlMcr GAIL
U riAHNT f
AG E
FIN M6T
PHYS BS
ART
ACCT
GEOL BS
ADM MGT
fjATH BS
EL ED
NURS BS 03
A&F INO U
Ent •14
FIN MGT 07
ME 07
ENGL O'^
AG MECH Ob
ACCT 01
NURS BS ObME 04
MATH BS 01
M E •11
HICRO 06
P-PMARM 01
CR E qI
fe S Ep-pharmD UlIL^OB
MSYCM 06
ADM MGT 01
EL ED 05ME 05
READING^l
EDU"
CH
5
1
7
4 ECON
Engl
»ER s
'li
OS
•05
NON-OEG 13
Cm E 05
MURS AA 0^
ARCH
FOR
E E
M E
i M
R P A
R-ARCH
CR E
PO SC
M-ARCh
E E
E E
pm core
wo sc
EL ED
R P A
PSYCH
W-ARCH
t E
PM CURE
N(JRS AA
psycm
EL ED •n
HUMS BS 03
AG mECh 07
I T 03
'IN MOT 05
R P A
E T
ADM MG
t S t 1«»
FOR hi
NURS BS 01
AUM SPv»lI
ADM MUT U^
MATH BA 05
HEADiN(,»ii
ADM MoT 04
R P A
fO SC
w-phy
ADM HO
PSYC
phtS
•OB
OB
05
04
Ob
07
05
01
01
§1
:ji
li
OB
0?
05
ED
DS
SbM MOT
CATO MYRA FERGUSON
CATO STEVEN HAYDEN
CATOE ALICE
cau8le michael p
caughman carol E
caugmman catherine a
CAWLOER RONNA LYNN
CAULKINS DONALD G
CAUSEY MICHAEL A
CAUThEN J RICHARD JR
CAUThEN JAMES C
CAVE ALBERT SIDNEY
CAVEDO KM GORDON
CAVENY REGlNA SMITS
CAYCE RICHARD RiVES
CBLY CECELIA POWELL
CELY JOHN EMMETT
CELY JOSEPH Eugene
CERNY CHARLES JOHN
CERNY JAMES WM
CERVENY BRUCE M
CEVA FRANK MM
CHABON GREGORY M
CHACKNES H ARTHUR
CHADDICk META LUCILE
CHADwELL CHARLES H
CHADwICK LEON L
CHAKRABARTY SUJIT K
CHAMBERS BRIAN KEITH
CHAMBERS ELIZABETH C
CHAMBERS JOE BREwER
CHAMBLEt A DANIEL
CMAMBLEE TIMOTHY
CHANDLER BENJAMIN J
CHANDLER MARGIE KAY
CHANDLER TIMOTHY R
;hapin
JHAPLlN
CHAPMAN
CHAPMAN
CHAPMAN
CHAPMAN
CHAPMAN
CHAPMAN
CHAPMAN
CHAPMAN
CHAPMAN
CHAPMAN
CHAPMAN
CHAPMAN
CHAPMAN
CHAPMAN
JAY WILLARO
mlLLlAM P
BRET
CHftK CYNTHIA MARIE
CHEEK MAROLD CALHOU
CHEE^ JUEL MICHA
CHEEK MARY LEilS
lAEL
CHEEK RANDAL
CHEEZEM PAUL
arle:
, _ L MILTON
ChEN ML! Mtl
CHENAULT BONNIE M
"HEUNO CHiN ENG
TH0MA5 WAYNE
EENE L
C
C
L
;heslak
;hesley charl
;hesley stepmen
,Ht»NlNG REGGIE
ARIelLU DIANE
LDERS C SCOTT
LDERS CYNTmIA
LUERS "ILLIAM
ChIlDRLSS RONALD
LOS MOWARD D
LDS NATman *t.ST
LDS REGGY ELAInE
LDS RUSSELL PAUL
LDS SIaCy PELICTa
LDS STANLEY UALE
LDS SUSAN MIlFORu
NLRY MARK F
NERY SCOTT
PLEY ROY M
PmAN JANLT AMANDA
UMINATTO CANUICE
CHMUHA LmMIsTInE
ChOlEbINSkI t c
CHOPlIN UONNA LOUlSt
!?!"
4 ENGL
4 MORT
DOUGLAS
CAROLE LYNNE
DAVID T
DEBRA D
HUGH N
JOSEPH M JR
KURT MICHAEL
MARY E
NOEL FELTON
REBECCA A
rIchard V
ROBERT MARK
ROGER KEITH
, .
WM RANDOLPH
CHAPPELL JOHN MENRY
CHAPPELL MELINDA E
CHARETTE DONNA MARIE
CHARLESwORTH BRYAN D
CHARLTON Sara e
<ping debra t
Cheryl p
HORACE D
JOMN ERIC
MARK WAYNE
C MICHAEL
06
07
1 ZOOL 01
I ADM MGT 01
.
ED
.CON
ADM MGT
E
M
BSm^
04
Od
05
06
04
u
MATH BS^ll
ADM MGT 08
CHARLES 1
»-PHY
6 W B •ll
6 AN PH •\k
1 E E 01
4 FOR 06
4 E E 03
4 ADM MGT Od
4 M E 03
4 ADM MGT 03
1 R P A 01
4 E T 05
4 FOR Od
! IT'''°'\\
1 EL ED 01
4 ADM MGT 06
4 ACCT 05
4 IN ED OB
1 AN SC 01
4 El ED 07
im^ .\i
4 AG MECH 05
CR E 02
SI 8i
ijPAN 01
E E Od
FIN MGT 07
AOM MGT Od
ACCT 01ME 01
MATm BS 03
R-ARCH •Od
FIN MOT OS
R P A
AOM MGT
AN SC 0.
R P A 01
MICRO 11
C E Od
HORT 05
t CH ED OS
NURS AA^04
ADM SPV^:
HORT
E E
M E
ADM MOT
AG MECH
PSYCH
NURS BS
ADM MGT
04
^3
'J4
tNOjj
NUT
R P
C
06
05
03
01
06
05
01
06
A
PER S
L R P
CR E
READING^
ACCT
kTM BSMAT
MICRO o;
E E 06
DM MOT^07
CON 5d
_ ED •;ICE (
4 NURS BS^
<* E T i
5 EL ED •]
3 A f
4 E «
6 EL
4 C E
: m
H aOm
4 MATH BS
1 CM E
MOT h03
01
NAME - STATUS - COUHSE - CLASS
CHOUDHkY ASIF JAVED
CHREITZBERG LISA J
CHRIsMAN CATHERINE
CHR SMON ROBERT
CHRlSS GEORGE S JR
CHRIST AMY ELIZABETH
CHRIST DOUGLAS JOHN
CHRIST JOHN FURY
CHRISTIAN ALICE W
CHRIstIt DEIORA V
CHRISTIE RICHARD M
CHRISTMAN KATHRYN L
CHR STOFFEHS DONALD
CHR STOPHEK MARIAN L
CHRISTOPHER MARK T
CHRlstOPHEK MARY L
CHRISTOPHER NANCY A
CHU JAMES K
CHUNG SI YIN
CHURCH JOHN SNYDER
CHURCH SANDRA DALE
CHURCHILL LESLIE J
CHURCHILL TODD F
CIALLELLA ANTHONY J
CISSELL LUCIA B
CISSELL VIRGINIA C
CISSON MM EDMARD
CLAMP HARRIETT H
CLAMP MARTHA SUTTON
CUANTON BERNARD GENE
CLARDY ROBERT A
CLARK BARBARA T
CLARK BIRDIE SUZANNE
CUARK BRIAN ERWIN
CLARK CYNTHIA LOUISE
CLARK DAVIS EDWARD
CLARK DENNIS JOHN
CLARK DONALD CHARLES
CLARK DOUGLAS FRED
CLARK DM4GHT EDmARD
CLARK EUGENE LEE
CLARK JAMES MORRIS
CLARK JAMES TIMOTHY
CLARK JEFF STUART
CLARK JEFFREY ALAN
CLARK JOHN CAMPBELL
CLARK JOHN CHAPPELL
CLARK JOHN SAWYER
CLARK JULIAN J
CLARK KATHRYN G
CLARK MARGARET JOYCE
CLARK MARK STEVEN
CLARK MICHAL MAREE
CLARK MILTON RUSSELL
CLARK OTIS DEWAYNE
CLARK PHILIP WENDELL
CLARK ROBERT STEVEN
CLARK ROBERT T JR
CLARK STEVEN HARRIS
CLARK SYDNEY ALICE
CLARK WANDA SPEARS
CLARK WILLIAM M
CLARK WILLIAM M
CLARKE BRADLEY JAMES
CLARKE DANA R
CLARKE LISA ANN
CLARKE MICHAEL R
CLARKSUN HELEN MCKAY
CLARKSON JENKINS L
CLARY BEN MITCHELL
CLARY CARL D JR
CLARY GREGORY NEAL
CLARY ROBERT SPENCER
CLAUSEN CHARLES DEAN
CLAUSEN ELIZABETH A
CLAUSSEN TRUETT M
CLAVIJO RENATO
CLAY JAMES EDWARD
CLAYTON CYNTHIA G
CLAYTON JOHN CAROL
CLAYTON JOHN MERRICK
CLAYTON JOHN T III
CLAYTON MARK ANTHONY
CLAYTON MARY ANN
CLAYTON MYRA JEAN
CLAYTON PAMELA
CLAYTOR PAMELA ANN
CLELAND JAMES HORACE
CLELAND MEREDITH F
CLEMENS JOHN THOMAS
CLEMENT DANIEL H
CLEMENT JON MARSHALL
CLEMMONS DEBORAH J
CLEVELAND LAURA G
CLEVELAND LINDA C
CLEVELAND ROGER COY
NAME STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
4 E E 04
I ADM MGT 01
4 FIN MGT 05
1 ADM MGT
844 CH BS
I PM CORE 01
4 M E 05
UIa 0803
5 E MGT 14
6 w B '
4 E CH ED
4 R P A 11
1 ACCT 01
I E CH ED
*1
6 NUTR I
I M E
4 EL ED 0(>
4 EL ED OB
1 t E
1 C E
01
01
4 SOC
4 EL ED
6 ADM SPV
OB
06
»1
.
•1
,6 ADM SPV^
2 ACCT
I M £
»03
01
7 ENGL
6 EL ED ^li
4 NURS BS 05
I M E 01
4 FIN MGT 05
i CH E 01
4 B C 07
i ADM MGT
T T
4 S EDfHI 05
6 ADM SPV *1 i
4 C E 03
4 CH E 05
4 FIN MGT 03
4 M E 03
1 P-ARCH 01
4 B C 07
4 B C 07
4 HIST I7 NURS BS
4 NURS BS 05
4 FIN MGT 03
1 AN SC 01
1 C E 01
4 M E 02
1 R P A 01
4 «ICRO 05
6 C R P 11
4 ^DM MGT 06
02
5 EDUC-ND »11
2 S ED 04
4 CH E OB
4 FIN MGT
6 BIOENGR
4 S ED-HI
4 PSYCH
02
11
06
03
7 PER S •11
4 AN SC 04
I ADM MGT 01
4 C E 04
4 ADM MGT 06
1 PO SC 01
4 ADM MGT 03
4 ADM MGT 07
4 CR E 05
i PM CORE
•12
01
4 M E 06
I P-ARCH 01
1 ACCT 01
4 P-ARCH 06
4 CR E
4 El ED 7
4 MED T 04
1 NURS BS 01
4 t CH ED 05
4 ECON
§?4 ADM MGT
3 ACCT
4 FIN MGT
•05
04
4 H P A 03
4 ^0 SC 03
1 SC T-BS 01
3 M E •04
i EC BIOL 01
CLEVELAND STEVEN C
CLEVENGER PEGGY S
CLIFFORD MARK JAMES
CLIFTON JEFFREY PAUL
CLINE STEPHEN LAMAR
CLINTON JEAN MARIE
CLYBURN OEBRA ANNE
CLYBURN LOUANNE
COAO ANNE ELIZABETH
COAKLEY PAUL BROOKS
COAN MARC STEWART
AN SC
>i P A
E CH ED
R P A
R P A
CH BA
_ ^ . ECON
CQATES GEftALD LEE JR 2 NON-OEG*
coates brian edward
_
--.Aald l— •
COaTES JAMES WM JR
COATES JOHN THOMAS
COATES JOYCE ANNE
COATS MITCHEL E
IIICOBB ALFRED C
COBB CLAUDE S
COBB HENRY ROGERS JR
COBB JAMES NEIL JR
COBB RAYMOND E
COBB SARAH CATHELENE
COBB SHERRY LEE
COBB TYRUS RAYMOND
COCCIA ANDREA LEE
COCHRAN ALICE D
COCHRAN JAMES JOSEPH
COCHRAN KAY HARWELL
COCHRANE LEONARD J
CODY DENNIS MICHAEL
CODY WILLIAM JAMES
COEN ROBERT L
COFFEY LINDA DIANE
COFFEY RICHARD ALAN
COFFEY ROBERT C
COFFMAN RONALD WAYNE
COGGINS DONALD C
COGGINS DONALD JAY
COGGINS GLENN R
COGGINS JONATHAN M
COGGINS RICHARD C
COGH LL CARL H
COGHILL DAVID FLOYD
COGSWELL ANN E
COHEN LARRY RANDALL
COKER CHARLES R
COKER DANIEL HOLLIS
COKER GERALD RAY
COKER HAROLD RAY JR
COKER JAMES THOMAS
COKER RAVONDA S
COKER RICHARD BRYAN
COKER ROBERT NED
COLAIZZO RICHARD S
CQLASSARD CORY S
COLE RENEE CECILE
COLE WM CHARLES
COLEMAN BETH
COLEMAN DANNY LYDE
COLEMAN GEOFFREY K
COLEMAN GREG M
COLEMAN GREGORY L
COLEMAN H VICTOR JR
COLEMAN JOHN FRANCIS
COLEMAN JOHN STEVEN
COLEMAN MARGARET E
COLEMAN MICHAEL LEE
COLEMAN PATRICIA L
COLEMAN RALPH M
COLEMAN RALPH THOMAS
COLEMAN RICHARD ALAN
COLEMAN ROBERT K
COLEMAN SANDA MARIE
COLEMAN STEVE M
COLES GREGORY WARREN
COLEY JACQUELYN L
COLGROVE DlANA LYNN
COLL JEAN MARIE
COLLER THOMAS C
COLLIER CONSTANCE L
COLLIER MARY E
COLLINGS DELANIE H
COLUNGS THOMAS A JR
COLLINS BARBARA F
COLLINS CHARLES E
COLLINS JAMES L JR
COLLINS KARINE SUE
COLLINS LARRY KEITH
COLLINS MARCIA ANN
COLLINS MARK ANSEL
COLLINS RONALD T
COLLINS SHERYL DIANE
COLQUHOUN STEPHEN G
ADM MGT 07
EDUC-ND*U
IN ED
PM
06
01
CORE 04
03
05
06
05
OB
03
i!
if
Si
SYCH 06
S ED*EN 06
ACCT OB
I M 07
HIST 07
HORT •U
BOT 07
FIN MGT "
VIS-ST
E S E
EL ED
FD SC
MICRO
P-OENT
ADM MGT
h'
CH E
F.IN
II
. MGT 02
Engl 06
ADM MGT»Oa
EL ED
CH E
SC T-ES 08
ADM MGT 04
ECON
ECON
U
04
04
1 ADM MGT 01
E T
1 M
E E
04
06
08
03
05
02
^ 01
ADM MGT 02
4
4
4
4
4
4 PSYCH
1 MATH BS
4
2
4
4
4
4
4
4
8 C
M E
AN SC
MED r
ADM MGT
P-ARCH
E A
i Iu'eu
FOR
R P A
tV"
AG ED
ADM MGT
E E
P-ARCH
EL ED
PSYCH
CH E
EL ED
P-ARCH
ADM MGT
EL ED
C E
£ A
M E
ADM MGT
EL ED
M E
PSYCH
B C
ADM MGT
03
01
04
07
02
03
07
0>
•08
•11
04
01
01
06
05
02
??
Sf
oi
07
06
06
01
Si
St
if
NURS BS 07
COLSON KEVIN WILLIAM
COLTER VERNA DEAN MATH BS 03
NAMt - STATUS - COUH&E - CLASS NAMt - STATUS - COURbt - CLASS
COMAW tUwAHO ttORLEY
COMPTON CLARENCE R
COMPTUN RUSSELL CLAY
CONOER JUMN OAVIO
CONDON IRVIN GERARO
CONDON ttlLLIAM J JR
CONE CONVERSE BOMAR
CONE DAVlU LlNOSlE
CONE JtKFREY WiNSOR
CONLEY LISA MAUREEN
CONN CLAUDIA B
CQNNELL JOHN ALLEN
CONNELL KELLY I
CONNELLY DAPHNE M
CONNER HUNAHO DEAN
CONNOLLEY DONALD J
CONNOLLY *M JOSEPH
CONNOR BARKY WAYNE
CONNOR JUDiTH C
CONNOR MARY MERRICK
CONNOR MICHAEL C
CONNOR WILLIAM OwENS
CONKAU C KRISTIAN
CONRAD FRANKLIN D
CONRAD KEVIN P
CONRAD KObERT JAMES
CONWAY RUTm ELLEN
CONYBEAR RICHARD G
CONYERb LISA RENE
CONZEL JOHN Park JR
COOGLE K LEE JR
COOK CULwELL ANN
COOK DARHYL ALLEN
COOK DEBRA KAY
COOK DENNIS LEE
COOK DEAFER L
mi hmm r^
COOK GENIE KUTH
COOK HENRY WESTON
COOK JAMES MICHAEL
COOK JAMES T
COOK JANE ELIZABETH
COOK JOEL NEUBERT
COOK JOHN MARION JR
COOK LtRUY KENNETH
COOK MAROARET ADELE
COOK PAUL REID
COOK PAULA KATHRYN
COOK PETER AUGUST JR
COUK HObERT MICHAEL
COOK TEkNY gay
COOK TERHY WILLIAM
WALLACE DANIEL
COOKE UANJEL JOSEPH
YVONNE
COOKE WAlPh WESLEY
COOKE El
ANiEy iI
evFlyn
JnIa T
Ch aH O JRUMUtH
OMyMAT CL
,Oaomat mI
•OWEt JOHN A
.OMlCt CiNOV ELLA
AUUIA T
CmA^L K
CH E 01
MATH BS C*
EDUC»ND«il
II
COOKE ROfaEKT LAWTON
COOL RACHEL CAMERON
COOLEY BKUCE WAYNE
COOLEY J GKE.GORY
COOLLY JAMES W JR
COOLEY MAHY FRANCES
COOLEY SANDRA M
COOMBS JOHN WALLACE
COOHBS PAUL S jR
COON OAVlD ARTHUR
;OOPt« C^^AHi FS DAVlD
CmRISTOPhER B
CONSTANCE M
CYNTmIa L
UEINURE G
ELUABETh ANNjamEs L III
LESLIE A
LYNN t
MAHIU
-AWY HUFFMAN
CALViN
- A
Cu-tL-"^ TM «v-Y ALICE
COKtLANU bl L Y D
Copley a«y
COPLEY ViWOj
COPSES JOHNNY PtTE
CoKattT c fhOma;
COMbtTT JOSEPH
CUM^nt Kt^LtY ANN
CH E
M E
FIN MGT
CH E
M E
CRD
ADM MGT
ADM MGT
HIST
ADM MGT
E A
NURS BS
CH E
ACCT
EC ZOOL
READING
CH E 'Oa
ACCT 05
^OOL 07
E CH
08
03
0^
03
Ob
Oi
07
07
05
05
05
06
06
05
07
4*
MURS BS
FIN MGT
E T
M E
i M
i ED«HI
tCON
W-ARCH
ACCT
CH BS
tCON
ACCT
^OOL
ADM MGT
M E
ED 07
hO^R
HO SC
FIN MGT
K P A
F In MGT
ZOOL
M P A
CH E
4 bOT
'* WiCRO
< H P A
AG E 06
tOOC«ND*Il
In EU-A 05
06
03
05
04
Ob
03
05
o>
05
03
07
06
Ob
04
25
21
07
03
•06
•Ob
06
Oi
07
Ob
07
03
•Ob
04
i;
03
01
•04
05
ADM MGT 03
AG MECH
^ In MGT
LL ED
tT
EL ED
P-AH(,H
In MGT
MATH bS
HOWT
»>SVCH 03
.NO«Ii
EO Ub
AN SC 67
C M P Tl
4N SC 03
ACCT 63
01
lis
tDyc<
E Ch
CORLEY DEBORAH LYNN
CORLEY NANCY C
CORONTZES STEPHEN A
CORONTZES ZACHARY J
CORRY JILL ALICE
CORVETTE DONALD C
CORYEA CHARLES E
COSGROVE WM MALLOY
COSTA MILTON SHERMAN
COSTANZO GARY RALPH
COSTELLO BARBARA A
COTHRAN JOHN R JR
COTHKAN THOMAS £
COTTER MARK D
COTTlNGHAM ARTHUR H
COTTINGhaM wM S
COTTLE BRUCE W
COTTLE MARK HAYWARD
COTTLE TIMOTHY J
COTTON RICHARD E III
COTTRILL CAJHY ANN
COTTY RICHARD ALLEN
COUGHTER JERALO
COULTER ALETA H
COUNIHAN CATHERINE P
COUNT OAVID JOE
COURTNEY JANE WARD
COURTNEY KAREN E
COURTNEY RUSSELL A
COUSINS THOMAS B
COUSINS THOMAS E
COUSINS WM RUSSELL
COUTURE SHARON E
COVELL RObERT D
COVINGTON THOMAS RAY
COWAN DAVID E JR
COWAN MAKK STEVEN
COWARD CAROL ANN
COWARD KAREN WHEELEk
COWART DONNA LYNN
COX BARBARA VOGEL
COX BRENDA MARLENE
COX DAVIU JERALO
COX DAVID RANDALL
COX DEbRA JEAN
COx DONNA RENE
COX JAMES ALBERT
COX JAMES RUDOLPH II
COX JAMIE LYNN
COX JANIS FAYE
1 FOR Oi
4 SC T*BS 07
4 C E 05
4 EC ZOOL 08
I P-ARCH 01
4 PO SC 06
7 EDUC-ND»11
5 E S E n
4 pm core Of
6 N B U
6 DY SC •!!
4 S ED-HI 07
1 ADM MGT oi
4 FOR 03
6 iMTS«ND 11
4 E E 0/
4 E E 05
4 ENGL 07
1 ADM MGT 01
4 C E 06
2 RSYCH 03
4 M E 05
COX JOHN WILLIAM
COX M paulIne
COX KAJHERI NE EARL
COX MARTHA LESLIE
COX HOdERT FRANKLIN
COX RObERT MICHAEL
COX STEVEN w
COx SUSAN Inez
cox SUSAN LYNN
COX SUZANNE RUTLEDGE
COXE ISABELLE MCIVER
COY BRUCE EUWARD
COY LAURA SUE
CRADDOCk GAKNET R JR
CRAFT JANET RAYE
CRAFT JESSE I II
CRAFT JOYCE NAOlNE
CRAFT STEPHEN ROY
CRAIG BARBARA K
CRAIG CATHERINE LEA
CRAIG GARY LUTHER
CRAlG GREGOKY ALAN
CRA G JEANNETT B
CRA G MAHTha ANNETTE
CRA G RAYMOND A
CRA G Samuel barber
CRA N UEORUE STEPHEN
LRAIN JAMtb KEVIN
CWAlNE MARION L
LRANDALL OAViO O
CRANUALL KENNETH K
CKANL JAMtb KANDALL
CRANE JAMLb WOSb
CKANt JOHN bOULt
LRANbHAw MANY
CRAPPb MiLHAEL C
CHAPE'S wANOA RUTH
CRATER J BHUCE 111
CRAVEN ALMA LYNNE
CRAVLN CHARLES M
CRAVtN MARY WuTh
LRAvEn HAMLlA ANN
Craven samah anne
Craven Thomas harolo
CRAw^ORO CAROL ANN
CRAwFOHU CHHISTOPHER
I PM CORE 01
6 EL ED •11
4 NURS bS 03
4 ADM MOT 08
4 WURS BS 05
4 b ED«HI 07
4 In ED-I 02
4 ADM MGT 02
4 C E Ob
I MATH BS 01
4 EL ED 07
4 W-ARCH Ob
4 AG ED ^03
4 MED T 05
4 ADM MGT Ob
4 MATH BS 03
4 t CH ED 05
1 ACCT 01
1 bOC 01
2 N0N-DLG^12
4 ADM MGT 05
1 MATH bS 01
4 EL ED 03
4 R P A 07
4 bOC 07
4 CH E 08
4 ADM MGT 03
4 MATH BS 06
6 CH BS 11
^ MORT 04
4 be T-PH 08
4 ACCT 03
4 AG EC 05
4 <iG EC 05
1 L E 01
4 be T»MA 06
5 tDuC«ND^ll
4 E A 03
4 EL ED 07
1 CH E 01
4 H-ARCH 05
< T C 06
1 MATH BS 01
4 I M 02
<* NURS BS 06
4 M E 06
2 NURS BS 04
< mIsT 03
4 IN ED 12
1 CH BS 01
1 IN MGT Ol
7 PEK b •!!
1 t T 01
« fQti 06
« PO SC Ob
< ACCT 04
1 f IN MOT 01
4 CH E 06
« ADM MOT 0^
1 LH E 01
2 AUM MoT 05
6 W b •11
1 ADM MoT 01
H EgON 05
b Htw b •il
1 AOM MOT 01
H ADM MGT 03
? C H P •Il
3 LH E O-*
4 aiCKU 0/
2 AN SC Ob
6 Ch t 11
1 AOM MOT 01
4 ZOOL 0/
NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
CRAWFORD D JEAN
CRAWFORD JANET CAROL
CRAWFORD JUANITA F
CRAWFORD KATHLEEN A
CRAWFORD KATHY R
CRAWFORD LAURA LYNN
CRAWFORD LINDA JEAN
CRAWFORD ROBERT JOHN
CRAWFORD SARA DAWSON
CRAWFORD STEPHEN S
CRAWFORD VANDERVEER
CRAWFORD w KIRK
CRAWLEY ANNE BARKER
CRAWLEY R STANLEY
CRAWLEY STUART W
CRAYTON MAXWELL S
CREAMER ANITA KROGER
CREEL JAMES E
CREEL STANLEY BRUCE
CRELIA VALERIE JEAN
CREMER DEBORAH MAE
CRENSHAW BEVERLY K
CRENSHAW EDWARD A
NAME - STATUS - COURtJE - CLASS
J DOUGLAS
JERRY
jRENSHAw
CRENSHAW ALLEN
CRENSHAW LINDA KAY
CRENSHAW LINDA MERCK
CRENSHAW MARTHA S
CRESWELL CATHY SUE
CREWS ALINE AYER
CREwS MICHAEL WALKER
CRIBB MICHAEl
_ m . _. .
CRIMMINGER SUSAN M
.
1AEL t
CRIBB ROBIN DENISE
CRIM JESSE EwEL JR
crisler richard d
crislip stephanie l
crisson mary e
crocker ann jones
crocker marion e jr
crockett mary l
crolley randy e
crolley kegina c
cromartie Julie anne
cromer beverly faye
cromer carl alan
cromer daniel mark
cromer evelyn faye
cromer gary boyce
cromer julie
cromer william scott
cronheim milton h
crook john lindsay
crook kevin daniel
CROOK Shirley j
CROOKS RONALD S
CROOKS WANDA HONEA
CROSBY DAVID EDWARD
CROSBY F REBECCA
CROSBY JACK VERNON
CROSBY KEITH ALLEN
CROSBY KIMBERLY L
CROSBY PETER ANTHONY
CROSS ALFRED BIGGART
CROSS CATHERINE ANN
CROSS KAREN E
CROSS PETER GOYMER
CROSS TIMOTHY G
CROSSLEY CATHERINE M
CROUCH KATHLEEN R
CROUCH LEWIS C JR
CROUSE JEFFREY R
CROUT ROY DURHAM
CROW DAVID LEE
CROwDER FRANCIS M
CROwE ALICE LUSK
CRO*E GERARD M
CROwE »«LEN THOMAS
CROwE MELODY HAMBY
CROWE MICHAEL T
CROWE MYRA ANN
CROWLEY BRIDGET ANNE
CROWN KEVIN MARSHALL
CROwSON RICHARD H
crowthek dunna jean
crowthek patsy
CROwTHER PAUL R
CRUUUP JOSIAH III
CRUISE MARGARET ANNE
CRUM HENRY HAYNE III
CRUM TANA KALLENBACH
CRUMP CATHY ANN
CRUMPLEk SANDRA KIM
CRUMPTON ANTHONY A
CRUTCHFIELD BRUCE M
CUBELIC MARY ANNE
h EL ED 07 CULBERSON DOROTHY A 4 FIN MGT 05
4 EL ED 07 CULBERSON w SCOTT 4 CH E 03
1 gyg\g^ (^i CULBERTSON DEBORAH LCULBERTSON LARRY B
4 ^OOL 05
ot 6 M E
''\lt ??S^.T 8?
CULBRETH CRAIG ERViN
6
4 Skis
i EL ED
07 4 HORT 07
01 CULLER JAMES MARC
CULLUM MARK ALAN
CULP CATHERINE BETTS
I E T 01
04 4 MATH BS o;
4 R P A »oa 4 R P A 07
: ??a^6T
»08 CULP DAVID ANTHONY
CULPEPPER BENETA M
CULPEPPER SUSAN L
CUMBIE MICHAEL C
4 MATH BS 04
02 4 BOT
& EO«MA
06
4 C E 08
1
01
3 RO SC 114 ADM MGT 01
6 R S
»
CUMMINGS W MICHAEL
CUMM NS CLAIRE W
CUMMINS DEBORAH L
CUNNINGHAM CLARE L
4 ADM MGT
ADM MGT
06
6 ECON
6 RER S
4 05
4 MICRO
ADM MGT
03
4 E E 04 4 07
7 ADM SPV
"A
CUNNINGHAM PATRICE M
CUNN NGHAM VICKIE L
CUNN NGHAM WM CLARKE
CUPKA FRANCES KIM
4 SC T^BS 07
4 ECON 3 R P A 02
4 ECON Oi 4 E T 03
2 S ED
1 «HYS BS
05 4 SC T»MA OB
01 CUPPIA JAMES C
CURETON CYNTHIA D
CURLEY MARY PAT
CURRIN GREGG BRYAN
I FOR
§{4 ECON
6 ADM SPV
06 1 SC T-ES
'hi
4 R P A 06
i* FIN MGT 4 ADM MGT 05
4 EL ED Ob CURRIN JEANNIE MAGEE
CURRIN THOMAS ARNOLD
7 AG-ND
:{l4 E CH ED
< WURS BS
OB 6
S^J03 CURRY CLARK EVAN 4 05
6 RER S U CURRY PAUL JAMES 4
Il^d 063 M E »05 CURRY SHARON V 4 06
4 C E 06 CURRY SUSAN JOYCE
CURTIS DONALD SMITH
6 EL ED
ADM MGT 1\i ENGR
§4
4
2 E T CUTLER FRANCES RAY 6 RER S •11
4 In ED-A 04 CUTLER JANE W 4 BIO CH 07
1 AN^SC
li
CUTTInO THOMAS ALLEN
CYPHERS SHELLEY A
DA SILVA JOSEPH
4 ADM MGT 02
^ C E 4
rx. 064 FIN MGT 03 5 14
6 PER S
li
DABBS LISA ANN 1 EL ED 01
4 R P A OABNEY CHARLES F jR 4 TEXT 02
4 FOR Ob DAeUS JOHN ARVIN
UACUS LESLIE ANNE
2 I M 05
4 EC ZOOL 4 ENGL
RHYS BS
03
^ FOR DACUS MICHAEL KEITH
DAGAEV HELEN E
3 •OB
< PSYCH 02 4 SOC 05
i S ED-MA 01 DAGGITT M CHRISTINE 4 ZOOL 05
4 M E 07 DAIGLE DAVID PAUL
DAIGNEAULT DEBBIE J
DAILEY ALISON MARIE
UALLAS DAVID WALTER
DALLAS RUSSELL ADAM
4 ADM MGT 02
4 CH E 05 1 TEXT 01
4 EL ED OB 1 E E 0.
^ ^OHJ 91 4 C E 032 ENGR 05 I R-ARCH
?{'ME s? OALTON DANA HOWARD 6 E E4 FIN MGT oz DALTON KAREN LEE 4 IN ED-I
FIN MGT
05
4 AG ED 05 DALTON REBECCA E 1 01
4 P-ARCH 03 DALY GLENN ROBERT 6 R P A •11
6 IN ED » I DALY SARAH S 4 R P A 03
6 PER S • I DAME JENNET E
DANDRIDGE MITCHELL S
2
S8S58"
•13
6 PER S » I
1 3
4 06
4 EC ZOOL
4 MICRO^
DANDRIDGE RICHARD L 4 ADM MGT 06
oa DANFORTH PAMELA ANNE
DANFY PETER M
5 T S
03
7 MATH BS
•i 1 CH E4 ACCT DANIEL CATHERINE L
DAN EL JUDITH A
i^ NURS BS
4 ADM MGT 02 1 MATH BS 01
4 E T 06 DAN EL MELISSA JAYNE 4 E CH ED 06
ih*" 06 DAN EL MILEY KARLADAN ELS RICHARD M 1 EL ED05 6 IMTS-ND
t h.i°H
03 DANKO MARGARET ROSE 1 NURS BS 1
•12 DANKO STEPHEN JAMES 4
^S8h
02
4 S ED •Ob DANTZLER FREDERICK w
UANTZLER JOAN RAPP
1
.?}4 BOT 05 6 DY SC
4 ADM MGT 03 DARBY LINDA BAKER 6 PER S •11
5 W B •U DARBY MARGRETHE H <f ENGL 07
1 ^ E 01 DARBY TED ALAN
DARITY JOSEPH P \
E E
•?
07
4 P-ARCH 05 IN ED
i MED T 01 DARLEY ALFRED ARNOLD 4 M E
4 PSYCH
5 EL^ED
Oti DARLEY DANA GRANT 4 M E
§^•H DARR KENNETH E 4 ADM MGT4 t T OZ DARR MARTHA P 4 BOT 06
4 AGRON 05 DARRAGH TERRY M 4 C E 05
7 EDUC*ND •11 DARRAGH THOMAS RAY 2 TEXT 05
^ SR^y^i"- R'J DASHER AMY VIRGINIA 4 ADM MGT 024 HORT 03 DASHER LORENDA LEA 4 ACCT Oti
4 NURS BS 07 DASPIT THOMAS GERARD 4 E E 03
6 C R P U DAUGHERTY JAMES T 4 E E 04
^ 9 ^ Ob DAUGHTRY CURTISS W 1 AC^T 012 T C 02 DAVENPORT CHARLES F 4 Oti
4 tL ED 07 DAVENPORT CHRIS S 1 IN ED 01
3 ADM MGT 03 DAVENPORT JOHN D 4 C E Oti
1 PM CORE 01 DAVENPORT M DERRICK
DAVENPORT MAMIE F
4 M E 05
6 tNT 1 4 PSYCH »04
6 CH BS 1 DAVID JAMES WRIGHT 1 UN MGT 01
7 READING
•Ji
DAVIDSON BROOKSETTA
UAV DSON CECELIA A
4 MED T 06
4 ACCT 4 SC T-PH 05
4 EL ED 03 DAV DSON CHARLES WM 4 HORT Oti
4 t T 06 UAV DSON Tammy r
DAV DSON THOMAS C
DAVIDSON THOMAS E
t
BIO CH 02
1 CH E 01 AGRON 01
1 R P A 01 6 T C 11
NAMt - STATUS - COUHbE - CLASS NAME. - STATUS - COUHbE - CLASS
UAVieS UAViU RICMAHO <
UAV
UAV
UAV
UAV
UAV
UAV
UAV
UAV
UAV
UAV
UAV
UAV
UAV
UAV
UAV S
UAViS
UAV
OLUHOe STEVEN
ARTi
UAvIS OAWY CURT
OAvis
UAV
"
UAvIS
UAVlS
UAVlb
UAVlb
UAVlb
UAV
OUENN MUHJ
i»KtGUHY ONEAL
tiAHRY P
JAMES UIXUN
JAMES MltWS JR
JAMES LACY
UAViS JEFFREY EUGENE
UAV
UAVlb
UAVIS
UAV
UAVlS
UAV
UAVlS
Bi;
tV
iV
UAVlS
OAV
UAV
UAV
UAV
UAVlb
UAV
UAV
UAV b
UAV
UAV
UAV
UAV
UAV
UAV
UAV
UAV
UAV
UAV
UAV
UAV
UAV
tii:
UAa
UA«K
UAMK
A bERLMONT JR
ALVIN STANLEY
ANN LUUISE
bARRY R
bRAULEY C
CECILIA M/lAREE
ALAN
E
,S WM JR
LEE
CONNIE HUNTER
CHARLES
Charles
ChARLET
Claude
y
cynthTa
CyntmIa "Mh. RUl
UAVIU
ULbblE COLETTE
UEbRA JA'Y
UONNARAE
OEORGE MORRIS
JEFFREY LEE
CLARKEJOHN
JOHN EVANS
JOHN GILLETTE
JOHN THOMAS
JONATHAN R
^ENNETH ELLIS
b KENT EUWIN
S KEVIN C
KtvIN SCOTT
LARRY DALE
lEON a III
lEwIS BRYANT
MAwlON H JR
MARVlN F
MELANIE A
HLLlSSA HELEN
Pamela joan
peter arnold
mTchard erichRhaRU LESLIE
WiCHARU VANCE
KObEHT HEPBURN
HOOEK DALE
ROOER TIMOTHY
KOmE MCMILLAN
SAKAM JOY
briEHYL L
TmOMAS a
TmaCY ALLANL/
ERTbUN oELb
bON UOUbLAS
' JANET LKiNS
KINS
L JR
LEE
JANICE G
Nb NtGlNALU GAY
Nb THUMAS EARL
UAvLEY UAVIu
UAdSET MARIA
UAY KENNETH Paul
UAY rKmAMU UEAN
UAY WObEKT FRANCIS
UAY •IcLlAM t III
UAYbEHHY UOnNA C
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DEL CAMPO MICHAEL A
DEL MONTE RICHARD
DELANEY UENNIS P
D6LAUGHTER ELIZABETH
UELGADO bernadette
delgauo raymond a
DELLINGER JACK A
UELLINGER RENEE E
DELMAR ROBERT A JR
DELOACM UEBORAH ANN
UELOACH HAROLD
DELOACH LAURENCE A
DELOACH MARSHA E
DELOACH POLLY M
DELOACME BARRY J
DELUCA MARIO
UENN
UENN
UENN
,VL1N wM Phillips
,VORE WILLIAM
OLE
AL CHARLES I III
ANATi ELMIRA
ANATl S0HE.1LA
AZ MICHELLE ALICE
B LlNUA MARIE
B PAULINE A
CK R LYNN
CKERSON ANGELA G
CKERSON UUNALD R
CKERSON E UIANNE
CKEKSON JULIAN T
CKtRbON MARVIN
CkLRT AKbY UONALU
CKEHI ulLLlAM b
CKtY CARL BLAND
CKEY JOE OANIEL
CKlNbON CHARLES R
CKlNiON IHOMAS M
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MPSEY MICHAEL JOHN
MPSEY RONALD P
NDINGER ROGER EARL
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S BARRY DteAlNE
S MICHAEL SCOTT
S STEPHEN E
S WILLIAM C JR
S WILLIAM H
DENNY ERNEST GRADY
DENT UlANA BEAUFORT
UENTON MARY E
UENTREMONT GARY LEE
UEPRETE PAMELA ANN
UEPUJU ANNE
UtPUJO FREUERICK
UERMIU LEMUEL E
UERUSE RICHARD T
DERRICK CARROLL K
DERRICK GARY THOMAS
CK JOHN W
CK MARTHA S
CK MARY LOUISE
SO THUMAS E
RUNALU ALLEN
VIMALKUMAR H
DESHEFY OREGORY S
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LLArtU ERNEST wAYNE
LLAKU MM8ERLY
LLAKU HOBIN L
LLARQ STEPHEN M
LLAHU TERRI ANN
LLE JAMES
LLON DOROTHY A
LLON KAThy CLEMENT
LWORTH TRACELYN A
MARIA TOOO ANTHONY
MONO TERRY J
MSUALE *1LLIAM R
ON WILLIAM H
SHER SCOTT B
STEFANU THOMAS A
X HAROLD JAMES
XON DONALD E
XON DONNA LEISA
0]
DJ
d1
^
d:
o\
^1
o\
^\
D,
o;
Oi
DI L ,
DIXON J RAFFIELD JR
DIXON KATMY ANN
DIXON TnOMAS F jR
DOBblNS HAROLD *
DOBBINS LAORA LEE
DOBBINS MARY JANE
DOBBS AUBREY ETHAN
DOBSON CONNIE KAREN
DOBSON GREGORY ELLIS
DOBSON PEGGY jO
DODO ANDREW SCOTT
DODD EMILY MARGARET
DODO HUGH ALBERT jR
DODD ROY BYRON
DODD WAYNE HAROLD
DODDS CHRISTOPHER V
DODDS GERALD JOSEPH
DODGENS SAka ANN
DODSON BETTY ANNE
DOE JOHN E PING
DOElLER JEANNETTE E
DQLCE CHRISTOPHER C
DOLES DEBORAH ANN
DOMANGUE RICKIE J
DOMINY JANICE
DONAhOO KAThRyN
DONAHUt GEORGE M
DONAHUE JAMES F III
DONALDSON ROBERT J
DONALOiO BRENDA ANN
DONELSOn OARLENE J
DONLAN JEFFREY P
OONNALD jean ANN
DONNELLY BARBARA M
DONNELLY BHIAN L
DONOGHUE RICHARD G
DOOLEY JANET LOUISE
DORCHAK MARJO a
DORETY JEFFREY A
DORING JAMES J
DORMAN LARRY GROVER
DORN ROBERT MARSHALL
DORR BARRY E
DORROH SALLIE DIANE
DORSCH MARION JEANNE
DORSEY JAMES H
DORSEY WALTER JAMES
DOSChER RICHARD W
DOSS DONALD RAYMOND
DOSS SCOTT WAYOE
DOUBERLEY BONNIE S
DOUGLAS AMY SUE
DOUGLAS JAMES C
DOUGLAS MACIE E
DOUGLAS kOBERT K
DOUGLASS FRANK A III
DOUGLASS MARY G
DOUVLIS MARY LODWICK
DOVER bARRY ALAN
DOVER KENNETH H
DOVER LISA MARIE
DOwELL KAREN GARVIN
OOwIE LINDA JUSTINE
DOWIS DONNA RYAN
DOwlS GEOROE D
DOWLING CRAIG BATES
DOWLINV* MICHAEL
DOWNS TERRY LEE
DOYLE BRIAN JOSEPH
DOYLE JAMES ANDREW
DRAFTS AMY SUZANNE
DRAFTS RACHEL
DRAFTS REBECCA F
DRAKE ROBERT BARNEY
DRAKE SANDRA JEAN
DRAwDY MICHAEL H
DRAWDY WILLIAM A
1 t T 01
1 t E 01
EO«EN OS
OOL 08
>,CCT
Ch E
BIO CH
AN SC 01
ADM MGT 07
NURS BS 01
W-DEnT 02
•08
LC_Zo6l 07
1 M E 01
1 M E 01
1 Engr 01
§1
§
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05
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Ob
B-ARCH
^OOL
AG EC
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ADM MGT
E E
NURS BS 0^
SYS ENG 11
FIN MGT
ADM MGT
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R P A
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ADM MGT
AG E
TEXT
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t E
NURS BS
MED T
ENGR-ND*
BOT
ADM MGT
E CH ED
MATH BS
LL ED
HORT
ENGL
BOT
HORT
t S E
ZOOL
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E CH ED
ENGL
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C E
ADM MGT
ZOOL
ADM MGT
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t E
EL ED
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01
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07
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n
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07
06
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IMTS*ND»11
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ENGL 04
S ED»NS»11
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IN ED 08
ACCT 08
bOT •li
E0UC*ND»11
^OOL 03
ED»HI»U
O'*
O**
04
07
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01
08
04
06
Ob
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Ob
L ED
LL ED
«SYCH
NURS BS
P-ARCH
ACCT
R P A
E E
ADM MGT
ZOOL
NURS BS
NURS BS
P-PHY T
t E 0'
tL ED "U
R P A Ob
AG E 01
DRECHSLER ROBERT C
DREHER MARGARET EDNA
DREW NAN HADDOCK
DREwS ENGLISH KUHNE 1 ADM MG
ORIGGERS DAVID M JR
OROGE JOHN CARSTEN
DROTOR CALVIN NOELVll
M ELI<DROTOR IZABETH
DRUCE MARK HENRY
DRUCKER SAMUEL
DRUMHELLER DAVID A
DRUMMOND CHARLES M
DRUMMOND CHERYL JEAN
DRUMMOND THERESA L
ORYDEN LINDA S
URYDEN THOMAS MARViN
OUBINSKY DAVID PETER
OUBIS KEVIN MARK
DUBLIN SCOTT RICHARD
UUBOSE ANNE MARIE
CAROL ELAINEDUBOSi
DUBOSL
DUBOSE
DUBUSE
STANLEY SCOTT
TALBERTA G
WILLIAM P IV
DUBS JACK RANDALL
DUCK ROBERT VERNON
DUCKENFIELD MARTHA B
DUCKER JAMES DALE
DUCOM JOHN EDWARD
DUDASH JOHN STEPHEN
DUOASH LEE ERIEN
DUDLEY MARK STEVEN
DUFF RUBERT PAUL
DUGOSH GEORGE EDWARD
DUHON EVE MEAUX
DUKE ALBERT A JR
DUKE ALISA GRACE
DUKE CINDY KAY
DUKE HENRY M III
DUKE MARSHA
DUKE MAHY LOUANNE
DUKES CHARLES DANIEL
DUKES DAVID EIDSON
DUKES JANET LESLIE
DUKES MELlNDA ANN
DUMAS JUHN GILBERT
DUNCAN CYNTHIA LYLES
DUNCAN DAVID WiLSON
DUNCAN DONNA F
DUNCAN JOEY VAN
DUNCAN KITTY PAIGE
DUNCAN LAURA B
DUNCAN PATRICK ALAN
DUNCAN RUBERT M JR
DUNCAN SHARON GAYLE
DUNCAN TERRI ANNE
DUNCAN THOMAS M
DUNCAN WALKER E JR
DUNCAN wM EDWARD JR
DUNHAM MICHAEL G
DUNLAP FAYE RIDDLE
DUNLAP GREGORY C
DUNLAP JOHN BELL
DUNLAP LESLIE ANNE
DUNN DOUGLAS WiLLlAM
DUNN JUE LAwSON
DUNN JOE WILLIAM IV
DUNN KATHLEEN MARIE
MICHAEL W
RO • " '-
DUNN
DUNN )BERT ERNEST
DUNN STEPHEN EVERITT
DUNN WILLIAM C II
DUNNING DEBORAH G
DUNOVANT EVE MARIE
DUNWOODY ROBIN LYNN
DUPONT DEAN THOMAS
DUPRE ALtXANDER W
DUPRE JAMES RONALD
DUPRE JOHN YOUNG
DUPRE MARGARET M
DUPUIS WALTER AUDIE
DUQUETTE MICHAEL G
DURANT HARRY BAILEY
DURANT NANCY L
DURANT NORWOOD DAViD
DURDEN TIMOTHY ALAN
DURGIN SHARON ELAINE
DURHAM CHARLES MARK
DURHAM KATHY LYNN
DURHAM LAGEnIA
DURHAM LARRY CLYDE
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"lY NEIL
DURHAM STEVE ALLEN
DURHAM LARRi
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ELLIOTT LINDA MONTEZ
ELL S GINGER CYNTHiA
ELLIS GREGORY PAUL
ELL S JOHN STEPHEN
ELL S NORMAN DOUGLAS
ELL S PEGGY ANN
ELLIS TIMOTHY BELLE
ELLIS WILLIAM JOHN
ELL SON GEORGE A
ELL SON JANET LYNN
ELL SON JULIAN G
ELL SON LISA KAYE
ELLISON PATRICIA R
ELLISON VICTORIA L
ELLISOR DAVIO A
ELL SOR KAREN JEAN
ELLISOR PATTI L
elmore hudson hay
elrod alvon c jr
elrod jerrel lynn
elrod joey lee
elrod kendra lane
elrod kenneth davis
elrod l brantley
elrod n erwin
elrod thomas martin
elrod william david
elsea john david
elsea Thomas edgar
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NAMt - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS NAMt - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
FRANCIS WITTE
GREGORY GARY
JAS HEYWARO JR
AWRENCE E II
ATRICIA A ,
HILLIP TEFFT
RHONDA GALE
ROBERT CHARLES
ROC-._ DALE
SHARON LINDA
TIMOTHY A
BENJAMIN M
CYNTHIA ANNE
JAMES G JR
LEE ANN
EVERETT PETER C JR
Z CHAS BARRY
_ _
BRUCE CURTIS
EVERS MARK STEVEN
EwERS KEVIN LEE
E»(ERS T HERBERT JR
EKiNG JOHN JOSEPH
EX LOLA JOYCE
EYNON VICTORIA M
EZELL PAUL JAMES
EZELLE MARY GAY
FABER KlLLlAM "
mk'"'
EM.L
OHN
FADEL Dawn mar
FADEL DONALD Ji
FADER LEISA KATHLEEN
FAGAN MARC PATRICK
FAGG POLLY ANNE
FAGG SANDRA E
FAIG KENNETH M
" LE CHRISTIAN JOHN
RCLOTH DANIEL F
RCLOTH ElDON II
RES MARTHA J
REY ELIZABETH M
REY WILLIAM SMOAK
...RFAA JAS MICHAEL
FALBO COLEEN ANN
FALKENSTEIN CLARK WM
FALLS DAVID B JR
FANDINO GONZALO
FANELLI JILL MARIE
FANT GEORGE COCHRAN
FANT JULIAN E JR
FANT THOMAS MUSTIN
FANT WANDA KAY
FARIS JILL MARIE
FARLEY FRANK WILLIAM
FARLEY JAMES EDWARD
FARLEY WM CHARLES
FARMER JACUUELYN P
FARMER ROBERT DALE
FARRELL BARBARA C
FARRINGTON KlMBERLY
FARROW CHARLES RAY
FARTHING TOMMY LEE
FARVER JOAN E
FASHANU PAUL UDOFE
FAUCETT JERRY HAROLD
FAUCETT RITA PEARL
FAUCETTE REGINA GAlL
FAULKEN6E.RRY CHARLES
FAULKENoERRY CHARLES
FAULKENBERRY DARYL F
FAULKNtH DANNY REED
FAULKNER RANDALL K
FAUST SUSAN BOSLEY
FAZElI MOHAMMAD T
FEAGIn WILLIAM SCOTT
feagle MARY Elaine
FEaTHERSTONE MELISSA
FEDE JOHN GEORGE
FEES JUDITH ANN
FEIL SUSAN wADESON
FEIMSTER MARSHALL Y
FEEDER JULIE ANN
FELDMAN DALE SCOTT
FELKEL RANDALL E
FELKEL ROBERT ANDREW
FELLERS GARY PIERCE
FELLERS P ALEXANDER
FELMET KELA ANN
FENDLEY JOHN W JR
FENNELL CURTIS R
FENNELL EDwiN KINARD
FENNELL HELEN S
FENNELL REBECCA B
FENNINGTON GEORGE J
FENTERS RICHARD A JR
FENZL KEVIN ROBERT
FERGUSON ALAN C
FERGUSON B LOUISE
R P A
FOR
FOR
CM E
MATH BS 01
AGRQN 14
EL ED 07
P-ARCH 13
ADM MGT 07
NURS BS 03
08
06
01
OB
M E
AG MECH
Sot
TEXT
EL ED
ADM MGT 06
FIN MGT 06
PO sc
FIN MGT
hURS BS .
ADM MGT 03
NURS BS 01
ENGL OS
FIN MGT
SOC
MICRO
El ED
B C
FIN MGT
R P A
03
)2
03
03
o§
02
oi
05
07
OB
07
i
li
OS
IN ED-A 03
ENGL
ACCT
PSYCH
MICRO
N P A
MGT
1 M
AN SC
fd sc
Ji
OS
06
03
ACCT
NURS BS*0 7
§.ARCH
CH E
FOR
E E
E E
03
03
•U
08
NURS AA 07
AG E UR P A
SC T«PH 05
ADM MGT 08
ADM MGT 04
CH E 05
I M 04
CR E 07
CH E 05
1 M 'i
ADM MGT 03
Rhys bs 11
PSYCH 08
fO SC 07
C E 04
ADM MGT 05
MATH BS 07
MATH BS 01
ECON 01
FIN MGT §i
TEXT 01
AG EC 03
g^8r« Jt
R P A 01
E MGT 14
HORT 02
p-pharm 01
P-ARCH 08
PHYS BS 03
M E •04
NURS AA 04
ACCT 01
M CRO
B CH
05
F N MGT 01
CR E » 1
FERGUSON CHARLES H
FERGUSON CHERYL ANN
FERGUSON DIANE PACE
FERGUSON HOLLY JUNE
FERGUSON JOSEPH D
FERGUSON KENNETH LEE
FERGUSON STEPHEN Q
FERGUSON WM BUTLER
FERN ADAM
FERN MARLENA HOPE
FEROUERON HOLLY D
FERRELL JOHN J JR
FERRELL JULIA E
F6RRULLI DANIEL A
FERSNER JOHN ALAN
FERSNEH JOHN DAVID
FERSNER JOSEPH J
FERYUS KENNETH D
FETZER KEITH
FEwELL EDWARD MILES
FICKLlNG THOMAS TROY
F EDLER JOHN F
ELD KAREN ROCHELLE
F ELDS DAVID EDGELL
FIELDS JULIAN FRANK
F
F
F LL SUSAN L
FINCH JOHN JEFFERSON
FINDLEY MARTHA B
F ORI GE(
n
ul
ELDS KENNETH STROM
ELDS LUTHER II"
LIPSKI PAUL S
NDLEY MARTHA G
NIGAN TIMOTHY JOHN
NLEY JERRY L
NLEY JOAN E
NLEY MARK HUGHES
NLEY NANCY S
NLEY ROBERT HANCE
NLEY SHEILA ANN
NLEY STATES RIGHTS
NLEY TERRY A
NNEYFROCK RICHARD
NNEYFROCK WILLIAM
NNICK JANICE L
'~"
"ORGE
~-
:dward
F SCHER MARVA LOU
F SCHER RANDAL N
F SCHER STACEY L
FISH CHARLES S
FISHER BRAD J
F SHER DARRELL SCOTT
F SHER DAVID NORWOOD
F SHER JACUuELInE R
F SHER JAMES D JR
F SHER JAMES. STEVEN
F SHER
F SHER KAREN LYNN
F SHER MARY GOSNELL
F SHER RICHARD G
F SHER ROBT JEFFREY
F SHER ROXIE LEE
F SKEAUX CHARLIE D
F STER ANNE MARIE
F STER JANE FRANCES
F TE GLEN PARIS
F TTS MATTHEW GRAHAM
"ZGERALD ERIN JANE
ZGEraLD GARY LEE
FITZPATRICK CHARLES
F TZPATRICK KATHY E
F TZPATRICK PATRICK
FLACK GLENN RAY JR
FLACK wiLLlAM ARTHUR
FLAHERTY GAIL P
FLAKE DEBRA BAILEY
FLAKE LINDA CAROL
FLAKE NANCY M
FLAKE RICHARD L JR
FLANAGAN KEVIN WEST
FLANDERS PATRICIA D
FLATT JANICE MARIE
FLECHTNER KJRT A
FLEENER KRISTEN LEE^ NE ^
_
FLEISCHER LAURA
FLEMING BARBARA
FLEMING CHARLES
JE'
JEAN
ANN
R
NEALFLEMING KENN TH
FLEMING MARY ANN
FLEMING MITZI CAROL
FLEMING ROBERT D
FLEMING ROBERT GRUBB
FLEMING - -ilLLlAM J
Of -
jC ZOOL
'-ARCH
CH E
CH E
In ED-A
BIO CH
E CH ED
ED
MICRO
PO^SC
ADM MGT
ECON
ADM MGT
ACCT
ECON
MATH
E E
HORT
HORT
M E
Engl
BS
01
07
07
03
08
07
05
*U01
02
07
01
04
05
03
07
06
ot07
05
11
04
•11
05
03
08
03
•11
WURS 85^06
A
TEXT
EL ED
C E
NURS BS
RHYS BS
S ED«EN
C R P
ADM MGT
R P A
R P A
t^-PHY T
GEOL BA
ho|t
ADM MGT
ADM MGT
P-ARCH
ECON
AN InD
SYS ^NG
ACCT
EL ED
tT
P-PHY T
MGT SC
FIN MGT
AG ED
MICRO
P-PHY T
P-ARCH
ENGR
E MGT
R P A
MICRO
E T
^OOL
FIN MGT
ST
, MGT
4 C E
IN ED-A
CH BS
MATH BA
P-ARCH
RSYCH
blO CH
EL EU
S ED-PO
MICRO
ENGL
LL ED
P-ARCH
4
4 MISI
4 ADM
E T 01
FLETCHtR DONALD JOS
FLETCHEK JOANNE M
FLETCHER JOHN WALTER
g.f-ARCH
ADM MGT
MATH BS
AG EC
07
07
01
03
04
07
11
04
03
04
01
05
05
05
07
01
Oi
05
0^
03
07
01
01
06
01
14
05
03
'4
03
08
04
14
05
04
05
01
0^
07
02
05
0^
07
07
01
01
01
08
n
?i
§f
05
05
11
05
NAMt - STATUS - COUHbE - CLASS NAME - STATUS - COU«SE - CLASS
FLETCHEK RICHARD M
FLETCHER SCOTT C
FLETCHER STEVEN R
fletcher suzanne
flInchum Paula kay
FLORA ALAN NEwTON
FlOmERS ELIZABETH A
FLOYU ALiSON E
~ ' ANITA RUTH
ANN R
Charles thomas
QAVlU LEE
UAvIu « JR
UIANE H
JOHN KEISTER
MYKON FRAN
RALPH NIXON
RICHARD LEE
RICHARD S
LINDA JEAN
FLWRKEY DtaORAH G
FLURKEY WILLIAH H
FLYNN bEVERLY KAYE
FLYNN JAMES JOSEPH
FLYNN JOHN MICHAEL
FOCAHACCl NANCY G
FOGARTY kOBYN LORI
FOGLt OLENN MAURICE
FOGLE KAREN VALERIE
FOGLE M ALbtRT jR
FOGLE RUbERT FOSTER
FOGLE Samuel keith
FOGLE TINA lEANNE
FOIL UAvID T
FOlLtb BiLLlAM M
FOLK fREDA AMANDA
FOLK THOMAS D
FULSE DONNA JANE
FOLSOM NANCY LOuISE
FORbES DO^<ALD WM
FORD
FORD
FORD
FORU
FORD
FORD
FORE
FORE
FORE
FORE
FOREST
FORlESTt
teste
Unas
FOiftL
FO^
FO.
FO',
FU',
F(J
Fo;,
Fij^it
ro
FO
ro.
Fu-
Fg.
FO.
FO.
Fg.
FV-
FO*
FO-
FU.
F0--
nER JAMtS DAVID
NtR mIChARD h JK
NWH bRUCE ALLAN
SON MALCOLM §jNt GRAUY TmOMAS
Eh carol BAXTER
ER UARLYNE K
DAVlu JON
UEbOMAM OlANE
OAIl ALICE
JANE S
jvj^f« ALLAN
• bALFOUR
A«0
^^^REE
MP
<» M-ARCH
< M E
3 BIO CH
I MATH BS
< MATH BS
4 H-ARCH
1 MATH BS
1 PO SC
4 E CH ED
4 b C
< HORT
2 NURS AA
** AG ED
1 R P A
I ACCT
<» C E
< &0C
< EL ED
6 EL ED *
6 BIO CH
4 NURS BSUT
< EC ZOOL
< MATH BS
h ADM MGT
<» E E
4 AG MECH
^ S ED»MA
< FOR
< HIST
6 El ED *
< E E *
^ HIST
OwEnDOLYN KEITH
HARHIETT H
RATMHYN LEIGH
KAY CAMERON
LANuON Carter
VERA ANNE
AMY LOUISE
Charles m jr
UONALU bRuCE
•IllIam mIchaEl
anna maria
donna lynn
ACCT
PO SC
ED
FORESTCH JANET LEE
FORIn Sm kylE III
fQwney olEnn peter
FORNEY kIChaRD C
FORREST KATmY LOUISE
FORSbWEY MAWThA
FUR '
FUR
FOR
FOR
FOR
FOSt
FOST
FOSTlh
FUSILH
FOSTER
'OSTtM
'eo»ps
ED-r.NS
fHYS BS
MATH BS
NUTR
HICRO
NUWS bS
M E
MICRO
Hl pat
iOOL
ii
Si
"it
^.c- 4Nf
iMvMAS CKAIG
•JL^I jtAN
•4Lwl*M CRAlO
--L
. YNN
• Y
lANt
J«
«N
•^ J
it
LH E •Ob
Ch BS •O'*
I E CH ED
<. MlbT
<» W H A
<. LL ED
<• aDm MGT
^ (JICRO
h ADM MGT
h MURT
<» MAfH BS
6 C E
% maTh BS
i L R D
I AUM MOT
h HORT
«. tL ED
1 aQm MOT
*• ADM MOT
1 NOHS AA
i Ngws as
** ADM MoT
* tNoL
I F IN MoT
AQm MOT
6 ARCH
% NON-UEG
f ni^i
** '•y»*s tf^
* NON-UtO
6 M t
1 maTm ttS
7 tDUC*NU
l\
or
oi
f
t>
i
6
I
J
\
i
OWLER SIDNEY HOLMES
OWLER TERESA ANN
OWLIE DAViD A
OX BARRY VANCE
OX JOEL SNYDER
OX JULIE ELIZABETH
Ox KAThERInE K
OX LINDA i«(ALKER
Ox NORMAN K
OX ROBERT N JR
OX RUTH ELIZABETH
OXX PATRICIA NELL
QXX VlCKl LEE
RADY RALPH STEVEN
RAEORlCH STEPHEN WM
RALEY MARY SuE
RALICK ROBERT OLIN
RANCE MARK HOLROYD
RANCIS SELESTE ANN
M LI
RANCIS SHEILA MARIE
rank lois kimberlee
rankl n oave m iii
rankl n frederick e
rankl n martha 6
rankl n ronald leon
rankovich joseph r
Ranks joseph daniel
RANZEN LYNN D
RANZMAN KYLE ANN
RATES KENNETH S
RATES LINDA M
RAwLEY MICHAEL D
RAWLEY SUSAN S
RAZIER BRIDGETTE Z
RAZZA JANINE
REm^ CK OENISE
REDERICK GARY BRYAN
REE DAVID EUGENE
REED KYLE ROBERT
REEDMAN MARSHALL L
REELAND DOUGLAS H
REELAND RObERT K
REEMAN CARLA MARIE
REEMAN CLARENCE HAL
REEMAN UELLA ANN
REEMAN FAYE MARIE
REEMAN GARRELL H JR
REEMAN GARY R
REEMAN HARRY R
REEMAN LARRY KING
REEMAN MICHAEL W
REEMAN NED David
REEMAN PATRICIA S
REEMAN RAChaEL G
REEMAN HUBERT S
BARBARA TAPP
AO BELLE H
AO DEL H
Y LAUREN GRACE
REYTAG SUSANNE C
ERbON W ROBERT JR
RQhlKh ERICH b
ROMAN bETH ELAINE
ROMAN DAVID PAUL
ROMKNEChT bHARON
RY TIM UALE
RYE DtbORAM MINE
RYE DENNib MICHAEL
RYE EMMALYN HERRTEH
RYE GRAHAM MILLER
RYE J TIM
RYER naTmanIa L
RYLINO SUSAN
ULBwIOhT RONNIE D
ULLEM CARL DELMAS
LER CYNTrilA F
OtORGE RALSA
SIEPhEN way
•Illiam F
hENRY DAVID
ULMtH JAMtS KILLIS
ULMLR JOY UELANE
ULHER hUhaEl hOBT
OLMt« SUSAN LYNN
ULTON bTERHtN DAVlu
ULTb ttHuCE MANTRELL
OL
ULLtR
ULLER
ULLtR
ULMEW
ER
ADM MGT
NURS BS
FOR
FIN MGT
MIST
S E0«HI
ENGL
EL ED •II
< CM E 03
<» ECON 04
< FIN MGT
4 GEOL BS
S ED
Pl path
Rl path
EOUC-ND<
PI
05
^08
?sych
SPAN
ADM MGT
EL ED
ZOQL
NURS AA
bICRO •-
E E •Ob
ADM MGT 01
R P A
RER S
MATH BS
MORT
ECON
AG EC
FIN mGT
ZOOL
< BIO CH
< TEXT
2 El ED
< PSYCH
1 MATH BS
_
'Ci
ACCT
ADM MGT
M E
E A
AR BENNY RAY JR I
AR JEFFERY EDWARD <»
QK CAKtY EDxARD <»
CK KUGER ZANE I
DAY GtORGE ARCHIE H
DAY JOANNE <
DOLE FRANKI IN E <
ERSUN DAVIO VANCE 1
ERSON DWIGHT M <»
( ^
.f{
01
Si
01
14
Ob
06
0^
05
01
OU
Ob
06
01
SYS |NG 14
AG MECH 04
CH BS Ob
S ED«MA«II
EL ED ObME 03
NURS BS 11
EL ED 01
ADM SPV^:
R P A
RO SC
C E
C E
AG MECH
blO CH
ADM MGT
FIN MGT
AGRON
HORT
ADM MGT
C E
1 M
NURS AA^04
MED I 03
PO SC Ob
MATH BS 14
^ ED-NS^Il
ECON 0?
RO SC Ob
In ed-a 06
Ob
03
01
SJ
\03
Ob
01
Ob
03
03
2 bOC
ADM MGT
NURS BS^
M t
MIST
AQM MOT
P-ARCM
MATH dS
AG MECH
SOC
NAMt STATUS - COUKSE - CLASS NAMt - STATUS - C0UK5E - CLASS
FULWOOO MAKHY LEE
FUNDERbUHK B JACKSON
FUNDEf^buRK E LE«OY
FUNO£«dUNK JOE JR
FUNK ARLENE LANCE
FUNK KObEWT A
FUNSTON LISA
FUQUA JEANINE DAWNE
FURMAN ANNE H
FWRUUEKON THOMAS C
FURR JAMES EDWARD
FURR PHILIP LESTER
FUSSELL BARRY VANN
FUSSELL JOHN PADGETT
FUZY ROBERT LEONARD
GAB6ARU STEPHEN R
&A8RELS ORE&ORY S
GADDY KATHRYN ANNE
6A0DY RICHARD DEAN
GAERTNER CYNTHiA M
GAGE CAROL ANN
GAGE CHARLES V jR
GAGE GRACE ELIZABETH
GAGE KILLIAM FRANK
GAHAGAN JAMES ANDRE*
GAIlES THOMAS LLOYD
GA LEY STEPHEN
GAILLAKD GORDON LEE
GA LLARU THOMAS G JR
GA N£R RILtY M
ga nes stan rqdgers
ga ney philip c
ga ney ward byron
gale george t jr
gall john u
gallaghek Gary brian
gallagher matthew p
gallagher terry l
GALLITZIN DAVID C
GALLMAN LEONORA G
GALLMAN wM WHJTAKER
GALLOWAY EMILY ANN
GALLOwAY GAY LYNN
GALLOWAY JOS WESLEY
GALLOwAY LAURA C
GALLOwAY TIlDEN LEE
GALVIN MATTHEW H
GAMBLE DONNA LYNNE
GAMBLE LAURIE DIANE
GAMBLE SARA LISA
GAMBLE WILLIAM A JR
GAMBRELL DEIADRA E
GAMBRELL GINA ANN
gambrell gloria ann
gambrell jerome ted
gambrell karen l
gambrell michael w
gambrell robt david
gambkEll saka carol
gandulfo michael a
gandy pamela june
GANGEMI JOHN RONALD
UANGULY PRADEEP
GANGULY SUSHMA S
GANO JOHN HENRY
GANT Daniel brian
gant stephen frank
gantt ronald earnest
garcia ann rochester
garcia oonzalo a
gardner uavid w
garunek donna jean
gardner eric maurice
gardner james m
GAREY wlLLlAM wEBB
GARLINGTON L ALLEN
GARNER BkEi^DA h
GARNER DON ALAN
GARNER FhANK M
Garner jan renee
garner karen marie
GARREN ABBIE SUSAN
GARREN EVELYN J
JEANIE RUTH
P/
•"
07
Qt
07
06
IN ED-A Ob
t E 0**
E T 07
I M 0^
ADM MGT«Oi
T-P-S l^
AGRIC 0^
ACCT 01
FR 01
ENT •!"
GEOL 8A
-
PO SC
ACp
FIN MOT
CH E
WO UTI
E CH E
ADM MGT 07
BOT
E CH ED
BOT
EL ED
ARCH
CH E
PM CORE
ADM MGT
MGT
A
MGT
MGT
CH
ZOOL
:hli
GARREN
GARREN amela MARIE
GARREN KUNNIE D
GARRETT ALEX C <
GARRETT BAKBARA JANE 2
GARKETT CANDACE E 5
GARRETT CHAS GLENN 4
GARRETT uEBORAh ANN <
EDWARD T <
oRegory lane <
garrett john keith 4
garhett lana joan ^
garrett pamela doris 1
^S
ADM
K P
FIN
ADM
BIO
EC
ENT
R P A
ARCH
P-ARCH
R P A
TEAT
CH BS
ENGR«ND»li
PSYCH OS
ADM MGT 03
I M
ADM MGT
hORT
0.
Ob
OS
Ji
01
03
OS
§1
OS
u
Ob
*11
02
li
0^
OJ
OS
LIB ART
FIN MGT
NURS BS
S ED^PS
ACCT
E CH ED
NURS BS
EL ED
E T
t E
ADM MGT
E T
El ED
0?
07
07
01
0<»
OS
01
03
O**
01
01
Ob
01
04
OS
11
ACCT Q*
p-pharm
ADM MGT 07
AG EC 1*»
AG EC •!!
R P A 03
ZOOL ObME OS
AG MECH«ll
ACCT 07
M E
WD UTIL
RHYS BS
R P A
GARRETT
GARHETT
tL ED
ADM MGT
C
MATH BS
EL ED
MICRO
AN SC
S ED-NS
EL ED
SC T«MA
PO SC
t CH ED
PER S •]
ADM MGT
MATH BS OS
HIST
FIN MGT
MICRO
t CH ED
MATH BA
07
02
07
^\
03
OS
07
•11
0^
07
11
OJ
OS
Ob
07
01
06
02
03
V
07
07
Ob
03
01
GARRETT RHONDA D
GARRETT VERA SUSAN
GARRETT wM CALVIN
GARRISON BERNEICE L
GARRISON DOROTHY H
GARRISON J BARTLETT
GARR SON MARTHA A
GARR SON MARTIN A
GARRISON PAMELA LYNN
GARRISON SUSAN S
GARRISON THOMAS E
GARV N BRENDA GAYLE
GARV N DELIA JO
GARVIN WALTER L
GARY DONALD DwIGHT
UARZA HUMBERTO S
GASKILL DONNA LYNN
GASUUE MICHAEL GENE
GASTER DANNETTA
GASTUN JOSEPH SAYE
GAUGHF JOSEPH PAUL
GAULDEN CRAIG HUNT
GAULDEN MICHAEL J
GAY JOSEPH THOMAS
GEAHHART MICHAEL A
GEATHERS EDDIE LEE
GEODENS RAY MICHAEL
GEODIE JAMES E
GEDDINGS CATHY LYNN
GEODINGS DEBRA KLUGh
GEDDINGS WILLIAM R
GEE CINDY L
GEE DANIEL REVELL JR
GEE WILLIAM REESE
GEER DAVID KENNETH
GEhLKEN JULIANNE
GEHRY EUGENE LOUIS
GEIGER MARY WALLlS
GEILFUSS MARY GEMMA
GENTRY JAMES DELOS
GENTRY LAWRENCE L JR
GENTRY THERESA C
GENTRY THOMAS F JR
GEORGE CHARLES SID
GEORGE JAMES WILLIAM
GEORGE K PHYLLIS
GEORGE LAURA H
GEORGE PEGGY DIANE
GEORGINA DIANNA MARY
GERAGHTY SANDRA JEAN
GERALD CHRISTIE ANN
GERALD DOUGLAS M
GERDING UAnTEL JAMES
GERLACH DANIEL JAMES
GERMAN DON EVERETT
GERMERSHAUSEN CARIN
GERNON BRUCE JOSEPH
GERRALD JIMMY K
GERSTEMEIER DONNA K
GERVAIS PHILIP E JR
GEST ELLEN SCHULTZ
GETSINGER JOE WM
GETSINGER KURT D
GETTYS TERRY K
GEYER RONALD ERICH
GHALEHTAKI DAVAR
GHOSH AMITAVA
ammatteo paul a
bbons bobby lee
gibbons martha jean
gibbons rodney w
bbons thomas g jr
bbs oonald e jr
bbs steve
bson barry lee
bson benjamin t
gibson charles eric
bson uylan john
g bson gregory g
helen marie
howard dewitt
j patrick jrjohnny wayne
joy anita
bson ^eith legare
bson linusay a
margaret e
MARIANNE
MYRTLE ELAINE
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
GIBSON STANLEY JAY
IBSON TERRI RENEE
GJDDENS EUGENE M
G LBERT RICHARD ALAN
G LBERT SANURA GAIL
IlChRIST JOSEPH H
GILDEN BRUCE THERON
BSON
BSON
BSON
BSON
BSON
BSON
BSON
BSON
se 02
MGT Ob
< EL ED 03
'* PSYCH 05
< PSYCH 07
t* NURS BS 05
4 EL ED 07
1 PM CORE 01
4 HORT Ob
2 t E 03
< TEXT OS
4 ADM MGT OS
3 A6R0N 05
1 FIN MGT 01
1 P-PHY T 01
^ tCON 05
4 C E 05
7 t E •!!
< EL ED 05
4 ADM MGT 02
2 NURS BS 01
< AGRON 03
4 ADM MGT 07
1 ADM MGT 01
4 P-ARCH OS
4 FIN MGT 07
1 E E 01
i* In ew-a 02
4 HORT Ob
6 CH BS 14
4 TEXT 02
6 EL ED •U
6 ZOOL "l-
< PO "'
4 ADM
4 ADM MGT 07
4 ADM MGT 08
1 P-PHY T 01
t* AG MECH 05
4 FR 04
4 R P A 07
4 AGRON Ob
4 R P A 06
4 EL ED 07
6 PER S "U
4 ECON 05
4 ZOOL 05
4 PSYCH 05
1 AN SC 01
2 P-ARCH 12
2 t E •03
1 FOR 01
1 FIN MGT 01
1 ECON 01
3 P-ARCH 01
4 b C 03
4 R P A OS
4 ZOOL 03
4 C E 05
4 S EO-HI 05
4 NURS BS 02
4 HIST 02
4 NURS BS»02
4 ADM MGT 07
6 PL PH
6 M E
4 P-ARCH 06
4 E E 04
6 CH E 11
t in it
4 ADM MGT 04
4 ADM MGT OS
6 E S E •11
4 FIN MGT 02
4 K P A 07
4 ADM MGT 07
4 CR E 07
1 £ E 01
5 w B 11
4 ADM MGT OS
A OS
OS
4 M E 07
5 C E •li
4 MICRO Ob
4 1 M 05
I SPAN 01
t CH ED 04
01
ft
4 i^ P
4 I M
4 EL £0
1 8 P A
4 AG EC 02
3 PSYCH 03
4 CH £ 7
2 M E 02
4 ADM MGT 07
4 PO SC 06
1 N0N-DEG»13
NAME - STATUS - C0UK5E - CLASS NAMt - STATUS - COURSE CLASS
LLAM TLHKI I YNN
OILUEN OAVE a
LES CYNTHIA D
G LFILLAN SCOTT D
G LL LYNN DOUGLAS
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G LL
LLESP
LLESP
L«-tSP
I-1-&SP
Li-ISP
LLESP
LLEY
LL
1^
CmEreE
CLINT C
UOftOTHY M
LAURIE M
MANY RAMEY
MICHAEL
ERESA LYNN
AM HERbERT M
AM s Patrice
GAN NANCY S
LAND JOHN K
LAND MARK UAVlU
LANO NANCY JANE
LANU OLIVER E
LANU SARA H
NGhAM EOWIN F
S ULBUWAH S
S ghegowy A
SON WILLIAM H
LMER ANNA ELAINE
LMOHE JOHN HORACE
LMORE PATRICK F
G LMOUK UANIEl C JR
LPIn ALBERT T JR
LPIN JOHN K
LRLATh bKlAN U
lreaTm m Elizabeth
LSTAU PETER R
LSTRAP KIM BLY
LSTNAH LEVIS L JR
LSTRAP P JEFFREY
LSTRAP TERRY LEE
lSTkap Tommy ray
MMi kossEll mark
NN OAvIO R JR
OlOSA VlHOlNiA M
OHuANo Catherine a
RlMONT UENI5E C
ST ROBERT hOwARU
TTlEMaN UlANt E
ttlehan LOUJS T
G
G
O
G
G
GLA JUL 1
1
ILSON
6ARL
' iITa
GLAUUEN THOMAS «M JK
OLAUUEN BlLLlAM P JK
GLASS JOSEPH DINSON
GLASSCOC^ M TaRa
GLAZEBKOOK THOMAS S
OLEATON oAHKY
GlENN ANN SHlMLEY
GLENN CAKMEN E
olEnn HLNRY S JR
GLENN JOSEPH B
OLENN M SAM(jEL JR
OLENN MAKK OQUGLAS
OLENN NANCY GAY
oLtNN NEIL haTThEkS
• -•-
-IlhahD
'lIla BOn]
--uLACE
KATMANT L JW
HONALO E
-AOWA SOSAN
-b"! UIANE E
-•. MAWjON
•LRlNt M
wA t
-'T bAYNL
iE T T
.uiA
NANLY tVAONE
^'AOLA JOAN
HoNAi J Page
N •IllJam H III
ANTnUNr OLtNN
.TEH
AHL
HAHIE
Y y i
&C T«MA 01
dIO CH Oi
E T 07
ADM MGT OS
t CH ED 05
ECON 0^
HIST •\\
SC T«dS 08
AG-ND •\\
FD SC 04
FIN MGT OB
ADM MGT
NURS BSMN MGT
M-ARCH
Psych
AGRON
tOUC»NO
NON-DEG*
WUTR •!!
PHYS BS 01
P S •OS
E E 01
MGT •11
AG MECH OB
ADM MGT Ob
^OOL 07
BIO CH 01
ACCT 07
EDuC«ND^li
P-ARCH 07
E CH ED Ob
tCON
ft
AN ED
ECON
NORS BS
E E
SOC
\l
FIN MGT
NURS BS
AG EO
HORT
t E
HORT
BIO CH *\i
PSYCH Ob
ED0C-ND»li
HORT 01
AG EU •\d
ADM MGT OSME Ob
AUM MOT^Ob
WORS BS»0<J
M E
t^CON
EL EOIn mot
bIO CH
ti5 E
hIcro
aCCT
d H H A
"• OEOL BA
I AOHON
i iQOL
<* AG meCh
•• >C T»Ch
"• PSYCn
1 MATH dS
«• M t
H P
P A
Ob
Ji
l^
Ob
Ob
8?
01
OJ
0^
OJ
UJ
Oi
l<f
b >'L IPATH
L
In to •!!
GtOL BS 01
AUM MOT 0«»
M P A OJ
ADM MoT»5s
sAan In
Soc 5j
t t 01
GOMBOLA PENNEY MARIE
GOMES CHRISTINE M
GOMEZ tDUARUO
GONICK THOMAS A
GONZALEZ EUSTOOUIO
GOOD DEBORAH ANN
OOOO JAMES DOUGLAS
GOOD LARRY EUGENE
GOODE CMKISTINE C
OOODE NANCY KAREN
GOOOEMOTt HAROLD LEEjQOOiNG ALLIE E S
GOODING MATTHEW H
GOODING STEPHEN C
GOODLOE JOHN ALLAN
GOODMAN ANNETTA S
GOODMAN CHARLES R
GOODMAN GREGORY V
GOODMAN JULIA LOUISE
GOODMAN MARK LERQY
GOODMAN MARY JANE
GOODMAN SAMUEL 8
GOODRICH LISA M
GOODSON GRLGORY KIRK
GOODSON wM MCCRAY
GOODwiN FRANK G III
GOODWIN MICHAEL E
OHANTLANU OCADYS H
tzTlk t
ORAVELY J(,
oHAT< GtORGE t
OAN DARLENt
GRAVES JOSLPH STtVEN
OMAvtS PATKICIA C
0»<AVLtt MOBERT T
GHAT CynTmIa LYNN
OHAY OUNNA LYNNt
GNAT OOOOLAb SCOTT
OHAT >UWMAN MAY
< ACCT OB
4 H-ARCH 03
4 E T 07
** ENGL O**
1 R P A 01
<» E A 07
2 ADM MGT 0<»
1 CH E 01
4 El ED 0<»
4 NURS BS Ob
< C E OJ
b NURS BS^ll
b M E •h
4 E E Ob
3 ADM MGT 07
4 M £ 03
4 CR E 03
< C E 03
< EL ED 05
4 t T 05
1 PO SC 01
GOODWIN MICHAEL LEE
GOODwIiN HOBERT FRED
GORdETT LYN ELLEN
GORCZYNSKI MICHAEL A
GORDON AMELIA DICUS
GORDON CATHERINE R
GORDON DARLEAN J
GORDON PAMELA J
GORDON WILLIAM EDDIE
GORE Elizabeth ann
GORE EMILY DIANA
OORE JANICE DOLAN
GORE THOMAS CLINTON
GORMAN CHARLES M
GORMAN J CATHERINE
GORMAN JOHN BURNETTE
GOSNELL LARRY DALE
GOSSETT BONITA SMALL
GOSSETT HENRY F
GOTTSHALK ADDISON C
GOUDtLOCK CLARA L
OOUGH JAMES BRITTON
GOULD NANCY JEAN
GOuLtT Charles r jr
OOWAN GRADY VINCENT
GOWATY PATRICIA A
GOwE RICHARD JOHN
OOYAK KAHEN JOAN
GRABB "ILLIAM IhJViNO
ORACE ANDY HAYWOOD
GRAOEN KENNETH EARL
GRAEF AMY JO
GRAHAM CaREy EDWIN
GRAHAM EMMA ANNETTE
GRAHAM FKAN^LIN WM
GRAHAM I-kEDDY G III
GRAHAM JAMtS ALLEN
ORAHAM JOHN SMITH
ORAHAM JUDY LEE
GRAMAM LINDSAY B
GRAHAM MARION THOMAS
GRAHAM MJCHAEL K
ORAHAM NELSON EDDIE
ORAHAM KOBlN J
ORAHAM WONALU BORTON
ORAMLINO GLORIA J
ORAMLINO JOHN S
ORAMLjNo MAKION R JR
ORANOtH ELEANOR V
ORANoEH WALTER b JR
ORANT btTTlE KAThRYN
OHANT blLLY C JR
ORANf MASKLL CHEVIS
owanT ^tvlN C
ORANT PMtLLlS JEANNE
OMArxT WtbtCCA S
oRanT iiiLLUM Edward
OHANIHAM SAMUEL JAY
ORANTHAM Thad
<» R P A
4 ZOOL
Ob
OB
1 M E 01
4 ADM MGT 07
3 ADM MGT^O<»
^ FOR 03
2 N0N-DEG^12
B C 01
n
NURS BS 01
. 1 M 01
4 E CH ED 07
<* AG EC Ob
4 E CH ED 07
t* MIST 07
b ECON •li
< EL ED 03
h HORT 07
3 N0N-DEG^12
b ZOOL 11
< GEOL BS 03
** HORT Ob
1 FIN MGT 01
l'^li\ .?{
1 M E 01
b ARCH 11
1 MICRO 01
4 IN ED Ob
< ADM MGT 07
2 f IN MGT 03
b E E 11
I P-ARCH
< R P A Oi
< CR E 7
< L T 07
< For OB
't ACCT Ob
1 AG MECH 01
b EL ED •\\
< R P A Ob
^ t E Ob
1 R P A 01
< PhyS BS 13IPS 01
b R P A •U
h ADM MOT 07
I P-PMARM Oi
< IN ED-A Ob
< MATH BS 07
< L t 07
1 CH t 01
« CH E 00
2 AG MECH 03
< NURS BS Ob
2 HIST Ob
<» (QH Oh
< AG EC Ob
** ADM MGT Ob
J B S A 07
<» PMYS BS Ob
* I g •OB
H E E 03
<• t A 02
b PER S
b blOENGR
«• SPAN
1 t T 01
** maTm bA 0^
2 ADM MOT 5«*
*• El ED 03
H E LH EO 07
i MN MoT 01
b iMls-NO^li
•11
NAME STATUS - COURSE - CLASS NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
GRAY J RICHARD JR ^ b E 05
GRAY JAMES GARY JR 4 CH E 07
1 GRAY JERRY BRIAN 5 MATH BS uGRAY JOHN JEFFERSON
GRAY PAUL NETHERLAND
GRAY PEGGY HERRON
4 E T
i Uh ED 06i'3
GRAY SALLY KiRKLAND NURS BS n3
GRAY STEPHEN LAMAR 4 E T 04
GRAY THOMAS GLEN ^^ 4 FOR
»-ARCH
03
' GRAY VIRGINIA LOUISE 4 05
GRAY WILLIAM PATRICK
GRAYSON ROBERT L
4 02
I 01
03GREELEY LELANQ BLAND
GREELY JOHN GRIMBALL
GREEN BEVERLY KAY
GREEN CYNTHIA K
<» H P A
4 M E 06
4 MICRO 03
6 EL ED
ADM MGT •JiGREEN E WOODROW JR 4
GREEN EDWARD LEE 5 CH BS
ItGREEN EVELYN MARIE 4 ADM MGT
[ GREEN JANICE GAYLE
GREEN KALETA BARLINE
4 E CH ED 02
4 f« 04GREEN MARY dOYD I EL ED 01
GREEN MARYA D 4 EL ED 03
GREEN PATRICIA LYNN
GREEN PATTI LUANNE
GREEN ROBERT AUDA
GREEN WILLIAM ADAMS
GREEN WILLIAM ERIC
4 soc 07
MATH BS
AG ED
ENGR
fc £
GREENE CANDACE LYNN
GREENE DAVID CHERISH
2 R P A 04
4 CH E 07
GREENE JENNETH W 2 C E 0^
GREENE KATHERINE D I S ED-MA
R P A
01
01GREENE PAMELA L I
GREENE PATRICIA N
GREENE ROBERT NATHAN
I RSYCH 01
6 NUTR
liGREENE SAMUEL SCOTT
GREENE STEPHEN BRIAN
GREENWAY LARRY DEAN
GREENWAY PHILIP M
2 ECON
ADM MGT4 06
4 ACCT 05
4 . 1 05
GREENWAY TONY ALTON 4 05
GREER BRENT CRAIG 4 > ED-HI 03
GREER CAROL KELLMAN 6 READING »1I
GREER DREMA SUE 4 R P A 07
GREER KELLY MARIE
GREER LAURA BLUE
4 CRD 05
4 NURS BS »07
GREGORY DAVID LYNN 6 E S g * 1
1
GREGORY JAMES EMMETT 4
IL
07
GREGORY JOHN WESLEY 4 03
GREGORY LAURA ANN 4 06
GREGORY LAURA LOUISE 4 R P A 03
GREGORY ROBERT ALAN
GREGORY T BRADFORD
6 VIS-ST
w1
FIN MGT
GREGORY WILLIAM D JR 4 M E
GREGORY WM MICHAEL 4 CH E OB
GRESHAM DEBORAH JO B 4 WURS BS »06
GRESSETTE VIRGINIA F 4 PO SC 07
GRETHER MICHAEL F 6 CR E U
GREY JEFFREY ALLAN I FIN MGT 01
GR BBON MICHAEL CHAS
EBSCH CLAUDIA M
4 ADM MGT 06
GR 2 AGRIC 06
GR EVE GEORGE ALFRED 4 CRD 06GR FF N ANDREW H 4 OB
GR FF N ANGELA C 1 ADM MGT 01
GR FF N BARRY D 1 MICRO
FIN MGT
01
GR FF N CAROL LYNN 4 04
GR FF N CHARLES R JR 4 ECON 04
GR FF N DAVID M 6 R P A 11
GR FF N ELIZABETH A 4 ^OOL
EL ED
•05
GR FF N JEANNE M 6 »11
' GR FF N JOHN LESLIE 4 ENGL Ob
GR FF N LISA KEITH
N LYNNE JONES
N MARK GORDON
4 FIN MGT 07
FF 7 EDUC-ND »I1
GR FF 4
^S^aSch
OB
GR FF N wANOA HOPE 4 03
GR FF N WARREN LEE
N WM DELLENEY
TH HELENA T
4 CH E
GR FF I ADM MGT 01
03GR FF 4 ADM MGT
GR FF TH MARK S 4 AG ED 03
GR FF TH MICHAEL A 4 EC ZOOL 07
GR FF TH PATRICIA L
TH PHILLIP A
TH SHARON E
4 AN SC 03
GR FF 4 ADM MGT 04
GR FF 4 NURS BS 05
GR FF TH SUSAN 4 EL ED 02
GR FF TH THOMAS EVAN I ADM MGT
FIN MGT
01
GR GGS JAMES MICHAEL 4 04
GR GGS MITCHELL C 4
^0%C
06
GR MES ELIZABETH A 4 07
GR MES JOHN PATRICK I AGRIC 01
GR MES SUE ANNE 4 ADM MGT 03
GR MM MARTHA ANN 4 ECON 03
GR MSBY HERMIE RAST
NSTEAD CATHY JANE
PPIN SHERON E
4 CH E OB
GR 1 EL ED
GR 1 C E
GR SHAM JOANN 4 H-ARCH 05
GR SSOM RAMONA C 4 AC^T 05
) GR SW(:)LD GERALD J 2 •06
GROFF JUDITH ANN
GROGAN KAREN ANN
GROGAN THOMAS ALAN
GROMAN JAMES ALEX
GROOVER ROBERT 8
GROSECLOSE ALAN C
GROSS MARIA NESMITH
GROSS ROBERT STEVEN
6R0THEER MARK OUANE
GROTHUSEN JOHN R
GROVES CHRISTINE
GROVES EDWARD M JR
GRUBB LARRY DOUGLAS
GRUBB SHERRY LAWSON
GRUBB SUSAN E
GRUBBS JESSIE A
GRUMMAN STEVEN CLARK
GRUVER PAUL HOWARD
GUAY DONNA HUBLER
GUOGER SALLY BURT
GUOZAN NICHOLAS B
GUELDNER KARL HEINZ
GUESS TwILA ANN
GUEST ALLEN ANDERSON
GUIDE VINCENT D R JR
GUILL WUSSELL CARSON
GUIN GREGORY IRVIN
GULKO BRUCE N
GULLEDGE E PRESTON
GULLEDGE JO MaRIE L
GULLEDGE THOMAS R JR
6UNAY ZIYA
GUNN LAURIE LOUISE
GUNNELS TIMOTHY H
GUNNIN CYNTHIA HYMAN
GUNTER HENRY ALLEN
GUPTA DEVENDRA KUMAR
GUSTAFSON DEAN E
GUTHRIE SUSAN J
GUY DAVID ALAN
GUY RANDY LANE
GUYTON AMANDA BETHEA
GUYTON EVELYN K
HAMCK TIMOTHY SCOTT
HAAS CATHERINE E
HABERKORN wilhelm a
HACK RICHARD JAY
HADSTATE FLORENCE E
HAEHNLE GARRY GEORGE
HAESTAD JOHN ROALD
HAFNER JAMES WALLACE
HAGAN SARA LYNNE
HAGlNS SAMUEL E II
HAGLAN JOSEPH DAVID
HAGY SUSAN
HAHN KAY El,AlNE
HA
HA
HA
HA
HA
HA
HA
Li
GLER CHERYL M
GLER JULIUS HUTTO
LE DAVID CARROLL
LE LUCY ANNE
NS JOHN J
R EDwARO RANDOLPH
R ELIZABETH M
HAIR JAMES CREIGHTON
HAIR MIRIAM OLGA
HAIR RICHARD BARRY
HA R WILLIAM MICHAEL
HAIRSTON JOYCELYN
HALBLEIB SCOTT C
HALE FRANK ALLEN
HALE JOHN STEPHEN
HALEY VIRGINIA T
HALFaCRE CAROLYN F
HALKER GARY W
MALL CASSANDRA SUE
HALL CHARLES DARON
HALL CONSTANCE SUSAN
HALL CYNTHIA LEE
HALL CYNTHIA LEIGH
HALL EVELYN ELKIN
HALL GAYLE MATTHEWS
HALL GEORGt UUlNCY
MALL GREGORY LEE
HALL HATTIE PEARL
HALL HOLLIS DARRELL
HALL JAMES MICHAEL
HALL JAMES RUSSELL
HALL JEFFREY EDwARD
HALL JEFFREY STUART
HALL JOhN PHILIP
HALL KAREN lEE
HALL LINDA CECELIA
HALL MARGARET RUTH
HALL MICHAEL W
HALL NANCY JANE
HALL PAMELA JANE
FIN
ZOOL
ENGL
03
ENGL •!!
PSYCH OB
ZOOL 08ME 06
» S 'U
FIN MGT OB
A&F iND»llEM
NUTR
BIO CH
NURS BS ^
"' MGT 07
OB
11
: ED •Ol
LL ED •U
i:OOL 07
L A -NO 11
MGT 11
EOUC«NO»lI
ADM MGT OB
R P A
CR E
ADM MGT
R P A
HORT
I M
ENGL
E MGT
M E
ENGL
ADM MGT
EDUC-ND
CH E
AG E 14
E E 07
PER S -U
MATH BS 01
ARCH 11
NURS BS
"ll
EC ZOOL
S ED-Hl
K-ARCH
E MGT
ENT
ADM
FOR
CH E
ADM MGT
ADM MGT
E T
ADM MGT
SOC
ACCT
MGT 03
OB
05
08
01
02
07
03
ACCT
§iAN SC
M E 04
ACCT
BOT
11FOR
EL ED
•JiADM MGT
R P A 05
ADM MGT 07
FIN MGT 01
b C 01
«ICRO 05
ENT 11
AGRON
:ilS ED-EN
ACCT 12
B C 07
SC T-BS
FIN MGT
05
?1SYS ENG
R P A 07
ACCT 01
AG-ND »11
PER b 11
HORT 04
IN ED 05
MATH BS OB
ADM MGT
PM CORE
01
01
tCON 07
E E 01
EC ZOOL 05
FR OB
NURS BS 01
ENGL 05
ENGR 01
ADM MGT 01
SC T-MA 07
SOC 07
NAMt - STATUS - C0UW5E - CLASS NAMt STATUS - COUHSE - CLASS
HALL HiCMAKU K JR
MALL SOetHT BLAKE
MALL KOBLWt KELLEH
MALL ><OdLHT M
MALL SHEILA HUNTLEY
MALL SUSAN CAROL
MALL SUZANNE C
MALL TAMAM ELIZABETH
MALL TtHHY ALAN
HALL thekmon Eugene
HALL TIM U ill
HALL wIllIAM KELLON
HALL xIllIAM hark
HALL "M CHARLES JR
HALLIUAY ANDREW G
HALLIUAY CMAS EMMETT
mallIuay CULLEEN K
mallIuay CRaTg S
HALLHAN ChAWLES A JH
MALLMAN FRANCES I
HALLMAN TOM N
HALMAN HUBERT DEAN
HALTlnANGER BRENOA K
HAM KENNETH HATTMEW
HAMBLEN LYONS A
HAHBhIv»HT JAMES C
HAMBUROtN C OAVIO
** ^cct
t* tNGL
HAMBURGtW UONALU J
HAMbY BERNARO laveRN
HAMdY MARCJA ELAINE
MAMCKE UtBRA ANN
HAMtL Paul oErnaro
HAHIlTUN ANGELA B
HAMILTON CHKISTOPhER
hamIlTun uavId M
HAM lTUN UAvID P
HAMILTON ELAINE B
HAMILTON JAMES P
HAMILTON MONA MARIE
hamIlTun nancy E
HAM lTUN nancy lee
HAM LTUN P SCOTT
HAM lTUN ROBERT M
HAM lTUN wM FRANKLlN
MAMITER UtORGE H
HAMLETT bIllIam C JR
HAMLIN CLINTON E
mAMlIn MAURICE PIkE
mamlIn tummIe H
HAMLYN KEITh M
MAMM CYNlHlA ELAINE
HAMMtTT JUHN M jR
MAMMETT NURMA tLAiNt
MAMMuCK HObENT ALLEn
MAMMUNU uEbURAH GAIL
HAHMUNU FRANK P jR
HAHMuNu n Thomas JR
HAMMUNU HENhlY H III
MAMMONU HOGHSON a
HAMMUNU JANt E
HAMMUNW NANCY ANNE
HAMMUNU PAMELA KAYE
HAMMUNU HUBERT G
HAMMUNU MUbEMT M
MAMKTUN H THtOOORE
MAMMICK UAVIU BRYAN
MAMmICk E KAY
MANHtXHY WALPm L) JR
HANCE CAML «AYNE JR
hAnCkEL f STUART Iv
haNCkLl jOmn ARTHUR
MANCU^K ALLISON HjUSEPm b
STt>'HFN HUTT
hancuCk
MANCUC^
MASl. ...'
MA>
MA-
MA
HA'
MA*
MA-
MA'
MA-
MA-
HA'
MA-
MA-
MA
MA'
MA-
MA'
MA-
MA'
MA'
MA
'A penee
>*AS J
ANN
A GREY
< M
< MM UAViS
tlTT
FOSTER
Ab H
-A*«ELL
3.
<» CM E OB
4 t T 0<»
h MICRO 05
k MORT 05
1 NURS BS 01
2 t CH EO 0^
< AOM MGT«07
6 AG EC II
< FIN MGT Od
<* AN SC OB
<» ACCT O'*
4 MEO T 06
* PO SC 05
< FIN MGT Ob
6 EL ED •II
I MATH BS 01
t* AG MECh OB
I EL ED 01
6 L A •NO»lI
6 OY SC •li
I ACCT 01
< MATH BS 07
5 PER S 11
6 ARCH 11
I t T Oi
< AG E Ob
<* AN SC Ob
< PSYCH 07
< FIN MGT Od
b ZOOL l**
6 ADM SPV*ll
t 07
-ARCH 07
1 /^UM MGT 01
6 EOUC«ND«il
1 PO SC 01
2 L A •ND 01
< MATH BS 0<»
k PSYCH 07
I M E 01
k ECUN 06
3 S ED«HI 07
< BlU CH o7
6 ZOUL I**
< M E OJ
< CH E •06
I MED T 01
6 M t 11
1 MaFh BS 01
< R P A Ob
« t. CH LD 0<i
< M P A Ob
k S ED-PS 02
I ADM MOT 01
< t E 06
< In ED 0^
4 M t 07
1 r-rmahm 01
I ADM MOT 01
H ADM MOT 0<*
1 E E 01
** t IN MUT OJ
«» E E OJ
2 ADM MOT OJ
** EL ED OJ
<• AG E 0^
<» C E OJ
*» ADM MUT O'^
I AOM MGT 01
<* R P A Ob
<» ADM MOT QJ
*» M t OB
< t Cm ED 05
<» M t 0^
b
k ZOUL 07
•» MUmT Ok
•• CH E OJ
** i t Ob
i FIN
tim
aHvEt
>PMtM
AIL.
MAH:»tttMU<.M tMf4tiT S
I MOT 01
i MATH bS II
6 EL EU •|I
6 LNGL •li
k tC 7U0L 7
<• AG t Ob
} Cm BS 01ICE Ol
••
-D UllL 02
«• 01CMU 5b
1 Cm E 01
<• t CM ED 06
6 T M •!!
HANSEL BRUCE CLAYTON
HANSEL JOYCE DRAKE
HANSEN A PAUL
HANSEN CAROL SARAH
HANSEN RICHARD A
HANSEN STEVEN V
HANSFORD OGDEN JR
HANSON DANA ROBERT
HANZLIK THOMAS E
HAGUE JMTIAZ UL
HARABURD DIRK M
HARABURU DOUGLAS M
MARBIN DORIS POOLE
HARBOUR EDmaRD EARL
HARDEE BENJAMIN M
HARDEE HELEN LENORA
HARDEE RANDY BRYAN
HARDIN BARBARA REIt)
HARDIN CYNTHIA ANN
HARD
HARDIN FlTZ L III
ELLEN PAL
HARDlNG JEFFREY S
NO MER
HARDING MAROARET P
HARDISTER CHARLES D
HARDWiCK JEFFREY B
HARDY TAMMY
HARE BENJAMIN B JR
HARE JONATHAN M
HARGEST *1lLIAM M
HARGETT MARK WARREN
HARGETT STEVEN MARK
HARKlNb MARK D
HARKNESS DANA LEN
HARKNESS LINDA L
HARLAN DAVID D JR
HARLEY JACK T JR
HARLEY WILLIAM B JR
MARLING HENRY E JR
HARLOW GILES DEXTER
HARMAN JOHN PaT^<ICK
HARMON CORlNNE C
HARMON HARRIET HOPE
HARMON MARY E
HARMON THOMAS EARL
HARNER JULIE ANNE
HARNESBERGER DEBBIE
HARNESBERGER MICHAEL
HARP DETTIE JOLENE
HARPE WM ChhISTOPhER
HARPER HELEN SYDNEY
HARPER JACK NEwSOME
HARPER LARRY STEVEN
HARPER MARSHA MILLER
HARPER RICHARD A
HARPER S KATHERINE
HARPER SCOTT A
HARPER STEVEN G
HARKEk WALTER JAMES
HARRELL DAVID S
HARRELL KAREN
RANDALL
LTT JUDY ANNE
OAL DEAN EDWARD
LL C DAVID
LL JAMtS BRYANT
NOTUN oREGORY
NOTUN JOHN 8
NOTUN JOHN MARK
NOTUN LESLIE D
HARRELL R SAMyEL
HARRELL
HARR
HARR
HARK
MARK
HARK
HARR
HARK
HARR
HARK
MARK
ELIZABETH
ANN A
HARKib blLLY JOE JR
HARK
HARK
HARK
HARK
bKAU KEN{;DDY
BRET JOSEPH
UUNNA MARIE
S LDWAKU A J
HARKlS FLOYD RANDALL
HARK
HARR
HARR
MARK
MARK
HARK
HARK
HARK
HARK
HARK
HARK
HAKK
HARK :
HAKH I
HAKh 1
HAHhI jv
OEOROE
HUNTER
S I crrtLf
iLLiAl
IllIai
-IllI A)
BIO CH 11
SCS-ND •il
R ^ A It
W B •!!
MATH BS»ll
IN ED OB
ME 14
AOM MGT Ok
AOM MGT 06
AG ED 07
PSYCH 05
ACCT 07
AN SC 02
PO SC 05
CH E oa
AOM MGT OB
CH E 01
EDyC-NO«li
FIN MGT 02
MATH BS
AG MECH
PO SC
PO SC
P-ARCH
ADM MGT
MATH BS
P-ARCH
BIO CH
FIN MGT
M E
FIN MGT
E MGT
NURS BS
t, CM ED
EL ED
A
F
&r
01
Qk
u
02
06
OB
06
l\
l\
05
li
07
07
01
Ob
01
G ED
In MGT
NURS AA
M E
H ED 08
02
NURS AA OJ
FOR OB
•05
S.^
li
ER
FOR
HORT
ADM MGT 06
In ED-A 01
PSYCH 07
AG E 01
RS BS 05
N MGT 01
M MGT 01
1 aG MECH 01
tC ZOOL 07
k NU»'
I Fir
k AD^
A
k
k CM BS
6 In ED
1 CH E
HARRINOTUN ROBERT J k
JAMES GREGORY
JAMtS STANLEY
fVATHKYN KAY
MATTIbON WARU
mIChEllE L
KUOEK PEACE
TEPHEN *OKTh
AM ALAN
AM E JR
M M
JOHEY
KA LEE
ANN
KAY
u
05
07
??
Si
0*»
07
•Ob
li
t T 06
FIN MOT^OJ
I M QJ
NURS BS 05
ECON OJ
Cm E
M E
CM E
ADM MGT
P-ARCH
F IN MOT
M E
R P A
EDUC-ND
FOR
H-ARCH
ACCT
ENOL
IN ED
FD
MOR
CM
ECUN
MAHHiSUN LLIZABETH •
- E t
5 S EO»NS^
* I M
k PSYLH
J AG ED
6 ZOUL
•ii
NAMt - STATUS - COUrtbE - CLASS NAMt - STATUS - C0UH6E - CLASS
MARHISON GtOFFEREY K
HARRISON HOLLY H
HARRISON KAREN M
SON LtNlTA ROSEHARR
HARR
HARR
HARR
HARR
HARR
HARR
SON MARY KIM
SON MICHAEL J
SON NLILL M
SON RICHARD L
SON ROBERT E
SON ROBERT E JR
HARRISON ROBIN MARIE
HARR SON SUSAN PITTS
HARRISON TERESA M
HARRISON TINA D
HARRISON WM HENRY
HARRITOS HARRY C
HARSHMAN PAUL ROBERT
HART ALICIA MCCARTER
HART ELIZABETH ANN
HART FRANK WEATHERS
HART JAMES GLENN
HART LESLIE CAROLE
HART MONTE A
HART SHERYL JEAN
HART STEPHEN EUWiN
HARTE CHANDLER WM
HARTEL DUDLEY RAY
HARTEH GARY M
HARTLE MICHAEL DEAN
HARTMAN AMY CELESTE
HARTMAN ROBERT A
HARTSELL NANCY CAROL
HARTSHORN CHARLES R
HARTSHORN TODD A
HARTZOG ANNE COOPER
HARVEY C FRED JR
HARVEY CHARLENE DAWN
HARVEY DIANnE M
HARVEY HILLIARD G
HARVEY JAMES WALTER
HARVEY SANDRA LEE
HARVEY WILLIAM E II
HARVIN ROBERT
HARWELL ROBERT 8
'ill
JRYAN
HARWOOD SUSAN B
HASELDEN ROBERT T JR
HASELL BARRY TOOMER
HASHAM SALIM S
HASKELL JAN GREER
HASKIN ANNA ESTES
HASLAM OAVID RUSSELL
HASS F JEANETTE
HASS MICHAEL TODD
HASSELL UANNY WAYNE
HASSELL MICHAEL K
HASSELL NAUINE S
HASSIG KATHLEEN ANN
HASSIOTIS SOPHIA
HASTINGS GERALD H
HASTINGS SYDNEY E
HASTY TIMOTHY CLARK
HATCH DONALD F
HATCH SYBIL E
HATCHELL BRENDA J
HATCHER JANET MARIE
HATCHER MARIE E
HATCHER THOMAS M
HATCHER WILLIAM C JR
HATFIELD JOHN MUNROE
HAULBROOK TIMMI L
HAUN ANN BRASWELL
HAUN UAVID J
HAUN MICHAEL JOSEPH
HAUN STEVEN ARTHUR
HAUSKNECHT BRENDA B
HAVEN Patricia e
HAVERSAT CLIFTON W
HAVIRD DAVID CLYDE
HAWES JEFFREY BRIAN
HAWK
HAWK
HAWK
HAWK
HAWK
HAWK
NS DEATER C
Ns JAMES cm
NS JANIS FAY
NS JOHN EDWARD
HAWK NS KRISTA FRANE
NS NANCY H
NS PHlLiP A
HAWKINS ROY JACK II
HAWKINS SUSAN DIANE
HAWKINS TROY E
HAWKRIDGE TIMOTHY E
HAY EUGENE GORDON JR
HAYDEN GARY BECK
HAYDEN JOSEPH THOMAS
HAYDEN MARGARET E
HAYDEN MARVIN LEE
HAYE MICHAEL KEVIN
EC ZOOL»07
CH E 05
R-PHARM *
IN ED-A
P-PHY T
IN ED
EC ZOOL
FOR
01
07
03
05
05U
BS
AG E
LIB ART
S ED«NS
E E
MATH BS
CH E
E T
FIN MGT
ADM MGT
AG EC
SOC
AGRON
BOT
ADM MGT
If
MO sg
NURS BS
E S 6
E T
SYS 6NG
PSYCH
SC T«BS
CH E
EC BIOL
AG E
P-ARCH
ADM MGT
MORS bS
E CH ED
C E
CR E
NURS
CH E
R P A *
C E
I M
EL ED
E E
I M
FIN MGT
NURS AA
C R P
CR E
HORT
EL ED
HORT
For
EDUC»ND*U
E E 02
E E OB
ADM MGT 05
NURS BS 05
E A 06
P S •11
FIN MGT 01
NURS BS 07
ADM SPV»I1
NON-DEG U
ADM MGT 01ME 03
HORT 05
£duc-nd»ii
E T 07
R P A 05
05
01
li
05
06
Oi
u
'l\
03
05
03
01
07
Ob
01
03
03
07
'k
05
07
01
05
03
02
01
II
07
OB
MAYES CHRISTINA LYNN
HAYES DEBORAH ANN
HAYES JANICE LYNN
HAYES JOHN ROSS
HAYES KATHARINE JEAN
HAYES PENELOPE PAGE
HAYES STEVE RANOY
HAYES STEVEN MARC
HAYES TAMMY LOUELLA
HAYES WILLARD EUGENE
HAYES WILLIAM DAVID
HAYES WM WAYNE
HAYGOOD BOBBY S JR
HAYGOOO ROBERT LEE
HAYNES LEON B
HAYNES THOMAS G
HAYNIE ANN wINSTEAO
HAYNIE GAYLE ANNE
HAYNIE SHARON A
HAYNSWORTH HUGH C
HAYNSWORJH SAMUEL M
HAYT GREGORY
HAYTHORNE DOUGLAS K
HAYWARD LISA H
HAYWOOD KAREN LEE
HAZEL JAMES EDWIN
HAZEN TIMOTHY DAVID
.E JEFFREY DEAN
AUDREY ELLEN
JOHN WAYNE
LINDA JEAN
MARY MCMAKIN
RAYMOND J JR
SHERRY LYNNE
HEADLAM CHARLES A
HEADLEY MAXwELL I
HEAPE BARBARA M
HEARD GEORGE THOMAS
HEARN LOUIS C
HEARNE BRYANT LEVIN
HEARON JANIE COLEEN
HEATH ROBERT RAYMOND
HEATLEY wM ROBERT JR
HEBERT PAUL VINCENT
HECK JAMES EDWARD
HECKERT NATHANAEL A
HECKLE M FREDRICK
HEDGES NANCY L
HEFFRON JULIA ALISON
HEFNER ANTHONY DREW
HEGEDUS TIMOTHY W
HgGWOOD ELZIE L JR
.HN CHRISTOPHER S
;ILIG SUSAN E
]NS CHERYL KIM
HEINS FRANCES SUSAN
HEISLER CHRISTINE F
HEITMAN MICHAEL S
HELDERMAN CAROL LYNN
HELFER MADELYN JO
HELLENGA KIM L
HELLER LISA J
HELLER RAINER
HELLER RICHARD SCOTT
HELLINGER CAROL W
HELLMAN PAUL L
HELMS JOHN R JR
HELMS MARY ELLEN
HELTON KAREN RENEE
HELTON MITZI LYNN
HEMAN JOHN CHARLES
HEMBREE LARRY ANDREW
HEMBREE LAURIE ANN
HEMBREE NANCY GAlL
HEMPHILL JAMES LEE
HEMPHILL JENNIFER R
HENDERSON CLINTON D
SI
-
^10'
ELBERT LEE
G SUZANNE
JAMES E JR
JIMMIE M
M ANDREW
MARIAN J
NINA K M
HENDERSON
HENDERSON
HENDERSON
HENDERSON
HENDERSON
HENDERSON
HENDERSON
HENDERSON NORMAN A
HENDERSON RALPH E
HENDERSON RICHARD
HENDERSON SHERI ANNE
HENDERSON STANLEY G
HENDERSON THOMAS S
HENDRICK WM F JR
HENDRICKS BRENDA LEE
HENDRICKS CHARLES A
HENDRICKS DEBRA ANN
HENDRICKS J TOMMY
HENDRICKS KIM RENE
IN ED 03
ECON
S ED-HI 0.
W B •U
FIN MGT 01
MATH BS 07
ADM MGT«08
AGRON 06
E E OBME OB
READING*;
MATH BA
NURS AA
MGT SC
1 ECON
3 H E
4 R-ARCH
EL ED
ACCT
H £
S ED
EL ED
AOM MGT
E CH ED
NURS BS
M E
EL ED
ADM MGT
P0*«
wo
w
12
02
Ik
»l07
0<»
01
•08
05
07
OB
^ SC 05
EC Z00L*12
ENT 11
ADM MGT 01
NURS as 05
PER S 'U
E S E
ADM MGT
ACCT
kTH BS
It
07
V,
§i
04
01
01
81
05
03
J{
14
if
03
11
01
01
OB
0^
01
01
05
08
01
SPV*lI
07
03
05
06
•11
04
OZ
07
05
MA
FOR
CH E
ADM MGT
FIN MGT
CH E
NURS BS
NURS BS
MATH BS
MATH BS
M E
S EO-HI
CH E
MICRO
MATH BA
E E
MICRO
SOC
M E
FOR
ACCT
ENGL
SOC
NURS BS
AOM MGT
PSYCH
AGRON
ADM -
E E
CR E
PER S
HIST
R P A
ADM MGT
ADM MGT
FIN MGT
C E
b C
ADM MGT
ACCT
IMTS-ND^I
LIB
C E
NURS
ART
BS
03
Si
08
02
NAMt - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
< M £ Ob
I W P A 01
4 tL EO 03
1 MUKS BS*Oi
<» t T Ob
NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
HENUHIC^S LARRY S
HENDRICKS MIKE A
MENORiCKS PAULA JEAN
mENDNIA JACuUELINE J
hENDRlA PATRICK W
MEnOrIa RUSSELL C
HENURlA TODD JACOB
menurIa tracey leIgm
mENURIA WALTER MARK
hEnurIa xIllIam m
MENlFORD MARK ERIC
mENKE JUMN SCOTT
menley worth BAWBER
hEnnEGar anne b
hENNES LISA KAY
HENNES SARA SUZANNE
HENNESbtt H bLAIR
hENNIS GREOORY J
HENRY CRAIG M
HENRY JOHN DAVID
HENRY LEONARDO
HENSEL ELIZABETH B
hENSHA* SUSAN M
hENSON HlCHARD SCOTT
H^HAZO MARLENE MEYER
HERbERT uEbRA R
hERoMAN JANET E
hERoOTT ShEHYL D
hEwIN SAMUtL BENNETT
HER ON MARK CHARLES
herIot CAThy s
mER OT JAMES JR
HER ut kirk chandler
hERLONG CAROLINE K
,RL0NO DARREi L 8
.RLON(j STEPHEN P
;RMAN TINA RENAE
.RHANN UlANE MARIE
;rnuon cinda sue
2 R P A •Oi
1 FIN MGT Oi
2 E CH ED 06
03
ii
HNDUN DANIEL J
N KObERT MARK
.RNS LOUIS
hERR
NG UAVID
CK
Nt» JOHNNA L
ERK
HERK
hEHh no moll IE
mERkInOTON JAMES E
nERRUN ANN A
M^«KUN ELIZABETH w
HtHkUN JOE NEwTON
mErrun huy mOwaro
H^kKON HUY nOwARD JR
hEWTIo CHRISTOPHER J
MERT^btHO SUSAN LOIS
MtSKtlH wlLLlAM JOHN
"ESTER OtOROE M
mESTlh mark Evans
MtSTtW N KlMbERLY
, ^:^ w ytbECCA ALlCt
,
*M ALFkfu
lAura irEne
, «M F
VAN IIARME.N
LiNUA ELAINE
E bMADSMAW
JUAN
tiOT
ADM MGT
dlOENGR
R P A
ZOOL
PO SC
BIO CH
AG E
PL SC
MORT
In EO-I
PER S <
EL ED *
ACCT
MATH bS
P-ARCH
ADM MGT
WURS bS
ADM MGT
E CH ED
P-ARCH
ADM MOT
MATH BS
BIO CH
CH E <
PO SC
ADM MOT
CH E
EL ED
AC^T
EL ED
EL EU *
CH BS
EOUC«ND«li
RSYCH
•MA
lInua sue
MICHAEL ALLEN
CfVtr mJCmaEL S
CK«AN uAvlU HAROLD
C^MAN HObERT KEITM
Ckman bALLr jtAN
:( F
AN
t 3 TON
JANE
STFPMtN
l^K'^Y U
- bt M
. ul
C»\MAN
i M
M E
C E
SC T
ENOL
ADM MOT
TEXT
AG E
SC T«ES
CMO
ENGL
3 NON-UEG
<* ADM MOT
1 ^ ^b ML Rri
* HUH5 bS
*• LL tJ
J SC T-ES
p-rhahm
MN MOT
AOM MOT
6 RE>
i C
<• K
MATH
\ UR
06
06
°i03
Ob
Ob
07
06
Ob
w
l\
II
07
06
^\
07
If
06
-^OL ANN
MC ^EE
H ACCT
h HOHt
b CNOL
<• E Ch EO
J H P A
b SYS tNO
Cm t
Ob
07
LL Cm* -Ot
LL C" . NN
LL WALL i.A>'tMS
LL UAVlU PHOCTOH
MOT
SOC
«-A«tH
tNOL
maTm 0S
a C
HILL DENNIS M
LL DIANNE SUSAN
LL DONNA LYNN
LL HOKE SMITH JR
LL JACK DANIEL JR
LL JACK JEDON
LL JAMES RILEY
LL JEFFREY BUGBEE
LL LARRY C
LL MARY ELIZABETH
LL MARY LEE
LL MAX LLOYD III
LL PRISCILLA JUNE
LL '
LL
LL
LL
LL
LL
RICHARD ALAN
;CHARD ALLYNN
,
CHARD JAMES
;OTT DOUGLAS
SUSAN GAIL
__ wIllIAM DAVID
LLENBRAND GARY F
LLER ROBERT J
LLYER JILL K
LPP LINDA ANN
LSMAN RALPH EOWARD
H LT ANNA MARIE
H NCHLIFFE JUDITH A
hInCK WALTER
NDMAN DAWN K
mInEBAUGH JUDY LYNNE
M NES LUCY LEE
H NES TIMOTHY EaRL
H NES wM ALBERT
H NSON BRINK LEE
NSON DAWN DaRENE
NSON JAMES H JR
NSON SUSAN DAWN
HlNTON LUTHER III
H NTON MICHAEL JAMES
H NTON TRESCOTT N JR
H NTZE JENNIFER L
HIOTT ALFRED L
HIOTT MARY ELIZABETH
HiPP BEVERLY J
PP CATHY LYNNE
HJPP JAMES WALLACE
PPS MAX ALAN
HJPPS SUSAN ANN
H
H
H
H
H
H
RSCH NANCY LYNN
SERMAN CRAIG L
TE DAVID HARVIN
TE DEBRA SEAL
TE PETER EDMONDS
TOPOULOS HARRY
H X STANLEY HARRISON
X STANLEY LOUIS
HOBBS MARK THOMAS
HOCK HEIDI ALLISON
HOOAN JOHN ARTHUR
HODOE ALSTON E
HODGE DanILL KENNETH
HODGE DEREK LEE
HODGE JEANNt ADDISON
HODGE bAUNDRA LEIGH
HODGENS KlMbERLY J
MODOES bARBARA L
HODGES DANIEL BROwNE
HODGES UENNIS RANTIN
HOBOES UONNA K)po
)DN
HOEFER JOHN M S
HOEFLR JUDITH ANN
HOEY CAThEhInE Lhoffeckeh Charles
MOFFlR JEROME Mill
HOFFMAN ELEANOR M
HOFFMAN OARY WALTER
HOF^MAN KObERT A
HOFFMAN THOMAS H
HOFFMANN BKuCE ALAN
HOFFMANN BKYAN R
HOFFMANN W ILL I AM A
HOFFOWy SUZANNE
HOFMt,YER Carol m
HUFMLYEW LLLEN MARIE
HOOAN AKIMUR V JR
HOGAN DANltL J JR
HOOAN JOHN PATRICK
HOGAN LAURIE ANoEL
HOGAN KUbEHf PATRTc^
HOOAhJlM vTlkI AUAMb
HUGO CAHULYN MAWlt
HUGO JULL ALAN
hQlAhAN THOMAS A
HOLbROOK PAMtl A JUNE
HOLCOMM HOBtRT PERRY
MOLCOMbt EU«lN F
FOR
EL ED
Ob
06
01
MGT SC •!'
AOM SPV 11
ACCT
tG
FIN MGT
^ WIST
4 ACCT
4 PMYS
_ BS
l;10RT
R P A
P-ARCH
CM E
E E
GEOL BS
FIN MGT
CH BS
EDUC«ND»
PIN MGT
NURS BS
KO SC
P-ARCH
P-ARCH
tCON
AOM MGT
tL ED
R P A
C E
ADM SPV*
PO SC
ECON
H P A
PSYCH
t T
w b
FIN MOT
P-PhaRM 01
PSYCH Ob
MED T 02
ADM SPV*11
AOM MGT Ob
FIN MGT
M E
EL EU
NURS AA
ACCT
AOM MGT
EDUC-ND
Ob
03
05
05
0]
05
03
04
06
%\
%\
03
06
06
03
V,
01
03
\\
03
04
01
%\
04
Ob
04
tCON 07
AOM MOT 02
M t •06
EC BIOL Ob
ACCT 07
EC ZOOL Ob
M E
bOT
MICRO
ARCH
R P A
AN SC
EU
S
iRON
6 CH bS
1 NURS bS
2 EL i
6 PER
2 AGR(
nurs«nu»11
LNoL Ob
ADM MoT Ob
AGRON
E E
ENGL
AG EO
ECON
FIN MOT
P-AKCH
MICRO
PIN MOT
ECUN
MGT
R K A
R R A
tNOL
E A
MATH bS
»ICRU
El t\i
T C •04
^ IN MOT 01
In mot 03
ADM Mot OJ
NURS AA 01
PM CORE 01
t E •!!
04
07
I)
Ob
?
07
02
Ji
Ob
NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
HOLCOMBE
HOLCOMBE
MOLQEN
MOLOEN
mh
HOLDER
HOLDER
HOLDER
HOLDER
HOLDER
MATTHEW S
R LEE III
lENJAMIN T
jLEN FRED
JAMES WILLIAM
BARBARA C
CHARLENE FAYE
GEORGE THOMAS
KATHY SUE ,
SAMUEL E III
TERRY LYNN
HOLIFIELD^RILEY C JR
DAVID BRUCE
LYNNETTE R
HQLL
HOLLAOAY Z'
HOLLADAY W MICHAEL
HOLLAND ADRIANE L
HOLLAND DAVID K
HOLLAND JAY ANDREW
HOLLAND MAX HUSKINS
HOLLAND MICHAEL C
HOLLAND R WAYNE
HOLLAND ROBERT WARD
HOLLEMAN NATHAN W
HQLLEY DAVID ROYAL
HOLLEY NORMAN F
HOLLEY ROBERT IRA
HOLLEY THOS TILLMAN
HOLLEY WANDA LEE
HOLLJDAY AMANDA AN6E
ANN TINSLEY
CHARLES P
D BRIAN
DEBRA LEE
JAMES W JR
JIMMY RAY
JOAN E
RICHARD E
THOMAS KEN
TIMOTHY W
.D HANNAH J
)LL FIELD RICHARD C
HOLLIOAY
HOLLJDAY
HOLLIOAY
HOLLIDAY
HOLL DAY
HOLLIOAY
HOLL DAY
HOLL DAY
HOLLIDAY
HOLLIDAY
HOLL FlEl
HOL
HOLL MAN JOHN B
HOLL N DONNA SUE
HOLL NGSWORTH SARAH
HOLLINGSWORTH WM JR
MOLLIS JOSEPH MARCUS
HOLLOWAY HAROLD E
HOLM DAVID G
HOLMBERG ERIC C
HOLMES ANN M
HOLMES COOKIE A E
~ -- CYNTHIA LEE
DAVID LEE
EDMUND FRANKS
ETIA JUAN
MARY £
OLLIE T JR
ROBERT J JR
SILAS W JR
_
_
WM MIODLETON
HOLMUUIST KYLE K
HOLSCHNtlOEH SARAH W
HOLSEBERG KENNETH A
HOLSHOUSER GINGER L
HOLSON HUGH FURMAN
HOLSTON RICHARD L
HOLT CAROL ANNETTE
HOLT ELIZA WEST
HOLT NANCY LYNN
HOLTZER J MARK
HOLZBERGER BRIAN K
HONEYCUTT FRANKLIN G
HONEYCUTT MICHAEL
HQNKONEN JEFFREY U
HOOD CHARLES BAXTER
HOOD REBECCA MCGEE
HOOD RUDOLPH
HOOK TAMMIE LEE
HOOKS DONALD KEITH
HOOPER C SUZANNE
HOOPER RONALD T
STEPHEN E
BRADLEY TED
CATHERINE ANN
LEE A
PAMELA L
SCOTT I
- ._ WILLIAM MARK
HOPE CATHERINE
HOPE MENA ANN
HOPE SUSAN LEE
HOPKINS DIANA C
HOPKINS DONNA LYNNE
HOPKINS HUGH AGNEW
HOPKINS JOHN DAVID
HOPKINS NANCY M
HOLMES
HOLMES
HOLMES
HOLMES
HOLMES
HOLMES
HOLMES
HOLMES
HOLMES
HOOPER
HOOVER
HOOVER
HOOVER
HOOVER
HOOVER
HOOVER
i CH E
4 H E
4 E E
4 FOR
4 EC ZOOL
6 EL ED
I AN SC
^ I T4 RSYCH
4 R-ARCH
4 EL ED
4 E E
1 FIN MGT
1 I M
4 ACCT
4 NURS BS
4 E T
4 AN SC
4 ADM MGT
I E E
ADM MGT
»ER S
AG ED$GRIC
AG MECH
CR E
RER S
ZOOL|L to
RSYCH
MED T
B C
AGRON
PO SC
ADM MGT
ADM MGT
FIN MGT
MURS BS
HORT
CR E
II ED
EL ED
01
02
8!
•n
?i
02
05
ol
03
OZ
07
06
06
l\
05
08
i
§t
»0B
02
0^
05
03
2i
08
04m
03
ED*HI 08
^ £ 07
PER S •UFOR 03
B C
ADM MGT
NURS BS
ADM MGT
IN EO-V
AG M&CH
elATH BS
AG EC
ADM MGT
ACCT
CH E
FOR
MATH BS
o;
08
01
u
01
READING*!
0<
08
01
08
01
MGT
A
MGT
C E
Fi.
FOR
R P
ADM
IT
ADM MGT
Hh'-
AG
READING«11
05
HOPKINS SELMA L
HOPKINS SUSAN GAIL
HOPKINS SUSAN S
HOPKINS WILLIAM R JR
HOPPER MARK ALLEN
HORGER KAREN E
HORN FREDERICK JR
HORN WILLIAM PAUL
horne g marshall
horner james hugh
horner patrick james
hornick rita dianne
hornick teresa diane
horseman carolyn e
horseman thomas otis
horsfall benjamin l
horton gary cameron
horton howard capers
horton john manning
horton kirk stephen
hoss mary ann
hostetLer JOHN HENRY
HOSTETLER LINDA J
HOTT STEVE DOYLE
MOUC
" JG
JOHN
H CAROL JEANNE
K HARLAN
HOUi
__
HOUGH RICHARD WESLEY
HOUK DANIEL JAMES
HOULIHAN LUCY C
HOUSE JAN CAROL
HOUSE STEVEN SCOTT
HOUSER BRUCE BDWIN
HOUSLEY BRENOA A
HQUSLEY TERRY NEAL
HOUSTON BRYANT LEE
HOUSTON MARTHA M
HQVANEC THOMAS P
HOWARD ANTHONY G
CLARENCE E
JEFFREY D
LARRY ALAN
MARTHA S
MELBA DORIS
R TIMOTHY
ROBERT JAMES
THOMAS IRVINE
VAUGHN H
FRANK ALEXANDER
PAUL R
HOWARD
HOWARD
HOWARD
HOWARD
HOWARD
HOWARD
HOWARD
HOWARD
HOWARD
HOW
HOW
JR
HOWELL
HOWELL
HOWELL
HOWELL
HOWELL
HOwELL
HOWELL
HOWELL
HOWILER
ALICE EDWINE
BRUCE TUCKER
COLUMBUS LEO
DEBRA DEWEY
GREGORY M
JAYNE ANN
LISA ANN
SHARON E
KENNETH W•UL - -
HOWLE DAVID SAMUEL
HOWLE JOHN DAVID
HOWLE JOSEPH L
HOYT CHARLES EDWARD
MOYT LUCINUA MADGE
HSU jIng SMING
HUBBARD EUDORA L
HUBBARD GARY MICHAEL
JACK LHUBBARD
HUBBAR(
HUBBARD
HUBBARD
HUBBARD
HUBBARD
KAREN MARIE
IE
;N6L
KATHY ANNE
LEWIS RAY JR
MICHAEL
WILLIAM RAY
HUBER JOHANNES
HUCKABY M ELIZABETH
MUCKS CLIFTON RAY
HUDDLE CHARLES EOWiN
HUDDLE EDWIN GARRETT
HUDGENS MICHAEL GARY
HUDGENS MYHON HUGH
HUDGINS JAMES KEITH
HUOGINS JEWELL B III
HUDNaLL norma ANNE
HUDSON BERNARD JOHN
HUDSON DEAN THOMAS
HUDSON DOUGLAS M
HUDSON JAMES MURRAY
HUDSON JOS STEPHEN
HUDSON PATRICK LEE
HUDSON PETER GEORGE
HUDSON RICHARD PAUL
HUDSON ROBERT S
HUDSON WM COPELAND
HUDSON WM TAYLOR
HUDSPETH LEAH M
HUEY KAREN CARLA
HUEY LORA LEE
NURS BS Ob
i CH ED 08
L ED 05
J-ARCH
l»HYS BS
l\
IM'"' 08P-ARCH 01
E E 03
ADM MGT »06
CR E 07
ADM MGT 07
EOUC"ND
ENGR-ND
07
:ii
B C 04
ZOOL
liM E
PO SC 05
FIN MGT
05
o^
ADM SPV •11
EL ED 05
fjATH BS 01
kjCON 03
£ S E u
C E 03
E E 05
PO SC 05
BIO CH 03
CR E 05
E £ 01
READING
I M
•11
03
B C 01
^hl" 0808
ioE
Oi
03
ADM MGT 07
M E 03
IS^£-^° Mi
ACCT 07
IN ED •11
HIST 01
M E 07
ARCH 11
FOR 08
ADM MGT 01
ENT 05
NON-DEG
NuRS BS
•13
03
MATH BS 04
R P A 05
MATH BS 01
HORT 05
C E 07
AGRON Ml
E T 02
CH £
I M
04
07
PO SC 05
BOT 11
EOUC-ND
•Si
S ED-HI|IN MGT 0801
03
AG £ 01
E £ 03
NON-DEG »12
ZOOL
E CH ED
HORT
ACCT
ACCT
FIN MGT
ADM
FIN
ADM
K P
CR E
ADM MGT
FOR
ENT
MATH BS
ADM MGT
FIN MGT
ADM MGT
E T
E E
ECON
NURS bS
04
04
04
02
04
01
MGT 01
MGT 01
MGT 05
A 'U
01
06
03
u
02
05
07
04
01
01
04
NAMt - STATUS - COUHbE - CLASS NAME. - STATUS - C0U«5E - CLASS
MUEY MICHAEL STEPHAN
MUEY SAHAM CATHERINE.
MUFF LYNNE FELDER
HUFF WILLIAM H HI
HUFFMAN HUBERT STEVE
HUFFMAN JAMES R
HUFFMAN THOMAS A
HUFFSTETLER C LOUISE
HU&OINS UONALD RAY
HUGGINS ELGIE LAWTON
** AN SC 06
I FIN MOT 01
I b EOfEN 0,
5 Imts-no»:
HUOOlNS JACK H JR
HUGGINS MARGARET ANN
HUGGINS wlLLlAM G
HUGHES A STEPHEN
HUGHES BRETT S
HUGHtS UAVlU BRYAN
HUGHES ULbblE LYNN
MUGHES GhEGORY CLARK
HUGHES JANET GRAVES
HUGHFS JANICE MARIE
HUGHES JANlCE MARIE
HUGHES JOAN DRAKE
HUGHES JUHN T
HUGHES JUN MENRY
HUGHES KENNETHA
HUGHES kEvIN JOHN
HUGHES L MARGARET
HUGHtS LINUA WMS
HUGHES MARCIA B
mUGhES MAROARET ANN
HUGHES MICHAEL M
HUGHES USCAH LEE III
HUGHES PAMELA JEAN
HUGHES HMUNUA
HUGHES RUBblE B
HUGHES SHARON ANNE
HUGHtS SHERYL LYNN
HUGhES SuSAN YOUNT
HUGhlS uLNUY LOU
HUGMFS bILLIAM BRIAN
huGhEY wEbECCA LYNN
huIe EU«AR0 MCUUNALU
muIet bM carter JR
HUKlLL SARAM C
HULL UAvIU BRUCE
HULL Ellen muth
HULL PHILLIP HUGHES
HULME JUUY E
HUME JEFfRY C
njMt: KATmRYN ANN
• b CLAIRE P
b JOHN b JR
b R MICHAEL
<U EARLE G
^0 PHILLIPS
LH HUGH L JR
<--ir,3o^-cH SHARON KAY
nuNr uAaN PLARl
WUNT UONALU ViNESETT
HUNT JALRlE LUMKIN
HUNT KEITH hAYMON
HUNT MOblN KERT
HUNT STEvE CALHOUN
MUNT TmumAS ROOwICK
HUNT VIWOINIA ANNE
HUNTEM A'^Y 'UTH
HUNTER K^ -'• "" '.NETm
HUNTER - ibON
HUNTER .
riUNTt»< -- - - -'<Y
riuNTt»< jujLhh i;u«
MUNTtM JUUITh ANNE
HijNTt-^ 1.1 iJH ANN
.
-(lL OAVlO
-.L .M
-iTT JW
. M In
vS b JR
'. N MAMK
... . = ^rj
wUNTIR mt* JOSEPH
»^JNTLtT u'-iJlb WARU
•
•
' M
ICK
-»MIN
T
ACC
bCON
AGRON
R P A
IN EU
AN SC
9li< S
ADM MGT
R P A
ADM MGT
FOR
C E
EC ZOOL
C E
RER S
£t »'Avv mayn
T UANJtL JAY
I lInCa kAt
^h
nur
nur
BOT
FIN MGT
M E
PSYCH
MGT
AUM MGT
EU
R S
MORS AA
MICRO
AG EC
MORS BS
NURS BS
NURS bS
AOM MGT
S EO-HI
NURS A
A
R-PHARM
GEOL bS
Ch BS
AOM MGT^Ob
E Ch ED 01
AGRON Ob
AN SC
SC T»MA
MURS AA
ARCH
K P A
FIN MGT
M E
HORTCRD
arch*nd
M E
Lib ART
t-C ZOOL
0<»
03
07
•Ob
03
•Ji
Ob
81
Ob
03
06
•U
Ob
07
•11
03
:it
03
07
01
01
Ob
II
01
ADM MtjT
EDUC»NO^
ENGL
ENGL
9 tFIN MOT
CH E
NUWS bS
M E
HIST
02
Ob
01
J>
03
01
Ob
Od
ti
f In muT
PSYCH
ADM MOT
AUM MOT
AOM MOT
i ^ ^
I M \
<• L E
huRl
i\ '
-
•tSLtY
HUM&f aitLlAM TmOmas
ACCT
HOWT
sue
TEAT
\x
tNOL
t.CH tU
Tin mot
• o<»
V,
06
01
Ob
06
01
8^
81
I
OJ
p
81
S
MOT Oi
• 0«»
MUSTY ALEISHA ANNE
HUSTY RICHARD M
HUTCHENS DAVID H
HUTCHENSON KEITH M
HUTChEON ROY DOUGLAS
HUTCHINSON CARLON G
HUTCHINSON SUSAN D
HUTCHISON LEONARD L
HUTCHISON Patricia a
HUTCHISON SUSAN LOIS
HUTTERLI FREDERICK G
HUTTO UEBORAH LOUISE
HUTTO GEORGE A III
HUTTO MARK WILLIAM
HUTTO SAMUEL KEITH
HUTTON DANIEL EVANS
HUTTON RAYMOND F
HUXFORD HARRY R JR
HYDE SUSAN KOSE
HYKES AMOS
HYMAN ELIZABETH L
HYMEL Thomas michael
MYTE MARY LYNN
lANNONE DIANE S J
BBITSON CHERYL LEE
CZKOwSKI EDWARD F
DOWU UMOTAYO G A
FFINGER GREGG M
FVERSEN NIELS C
GLEhEAHT JAMES H II
GLEHEART MARJORIE G
GNATUK WAYNE R
HLY KATHY ANN
MPSON ELDRIDGE F JR
MSANDE LOUIS DANIEL
.NABINET BENJAMIN C
.NABINET ELLEN KAE
,,NAB1nET SUSAN
.NFINGER ROBERT N
INGRAM ANDREW LANG
.NGRAM CHRISTOPHER J
, NGRAM JAMES DAVID
,
NMAN JIMMIE D I ANNE
, NMAN kuFUS MONROE
RBY JAMES MERMAN JR
RBY SUSAN FRANCES
RONMONGER DOUGLAS J
„RV1NE LUCYE COATES
\ SAACSON STEVE M
, SBELL JAMES RICKEY
SBElL JOHN THOMAS
SBELL PATRICIA ANN
sbell randy ONEIL
SLER CHARLIE DEAN
SOLA RICHARD A
SOLA SUZANNE C
SON ELlZAbETH G
SSAC HAY EbRAHlM
VESTER CHEkyl LYNN
VESTER DAVID BRUCE
VESTEK ELtANOR wREN
VIE LlNDA KAY
IZLAR NANCY L
JACKSON ANNETTE
JACKSON
JACKSON
JACKSON
JACKSON
JACKSON
JACKSON
JACKbON
JAC^bON
JAC^SUN
JACKSON
JAC^SON
CHARLES
CHARLES
JACKSON
kCKSON
DAVID SIDNEY
DEbORAH LEE
FRANCIS WATT
OREOOftY ALAN
HAHOLD L
harkTft G
huanne ruth
JAMES W JR
JEANNE MARIE
JEFFERY L
JEFFERY
JOHN L
^AHEN
^ENNETH G
LlZbETH J
LOW] LYNNE
.k
EE
iLbRA ANN
•ESTON CORY
,AN
M Paige
MICHAEL J
Ml
nIChARD DEi
SCOTT M jW
STEPHEN RAY
1 IMuTHY LYNN
wlLLlAM ALAN
UH MICHAEL ALBERT
UbS OHlAN KEITH
UbS CATMLtEN M
JALUbS CHAMLES S
JACubS GLENN KEITH
ADM MGT 06
IN ED •!!
MATH BS 11
CM E 03
MATH BS U
EDUC-ND»Il
!°S
MATH BS
1 M
CR E
ADM MGT
HM CORE
FIN MGT
MICRO
HORT
FIN MGT
CM E
MURS BS
ADM SPV»11
ADM MGT Ob
^OOL
j-PHY T Ob
FIN MGT 03
FOR 01
ADM MGT 01
NURS BS 07
t CM ED 01ME 03
H-PHARM^Ob
M E
blO CM
S ED-EN
AOM MGT
ZOOL
Cm e
E T
NON-UEG^l<i
MICRO 03
10RTjTcro
NAMt - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS NAMt STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
JACOBS MARCUS KENNEY
JACOBS NELSON PAUL
JACOBS HAYMOND L JR
JACOBSEN DAVID ALLEN
JACOBSOMN Guy
JACOUES OARY ALAN
JACUUES LOU GEANIA
JAKES KATMHYN ANGELA
JAMERSON PMILL IP C
JAMES CmaRLOTTE K
JAMES CLIFTON B
JAMES DONALD WILLIAM
JAMES tLAlNE MARIE
JAMES PEGGY LEE
JAMES KObERT M
JAMES SARAH E
JAMES STANLEY JOSEPH
JAMES WM ALBERT
JAMESON BENJAMIN L
JAMESON JiLL MARIE
JAmIESON LINDA FAIR
JANOUSKY STUART H
JANSEN STEPHEN M
JANSEN STEPHEN MjARRaRD ELLEN EASTER
JARRETT BRIAN EARL
JARRETT FRANCES LYNN
JARRETT JOOY JEAN
JARVIS KAREN GRACE
JASEK JUhN RONOAL
JAY MARTHA LYON
JAY NANCY STEWART
JAVCOX JUNE E
JAYCOX WILLIAM R
JAYNES GkEGORy C
JAYNES PATRICIA ANNEjEFFCOAT DAVID E JRjEFFCOAT DERYL LYNN
JEFFCOAT JULl F
JEFFCOAT KENNETH ROY
JEFFERIES MERChELLE
JEFFORDS ELIZABETH L
JEFFORDS R DAVID
JENERETTE JERRY OREN
JENKINS DONALD GARY
JENKINS GEURGE R JR
JENKINS JEFFREY S
JENKINS JULIE G
JENKINS MARION KENT
JENKINS MARY EDITH
JENKINS PERKY MANLY
JENKINS ROBERT L III
JENKINS ROZLYNN S
JENKINS ST JULIEN 8
JENKINS WALTER LEROY
JENNETTE KATHRYN ANN
JENNINGS CHARLENE C
JENNINGS EUGENE E
JENN NGS GKtGORY L
JENN NGS HENRY E JRjENN NOS JAMES J
JENN NGS JASPER N JR
JENNINGS KAREN DEE
JENNINGS LINDSAY M
JENNINGS MARK C
JENNINGS ROBERT S
JENNINGS ViCKI LYNN
JENSEN CHARLA GENE B
JENSEN UAVID EARL
JENSEN DEENA JO
JENSEN EDWARD ALEX
JERNIGAN DANIEL A
JESTER DtBRA S
JETER JACK H JR
JETT JOHN DUNCAN
JETTA STEVEN CLAYjEwEll Evelyn hazeljewell vivian clarkjirik julie ann
JOCHIMbtN UALE E
JOERGEW wM VERITY
JOHANNlNGMtlER M Mjohannsen mark Rjohnson amy oenisejohnson amy kjohnson andrea ejohnsun anne margojohnson bruce allen
JOhNSUN BRUCE CALVIN
JOHNSON BRYAN SC
JOHNSON CAMILLE
JOHNSON CHARLES
ibr^
JOHNSON CHARLES K
JOHNSON CHARLES S
JOHNSON COKINNA B
JOHNSON CYNTHIA L
FOR OB
FIN MGT 01
AGRON OB
AOM MGT 03
SCS-ND •!!
AOM MGT
"
AOM MGT
T-P-S
0^
07
h' n?SYCH
MATH BS
CH E
M-ARCH
MGT
M E
ECON
AOM MGT
EC ZOOL
AOM MGT
RM CORE
R P A
MICRO
M E
E CH EO
AGRON
NURS AA
MICRO
Ch E
R P A
AGRON
E Ch EO
P-ARCH
I M
V^
MATH BS
RSYCH
AOM MGT
NURS BS
NURS BS
E E
AG MECH
MICRO
AOM MGT*OB
ADM MGT Oi
NURS BS 03
MGT
08
01
04
01
u
06
03
01
04
06
05
h\
04
Ob
§f
oe
07
0^
05
01
03
l\
06
OS
OB
OB
06
05
03
04
41
01
04
07
05
M E
EL ED *
it.
SOC
AG MECH
NUTR •11
NURS BS 07
EL ED •ll
FOR Ob
:0L BS 05
. MGT 06
S ED«NS*11
AOM MGT*06
GEOl
^ IN
FGW
CH E
HIST
H S
E CH ED
AOM MGT
AG ED
HIST
HORT
RSYCH
MICRO
AGRON
C E
01
hi
02
04
U
OB
01
•05
EOUC-NO^ll
NURS AA^OJ
MICRO
ENGL
FIN MGT
R P A
EL ED
NURS AA
NURS BS
ENGL
AN SC
PO SC
E CH ED
RSYCH
^OOL
M E
RER S *
ACCT
Oi
03
04
06
§i
•11
04
06
04
06
Oi
05
05
01
07
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON DAVID BRUCE
JOHNSON DAVID LEE
JOHNSON DAVID MARK
^ UAVID P
UAVIO PAUL
DEBBIE
DERRICK LEE
DIANNE PAYNE
EDWARD N
JOHNSON ERIC CARL
JOHNSON EVERETT E
" GERALD PAUL
GUY EDWARD
HUGH DAVID
J STANLEY
JAMES CLYDE
JAMES ROBERT
JAMES W
JOHN DAVID
JOHN JORDAN
JOHN LOUIS
JOHNNY 8
JUYNE M
KENNETH S
KIRBY EDGAR
MALCOLM K JR
JOHNSON MARILYN 8
JOHNSON MARILYN
JOHNSON MARION CHRIS
JOHNSON MARY EPPIE
JOHNSON MELINDA GAlL
JOHNSON NANCY C
JOWNSON NOlTON G
PHlLiP BRUCE
RALPH WALDO
RICHARD C
ROBERT E
ROBERT M
SALLIE ANN
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSTON
JOHNSTON
JOHNSTON
JOHNSTON
JOHNSTON
JOHNSTON
JOHNSTON
JOHNSTON
JOLIN DEBB
JOLLAY DAV
JOLLIE CL"
TANLEY 8
STEVEN GARY
TEDDY M III
TONY K
TONY WAYNE
WAYNE E
wAYNE FRANK
WILLIAM K
wiLSON U III
WM ELLIOTT
ANDREW W
BRIAN D
CHARLIE M
GALEN ANNE
MARGIE R
MAHY W
STEPHEN F
W.ALLEN
EARL
CHESTER
IE S
yiD
IFF
JOLLY LYNN SELLERS
JESJONt
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
«li
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
ALAN D
BARBARA J
BELINDA BETH
BRADFORD PAUL
CYNTHIA LEE
OARLEEN E
OEnISE ANN
DONALD LYNN
EvERETTE WYMAN
FRANK K III
FHANK L III
FRANKLIN S JR
GREGORY THOMAS
HOwELL KEVIN
JAMES CAREY JR
JAY HOLLAND
JEFFREY ANDREW
JOEL RICHARD
JOHN DAVID
JOSEPH HEILMAN
KAREN E
KENNETH S
LARRY MILLER
LARRY RAY
LISA ANN
LONNIE GLEN
MAHK N V
MELANIA C
MEHEDITH KAYE
MICHAEL DAVID
MICHAEL I
MICHAEL LEE
MICHAEL W
PHILLIP W
RANDOLPH A
BS
MGT
PM CORE
PhYS BS
AOM MGT
PSYCH
ADM MGT
ADM MGT
PHYS
FOR
FIN MGT
P-PHY T
P-ARCH
P S
PER S
AN SC
11
01
01
01
06
07
06
05
06
05
a
05
07
07
03
*U
03
04EL ED
AOM SPV^ll
C E 05
AG EC 04
MICRO 'll
NURS AA 04
EL ED
M E
NURS BS
PSYCH
E CH EO
ll'
E T
MICRO
Text •08
EOUC«ND«ll
R P A
PO SC
FIN MGT
M E
AG ED
AG E
n
C E
bORT
AOM MGT
PhYS BS
M E
R P A
EL ED
HORT
C E
08
05
01
05
08
04
03
06
01
01
06
01
07
08
•11
AOM MGT 06
FO SC 05
FOR 'OB
07
07
06
11
06
07
Oi
07
03
05
06
06
\\05
06
08
01
05
07
Ji
05
§i
07
03
^\
03
02
11
IUC«N0^11
MICRO •12
IMTS-ND 11
BIO CH 05
E E
S ED-PS
C R P
NURS AA
ADM MGT
RO SC
FIN MGT
C E
ACCT
ADM MGT
M E
AGRON
ARCH
MICRO
AOM MGT
P-ARCH
E E
ADM MGT
k ^PHYS
HORT
E E
BS
\u'EO-V
NURS BS
CH E
HORT
In ED
FIN MGT
MATH BS
MGT
EDU(
NAMt - STATUS - C0UK&6 - CLASS NAMt - STATUS - C0UH6E - CLASS
asE
:wis
JONES HUbE>«T HUGH
JONES i^OtiEKT J
JONES ><OGEH ALLEN
SAM PAUL
SANUHA fiETH
SAHAH FRANCES
SCUTTY KEN
SmARUN OEN]
STEPHEN LE>
STERLING J
stewart evans
Susan cory
SUZANNE
JONES SUZANNE E
JONES TImOTmY LOIE
TImOThy h
MALKER A
•ALTER B JR
"R FLEMING
< FOR
I* PSYCM
6 AGRON
h AOM M6T
I E CH ED
4 AN SC
ADM MGT
FIN MGT
JOT
MGT
T
MGT
CH E
< dO
I "in
4 MfO
1 FIN
AM JACK
AM KELLY
)MARD
JORDAN C BRYAN II
JORDAN ELLEN G
JURDAN m RUSSELLjoruan jerry ajURuan jus MlrMAEL
JORDAN KATHERInE L
JORDAN KENNETH GARY
JORDAN LUCiA EVELYN
JORDAN MARY ANN
JORDAN MEGHAN MARY
JORDAN RICHARD D
JORDAN woaERT Glenn
JORDAN kuTh JENNINGS
JORDAN ShEMMY pope
JORDAN ulLLIE LOUIS
JORDAN MM FRANKLIN
JORUAN MUODhOm GRADY
JOSEY JON HENE
JOSTam-FaEUUWOR FRAN
JOtiERS LARA LYNN
jOy peter JOSEPHjoyce lun orrilee
joyce pauljoye cawl m
jOye chkTstopher M
JOpoE oKACE LOUISE
JUDGE KATHLEEN E
JUDY ANITA LOUISE
JUDY AubwEY Ellison
JUDY MtNRY I JR
JULIAN JANE ELLEN
JULIAN bTEvEN M
JUNE HiCHARU NO><MAN
JURKU»SKI MARY L
JUSTICE DEbURAH I
JUSTlCt SAMUEL U
KAAS UAkU MICHELLE
KAC«EL mAYNE MICHAEL
KAIsEH FRANCES «
KaIsEW SANURA BETH
ENT
ARCH
fe '^PL PH
NUTR
ADM MGT
MICRO
|i>ER
07
05
a
0<»
05
07
Ob
§i
§{
OB
Si
}
1
01
06
L T -J)
N0N-DEG»1J
FIN MGT 06
AOM MGT "
FIN MGT
PSYCH
PSYCN
C E
t E
PSYCH
C E 03
ADM MGT 05
PER S •!!
MO SC Qd
CH E 02
SOC 08
ADM MGT 07
FOR 11
F&RR«ND»i
1
ADM MGT Od
P-ARCH
1 M
NURS BSMN MUT
S ED«MA
PO SC
PSYCH
KAN
KAN
* A
i CHNlSI
Eku mJuE
bARRY
E IHAU C
MARaAN
^ATHY M
UPhE>* M
AKI
lAb
^^KY KAREN
: 5 JOHN K
EMig
.UlNt L
. v* LEE
'•14 *w^t. « i^HAEL
KATZ btKNiCt M
KAT/ MUmmIE
PAT/ •. T if., , 41 AN
OJ
05
OJ
05
01
otNON-UEG»U
< t E
6 S ED-NS*
3 P-ARCH
J HUPT
6 ARCH U
1 NURS BS 01
6 L S E
6 AG-NU
2 K P A
< M E OJ
<» AUM MGT 7
'•ME 05
*• M E 05
7 PER S •li
« M t
tf (JaTh bS
5 BlU CH
<. E E
NUPS BS
KAr
'VAT
KAI
KAY
KAT
KAT
KAY
KAY
KAr
»^ A r
_ TUN
4*
I Mn moT
<• A^CT •
I In MGT
*• ACCT
«• Whys BS
5 E S k
** TEAT
I t E
I AJM MOT
I t E
CHO
JULIA
»RON
a
;u
lAT HLttN
»«f MINE
lAYNt
1 AU'
AOR
tu
.)UL
^UM MOT
<» M P A
1 P-AMCm
t» tut*
6 AO-ND
i M t
* M t
1
06
0<*
5
i
OB
«
11
KEARSE CHESTER M jR
KEARSE VIRGINIA R
KEARSE WINIFRED L
KEASLER SUSAN L
KECK HARRY SIMPSON
KEELS SUSAN LYNN
KEEN KATHRYN BETH
KEENAN LINNEA S
KEENE KATHRYN
KEENE WALTER MARTIN
KEESE JAMES LAWRENCE
KEESE LAURA WELSH
KEESHEN KATHLEEN M
KEEShEN WALT JOHN JR
KEHOE JAMES WALTER
^EISLER CYN
BARBARAA LOUISE
THiA RAYE
slEr prank L JR
SlER SUSAN EVELYN
TH BARRY C
TH EVELYN L
TH JANiS KAREN
TH JENNY LYNN
TH LAURA JOHNSON
kELKER PAUL RICHARD
KELLAM KATHRYN L
KELLER GLORIA ELAINE
KELLER RANUALL ALLEn
KELLER WM EDWARD jR
KELLETT DAVID MILTON
KELLEY ANGELA
KELLEY dale ALAN
KELLEY DAVIU LYNN
KELLEY JAMES BRYAN
KELLEY JAMtS STEVEN
KELLEY JUANN SwOROS
^
.EY LEONARD A jR
KELLEY PHlLlP R
KELLf
KELLEY KOBERT WM
KELLEY RODNEY KEITH
KELLEY WAYNE JOHN
KELLEY wM HARRIS III
KELLOGG DEBORAH C
KELLUM GREoURY ALAN
KELLY bARBRA G H
KELLY bEKTHA E
KELLY BRIAN JOHN
KELLY DEbRA WOODS
KELLY JANET ALICE
KELLY KAREN SUSAN
KELLY KARL BRUCE
KELLY MAKTHA LOUISE
KELLY MARY PATRICIA
kELLY NAOMI LOIS
KELLY TERRY RAY
KELLY TONYA RENE
KELLY wlLLlAM BRUCE
KELLY wiNDY ROSE
KELPE bAHBARA A
KELTON KYLE OSBORN
kELVInoTON LESLIE A
kEmmerlin michele R
kemp john l jr
K^MP LiNDA VAUGHN
KENDALL JANET RHEA
KENURlCK DALE
kEndnICk
KENNEDY
RVIN
L SCOTt
CHARMAINE V
BARBARA E
^ENNEUY CHARLES
^{>NNEUY Charles
kEnnEut uavIu beard
KLNNEUY OUY F jR
KENNEDY HOWARD J
NNEDV J WlLLlAM JR
NNEUT KALPH S JR
NNEUY SHAWON G T
NNEUY «ILMA JEAN
NNEMUHE Charles m
NNLMUWE THOMAS
NNET HUBERT JAMES
^ENNLr SIEhmEn F
^ENNINOTUN MICHAEL A
^ENYUN KUbEHT
KtPHAWI nOBERTA B
^EPBAUOH Thomas m
KERN rIchARL) JOSEPH
^fePNi JEROME E
^ERNb UTlS SAMUEL
KERR JOHN LULlCn
KtRP bTEvE KNIGhT
^tSLEH btLENDA SUSAN
kESlEH juhn hAYNE
KEY MAHvlN E
KEY PtTEH bEHKELEY
< FOR OB
< NURS BS OJ
< RO SC 05
< FOR OJ
'^ E A Ob
1 FOR 01
4 AG E 07
** FIN MGT 0**
'
' 05
MGT Ol
KhAm AZAT ALbEw
2 ENGL
1 FIN
4 AOM MGT
ZlhllJ 'W
^ ZOOL 08
< AG EC 07
k ADM MGT 07
4 NURS AA 05
< ADM MGT 07
4 E A 07
1 AOM MGT 01
5 MATH BS 11
<» Ch E OB
< HORT 05
7 EOUC«ND«ll
< M E 07
<* PSYCH 05
< NURS AA 03
< E E 08
1 CH E 01
< R P A 06
k EL ED 05
< CH E 05
6 MGT 11
4 AOM MGT 04
4 ENGL 07
1 WURS AA»01
1 R P A 01
6 lMTS«ND»li
6 ZOOL 11
4 ACCT 07
2 EL ED 05
4 WORT 05
4 PO SC 08
3 M E 03
4 ACCT 04
7 EDUC»ND«11
6 BIOENGR 11
4 S ED-EN 07
4 P-ARCM 07
6 SYS ENG 11
6 C R P 11
2 MED T 05
2 tL ED 05
4 HORT 05
2 ACCT 04
I CH E 01
1 ACCT 01
4 LL ED 03
4 ADM MGT 05
4 FOR 03
4 LL ED 05
2 EL ED 05
4 AOM MOT 03
4 PSYCH 05
4 AQCT 06
4 CR E 03
4 CH E 07
7 tDUC«ND»ll
1 R P A 01
4 F IN MGT 0*»
6 LDUC«ND»li
4 1 M 03
1 H P A 01
5 MATH BS 11
4 E T 06
4 ACCT 05
6 U EU •11
H TEAT 03
1 PhyS BS 01
I M E 01
< ACCT 0>
4 ADM MOT 08
4 SC T»bS 06
< fc r 03
4 ENVL 05
1 M E 01
4 AUM MOT 05
4 EL i.u 05
« Ch t ^06
4 Ch E 05
<• LH bS 7
«• EL EO 03
1 T M ol
I F IN MOT 01
«• EC ZUUL 02
4 E r 05
NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
KHAN MOHAMMAD SAEEO
KHAZAYl MOHAMAD REZA
KHO DENNIS i
KI SYLVIA nil LIN6
CKLIOHTER R RILEY
OD MARK ALAN
OD STEWART COMER
U SUE MONK
_RSPE THOMAS LEE
LCREASE KATHRYN A
LOORE WILLIAM D JR
LLINGSWORTH SANDRA
LLlNGSwORTH SONYA
MBRELL TERRI LYNN
MMEY JESSICA ANN
NARD A TERANCE
NARD C DOUGLAS III
NARD DEBORAH JEAN
NARD JAMES E JR
NARD JOHN T
NCAlD LARRY STEVEN
NCaID SUSAN E
NCAID WM L JR
NDER MELISSA ANNE
NDLE ROBERT ALAN
NG ANITA LYN
NG ANTHONY
NG ANTHONY EDGAR
NG BENNIE CLYDE
NG BERT WILLARD
NG BETTY C
NG BONNIE GAY
NG BRYAN ALLEN
NG CARRIS MCLANE
NG CATHY SUE
NG CHAR
^~
NG DEAN
LES ANDREW
NG HATTIE COSTA
ELLIS
NG ELLEN STEWART
NG JOHN ALLAN
NG JOHN LELANO JR
NG KATHERINE POPE
NG LESA SUZANNE
NG MARK HUNTER
NG MIRIAM E
NG MITCHELL III
NG NANCY ELIZABETH
NG PHILIP DAY
NG RICHARD ALAN
NG RICKEY HORACE
NG RUSSELL NELSON
HEILA
'
S TAYLOR
TED WYMAN
NG
NG
NG TERRY wADE
NG THEODORE F
KING THOMAS GILBERT
KING WILLIAM K
K NGERY LISA GAYE
KINGMAN VIRGINIA A
K NGSMOKE KARMEN D
KINGSMORE SAMUEL N
KINKLE ROBERT MARK
KINROSS WiLLlAM F
K NSEY JAMES L
KINSEY RICHARD ALAN
KINSEY ROY KEITH
KINSLER JUDY P
K, RBY BERYL KYM
kIrBY DAROL a JR
KIRBY MARK MCQUEEN
K RBY RONALD EOwARD
KIRBY WAYNE HOLLAND
KIRK DIANA JEANNE
KIRKHAM CYNTHIA J
K RKLAND H WESLEY JR
K RKLAND JEAN LESLIE
K RKLAND KEVIN C
K RKLAND W KEITH
KIRKPATRICK DELL D
KIRKPATkICK E LENEE
K RSCH KIMBERLEY ANN
KIRSCH MARGUERITE A
K RVEN DAVID 8
K RVEN DAVID L
KISER DONALD LEE
K SER Mary JEANNINE
KISEVALTER EVA G
K TCHEN ANNE K
KITCHEN ERNEST RAY
K TCHIN MARGARET C
KIZER DAVID ROGER
KLAUSE LEE ELIZABETH
KLAUSER MARIANNE D
KLEE CtNTHiA MARY
KLfelNHENZ JOHN J
KLEMM RICHARD
E E u KLENGSON STEVEN WM 4 ENGR 05
C £ 07 KLENGSON VALERIE ANN 4 M £ 03
PO SC 06 KLOSINSKI MARK V 4
PSYCHT
1
PM CORE
i
KLOSTERMAN BARBARA 4
01KLUTTZ JANE SUSAN
KNAPP WILLIAM i
ACCT
06
I M 04
PO SC KNECHT CYNTHIA GAIL
KNECHT WALLACE M JR
KNBCHTGES JOHN F
4 1 ED-MA 02
gURS BS
11
4 08
7 AN PH 14
JORT KNEECE WILLIAM HEZE 4 ADM MGT 03
12 KN CKEKBOCKER J JOHN 6 A&F IND
J{NURS BS
!*
KN GHT CHRISTOPHER £
GHT DAVID WAYNE i
ECON
^'^^'-A
KN C E 04
02 KN GHT DONALD KEITH 4 I M 03
Pt''*<i'=I 03 KN GHT EVA MARIE 4 R-ARCH 03
biSR^S^
1 KN GHT FRANK MCOUADE
GHT KATHERINE D
I iOOL
§i0^ KN 4 MATH BS
E CH ED 05 KN GHT LINDA ANNE 4
I'h'^o"^
05
FIN MGT Ob KN GHT NANCEE LEE 4 Oti
RHYS BS 07 KN GHT PHILIP A
GHT ROBERT MAYES
4 CH £
«M CORE
OB
NURS AA
05 KN 1
04 KN GHT SALLY C 6 ADM SPV •I
S2JCH
Ob KN GHT THOMAS L JR 1 MATH BS
9^ KNITTLE JOSEPH LKNOBELOCH CHARLES F
KNOPE SANDRA LOUlSE
4 HORT
E T
HORT
Jned-i
A P A
05
07
6
4 NURS BS hi
0| KNORR RONALD MARLIN 4 FIN MGT 03
81
KNOTTS MICHAEL L
KNOUF HELEN M
5
6 l-^^^ •i!
E E 05 KNOUF KENNETH GUY 6 R P A »ii
AN SC
FIN MGT
»oa KNOwLTON JOHN THOMAS
KNOX ROBIN R
I P-ARCM 01
03 1 HORT
SiADM MGT 04 KNOX WALKER P i* T C
HEADING • li KNOX WILLIAM CARL 1 HORT 01
NURS AA
I
KNUDSEN KRIS WAYNE 3 CH £ Oti
•D UTIL KNUPP WILLIAM EARL
KNUTSON BRENT R
KOEFOED DEANNA LEE
4 MATH BS 07
EDUC-ND
§ ED«MA
1 CH £ 01
4 MATH BA 06
NURS BS KOEHLER JAMES D
KOEN G LOUISE ANN
KOEN G MIGNON
<* M £ 06
ZOOL 4 SC T-BS 07
07
4 SPAN 03
S ED-NS KOGUT LAWRENCE £ 4 P-ARGH Oti
NURS BS KOGUT MARIA JULIA
KOGUT MARK DAVID
KOGUT PAUL G
t
E S £ 11
AG MECH 06 P-ARCH 01
HORT 05 4 ADM MGT 04
bCON 07 KOHANOWICH ROBIN M 4 HORT 03
soc 01 KOLINOFSKY BARBARA A 5 T C 11
5,^. 8§ KOLK LAURENCE GEORGE 5 R P A 11MICRO 07 KOLK SUSAN FALLON 5 READING U
^^^l.r. 9^ KOMLINE KEITH W 4 P-PHY T
02
EC BIOL oj KOMOSKI JAYNE MURIEL 4 03
^N^SOT
•u KONDAMOORI PRaTAP S 1 M £
•§i06 KONEN JERRY LEE 4 RHYS BSCRD 06 konover henry B 6 ARCH •11
E CH ED 05 KOON JEFFRY FRANK 1 CH £ 01
AG E 14 KOON JOE VAN JR 4 ENGL 04
I M 02 KOONE MICHAEL LEE 4 ADM MGT 06
NURS BS 01 KORESKO JOHN J 4 ACCT 06
SOC 04 KORKOTSIDES A 6 MGT SC
itADM MGT 03 KORWAN STEVEN SCOTT 4 C £
R P A 07 KOSBOB JUDITH P 4 PO SC 07
P-ARCH 0, KOSTER JANET S 5 EDUC-ND
•!:ADM MGT
I
KOSTER SAMUEL WM 5 MGT
ii KQTECHA AViNASH L 4 £ T01 KOTTI JAMES DEAN 3 ijEOL^dS 0.1
E £ 01 KQVACH ROBERT A
IEL ED •05 KOVACH WILLIAM A PER S •1
R P A
§>
KOVACS WAYNE BRIAN 4 HI 03AG ED KOWALSKI CARL M JR
KOWALSKI KELLY B
4 03
n 0? 1 ADM MGT 0,
li
KOWSHIK VIKRAM 6 E £ i:
CR E KOZUCHI ANN MICHIKO
KRAEUTER ROBERT M
4 MICRO 07
ENGL 01 1 ADM MGT 01
ADM MGT OB KRAGAS BERIT LYNN 1 bICRO 01
AGRON 03 KRAGAS TOR KRISTIAN 4 CH £ Oti
01j ED-HI 9? KRAKOwER LYNNE ELLENKRAMER DAVID CHARLES
1 NURS BS
01 4 M £ 03
5-DENT
•?i
KRAMER MARK EDMUND 4 f«" 04EL ED KRAMER ROBERT G t* 07
ADM MGT 05 KRAUS DAVID WM 5 ENT ,1
Engl 03 KRAUS HELMUTH 6 PL PATH
£ E U KRAUSE LINDA LASKEY ACCT 04
GEOL BA
^OR 9^
KREJCI PATRICIA M 2 ZOOL 06
07 krell katharyne lkrichko lennie r
< BIO CH 03
C £ O) 4 R P A 06
^yj^ •u KRIEGER DAVID ALAN 4 ^ ^ OtiSOC 03 KRISHOCK DAVID A 4 f-OR 03
R P A 01 KROMN BRIAN GARY 1 LIB ART 01
IN ED •05 KRONBERG JAMES WM
KROPP KAREN RENAE
4 t £ 12
EL ED 03 t* ACCT 0;
HORT 03 KROPP PAMELA S 4 FD SC 0:
HORT 01 KRUGER ELIZABETH L
KU TSUN CHiA
4 CH E Oti
^OOL
PHYS BS
05 6 t S E 11
01 KUEbLER MARY JO 2 ADM MGT 04
:hn 03 KUEMMERER MARTIN A 4 ^
P A^ 04
01 KUHN JANINE FAYE I FIN MGT 01
NAMt - STATUS - COUHbE - CLASS
KUMNLE BHIAN PAUL < C E Ob
KUKASCH LUHAINE I H-AHCM Oi
KUKLLKUHN MARK E < E E ^ 05
KULZE JOMN CHARLES 2 B&O ^05
KUMAR ASMOK 5 SCS-NU •11
KUNA PATRICIA ANNE < P-ARCH Ob
KUNKtL cmrIstopher M 3 C R D Ob
KUNZE UIANE GAlL <» AOM MOT 0^
KUO smau-yIng S fOH 11
KUO kEKi SMENG 6 cm BS II
KURRUb ROBERT MASON 2 bC BiOL 01
KURTZ UwlGMT STEPHEN 2 C E 03
KURTZ KEbECCA E < MATH BS 03
KURZUM SIMON E < Ch BS Ob
KUSSMAUL KATHERINE M 1 NURS BS 01
KUTTNER PHii IP A <» H-ARCH 03
KUYKtNUALL SHERRY L <» FIN MGT 05
LAolb KHALEU E b 6 E E II
LABONGb CARL A III < MICRO 02
LABOONE KAREN ANN 4 P§YCH 05
LABRuCt LAURENCE P 2 HORT 12
LACtY KIM ANITA ^ WSYCH 05
LACHICOTTE ClNUY ** PO SC 05
"
~ CECILE <» AOM MOT 06
ILLIAM F < C E 07
rn CHAS ^ c E 06
LACKtY LYNUON RAY "
"
LACKEY MICHAEL d
LACKEY ^:
LAOU ROBERT LEwIS
LADEuAUCmE JEAN PAUL
LAFFOUN HAYMONO L JR
LAFUROt KICHARO M
LAFRANLlb IRVING E
LAGARENNt SALTER R
LAGARES JOMN GEORGE
LAGUMASINU AOOLFO
LAIULA* tO»lN HARRIS
LaIl TnUMAS EuGENE
LAIRU SCOTT EOwARO
LAKE OOROTHY F
LAKE VERN6n LAwHENCE
LALLY richarO Thomas
LALUK VIWljlNJA U
LAMAH MARK HENTZ
LAMAH NOSSIE ANN
LAMAR TmOMAS HiLL
LAMd JAMES MORTON
LAMB *1LLUm F III
LAMbE><l UEbWA GAY
LAMBERT JERRY ALAN
LAMbEKT KATmY COTMAN
LAMtttRT wlLLlAM WOY
LAMUNS JOHN WALLACE
-.R TR
NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
LMiUU MC Lir
LACHICOTTE E (
LAChIcoTTE Nil
LACKEY KENNETl
- -
kIchaRO T
m WI!
El EO 07
«0 SC 05
1 M 01
T C 'OS
C E 05
C E 07
MOT
Jl
M-ARCH Ob
NURS BS Ob
N0N-l)EG«13
BS
LAMbuNbCHlbNEf ANK 1
LANLAbTtH UAVIP HUGM
LANCASTtH OLENDa M
LANLAblLH HARRY L
LANCAblEw KENNETH
LANLASTlk LAURA J
LANCt JAN LAND
LANO HAChEL LAURA
LANOERS JOHN giLbURN
LANOERS ulLLlAM M
LANUORAF FRAN
i\i.
UMETTA J
MbERLY A
LANE
LANt F.
LANURETh
LANUMOM K
LANUWUH MICHAEL K
LANy;Wr EUOlE J jR
CHWliTlNE
RANCES ftOBERTA
ANNE
IN OLIVER
LANt '<OBlN TWACy
LANLT EM^Ltr A III
LANtr NUT
LANtT TbANNA lEvETTE
LANV/ fllLLlAM
UANL,UAC» k LAkmENCE
LANE KImmE
LANE LUkI
LANE MtLVl
l
•S
»Th E vElyn
et'
STEVE
mEnCI
H^llT
LCS a
5 HaTm BS 11
<» LNOL 0*
2 ENOL 02
6 Ch Bs 11
1 t E 01
«. FIN MGT OJ
2 ACCT Qh
«» H P A $6
*• P-Ph» T 02
i6ii\ .t
4* AOM MOT 05
kUH HOT
LAW^^^^u'^THONts TODU
IN EU-A Ob
tCUN
LANNING MITZI RENEE
LANNING TAO SHEA
LANTZ LINDA MARIE
LAOM LINGGAWATTI
LAOTHAMATAS ANAN
LAPPIN NANCY MARIE
LAUUIOARA VINCENT
LARIsEY CAROLYN H
LARISEY KATHRYN
RMilarkins jack THU AN
LARYEA ELIHU AOZA
LASELVA JOHN JOSEPH
-
.£Y : :: :"~
LASKEY MENRy ADRIAN
LATHAM BRUCE BYRON
LASHLE ELIZABETH L
k'r'
LATHAM OON LOFTIS
LATHAN WM WALTT
LATIMER ALBERT
,TER
LATi
LATI
LATT
MER OUAINETTE T
MER SUSAN P
ANZE GLENN R
LATTIMORE RONALD D
LATTO EFFIE ANN
LATTO SAM^ELIAS
LAU PATRICIA ALMA
LAUGHLlN JUHN M
LAUGHLIN STEVE M
LAUGHrIdGE JAMES
LAUGHRIuGE LAURIE R
LAUGHTER ERIC ARNOLD
LAVANCE MARK F
LAViN EILEEN
LAWANDALES E FRANK
LAwHORNE LARRY M
LAWLER MILLIAM T
LAWLESS DEBBIE LYNN
LAWLESS G JOY
LAWLESS GREGORY G
LAWRENCE CYNTHIA
LAWRENCE ERNEST GREY
LAWRENCE JANE E
LAWRENCE MICHAEL JOb
LAwRlMORE CHARLES W
MORE KAREN BETH
wRIMl.
LAWKlMt
LAWSON ANNACLAIR
LAWSON JAMES WESLEY
LAWSON LUDLOW A
LAwSON mICHAEL a
LAwSON THOMAS NELSON
LAWSON WILLIAM L III
LAY CAMILLIUS CAIN
LAY JOHN EDWARD
LAYMAN JEFF MAYNARD
LAYSON CHARLES ALLEN
LAYTON JAMES WiLSON
LAZAR ROBIN RENEE
LAZARUS JEFFREY B
LAZOR MARY SUZANNE
LAZZARI J PHILLIP
LEACH DANIEL P III
LEACH DONNA VICTORIA
leach juan elizabeth
lEaCh lorI dIannE
lEaphakt MERRIANNE
APHART WM ROBERT
AH RUbERT SHELDON
ARN RANDAL JAY
AVENS wENDY ANN
AVTtT DANA H
AViTT THOMAS wM
BLANC L Christian
lEobetter Thomas s
ledford karen leah
lEdforu tamaTha jean
lee aanun ^irk
LEE ALICE JEANETTE
LEE ANThuNY peter
BKYAN HAYES
CYNTHIA ANN
DIANE MARIE
GANY ALLEN
GLLNN Taylor
J UONNlt
JAMEb KEITHjulIa elIzaheth
KAN CHEE
LUlb ANITA
M KUAlANNE
PATWiClA ANNE
PAJhIcIa MANGERl
prInCElla a
KtBtCLA LYNN
rlMuTMY R6binson
TONY MAY
,MANN LHMISTIAN H
06
03U
0^
BS 07
EC ZOOL 03
SC TCH 06
MATH BS 03
fs"
R P A
E S E
ENGL
NURS
T S 06
AG MECH 01
C E 'O^
EDUC«ND»11
CH BS Ob
EC ZOOL 07
MICRO 03
ADM MGT»0b
6G EC 06
EL ED
FIN MGT
P.^RCH
C £
11
0"
05
'^
MGT 01
03
O'*
NURS BS 03
ACCT
ttORT
fiN -
§1
03
04
0<*
FOR
ADM MGT
EL ED
AOM SPV«11
1 M 03
EL ED 05
SOC 05
I M 05
E E •05
RL PATH^1<»
BOT •11
R P A 07
R P A
EL ED
FIN MGT
EN6R
AG E
PO SC
C E
CH E
0^
03
05
^4
FIN MGT
PM CORE
C E
CH E
R P A
ARCH
HORT
CH E
ADM MGT
PSYCH
HORT
o;
03
03
07
01
05
§i
Ob
0^
07
03
4 WURS BS 05
PSYCH
AOM MGT
RHYS BS
IN ED-V
EL ED
1 M
HORT
ARCH
ADM MGT
I M
< t CM ED 07
MICRI
MATH BS
R-ARCH
AG MECH 02
EL ED 02
R P A
R-PhARM
ENT
ol
05
:i
'iS l
EBEH JEF^H^Y A
CH E
E E Ob
b ED O'^
C t •!<»
MATH BS 03
L K u 02
ADM MOT 05
NURS BS»12
twuRS dS 03
ED«MA 07
DM MOT 05
AG EU 03
RHYb dS 1«»
olU Ch 01
NAMt - STATUS - COUH&E - CLASS NAMt - STATUS - COUK&E - CLASS
LEFLOHt WALLACE R
LEGAHE EUWAKO THOMAS
LEOARE HtLLN LOUISE
LEGHANU HAH«Y E JR
LEHMANN LEHOY CURTIS
LEHON HAROLD WILLIAM
LEHR HtTER ANDREW
LEHR KEBECCA LEE
LEIBNER JAMES EDWARD
LEIGH ARMISTEaD C
LEIGHEH TERRY 8
LEI6HT0N MORAY S
LELAND RICHARD G
LEMASTtR CtClLE C
LEMASTER KRISTOPHER
LEMASTER NANCY JANE
LEMERE LEE FRANCIS
LEMERE SHARON L
LEMMONS JOEY ORLANDO
LEMON HODMAN III
LENNARTZ MICHAEL R
LENSE PRANCES MARIE
LEONARD BRIAN SAMUEL
LEONARD KICHARO L
LEONARD RONALD JOS
LEONARD STEVEN CRAlG
LEONE DONNA MARIE
LEPOFSKY LISA
LESESNE THEODORE V
LESLEY DOUGLAS KENT
LESLEY MARTHA GAYLE
LESLIE HARRIET JEAN
LESSER RUTH ELLEN
LESTER ELIZABETH L
LESTER ELIZABETH
LETT JOHN RANDALL
LEUCK JAMES FOSTER
LEVATINU THOMAS JR
LEVENTIS JOHN K JR
LEVER GAYLE GOODMAN
LEVINE DANIEL SERGE
LEVY MICHAEL N
LEWIS ANNE BAILEY
" "" BARBARA ANN
CYNTHIA GRACE
ELAINE
FREDERICK E
GKtGORY H
JAMES A JR
JEROME LUTHER
JOHN C
JOHN LOGAN
JOHN RUTLAND
JON STEVEN
LEWIS KAREN LOUISE
LEWIS LAURA NEWMAN
" "" LEE ANNE
LEWIS
LEWIS
LEWIS
LEWIS
LEWIS
LEWIS
LEWIS
LEWIS
LEWIS
LEWIS
LEWIS
LEWIS
LEWIS
LEWIS
LEWIS
LEWIS
LEWIS
LEWIS
LEWIS
LISA MANSFIELD
TERLLOYD CAR
LYNN ELIZABETH
MALISSA Ann
MAKK STEPHEN
PATRICK H
SYLVIA MARIE
LIANG YEU HSIUNG
L BBY JOHN STEPHEN
L DE HOBERT STEVEN
L ENERT GREGORY ALAN
L EU MAN-YEE DEBORAH
LlGHTSEY BRUCE T
LIGHTSEY ROBERT A
L GHTSEY STEPHEN F
L GON Thomas r
L KENS BETTIE ANN
LILLEY LARUS A
L MBAUGH DOUGLAS E
LiN LIEH TANG
LINDER GENA LISA
LINDER JACK LAMAR JR
L NDER JAMES B
LINDER STEPHEN F
LINDERMAN LARRY GENE
LINDLER KENNETH EARL
LINDLEK KUNALD C
LINDLEK TIM T
L NUNEK GARY MICHAEL
LINDSAY ALFRED A
LINDSAY CHAHLES N
LINDSAY CHRISTY
LINDSAY ERIC EVAN
LINDSAY REBECCA L
L NDSAY ROBERT J
LINDSAY RONALD C
LlNUSrEUT GEORGE WM
L NDSTROM HOWARD M
LlNEBERGER LEE THOS
i ACCT 01
7 W S U
4 AGRON 02
6 ZOOL i^
iST'" Si
^ R-ARCH 07
< TEXT 05
6 CH BS I'*
6 &CON •II
4 M E 02
4 P-ARCH Ob
4 E E 07
4 EL ED 03
I FOR 01
6 EDUC«ND»1I
^ T C Ob
4 MURS BS 05
4 AG EC 03
1 P-PHARM 01
6 ZOOL 14
4 ADM MGT 03
4 ECON 07
I R P A 01
4 B C 06
4 AGRON 06
6 PL PATH
6 AGRON *
<* FIN MGT
.
4 B C OS
d EL ED 04
4 /^N SC •04
4 R P A 03
1 E CH ED 01
4 P-ARCH 07
2 ACCT 02
6 T C •!!
5 tDUC*NU»Il
4 I M 04
6 READING»11
6 w B •11
4 SC T«ES 03
4 FIN MGT 02
4 R P A 03
1 PSYCH 01
1 NURS BS 01
2 E E 03
4 P-ARCH 08
4 E E 05
6 MATH BS 14
4 ADM MGT 07
4 FIN MGT 02
4 MATH BS 07
1 PSYCH 01
3 FIN MGT 04
4 EL ED 02
4 PSYCH 06
4 MICRO OB
1 M E 01
6 CH BS 11
1 FIN MGT 01
4 ADM MGT 06
1 I M 01
4 MURS BS OB
6 MATH BS^U
4 CR E 7
4 R-ARCH OB
4 CH E Ob
4 SOC 03
4 MATH BS 05
1 E E 01
7 NUTR •U
1 AG ED 01
4 PO St 05
1 FIN MGT 01
6 ADM SPV^ll
6 E MGT •U
4 E CH ED 03
6 BI0ENGR«11
1 AG MECH 01
4 MICRO 06
4 I M 06
1 E E 01
4 ADM MGT 06
4 ADM MGT 05
6 AN PH 14
4 P-ARCH 05
4 CH E 7
1 fj E 01
4 E T Od
1 HORT 01
4 ECON 05
4 CH E 05
4 CH E OB
I R P A 01
4 ADM MGT 07
LlNEBERGER LINDA B
LIPCSE
LIPPARD GEORGE A
L PPINCOTT BARBARA
L PSEY ELEANOR FAYE
L SK RHONDA KAY
STON EVELYN F
STON WM RALLIE
• twl-
NEBERGER RENA A
NEBERGER STEPHEN T
NGERFELT CYNTHIA '
NN V ALERI
I RIC
ANN
HARD E
2 NURS BS 04
1 CH BS 01
4 P-ARCH 07
1 MICRO 01
4 MURS BS 02
4 C E •OB
4 M E 07
2 NURS BS 05
ED4 EL
1 ENGL
4 AGRON
TTERAL_ LE IS ANDY
LITTLE CHRISTINE ANN
LJTTLE EDWARD S
L .-
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
ITTLE MARSHA JANE
TILE MICHAEL J
TTLE RICHARD M
TTLE WILBUR K JR
TTLEFIELD DOUGLAS
TTLEFIELD PAT I
TTLEFIELD WM M
TTLEJOHN THOMAS E
TTLETON VAN D
U LIE MENG A
VERETT DEIRDRE A
VINGS REBECCA M
VINGSTUN A CROSBY
VINGSTUN CATHY G
VINGSTON ELLISON (
VINGSTON LISA A
VINGSTON LISA M
VINGSTON MARGARET
LLOYD CHERYL^jEi
LLOYD ELIZABETH
LOBAN NOEL HORA"
VINGSTON MICHAEL
VINGSTON WM H JR
VINGSTONE JOHN E
AN
S
TIO
LQCCARINI CAROL M
LOCKE RONALD NEwTON
LOCKE RONALD WILLIAM
LOCKLAIR DAVID LEWIS
LOCKLAlR FRED E
LOCKLAIR RANDY LEwIS
LOCKWOOD CATHRYN SUE
LODER DAVID MAXWELL
LQEWENTHAL DANIEL C
LOFLIN DONNA ELAInE
LOFL
LOFT
LOFT
LOFT
LOFT
N KAREN F
N M PHILLIPS
N MITCHELL M
N ROBIN LEIGH
BARRY R
LOFTIS WILLIAM D
LOFTON KATHY POHLMAN
LOGAN Gwendolyn j
LOGAN L REYNOLDS JR
LOLLAR DAVID SIDNEY
LOLLIS JAMES THOMAS
LOLUS NANCY WHITE
LOLLIS TIMOTHY EMORY
LOMAS MARK ELLINGTON
LOMBARD OLY ERNEST
LOMBARDl JULIAN
LONAS SUSAN VIRGINIA
LONDON JAMES BRADY
LONERGAN DAVID JOHN
LONG BWENDA JO
LONG CRYSTAL ANGIE
LONG HUBERT E JR
LONG JAMES BRYAN
LONG JANE ELIZABETH
LONG JOHN Carlton
LONG JOHN Clay
LONG NOEL DARRYL
LONG PHYLLIS E
LONG ROBERT L JR
LONG ROBERT WATSON
LONG ROBIN JEANINE
LONG SARAH ELISE
LONG SOPHIA ELAINE
LONG STEVEN L
LONGO JOHN R
LONGSHORE M PATRICK
LONON GERALD EUGENE
LOONEY ROBERT BRUCE
LOOPER DONALD R
LOOPER FRANCES MARIE
LOOPER JOEL RANDOLPH
LOOPER MARK ANTHONY
LQOPER MARSHALL G
LOOPER MARY E
LOOPER MICHAEL ADGER
LOOPER STEPHEN WAYNE
LOOPER SUSAN MARIE
w
03
?^
4 S ED*EN
6 r^ATH BS
7 ENGL 'ICE 01
4 R P A 06
1 E E 01
4 TEXT 07
4 C E 03
6 EL ED •U
6 ADM SPV^ll
6 S ED^NS^ll
1 NON-DEG
6 SYS ENG
4 HORT
4 MICRO 06
4 ZOOL 04
4 EC ZOOL 07
4 ADM MGT 04
4 M E 02
4 PSYCH 07
4 NURS BS 06
4 ACCT 07
7 AG MECH 11
6 NUTR 11
4 ADM MGT 05
4 ECON 03
4 IN ED 05
1 ADM MGT 01
4 BIO CH 05
4 LIB ART 01
4 C E 07
4 E E 06
4 HORT 06
4 ADM MGT 05
4 ADM MGT 05
4 ADM MGT 04
4 ACCT 05
6 EDUC-ND^U
4 P-ARCH 04
4 T C 03
4 MICRO 07
1 £ E 01
6 EDUC-ND^lI
4 MATH BS 07
1 MATH BS 01
4 P-ARCH 05
4 ACCT 03
" AG E 01
ADM MGT 01
FIN MGT 01
1 E T 01
4 HORT 02
6 ZOOL 11
4 PO SC 07
6 AG EC •14
4 iOOL 07
I EL ED 01
4 NURS BS 06
4 ECON Ob
4 E T 06
4 E CH ED 07
4 HORT 07
1 ADM MGT 01
4 M E 03
4 FIN MGT 07
4 M E 12
4 WD UTIL Ob
4 E CH ED 05
4 EL ED 07
1 MED T 01
6 HORT •U
4 E E Ob
4 E E 06
6 W R E 11
1 CH E 01
3 ADM MGT^Ob
4 PSYCH 07
4 IN ED-I 04
4 ADM MGT 02
6 M E U
6 READING^U
I ADM MoT 01
4 I M 07
4 CH E 03
NAMt - STATUS - COUHSE - CLASS
LOPEW WALPH EDWARDS
LOPE>< «ICMA«D MILES
LOHU MAKISA KAYE
LORD ROBERT JOMN F
LORE KENNETm DAVID
LORIck DAVIS A JR
LOSER JAMES ARNOLD
LOSKOSM SHERRY LYNN
LOTT BILLY MICHAEL
LOUDEN ROBERT M
LOUUERMILK LAURA L
LOURIOAN GEORGE J
LOVE MICHAEL RAY
LOVE RAY THOMAS
LUVE ROBERT CLIFTON
LOVE RObtRT H
LOVE SALLY
LOVE SARAH ELIZABETH
LOyE MiLLlAM ROY
LOVEOAML VICTORIA G
LOVEJOY JACK EDWARD
LOVELACE CLARE R
LOVELACE DONALD A
LOVELACE OSQAR F jR
LOVELACE STEPHEN H
LOVETTE JAMES D JR
LOViN JEFFREY CLAY
LOVIN POLLY CRISP
LOvIn TIMOTHY ALLEN
LOVING JACUuELYN E
LOVlNGGOOD DON ANSEL
LOVlNGGOOU RAY
LOwUER MARRIET U
LOwDEK MAHGARET Y
LOwDER SHARON GAYE
LOwOER STEVEN HAROLD
LOWE CATHY REnEE
LOwE NANCY CAROL
LOwE KObERT V
LOwE SANDRA R W
LOwE TERESA KAY
LOwEHY mENKY K JR
LOWMAN COY LEE
LOmKY JAMES H
LOwRY NEIL DANIEL
LOYO HOBERT E
LUblTZ Ehic Paul
LUBOm jay ALAN
LOBS JACuuElINE B
LUCAS JODIIH 8
LUCAS RObEKT P JR
LUCE CAkOL ANN
LUCIUS ChAHlES GUI
LUCluS M MAHSHALL
LUCK CAKOL ANN
ANOELO RICHARD J
lENHY KOBERT
,SA PETEW C
LUKE OAMbUN B
LUKKiuOE KlM ANNETTE
LUMLEY WUNALO JOHN
LUMPkIn ALAN L
LUMPkIn EUWlN S JR
LUMPKIN JEWRY A
LUNUBEKG PATRICIA A
LUNUM ANNE ElK
LUNUwolbT BEVERLY E
LUNUY KAHEN ANITA
LUNUT WAVMOND
LUNNEY PmIllTp U
LUNS^UHU DOUGLAS E
LUPU JANtT M
LUPO LiNUSEY DAViS
LUPHiNO NOBEWT J
LUSK U»AYNE GEOWOE
LOS* STEPHANIE ILA
LUCKAr
LUE Mi
LUlS
LT SA L^l
CTBMANW bWtNT
LYbMANW '
LYEMLY "
III
^ --. .
•. rNE
L r L t > '^ -
LTLtV •*
U'Lt^ ti AN
CTM^N tLI/*«t TM I
tUaAMU SCOTT
JUUY m
FIN MGT 03
t E 04
ADM MGT 07
In ED •O?
ADM MGT 05
t* ADM M(
MGT
ctBa*
LTNCr
EL ED
AN Ph
MED f
if t Oi
I M at
»«UWS BS Oi
b ED«NS»li
AOHON 7
At»H MOT Oi
HATm BS'Ii
Aqm hot Od
^ tD»NS«
tUUC*NU*i
NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
LYNCH MYRA JANE
LYNCH STEVEN JAMES
LYNCH TERRI DENISE
LYNN CYNTHIA DENISE
LYNN KENNETH OLLIE
LYNN LISA LEORA
LYONS JANICE LISETTE
LYONS MARTHA JANE
LYONS MARTiN ANDREW
MA NING YUAN RICHARD
MAASSEN KIRK F
MABRY CHARLES RAY JR
MABRY HENRY F JR
MACARTHY MAUREEN C
MACAULAY GINGER D
MACCARTNEY ELIZABETH
MACCONNELL JOSEPH T
MACDONALD ELIZABETH
MACDQNALD RALPH G JR
MACDONALD THOMAS G
MACE SUSAN ELAINE
^MACEDON KATHERInE E
MACFARLANE MARY 8
MACFIE WADE H JR
MACHADO EDWYNA E
MACHNiK STEPHEN J
MACINDOE DAVID F
MACK JAMES H
MACK ROSANNE
MACKEY MELISSA LYNNE
MACKIE MELISSA ROWE
MACKIEWNAN MEREDITH
MACKINSON LAWRENCE L
MACKNIGHT GEORGE T
MACLARtN LINDA GAlL
MACLAUCHLIN REID C
MACMATH DONALD SANTO
MACMILLAN THOMAS D
MACNAUGhTON LOIS D
MACNAUGHTON ROBERT T
MACOMSON JAMES A
MACTAGGART ALAN C
MADDEN UEBRA LYNNE
MADDEN JOHN PATRICK
MADDEN KENNETH WAYNE
MADDOX PAMELA JEAN
MADUUA SONJA LEE
MADDOX wM Clarence
MADERA JOHN ANTHONY
MADIGAN DENISE HELE.N
MAERTENS ALICE NELLE
MAGAWAHAN TIMOTHY P
MAGDA ANN MICHELE
MAGOULAS TEkESA C
MAGRATH MARY
MAHAFf-EE
MAHAFFEE
MAHAFFEY
MAHAF^EY
MAHAFFEY
MAHAFFEY
MAHAFFEY
MAHAFFEY
ANNA
GERALD W
JOSEPH w
canDace M
G KEN JR
JANE E
JUNE CAGLE
RICKY D
SALLY RUTH
MAHUN FURMAN LEWIS
MAHUN PLUMA CHUCKNOw
MAHONEY MARK JOSEPH
MAHUNY UAVlU NEAL
MAHUNY GLENN M
MAIUMENT GARY THOMAS
MAIN ELl^AbEFH EDITH
MAIN JEFFREY ROBERT
MAJOR JUDY ANN
MAJORS ROY A
MAKAPOGaY ANDREA I
MAKAPUOAY F iUELlTO D
MAKAPUOAY F INTaN F
MAKAPUOAY MARlA T
MAKLA ROBERl THOMAS
MALCOLM OREGORY READ
MALCOLM ^EVlN A
MALKMUS UAvIu BRUCE
MALLiOS V ULNISE
malpmrus theodusia
MALiTRUM CARLA SUE
MALSTRUM GARRELL w
MANCInU JOSEPH J JR
MANLINU JULIA S
MANEb ImlODORE A
MANESS OREOORY E
MANESb Ki
MANEY bui
MANOHUM tMUMAS KEITH
MANOUM JOMN C JR
MANITT jAMtS P
MANJi ^AM^M Y
MANN ULbORA LANOLEY
.ARLN Elaine
<SAN JEANlNE
Thomas k Ti
** SC T«PH Ob
I t E 01
022 In ed-v
1 PO SC
2 « P A §i
4 ADM MGT 03
5 SYS 6NG
< ADM MGT
11
02
4 TEXT 06
t ^^«^ iJ
I ADM MGT uk FOR
h NURS BS Ob
1 AN SC 04
07k ENGL
I ACCT
03< ADM MGT
4 E A OB
4 ECON 07
1 ADM MGT
I ENGL §:
I ADM MGT
6 ARCH
4 S ED-EN
4 MATH BS
5 Ch E
Ob
Ji<* RO SC
1 RSYCH
4 MICRO
01
Ob
4 LL ED Od
7 MATH BS
Jt1 M E
J W-ARCH Od
4 RSYCH 03
4 ADM MGT
814 b C
4 R P A 03
4 FOR Od
I I M 01
4 M t 04
7 VIS-ST
Si4 NURS AA
: ?oS"'"'
Ob
Ob
2 NURS BS •04
4 E CH ED 03
6 RHYS BS 14
4 SOC Ob
4 NURS BS Ob
4 ADM MGT 03
3 E E 07
I UY SC 0^
4 ADM MGT
4 FIN MGT
1 c E
8>U^ Ob
1 p-Pharm 01
6 EL ED •11
4 E CH ED •Od
1 ADM MGT 01
1 MICRO
§i4 TEXT
7 ARCH 11
4 CH E •Ob
1 M E 02
4 MATH BS
4 R P A
Od
03
4 ECON 07
4 FOR 06
4 NURS bS
1 uhoS?
Ob
03
01
4 MICRO Ob
t 7Tk 8^
4 ^C T«BS Ob
4 OH E Ob
H t, T 06
4 CH E Od
« NURS BS Ob
i EL EU
3>4 E A
I F In mot
4 ECUN
01
Ob
6 EDUC«NO«
:ji« t E *
I MaTm BS
I CM E
b rjATM bS
lit
11
»0b
06
4 tCON *
* I '^
4 Cm E OJ
4 M L 03
t ^OUL 1-
NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS NAME - STATUS - COUWSE - CLASS
MANN FKEQEHICK
MANN STEPHEN HUGH
MANN WM POOLE
MANNELLA DAVID G ^„MANNELLA MARK ROBERT
MANTIA THOMAS JOSEPH
MANYAK KAREN E
MANYAK LAURA ANN
MAO TAl CHING
MAPPUS TAMARA MOPE
MAPPUS THEODORE WM
MARCMBANKS C RANDALL
MARCHMAN KERRY LYNN
HARDEN JOHN PHILLIP
MARESCA MARK ANDREW
MARETT DORIS RUTH
MARETT STEPHEN JOHN
MARINE JEFFREY E
MARINELLI KENNETH D
MARINO WILLIAM JOHN
MARKEN ANNE HEATHER
MARKNEKS EDWARD A
MARKOFF DOUGLAS NElL
MARKOviCH Thomas e
MARKS JERRY DEAN
MARKS JOHN MICHAEL
MARLER BARRY STEPHEN
MARRA JEROME FRANCIS
MARSCHER WlLLIAM F
MARSH HARRY RAY JR
MARSH STEVEN DOUGLAS
MARSHALL DAVID ELTON
DAVID R
JERALD P
JOHN C III
MARGUERITA
MARY ALICE
STANMORE B
MARSHALL
MARSHALL
MARSHALL
MARSHALL
MARSHALL
MARSHALL
MARSHALL
MARSHALL
THOMAS LEES
PETER
. __ TODD . _._^
MARSIK UONALD WAYNE
MARTELLI JAMES L
MART
MART
MART
MART
MART
MART
MART
MART
MART
MART
MART
MART
MART
MART
MART
MART
MART
MART
MART
MART
MART
MART
MART
MARTIN
UENNIS A
.N GARY EDWARD
N GREGORY K
ALAN DOYLE
ANTHONY C
BKADLEY 6
CARL EDWARD
CHARLES C III
CHARLES EDGAR
CLAUUIA ANN
CYNTHIA ANN
JAMES SLVIN
JERRI LYNN
JOY A
KATHLEEN ANN
KATHRYN L
KENNETH A
KEVIN JAMES
,
LEE ANN
,N LINUA W
N LINDA WALLACE
N LISA ANN
N LISA KAYE
MARGIE YOUNG
MARY C
MARY JANE
MICHAEL E
DAVID JR
PATRICE E
ROBERT A
ROBERT ALLEN
ROBERT DONALD
STANLEY KEITM
SUSAN V
TAMRA DIANE
TERESA ANNE
THOMAS EDWIN
*1LLIAM CLYDE
WILLIE C
wM DENNIS
WM HURLEY JR
INI FLEUR L
NI HONORE L
Nl MIRIAM £
INS DANIEL JOHN
MARTSCMINK JOAN
MARTSCHINK MARY L
MARYNOWSKI LAUREN A
MARZEC MICHAEL PAUL
MASACHl TOMMYE S
MASNERI JOSEPH A
MASON CHARLES F
MASON CHARLES T
MASON CHARLES WAYNE
MART
MART
MART
MART
MART
MART
MART
MART
MART
MART
MART N
MARTIN
MART
MART
MART
MART
MART
MART
MART
MART
MART
R P A
AG MECH
ARCH
ADM MGT
R P A
ENGR
BOT
U
08
GEOL 8S
^S
I
BS»0NUR
R P
t* S
P-PMARM
ADM MGT
HIST
PSYCH
S ED-EN
MGT
2i
E
CH E
AGRIC
LIB ART 0.
ACCT OB
BOT •U
I M
MATH BS
RO SC
CH E
iOOL
ACCT
C E
C E
06
03
hi
Ob
05
?{
01
S ED*NS»U
ADM MGT 06
R P A
ADM MGT
FOR
ZOOL
BS
S ED-H
NURS BS O'*
05
Ob
OB
06
07
03
Qi
w
03
03
01
OJ
05
03
1^
07
01
06
06
03
•03
EL ED 'U
NURS BS 02
MATH BS 01
MICRO
ADM MGT
ARCH
AG E
NURS BS
NURS BS
BIO CH
AGRON
FIN MGT
AGRON
P-ARGH
BIO CH
SC T-ES
MATH BA
R P A
P-ARCM
FIN MGT
ACCT
PER S
P-PHY
SOC
ECON
DY SC
FIN MGT
M05
05
04
03
01
01
06
05
NURS AA«04
EL ED 02
MED T 01ME 01
C E 05
READING»11
AG ED
R-ARCH
NURS AA
t CH ED
03
03
02
04
E CH ED 05
CR E
ADM MGT
NURS BS
iOOL
ADM MGT
R P A
iOOL
t T
AQM MbT
TEAT
03
03
07
04
05
03
01
05
07
02
MASON GARY LEE JR
MASON KENNETH S
MASON SIDNEY A JR
MASON THOMAS DALE
MASONE ANTHONY
MASSIMIANO ANGELA
MASSINGILL DOUGLAS
^)TERS L"
MASTERS RUSSELL C
MASTER OU ANN
MASTERS WM ROY III
MASTERSON PATRICK C
MASTROMICHALlS G S
MATHESON DENNIS W
MATHESON RICKIE S
MATHEWES SUSAN K
MATHEWS CRAIG FLOYD
MATHEWS JEFFREY A
MATHEWS MARGARET W
MATHEwS RAND L
MATHIS BRUCE ALAN
MATHIS KAY LYNN
MATHIS TIMOTHY GLENN
MATHIS WILLIAM H
MATONAK CHRISTINE A
MATONAK STEVEN A
MATTHEW ROBERT T
MATTHEmS BONNIE S
MATTHEWS CAROL ANN
MATTHEWS DEAN GERARD
MATTHEWS DEBRA FAIR
MATTHEWS DIANNE
MATTHEWS FRED JAMES
MATTHEWS JOHN M
MATTHEWS MARILYN B
MATTHEWS NANCY T
MATTHEWS ROBERT S
MATTHEWS RONALD DEAN
MATTHEWS ROY GILBERT
MATTHEWS TRANI H
MATTHEWS VALERIE J
MATTISON VANCE P
MATUKAS CYNTHIA JANE
MAULOIN BENNETT E II
MAULDIN NATHAN H
MAULOlN wiLLlAM TYRE
MAUNEY PHILIP SAMUEL
MAURER SUSAN MARIE
MAW DAVID SCOTT
MAW SAMUEL HARLESTOn
MAXEY RICKEY ALTON
MAXWELL B ELAINE
MAXWELL KENT GOCKER
MAXWELL P ELAINE
MAXWELL PHILLIP DUNN
MAXWELL SUSAN LEAKE
MA¥ CECILIA MARIE
MAY MICHAEL
MAY PRtSCOTT D III
MAYBEN JAMES WHERRY
MAYBERRY DAVlO W
MAYBERRY THOMAS A
MAYER CAHL FRED
MAYER JULIE LYNN
MAYER LUANNE HARMON
MAYER MARY ELIZABETH
MAYER MICHAEL G
MAYES OLIVER SCOTT
MAYFIELD DANIEL C
MAYNARD CHARLES W
MAYS MICHAEL WILSON
MAYS PATRICK CALHOUN
MAYS RICHARD ARTHUR
MAYS STEPHEN LOUIS
MAYS STEVEN ROBERT
MCAdEE DEBBIE ANN
MCABEE DOUGLAS LARRY
MCABEE JEFFREY DEANE
MCABEE JOEL JAMES
MCAFEE THOMAS F
MCALEER JEFFREY M
MCALEER MARY JANET
MCALHANY B KAREY
MCALHANY MARGARET S
MCAL STER BARBARA L
MCAL -
-
MCAL
MCALISTER H LAwNENCE
' ISTER H NELLE
STER C JAYNE
STER GARY OEAN
mcai
MCALISTER LEONARD T
MCALISTER LOES dOONE
MCALISTER ROBERT M
MCALISTER SHIRLEY L
MCALISTER SYBIL R
MCALISTEK TRACY A
MCALLISTER MARK P
MCALLISTER MICHAEL D
S ED 08
E E 06
MICRO •06
ADM MGT 06
»0 SC 04
NURS BS 03
»SYCH •OS
WSYCH 05
H S
ACCT
P-ARCH
03
03
08
ADM MGT 06
£ E
M £
iU'
iOOL
R P A
FOR
PSYCH
EL ED
CR E
AGRON
FOR
C E
ARCH
01
06
01
02
03
04
07
07
§^
03
03
01
41
S £D«EN 08
NURS BS^02
RER -
41
S
R S
EL ED
CH BS
E £
NON-DEG 12
HIST 11
IN ED-V
ECON
PO SC
CH £
NURS BS 05
ADM MGT 06
ADM SPV^li
FIN MGT 05
C £
P-ARCH
M E
ECON
RO SC
ADM MGT
FIN MGT
08
04
01
05
03
02
IOOL
EXT
08
08
01
05
03
08
Oi
07
03
S ED«EN 04
ENGL
ADM MGT
P-ARCH
HORT
E £
R-ARCH
SOC
NURS AA
EL ED •11
^ 03NURS BS
FIN MGT 01
TEXT
I M
AGRON
C £
P-ARCH
ADM MGT
C E
E T
E CH ED
RT
N MGTn
ADM SPV»11
PSYCH
RSYCH
ADM MGT
M £
AN SC
NURS AA
FIN MGT
C £
ENGL
NURS AA»0
ECON
READiNG«ll
AG £
Engl
•05
08
NURS AA»01
HORT
M £
E £
03
01
01
NAMt - STATUS - COUH^E CLASS NAME - STATUS - C0UH6E - CLASS
MCAHULt TMUMAS J
MCAWTHUK NONA DRAKE
MCAULEY COKINNE J
-
• jEFr- JONMCAULtY EFf^HEY
MCBtt TkACY YvONN
MCBHIUE DOhnIa (j
MCBW Ut MANY E
MCBH Ut MAAIE ALVIN
MCBH L)E MICHAEL H
MCCABE MAWOAWET ANN
MCCAIN KAHEn lane
MCCALL CAHMEN ELAINE
MCCALL MOLLY HAWKINS
MCCALL KAWON fiAt
MCCALL KtLLErt BRANOT
MCCALL KELON RANDALL
MCCALL LAURA E
MCCALL kIChaRD LARRY
MCCALL RICHARD LEE
MCCALL SHARON KAY
MCCALL SUSAN RuTH
MCCALL TERESA ANN
MCCALLA CATHERINE
MCCALLlSTER CHRIS w
MCCALLiSTER JANE 8
MCCALLlSTER LEWIS
mCcanless Carolyn r
MCCANTS CLARKE W
MCCANTb RHiLiP S
MCCARTEh JOHN N JR
mCCARTHA MiCHAEL H
MCCARTHY JOANNE I
MCCARTHY MARGARET A
MCCARTY LAMbERT B
:CARTY MICHAEL T
CASK
'cask
mCCASK LL CLARA ANN W
CASK
Cask
CASK
ALVA L
AMY MAR
LL UANIEl
LL ESTmD
.L P
[R J
LL SALLY G
[CAbL N MICHAEL w
CAULLY UONNA KAY
CAUSLIN RAT M
IChAREN SUZANNE
MCCLAIN ANUELA HARlS
MCClaIn HAROLD DEAN
MCCLAIN RANDALL K
ML
_
ClANAHAN (jREOORY A
CLELLAN JAMES H
CLES^EY ChaPlES S
CLINTON LEON
CLU«t MALCOM E
CluRL kJLhARU R
CLURE mEBB WENDELL
MCCOLLOM JOmNNIE
MCCOLLOM M (jREGORY
McCuLLUM Susan d
mCCumbs lISa n
MTf ,.>N^ ,^ Chris r
^ UORMA SUE
HobERT K
H
-^NE K
--'Sma carol
''atricia s
- JOHN R
JULIANA L
^ARfN L
SanOy P
.^m , _ ,w)Kt« NONN
Cw«f' L^<AhlES U
Cu«N MAWOARf T NAN
or ANN LOOTSE
h^nTe
:m
f SiLRHENK
MAhCIA t^AI
WANUALL SCOTT
' '
-nLrN L
•. ANN
t
/ANE
C £ 02
ACCT 01
tL ED •05
AOM MGT 02
HM CORE Ol
EL £0 •ll
ENGL 05
IN ED OB
AOM MGT O'^
MORS BS 01
AG EC 7
E CH ED 07
ACCT •O**
AOM MGT Ob
E T Ob
M E •OJ
RSYCH 01
ADM MGT*07
HO SC
ADM MOT
K R A
MURS AA
ADM MGT
ARCH
ENGL
ADM MGT
R-DEnT
tNOL
ttO SC
ADM MGT
R P A
AGRON
MATH BA
AG ED
ENT
AG MKQH
S EU*EN
AN SC
MATH BS
07
Ob
08
hi
Ob
^k02
03
07
0<»
Si
OJ
li
03
tpu9»ND*ll
02
Ch Eu 01
03
EL EO
M E
It
i M 03
MATH BS II
WER S •II
ARCH
ADM SRV»
,
ARCH
MaTh BS «ME 07
Fow •OB
LUUC'NO*!!
maTh bS 07
W0N-0EG«i3
07
01
Ob
05
Ob
05
05
^l05
R R
T c
RO SC
^ Ep«Hl
EL EU
C E
ADM MOT
AN SC
HSYCH
^ In mot
HEAyiNO'U
ACCT Ob
AiJM MoT
AOM MOT
maTm as
^OOL
M E
EL EO
SPAN
E CH to
t Ch EO
E E
c Cm to
ti
05
U3
07
U^
07
8!
•CC'j^-T HUiL LllCn
it
EL Ew
aGm MOT
HOWT
f QH
AyM MoT
AUM MoT
HUMS ds
A4F INU
¥ UN
arcm
t t
HUNT
fOH
t t 04.
MAIM ttS 01
MeCUTCMEON CHARLES A
MCCUTCMEON HARRY C
MCDAnIEl DON R JR
MCDAN EL FRED CONNOR
MCOAN el JUDY ANN
MCDANIEL LINDA F
MCDEVITT DAVID A
MCOEVITT EUGENA ROSE
MCDEvlTT JOSEPH 8 JR
MCDEVITT RICHARD V
MCDONALD DEBBIE LOIS
MCDONALD ELIZABETH J
MCDONALD ELLEN RUTH
MCDONALD GREGORY E
MCDONALD HAROLD JACK
MCOONALU HEYWARD K
MCDONALU JAMES H
MCDONALD MARY C
MCDONALD REBECCA L£E
MCDONALD ROBERT I
MCyONALD RObERT J
MCDONALU RObERT W
MCDONALD TIMOTHY P
MCDONOUGH JOSEPH
MCDUNUUGH ThOMAS R
MCOOUGALU GEORGE R
MCDUW JOHN MARTIN
MCDOW PRESrON C JR
MCDOWELL BARBARA ANN
MCDOWELL CInDy LYNN
MCDOWELL DEBRA LEE
MCDOWELL ELIZABETH M
MCDOWELL GREG RITNER
MCDOWELL ROBERT LEX
MCEACHERN C LEE JR
MCELHANNUN DENNIS E
MCElMURRAY a NELL
mCELvEEn RUBIN RAE
MCELVEEN wiLSON A
MCELwEE JOSEPH
MCEWAN LlLEEN MARY
MCFADDEN DAWN BEE
MCFADUEN LOIS JEAN
MCFADDEN SHARON E
MCFALL RUSSELL A
MCFALLS JAMES BARRY
MCFARLANE UIANNE
MCGAHEY ROBERT J JR
MCGaRR CHRISTOPHER S
mCGEAChIE BARBARA S
MCGEaCHIE MiCMAEL
MCGEE HELEN E
mCGEE JAMES A
MCGEE L tUGENE JR
MCGEE SARA LOUISE
MCGHEE DAVID WAYNE
MCGHEE MELANIE JOAN
MCGlLL bENJAMIN N
MCGIlL JULIA ANN
LL MiRlAM RUTH
LL PATRICIA ANN
LL HAYMUNO K
NNib U GREGORY
NnIs J CARSON
NNlb KEviN L
NTY E L£JGH
NTY RUPERT A
UwEnS OwENOOLYN U
MCGRAUY MICHAEL M
mCGRaTh frank EDWARD
MCGRATh MAROARET a
GRATH MICHAEL F
GRAW bARRY SCOTT
G«AW TLRl WYN
GKEOOK JOHN ULMER
GREW DAViU MICHAEL
GREW SHERMAN ROBT
GOFFEt MiCHAEL G
GUOAN bULK DAVID
GulRt UAVID H
:ii
GUIRL LLlZABETH R
NERNT f LYNN
NllRE ELIZABETH
NfusM uIaIe B
NIYNE DEBORAH
nTyre OLENN h III
NfYNE KENNA LET
NT YRt PAi
I
UL M
NlYRE SIEPhEN R
NVALt CYNThIa J
VER ANUREW WYCHE
VER SEAN «
tJONMN EHiN ELAINE
[KAY btNTMAM wALKER
(KAY MARK STEVEN
IkEE SMiMLtY ANN T
4 AOM MOT 07
U I M 08
4 AG M£CH 07
U
4 ADM MGT 05
4 AOM MGT 05
4 MORS BS
< AOM MGT
03
08
4 MORT 06
4 HORT 05
4 ADM MGT 03
1 CH BS
1 M E .§i
4 AG ED 03
4 AN SC
4 SOC
06
07
4 CH £ 05
4 ADM MGT 02
4 AN SC 06
4 BIO CH 07
4 R P A 05
4 PHYS BS 03
4 AOM MGT 04
I R P A
4 PM core n
4 ADM MGT 07
6 R P A
•J)4 SOC
4 HORT 05
2 ENGL
2 C R D
6 IN ED
042 AG ED
4 In ED 07
4 ADM MGT 08
1 MED T u4 IN EU-A
1 ADM MGT ,
1 PM CORE
5 ENT I
4 NURS BS 08
4 NURS BS 07
4 NURS BS
I FlN MGT
07
01
3 M E 01
1 AN SC 01
t r,'"
054 NURS BS
4 E E 04
itT 01
•Ji4 CR E
4 EL ED •07
3 B C 08
4 EL ED
4 AOM MGT
0.
03
1 t CH to
b RER S
•Ji4 MATH BS
4 W-ARCH 05
4 M E 05
^febl" 0506
4 HORT 06
2 C E 02
6 PER S
•Ji4 MATH BS
6 E E »li
2 PSYCH •03
b AN PH 14
1 ADM MOT 01
4 PSYCH 03
1 AGRON
a^ WO SC
4 PSYCH
^ E t
04
08
4 P-AWCH 03
4 CH E 03
4 EL ED 02
** NURS AA 02
1 P-ARCH 01
S EDUC-ND
11
b PER S
4 LP E
1 R P A ^1
024 FOR
1 FIN^'moT
4 eft E
05
01
06
I C E
I EL EU St
b ARCH
4 M E i>
2 E Cm E0«»06
NAMt - STATUS - COUHSE - CLASS
MCKELVE.Y ELAINE B
MCKENNA JACK F
MCKENNA JAMES L
MCKENNEY WM ANDRE*
MCKENZIE JOHN C
MCKENZIE LARRY M
MCKENZIE STEWART A
MCKIE UEBRA LYNN ^
MCK E MObERT ANDREW
MCK NNELL ROBERT S^
MCkInnEY ANNE GARNER
MCKINSEY TIMOTHY R^
MCK NSTER JERRY LEE
MCK SSiCK E SMYTH
MCKNIGHT CHARLES H_
MCKNIGHT HENRY EDDIE
MCKNIGHT RALPH N JR
MCKOWN FRANCES JANE
MCLANE CATHY DAVIDA
MCLANE DEBORAH ANNE
MCLANE MARY SUE PAGE
MCLAUGHLIN JOSEPH W
MCLAUGHLIN STEVE T,
MCLAURIN DAVID JR
MCLAURIN DEBBIE J
MCLAURIN GRACE L
MCLAURIN JEaNIE B
MCLEAN ROBERT M
MCLELLAN A LESLIE
MCLELLAN BEVERLY Y
MCLELLAN WILLIAM A,
MCLEOD BEVERLY SADIE
" CATHERINE L,
XEOD ESTON NORWOOD
" FRANK R
JAMES ALAN
JAMES G
JOHN S JR
MICHAEL F
HUBERT N
SUSAN RAE
MCLEROY ALAN JOSEPH
MCLIN LAURITA LOU
.MCLIN RAY ELLIOTT JR
MCMAHAN JOHN M
MCMAHON JOSEPH T ^
MCMAHON LESLIE ANNE
MCMAHUN MARGARETANNE
MCMAHON STEVEN WM
MCMANAWAY BRITTAIN L
MCMANUS LONNIE GLEN
MCMANUS LOUISE ANN
MCMANUS MARGARET LEE
MCMANUS NORMA FAYE
MCMASTER BRIAN C
J FLEMING
ALBERT H
LISA KAY
SUSAN T
NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
MCLEOD
MCLE
MCLEOD
MCLEOD
MCLEOD
MCLEOD
MCLEOD
MCLEOD
MCLEOD
MCMASTER
MCMEEKIN
MCMEEKIN
MCMEEKIN
MCMEEKIN
MCMILLAN
WM OUZTS
C MICHELLE
MCMILLAN JOHN ALLEN
MCMILLAN JUSTIN R
MCMILLAN LEILA LOVE
MCMILLAN NANCY G
MCMILLAN PRESTON S
MCMILLIN SUSAN C
MCMINN MARK LAWRENCE
MCMURRAY W EUGENE
MCMURRY MICHAEL A
MCNAIR JAMES M JR
MCNAIR WALLACE D
MCNAMARA JAMES P
MCNEELY STEPHEN C
MCNEIL RICHARD V
MCNEILL ANDREW b
MCNEILL GEORGE T
mCnELIS DENNIS J
mCNInCM m OwENS JR
MCNULTY AMANDA C
MCNUTT SAMUEL H
MCPEAK MARY ELISE
MCPEAK MICHELE ANN
MCPHAIL JANE RANKIN
MCPHERSON JOANN
MCUUEEN JALAINA J
MCQUOWN MARY M
MCRAE LYMUEL
MCREE TERESA LYNNE
MCSPADDEN C WAYNE
MCSPADDEN FELTON E
MGSwEENEY MARY B
MCTAMNEY MICHAEL J
MCTEER WILLIAM SENN
MCIIER ROBERT F JR
MCWATERS WM JAMES JR
2 NURS AA« 01
6 CH BS 11
4 ADM MGT 02
5 MATH BS
SE Sech
li
^ OB
^ FOR 07
4 S ED«EN 05
4 AG ED * 06
1 L E 01
h ADM MGT 05
4
4
GEOL BS
4 06
4 03
7 AG ED 11
3 NON-DEG
Ji4 E CH ED
4 NURS AA 02
4
g^J8iS^*ll
5
4
4 TEXT 04
I ENGR 01
1
Fin MGT
01
4 Ob
4 S ED OS
4 R P A Ob
4
FIN MGT
07
4 oa
2 IN ED-I^»04
4 dN SC
EC ZOUL
03
4 Ob
4 HORT 05
4 AN SC
FOR
07
4 03
4 M £ 04
4 ADM MGT 06
6 PHYS BS•U
4 C E Ob
4 HORT 07
2 E E 05
4 NURS BS 05
4 |?pK 024
4
07
Ob
4 BIO CH
NON-DEG
Ob
2 •12
4 PO SC 07
2 RSYCH 05
4 t T 05
4 30C •Ob
4
^kn^i
05
5 •11
4 R P A 03
4 AG MECH Ob
4 AG E 07
4 E E 03
6 EL ED •11
4 C E 07
I MICRO 01
4 MATH BS 06
4 AG MECH 05
4 tCON 03
4 ENGL 07
4 CH E 04
4 EC ZOOL 06
i R-ARCH
0?4 E T
4 FIN MGT 04
4 ENGL 06
4 ADM MGT 05
I ADM MGT 01
074 §0C
4 E E 04
4 07
4 hiIt Ob
5 EDUC»NU 11
4 t T 05
4 HORT 05
1 blO CH 01
4 S ED-PS 03
4 EL ED 04
6 EL ED •11
17 ENGL
3 NURS a; 02
4 EL ED 03
6 E E 14
4 acct 04
4 FOR 03
6 ADM SPV
:*H
CVS^Sii r 04
f w B •11
] E E 01
i <t ACCT Ob
MCWHITE JUDY ANN
MCWHORTER SARAH E
MCWILLIAMS ELIZABETH
MEADE ALVA A
HEADERS JAMES MORGAN
MEADOWS LINDA J
MEADOWS TOMMY C
MECKELNBUR6 SHARON L
MEDLIN M CATHERINE
MEULIN THOMAS EUGENE
MEEHAN JOSEPH THOMAS
MEEKER RAYMOND L JR
MEEKS DIXIE GLOVER
MEEKS LOUIS RONALD
MEEKS MARY JANICE B
MEETZE MICHAEL S
MEHROTRA SHASHI
MEHSERLE H JAMES JR
MEISENHELDER JOOEE L
MELANSON ROBERT A
MELARAGNO STEVEN D
MELENDEZ MARIA I
MELISSAS GEORGE A
MELLETTE GAIL DIANE
MELLIN FREDERICK J
MELOY CATHERINE I
MBLTER RONALD R JR
MELTON ANTHONY
MELTON HAZEL LEE
MELTON KERRI E
MELTON RICHARD V
MELTON ROBERT C JR
MELTON SUSAN P
MENDENHALL FRANCIS E
MENDES JOHN RANDALL
MENG DONNA JOY
MENSCH SHAUNA ANN
MERCHANT CAROLYN R
MERCK HUBERT WILLIAM
MERCK JOHNNY WAYNE
MERCK SHARON E
MEREDITH ALBERT R
MEREDITH KATHY D
~
~ CARL F JR
JAMES EDWARD
JOHN FLOYD
MERRI
MERRIT
MERRIT . _.
^
MERRITT JOHN WALKER
MERRITT
MERRITT
WILLIAM P
_ .
WM SCOTT
MERTZ TIMOTHY PAUL
MESSICK GEORGE H JR
MESSICK KIRK SIMMONS
METCALF TRACY LIANE
METROPOL JOHN HARRY
METTLEN ANDREW C
METTS DENISE M
METTS MARK LEE
METZ MICHAEL JAMES
METZGER CARL M
METZGER LAURA ELAINE
MEYER BARBARA JEAN
MGBO TONY IFBANYI
CHAEL ROBERT D
CHEL LAURENCE J
CHELS WILLIAM J
CHENER WM KISTLER
CKEL CHARLES CLARK
CKLER JOHN E JR
DDLEBROOKS MATTHEw
ESBAUER ViCKI F
LAM STEVEN GLENN
LES DANIEL ALAN
^LFORD RICHARD LEE
LHOUS ROBERT E
LLENDER JOSEPH R
hh^K
ANN MARIE
ATHENA LYNN
LLER CATHERINE E
LLER CELlA ANN
LLER CYNTHIA K
LLER D BYRO III
ILLER DAVID BRUNSON
LLER DAVID
LLER DAVID MICHAEL
LLER DAVID WHITNEY
LLER DENNIS RAY
LLER EDWARD W III
LLER EDWIN E III
LLER - •
-
ILLER
LLER
ELAINE K
GILBERT ALLEN
J GRADY III
LLER JACK E JR
LLER JACK Parker
LLER JACK R JR
LLER JANET C
LLER JANET
MATH BS
BIO CM
EL ED
EL ED
Wis-ST
ACCT
AG EC
FIN MGT
EL ED
FIN MGT
AG E
C E
06
05
07
05
hi
05
01
1i
ADM MGT^04
CH E
HER S
C E
M E
R-ARCH
NUTR
ADM MGT
21
H-ARCH
ADM MGT
W-DENT
HORT
AG EC
ADM MGT
NURS BS
ECON
I M
PSYCH
PSYCH
CH E
M E
ENGL
L A
HER S
MICRO
&C TCH
ENGL
AGRON
E MGT
AG ED
ECON
P-ARCH
'W
05
07
2f
Oi
07
07
^i03
05
06
02
05
^k03
Ob
03
04
05
03
03
01
•13
^NO^U
•11
06
05
•0511
•14
04
06
02
05
01
NURS BS
glCRO
MATH BS
AG EC
I M
NURS BS
ADM MGT
FOR
CR E
w B
CH E
HER S <
H-PHY T
AGRON
FIN MGT
M E
EDUC-ND
NON-DEG
FOR
P-ARCH 03
ENGL
I M
FIN MGT
BIO CH
FIN MGT
ADM MGT
E E
ADM MGT
ADM MGT
)^ii
"hi
03
05
HOf
.
ADM MGT
E T
ADM MGT
C E
NURS BS
EL ED *
NAMt - STATUS - COUHtJE - CLASS NAMt - STATUS - C0UH6E - CLASS
MILLEK JANiCE E
LLE« JOHN MICHAEL
LLEH JONATHAN MAHK
LLEH JUDITH
LLE« MM^KLI7ABETH
LLEH KWISTI S
LLEH NANCY ELIAS
' H dWAULEY
RANDAL B
HICHARO «
KObtHT A
LLEH
E«
EH
EW
EH
EH
lh
£H
HOBEHT A J
HOBEHT MORTON
STANLEY MIKE
SUSAN LYNNE
THOMAS N
• ILljlAM E JH
LL
LL
LL
LL
LL
LL
LLE Ml Ll
LLlKLN STEVEN
LLiNW UAVIU C
LLS ALAN DOUGLAS
LLS DEBBIE LOU
LLS tKlC HELMtR
LLS JAMES SCOTT
LLS JEFFEHY S
LLS LISA JONES
LLS ZACHARY T
MMS JOHN C
MMS ILLIAM DAVID
MS BAHBAHA LYNN
MS HAHULD JH
MS PHYLLIS C
NICK CATHERINE V
NICK GERALD ROGERS
NNlCK HlChAEL V
NTON ROGtR FRANK
NTON ROLAND 6
NUS KtJdEHT P
NUb MlLLlAM SAVAGt
SHOE SHARON E
tchEll Carey l
TCHtLL ChkISTuPhEk
TChLLL DAwN dOBO
TChELL G THOMAS
TChElL JACwUELYN L
TChLLL JtANNE
TChELL JERI LYNN b
TChELL JOS RICHARD
KImBERLY E
NURS BS
AG MECH
R-ARCH
MED T
ADM MGT
<30HT
tL ED
ACCT
In i\^
FOR
^OOL
NUTR
H P A
tL ED
MED T
06
Ob
%%
%\
07
•li
•a
'^
o:
\i
01
OB
§?
Ob
TCHtLL
mEllTC
TCHtLL
MiCHELf
H CARLTON
TChELL RHtTT K JH
TChEll RUBtRT H
TCHtLL "M H
TCHtLL "M M JH
XUN OKtGURY LtE
ZE JAMtS OALt
ZZELL HARK JACKSON
mOBLEY tUKARU C JH
MOBLtY ARTHUR JH
*^QlWt^ SYLVIA LOUlStMOCCTa RAChEL B
MOQICA mark ANTHONY
MOEDt L"ARLtS HUBERT
huGhauUASS NADER
MOIM AbUUL MAMlU
MUlw OLTm JtANNt
MOLES OMtNuAN ROHtRT
mOlTTOKIS PATRICIA M
HvLL J^HN TmUMAS
-JdtRT KELLY
A MARK RtED
lINuA JtAN
AHUi ANN
ALEAANDER
ART C
,r, . A.
.U\.
!b
•V t
ri
LYNN
B
I JW
wyouT
AlO
. UAvlU
)0o
IS
AkF iNO
ACCT
CH i
I CH ED
^OOL
HIST
ADM MOT
ADM MGT
AN SC
AG MECH 01
1 M 03
H P A Ob
ADM SPV»li
t CH ED Ob
ADM MUT 07
FOR •ii
CH E 04
t r •Ob
MATH BS 11
FIN MGT 0*»
WO SC 0**
RM CORE 01
BIU C^ 07
H-ARCH 01
EL E
01
§t
01
06
L t
1 NURS AA
1 C t
1 bOC
< CH E
1 I M
< E T
<» M t
<* AUM MGT
6 ADM SPV*
6 BOT
< M t
<* V. R OB
** MaTh BS 07
< In MGT 06
7 ADM SPV*il
< H E 0^
I BIO CH
i s ^".^^
6 bYS ENG
d C E
5 t MOT
h R-ARCH
< H P A
JNU[K
1 RO SC
**
* 5< R P A
< t CM ED
< T M
HI
b MICRO
< RSYCH
6 NUTR
** AG MkCH
ADM MOT
Od
06
11
01
85
11
01
14
OJ
OJ
01
04
07
II
H ECUN
your .
6Qh ja"
OUN JO'
AGRON
S ED-PS
M t
EL EU
Whys bS
^ IN MoT
^
OJ
li
OB
OH
m
r.
moon pamela vaughn
mooneymam m kay
moore alan edward
alan kent
andrea dale
anne prentiss
benson n jr
billy tillman
Charles Gerald
cheryl anne
CLYDE B
CYNTHIA A
CYNTHIA E
UONALO GREGORY
DwiGHT ASA JR
EDGAR RAY JR
tDwAHD CLAYTON
ELIZABETH A
MOOR
MOORE
MOORE
MOORE
MOORE
MOORE
MOORE
MOORE
MOORE
MOORE
MOORE
MOORE
MOORE
MOORE
MOORE
MOORE
MOORE
MOORE
MOORE
MOORE
MOORE
MQORE
MOORE
MOORE
MOORE
MQORE
MOORE
MOORE
MOORE
MOORE
MOORE
MOORE
MOORE
MOORE
MOORE
ELIZABETH
ELLtN M
FRANCES CAROL
FRANK ROBERT
FRANKLIN GREGG
FRtD ROBERT
FRED *M
HtLEN E
JAMES KEITH
JAMES KKILLIAM
JANET KAYE
JIM DERRICK
JOHN MONROE
JOHN P III
KAREN DENISE
KAREN MARGARET
KIM ROBERT
LARRY WAYNE
JR
FAWN
LtxlS J
LORETTA
MOORE LOUIE JAMES
LYNN CAT
MARGARET
MOORE OE
-- it GRACE
MARSHALL TRAPP
MARY ELIZABETH
MtYER WATSON
MICHAEL A
MICHAEL EUWARU
NANCY CAROL
NANCY E
PHILIP ROBERTS
RALPH UEAN JR
TtHRELL LANE
WILLIAM EHVIN
WM CALVIN Jft
MOOR
MOORE
MOORE
MOORE
MOORE
MOOHt
MOORE
MOORE
MOORE
MOOHt
MOOHt
MOORE
MOOHt
MOOHt WM FURMAN JR
MOOHtR KATHtRINt KiM
MOOHHtAD CHERYL A
MOORhLAD EVELYN KAY
MOOSE COHINNA D
MOOSt RICHARD M
MORALES GLENN B
MOHAN CHRISTOPHER S
MOHAN HAKRltT JANE
MOHAN PETER JAMtS
MOREY ELlZAbETH ANNA
MORyAN UANitL MCKit
MUROAW tKNtST JAMES
MORGAN HAROLD JOHN
MOROAN JAMtS SCOTT
hOROAN JtAN NIMMONS
MOROAN KATHLEEN ANN
mORoAN MARY MARTHA
MORuAN PATRICIA
MOROAN RUBtRT CONRAU
MOROAN RUbtHT MAHON
MOROAN SALLY E
MUHOAN SHAHON ANN
MOROAN WILLIAM T
MORlSUN UAViU WALKEh
MORUNEY SCOTT JOHN
WILLMORHELL MAR^
NOMvNU*
to It
MORK
MURH
MORR
MORW
MORR
MORH
MORR
MONW
MORR
MORN
MORW
MUWM
MURH
MORR
I AM
HOBt>
TtRESA LENORE
SON D LYNNE
MOHKiSON HAVMQND
MORTtN HiCHARO L
tL ED •!!
ACCT OBME 03
tNT 05
NURS BS 01
HER S •!!
ADM MOT 06ME 07
AG ED •!!
EL ED
tNT
Ob
SC 07
ACp
AGRON
RSYCH
HEADING*!!
MATH BS 03
16
•05
•J*
^OOL
ADM MGT
£ T
ARCH
tL ED
AG EC
PO SC
ACCT
ADM MGT
C E
NON-uEG»li
H P A 03
READING*!!
TEXT 04
MED T 06
ADM MGT 03
PSYCH 0!
AN SC 01
HOHT 'OB
L CH ED 05
FOR
EL ED
ADM MGT
E T
DY SC
EL ED
R P A
UARBARA JOY
CAROL ED«IN
UONALO mAYNE
Elaine latham
OAYLt BROnN
JAMtS M
JAN LEE
JOHN KE\
RANDOLPH R
.EWlS d
OAmN <•
06
07
03
05
0!
07
tC Z00L*12
HOHT 05
t Ch to 07m "^
HER S
tL ED
EL ED
EL to
^OOL
L E
ADM MGT
FIN MOT
MICRO
tCON
FOR
tNGR
SPAN
R-PHARM 01
FlN MOT
tL ED
tNOL
tL ED
ENOL
ADM MOT
tCON
ADM MOT
HOHT
M t
LH t
AUH MOT
AUM MOT
AN SC
IN MoT OB
i M 01
ED0C«ND»1„
MOT I„
AUM SPV»1,
L A -NO*
R P A
RSYCH
NORS BS
MaTm BS
•* AUM MOT
« t CH ED 05
•• E CH to 05
6 PER S •!!
•* HO SC OB
• il
03
•hi
Oi
07
06
01
1^
06
03
04
OB
01
06
07
03
04
07
Oi
07
04
Ob
Oh
NAME. - STATUS - C0UK6E - CLASS
MORTON CLAYTON S
MORTON GREGORY ALAN
MORTON JOSEPH MARK
MORTON WILLIAM C
XHAEL
AVID JR,
L MiC t
IL CAIN
MORTON wM O
MOSCATI PAU
MOSELEY CECI_ . _
MOSS CHARLES MARVIN
MOSS DANIEL LEE
MOSS GARY DEAN
MOSS JANIE LOUISE
MOSS JEFFREY STONE
MOSS JOSEPH w SR
MOSTOW ERIC ISAOORE
MOTISHER FLORENCE E
MOTTE CYNTHIA LYNN
MOULTON ELLEN DAVIS
MOUNTER JOHN L
MOUSSATOS VASILIANA
MOXLEY RICHARD ALAN
MOYO DAVID RANDLE
MOYD JACKSON T II
MOYO PICKENS KINARD
'ELAINE
C
MOYD TENA MARII
MOYE PATRICIA L_ .
MOYLE THOMAS MICHAEL
MUCKENFUSS ARCHIBALD
MUCKENFUSS CARL E
MUCKENFUSS JEAN
MUCKENFUSS JULIE
MUDGE DONALD NUBER
MUDGE LAURENCE C
MUELLER ELIZABETH C
MULDRO* CHARLES S
MULKEY MARK S
MULL DEBBIE E
MULLER BOYCE LEE
MULLIGAN WENDELL M
MULLIKIN JERRY L
MULLIKIN VIRGINIA S
MULLINAX CURTIS C JR
MULLINAX SHARON L
MULLINS ANNE KREGER
MULLINS SPENCER G
MUNCY GLENN
MUNDAY EARL BYNUM
MUNDAY EDGAR GRAY
MUNDELL DEBORAH A
MUNDELL JEFFREY L
MUNDELL LEROY L JR
MUNDY ROBERT M JR
MURDOCH MICHAEL EARL
MURPH IGNATIUS FEW
MURPhEY JANICE LYNN
MURPHEY LAURA ELLEN
MURPHREE JOE EDWARD
MURPHY GERALD FORBES
MURPHY JAMES GERALD
MURPHY JAMES STEPHEN
MURPHY JAMES W A
MURPHY KATHRYN E
MURPHY LESLIE C
MURPHY MICHAEL P
MURPHY RICHARD F II
ROBERT PENDER
STEPHEN RAY
TIMOTHY R
WM RADCLIFFE
MURPHY
MURPHY
MURPHY
MURPHY
MURRAY
MURRAY
MURRAY
MURRAY
MURRAY
MURRAY
ANN ELIZABETH
CYNTHlA P
DAVID J
ERViN H JR
JOHN HOWARD
JOHN PHILIP
MURRAY JOYCE LYNN
MURRAY LEIGH
MURRAY MARIE CAROL
MURRAY MICHAEL JOS
MURRAY MICHAEL PAUL
MURRAY MICHAEL VAN A
MUSEN KAREN ANNE
MUSGROVE JOEL M
MUZAL STEVEN JOHN
MYERLY BARBARA ANN
MYERS BETTY JEAN
MYERS CRAIG ALLEN
MYERS KATINA DAWN
MYERS KENNETH L JR
MYERS MARY CLAIRE
MYERS K SCOTT
MYERS KHETT
MYERS RICHARD KENT
MYJAK MICHAEL DAVID
MYRICK HOWARD ROSCOE
NABORS JULIE KAYE
NAGAMOTO GARY T
»L PATH
»«ARCH
MATH BS
»:10RT
ADM MGT
AG E
ECON
"IN MGT
8
•05CH E
ADM MGT 01
FIN MGT Oi
EL ED
AG E o;
BIO CH •!;
U
04
Ji
11
07
07
'ii
06
07
01
04
04
fXUTR
4C00L
AGRON
ADM MGT
R P A
HORT
ADM MGT
FIN MGT
Engl ^
Engl
ECON
ADM MGT
ACCT
AN SC
P-ARCH
FIN MGT»08
ENGL 02
B C 07
AGRON *\l
CH E 03
E CH ED 01
»*ER S •U
FIN MGT 01
ECON
ADM MGT
MICRO
MATH BS
HORT
PSYCH
P-ARCH
«0 SC
BIO CH
FOR
NURS BS
S ED»NS<
LCON
SOC
M E <
R P A
M E
E E
FOR
E T
IN ED
ADM MGT
iOOL
03
01
01
Ob
02
03
07
05
01
01
01
Ob
05
11
01
0101
07
Ob
01
Ob
02
0«»
o\
03
NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
NAGEL CATHY LYNN
NAIL RONALD WAYNE
NALLEY CHERRY ANN
NALLEY DONNA JEAN
FAYE
AINE
NALLEY PAMELA
NANCE JANICE L^
"
NANCE JOHN RICHARD
NANCE JOSEPH DAVID
NANCE LARRY DONELL
NANCE MARVIN WAYNE
NANCE SUSAN MARIE
NANCE TINA LYNN
NANNEY ARNOLD LEE
NARDUZZI DAVID R
NARTIC BARBARA JEAN
NASH UENNIS CHARLES
NASH JIMMY CHARLES
NASH MARIANNA
NATES PAMELA JUNE
NATHANS WILLIAM PIER
NATION DANIEL EDWARD
NATUSCH MICHAEL KARL
NAULTY SHERBURNE F
NDIELI ELLA MOORE
NEAL ALICIA ANN
NEAL ARCHIE KIM
NEAL JAMES ELLERBE
NEAL JOEY LESLIE
NEAL ROBIN BLAKE
NEAL r RUSSELL JR
NEALE GEORGE DOUGLAS
NEELY JAMES ANTHONY
NEELY RICHARD R III
NEELY SARAH BETH
NEFF CHRISTOPHER WM
NEFF PETER WESLEY
NEIGHBORS ALBERT LEE
NELSON BRADLEY HAYES
NELSON DAVID MICHAEL
NELSON ELIZABETH ANN
NELSON KEN MOORE
NELSON MARK H
NELSON MARTHA MCFALL
NELSON RICHARD
NELSON ROSE FlORY
NELSON SARAH H
NESBIT DANIEL MARK
NESMITH STEPHEN L
NESTER STEPHEN D
NESTLER CATHERINE C
NESTLER JOHN M
NEUHAUS HERBERT JOHN
NEW LAURA JEANNE
NEW SUSAN CUBBED6E
NEWALL »«M COPP JR
NEwELL PETER P
NEWELL WILLIAM C
NEWHALL MARGARET ANN
NEWHOUSE DOROTHY ANN
NEWMAN JEFFRY A
NEWMAN JENNIFER L
NEWMAN JOEL C
newnham calvin lee
newport donald jeff
;fer L
'"
D JR
NEwTON MICHAEL C
NEWTON JENNIf
NEWTUN LUTHER
NEWTON SUZANNE MARIE
NEWTON WESLEY HAROLD
NG LYSANUER
NICHOLS RUBY MYERS
N CHOLS SUSAN J
N CHOLSUN MOLLY
N CHOLSON WILLIAM C
N CKEL JANIS LANE
NICKEL PEGGY LEE
NJCKLES ANDREW WELLS
N CKLES GRACE ELAINE
N CKLES MARION C JR
N CKLES R BENTON JR
NICKLES SAMUEL L
NICOPOULOS C V
EDRICh RONALD W
NIELSEN UANIEL BOYD
•MER PAULA K
:MEYER CHARLES A
NIGRO CHRISTOPHER T
N SSEN CAROL ANN
NISTOK HEIDI LEE
NivER Charles Robert
Nix MARY ELIZABETH
N X SHtRRlE ANN
NNABUAKU IKEZUO G
NOBLITT AMY COPELAND
NOBLITT GOLDA RICE
NOCK wM bYRD III
4 NURS US 07
1 t E 01
3 EOUC-ND^
•J!2 R P A
2 E E 04
1 MATH BS
§>
4 CH BS OS
4 IN ED
6 FOR
02
054 tNGL
6 MGT
ofI ADM MGT
4 ECON 04
5 AG EC 14
1 ACCT 01
4 AN SC 08
4 ADM MGT 08
4 ttORT 06
I R-ARCH 01
4 ADM MGT 06
4 M E 05
4 HORT 05
3 NURS BS •Ob
i t^x?^
07
08
4 E E 05
4 M E 07
1 ADM MGT 01
4 ADM MGT 03
6 MAT E 11
4 WO UTIL
8f4 M E
4 5 ED-NS Ob
1 AN SC 01
4 ADM MGT 03
1 C E
8^4 CR E
4 M E 03
4 EL ED »02
1 CH E 01
4 C E 07
3 FR 06
6 E MGT »14
6 «ER S •ll
4 RSYCH »04
1 PM CORE 01
4 E E 03
4 M E 03
6 ZOOL »11
146 ZOOL
4 Rhys bs 05
4 FR 06
4 CH E 08
7 HORT •11
1 MATH BS 01
4 E E 02
4 S ED •08
4 MATH BS 07
1 ACCT 01
4 AG ED 06
4 W-ARCH 05
4 R P A 05
1 PM CORE 01
4 EL ED 02
4 IN ED •08
1 MATH bS 01
5 READING U
1 E E 01
6 MATH BS u
5 EDUC-ND•U
6 5CS-ND
6 9iH S :ii
2 I M 05
2 NURS AA 01
4 EL ED 05
I AN SC 01
4 EL ED 05
4 E E 05
4 AG E 07
4 ENGL 02
4 AN SC 07
4 CR E 02
1 E E 01
1 iOOL
4 5C T-BS 8i
1 ADM MGT 01
2 P-PHY T 03
I SOC
4 FIN MGT
01
03
1 RSYCH 01
1 SC T'BS 01
4 CH E •05
6 EL ED •11
6 EL ED •11
4 HORT 05
NAME. - STATUS - COUHbE - CLASS NAMt - STATUS - COUR&E - CLASS
NOEL OAYLA S
NOEL STLHHLN DAYTON
NOLAN SMAKON E
NOLAN TIMOTHY A
NOLTE KAHL STEPHEN
NOMIKOS UlON PAUL
NORHINOTON CHARLES Cj
NORR S BRYON LEE
NORR S UONALO eDmaro
NORR S FREOERICK K
NORR S JAMIE LOUISE
NORRIS NATHAN MCOUAY
NORRIS ROBERT E JR
NORTHERN WILLIAM L
NORTON ALBERT L JR
NORTON DAVID R
NORTON FARLEY M
NORTON MARC WAYNE
NORTON MARILYN CLARK
>ERT HOUSERNORTON KO
norvIlle Ernest m
norwoou richard e
novak james lee
novak linda ireene
NOVOTNY
NQWACZ
NOYES
NOYtS RICHARD F
NUCKLEb DAVID HUGH
NUNAMAKLR JANET E
NWNAMAKLH JERRY A
NUNN LEONAHO C
NUNNERY LYNN
NUTTALL BONNIE JEAN
NUTTALL kJChARD V
JR
»Y LISA ELLEN
:yk PATRICIA
JCYNDEE LOUlSf
NUZZACU JOSEPH D
NMOKOCHA Christian c
N^CZEPlK ANDRE* P
NYCZEPIk DAVID JON
NYE mAkoaRET JACKIE
NZE«I MEkCY NG02I
OAKES TAMMY DA«N
OAKLEY K ANTONIO
OBERhULTZEk GERALD
OBRIEN DANIEL HENRY
UBRIEN KtNNETH JAMES
UBRIeN SARA MCELROY
OBRYAN HUBERT THOMAS
OCONNElL PATRICK J
UCONNUH bRlAN E
OCONNOK DANitL P
OCONNOK KEVIN PAUL
ODEA KAThEkInE ANN
ODEA RAThICK f
ODELL ANOELA MARIE
UDELL KLLVlN 8LANE
OOELL MARY LUCY
UDELL KtbECCA i YN
odoh uAMiAN E r
>0M ALbERT EOwiN JR
)0M CONNIE Al ONDA
)0M MAWOLU BRYAN JH
ODOM JOmN EdkARU JR
ODOM JUMN TAYLOR
DOOM bItRHLN JH
UDOM wlLLlAM
OFFOH LMMANuEL N
OGbunnaya kalu IREM
OGBUEZE UUUbTn i
OGLE ANTmUNY WAYNE
ogl^ calvjn l jr
;ane m
a LEE
OGLLSBY KATmy moOMER
iy.,1 ^ ->M f TUMMlF M
TAl.O JOS
J EDObOR
.i^ACE C
ULb^'. wLUMot AWNOLD
ULCUIT J ANHMtM
UL /"AM (ilLLTAM walPh
OL ,AMT » H- '.n
OL ,AHT »• '. oE
WL ,SUN y TM
olTm m] ,lu
*t- -• IS
• f
"•It
OGLE Oil
uGlesby
MA JEAN
k FOR
< dORT
<» FOR
1 L E Oi
2 t E •01
** ADM MGT 05
5 AGRON 11
1 S-ARCH Oi
4 FOR Od
<» FIN MGT Ob
' U
^ AG E Ob
< EL ED 03
1 ?0 SC 01
< M E 06
OB
•06
<* FOR Oti
< R P A Ob
4 CR E 02
6 EOUC»ND^;
i fl OS
1 E e 01
5 AG EC 1^
2 DY SC •OS
<» NURS AA 03
2 ^OOL ^02
« LIB ART 0*»
1 RO SC 01
< RO SC 02
3 R P A OS
< ADM MGT 07
< FIN MGT 07
< CH E 07
U MURS BS 0**
< E T 0^
6 AKCH 11
^ ADM MGT Ob
6 RL PATH 14
1 ZOOL 01
< tJICRO 07
5 SCS-ND •U
h MATH BS 03
< PhyS BS 03
06
b MATH BS 11
t* ADM MGT Ob
4 CH E Ob
1 ACCT 01
6 hORT 11
< C t •Ob
< ACCT 03
M RO SC 07
2 ADM MGT 0'*
1 M t •OI
2 EL ED Ob
2 ZOOL Ob
t* ADM MGT 0**
< (1ICR0 07
< i ED«EN Ob
< FOR Ob
< In ED
2 LH E
uCi<»w« ytk'ily HAUC
< K R A Ob
6 AG ED •II
1 TEAT 01
< L E Ob
t* MICRO 07
H ADM MOT ObICE 01
1 M E 01
6 WEADINO^U
2 ArCT Qi*
6 EDuC-ND«il
6 PER b -ll
< Teat o6
<* ADM M(jT 06
« C E Ob
7 EDUC-ND^ll
1 I M Ol
«• FIN MOT 7
02
A 03
b AOWON II
b MOT bC U
b EDUC«ND»Il
<* ADM MoT 06
I In eu-i oi
: P83 '^"* 85
I R-AWCH Oi
<• i M Ob
« ACCT
< W P
OLSON JULIA C
OLSON STEPHEN M
OLSON THOMAS ALLEN
OMALLEY ROBERT P
ONEAL BARBARA RUTH
0N6AL BRIAN DAVID
ONEAL DAVID NORMAN
ONEAL GEORGE C JR
ONEAL SANTANA WANDA
ONEAL WADE FORREST
oneTll frank J
ONEILL KtyiN JOHN
OPITZ JUNE DAFNE
OPT JENNY ALLEN
OPT MARIANNE
GRANDER KELLY ANN
GRANDER LESLEY JEAN
ORBAN JOAN LOUISE
ORDERS DIANA SCHMITT
ORMAND JOE MEEK JR
ORNITZ BARRY LOUIS
OROURKE BRIAN JUSEPH
ORR KAREN DIANNE
ORR LINDA LOUISE
OHR RUBY GENETT
ORR RUTH BOYKIN
ORSER LURANA JOYCE
OSBEY MARGIE RUTH
OSBORNE PhIlLIP I
OSBORNE RONALD H
OSHEAL SHERRY ROBIN
OSMENT MARY A BROwN
OSTEEN ANNE GRAHAM
OSTEEN DAVID VERNON
OSTEEN wM MICHAEL
OSULLIVAN JOMN S
OSWALD CAROL ANNE
OSWALD STEPHEN G
OTT EUGENE LLOYD
OTTO LESLIE SUSAN
OUTEN VIRGINIA ELLEN
OUZTS DEBRA LYNN
MICRO
RL PH
Jo
07
BIO CH 05
N0N-DEG^13
NURS BS 08
R P A 01
»-ARCH 07
S EO-MA 07
MATH BS 06
C £ 01
bOC Ob
WSYCH 05
P-PHARM Ol
ECON 05
FIN MGT 05
EL ED 06
C E 04
CH E •l^
RO SC 01
ACCT 01
AGRON 05
AN SC
4QC
tC ZOOL
ADM MGT
AN PH
FIN MGT
OOL
- 05
05
14
06
MATH BS 06
PER S •li
D •II
07
D
1 M E
<* AG EC
In ED-
6 El El
4 ZOOL
4 IN El
•I
ADM MGT
ACCT
NURS
Ob
01
06
07
01
Oi
07
OUZTS JAMES SAXON
OVERSTREET BRaOLEY A
OVERTON JESSE BENSON
OWEN BOBBY WAYNE
OWEN CINDY JO
OWEN DAVID ANDREW
OWEN DAVID LELAND
OWEN JUDITH FORD
OWEN MICHAEL JAMES
OWEN mItcHElL BAIN
OWEN ROBERT ThUMAS
OWEN SHEILA ELAINE
OWEN SHEILA HULSEY
OWEN SHJHLEY MARISA
OWEN STEPHEN BRYAN
OWEN TERkI LYNN
OWENS ALAN DEAN
OWENS ANNE TAYLOR
OWENS BAHBARA EVELYN
OWENS L BRADLEY
OWENS CAKOLYN ANN
Owens DUNNA GUEST
OwENS JAMES LEE
OWENS JEFFREY HDOPER
UWENS JOSEPH EARL
OWENS LAWRENCE DEAN
OWEnS LEHOY FRANCIS
OWENS M ELIZABETH
OWENS PATRICIA W
OWENS ROBERT TIMOTHY
OWENS ROUER DALE
OWENS RUXANN
OWENb bTEVEN KENT
OwlNOb MARVIN A JR
OwlNOb PHYLLIS A
OWNBEY wILLlAM HARRY
OXENDlNL JACOB L
OXFUHU CUBB EDDIE
OZBUHN MICHAEL M
PACE CHARLES B
,
- _ BS
PSYCH 07
ADM SPV^ll
E T 01
HORT Ob
EOUC-NO^U
^ - 04
Ob
06
07
06
Oi
81
ii
03
03
07
Ob
11
01
07
07
03
t E
CH E
EL ED
HORT
ACCT
niORT
^OOL <
EL ED
OR
ADM MGT
T C
EL ED
AN SC
E CH ED
RER S
R P A
WON-DEG*
E b E
ADM MOT 01
FIN MOT^oi
02
PACE NiCHAMD M III
PACEWIC MILHELE ANN
HACK ALViN KaRdOLPH
RACK MiTLHLLL R
PACK :>AhA LYNNE
'AUoETT ^ATH
I OWYNRADOEFT KATk
HAUutTT LAUKA LYNNE
HApoEM NAlHANlEL JR
PADOE I T H MyNTER
PADUEfT WOBERT TERRY
PADOttI HOAANE L
PADGETT wAYDE HAROLD
PAGE BONNIE MARTIN
M L
ADM MOT
(^G EC 05
S ED Ob
HURT 11
SOC 06
I M Ob
ADM bPV«ll
ADM MOT 03
P b 07
EDUC»ND^li
For
LH E
ADM MoT
DY SC
In mot
NUKS AA
ENOL
«ICR0
tCON 0**
LCON 04
NURS BS 05
bC T«MA^04
NON-DEG»U
'i i
07
07
03
06
03
06
NAM£ - STATUS - COUHSE - CLASS NAMt - STATUS - COUHSe - CLASS
PAGE
PAGE
PAGE
PAGE
PAGE
PAGE
PAGET
PA -
PA
PA
UtBblE SUE
GiNGEH LYNN
THOMAS HOWARD
TKENNA JOY
WAOE DEAN
WM SIDNEY
SUSAN MARIE
NTER UAVIU C
NTEK DENNIS HOYLE
NTER JUDITH E
PAlNTErt MARK EDwIN
PA NTEH R UARLENE
PA NTER ROBERT H
PAINTER WILLIAM B
PAINTIN DAVID R
PALERMO ROBERT JOHN
PALM BARRY DUANE
PALMER CORDES P JR
PALMER ERIC FORD
PALMER GEORGE T
PALMER JOHN JOSEPH
PALMER THEODORE H
PALMIERI LISA JON
PAN JIANN HUEI
PANDIT ASHOK
PANSON UEBORAH J
PANUCCiO ANTHONY F
PAPE CAROL ELISE
PAPE JOHN HENRY
PAPPAS GAY BENNETT
PAPPAS ROBERT JAMES
PARADOWSKI SHARON L
PARDUE KEITH EUGENE
PARFITT STEVEN PERRY
PARHAM CRAIG H
PARILLO JOHN WILLIAM
PARIS CHRISTINE A
PARIS HAROLD SCOTT
PARK JACUUELYN W
PARK JOHN CONRAD
PARK KAREN ELIZABETH
PARK LILA PINCKNEY
PARK WM JOHN JR
PARKER ANNE CECILIA
ARNOLD L
BETH H
BRYNE JAMES
CAROL TODD
FRANKLIN C JR
HOYLE GLENN
PARKER
PARKER
PARKER
PARKER
PARKER
PARKER
PARKER
PARKER
PARKER
PARKER
PARKER
PARKER
PARKER
PARKER
PARKER
PARKER
JAMES CARLTON
iLTr
JOEY KEITH
JAMES WAL ER
JOHNNIE CLEO
JOSEPH PAUL
KAREN ANN
KATHY GRANT
MARK F
MARY ANN
_
MARY CECIL
PARKER PAMELA
PARKER RICHARD ALAN
PARKER RONALD B
PARKER SIDNEY LEROY
PARKER TERESA GAIL
PARKER VIRGINIA M
PARKER WILLIAM R
PARKMAN JAMES P
PARKMAN KENNETH
PARKS CHERYL DENISE
PARKS HAROLD MORSE
PARLER CHARLES OAVlD
PARNELL ELIZABETH E
PARNELL JOHN BOLT
PARNELL L DANIEL
PARONT PHILIP LOUIS
PARR CALHOUN BRYAN
PARR MARY PITTMAN
PARRIS CAROL ANNE
PARRIS JO BETH
PARRIS KENT HAYNES
PARRIS KYLE S JR
PARRISH CECIL GERALD
PARRISH EMMETT A
PARRISH LISA ANN
PARRISH MARY MARTIN
PARROTT ROBIN LESLIE
PARRY WILLIAM THOMAS
PARSONS CONNIE E
PASCALIDES ELEANOR M
PASUUALE JOSEPH B
PATE KAREN ELIZABETH
PATE MILTON E JR
PATE NANCY TILSON
PATE NORMAN MATHIS
PATE TIMOTHY EARL
H'
SICRO
HYS BS 05
EL ED
CH £
iCRO
ADM MGT
lOOL
lOOL
ACCT
FIN t
ADM ;
'li
05
02
05
81
MGT 08
^ SPV«11
MATH BA 03
A6R0N 07
E E U
MED T 01
ADM MGT 04
EDUC-tNO^lI
ACCT 04
tL ED •II
EC ZOOL 02
e E 02
CR E 05
ADM MGT 06
M E U
WEADING«11
SC T«BS 03
Ch BS 03
READING*!!
ZOOL 0!
EL ED
EOUC«ND
MURS BS
ENGL
In ed-v
GEOL BS
R-PHARM
I M
ENT
AG ED
MICRO
»ER S •!!
ADM MGT 07
E CH ED 02
ADM MGT 08
ACCT 02
fc S E II
AGRON 05
N0N-DEG»!2
S ED-EN 02
WURS BS 03
FOR 06
ADM MGT 06
E T 01
E E •OB
R P A 03
S ED*EN*!'
ZOOL
4N ED-I
MORT
ADM MGT
t CH ED
ADM MGT - -
EDUC*N0»!1
FOR 05
CH E 07
Ji
06
04
03
o\
03
0!
!!
08
08
oi
0!
05
Ji
05
08
PATEL ANJANI H
PATERNO CHARLES F
PATRICK ANDERSON LEE
TRICK FLOYD III
GEORGE CAREY
MICHAEL DEAN
RAY ERNEST
ROBERT L
SARAH MINTON
TINA JEAN
VIRGINIA J
PATSEL KATHY ANNETTE
PATTEN JONI LYNNE
PATTERSON ARTHUR G
PATR
PATRICK
PATRICK
PATRICK
PATRICK
PATRICK
PATRICK
PATRICK
4U
;iE
:e /
DA
BECK
BRUCE A
CHERYL C
CHRIS NI
DAVID A
FRANCES G
JIMMY LEE
JOHN T JR
KAREN LYNN
L DENISE
LAURA A
MARK F
NORMA J
PAMELA
RUSSELL P
.
DAN B
PATTILLO DAVID A
PATTON J ROBERT JR
PATTON JOE DALE
PATTON NOLLIE MOORE
PATTON RONALD KEITH
PAULLING GaTSIE ANN
pavlasek sharon jane
payF5e Carol anne
payne charles p
payne mark walker
payne mary e
payne virginia g
payne w walter jr
payton richard john
pazdan joseph martin
peacock charles h
peacock jeffrey a
peacock pamela e
pearce albert e jr
pearce anne cline
pearce christopher c
pearce genevieve p
pearlstine leonard g
pearman suzanne p
andrea dee
ann corelia
catherine "
cynthia s
PEARSON
PEARSON
PEARSON
PEARSON
PEARSON
PEARSON
PEARSON
PEBBLES
FRANKLIN M
JOHN DEWEY
ROBIN RENEE
LORI NAN
PECK CHARLES WALTER
PECK DONNA MICHELLE
PECK LYNN LOANNE
PECORARO ROGER P
PEDEN CINDY ANN
PEDEN DAVID MARTIN
PEDEN GREETA G
PEOERSON SUSAN MARIE
PEDERY TIMOTHY PAUL
PEEBLES JAMES J
PEEBLES LARRY D
PEEBLES WALLACE B
PEEK DONNA JORDAN
PEELER KIMBERLY D
PEELER PAULA JOY
PEEPLES CHRISTOPHER
PEEPLES MARGARET C
PEITZMAN CHARLES E
PELHAM WM HEYWARD
PELLIGRINO ROBERT P
PENA CANDIDA DEJESUS
PENA SUAREZ NELSON
PENDARVIS ANDREW H
PENOERGAST ROBERT J
PENDLETON JOYCE ANN
PENDRED RONALD G
PENDRYS JOHN PATRICK
PENLAND MELANIE K
PENLEY LARRY BOYD JR
PENNEBAKER EDWIN M
PENNINGTON JOHN R
PEOPLES JAMES C
PEPPER JEFFREY KEVIN
PEPPER WILLIAM W
MICRO •!!
ADM MGT 07
ADM MGT 07
TEXT
CH E
AG E
EL ED
NURS
^%NUI
EL ED
«ATH BS
R P A
R P A
MGT
SOC
REr
03!!
07
05
03
07
; 0!
II
§1
!!
06
02
ii
R S
FO SC 7
EL ED oi
EL ED 05ME 0!
»ER S I!
S E0*EN»!1
ACCT 07
B C 05
I M 01
1 M 05
PHYS BS 11
" MGT 01ADM
C E
S ED*MA
DY^SC
CH E
FIN MGT
6 S ED*NS
4 MICRO
E E
P-ARCH 0!
WL PH 14
E T 06
EL ED 01
E E 08
HURT 05
ECON 06
ADM MGT 01
£C ZOOL 7
WL PATH«li
E CH ED 02
SPAN
AGRON
FINCA ^^T 01FOR 08
PSYCH 07
S ED-EN 03
PO SC 01
GEOL BS 07
RSYCH 05
S ED-HI 03
ENGL 11
CH E 01
ENGL 01
ADM SPV»11
CH BA 06
Ch BS 01
C E 01
RM CORE 01
IN ED •U
EDUC»ND«ll
PO SC 06
E CH ED 05
M £
IN ED-V
ENGL
ARCH
C E
SCS-ND
CH BS
PHYS BS
S ED«FR
ADM MGT
S ED-MA
HORT
ECON
ECON
01
08
{{
03
*U
02
04
05
•11
14
Oi
02
05
03
03
05
01
NAME. - STATUS - COUHSE - CLASS
PEPPEKS ANTHONY C
PEPPEHS KAREN JONES
PEPPEKS MICHAEL L
PEKCY kJANlEL G
PtROut SHtlLA M
PEREA MAURICE R
PEREZ CAKLOS JESUS
PEREZ MAKlA ELENA
RKINS HENRY H Til
NS TIMMY LEE
TZ ALAN OAVIO
li MYRON KEITH
CK wAHREN JAY
N LEIOh ANN
RRITT MARY GAlL
iRRY
,RRY
.RRY
;rry
,RRY
,RRY
!rry
;rry
;rry
,RRY
,RRY
.RRY
NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
ttRAD ALAN
UEttRA C
OONALO GILBERT
Olenoa YVETTE
HAROLD
LAURA LAnTON
Patricia kay
WObERT DANIEL
SHELBY LAVON
?OMMY A
OMMY LEE
RACY
ISSOLANU GREGORY A
:TERS DAVID LESLIE
PETERS JO ANN wMS
PETEkSUN JOSEPH MOSS
PETIT ELlZAbETH M
petratuS nickie a
petruSLkICZ Thomas j
PETRy brlnj ai an
PETTloRLw DANIEL R
pEttIgrl*
PETTIGnEk
.OXEk
,GKtl»
ORE
,T
,TT,
TT,
;tt
,TT
,UN]
JANI
JOHN w JR
JOSEPH E
MICHAEL P
Thomas g
carol lavinia
C dARbARA ANNE
•U
•1-
o;
03
02
0^
Ob
03
07
•ITT DAbNEY SUSAN
A8E GUY MICHAEL
PH6LAN MARY CORBETT
dBS JANE CECELIA 7
LL PS ANUREA COBB 6
LL PS DAN HENRY **
LL PS UlANA MARIA <
LL PS ELIZABETH M 2
LL PS GARY THOMAS 2
LL PS GENA MARIE 1
LL PS JAS STANLEY <
LL PS KAREN SONJA h
LL PS KERRY M <
LL PS KIM MARIE 1
LL PS KUNTINA G ^
LL PS LiNDA MARY
ll ps mahk a
ll ps nancy v
llIps R mark
LLIPS HUBERT G
LL PS ROi^ERT IVAN
LL PS Susan e
LLiPS VICTORIA D
LPOTT TEKWy JAMES
LYA» NANCY M
LYAII wrAN HAYES
PHS NANCES IRENE
AZZA UUUOLAS
CClHiLLU CIRO ROY
ClNIlLU LLIZAbETH
LMCt H
EMCt T
anThonv
-'<NA C
-AMtjAHA R
: LiZABETH L
•'UOtWT CHHlb
MOMAS WAY
HIST
w d
WSYCM
R P A
ADM MGT
HIST
M E
^ P A
FIN MGT
S ED-»Ml«li
P-AHCH 03
ENUL 07ME OS
ACCT 03
E £ 03
ZOOL 11
WURS bS*Ob
FIN MOT 01
FOR
R P A
AG E
NURS bS
vr
4CCT
EL ED
S ED«NS»
RER S
ADM MGT
p-phy T
ADM MGT
t E
EL ED
MATH BS
ACCT
ENGl
P-PhY T
ACCT
NURS AA
PSYCH
MGT SC
AO E
Ob
Ob
03
OS
'\
07
06
II
u
"t07
07
OS
01
03
01
OS
I'*
01
S ED«NS»11
B-PmaRM 01h
NURS AA^O**
EL ED •OS
ADM MOT 06
EL ED
LNOL
P-PHY T
FIN MOT
IN ED-I
SOC
Al)M MOTMn MGT
REH i
H H A
C E 06
AUM MOT 03
ADM MOT 03
M t -02
H NUMS OS
6 iOOL
«• SC T«MA
Tmo'
ANN II
PlNNi
?«f.LMluf« OitL^£r jonaTmJn
«ORT
b T
FOR
AUM SPV»llME fl**
»H 07
« ,.«
IN tO-V
PINNER THOMAS A F
PINSON MARGARET ANN
INTO JOHN MIM JR
NTO ROBERT MICHAEL
H KARf"
" RLf
TTMAN NINA DENlSE
Ott
SANO
:£N ANN
MARK CHARl ,ES
TTS DAVID WAYNE
TTS HELEN
TTS JANICE LEE
TTS JOHN WILLIAM
TTS LEMUEL BERNARD
TTS MARTHA PRICE
TTS THOMAS E
PbANTE CAROLE JEANNE
PLATNICK KAREN LYNN
PLATT ANN DUVALL
PLATT MARGARET M
PLATT MARILYN L
PLATT SUSAN BYNUM
PLEMMONS ROdERT S
PLEMMONS ROGER ALAN
PLESS PAULA E
PLEXigU HARRY A JR
PLOWDEN CLAIRE E
PLOwOEN IRVIN y JR
PbOWDEN S EOriARD JR
PLUMLEY DOUGLAS R
PLUMMER DAVID J JR
PLYLER BUNDY BROCK
PLYLER GARY THOMAS
PLYLER WHIT H
POF REBECQA ANN
POFFENBARGER 'J I
POOLE
POOLE
POOLE
POOLE
POOLE
PQOLE
P(30LE
POORE
POGUE NANCY E
POHLMAN JAMES MARVIN
POLK DEBRA FAYE
POLK DwiGHT WILSON
POLK JAMES ARNOLD
POLK MARK BRELAND
POLLARD JACK MICHAEL
POLLARD KAREN 8
POLLARD LEVI A
POLLARD MARK ANTHONY
POLLARD NITA GRACE
POLLOCK MARGARET R
PONDER CHRIS ALAN
PONDER JUNE RAMPY
PONDER KAREN TERESA
PONG YUEN YEE
POOL CATHY DIANE
POOLE BARRY GENE
C DIANNE
CANDICE DENISE
CYNTHIA A
DAVID NATHAN
DERROl ANDRE
ERVIN BRADLEY
STEPHEN A
KENNETH A
POOSER DIANNE JONES
POPE JAMES CALVERT
POPE JESSE LAMAR
POPE STEVEN VERNON
POPHAM KIM LEYBORNE
POPOOLA BENEDICT
PORChER EDWARD C
PORCHEK JOEL P JR
PUROPATIC STEVEN J
PORT KENRIC EDwiN
PORTLR JAMES LUMART
JAMES R
JENNIFER L
JOHN TAYLOR
KAPPE MANUEL
KATHERINE L
LUCRETIA ANN
LYNNE GAIL
MAR^ ALLEN
POLLY ANITA
PUWTER RL8ECCA E
PORfER bTEHMANlE J
POStY ALMA ELIZABETH
POStY AKlMUH LEE
PpStY oeboRah QPOSTUN CHERYL ELAINE
POSTUi^ KULTUN C JR
PQSTUN JAML> EDWARD
PUSION ^LNNETH H
POSlUN KlMbERLYN M
ROSIuN MYKA ANNMuUoN HUBtwT EARL
ROStuix SUSAN OAYE
POTENTL JAMh^ M
POT TEW LtSLlE M
POTTLRFltLU JAMES
«L PATH
ADM MOT
^ b E
2 810 CH 04
1 PSYCH 01
4 WSYCH 03
4 NURS BS»07
2 (jICRO 05
4 ENGL 03
U EL ED Ob
{ n ""^ §{
6 REA01NG»11
6 E E 11
RO SC 05
RSYCN 01
R P A 05
CH E
NURS AA
R P A
M E
t E
ADM MGT
M E
t* AG EC
** iOOL
ECON
M E
EL ED
AN PH
MATH BA
9 £EL ED
t, M
tllST
3
6
6
6
7
6
1
<* RSYCH
AN SC
S EO«HI
NURS BS
ENGL
MATH BS*11
MATH BS*il
S ED«EN 04
1
!
01
03
§^
^
§1
•08
07
•11
1^
OS
•11
07
•M
•11
01
04
04
07
Oi
07
03
C R P
EL ED
C E
NURS BS 07
02
EL ED
R P A
R P A
ADM MGT
IN ED-V
AG MECH
E E
NURS BS^l
R P A
< LIB ART
<* PSYCH
^ ^ ^
<* TEAT
4 C E
'* 9 ^
(» Ch E
<* PO SC
< LH E
< MATH BS
<* LNOL
< b I
<» FIN MOT
7 tDUC«ND»ll
1 NURS BS 01
< FOH
1 CH E
< NURS BS
<* ADM MGT
I* NURS BS
5 MATH BS
< C E
<» E CH ED
* In tu-v
<» H ^ A
• FIN MOT
2 I M
1 MICRO
I NURS 8S
E E
JR
6 AiF IND
4 H H A
0^
02
04
01
01
•Ob
t,NOL 1
NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
POTTS JOYCE M
POTTZ WARREN N
POUCH IKILLIAM HENRY
PQUGNIEH JEAN
POUNDS KEITH RALPH
POWELL ALBERT L III
POWELL J MARK
POWELL JAMES KEITH
--
-_
-jiNE CRAIC
POWELL KAREN LYNN
POWELL JANIN f
POWELL MICHAEL W
POWELL NANCY K
PQwELL ROBERT EARLE
POWELL RUSSELL ALLAN
POWELL SUSAN LYNETTE
POWELL THOMAS GLEN
POWER F BENSON
POWERS JEFF ALLAN
POWERS JOHN CARL
POWERS KYLE ASHFORO
POWERS MARK S
POWERS TIMOTHY S
POYNTER SHEILA D
PQYNTON JEROME V
PRATER MARY ANN M
PRATER MICHAEL D
PRATER RAYMOND D
PRATT ELLEN MARIE
PRATT MICHAEL S
PRATT STEVEN W
PRESLEY REBECCA M
PRESSLEY LINDA ANN
PRESSLEY WM ALAN
PREVATTE KENNETH D
PREwlTT JANICE C
"~ CE ALFRED TIMOTHY
PRICE CARL WAYMAN
PR
ANN CRAWFORD
ANTHONY NEAL
CE COKER
PR CE UAV
N JR
ID CAPERS
CE UAVIO M
CE JOE REID
CE LAURA ACUFF
CE LUTHER MARTIN
" MIRIAM RENEE
PR
PR CE RACHEL FAYE
PRICE REBECCA I
PRICE RHONDA KAY
PRICE THOMAS E JR
PRICE WALTER H
PRICE WENDELL F JR
PRIDDY DOROTHY D
PRIOGEN ROBERT W JR
DMORE JERRY WAYNE
ESTER HORACE R
ESTON GEORGE E
NCE CYNTMlA KAY
NCE K MICHAEL
NCE PHILLIP S
PR
PR
PR
PR
PR
PR
PR
PR
PR
PR
PRlNGLt SUSAN LEE
NCE RHETT CHARLES
NCE STANLEE IRENE
NE ROSEMARY E
NGLE KATHRYN H
NTZ UUON W
NZlNGtR BARBARA C
STERNlK ELIZABETH
TCHARD TMOMAJ
"
PRUETT
PRUFD
CHARLES. J III
.?{
PRICE NANCY J
PRICE Pascal carl jr i
" CE Patricia joan k
PROCTOR UAVIO KiM
PROCTOR SARAH BURTON 1
PROCTOR TOBIN E 4
PROHASKA PAUL DAVID 4
PROKOP PETER PAUL 1
PROPST HARRY DEAVER 4
PROVOST JOANNE 4
PROVOST ROBERT E JR
KEVIN PICC
PRU TT DEBBIE JEAN
PRUITT DOROTHY V
PRU TT JANICE E
PRUITT JIMMY LEE
PRUITT JOHN CRAYTON
PRUITT VICTORIA C
PRUITT WM WARREN JR
PRUSAK STEPHEN M
PRYBYLOwSKi SHARON A
PRYOR MELISSA HUNTER
PUCHFERRAN RICHARD L
PULCINE CHARLES A JR
PULLIAM JENNIFER L
PULSIFER JOHN MILTON
SYCH
SOC
K^
FOR
CR E
In ED
FIN MGT
RM CORE
R P A
ACCT
CH BS
&-ARCH
C £
M E
CH E
PSYCH
ADM MGT
M E
ENGL
C E
CH E
C E
R-PHARM
CH E
AG E
BOT
M £
06
07
01
03
03
05
Ob
03
02
•?i
01
01
8?
03
W0N-DEG»i3
R P A 01
S ED*EN 05
HIST •!!
CH E 01
NURS AA 05
MED T 05
»SYCH 'Ol
ADM MGT OB
FIN MGT 03
AG MECH 07
«M CURE Oi
HIST •11
ECON 06
E A 07
ACCT 01
ADM MGT 04
ZOOL 01
h'' '
CH E
FR
E £
03
Si
05
01
READING»U
HIST
t T
AG EC
NURS BS
UY SC
ADM MGT
FIN MGT
ADM MGT
MATH BS
ADM MGT
WD UTIL
ENGL
ECON
ADM MGT
ECON
EL ED '
MICRO •U
NURS BS U
MICRO •OB
ENGL •!!
ACCT
HORT
ADM MGT
MICRO
FD SC
HM CORE
B C
t T
C E
06
03U
05
06
06
01
03
04
Si
05
03
03
07
11
01
06
04
Ott
03
01
06
02
06
NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
PURCELL BYRON LYNN
PURCELL KATME A
PURCELL MARK A
PURCELL MARK STEVEN
PURCELL REBECCA S
PURVIS TERRI RUTH
PUTMAN JAMIE GAY
PUTMAN PAMELA S
PUTNAM SUSAN DEE
UUACKENBUSH PALMER D
UUALTERS CYNTHlA LOU
UUALTERS THOMAS F
UUARLES C DERRICK
QUARLES GREGORY JOE
UUARLES NELL COOKE
UUARLES WM ALBERT
UUATTLEBAUM C EUGENE
UUATTLEBAUM EOWIN C
UUEEN OARLAND W
UUINN BRIAN PATRICK
UUINN CANDACE LYNN
UUINN RICHARD EDWARU
RABB JULIE FELICIA
RABB RENEE CHARMIEN
RABEY Evelyn paty
RABON FRED S
RABON JULIE ANN
RABON LARRY RICHARD
RABON RODNEY LEE
RABON VIRGINIA E
RACKLEY KAREN E
RACKLEY LISA KAY
RADER JAMES CREECH
RADLER JOHN A
RAOLER MARY £
RADLER THOS MICHAEL
RAEFORD HAROLD
RAFLO ALAN LOUIS
RAGDE JAYANT VENKAT
RAGER BERNARD EUGENE
RAGHIB RAGHIB I
RAGIN CAROLINE
RAGOn ROBERT CARL
RAGSOALE MICHAEL D
RAICHLE SUSAN BETH
RAINEY MARY SWANN
RAINEY ROBERT M
RAINWATER JAMES P
RAINWATER JANE A
RAKER RICHARD KARL
RAMAGE MARGUERITE N
RAMIREZ BARBARA J
RAMPEY BILLY JOE
RAMPEY CONNIE ANN
RAMSAY PAGE LEE
RAMSAY SHERI ANN
RAMSEUR EDWARD L
RAMSEUR MARIE £
RAMSEY BARNWELL S
RAMSEY JUANNA M
RAMSEY PEGGY OARLENE
RAMSEY PRISCILLA W
RAMSEY RAY BAREN
RAMSEY SUSAN RAY
RAMSEY WILLIAM MARK
RAND ANDREW ALAN
RANDALL DALE LEE
RANDALL GARY EDWARD
RANDOLPH JEFFREY 8
RANKE JANET RICE
RANKIN ALEX B
RANKIN JOHN WALTER
RAPP EDWARD ALBERT
RAPP P MARIE
RASCH THOMAS HECKMAN
RASH KATHY LAINE
RASH PHILIP CRATER
RASH RONALD VINCENT
RATCHFORU WARREN L
RATHBUN CHARLES A JR
RATLIFF WILLIAM L JR
RAWL ROSE ELLEN
RAY SELENA RENEE
RAY TIMOTHY PATRICK
REM CAROL DIANE
REAGAN ROBERT JOHN
REAMER L DONALD JR
REAMER SUSAN TAYLOR
REARDON CYNTHIA L
REASONOVER BARBARA A
REAVES DAVID THOMAS
REAVES RONALD
RECINOS ADRIAN III
REODEL OALE S
REDDICK tiRADFORD B
REDDING REBECCA LEE
S T C 11
* H P A
06
4 HSYCH
ii
04
1 ECON
4 EL ED
1 P-ARCH
Oi
05
01
4 R P A 05
4 R P A 06
4 AN SC 03
I ADM MGT 01
1 FOR
.
igCCT u
tl^'l tt
4 MICRO
4 P-PmaRM n
4 ENGL
02
05
4 ADM MGT 07
4 W0N-D£G«13
1 l?b''art
03
01
6 ADM SPV
•Si
4 PSYCH 03
1 £ £ 01
1 NURS BS 01
4 ECON 03
1 FIN MGT
4 ADM MGT
02
03
4 CH E 06
6 ADM SPV •11
4 tC ZOOL
5 BIOENGR
06
11
4 FIN MGT 04
2 CH BS 05
4 FR 07
4 CH E 06
4 ADM MGT 07
034 NURS BS
1 bORT 02
5 b S £
4 (5SYCH li
4 MATH BS 03
4 EL ED 07
4 ADM MGT 05
t s f°:^''
06
05
4 ADM MGT
1 ADM MGT
05
n4 ENGL
4 AGRON
Tl4 MICRO
6 BIOENGR •11
4 NURS AA »03
1 E £ 01
6 NURS BS »11
4 IN ED 05
4 EC ZOOL 05
4 tlORT 03
1 ZOOL
811 R P A
4 1 M
4 PO SC
07
03
6 ADM SPV »li
1 C £
^?T 1
032 MATH tiS
4 HORT 07
uv 0606
6 ENGL 11
4 ADM MGT 07
4 FOR 06
4 ADM MGT 06
4 AG E 06
4 ZOOL 05
4 IN ED 05
4 ADM MGT 07
< B C 03
4 ADM MGT 04
: HIST
Ji
01
4 B C 06
4 FIN MOT 02
6 MICRO
l\4 L CH ED
6 RL PATH 11
4 R P A 03
NAML - STATUS - COUKfjE - CLASS
HEOMONU
REDMONU
.Dwguu
>EC& W
;ed an
,EU dHAULtr
EU OAViU
KE
KEDFEAHN «OdERT DREW
REDFEHN CECIL M
EDWARD JOHN
GERALD JAMESjOmn mark
WILLIAM M
LLIAM RAY
TA WALKER
WADE
ANDREW
ED MALAINE
ED RyStMARY
EU TIMOTHY JACKSON
EUER ROBIN £
EUY SHARON E
EL MARY MARTIN
REESE LILLIAN L
REESE LUKE ELOON
REESE MANY ELIZABETH
R6ESE RALPH BENJAMIN
REEVES BOBBY RAY
REEVES DONALD KEITH
REEVES OERALD A JR
REEVES JOHN HENRY JR
REEVES PAMtLA Y
REEVES THOMAS J
REGISTER SUSAN D
REIChERT CHARLES LEE
D UUYLE KIRK
U FREU wM HI
RE U OEURGE LEE
RE U RICHARD STUART
RE U WAYNE A JR
HE MtH MARCI joy
RE MERb MAHY MELINDA
HiL NHARDT LAURIE A
RELF DUUGLAS ELOON
RENEGAK JAMES D jR
kENFHOk kILLIAM T
RENSHAW DEbORAH JEAN
hENShAW STEvEN J
hEnTIEx:> kathryn a
wENTO KOdERT OAVID
wENTZ MAHY KEY
hentz timothy lee
hENTZ arlLLlAM ANDREW
hEN«ICk ChahlES RABB
kESCh JuLlt ROBIN
HESS Thomas ALAN
HEssEuuiE MM David
REuSS RmyLLIS hughes
hEvan hilhahu grant
hevEls chhistopher c
hEvElS MICHAEL
HEvIS JAMtS STEPHEN
REXHUDt JOHN TOUD
KEY MUMbtRlO G
hEyNOLUS HUGH MILL^^^
JEFFREY G
JUMN Ejuseph e jhjulie annjulIus m
PhIllIp h
HICMARJ E
Thomas j
ME 03
E E 01
ADM MGT^02
PM CORE oi
BIO CM Ob
E E 06
EDUC«ND«ii
0^
01
81
V
SPV^li
u
0**
oa
06
II
06
8?
8i
02
0^
05
06
04
u
01
02
07
OJ
03
01
03
CnT
ADM MGT
IN ED
MURS BS
I M
NURS AA
NURS AA
ADM "
»0 SC
AG MECH
Engl
MATH dS
E T
FIN MGT
IN ED-V
EL ED
NUTR
EL ED
S ED-NS»
ADM MGT
MICRO
PhyS BS
E E
El ED
EL EU
P-ARCH
^NQL
M E
ADM MGT
PO SC
ENGL
TEXT
PSYCH
ADM MGT
M E
FOR
ADM MGT
R P A
AfcF TnD
ftGRiC
R P A
ADM MGT
AG MtCH
H P k
ARCH
.OOL
HtYNULUS
hEynolus
hFynolus
hEynoluS
heynulus
hEynolus
rEynuluS
HEYNOLt/S
HMEA JUHN UUNLAR
HMtNtY BHUCE C
HritNEY TmEuDORE D
HflTNtHAHuT HUSEMARY
HhInEhakT SHARON D
r<Hlr,tbMlTH i t*YLYN
-'
'
-LN
Mr,.- ALAN
)AKoAh*A ELLEN
ahllne
—^l^i LEI ANN
iLdUR
^
AUSTIN
, ^^.AN lOVL
-ALlUN TmOMAS
.A»*oH^ A
,t JUStP»< MATTHEW
^.t•
• M {jyj'-nA^u
i ED-A
MATh dS
NOHS dS 01
H K A 0**
In iu'i us
ADM Hut 01
NUHS tti 03
AMLH OS
maTm bb 03
M t Ob
AlIx LEVI
AMY E
BENJAMIN
CANTEY M
CATHERINE
DAVID B
EDNA ROSE
EMILY ANN
KATHRYN
KENNE"
M EL/
MICH/
_
R DOUGLAS
REBECCA L
ROBERT A
ROBERT D
SHARON L
TOM MCGEE
WILLIAM H
YVETTE
HQRT
lYCH
NURS BS 04
PS
lETH^J
.AlNE
tAEL R
MORT 01
SC T«CH 12
EL ED 07
FOR 08
RER S •11
EL ED •11
MATH BS 11
^L Ji
SOC 05
ADM MGT 05
AO-NU
.JJ
iOOL
R P A
NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
CE WILLIAM THOS JR
CE ZACH WATSON
CH GRAHAM WATKINS
H TIMOTHY CLYDE
HARDS JULIE L
CHARpS KATHARINE W
CHARpS R JEANETTE
CHARDS ROBIN
CHARUS VIVIAN INEZ
CHaRDSON AD£LLA a
chaRDson
chardson
chardson
Chahusun
chahuson
chardson
chardson
chardson
chardson
chahusun
CHAHUbON
CHARDSON
CHARDSON
CHARDSON
CHAHUSON
CHAHUSON
CHARDSON 4
CHARDSON 4
CHARDSON 6
CHARDSON 6
CHBOURG SUSAN V 4
CHEY GLENN W 4
CHEY KAIHY JANE 4
CHEY ROBERT MILLER 1
CHEY SHARON L 4
CHMOND JOMN C 4
CHMOND SUSAN L 1
CHTER JANICE M 4
CHTER JULIE B 4
CHTMEYER LAURIE L 1
CKARD THOMAS ALAN 4
CKER SAMUEL F
CKETTS MICHAEL J
^ BUCK GRIER JR
USAN LYNN i
DOLE C DAYTON III 1
CYNTHIA ANN 4
DANA KAY 1
JAMES BRIAN 4
JAMES EGBERT 6
SANNA RUTH 4
JAME.S 4
tl
CKS
DDICK
D L
DOLE
DOLE
DOLE
DOLE
DOLE
DGE L . _
DGELL DONALD LEE
OGEWAY BRIAN F
DGEwAY MAHY E
DLEY JEAN PHILLIPS
ENEH JOANN MARIE
GG CATHERINE C
GGlNb DEBORAH E
GGlNS HEGGiA D
GulNS WALTER B
GSBY JENNIFER L
GSBY KENNETH M
GTER JILL ANN
GTER JOSEPH DONALD
KARU STANLEY T
KARU THACY ANN
LEY UAVID wlLLlAM
LLY HLNRY C
LEY JUHN wlLBUR
LEY MICHAEL EDWARU
LEY HAY A JR
LEY STEVE DOUGLAS
MLR JUE UOUGLAS
mEh MICHAEL SCOTT
MLS Susan k
NLHAHT MELANIE
NGEH OERALD EDWARD
NOUEST JLFFREY L
NKtH KATmhYN ANN
ON KiLLlAM LEE
UHUAN nARULD G
OHUAN H bUSAN
SLH UtdOHAH ANN
Sh tUwlN HARKHAM
SHEL CLAIHE LOUlSt
SiNoEH cInDY D
R TChIe JAMtS BRUTON
R KhIl wM bCOTT
H VtLL buSAN JANE
HlvERb AMY bUSAN
NivLHb bARdAHA ANN
HlvERb blEPHEN D
HlvEHb m dENTLEY
huaCh uunna FayE
HOALH bAHA LYNN
03
•08
02
06
03
03
11
07
05
01
0^
07
01
04
05
U
06
01
MGT 01
S ED-EN 03
RSYCH 01
M E ^04
MGT 11
03
•08
;ORE 01
{CM 01
FIN MGT 01
ENGL 01
IN ED»A»01
SOC
DY SC
ACCT
1 M
K P A
ADM MGT
tC ZOOL
tCON
E T
MATH BS
C R P
E CH ED
AOM MGT
6NGL
TEXT
dOT
S-ARCH
4 AOM MGT
3 PSYCH
HORT
{5m CC
R-AR(
•ARCH
ENGL
Ch BS
HORT
t r
C t
ACCT
01
04
03
§1
°
03
02
03
06
»SYCH 03
AIJM Ml»T 07
C E
SYS hNO
maTh dS
01
si
NuHS dS 03
1 CH E
< Qh E
4 AG ED
MtD
Lh L 05
AO E 03
^RAN 06
ENUL 01
AOM HOT 07
ML 53
b ED'MA^U
IN ED 02
NAME - STATUS - COUWSE - CLASS NAMt - STATUS - COUW^E - CLASS
«OACH VICKIE LYNN
HOAHK JEFFHEY SCOTT
KOBBA MAKK C
kOBB
NS ALLAN L
NS ANTHONY LINN
NS BILL MACK
NS DON KEITH JR
MS SAHa LOUISE
KOBB
ROBB
K06B
RQBB
kOBS - -
HOBB NS TEWESA LYNNE h
MOT
NS THOMAS R
HOBBINS TINA LYNN
KOBELUT UOROTHY JANE
HOBERSON LAURA JO
ROBERTO CATHERINE A
ROBERTS BARBARA ANN
ROBERTS BRUCE DAVIO
ROBERTS CHARLES H
ROBERTS CHARLOTTE B
ROBERTS UAVIQ EDwARU
ROBERTS UAVIO PAUL
ROBERTS DOUGLAS A
ROBERTS JOHN WiLLlAM
ROBERTS JULIA TAYLOR
ROBERTS LISA GAIL
ROBERTS MARY E
ROBERTS RONALD DEAN
ROBERTS VICKIE RENEE
ROBERTSON BRIAN A
ROBERTSON BRUCE W JR
ROBERTSuN Dale edwIn
ROBERTSON DONNA KAY
ROBERTSUN GINGER L
ROBERTSON JAMES T
ROBERTSON Kathleen a
ROBERTSON KENNETH M
ROBERTSON MICHAEL «
ROBERTSUN PHILIP E
ROBERTSON REECE A
ROBERTSON ROBERT I
ROBERTSON TERESA A
ROBERTSON TERRY
NETTE RUSSELL CROB
H08I
ROB
ROB
ROB
ROB
ROB
ROB
ROB
ROB
robInson DURwOOD L
' HT A
nS ERNEST A JR
NSUN A TALMAGE
NSON BARBARA A
NSON BENJAMIN M
NSON BRIAN A
NSON BRIAN LEE
NSON CHANDLER C
NSUN CHARLOTTE A
NSUN CONSTANCE F
NSUN pMlG
NSON EDDI
ROB
ROB
ROBINSON GEORGE R
ROBINSUN JANICE ANN
ROBINSON JANICE D
ROBINSUN KARRIE JO
ROBINSON LOU JOHNSON
ROBINSON MARK ALLEN
ROBINSON MICHELLE P
ROBINSON RONALD GENE
NSUN TnOMAS A
NSUN THOMAS G
NSON TIMOTHY M
SON GREGORY
ROB]
ROB
ROB
ROB
ROBLE KAREN LEIGH
ROBNETT BARBARA M
ROBNETT MARK EDWARD
ROBSON JEFFREY ti
ROBUCK JEAN MARIE
ROCHESTER LLOYD R
ROCHESTER MARY ETHEL
ROCHESTER MELBA LYNN
ROCHESTER RICHARD E
ROCHESTER SHARON R
ROCHESTER Thomas r
ROCK VICTORIA JUDITH
RODDEY LEILA DUNLAP
RODEFFER JAMES D
RODEnBErG JOEL KURT
RODESCHIN OENISE
ROOGERS BAK8ARA SUE
ROOGERS CHARLES C
RODGERS DAVID PAUL
RODGERS MARIAN A
RODGERS THUMAS JAMES
RODRIGUE EARL wM
RODRIGUEZ GUILLERMO
ROE PAMELA ANN
ROEBUCK PATRICIA
RUESCHEN JANICE A
ROESEL mELEn ANNE
ROGERS ANNA K
ROGERS ANNE MCCALL
ROGERS BRUCE LAYTON
n
E E 03
C E •Ob
FIN MGT 06
E E •OS
EL ED Ob
ACCT Qd
ADM MGT OS
ADM MUT^07
AN SC 03
AGRON 03
810 CH 0«»
LIB ART*02
FIN MGT Qd
NUTR •11ME 01
DM MGT 0<*
MTS-ND^URE ObME 03
NURS 6S 01
CH E
CH E
ADM MGT
ACCT
t £
EL ED
S ED#HI^11
blO CH Ob
jcgi -
WURS BS
ADM MGT
ECON
FIN MGT
MATH BS
EL ED
FIN MGT
MATH BS
IN ED-I
C E
ACCT
C E
FR
EDUC«ND*U
S ED»GE 06
£ E Id
EL ED Ob
E CH ED Ob
PER S •ll
Qd
07
0**
Ob
ii
ROGERS
ROGERS
ROGERS
R0GE8S
ROGERS
ROGERS
ROGERS
ROGERS
ROGERS
ROGERS
ROGERS
BRUCE WESLEY
CHARLES L JR
DAVID WAYNE
FRANK KENT
JAMES ALVIN h
JAMES LEE ^
JAN MARIE **
JANICE KAY I
KATHRYN MAREE 4
LAURIE JEAN 4
LAWRENCE K I
ROGERS LOU ANN 4
ROGERS MARY ELLEN 2
PEN PiTTARD 5
RICHARD ALAN 4
SUSAN MARIE <
TALITHA 1
TONY NEAL I
WILLIAM HENRY 1
WM ALLEN JR h
wM CLARENCE 3
ROGUS MARK STEPHEN 4
ROLLINS J TIMOTHY <
ROLLINS JOHNNY R 4
~ - - - :llis 4ROLLINS MARVIN
ROLLISON ROYCE
ROMEO MARY EDNA
RONE JANICE DALBY
ROnEMUS ANDREW H
RODNEY LESLIE ANN
ROPER CYNTHIA LEE
ROPER SAM FULTON
ROSE ANTHONY
ROSE CHARLES ALAN
ROSE CHRISTOPHER A
ROSE CLARENCE H
ROSE DEBORAH ANNE
ROSE DEREK KERSTAN
ROSE JEANNInE C
ROSE JOHN MARSHALL
ROSEBROCK ROBERT H
ROSEMOND JAMES M
ROSENLUND JEFF W
ROSENLUND KRISTINA L
ROSENWALD ELEANOR S
ROSENWALD JEFFREY R
ROSOCHACKI MARY ANN
ROSS ANNA ELIZABETH
ROSS CATHY MARIE
ROSS CYNTHIA
ROSS DAVID CHARLES
ROSS DAVIO CHARLES
ROSS FkED ALLEN
ROSS JOHN CHANDLER
ROSS KAREN TURNER
ROSS MALCOLM WILLIAM
ROSS MARILYN DELOR
ROSS PAMELA JANE
ROSS SUSANNA M
ROSS WALLACE CRAlG
ROSSMAIER JOHN F
RQTANN G LAwRENCE
ROTH ANDREW CHARLES
ROTH GAIL ELLEN
ROUTH PAMELA ANN
ROUX MICHAEL WILLIAM
ROWAN CAROLINE M
ROWAN MARK w
ROWE CARROLL D JR
ROWE CLAUDE B III
ROWE ELIZABETH ANNE
ROwE JUDITH ELAINE
ROWELL CHARLOTTE L
ROWELL JAMES ERViN
ROwELL STEVEN BRENT
ROWLAND CAROL C
ROWLAND JAMES WM
ROWLAND KENNETH C
ROWLANDS MICHAEL L
ROWLEY CHERYL LYNN
ROWNTREE JOHN F
ROYCE KENNETH wM
ROYSTER KAREN E
ROYSTER WILLIAM B JR
ROZIER LEIGH ANN
ROZIER TIMOTHY M
RUCKER ERICK
RUCKER JANET E
RUCKER PHILLIP RAY
RUCKER WILL G
RUCKMAN WILLIAM M
KUCZKU RICHARD A
RUDD PAMELA DALE
RUDD RONALD AARON
RUDDER TERRI LANE
RUDE NADINE JO
IP
E A *
t E
ARCH
HYS BS
BS
BSWURS
TEXT
S ED
fcL ED
ADM MGT
NURS BS
HURS AA»0,
EDUC-ND^l,
»0b
07
§i
08
Ob
M SC
•SYCW
FIN MGT
CH E
EL ED
PSYQH|L l^
to, BIOL
ADM MGT
ADM MGT
NURS BS
HORT
AN PH
ADM MGT
£ CH ED
HURS BS
AG
EL
ADM MGT
P-ARCH
ADM MGT
ED
ED
MGT
OS
03
01
01
01
Ob
Ob
03
02
05
06
Ob
Ob
It
03
03
04
01
03
05
04
04
01
06
02
03
Ob
07
R P
C E
ADM
FOR
I M
AGRON
CH E
ADM MGT 03
EDUC«ND^lI
FIN MGT 04
HORT 07
14
05
08
01
iOOL
Tr
-
ES 4
1 tN(
h In
1 S0(
BS
EXT
tL ED
Ch BS
ENT
ADM MGT
KO SC
MICRO
GR
ED-A
DC
4 CH E
M E
MHYS
^Q S
H-ARi
»0 Sl
IN ED-I
AN IND
R P A
£ E
CH BS
FOR
R P A
ADM MGT
R P A
E E
AG E
EL ED
NURS AA
ADM MGT
ENT
C E
IN ED
ZOOL
ADM MOT
S ED-PO
S £D»£N
ADM MGT
ADM MGT
R-ARCH
AN SC
AN SC
MED T
CH E
ZOOL
M E
R P A
SOC
05
Ob
l\
01
Ob
?l
06
Ob
08
u
07
06
14
Ob
04
03
03
01
04
u
Ob
07
Ob
03
Ob
03
08
05
^\
03
01
0§
03
03
02
03
NAMt - STATUS - COUNjjE - CLASS NAMt STATUS - COUH&E - CLASS
HUFF dOBtilt JO
KWFF CHAHLES RICHARD
HUFF JOHN DOUGLAS
HUFF KtNNY kAYNE
HUFF NANCY JANE
HUFF PAMELA MARIA
RULE MAROARETMA
HUMBLE SUSAN FERE8EE
HUMMEL DANIEL EDWARD
HUMNEY DAVID WAYNE
HUNGE EYLEtN MIRIAM
HUNION JAMLS BENNETT
HUNTON KAREN V
HUNYON JOHN EDGAR
KUNYON THOMAS R
HUOFF VAL WILLIAM
RUPPEHT CATHERINE A
HUSH ALAN FRANCIS
HUSH DEBORAH REINE
HUSH RICHARD DAVID
RUSHTON oAVlD ELLIOT
HUShTON DOUGLAS E
RUSHTON JANET E
HUSHTON H Patrick
HUSHTON SHARON £
HUSS THOMAS FRANKLIN
RUSSELL DANIEL C
RUSSELL DAVID ARNOLD
RUSSELL DAVID G JR
RUSSELL DOUGLAS M
RUSSELL JOHN EMORY
RUSSELL KEITH B
RUSSELL KEITH MARTIN
RUSSELL HObIn LEIGH
RUSSELL TIMOTHY J
RUSSELL WALTER hENRY
RUST JON PAUL
HUSZENAS ADA LOUISE
RUTH ANNE MMBERLY
huthehfdrd matt J
HUThERFOhD ulLLlAM F
RUThSATZ MICHAEL A
RUTLAND PAUL LEE
HUTLEDGE CYNTHIA L
HUTTEH VERNON M
HYALL JON HoGH
RYAN CHARLES E
RYAN KUttERT F
RYAN STEVEN CRAIG
RYAN hM THOMAS III
HYGLE JANET E
HYMAN GUY CHARLES
SACKt^TT SUSAN C
SADLtR MARION F JR
SAFTEH HARRIET T B
SALiM MOHAMMAD
SALlSttUHY BEVERLY J
SALlSBUHY ^ARLEY D
SALLEY JOHN ERNEST
SALLtr MARUUlS A
SALLEY nhETT CULLUM
SALMAN MELANIE J
SALMAN NASER NUR
SALMyNU bILLIAM
SAMPLE ^wlSTlNE JO/
SALTtH hENkt I
LAUH
SCUT
SAMPSON
SAMPSON T PAUL
SAMS MifMAtL EUOENE
SAMS SUSAN HATRTcE
SAMULSM JOHN MARTIN
SANbOWN hIChAWD KENT
SANLhELLI JOHN JR
SANUEMS ANOELIA KAYE
SANUEHS ANNETTA FAYE
>ANDL»<S BHAUL^Y t
SANDE«S uAvIO P
SANDtMS uEbOKAH LYNN
SANUt»<i> CHANCES H
SANDERS BMOMITTE
SANuERS olomTa jean
SANUEHS JAMES t JR
jEAr«< MAnIe
jOLl HOSSEk-
^IM LOWMAlNt
MAMoAWtT L
MICHAEL H
•»IlES m
^'ATMlru T
>'«1lIP REvIn
oI»t»< * L
Ul»tM H ,
UltH KLIL(« D
H P A
« S
C E
MATH BS
DY SC
C E
bORT
H P A
f%EC ZOOL
FOR
P-PHY T
ADM MGT
R P A
AN SC
ADM MGT
^OKS BS
ADM MGT
EDUC»NO«
? E
H P A
ZOOL|oc
§ ED«PS
ADM MGT
H E
M E
WORT
WURS BS
ADM SPV
CH E
< EL ED
1 FIN MGT
I ADM MGT
'^ H P A
1
6 ^lJ
* Ob
T 6
ugene 7
BIO CH
R P A
E E
T C
MGT
E S E
EDUC«ND«1I
E T •OB
GEOL BA
""
BID CH
KM CORE
E E
ADM MOT
EL ED
BIOENGR
CH I
ENOL
ARCH
ADM SP
NOKS BS
u»Il
07
0^
03
03U
•11
rli
I PSYCH
« BIO Cr
«• SC T»f
H
.MA
RSYCH
ENOR
ECON
tL ED
ED •!!
ZOOL Oi^^
ENT
E t
i t CH ED
I C E
H NUKS bS
h ^ In «oT
6 AUH SPV*
I aOm moT
«tM S •
t t E
hU«S
«f ACLT h
sane ROBERT NEAL
SANGIOVANNI MARK
SANIN ALFONSO E
SARGENT CHARLES
SARK MARY CRj
SARRACINO GE
SARTAIN DAVID EDWIN
SATChER ben WRIGHT
NE
sattenfield
satterfield
satterfield
§attehfield
.attehfielo
E ANN
APRIL M
D LYNN
JEFFREY
N JASPER
RHYS BS 1<»
ACCT oa
C £ 05
ADM MGT 02
E E 01
EL ED •II
IN ED-V 04
ADM MGT 01
MATH BS
SATTERFIELD RANDOLPH
SATTERWHITE MICHAEL
SATTERWHITE STEVEN R
SAUNDERS CHARLES V
SAUNDERS LESLIE M
SAUVAGEaU FRANCIS
"AVAOEAU MICHAEL R
SAVANT
SAVITZ
SAVITZ
SAVOLD
SAVORY
SAWYER
SAWYER
CHARLES
KAREN LEE
KIMBERLY
NANCY ANN
THOMAS MARK
DAVlD DIaON
JANE S
SAXE THOMAS KING
SAXTON KAREN P
SAXTON TERESA RENEA
SAVLOR CHARLES RAY
SAYLORS DE8RA LEE
SAYLORS MARY BURGESS
SCADDEN RICHARD ALAN
SCAGGS KEVIN ROBERT
SCALES JOHN MORRISON
SCANLON JOSEPH E
SCANTLANU ANDREW D
SCARBOROUGH NORMAN M
sCarbokough rutledge
scakborough shelley
SCARBOROUGH Thomas a
SCARPA EDWARD A III
SCHAEFER EDwARD H
SCHAEFEH JULIE MARIE
SChAFER mark ALAN
SChARNBEhG VIRGINIA
SCHAVEY ROBERT J
SCheer jane M
SCHEER PATRICIA ANNE
SCHELS HEIDI JOAN
SCHEMPP KATHLEEN A
SChEnkEwITZ JOHN R
SCHEPER JULYE ANN
SCHERMERHORN JEFFREY
SCHERZ KIMBERLY
SCHILLING MARK B
sChInoler KaTHRYN P
SCHiSStL LAWRENCE A
SCHLANK JOHN JAMES
SCHLISSLER PATRICIA
schmId lonny ray
SCHMIuT UAVID wARREN
DOUGLAS M
MATTHEW W
PAUL B
PAUL E
PAUL W
DER DONNA M
SCHMlUl
SCHMlUl
SCHMiTT
SCHMITT
SCHMJTT
SCHNElDt
SCHNELLE MICHAEL C
SCHNlBbtN CtBIE K
>CHOENHOLZ SCOTT M
SCHRADLH JOHN MM
SCHKtCK MAKY QlANE
SCHKtiNtN STEPHEN P
SChkEODEhS PAUL D
SChRODEh HILARY DAWN
sChkoeden a mIllIam
slmkoek john oavid
SCHOtTTt ROBERT L
SCHOLHOFtW SUSAN S
SChULT^ JOHN M
SCmULTZ KAHtN ALEISE
SCHuMHtKl UEWRILL E
SLHuMPEHt OLDRGt III
SCH«Ab LLUABETh T
SChwaRT^: DAvjD JAMES
SChbAHT/ JL^FR^Y T
iAhTZ STlPhEn J
•AKlZ TtRESA M
;H«LEHb CATHERINE R
MlCHAtL
HObERT D
,H»tHH
:hbEhm
;H»t iNtbNATtN MARK
pHulNN NOHMA B
lULLl ANGELO JH
i H
EDUC«ND*11
NURS BS^j '
ACCT
t E U
E CH ED OS
EL ED •ll
SI* •''
ADM MGT
B C
ADM MGT
MGT
M £
«ER S
II
01
03
04
OJ
u
•n
it
oz
ENT
Tin MGT
ADM MGT
ADM MGT 03
MATH BS OB
F In MGT 06
CH £ 01
NURS BS^OB
NON-DEG 12
bORT
ADM MGT
BIO CH
ADM MOT
ADM MGT
MORS BS
ZOOL
M E
LNGL
HORT
^ IN MGT
HORT
M £
R-ARCH
ADM MGT
FIN MGT
PR
1 M
MATH BS
ACCT
CH i
R-ARCH
4D0L
CH E
K P A
ADM MOT
CH E
CH f
HORT
E S E
H P A
OH E
Ao MLCH
MICRO
t I
AOM MOT
CH EIN MGT
N P A
^^
ADM MOT
FIN MOT
CH BS
Ob
07
11
if
J}
Ob
02
OB
Ob
Oi
•St
Ji
03
07
Ob
•Ob
0^
it
^i07
01
Vi
OJ
Ob
0^
07
Oh
NAME - STATUS - COUR&E - CLASS NAMt - STATUS - COUHSE - CLASS
SC06GINS ERNEST LEE
SCONZO THOMAS JAMES
AMERON BI<
ATMERINE '
BETTY JO
'
-'HOP
harles kevin
meryl green
wavid anthony
oouSlas D
;ott edgar leonard
evan carl
gary raymond
harry thomas
IZONAER L
JAMES J III
JEANNE CLAIRE
JESSE L
JOHN RISER JR
OTT KAREN LYNNE
KIMBERLY GAIL
MICHAEL EDWARD
RICHARD IRL
SCOTT STEPHEN COOPER
SCOTT VICTOR SHELDON
SCOTT WILLIAM N
SCOTT *M RANDOLPH
SERAPEK DONALD J
SCRIBELLITO GEORGE
SCRONCE CLIFTON EARL
SCRUGGS ANTHONY K
SCRUGGS MILES D
SCURRY CHARLES B
SCURRY RALPH RAYMOND
SEABORN GEORGE W JR
SEABORN JAMES L
SEABORN ROXANE
SEABORN STEPHEN M
SEA8R00K LEWIS E
SEABROOK WILLIAM T
seabrook wm benjamin
sealy cheryl ann
SEARS BENJAMIN STEVE
SEARS DEBORAH LAMB
SEARS EDGAR ALLEN
SEARS N CHHISTINE
SEARS RANDALL R
SEARS ROY BLACKBURN
SEASE JOHN C
SEASE JOSEPH CHARLES
SEAWRIGHT PATRICIA U
SEaY eric WILLIAM
SEAY jerry FRANKLIN
SEAY TOMMY JOE
SEBRIS CARL MAYNARD
SECHRIST DAVID RAAB
SEEBECK PAMELA ANNE
SEFFER MAUD ANN S
SEGARS EDWARD KENT
i
SE
BERT DAVID
DENSTKIQKER JOHN
LER DOUG EDWARD
HEL GARY BRIAN
TZ TIMOTHY EDWARD
SELF PAMELA NAN
SELIG STUART D
SELLERS JAMES ANDREW
SELLERS JULIA HALL
SELLERS ROBERT S
SELLERS wM T JR
SENN LOUIE H III
SENN MARY JANE
SENN ROBERT HARPER
SENN RONDA KELLER
SENTELL SUSAN ft
SENTERS JAMES FRANK
SEO KAOHU
SEO SUMiU
SERRA PATRICK THOMAS
SERRANO CARLOS M
SESSIONS CYNTHIA
SESSIONS GERALD W
SETH DEdRA ANN
SETTLE DAVID C JR
SETTLE DAVID M
SETTLES KUTH CABELL
SEWARD JAMES DONALD
SEWARD PETEhi NEwCOMB
SEXTON DAVID MICHAEL
SEXTON JUHN M
SEXTON HOdERT MARION
SEXTON TIMOTHY L
SEYMORE JUDITH GAIL
SHABAZZ AHMAD FAHEEM
SHABAZZ DORIS B
SHAFFER FLOYD S
SHAFFER LiNUA LEE
ACCT
lOOL
CH ED
8-ARCHICRO
07
03
SHAFFER SUSAN JENNIE
SHAKE JAMES JOSEPH
AN SC
FD^SC
i M E
4 ACCT
(* ADM MGT
< ADM MGT
<» I E
4 FOR
4 M E
MATH BS
?W
E S E
i M
tl
MICRO
EDUC»ND
S ED*NS
LIB ART
S ED
E E
EC ZOOL
I M E
6 AG E
4 E T
4 I M
I R-ARCH
I SOC
4 C E
I EC BIOL
(* Sort
ADM MGT
«ER S
AG EC
MATH BS
RO SC
R-ARCH
ADM MGT
EDUC«ND
SI
E E
t.L ED
EL ED
R P A
P-ARCH
ADM MGT
M-ARCH
MGT
EL ED
CH E
FOR
C E
C E
ARCH
ARCH
EDUC«ND*
R-PHY T 04
ADM MGT 07
R-ARCH 04HE 01
ADM MGT«OJ
R-ARCH OB
BIO CH
M E
ENGL
HORT
ARCH
EL ED
B C
K P A
EC ZOOL
ADM MGT
IN ED
EC BIOL
07
04
OB
06
05
03
07
05
01
03
n
05
01
06
03
OB
01
•u07
03
01
01
OB
01
06
03
06
il
06
04
Oi
07
05
01
Ob
§{
n
05
01
07
.ND«
tl
08
05
03
05
i\
04
Od
07
Ob
MATH BS 11
£duc-nd»iI
RER S •U
R P A 07
ECON 01
SHANKS MAX JA^
- " VENKAT
SHARPE GEORGE C
SHARMA ESH V
SHARPE MICHAEL G
SHAW JOANNE MARIE
SHAW MANCILL STEPHEN
SHAW RANDY J
SHAW ROBERT CuRTIS
SHEA DARLENE ANN
CHRISTOPHER
'
4 RO SC
4 M E
4 MATH BS
6 MGT
2 CM E
SHEALY
SHEALY
SHEALY
SHEALY
DENNIS GORDON
GARY NICHOLS
JAMES KLINE
JOY CAROL
LAURIE ANN
LUTHER FLOYD
MICHAEL LYNN
PAUL MARION
PRESTON S
ROBERT SCOTT
SUSAN M
TERRIE LYNN
WM ANTHONY
N
SHEDD MARION F JR
SHEDD SUSAN WRIGHT
SHEEHAN DEBORAH L
SHEFFER DANIEL B II
SHEFFIELD JENELLE F
SHEFFIELD L GLOSSON
SHELL MARGARET M
SHELL VIRGINIA M
SHELL W BERNARD
LINDA K
S RAYMOND
SCOTT CURTIS
llN
-
SHEALY
SHEALY
SHEALY
SHEALY
SHEALY
SHEALY
SHEALY
SHEALY
SHEALY
SHEALY \
SHEARIN HERBERT
SHELLEY
- -
.EYSHELL_
SHELLEY
SHELTON
SHELTON
SHELTON
SHELTON
SHELTON
SHELTON ROBE
BENJAM]
JAMES M JR
LILIE JANE
<EL RT ERI(
SHELTON WALTER HOMi
SHEN LONLI DAVID
SHEPARD KAREN E
SHEPHERD JAMES B
SHEPHERD MICHAEL wM
SHEPHERD RICHARD D
SHEPHERD SHANNON G
SHEPPARD ADELL MARIE
SHEPPS GERALD JAY
SHIPPS LAWRENCE ART
SHERARD GORDON 8 jR
SHERARU THOMAS A
SHERBERT MAX LLOYD
SHERER DEBOHAH LEE
SHERIFF CINDY A
SHERLOCK VICTOR A
SHERMAN DEBORAH S
SHERRILL DAVID S
SHERRILL MAX D JR
SHERRILL SCOTT A
SHERRILL STEPHEN B
SHERRILL TED ALLEN
FLET CLIFFORD T
H HUNG
NE Isaac sheldon
NE STEPHEN C
PES DERRELL ALVER
PMAN CHRISTOPHER
PP MILTON WILLIAM
RLEY MARY ELAINE
PATRICK A
STEVE CRAIG
THOMAS ROBT
WILLIAM A
SUSAN RENEE
SHOAF JOHN WILLIAM
SHOCKLEY MAHJA B
SHOCKLEY MELINDA B
SHONKA DANIEL BRIAN
SHOOK dOBBI LANE
SHOOK DAVID LEE
SHOOLdRED FRANCES E
SHOOLdRED MARY C
SHORES JAMES RICHARD
SHORES JOHN SNOW
SHORT JAMES M JH
SHORT KEVIN MICHAEL
SHORT WANDA LEE
SHOVLIN SUSAN M
SHOWALTER GEORGE 6
SHREVE KATHHYN M
SHKEVE THOMAS F
RLEY
HLEY
RLEY
RLEY
VELY
tl
In ED
RSYCH
mc
EL ED 07
MICRO on
bORT II
ENGR«ND»ll
C E 03
05
01
Ob
06
S ED-MA 05
RHYS BS 07
ECON Ob
BIO CH 06
ACCT •U
R P A 05
IN ED-I«07ME 11
E E 01
MATH dS 01
w d 11
E E 07
P-ARCH
AG E
ED
GEOL dS
HORT
ECON
SOC
d C
fil
EL ED
ENGL
ARCH
ZOOL
HIST
FIN MGT
ENGL
FOR
FIN MGT
LNGR
K P A
FOR
ACCT
ACCT
NAHt - STATUS - C0UK5E - CLASS
shue. ounna mari£
shulew elizabeth
shuleh michael brent
smulEh hebecca k'-- '
NAME STATUS - COUKSE - CLASS
.L ANOELA
.TS NANCY
MARSMUL
SHUL
SHWLTZABEKCjE . - ^_
SHUMPthT KICKY ALLEN
SHYCUrr faAKBARA
ELLAURA
R THOMAS
V FF BARBA L
ClLlA JOSEPH PETER
CKLES MARK DAVID
CKLlNb JAMES P
CKLINO JOHN B
EBtRT PATRICIA S
ERRA ELlbA MARIA
FFORO GREGG PAUL
FFORO T^WESA ANN
GLER KENNETH C
GMON nILMONT L
KES BARBARA ANN
LER JULIUS G IV
LLAY JAMES MICHAEL
LLAY TAMARA NAN
LLOnAY RICHARD F
MMONS BEVERLY A J
DAVID ALLEN
UOUGLAS D
MMONS
MMONS
MMONS
MMONS
MMONS
MMONS
MMONS
MMONS
MMONS
MMONS
MMONb
GEORGE WM
JAMES ALBERT
JENNIE R
KRISTI JEAN
MlHlAM E
N LLIZABETH
NANCY C
ROY DAVID
STEVEN WAYNE
MUN ABBOUO
MONS JUL I ANNE BELL
MUNS NEIL ROBERT
MONS KOBLRT
MONS KOBERT Evans
MPKiNb Floyd c
MRSON OARBARA ANNA
MRbON bRAu M
MRSUN bRENDA G
MPSON bRENDA SUE
MRbUN EMILY JANE
MPSON JUE PRESTON
MHSON MANY L
MPSON HATRICIA A
MRbON KOGER KEITH
MRbON kOY EDwIN
MPbOi* STEPHEN G
MPSON STEvEN R
MPbON VICKI MOORE
UAVt UARRELL
JAMtS MONROE
TE«ART
JOtL KEITH
MARVIN
MANY BETH
iMEMWlLL
bfEPHEN H
TmERESA ANN
TRAVIS M JH
ALIEK M JH
•AkwEN M
tLUON
N K«UNO ChEONG
nllaIk oavID G
NCLAIh mm ANTHONY
nulEk FKANK llOyu
NOM OONdiR
No« pakm Pal
NOLtlAHY MICmAEL U
NOLtTON JOAN
NULL I ON SOSAN K
htH OUNALU FRANRLIN
nkllh oeohoe dana
nnamun malTER B
NN^TT viCKl
PPtL LA«HtN(
" icl
SSLL !
STaml :
TtS uJi
MMON HATkICIA amy
b^ TImoTmy CM UAVTU
S STEPHANIE
ANt PERWY
TTtMLY KAKtN ANN
TTt^Lr ROmT t
TIoN boSAN VALERIE
SKtLluN oObrtY JOE JH
^KLLfOf* JOHN Tomk^V
iKfcTON JO''
SUtLION TH
SkElTon !. . .
SKtLlUN aH ^,
ADM MGT
ADM MGT
ADM MGT
E CH ED
WSYCH
MED T
NURS BS
ADM MGT
go^sc
FOR
AG EC
EDUC<ND ._
5 ED»MA 03
MED T 03
02
_ _ 41
CH BS •II
" MGT 01
02
06
05
0^
03
Oi
0?
07
03
'Ji
it
tU ED
RER S
ADM
ADM
R P
k ADM
i ADM
4 FIN
I FtN
MGT
A
MGT
MGT
MOT
MGT
A
** iO
H P
^?ICRO
tL ED
S ED
ADM MGT
ADM MGT
P-PHY T
ADM MGT
EDUC«ND«U
ACCT 07
i
M Od
I M 01
t.DUC«ND»li
C 02
E 06
ARCH 01
ii EDARCH
O**
Ob
ADM bPV^ll
07ZOUL
NURS
b E
ARCH
M t
i M
P-ARCM
H P A
ADM MUT
iT
M E
i M
NOHS
NORS
C E
HURT
fiJH
W R A
RSY
BS 03
II
05
05
Ob
03
l5
Bb»0<»
BS»oa
Oi
i1
07
a
03
03
tL EU •!!
NOMb AA Oh
H CM
*» >c T«M
h EL ED
U
TCRO
Om MGT
EL EU
'Ml:^
Od
0«»
05
SKEY UEBRA DiANNE
SKINKER SUSAN ELLEN
SKINNER ELIZABETH J
NNER ESTON W JR
NNER SANDRA DEE
NNER TERESA LYNN
PPER DOCK HILBURN
SKIPPER FELICIA C
SKIPPER SHERRY LYNN
SKIPPER TOY ANN
SKOM ERIK DANA
SLADE ROBERT ARTHUR
SLATCHER CRAIG S
SLATE CHARLES M
SLATTERY SUSAN P
SLAVIN DONNA JEAN
SLESSINGER ELLEN UE
CE JAMES MICHAEL
CE JERRY KlBLER
CE STEPHEN PAUL
FRANK ALAN
GH MM DUNCAN JR
SLOAN JOHN BENSON
SLOAN MARGARET E
SLOAN ROBERT A
SLOAN MiLLlAM A HI
SLOCUM KAREN MELISSA
SLOGER EVELYN IRENE
SLOTTJE UANIEL J
SMALL JAMES D JR
SMALL MAX POOLE JR
SMALL OSCAR JOHNSON
SMALLS EVELYN
SMaThERS KEVIN JOE
SM
SM
SM
SM Th BEATRICE
SM*- - "
SMITH bENJAMlN T
LEY ELIZABETH ANN
L|y JOHN F JR
LEY SUSAN JOAN
TH ALEXANDER T
TH ALICIA LYNN
TH ALMA JANE
TH AMY JO
TH ANDREA KAREN
TH ANDREW MARTIN
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SMITH ANDREW MYKLANU 2
Th ANUELA JO
TH AVA LORI
TH BARBARA KAREN
TH BERTIE J
TH BETH SIMPSON
Th BEVERLY D
Th bobby WAYNE
TH BRAD BROWN
TH BRIAN COLEMAN
TH BRUCE F
TH BRYAN THOMAS
TH CHARLES EDWARD
TH Charles keen
Th CuRlbTOPHER M
TH Cynthia a
TH CYNTHIA ANNE
Th DANIEL BEACHAM
TH uanIel M JR
TH DANNY AVERY
TH UAVlD K
TH UAVlD KEVIN
TH DAvIU WAYNE
TH UAVIE JOHN 111
TH UEANNA LAYNE
Tm UEbORAH KAY
TH DEbRA ROBERTA
TH DEYVONNE F
TH DONALD LAMAR
Th OUNALD WAYNE
Tm E LAwSON
Tm EhIC MICHAEL
Tm hancina annE
Th eWANKLlN J
Th uaRRIET wade
TH uAhY DEAN
Th v»EnE HOWARD
TH UENE PATRICK
iH otORUE G
TH UEuKUt NEwTON
Th OLtNDA BANKER
Th okaDY b jw
IH UhEGO ALAN
Th UKEUORY lee
)H HLHbCHtL P
Th HOwAWn fuGENE
Th jaluoElTnE A
Th JAMES GPEuORY
Th JAMtb ROBIN
Th JAmES SCOTT
ACCT
AOm MGT
MATH BS
ADM MGT
ADM MGT
POR
t CH ED
N0N-DEG*12
NURS BS 05
ADM MGT 05
E E •08
05
TH BENJAMIN RUSH H
A
ED*EN
PHARM
Po SC
E A
FOR
C E
EL ED
ACCT
AG E
P-ARCH
FOR
ZOOL
ARCH
ADM MGT
E E
E T
S ED-EN
fcNGL
ENT
E A
tCON
P IN MGT
MATH bS
ADM MOT
RM CORE
S ED
NUHS BS
FIN MOT
tCUN
AG E
MICRO
PL PH
R P A
F IN MOT
05
06
03
07
06
n
•J
,
,
'
01
11
Od
05
06
Od
02
06
05
Od
u
03
07
hi
03
Od
05
Od
I**
05
Od
H EC ZUOL 05
1 MJCRO 01
I FIN MOT 01
b b ED«EN»11
r-
- '
FIN MoT
PSYCH
PO SC
E T
Dy SC
tL ED
ADM MOT
MATH BS*
HORT
NAMt - STATUS - COUHSE - CLASS NAME - STATUS - COUHSt - CLASS
SMITH JANE LSTES 3 NURS AA O**
SM Th JANET nOPE < AN SC 07
SM TH JANET M H SOC •Ob
SM Th JAY K06EST
t
M E
^{iSM Th JtFFKEY LYN Rhys dS*
SM Th JENNIFER N H MICRO O**
SM TH JETTIE NELSON 6 READING*!!
SM Th JOANNE M « k^SYCM •Ob
SM TH JOANNE MArtlE h MATH dS OJ
SM Th JOHN Mill 1 FIN MGT 0!
SM TH NATHY JO d EL ED Qh
SM Th KENNA JEAN ** t CH ED 03
SM Th ^ENNtTH F
NENNETH LExIS
t* GEOL dA o:>
SM TH <« M E 03
SM Th KENNETH MARK 1 C E 0!
SM Tn LAMAR R 4 PO SC HSM Th LARRY K < ADM MOT 07
SM Tn LARRY MERLE t* C E Ob
SM Th LAUi^It V <* ACCT
FIN MGT
Ob
SM Tm LElANO ALAN I 0!
SM TH LINOA LEE t* ADM MGT 0<»
SM Tm LOTTIE LEE 6 EL ED •!!
SM Tn LOoIS RANDOLPH i* M L O'*
SM Th LOCIOS HUGH b ADM SPV^I!
SM TH LYNNt RENEE 1 El ED 0!
SM TH MARK ALLAN <4 31a 03bM Th MAHK LYNN ^ 0!
SM Tn MAkK n t* M E 07
SM Th MARTHA JANE <* AG EC 07
SM Th MARTHA L 3 ADM MGT 03
SM Th MARY ANGELA 1 gNGL 0!
SM Th
SM TH
MAkY FRANCES « tL^ED 05
MATTHE* JAY *» C E Ob
SM TH
SM Th
M] CHAEL CRAIG <» & ^ 0^
M CHAEL E 4 CR E 05
SM Th M CHAEL LYNN^
CHALL OMSTEU
I M £ 01
SMiTn M ** t A Ob
SMITH M CHAEL RAY H t T 05
sMITh M ICHAEL STAN I FIN MOT 01
SM Th NANCY KAY t* FIN MGT 05
SM TH NANCY LYNN H P-ARCH 03
iM Th OLIN kRaY b ADM SPV »!!
SM Tn ORLANUO FiYE
ORVlLLA JEAN
Pamela jEan
i HOKT Oi
SM Th b CH BS
JibM Th t* ADM MGT
SM Th PATRICIA C ^ FD SC 07
SM Th PATRICK MELVIN
PEGGY OaRLEnE
1 M E 0!
SM Th « R P A 03
SM Th PENNIE SUE P 7 CL ED Ml
SM Tn r<EdECCA ELAINE i HORT 0!
iM Tn REOINALD K 7 tOoC-NO •11
SM Tn RhETT HOPPER 4 K P A Ob
SM Th RICHARD CLYDE <* CH E 07
SM Th KObERT jOnNSON * R P A Ofa
SM Th ROdERT M <* Cn ttA •Ob
SM Th ROfalN LEE 1 SOC 0!
SM Tn KOGtR MARK 1 FIN MGT 0!
SM Tn konalu G ** P-ARCH 06
SM Tn kONALO WM b AGRON •1
1
SM Tn KOY LEE JR
koSSElL LAMAR
<
i?8ho
05
SM Tn H 03
SM Tn bANuRA JANE ^ NORS BS O'*
SM Tn JjnANNON lEIGH
antLDY LEE
i FIN MGT 01
SM Th I p-pharm 0^
SM Tn SnERi ANN <* WORS dS Ob
SM Tn SIbdALO M
STANLEY KEVIN
4 E T OS
SM Tn 1 CR E 01
SM Tn STANLEY kM ** MATH dS 05
SM Tn SltPnEN KEITH 1 PM CORE
FIN MoT S>SM Tn sTEVtN GIdSON h
5M Th SOSAN JO t*
P-ARCH
•05
SM Tn Thomas b jr ** 0<»
i>M Tn TnOMAS NEndATT H 0-
SM Tn VICKI LYNNE
VIRGLnIa C
1 FIN MoT 01
SM Tn 1 NURS dS 01
SM Tn VIRGINIA MAE 5 C R P 11
SM Tn ALTON ARIAIL
«ATT ELIAS III
<* I M Ob
SM Tn < t E 03
SMITn iLLlAM C JR <* R P A o^
SM ITn iNCnESTER 1 M E 01
bM Tn M JEKYLL < t E Ob
SM Tn h ROTnEL JR 6 PER S 11
SM ,Tnl»iL^ JONATHAN A t* ADM MGT 03
SMOAK DtNJAMiN JR t4 ?Sf 05SMOAK CnKlSTOPnER P <* Ob
SMOAK JA(x MARIONETTt i AG MECH 01
:sMOA^ JOLlA PEARL i* AN SC 05
SMOAK TERRY WAYNE 1 UY SC 0!
SMOLU «SNY LISA R 1 t. E 01
-SMOOTS SuSlE E t* NURS dS
tL ED
05
SMOTnLKS AMANDA H t* 05
SMYLY SINDY POAG H tL ED 05
SNEAO MICHAEL EDGAR I ADM MOT 01
SNELbhiUVt SANDKA L < NURS dS 07
SNELL kvjUNEY mark 6 CR E •11
SNELL IN Cj RAYMOND N <+ FIN MOT 0**
SNIDER ERIC M
SNIDER J MITCHELL
SNIDER JULIE MARIA
SNIDER PATRICIA S
SNIPES CiNDY LEE
SNIPES GtORGE DAVID
SNIPES JANICE P
SNIPES KAThRYN ANNE
SNiVELY NANCY CAROL
SNODDY PATRICK D
SNO* E«1C GEORGE
SNOndALL PETER MARK
SNOwDEN ELIZABETH M
SNYDER BRIAN ROdERT
SNYDER MICHAEL P
SOCHA HOLLY LEE
SOHN LESLIE ANN
SOLOMON PATRICIA E
SOMERVILLE MATThEm
SONIAT DU FOSSAT E
SONS FREDERICK L JR
SONS KATHLEEN LAUPA
SONS PEGOY TALLO
SOO*AL JEFF STEVEN
SOO*AL LEE ANN
SOREnSEN MICHAEL w (
SORRELLS MICHAEL S
SORROW JOYCE ANN
iCh^ - -
3 EL ED
4 Text
SOSEdEE MI(, , lAEL T
SOTOLONOO ROBEWTO
SOTTILE »M ALBERT
SOnELL ANTHONY
^ERA^l"
SOX jOYCtSOX Gt .0 WAYNETheresa
SOX LAORIE hOLLACE
SOX ROdERT WAYNE
spadafoka r lee JR
SPAiO JObEPn SNYDER
spann henry smith
spann richard alan
sparkman ann a
sparks jtnnifer lee
sparks laura e
sparks patricia
sparrow marjorie l
SPAONdOKOH DAViD R
SPEAR dRADFORO JAMES
SPEARMAN ANDREA LYNN
SPEARS LtROY OLIN
SPEARS S KKISTINE
SPEASE n JENNINGS
SPEED tDwARD A jR
SPEED REdECCA L
SPEER KKISTEN SuSAN
SPELL Chester s
SPELTS FRANKLIN L
SPENCE MARY LEE
SPENCER J JEFFREY
SPENCER MACY
SPENCEk kAElENE L
SPENCtK THOMAS R
SPENCER wAYnE F
SPERlINO PAMELA A
SPEROS JAMES LEO
SPERR LESLIE LOoISE
spigE'xlr wm Paul jR
LLAK rhunda sue
LLEk haul CRAIG
RES STEVEN T
TZ PETER L
TZ wlLLlAM LAWSON
vEY Elizabeth a
VEY JAMES CURRIE
VEY wiLLlAM LAMAR
^£1
SP
SP
SP
SP
SP
SP
SP
sponauGle Danny lee
spragul craig joel
SPRATLlNG JOHN L JR
SPRAWLS FRAZIER * JR
SPREnG DwIGhT S III
SPRENGER EDwARO J
SPRINGSTON oEORGE E
SPROw NANCY LEE
SPROILL RODMAN T jR
SPORGEON WM LESLIE
SvJUlRES DONNA M
ST PETER ROGER LEE
STAChOvIAK wm V
STACK MARY SHARON
STACK KICHARD DANIEL
STACY wM HENRY
STAFFORD KATHARINE E
STAFFORD SHERYL S
STAGo JAMES NATHAN
stagg Sharon anne
staggs phillip kevin
STahlSMITH ANNE
b CH E •!*ICE 01
1 NuRS dS 01
b ADM SPV^ll
t* FIN MGT 0<»
< t T Ob
< R P A 0^
1 tL ED 01
< ADM MGT Ob
7 MGT •!!
1 M E 01
1 M E 01
b 5 E0«Hl^lI
t* ADM MGT 0^
h SC T«Ph 0^
1 MATH BS 01
1 PSYCH 01
1 MATH BA 01
< FOR 03
<» M E 05
< PSYCH 01
1 dIO CH 0!
0^
Ob
^ tNoL 05
* NURS dS 0**
i MATH dA^Ol
< NURS dS 03
« C E 07
b ARCH I!
1 Q C 01
1 ShYS dS 01
< E T 03
4 MORS dS 04
4 PSYCH 05
4 FIN MGT 07
4 ADM MGT 02
5 tDUC«NO»ll
b S £D«tN^ll
4 I M Ob
3 WORT Ob
I ADM MGT 01
4 LIB ART 03
* PO SC Ob
5 tDuC-NO*ll
4 CR E 03
4 PhYS BS 0«*
< P-PhY T 03
1 FOR 01
4 ENGL 03
4 C E 07
2 M E 03
4 tL ED 05
4 ADM MGT 05
b 0ICRO 11
4 /^N SC 07
4 EL ED 05
< FiN MGT 03
4 ACCT 02
2 HIST •03
< MICRO Od
1 r S 01
b C E 14
< ADM MOT 02
4 R P A 05
4 AN SC 07
4 ADM MOT 07
1 t A 01
6 tCON 11
< FIN MGT 05
4 FOR 03
H P-Phy T 03
1 HIST 01
1 M E 01
;ooL 1
1
'Ob
4 ENT Ob
4 PO SC 03
b t E •!!
1 ^ IN MGT 01
1 t T 01
4 MICRO Ob
M FIN MGT Ob
4 M £ 02
4 tL ED 05
b PhYS dS I**
b R P A U
4 blO CH 03
< CR E Ob
4 E E 07
< dIO CH 02
4 PO SC 03
1 P-ARCH 01
I ENGL 01
1 AN SC Oi
< P-ARCH U7
b 4001
< C E
NAMt - STATUS - COUH&E - CLASS NAME. - STATUS - COUHSE - CLASS
STAKEM MAHTIN F
STALCUP OEORGE F JR
ALEY PAMtLA A
ALEY HICHARD HENHY
ALEY SMAWON LEIGM
btALEY WALTER LAI"
StALLlNGb CAROLYN
STALLINOS VINCENT
ALLWURTM LAURA
•AMPS TONY RANDALL
ANCr "
"
•ANC]
'ANUJ
ANU>
STANLEY C EUXARU JH
STANLEY UAVIO LEE
STANLEY JOYCE
STANLEY KENNETH R JH
STANLEY MMBERLY N
STANLEY MONON A
STANLEY TOO ALAN
STANSELL OHtGORY JOE
SlANSELL MICHAEL J
STANTON H KINNEY
STARLETON UAVIO S
stargEl oenton L
stargel j michael
STARLING T LOUISE
STAHtR TEhI ELIZABETH
STASTNY UAVIO KAYNE
STEAUMAN CLAYTON
STEAUMAN JERRY DEAN
STEAUMAN TOOO A
STEEU LtONAkU MARK
STEEO MAKY OLIVE
SIEEiJE WAYNE EUGENE
StEtULY JOHN DAVIO
SIEEOLY NANCY LYNN
STEELE ALVIN LEE
STEELE ANN MARIE
STEELE UiANNE K
STEELE MICHAEL JOHN
STEELE TIMOTHY
STEEN LAHSON GLENN
STEEN HANOY WILSON
STEEN RObEHT ALLEN
STEGALL LINUA SUE
SlEGALL STANLEY WAKE
STEOALL SUSAN LOLLIS
STEIFLt GEUKGE G
STE gekkalu Paula j
SFE GLLh MAWlA GAYLE
STE N wiLLlAM L
STElNdEKG MAHIS P
STEPHENS bLNNETT C
STEPHENS GLENN E
STEPHENS JOAN MARIE
STEPHENS JOHN H JR
STEPHENS JULIE RAE
sTEpmEns maRjqrie L
STEPHENS w bRlTT
STEPHENS HUBERT w
SIEHMtNS SANDRA M
STEPHENS WM MANK
SIEPhENSUN JOHN H
SIEPHtNSON ROBERT
STEPPE TAMMURa U
STLwnick mark JUMN
STEVLNS BONNIE W
SlEvENi UOUGLAS C
SlEVtNS UEORGE R
J HERBERT
LARRY R
ROUNEY
N BARRY J
^ EUwARU A
•i JAMtS H
i SAMUEL W
•. TriOMAS E
•jt'OAMiN
j.t--". L ShERLIENE
i £•*! CHANCES S
S »«AMt FWLULRlCK
Sf ,«AKt -ILLIAM J
S lwamT jn l M
STEVENS
STEVENS
n
YNN.•AMt RATHY L
,WANT lEE i
' LTNN A
MU0ERT M
SUSAN JOAN
IHEHtSA ANN
;«amt tmumaI t
.•Awt tlMuTMy
^BAMJ lONr KEI
.ART sM CLAYtON
[UMAM AM I MUM A
<» ADM MGT 0<*
2 PSYCH 05
1 E E 01
I CH E 01
NURS bS 07
FIN MGT 01
MATH BS 07
PSYCH 01
EL ED 06
ACCT 06
CH E 06
NON-DEG«i
FIN MGT
ENT
NURS as
AG E
P-ARCH
AG MECH
H P A
R P A
EC ZOOL
BO SC
ADM MGT
ECON
ADM MGT
NURS BS
ADM MGT
CH E
STIUHAM WENDELL B
'1
J
II
06
07
04
06
06
0"
02
03
^^
0?
01
6
1
J
07
NURS AA»01
blST
In ED
tlOHT
HORT
w
^DM SPV«1
CH E
WSYCH
IN ED-I 03
ADM MGT 07
PER S 'l
AG EC
E
•L ED
DHAM WM DOUGLAS
LL DAVID H
LL HUGH ROGERS
LL JAMES EVON JR
LL JAMES HAIR JR
LLINGER EARL M JR
LLWELL JEAN G
PE THOMAS NORWOOD
REWALT JOHN M jR
TH DEBRA ANNE
STOCKMAN JACOB E
StOCKSLAGER THOMAS S
STODDARD DAvID F
STODDARD LINDA J
ODDARD LOUISE H B
ODDARD MARK S
STODDARD MIKE YOUNG
STODDARD THOMAS B
StOFAN SCOTT HENRY
STOKES DAVID K III
STOKES DAVID WAYNE
STOKES ELAINE S
STOKES MARK REYNOLDS
STOKES MICHAEL L
STOKES SALLY LOUISE
STOLLEK DAVID GEORGE
STONE DAVID RIVERS
STONE JAMES A JR
STONE LILY PASCOE
STONE LINDA GAIL
STONE LINDA KAREN
STONE M ELIZABETH
STONE M REBECCA
STONE RALPH R JR
STONE HOSEANN EVELYN
STONE THOMAS EDWARD
STONER RICHARD DAViD
STONESIFER JOHN D
SIDNEY JAMES DANIEL
CLENISE A
STORMER CHRISTIAN R
StONlTSCH
)Ta J
<* ^ In MOT
h AOM MGT
7 LCON
STOUDAMIRE LETTIE JU
STOUDEMIRE STUCKEY J
STOUDtNMiRE DAVIO JR
STOUUENMIRE DORIS C
STOUT DAVID HAROLD
STOUT JEFFERY WM
STOUTE TREVOR OwEN
StOVALL JAMES H JR
STOwERS JAMES RAY
STRAIN BRUCE W
STRAIN ROBERT WM
STRANGE CHRISTOPHER
STRANGE DAVID EUGENE
STRATTUN MARY MURRAY
STRATTUN wESTON B
STRAUB RICHARD EMIL
STRAUSS SAM E JR
STRAWUERMAN DEBRA L
STRAWHORN JAMES WM
STREET JAMtS A
STREETER NANCY G
STRlBLiNG MICHAE
STR CKLAND CLAUD
SIR CKLAND DONNA L
STR CKLAND ERNEST E
STRICKLAND HARRIET N
STRICKLAND KATHY
STRICKLAND ROBERT T
STROCK ROBERT BERRY
STROM JAmES STEVEN
STRUM ROBERT RYAN
STRUM SUSAN CAROL
STROM IIMOThY ALAN
STRUMAN M ^KANKLIN
STROMAN KARLA JERvEY
STRUMAN MARK ALLEN
STRUNG CHERYL LYNN
STRUNG LUWARD ALFORD
STRONG LYNN C
STRUNU RUBlN L
SiRUUD UAVlD WALKLR
SIRUUU HLRBERT DEwEY
iTROUU MARK LAYTON
STROUD SFEVtN j
STROUP ShANL ROBERT
STROuRE hanuOlPh P
STRUbLL jamEs EywARU
StRUvE LISA ANNE
StUbbS UAVlU demrick
StubbS SlDNtY MARKtY
4 d C 07
5 AN SC U
4 E E 07
<» NURS BS 02
4 ACCT 0^
< E CM ED 02
4 ADM MGT Ob
6 W ri 11
4 M £ 06
<* ADM MGT 04
6 MGT 11
k WORT 07
4 E CH ED 03
6 ADM SPV'lI
4 I M OB
*SYCH 03
<* PO SC 07
4 HORT 07
4 AOM MGT 02
4 MICRO OS
4 M E OS
4 M E 03
1 M E 01
4 SOC 06
i* ADM MGT 02
4 ADM MGT 07
2 AGRIC 02
< C E 03
4 ADM MGT OB
3 1 M 07
4 NURS BS OB
5 MATH bS 11
6 C R P 11
< ADM MGT 07
4 SOC 07
<* AG EC OS
4 wD UTIL 03
4 ZOOL OB
4 FCOR 07
* SOC Ob
2 CH BS 02
5 MATH BS 14
1 rm core 01
4 EL ED 06ICE 01
4 HORT Ob
** HORT Ob
4 R P A OB
4 CH E •Of
4 ACCT 03
h R-ARCH 05
6 CH BS 14
4 L T 07
< M t •04
3 M E •04
** ADM MOT 07
6 READING^II
< P-ARCH 03
5 ENGL •U
6 tOUC-ND^U
4 L E 03
6 E E 11
6 PER S 11
1 AN SC 01
^ iOOL Ob
b tCON 11
* LIB ART 02
6 AG MECH 11
< MATH BS 07
4 LL ED 07
4 PC S« 03
4 M t 03
4 PSYCH Ob
< tCON 04
* R P A Ob
7 LCON •ll
2 In ED-I 04
< PSYCH Ob
1 ECUN
b A^F IND
3 E E
4 iN ED UO
4 E T 07
6 MICRO 11
<* ADM MOT OB
07
D 0^
< LC ^OOL OB
b AGRON i<*
< ECON 03
« H R A 07
1 1 M 01
!!
U I
'^ I '^
^ C E
< In ti
NAMfc - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
STUBER UAViO L
UCK JULIANNE
UCK MICHAEL W
UCKEY JAMES D
UCKEY MARK T
III
rUCKEY WILLIAM
---'A UEb
ruEBER mEIDI
ruEBEt
4 CH 6S 05
4 MED T 05
ZSVS *Ji
4 FIN MGT 03
6 T 5_ ..
J{A DENISE 1 NURS BS
UKES KATHY ANN
UKES TtRI LYNN
ULB MARY CECELIA
URGIS RICHARD A
URKIE JAMES AIKEN
StURKlE MICHAEL J
StuRR VANESSA LYNN
STURTEVANT SARAH B
StuRTEVANT THOMAS M
SUAREZ ERNESTO
SUAREZ EVA L
SUAREZ JOSE LUIS
SUAREZ MARIO
SOBER PIANNE HUTTO
SOBER JOHN FRANCIS
SUBLETTE CHRISTOPHER
SUDDETH BROADUS N
SUGGS UAVID GRAY
SUGGS FOREST DEWITT
SUGGS JAMES M JR
SUGGS JOHN MASON
SUGGS REBECCA ANN
SUGGS RONNIE JiMMIE
SUGHRUt JUDITH M
SUIT CHRISTINE OLSON
SUIT CURTIS DUANE
SUITS DAVID FRANKLIN
SUITS ROGER BRETT
SUJARIT CHUMPON
SULLIVAN DEBRA RENE
SULLIVAN JANET L
SULLIVAN JOHN M
SULLIVAN KATHLEEN F
SULLIVAN LESLIE
SULLIVAN MARIE W
SULLIVAN MICHAEL T
SULLIVAN ROBERT D
SUMAN KENNETH A
SUMEREL GARY WM
SUMMER KEITH EDWARD
SUMMER MERRIE DEE
SUMMER RALPH HAWKINS
SUMMERELL TERESA
SUMMERS RONALD L
SUMMEY JIMMY RAY
SUMNER UAVID TOY
SUMNER WILLIAM T JR
SUNDERLAND BRETT A
SURRAN WALTER ELLIS
SURRATT ALFRED H jR
SUTCLlFFt LINNIE R
SUTHER TAMARA SUE
SUTHERLAND FARRELL T
SUTHERLAND HAROLD R
SUTHERLAND HEaThER E
SUTHERLIN WILLIAM L
SUTKER LIBBY RUTH
SUTPHiN CHRISTOPHER
SUTPHIN ROBERT RAY
SUTTERLIN RODRICK M
SUTTLES JERRY LEE
SUTTLES S CAROLL J«
SUTTON JON JEFFREY
SUTTON PETER CHARLES
SUTTON ROBERT ALAN
SUTTON STEVEN LEE
SUTTON THOMAS D
SUTTON THOMAS DAVID
SWAFFORD CYNTHIA C
SWAILS EDWARD P
SWAIN WM E JR
SWARTZ PHILIP RAY
SWAYNGHAM BETH ANN
SWAYSLAND DONALD J
S*EAR1NGEN ELAINE
SwEARlNGEN GEORGE S
SWEAT ELAINE W
SWEEN JANICE CURRY
SWEENEY PATRICIA ANN
SWILLEY MARK SHERROD
SWINDOLL JOHN DEWEY
SwINDOLL ROBERT D
I P-PHt T 01
4 AG EC 06
4 NURS BS 05
4 S ED«FR oa
1 HIST 01
4 AG MECH 07
4 I M 02
4 ADM MGT 03
1 NURS BS 01
6 PER S 11
6 M E l<*
5 AGRON 11
4 H-ARCH 07
7 SCS-ND U
5 RER S -11
6 MICRO •11
1 FIN MGT 01
4 C t 04
4 CH E 06
4 M E 07
4 R P A 07
6 PHYS BS
SWINT LINDA DRIVER
"
:
" JENNlFEt
SWITTENBERG WM LONG
SWINTON IFER R
!l
03
SWITZER WILLIAM M
SWOFFORD JAMES w
SWORDS STEPHEN E
6 EL ED
4 IN ED-V 06
4 E A OB
1 M E 01
6 T-P-S 14
4 ENGL 03
4 FIN MGT oa
4 MICRO 07
4 EC ZOOL OB
1 P-ARCH 01
4 NURS BS 07
4 R P A 04
4 CH E 03
4 MATH BS 05
4 £ T 07
4 EL ED
1 MATH BS 01
4 NURS BS 05
4 AG ED 02
4 ADM MGT 03
1 AG E 01
4 C E 04
7 ARCH 11
2 C E 04
4 TEXT 05
4 R s oa
4 ADM MGT Od
4 B C 06
6 E0UC*ND»11
5 ENGL 11
4 ACCT 03
4 FD SC 'oa
1 E T 01
4 PO SC 06
4 M E •oa
5 MATH BS 11
4 AG E 07
4 ADM MGT 03
6 ARCH 11
4 ADM MGT 07
4 RM core 04
1 M E 01
4 FOR 12
4 EL ED 05
1 MORT 01
6 CH BS 14
4 R P A 04
4 R P A 04
4 FOR 07
4 tCON 04
4 R-PMY T 12
4 tL ED 05
1 R P A 01
4 ACCT 03
2 ECON 05
4 t E 06
4 CH E 07
6 EOUC«ND^U
4 ECON 03
4 AG MECH 05
4 R-UEnT 03
4 tNGL 03
4 t T 07
NAME - STATUS - COURSE
SWYGERT MARK STEVEN
SWYGERT SARA RAY
Sli<YGERT TIMOTHY KING
SYKES RUSSELL J JR
SYKES WILLIAM STEVE
szewczyk john frank
szymanski danuta Y
szymanski mark t
TABOR ALICE DIB
TABOR JOHN HOWARD
TALBERT DAVID M
TALBERT EMMA WEST
TALBERT MJCHAEL S
TALBOT MARK DUNCAN
TALLEY CHARLES H
TALLEY WANDA
TALLEY WAYNE KEMPER
"AM HENRY W
TANKERSLEY BECKY E
TANNEHILL KATHRYN
TANNENbAUM MICHAEL G
TANNER ALAN JOHN
TANNER DAVID
TANNER MARY CORINNE
TANNER MARY FRANCES
TANNER MARY KATE
TANNER MYRA LEE
TANNER ROBERT V JR
TANNER STEPHEN W
TANUUARY TERESA E
TANT CYNTHIA DIANE
TANT HENRY STEPHEN
TANTILLO AUGUSTINE D
TARLETON HARA NEAL
TARNOWSKi DAVID S
TARPLEY JOHN E
TATE JAMES TIMOTHY
TATE JAN LiNN
TATE MARIA MONTEZZ
TATE S CLIFTON JR
TATE VlCKl ANNE
TAYLOR ANNE MCLEAN
TAYLOR BARRY HAMPTON
TAYLOR BRYAN ANDREW
TAYLOR CATHERINE C
TAYLOR CHARLOTTE ANN
TAYLOR CHRISTINA F
~ " CLAIRE E
;RAI(
CLASS
IG JAMES
ON
Cynthia k
DAN wILS
TAYLOR
TAYLOR
TAYLOR
TAYLOR
TAYLOR DANIEL £
TAYLOR DONALD NODINE
TAYLOR DONALD w
TAYLOR EARLE RICHARD
TAYLOR EDMUND RHETT
TAYLOR ELIZABETH L
TAYLOR EMANuEL LLOYD
TAYLOR FRANCES L
TAYLOR FRANCIS 8 JR
TAYLOR G RANDALL
AYLOR GARY DANE
AYLOR GEORGE H JR
AYLOR GREGORY DEAN
AYLOR J CHRISTOPHER
TAYLOR JACKIE EMILYN
TAYLOR JANICE E
TAYLOR JOEL KAISER
TAYLOR JOHN DAVID
TAYLOR JOHN DAVIS
TAYLOR JONATHAN E
TAYLOR JONATHAN R
TAYLOR JUDSON REED
TAYLOR JULIA ANN
TAYLOR KAREN
TAYLOR KATHRYN MARIE
TAYLOR KEITH ALLEN
TAYLOR KIRK CHISHOLM
TAYLOR LISA LYNN
TAYLOR LIZABETH ANN
TAYLOR LYNN MURRAY
TAYLOR MICHAEL GENE
TAYLOR PATRICIA H
TAYLOR REBECCA E
TAYLOR RICHARD C JR
TAYLOR RICHARD MAYER
TAYLOR RICKY DALE
TAYLOR ROBERT E JR
TAYLOR SAMUEL D
TAYLOR SHERYL ANN
TAYLOR SPENCE MCLEAN
TAYLOR STEPHEN P
TAYLOR STEPHEN KENT
TAYLOR SUSAN K
TAYLOR THOf+aS EDWARD
TAYLOR VALERIE COViL
I R P A 01
4 AN SC 03
1 Ch e 01
4 CH E 06
4 P-ARCH 05
6 ENGL •11
4 EL ED 02
4 FOR 06
4 EL ED oa
6 ARCH 11
6 RL PH •14
4 fMURS BS • oa
4 MATH BS 04
1 1^" 07
'h4 NON-OEG
1 T C 01
4 MED T 05
4 NURS AA •06
1 ACCT 01
5 ZOOL 14
2 S ED
1 FIN MGT
02
01
4 CH BS 06
5 AN SC
l\4 MATH BA
i S\" 0102
5 « P A
li4 ACCT
4 J^URS AA 04
1 C E
§i4 AG EC
6 C R P 11
5 E S 6 1
6 E E •1
4 1 M 03
4 S ED-SP OB
03
01
2 MATH BA 05
4 NURS BS 07
4 P-ARCH 03
4 ACCT
1 S £D«EN
03
01
4 PSYCH 07
1 ADM MGT 01
2 E CH ED 01
2 M E 05
6 ENGL 11
1 ADM MGT 01
5 E S E
hi3 ADM MGT
1 CH E 01
4 FIN MGT 05
2 NON-DEG
hi4 NURS BS
1 MATH BA 01
4 L T 05
3 HORT oa
4 ADM MGT 05
4 C E 06
3 CH E 02
1 FIN MGT
§i4 E E
1 ENGL 01
5 AG-ND m4 CH E <
6 PL PH 14
4 K P A 07
1 ENGL 01
I ADM MGT 01
4 ADM MGT 05
1 P-PHARM 01
4 PSYCH oa
1 CH E 01
4 MATH BS 05
4 ENGL 04
4 NURS bS Otj
4 HORT 05
7 S ED-NS»ll
4 EL ED oa
4 1 M 06
4 GEOL BA 07
6 BI0ENGR»11
4 AGRON 05
2 X M •04
6 tDU^-NO-il
4 DY SC 02
4 BIO CH 07
4 t E
8?4 PSYCH
4 EC ZOOL 05
2 MATH BS 05
1 NURS BS 01
NAMt - STATUS - COUWbE - CLASS NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
TAYLOW
TAYLOK
TAYLOH
TAYLUhJ
TAYLOK
TAYLOH
TEAGUt
J|g^tK^.OHPH
VICKY DIANE
WALTEH N JH
WILLIAM H
WM UOUGLAS
nM TIMOTHY
zacmaRy lee
EUWAHO f JR
SALLY LUCILLE
AbTEK RAYMOND L
TEASttK TLKhI ANNE
TEDDER JLNNIFER LYNN
f>H BYRNE
CHRISTINE L
TEDFURD STEWART B
TEEL MICHAEL
TEETER KENNETH M
TEMPEL DAViD T JR
TEMPLE KEVIN M
TEMPLEMAN KATHLEEN A
tEMHLETON J CLARKSON
TEMHLETON MITZIE H
TEMPlETON WM RANDALL
tEnney juhn baker
tennyson donna oayle
TEPP RIChAKu JEFFREY
TERRY ELUAdETH S
TERKY JOHN UAVID
TERHY MAKlON JACOB
TEST FREDEkICK L JR
TETRAULT THOMAS M
TEuFtL TIMOTHY SHAWN
TEw STAN TERRELL
TEwKtbbUKY ELIZABETH
TEWKESOURY JANE M
THAChER JOHN EDMUND
THACKtR DEBORAH L
THACKEh HAUL EUGENE
THACKSTON ANNE wYSE
THACkSTUN hoYT kEITh
THAIN TnuMAS V III
THEILINO RONALD D
THtOS JLKRY NICHOLAS
THitKEK ALICIA CROFT
TH EkEK korhest H
TH ELKtK CUkTTs E
Th ess *M oAY
Tm open JESSE DURANT
TH OPEN MARY EMMA
ThOLSTkoP DAVID B
THOMAS ALlCt CHERRY
THOMAb bETSY BEALE
THOMAS BOBBY wAYNE
THOMAb CATmy ANNE
CHAKi ES EARL
ChEKJ jane
DLBOkAH LYNN
EMILY HOSE
OAHY STREETEh
jAMLb LAHRY
JANET VEVA
JLFJ- DAVlU
JOANNE M
JOHN A
JOHN A
JOHN FHANKLiN
JUUl LYN
JULIE LYNN
^iMotHLY LYNN
MANOAHET ANN
HAHY ESTHER
HULLY RUbBlNb
PAOL EDwaRD
KAOL GkAYSON
JHVAN
iHOHAb
KMOOA A
THOMAS
THOMAb
THOMAS
THOMAS
THOMAS
THOMAb
THOMAb
THOMAb
THOMAb
THOMAb
THOMAS
THOMAb
THOHAb
THOMAS
THOMAS
THOMAS
THOMAb
Thomas
THOMAb
THOMAb
^HOMAb KANUALL
HtdECCA
THOMAb
THCMib
tHUMA^M-*
tHOMAbUN
friUMAbUM
rtOMA>UN
HUMASON
H0»«ASUN
MM KEITH
i anoEla
•i BRYANT
• V
>A P
. AM
-
-ddf LANE
GtOR&E H
JOHN SELF
f^ KlM
KlHtffHLY f
C E
P-ARCH
EOUC»ND<
In ED *
t E
L S E
ECON
R P A
ADM MGT
E CH ED
ECON
AN PH
s^^\ ObOt)
i- IN MGT 06
^OOL 06
L S E II
ADM MGT 06
ENGL 07
01
PER S II
M E 06
ti' U0<*
MATH BS
Jl
AG EC
MATH BS
HURT 07
AG MtCM 07
E CH to 07
E S E •II
MED T OJ
0?NORS BS
NORS bS Ob
R P A Ob
HOKT 07
E CH LD
M E
ADM bPV
AG MELH
HORT
ADM MOT
EL ED
ADM MOT
NORS bS
NORS AA
RL Pf^ *
b to
In ed-a
ADM MoT
ADM MOT
Lib ART
S Ep*MA
P-OEnT
L E
bOC
KON-UtG
ACCT
E Ch ED
K P A
AO to Ob
PORT Qa
f In MOT 06
Hv'
- *Il
HWM*'^w'« UAMJi IN C
HUMPSON CLlfrOMU C
AOM MOT
<• t CH to
\ P-AWLM
6 t MoT '
i P-AM(,H
2 tL LO •
h AOH MOT
THOMPSON CYNTHIA E
THOMPSON DARREN W S
THOMPSON DEBORAH SUE
THOMPSON EMILY JANE
" (REST L^
THOMPSON FRANK A II
THOMPSON FOKRE
THOMPSON GARY
THOMPSON GEORGE W
THOMPSON H TOMMY III
THOMPSON J PAGE
THOMPSON JAMES C jR
THOMPSON JANE WILSON
THOMPSON JAS ><EN0ELL
THOMPSON JOANNE N
THOMPSON KATHY E
THOMPSON KAY COLEMAN
THOMPSON LEE E
thompson libby jane
thompson m denise
thompson michael ^
thompson rebecca c
thompson robert g
thompson stephen a
thompson tamera l
thompson terry dale
thompson trudy anita
thompson wm eugene
thompson wm marshall
thomson cheri dlynn
thomson olin d jr
thomson richard m
thornton jeffrey r
thornton makk joel
thornton r thomas iv
thornton shannon m
thorp john holoen
thhasher james brant
thheatt bobby ray
threatt michael b
thhower allyson lotz
tice dohis frances
tIchenok Paul barry
T Dwell eogar n jr
T ERNO PHILIP CRAIG
T LL LEwlS T JR
TILL MICHAEL STEVEN
TILLER THOMAS S
TILLISUN DIANE
LLEY CALLIt
LLEY PAJHICIA ANN
X
.
-Ph
lODU JubEPH
lODD LOLY JANE
TOOu RANDALL P
T0LbE><1 OEOHOITA L
TOLbE^^T JAMtb C
TOLbEMi JAMEb LAHRY
lULbEHT VALENCIA H
lOLEH JACOb DANIEL
lULtH JOE E
lOLLlbUN JAMES M
tOLLlbUN PHILIP L
OLLibON bTEvEN B
OLLlbUN THOYCE LOMPMNb LiNN S III
lOMPKiNb Pat P jH
ECON
FOR
iOOL
P-PHARM
diO CH
ADM MGT
C E
0<»
Si
07U
EOUC«NO»U
CR
ENGL 06
ADM MGT»Oe
CH ED 01
06
Oi
04
T LLISUN RUbERT M JR
T LLMAN PATRICIA G 5
T LLMAN wM HAINES ^
TlLLwICK DAVID CRAlG 6
TILLY UAViD JAMES 1
TlMANUb CYNTHIA A 4
T MMERMAN EDWARD L I
tImmerman lesa jean t*
TIMMERMAN STEVEN F <
TImmONS JOAN ASHLEY d
T MMONb LEE A 2
T MMONS SANDHA LYNN <
T MMb ANTHONY HAY <
T MMb DEBORAH ANN **
T MMS JAMES M JH
T MMS JANET LEE
T MMb KUbEHT MICHAEL
T MS H COLEMAN III
T NO HEbECCA SUN
T NKEH BUNITA CAROL
T NKHAM CHKISTOPHER
T NbLEY JACUUELINE D
T NbLEY MARY E
T NbLEY PAMELA P
T NbLEY KOBERT W JR
TIsdALE LOuTs WHITE
TODD ANN DuPhE
TODD CONSTANCE L
TODD OANIEL BOYI
TODD HmHkIET RU
TODD JObEPH ^EITH
n
M-PHY
TEXT
E0UC«NO»U
ACCT 06
SOC 0<»
P-ARCH 02
CH E 03
NURS BS Ol
ACCT Od
FIN MOT Ob
AOM MGT 05
ZOOL •ll
t CH ED 07
CH E 07
CH BS !<
AOM MGT 03
b C 02ME 03
ACCT 03
C E 06
CR E Ob
EL ED 03
AGRON Ob
RM CORE 01
R P A 07
ENGL Ob
MATH BS 01
EL ED 07
R P A 03
AOM MGT ObME 0<*
IN ED-V 06
ADM MGT Ol
feCON 07
t,L ED •11
EL ED 07
ADM MGT 01
ACCT 07
EnT I**
R P A 05
CH E l**ME 01
HORT 07
ADM MGT 01
PSYCH 05
IN ED 06
& ED*PS 03
SC T»MA 05
El ED 05
blO CH 03
E CH to 07
M E 'O^
NoRS BS O**
MATH BS Ob
MICRO 07
PL PATH^li
ADM MOT 03
PER S 'II
In ED 06
PSYCH 03
EDU9»N0»il
H E
NGL
A\NGlADM MGl
R P A
R-AHCH
\ M
ADM MOT
M E •!!
NURS bS 05ME
tDUC-NU«
PO SC
AOHON
MlbT
CR E
HO
•EN
CCT
<* IN to 06
** A
01
lb
'hp
ii
03
1
d
NAMt - STATUS - COUHSE - CLASS NAMt - STATUS - COUHbt - CLASS
TOMPKINS kUSSELL W ^ C E 06 TURNER JAMES MARTIN 4 ADM MGT 05
TOPPlN^i BONNIE S 5 tOUC-»ND •a TURNER JOHNNIE W 1 ADM MGT 01
TORBAMN MRSTEN M I ACCT
MICRO
ENGR
o: TURNER LONNIE E 1 ADM MGT 01
TORLAY STEVEN WALTER I 0, TURNER MELINDA GEE 2 AN SC 03
TORNOw ALBERT F JR 4 06 TURNER PAMELA ANN 4 ADM MGT 07
TORRANCE DAVID ALAN
TORRES KAREN LOUISE
u ACCT 04 TURNER RAYMOND SCOTT 4 MICRO 07
4 ENGL 03 TURNER ROBERT B 4 ADM MGT 05
TOTH MARIAN NANCY
TOThERUw GEORGE K
5 BIO CH
Ji
TURNER ROBERT MILTON
TURNER SARAH LEWIS
4 HIST 03
1 E E 4 ACCT
NURS BS
07
TOUCHBERRY J CLEVE
TOULMIN FREDERICK MM
4 In. ED OB TURNER SUSAN V 4 05
4 07 TURNER SUSAN VANGIE 4 ADM MGT 03
TOWE THOMAS KEVIN
TOwlE nancy MYRA
4 FIN MGT 07 TURNER TERENCE E 4 CH E 07
4 »-ARCH 06 TURNER WILLIAM RICKY
TURNIPSEED DAVID M
1 CH E
§iTOWN GREOORY HOWARD 4 E T Ob 4 AG M£CH
TOWNES AMANDA LEWIS i ACCT 01 TUTAN BETH ELLEN 4 FIN MGT
FiN MGT
06
TOWNES JOHN WILLIAM
TOWNSENO ALAN EVANS
U ADM MGT 04 TOTEN JAMES ROLAND 2 02
i* M E 02 TUTEN JOHN R I C E 01
TOWNSENU CAROLYN E 2 PM CORE 03 TUTEN RICHARD H 4 R P A 06
TOWNSEND DENNIS L 1 AGRON 01 TUTTLE LOUISA N 4 ACCT 03
TOWNSENU E JOYE h ECON OS TUTTLE MICHAEL C
TUTTLE PERRY WARREN
TWEEDY MICHAEL
2 E T
§1
TOWNSEND JAMES D JR 4
11 ilk 06 I ADM MGTTOWNSEND JAMES M III h 02 4 CH E
TOWNSEND KENNETH 4 ADM M^jT 04 TYLER HERBERT B JR I WM CORE 01
TOWNSEND PATRICIA F
TOWNSEND ROBERT T
4 NURS BS 07 TYLER TmOMAS ANDREW 4 HORT 03
2 ENGL »01 TYSON dOBBY LOUIS
TYSON REBECCA LOUISE
6 AG E
*J5TRADO WM EUGENE 3 CRD »0b 4 NURS BS
TRAEgER CARRIE E 2 R P A Ob TYSON THERESA MARIE 1 TEXT 01
TRAMMEL GREGORY DALE 4 MATH BA 07 UDAIPURI KAIZAR 4 E T 07
TRAMMELL SCUTT S 4 ADM MGT 04 UUMER DAViD ALAN 4 CH E 07
TRAPP WILLIAM LEWIS t* CH E OS ULMER JAMES C 1 RM CORE 01
TRASK Carolyn a k 6 EL ED »U ULMER MICHAEL REED 4 M E 05
TRAVAGLINI RICHARD 1 K-ARCH
AN SC
01 ULMER RAVEL P 4 E E 05
TRAVIS DAVID S JR 4 06 UMPHLETT REBEL B 7 BOT u
TRAVIS WILLIAM A III 1 ADM MGT 01 UNDERWOOD JAMES CLAY 3 NURS AA •06
TRAYLOk EVA MARIE 4 MED T 03 UNDERWOOD KIMBERLY G 1 r-pharm 01
TRAYLOR MaRY KENT 1 P-PHARM
SI
UNDERWOOD NANCY L 4 EL ED •04
TRAYLDR PATRICIA A 1 NURS BS
CH E
UNDERwOOD P BENJAMIN
UNDERWOOD RANDALL G
2 PM CORE
%iTRAYNOK TERESA ANN 4 05 4 E E
S ED«MATREME JAMES CALVIN 4 EC ZOOL »0d UNDERWOOD REBECCA R 1 01
TRESCUT jOHiN B 4 M E Ob UNDERWOOD WILLIE JR 4 LIB ART 02
TREVORROw KATHY J t* PSYCH 06 UNGER KAREN SUSAN 1 E E 01
TR BBL^ JAS BENJAMIN < CH E 06 UNSER ROBERT F 4 M E 07
TR BBLE kEID warren 4 M E Ob UPCHURCH JOE ERVIN 6 In ew
AN IND 'liTR CKETT JESSIE LEVY 2 NON-UEG^»I2 UPSON SUSAN 4
TR KOSKU WALTER L 5 RHYS BS 14 UROUHART HENRY SCOTT 4 PSYCH •04
TR MM tK LLOYD G JR 7 EOUC-ND
:ii
USHER JERRY THOMAS 4 1 M 06
TR MM Ek LUIS S 5 EDUC^ND USHER SAMUEL WAYNE 4 R P A 05
TR PP JAMES RUSSELL 1 C E 01 USRY GERALD STANLEY
UTLEY JOSEPH R JR
4 M E 03
TR PP JUDY EVELYN
TAPOE FREDRIC K
2 EL ^i) 06 4 FOR 06
TR 2 AG E 02 VADOOTHKER S A 7 SCS-ND
R P ATR VELAS NICHOLAS 4 R P A 06 VALENTINE WILLIAM L 4 *07
TR [VELY THOMAS H JR 4
E CH ED
02 VALKENdURG EDwARD 4 AG MECH 03
TROITINU SANDRA LEE 4 06 VAN BUSKIRK JAMES E 1 E E 01
TROLLINOLR MARK B 1 R-ARCH 01 VAN DE MtRwE WiLLEM 6 RHYS BS 14
TROTMAN STEPHEN 4 ADM MGT Ob VAN DIJK HOWARD J 6 NUTR »14
TROTTA ChANTAL A
TROTTER ELIZABETH L
< S ED«NS 04 VAN GIESON MICHAEL P 4 ADM MGT 07
1 ADM MGT 01 VAN NAME RICHARD B 4 ^RCH 06
TROUSDLLL TODD W 4 ^ ED-HI
FOR '
06 VAN SICKLE MARY LYNN 4 06
TRUESDELL GERALD W 1
'IS
VAN SLAMtiROOK DALE E
VAN SURDAM JOHN R
VAN wITZENdURG MARY
4 ECON Ob
TRUETT MARGARET JEAN 4 ACCT 4 M E 06
TRULUCK JAMES PAUL 1 ADM MGT 01 1 NURS BS
?1TRULUCK JOHN FELKEL 4 E E 12 VANBULCk MARGARET W 6 ECON
TRULUCK JOHN THOMAS 1 P-ARCH 01 VANCE LINDA ANNETTE 4 SPAN 06
TRULUCK PEGGY RUTH <* E CH ED 07 VANCE ROSEMARY ANN 1 P-PHY T 01
, TRULUCK K LEA 4 EL ED 05 VANCE THOMAS KENNETH 4 ADM MGT 02
1 TSAI YUN-YUN 4 NURS BS 05 VANDERWOUD JERRY
i
SOC
§1TSIVITSE MARYANNE 6 MICRO 11 VANDEVEN JAMES A JR E T
TUCCI ROBERT LOUlS 4 ADM MGT 04 VANDIVER KATHLEEN K
VANDOREN LUCIAN KIRK
4 NURS AA 04
TUCK JUNE CHASTAIN
TUCK ROBERT KERMIT
4 b ED«MA 06 4 P-ARGH
«D UTlL
06
4 03 VANHOY JAMES DOUGLAS 4 06
TUCKER CONNIE ANN 4 E CH ED 05 VANMETER STUART E 1 PM CORE 01
TUCKER EDWAKD LEON
TUCKER oREEnE FRANK
4 M E 03 VANNESS JAMES K 1 C £ 01
4 B C 05 VARGAS MARIA D C 6 MATH BS 11
TUCKER TIMUTHY PAUL I PhYS BS 01 VARIN VIVIANE A H I HORT
ISTUCKER WARD J III
TUGWELL kOBERT C
4 ADM MGT 03 VARN ALICE MERILYN 4 HIST
6 PER S *
•Ji
VARN DEBORAH SHARON 4 MED T 03
TULLER tLlZABETH
TULLY LlLEEN MARIE
4 E CH ED VARN REA ENHIGHT 4 i M 04
4 HIST 03 VARNADOE PATRICIA L 4 NURS BS 07
TUMBLIN ALFREDA LEE 4 MATH BS 03 VARNADORE HENRY 1 AG £• 01
TUMBLIN SHERILL D 4 t CH ED 03 VASSEY CONNIE LYNN 4 S ED 07
TUMBLIN wM TED JR 4 t £ 07 VAUGHAN BROADUS T JR 4 ADM MGT 07
TURbEVlLLE J CELESTE 4 tL ED 07 VAUGHAN CATHERINE E 1 MED T 01
TURdEVlLLE JAMES M <i ^OOL
CH BS
05 VAUGHAN DICK M III
VAUGHAN GEORGE E
4 E T 05
TURNER A DENISE
URNER BARBARA F
I Ul 4 C E 07
6 KEADING^»1 VAUGHAN JAMES L 4 ENGL ObURnER BEVEKLY SUSAN 2 WURS AA<»0, VAUGHAN LORRAINE M 6 rtURS»ND«ll
TURNER CARL JOSEPH 4 P-AKCH 07 VAUGHAN MARTHA ANN 4 EL ED 07
TURNER CAROLYN ANNE t* NURS BS
EDUC-ND<
06 VAUGHAN MARY DELLA 4 SC T-ES 04
TURNER CAROLYN G 1 »11 VAUGHAN ROBERT A JR 1 C £ 01
TURNER CHERYL L 4 ACCT
FIN MGT
Ob VAUGHAN STANLEY WM 4 FOR 06
TURNER EKIC LEE I 01 VAUGHAN STUART R 4 SOC 06
TURNER EkIN MCKAY 4 R P A 1 5 VAUGHN DONALD BRUCE 1 C E
8)TURNER EUOEnE BRYAN 4 E T 03 VAUGHN JAMES THOMAS 4 t T
TURNER GARY MICHAEL 4 WD UTIL 05 VAUGHN PATRICIA C 6 EL ED *11
.
TURNER GLENN DELL 7 ADM SPV*11 VAUGHN RICHARD ALLEN 2 ADM MGT 04
TU(<NER JAMES HARRY 4 T M 03 VAWGHN RICKEY DALE 2 HIST 03
NAMt - STATUS - COUH&E - CLASS NAME. - STATUS - COUHbE - CLASS
VAUOHN mALLaCE
VAUOHN WILLIAM
£OGAH
BROCK
VAUGMT ANOHEW
[NAdLt'jOMN THOMAS
;CCHlUNt CHAlh
.HORN GLENN Mif
R
HAEL
NTURLLLA GEORGE P
RBECK ARTHUR R
RNON LYOU REbECCA
RNON PtRRY
RNON SUSAN S
RONEt M KENNETH
YERA JACUuELINE A
ZlNA SHEWRI KAY
CK wiLLlAM T JR
CKERb LEE wINUHAM
ckery joann howard
ckery joseph ross
llemain uennis p
llEpunteaux donna
LLEPONTEAUA JOHN J
NCENT CHAS EDwARO
,NCZt EDWARD ALAN
NING JOHN HAMILTON
NSON CHAKLES T
NSUN JEAN TODD
:nSON KENNETH M
NbUN MAHTmA G
NSON MELISSA Y
NSON RUNNIE KENT
RUU HAbUN STEVEN
VQGEL GEORGE WiLLlAM
vOgel henry L IT
VOIGT xESLEY ARTHUR
VOISELLE WENDELL ^
VON ROSENBERG JOSEPH
VON TUNOELN STUART L
VONTUNOLLN BRENDA S
VOYLtS mOMLR H JR
VOYLtS PHILIP 8
vOYuEs kalph barney
vutsTnas anastasia m
vutsInas Evan a
wachsmuth Paul R
WACTUH nancy king
wAOuELL JOHN spencek
WADDELL TERESA L
MADE JOHN L
LESLIE JEAN
MICHAEL SCOTT
PULLY ANN
h MATH BS 07
U FIN MGT 05
^ E E 07
<* ADM MGT 02
4 R P A OB
1 E E 01
I RO SC 01
i m:'.rii
< ADM MGT 07
wADE
WADE
• ADE
timotmy Floyd
iIllIam nelslAD
WAGOONEH JEPFERY D
WAGOUNEH PERRY M JK
AGNER ANOELA
AGUnER STEVEN DALE
AMKiNo uIANE lee
WAINSCUTT bUSAN LEE
Alirb mICmaEl r
AlTEb bUSAN MIRIAM
AKLFlLLO IBM DEnDY
WALCZYK ANN LOUISE
WALCZY^ DANIEL G
•ALCZr^ THOMAS DAVlU
ALU KitriAKD K
•ALU wunALD DEDHICK
aldEn uonna y
ALDEN JUH.>< UONALD
ALUEN HlCHAEL A
AlDmAULh RijWT E
ALuHLK MAMoAWET E
ALUHUN HAkTos C
ALDHWN hUbIn ELAINE
• AL'JWO^' frlUMAS A
*lHoiNlA C^
JtBORAM lEE
MAKLtS S
• -U '"- -t M
'QRmER K
- CUNTIS
^1AS^t.LL A
JAMtS QALt
JA»<t'j
't r L
' Y NtAL
rNN
' * 4
r ;.
-bON
Au-
AL'
AL'-L
•AL^tH
ALKtM
WAL^t*'
Per u
E E 08
SOC 03
NURS BS 01
ADM MGT 03
C £ 0-
EDyC»ND»
R P A
EC ZOUL
MIST
AG ED
ADM MGT
AOM MGT
SC T^BS
ARCH
EDUC'ND*
IN ED •!!
•01NON-UEG
- EDill"
< P-AR(-ARCH
< E A
3 MATH BS
I R P A
^ MICRO
< PO SC
^ AG MECH
1 HORT
4 ADM MGT
2
i
1
b
2
I
2
2
S^ A
06
03
07
06
Ob
01
06
05
05
01
Oti
03
04
01
06
02
03
Od
01
C E
ioC
FOR
NURS BS
ADM SPV»li
PO SC 07
PSYCH
E T
L E
NURS AA
PSYCH
MICRU
R-ARCH
t T
PSYCH
02
01
02
01
03
03
03
05
01
EDUC*ND»li
AG EC
HURT
ADM MUT
EL ED
HIST
M E
MATH BS 03
M t
4N SC
CH E
L M R
^OUL
OUT
FOH
P S
Lh E
k. E
f.t torer s
4J
03
07
S**' : ? ["•"» h
Au'^t'<
AL'^LN
Al r ( M
I ^IlTon
AL'«t*< NAricr lOuISL
AG E
AN SC
EL to
mCu I
ACCT
AOM MOT
NU'<S B^
AOHON *
t t
WALKER
WALKER
WALKER
WALKER
WALKER
WALKER
WALKER
WALKER
WALKUP
PATRICK T
RICHARD R
SHERRELL E
SUSAN dIanne
THERUN OTIS
VICKIE S
WALTER OSWALD
wM ALLEN III
RICHARD D
lALL BAKHY STEVEN
WALL HAROLD HAMPTON
WALL HERBERT C JR
WALL JOHN
WALLACE BRIAN L
WALLACE CHARLES LIND
WALLACE DAVID A JR
WALLACE ERNEST WAYNE
WALLACE GERALD C III
WALLACE GLENN A
" JOY LYNN
M GARY III
MAISIE JOY
MARK W
NELSON LYNN
OWEN LANE
ROBERT B JR
ROBERT LEwlS
STANLEY E
W ANDREW
DEBORAH FAYE
GREGORY GLENN
WALLACE
WALLACE
WALLACE
WALLACE
WALLACE
WALLACE
WALLACE
WALLACE
WALLACE
WALLACE
WALLS
"
WALLS
WALLS TINA KATHLEEN
WALPOLE PHILIP P
WALSH DALE ALLAN
WALSH KEVIN JOHN
WALSH MICHAEL THOMAS
WALSH PATRICIA ANNE
WALTER CHARLOTTE
WALTERS ALLISON RuTh
JAMES P
JOAN E
WALTERS
WALTERS
WALTERS
WALTERS
WALTERS
WALTERS
MlTZi GAY
ROBERT S
RONALD GLENN
SUSAN E
WALTON BRUCE HALL
wANG LINDA KUISMA
wANNAMAKER AMELIA T
WANNAMAKER JOHN K
WANZELAK ROBERT C
WARD ANNA MARIE
DAVID ALBERT
DENNIS SIMMONS
ELAINE DICKSON
GEORGE JEFFREY
JOSEPH CHARLES
JUSEPH FRANKLIN
KAHEN LYNNE
KATHHYN BRIGGS
LYNUA PATRICIA
MAHK DANIEL
MAHSHA A
MATTHEWS BANKS
MICmAEL ERNEST
KICHARU KELLY
SHEPPAWD LAYNE
TiMUTHY WAYNE
VIKOINIA ANN
FRANCIS M JK
MAHTHA M
WARD
WARD
WARD
WARD
WARD
WARD
WARD
WARD
WARD
WARD
WARD
WARD
WAND
WARD
WARD
wARU
WARD
nAHULAw
wAHDLAi
WAkE LISA KAY
wAKNER CHAHLLS ERWiN
wAHNER GEORGE RAY
WARNEW JOHN K III
MANNER MORRIS BERRY
wARNLR RICHARD C
WAHNUCK ALICE LANE
wAHWtN BARBOUR SCOTT
•lAHWt^ BENNY JOE
wAWKtN UAVlU F
AWNEN OHEOUNy BAKEH
•ahhen many J
AHKtN MICHAEL DAVID
wAkHtN HUBlf>< DIANE
wAWKt-NhtLTZ J ALAN
ANkTnLK oIrk ALAN
•AWIMEN BRUCE A
WASH WlLLlAM QAKY
NOTUN CARLA M
Zabetm
NoTUN LLIZABETm
NOlUN (jLORIA J
NV*TUN HOLLr E
MICHAEL E
wASnESS JAMtS DONALD
wasslRman mark oavIu
ASn
ASh
WASH
WASH
ASH
WASMlNUlON
•nBmi
BS 14
6 w B U
4 EC ZOOL 06
4 ENGL 02
I EL ED 01
6 RHYS B§»:
7 LDUCi
6 MATH
4 »-0R OB
4 M E 03
4 RSYCH 06
4 AG MECH 05
4 FOR 06
6 C R P 11
5 MATH BS 11
4 AG E Oti
4 E T 05
4 FOR 12
6 PL PH 14
4 EL ED 02
4 ADM MGT 06
4 RO SC 07
1 CH BS 01
4 In ED-A 08
1 AG EC 01
4 HORT 0/
4 ADM MGT Oti
5 E MGT 14
4 ADM MGT Ob
1 FIN MGT 01
4 ADM MGT 03
4 MATH BS 05
4 C E 03
6 MATH BS 11
4 FIN MOT 04
4 C E 02
2 E CH ED 02
4 NURS AA Oti
1 HORT 01
4 I M Ob
4 L CH ED 05
4 ADM MGT 05
6 ARCH
4 E E
6 MATH tiS*
1 CR E 01
6 ARCH-ND*1I
4 E CH ED 03
4 HIST 05
2 IN ED 05
4 PSYCN 03
1 ACCT 01
4 P-ARCH 0/
2 EL ED 05
2 R P A 02
4 PO SC 7
4 AOM MUT 05
4 F In MUT Ob
4 EL ED 04
6 MATH BS 11
4 HORT 03
4 ACCT 07
4 RM CORE 04
4 IN ED 05
4 E T 07
4 AN SC 7
I HIST 01
i ADM MOT
1 M t
4 MIST
3 ^ IN MOT 02
6 M E 11
4 AO EC 07
4 P-ARCH 03
3 AGRON 03
4 ZOOL Oii
4 CH BA •04
4 C E U2
4 AG ED 06
4 EL ED 07
< M t 03
4 ADM MOT 03
4 f IN MOT
1 C E
i M EICE 01III Oi
4 EL ED 03
« RSYCH 07
2 PO SL 01
h AUM MoT 7
4 E T 03
H t L a**
I RM COME 01
Si
•02
NAMt STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
WASSILAK JEFFRY P
WASZMEK FKANK HOWARD
WATEHHOUSE RICHARD J
WATERS CALVIN R JR
WATERS OtORGE H
WATERS HAROLD L
WATERS JAMES LEONARD
WATERS MICHAEL G
WATERS NANCY HUDNALL
WATERS REGINALD NEAL
WALTER PAUL
ALLEN HARVEY
WATERS
TFORU
WATK NS DAVID J II
WATFORt
WATKlNS DEBORAH RUTH
WATK NS GARY JOHN
WATK NS HAROLD A
WATkInS JAMES M
WATKINS JAMES WM
WATK NS M ELIZABETH
WATKINS WILLIAM W
WATKlNS wM GREGGORY
WATSON dARBARA ELLEN
WATSON BILLY DANIEL
WATSON BRUCE RICHARD
WATSON CATHERINE V
WATSON CHARLES F
WATSON DEBORAH ANN
WATSON DONALD WAYNE
WATSON DONNA LEIGH
WATSON EDWINA LYNNE
WATSON EMERSON C
WATSON ESTHER ELAINE
WATSON GAYLE E
WATSON GERALD D JR
WATSON JAMES CHESLEY
WATSON JEFFREY TODD
WATSON JILL ANNE V
WATSON JOHN D JR
WATSON KATHERINE R
WATSON MARY BAZEMORE
WATSON MARY LISA
WATSON MICHAEL S
WATSON KEBA FAE
(ATSON KETHA MAE
WATSON SANDRA
(ATSON SHARON_ TERESA
WATSON SHERRIE GAYLE
WATSON TARI B
WATSON VICKIE MARIE
WATSON WADE HARRIS
WATSON WANUA LYNN
WATT CLAUDE E JR
WATT CLYDE LEE
WATT LAURIE ANNE
«ATT PAULA JANE
WATT STEVEN KENNETH
WATTAR FATEH N
WATTERSON THOMAS F
WATTERSUN THOMAS S
WATTS CHKISTY LYNN
WATTS FKANK B JR
WATTS FRANK BYRD
WATTS KAREN ANN
WATTS KATHY ALFREDA
WATTS MARGARET D
WATTS ROBERT WAYNE
WATTS STEPHEN wM
wAUGH JAMES David
WAY CHARLISE
WAY KATKINA M
wEaThErFURD A SCOTT
WEaThErFORD RONALD M
WEATHERLY MICHAEL E
wEATHERlY NANCY S
WEATHERLY RICHARD JR
WEATHERS RONALD A
wEAThERSBEE ALBERT A
WEAVER FRANKLIN ELI
WEAVER GARY LYNN
WEAVER JOHN S III
WEAVER PATRICIA L
WEAVER SUZANNE ELLEN
WEBB DAVID RUSSELL
WEBB EVELYN JEAN
WEBB GARY COLEMAN
wEBB JOHN WESLEY JR
WEBB LESLIE EMERSON
wEBB MARGARET W
WEBB MARY BARNWELL
wEBB MELVIN KEITH
wEBB MICHAEL SUUlRES
wEBb PHILLIP L JR
wEBB SALLY DEAN
wEBB TIMOTHY LOREN
WEBB VICKI RENEE
WEBB VIRGINIA KIRK
& S E
ZOOL
2 FIN MGT
7 EL.ED •
•U
03
•ARCH OB
MATH BS»08
AG E 01
E E 03
FIN MGT Ob
II
08
06
03
Oi
07
08
04
07
07
01
it
Ob
08
II
C E
R P A
ADM MGT
ACCT
EL ED
ADM MGT
S ED
GEOL BS
ADM MGT
ADM MGT
ADM MGT
FIN MGT
MATH BS
i M
NURS AA
EL ED < _ME 03
R P A 08
ADM SPV«11
PSYCH 01
S ED 05
CH E 01
MATH BS 07UEL ED
ZOOL OJ
T-P«S 14ME 01
T-P-S 14
AGRON 03
SCS-ND •U
07NURS BS
MICRO
P-ARCH
C E
P-PHARM
S ED«EN
tCON
EL ED
ACCT
C E
SOC
C R P
ADM MGT
HORT
NURS AA
ADM MGT
C E
ADM MGT
TEXT
MED T
Psych
ADM MGT
ACCT
ACCT
E CH ED
R P A
CH E
M E *
FIN MGT
S ED*MA
ADM MGT
M E
C E
^1
d C
EC ZOOL
P-ARCH
NURS AA
ENT
MATH bS
E M
07
12
03
01
§^
?1
03
08
06
hi
04
03
06
04
Ob
07
03
01
07
02
02
01
•U
01
07
01
03
06
03
II
06
01
05
01
14
01
•II
HIST 04
NURS AA»03
ADM MGT 07
S ED
1 M
1 M
EL ED
C E
E E
ADM MGT
R P A
TEXT
ADM MGT
EL EO
•12
05
Ob
Ob
07
08
07
07
02
01
01
NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
WEBB W FRANKLIN
WEBBER TIMOTHY ALAN
WEBER MAX RAYMOND
WEBSTER A KENNETH JR
WEBSTER MARY F
WECHSLER HARRY WOLF
WEDDINGTON RICHARD G
WEED DAVID C
WEED JERRY LLOYD
WEEKS GEORGE C
WEEKS KATHRYN M
WEEKS MARGARET CAROL
WEEKS SCOTT WHITLOCK
wEEMS JAMES ALAN
WEEMS wiLLLIAM T
WEGNER DANIEL E
WEIL CHRISTOPHER
WEINBERG P DAVID
weinberg sharon lee
weinheimer christi l
weIning mark earl
weinsier philip d
wEIR JAMES BRADLEY
SNER JAYHUE F JR
iISS PAMELA ESTELLE^
'
- IRK'wELBORN DEBRA CLA E
WELBORN LISA KIM
wELBORN MARK THOMAS
WELBORN ROSEMARY
WELCH MARY LOU
WELCH ROBERT E JR
WELCH THOMAS N
WELCHEL KEITH P
WELDON RONALD WM
WELDON WILLIAM w JR
WELLES HARRIS B
wELLS AMOS JR
WELLS ANDREW WILLIAM
WELLS ANNE C
wELLS CRAIG ALLEN
WELLS GERALDINE RUDD
WELLS JAMES P
wELLS JOHNNY DOUGLAS
WELLS KEITH ALLEN
WELLS Patricia ann
WELLS RAUL TAYLOR
WELLS VANCt TYLER
WELSH STEPHEN LEIGH
WELTER KAREN AOELE
WELTER MOLLY W
wELTON DUUGLAS
WEMPE MARY ELIZABETH
wENNlNG PAUL SCOTT
WENTINK BtTH E
WENTINK JAMES MARTIN
WENTWORTH PAMELA J
wERTS CHARLES ANDREW
WESSINGER C PAUL
WESSINGER KEVIN
wESSINGtR TINA LEIGH
WEST CAROL LEE
WEST CHARLES FABER
WEST COURTNEY C
WEST DONALD LYNN
WEST EDWARD F
WEST JAMES HERBERT
WEST MALANEY LYNN
WEST MARK ALAN
WEST MICHAEL CALVERT
WEST RObtRT D
wEST RONALD EUGENE
WEST STEVEN F
WEST WILLIAM EVANS
WEST WILLIAM ROY
WESTBURY LAURA ANN
WESTCOTT LAORA E
WESTERMEIER DALE
WESTFALL Ottii^fK LEE
WESTFALL PETER H
wESTOVER BRIAN D
WHALEN WILLIAM P
wHARTON PAOL KIRBY
WHATLEY WALTER J
WHEAT CYNTHIA KAYE
WHEELER CAROLYN SOE
WHEELER MATHEW ROY
WHEELER TIMOTHY DUTY
WHETSTONE ANN HARViN
WHIPKEY STEPHANIE A
WHIPPLE tLLEN HOPE
WHIPPLE M bETH
WHITAKER MICHEL W
WHITE ANDREW DAVID
WHITE ANITA ASHLEY
WHITE CATHY DIANNE
WHITE CHARLES B
4 AG EC 07
1 E E 01
tiT 03Ob
1 ADM MGT
§i4 M E
6 C R P
Ik4 CH E
1 M E 01
4 FOR 06
2 EL ED 07
1 BOT
4 R P A §i
2 PL SC 02
4 R P A 04
6 R P A u
1 LIB ART 04
4 ACCT 07
4 ACCT 02
4 S ED-PS 07
I M E 0,
5 IN ED 1
4 M E Ob
I C E
4 R P A §i
6 PER S Ml
4 b ED-EN Ob
2 ADM MGT 03
4 C E 06
4 E CH ED Ob
4 E E 03
4 M £ 03
4 E E Ob
4 FIN MGT 08
1 AG E
4 P-ARCH 03
6 AG ED
*074 P-ARCH
5 C R P »11
4 CR E Ob
6 ADM SPV Ml
4 R P A 06
4 AG MECH 07
2 NON-DEG 13
1 P-PHY T 01
4 E E Ob
4 FIN MGT 04
6 S ED-MA
•Ji2 E CH ED
6 EDUC-ND •1
1 E E
2 NURS BS
4 ADM MGT
0,
»o:
02
6 E S E I
6 EDUC«NO 1
1 Lib ART
1 ADM MGT
4 IN ED-I 04
1 PM CORE
8i4 PM CORE
4 NURS AA 04
1 T S 01
4 NURS BS 06
4 E E 08
1 C E 01
1 PM CORE 01
4 SOC 08
4 M E Ob
4 PO SC 07
4 C E
4 In ed-a
03
07
4 T S 02
1 M E 01
1 M £ 01
034 t E
1 P-ARCH 01
^ HORT 04
4 R P A 06
1 BIO CH 01
1 UN MGT 01
4 IN ED-A 06
I GEOL BS 01
5 BIOENGR 11
6 AG-NO
:ii4 NON-DtG
4 t T 05
4 R P A 02
4 CH E Ob
4 tNGL 07
4 SPAN 03
4 tCON Ob
4 AG MECH Ob
1 KIN MGT
7 EL ED
01
Ml
4 LL ED 07
6 HORT 11
NAMt - STATUS - COUH&E - CLASS NAMt. - STATUS - COUKbE - CLASS
HUE CUWTIS DALE
TE UEbOWAM LOUISE
UONALO PATRICK
]l EVELYN SMITH
TE FOSTER BEAVER
TE i»AYLE E
TE JOMN ST CLAIR
TE JUOlTM FLOWERS
TE JUlIE OSBORNE
TE LAuftA
TE LEONARD E
TE LINOA WMS
TE M LLIZABETH
,
TE MAURICE C III
Tt MlSMtLLE B
TE NATALIE C
TE REX NEAL
TE ROBERT L
TE ROBERT WESLEY
TE SAMMY CHARLES
TE Tammy teresa
TE TERRON LEE
TE TmUMAS HENRY
TE TINA RENEE
TE TUNY LEROY
Tt BARREN CARLTON
Tt alLLlAM C JR
TEFUKU CLAUDE V
TtiFORU F RENEE
TtHURST MARION A
TEHURST REGINALD
TENtR LtSLlE ANNL
TtSiUt STUART
TESluES BRENUA M
TFltLU EUUIE W
TLEY JERRY ALAN
TlEY KURT EDWARD
TLEY LONNIE R
TLEY RAY BRYAN
TLOtK ALLAN RHETT
TLOCK ELlZABtTH A
[LOCK LANCE ELLIS
TlOCK PHILIP
TMlKt CATHERINE R
TMlRt JOSEPH EARL
TSON JUHN ROSS
TT WONALU KEITH
TTED THOMAS M
TTEN bARHY S
TTEN bETM ANNE
TTEN MAKbHALL L
TTEN TIMOTHY M
TTLt JERRY N
TTLE RICHARD N
TTLt lERtSA ANN
h AG ED 05
< R P A OS
4 t T 0**
WiLKINS V HARVEY
5 NURS BS U
07
h PHYS BS
« iOOLICE 01
4 HORT •Ob
7 READING«II
<* Engl
2 I M
hIT*unTm JEFF SCOTT
hQkTuN HUbERT bRuCt
Cma ANN
CKEW KtViN SHtALY
CKtR LUUibE
CKER RtNtt LONG
C^tR KUblN LONG
CKER S RANDALL
DnEh DENNIS GEORGt
EGANU NANCY JANE
ElANU bONURA K
ESMAN LiNUA KYLE
ETtRS JAMtb MARION
ETEHb KAUl MAYER
0(jt><b lhnIl p
GIjI'^S uEbBlE ANN
GolNS JUN ALAN
OoInS MtMMlNGER t
GolNb HUbERT L JR
GGlNi bUSAN U
gInoTun BAKRy M
gInijTun 0ET5Y F
OlNOlUN KtViN NEAL
GLtY MICHAEL N
LbAr4^b UUOOLAb L
LbANKb oIngEr Fay
LbOHN LANOL F
LdjMN Tmc)MAS UAVlD
ILHAWO ALLtN
H JR
. LYNNE
JhtkLO b
AN LOLt
i LYNN
• LAMLHON
v.«ijrAL JOY
oanKl
lanmt vaoohn
LTNttK M
JOtL DAN]
L»^IN> KAHt CAFFCY
^ PO SC
!?¥" II
< EDUC •Ob
4 S EO«MA 0**
I E T 01
^ UY SC OB
4 TEAT O**
6 t S E l**
< HORT Ob
b NUTR 11
** PO SC 07
6 ENT !<
4 FOR •OS
^ ZOOL OJ
< FOR Ob
06
.NGL 03
•U
I Ch E 01
i iT ?{
7 tOUC«NU^ll
^ ACCT Ob
I CH E 01
<» M E 04
< M E Ob
< R-ARCH •06
^ C E Ob
^ f^CCJ 07
4 t T 06
4 C E OJ
< tC BlUL Ob
< S ED-FR Ob
^ I M 0-^
1 ADM MGT 01
^ V t Ob4 In ED o£
1 NURS BS 01
6 WIS-ST 11
** IN ED 06
t* ENGL Ob
2 CH E 01
I CH E 01
J C E O**
< M t Ob
J NON-DEG IJ
1 M t 01
6 A^F iND 11
^ SOC OJ
** EL ED OJ
< FOR 7
< ^OOL 06
< ADM MGT 7
< NON-oEG U
1 CH E 01
< M t 0/
< AUM MGT OJ
6 b 'U
1 F IN MGT 01
< R P A Ob
< MJCRO Od
<» NON-DEG iJ
1 ME.U I 01
< p-arCh y;>
ttS^ il
< p-ARWM yj
d t. ] Ob
* S ED«Nb Off
<* NURS AA UJ
«• TEAT yd
** MATH bA Ob
6 PtR S •!!
1 P-PMY T 01
<• Cm t Ob
<* C E 0<
«• AOM HOT Of
<* LCON OJ
I Ps
'""'
Si
6 IN EU •il
6 M E •Il
< NyMS AA»01
2 NON-UtO»U
LLCOA JANE E
LLIAMS ALLEN R
LLIAMS AMY LYNN
LLIAMS ANNETTE H
LLIAMS CALVIN E
LLIAMS CHERYL JEAN
LL AMS DAVID LEwIS
LLIAMS DONNA GAYE
LL
LLIAMS DONNA LYNNE
AMS CLYDE ALAN
AMS DAN MOLLIS
AMS DEBORAH
^AMS DONALD TOY
AMS DONNA LUCAS
AMS
AMr
am;
ELIZABETH A
ELSIE MAE
LL AMS GEORGE ERIC
LLIAMS H CLIFFORD
LL AMS IRA TONEY
LLIAMS JAMES D
LLIAMS JAMES H
LLIAMS JAMES M JR
LLlAMS JAY AUSTIN
LLIAMS JESSICA C
JON FURMAN
KAREN ELISE
KATHRYN
KATHY ANNE
KENNETH E
LLIAMS KEVIN D
LLIAMS LAURA JANE
LEONARD A
LISA GRAHAM
MALACHI A
MARGIE B
MARK D
MIRIAM E
NEVETTA w
NiNA S
LL AMS PAMELA
LLlAMb PAMELA JEAN
LLIAMS PATRICIA L
LLIAMS PAUL EMMETT
LLlAMb PHILIP E
LLIAMS RENEE RAE
RHONDA P
ROBBIN T
ROBERT F JR
LLlAMb ROBERT JOAb
LLIAMS SCOTT V
" STtVE G JR
TERRY G
_
THOMAS A
LLIAMS TIMOTHY J
LLJAMS TIMOTHY
VERA ALICE
LLIAMS
LLIAMS
LLIAMS
LLIAMS
LLIAMS
LLIAMS
LLIAMS
LLIAMS
LLIAMS
LLIAMS
LLIAMS
LL AMS
LLlAMb
LLIAMS
LLIAMS
LLIAMS
LLIAMS
LLIAMS
LLIAMS
ILLIAMS
LLIAMS
LLIAMS
LLIAMS
LLlAMb
LLlAMb
LL
LL AMbON DAVID S
W BILLY
WILLIAM S
*M A III
•KM HENRY JR
WOODWARD W
AMSON BRADLEY N
LL
LL
LL
LL
LL
LL
LL
LL
LL
JAY ARIAL
JOHN ROBT
JOSEPH B
JOSEPH «
JUDITH L
KAREN A
LOUIS E
NANCY M
PAUL ALAN
PAUL T
RALPH L
RICHARD R
ROBEWT B
THOMAS M
wM DERRIC
LL AMSON
LLlAMbON
LL AMbON
LL AMSON
LLlAMbUN
LLlAMbUN
LLlAMbON
LLlAMbUN
LLlAMbON
LLlAMbON
LLlAMbON
LL AMbUN
LLlAMbUN
LLlAMbUN
LLlAMbON
LLlARU KATHY MARlt
HON FHANCtb H
NOHAM wlLLlAM L
b LMtRYLE LYNNt
b UONNA FAYE
b jeffhey wade
b MARTHA CAROLt
b UPMAKU HAROLD
b MUbbtLL b
b TMUMAb L JRM LAWRE
LLUUOHbY b SM
LLUUUMbY NELSON D
LLbUN JUul Tm HELtN
LLY ELlZAbETH ANN
LMAHTm bIlLIAM R
LLib :nce
lANE
^ b A 06
I PSYCH 01
1 AN SC 01
1 ENGL 01
5 ADM SPV^lI
<» R P A Ob
1 EL ED 01
U MATH BS 05
4 C £ 07
4 ECON 05
4 I M 07
< AG ED 03
4 (iCCT 05
7 EDUC*N0«I1
U ACCT 03
^ M E 0^
5 EDUC*ND*II
^ LIB ART Ob
4 t A OB
1 R P A 01
4 IN ED-I 06
< C E 0**
6 tDUC»NO«ll
4 P-AR^M 06
^ CH E 03
U FR Ob
4 M E 03
2 ECON 01
< PSYCH Ob
** EL ED 03
1 IN ED 01
i* AOM MGT 05
1 P-ARCM 01
6 4N ED •!!
< S ED»EN 06
2 ADM MGT 0**
< EL ED 07
< M E 06
4 MATH bS 03
< FIN MGT 03
< EL ED Ob
k PSYCH 07
< CR E 02
^ FIN MGT 03
I ADM MGT 01
1 PO SC 01
< F IN MGT 03
6 SCS-ND 'U
1 EL ED 01
< ACCT 06
< P S 03
** In ED-I 03
4 FIN MGT 08
2 S ED 12
1 ACCT 01
^ t E Od
1 OIST 01
** EC ZOOL 02
< 5 ED O'*
^ E E 02
< t I 07
« t E 06
<4 P-ARCH 07
6 MICRO •il
< t E Ob
H ADM MGT 03
< R P A 06
6 E MGT U
t* BORT 12
b ENUL 11
<* E E 03
<* ADM MGT 06
<4 NoRS bS 02
1 t E 01
< 1 M Ob
^ AN SC Ob
2 tC ZOOL 03
2 EC ZOOL 03
< L E 06
** ADM MOT 0/
< AUM HOT Ob
6 PER b •U
4* mORT 0**
** CL ED Od
<* R P A Od
1 NURS bS 01
6 tNUR«ND^ii
<« AG ED Ob
• FOR 03
<• L E -Ob
** AG MkCH Od
«* M t Od
** bOC 0^
1 blO CH 01
<» CH E 0«»
NAMt - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS NAMt - STATUS - COUKSE - CLASS
WILKOY KU8LHT D JH
WILSON ALAN KAY
MILSON ANDHEW M
LSON ANTHONY SCOTT
MiLSON BKIAN CARL
M LSON C UANIEL
WILSON CARON ELAINE
M LSON CHARLES E
w LSON CLYO MARGANNA
WILSON CYNTHIA LYNN
WILSON DEAN CLAYTON
WILSON DONALD JESSIE
WILSON DONALD RAY
WILSON OEOKGE DAVID
WILSON GLORIA H
LSON HAROLD DEAN
LSON HUGH WALFORD
LSON JACK PETIT JR
LSON JANICE W
W LSON JENNI LEIGH
LSON JOHN ROBERT
LSON JON DAVID
LSON JOSEPH HENRY
LSON JUDY ELAINE
LSON BARBARA MARIE
LSON BARRY SCOTT
LSON BERKELEY B
LSON BOBBY ALAN
4 CH E 0^
4 TEXT 07
4 M E 04
3 AOM MGT 03
4 NURS BS Ob
1 AOM MGT 01
6 WUTR 11
4 AOM MGT Ob
1 AOM MGT 01
4 C E
>N SC
LSON JULiAN A JR
LSON KAREN D
WILSON KAREN E
W LSON KAREN LYNN
wJLSON KATHLEEN
W LSON KEITH ALAN
W LSON L JAYNE
W LSON LAWRENCE A
W LSON LINDA SUE
wiLSON LISA DIANE
WILSON MARC HENRY
WILSON MARK DONALD
w LSON MARK EUGENE
WILSON MARY REBECCA
LSON MICHAEL GLENN
WILSON MICHAEL LIDE
W LSON MICHAEL OWEN
WILSON NORMAN W
WILSON PETER M
WILSON HICHARD DEAN
WILSON RICK LANE
w LSON ROBERT B
WILSON kONALD DEAN
LSON SARAH W
wiLSON SHARI TAYLOR
LSON STACEY ELAINE
LSON STEVE AARON
WILSON TERESA ANN
WILSON THOMAS KAY
WILSON VlCKI LYNN
WILSON mlLLlAM C JR
WILSON WILLIAM KEITH
w MBERLY EDWARD Z
WIMBROW DAWNE HAIR
WiNBURN HOBIN LEAH
WINCHESTER JEANETTE
WINCHESTER KICHARD B
WINDHAM TAMMY E
WlNDSOK JAMES A JR
WINE ARTHUR E
w NE JAMES CLAYTON
WINE MARTHA CHERYL
WINE TEKLSa CAROL
WINFIELD JOHN H
WlNGARD ANOELA JOAN
WlNGARD CLIFFORD C
WlNGATL FRANK WiLCOX
WINGATE KENNETH 8
WiNGO ELIZABETH A
WlNGO KANDALL BRIAN
W NGO WINSTON A
WINKLER OEORGE J
W NKLER STEWART D
WiNN DONALD EUGENE
W NN KAKL STEPHEN
wInn SAKAH GAYE
winston mary m
wirth Thomas charles
wise edith annette
wise frank edward
wise makgaret f
wishart mark thomas
'TChER LAURA LEA
TCHEH STEVEN V
WITHERS G STEPHEN
WITHERSPOON ANN K
wITHERSPOON DEBORAH
wITHERSPOON SAMOEL M
4 A ;
4 I M
4 SOC
§7
§?
4 AOM MGT 07
4 M E 03
6 HORT •ll
4 ADM MGT 04
4 rtOKT OB
6 LNGL •!!
1 FIN MGT 01
4 C E 02
4 E E 05
2 EL ED •U
4 E CH ED Ob
4 £ E 03
1 t E 01
1 AG E 01
4 E CH ED 07
6 E E •li
4 WD UTIL 03
4 NORS BS 08
4 ENGL 03
4 AG ED Ob
4 FOR "Ob
4 E CH ED 07
"
_ It
1 FIN MGT 01
4 AGRON Ob
4 hD UTIL 08
1 AG E 01
4 ADM MGT 03
4 C E 03
4 MATH BS 04
4 R P A 08
2 E E •03
6 E S E 14
4 TEXT 06
4 E E 03
4 CH BS 03
4 M E 07
4 ADM MGT 03
1 ENGL 01
1 R P A 01
6 AG ED •U
4 W0N-DEG»13
4 AG E Ob
6 200L
6 PER S
4 EL ED Ob
1 AG ED 01
4 PSYCH 07
6 ¥IS-ST 11
4 MATH BS 07
4 EL ED 07
6 ADM SPV*ll
1 AG MECH 01
4 Rm core Ob
4 E E 08
4 FOR 08
4 R-AR6H 06
4 PO SC 03
4 AOM MGT 03
6 R P A *11
1 ADM MOT 01
1 HIST 01
1 FIN MGT 01
4 ACCT 03
4 MATH BA Ob
4 M E 08
6 VIS-ST 11
1 CH E 01
4 200L Ob
4 C E Ob
4 E E 07
6 EDUC»ND*11
4 ACCT 07
1 ADM MOT 01
1 PO SC 01
6 C R P 11
4 E CH ED 04
2 IN ED •02
4 NURS AA 06
1 In ED-I 01
4 K P A Ob
4 ENGL ^06
2 GEOL BA 03
6 aiCRO 11
WlTHEY DAVID JACK 4
WITHEY R08EKT A 4
W THINGTON HAMLIN M 2
W THINGTON JAMES F I
W TMER ANNETTE ELLEN 4
W TT MARY LELA 1
W TT RICHARD DAVID 4
W TT WILLIAM OWEN 4
W TTEN8ER6 MINDY R 6
WLUDYKA PETER S III 6
WQELFEL JOHN EDWARD 1
WOELFLlNG TERI M 4
WOERNER DREW THOMAS 4
WOESSNER DAVID C 4
WOFFORD BENJAMIN R 4
WOFFORD C RICHARD 4
WOFFORD GEORGE DEAN 4
WOFFORD JOSEPH R II 2
WOFFORD SAMUEL H III 4
WOJCIK ALAN MARK 4
WOJNOWIAK PAUL 6
WOLF ALBERT ALLEN JR 4
WOLFE ANTHONY M 4
WOLFE BRIAN ALAN 4
WOLFE CURTIS WARREN 5
WOLFE EDWARD BRYAN 4
WOLFE HAROLD STEPHEN 4
WOLFE JAMES EDWARD 4
WOLFE MIKE A 4
WOLFE ROGER ALLEN 7
WOLFF PAUL ALAN 4
WOLFF PAULA OIANNE 4
WOLLA DAVID M 4
wOLLA JEFFREY M 4
WOLLASTON KONALD A 4
wONG DANNY CHAN YONG 2
wOO EDMUND 4
WOOD BRYAN WARE 1
WOOD CHARLOTTE M 4
WOOD CYNTHIA LYNN
WOOD DANIEL CAMERON
WOOD DAVID ALAN
WOOD DOUGLAS DYKE
WOOD DWAYNE ERCELL
WOOD GEORGE NEIL
wUOD GERRY SCOTT
WOOD HORACE KENT
WOOD JANET EVELYN
WOOD JOHN MARK
WOOD KAREN JEANETTE
WOOD Pamela joy
WOOD ROAANNE E
WOOD STEVtN ALAN
WOOD THOMAS DELANCEY
WOOD THOMAS JACKSON
WOOD TOMMY GARVIN
WOOD VIRGINIA ELOISE
WOOD WILLIAM R JR
WOOD wM EDWARD
WOODALL NANCY ELLEN
WOODALL KANDALL E
WOODARU ARTHUR F
WOODARD JAS RUSSELL
WOODHAM BETTY WATKiN
WOODRUFF JEAN LEIGH
WOODRUFF JOHN THOMAS
WOODRUFF PADEN E JR 6
WOODRUFF WARREN E 4
WOODS ADRIENNE LEIGH 4
WOODS GEORGE ALLEN 4
WOODS JAMES FRANCIS 4
WOODS JAMES RANDALL 4
WOODS JOHN A JR 4
WOODS SHERRIE LYNN 4
WOODS WILLIAM F 4
WOODSIDE JOHN P 6
WOODSON wM TUCKER 4
WOODWAKD BRIAN L 4
WOOGE JON DAYTON 4
WOOLDRIDGE SHELLI A 1
wOOLLEY SUZANNE C 4
WOOLSEY CURTIS M 4
wOOLSEY TRACY NEIL 4
wOOTEN CHARLES A 7
WOOTEN JACK EOWIN 4
WOOTEN LINDA JEAN 4
wOOTEN KOLAND F III 4
wOOTEN RUSSELL D 4
WOOTEN SANDRA DENISE 4
WOOTTEN DIANNA LEE 4
WORD ROOSEVELT JR 1
WORKMAN H ALICE 4
WORKMAN HAKRY ROSS 4
WORKMAN TERESA PRICE 4
wORLEY JULIE J 4
WORM BMENOA GAIL 6
tj 02
MGT
Ch I
FD :
E E 07ME 03
FIN MGT
FIN M6
NURS Bf
MATH BS 01
CH E 06
C R P II
SC 14
E 01
_ SC Ob
SOC Ob
ENGR Ob
C E 03
TEXT 07
CH E 03
PHYS BS 03
CR E 07
AG EC 03
E E •U
RO SC 03
C E Ob
MICRO 03
NUTK 11
MATH BS Ob
ADM MGT 04
E E Ob
FIN MGT 07
EDUC»ND^11
MICRO 08
E CH ED 07ME 07
E A 03
1 M 06
E
MGT
C E
R P
4-CH E Ob
4 M E 02
4 CH E Ob
4 R p A •oe
6 ARCH 11
4 E E 'Ob
4 FOR 08
1 MICRO 01
2 EL ED 04
1 M E 01
2 S ED«EN 03
N0N-DEG»13
NURS BS Ob
AOM MGT
FIN MGT
OORT
M E
ADM MGT
T C
MICRO
S ED«NS
ADM MGT
AGRON
SOC
NUTR
08
li
01
J»
02
06
06
11
IMTS-ND^II
ObHORT
PER S
ADM MGT
NURS BS
R P A
iOOL
II
NURS BS
R-ARCH
HER S
M E
HORT
HORT
R P A
NURS BS
ADM MGT
AG E
ADM SPV«11
FR
MIST
AG MECH
FK
ECON
M E
NURS BS
PSYCH
S ED-EN
NURS BS*08
w K E •U
03
07
08
07
07
01
Ob
08
03
NAMt - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS NAHL STATUS - COUH&E CLASS
ORSHAH SUSAN LESLIE
ORTMY FkEU L
OHTHY FKEU lee
OY JANtT VICTORIA
RAThtw JAMES C
HAY KRISTIN R
RAY KOdtHTA R
RENN TRACl LENOR
R
R
R
R OHT tUNA SEAY
~ ()MT OAYt £
OrtT CAROLYN LEE
GhT CLIFTON 5 III
OMT CYNTmIa JILL
6MT HERbERT S
OhT JAMES H
R bMT JANICE LYNN
GmT JOMN S
C»mT MARY ADELAlUt
GMT MiCMAEL J
OmT NANCy E
OmT HubtRT MARK
OhT SANUKA TICE
bMT STEPHEN LEE
'
^UJ
_
lOnT TmOmaS B JR
OhT S SAN
.N
LEI GM
U EObIN PAUL
UNCM KObiN LOUISE
yant uaviu mcintosh
KATT C kIcharo
YATT CAKOL ANN
YATT CAKUL MARIE
YATT UOUGLAS t
YATT GtORot M JR
YATT HUKACt N
YATT alLLlAM MADE
YLJE CLIFFORD A
YLIt MICHAEL A
YMAN FKANK JAMES
YMAN JAMES HURST
YMAN MAKK DONALD
YNUHAM STEPHEN F
YNKOOP STtvEN MARK
YNN JOEL STEVEN
YNN SHAkON LEIGHER
YSt JOSlPh Ai LEN JR
YSOCkI WALTER D
AKSICH ThEuDORE G
AMAMDTO RONALD K
ANACEK JAMLS ALLEN
ANCEY JAMtS L
ANO Jtf^EWY S
ARbUWUUOH FRANCES E
ARdOHUUOH JAMES
ARdUKWUOH LiNDA KAY
AROOHUUOH HARK ALAN
AWlU NANETTE LYNNE
AWlu NlLHULAS H
AWiu SUZETTE KAREN
ATtS CakL hAYNE
ATES KAMON LYNNt
ATES MlCHAtL H
ATES PATHiClA C
AIES VANN LEE
AUN LWaAKU mhITTON
AUN LtONAHu KENNEDY
AVOKSKY JAMtS A
AVORi>KY JAYE ANN
AnN (."ANLES MICHAEL
AZAH UTA LAr^SUN
SluNEY
MObERT
:. TH A
mRhELLL
SJZANNE
N btHG
N ALLISON
JOHN H
lU MALHH
LR
•jS
ockEl V s^
iJOi^ JUA
fQ\jH\t Jo
ruutw ^A
' •itJjN
»<iA M
.•<T VANCE
.Mr -T y
t^t'^SON
-
•M n
iS
li
01
OJ
01
0,
ENGL
SCS-ND
blO CH
ENGL
C &
S ED«EN
iOOL
WURS bS
EL EU
d C
Lib ART
ADM SPV»11
EL ED 0**
MICRO OB
HOHT Od
NURS bS 07
ZOOL •I
MATH bS
M t
FIN MGT
AGKON
MORT
1 M
R P A
FOK
C E
OS
Ob
Od
^?
AN SC
FIN MGT
i M
READING
LNOL
ADM MGT
tCON
li
CH t
M
M COKE
M E
HURTD UTIL
PO SC
ADM MGT
KS dS
MGT
07
OS
03
0<*
OS
II
O**
OJ
§1
•Oo
06
06
03
06
03
01
II
ADM MGT*08
diOENGR U
Ch E Od
CH E •Ob
ENGL Od
ACCT 06
ADM MOT Od
RSYCH
** NO
I FIN I
6 bIST
'T
Ob
07
Od
0<»
Od
OS
0^
03
Oi
OS
07
0<»
0^
03
OS
03
soc
ADM M^T
SOC
MaTh bS
NOWS dS
M E
LNGL
EL ED
C E
MICRO
LH BS
HURT
MAIH bS
NoTW 1<»
LDOC«ND»Ii
AG MECH 06
«-AkCH
SOC
huxs bS
ADM MGT
NURS bS«Od
CL ED 01
MATH oS»ys
L S t i**ME OS
AUM MGT U6
AG MECH Oi
t A 06
ENGL OS
AOM MOT 06
C t Tl
H M A Od
ACCT 03
?"'"
'l^In to OS
L t •OS
L Cm tu {jf
AN St 03
YOUNG KENNETH OORN
YOUNG LAWRENCE M
YOUNG LOUIS GRAY
YOUNG LYNN HERbERT
YOUNG NANCY BUROESS
YOUNG OLIVEH EARLE
YOUNG PATRICIA ELLEN
YOUNG REGINA ANN
YOUNG wANDA ANN
YOUNGBLOOD ROBERT F
YOUNGbLUOD SUZANNE J
YOUNGMAN STEPHEN J
YOUNIS SHARON LEE
YOUNT MARY LOUISE
YUKI KAKEN HENEE
ZACKER KObtRT S
ZAGARA MARC ALFRED
ZAKARIAI MANOuChERHK
ZANDI A HUSSEIN
ZANE STEwAKT S
ZART CAKL HERMAN
ZATTAU WILLIAM C
ZBORAN MARK KICHARD
~
JROWSKI TIMOTHY S
lARD T JR
ZABETH J
,
'MONO J
^EIGLEK SUSAN L
ZELLMAN bONITA LEE
ZEMBA Z WILLIAM
ZERINGUE CLARENCE J
ZERVOS KATHY MARIE
ZET*ICK JAMES
ZEUN STANLEY LOUIS
ZIEGLEH LESLIE R A
<SkI DANIEL P
jSkI GREGORY J
.NbtKG P LYNN
ZiMMtRER ANN H
ZIMMEHMAN JOSEPH E
ZInK JUDITH M
ZONA dAKbAHA LOUISE
ZORN JACKSON MAJOR
ZORN JEANt ELLIOTT
ZUKAS LESLIE ANN
ZURN MAHJURIE JANE
ZIELIN5
zIelin;
ZIERENk
4 AG E OS
I S ED*NS 01
4 ARCH •U
i* AOM MGT 04
I MED T 01
1 HORT 01
< ADM MGT 0^
<» hORT 05
<» S ED-MA 07
2 R P A 04
4 SPAN 04
4 ADM MGT OS
1 Lib ART 01
5 MATH bS 11
4 EL ED OS
4 CH E 'OS
6 ECON 11
2 R-ARCH 12
4 C E 05
4 In ED-A 06
1 ENGR 01
6 RL PH 14
1 E E 01
4 R-ARCH 12
6 ARCH IT
4 E E 03
4 M t 03
4 EL EO 07
4 MICRO OS
1 E A 01
6 MATH bS 11
2 FIN MGT 02
1 t E 01
4 AG EC OS
4 NURS AA 03
4 MICRO 02ICE 01
I MATH bA 01
4 N0N-DEG«12
4 Ch E 04
4 MED T 06
4 CH E 02
6 ARCH 'll
7 E0UC*ND«1I
<* C E 04
1 blO CH 01
SUPPLEMENTARY LIST OF STUDENTS MAIN CAMPUS, SPRING SEMESTER, 1979
NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
ABATE VICTOR LOUIS
ABERCROMBIE LARRY S
ABRAHAM COLOH M
ABRAMS CLARENCE T
ADAIR CARROLL DALE
AQAIR
ADAMS
ADAMS
ADAMS
ADAMS
ADDIS
GRACWILLIAM
DAViO B
JOHN EDWARD
ROBERT DEAN
TALULA W
KAREN ESTAQUE
ADDISON LORA E
ADESANYA BAOAFEMI A
AGNEw DENISE LONG
ALAM TAGMIZADEH ALl
ALEMI NANCY JANE
ALEXANDER LARRY M
ALLEY DAVID C
JACUUELYN
PATRICI
Z
A JUNE
SAWYER
ALTMAN
AMMONS
ANDERSON GA
ANDERSON LEESA K
ANDREWS KENNETH R
ANTHONY CARROLL F
ARBLASTER JANETTE P
ARDQLINE MARRY J
AR6EN MARY ANN M
ARMFIELD JAMES M
ASHLEY LAURA GAYE
ASHMORt MARK S
ASHMORE RUSSELL C
BAGWELL CONNIE EVATT
BAHER FaRID REZA
BAHER HAMID REZA
BAILEY JO ANNE
BAKER OSBORN E III
BALLENGER JERRY M
BANKS KAREN STUART
BARCLAY KAREN E
BAREFIELO DEWEY K
BARNES TERESA
BARNETT ROBIN ELAINE
BARK ALBA LOUISE
BARTON ARLEnE E
BASS SAMUEL M JR
6AUGHMAN JERRY D
BAUMEISTER SARAH S
BAXTER ANNE E
BAYNES SUE FRANCES
JR
iDENBAUGH RUSSE
"IDI
JOHNSON
.HRMAN HEIl
:lser gale
ANTHONY
" LL S
SUE
:nnett clauoette
iRKELLY KEITH
BEACH ROBERT
Bf
Bt
tii
Ql
BL .
BETHEA FRED WILLIAMS
BEVILL LILLIAN M
BLACK CAROL GAULT
BLACK MARION C
BLACKMAN RALEIGH w
BLACKWELL LARRY W
BLAIR CLYDE H JH
BLAIR DAVID ROBERT
BLANTON MARILYN KAY
BLANTON REX LEROY JR
BOGGS ROBERT RUSSELL
BOLIN JUDY ELIZABETH
BOLT DIANE G
BONE BRENDA R
BOOCKFOR MARGARETTA
BOOKER EDDIE W
BORDEN THERESA E
BOYLES DEBORAH A 8
BOYLES DIANE RAHE
BRACKETT GAKY KEITH
BRADLEY BOYD MURPHY
BRANHAM RICHARD W
BRENNAN MALCOLM J
BRIDGES JAN LEE
BROCKMAN TAMMY
BROOKS SHARON B
BROWN BETTY ANNETTE
dedorah betts
dora louise
keith douglas
Phillip burns
sallie ann c
SAMUEL MURRAY
MARK JACKSON
ISA ANNETTE
;nDA ADAMS
:R DOLLY JUNE
BROWN
BROWN
BROWN
BROWN
aROwN
BROWN
BRUCE
BUCKO
BUGAR
BUMGAR
bURCH PHILLIP A
BURDETTE BRENDA E
BURGESS BRENDA CLARK
BURNETT ROGER DAVID
IN ED-A 03
u\ •§§
AOM SPV«n
EO^C.ND.||
h -ht
MATH 8S 01
£DUC-NO«U
EL ED 11
FD SC 05
CH E l<*
NON-BEG»0l
C E 01
IN ED 01
ADM MGT 05
E T 03
NURS BS 03
AOM SPV»U
g"!" hi
NON-DEG»0l
tDUC»ND»U
LIB ART 01
l0N-UEG»0l
NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
EDUC«ND»11
ACCT 02
N0N-DEG*12
MATH BS 01
NURS BS*03
RHYS BS 11
PER S -ll
AOM SPV«11
ZOOL 'oe
tlORT Ob
HORT 02
ADM SPV«i4
ACCT -O^
EL ED 0^
EL ED •11
AN SC 0^
HORT •Ob
EL EDME 05
ADM MGT 06
ARCH 1
E T
tDUC»N0^11
Er -
OOL
DUC-ND^U
t T 01
AOM MGT Oh
ENGL 02
0^
05
03
ACCT 07
ADM MGT 05
6 EDUC^ND^ll
2 ENGR 04
3 AN SC •Ol
3 MED T 06
3 El EO 06
3 In eo-i 06
7 EDUC«ND^11
2 MiST
MGT
•DEG•12
ADM
NON
ADM MGT 01
N0N-DEGM2
PHYS BS«01
tOUC«NO^ii
ADM MGT^Ol
ADM SPV^l^
BURNSEO WANDA JUDITH
BURRELL ROBERT C
BURTON FRANKIE E
BYRD CATHY LEE
BYRD CHARLES
CALDWELL ROBERT P JR
CALLAHAM RAY GILES
CALLICUTT KENNETH B
CALLIHAM SANDRA D
CAMP SUSAN LYNDALL^
CHRISTOPHER
')ELLA GAIL
EDUC*ND<
FIN MGT
EL ED
ONALO
A
MELVIN RAY
,0RI
OY SC •04
ADM SPV^ll
R P A 06
EDUC*ND^11
MATH 6A 03
AN SC 05
E0UC«ND^11
THOMAS V
HIRLEY G
.ANNON GORDON CLAUDE
CAREK THERESE MARIE
CARLANO KAREN ANN
CARLSON CHARLOTTE
CARLSON RANDOLPH JAY
CAROTHERS PAMELA
CARR wENOY NICOL
CARRAWAY WM H JR
CARROLL LINDA RICE
CARTER CATHERINE
CASON DAVID RUSSELL
CHAMNESS VIRGINIA C
CHANDLER DONNA L
CHERRY AMY LEIGH
CHIANG SHIH-Hyl
CWICK CLARENCE A
CWISENA EDNA HURT
CHURCH CHARLES MIDAS
CHURCH JULIE V
CHURCH WILLIAM H
CLARK JAY CARL
CLARK LAWRENCE S
CLARY SARAH WRIGHT
CLEMENT MARK F
CbEMONS JOYCE WILSON
CLEVELAND RICHARD S
COBB ANGELA G
COBB JOEL LESLIE
COCHRAN NAOMI KAY
COCKCROFT OEBRAH G
COGGIN MELINDA CAROL
COGGINS LINDA MAE
COGGINS MICHAEL H
COLE DAVID CALHOUN
COLE VERA JEAN
COLLINS SANDRA LEE
COLLINS ZELLA ALLEN
COLON NELSON ORLANDO
COLSON CATHERINE R
CORBETT MARSHA K
CORDELL TERRY JACK
CORLEY LOU ANN
COSGROVE DEBBIE CLAY
COUSINS CHARLES F
COVAR JOANNA HARPER
CQWAN FAYE P
COX JAMES ROBERT
COX LINDA VINCENT
COXE WM bURTON III
CRAFT DAVID MATTHEW
CRAFT JUDY THOMAS
CRAIG MARIE BENGE
CRAIG WM STANLEY
CRAVEN TERRESA P
CREWS RENEE REYLING
CRICHLOW WM QuaRLES
cromer earl stanton
cross betty stack
cross claude fuller
crowe dana lynn
culbreth w frank
cunningham bennie l
cunningham thomas a
daley raymond george
darling thomas bruce
darress marilyn
davis elaine a
ueharros JOAO-PAULO
DBGEAR HARRY JAMES
DblLY KAREN ANN
DbLANEY MARY ANNE
DENLEY LINDA WILDER
DERRICK LAURIE LEE
D5V0RE ROBERT NEWTON
DEWITT CRAIG ALLEN
DICKSON CHARLES E JR
DICKSON PATRICK T
OIETZ NEDRA KAY
DILLARD MARJORIE S
CH
C E
R P A
01
04
7 reaoIngmI
7 BIO CH |4
*.
C E
ENGR 01
PM C0RE^12
MIST •ll
3 S ED •U
5 NUTR <"
7 EDUC«ND<
5 EL ED *
i ^T '' li
' EL ED 11
ApM SPV^U
?SYCW
:DUC»ND<
R P A •OB
HORT 01
MATH BS 06
R P A 04
NON-DEG^Oi
fc E •ll
PO SC 05
ENGR
NON-DEG<
READING
SYS 6
Psych
A\
NG 11
•0
PER S
NON-OEG^
EDUC-'NO^
SCS-ND •
AG EC
EDUC-ND^
L A tND^
ADM MGT
tL ED •,
FIN MGT 04
E E ^02
EL EO •ll
EDUC^ND^U
F&RR*ND»11
AGRIC 02
R-PHY T^03
l\ W
READING^ll
ADM MGT 0"
ADM MGT
E T
S ED-HI
FIN MGT
ACCT
M E
NURS BS OJ
EDUC*ND^11
E MGT 14
ADM MGT Ob
ZOOL 11
WON-DEG^Ol
EDUC*ND^11
E CH ED 01
ACCT 04
AG E 12
B C ^07
C E 01
NON-DEG^Ol
tOUC^ND^U
NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
DION MANOA MARIE
OORSEY UIANNA SUE
UORSEY VIVUN GARRIS
DOUGHERTY RICHARD A
DOWNS GLORIA TOLBERT
DOWNS PATRICK THOMAS
DRAZICH GWENDOLYN
DRUMMONU ROBERT ALAN
DUGGAN PATRICIA C
DUKE WILLIAM OTIS JR
DUMAS SAMUEL
DUMIT RUHY ELLIS
DUNCAN RONNIE JAMES
DUNN SHEILA SIMMONS
DUSEN8ERRY MARY D
DYSART JAMES wESLEY
EAODY DEBBIE C
EADDY EARL ALEXANDER
EAKES CAHLETON E
tAVES WANOALL lewis
EBO JOHN ALLEN
ECHEVERWIA LUIS
EGTOR kALTON lane Jh
EOIE MAHGARET H
EDMUNDS PATRICIA M
EISENGREIN MARK R
ELLENBLRG LAURA L
EPPES ROY COLIE
EPPS WANDY DEAN
WIN MALCOLM Mill
CHHISTOPHER C
ERVIN DAVE
JAKED CALVIN
AGAN DONALD ALAN
FAILE JOHN CHRISTIAN
FANNING KATHLEEN S
FARMER RAYMOND DAViS
FARTHING SUSAN LYNN
FAUST LINDA MILLER
FAY Luyis Elwyn
F5LCH STEVE M
LLERS JANET
NDLEY AMY HANNON
<ON-OtG»0i
:l ED •n
ER S •ll
.DUC-'ND*!!
;h bs 0^
01
06
OR 08
ADM MGT 03
ADM SPV«,
AGRIC
FC
-
«1^
Ihh'il
DEG«12
* 11
11
•11
ERi
EVANS
EVANS
EVATT
RGUSUN MICHAEL CSHEW GKEuORy KEITH
F
F
F
F
F SHER HAYBURN R
F SHER SUSAN PORTER
FlTZPATRICK JOSEPH F
FLANDEHS HEKBERT S
FuOkEnCE JEANNE C
FLOYD HAYNIE BOYCE
Floyd james swann
FOLTZ ttAKBAHA M
FORHEST mENWY C
FORTUNE CALVIN P
FOSTEK MAWbHALL ALAN
FOUT CHARLES PRESTON
FUWLER DALE HEATH
FOwLER UUNAlD MaRTIN
FOWLEW NANCY WYATT
FUWLEH KM T JR
FOX dWUCE ALLISON
FREEZE ULETa LEYH
FuLMtw mER» '
FULMEW PAl
Fulmar s
FuRSE •!
Ber
R P
£ E
ADM MGT 03
HIST 'O^*
RER S 11
ENGR-ND 11
M E
IN ED
2 CH BS
7 PER S
7 HORT
3 IN ED
3 PM CORE 01
7 MGT 11
5 C R P 11
7 HORT 'U
7 ENGL 11
3 ADM MGT 03
< FIN MGT 0~
i ADM M6T«0
7 ENGL 1
2 I M 5
5 £DUC-ND»1
7 EL ED
n°f
2 M e
3 I M
5 AN PM
3 P-ARCH
2 AN SC
6 RER S
2 R P A
2 FIN MGT 01
5 E MGT 14
7 EOUC«ND«Il
FOR 01
:2.-j|
03
02
•Ji
\nRT
RbERT S III
TTIE MARIE
TEvE LUTHER
ND»
Si
'4
lAM C
ARDEn
.L_L£E
GALE LOuTS
GALE mTcmAEl lE
GALL UENISE ChanDLEI
gall kennetm lee
6ALLAGHEK OlENN E
GALLAOntW GMEGORY H
OALLAOHLH SALLY A
OALLlEN IIMOTMY JOHN
GAMMi.t RALMLR JEAN
GAMewELL JANIS LYNN
GANUY NObEHT MICHAEL
VARpN^R BLAKE WO§S
OARRt'T MARRIE
GARKfTT LiNDA MAXINE
oarrTsun DUMUTmy
Gtt bCUTT BlLLlAM
OENTMr CATMr ELAINE
i.i >,1 ^ f Ai I" ft H
MICHAEL
-lA D
H
-RA JANE
R
-IMA R
WA'^ONT C
.ADA
HAb MERLE
v,-^- -w^ZAOtTM M
EL ED
EOUC-
BIO CM •
AG ED •
EDUC»ND»
AN SC 04CRD 02
bOC 06
R P A 04
^ IN MGT
ADM MGT 02
AG EC OJ
CH E ^02
MN MOT«07
MICRO
tpUC
RER S
fOR Ob
EOUC*ND»ll
NURS AA O**
NON-DEG«01
maTm dS Oi
tL EU *
trio
7 b *|L eu .
AGRON
AiF IND
AGRON <
M E
GODWIN LAURA B
GOLDIN HAROLD W
GOOCH SUZANNE
GOODMAN GLORIA SUE
§QRWO tiLtEN ecklund
GORTON DEBORAH ANN
GRAMBLIN ELIZABETH A
GRAVELY DEBORAH K
GRAVES DAVID ARTHER
GRAY ELIZABETH ANN
GRAY HOWARD MINGUS
GRAZIANO FRANK J
GREEN MARTHA L
GREENE ELINOR S
GREENE ELIZABETH C^
GREENE MARION ESTHER
GREER LARRY E
GREGORY VALARIE S
GRIFFIN JAMES EUGENE
GRIFFIN JOHN C JR
GRIGGS JAMES MICHAEL
GRISHAM JO ANN
GRIZZARD KARLA M
GRUBBS DAVID ALLAN
GUERIN CHERYL V
GUSTAUSSON KLAUS L
HALL V ELAINE J
HAMILTON MARY COOPER
HAMPTON MICHAEL LEE
HAND BONNIE
HANSEN DIANNE P
HARBOUR REBECCA S
HARDER KRISTINE M
RICHARD F
SANDY STEVENS
CARROL EUGENE
DONALD LLOYD
5 WUTR •U
3 MIST 05
I PM CORE
!1
2
4
5
2
3
iE 01
•II
'•1
02
HARLOW
HARPER
HARRIS
HARR
HARR
HARR
HARR
HARR
HARR
HART
LOUISE C
MARGARET N
S MARLENE M
SON JANIE MAE
SON SABRINA ANN
FAY MITCHEI
HARVEY LARRY ALT
r^IN C RICHARD
HAS£LDEN LAWRENCE
HARVlf
-?
HASTY NANCY MARIE
HAWKINS THOMAS FRANK
HAYNES TINA LUANNE
HAYNIE NANCY ANNE
HEAD NONA JANE
HEATLEY JACOB LEVERN
HEATON DONALD RAY
HEIMLICH SETH S
HElSER BARRY GUY
HELLER SUSAN PETE
HEMINGWAY JOSEPH
HENDERSON DAVID L
HENDRICKS KATHERTnE
HENDRIX ANGELA E
HENDrIx JOHN ROBERT
HENDRIX LARRY C
HERLIHY JOHN DANIEL
HESTER MARY BOONE
HESTER PHYLLIS J
BNER CATHARINE T
CKS JACKIE ADKINS
CKS MARSHALL DEAN
LDREJH BARBARA A
HERl
-
LL .RBERT DONALD
LL STEVEN JOSEPH
NO JOHN CHARLES
PP THOMAS MILTON
PPb PATRICIA SUE
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
hOBGOOD BETSY ALLEN
HUHSON ttONNlE COLE
HOFFMANN CAROL G
HOGARTH JAMES M JR
hOLDEN ELIZABETH J
HOLLADAY HARRISON R
HOLLlb NEELY M jR
HOLMES RUbbELL N
HOLbTEAD CHARLES
HOLTbCLAW DAVID W
HORNE JENNIE LYNN F
HURTON Elaine austin
MORTON PAUL MACKEY
HOSANG UAVlu JOSEPH
HOSMER CHRIS E
HOWARO DEBBY ANN
HUWAHLJ LINDA HAMUY
MQWLETT JOSEPH P
hOuLETT LlNDA MOODY
HUFFbTlCKLER CAWL M
HUGHES GLENDA S
HUGHES KAThERINE a
T-P-S
AGRIC
SC TCH
RHYS BS
t^ ^^EOUC*ND
b ED-FR
RER S
EDUC^ND
RER S
M
M 03
BOT 05
R-ARCH 06
El ED •U
ADM MGT 0"
C E •©
LIB ART
EDUC-ND*
EDUC-ND*
ADM SPV*
EDUC^ND*
W0N-DEG»1_
RHYS BS 07
CH BS 03
SCS-ND 'U
EDUC«ND»11
RSYCH •02
FOR 03
EDUC«ND»11
EDUC«»ND«li
EDUC«ND«ll
PER S 'll
PSYCH Oti
EDUC*ND 11
In ED 05
FIN MGT 04
CH BS "oa
E S E ll
E T 02
ADM MGT 05
n. 'It
ADM SPV»14
ADM MGT 01
FOR 06
ADM SPV»14
RO SC 02
S ED*MA 0"
MATH BS
AG EC 'O
E E
EDUC«ND«i
&0C •O
NON-DEG»0
RER S 1
ADM MGT 04
tlslH
•if
wo uTiL 02
•05
5 b ED-MA^lI
7 EDUC-ND^Il
6 EL Id •ll
J ACCT •l2
2 R-PhY T 01
EDUC-ND
M E
^CS-ND •!!
tDUC-ND^U
ENGR«ND^ii
EL ED 03
EDUC«ND^il
AG-ND •ll
P-ARCH ObWE
EDUC-ND^"
tDUC»ND^
m. :
TEXT
EDUC»ND^U
RER S
NAME, - STATUS •=• COURSE - CLASS NAME - STATUS - C0UH6E - CLASS
HUMPHRIES JANET L
HUNNICUTT STANLEY P
HYNOS WM B JR
ILOOlCiSE KENNETH
IRBY HELEN SCOTT
IVEY HARRIET ANN
JACKSON JEFFREY H
JACKSON KENNETH GREG
JAIN MUKESH KUMAR
JENKINS WILLIE R
JERNIGAN JAMES M
JOB CHARLES R
JOHNSON DEBORAH FERN
JOLLY
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
JOYCE
KARNS
KEARNEY
ucvc
lew:
LlAk
LINOS-
LINK ,
LiTTLi
LOFTI!
E)EG«08
11
"If
JOHNSON JAMES L
JOHNSON JANE H
JOHNSON KEVIN DAVID
JOHNSON REBECCA M
JOHNSON WALTER LEE
TRACY STEVEN
JAMES PHILLIP
JONI DEE
LARRY W JR
ROBERT EARL
SUSAN COUCH
MARTIN PAUL
KANE CRAIG DAVID
UAONALD GLENN
.
MICHAEL T
KEEGAN JOHN C
KEETER BILLIE K
KEITH THOMAS RAY
KELLEY GEORGE A
KELLEY JACK R JR
KELLY KAREN LYNNE
KELLY TIMOTHY E
KEMMERLIN RUDOLPH JR
KENNEDY LAURA FAY
KlNARD GEORGE C
KING FRANCES K
KINLEY DON ROBERT
KINNEY JULIUS B JR
KINOSHITA MASAO
KLING ELIZABETH P
KNAPP JANE NIEHENKE
KOEHN BRUCE WARREN
KONOVER HAIA
KORKOTSIDES A MARIA
KRISH JOSEPH CHARLES
KUEMMERER STEPHEN D
KULIKOWSKI ROY
KUNKLE THOMAS WILLIE
LAIEWSKI ELAINE K
LARK EMILY KATHLEEN
LATHAM SAMUEL E
LAU ALICE LAI CHEE
LAWTON RICHARD BRYAN
LEA WM RICHARD JR
L6E BARBARA INMAN
LEE JAO JANG
LEE WILLIAM HARRELL
LEE-PITTMAN NINA
LEEKE CECIL MOLLIS
LEITHAUSER JEFFREY L
LENNOX BRUCE DAVID
LEPPAHD SUSAN ANNE
LESESNE EMILIE K
LESLEY JERRY BENNETT
LEVERETTE ELEANOR S
~ lis WILLIAM MARTIN
W Yl-JUNG
INDSAY ELIZABETH H
;• ^ JOHNSON W JR
, TLEJOHN VIRGINIA
:S ROY B JR
LOIZAKES SUSAN E
LONG BETTY UlCKSON
LONG JOHNNY RANDALL
LQOPER GARY WENDELL
LORD JENNY H
LQWE MARK JAY
LU KANG
LUCAS CATHERINE P
LUCKEY RONALD G
LUDWIG GARY EDWARD
LYLE LUTHER L
LYLE MARCIA MONROE
MA ROBERT PING CHUNG 5
MACCONNELL ANDREW M 2
MAKlSON SUSAN P 4
MALIK VIHGiNiA ANN 5
MALMGREN NORMA JEAN 7
MANN CLAUDIA WOOD 2
MARCENGILL MELINDA U 7
MARKHAM THOMAS V 2
MARKOViC R JEFFREY 3
MARSHALL MICHAEL S 3
3 AN SC
7 5 £D«NS<
3 t T
6 EL ED
MGT
NON
RER S
WSYCH
A M
RER S
ECON
AG EC
CH BS
ADM SPV
1 £ E 01
5 L A -ND 11
3 N0N-D£G«12
7 EDUC»ND«1
1 FIN MGT
2 NURS BS
7 ADM SPV*14
3 ADM MGT 05
R-AR5H 12
11
04
OB
2 NON-OEG«01
3 MATH BS 0<»
2 I M 04
7 EDU
5
7
3
3
2
2
2
6
2
2
7
5
5
5
7
7
f
3
?
7
5
2
5
2
5
2
3
3
3
2
6
7
5
2
5
7
3
6
5
2
6
2
7
2
3
5
U
EDUC«ND<
S ED-HJ
WUTR
ADM MGT 04
AG MECH
S ED
gON-©EG«
URS BS 0<
ZOOL •OTME 03
ADM MGT 02
ADM MGT 05
READING»11
ADM SPV»11
S EO»EN»li
CH E 01ME 11
EL ED •11
S^£p.PS#0lEO« » L
WICRO -ll
^ER S_
-J^EDE CH i
ED^C»ND«11
c E •o:
ADM SPV»14
NON-DEG«01
IN ED 01
CH E
ADM SPV<
ENGL
R P A 03
? mi:""'
•11
iN0»]CH E
CH BS 01
NURS AA 04
ENGR»ND^11
ENGL 11
PO SC 05
EL ED •U
P-ARCH 04
FIN MGT 01
MATH BS 04
MARSHALL SALLIE R
MARTIN DENNIS GLENN
MARTIN ELVA
-
MARTIN SARA
C
JANE
MASSENGILL CI^AUDE W
MASSENGf- • »•LILA
WARREN
[LL
MCALPIN
mccall hayne
mccarthy kat
mcclin: , _
mcclure susan
;onn|ll
:ONNELL
OCK LAWRENCE
MCCORMICK CHRISTIE H
MCCRARY BRUCE W
MCCRARY ERNEST FANT
MCCUEN LEONARD J
MCCULLOCH LUCILE A
MEELVEEN ALAN SCOT
MCFADDIN JAMES H JR
MCGEE JAMES GLADNEY
MCGEE KENNETH MM
MCGEE RALPH MARK
MCKNIGHT DAVE OERICK
MCMEEKIN STEVEN A
MCMILLAN LESLIE LOVE
MCSWEENEY MILES F
MEANS JUDY VERMELLE
HEARS GRAYLIN PARKER
MEDFORD STEPHEN T
MERRELL SUZANNE HEAD
MESBAHI MEHROAD
MESSAM CORNEL R
MEYERHOFF MARY E
CHAEL R
MILASNOVII
M LL£R_ JO:
M
M
M
M
MO
iCHARO D
;h nick
iEPH HENRY
LLS DEnISE N
NTON CYNTHIA PARR
TCHELL DOLLIE R
TCHELL MARK KEITH
ZELL GEORGE R JR
GHAOOAS ShTdA
MOINO MARCELO a
MOLE RICHARD ANDRE
MONROE CAROLYN ANN
MOORE BENJAMIN A
MOORE DONNA LEA
MOORE JAMES MICHAEL
MOORE JANICE METZ
MOORE JOSEPH OALTON
MORAN MARGARET M
MORRIS CORSETTA F
MORRIS DAVID PATRICK
MORRIS JAMES B
MORRIS ROBERT S JR
MORROW KAREN LEE
MOSES ISAAC HARBY JR
MOXLEY CHARLES A
MULLINAX SHERI l,EA
MULLINNIX JOHN
;NR0 WALTER MA
LUCY SCHINDL
NAL
NDIELI
NEwTON VlCKI 5^
ER
MU^
MURR
MUSIELAK T STEVEN
LEY LESLIE LEANN
_" MICHAEL
NEALE TERESA BROWN
NELSON SAMUEL EDGER
NESBITT LAWRENCE P
NEWTON STEVE ALTON
itO f
"
AN
NICKLES SUSAN JANE
NORRIS CELESTE
NrtOKOCHA NNAMDl
OBOYLE WM PATR]
BEN
CK
OBRIEN MICHAEL C
ODARE THOMAS ANTHONY
OOONALD JOSEPH F
OGG LIZABETH GAIL
OMUNDSON JAMES A
ORR SAMUEL MITCHELL
ORR WALTER H JR
ORREN DENNIS W
OSHIELDS SHARON S
OWENS EMMA MCINTOSH
PAINTER CATHY NAGEL
PALAU MARK STUART
PALLECK STEPHEN
PALMER JOHN WALLACE
PARILLO TERESA B
PARKER LAWRENCE C
PARLER DAVID WAYNE
PARLER E
PARR
PARSONS JEFFREYS
PASQUALINI PETER C
ENGLISH
ARTHUR D III
!buc»No«;
7 RER S •]
2 AG MCCH (
5 EL EO ]
7 NUTR
7 NON-OEG 1
7 EDUC-tND^Il
7 tDUC-ND«U
2 ADM MGT
5 RER S •!
- iG-ND !
EO
;d
^DyC«ND
S EO-EC 04
ARCH •!!
RER S •11
R P A 01
AN SC 02
ADM MGT 01
RM CORE 01
CH BS 03
B C 01
EDUC»ND^lI
ENGL 01
R P A 06
R P A
NON-OEG*
EDUC-ND^U
C E 06
ACCT 01
FOR 12
R-ARCH 01
i»l2
R P A
EL ED
EL EO
CH BS
SI
P-ARCH
E CH
C E
ED
2 MATH 8A
0^
li
01
04
^SYCM 04
EDUC«ND«li
ADM MGT 01
NON-OEG*0l
EDUC«ND»lI
SOC 01
£DUC«ND«11
E £ 03
RER S 11
B C 01
£ T 01
£ CH ED 05
P-PHARM 01
ADM SPV»ll
RER S •11
EDUC«ND^lI
EL £0 01
I M 02
RER S
RO SC
EL ED
FIN MGT
06
•li
07
•1
,
01
ENGL 1
1
ARCH 11
7 RER S •! ,
1 ECON •Ol
3 NURS BS^05
6 PER S •U
1 GEOL BS 01
3 ADM MGT 08
1 ENGR
2 NON-Dt
2 NON-Oe
4 NURS BS
3 FIN MGT 04
? glg^fMi
3 RSYCH ^06
3 ADM MGT 04
H-^Ja
"
7 EDUC«ND<
2 RO SC 'o;
3 FIN MGT 0<
)EG«0l
NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
payne deborah oenise
payne sandra hogseo
peabooy louise
peaCm nelson R
PtEO WILLIAM F
PEPPER ROY CLYDE
PERALTA CHHISTINE S
PERKINS BOREY LYNN
PERRY DAVID C JR
PE2ZELL ROBERT H
PJCKERINO HENRY
^ TTMAN MARTHA SMITH
TTS JUDY MCWMITE
NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
PLETTA ELEANOR
POBSIAOLO
"
POLATTY
VAN
POLEVY MELISSA ANNE
SUSAN
CINDY 6
POLK DAVID ALLEN
PQUX § JANE
POPE iJANlELLE L
ON JONATHAN DALE
URAMiN ABOl
POkELL LOUIS
_
POWELL SARAH C
PRICE TERESA ANN
RABB ROGERS L JR
RAGLAND JOHN H
.DUC'»ND«n
JATH BS 06
ADM sPv»r
MATH BS
»08
PO R/
ERIK
KAMEy iM STEWART
HANKIN MARGARET
kD JOHN OTTO 3 W t
:u tImothy Dale 5 ent •!
:l eumee franklin 6 keading«I
raveendhanath
HAY OSCAH FREC
HAY VERNA REBECCA
HAY WALTER S JR
REA T(
HEED i
REEL EUMEE FRANKLIN
HESSE ARCHIE R B
REEVES PAMELA JEAN
HEIO KATHIE JO
HEIQ LYNDA ANN
HElD Sharon reeves
heInovsky albert j
HESCE JAMES LEE
REVELS ANTHONY EARL
REYNOLDS JOHN HARLAN
RHODES LINDA DIANE
RHQME ALL^AN M
K
W
H
H
H
K
H
HOB
HOB
HOB
CH LiNviL BURTON
CM MAHGANET HOPER
Cmah||!(S "
CMAR
Ootw
GSbtE MAHK BYRON
SfylCH DONNA E
"ERTS HELEN D
EW|^ JONNETTE
<U ON FREDDY R
iOSON LINOA
JULIA FOSTER
AY STEVE A
m lj E
on colleen s
hobinson elizabeth u
hobInsun melEn smith
ROblNSON JOHN B JR
HOGEWS bARBARA CLARK
HOGE»<S HEL^N TEHtSA
HOGEI JAN
E
E ANDER
aTkicTa
SON
iCME SANUIA M
i> JUNI UEE T
JtCME JANET M
JSE CAKOLYN E
AR
LA \k.
HOS
HOU
HOU
HO«E CmahlES CHESL
HOWLANU LOUIE A jR
HOUlSiLL JOHN FWANK
HOKAT DEbORAH T
HtAN MrRA ANN
SADEVH NIJED NASSER
oi
NT l^
EADING i
& ED-PS 05
EOUC»ND«U
EL ED "O^
AN SC 01
fcDUC«ND»lI
R P A 03
CH BS 14
SC T-BS 01
AG EC OZ
«ICRO •01
RSYCH •OJ
S £D«NS«
EDUC-ND«U
' E
UC-ND
-YCH
3 S E0«HI
3 MATH BS
2 W-PmaRM
3 H P A
6 H P A •!
2 V P A
7 tDUC«ND*l
4 BON-QEG«0
7 EDUC«N0»1
,
^ SC T«bS 06
EDUC-N0»1
NON-DEG«0
/f^y^k. ^AV ChARO K
LAM MUSTAFA
ANNY CkAlG
^' ' *
' ASAM
-uCbKl
ALLISO
>LLwt'''J JW^NNT HtlU
SCVIC JIMMY JAMES
!:Su?¥¥a
SEWELL JAMES EMERSON
SEXTON CARROLL L JR
SEYMOUR JOHN MANUEL
SEYMOUR PAULA JEAN
SMAFFEfi JOHN MARVIN
SHAW PAUL THOMAS
SHEALY VIRGINIA H
SHELTON - _
SHEPPARD JA(
SHIRLEY CATHY B
SH RLEY JANICE E
SH RLEY JOHN S JR
SH RLEY LARRY N
ShIrlEY WILLIAM L JR
SHULER NANCY MARILYN
SHUMATE 2ELPHIA MAE
SIMMS JOHNNY LOUIE
SIMPSON CAROLYN G
SIMPSON DORIS ANN
SIMPSON STANLEY LYON
SKINNER ANNE MAR]
SMALLEY NANCY LEL
TH ALLEN BURTON
bARBARA H
BRIAN THOMAS
CLARISSA F
DONNA ANNETTE
GRETA LEE
>1^'
HELEN H
JAMES A
JAMES
JR
ANDREW
SMITH JIMMY DEAN
H JOSEPH SPENCER
H MICHAEL ADGER
H MICHAEL MONROE
H RONDALD G
H WM BRYANT JR
RON hORaCIO
SOlESBEE EDWIN NOEL
SOMERS CINDY ANN
SOMERVILLE DENNIS P
SPAID Patricia g
SPEARMAN DAVID H JR
SPROUSE ALlSA KAY
STEINER MARTIN
STEPHENS SARAH W
STEVENS LLAINE C
STOVER FRANK R JR
StRICKLANO GREGORY L
STROUP SUSAN REBECCA
STUTZENBERGER ANNA S
SULLIVAN ROGER JR
TALLEY RONALD N
' TETATI JOHN SANDERS
WM I" --
-
ane
TAYLOR D III
TEAL DIANE BOLT
TEGEN TIMOTHY N
TERRY DOUGLAS MAC
THOMAS MARYLAND
THOMAS SARAH LOU
THOMAS VICKI JEAN P
THOMASON ERIC KEITH
THOMASON LEE E JR
THOMASON MARGARET A
THOMASON mElOOY M
THOMPSON ALICE P
THOMPSON DONNA LYNN
THOMPSON GENEVIEVE H
THOMPSON MARSHA E
THORPE CATHERINE B
THORTON JEFFREY R
HRAILKILL ELIZABETH
HRAVES LYNNE MCLtEb
^HROwER LARHY L JR
INUBU GLORIA B
ObIaS KEITH STANLEY
OPPING jOhn E
^A i_
Tng JR
Rado many oay £
TREHEHNt BONNIE F
TRUSStLL CALVlN F
TUCkEW DtbHA ANN
TUCKEN jtAN CAROL
TOMbLiN NiChARD A
tURNEW CAKL J JW
tuRNEH VALEHIE ARDEn
TYLEH ONEAL
oSREY KATIE Cummins
vasey IngrIu jager
VATaMS JOSEPH ALLEN
VAUGHN JAMES M
VINSON LINDA ANN
vOGEL KEITH H
VOYLES KAThhYN a
AKil
ADE HttlLLlP LEEUlu m kat
lALCotT
ADM MGT 01
ADM SPV»l
PM CORE
ADM MGT
IN ED
RER S
NURS BS
NUTR
ADM MGT
AG ME
ADM S
RSYCH
C R P •I
;CH 01jPV«lI
i 01
6 RERSEE
7 RER S
6 PER S
2 C E
7 EL ED
i Si?"*BS
•ND*
s
bDUC
ENGL
IJY SC OS
HORT 01
BOT •OB|0UC«ND^11
EDUC-ND^U
ENGL O**
ADM MGT 03
PSYCH
R-ARCH
MGT
MGT
PO SC
05
Ik
\l
ADM MGT 01
tDUC»ND 11
PER S •U
AG ED 01
MATH BA^Oa
EL ED
SCS-r n
NON-aEG«l
SC TCh (
NON-OEG«(
NDME 04
ADM SPV«11
ARCH
^{^
01
NON-DEG^Ol
VIS-ST Oi
ACCT 02
EQUC»ND»11
ADM MGT^Od
EDUg»ND«l ,
CH E ,
PER S •I ,
EL EU •!
NURS BS 04
ADM SPV^il
EL ED
T S
4 ACCT
3 El ED
3 RSYbn
6 APPl EC
5 MATH BS
6 ADM SPV
4 NuRS BS
3 EL EO 03
3 tC 2OVL*0«
J N0N-0EG«1J
4 P-AHCH OB
r El ED •!!
J H P A 07
1 ft" '•
2 HM COHE
2 E E
ADM MOT
11
04
•07
LU M K ThHYN
UESMOND
i.>^ARCH
EL ED
01
OS
OS
OJ
OJ
^<
'II
NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
MALO FKIEOA BARR
MALO GARY M
WALOROP RICHARD A
MALKER GEORGE LEWIS
WALKER MYRA SIMPSON
WALLACE MARSHALL L
WALLACE SANDRA A
WALTERS JOEY LEVERNE
WALTERS MARY S
WANNAMAKER LUTHER B
WARLICK CAROLYN M
WARREN RUSSELL WAYNE
WARREN WILLIAM W
WASSON MICHAEL P
WATERS DONNA JEAN
WATKINS MARK STEVEN
WATSON VIRGINIA H
WEATHERFORO C DEAN
WtATHERLY SHAWN N
WEAVER CHARLES R JR
WEBB ROBERT E
WEEKS JAMES E JR
WEGIEREK TERESA E
WEISEL ROBERT L
WEISS STEPHEN ERNST
WELLS DAVID PATRICK
WELLS HaLINDA GAYLE
WEST GEORGE E
WHELESS CAROL L
WHITE KILLOuGH H III
white nancy flake
whItlock tommy lee
it
w
w
w
w
w
WILL
w
AND
ERS
RAYMOND
JOHN R JR
LBANKS TAMMY B
LOE JOHN WIRTH
" DE!
W: LLJ
W LLIA
W LSON
AMS
MS
" R
JR
LLIAMS E SAI
"AMS FRANK A III
LLIAMS J ALLEN
W LLIAMS LIZZIE W
W LLIAMS MARY E
WILLIAMS PAMELA D
" SHEILA ANN
STEPHEN A
JEFFERSON
LYNN L
LSON OLIVE LANDER
NGATE MIRIAM P
NTER GWEN WALTERS
NTERS PETER ALLAN
WOLF MIRIAM
WOODSIDE PRISCILLA A
WOODSON JAMES RAY
WOODWARD CHARLOTTE M
WOODWARD GEORGE R
WORSFOLD EDWARD
WRAY ARTHUR MCCOLLUM
WRIGHT ANNE E
WRIGHT SCOTT WESLEY
WROBLEWSKI THADOtUS
YARBOROUGH MARK S
YOUNG S GREGORY
GLER JOHN BURAL
yN(
ZEIGI
ZURN
EOUC*ND*U
NON<-0E6«I2
£DUC«N0«11
RER S •ll
R P A •Ott
E CH ED«08
AGRON 03
RER S •11
ENGL •12
W0N-QEG^l2
IN Et5-V^56
JED T 01
1 CORE 01
kG*ND
MARJORIE JANE
AG I8-'
IH E
,DUC«ND
.DUC«ND ,^
2 MED T 01
3 T S 01
3 ADM MGT 05
7 ADM SPV^U
7 EDUC«N0^11
7 S EO»NS^
6 |DUC«ND"
SLA .ND^U
3 AN SC
7 LDUC*
7 R P A
2 MATH BS
k ^ ^2 PSYCH
2 MURS BS
3 M E
5 BIOENGR
3 MURS BS
2 PM CORE
4 BIO CH
•11
06
'•{!
010'
06
01
STUDENTS ENROLLED IN OFF-CAMPUS COURSES, FIRST SUMMER SESSION, 1978
NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
ABBOTT JEAN COX
ALVAREZ CYNTHIA C
ANDEHSON JOAN G
ANDEHSUN JOHN MM
ARNOLD hOWARO HAROlN
BANKS MAMIE JONES
SARR WINSTON LAmREE
BATES JOOY TIMMERMAN
SauOER DOLORES T
BEACH FRANCES MYERS
beard wm grady jr
btaty cynthia turner
bedEnbauoh anna long
BELL JtSSIE HARRISON
BELL WM lONNIE
BELLAMY ANNIE
BERRY SALLY
BISHOP LYNN PELHAM
BLACK HERBERT DAVID
BLACK HILLIAM C
NAME STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
EDGE
blakeley nancy H
80DENHAMER BERENA G
BQUKNIGHT JEAN M
BOmERS HENRir
JANE KIRCyS
.R BERTHA E
IETTA F
BOWMAN
BREWSTE*
^BRIDwELL TERRELL
BROCK BOBBY E
BROCK PATRiCiA COX
BROmN MAGGIE W
BRO»N MYHA KIRKLAND
BROWN (DONALD LEE
BROWNING lInDA J
BRYAN DIaNNE TINSLEY
bumgarner donna N
burnett debra lyn
BUTLER JAMES M
CAMAK UONNA WiLLlS
CAMP J P
CAMPBELL JOANNE C
CANTRELL ANNETTE C
CARROLL RILEY
CAUGHMAN JOAN T
CAUSBY CAREY WINSTON
COATS BARBARA LOWE
COLLINS JANET F
COOK Gwendolyn hitt
;OOKE ThUMAS RONALD
fOPELANU BETTY JO E
.QWLEY PAUL WM jR
.Raft judy thomas
RAnFORD DONNA LOU
RENSHAw CA^^RIE D
RESwELL JEAN M
fROLLEY DONALD L
.ROuCh JUDY MALONE
CROWUEH BARdARA V
culbertson pmyllis b
cummings james
Cunningham §andra C
Curry debbie fallaw
CuRTIs JESSIE RAY
UANJEL mTluREO T
DANIELS ODESSA H
DARBY dETTY WOODSON
DAVIS MANY A HILL
)lu PATTEN V
BlASE RAN HALL
CKEHl BETTY ASHLEY
CKSUN jOhn WESLEY
flLLARD MATTIE
'
)lSuMMUNU ANN MASTY
BUCKET] MARGARET C
DUMST_MARY ANN
7 yEAO
6
6
6
5
6
5
7
5
5
6
6
5
7
7
6
tWMONT V
»UH
OySAkT JAMES wES
READING
EDUC*ND
EDUC-NO
Ik EDEOUC*ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC«ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC^ND
EDUC-ND
EL ED
PER S
EDUC«ND
EDUC»ND
EDUC-ND
Ik ^^EDUC^ND
7 PER S
6 RER S
7 EL ED
7 EOUC-ND
5 EDUC-ND
6 EL ED
i tDUC
7 EDUC-ND
6 EDUC-ND
6 EDUC-ND
5 EDUC^NU
6 EDUC«ND
5 EDUC-ND
5 EDUC»ND
7 tL ED
b EDUC«ND
7 EDUC-ND
7 EDUC»ND
7 EDUC-ND
7 AG ED
ik
6 ADM SPV
5 EDUC»ND
7 EDUC-NO
6
6
b
6
6
6
6
7
7
7
5
6
7
7
J
6
6
6
6
7
18
LEY 7
ahTTn 5
AHRCiLL 7
tULlSON tUNA MA
ETmEwEDOL bH C OL
EVANb CAHULYN MUOWL
EVANS fVATMWYN
EVANS P
TagIn C
READING
EDUC*ND
EDUC-ND
S ED«MA
ADM SPV
EDUC-NU
EDUC»ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC»ND
,L ED
.OUC-ND
,duc«n5
,DUC»N0
,L ED
.OUC^ND
±h
tDUC»ND
EDUC«ND
ATmR a L
mi m buC«NOb LDUC«ND
t S ED«MA
SPy
«nD
6 tUUC»NU
NU
NO
NO
b ^i» I
b tOUC«NO
U
:
TLM 6 El EO
i-ttMAN AloL^'TA J 7 EOUC-ND
rHiCK (.YNTmIa RuFF 6 EDUC-ND I
FRYGA MARIAN LAURA
^WLLER SANDRA I
8lAMBRELL LESLI
GAMBRELL MARY W
GARDNER BOB SEaGLE
GARRETT SMERYN D
GEANES MARY JO J
GIBSON LINDA TURNER
GILSTRAP BETH A
60RL0 EILEEN ECKLUND
GOWDY JERRY LEE
GRANT BARBARA A
HAIR RUTH UUARLES
IE ELLIE FHALFACRf
MALTIfcfANGER DENNIS I
HAMSON NANCY MYERS
HARDY MARITOM S
HARMON LUNELLE RUFF
HARRISON JIM NEAL
HASKIN ANNA ESTES
'IRD " "'DAVID CLYDE
' David l
HAV
HENDERSON .
HEUSTESS COlEY M
HILL ANN MICHELS
L CURTIS H
cu
lbKER SUSAN LINDLER
HODGES RUTHIA ANN
- :RT REBECCHOLBEf
HOLLAr
HORNE ThELMA
.LAND ^ANK
A B
t V
M
HORTON MARY P
MUCKS WILLIAM
HUDGENS ELEANOR
HUGHES LARRY OAVlD
MUGHETT JOHN H JR
HUGHETt JOHN M JR
MULL LINDA DRAWDY
HUNTER LEONIDE R
HUNTER SUE CAROLE
mYDRICK REBECCA R
JACKSON LOUISE Y
JACKSON PATRICIA B
JENNINGS LINDA PAYNE
JOHNSON DORIS WYATT
JOHNSON LUVENIA
JOHNSON KAY T
JOHNSON SARAH E
JOLLY EDITH S
JONES DEBORAH C
JONES JANIS S
JUDON ESTHER FARMER
kInaRD LINDA JEAN
KINARD SARA POSTON
KINNEY CAROL HATTON
KNIGHT SALLY C
LAftKE ALVIN JR
LAWSON SUSAN OVERTON
LEROY JUDY CAMPBELL
LInDLEY CAROLYN H
LINDSAY ETHEL A
LINDSAY JAMFS W
LOUDEN HENDERSOI
LYNCH ROBERT B
MADDEN ELMA L S
MAGILL CHERYL H
MANLY JOHN WM
MARSHALL DOROTHY H
" DKUCILLA E
SARAH STONE
BRENOA B
MATHIS EDNA SULLIVAN
MA2UR JAMES M
MCJbEE JOEL JAMES
mQCLAM GwENOOlYN T
.CUEN BRENOA JOYCE
;FADDEN DAVIS L
INTTRE SUSAN ANN
JKENZIE CAROL L
KINNEY LESLIE B
,MANUS UARLENE H
NEIL ALICE HAUDON
NEILL NEAL A
ANS LILLIAS W
LLER JANET D
LLS LYNDA SMITH
NGLE BRANTLEE P
TChELL MAHCIA W
mOnROE MAHCIA KAY
MOON MATTIE DILLARD
MOOHE CHARLES GERALO
MOOME JUUITH S
MOSELEY EULA DOUGLAS
JR
»
MARTIN
MARTIN
mathIs
Mois Emmy y
mote;.S MAWY E
E ESJELLE
Evelyn ,
E0UC«N0
EL ED
lU EDiEAOING
E0UC*ND
IL ED
EL ED
E0UC«ND
RER S
EOUC-ND
EDUCvND
EDUC«ND
EDUCwND
JC«ND
UC«ND
UC«f
"
"^:K8
iND
lUC-ND
.L ED
EDU
EDU
EDUC»ND
EDUC^ND
EDyC«ND
PER S
EDUC^ND
EDUC«ND
EL ED
,DUC*ND
,DUC-ND
:d
IUC»ND
5 EOUC.
7 Readi
7 EDUC-
AL
LISTON
U
DUC«ND
UC*ND
5 tpUC*ND
b tOuC«ND
UC-NU
UC*ND
ED
M SPV
UC-NU
EO
EDUC-ND
5 EDUC-ND
EOUC»NO
7 EDUC-NO
b EOUC-ND
6 EDUC*NO I ,
NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
NELSON COLLEEN C
NICHOLS RUTH H
OOELL WANDA MALONE
OWENS Gloria m
OWINGS LILLIE T
PAGE CORNELIA B
PARNELL VICKY HARMON
PARSON BRENUA BARTON
PARSONS MARTHA C
PATTERSON CLARA F
PATTERSON JEAN S
PIERCE FLETCHER J
PITTS KATRiNE MARTIN
PRUDEN GEORGE 8 JR
UUINTON MYRNA CAMP
RAINES ALAN CARL
RAMEY MARY JANE
RANDALL MARGARET B
RATTERREE JANE POINS
RAY WM HENRY
REDDECK EVELYN PITTS
:iD HARRY WALLACE
;CHEY ELAINE SHARPE
IBINSON MATTIE WMS
ROBINSON MILDRED S
ROBINSON VIRGINIA C
ROPER JESSIE MAE
SAVAGE ELLA C
SAWYER JOAN BROOKS
SCURRY
SEGARS
WM RALPH
PATRICIA J
SARAH BOAZMAN
MARY ANN
BRENDA K
FRANCES HICKS
JUANITA
CE
SEGARS
SHEALY
SHORTER
SMITH RUBY
STEGALL BEATRI D
STELLER JENNIFER J
STEPHENS PATSY GALE
STONE BEVERLY HULL
STROCK BETTY B
StuDSTiLL JAMES R
SWAYNGHAM BESSIE WMS
-ALBERT EDDIE L
ODD RICHARD CALVIN
0PPIN6 CHERYL Y
OWNSENO FRANK C
RAINOR MARY JANE M
TRAMMELL ELIZABETH M
TRIBBLE MARTHA E
TUCKER NORMA
TULL
UNDERWOOD
CAROL ANN
JAMES
_
UNDERWOOD TERRY I
WALLEN MARGARET H
WALTERS WM CECIL
WASHINGTON BENJAMIN
WASHINGTON MARGARET
WATSON ANNIE LITES
WATTS JESSE FRANK
WEATHERS JOHN OWEN
wEBER RICHARD M
WESSINGER DOROTHY F
WEST ROBERT E
WHITE DORIS G
WHITFIELD WILLI/
WHITMAN EMI^Y 0/
)ER GRACf
;am a
JAVIS
ADAMS
[LKINS FRED S JR
[LLIAMS -BARBARA J
LLIAMS HAROLD LEE
WiLSON WALTER JOSEPH
WITHERSPOON DOROTHY
WOODWARD NORMAN E
WOOLARD BETTY H
WRIGHT PATTY KORNELL
WRIGHT WILLIE BOWIE
YARBROUGH JENNIFER G
YOUNO ANDY BEE
YOUNG CAROLYN H
YOUNG JOYCE
EL ED
EOUC«NO
EL ED
II ED
lie £0EDUC
EL ED
EL ED
tQUC«»NQ
EOUCvNO
iEAOING
IpUC^NO
ADM SF
EOUC*ND
)IN6
PV
j»
DUC*ND
touc-r
'
•NO
•NO
)UC«N0
rOUC-NO
tOUC-NQ
EDUC-NO
EDUC-NO
EDUC»N0
EL ED
EDUC-NO
7 S ED-EN
5 EOUC^ND
5 E0UC*N0
7 EOUC-ND
5 EDUC-ND
5 EOUC«ND
6 EL ED
7 E0UC»N0
5 EL ED
5 EDUC-ND
5
"
6
6
-_. ND
E0UC«ND
E0UC*ND
READING
EDUCtND
k,DUC«ND
EDUCvND
In ED
£DUC*ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
II ED
EOUCwND
|duc«nd
EDUC»ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC'ND
EDUC»ND
EDUC«N0
EDUC-ND
tDUC*ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
ADM SPV
EDUC-ND
II
11
STUDENTS ENROLLED IN OFF-CAMPUS COURSES, SECOND SUMMER SESSION, 1978
NAME - STATUS -
AOAiR Carroll dale
ALVAREZ CYNTHIA C
ANOEHSOn ROBERT N
ANTHONY IDA HAE
ARANT ALAN OAViO
jORfAULO N MA OAIL
BaIRO LINDA L
BAKER OSBORN E III
BALENTInE BETTY C
BALLlNilON PATRICK E
BANDY HARRIET E
BANKS FRANCES S
BARNES RANDY MORGAN
BARRlNEAU DAVID K
BASHOR TAMARA A
BATES OLENN RICHARD
BAUKNI&HT DAVID D
BAXLEY DAVID BRUCE
BbAKD MARTHA REESE
BEARD MADE F JR
BbARD MM GRADY JR
BENTON JULIA M
BISHOP LYNN PELHAM
BOmaR ROSEMARY HEATH
BOOKER JOHNNIE MaE
BOSTIC EDITH HOWARD
BOmEn ROBERT A III
BOwEN THERESA J
BRaMLETT JEFF 5 JR
8RE«TN^*tUN ALICE P
BRIDGES LORA H
BROOKS RONALD VINSON
BROwDER SANDRA KAY
BROmN BOYDEN L JR
BROmN RODNEY HOMARD
BROKN RONALD LEE
BROwNE CLYDE R
BROmNE MARY ANN
BROnnIng LINDA J
BROYLES JAMES EDWIN
gULL ROY LYNN
URGESS JAS GREGORY
BURRISS KAThRYN B
aYERS JANE CARROLL
CALDmELL OELANE M
CALHOUN JANE T
CAMPBELL JOANNE C
CANNON ANN nISE
CARPENTER DONALD
CARSON CAROL ANN
CARTEE VIRGINIA N
CASSELL ROY FaRRELL
CHANG ChING HSONG
CHANG KaI NING
Cheatham Samuel a
;hTPMAN JANET AMANDA
.hIsENA EDNA HURT
.LARK bAHBAHA P
.LARK LARRY VICTOR
pLARK RICHARD SCOTT
fLARK ulLLlAM PAUL
rLlNKSCALES E BELL
rOLEMAN A DORIS W
2LbMAN RANSOME A
)LtMAN VlylAN F)MPTON MARY SUTTON
?0K lohetta marbIn
OLEY ELOlSE
Oley JOHN Gary
JlN LiLLlE E
tMELL JEAN M
JLH DIANE TjROuCh jyOY MALUNE
tULbtWTSUN PHYLLIS
rURTls JESSIE Ray
OALHOUSC SAMUEL D
JANbtir RuSalyn S
;ARBr LINUA bAKER
UA»
1Mb
a
COURSE - CLASS
6 ADM SPV "
ADM SPV
CR E
EL ED
AGRON
RER S
i^ER S
EC ZOOL
£oyc«NO
AGRON
RER S
EL ED
NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
b ED«HI
ADM SPV
El ED
SOC
AG MECH OB
AG MgCH 06
EDUC»ND li
ADM MGT
ED»MA
.NGL
EDUC-ND
EL ED
;
:l
5 E^"
,OUC»ND
.DUC«ND
M E
HORT
S EO«MA
ADM SPV
WUTR
RHYS BS
ttORT
I s
6 ADM SPV
< SC T»BS
7 HORT
MATH BS
MsE0UC»NP
tDUC«NO
EDUC«ND
ADM SPV
EL ED
UC«ND
ADING
M SPV
N MGT
UC«ND
R S
ALL
• M
yYAR
wAr
DUKE
masTy
KlNS
Ik
EY
i^
P-ARCM
ADM SPV
S ED*NS
EL ED
M E
NUTR
ADM SPV
ITR
II
Qd
OB
^ ^ ALBERT 5 EDUC»NO 1
^^lENE < S ED«MA
fN <• PSYCH
'UJ U-VUI^T
EDWARDS GAYLE BARKER
.DWAROS LINDA KAY
RENA BEE
.N NEI
LIOTT
VEt WTON
LMORE JOHN TRAVIS
VANS ER ''A VlN DAVE
.VANS EVA BOSWELL
ACEY WM WADE
FINK RITA JOYCE
FLORENCE JEANNE C
FORREST MIRIAM A
FOWLER MARIE SNIPES
FRANKLIN MARTMA G
FULLARO DANIEL
GAM8RELL MARY W
GANDY ROBERT MICHAEL
GARNER MIRIAM WATSON
GARRETT C RALPH JR
GARY CHARLENE w
GATEwOOO BETTS H
GEANES MARY JO J
GILSTRAP BETH A
GOLDMAN JOHN REID
GOODWIN IVARY.
lARr
Tlsti
DM,
Q Y J
OROON MA GUERITE
6QRL0 EILEEN ECKLUND
GRAHAM JANE YOUNG
?RANT DENISE HlCKS
GRANT JAMES S JR
GREENE BILLY JOE JR
GREER MILDRED F
GRIFFIN LINDA CAROL
HAIR RUTH UUARLES
HALLMAN TOM N
HARDY MARREL
HARGROVE W CLIFFORD
HARRIS CLAUDE E JR
HARRISON JEAN JULIAN
HART ANN LINK
HASKIN ANNA ESTES
HATLEY KATHLEEN D
HAvTRD DAVID CLYDE
HAYES ROBERT ARCHIE
HAZEL CECIL IRBY JR
HELLAMS GRACE DORIS
HENDERSON ALICE PAGE
HENDERSON DAVID L
HILL ANN MICHELS
HIPP TRUDY FORCE
hOCKANSON BARBARA S
HOLCOMBE ELIZABETH I
HOLLAND JANICE V
hOLMUUIST KIM P
HOOKS LARRY EUGENE
HUGHES HARRY W
HUNT DEBORAH NICHOLS
IKSM FIDELIS M
JACKSON BOBRY HAYES
JACKSON KENNETH G
JENNINGS BRENDA E
EDITH S
'^
L HALE
JONES JANIS S
KEISLER MARY WMS
kTnaRD LINDa JEAN
KOLB ROBERT FRANK II
LANDON GEORGIA ANN
LANFORU LYNN PEPPER
LASATER NANCY J
LEOFORD BRENDA T
LCROY JUDY CAMPBELL
' DANIEL SERGf
.L
ChRi
:harle
jOllyjones bettie
LEViNf
. _
LONG CARROLL MURRA^
LONGw
mart!
stophEr
sMAHTIN ChAHiES A
MARTIN DRUCTlla E
MARTIN MARGIE YOUNG
MARTIN WALTER EDWARU.
UEiMAULDIN ANNA B
MAXlE BERTHA CROFT
MAY MARION K08ERTS
MCABEE JOEL JAMES
mCCWARY ROGER ALLEN
kathRyn L
susan ann
SUSAN C
;LELLAN PATRICIA J
MCEAHCNtRN
mcintIre Si
mCintosh i
,RAE GLURGE
JAN
|LLtW ANN MARTIN
iZE JULIA (^OSSETTiNTGUMrHY GEORGIA
.Ice barbaAe
,EKb MARY
,LL KAwtN Griffin
M H
ju
"
'
MOON AL
MOORE GAMY
MOORE WOBERT
MONRQE
CORTEZ
S ED«EN
RER S
HORT
PO SC
AGRON
PORT
EL ED
ENGL
i^ EDRER S
RER S
EDUC*ND
Per s
RER S
HEADING
OICRO
ADM SPV
IN ED
EDUC-ND
RER S
EL ED
EL ED
EOUC»NO
EOUC^NO
EDUC*ND
RER S
EDUC«ND
ADM SPV
FOR
ADM MGT
EDUC-ND
EOUC-NO
EDUC«ND
ENGL
£DUC»ND
FOR
ACCT
EL ED
UATH BS
EL ED
WURS BS
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
HORT
EDUC-ND
READING
EDUC-ND
EL ED
^^
^^
EOUC-
EL ED
ECON
ADM
EL ED
BATH BS
EDUC-ND
9 E
EDUC-ND
EL ED
EL ED
EL ED
EDUC-ND
EpUC-ND
PER S
RER S
El EDh l^READING
EDUC-ND
« B
ADM SPV
RER S
ADM SPy
CH BS
EOUC-ND
EDUC-ND
RER S
ADM SPV
RbYCM
readIng
LL ED
AOM MOT
PER b
EL EU
WEADING
EL ED
keadIng
M E
EDUC-NO
ND
SPV
oa
08
?!
??
NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS NAME - STATUS - COUHSE - CLASS
MORRIS OAVIO C
MYERS.CMARLES R
MARONAYLOR
it EVELYNJAMES
SINCLAIR
M ly
NtLia "iAV-nEL OMER
NGUYEN TMANH VINH
NICOLL MARY JO T
NOOINE MARIAN SOWELL
OOELL MANOA MALONE
OOOM rtlLLARD HUGH
OUZTS ylCKIE K
OMEN DOROTHY
OWINGS LlLLiE T
PAGE DAVID GENE
PARNELL JUDITH ADELL
JELL VICKY HARMON
PATTERSON THOMAS C
PARNi
PAYLOR MARGARET
PELZEH BERNICE
PERRY JACQUELINE L
PESAVENTO JULIA R
PRIVETl
PRUITT
lORN
RINA(
RISH
ROBlr
WALTER E
^ETTE ESTHER B
MAUDIANNA
RAB KAY HODGES
REAMES WM BYRON
REDMOND GERALD JAMES
REEVES RICHARD EARLY
REID DIANA LYNN
REYNOLDS LEONARD D
RHOE WILHELMINA R
RICHARDSON BARBARA D
RICHARDSON MARY T
INACA DOUGLAS ROY
'- JOY MANITA
,NSON MALINOA L
ROBINSON SARAH J D
RUSHLOW KENNETH R
SADLER RACHEL
SAMISCH CHERYL ANN
SCOTT DOUGLAS B
SEASE PATRICIA WMS
SEGARS PATRICIA J
SEIGLER THOMAS BRAY
SENN SHERRY FIELDS
SESSIONS HENRY T JR
SIMMONS HENRY ALLEN
SIMMONS JENNIE R
SIMMONS MARTHA GRANT
SINGLETON VERA DELLA
SKALA MARTHA CORKILL
SMITH DONALD DUNBAR
SMITH EVELYN ELLIS
SNIDER PATRICIA S
STALLINGS KATHY R
STAPLES ELIZABETH W
STEWART MYRA S
STYLES BATSIE F
SUBER WILLIAM
SULLIVAN SHARON S
SOMAN MARTHA M
SUMMER STEPHEN ELLlS
BRIAN LESLEE
VIOLET M
albert eddie l
app barbara smith
arleton hara neal
aylor debra jo p
taylor fred kemper
aylor james ronald
•
emPle Philip james
" HOMPSON EMMA F
"HWRSTON MARY NORRIS
'MMONS JOE M JR
SDALE MARY ANN
TODD REAMER D JR
OLBERT MAMIE M
OPPING CHERYL Y
OWE DEBORAH DUNCAN
RAYNHAM LYNN BOLAND
RIBBLE MARTHA E
UCKER CHARLOTTE H
ULL CAROL ANN
UMBLIN GUY ADAIR
TURNER MARGARET U
UNDERWOOD TERRY I
VINCENT MARTHA K
VINES ELIZABETH
VINSON REBECCA S
WALKER CAROL WERNER
WALLACE DEBORA K
WALLACE LINDA WiLLlS
WALTERS CHARLES R
WARD ELLEN REBECCA
SUTTON
SWYGERT
AG EC
ADM MGT
ADM MGJ
EOUC«NO
AOM SPV
M E
educ«nd|L ED
EL ED
READING
ECON
EL ED
EDUC-ND
LIB ART
AGRON
NURS 8S
ADM SPV
EDUCvND
DM SPV
EL ED
E E
6 ED«NS
RER S
DUC-ND
mD-^MA
EL ED
EL ED
ADM SPV
EDUC*ND
ADM MGT
R P A
EDUC*ND
EL ED
ADM MGT
EDUC-ND
EDUC»ND
& ED'EN
EL ED
ENGL
EL ED
ADM SPV
READING
(READING
EDUC-ND
EL ED
ENGL
RER S
If B
EC ZOOL
AN SC
EDUC-ND
EL ED
>0C
READING
RER S
EDUC'ND
ADM SPV
EDUC-ND
READING
EDUC-ND
S ED-MA
EL ED
AOM SPV
EDUC«ND
EL ED
EL ED
EDUC-ND
AG E
EL ED
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EL ED
EL ED
EL ED
EL ED
ADM MGT
EL ED
Ob
Ob
ii
Ob
11
ObU
Ob
u
hi
u
u
WASH SUSAN SPADY
WATKINS JOHN L III
WATSON SHIRLEY ANN
WEEKS JAMES L JR
CELLING SANDRA W
WELSH STEPHEN LEIGH
WHTTAKER JOHN STONE
WHitE BARBARA ELLEN
WHITE DEBORAH VERNON
WILLIAMS ANNETTE H
WILLIS RHONDA A
WILSON STEVE AARON
WOOD MARGIE MATHIS
WQOOSIDE JOHN P
WORTHINGTON PATRICIA
WYATT WILLIAM WADE
YARBOROUGH CAROL SUE
YELOELL GEORGE W JR
YODER GAIL GRIFFIN
YOUNG JOYCE
YOUNG THOMAS ANDREW
EDUC-ND
R-ARCH
RER S
ADM MGT
BEADING
S ED-MA
ADM MGT
ADM MGT
EL ED
AOM SPV
EL ED
AG ED
m^r"
EL ED
ECON
I M
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
SC T-MA
a
ObU
W
Ob
STUDENTS ENROLLED IN OFF-CAMPUS COURSES, FALL SEMESTER, 1978
NAME. - STATUS - COUH§E - CLASS
A8ERCR0MBIE. JOHN C
ABRAHAM COLON M
AOAIR CARROLL DALE
ADAIR IRENE MOLLIS
AOAMS TALULA W
AKERS MARJORIE bLANO
ALBERT BERTHA
ALEXANDER GORDON H
ALLEN JARVIS
ALLEN LINUA A
ALTMAN JEAN ORENNON
AMMONS PATRICIA JUNE
ANDERER MARY ELLEN B
ANDERSON JOHNNIE V
ANDERSON ROBERT LEON
ANDREWS WILLIE
ANTHONY CARROLL f
ANTHONY GLENOA G
ASHE HELEN WHITE
ASHLEY UONNA BRANYON
BAER UALE SMOAK
BAGmELL mILMA M
BAIlEY THADoEUS M
BAILEY MiLLIAM G
BAKER CAKL STEPHEN
BAKER WALTER WORTH
BARMORE ANN LOUISE
BARNES DOROTHY R
BARNES JANE 6
BARNES JUDITH JESSUP
BARNETT FRANCES B
BAPhilNEAU UAVID K
BARROW HiVANNA HILL
BASS MAKTHA ALTMAN
BATSON STEPHEN M
BAUER JANE wALSH
bAUGHMAN JERHY
BAUMEISTER SARAH S
BEARD WM GRADY JR
bEaTy Cynthia turner
bEDEnbauoh anna lono
BEOENbAuGH HAROLD S
dEDENBAUOH kUSSELL S
bENJAMlN ELIZABETH A
b^NSTUN SHAkON GAULT
bENTLEY CAROL ANN G
BENTlEY tAHL KENNETH
bERHir SALLY
bETTIS ANN HARDING
blGbEt CLYDE JR
bISHuP LYNN PELHAM
BISHOP STANLEY B
BLACK CAkOL GAULT
BLACK PATRICIA H I SM
bLACKKLLL LAKRY W
bLACKMtLL MADELINE F
bLACK«tLL HUBERT S
bLAKt DAISY ADAIR
BLAKtLY LOKLTTA J
bLAND HUGH MITCHELL
BLANlON DEANNA FLOYD
BUOCkEk KAY 8RYS0N
BOATWklOHT ANNIE 8
bOBD JAN HAKHib
oogos vernon lee
bOld^n joe helvIn
BQLUEN MYWNA SJMMONb
bOwland sue theil
botts ann dillashaw
gOwERS HtNKlETTA F
OwEHS JANICE LYNN
BUwICK pEBHA ANN
dOYER JEKl JOHNSTON
tfOYKiN LAHOL JEAN
BOYLE SALLY HOGERS
bOYLEb DAVId THuMAN
bOYLESTuN LYNN CREwb
bOZAHD ANNA HALL
bHADY blDNLY DALE
bMAMLETT JtFf JW
BH1D«LLL FtRRELL M
bmOch paTwTcIa COA
dMODKb tDl Th HYEWb
bKUOKb OAYLL OEOROE
dMOOf^b SmAmoN
bWUBN LlaRENC
bROar«
LA E C JR
Aviu IjONAlO
O H
0- '. ANN
-I Tm
dU'-u*Hr,t H u'j'tUh N
aUNDHlLK HMISCILLA
tDUC«ND
R P A
ADM SPV
RER S
tDUC»ND
EDUCxND
EDUC-ND
EDUC'ND
IN ED
tDUC-ND
tDUC»ND
ADM SPV
EDUC-ND
7 EDUC-ND
6 EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
tDUC*ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
RER S
EDUC-ND
IN ED
EDUC-ND
HIST
ECON
EDUC-ND
BER S
EDUC-ND
^^ ^^EDUC-ND
ADM SPV
EDUC-ND
tDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
ADM SPV
S ED-MA
READING
tL ED
EDUC-ND
ADM SPV
EDUC-ND
5 EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EL ED
tOUC-ND
In ED
READING
IN ED
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
ADM MOT
«ER S
IN ED
EL ED
alH S
LDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
7 EduC-nd
b EDUC-ND
< In eu-v
6 ADM SPV
b LDUC-ND
I IN ED
Ittli
7 EL 10
b EDUC-ND
b EDuC-ND
6 LDUC-ND
6 READING
«• C E
t tL'-"C-ND
IN ED
ADM SPV
EDUC»ND
EL to
EDUC-ND
^Ih s
tOUC-Np
In eo-T
R P A
«Ew b
EDUC-ND
In Ed
NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
}{
7 EboC-ND
i NON-uEG
6 tL ED
6 LOUC«ND
i In £o Ui
BUNTON CYNTHIA B
BURBAGE TOMMY GARViN
BURGESS SUSAN OBRYAN
BURNETT ROGER DAVID
BURNS IMOGENE HORNE
BURNS filTA PARRIS
BURNSED wANDA JUDITH
8URRELL ONNIE M
BURRIS JOHN WM
BURRISS KATMRYN 8
BURROUGHS WILLIS H
BURROUS MICHAEL G
BUTLER MARY CLEMENT
BUTTO Patricia b
BYARS PATRICIA GAIL
BYERS JANE CARROLL
BYERS MARY NUNNALLY
CADE ALICE T
CAIN DOYLE LANIER
CALDWELL OELANE M
CALDWELL HARRIET S
CALDwELL JERRY C
CALDWELL LEILA M
CALDwELL SUSAN D
CALHOUN JAMES R C
CALHOUN JANE T
CALLIHAM SANDRA D
CYNTHIA A
DONALD B
ELIZABETH K
MARY LOU
MAXINE H
_
ROSE AMAKER
CARR WILLIAM CHARLES
CARROLL MICHAEL E
CARSON GLEN ROBERT
CARSON LENORA ANN
CARTER LUTHER T JR
CARTER SHERRY J
CASKIE MARY CANNADA
CHAKRABAKTY SUJIT K
CHAMNESS VIRGINIA C
CHAPMAN EVERETT W
CHAPMAN SHIRLEY S
CHATOS GEORGIA
CHEEK JAMES ALLEN
CHICK CLARENCE A
CHlSENA EDNA HURT
chrisman kenneth lee
chrIstopherson M S
cisson wm edward
clement frankie r
CLINE WM EVERETTE
COATES CHRISTY CURRY
COATES JOYCE KING
COCHRAN NANCY MURPHY
COHEN JOANNE
COLEMAN TERRI D
COLEMAN VIVIAN F
COLLINS ROSE MARIE
COMPTON CATHERINE J
COOK FRANCES E
COOLEY ELOISE
COOLEY wILMA HUDSON
COPE lydIa B
CORLEY LOU ANN
COX ELIZABETH
CRAf'T JUDY THOMAS
CRAIO MARIE BENGE
CROCKER MARY ELLEN
CROMER ROBIN jEaN
CROwDEK BARBARA V
CUNN1NI*HAM ELIZABETH
CUNNlNOHAM JOHN ALAN
CUNNINGHAM SANDRA C
CURETON SUSIE MAl D
CURRY DEBBIE FALLAW
CURRY DINA HAY
CURTIS MARILYN ANNE
CUZZELL CHARLES L
^aTleyD
DAL
DAN
DAN
DAN
DAV
DAV
DAV
DAV
DAVID WAYNE
EL
ELb ulNFHtD C
b bAHBAKA ANN
S BETTY M
ON ELIZABETH 8
JACME LOUISE
MARY HOOk
(E
EL ED
EL ED
EOUC-ND
EOUC«ND
&U EDEOUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND|L ED
tDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
LDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
RER S
EL ED
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
S EO-HI
tL ED
tDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EL ED
EDUC-ND
tDUC-ND
In ED
tDUC-ND
RER S
RER S
tDUC-ND
READING
EDUC-ND
ADM SPV
ADM SPV
READING
EDUC-ND
t;NGR-ND
tL ED
IN ED
tDUC-ND
tDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
PER S
tDUC-ND
ADM SPV
EDUC-ND
C E
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
tDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EL ED
EDUC-ND
Per S
tOUC-ND
tDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
In ED
tOUC-r
EDUC-f
&buc
tDUC-ND
ED-MA
b DON
b Thlma rice
DAY JUDITH EDwInA
Dt;AL JANiE M
" AN KARtN fRANCES
CKER JAMES MICHAEL
DtLL NANCY f ARMtR
DERRICK JOHN H
DtVENNY KAThERINE S
!}
NAME - STATUS - COUKSE - CLASS NAME - STATUS - COUH&E - CLASS
JIB GEORGE T
DIBIASE FHAN HALL
DICKEY JOE OANIEL
OILLARO EMMA NAN N
OILLARD JIMMY WAYNE
OILLASMAtt MARIAN E
oIxON CATHY WALKER
OOBSON NELL
UOE JOHN E Pj
00N6ELL VIHG]
>ING
>INIA
UOOLITTLE CHARLSIE C
J
^
UOULAVERIS ELAINE
OQRSEY
OOTSON
VIVIAN
iEANETTE
ARRIS
P
ORAKE OONNA MARIE
DRUMMONO ANN HASTY
OUBOIS KATHERINE G
UUCKETT MARGARET C
UUKES PINKEY DICKEY
DUMIT KUtiY ELLIS
DUNBAR BONNIE GALE
UUNLAP RACHEL S
DUNN LUCINDA J
DURHAM CAROL ANDREWS
DURHAM DERRELL T
DURHAM MARION D
DYSART JAMES WESLEY
EARGLE REGINA L
EASTERLING E MAYSON
EBO JOHN ALLEN
EDWARDS LYNN WOFFORD
EDWARDS MARGARET D
EDWARDS PATRICIA C
ELMORE JAMES ANSEL
EUROD FERN MCCOMBS
EMERY SCOTT H
EPSTEIN LILLIAN N
ESSEX ROBERT LEE
EVANS JANET LANE
FALLAW EMILY BONDS
FALLAW JUDY ANN
FALLAW SIDNEY ALLAN
FARMER RAYMOND DAVIS
FARR JOHN LIFAS
FIELDS RUTH SHIRLEY
FIELDS WM CRAIG
FlLLNOW NANCY LANGE
FISHER JADE D
fItE glen PARIS
FLEMING CHARLES D
FLORENCE JEANNE C
FLUDD ESSIE MCCANTS
FORE LOUISE L
FORREST MIRIAM A
FORTUNE MARY COOK
FOSTER PARNIECE A
FOWLER CHERIE REECE
FOWLER DALE HEATH
FOWLER NANCY WYATT
FOX BRUCE ALLISON
FRALEY MARY SUE
FRALICK PEACH FOSTER
FRANKLIN SUSAN REED
FREEMAN PATRICIA S
FREEMAN wM LESTER
FRYGA MARIAN LAURA
FULLARD DANIEL
FUNK HARRIET BOYD
FUSELIER PATRICIA L
GAILLARD JESSIE L
GAMBLE PALMER JEAN
GAMBRELL LESLIE 8
GAMBRELL MARIE D S
GARDNER JAMES L
GARNER MIRIAM WATSON
GARRISON BERT F JR
GARVIN ROBERTA LONG
GASUUE JANE DAVIS
GASTON LINDA SIMMONS
GAULT KAREN BENTLEY
GEANES MARY JO J
GENTRY BARBARA C
GEORGE JAMES H JR
GETTYS CELlA BRYSON
GETTYS LINDA W
GIBSON JOHNNY WAYNE
GIBSON LINDA TURNER
GLENN ELIZABETH H
GLENN THOMAS RUCKER
GOODE NANNETTE H
GOODEN MELVIN ERNEST
GOODWILL DONNA M
GORDON MARGUERITE H
GORLO EILEEN ECKLUND
GOSSETT JILL BEVERLY
GRANT DENISE HICKS
CH E
EL ED
EOUC-ND
fcL ED
IN ED
tDUC«ND
ADM SPV
^DUC»ND
tNGR«ND
ADM SPV
EDUC*ND
KER S
EL ED
EL ED
EL ED
EL ED
EDUC«ND
^OUC*ND
EDUC-ND
RER S
^DUC«ND
7 El ED
5 EDUC^NO
READING
ADM SPV
tDUC-'ND
RER S
»ER S
EL ED
tDUC*ND
RER S
EDUC-ND
EOUC»ND
loOL
RER S
EDUC»ND
EL ED
EOyC«ND
EDUC-ND
tDUC*NO
RO SC
RER S
EDUC-ND
AG ED
EDUC*ND
RER S
EDUC«ND
EDUC-ND
RER S
EDUC*ND
READING
EDUC^ND
EL ED
EDUC^ND
AG ED
EDUCwNO
EL ED
EDUC*ND
S ED^MA
EDUC-ND
EDUC-NO
RER S
EDUC-ND
EDUC-NO
EDUC-ND
EL ED
EL ED
EL ED
EDUC^ND
ADM SPV
IN ED
§ ED»MA
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC*ND
EL ED
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC»ND
ADM SPV
C £
EDUC«NO
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
RER S
EDUC-ND
PER S
EDUC-ND
PER S
EL ED
ADM SPV
11
i
11
GRAY HUGH BRUNSON
GREEN JULIUS GARRY
BRENDA RICEGREENE
GREENE HATTIE SMITH
GREENE MYRTHA H
GREER WILLIE EDWARD
GREGORY CARRIEBALLE
GREGORY VALARIE S
GRICE KATHRYN SUSAN
6RIER DONNA COX
GRIFFIN JAN DOBBS
GRIFFIN MARGARET R
GRIFFITH ELLEN
6R0CE DIANE HOLMES
GROFF NANCY NEW
GROVE GERALDINE A
GRUBB MARY ADRIENNE
6RUBBS MARY LAWSON
HADDON HELEN FRIDY
HAGAN VIRGINIA D
HAGLER BERTA JOHNSON
HAGLER BRENDA MASSEY
HALL ANNE KIRCUS
HALLBERG WAYNE E
HAMMOND NED LECONTE
HAMPSHIRE MARTHA S
HAMPTON THOMAS E
HANCOCK ANN
HAR8ERT GENEVA F
HARFIELD OZENA C
HARLEY JAMES A
HARRELSON PATSY S
HARR
HARR
HARR
HARR
HARR
HARROD
SON JEAN JULIAN
SON JIM NEAL
SON MARY F
SON WINNIE B
SON YVONNE G
wM JOSEPH
HART STEPHEN EDWIN
HARVEY STELLA FLOYD
HASKIN ANNA ESTES
HAWKINS THELMA T
HAYES MARIAN BARNES
HAYNES SARAH H II
HEBERT CANDICE NAOMI
HEFLIN ROBERT LEE
HEIMLICH SETH S
HENDERSON BONNIE M
HENDERSON DAVID L
HENDERSON MARTHA C
HENDERSON WM KENNETH
HENDRICK MICHAEL L
HENDRICKS TINA JONES
HENSEL NANCY WILSON
HERAZO MARLENE MEYER
HERLONG AMELIA M
HESTER MARY BOONE
HETTINGER DWIGHT
HILL JANICE V
HILL KAREN LATHEM
HILL THOMAS LEROY
HIPP TRUDY FORCE
HITCH RICHARD C
HOCH JANICE BRAZELL
HODGES DE8RA LUSK
HOFFMAN CAROL RANKIN
HOLBERT REBECCA B
HOLCOMbE GLADYS A
jM]
HOWARD BETTY 'GLADSON
HQLL AND _GASI0N S ITH
KATHY ELIZABETH
HOWARD JOHN M
HOWARD ROBERT JAMES
HOWELL DONNA JENKINS
HOWLETT JOSEPH P
HOWLETT LINDA MOODY
HUGHES JAMES MICHAEL
HUGHES JANET GRAVES
HUGHES KATHERINE A
HUGHES SUSAN MOORE
HUNT DEBORAH NICHOLS
HUNTER CLARA BLAKELY
HUNTER LEONIOE R
HUNTER MELVIN J
HUNTER SUE CAROLE
IRBY HELEN SCOTT
IRBY KENNETH
JACKS TERESA CANN
JACKSON ROBERT T
JAMES DEBRA ANN
JAMESON MARIE
JAYNES DANIEL ROGER
JENNINGS BRENDA E
JERRIM JOHN WALTER
JOHNSON CORINNA B
EDUC-ND
EL ED
EL ED
EDUC-ND
In ED
In ED
EDUC-ND
RER S
EL ED
ADM spy
EDUC-NO
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EL ED
EDUC-ND
EDUC-NO
EL ED
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-NO
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
IN ED
EDUC-ND
6DUC-N0
EDUC-ND
EDUC-NO
EDUC-NO
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EL ED
mi
^t EDEOUC-NO
MATH BS
IN ED
EDUC-ND
EL ED
:DUC-NO
EDUC
EDUC
.NO
•ND
EL ED
ADM SPV
^kn'
?{
1
{{
11
,
li
NAMt - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS NAME - STATUS - COUH{jE - CLASS
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
J0^--
lY LETmA VAUNCEILLE
;ISLEK ELIZABETH H
EVELYN M
6EKAL0 PAUL
GINGER OAWN
JOHN DAVID
LUTHER JR
LUVENIA
MAE DEE B
HAY T
RUB Y H
JOHNSTON JENNIFER
JOLLY EDITH S
JONES BETTY HUNT
JONES EARLlNE D
JONES ELIZABETH LAKE
GEORGE P JR
JANIS SIZEMORE
MICHAEL KEITH
NANCY ROBERSOn
)NES SUSAN COUCH
JONES THEODORE n JR
JUDON ESTHER FARMER
JUMPER_JOANNE GRAHAM
KA
KEISL
KELLER LADONNA Y
KELLEY JUHN H
KELLEY OLLIE EADES
KENNEDY AGNES J
KENNEDY DONNA RISER
kESACK DEBORAH LAY
KILLOUGH SALLY J
KlNARD GEORGE C
KINDER JANE M
KING BEAUREGARD B Iv
KlRKLAND KENNETH F
KLEIN VICTOHIA GOHN
KNIGHT BRENDA WARD
KNIGHT SUSAN M
KROEG HAMELA ELLEN
KUSTRA ROBERT JOSEPH
LAMTI SUE HUDDLESTON
LANIER WAYNE DONALD
LAUDERDALE BARBARA H
LEaPARD BARBARA B
LEARY CLAUDETTE COX
leatherman lInda T
LEE CATHERINE M
LEGGETT MARILYN C
LEmmONS EUGENE B
LENNY NANCY MUTTEN
L5wJS REID D
lONALD
lIvjngstun.c elaIn
LOaDhOLT TIMOTHY
LOFTON JOYCE PASCHAL
LOGAN HtKMlNE C
lOllis SUSAN dIannE
LONG BETTY DiCKSON
LONG bOZANNAH FORCE
LONOO JAMtb RICHARD
LONGSHORE JAM£S ALAN
LONGSHOHiL Susan e
LOOPER JACuoElInE M
LOOPER TmOmaS M JR
LOME DUNNE HUGHES
LOkRY JOHNNIE C
LUBbEKS OAvlD HILARY
LUMSOEN JACOUELYN C
LUREY ANNA
LYNES LINDA §uE
LYON PENELOPt F
MACCALLUH hJOBERT jM
MACKINNON rtWRANCt K
MADDEN MtNHY hOmARD
HAONObON BAHHARA M
haslt b
MAkStsC
AHAH G
^ HAWK STEVEN
«*- I • •- ' aTmhyn L
dOWAM M
Lt-lS «
- LiNDSEY RAY
HAjuuiN LAOWA M
MAWNtY MjCHAEl §HAY
MAXtY OtBRA POsCY
MAY MAMlON MOBtWTS
MAT^ ItLO LOTA S
»<V*k»CE JOEL JAMtS
MCALLlbTLW brHlL R
MCb«Tut JtANtfTf «
MC<w*LL "A"^' LMALMtHi
WLWU'^'^LLL ^HtUL^ICR
_ JC-ND
EL ED
Cduc«np
EOUC-NO
^DUC*ND
tOUC-NO
tDUCwND
EL ED
ADM SPV
ADM SPV
^k ^^bOUCvND
In ED
EL ED
EL ED
fcDUC»ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUCvND
EDUC-ND
S ED«MA
HER S
EOUC*NO
EDUC-ND
01
EDUC-
PER S
tOUC-Nu
EDUC«ND
In iu
EL ED
REH b
b ED«MA
AUM bPy
EDUC^nD
LDUC^ND
In Ed
UC«NO
)M MOT
REM b
AG EO
tOUC«NO
i^
MCDOWELL SAMMY LEE
MCEACHERN C LEE JR
MCFADOEN BESSIE L
MCGRATH JOHN T III
MCINTIRE SUSAN ANN
MCKENNA dIaNE A
MCKINNEY VICKIE R
MCLEAN EMMIE GAULT
MCMEEKIN STEVEN A
MEANS LILLIAS W
MEDLIN DANNY RAY
MEDlIn JAMES CLAUDE
mEEkInS MICHELLE S
MELIN ROGER WAYNE
MELTON PATRICIA GAlL
MERCK PEGGY BaGWELL
MERRIAM LINDA S
MERRITT FRANK MARION
MESTER SOL EFIM
M^TTS WILLIAM C
LLER ANN S
M LLER BECKY H
LLER MARGaRETTE
NGLE BRANTLEE P
M TCHELL BRENDA F
1ELA VAUGHN
;riam COLVIN
)BERT CORTEZ
MITCHELL DOLLY C
M TCHELL EDNA C
M TCHELL MARCIA W
MiZE SARA DUPRE
MONAHAN MARY C
MONAHAN WILLIAM J
MONTGOMERY SUSAN W
MOODY LINDA DIANE
MOON NANCY JONES E
MOON PAMEI
MOORE MI
MOORE ROBI
MORGAN CHARLOTTE M D
MORGAN SHARON HAYSE
MORGAN VICTOR LAQELL
MORRIS CORSETTA F
MORRIS JAMES B
MORRIS OLIVIA DOWELL
MOTES MARY E
MULL H DENNIS
MULLIGAN WILLIAM C
MULLIKIN SUSAN LEAH
MUNRO WALTER MARTIN
MURPHY KATHY ARLEEN
MUSGRAVE PhIlIP C
MYERS JAMES TALMADGE
MYERS MARY DOLLAR
NEAL EVELYN J
NELSON DORIS S
NELSON ROSE FLORY
NELSON TIM JAY
NESTICH MELVIN J
NESTOR ANNETTE L
NEWHALL MARGARET ANN
NEWTON SALLIE F
NICHOLS RUBY MYERS
Nlx SOPHIE lattTmore
nQlen dan t
norman mary mars
nOwell jacuueline a
ODAnIel VIRGINIA M
uDARE Thomas anthony
ODELL WANDA MALONE
0MUNl5bUN JAMES A
ORANUER JEAN LESLEY
ORDERS dIaNA SCHMITT
OSMtNT MARY A BROwN
OSTEEN ANNt GRAHAM
ObtEEN WM MICHAEL
OSWALD STEPHEN G
OTT ANNE BEdENBAUGH
OWENS GLORIa M
OWENb scarlette a
,Nb TLRRELL FRED
.NS ThkESA ANN
.NGb LILLIE T
PACE JOHN kICHARD
PADGETT BETTY R
PAlNt bIpNEY BETTS
PAINTER PATWICIA J
RARKtH btTH H
KARKLR MiCHtLLE JOY
HAWKS MAKOLD MORSE
PARKS bUbAN ShELTON
HAWHibH LRNLSTINE b
PAWbON BHLNDA BARTON
PATTON JOLIE EVELYN
PAYNE DANIEL L
PAYNt KAY H
PEAHCE MARIAN FOWLER
PEARSON JOYCE
OwEr
OwEr
Owlr
EDUC«ND
IN ED
tOUC-ND
EOUCaND
tOUC»NDU ED
EDUC»ND
RER S
EDUC-ND
< In ED
^ In ED
5 EDUC-ND
SYS |NG
ADM SPV
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
PSYCH
C E
EDUC-ND
ADM SPV
EDUC-ND
IN ED
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EOUC«ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
!i
^poc.
u
>ND
.DUC-ND
EDUC-ND
PER S
EL ED
EL ED
EDUC«ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND ,
I8S8:K8
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EL ED
ADM SPV
EDUC-ND
AG ED
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
RER
C E
IN ED
EDUC-ND
S ED
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
S ED-EN
RER S
RER S
EL ED
PER S
EDUC-ND
EL ED
HER S
11
6 PER S
7 tOUC-ND
E»
WHITE
EDUC-ND
EL ED
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDOC-ND
NAME STATUS - COURSE - CLASS NAME STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
TY CU
PATRIC
R tHO^
POLK
PONDE
POOLE JUDITH
PORTER CLYDE
-ITER f
"
aER (
POR]
PEELER ROBERT EARL
PEERY LEAH JACOBSON
PEGRAM MARY BRATCHER
PELZER BERNICE
PENDER THOMAS MURRAY
PBNINGER LUTHER LEON
PESAVENTO JULIA R
PETTY CHARLES THOMAS
PHARR DOROTHY M
PHIBBS JANE CECELIA
PIERCE FLETCHER J
PITTMAN k«M ALVIN
PITTS ROBERT LANE
PLUMLEY JOSEPH B
POLAT INDY B
^-"! IA ROACH
)MAS E
ANN
TALLY
EVELYN DARBY
GLORIA WHITE
_, PHYLLIS T
POSTER MARY LEE
POSTON CHERYL ELAINE
POU SHELDONIA M
PRBSSLEY JOAN BRENDA
PUETTE LYMAN B JR
RAFFEL MARTIN HAROLD
RAMEY WM STEWART
RAMSING VALERIA J M
RANKIN GEORGE DAVID
RANKIN LOUISE KLUGH
RANKIN WlLMA J
RAY JENNIE THOMPSON
REDDICK ALICE THOMAS
"ANNIE MOORE
MEE FRANKLIN
2ABETM R
EVES HELLEN H
REEVES JOHN S JR
REEVES PAMELA JEAN
REID CYNTHIA SHELLEY
REJD DON ANTHONY
REID MAMIE J MILLS
REID MARGARET G
RHODES GINGER TINDAL
RHODES JANE HUGGIN
RHOTON BETH ANN B
RICHARDS GLORIA N
R CHEY ELAINE SHARPE
R ' ~
R
R
It ik
CHMOND PHYLLIS 8
-QUELINEDINGS JAC H
DLEHOOVER SANDRA B
R KARD PASKELL C JR
ROACHE JOSEPH C
ROBERTS CORNELIA E
ROBERTSON COLLEEN S
ROBINSON MARIE C
ROBINSON SARAH J D
ROBINSON VICKIE B
ROCHESTER JUNE M
RODGERS CHARLES L JR
ROGERS CLARENCE DEAN
ROGERS MARY BARRETT
ROGERS PAMELA LYNN
ROWNTREE JOHN F
R02IER FAYE SPIVEY
RUDY ELOISE LYNDON
RUS^
.SALERNI
ELL, CHERYL WCE HILL
SANDERS ELLA
^D
JAN.
_
HILL
SANFOR ELLEN ADKINS
SAXON pONNIE RAY
SCARBOROUGH IRENE B
SCHMITT KAY PRESLEY
SCOTT JOHN RANDOLPH
SCURRY WM RALPH
SEASE PATRICIA WMS
SEAY MIRIAM MOSLEY
SEIBLES CLEVELAND
SEIBLES JOE EDWARD
SEYMOUR PAULA JEAN
SHEALY MARY ANN
SHEALY WILMA BOWiE
SHEDD MADELYN MERCK
SHERARD GEORGIA B
SHERRILL DwIGHT C
SHIRLEY ALICE E
SHIRLEY CAROLYN M
SHIVERS ESSER M
SHORTER BRENDA K
SHORTT^CAROLYN B
SHUMATE ZELPHIA MAE
SIGMTLER MYRA C
SIMMONS CLYDE B JR
SIMMS BARRON ROBERT
EDUC«ND
EOUCvND
ADM SPV
READING
EDUCjND
EL EO
In ED
^EDUC«NO
ED«NS
»PV
BEADING
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
lhE8
ENGL
In ed-v
EDUC«ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC»ND
EDUC«ND
ADM SPV
EDUC-ND
EDUC«ND
^.DUC«ND
M ED
,DUC«ND
,DUC«ND
.DUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
lb.
ER S
DUC-NO
ED
UC-ND
NURS BS
ADM SPV
^L ED
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EL ED
iN ED
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
1 IN ED
7 EDUC-ND
6 AG EC
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
IN ED
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EL ED
EDUC-ND
EL ED
IN ED
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
ADM SPV
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
IN ED
Educ*nd
1
01
SIMPSON DORIS ANN
SIMPSON MARGARET M
SIMPSON STANLEY W
SKINNER TERESA S
SLOAN DAVlD RICHARD
- TH BARBARA HILL
SMITH BETH SIMPSON
" CONNIE C
P
TH
I^TH
TH
ELOISE
GRETA
>EEPLES
TH
TH
}S
TH
TH
LEE
KAREN PELFREY
LAVERNE
LINDA PEDEN
MARGUERITE WMS
NADINE D
PEATSA JAN
TONY R
VELMA T
SMOAK BONNIE L
SORROW JAMES A
SOUKEY JOHN L
SPEARMAN MOLLY M
SPIRES WALTER P SR
SPROTT MIRIAM CENTER
SPROUSE PHYLLIS K
STANSELL LINDA H
SIANTON KAY TOLBERT
STEPHENS WYNITA
STERLING KATHYJLI BOLT
STEVENS ELAINE C
STEWART FRANCES S
stEWART JAMES E
STEWART JANICE M
STEWART LORRAINE M
StiNSON WILLIE MAE
STOVER MARY SUBER
STRIBLING HARRY L
STROM MARCIA S
STROUPE ELIZABETH
SULLIVAN MARGARET
SULLIVAN WILLIE H
SUTTON ANNE BELL
SWAYNGHAM BESSlt
SWINDOLL JOHNIE G
TAPP BARBARA SMITH
TATUM MARY COXWELL
TAYLOR CAROL ANN R
TAYLOR DEBRA JO P
AYLOR FRED KEMPER
AYLOR MARGIE C
TAYLOR VIOLA G
~ERRELL DEBORAH OwEN
ERRY Carolyn j
ERRY JOHN DAVID
HIBODEAU CONSTANCE
HOMAS PHYLLIS L
HOMPSON BHUCE E
HOMPSON GENEVIEVE R
THOMPSON LUCY M
THOMPSON NANCY C
THOMPSON PATRICIA F
THRAILKILL ELIZABETH
TINSLEY JESSIE WANDA
ODD RICHARD CALVIN
ODD SYBILL MARTIN
OMMIE JOY WALKER
OMMIE wM JOSEPH
ONEY JAMES EVERETTE
DOLE WENDY JOAN
OPPING BONNIE S
TOPPING JOHN E JR
OWNSEND CATHERINE M
-RAINOR MARY JANE M
RAYNHAM JANET HELEN
RENT HAZEL S
TRIBBLE LINDA DIANNA
TUCKER BLANCHE M
TUCKER LORAN CLAUDE
TUGWELL ROBERT C
tULL CAROL ANN
TURMON PATRICIA H
TURNER JUDY MILLER
TURNER REBECCA W
TURNER WM EDWARD
TYSON LYNETTE F
UNDERWOOD BARBARA S
UPCHURCH LAUREN G
UPTON NANCY OWEN
VANDERFORD JACQUELYN
VANDERFORD LAWRENCE
VANSANT CATHERINE J
VERCH CATHERINE C
VINSON JEAN TODD
VOISELLE MICHAEL T
WADE SUSAN HOLLIS
WALDEN SHERRY ELAINE
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
In ED
IN ED
NURS BS
RER S
EL ED
ADM SPV
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EL ED
PER S
EDUC-ND
PER S
IN ED
H P A
EDUC-ND
ADM SPV
ADM SPV
EL ED
ADM SPV
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
Ed - -
IN
PER S
EL ED
EL ED
PER S
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
HEADING
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
IN ED
EL Li)
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EL ED
DUC-ND
ED
11
NAMt - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS
WALKEH GtOHGE LOUIS
WALLEN MAHGARET M
XALTZ FRfcOOIE C
WARQ MICHAEL ERNEST
WARE MARIAN BOND
WARLICK CAROLYN M
MARREN ANN H
•ASrt BETTY J WOODS
WATES JOHN CARROLL
WATES JULIAN RAY
WATSON MILDRED E
WATSON RILEY FICKLiN
WAY BONNIE GAIL
WEEKS BONNIE 8ETHEA
wELBORN DEBRA CLARKE
EST GEORGE E
WESTBURY JANE LOUISE
wESTBURY RUSSELL r
wham elizabeth perry
white jennifer lee
te mellicent f
te samuel boyd
tehead bobby L
tlock hazel
than emily davis
tmike ruby c
ington linda c
E JOEL DANIEL
NS ELIZABETH S
LL AMS ANNETTE H
LLIAMS DAVID E
EDITH C
LLIAMS MARGARET W
AMS MARY H
AMb MAKY MILLER
AMS RUTH HASLER
AMSUN DONALD L
NGHAM ANNE S
SARA R
wiL
w
LL
LL
LL
LL
L
LSON
m LSON STEVE AARON
NTER G«EN WALTERS
SE SAHA ELIZABETH
•OFFORU SUE COFFIAOOU MARTHA SELECMAN
•ORLtY HARRY S JR
WRENN JAMES WYATT
•hTohT MARY JANE W
RIGhTEN WILLIAM
wYLlE ELIZABETH "
YARBUROVGH BONNELLE
YELUELL GEORGE
YATES MlTC^ A
W JR
YUUNO JACUUELINE B
YOUNG JOYCE
YOUNG NANCY BLANKE
YOUNT DRUCILLA W
ZUVER JAMES BYRON
EDUC-ND
EDUCvND
EDUC«ND
In ED
EL ED
RER S
tDUC«ND
tDUC«ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC«ND
ADM SPV
EpUC^NO
tOUC'ND
6 RER S
6 ADM SPV
6 EDUC-ND
<* In ED
7 El ED
5 EDUC-ND
EDUC»ND
AG ED
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC«ND
EDUC-ND
EOUC«ND
IN ED
Per s
ADM SPV
C E
EDUC-ND
EDUC*ND
IN ED
EDUC-ND
EDUC'ND
Educ«nd
EL ED
EOUC-NO
AG ED
EDUC-ND
RER S
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
S ED-MA
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EL ED
EDUC-ND
tOUC-NU
EDUC-ND
S ED-MA
EL ED
EOUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
U
STUDENTS ENROLLED IN OFF-CAMPUS COURSES, SPRING SEMESTER, 1979
NAMfc - STATUS -
ABERCROMBIE. JOHN C
ABLE VIRGINIA WATSON
ABRAMS CLARENCE t
AOAIR IRENE HOLLIS
AOAIR RACHEL F
ADAMS BANNAH MOON
ADAMS DAVID MORRISON
ABAMS NANCY STANDS
ADAMS TALULA M
ADDISON JOHN THOMAS
AGA MELANIE SIMPSON
AKERS MARJORIE BLAND
ALEWINE BARRETT T
ALEXANDER GORDON H
ALLEN ELIZABETH W
" HAZEL PIERCE
JARVIS
JO LYNN
COURSE - CLASS
CONNIE LONG
GEORGE ROBIN
T
ALLEN
ALLEN
ALLEN
ALLEY
ALLEY
ALLISON JANICE
ALSMEYER DARTLIN R
ALSOP JANICE GOLDEN
AMMONS PAIRICIa JUNE
ANDERSON ROBERT LEON
ANDREWS MARY LOU S
ANDREWS WILLIE
ANTONAKOS MARY JANE
ARCHIE JAMES R
ASHE BETTY DAVIS
ASHE HELEN WHITE
ASHLEY GAIL FIELDS
ASHLEY JANICE M
ASHLEY PHILLIP SAXON
ASHWORTH JANE E
AXLEY ROSALIE N
BAER DALE SMOAK
BAGWELL LEWIS B
BAGWELL WILMA M
BAILEY CHERYL ISLEY
BAILEY THAODEUS M
BAILEY WILLIAM G
BAKER CYNTHIA K
BALCH JEROME MCLANE
BALLARD OEBRA ELAINE
BANDY SANDRA CORLEY
BARNES DOROTHY R
BARNES JUDITH JESSUP
BARNES MICHAEL E
BATSON STEPHEN M
8AUGHMAN JERRY
BAXTER MARCIA S
BAYNARO DONNA SIMS
BEARD LUCY HURT
BEARD WM GRADY JR
BEASLEY SARAH C
BEDENBAUGH ANNA LONG
BEDENBAUGH HAROLD S
BELL ANNE EwiNG
BELL CATHERINE T
BELL ELIZABETH WOODS
BELL JESSIE HARRISON
BELL WILLIAM T JR
BELLINGER SUSAN M
BENNETT MARJORIE A
BENSTON SHARON GAULT
BENTLEY EARL KENNETH
BERRY SALLY
BERTOLiNi SUZANNE A
BEVELlAUUE JOHN E
BIGBEE CLYDE JR
BISHOP LYNN PELHAM
BISHOP ROBIN LELAND
BISHOP STANLEY B
BLACKWELL FRANCIS J
BbACKwELL ROBERT S
BLAIR CORA KEMP
BLAKE DAISY ADAIR
BbAKELY CLAUDIA JEAN
BLAKELY ELISE J
BLAKELY JEAN LESSLIE
BLAKELY LORETTA J
8LAL0CK DORIS DOWDY
BLAND HUGH MITCHELL
BLANTON PHILIP GREGG
BLIGHTON RICHARD D
BOGGS VERNON LEE
BOLEN VICKI SMITH
BOLLING FRANCES G
80NHAM JEAN C
aONNETTE HENRY H JR
BORLAND MARY 6LEAS0N
BOTTS ANN DILLASHAW
BOUKNIGHT FRANCES K
BOUKNIGHT MELVIN
BOWERS HENRIETTA F
EOUCvNO
EDUC«ND
ADM SPV
RER S
EDUC«ND
EDUC«ND
EDUC-ND
EOUC*ND
EDUC-ND|DUC«ND
EDUC«»ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC»ND
EDUC-ND
RER S
EDUC*ND
In ED
EDUC^ND
EDUCwND
«^ORT
EDUC-ND
AG EC
EDUC-ND
ADM SPV
EDUC»NU
EOUC*ND
Sduc*nd
EDUC«ND
educ*nd
EDUC-'ND
EDUC-ND
fcL ED
EL ED
ADM SPV
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
RER S
M E
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
IN ED
ADM SPV
EL ED
EDUC-ND
RER S
EDUC-ND
RER S
EL ED
ADM SPV
RER S
EDUC-ND
EL ED
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
^ ED-MA
READING
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
Ik EUEDUC-ND
READING
R P A
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
NAME STATUS - C0UR5E - CLASS
k In
5 EDI
6 EL
EDUC-ND
IN ED
BEADING
TEXT
IN ED
EL ED
ED
UC-NO
ED
5 EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EL ED
RER S
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
RER S
EDUC-ND
IN ED-V|DUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EL ED
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
ED
}1
;a cox
BOWERS JANICE LYNN
BOWLING SUSAN B
BOWMAN DORA WALKER
BOYD CYNTHIA L
BOYER JERI JOHNSTON
80YKIN BRENDA PRINCE
BOYLE SALLY ROGERS
BOZARD BETTY LINDLER
BRADFORD ALFRED R
BRADLEY AGNES CARTER
BRADY MARGARET MUNDY
BRADY PHILLIP R
BRAZiNSKi Kathleen f
BREWER WILEENE S
8REWT0N LINDA S
8R0AD0US IRENE V
BROCK PATRICI/
BROCK SHERRILL L
BROOKS GAYLE GEORGE
BROWN ANNE CASON
BROWN DOROTHY L
BROWN MYRA KIRKLAND
BROWN ODELL ANTHONY
BROWNING LINDA J
BROWNLEE JOSEPH
BRYAN LENA BURNETT
BRYANT DARLENE S
BUFORO JULIA B
BUIST DORIS MILLER
BUIST ELAINE R
BUNDRICK PRISCI
^ MABEL W
JANET M
BURNS IMOGENE HORNE
RIT
BUNTING
BURGESb
RIGHT
A PARRISBURNS
BURRELL ONNIE M
BURRIS JOHN WM
BURRISS KATHRYN B
BURROUGHS JOANN H
I^
EL G
STONEY
BURROUGHS WILLIS H
BURROUS MiCHAr
.L GEf
'
BUSSE
h^^'
:ne
CALLIHAM
CAMP
BUTLER BETTY ..
BUZHARDT BONNIE KAYE
BYARS SARA CLARKE
BYERS JANE CARROLL
CAGGIANO ANTHONY V
CAIN DOYLE LANIER
CALDWELL OELANE M
CALDWELL JERRY C
CALHOUN JANE T
CALLAHAM MARGARET
" SANDRA D
BETTY PARSON
CAMPBELL BARBARA COX
CAMPBELL CYNTHIA A
CAMPBELL ELIZABETH K
CAMPBELL MAXINE H
CAMPFIELO HELEN WMS
CANADY JEAN ANDERSON
CANINCIA MARGARITA I
CANTRELL DUNNE M
CANTRELL MAUDENE L
CAPE DEBORAH CLEMONS
CARPENTER DAVID R
CARR WILLIAM CHARLES
CARROLL MICHAEL E
CARSON LENORA ANN
CARTER LUTHER T JR
CARTLEDGE HARRIETT B
CASSELL ROY FaRRELL
CHAMBERS CORNELIA N
CHAMBERS THOMAS R
CHAMBERS VIRGINIA S
CHANDLER BARBARA H
CHAPMAN EVERETT W
CHAPPELL KENNETH L
CHAPPELL SHIRLEY C
CHATOS GEORGIA
CLARDY MARTHA HARVEY
CLAY ANNA REBECCA
CLAYTON SARA WORLEY
CLINE WM EVERETTE
CLINKSCALES E BELL
COATES CHRISTY CURRY
COATES JOYCE KING
COBB RANCE CLAXTON
COBLE ANNE LYNN
COCKCROFT DEBRAH G
COFFEY BETTY GIBSON
CQFFMAN KATHRYN N
COL
COL
wm charles
,man betty wise
:man erlene
COLEMAN TERRI D
COLEMAN VIVIAN
ND
NO
A -ND
iOUC-NO
;L ED
iOUC-ND
.DUC-ND
EL ED
EDUC-ND
PER S
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
RER S
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EL ED
II
U
EL ED
IN ED
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
S ED-NS
EL ED
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
C E
EL ED
EL ED
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
READING
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
FOR
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EL ED
{}
NAMt - STATUS - COOWbE - CLASS NAME - STATUS - C0UH6E - CLASS
COLLINS MICHAEL
COLLINS wANOA L
COMPTON CATHERINE J
COOK BArtBAHA PHELPS
COOK JOYCE S
COOLEY ELOISE
COOPEH CAHOlE BABB
COOPEH MELBA B
CORBETT CAROL JULIAN
C0R8ETT CLAUDE K III
CORNE JAMES T
COSTELLO BARBARA A
COTHRAN OSCAR R JR
COULTER ALETA H
COVELL ROBERT D
COX WALTER DElvER
COX TTA GAIL
JRAIN MARTHA K
CRANE SAKA N
CRaPPS ROBERT S
CRAHFOKD SARA S
CRENSHAW CHARLES L
CRESW^LL HELEN TUCK
CROMtP iUBiN JEAN
CWOwUtR BARBARA V
C><0«<OER LAOENE UAViS
CROkE MElOOY HAMBY
CUNNTnSjHAM JOHN ALAN
CUNNlNOHAM SANDRA C
CURLEE EUWAHO LEE
CURRY UEBBIE FALLAM
CURRY UINA RAY
CURTIS MARILYN ANNE
CUZZELL CHARLES L
OAlLEY DAVIO WAYNE
DANIELS wlNFREO C
uARbY Phillip eugenl
DAVEnPOWT BETTY W
DAV S ALLARU CLU
DAVIS BARBARA ANN
S BETTY R
S EUlTH M
S MARGARET H
PATRICIA SHEA
DAV
DAV
DAV
DAY _
_
UEAN VIRGINIA AGEE
DECKER JAMES MICHAEL
UEFOOR REBECCA H
DEGNAN ^EVIN JOHN
DiCKEY JOE UANIE
U LLARU jI
D LLASHAW MARIAN E
U XON CATHY
MHY WAYNE
ALKER
UOHbS MYMA CUPELL
UgUbUN CLIFTON B
uut- JUHN E PiNG
-LL VIRGINIA S
^HlLLlP RAY
.N jLANtTTE P
-^tHlS ELAINE D
.'.'< nERBLRT R
. - C WONNA MAMIE
u^ioutNb HA^JEL N
UHWHMONU MAHY S
UUbUSL TALBtWTA G
uu( Kt I T HAMbARET C
-> CAMOL ELKINS
HUBY ELLIS
-•. CmAhlES R
' • . U LYLES
. . u
•
.
-
. . BLAKE
UUNN manua uavIS
tluRHAM LAHUL ANDREWS
.v.;MMAM LVELYN H
i"^ JANICE COKtW
MANY ANN
•^ci'».» t MAYSON
NtAL
K
riO^FOHu
• H
•< ANN
'mcCALL
.f s
I.M«,TL IN cILlUN N
6 DY
7 EDl
6 EL
bOUC«NO
EDUC«NO
PER S
tDUC«ND
tDUC^NO
EDUC-ND
EOUC-NO
tOUC«ND
EL ED
EDUC-NO
EOUC-NO
SC
UC-ND
ED
P-ARCH
EOUC-NO
EDUC^ND
EDUC«ND
EDUC-ND
LDUC-NO
EDUC-ND
EOUC»ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC»ND
EDUC»ND
EDUC-ND
6 AG ED
6 El ED
5 EUUC-NO
6 5 EO-MA
tDUC«NO
EL ED
R P A
EDUC»NO
IN ED
AUM SPV
EDUC»NO
EDUC-NO
LOUC-ND
IN ED
EDUC-NU
EDUC-ND
EOUC»ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
tOUC«NO
ADM MGT
READING
ADM SPV
EDUC-NU
Ch E
tUUC«NO
EOUC«ND
In ED
EDUC-ND
ADM SPV
EDUC-NO
EUUC-nD
LNGR-NO
tOUC-NU
EOUC-NO
EL ED
EL ED
b EOUC-NO
7 EOUC-NO
7 EOUC-NO
tOUC-NO
EDuC-NO
tOuC-NO
EDuc-NO
EDuC-NO
HEADING
EDuC-NO
EDUC-NO
EOUC-NO
EOuC-NO
H P A
heaOIno
tOUC-NO
EDUC-NO
EOUC-NO
EL EU
OB
I
Otf
r t
ANN
ALLEN
(HITE
»RTis C
aRlCIA
GUE
EVANS CAROLYN MOORE
EVANS DIANE BURGESS
EVANS DON CORLYSS
EVANS JANET LANE
FALLAW JUDY
FARMER JOHN
FARR JANE
FERGUSON CUR'
~~RGUSON PAT
SH GAYLE
-SMEH JADE
FLETCHER MARGARET B
FLOOD JAMES H
FLOYD JOSEPH H
FOLK FREDA AMANDA
FORD BRIAN F
FORTENBERRY TERESA R
FORTUNE MARY COOK
FOSTER LEWIS W
FOWLER DALE HEATH
FRALICK PEACH FOSTER
FRANKE BONNIE JEAN
FRANKLIN JEwEL W
FRANKLIN SUSAN REED
FRATES KENNETH S
FRATES LINDA M
FREEMAN WM LESTER
FRyGA MARIAN LAURA
FULLARO DANIEL
FULMER OONnIs M
FUNK HARRIET BOYD
GAINES MARCIA J
GAMBRELL LESLIE B
GAMBRELL MARIE D S
GARNER ELIZABETH H
GARNER MIRIAM WATSON
GARRETT CAREY E
GARRETT NANCY M
GARRETT SHERYN
GARRISON BERT F JR
GARY CMARLENE W
GASUUE JANE DAVIS
GASTON LINDA SIMMONS
GAULT REBECCA P
GEORGE JAMES H JR
GIBSON JOHNNY WAYNE
GIBSON LINDA TURNER
GILBERT JOAN MARIE
GILL MARY GwiNN
GlLSTRAP BETH A
GODWIN WILLIAM R III
GOLUBSKI EDwARD G
GOODWILL DONNA M
GOODwiN EMMA MORTON
GOODwiN GWENDOLYN D. _N Q
GORLO EILEEN ECK
GOSSETT JILL BEV
GOWAN GRADY VINCENT
yOl
^
kil[!V
GRAHAM JANE )yNG
GRANT OENISE HiCKS
URANTLANO GLADYS H
GREEN JULIUS GARRY
GREENE MYRThA H
GREER LILLIE JO
GRICE PATRICIA M
GRIER DONNA COX
GRIFFITH ELLEN
GRIFFITH QUEEN E C
GROCE UlANE HOLMES
OROFF NANCY NEW
GROOMt LAVEETA N
GRUBB MARY ADRIENNE
HACK RiCHARU JAY
HAQAwAY JANET R
HAGAN VlKGlNlA
HA(
HAlR ELlZ'
HAMILTON ANOl
HAMILTON EMORY JR
HAMlctON MARTHA H
HAMMONO CYNTHIA W
HAMMONO NEO LECONTE
HAMPTON THOMAS E
HANCOCK ANN
HARBERT THERESA DALE
HARPER BETTY BAYNES
BERTA JOHNSON
TZABETH M
HALL ANNE MULL.
)fiElA
HARR
HARM
HARR
HARR
HARR
HARR
SON AMY M
SON ELLA J
SUN JEAN JULIAN
SON JIM NEAL
>0N MARY F
SON rEogie E
HARvEY STELLA FLOYD
HASRlN ANNA ESTES
HASkInS dUNNle H
II
II
HEADING
RER S
t,DUC-NO
EOUC-NO
EOUC-NO
In ED
READING
MI 1
U
PV
II
EL ED
EOUC-ND
RER S
tOUC-ND
EL ED
EL ED
C R P
EOUC-NO
EOUC-NO
BER S
El ED
E E
EL ED
AOM s
PER S
^L EO 11
In ED Od
tOUC-NO
EOUC-NO
AOM SPV
EL ED
EOUC-NO
EL ED
EOUC-NO
EDUC-NO
EL ED
Ent
EOUC-NO
EOUC-NO
^L ED
EL ED
EDUC-NO
EOUC-NO
EL ED
EOUC-NO
EOUC-NO
In lo
EOUC-NO
EDuC-NO
II
U
EL EO
EOUC-NO
EOUC-NO
NAME - STATUS - COURSE - CLASS NAME - STATUS - COUKSE - CLASS
HAYES MARIAN BARNES
HENDERSON BONNIE M
HENDERSON JAMES
"HAEL L
NA P
A
HERNANDEZ SUSAN R
HESTER CYNTHIA SPECK
TM WM VIRGIL;6HSM] ]
ANOT PETER
POUND
POTTER
HOLBERT REBECCA
HOLBROOKS FaYE
LDEBf
LL J^NICI
LL LINDA
LL VELMA
OTT LINDA KYZER
PP EDITH B
PP TRUDY FORCE
CH JANICE BRAZELL
HODGES DEBRa LUSK
HODGES RUTHIA ANN
"
^CCA B
HOLCOMBE GLADYS A
HOLLAND GASTON SMITH
HOLLIN DONNA SUE
HOLMAN LONNIE C
HOLT KATHY ELIZABETH
HONEA DOROTHY BLACK
HOUSER ALZINE
HOUSLEY BRENDA A
HOWARD KATHERINE H
HOWARD ROBERT JAMES
HOWELL DONNA JENKINS
<ELlHOW L
HUBBARDg EUDORA Ly— -••-- •
HUNTER
HUNTER
LEIGH ANN
SUE CAROLE
--
- -
,0NHUTCHINSON CARL(
HYATT CYNTHIA 8EALL
NffiE VICKIE LOUISE
NGRAM ANN B
RBY KENNETH F
RWIN
'
Evelyn
TERESA
SIMPSON
JACKS CANN
JACKSON E JEWELLE S
JACOBS MARCUS KENNEY
JAMES DEBRA ANN
JAMESON MARGARET J
JAMESON MARIE
JENNINGS DORIS B
JOHNSON GERALD PAUL
JOHN DAVID
IHN
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
LUVENIA
RGINI
JOHNSTON JENNIFER
Shi
A S
, . . ,. JO
JOHNSTON MARGIE R
JOLLY EDITH S
~ BETTY HUNT
EARLINE D
JANIS SIZEMORE
JOHN ARCHIE
MICHAEL KEITH
THEODORE W JR
YVONNE C
'" WATSON
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
JONES
.
JOY JOYCE
JUPY HENRY I JR
CHRISTINE NIA
ESHEN WALT JOHN JR
LLEY ELIZABETH J
LLY MARILYN
MP BETTY RATLIFF
NDALL ROBERT WM
NNEDY ANGIE GEAN
NNEDY JOANNA QUEEN
NNEQY MARTHA YOUNG
LER JANt.rULLf^
Kl
Kl
Kl
Kl
Kl
Kl
Kl
K
K
K
K
KN.. ^ _
KNIGHT CYNTHIA M
KNIGHT SUSAN M
KQERBtR MARILYN G
KOON MARILYN E
KRIEGER SARAH H
KUSTRA ROBERT JOSEPH
LABUS CAROLYN COSTEN
LAKE ANNE G
LANG WILLIAM STEVE
LANGLEY DORIS ADDY
LAYTON CHARLES E
)ur
;NG ELLEN STEWART
NG SARA KERNS
RBY LINDA JEANETTE
[RKLAND KENNETH F
,GHT BRENDA WARD
EDUCvND
EDUCvND
EDUC^ND
R P A
EDUCvND
EDUC*ND
Ser S
EDUC-ND|duc*nd
EDUC-ND
il( e:dEDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
El ED
S ED-EN
EL ED|L ED
EDUC-ND
EL ED
ADM SPV
EL ED
EDUC-ND
EL ED
;DUC«ND
ADING
7 EDUC-
6 In ED
6 PER S
SgSAN ARLED6E
HUGHES LILLIE ANNE M 7
HUGHES SUZANNE ADAMS
"
HW6HEY DORIS FAW
ER S
DUC-ND
ED
UC-ND
UC-ND
CH ED
L ED
8UC-NDUC-ND
S ED-MA
EDUC-ND
RER S
ADM SPV
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
FOR
S ED-MA
EDUC-ND
READING
EDUC-ND
PER S
«ER S
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
S ED-HI
EDUC-ND
II ED
EL ED
OUC-ND
ED
ED
,,
UC-ND
EDUC-ND
R P A
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
PSYCH
EDUC-ND
^ In
? b
ND U
II
08
LAZARCHIK THERESA M
LEARY CLAUDETTE COX
LEDGERWOOD WM JAY
LEE CATHERINE M
LEE CHARAN QIBERT
LEE KAN CHEE
LEEKE MARTHA C
LEGGETT MARILYN C
LEIGHTON MORAY S
LENNY NANCY MUTTEN
LESTER CORA A
LEVERETTE ELEANOR S
-
'S BEVERLYN H
S REID D
Is WILLIAM DONALD
C Ct
LEWI!
lSwIj
LEWI!
ilLFORO PAUL
'
',CE G.
aNGSTON C ELAINE
aNGSTON DEBORAH
GHT
LiSf
LIVING N
LQCHRIDGE KENNETH W
LOFTON JOYCE PASCHAL
LONG MILDRED EVANS
LONG SUZANNAH FORCE
LONGSHORE JAMES ALAN
LONGSHORE SUSAN E
LOONEY SARA L
LOOPER THOMAS M JR
LQUGEE MARSHA N
LOVE NORMA HUMPHRIES
LOVETT WILSON
LOWE OIANNE HUGHES
LOWN JAY WALTER
LOWN RONALD LESLIE
LUMSOEN JACOUELYN C
LYOA PHYLLIS SUSAN
MACCALLUM ROBERT WM
MACY SELMA RUSH
MADDEN ANITA FORD
MADDEN HENRY HOWARD
MAHAFFEY MIKE EDWARD
MAJOR GAIL
MARTIN CASSANDRA M
MARTIN DEBBIE I
MARTIN LINDA C B
MASSEY DEBORAH H
MATTHEWS LEWIS W
MATTHEWS LINDSEY RAY
MATTHEWS VERNELL M
MATTHEWS WILMA WARD
MAYFIELD LUTA S
MAYNARD KAY BORDERS
MCALISTER ANN GRIER
MCALLISTER SYBIL R
MCCALLISTER CHRIS W
MGCARTHA KATHRYN B
MCCASKILL REBECCA F
MCCLAIN VICKIE M
MCCLINTON IRINE T
MCCORD HEYWARO H
MCCORD RI
MCCREDIE
Mcr
"
OBERT J
:D0NALD VICTORIA G
MCDOWELL MARY ALLEN
MCELHANNON KATHY J
MCGREGOR MELANIE H
MCINTIRE SUSAN ANN
MCKEE GAYE TRAMMELL
MCKINNEY VICKIE R
MCMANUS HAROLD S
MCMEEKIN STEVEN A
MCMILLAN BETTY
MCMILLAN EVELYN P
MEANS LILLIAS W
MEDLIN DANNY RAY
MEDLIN JAMES CLAUDE
MEEKS MARY JANICE B
MELTON PATRICIA GAlL
MERRIAM LINDA S
MERRITT IRIS P
MILLER EDNA WAGNER
MILLER JENNIE ROCK
mIller KRISTI S
MILLER MARGARETTE H
MIZELL LISE RYERSON
MOLIN PAMELA HYATT
MONAHAN MARY C
MONTGOMERY SUSAN W
MONTS DOUGLAS WILBUR
MONTS THERESA L
MOODY LINDA DIANE
MOON NANCY JONES E
MOON PAMELA VAUGHN
MOORE JUDITH S
MOORE MIRIAM COLVIN
MOORE PRINCESS LELA
MOORE ROBERT CORTEZ
EDUC-ND
RER S
,L ED
.DUC-ND
ARCH
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
AG ED
EDUC-ND
ARCH|L ED
EDUC-ND
RER S
EL ED
IL ED
EDUC-ND
EL ED
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
IN ED
IN ED
RER S
ADM SPV
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
HORT
IN ED
EDUC-ND
EDUC*NO
|L ^D
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
?i
01
u
NAME - STATUS - COU«SE - CLASS NAME - STATUS - C0UH5E - CLASS
MOOTER JANICE W
MORGAN LINDA DIANE
MORRIS JAMES B
MORRIS OLIVIA QOWELL
MOSS GWEN MINER
MOTES MARY E
MUCCI CAROL GERmIG
MULL H DENNIS
MULLIKIN SUSAN LEAM
murpmy kaTmy arleen
munOy UAttETM WZAti
J
L^
ON DORIS S
_
OR ANNETTE L
iCMOLS RUBY MYERS
CMOLSON FLOYD
MURPMY RICHARD J
MURRAY JULIUS
MYERS dARBARA COOPER
NABORS bEVERLY J B
NEAl,, EVE YN J
Nl
N
N
N
N
Nl
NOL^ _ .
norDIn CARi
_
NORMAN MARIAN M
NORMAN MARY MAR!
NORMAN SUSAN ONEAI
OAKES SAMUEL ELLi
ODELL MANDA MALONI
OGLESbY TOMMIE M
OGLETREE JOHN NEwTON
CH0L50N RUTH B
X sopmie LATTI
Jblett LINOA)BLET
)R0 N
DAN_TURNER
MORE
KAY
ORANDEH JEAN LESLEY
ORDERS DIANA SCHMIT
ORR RUTm bOYKIN
>TEEN ANNE GRAHAM
OVERTON jO ANN MILL
0«ENS Gloria m
UkENS MARY M T
0«ENS SAMUEL ROBERT
0«ENS TERRELL FRED
OMENS ThRESA ANN
0«ENS ViVlAN N
qmIngs LILLIE T
PACE JOHN RICHARD
PARK JOHN CONRAD
PARKER btTH H
PARKS SUSAN SMELTON
PARROTT JEAN M
PARSON bRENDA BARTON
PATTEKSON
PATTON JUI
PAULLiNG I
PAYNE DANIEL
PAYNE KAY H
PEARSON JOYCE MMlTL
PEELEK janIce C
PEGRAM MARY HRaTChER
PLNDINU DEbURAH T
PESAVENTU JULIA R
PE' TY CmAKiES TmOMAS
PH titib JANE CECELIA
lU ^y?LYN
GATSIE ANN
E0UC«N0
EDUC«N0
tDUC«N0
C0UC»N0
^OUC«ND
' DUC«ND
L ED
,OUC«ND
E0UC«
tDUC«ND
§ ED«MA
bDUC«ND
EDUC-NO
EDUC-ND
EDUC-ND
EDUC«ND
RER S
1 IN ED
5 PER S
6
7
5
6
6
7
6
6
6
7
6
7
7
t*
6
7
6
6
6
6
3
6
7
6
6
6
u
LLJPS CAR0LE_L
^LET(
«EA T(
SAMMY E
CHER J
NSUN ANNE GARWETT
TTMAN AL»IN GLENN
TTMAN bM ALViN
'TTb ANolk. Chapman
ITS KVbEHT 1 ANf
JUbEPM H
TTs vIc^i
•^ OHANLONKlA MOACH
I'm ANN
.' HITE
H HAY
T C
C
- MARK
1^-
. b JR
uNNtui- w*YiV J
HuTMAN MOHLmTa
PyTNAH jyDy
HYATT ALia
wj:*<** hmIan
Carol
CIO CTNTHl
-ICMAftp
OAVIO
.mOmmsun
COUCH
EL ED
PER S
EDUC«ND
tDUC-ND
EDUC'ND
EL ED
tOUC-ND
EL ED
EDUC-ND
EOUC-ND
IN ED
06
H* ^°T.^^
URL» b tUUC«ND
<• In ED
S EUUC*
t* A^ M||(.M
1 gDUC«NJ
t) AJM ^KV
hELLEy 6 EDU
6 IN tU
<• In \\i I
6 tUUC«NO
tOuC«NO
uC*NO
Oa
REID DIANA LYNN
REIO MAMIE J MILLS
REYNOLDS JOSEPH E
REYNOLDS ROSALIND L
RHODES GINGER TINDAL
RICH JOHN C
R CHEY ELAINE SHARPE
'^'CHMQND PHYLLIS B
DDLE CAROL M
OTnGS JACQUEl
VERS MARY CH/.
TnSON JULIA SWAIM
[NSON SARi
ROB
ROB
JELINE
;hapman
,. T
IAH J
ROCHESTER JUNE M
ROCHESTER MELBA LYNN
R0EBUCK_PATRIC1A
PEN P]
'ji!"^'*
AROROGEf
RQLANI
RONEY JOANNA J H
ROWLAND BARBARA
RUSSELL CHERYL W
RUSSELL DAVID ARNOLD
SANBORN KELLI A
SANDERS ELLA HILL
SANDERS FRANCES H
SANDERS MICHAEL L SR
SARRATT DAVID GLENN
SATTERFIELD JAMES R
SAXON DONNIE RAY
SCARBOROUGH PATRICIA
SEARS JANICE C
SEAY MIRIAM MQSLEY
SENN MILDRED G
SHEALY MARY ANN
SHIRLEY CAROLYN M
SHIVERS ESSER M
SHOOK ALICE SHIRLEY
SHORTER BRENDA K
SHORT! CAROLYN B
SHUMATE ZELPHIA MAE
MMQN
MMON
S MMONS
S MPSON
Simpson
SLOAN
SMEAL
iSK
SM TH
SM TH
SM TH
SM TH
SMITH
SNEAR
u
iND
iDUC»ND
:OUC«ND
:DUC«ND
[n ED
>ER S
;OUC«ND
[n ED
;DUC«ND
iDUC*NO
IN EO
:«ND
•0
S
:*NQ
>ND
BEVERLY A J
CLYDE B JR
MARTHA GRANT
DORIS ANN
UAVID RICHARD
SARAH JOHNSEY
BARBARA HILL
GLENDA BARKER
KATHLEEN DOwNS
LINDA PEDEN
MARGUERITE WMS
ROXANNA ALBURY
TONY R
EUGENE C
'EQ-EN
DUC«ND
SOUMA JOYCE BROOKS
SQUTHERLIN NANCY C
SPEARMAN CECILIA H
SPIRES WALTER P SR
STANFORD JOYCE C
StANSELL LINDA H
stapleton susan
steaOman jerry dean
stevens robert
stewart france!
SUwART LORRAINE M
' Tllwell Marian b
)nE KATE ROOGERS
JUOENMiRE HARRY L
TRATTUN MARY MURRAY
rPOCK BETTY B
DEAN I
•TROUPE ELlZAe^TH J
•
ULlIvAN wlL»-It ^ >^^(UMEREL THOMAC M JR
"NOA
SUMi
SUTHERLAND Li LLA
SUTTON ANNE BELL
SWAYNljMAM bESSlE WMS
bWlNDOLL JOhNIE G
SWOFFOWU PEOGY b
APP BARBARA SMITH
App oelTa G
ATE KATHY HAZEL
AYLOR DEBRA jo P
AYLOH FHtU KEMPER
AYLOh MAPIlYN LEWIS
EMPtST UAviD L
ENNt^ JOHN BAKER
ERWtLL UEbORAH OwEN
ERWY LAHOLYN J
HOMAb PHYLLIS L
hQmrswn BRuCt E
HOMPSON UONNA K
HOMPiUN FayE CO
HOMP^UN MARY JAN
Thompson nancy C
*ER S
« i.L ED
kJr 7 Jduc«nq
E S 7 :DuC«nO
;0U(
\W
^DU(
iDUL _
£0UC*ND
|gJ^C.NO
EOUCvND
E0UC«ND
PER S
IN ED
ADM SPV
EDUC*ND
tout
;L ED
iOUC«ND
3UC«ND
.
EO-tMA
iOUC«ND
iiDUC«ND
8UC«Np
UC«NO
•DUC»ND
5UC«ND
[)UC«ND
IN ED
EDUCvND
Per s
EDUCvND
EDUC«ND
EDUCtND
tpUC«ND
EDUC*N0
READING
EDUC-ND
El lo
ADM SPV
DM SPV
iDUC«ND
L lo
DUC»ND
D
lUC-Nl
iuc«nI
EDuc^no
tUUC«ND
0-ARCh
7 tpu « D
7 EDUC N0
NAME - STATUS - C0UK5E - CLASS
TIMMERMAN ANNE HAY
TODD KICHARD CALVIN
"OMMIE JOY WALKER
OMMIE WM JOSEPH JR
ONEY JAMES EVERETTE
OPPINO JOHN E JR
TRAINOR THOMAS C
TRAMMELL BARBARA Q
TRAYNHAM JANET HELEN
TRIBBLE LINDA DIANNA
TRIPLETT CALVIN R SR
TRWETI VICKI FRANCES
TUCKER LORAN CLAUDE
TURMON PATRICIA H
TURNER BARBARA F
TYSON LYNETTE F
UNDERWOOD TERRY I
VAHJEN PATHICIA D
VANADORE BARBARA M
VAUGHAN STANLEY WM
VAUGHN JOSEPH ALLEN
VAUGHN MARIE H
VINSON JEAN TODD
WALOEN SHERRY ELAINE
WALKER GROVER CURTIS
WALL SHARON ELAINE
WALLACE POLLY
WALLACE wM C^
WALLEN MARGARET M
WALTON DAVID LEE
WARE JOYCE ELLIS
WARE MARIAN BOND
WARLICK CAROLYN M
WATSON ANNE WEAVER
WATSON DOLORES T
WATSON SHIRLEY DENDY
WATTS Rachel c
WEAVER SYLVIA MANGUM
wEBER RICHARD M
WELBORN DEBORAH EDNA
WELLS GERALDINE RUDD
WELLS MARY COLLIER
WEST GLORIA YOUNG
WHITE ANITA ASHLEY
WHITE DEBORAH VERNON
WHITE
wH-~"
WH
WH
WH
WH
W
w
DORIS G
JENNIFER
,\if^JULIE OSBORNE
_ KIM HOUSE
JTESIDES BRENDA M
ITMAN EMILY DAVIS
GJNGTON JO ANN
GINGTC -
LK
LK
LL
LL
LL
LL
LL
LL
LL
AMS
AMS
AMS
AMS
AMS
AMS
.L DANIEL
.IZABETH ;
JETTY G
ON LINDA
E JOEl
-
Ns el;
Bf
.
JAMES H
KATHRYN
MARTHA R
MARY H
THOMAS W
AMSON DONALD L
OUGHBY JANIE R
: JUDITH A
LSON MARGARET A
LSON SARA R
wiLSON SYBIL ATKINS
W NCHESTER JEANETTE
NFIELD JOHN H
NN DORIS G
NN SARAH GAYE
SE SARA
wOFFORD SUE
WOOD MARGH
WOODS WALTER A Jf
WRIGHT WILLIE BOWIE
WYLIE ELIZABETH B
YARBOROUGH BONNELLE
YARBROUGH JENNIFER (
W LL(
W LSON
W "
w
YATES
YEADOi
YEADON
YOUNG
MITCHELL A
ERNESTINE.ADON
' JOHNNY
ANDY BEE
YOUNG JOYCE
YOUNG LOUIS GRAY
YOUNT DRUCILLA H
ZUVER JAMES BYRON
EOUC*ND
Educ»nd
RER S
RER S
IN ED
ADM SPV
EDUC«ND
EL ED
ADM SPV
EDUC»ND
EOUC«ND
EL ED
IN ED
READING
ADM SPV
EL ED
READING
" " ND
U
LEE
ND
SPV
EDUC*ND
£OUC«
"
ADM
"
IDUC-ND I
bDUC«ND
£OUC«ND
EOUC-ND
RER S
tDUC«ND
EL ED
RER S
RER S
EDUC*ND
RER S
EDUC-ND
§ EO*EN
,DUC«ND
:duc«nd
iDM SPV
,OUC«ND
IDUC-^ND
,L ED
.DUC«ND
;duc«no
,DUC«NO
READING
5 ED-MA
EDUCvND
ADM SPV
".DUC-ND
^DUCwND
,N ED
ER S
,DUC-ND
.OUCiNO
SYCH
.DUC«ND
tN ED
,DUC«ND
.N EO
;ouc«No
,DUC«ND
,DUC*NO
,DUC«ND
.DUC«NO
^DM SPV
R P A
fcDUC*NO
bOUC«ND
~ER S
DUC«ND
k toDUC«ND
OUCvNO
DUC«NO
0UC«N0
iDUC«N0
,DUC«N0
:DUC«N0
ADM SPV
?k^EO
ARCH
READING
EDUC«NO
08
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A
Exjual Opportunity- in Programs and Activities
Federal laws prohibit discrimination under programs and activities receiving
Federal financial assistance. The statutes hsted below are applicable to Clemson
University and provide in part:
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
"So person in the United States shall, on the ground of race, color, or
national origin, be excluded from participation in. be denied the benefits
of. or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity re-
ceiving Federal financial assistanc-e."
Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972
"No person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded
from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to dis-
crimination under any education program or activity receiving Federal
financial assistance."
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973
"No otherwise quahfied handicapped individual in the United States
. . . shall, solely by reason of his handicap, be excluded from the par-
ticipation in, be denied the benefits of. or be subjec-ted to discrimination
under any program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance."
Section 303 of the Age Discrimination Act of 1975
"No person in the United States shall, on the basis of age, be excluded
from participation in. be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to
discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal financial
assistance."
Clemson University conducts its programs and activities involving admis-
sion and treatment of students, employment, teaching, research, and public
service in a nondiscriminatory manner as prescribed by Federal laws and
regulations.
Inquiries concerning the above may be addressed to:
President Clemson University
Clemson. South Carolina 29631
Director Office for Ci\il Rights
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
Washington, D. C. 20201
